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IVANHOE POULTRY YARDS, Henrico Co., Va.

..BREEDERS OF.

HIGH-CLASS BELGIAN HARES and FANCY PIGEONS.

At the great RICHMOND SHOW, October 7-12, 1901, we won as follows :

1st PEN OLD BIRDS.
1st PEN YOUNQ BIRDS.

1st COCK.
1st and 2nd HEN.

1st COCKEREL.
1st and 2nd PULLET.

We only exhibited ten birds and won everything on PLYMOUTH ROCKS that could be won by
that number of birds. "We only exhibited three young BELGIAN HARES ; won 2nd and 4th on

Does, out of a class of sixteen ; won 1st on Buck, and medal for the best Buck in Show.

For information, address

IVANHOE POULTRY YARDS, Box 258, Richmond, Va.

^ TOBACCO GROWS TO PERFECTION A
Where the Planter has the Good Judgment and Dlscrtion to use the Famous

Star Brand and Anchor Brand
(SPECIALS)

TOBACCO FERTILIZERS.
These brands Lave been before the public for more than thirty years. Some of the largest yields of tobacco have resulted

from their use. When Rich Flavor, Silkinees, Fine Texture and Good Prices are desired, these celebrated brands are unsur-
passed. Don't experiment with new brands when you can get the old and tried ones at about the same prices. Make your
plans to use these brands on your 1902 crop.

NOT HOW CHEAP. BUT HOW GOOD.
This Is the Idea on Which These Celebrated Brands are Made.

DON'T FORGET they have served you well for nearly thirty years, holding their own against every brand that has been
brought in competition with them, and they stand to-day unrivalled as the Great Tobacco Fertilizers of the country.

Other brands have come and gone, and will continue to do so. They have been tried and found wanting. Ours have stood

he teEt with increasing reputation. j|»^For Testimonials of Tobacco Growers, address

ALLISON & ADDISON,
1>»CH Vl«QIH.»-C«»OLlN» CHIHICIL CO..

RICHMOND, VIRCINIA.



The Southern Planter.
DEVOTED TO

PRACTICAL AND PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE,
TRUCKING, LIVE STOCK AND THE FIRESIDE.

Agriculture is the nursing mother of the Arts.--XENOPHON.

Tillage and pasturage are the two breasts of the State.--SULLY.

63d Year. Richmond, January, 1902. No. 1.

1902.
The first year of the twentieth century has ran its

course and a new era has opened for Southern farm-

ers. This era has in it more promise for the future

than any which has preceded it since the country was

first settled. The South, in the near future, is to be

come not merely the producer of raw staple crops as

in the past, but the manufacturer of these raw staples

into finished products in the shape of cotton cloth,

beef, mutton, hog meat, milk, butter, and the high-

priced luxuries of the table in the shape of fruits and

regetables. We shall have at home a market for a

large part of these products, and we shall also have
manufactured at home and largely from home-prodneed

materials, the mills, machinery and means for the mak-
ing and transport of our surplus products. To the farm-

er, this development of our resources means a call for a

higher degree of intelligence, a more perfect under-

standing of the laws governing the successful produc-

tion of crops, and the profitable conversion of those

crops into the finished products ; and above all, it

means the conversion of the farmer into a successful

business man. It means the utilization of all the pro

ducts of the soil in the most economical manner, so

that that which is produced with labor, which means
cost, shall return its cost back to the pocket of the

producer with the largest profit capable of being real

ized. To accomplish these results, it will be necessary

for the farmer to understand much more thoroughly

the laws governing the growing of crops and the feed-

ing of the same, so that they may be made to yield

maximum returns ; and it will also require that the

science of live stock husbandry shall be better under-

stood than ever in the past. The farmer of the South,

in order to meet the demands which this development

of her manufacturing industries is going to entail, will
require to understand how to breed and feed the
thousands of fat cattle, sheep and hogs, which the
workers in her mines and factories are going to con-
sume, and how to secure from the cows the milk and
butter which the households of these workers are go-
ing to demand. In the past, the North and the West
have largely supplied even the requirements of the
farmers themselves in these respects, and have met
practically the whole demands of the cities. The re-

sult is seen in the wasted character of most of our
lands and the constant complaint of thousands of
farmers that "farming does not pay." If Southern
farmers fail to measure up in these requirements of the

future, they may rest assured that Northern and West-
ern men are going to meet them, and to them will go
the profit rightly belonging to the men of the South.
They will meet them handieapped with conditions in-

finitely more onerous than those confronting the

Southern farmer, and yet will be successful. It is

most unpleasant to us to have to make this confession,

but truth compels it. They have done it ; they are

doing it to day. The secret is that these men, as a
body, bring to their work a higher trained intelli-

gence, a more concentrated devotion to the mastery of

the problems involved, than our Southern people do.

To a large extent, natural laws have brought this

about. The shorter crop seasons, the less prodigal

gifts of nature, the more essential has it been for

man to exercise his brains and skilled intelligence to

secure from the soil a living and a competence. What
was in the first instance the result of necessity, has in

the end become second nature. If to the bounteous

gifts of nature in climatic and natural resources, the

Southern farmer will only add the exercise of skilled

intelligence, book learning and persistent application,
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he can achieve much more than his Northern and

Western competitors have done. In the past, the

Planter has endeavored to bring to the knowledge of

Southern farmers the information necessary to enable

him successfully to compete with the North and West,

but we regret to say, with only a small measure of

success. This has not been the fault of the journal,

but of the farmers themselves. Up to within the past

five years not a tithe of the farmers of the South read

any agricultural journal at all, and though this has

now been greatly changed, even yet the proportion of

readin" farmers is small compared to the whole num
ber. Until every farmer becomes a constant reader of

the best agricultural literature adapted to his particu

lar section, he will not, he cannot, become as success

ful as he might be. We claim for the Planter that

it is the best agricultural journal that a Southern

farmer can read and study, because it is written by
practical, scientific men, with the object always before

them of adapting its teachings to the conditions affect-

ing particularly the South Atlantic States. As in the

past, so in the future, this will be our aim and object.

During the year just closed, we have given to each of

our subscribers a volume of 722 pages, and we claim,

and that without fear of contradiction, that there is

not one of those pages which does not contain some
fact, some information, or some suggestion which is

not of value to one or more Southern farmer. Surely

if this be so, then, at the price of 50 cents per year,

the Planter should be in the hands of every farmer in

the South. When the Southern farmer realizes his

duty towards himself and his family, this will be so.

In the coming year, we propose to continue in each

issue our series of talks on "Work for the Month,"
our "Enquirers Column"—through which informa-

tion can be asked and had on all subjects affecting the

farm—and our Live Stock and Poultry Yard Depart-
ments. We have the assistance of a large corps of

contributors, numbering amongst them some of the

ablest and most successful men in the country, and
are in daily communication with many of the more
than 10,000 constant readers of the journal. In this

way we are in touch with all the elements necessary to

keep us informed as to the needs of Southern farmers,

and our own long practical experience on the farm
and scientific training enables us to deal, we hope, in-

telligently and understandingly with every problem.
In this issue we have prominently brought before our
readers the importance of live stock as an adjunct to

Southern farming. With beef selling at $7.35 per
hundred and hogs selling at $6.30 per hundred in

Chicago, and the probability that prices like these
are likely to rule for some years to come, and with
butter and milk selling at high prices, we do not
think any farmer can doubt but that he should en-

deavor to get into such a system of farming as will

make cattle, sheep and hogs a more important ele-

ment on the farm than in the past. Articles by the

Hon. James Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture ; Major

Alvord, the Chief of the Dairy Division of the De
partment of Agriculture ; Dr. William C. Stubbs,

Director of the Louisiana Experiment Station and

also a Virginia farmer, and Professor Soule, of the

Tennessee Experiment Station, bearing on live stock

husbandry, will be found in the following pages, and

will well repay careful reading and thought.

THE PRODUCTION OF A PEOPLE IS IN PRO-
PORTION TO THEIR EDUCATION.

One chief characteristic of the last century was the

extension of the benefits of education to the masses of

the people. Its chief lesson was that education in-

creases the wealth-producing power of a people in di-

rect proportion to its distribution and thoroughness.
The relations between education and productivity are

so well understood now that you can measure the
wealth producing power of a people by the school

privileges which they have enjoyed. Statistics show,
for example, that the power of the people of the differ-

ent States to earn money is in direct proportion to the
length of the period that the average citizen of each
State has attended school.

To illustrate : the average school period in 1898-1899
of each inhabitant of the United States was 4.4 years;
of Massachusetts, 7 years; of Tennesse, a little less

than three years. The annual production per capita
of the people of the United States in the year 1800
was less than $30 a year or 10 cents a day, counting
306 working days in the year, for each man, woman
and child ; by 1850, the production had increased to

nearly $92 a year or 30 cents a day: and in 1899 it was
about $170 a year or 65 cents a day. The production
of Massachusetts in 1899 was $260 for each man, wo-
man and child, or 85 cents a day. The most favorable
figures make the total annual production of the people
of Tennessee in 1899 less than $116 a year, or 38 cents
a day for each inhabitant, or what the average of the
country was in 1860.

Another way to express it is to say that the average
family of five in Tennessee must live on $500 a year,
counting everything produced on the farm and in the
home, as well as sales and money wages ; while the
same family in Massachusetts has $1,300 a year to
spend, and the average family in the United States has
$850.

Put these facts together, and we at once see their
tremendous significance. The proportion between the
school peiiod in Massachusetts, the school period in
the whole United States, and the school period in Ten
nessee, is expressed by the figures 14, 8.S and 6. The
proportion between the productive car>acity of each
person in Massachusetts, in the whole United States,
and in Tennessee, is expressed by the figures 13, 8.5
and 5.8. This is a practically constant ratio.

Education is as 14 in Massachusetts to 8.8 in United
States to 6 in Tennessee.
Production is as 13 in Massachusetts to 8.8 in United

States to 5 8 in Tennessee.
Univ. of Tennessee. Chas. W. Dabnet.
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THE HON. JAHES WILSON, SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE.

We have much pleasure in presenting in connection

•with a Message to Southern Farmers from Mr. Wil-

son, a portrait of that gentleman, who is undoubtedly

the most practical and popular Secretary of Agricul-

ture who has ever presided over that department of

the National Government. Mr. Wilson was born in

Ayrshire, Scotland, 16th August, 1835, of Scotch

parents. At the age of seventeen years, he came to

this country with his parents, living three years in

Connecticut. With his family he then moved to

Tama county, Iowa, his present home, where, in 1861,

be engaged in farming on his own account, and where

he still owns and runs a most successful farm. Mr.

Wilson has been a close student of scientific methods
of agriculture, and his management of a farm of 1,200

acres resulted in marked capacity for his present duties

as Secretary of Agriculture. After serving in the

Iowa Legislature for three years, Mr. Wilson was

elected to Congress in 1872, and served three terms

—

being a member of the Agricultural Committee and
largely instrumental in having the Department of

Agriculture made an executive department. After

leaving Congress, Mr. Wilson devoted himself to the

management of his farm until 1893, when he was

elected Professor of Agriculture in the Iowa State

Agricultural College, and Director of the Experiment
Station there. He was filling this position when se-

lected and appointed Secretary of Agriculture. Mr.

Wilson is one of those who have faith in farming as a

business, and he^proves his faith by his work and by
the fact that he has trained and made his sons into

farmers, in which calling they are making the like

success their father made. Southern farmers, when
reading what Mr. Wilson says in his message, can

rest assured that they are reading the advice of a man
who knows whereof he writes, and the following of

whose advice cannot fail to result in profit to them.

A MESSAGE TO SOUTHERN FARMERS FROM
THE SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Department of Agriculture,
Office of the Secretary,

Washington, D. C, Nov. 15, 1901.

Your favor of the 11th instant, asking me to con-

tribute to your New Year edition of The Planter, is

received. I have not time to write a formal article
;

I am so busy here that I have been compelled to de-

cline nearly all such work, but the interest I feel in

the prosperity of the Southern people impels me to

say this^to you :

The first consideration of the Southern farmer should

be the maintenance of the fertility of his soil. There
are certain means towards that end that should be ob-

served by all farmers. Everything which comes out
of the ground that can be fed to domestic animals

should be returned to the soil through that instru-

mentality. I have long deplored the waste of the best

food material with which farmers are acquainted

—

that is, your cotton seed. There is nothing equal to it

within reach, and yet much of it is used for fertilizing

purposes without first discharging its greatest office to

the farm, the feeding of domestic animals. The sale

of cotton and cotton seed oil can go on without injur-

ing Southern soils, as both products come from the

atmosphere, but the seed of the cotton plant contains

the nitrogenous and other elements which, if taken

from the soil, will reduce it to sterility unless replaced

by some method. There is no method so ready as the

feeding of the cake or by product that should come
from the mills where the cotton crop is worked up

—

the oil mills, etc. If the fullest possible use were made
of this great feeding material the South could prepare

many more domestic animals for the home and foreign

markets. It would not require all of your cotton seed

to furnish every fat steer sent across the Atlantic. The
feeding of cotton seed to domestic animals would bring

to you a profit to which you of the South certainly

have the prior right.

The next step would contemplate the introduction

of more domestic animals on the farms of the South,

and there are many things along this line that can be

done in the South quite as well as anywhere else.

There is great demand just now for horses, just such

horses as the Southern people know so well how to

produce and train. The world cannot get as many of

them as it wants. There is no reason why the South

should not supply early spring lambs for Northern

markets, and the dairy cow should also have a place

on many more farms than she now has. Your people

are famed for their fine hams, and the bacon hog should

also be raised more extensively than it is among you.

Now, all this means more grazing conditions on

Southern farms, and grazing conditions are precisely

what are wanted down there. The humus is taken

out of the soil by perpetual cropping, the organic mat-

ter is exhausted, and the soil becomes incapable of re-

taining moisture, so that drouths are more destructive.

With a suitable per cent, of the farm in grazing con-
dition and the observation of a system of rotation,

much finer crops can be expected from the Southern
farms. We are looking the world over for forage crops
suitable to your conditions, and we have at the present
time a great many such on trial, with a view to finding

those proper for various localities and sending them
out accordingly.

These thoughts occur to me hastily, and if they are

worth using in The Planter, you are welcome to them.

James Wilson, Secretary.
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Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

Twelve months ago, when writing our article on

"Work for the Month," we remarked that "the pros

pecte for the whole of the people of this country ap

peared better than ever before in its history. The
laboring people were all fully employed and the de

mand for the products of their labor was world wide

and at good prices, and that we saw no reason to

doubt but that this general higher range of values

was likely to continue during the year." To day we

are able again to say the same thing, with the addi

tion that not only has the higher range of values of

product* then referred to continued, but has made

still greater progress than in the year preceding. Beef

and pork has mounted to prices not touched for years,

corn is bringing more money than at any time during

the last decade, wheat is fast mounting to the dollar

mark, whilst oats are selling for twice the price they

old for a few years ago. Whilst labor continues to

be as well employed as is the case at the present time,

there is not likely to be any fall in prices of staple

products, and corn, from its scarcity, is likely to go

still higher. Ootton has recently taken an upward

bound, and as the crop appears likely to be a much

shorter one than was at one time expected, we shall

not be surprised to see a still better price for the 6ta

pie. Tobacco, both light and dark, is selling for

much higher prices than a year ago, and is likely, we

believe, to sell well through the season, as the demand

la good and the crop short. All this is most enoour

aging for farmers, who for so many years have seen

the products of their labors selling for barely the cost

of production. There would appear to be every rea

son why farmers should in the year now opening seek

to enlarge the products of their farms. There is not

likely to be any surplus at the end of the crop year to

weigh down prices ; and even if large crops be made,

they will come upon practically bare markets. The
great deficiency in the corn crop this year, and the

heavy demand for wheat by Europe (whioh ha*

already in ten months taken over 77,000,000 bushels

more than the year previous), will certainly find

these two staples in demand, however large be the

crop made this year. Those who make live stock

breeding and feeding a leading feature in their work
(and we hope to see very many more Southern farm

ers engaged in this branch of husbandry, because

only through this means can we ever hope to see our

lands restored to pristine fertility at a cost within

the competency of the average farmer), may pursue

their way with confidence, as the enforced selling of

young aDd half fat stock in the West, on account of

the corn crop failure, coupled with the brisk demand
of the markets to meet the calls of a well employed

people, will ensure good markets for some years to

come. We realize quite fully that this advice to

make larger crops is going to be attended with some
difficulty on account of the scarcity and high price of

labor, but this difficulty must be sought to be over-

come by the production of larger crops on smaller

areas, and by the use of labor saving machinery.

There is a large margin of cost to be saved when
lands are so cultivated and manured and fertilized as

to produce maximum yields instead of our present

miserably small returns ; and these maximum yields

can be made and handled with very little more labor

than is now employed when made on smaller areas.

A crop of 40 bushels of wheat or 75 bushels of corn,

or 1,200 lbs. of tobacco or a bale of cotton to the acre,

can be made and saved with about the same number
of hands as now suffices to produce half these yields,

especially if supplemented with the labor saving im-

plements now so cheaply to be had. All the yields

we have mentioned are being made on lands not bet-

ter situated, and naturally, not better than the lands

of the South ; indeed, we have reports of much higher

yields than even these. We want to see an end made
of the system of working large areas of land simply

for the purpose of getting back only the cost of work-
ing them, whilst at the same time still farther redu-

cing their fertility and making it harder for the next

generation to make a living. A time of high prices

like the present is the one to start a reform in this

matter, and we trust that our readers will make a re-

solve not longer to defer it. It means much greater

prosperity and comfort for all when prices again fall,

as they undoubtedly must, sooner or later.

It may be of interest to many in connection with our
foregoing remarks as to the rise in value of all staple

products of the farm to quote the latest Chicago figures

at hand (those of December 4), as compared with those

of December, 1896. Wheat, it may be mentioned, Is

now ( December 12) much higher than on December 4
t

and Richmond prices are higher than those quoted.
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Wool, per lb., 17 cts. 26 ots., Chicago.

Live hogs $2.90 per 100 lbs., $4,20, Chicago.

Butter, 21 ots. per lb., 25 cts., New York.

Eggs, 19 cts per doz., 26 cts., New York.

The extent to which any work may be done on the

land daring this month largely depends on the weather

and the labor. Up to this writing, with the exception

of two or three days, the month has been mild and dry,

and plowing and clearing up land could have been

continued all the time. In this respect Southern far

mers have a great advantage over their Northern and

Western brethren. There the land is frozen hard and

covered with snow, and teams are standing idle in the

tables. Whilst it is advisable to utilize all the oppor

tunities given for expediting work in the spring, by
plowing and cleaning up land intended to be cropped,

it should be borne in mind that the labor of the farm

is never to be relied on after the middle of this month,

and rarely takes again to steady work until the middle

of January. This means that the care of the live stook

will largely devolve on the owner himself for this pe-

riod, and it behooves him to see that he has abundant

supplies of feed of all kinds placed as conveniently as

possible for feeding before the hands quit work. Also

that the wood pile be replenished. This work had

better take precedence of all other until completed.

We refer our readers to what we said in our last

month's issue as to cleaning up land. Do what is done
thoroughly, and make a clean sweep of all stumps,

atones, briers and trash. They only hinder work in

the future, and harbor insects and disease spores.

See that fields to be cropped are enclosed with good,

straight fences, with gates hung at convenient points.

These will soon save more than their cost by protect-

ing the crops from depredation and in the saving of

time and labor. Where old fences are in need of re

pairs do not perpetuate the old crooked lines so com-

mon on most farms, uor the old worm fences. Pall

down the crooked places and run the fence straight

from point to point. Where even half the rails are

•ound a good, straight fence may be made out of the

old worn one by setting posts the length of the rails

apart and using four rails for each panel ; these four

rills, to be fattened to the posts by a length of plain

fence wire, running from the bottom to the top of the

post and stapled to the p*st, so as to hold the rails at

equal distances apart. This makes a very good, dura
ble fence at little cost and saves rails.

Haul out manure and top dress wheat, oats and

grass land whenever the land is dry enough to haul on.

The manure will be doing much more good on the

land than wasting in the barnyard. When it is not

dry enough to haul en the land, see that the manure
from the stables and pens is compactly packed in the

yard where it will not receive the water from the roofs

of the buildings aad where the leachings will not es-

cape away from the heaps. By mixing the manure
from the different animals as made there will be no
overheating in the pile, and it will be kept in good

condition until the weather permits of its being hauled

out.

Draining and ditching required in the different fields

should be attended to. Good crops ean never be pro-

duced on land that is filled with stagnant water. Be
careful to allow plenty of fall in the drains and a clear

outlet for the water. It is no use putting down drains

unless they are so laid as to carry off the water

from the subsoil. It is this water which causes the

damage to the crop and not that which falls on the

surface. Lay the drains in the direction of the fall of

the land, not across it. Laid this way, they will draw

water from both sides, whilst if laid aoross they will

only draw from the upper side.

Fill the ice house at the first opportunity. If yon

miss this you may not have another in the South. Use

plenty of sawdust as packing around the sides of the

house. In the November issue will be found informa-

tion as to building an ice house.

It will pay to give the question of the rations to be

fed to the stock oareful consideration. Corn is too

valuable this year to be fed in the usual careless waste-

ful manner. Better results can be had by a mixture

of feeds and at less cost. Corn is in itself an unbal-

anced feed. It is rioh in the carbo hydrates, which go

to make fat and heat, but wanting in protein, which

makes muscle, flesh and growth, and which is an inval-

uable requisite in the production of milk and butter.

Better sell some of the corn and with part of the money

buy some cotton seed meal. Two pounds of cotton

seed meal per day may profitably take the place of

four or five pounds of corn in feeding cattle. In the

same way good, sweet oat and wheat straw may be

used in the place of some of the hay. A variety of

food will produce better results than the constant feed-

ing of corn and corn fodder alone, even though some

of the food substituted is not in itself richer in the re-

quirements of a feed ration.

When corresponding with advertisers mention the

Southern Planter.
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SOIL AND SOIL TREAT/TENT.

Editor Southern Banter

:

The earth was made for the purpose of growing
plants. And it is well and wisely made. The soil is

perfectly adapted to growing vegetation. It neither

grows weary nor worn out in the work.
Plants were created to grow in the soil. So perfect

Is their adaptation to this business that instead of ex
hausting the soil they leave it better by growing in it.

The larger the growth upon any given area this year
the larger still is the possible growth next year upon
the same soil. Such is the mutual relationship be-

tween the powers of the soil and the work of the plants
in growing, dying, and decaying that it is possible to

grow crops continuously upon the same soil, with ever
increasing capacity for growing more and larger crops,
on the part of the soil.

How, then, do soils get poor : It is the result of bad
management, and not of the demands made upon the
soil by the growing crops. Vegetation, upon an aver-
age, is seventy five per cent, water, twenty two per
cent, air, and only three per cent. soil.

Good farming returns to the soil so much of this or-

ganized air that it more than compensates for the
three per cent, taken from the soil. Hence it is a mis-
take to say that the soil is exhausted or made poorer
by the small part it furnishes the crop. Then, you
ask, why do we find fields and farms, after years of
cultivation, become poor or non-productive T The
causes are many. Mainly bad management in plow-
ing when the soil is wet, and in plowing so shallow
that the soluble plant food is washed away or leached
out by the rain water. Continuous clean culture and
burning the waste vegetable matter helps to hasten
this condition.

Mechanical condition of the soil : The power of any
soil to produce depends largely upon the mechanical
condition of the soil. Hard, compact soils will not
turn loose their elements of plant food in sufficient

quantities to make large crops. A good soil must be
a finely pulverized soil.

Shallow soils with hardpan under them will not
yield large crops. They do not permit sufficient root

growth. The tender rootlets cannot pierce this hard-
pan in search for food. Again, they do not furnish

sufficient water for rapid and full growth. Plants re

quire very large supplies of water to furnish their food
in solution and keep up healthy circulation. About
three hundred pounds of water must pass through
most plants to leave one pound of dry matter. This
would require about two thousand pounds to pass
through a corn stalk to make one pound of corn, and
the same to pass through a cotton stalk to leave one
pound of lint.

The soil must be fine and deep and pulverized, not

made into mud or mortar. It must also contain rot-

ting vegetable matter to furnish the humus without

which plants cannot grow.

Rich soil: Soil in this condition will be rich. It will

produce large crops. It matters not if it be red or

grey, sandy or clay.

So much of our land has been put in bad mechanical

condition that but few farms will produce large crops.

Hence the necessity of using commercial fertilizers.

These contain phosphoric acid and potash readily sol-

uble and available. They greatly increase the yield

because of this fact. They feed the growing plant.

The more vigorous the plant the more they help. Just

as it pays to give extra food to a thriving steer. So

we see that even the helpfulness of fertilizers is de-

pendent upon the mechanical texture of the soil.

The farmer's constant study should be " How can I

improve the mechanical condition of my soil t Upon
his intelligence in answering this question will depend

largely his success a farmer. Tour bottom land is

richer than your upland because its mechanical con-

dition is better. Tour garden is richer than your farm

because its mechanical condition is better.

These are not new discoveries, but so few farmers

are acting upon them that they need to be restated.

Where the farmers use two, four, and six horse

plows their soil is deep and fine and productive. Any
soil may be made so by proper treatment.

Tour soil is largely a thing of your own making or

unmaking.

The success or failure of your crops for the next year

will depend very largely upon the condition of your
soil when you begin to plant

Atlanta, Ga. James B. Hu>xicrir.

WHEN CAN MANURE BE PROFITABLY USED AS
A TOP-DRESSING?

Editor Southern Planter :

The question whether top dressing with manure
does not give just as good results as turning it under
has often been discussed in the agricultural papers.

Generally, it does not. If the manure is plowed un-

der, it decomposes in the soil ; this increases its water
holding power; it is a source of ammonia and carbonic

acid, which is taken up by the soil moisture, and helps

to make plant food available, If strawy manure is

turned under on heavy soils, each decaying straw leaves

a fine channel behind, making the soil loose and por-

ous. These advantages are lost if the manure is used

as a top dressing, and partly lost if it is exposed for

some time to the decomposing influences of the air.

The observation has often been made that if manure
is hauled out to a field in winter, and is left spread on.
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the surface, the soil is in a first class physical condi

tion when it is plowed in spring. But this generally

does not last long. As soon as the soil is exposed to

the air, it forms a hard, tough crnst, and is during the

summer not nearly in the good condition of that ex

posed in winter to the freezing and thawing influences

of the air. It is also well known that if manure is

hauled out in winter on the grass, and plowed under

in spring, it will make a better corn crop than if ap

plied in spring, provided, of course, the soil can be

kept free of weeds. But whether the better corn crop

grown at the expense of the following crops, is a com-

pensation for the less good returns from the following

crops depends upon the importance of the corn crop

as a farm asset.

Whilst more benefit is undoubtedly derived from a

given quantity of manure if it is immediately turned

under, there are instances where top-dressing deserves

the preference. If, for instance, a farmer sows rye or

oats on a poor soil, and has only a small quantity of

manure to apply, and is without means to buy fer-

tilizers, he will get a better crop if he plows the soil

only shallow and uses the manure as a top dressing in

stead of mixing a small quantity of manure with a

large quantity of unproductive soil. In the shallow

plowed soil, the roots remain near the surface and are

in easy reach of the soluble plant food washed from

the manure into the soil. The soil will not be so

much benefitted, for little or no plant food will be

left for the next crop, but the good growth of the rye

or oats as a fandamental crop for the further improve

ment of the soil, more than compensates for this loss.

Again, if clover shows a poor stand in winter, and it

is doubtful if it will make a good crop, it is advisable

to top dress it, not "only because of the great impor

tance of the clover as a fodder crop, but also because

of the improvement effected in the physical condi

tions of the soil, through the better development of

the clover roots. The manure also acts as a mulch,

keeps the soil moist, and will thus help to make plow-

ing easier, especially of stiff soils. In this case, the

manure can be hauled with advantage from the barn

to the field, the clover showing plainly where it should

be applied. On rolling land, it often happens that

some of the soluble parts contained in the manure are

washed from the higher and poorer onto the lower

and richer places, but the improvement of the physi

cal condition of the soil, especially that of heavy soils,

is so important that it should receive first consider

ation even at a sacrifice of a part of the soluble plant

food. H. WlNKELMAN.
District of Columbia.

Mention the Planter to your friends.

LINING LAND.

We want to say just another word as to liming land

ere it is too late. Lime to do the most good should be

applied in the fall or early winter before the frosts

have taken hold of the land. It should be applied on

the top after the land has been plowed, and should be

lightly harrowed in so as to become slightly mixed

with the top soil. In this position the action of the

frosts will cause it to become active in breaking

down the mechanical and ameliorating the physical

condition of the soil. It will also be in that posi-

tion where it can exert one of the greatest of its bene-

ficial actions, that of correcting the acidity of the soil

so that it can be possible for the soil bacteria to work

freely. These bacteria, upon which largely depends

the fertility of the land, cannot work in an acid soil.

For their best work it should be slightly alkaline

rather than either acid or neutral. The lime should

be applied freshly water slacked and not air slacked.

It is best put on just as it comes from the kiln in

small heaps—say, of half a bushel or less. Half a

pailful of water thrown on the heap will cause it to

slack in a few moments, and it should then be spread

with a shovel at once. Whilst lime is not usually

classed as a fertilizer yet from our own experience and

from the results obtained in many experiments, we are

satisfied that from its use in moderate quantities—say,

from 25 to 50 bushels to the acre every third or

fourth year on our lands—we, with a proper rota-

tion of crops, can obtain, on the average, better

results than from the application of 300 or 400

lbs. to the acre of commercial fertilizer. The results

obtained when nsed for the purpose ol securing a stand

of clover or other leguminous crop have been marked.

Where heavy dressings of farm yard manure have

failed to bring clover lime has succeeded. This is

largely because of its action in permitting the soil bac-

teria to work fref ly and obtain from the atmosphere the

nitrogen which is stored in nodules on the roots of

these crops. In this way not only is the clover crop

made a success bat fertility is added to the soil for the

succeeding crop. Give lime a trial. Its action is bene-

ficial almost invariably, whether the soil be light or

heavy. It renders available the potash and phosphoric

acid locked fast in the soil, and recent experiments

made would seem to justify the conclusion that it

largely tends to make more available the phosphoric

acid in applied fertilizer.

Your journal is simply invaluable, and I heartily

wish that every farmer in the country could have the

benefit of reading its pages.—William Beasley, LyDch-

burg, Va., December 14, 1901.
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ENQUIRER'S COLUMN.

f Enquiries should be sent to the office of 77k Southern Planttr,

Richmond, Va., not later than the 15th of the month, for re-

plies to appear in the next month's issue of the Planttr.

Peanuts for Seed—Dwarf Essex Rape.

1. I have a lot of peannte shelled last winter and
spring for seed. Will they do to plant in 1902 1 They
are perfectly sound, apparently.

2. I will give my experience with dwarf Essex rape.

It may help some of your readers.

I saw so mneh aboat planting it on poor land, in

corn, etc., that I tried it that way. Did not cultivate

or manure it. Result—a total failure. Then I pre-

pared a good piece of ground thoroughly, and fertil-

ised it and cultivated it. Result—a good crop. I

treated it just as I would turnips. Sowed latter part

of August.
3. You advise breaking land now for next season's

crop. Do you mean break it if no cover crop of rye,

etc. , is sown t

Warren Co., 2f. 0. J. P. Htjnte*.

We think it very doubtful whether the nute will

germinate after being kept so long unshelled. Cer-

tainly they will not do so so as to ensure a good and

regular stand, nor will the plants from such as do ger-

minate be strong or vigorous. Most growers make a

point of shelling the nuts as near to time of planting

ae possible.

Thanks for experience with rape. Whilst we have

never advised it as a crop to grow on poor land with-

out fertilizer or manure, it will certainly grow and
make more feed on medium land seeded after a grain

crop than most other forage crops.

Tee. We prefer to break early enough to seed at

least with rye, which may be sown up to December,

but if unable to do this, would plow deeply and leave

rough and bare. The frost and weather will help

it, though there may be some slight loss of nitrogenous

fertility. Neither phosphoric acid nor potash will

leach away.

—

Ed.

Strawberry Orowing— Quantity of Lime to Apply

—

Trees in Strawberry Patches.

1. What is your experience on growing strawberries

and grapes on drained bottom land 1 Is the yield in

proportion to the dense foliage that swamp land makes?
I'm not expecting to fertilize any.

2. Qive amount of lime to sprinkle on swamp land.

3. Does it pay to let poplar trees stand in the straw
berry plot for the bee food that they make! Or should
the lumber value be taken into the account ?

Macon Co., Ala. P. A. Cardozo.

1. We would not advise the setting out of strawber

ries or grapes on such bottom land, as the production

of wood and leaf will be excessive and at the expense

of fruitage. Better to use the land for the production

of corn or forage crops for a year or two until the ex-

cessive supply of nitrogenous matter is reduced, and

then, with the application of 200 or 300 pounds to the

acre of acid phosphate and 50 pounds of muriate of

potash, a good crop of fruit may be expected ; indeed,

it is quite likely that a good crop could be made for

one or two years without any fertilizer.

2. We would apply 50 bushels to the acre.

3. It rarely pays to allow trees of any kind to stand

upon land which is to be oropped. Their roots will

absorb all the moiBt ure and much of the fertility from

the land for a large area around the tree, and besides

this disadvantage, there are few orops that will flour-

ish in the shade of trees or properly ripen their fruit.

—Ed.

Tobacco Specking.

Please tell me through your valuable journal if there

is any remedy for keeping tobacco from specking.

Dinwiddle Co., Va. Jab. M. Reames.

We require more information as to the time when
this specking happens—that is to say, whether it oe-

curs in the fall or after the tobacco is cut and in the

process of curing, before we can answer this query sat-

isfactorily. There is a disease which attacks the planfai

on the hill which gives the leaf a speckled or blotched

appearance, and there are also sometimes conditions

affecting the leaf in the curing process which produce

this appearance.

—

Ed.

Syracuse Harrow.

In our last issue we published an enquiry as to the

harrow. A correspondent sends us the following in-

formation :

The Syracuse Plow Co. make a spring tooth harrow
with wheels and levers. I tried one, but the bare
soon bent and twisted so that the teeth did not run a
uniform depth. It might do for sandy land, if not run
too deep, but is worthless for heavy land. I think
wheels on harrows a nuisance, as the weeds and trash

wrap around them and are very difficult to remove.
Orange Co., fa. A. R. LocEHART.

Ration for Cow.

For the oow, feeding corn stover and pea hay as

roughage, what quantity of cotton seed meal, bran
and corn meal would you advise as the concentrate to

balance the ration t

Halifax Co., Va. Farmer.

Assuming the weight of the cow to be 1,000 pounds,

and that she is milking 3 gallons per day, we would

feed a grain ration of 10 pounds per day, made up of

4 pomnds ot corn meal, 4 pounds of bran and 2 pounds

of cotton seed meal. It would be well to give only 1

pound of ootton seed meal per day to begin with, in

order to see its effect. Some cattle cannot stand heavy

rations of this highly concentrated feed. If the cow
be less weight than 1.000 pounds, reduce the ration

by one pound for each 100 pounds of weight less than

1,000 pounds.

—

Ed.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
It is too early in the year for much work of any kind

to be done in the track fields or gardens, except in the

Gulf States, where English peas and Irish potatoes

may be planted near the coast, if the weather is mild

and the land in good working condition. Early salad

crops may there also be planted under similar con

ditions. In Virginia and North Carolina, if the end of

the month be mild and the land in good working order,

a small area of English peas and Irish potatoes may be

«et out in the Tidewater sections ; but it is not well to

plant the fall crop of these vegetables until later, as

the weather in February is often too severe to permit

of growth and there is danger of rotting. If peas are

planted they should be put in deep so as to have a

©over of four or six inches of soil. A field whioh was
manured and grew a crop last year is the best for peas,

as fresh manure is apt to cause too great a growth of

vine. Acid phosphata and potash, at the rate of 400

lbs. to the acre, 300 phosphate and 100 muriate of pot-

ash, will make a suitable fertilizer for peas ; and if the

land is not rich, 200 lbs. to the acre of cotton-seed

meal may be added, or 100 lbs. to the acre of nitrate

of soda may be applied after the peas have commenced
to grow as a top dressing, to be applied when the plants

are dry. In mild weather, and in a sheltered situa-

tion, lettuce plants may be set out and radishes be

sown.

The work of preparing the land for the crops should

receive attention whenever the land is dry enough to

work freely, but do not attempt to do anything in it

when wet.

The turning, mixing and preparing ot compost
heaps for application to the land previous to or at the

time of setting ont crops should be attended to. Acid
phosphate and potash may be mixed in the compost
with advantage when turning same. They will thus

become more readily available for the crops than if

applied at the time of planting.

Pruning and cleaning up vineyards, orchards and
small fruit plantations should be continued.

If the people of the South would compete in pro-
duction with those of other States and of the world

—

and they msst do so whether they will or not—they
must educate all their ohildren, not only their white
children, but their black ; and they must educate
them all, not poorly for a few months in the year and
a few years in their lives, but thoroughly through a
long series of years.

VIROINIA HORTICULTURE.
The list of awards to individual exhibitors in the ex-

hibit made by the Virginia State Horticultural Society
at the Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, are as fol-

lows :

Diploma of Gold Medal : Virginia State Horticul-
tural Society, general exhibit of Virginia fruits ; Hon.
G. E. Murrell, Bedford county—display of apples and
pears.

Diploma of Silver Medal : Virginia State Horticul-

tural Society—display of fruits ; Samuel B. Woods,
Charlottesville, Albemarle county—display of apples

;

Dinwiddle Brothers, Greenwood, Albemarle county

—

display of apples and pears ; J. J. Boaz, Covesville,

Albemarle county—display of apples.

Diploma of Bronze Medal : A. Wayland, Orozet,

Albemarle county—display of winesap apples ; Walter
Whateley, Crozet, Albemarle county—display of

winesap apples ; J. G. Martin and Brother, Coves-

ville—display of apples ; L. T. Pace, Crozet, Al-

bemarle county—display of winesap apples ; Haden
Brothers, Crozet, Albemarle county—display of ap-

ples ; J. M. Ellison, Crozet, Albemarle county

—

display of winesap apples ; W. M. Lafferty, Cro-

zet, Albemarle county—display of winesap apples

;

Mrs. M. L. Stout, Crozet, Albemarle county—dis-

play of winesap apples ; J. W. Porter, Charlottes-

ville, Albemarle county—display of apples ; W. B.

Harrison, Greenwood, Albemarle oounty—display of

green apples ; T. H. Coleman, Covington, Alleghany
county—display of fruits ; James Dickie, Maasie's

Mills, Nelson county—display of winesap apples ; G.

A. Copp, Fishers' Hill, Shenandoah county—display
of apples ; W. F. Dudley, Staunton, Augusta county

—display of Baldwin and winesap apples ; Dr. W. B.

Dodge, Stuarts Draft, Augusta county—display of

fruits ; G. W. Donaldson, Oherrydale, Alexandria
county—display of pears and cherries ; Dr. J. R.

Guerrant, Algoma, Franklin county—display of ap-

ples ; J. Coles Terry, Bent Mountain, Roanoke coun-

ty—display of Newtown apples ; C. B. Wood, Wash-
ington, Rappahannock county—display of apples

;

Bedford County Horticultural Sooiety, Matilda—col-

lection of winter apples ; W. J. Hudson, Roseland,

Nelson county—display of winesap apples and Keiffer

pears.

Diploma of Honorable Mention : Robert Holberton,

Crozet, Albemarle county—display of Heath Cling

peaches.
Wayland Bros., Crozet, Albemarle oounty—display

of peaches.

C. H. Birch, Covesville, Albemarle county—display

of apples.

W. L. Carpenter, Red Hill, Albemarle county

—

display of winesap and Ben Davis apples.

Eugene C. Massie, Charlottesville, Albemarle coun-

ty—display of apples.

James Dickie, Massie's Mills, Nelson county—col-

lection of apples.

Winfield Scott, Floyd, Floyd county—collection of

pears.

Mrs. V. H. Rucker, Harris' Creek, Amherst coun-

ty—display of winesap apples.
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Oscar Langhorn, Pulaski, Pulaski county—display
of Heath Cling peaches.

J. J. Jennings, Offley, Hanover county—display of
winesap apples.

Caroline Simmons, Daloney—display of Wolf River
apples.

The above list shows that all the silver medal awards,
and 10 out of 21 of the bronze medal awards and 5 out
of 12 diplomas of "Honorable Mention," making a
total of IS out of 36 awards in all, have been gained
by fruit growers in Albemarle count>. This should
go far to prove the high esteem in which Albemarle
fruits are held It will be observed that the county of
Nelson comes second in the list with three awards, two
of them being to the same gentleman.

THE VIRQINIA STATE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of the Virginia State Horticul"
tural Society will be held in the Chamber of Commerce
Hall, Richmond, Va., on January 7 and 8, 1902, with
an interesting programme.
To any one interested in the development of the fruit

industry of the State, a cordial invitation is extended
to attend, admission being free to all comers. A spe-
cial rate of about li single fare for the round trip has
been offered by all the railroads in the State, tickets
on sale from January 5 with limit to 10, and special
rates have been promised by the leading Richmond
hotels.

This society has been steadily growing, and is using
earnest endeavors to advance the already important
and growing fruit industry. Virginia apples shown
by this society took six awards and one gold medal at
the Paris Exposition last year, and the society's ex-
hibit at the Pan-American Exposition this year has
also been awarded the gold medal, with further awards
to individual exhibitors. The pomologist in charge
there told the secretary that its apples were the high
est in flavor, and best keepers in cold storage from all

the States.

Fruit grower's meetings are invariably marked by
enthusiasm, good fellowship, and practical informa-
tion. The discussions are so valuable that the fruit
grower who stays away would never do so if he real
ized what he missed. The enthusiasm is by no means
unprofitable, and the good fellowship is best of all.

Men with a large experience of agricultural gatherings
will always testify that the horticultural meetings are
the most energetic, practical, and enjoyable of all.

The general farmer is apt to think horticulture is a
mere side show, and while it may be so on his farm,
still it has great possibilities even there. Observations
and statistics both show that horticultural industries
alwajs improve the agriculture of any farm or any
neighborhood where they take hold.

Fruit farming, or trucking, is almost necessarily
good farming, and a good example mast cause the
spirit of emulation in any section. The secretary of
the society is Mr. Walter Whately, of Crozet, who will
take pleasure in giving any further informal ion as to
arrangements for the meeting. Any one proposing to
attend, who may have to travel over the Chesapeake
and Ohio Railway, should apply to him for a card

order to obtain the special rate. The other roads sell

tickets on application.
Walter Whately, Secretary.

APPLE HYBRIDS.
Hybrids among apples are very rare. The principal

reason is that while we have thousands of different

varieties of apples we have only one species in general

cultivation, and the hybrid, as commonly understood,

is a cross between two species. The one species, to

which our common apples all beloDg, is known to the
scientists as Pyrus malux. Other species are Pyrus bac-

cata, the Siberian crab, Pyrus caronaria, the wild flow-

ering crab, Iyrus ioensi.% the western crab, etc. This
western crab has been thought to hybridize naturally
with the common cultivated apples, and the results

give some promise of producing some day a fruit wor-
thy of cultivation. The Siberian crab hybridizes with
the common ap,jle sometimes, though usually not with-

out human interference, and always with greater diffi-

culty than might be expected. Dr. Saunders, of Otta-

wa, Canada, has made several of these hybrids, and
thinks he has got the beginning of a race of useful

fruits. The chief claim made for these hybrids is that
they are hardier, or are expected to be hardier, than
the common apples, and ean be grown farther North.
On that point, it may be pertinent to say the horticul-

tural world seems to be losing interest. At the pres-

ent time, many pomologists believe that the extension
of fruit growing northward depends more on the im-
provement of methods of cultivation than it does on
the discovery ol new and ironclad varieties.

—

Country-

Gentleman.

THE APPLE MARKET
Continues to be strong, taking everything that i&

offered at good prices, and sometimes at very hand-
some prices.

A friendly grower has just reported to us concern-
ing certain sales recently made, in which he got $4.50
and $5 a barrel for his Greenings, seconds. But then
this man's seconds ate better than the firsts packed by
some other men. His first grade fruit, of which only
a little has yet been marketed, brought $7, $8 and $9 a
barrel. Most growers, of course, have been getting
less than this, and yet nearly everybody is satisfied.

A word as to the application of manure, for which
there can be no better time than the present month, ac-

cording to my experience. I, ofcourae, would not recom-
mend the use of coarse strawy manure for a garden
fertilizer, but if I were unable to secure a well decayed
compost, such as is most desirable for this purpose, if

it can be provided, I should not hesitate to make a
generous application of fresh stable manure at this
time. If at the time this fertilizer is applied the
ground is not frozen, or is in a condition for doing so,

it would no doubt be better that it should be plowed
or spaded under ; but even if this is not done, the
storms of winter in combination with the action of the
frost will prepare it for giving best results when
planting time has come.—E. E. Roxford, Country
Gentleman.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

STOCK-RAISING IN THE SOUTH.

Editor Southern Planter :

Can the South grow horses, cattle, sheep and hogs

for market and compete with the North and West in

quality and in profits! This section must be most

carefully examined and its material resources and oli

matic conditions thoroughly studied before pronounc

ing an affirmative opinion. Climatic conditions are

acknowledged by all to be favorable and no discussion

of this point needed in this article. Let us briefly

examine the natural resources, which may be consid-

ered, for convenience, under three heads—soils, crops

and water, factors generally admitted essential to suc-

cessful stock growing.

SOILS.

Starting in West Virginia where the Appalachian

range on its Northern and Western flanks gives birth

to the Ohio River and its tributaries, following the

"La Belle Riviere " until it empties its volumes into

the Father of Waters, cross over this river and take

in the States of Missouri, Arkansas, and Texas, and

the Territories of Oklahoma, Indian, New Mexico and

Arizona, and you have an empire of territory and a

complete museum of soils. Every geological age is

here represented. Granite, gneiss, hornblende and
feldspar have furnished "in situ" the soils of the

mountains and the foot hills. The numerous anti-

clinal valleys penetrating this section, from the fertile

and historic valley of the Shenandoah in Virginia to

the no less fertile and scarcely less historic Tennessee

valley in North Alabama, are but disintegrated out

crops of the Silurian, Devonian and Carboniferous

ages. Paralleling the Piedmont section from Virginia

to Georgia is a narrow belt of cretaceous clays, which

in the latter State broadens out and extends westerly

across the middle of the State of Alabama. At
Columbus, Miss., this belt turns Northwestward and

enters the State of Tennessee, where it is intersected

by the great Tennessee River in its onward flow to join

the Ohio.

South and East of this belt occur the Tertiary soils

of different ages and variable compositions, extending

down nearly to the coast, which in turn are supplanted

by the Coastal Plain, the Bluff, the Prairie, and the

Alluvial formation. Prom Wheeling, West Virginia,

to Key West, Florida, and from the Atlantic Ocean

to El Paso, Texas, soils of every character and chemi

cal composition can be found.

The hornblendic red soils and the gray shales of the

Piedmont section are excellently adapted to small

grains. The various limestone valleys are pre emi-

nently the home of blue and other grasses. The warm,

sandy loams of the Atlantic coast are easily responsive

to good tilth and proper fertilization, and can be made
to grow most any crop.

The Bluff, Prairie and Alluvial lands are already

known everywhere for their fertility ; and their capa-

city to grow other crops, besides cotton, sugar and

rice is well known. Here is such a diversity of soil

that even an agricultural Sybarite can be easily sup-

plied. Are they cultivated ! Statistics will show that

by far the lesser part is under cultivation. In fact,

in many of the extreme Southern States much the

greater part yet remains in forest, which the saw mills

are to day rapidly converting into lumber. Another

large part has been cultivated, worn out, gullied and

permitted to grow up in pines and other forest growth.

A goodly part of the area now under cultivation is

worn and tired from continuous culture of one crop.

The lands now used for pasture are those which

have been abandoned as too poor for profitable cul-

ture. Can grasses be grown on such lands in quality

and quantity for the support of a profitable live stock

industry ! An answer will be found later on.

CROPS.

Will these soils produce crops which can be profit-

ably utilized in the growing and fattening of live

stock! Let us see. To supply the deminds of ani-

mal nutrition there must be in the food albuminoids,

carbohydrates and fat. These ingredients must be

present in certain definite proportions to meet the re-

quirements of the animals fed. A growing animal,

a milch cow, a beef, a working animal, or an animal

at maintenance, each requires a different combination.

Albuminoids and fats are comparatively scarce and

commercially high, while carbohydrates are abundant

and cheap. To grow and fatten cattle successfully

upon any soil resolves itself into the successful and

economical production of albuminoids. Can the South

do this! Abundantly, as will presently be shown.

GRASSES.

Grasses are rich in carbohydrates, but compara-

tively poor in albuminoids and fats. Some grasses,

of course, are superior to others, but all are inferior

when used alone for producing maximum results.

Supplemented with concentrates rich in the other in-

gredients, they will give results eminently satisfac-

tory. The South is peculiarly fortunate in the abund-

ance and quality of the uncultivated grasses. Ber-

muda (Cynodon dactylon), called wire grass in Vir-

ginia and Maryland, thrives everywhere, and will

perhaps sustain more stock to the acre than any

known cultivated or uncultivated variety. Crab

grass (Panicum sanguinale) comes up in summer on
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all cultivated lands, giving good grazing and fre-

quently affording excellent hay.

The numerous varieties of Paspaluras, known under

the names of "Bull grass," "Gazen," "Wire grass,"

"Louisiana grass," "Carpet grass," etc., found on

nearly all the damp soil* of the South, furnish excel

lent grazing and, at rare intervals, hay. One variety

(Patpalum dilmtatwn) remains green all the winter in

the extreme South, furnishing a good winter pasture.

Rescue (Bromut Schraderi) and Italian Rye (Lolium

italieum) can be sown anywhere in the South, in

early fall, and on good land will afford excellent graz

ing throughout the winter. If permitted to seed be

fore harvesting, the former will readily reseed itself,

coming up the next fall. Blue grass (Poa pratensii)

is grown extensively in the limestone valleys above
mentioned. Other grasses, #. g., Orchard (Dactylis

fflomtrala), Fescue (F. pratensis), Timothy (Phleum

prat*tis«), etc., may be and are grown successfully in

some parts of the South. It should be remembered,
too, that the large grasses, wheats, oats, barley and
rye will furnish excellent pasturage throughout the

winter, if sown early.

But three points are worthy of note in connection

with grass growing.

First. They require an abundance of moisture, and
therefore thrive best upon clay soils, whose texture

permits of large water carrying capacity.

Second. Nitrogen is the predominant ingredient,

and therefore grasses will not grow upon soils deficient

in this element. Poor lands must be made rich to

grow grasses successfully.

Third. While requiring a great deal of nitrogen for

their growth, all of which must be supplied by the

soil, neither the green grass nor the matured hay con
tains enough of this ingredient to meet the full de
mands of a milch cow or beef steer. The example set

ns by our English cousins of scattering oil cake (rioh

in nitrogen) over the pastures in summer is worthy
of imitation. Over one half, perhaps three fourths of

the cottonseed meal of the South is exported for such
purposes. Grass fed cattle are never properly fat

tened and never bring the highest prices.

LIGUME8.

The South is pre-eminently fortunate in being able

to grow a great variety of leguminous crops of decided

excellence and of large yields. These crops, unlike

the grasses, improve the soil on which they grow.
They are nitrogen gatherers from the atmosphere, and
no better method of recuperating worn soils is known
than the growing of leguminoas crops, feeding them
judiciously to stock and returning carefully the

manure.

The cow pea (Vigna catiang) among leguminous
crops is in the South, like the Bermuda among grasses,

'
' Princept faoilit." Numerous varieties and adapta-

bility to all kinds of soils, high quality of the food

and great palatability, all combine to make it the

"mm qua non" of successful Southern agriculture.

The Soja bean (Glycine hispida), a great success in the

Atlantic States ; the Peanut (Araohit hypogta), espe-

cially the 8panish variety, now used so largely as a

hay crop upon the sandy lands of the extreme South
;

Letpedeta striata, found growing wild most every-

where, but cultivated with great success upon the

bluff lands of the Mississippi River ; Velvet Beans

(Mucuna utilit), that wonderful nitrogen gatherer, re-

cently brought into field oulture, but rapidly spread-

ing and worthy of extensive trial, on account of its

adaptability to all kinds of soils, and the large quan-

tity of nutritious food which it furnishes, growing

continuously from spring until frost ; all are valuable

summer annuals, and will, if properly harvested and

cured, furnish an abundance of nitrogen in palatable

and digestible form for the growing and fattening of

live stock. Nor are these summer annuals the only

leguminous crops we can grow. By seeding in the

fall excellent crops of Red (Trifolium prateme) and

Crimson (Trifolium incarnatum) clover and Alfalfa

(Medicago sativa) may be obtained upon good soil.

8eeding these in small grain has not been successful

at all in the extreme South, and it is of doubtful ex-

pediency to sow them anywhere together. Hairy Vetch

( Vioia viUosa) sown with turf oats early in the fall, afford

excellent winter and spring pastures, and will give a

cutting of superior hay, valuable on account of the

balanced ration of the mixture. Alfalfa is the prinoe

of all leguminous crops. Making the land rich by
abundant use of stable manure; following a crop of

cow peas (sown broadcast to smother the native grasses

and weeds), which has been removed, sowing 20 lbs.

to the acre of seed, and inoculating the soil if neces-

sary, Alfalfa oan be made to grow upon any well

drained soil in the South.

By cutting when just beginning to bloom aud re-

moving the orop when out to prevent killing buds on
the root, the orop will last for several years, giving

from three to eight cuttings per year. Well cured

Alfalfa hay is extremely rich in albuminoids and very

palatable to all animals.

FOBAGfi OKOPB.

Besides grasses aud legumes, other forage crops of

great value can be grown. Kaffir corn, Millo maize,

Dhoura, African millet, Jerusalem corn, Egyptian
wheat, all belonging to the non saccharine sorghums,

thrive everywhere over the South. The saccharaine

sorghums are preferred, however, by animals. Early

Amber, Orange, Link's Hydrid, Colman, Collier, Hon-
duras, are varieties varying in time of maturity, yield

per acre and sugar content. By planting a selection
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of the above, green fodder maybe had throughout the

summer. Two crops, and in the extreme South, three

crops may be cut during the season from one planting.

Teosinte (Euchloena luxuriant) and Pearl millet (Penni-

tetum spieatum) are also cultivated as soiling crops.

All of the above, when cured into hay should be

shredded before fed. But the greatest forage crop is

our maize or Indian corn. At present, through much
of the South, only the ears and blades are utilized for

feed. Experiments have shown that the stalkB have a

feeding value of at least 40 per cent, of the entire

plant. These stalks with adherent fodder and shucks

when properly cured and shredded, have a value but

little inferior to Timothy hay. Every twenty or thirty

bushels of corn will yield a ton of shredded fodder.

How many thousands, yea millions, of cattle could be

wintered upon the stalks now annually left in the field,

and in many instances burnt to get rid of them 1 Pull-

ing fodder is expensive, is injurious to the growing
crop, and condemned by all the agricultural leaders of

modern thought, and yet the custom continues.

It is useless to speak of silos and ensilage until the

value of stalks as food is appreciated and utilized.

Both will come when stock raising becomes a practical

money making business throughout the South.

It should be mentioned here that rape (Brassica

napus) grown for winter pasture, especially for sheep

and hogs, has been eminently successful wherever tried

in the South.

In the extreme South, Cassava (Manihot aipi), espec-

ially upon sandy lands, is grown profitably and has

proven a good stock food.

Sweet potatoes, mangel wurtzels, turnips, beets, arti-

chokes, ohufas, etc., can be grown successfully every-

where, and when properly compounded make excellent

feeds. The above crops, supplemented with the grain

and straw of wheat, oate, barley, rye and rice; with

the highly nitrogenous cotton seed meal, not a pound
of which should leave the South, and all should first

be fed before using as manure, not to speak of the

wheat bran and shorts, rloe polish and bran and the

centrifugal molasses of the lower gulf States, consti-

tute nearly the entire oatalogue of crops now used

throughout the world for stock growing.

There is, therefore, no want of variety, no need of

importation of any crops necessary to grow any kind

of stock.

"WATER.

Nowhere on earth is there such an abundance of

running water as in the Southern States. The Appa
lachian chain above referred to, precipitates its rain

fall on the East into the Atlantic Ocean, and on the

West and South into the Gulf of Mexico, through

many streams. Springs abound in many sections, and
creeks and brooks permeate nearly every farm. In

default of running streams, water from sipe or artesian
wells may be had, and at a prioe within the reach of
all. The water factor for stock raising in the South
may be pronounced almost perfect.

The three natural conditions of soil, crops and water,
may therefore be pronounced extremely favorable to

stock growing.

WHAT AEE THE OTHER FACTORS t

They may be embraced under what is often called

the "personal equation," and involve a knowledge
how to do it. It rests largely with the individual.

Stock raising is to day a highly complicated science.

It has been said that " it requires more brains to suc-

cessfully and economically feed a pig, than to be a
Supreme Court Judge." If time permitted a discus-

sion of all the subjects required to be known ia the
successful feeding of a pig, I think the truth of the

remark could be demonstrated. But the personal

equation is the largest factor in stock raising. He
must select and improve his soil. He must seleot such
crops as can be grown cheaply and abundantly, and
which will at the same time give, when properly com-
bined, a ration suitable for the animals on hand. He
must select the breeds of animals best suited to his

aims and purposes, and from these breeds select and
breed individuals of high excellence. He must study
the value of feeds and how to compound them to ac-

complish largest results in the shortest time. He must
buy in the cheapest, and sell always in the highest

market. In short, he must be a student of all the

sciences which underlie agriculture and familiar with
the best practices of other people. As Governor
Brown, of Georgia, used to say "he must also be a
man of good Judgment." Can the South go at onoe
into stook raising! Yes, but slowly; learn first how
it is done elsewhere, begin with the advanced practices

of others, and don't rely upon your present knowledge.

Neither your soil, your stock, nor yourself in the

present condition can compete successfully with those

who have had years of experience—years of improve-
ment.

The scrub animals of the South can be improved by
crossing upon them thoroughbred males of improved
breeds, but the progression will be slow, and you must
not be disappointed at the receipts of sales of your first

crosses. The fine beeves and hogs which fetch six

and eight cents in the Chicago and Toronto markets,

are the resuls of many years breeding and feeding.

The writer has, during the past summer, spent some
time studying the methods of stock raising prevailing

in Ontario, and in the West, Illinois and Iowa. En-
tirely different methods prevail in these sections.

In Ontario, the soiling system is nearly altogether

practiced. Canada peas, clovers, roots, etc., with

corn only for ensilage purposes, are the main crops
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grown. These are raised upon small areas made in-

tensely fertile, and when harvested are fed to the

stock. It would be difficult to find finer, larger and

better stock than that exhibited at the Canadian Ex-

position at Toronto last summer.

In Iowa and Illinois, the Btock run on blue grass

pastures, and are fattened mainly with corn. Oats

and oil cake are used by some, but the great majority

feed only corn. In visiting Mr. Kerrick's fine Aber-

deen Angus Stock Farm, near Bloomington, 111., we
found him feeding for the great stock shows of Chicago

and Pittsburg. The animals were fat, and would be a

revelation and an object lesson to those accustomed to

grass- fed animals. He was feeding the following daily

to each car load (15 head): 7 bushels corn, 1 bushel

oats, 30 lbs. bran, 22 lbs. oil meal. They averaged

about 1,600 lbs. a piece. Besides the above, they had

the run of a fine bine grass pasture, and timothy hay

<id libitum. This feed, costing 30 cents per head per

per day, was giving the finishing touches to ani

mals already too fat to locomote easily. Extravagant,

you may say
;
yes, but he took the prize last year at

Chicago, and got 15 J cents per pound for his car load

of fat beeves.

Another feeder told us that it required fifty bushels

of corn and its accompanying stover, to put 500 lbs. of

increase in six months upon well selected yearling

steers. He fed whole corn, and therefore carried one

pig to each steer, which weighed, at the end of six

months, 250 lbs. These men have well selected ani-

mals from highly improved breeds of beef cattle, and

feed all these animals will eat, and prepare them for

market at two years old weighing 1,500 lbs. or more.

Stock raising will pay in the South when highly im
proved breeds are introduced, and these are pushed

from birth to block with all they will eat of a properly

compounded ration, grown upon improved lands and

in large quantities. Whether the animals shall gather

the crop, or whether the crop shall be harvested and

fed to the stock, and the manure saved and returned

to the soil, is a question to be decided by the farmer.

I believe, ultimately, the latter plan will be univer

sally practiced, since it is susceptible of demonstration

that a good acre of land when properly cultivated

will produce crops sufficient to feed at least two head

of cattle and sometimes more, whilst it is very rare to

find a pasture that will carry throughout the summer
an animal on two acres.

Soiling is practiced almost exclusively in Canada,

and is a great success, while in the West pastures are

mainly relied on, only corn and hay being harvested.

To the young man with moderate capital just starting

into stock raising in the South, there is a decidedly

good prospeot. He should select first the breeds best

suited to his purpose. He should grow such crops as

will furnish him with an abundance of albuminoids.

He should improve as rapidly as possible his lands,

and the growing of leguminous crops will accomplish

this, as well as furnish albuminoids for his stock. He
should study economy in producing his crops, in com-

pounding them to suit the requirements of his animal,

and in providing for the physical wants of the animal

in such a manner as to preclude extra feed ; or, to

speak plainly, he should protect them from the heat

of the sun in summer and the cold of the winter. Of

course, he should study the nature and dispositions of

his animals, as well as the local diseases that might

attack them.

This suggests the prevalence of Texas fever in the

South, and the embargo laid upon Southern cattle go-

ing to the Northern States, except during the months

of January and February. The prevalence of this

disease has practically prohibited the importation of

Northern cattle in the past. Now, however, the Ex-

periment Stations of each State are inoculating all im -

proved cattle at or before importation, giving them a

mild case of the fever and curing them before putting

them on the pastures with our home-raised cattle.

Thus the cattle are rendered immune. It is now well

known that the Cattle Tick is the vehicle by which

this disease is propagated, and, even after the inocula-

tion, these cattle should be kept free from ticks, if

possible.

It may also be remarked that our native cattle suffer

intensely from a heavy infestation of ticks, and should

be relieved of them.

Again, flies in certain sections, particularly the horn

fly, are very oppressive to cattle, and some emulsion

should be used periodically to repel them.

Sheep should be imported from the North with great

care. Stomach worms, particularly the ones causing

"knotty guts," have been introduced into many lo-

calities in the South, and have permanently infected

the pastures. These worms are common in the North,

and every importer of improved sheep in the South

should have for the animals purchased a guarantee of

freedom from these deadly parasites.

I have said nothing of stock raising as an adjunct to

cotton farming. When the cotton planter permanently
adopts a rational system of rotation, involving say, a
three field system, viz., 1st, fall oats, followed by cow-
peas ; 2nd, cotton ; 3rd, corn and cow peas, besides a
permanent Bermuda pasture, then will stock-raising
become a necessity to him, to consume the increased
supply of corn, pea vine hay, and oats, which the fer-

tility of the soil, produced by the rotation, will give.
Then cau the full value of cotton seed be obtained by
converting it, or its meal, in conjunction with his other
crops, into first-class beef and mutton.
The South can grow live stock profitably, and the

younger farmers are beginning to demonstrate it.

W. C. Stubbs, Director.
Experiment Station, Baton Rouge, La.
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DAIRYING IN THE SOUTH.

Editor Southern Planter :

The branch of dairying which offers the most

immediate and surest profit, in the Southern States,

is undoubtedly that of producing milk for the supply

of nearby cities and towns. Although almost every

locality has some sort of a milk supply already, the

business is, as a rule, very unsystematically and in-

sufficiently done. There are in the South hundreds

of places, if not thousands, where the supply is un-

satisfactory in quality and uncertain and irregular in

quantity. The whole service is susceptible of very

great improvement and it is morally certain that a

rich reward awaits the man or men who will intelli-

gently and energetically occupy this field and really

satisfy the wants of the community.

The greatest profit will accrue to those who go at

once to the top and aim to secure the cream of the

trade by adopting the most approved methods and

offering consumers, at fair prices, better milk than

they have previously been able to procure, uniform in

its high quality, safe because pure, delivered in at-

tractive form and in condition to ensure good keeping

properties. The large cities and towns offer the best

opportunities, the very best being towns of industrial

activity, which give promise of healthy growth and

the steady increase of a population obliged to buy its

food supply and with money to pay for it. A man
who will locate within easy reach of such a town and

make market milk, prepare it and sell it, according to

the best of modern methods, is about as sure of suc-

oess as in any line of agricultural effort anywhere in

this country.

There are besides, many places both large and small,

where by very moderate effort and without any radi

cal change of system, the local milk supply can be

vastly improved and consumption greatly increased,

by simply making this business a specialty, offering

good, clean milk, regularly and well delivered.

It is esseniial to the success of the market milk

business that it be followed as a specialty. It is not

necessary that milk be the only product of the farm

for sale, but it should be the primary consideration,

the one money crop depended upon. Nothing else

should be undertaken, or allowed, on the same farm,

which interferes with the main object of milk pro-

duction.

Secondary considerations should be collateral or

related, and in harmony—such as rearing and selling

pure bred cattle. On large market milk farms, pigs

and poultry fit in very well. Orcharding can often be

conducted so as to be a satisfactory supplement, but

small fruits and market gardening cannot usually be

annexed to advantage.

Much depends upon the judicious selection of the

farm for this business. In many cases it is possible to

do a good wholesale business, producing milk to be
sent by wagon or by rail and sold to a dealer in the

town who finds the consumers for it. But the greater

profit unquestionably attends the delivery to consumers
direct from the producing farm. "Eunning a milk
route," is quite a different thing from producing milk
for sale, and if added to the latter, it adds greatly to

the labor, responsibility and risk. For the retail trade

a location within easy access of the market town is

highly important and so is the matter of the interven-

ing highway. Over the main road to the town, one

or more farm vehicles must pass at least twice every

day in the year. Here the good road is of the greatest

consequence to the farmer; if it be a bad road, the lost

time of men and teams, and the extra wear and tear

of animals, vehicles and harness, although difficult to

measure in money, are sure to be a heavier tax than

the traffic will bear. Good grass land is a decided

advantage, unless the land is too valuable. But upon
high priced acres little pasturage can be afforded and
the soiling sjstem becomes an economy and tends to

constantly increasing products of land and cattle. In

many parts of the South, where long summer droughts

are usual, pasturage must be supplemented or entirely

replaced by a well arranged succession of forage crops

to be fed green to cows in the stable.

Buildings upon a market milk farm, which are well

suited to the work, can be provided easily and without

great expense. Big barns and basement stables are no
longer approved. The cow-house should be a simple

building, little more than a shelter in most of the

Southern States, roomy, airy and light, with no manure
pit under (or near) the animals and no storage above.

In many places there can be no floor as good for the

cows to stand upon as the earth, properly drained,

shaped and packed. Forage can be stacked or stored

under other roofs bub not too distant. The detailed

arrangements for fastening the animals, feeding and
watering, bedding, cleaning and removing manure,

may well be studied and carefully planned, with a

view to the greatest economy of labor consistent with

the comfort of the herd. An abundant supply of the

purest water, under convenient control, is an essential

adjunct to any good dairy farm. A special room, or

better, a special building, must be provided for hand-

ling the milk, straining, cooling, preparing for market

and such holding over as may be necessary. Such a

dairy or milk-house need not be an expensive structure

but it should be properly located, well built and

adapted to its purpose. If provisions are desired for

pasteurizing, for mechanical separating for a cream

trade, or any such specialty, additional accomodations,

fixtures and appliances will be correspondingly re-

quired.
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Cattle for the production of market milk must be

carefully selected and well managed. Pure bred cows

or those which are commoaly called " registered," are

not to be recommended in most cases, although some

of the largest and most successful milk-making farms

in the country, have herds of exclusively pure bred,

registered cattle, of one breed or another. Good blood

is, however, true economy. Few dairy herds of mon-

grel, mixed or "scrub" cows are profitable in the

long run, however cheap at the start. The cows must

be adapted to their purpose, those chosen because well

bred, of races and families of proved dairy excellence,

are the ones whioh will pay the best. Every animal

should be the offspring of a pure bred sire, himself a

fine individual and the son of a fine cow. Under such

conditions, high grade cows are often quite as good

milk producers as those pure bred. Some milk mak-

ing farmers find it best suited to their conditions to

buy all their cows, selling off those which become un

profitable as milkers and purchasing to fill their places.

This is risky business. As a rule, people do not sell

their best cows and it requires uncommon judgment to

select good and persistent milkers. There is always

danger of introducing disease by bringing in strange

oows and perhaps thereby destroying the whole herd.

Besides, there is a vast deal of satisfaction to the stock

owner in breeding, rearing his own animals and striv-

ing to make every generation better than their dams

A dairy farmer is not doing justice to himself or his

business, unless there is a constant improvement, sure

although slow, in the product of his herd as well as in

the product of his land.

The. writer has no sympathy with market milk

farmers who want to keep big oows and feed so as to

be making!fleah at the same time as milk and then sell

to the butcher when nearly dry. Such men are really

deceiving themselves and cheattng their own pockets,

as has been abundantly proved—very rare cases ex.

cepted. One might as well buy race horses by the ton,

so as to sell them well for draft purposes at the end of

the racing season. The truly profitable cow for mak-

ing milk, is the dairy cow— the result of generations

of judiciouslbreeding with a special purpose in view.

Breeding and the fixed dairy habit are therefore of the

utmost importance in making up a dairy herd. Then

the surest and best way to maintain and improve it, is

to keep a first class bull, always pure bred, registered,

and raise the heifer oalves of the best cows. With

such a plan, it is a very satisfactory addition to keep

a few perhaps only one or two, registered females of

the breed chosen, so as to have some pure bred calves

every year, to rear or to sell.

All over the country there is marked progress in the

demand by consumers for milk of better quality or

richer. Those who are making the beet milk and

finding appreciative buyers for it, are making the

most money at the business. It is hoped that the time

is near when in every market, buyers will discriminate

and be willing to pay for milk according to its quality,

as is done for other foods. Enterprising dairy farmers

are alive to this prospect and weeding out and grading

up their herds so as to produce better milk, and more

of it. It is now so easy to procure really good and

profitable dairy cows, that it is truly astonishing that

owners are still willing to feed and milk so many which

do not pay for their keeping. The only sensible and

practicable course is to closely observe and study

every cow, keep an accurate account of her produot

as to quantity and quality and promptly dispose of

any animal which fails to come up to the standard

fixed by the owner.

The cow is of paramount consequence in the busi-

ness of making market milk. The dairyman should

determine the character or quality of milk he proposes

to produce and sell, and the minimum quantity of

milk of this kind which he will demand from every

cow he owns, during the 365 days in every year which

he is obliged to feed and care for her. The known

yearly product is the true measure of the value of a

cow, although cost of keeping must also be considered.

In selecting cows to reaoh the required standard, the

right breeding and " the dairy habit " must be sought.

A naturally poor cow can never be brought to a profi-

table yield by any course of feeding or care. The
very latest book upon this general subject, by one of

the highest authorities* on feeding and animal nutri-

tion, contains the following: " The weight of testi-

mony bears out the statement that the quality of milk

cannot be changed at will by the farmer but is largely

determined by causes not under his control, such as

breed and individuality, although feeding and treat-

ment, especially the latter, have more or less influence

upon the character of the milk secreted. * * * The
verdict (of many experiments carefully conducted for

periods long and short) has been that no consistent re-

lation appears to exist between the quantity or char-

acter of the ration and the composition of the milk.

* * * A popular notion has prevailed that it is

possible to 'feed fats into milk.' * * As a matter

of fact, after years of investigation and intelligent

observation, we are not able to affirm that the propor-

tion of fat to other milk solids is in any way related

to the feeding of the cow."

The treatment of the cow is mentioned above as in-

fluencing her product. Nowhere is cheap and ineffi-

cient " help," more expensive and disastrous. A good

cow deserves and gives a good return for proper oare

and treatment. On the other hand, neglect and abuse,

and even rough and indifferent conduct, have imme-

* The Feeding of Animals, by Director W. H. Jordan.
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diate unfavorable effects, costly to the owner. For

profitable results the dairyman must secure fairly in-

telligent helpers, steady, regular and reliable, clean in

their persons and habits, qniet and kind in their treat

ment of animals. Discriminating feeders and compe
tent, efficient milkers (both comparatively scarce) will

earn extra wages and prove by far the cheapest at rates

above the average.

It is impossible to here discuss the many details in

cident to the successful conduct of the market milk

business. But if the conditions indicated above are

observed in the main, the market favorable, the farm

well located, the buildings suitable, the cows adapted

to their work, properly fed and cared for by efficient

employees, and if, above all, the owner is an intelligent

observer, interested and attentive in his work, enter-

prising and ambitious, the business will surely succeed.

All necessary instructions as to the work can be

summed up in very few words. For the cows, care

and cleanliness in every respect and all the time. For

the milk, from cow to consumer, in every detail and

without a break, cleanliness and cold.

It may be well to add, although hardly necessary,

that milk farming should be undertaken only by those

willing to work and work hard, with brains as well as

hands. It requires persistent, close application, with

constant thought and study, with no " let up " during

the year, except as the good manager is able to arrange

matters so as to move along without him, for brief

periods. On the other hand, it is a high order of

farming, intellectually stimulating and self satisfying,

and to one who does it well, it pays handsomely for the

time and brains applied. Henry E. Alvoed,
« Chief of the Dairy Division.

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. 0.

FEEDINQ BEEF CATTLE IN THE MIDDLE
SOUTH.

Editor Southern Planter

:

It must be admitted that the winter feeding of beef

cattle on an extensive scale in the Middle South is

comparatively a new industry, and so our people have

to learn much about a business which requires the

closest attention in order to make it a success. Being

a new industry to the major portion of our farmers,

and having often been engaged in under great disad

vantages by those who have not had sufficient training

in the handling of stock, it is not surprising that the

results have often been disappointing. Remembering

the handicap which the inferior nature of our stock

places on the farmer and the fact that he has not

studied carefully the utility and the specific effects of

the various foodstuffs which are at his command, it is

not surprising that the first attempts at fattening cat

tie should so often have proved disheartening. Our
farmers should not be deceived by these results, for in
every other section the first attempts to establish the
stock feeding business have, as a rule, been unsatisfac-

tory, and it is only by perseverance and attaining the
experience which practice alone supplies that our
fanners can hope to make the most out of the splendid
environment which nature has provided in the Middle
South for the development of stock husbandry.

Need of Improved Stock.

The following reference to the slaughter tests of

steers fed at the Tennessee Experiment Station shows
how essential is the need of improving our beef cattle.

It appears froin these results that the animals only
diessed about 55* per cent, of valuable meat to the

carcass, whereas animals of better breeding and qual-

ity should ordinarily dress between 62 and 65 per
cent., and in the highest quality of stock they have
been known to dress as high as 69 and 70 per cent.

It thus appears that the native cattle of the Middle
South are about 10 per cent, below the standard for

dressed carcasses. Examining the weights of two and
a half and three year-old steers, it is seen that they

average on foot, when fed four to five months, about

950 to 1,100 pounds ; whereas, cattle possessed of high
quality and requiring no more food ordinarily, make
in the same time between 1,300 and 1,500 pounds, so

that our native cattle are about 33 per cent, below the

standard of weight for a given age. It is not at all

necessary for the cattle to be pure breds in order to

attain the standard suggested. They will do this if

they are high class grades derived from the crossing

of a first class beef sire on our native stock.

While it is true that some of the best of our native

cattle will make practically the same gain per day as

cattle of better blood and breeding, they do not make
the same disposal of the food as those of better quality.

The slaughter tests referred to showed that a large

amount of intestinal and loose fat was found in the car-

cass of the experimental animals ; the animals not

having been bred to utilize the food by building it into

the tissues of the body. The meat was consequently

lean and fibrous, and as the fat was not well inter-

mixed with the bundles of muscular fibres, it was
neither so tender, juicy nor valuable as the meat from

animals of better quality. Animals that have been
bred exclusively for beef for a long time have been
trained to build the fat into the tissues of the body,

and so there is not so much waste when they are

slaughtered and the quality of the meat is superior.

Finally, animals of quality, the result of judicious

crossing on our native stocks, will have the low, square

and blocky conformation of the beef sire. A good
beef animal should be especially broad at the loin, long
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in the hind quarter, deep through the flank, and full

through the twist down to the hock. The frame should

be well balanced—that is, the fore and hind quaiters

equally developed, the barrel short and compact, and

the back broad, level and well covered. In the type

under discussion, the hind quarter is highly developed,

and the most valuable meat being situated there, a

much better sale price is obtained than for native cat

tie which are generally coarse in the fore quarter and

light and cathammed in the hind quarter. Thus, if a

native animal would show a profit of $3.00 to $5.00,

one of the proper quality would show a profit of from

$12.00 to $25.00, because a larger per cent, of valuable

meat would be obtained in the regions from which the

choicest cuts are derived.

Improved Sires a Necessity.

From the foregoing it appears that the first requisite

of stock husbandry in the Middle South is the intro

duction of improved sires that|will give uniformity of

type and color, impart quality and render our stock

capable of taking a high finish. It costs no more to

feed this class of cattle at treble the profit now ob
tained. A first-class beef sire can be purchased at the

present time for from $300.00 to $500.00. Cheap sires

are undesirable at any price, and in fact their use has

been a curse to stockmen of the Middle South. If one

man in a community is not able to purchase a sire,

there is no legitimate reason why several farmers

should not club together and purchase one on the co

operative plan. It is as essential that a community of

interest be established on the farm as in the case of the

most powerful trusts. The principle of co operation

has never developed on the American farm as it should,

and its latent possibilities, as indicated by the following

example, show that it is an important matter and one
worthy of earnest consideration. A good mature sire

should get 100 calves in a season, which at from four

to six months old will sell at the present time for $25

and up each. One hundred calves gotten by native sires

in which Jersey blood predominates would not be
worth more than $5.00 each, but we will say $10.00, at

the age suggested. Taking out the cost of the sire, which
we will say is $500.00, we have on the one hand 100

calves worth $2,000, and on the other hand 100 calves

worth $1,000, or a net profit from the use of an im-

proved sire of $1,000. As the sire will be useful for

several years if properly cared for, the profit on a
$500. 00 investment for a sire to a community interested

in beef production is simply enormous. The example
is not exaggerated, as in many sections where practi

cal results have been obtained, they are quite as grati-

fying as those here suggested. Under the circum-

stances the farmer cannot afford to be without an
improved sire. It may be urged that it is not safe to

introduce improved sires into the South owing to the

cattle tick. Breeding stock can now be immunized at

such slight cost and with so little difficulty that this

objection no longer holds.

Why Not Produce Better Stock and Feed Them
AT HOMEt

The great need of the South to day is vegetable

matter to restore her wornout and washed hillsides to

something like their virgin fertility. The use of abun-

dant supplies of barn-yaid manure made possible

through the medium of stock husbandry, affords the

most rapid and economical solution of this difficult

problem. Stock husbandry is destined to be the salva-

tion of the Southern farmer. At the present time,

most of the stock grown in the Middle South are sold

as stockers to be fed in the States further north, as

Maryland and Pennsylvania. While these cattle are

inferior, as already indicated, they have sufficient

merit to make them highly appreciated by the feeders

of the States mentioned. They prefer to get their

feeders from East Tennessee and Virginia. These

farmers further north have no greater variety of foods

for the production of beef than our farmers possess.

Then why not feed these cattle ourselves and utilize

our cotton seed products to the best advantage and

save the enormous fertilizer bills that are accumu-

lating from year to year 1

Tests with Native Stock at the Tennessee

Station.

In experiments conducted for two years at the Ten-

nessee Station with native stock, it has been possible

to make from $6 to $8 profit per head for, a feeding

period of four months, depending on the nature of the

ration consumed. If it is possible, under good man-
agement, with the indigenous food stuffs of the Middle

South to get good results, how much greater would
the returns be with a better class of stock 1 If it is

possible to make this profit with our native stock,

why should we not feed these cattle at home t The
farmer says there is no money in it, but the figures

are against him. There seems to be an idea in the
minds of many farmers that unless they can make a
good deal more than $6 to $8 per head, that it will not

pay them to feed cattle. This is all a mistake. By
feeding they would utilize a vast amount of rough-

ness that now goes to waste. They would save their

fertilizer bills, which now amount to several millions

of dollars, and they would manufacture their raw pro-

ducts on the farm and save the expense of marketing
them. These items, taken together, figure up a very
considerable profit, and if the farmer could get abso-

lutely nothing from his feeding but the manure, it

would pay him well to feed for this alone.
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Utilize the Corn Stover.

It has been said that cheap roughness and concen-

trates were not sufficiently available to make beef

feeding profitable in the South. Corn stover will

yield on an average one and a half tons of feed per

acre. This can be shredded and put in a very palata-

ble form at a cost of about $3 to $3. 50 per ton. It is

equal to timothy hay in feeding for beef, and if the

shredded stover were cut and utilized instead of being

allowed to decay and waste in the fields, the saving on

this item alone would aggregate several million dol-

lars. The feeding value of shredded stover is not

appreciated. The farmer believes that the nutriment

of the corn plant is chiefly in the grain and in the

leaves ; whereas, about 40 per cent, is in the stalk,

including the butt. The idea that a fair quality of

hay can be made from shredded stover does not find

favor in the minds of the average farmer, because he

has not ascertained its value from practical experi-

ence ; and having timothy in mind as a plant for hay,

he falsely conceives that nothing else can be used as a

substitute for it. The idea that one hay only exists

is a mistake, and an old prejudice that should be lived

down.

Ensilage Can be Cheaply Made.

Ensilage can be made very cheaply in the South.

On areas of land approximating 10 to 20 acres, the

cost need not exceed $1.25 to $1.50 a ton, where 10

tons can be obtained to the acre. This can be done on

average land. The ensilage made in the South is su-

perior to that made in the North by reason of the fact

that cow peas can be combined with corn and also

with sorghum. Owing to the length of the summer
season, the ensilage crop can be allowed to more nearly

mature and thus form a highly palatable and nutri-

tious food. The failures in feeding ensilage to cattle

can only be attributed to ignorance, as the balance of

proof is against those who have failed. Watery ensi-

lage will sour and become unsuitable for food, but this

is not the fault of the ensilage, but the fault of the man
who put it up before it was ready to go in the silo. If

the ensilage crop is allowed to become too old, it will

dry out and fire fang, and the ensilage will become

mouldy, but this again is the fault of the man and not

the product. One of the chief causes of so many fail-

ures with ensilage in the South is due to poorly con-

structed silos.

Advantages Possessed by the Southern Farmer

The Southern farmer has some manifest advantages

in the production of cheap grain and cheap roughness

for feeding cattle. It has been demonstrated at the

Tennessee Station that two crops a year can be grown

on average land. For example, a ton and a half of

oat and vetch hay followed by a crop of peas, yielding

two and a half tons of hay of the highest feeding value,

has been obtained fiom an acre of land in a single sea-

son. Forty bushels of rye have been threshed to the

acre and ten tons of sorghum and peas harvested for

ensilage. In an ordinary season, it is possible to ob-

tain as high as 15 to 18 tons of ensilage made from a
legume and a cereal, thus furnishing an enormous
amount of highly nutritious food. As corn thrives

well in the South, and the acreage can be materially

increased, there is no reason why an abundance of

grain should not be had. The cheapest gains on beef

reported to date have been inaie on a mixture of en-

silage, corn and cotton seed meal with pea-vine hay or ,

hulls as roughness.

CottonSeed Products.

It is rather remarkable that cotton seed products

are not more utilized as cattle food in the Middle
South. A pound of cotton-seed meal is equal to 1.50

to 1.75 pounds of corn, while cotton seed equals corn,

pound for pound, in feeding for beef. As a matter of

fact, the Middle South exports about one half of the

cotton seed meal it produces at an average price of $17

per ton. It is worth $21 per ton for fertilizer and $35

for feeding to beef cattle, as compared with 60 cent

corn. Instead of using barn-yard manure, the farm-

ers of eight States in the Middle South are spending

$20,000,000 a year for fertilizer, and are probably feed-

ing 100,000 head of cattle, where they could as easily

feed on corn and cotton products about 1,000,000 head.

It is said that corn is too high to feed to beef cattle in

the South, but it is not essential to feed corn. Cotton-

seed meal and pea- vine hay together with ensilage will

produce beef very cheaply, and the combination fur-

nishes both a highly nutritious and palatable ration.

It has been suggested that pea hay has such a high

market value that it is not possible to feed it profita-

bly. This is rather a doubtful statement, as from two
to three tons can be produced per acre at an annual

cost of probably $3 to $5 a ton.

Need of More Grass.

It is said that we need more grass before we can suc-

ceed in stock husbandry, but there is no reason why
we should not have more grass. There are mixtures

of grass well adapted to the soils of the Middle South

that are not being utilized, and, where grass cannot be

grown, it is easily possible to get two crops from the

soil a year, one to be used for pasture and one for hay,

or for the silo as deemed best. By improving our na-

tive stock, as already suggested, and by feeding these

cattle at home, the Southern farmer can save his fer-

tilizer bills. He can utilize his cotton and corn pro-

ducts to the best advantage, and he can make a hand-

some profit as well on feeding the cattle.

Surely this matter is worthy of more careful consid-
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eration in the future than it has received in the past.

At the present time, there is a great deal of agitation

about the so called corn stalk disease. While this dis

ease is not well understood, it has been shown that

where the corn is cut, shredded and fed, the trouble

has never appeared. If this corn stover were utilized

in this way, a much larger number of cattle could be

maintained and the ground made to produce a higher

revenue. Surely the time has come when the Southern

farmer should give the question of stock husbandry

hiB earnest and careful consideration.

Andrew M. Sottle,

Professor of Agriculture.

Experiment Station, Knoxville, Tcnn.

DOES IT PAY TO GRIND GRAIN FOR HOGS?

Editor Southern Planter

:

Some person may say it is easy to find out by trial,

if not known already ; but it is not quite so easy to de

cide the question as might be supposed. A careful

experiment was made at the Iowa Station of feeding

ten pigs, four mouths old, average weight when put

up, 76.3 lbs. each. First fed on ear corn forty five

days, and the ten gained 515 lbs.—an average of 171

lbs. in every fifteen days, although the gain the first

fifteen days was 219 lbs. and the next fifteen days but

140 lbs.

The same pigs were then fed fifteen days on soaked

oats, and at the expiration of sixty days from the time

the experiment was commenced, they were fed corn

meal, and the gain for the first fif reen days was 19S

lbs. and the next fifteen days 114 lbs., when the ex

periment ended. When fed on ear corn, the gain the

first thirty days was 359 lbs. When fed on corn meal,

the gaiu the first thirty days was 312 lbs.

This experiment would seem to settle the matter in

favor of feeding the corn whole, but it must be remem

bered that animals fatten fastest when they are young,

and will make more gain on the same amount of feed

than older ones ; also that hogs of any age, will fatten

faster the first fifteen days than afterwards, as known

to all observant feeders, and as this experiment shows.

The pigs, when fed whole corn, gained 219 lbs. the

the first fifteen days, and the next fifteen days gained

only 140 lbs. These same pigs when sixty days older,

gained 19S lbs. in fifteen days.

The Uuited States Commissioner of Agriculture re

marks on the result of this experiment as follows:

"It should be borne in mind, other things being equal,

the greatest proportionate gain iu weight is to be ex

pected during the earliest period of feeding ; also,

that the younger the animal, the greater the gain in

weight for each pound of food properly adminis-

tered "

This experiment is often oited by those who, because

it is less trouble to feed whole grain than ground, try

to persuade themselves that it is more profitable. At
the Maine Agricultural College, four Chester white

hogs were experimented with from November loth to

January 15th, and it was found that the feeding value

of corn meal was, weight for weight, 19^ per cent,

greater than whole corn.

In the Report of the Department of Agriculture for

1S71, it is stated that an Iowa farmer fed twenty hogs,

one j ear old. with the following result : Fed on whole

corn, one bushel, made 10 lbs. of pork ; fed on meal,

ground fine, one bushel, made 13* lbs. of pork.

In the Report of the Department for 1870, it is

stated that the result of many experiments made in

feeding hogs by Jeseph Sullivant, proved that corn

ground into meal increases in value 33 per cent, over

that fed in the ear.

S. H. Clay, of Kentucky, made experiments. Result

as follors

:

One bushel of dry corn made 5 lbs. 10 oz. of pork
;

one busnel of ground corn boiled, made at one trial,

14 lbs. 7 oz. of pork ; at another trial, 16 lbs., and at

another, nearly IS lbs.

Mr. A. Sellie, a successful hog feeder at Megnon,

Wis. , says : "On account of rapid digestion, hogs can-

not assimilate as large a proportion of the dry food or

whole grain, and it should therefore be prepared in

such a manner as to make the loss as small as possi-

ble. I would prefer all grain ground fine. Only for

a change, I give it whole, but well soaked."

Prof. Henry says : "So far as we have gone at our

Station, we saved S per cent, by grinding our corn

;

and when corn is worth twenty- five or thirty cents per

bushel, that saving does not pay for the trouble of

grinding. If the corn was worth fifty cents per bush-

el, it would pay for grinding." Millers in Pennsyl-

vania charge 10 per cent, for grinding, but farmers can
grind it for less than 8 per cent., and many of them do-

Prof. Henry adds :
" Hard corn often injnres the hog's

mouths, and they do not eat a whole ration. In that

case, there must be as much as 25 or 30 per cent, of

loss." Not only their mouths get sore, but their jawB
get tired.

Dr. Lehman, of Saxony, Germany, analyzed the

dung of hogs fed on whole grain, and found that 50

per cent, was undigested and had not been a particle

of value to the animal, and says "that food should be
reduced to a condition more or less fine before given
to such animals."
At a meeting of the Swine Breeder' Association of

Illinois, it was the unanimous opinion that when the
grinding can be cheaply done, it may be a source of
profit

C. D. Beeman, an Iowa feeder, says: "Three bush-
els of ground corn will make as much pork as four
bushels fed whole." J. W. Lngham.
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ABERDEEN-ANdUS ON TOP.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I beg to call your attention to the following records

in prizes and prices at the late stock show at Pitts-

burg. Five champions-hip prizes were offered, and all

were won by the Angus, except one, as follows : The
car load championship was awarded to Chas. Escher

on a load of Angus cattle in competition wilh Short-

horns and Herefords. The load, averaging 1,550 lbs.,

was sold to the Pittsburg Provision Company for

$21.50 per 100 lbs.; the second prize going to the

Herefords.

Individual Steers—To A. A. Armstrong, first on

Angus ; second, to Chas. Escher on Angus ; third to

A. D. Bassell, Angus Hereford cioss. This last steer

was raised in West Virginia, weighed 2,190 lbs., and

was sold to J. W. Harrison, of Pittsburg, for $2 per lb.

Which sold him the Angus or the Herefore blood 1

Consult the prize- winning list.

Bulls—First, to H. O. Hudson, on Angus.

Car Lot of Yearlings—To Walker, on Herefords.

The Hotel Cup for the best individual steer not

shown in any other class, to Escher's Eed Angus.

It looks like poor policy to give so many premiums
to the Angus cattle, but evidently it could not be

helped.

An oddly bred bunch of little cattle was marketed

in Chicago recently. The little things averaged 685

lbs., were eleven and one half months old, and were

got by an Angus bull out of Jersey cows, and brought

$5 per cwt. They hailed from Glenville, Minn. It is

related that they topped the day's selling at the

weight.

The Breeders' Gazette gives the photographs of a

car load of Angus cattle averaging 1,401 lbs. sold on

the regular Chicago market on November 14th, by

H. C. Hall, of Iowa, for $7.25 per cwt.—the highest

price of the year to that date. C. E. Jones.

Fluvanna Co., Va.

[What a lesson is conveyed to our farmers by the
load of Angus Jersey calves. Had these calves been
got by a Jersey or a scrub bull of the kind so largely

kept by Southern farmers, it is not probable that at

eleven months old they would have weighed more
than 250 lbs. each at the outside, and would have
been difficult to sell at even three cents a pound. The
Angus blood in them overcame the Jersey tendency
inherited from their dams and made them into beef
animals, capable of gaining nearly 60 lbs. of weight
per month from the time of their being calved to date
of sale, or about 2 lbs. per day for every day they
had lived. Who will dare to say that it will not pay
to breed to a pure bred bull of the best beef type T

Such a bull is cheaD at almost any price.

—

Ed.]

Mention the Planter to your friends.

HEREFORDS AS BEEF CATTLE.

Editor Southern Planter :

I regret I have been too busy to prepare an article

for your January issue. I received the appointment

from Gov. Tyler of delegate to the International Live

Stock Exposition, and have but recently returned from

Chicago.

The Breeders' Gazette will give you a very good de-

scription of that greatest live stock show ever held,

and I hope you will devote considerable space to same.

I watch the growing interest in live stock in Virginia,

and congratulate you ou keeping so ably abreast of

the times.

The Herefords are the champions over all breeds,

winning the grand championship for best car-load of

grades—15 head averaging 1,497 pounds—owned and

fed by D. W. Black, Lyndon, Ohio. Bred by Mrs.

Adair, Paloduro, Texas. Richard Walsh, Manager.

Sold December 5th, by*Charles D. Robinson (of Clay,

Robinson & Co.), to Schwartzchild & Sulzberger at

$12 per 100 pounds.

The Herefords also won the grand championship

over all breeds for best bullock, under the eye of the

expert English judge, Mr. Peters, "Wood's Princi-

pal," bred by Geo. P. Henry, Goodenow, 111. John

Letham, Manager.

This steer weighed 1,645 pounds at 25 months old,

and sold for $50 per cwt.

The sale of 100 registered Herefords brought an

average of over $450.

I secured two cows, the equal of which I can safely

say have never been seen in Virginia. They are

Groves' Pretty Maid, 89613 for $500. Calved March

21, 1898. Weight, 1700 pounds. Bred by Walter B.

Waddell, Lexington, Mo. A granddaughter of Ancient

Briton, 55749, the sweepstakes Hereford bull at the

World's Fair, and in 1894 a winner at the Iowa, Ne-

braska, Wisconsin and Illinois State Fairs. This cow

is bred to Hesiod 66th, 86487, a son of Hesiod 2nd,

40679, a sweepstakes winner and a son of Hesiod,

11975, rated among the very foremost of the great

Hereford breed, bred by R. Turner, Pembridge, Eng-

land.

Bright Face 2nd, 12699S, for $825. Calved April 9,

1S98. Weight, 1550 pounds. Bred by T. Morris, Leo-

minster, England. Owned and sold by F. A. Nave,

Attica, Ind. Sired by Boxwood, 12,700, by Grove

Wilton 2nd, 75816. Dam Bright Face, 126996, by

Conquest 127.004. Bright Face 2nd is closely related

to the great English prize winners, Lord Wilton, Sir

Bartle Frere and Horace, and is bred to Protector,

117 878, one of the present recognized leaders of the

breed.
These two cows have arrived safely, and are now in-

stalled as part of the Castalia herd.

Albemarle Co., Va. Mukeay Boocock.
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THE DUAL PURPOSE COW AND HER
riANAGEMENT,

Address delivered by Thomas Shaw at the National Live Stock
Convention, held at Chicago, December 3-6, 1901.

L" Dual purpose means two purposes, hence a dual

purpose cow is a cow kept for two purposes—that is

to say, for giving milk and making beef. All cows
are, in a sense, two purpose, for the block is the ulti-

mate end of all dairy cows ; but dairy cows are not

dual in the sense that the kind of cows are of which
this paper treats. The meat from a straight dairy cow
is not an important factor, either in herself or in her

progeny, but in the dual purpose cow it is so impor-
tant a factor that it may in some instances, at least, be
difficult to determine whether the milk production or

the meat production of the cow is the more valuable.

Cows, as classified by the writer, are of three kinds
—that is to say, the straight dairy, the straight beef,

and the dual purpose. The straight dairy cow is kept
for milk production only. Her place is in the dairy

where no particular value is put upon the meat ob
tained from her or from her progeny. Because of this,

the practice has become common among dairymen to

knock in the head the calves produced, as soon as they
are born, unless they are wanted to replenish the herd.

Especially is this true of the progeny of grade females.

The place for this cow is in dairies where the food is

purchased, or largely so, and the milk sold, as then
the necessity does not exist to maintain animals which
will consume much food grown upon the farm that is

not well suited to milk production. She may, how
ever, in numerous instances be also kept with profit

on the farm, where the food production is of a certain

kind. The straight beef cow is kept solely for pro
ducing meat in herself and in her progeny. Only milk
enough is wanted from her to feed her calf sufficiently.

Note that word, sufficiently. Some beef cows do not
give enough milk to raise their calves in good form,
and when they do not, they ought to be discarded,

however profitable they may be for meat, unless when
the progeny may be wanted for certain lines of exhib
iting. Some regard, therefore, must be had to milk
production, even in the beef cow. Her place is on the
range and on large pastoral farms, where land is not
high priced, but it may be also on the arable farm
where meat of a high quality is to be grown for spe
cial markets. The dual purpose cow is a mean between
these extremes. She is a cow that will give a goodly
supply of milk when she is alive, and that will fatten

in good form and sell for a good price when she is sent

to the shambles. She will also, when properly bred,

produce calves that will grow up into animals that
will make meat with more or less of profit, according
to the times. Observe, it is not claimed for this cow
that she will on an average give as much milk or pro-

duce as much butter as the straight dairy cow, nor is

it claimed that she or her progeny will produce so

high a type of beef as the straight beef cow, but, that

when properly chosen and bred, her performance in

both respects will be creditable and profitable. The

place for this cow i3 on the arable farm which grows

in good form a variety of foods, and where the farmer

wants to turn these foods into both meat and milk.

The strong argument for this cow is, that on the

arable farm, where she is kept, all the produce reared

upon the farm may be profitably fed upon the same.

For instance, much of the roughage that is unsuitable

for feeding dairy cows to produce milk may be well

adapted for growing young cattle that are intended for

meat. Especially is this true where corn is a staple

food product. The excess of carbo hydrates in it for

milk production is just what is wanted for finishing

for beef. Where the cows on the arable farm suckle

their own calves, the profits are doubtless much less

than when the cows are milked, and the calves hand

reared, unless when a very high quality of meat is to

be produced. The surplus of skimmilk thus obtained

comes in nicely for feeding young swine. Hence it is,

that dual purpose cows keep things in a happy equil-

ibrium on the farm as no other cows can. It is this

probably more than anything else that has caused the

farmer to cling to this type of cow, in the face of no

end of denunciation and ridicule.

The dual purpose breeds now found in the United

States and Canada are : the Shorthorn, Polled Dur-

ham, Brown Swiss, Red Poll and Devon. The Short-

horn and Polled Durham are sometimes classed among
the beef breeds, as in many instances they have been

bred only for beef, but when bred for this dual quality

they have given a satisfactory response. The Brown
Swiss have for centnries responded satisfactorily to the

dual requirement, except that they are a little too

strong in the bone to meet the highest requirements of

the block in best form. The Red Polls are the most
distinctly dual in form and function of all the breeds

named, as they, more than any other breed probably,

have been kept from swinging, first, to beef produc-

tion, and again to milk production. The little De-

vons, as bred in the Central West, have swung to beef

rather than milk. From Ohio eastward the breeders

of Devons have some fine Devon dairy herds, both in

the pure and graded form, but so persistent has been
the silence of the apparently self satisfied well-mean-
ing men who breed them that it requires the most dili-

gent search to find out where they are.

But it is in the graded form that the dual type is at

present most numerously found. And in the grades
of Shorthorns it would probably be correct to say that

more of these cows are found than in the grades of all

the other breeds named. This arises from the far
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greater extent to which Shorthorns have been used as

sires upon cows of mixed or native blood than the

other breeds named. Notice, however, that the grade

dual cow is more a creature of form as she exists at

present than of certain blood elements possessed with

any degree of cast iron fixedness. She may have in

her certain percentages of dairy blood and of any of

the dairy breeds, providing these percentages are not

so high that they will swing her away too far from the

good size and the meat-making function that the dual

cow ought to have.

Of all the breeds of straight dairy cattle in Ameri-

ca, viz., the Holstein, Dutch Belted, Guernsey, Jersey,

Ayrshire, French Canadian and Kerry, the Holstein

comes the nearest to the requirements of the dual type.

She has good size and great capacity to grow rapidly,

but after the steers of this breed have got beyond the

age of 15 or 16 months, there is so much of tendency

to swing toward the dairy form that dealers have al-

most invariably discriminated in the price paid for the

meat, a discrimination that has probably been too pro-

nounced and severe.

But what is a dual purpose cow? How shall we
know her when we see her? In answering this ques-

tion, I quote from my book, "The Study of Breeds :"

The more important indications, important perhaps,

in the order named, are : 1. Medium to large size for

the breed or grade ; 2. Good length and depth in^the

coupling, especially in the females ; 3. Good develop

ment of udder and milk veins ; 4. Good constitution'

as indicated by good width through the heart ; 5.

Head and neck inclining to long and fine ; and 6. Bibs
of medium spring, open spaced and covered with a

good handling skin. Contrasted with beef cattle, dual

purpose cattle are : 1. In general outline less massive,

not so even in their proportions and not so smooth; 2.

In size they are about the same, but do not weigh quite

so well ; 3. They are a little longer in the head, neck,

limbs and barrel ; 4. They are not so wide at the with

ers, are a little less full in the breast, shoulders, hips

and twist, and are not quite so rounded or close spaced

in the ribs ; and 5. The development of udder and
milk veins is much more marked. Contrasted with

dairy cattle, dual purpose cows are : 1. In general out-

line, much larger and heavier as a rule, the fore and
hind quarters are more evenly balanced, the angular

points are not so persistent, and the form is not so

spare!; 2. The withers are wider, the spinal column
less prominent, and the back straighter ; 3. The breast

is more strongly developed, the spring of rib rounder,

the hips and thighs heavier, and the bone somewhat
larger ; and 4. In general development of head, neck,

body, udder and milk veins, the difference is not

greatly marked.

The above is the type of cow that, through the per-

sistent advocacy of certain dairy writers has been stig-

matized as "a myth, a delusion and a snare." They

have denied her the right to live. For a time they

succeeded so far in neutralizing the dual quality by

the use of dairy sires by that section of the farmers

who listened to their much fair speech that this mag-

nificent type of animal was threatened with annihila-

tion. It will take long years to undo the mischief.

The advocates of annihilation as the highest end of

the dual purpose cow were doubtless sincere in the line

of advocacy which they thrust upon the farmers with

a persistency worthy of a better cause, hence, charity

bids us try and cover up their mistake lest the genera-

tions yet unborn point the finger at their want of good

judgment from an evolving future. Some of those

advocates were otherwise magnificent men. But this

makes their mistake all the more unexplainable.

But there is another class of men who have decried

the dual purpose cow who are not thus honest. They

have, it is to be feared, deliberately seated themselves

in the chair of willful misrepresentation. They are

continually poring over records that give the average

production of cows over a State or a portion of the

same. They then look up the dairy performance of

some crack dairy herds. They assume that all cows

not included in such are dual purpose cows. They
draw comparisons accordingly, which, to the undis-

cerning, appear exceedingly favorable to the straight

dairy cow and as unfavorable to the dual purpose cow.

Who constituted those wise ones the judges as to what

is a dual purpose cow? Is it not true that many of

those cows are scrub cows of the most scrubby type?

They are neither one thing nor another. As a Scotch-

man would say: " They are nae good for naething."

How different those no purpose cows are from the dual

purpose cow as outlined above. Do not such compar-

isons savor strongly of deliberate misrepresentation,

tricksterism of the Mollusk type, one-horse littleness

of infinitesimal minuteness. Another class who deory

the dual purpose cow are found in very different sur-

roundings. They have crept into some of our Experi

ment Stations, and have instituted comparisons be-

tween the production of these no purpose cattle and
the highest types of dairy cattle. Such comparisons
are peculiarly harmful. If made innocently, what
about the competency of the men who make them ?

If made intentionally, what about their honesty? But
dual purpose truth, like liberty, cannot be laid away
in the grave of oblivious forgetful ness. Neither grave
stone nor armored soldier can prevent the final resur-

rection of either.

Those men should not forget that in making these

experiments they are putting themselves on record for

the ages, and that posterity will sit in judgment on
their finds. Every conclusion they reach will be
weighed in the balances of honest investigation, and
the exact worth of each determined.

(To be Continued.)
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THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL STOCK SHOW
AT CHICAGO.

We quote the following notes on the exhibits at this

show from the Breeder' t Gazette. The show brought

together the grandest exhibits of live stock ever Been,

either in this country or elsewhere, and was attended

by the most complete success

:

Last year it was the "blacks." This year the

Hereford?. In 1900 the Aberdeen Angus carried off

both the individual and the car lot championships at

Chicago's Christmas show. Last week the " white

faces" did the same trick. Thus does the "whirligig

of time" bring in its revenges. By December, 1902,

the Short horn contingent may have aroused their

Bleeping forces and administer a drubbing to their

adversaries just to show that the g. o b. is not fallen

into desuetude in steer production.

It is highly significant of the vast change that has

oome over the Western cattle trade since the holding

of the first fat-stock show to note that the champion
car-load of fat bullocks were branded, dehorned

Bteers produced upon a Texas raneh. From long

horns to no horns ; from thin flesh to rich carcasses.

That epitomizes the situation. There is a dash of

Shorthorn blood back on the dam's side in these 1901

champions running straight to Goodnight cows, but
the broekle faces do not seriously detract from the

honor that is claimed for the Hereford bulls. Eng
lish blood, Texas grass and Ohio corn combined to

furnish the International with one of the best loads

of Christmas cattle produced this year.

Certainly no complaint can be voiced concerning
the results of the auction sales of breeding cattle.

New records in averages were made for such events.

A Short horn cow sold for $6,009, a Hereford cow
for $4,500 and a Galloway bull for $2,000, and things

went swimmingly. At the same time the fact was
again made plain that such combination sales afford

the best of opportunities for shrewd buyers to pick
up bargains. Not a few animals sold below their

palpable worth, as excited crowds frequently fail to

estimate them adequately. The man who keeps his

brain working quietly at such public offerings can
always pay his expenses and usually make a fine

profit on his outing.

Among other records "smashed" at the Interna
tional show was the establishment of a still higher
price for Scotch-bred Shorthorn cows—the great sum
of $6,000 being paid by W. C. Edwards & Co., of

Eockland, Ont, for Mr. Marr's Misaie 153d, an own
Bister to tne Edward's herd bull Marquis of Zend*.
The year has been a memorable one in the Short horn
trade, and closes with a rosy outlook for 1902.

All honor to Mr. John Latham, who, with the

champion calf of a year ago, The Woods Principal,

by proper haudling and feeding, brought forward the

grand champion of the show—a pure bred Hereford

at twenty -five months, showing a weight of 1,645

pounds in 6uch form and finish as are rarely seen in

the show yard, and a steer that promises to make a

show carcass of beef, a carcass of flesh and fat in such

quantity and of such quality that should entitle it to

favorable recognition in the carcass competition.

The grand champion competition brought together

the champion two year old of the show in the Dysart

heifer (Aberdeen-Angus) Empiess Damask, showing

1,450 pounds at thirty one months ; the Hereford year-

ling The Woods Principal, showing 1,645 pounds at

twenty-five months, and the Angus calf Tip Top,

showing 925 pounds at eleven months. Mr. Peter

made The Woods Principal ohampion and Empress

Damask reserve. In commenting on this contest Mr.

Peter said : "These three animals are among the very

best I ever had the honor of standing over. I have

made my decision on the decisive uniformity, weight

and wealth of flesh, the champion being six months
younger than the reserve animal and 215 pounds

heavier. It is unfortunate that three such magnificent

animals should be required to compete for one

ribbon."

The Aberdeen-Angus made a pretty clean sweep of

it on the block, gaining the championship and four

out of the five awards on two year-old carcasses. The
Short horns win the yearling prize and fourth place

in both two year olds and yearlings. The Herefords

are third in the yearling class— the only representa-

tion gained by that breed on the list. The Galloways

are second and fifth among the yearlings.

The following figures show the average prices made
at the auction sales of breeding stock :

Short Horns.

52 females sold for $33,675; an average of $647.60

17 bulls sold for... 10,085; an average of.. .. 593.25

69 head sold for... 43,760; an average of 634.2a

Herefords.

69 females sold for $27,310; an average of $395.50

27 bulls sold for .. 9,215; an average of 341.00

96 head sold for... 36,525; an average of 380.00

Aberdeen-Angus.

72 females sold for $25,770 ; an average of $357.80

24 bulls sold for... 7,285; an average of 303.60

96 head sold for... 33,055; an average of 344.00
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The Poultry Yard.

" RED ALBUMEN."
A paragraph has been going the rounds of the press,

and we regret to say has appeared in one of our local

papers, advising the feeding of "Red Albumen" to

hens as a sure producer of eggs. This is a gross fake.

There is no such thing as red albumen. The white of

an egg is nearly pure albumen, and there is nothing

red about that. Some fakir has made up a compound

which he calls " red albumen," most probably out of

some cheap drug and a little meal, and to sell this

rubbish has gulled the papers into inserting his read

ing notice. It is like the butter producer which we
exposed about a year ago—a fake, and nothing more.

When will editors learn to keep their weather eyes

open for these fakirs *

CLOVER AS AN EGO-PRODUCER.
In traveling around over the country I find that

corn is the chief diet fed to poultry. Corn is consid

ered by many as being the cheapest and the bast all

around food for poultry. I believe that corn is king
of cereals, but coru alone fed to poultry is not the

beet thing for egg production. Corn usually costs ouly
about half as much as wheat, but this season corn is

high priced, and it would be well for us to figure on
something cheaper that will take the place of corn this

fall and winter. I have found clover hay to be a fine

substitute for corn and much cheaper, and I believe

the following facts in regard to clover hay as food for

poultry, written by Mr. Dobell, is worthy of repeating:

"The use of clover hay as a food product is becom
ing more popular every day, and to those who have
never adopted its use I pen this article. Clover hay
in the past few years has been used by many enter

prising poultrymen, some using it as an experiment,
while with others it has passed the experimental stage.

Experiments have proven that fowls fed clover hay,
properly cured and prepared, will lay much better

than those fed only on a grain diet. Science has as

certained the constituent parts of clover and the egg.

The same elements are found in both, but in different

forms, both digestible. One is vegetable ; the other
animal substance. To begin with, we find an abundance
of lime in clover hay for the formation of the egg
shell.

"Comparing the amount of lime in different pro
ducts of the soil, we find by the following table the

largest peicentage of this element in clover. In the

following table, 1,000 pounds of the products is taken
as the basis of calculation:

White clover 38.48

Red clover 27.80

Beans ' 1.6ft

Rye 1.22

Barley 1.06

Corn 98

Wheat 96

Peas 58

"By the above table it is easily seen that grains

contain only about one pound of lime to the thousand.

Therefore hens fed entirely on a grain diet would pro-

duce a large percentage of soft shelled eggs, which
would be unprofitable to the poultry farmer. Many
would say feed oyster shells. They are good in their

place as a grit, but as a lime producer they are useless.

They are insoluble, indigestible, and cannot be assimi-

lated. There is sufficient lime in 100 lbs. of clover to

cover 200 eggs of average size with a substantial shell.

"As a flesh producer, clover contains only 10 per

cent. This gives clover the preference as a flesh

builder. Besides being composed of lime phosphates,

sulphur, magnesia and soda, it abounds in dry matter.

As the principal ingredients of an egg are nitrogen,

water and mineral matter, foods containing these same
products should always be fed to attain the largest per

cent, of profits from "egg production. Nitrogen is an

element of the air, composiug about four fifths of it,

in vegetable matter it exists in the form of albumen,

gelatine and protein. These are the elements which

form flesh. The white and yolk of the egg are formed

of these, and are all called albuminoids. All these sub-

stances are found in clover hay. This same commod-
ity of the soil, when scalded and mixed with other

ground cereals, is easily digested, and sufficient quan-

tities will be consumed by the hen to produce egg and
flesh forming material. There are few commodities

that will take the place of clover as a food product.

Being bulky, it prevents the hens from consuming too

much concentrated grain food. It assists digestion,

rendering the small amount of grain foods consumed

more valuable, thus lessening the feed bill considera-

bly. It also prevents hens from becoming too fat,

makes an agreeable green food, and regulates the bow-

els, keeping the hens healthy. This means plenty of

eggs."
My experience of twenty five years in breeding poul-

try has taught me some valuable lessons. I have for

several years been a friend to clover as a poultry food,

but since reading the above article some two or three

years ago. I have made it a special point to keep clo-

ver hay in abundance for feed during the winter

months. Too much grain fed to poultry is not health-

ful, and as one of the main points to keep in view is

the health and vigor of our flocks, we cannot afford to

neglect this matter. There are two kinds of weakened
stock, one is caused by improper mating and inbreed-

ing; the other on account of being improperly fed and

kept. The first will require years of careful mating

and crossing to build up a healthy strain. When fowls

have been weakened by improper feeding, it does not

require so much time to bring them buck to health

and vigor again if properly fed and looked after. More
fowls are injured and made worthless as egg producers,

by over-feeding with corn and lack of exercise than all

other causes.—O. P. Greer, in Fanciers' Gazette.

[If you have no clover hay, cow pea hay or peanut

hay will make a good substitute for it. As a grain

feed cow peas will also be found most valuable. A gen-

tleman told us some time ago that his hens fed largely

on cow-peas were laying better than he ever knew

them to do.—Ed.]
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The Horse.

NOTES.

Robert Bradley, owner of Greenway Farm, which is

an estate of over 1,200 acres near Wilcox Wharf, on
the Janes river, in Charles City county, passed
through here recently, en route for the Hot Springs,
Arkansas, where he will spend several months for the
benefit of his health, his trouble being due to nervous
dyspepsia, with which he suffers tortures. A distinc
tive character in every sense of the term, unique in

speech and manner, the tall, broad-shouldered Vir
ginian is one of the most widely known turfmen in
the country. At Greenway Farm he has over
one hundred head of thoroughbred horses, in
eluding, of course, stallions, brood mares and
youngsters. That crack race-horse of other days,
Aloha, the son of imp. St. Mnngo, that sired the great
Robert Waddell, heads the stud, while among other
stallions in use are Ray S., Wild Lucien and Blitzen,
" The Iron Horse." Blitzen is now at H. C. & R. M.
Beattie's Woodlawn Farm, near this city, but some
mares will be bred to him. The season of 1901 was
quite a good one for Mr. Bradley, as with Robert
Waddell alone he won a nice little fortune when the
sou of Aloha and Virgie annexed the American Derby
and other rich stake9 at Chicago. From the latter place
the stable was shipped home in November, and the
horses placed in winter quarters at Greenway, where
Robert Waddell, Boney Boy, Hampshire, Miracle II.

and other members of the Bradley racing string are re
cuperating. Mr. Bradley has never figured as an exten-
sive buyer of yearlings, or, indeed, of older horses,
preferring to take chances with those of his own
breeding, with an occasional outside purchase. Yet,
during the past decade, he has brought out such per
formers of note as Blitzen, Traverser, Boney Boy and
Robert Waddell, the last named being a product of
Greenway Farm, where his sire, Aloha, and dam,
Virgie, the daughter of King Bolt, are still owned.

Among the broodmares at Walton Farm, Fall's
Mills, Va., are Maggie Carroll, 2:18i, by Jack Daw
son, 2:16}, dam Lucy S., the dam of three in the list,

by Young Jim, second dam Lucy, granddam of Direc-
tion, 2:0S1 ; Lutie Dawsou, 2:30, full sister to Maggie
Carroll, and Ella Leo, 2:21}, by Red Leo and also out
of Lucy S. In addition to these well bred matrons,
there are others, such as Nannie Sudduth, the full sis

ter to Ella Leo; Kentucky Kate, the full sister to Wil-
brooka, 2:19}, by Wilkes Boy from Kate, by Allen
Book; Kate Rene, by King Rene from Kate; Princess
Rene, the dam of Queen Bird ; Tea Rose, by Mecca
from Moss Rose, and Young Gossip, by William C P.
from Gossip, dam of Don Wilkes, 2:24}. and grand
dam of Baron Rogers, 2:09}, by Taller, second dam
far famed Jessie Pepper, by Mambrino Chief. Red
Leo, 2:261, son of Red Wilkes, heads the Walton
Farm, which is owned by Mr. Samuel Walton, the
largest of Virginia trotting horse breeders, and the
senior member of several big railroad contracting
firms.

owner of the well known chestnut pacing pare, Prin-

cess Eulalie, 2:17}, by Prince Belmont, has recently

sold from Spottswood Farm a grand old estate of over

1,300 acres in Brunswick county, more than eight mil-

lion feet of lumber, to Northern dealers. Spottswood
Farm has a frontage of nearly three miles on the Not-

toway river, aud is near McKenney station on the Sea-

board Air Line Railway. The output of eleven saw-

mills are shipped from McKenney station, which bears

the name of its founder.

H. B. Bowie's bay gelding Death, 7, by imp. Cha-
raxus, dam The Alarm Bell, by Alarm, figured among
the winners at' the fall meeting of the Washington
Jockey Club in|November. He won at six furlongs in

1:10, and defeated Jerry Hunt, Curtsy and fourteen

others. The Alarm Bell was bred and owned by Mr.
Bowie's father, the late ex Governor Bowie, of the

Fairview Stud, near Baltimore. She was sent to the

Ellerslie. Stud. Charlottesville, Va., and bred during
several seasons, producing, in addition to Death, the
chestnut mare Warning. With the exception of that

good race horse and frequent winner Charentus, whose
dam, Contenta, was by John Happy, I do not recall

another winner than Death, that was gotten by Cha-
raxus out of other than an Eolus mare, which, how-
ever, is most likely due to the fact that the son of

Distin has rarely been bred to other than daughters
of Eolus.

Kelly, 2:27, full brother to the great campaigner
Expressive, 3, 2:12i, by Electioneer from Esther,
thoroughbred daughter of Express, who heads the
Belgravia Stud of James Cox, Mt. Jackson, Va., will

appear in the new Year Book as the sire of the bay
pacing gelding McChesney, 2:16}. McChesney has
figured as a very consistent winner for several seasons
and reduced his record from 2:19} to 2:16} in 1901.

His dam is Molly D., dam of Tom Martin, 2:14}.

Kelly is a horse of very high form and finish, inherit-

ing much of the beauty and blood like appearance of
his thoroughbred dam, Esther, who ranks among the
famous brood mares. Kelly could show as much speed
as any of her produce, but went wrong and was re-

tired to the stud. While owned jointly by Mr. Cox
and John E. Madden, of the Hamburg Place, Lexing-
ton, Ky., more than one offer of ten thousand dollars

was refused for the bay stallion.

Hon. William R. McKenney, of Petersburg, Va.,

The former Virginian, Mr. A. B. Gwathmey ,now
of the Cotton Exchange, New York, is driving his re-

cent purchase, Tudor Chimes, 2:13, to pole with Tiver-
ton, 2:23}, and these two blood like, handsome bay
geldings are looked upon as the fastest pair to be seen
on the famous Harlem River Speedway. Tudor Chimes
has been timed in 2.08} in a race. He was got by
Chimes, sire of The Abbot, 2:03}, while Tiverton is a
son of Gallileo Rex, 2:12, and Folly, by Arragon.
Mr. Gwathmey's fine private stable also shelters that
great mare, Louise Mac, 2:09}, who can show a half
close to one minute, and Salient, a daughter of Wick-
liffe, regarded as probably the fastest green trotter in
New York. Broad Rook.
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niscellaneous.

THE VIRGINIA AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANI-
CAL COLLEGE AND POLYTECHNIC INSTI-
TUTE.

Its Growth Since the Reorganization—Its Present
Condition and Prospects.

Editor Southern Planter

:

The visitor to Blacksbnrg to day finds perched upon
the crest of Virginia's beautiful mountains an institu

tion of learning which offers a marked contrast to the
school which existed here prior to 1891.

U.The period from 1872, when the doors of the College
were first thrown open to students, till 1891 was not
one of great progress and prosperity. The unsettled
condition of affairs brought about by frequent changes
in the Board and Faculty—due ofttimes to political

causes—contributed to retrogression rather than to
advancement. The time for a change was ripe, and
with the approach of the nineties the fortunes of the
College were to be turned in a different direction.

The year 1891 ushered in the neio era—one that has
been characterized by rapid growth and continuous
development. The most sweeping and thorough re-

organization in the history of the College was then
effected by the Boird of Visitors.

On May 7, 1891, the Board elected as President of
the College and Director of the Experiment Station,
Dr. John M. McBryde, a native of South Carolina and
recent President of the University of that State. In
June Dr. McBryde made an able report to the Board,
reviewing the situation and s.tting forth his ideas as
to the needs of the College, and in July he assumed
full charge of his duties as President.
When in the fall the sesaion of 1891-92 opened, the

outlook was anything bat promising. The number of
students in actual attendance was hardly more than
eighty ; the buildings were few in number, and these
very inadequately equipped ; the standing of the school
was unsatisfactory ; its fortunes, in fact, were at a low
«bb.
The year of reorganization was a pivotal point in

the history of the College. During the nine years of
the present administration a complete transformation
has been effected. To Dr. McBryde's superior execu
tive skill and ability ; to his wisdom, foresight, untir
ing efforts, and sincere devotion to the interests of
education is due the honor and praise of having lifted

the College from a plane of mediocre standing to a po-
sition of pre-eminence among the Technical schools of
the South.
No sooner had Dr. McBryde accepted the presi-

dency than he began to push forward vigorously the
work of increasing the efficiency and power of the in

stitution. Such a work demanded constant attention
and unrelenting effort.

The result may be seen to day in the vast expansion
of the several departments, in the numerous well de
veloped college activities, and in the multiplied poten-
tial forces that are making for the upward and out
ward growth of the College. The era of expansion has
manifested itself in manifold ways.

In regard to material growth, abundant strides have
been made. The new buildings, which are of stone,

brick or wood, number 12 large, 17 medium, and 18

small, making a total of 47. Many small out houses

are excepted from this list. Many of the older build-

ings have undergone repairs, and in some cases have
been completely remodeled. The cellars of the two
Academic buildings have been deepened and floored,

and converted into lecture rooms and laboratories.

The Library has been ceiled and painted and otherwise

added to. The Pavilion and Old shop, two buildings

virtually abandoned, have been floored and ceiled and
converted, the former into a gymnasium, the latter

into a steam laundry.
Prom time to time much valuable landed property

has been acquired—Painter's spring, with one acre of

ground ; also four houses and lots ( those of Effinger,

Starkey, Willis, and Cowper), including about 70 acres

of ground. In addition, the splendid grazing farm,

known as Smithfield, containing about 700 acres, has

been leased for a term of five years, beginning October

1, 1901.

One cannot fail to note and be impressed by the

marked improvements and additions made within the

last few years.

Two new and well furnished Dormitories (with 115

rooms) have been made necessary by the increased

number of students from year to year. The spacious

dining hall is abundantly supplied with chairs, tables,

ranges, boiler, engine, china, cutlery, linen, etc., for

150 students. The large chapel, or public hall, with

its beautiful ceiling, and with a seating capacity of

800, is admirably fitted up with handsome seats made
in the college shops.

The infirmary is equipped for 30 patients. Plans

are being formulated now for an enlarged and im-

proved modern infirmary building.

Very marked progress has been made in regard to

the water works. Water was formerly pumped into a

small tank in the laboratories from an adjoining cis-

tern by means of a hand pump. Water for the en-

gine supply was even hauled in barrels. The present

system of water works supplies from a spring (about

one mile from College), with a daily flow of about

200,000 gallons, as much as 50,000 gallons of water to a

distributing steel tower 130 feet high. The water is

pumped by electricity and distributed in 6 inch pipes

over the buildings and grounds. Eight fire-plugs exist

for the protection of the buildings. There are also

7,700 feet of sewer. Sixteen bath tubs and twelve

shower baths are provided for students. Laboratories

exist in eighteen buildings. Many of the buildings

are thoroughly equipped with all modern conveniences.

Twenty seven buildings, for instance, are lighted by
electricity, twenty six are heated by steam or fnrnace,

thirty-four supplied with water. Telephones exist in

every important building It might be added in this

connection that twenty-eight of the buildings are in-

sured.

The Steam laundry, which is under the management
of the College, is equipped with necessary machinery
for washing for 450 persons.

The Central steam heating and power plant is one

of the most important of all recent improvements.

The Dormitories, Administration building, Science
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hall, Y. M. C. A. hall, are heated by exhaust steam
from this station. Length of steam pipes is 4,200 feet.

The Creamery is well fitted up with apparatus and
machinery for handling milk from 500 cows. Butter
and cheese in large quantities are made daily

tant of these being the Band, Orchestra, Glee Club, Ag-
ricultural and Engineering Club.

A very unique aud characteristic feature of the In-

stitute is its policy of aiding needy students by giving

them outside work. There are this year, for instance,

The canuery is equipped for canning vegetables and 21 waiters, 5 clerks. 4 firemen, 3 electricians, 2 mes3en-

fruits of all kinds on a very large scale. gers, 6 milkers, 2 helpers in the laboratories, 15 assis-

The Jelly factory is supplied with hydraulic ma tan ts, and 20 employed at job work,

chinery for manufacturing cider, vinegar, jellies, jams. A thorough democratic spirit prevails among the

etc. Student labor is largely employed in these two student body. Of the students so employed, many are

buildings. socially the most popular in College, and attain the

The Cold storage and ice plant is arranged for storing highest academic grades,

eight to ten beeves, 2.500 turkeys, fish, butter, etc. A
ton of ice can be made daily.

The large modern barn is a considerable addition

on the farm. The following comparison will be found
interesting. In 1891, the herd and flocks consisted of

8 unregistered Shorthorn cattle, 5 unregistered Jerseys,

7 unregistered Ho'stein Friesians, 3 steers, 4 Dorset
Bheep, 2 mules and 5 horses—a total of 23 head of cat-

tle, 4 of »heep and 7 of horses and mules. In 1901,

herds and flocks consisted of 5 Hereford cattle, 5 Ab
erdeen Angus, 11 Shorthorn, 36 Jersey, 16 Holstein
Friesiau, aud S Guernsey cattle—all of which are reg
istered animals. In addition are to be noted 45 grade
cows (largely of Shorthorn blood), 7 grade calves, 34
steers, 40 fattened heifers, 9 mules, 2 horses, 2 colts,

20 Berkshire hogs, 5 Poland China hogs, 30 grade
hogs, 16 Dorset sheep—a total of 207 head of cattle, 16
of sheep, 55 of hogs, and 13 of horses aud mules.

There have been added also a corn mill, silage cut-

ter, husker, gasoline engine, hay press, fence machine,
blacksmith and woodshop tools, while of the ordinary
farm implements might be mentioned three mowers,
a reaper, two wheat drills, two rollers, several harrows,
three farm and two express wagons, besides the many
common necessary articles.

A Uniform Department has been established in con
nection with the College, and fitted up with sewing
machines, cutting rooms, etc., for making uniforms for

450 students.

The Book Department is amply supplied with a large

stock of books sufficient to meet the demands of every
student.

In one of the College buildings, 3 bed rooms have
been beautifully fitted up for the Board of Visitors.

The handsome furniture in these rooms is all the work
of students in the College shops.

Fifteen lecture rooms have been supplied with new
seats, tables and blackboards ; the 12 Laboratories are
fitted up with desk-i, apparatus, water, gas, etc., and
14 offices are equipped with desks, type writeis, cases,

etc.

The Campus of the Institute has been within recent
years greatly enlarged. The grounds have been iui

proved and beautified, and not only this, but 9,500 feet

of roads and drives and 7,500 feet of walks have been
provided.

Iu iegard to new equipment, the following additions

are to be noted : 6 large boilers, 8 engines, 3 dynamos,
8 pumps, 1 stack 67 feet high, another 100 feet high.

The various shops are equipped with tools and ma
chinery—the wood shop for 126 students, the machine
shop for 80, the foundry for 4©, and the forge for 40.

Several organizations for mutual pleasure, help and
instruction exist among the students, the more impor-

The Scientific Society, recently organized, meets bi-

weekly for scientific lectures, discissions, etc. The
system of monthly public lectures and sermons by
men of prominence and distinction is one of the new
features inaugurated by the Faculty. These lectures

are a fruitful source of pleasure, instruction and cul-

ture to all.

The religious interests of the student body are sed-

ulously attended to. The authorities of the Institute

use every means to inculcate in the students principles

of gentlemanly conduct and right living, and to ad-

vance their mental, moral and spiritual interests. The
village churches, the Y. M. C. A., the numerous Sun-

day school and Bible classes, many of which are con-

ducted by members of the Faculty, surround the stu-

dents with an influence of refinement and culture,

aud an atmosphere of morality and Christian activity.

Turning now to the Faculty and officers and student

attendance, some interesting facts are to be observed.

Remarkable growth is to be noted. In 1891, there

were only 20 officers, while in 1901 the number reached

42.

In poiut of student attendance, there has been a re-

markable increase from year to year. In 1891-92 the

total number of students registered was 116, though,

as already pointed out, not more than 80 were in

actual attendance at any one time. There were only

4 seuiors that session. The matriculation books of the

present session show up to date (December) an enroll-

ment of 452—the largest attendance upon any school

or college in Virginia excepting the University. The
present senior class numbers 67.

Auother interesting comparison is in reference to

the graduates. During the period from 1872 to 1891

(19 years), 149 graduates were sent out from the Insti-

tution, while from 1891 to 1901 only 10 years), the

number reached 185.

Before concluding this brief sketch of the Institute

for the decade now closing, attention must be directed

to the position the College occupies in the preparation

and equipment of our youth for their life work. Noth-
ing so well shows the splendid opportunities for tech-

nical education to he obtained here, and attests the

thoroughness and efficiency of the work, as the re-

markable success of the graduates, who command re-

munerative and responsible positions all over our
country as instructors in colleges and universities, as

mechanics, agriculturists and engineers in the United
States Revenue Cntter Service, etc. Of the graduates
since 1891, although of so recent date, 8 have become
professors and 19 instructors in Colleges; 23 are suc-

cessful electrical engineers, 16 civil engineers, and 24
mechanical engineers. Nineteen (19) have become
successful chemists, 5 superintendents of manufacto-
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ries, 5 experts in the United States Executive Depart-
ments, 5 engineers in the United States Revenue Cut-

ter Service, and 5 scientific experts employed by States.

During last session, 11 out of the 15 attending post-

graduates received lucrative positions in New York,
Pennsylvania, Washington and other States.

Instances of students attaining the highest positions

of honor and note are not rare. A graduate of 1893
for instance, is now a successful State biologist of great

prominence. Another, of 1S96, is a State entomologist
of high scientific standing. A graduate of 1895 enjoys

the distinction of being consulting mechanical engi
neer lor the Eand Mines Limited and H. Eckstein &
Co. in South Africa, receiving a salary of $10,000 per
annum.
These worthy men, sent out from the Institute, merit

their reward for their distinguished services, and re

fleet credit and honor upon themselves and their Alma
Mater
Such is the record of the growth and development

of the Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College

and Polytechnic Institute since its complete reorganiza-

tion in 1891. The first year of the new century has
opened auspiciously. The outlook is bright, and a
great harvest is augured for the future. With a large

student attendance, which promises to increase from
year to year, with high standing and due recognition

of the golden advantages here offered, who will fail to

point with pride to this growing Institution, and re-

joice in her unmeasured possibilities? The complete
isolation of the College, inviting quiet study and stu

dious and exemplary habits, the careful and thorough
work done in each department, the eminent success of

her students, all combine to render the Virginia Poly
technic Institute a College of great power and influ-

ence, commanding the love, respect and warm support
of the State and the admiration of the entire South.
Gov. Tyler speaks these words of praise for the In-

stitute : "Its retiring and beautiful location com-
mends it as a home for students, and its ample equip-
ment under its able management is fast placing it in

the forefront of America's Technical schools."
R. H. Hudnall.

Blacksburff, Va., December IS, 1901.

PLANTING TREES IN WASTE PLACES.

Editor Southern Planter :

On nearly every farm in the Eastern, Middle and

Southern States, there is usually to be found a piece

of land which is so hilly, rocky, rough, sandy or

gravelly, that it is difficult to cultivate, and if culti-

vated at all, does not produce much, makes a poor

pasture field, and never should have been cleared,

but was cleared when woods were looked upon with

great disfavor, and now perhaps is growing up in

worthless briers and brush, or something that never

will be valuable for timber. If, by chance, a hickory,

chestnut, oak or maple should spring up, it would

served, and is a cause of much flooding of the low-

lands which might and ought to be avoided. In view
of the growing scarcity of timber for building pur-

poses, fencing and railroad construction, would it not
be well for farmers who own such waste lands to plant
them strictly with valuable timber trees, nut trees or
sugar maple3, and keep the cattle from destroying
them and the fire out, thereby substituting an object

of beauty in place of an eyesore t Another great ob-

ject served would be the conservation of water and
the prevention of washing and gullying and the flood-

ing of low lands. If they did not live to see the trees

grow to maturity and return a money recompense for

their labor, as well as affording them a pleasant view,
their children or grandchildren, or somebody else,

would surely live to enjoy the benefit, and meanwhile
much advantage would accrue to adjacent low-lands
by the securing of a more equable flow of water.

Patriotism and benevolence should prompt us to do
good deeds for the benefit of future generations. We
should feel in duty bound to do it, and leave the world
in as good condition, or better, than we found it. Few
people are so selSsh and regardless of posterity, that

they would not plant a tree because they could not
expect to live long enough to partake of its fruits, or
obUin profit from the sale of timber. They only
need to have the subjoct brought to their attention

and its importance urged upon them by the press, to

induce them to act.

The traveller who journeys along the Wyal'using
creek will not fail to notice near Stevensville, in a
wide rocky ravine, a fioe grove of maple trees of con-

siderable size. At first, he may think they grew
there naturally, but when he further observes that

they stand in straight rows at equal distances apart,

he will know they were planted there by the hand
of man.

Deacon Aden Stevens, when considerably past mid-
dle age, came to the conclusion that in clearing that

unsightly gulch, he had made a mistake, and set about
to rectify it by planting it full of maple trees, and thus
changed a repulsive feature on his farm and near his

house to an object of beauty, and soon to become a
thing of value.

When setting them out, he said: "I do not expect
to live long enough to get any benefit from these trees

myself, but somebody will." He lived to a great age,

in the full possession of his mental and physical pow-
ers, and, contrary to his expectations, had the pleas-

ure of eating maple sugar and syrnp made from these

very trees he had planted in the gulch.

Mr. George H. Wells, of Wyalusing, has a fine

probably be destroyed by the cattle. Such bare laud grove of yellow locust trees which he planted and
is also almost always washed and gullied by the

j

which are large enough for fence posts. The laud they
heavy rains, wastes valuable water needed to be con- are growing on lies along the river, and was so sandy
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that it would not produce paying crops of grain or

grass. It was subject to frequent overflows, with a

strong current, and when plowed was liable to wash

away. These trees, by breaking the force of the cur

rent, have improved the land they stand on, and the

flats below, by causing a deposit of sediment, chiefly

composed of mud. The trees have grown well, and

perhaps chestnut trees would have grown equally

well. If lumber was desirable, there is uo doubt

pines—especially the pitch or maritime pines, which

are usually planted in Europe in sandy waste, or

desert places—would have flourished still better. The

sugar maple is a native of the Eastern, Middle, and some

of the Southern and Western States
;
grows well on any

kind of soil, and seems to flourish as well in rough

and rocky regions as anywhere. It may be that ma-

ple orchards planted on the abandoned farms in New
England, and on the worn out fields in the South, and

waste places in all the States where they flourish,

would be more valuable to grow than timber trees,

as their products of sugar and syrup would be

an annual source of revenue with but a small

outlay for labor. The sap from maple produces

sugar and syrup of a delicious flavor peculiar to

itself, and which is neither possessed nor approached

by the sugar, or syrup made from cane, sorghum,

beets, or any other saccharine tree, plant, or

vegetable now known. Until some sweet product

more delightful to the taste is discovered, maple sugar

and syrup will be profitable to make, and will bring

more than the sugar and syrup produced from any

other source. Maples grow quickly, are long lived

(even when tapped every year), and make valuable

lumber for furniture. Land covered with sugar ma-

ples, if ever so rough and rocky, would always be val

uable. The sugar camps in Ohio, New York, and

Vermont "are generally believed to be more valuable,

acre per acre, than any other part of the farm on which

they are situated. There is no outlay for fertilizer,

fences, agricultural implements, or seeds, and the cost

of evaporators, buckets and fuel is not large. There

is no plowing, sowing or cultivation, and the work and

harvest come early in the spring before the frost is out

of the ground, when farmers have the most leisure to

attend; to it.

According to the census of 1890, the amount of ma-

ple sugar produced in the United States was 32,952,927

pounds. The quantity of maple syrup made was

2,258,376 gallons. Vermont led the column with

14,123,921 pounds of sugar—about 42 per cent, of all

made in the United States—and 218,252 gallons of

syrup.

New York comes next with 10,485,633 pounds of

sugar, andl457,658 gallons of syrup.

All the New England States (except Rhode Island)

produce maple syrup and sugar, amd also the follow-

ing States produced more or less, showing their capa-

bilities for production, if the trees were planted :

Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina,

Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minne-

sota, Iowa, Missouri, Kentucky and Tennessee.

Virginia produced 26,991 pounds of maple sugar

and 3,467 gallons of syrup, Highland and Rockingham
counties being the principal producers.

West Virginia produced 177,724 pounds of sugar

19,032 gallons of syrup.

Tha time has come when the farmers of this country

who are land owners and regard their own interests

and the welfare of posterity must take care of the

woods they have by keeping the fire out of them, and

planting enough trees to supply the places of those

they cut for fuel or timber. The railroads are the

cause of most of the forest fires, and should be com-

pelled by law to watch the woods through which they

pass, and extinguish the fires as soon as started.

J. W. Ingham.

HEAR BOTH SIDES.

Editor Southern Planter :

I used to scribble occasionally for the Planter, and
other agricultural papers, but I am now on the shady

side of seventy and don't know quite as much as I did

fifty or twenty five years ago, and in the light of mod-

ern scientific farming, I am inclined to be a little chary

with advice ; still I derive a good deal of information

and more amusement from my reading. In the con-

troversies between your correspondents, I am remind-

ed of the old story of the shield ; each is strenuous for

his own opinion regardless of circumstances or stand-

point. As an example, I instance the different views

of your Mississippi and District of Columbia corres-

pondents as to renovating worn-out lands. Being fa-

miliar with the clay subsoil of this locality, I side with

the D. C. man. I suspect the Mississippi sub strata is

of a different character. Some fifty-five or more years

ago, there was organized in New York city a Tribune
Farmers' Club. The members were largely practical

men. In the discussion on deep versus shallow plow-

ing, the sentiment of the Club was unanimously in fa-

vor of deep culture. A gentleman by the name of Whit-
all living near Salem, New Jersey, wrote that he raised

one hundred bushels of corn to the acre and did not

plow over three inches deep. Discussion was red hot

for a while, and the fur flew. The advocates of deep
plowing were invited to send a delegation to see for

themselves and draw their own conclusions. The re-

sult was they had to give in. They found a porous
sandy soil that had been brought to a high state of

cultivation by the judicious use of green marl to ob-
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tain a clover catch, followed by the use of lime, not

only raising large crops of corn, but remunerative

crops of hay.

I was inclined to have a little fan over that triangu-

lar spar between the Editor of the Planter, the Swiss

chemist and Prof. Massey a few years ago, but that is

past and gone, and but few of your readers would see

the point. The Professor was bound to have the last

word, but the Editor had the best of the argument.

We have got to have the humus in some form.

Fairfax Co , Va. E. E. MASON.

BILTHORE FARM SALES.

When the Biltmore Farms first announced their in-

tention, over a year ago, of holding public sales, they

stated that their object was to bring their stock more

prominently before the public, and to make these sales,

as it were, a meeting place for the breeders from all

over the United States, in which the different experi

ences as feeders and handlers of improved stock could

be discussed. As a further inducement, they secured

a rate of one and one third fare for the round trip

from all the railroads in the United States, and to all

parties who purchased as much as $125 worth of stock

in any or all of the departments on that day the rail-

•road fare was deducted from their bill.

Eealizing the fact that this liberal proposition would

call together the best breeders and the best judges in

the country, they have been extremely careful in their

selections of stock, and no animal has been placed in

the sale that has not been strictly first-class. That
these sales have been appreciated by the public and by
the breeders is fully evidenced by the fact that liberal

prices have been paid, and that the stock has gone to

the best breeders in this country. These sales have

been held sufficiently long for returns to come to the

parties who have been liberal customers in the past,

and without exception we can state that not a customer

of the Berkshire Department of the Biltmore Farms
but has made good money on his investment. As a

further evidence of this fact will state that the highest

priced sow at the recent Chicago sale was one of a lit

ter of five purchased in dam from these Farms, and

who sold for more than double what her dam cost,

bringing the price of $260. The next highest priced

animal being one of the progeny of Lustre's Batchelor,

a pig imported by these Farms, and sold to head the

herd of the Messrs. Barker, of Indiana.

They write us that their forthcoming sale will not

only be up to the former standard, but that the ani-

mals selected for it are the very cream of the Berkshire

world. The majority of the forty (40) brood sows are

imported, and are matured sows, which have proven

themselves producers of large and uniform litters ; in

fact, the records in their office show that no animals
have been included in the sale, as matured sows, whose
produce have ever sold for less than $25 per head at

weaning time, and some of them for over $100.

The blood of the noted prize winners of both sides

of the continent are represented—daughters of High-
clere Topper, Columbia's Duke, out of imported sows
and also out of American sows ; imported Loyal Ma-
son and the leading sires in use in Great Britain. In

addition, a great many of the sows are safe in pig to

the imported boar Dorset Lad, the winner at Eng-
land's greatest show this year; Loyal Lee, of Bilt-

more, the boar who for two years has been undefeated

in class, and whom we are willing to back as being the

best boar in the United States to day; imported Loyal
Mason, the son of the great Loyal Berks, the sire of

more prize-winners than any other boar living or dead
in all England

; Duke's Star, of Biltmore, a son of

Columbia's Duke, and the imported sow Star of Stall

Pitts, she also by Loyal Berks, out of Nortbfield Star,

a granddaughter of the great Baron Sparsholt ; Lus-

tre's Topper 111, a son of the great Highclere Topper,
out of the great and only Lustre, a full brother to the

boar selling for $250 at our last February sale ; Bob
Toombs, the winner of the first prize at the Pan-
American and Syracuse, N. Y., the past season. A
greater collection of boars of better individuality,

combined with better breeding, and backed up with a
greater list of prize winnings, both individually and
in their ancestry, we do not think can be found in the

world.

Every animal is guaranteed to be exactly as repre-

sented in every particular, or to be returned at seller'1 s ex-

pense and purchaseprice refunded.

They have made arrangements by which the well-

known breeder and showman, Mr. Caldwell Norton, of

Louisville, Ky., will handle bids for all the parties

who find it impossible to attend, and we wish to state

emphatically that any bids intrusted to his care, and
any selections that he may make, will be fully backed
up in any way by the reputation and financial stand-

ing of these Farms, as they consider Mr. Norton a com-
petent judge and honest gentleman in every respect.

A rate of one and one-third fare for the round trip

has been secured from the railroads from all points in

the United States, full particulars of which will be
found in catalogue, and the Farms guarantee to re-

fund this amount to all purchases who attend in per-

son, upon a purchase of $125 worth or more, from any
or all the departments on that day. Visitors are

cordially invited to come a few days before the sale,

and if the Farms are notified will be met at trains.

Some of the most prominent breeders of Berkshires

in the United States will be present to deliver ad-

dresses upon their ways and methods of feeding and
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handling swine, for the greatest possible development,

and in fact, upon all the topics of the swine hus-

bandry.

Col. R. R. Bailey, of Gibson City, 111., the well-

known auctioneer, who has so successfully cried pre-

vious sales, will be present to wield the hammer on

this occasion.

The Farms advertisement in this issue gives full

particulars of the sale.

WHY AM I A FARMER?

Essay Read by C. M. Solenberger at the Mutual

Farmers' Club of Frederick Co., Va., Nov. 30th,

1901.

I arrived home from my three week's vacation No-

vember the 11th. My pressed trousers, my chin sup-

porters, and my patent leathers separated for the time

being. I had just completed my toilet, or rather was

through strapping on a pair of 50 cent overalls, when

I was handed a strip of paper one by six, which read

thus : "Why am I a farmert" Why, that was just

what I was debating. It did seem that some member
of the Farmers' Club was guilty of a little rubbing.

A moment's reflection. I had it. I love sunshine,

freedom, and coming in contact with nature, which

only farm life can give. Being still under the parental

roof, I am only a wheel-horse, and not the leader.

It is easy for the person who suffers in loss to talk

gain. Now, perhaps you think I am a farmer because

my father farmed. It may be true to an extent.

When I was eighteen years old, I was undersized, and

looked anything but substantial enough for a farmer.

So father conceived the idea that town was just the

place for me. After my school days ended, to town I

went. I enlisted as clerk in my brother's store, and

remained there for three years. While there I learned

that the great efforts displayed by my fellow-merchants

generally were all for that farm they were going to

own. This caused me to reflect. Why should I desire

to learn what others were so anxious to reject!

I became weary of playing the part of a caged bird,

and, like the prodigal son, returned to the farm. I

can assure you there was no fatted calf killed at my
return, but the lean side of a thin one was well pre-

sented.

I am a farmer because I delight in looking out upon

acres of sunshine, acres of green meadows, foliage and

trees, dotted here and there with acres of fruit provi-

ded for man. Here we can eat from the palm of na-

ture's hand. On the farm you can breathe pure air,

uncontamiuated with the smoke or dirt of the city.

Fresh air is not a thing to be taken in little doses once

a day, but a thing to live on.

In farming, I employ something that every man
strives to own. In farming, I can co-operate and form
a partnership with nature. I can build a little king-

dom of my own, and I the monarch. I prefer elbow-

ing with nature in preference to man for dollars and
cents. The costly monuments and immense buildings

grow monotonous to those penned within their walls,

while, on the contrary, nature is continually chang-

ing her views on the farm, which ma'- es it inviting to

the eye. Though the city folks may live in higher

style, they may feel less happy and contented. As a
rule, their business is more of a cha jce than anything

else, but do not think all is gold that glitters. It only

requires the study of expression to note how the coun-

try boy is envied, with his favorite horse, on a pretty

afternoon, by his city friend. Our city cousin who
calls us seedy pays from two to three dollars on a busi-

ness afternoon just to breathe the fragrant odor which

drifts from nature's trimming.

Why amis farmer ? Because I have greater advan-

tages on a cheaper scale. I am not hampered. I pre-

fer seclusion, and would not be pleased to live in

full glare of public inspection. The day is past for

the necessity of driving to town for the latest news.

Contrary to the days of yore, it is brought to the far-

mer's door—either by wire or by free rural delivery

—

which is fast spreading over our country. Live like a'

farmer, and you live like a prince. We eat nature's

offering as it is, not as it is packed. To find the depths

of poverty, you must visit the city—you will never

find it in the country. Our country poor are aristo-

crats, compared with the poor in the city slums. I

think the average person born and raised in the coun-

try is 50 per cent, better off than the average person

born and raised in the city.

nUTUAL FARMERS' CLUB OF FREDERICK
COUNTY, VA.

The Mutual Farmers' Club met at the residence of

D. W. Branson & Son Saturday, November 30, 1901.

President Clevenger called the meeting to order at

11:05. Three members were absent at roll-call, but
satisfactory excuses were given for them.

The minutes of last meeting were read and ap-

proved. The criticism upon Dr. Brown's place was
read and commented upon.

J. L. Rees, L M. Boyer and E. W. Lupton were
appointed to select and refer questions for next
meeting.

The "Club Advertiser" was next read by the edi-

tor, L. M. Boyer. The editor asked whether it pays
the farmer to buy bran at present prices to mix with
corn for feed. A lively discussion followed. As
usual, the opinion was divided—some thinking the
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manurial value of bran quite a consideration, aside

from its feeding value. Others thought it better to

feed corn and cobmeal and omit the bran.

N. W. Solenberger answered the question on Smuts,

Busts and Blights. Mr. Solenberger thought these

diseases largely due to atmospheric conditions. He
said there were two kinds of rust—red and black.

The red did no special harm, but the black was more
injurious. He thought the black rust could be checked

by sowing early-ripeniDg varieties of wheat. He com
pared blight to paralysis in man and beast, and knew
of no preventive. Mr. S. had heard of a number of

preventives for smut, but was not sure that they would

be effectual.

Mr. Lewis Pidgeon stated that he had used hot

water very effectually for this purpose.

C. M. Solenberger answered the question, Why am
I a Farmer t On motion of Club, the paper was or

dered to be sent for publication.

What is Success from a Farmer's Standpoint? was

answered by J. L. Bond. Mr. Bond thought that suc-

cess along this line consisted in tilling the soil so that

it produced fair returns and constantly increased in

fertility.

The Clnb adjourned for dinner.

Upon resuming business, the subject of The Farm
ere' Institute was taken up and occupied most of the

afternon session.

A motion was carried that it was the opinion of this

Club that it would be best to have a small admission

fee at the Farmers' Institute.

The committee appointed to select and refer ques-

tions submitted the following for next meeting

:

(1) Give your idea of the best way to cultivate and
breed corn. Eeferred to D. W. Branson.

(2) What is the best literature for the rural home

!

Referred to J. H. Doing.

(3) What can be done to protect young fruit trees

from the attacks of the locust ? Referred to S. L.

Pidgeon.
Under miscellaneous business, Mr. D. W. Branson

showed some specimens of Manles Early horough
bred potatoes.

PAn invitation was accepted to meet at the residence
of D. T. Wood—the date to be decided later.

C. C. Clevengee, Wm, E. Branson,
President. Secretary.

OUR EXPANDING TOBACCO TRADE.
The report of the Commissioner of Internal Reve-

nue, just issued, contains much of interest concerning
our rapidly expanding tobacco trade. The revenue
derived from taxes imposed on manufactured tobacco
products of domestic and foreign manufacture during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1901, was $62,182,000,

as follows : From smoking and chewing tobacco

$35,292,206, snuff $2,003,000, large cigars $20 775 363,

small cigars $681,500, cigarettes $3,407,434, large

cigarettes $19,610.

The receipts were $3,160,000, $10,909,000, $25,962,-
000 and $31,472,000 more than during the four respec-
tive preceding years. It is estimated that the past
year 320,019.500 pounds of tobacco were used in manu-
factured tobacco and snuff products, or 14.750,000
pounds more than during the preceding year: of
cigars, 5,736,471,000 were produced, which is 453,
000,000 more than for the preceding year. Of little

cigars, 635,969,000 were made and of cigarettes 2,533,

-

615 000. The output of tobacco products the past ten
years has been as follows

:

TIIE MANUFACTURED TOBACCO OUTPUT.

Mfg.
Tobacco. Snuff. Cigars. Cigarettes.

1900, 286,901,878 13,805 311 6,176,596,421 3 258,716 305
1899, 279,911,822 14,723,392 5,531,865,085 3,744 975 403
1898, 261,523,298 13,H07.631 4,915,663,350 4,3,S5,783,897

1897, 283,3. 0,857 13,768,455 4,431,050,51.9 4.631,820,620
1896, 248,708,581 12.708,919 4,048 463,306 4,9H7.144,232
1895, 263.401,840 10 887,709 4,099,137,855 4,237,754,453
1894, 257 050,444 11.582,828 4,163,641,3 7 3,620,666 804
1893, 238,587,702 11,952,736 4,341.240,981 3,660,755 959
1892, 264.412,767 11,426,927 4,674,708.260 3,282,001 283
1891, 258,855,085 10,674,241 4,422,024,212 3,137,318,596

During the year 102,561,375 pounds of tobacco were
used in the production of large cigars, 2 833 800 in
small cigars, 13 084,000 in cigarettes and 260,685,000
in chewing and smoking tobacco and snuff. This is a
total of 379,162,884 pounds. The average quantity of
leaf tobacco used to make 1,000 large cigars was 18.4
pounds, 1,000 small cigars 4 6, 1,000 large cigarettes
7.3, 1,000 small cigarettes 4.

The foregoing report would indicate that the so-

called American Tobacco Trust has not killed the

market for tobacco. More is called for every year,

and the crop this year being a small one, the prospect

for continued good prices would seem to be good.

—

Ed.

THE FREE NEGRO.

A Parody on Poe's Raven.

At the request of a subscriber we re publish the fol-

lowing poem, written by our old friend, Mr. Wesson,
which appeared in The Planter some years ago. Mr.
Wesson was before the War one of the largest and
wealthiest planters in South Carolina. He lost his

means in the War, and died in this city some years ago
in very reduced circumstances. He was a fine type of

the old Southern gentleman to the last, and the poem
is an evidence of his intellectual ability.

Once upon an evening dreary, from my fields I'd come in weary.
And sat pondering life's dark problem as I'd often done before.
Wbile I sat engag'd in thinking— the present, past and future

linking,

Thro' the twilight I saw blinking a duBty figure at my door

—

A figure huge and dark and dusky, black as Desdemona's Moor,
Peering in my chamber door.

Tho' the twilight dim, uncertain, hanging like Plutonian curtain
Threw no trace nor shadow of his form upon my floor,

I could see the looming figure, like a giant's, only bigger,
Ufa dark and dusky nigger, whom I'd often seen before

—

Seen in times, when hat in hand, Sir, the nigger stood without
the door

—

Times now gone for evermore.
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Now with greedy eyes he's standing stark within my doorstep

All forgetful of his manners—his covered head within the door,

One eye I saw at me leering, the other on my viands peering,

"While my anger nothing fearing, his greed intent upon my

Intent\o
r

beg or steal his rations from my very scanty store—

This his purpose, I was sure.

Then upon my hearth-place spying, where my ham and eggs

were frying,

I beheld a poker lving, by my hearth upon the floor

And with most determined vigor, prone I hurl'd it at that nigger;

But he bent his supple figure and it fell upon the floor-

Miss'd the head at which I aim'd it and fell harmless on the

floor—
. , ...

Bark'd his shin and nothing more.

But with hungry eyes still looking where my ham and eggs

were cooking,

He with step determined walking, stalk'd across my chamber

floor, . , _ ..,»».
Never made the slightest bow, Sir ; then I saw there d be a

row, Sir,
, ,

For I made a solemn vow, Sir, I'd kick that nigger from my door

All despite the Freedman's Bureau, kick him from my cham-

ber door,
Independence in him Id cure.

Having done 10 I relented, and of my hasty act repented,

For I could not think of turning a hungry creature from my door.

So aaid I, tho' you're a freedman you seem run so much to

seed, man.
Til give you now a hearty feed, man, as you look so very poor,

Only split a turn of lightwood lyiag there without the door,

Quoth the nigger, nevermore I

Much I marvell'd this ungainly nigger should refuse so plainly

On such terms to sate his hunger—hunger that must press him

For he cannot help agreeing, that no living human being

Should refuse to labor, seeing hunger pressing on him sore-

Should refuse to earn the dinner he sees cooking from my door,

Tho' he eats one nevermore.

Some time I sat engaged in musing, what he meant by thus

refusing

;

" Doubtless," said I, " that huge creature once consumed enough

forfour,

When upon a rice plantation he out-ate the whole creation

And never made a calculation what his rations cost, I'm sure.

Free-rations then old master furnished in the good old days of

yore

—

Days now gone forever more.

stealing

Or by work and honest dealing ? Tell me, tell me, I implore,

Will you ever work for wages as mankind have done before?—
Quoth the nigger, nevermore.

" Be that our ever sign of parting," I in anger cried upstarting,

" Get you back into the marshes ! Let me see your face no
more

—

Get ye gone, you ugly demon—nigger still if slave or freedman

!

Join the army ! Go to Texas—never come back here to beg us—
N'er return again to vex us ! Let me see your face no more I

"

But he stood there as before.

And that darky still is standing in my entry on the landing-

Standing listless on the landing with his back against the door

;

And his eyes are ever spying where my ham and eggs are frying,

But my poker still is lying near at hand upon the floor,

And so long as I can lift it from its place upon the floor

I'll feed that nigger, nevermore

!

|W. H. Wesson.

HOME OF THE ALBEMARLE PIPPIN.

Editor Southern Planter :

It was my pleasure to visit some sections in Albe-

marle county where the pippins were growing last Sep-

tember. Whilst there have been handsome profits

made in growing the pippins, and also whilst I do not

wish to discourage any one in the least from going

into the business, still I must say a wise and conserva-

tive man would investigate all the conditions before

going into the business. I saw where many mistakes

ere made, which growers themselves admitted. Many
are charjging views in regard to pippin growing and
suitable pippin land. In some sections there is no
doubt but that pippins have been planted on land

which is not "
j ippin land." True "pippin

land" seemi to be much more limited than is usually

supposed. The heads of rich hollows or valleys, reach-

ing well up against the mountain sides, seem to be
the true pippin land, so far as I was able to investi-

gate in the short time at my disposal. In going
through a sixteen year old ninety acre pippin orchard,

planted on new land which had been cleared before

planting, I noticed that in thelow hollows of this orchard

the trees were not only muoh larger and more heavily

loaded with fruit, but the bitter rot was much less se-

rious. In fact, the fruit crop on the ridges was almost

entirely ruined by bitter rot. Of course, last season

was somewhat abnormal and the bitter rot was much
more serious than usual, at the same time time I saw
orchards that had been sprayed with Bordeaux mix-

ture and nearly the entire fruit crop had been saved
from the bitter rot In my opinion, spraying has be-

come almost a necessity in successful pippin growing.

In this same orchard the land had been considerably

exhausted by growing a number of heavy crops of

corn, which I considered a mistake. I believe that

suoh low growing and quick maturing crops, as Irish

potatoes and tomatoes, could usually be grown on the
orchard soil while the trees were small, without much
injury to the trees, but heavy crops of corn are decid-

edly injurious.

I saw magnificent crops of winesaps maturing on
low lands that had a red clay subsoil. In some in-

stances, I was told that the crops had been contracted

for the previous June. In many instances, the wine-

sap trees were breaking down with the heavy loads of

fruit. This should not be allowed.

If many of the trees had borne only half the number
of apples, doubtless there would have been the same
number of bushels of fruit and of much finer quality.

Hence, I believe that thinning the apple crop would
usually pay handsomely. Not only would finer speci-

mens of fruit be grown, but the trees, not being so-

much exhausted by over-bearing one year, would be
more likely to bear good crops each year. This thin-

ning out could be done after the June drop, or it

could be done by pruning back the long angling limbs
which, in many instances, are drooping down near the
ground.
As a prospective buyer of orchard land, the follow-

ing facts forced themselves upon my mind : More in-

formation was needed as to best orchard lands, spray-
ing was necessary, and thinning the fruit was advisa-
ble. R. H. Peice,

College Station, Texas. Professor of Horticulture.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTES.

We ask the forbearance of many
contributors whose communications
we are compelled to hold over
until next month. Notwithstand-
ing the fact that we have enlarged
the number, we still find ourselves

short of space. We trust and be-

lieve, however, that the matter con-

tained therein will be found so full

of interest and instruction that both
contributors and others will be more
than satisfied. In our next issue

we will endeavor to find space for

all matter held over, and for suoh
further contributions as may reach
us in time.

A Notable Fact.

This number commences the 63d
annual volume of the Southern

Planter. This is a long life for a
journal in any country, and the

longest lived of any agricultural

journal in this country under one
title and without consolidation with

other journals, and whose continu-

ous place of publication has always

been in one city. And yet, not-

withstanding these facte, we have
this week had a letter from a sub-

scriber who says that he has taken

the Southern Planter ever since it

was published. This is a high com-

pliment to the journal, and one

which we much appreoiate. May
he and the Planter be spared yet

for many years.

We can say truthfully that the

Planter has to-day more subscribers

on its list than ever before in its

long life, and we believe that it is

to-day more popular and doing »

greater work for the advancement

of Southern agriculture than ever

before. And yet there is still room
for great expansion. The more than

10,000 regular readers of the Planter

are but a small fraction of the farm-

ers of the South. We recognize

and believe that they are the most

intelligent and prosperous fraction

of Southern farmers, and it is be-

cause we know this to be true that

Wood's Seeds
BEST FOR THE SOUTH.

SEED POTATOES
(NE OF OUR LEADING SPECIALTIES.

We have thousands of barrels in
stock ; the best Maine-grown and
Virginia Second Crop Seed.
Wood's 1902 Catalogue gives com-
parative crop results, both as to
earliness and yield, with Maine-
grown and Second crop seed. It
also contains much other useful
and valuable information about
Potatoes. Write for Catalogue and
Special Potato Price List.

Wood's Descriptive Catalogue
for iqo* gives reliable, practical, up-to-
datelnformatlon about all seeds, giving
not only descriptions, but the best
crops to grow, most successful way
of growing different crops, and much
other information of special Interest to
every Trucker, Gardner and Farmer.
Mailed free upon request,

T.W. WOOD & SONS,
Seed Growers and Merchants,

RICHMOND, VA.
Truckers and Farmers requiring

large quantities of seeds are requested
to write for special prices.

GOT W TWO
The prices we mean, but that the

quality of our products is of the very
HIGHEST GRADE is well attested

by the testimonials given by our cus-

tomers, who speak from actual ex-

perience. Ours is the LOWEST
PRICED reliable nursery concern

in America being an exclusive mail

order system. Our large illustrated and
descriptive catalogue and price-list is

FREE for the asking, and is our only

representative Buy your stock di-

rect; try the spot cash system. IF
YOUWANT one tree or one thousand
trees, write us for prices before

placing order. You need our AUTO-
MATIC SELF-OPERATING
SPRAYER; it is a wonder; ask us

about it. Write,

THE NURSERY AND SEED CO.
Charleston, W. Va.

« POTATO PLANTER t
Cheapest Potato Planter on the maket. Bend
foroircular. Address J. R. 8TE1TZ,

Station D. R. No. 1., Milwaukee, Wis.
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we are anxious to largely increase

their number. "We are offering the

journal now at such a sm.tll price

that none can say they cannot afford

it We have scores—possibly hun-

a^ls—of letters from subscribers

saying that one single number has

been worth to them many times the

amount of a year's subscription.

May we not. then, with confidence

ask each subscriber to at least send

us in the name of one new subscri

ber, along with his own subscrip-

tion or renewal. To those sending

more than one new subscriber, with

their own renewal, at the regular

price of 50 cents, we will extend

the sender's subscription one year

free.

Read the Advertisements.

We ask the careful attention of

our readers to the advertisements

contained in this issue. We be-

lieve that they will be found repre-

sentative of the best breeders, man-

ufacturers and merchants in the

country, and we know that they are

all reliable and stand ready to carry

out the offers they make. None

but this class of men can find en

trance into our columns at any

price, if we know it If, unfortu-

nately, at any time any untrust

worthy or dodging person should,

notwithstanding our care, be found

amongst our advertisers, on learn

ing the fact we will promptly sup-

press the advertisement, and do

HOW'S this:

We offer One Hundred Dollars reward

for any case of Catarrh that can not be

cured "by Hall's Catarrh Cure.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Prop's,

Toledo, O.

We, the undersigned, have known F. J.

Cheney for the last 15 vears, and believe

him perfectly honorable in all business

transactions, and financially able to carry

out any obligation made bv their firm.

West 4 Tin ax, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, O.

W\.. disc:, Rinnan iV Mai;vin,

Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally

acting directly upon the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system Price 75c.

per bottle. Sold by all druggists. Testi-

monials free.

Hall's Family Pills are the best

1PU[ Pulverizing Harrow
ItVlflb W^P Clod Crusher and Le

Agents

Wanted

Leveler

SENT ON TRIAL
To be returned at my expense if not satisfactory.

free on board at NewYork. Chicago,
Columbus, Louisville, Kansas

City, Minneapolis,
Sail Francisco, etc.

Sizes 3 to 13 1-2 Feet

The best pulver-

izer — cheapest

Riding Harrow
on earth. We
also make walk-

ing Acmes. 1 ne Acme crushes, cuts, pulverizes, turns and levelsall soils for

all purposes. Made entirely of cast steel and wrought iron—indestructible.
Catalog and Booklet, "An Idral Harrow," by Henry Stewart, mailed free.

DUANE H. NASH, SOLE MFR., MILLINGTON, NEW JERSEY, and CHICAGO.
PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

LEAN'S s*t

1

e

l

elHARROWS t LAND ROLLERS
Made throughout of specially forged steel and tempered under

own process. Lteht weieht and light draft combined with
greatest strength and rigidity. All working parts are placed

within an outside frame. The position of the teeth can be
instantly adjusted by steel lever to any position or cleared
of rubbish without stopping team. In pre-
paring ground for seed or for harrowing all f st*#l

kinds of crops there is nothing that will equal Lean's. § Land

OUR
STEEL ROLLERS
are so constructed that all parts are inter-
changeable and if any part should break, can

oe repaired at home at small cost. We want to
tell you more. Why not send for our catalogue?

8«d for
Moati-altd
tatalopoe to*d*y.

RODERICK LEAN MFG. CO MANSFIELD,OH 10.

H VAritTTVT STUMP

Works on either standing timber or stumps, "-vlll pull ar
sweep of Two Acres at a Sitting. A man, a boy and n he
handle. The crop on a few acres the first year will nav
Catalogue, (riving price, terms andtestimonlals.

ordinary Grub In l}4 minutes. Makes a clean
rse can operate 1L No heavy chains or rods to
or the Machine, Sead postal card for lllust^j

{Address Milne £ros./or Shetland P&ny O^talo^) MILNE MFG. CO., 834 8th St., MOMIlOUtll, 111.

POPULAR TOOLS FOR MARKET GARDENERS
MATTHEWS

Mew Universal
MoJil (.irilin Drill
Single Wheel plants

di'i'th. Kin

MEW UNIVERSAL

Hwb Arch Expan«wi
lo- is doable and sine i

rherl combined. Adjustable to any depth

Improved for 1902. Send for*

New I itivcr-ul X & -

Combination Drill£- JtwTJjl)
Theonly implement ^ m ^A «F

made which can be^^ M ^ «9
used as seeder ,^a^a€*£aw J «?^__
and cultivator
1 orSwheelsat
.tesired.guick
ly changed.

All Kinds of Lflbor-Savlng Attachments. All oar
implement* are jnivarWed mvie of best material,
fit.i-1y tin tshed and hare toogh Oak bent handle*.

talog describing complete line and book.
Of exact quantity of seed

Popular Prices.

AMES PLOW COMPANY, 56 Market Street, BOSTON, MASS.
FOB SALE BV GBIFBIfH & 1 TJRNER CO., BALTIMORE, MD,
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Just Like You.

:her people tliii: k a

If you wanted a never failing well of
good, pure water, wouldn't you have one
drilled large enough and deep enough to
tap a strong stream otHiving water! Well,

. They are

. This fact
s opportunity. Buy

STAR
Drilling Machines

> and make such wells for
yourself and otners. There

I is more money in it than any
business you can get into for

the capital invested. We make the most complete line
of well drilling machinery and supplies in the country.
Bend at once for large illustrated catalogue—free*

Star Drilling Machine Co., Akron, Ohio.

"BOSS" Feed Mills
SIMPLEST CONSTRUC-
TION, LARGEST CA-

I8L PACITT. LIGHTEST
RUNNING.

R^ Made of the best ma-
-sf terials. Easy to ad-
-^Just; operates with

nine-foot lever. Fully
warranted. Send for catalogue of full line
of fower .Miils for steam, gasoline and
wind engines.

THE WOODCOCK FEED MILL CO.. Chiliicothe,

MILLS FOR EVERT
PURPOSE.

We make mills for every purpose—for
grinding any kind of grain.
crushing and grinding feed,
clover liav, corn stover, bar-
ley, etc. Mills shipped any-
where on 15 days trial. Free
catalogue of Flour Mill

Machinery, French Burr and Attrition Mills,
Corn Shelters, Elevators, Ore Crushers, Shafting, etc.

SPROUT, WALDRON & CO., Box 30. Muncy, Pa.

kazoosoII
FEED GRINDER V

inch burrs- Money
;orv toyou. This ap-
wesell. 30kindsand
Aso everything used
in and poultrymen

_ r catalogue No. C-81.
No room here to tell you of them.
Write now. It is free.

CASH SUPPLY &. MFG. CO.
Dept Y Kalamazoo, Mlcb.

IPPLEY'S
COOKERS.

Sell from $5.00 to $4:>.00. Made of
boiler steel. No flues to rust or
leak. Can't blowup. Guaranteed to
eook25 bu. feed in z hours, and to
heat water in stock tanks 2W feet
away. Will heat dairv room?. Cat-
alogue and prices mailed free.

- Rlppley Hardware Co.
lio.So'S ttrafton, Ills.

SPAIN'S^
CHURN [BEsfoV)

sours. Simpla

Veitr~We~havVothe"rVal80. Au-
tomatic milk scaler, jars, but-
ter workers print era, shipping

ioies, etc. Everything for
iairy or creamery. Send fur
catalogue.
s Supply Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

DAIRYMEN ARE DELIGHTED

'ork. We furnish capital, bend

DRAPER 'PUBLISHING 'coT ChtaSeTllls.

what in us lies to secure redress for

any one injured, and prevent any
further wrong being done by ex-

posing the party. We aim always

to keep all fakers and improper
advertisements out of our columns,

and to have the journal so clean

that it may be put into the hands
of any lady or child without fear

of contamination. We turn down
every year hundreds of dollars'

worth of advertising rather than

have our columns fouled.

Whose Money?
On December 12th we received a

remittance of 50 cents in coin in

one of our self-addressed envelopes,

post marked Parmville, Va., the

sender having omitted to sign his
name. We shall be pleased to

credit to the proper person, pro
vided he will claim it.

ONE IN A HUNDRED.
The first year of the new century is

gone; there are ninety-nine years left for

improvement. Messrs. N. W. Ayer& Son,
the Philadelphia promoters of advertis-
ing, hav e begun early in their efforts to

make the second year better than the
first. Their Twentieth Century Calendar,
issued about this time last year, it was
thought, approached near the limits of
the art preservative and the demands of
utility—but the 1902 calendar is better.

As usual, the background and main sheet
of this calendar is an art work, enhanced
in beauty by the tasteful colors of the
printer. The twelve sheets containing
the dates of the months have a restful

dark green background, the large figures
in white catching the eye at a great dis-

tance. In each sheet are epigrammatic
sentences bearing on the possibilities of
business during the year. Though this

calendar marks the passing of one year
in a hundred, it is in itself one calendar
in a thousand for artistic beauty and real

usefulness. The demand is always great,

and whoever would have a copy should
send 25 cents before the edition rans low.
This is a merely nominal price to cover
the cost of printing, handling and post-

age. Address N. W. Aver & Son, Chest-
nut and Eighth street?, Philadelphia.

The McCormick Harvesting Machine
Company send us a very elaborately got
up and finely illustrated booklet, called

"The World Centre." It treats fully of
the different machines made by the Com-
pany, with illustrations of the same, and
of the different parts, and is of great in-

terest to any one wanting a Mower, Reap-
er, Binder, Corn Harvester or Shucker
and Shredder. The Company last year
built and sent out 362,000 machines, and
this year expects to exceed that number.
This speaks volumes for what the farm-
ers think of McCormick machines.

flNCE IN A LIFE TIME
is often enough tod s rae things. It'aoften enough^^ to buy a wagon if you buy the right kind. Th»

ELECTRIC h
wacon

EUOtlUO WUEELCO., Bo

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT •»
and send 4 Buggy Wheels, steel tire
on, $7.25; with axles, $9.85; Rubber
Tired Wheels, $18.75. I mfg. wheels,
% to -1 In. tread. Top Buggies, *H0 25.

Buggy Tops, $5.65; Harness, $3.80;
Buggy Shafts, $1.50; Repair Grade
Wheels, $5.50. Write at once for

catalog, instructions for ordering, and learn
how to buy direct at wholesale prices. Wagon
Umbrella free with first order.
W. V. BOOB, 420 E. 7th St., Cincinnati, O.

Corn Planting
must be well and carefully done, as the fu-
ture crop depends upon it. For all piiriM.se*,

in any soil, on all kinds of
ground nothing equals the

SPANGLER
CORN PLANTER.

It saves tim

y to the ground. Mad ithout fertilize

device for sowing peas, benns, ens
ake the famous Spangler Low

attach)

lage,

e

Down Grain and Ft rlllizer Drill. Wi

SPANGLER MAKUFACTURIN6 CO., 501 Queen St., York, Pa.

HERCULES STUMP PULLER

Clears an acre of heavy timber land each day.
Clears all stumps In a circle of 150 ft. without
moving or changing machine. Strongest,
most rapid working and best made.
Hercules Mfg. Co., 413 1 7th St., Centerville, lowi.

THE IMPROVED

Chamberlin Mfg. Co., Olean, N. ¥., C. S. A.

KENTUCKY ALUMINUM STOCK LABEL
The best, lightest, most secure, easiest put on
and the cheapest. For description and sam-
ples, address F. H. lockson Co., Winchester, Ky.
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BAILEY'S HYDRAULIC RANI
Runs 24 hourB a day and 365 days a year.

40 years experience. Water for

HOUSE; water for STOCK;
Water forlRRIGATION. Once
started costs but one cent per

month. As simple as a wheel-

barrow and as efficient as a
Corliss Engl e. Information
and instruction In plain terms.

Prices on ram or complete out-

fit by return mall. Address

PRYCE W. BAILEY, Expert. Seneca Falls. N, Y.

The MIETZ& WEISS

fc
Kerosene Engines
Cheapen and Sa/ett

Power Known. For
Finmping and electric

Ighting, grinding corn
separating cream, saw-
ing wood, and all pow-
er purposes. Mend for

catalogue.

MIETZ, 128 Mott S rest, Mew York.

_-aaaa.' (Newton's Patent.)

DEHORNER o^homer
ived^^*^^* Guaranteed"™ THOUSANDS IN

(

USE.^
M.B.BBUWX MFC. CO.. - - HECATin, UJ.

, Agents and Dialers Wanted
Ito «ll IUppley'n » «« 6 BalUn O.m.
laressed Air Sprayera, »1»» l»rjs orehurd «p.™j-

/era. We have tbe b««l, MdeellUiem under a guna-
We A card will bring catalogue nod ternie.

Rlpiler Hardware Co., Boi 233 6ntkio, Miosis.

THE SOTJTHEBN PLANTER.

TIDEWATER (VA.) NOTES.

Edilor Southern Plciyiter:

November beat the record, and was the

coldest November but one in thirty-one

years, according to the records of the

Weather Bureau in our city. November,

1872, averaged a temperature of 46 de-

grees. November, 1801, averaged 46 de-

grees. The average for November for 31

years is 51 degrees.

December is also trying to break the

record, and is very likely to succeed un-

less the clerk of the weather is able to

call a halt. The coldest to date is one

day at 16 above, one at 20, and from that

on up to 32. December is decidedly cooler

than usual. .,

But a careful study of the daily weather

charts issued by the government shows a

peculiar condition of things. During the

past ten days, or during our cold snap in

December, Norfolk and Hatteras have

been the two warmest points on the coast

until Jacksonville, Fla.. was reached.

Norfolk has been from 6 to 10 degrees

warmer each day than Mobile, Ala., and

Mobile is hundreds of miles south of

Norfolk and located on the Gulf of

Mexico.
The cause of this greater degree of

warmth at Norfolk is found in the " Gulf

Stream," which, on its way north, strikes

the stormy cape of Hatteras, and some

of its tropical heat is liberated to warm
up the coast from Hatteras to Cape

Henry.
The "Gulf Stream" originates away

down near the equator. The tropical

heat is stored up in the equatorial waters,

and obeying some law not fully under-

stood as yet by man, the warm current

starts from the equator northward, pass

ing through the Carribbean Sea, through

the channel of Yucatan, through the

Gulf of Mexico, through the Florida

Straits, and on up the coast to Hatteras,

where it meets its first real obstacle.

More of its tropical warmth is liberated

at Hatteras than at any other point on its

course. So Hatteras and Cape Henry
and Norfolk get the benefits of a milder

temperature, even in midwinter, than

points far, far to the south of said points.

We have observed the matter carefully

during the past thirty days, and theie

have been but very few days when Nor-

folk and Hatteras have not had a higher

temperature than any other points on the

coast, until one went below Jacksonville,

Florida.

No damage is done here by cold weath

er as yet. Transplanting cabbages has

been delayed somewhat, it is true; but

that work will go on at every warm spell

until the great crop is transplanted.

Kale and spinach now moving freely

to Northern markets. A. Jkffkbs.

Norfolk, I'a., Dec. SI, 1901.

[January

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads
For Churning,
Cuttiug & Grind-

ing Feed, Filling

Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all

Farm and Gene-

ral Uses where

Small Power It

Required.

Fuel, Kerosene
Oil.

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

"ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS.

No. 17 Frank St. Rochatter. N Y.

HENCH & DROKtGOLD'S

SAWMILLMD
A wonderful Improvement in Frictien Feeda and
Gis-Back. Back motion ot Carriage;! times as fast

aannv other In the market. Friction Clutch Feed,
causing all the feed gearing to stand still while back-

ing; great savins in power and wear. Cata-

logue and prices free. AIbo Sprine Ilarrowo,
Cultivators, Corn Planters, Shelters, etc.

gSficif&TIIOMGOI.D, Mfr... York, Fa.

"Rich Soil'*
oan be had more quickly, cheaply and

surely by uaing

THE SPANGLER
Single Row ___

FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTO*.
ifitathan

kinds ot fert
ground Is prepared fori

after the
|

oes Cot'on, Tobacco, I

CornVfieaiw;ireis", etc. It saves fertiliser
|

by putting iton the right spot.

160 toanoo lbs per acre.

also make the ;„_,.„

with and without >ertil-

izcr attachment. The best
"ornPluitiag

1 w-J'1* and circulars.

THE SIMNBLBR *»°- C0->
J

501 Oil."

S-nJl

A Chicago man who often had to stand

up in crowded street-cars decided to make
a protest. He called at the office one

day and expressed his sentiments in vig-

orous terms. "Who are you, that you

come here and talk to us like that?"

asked one of the officers of the corpora-

tion. "Are you one of the stockholders?"
" No, sir !

" he thundered, " I'm one of

the strap-holders!"

WE DON'T SAY
gB*

The ****»£* ^'gcod?
8

' Did ^u "evert

PAUK WOVEN M IKK FKM'MO.,AI>UIAN, MICH.

rC&Uf-C I
STRONGEST

5" fellU Si I MADE. Ball.
i hlsWll strong. Chicken,

tight. Sold to the Farmer at Wlir.lr-.als

Friri'B. rally Wsrranted. Catalog Ir™

Kr-ausefs' Liquid
Extract ot Smoke

* Smokes meat perfectly In a

tovThOUrs. Made from hickory wood.
Tiehciotis tlaror. Cleaner cheaper. No
smokehouse needed, send for circular.

E KBACHKB * BBU- Milton, P«-
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Red Bliss
Triumph

Red Bermuda of tbe early ;

i be grown on heaviest i

without danger of rot.

r aud handsome red
' tubers of excellent
quality. Very hardy

and free from stmb, rt>

etc. Thisisthelmpr<
arbet.

ed land,

Plant it ThisSeason,

The New
Early Fortune

CVCVMBER
In the judgment of ourselves and

our customers this is the earlk-et

and lie-t U hlte Spine Cucumber
ever offered. It is extremely pro-

ductive, perfect iushtipe.attracti'

deep green color. Specially auaj

ed to market uses. Every grow
of cucun.bers should try it this se

son. Every trial we have made
with this cucumber has exceeded
our expectations. Amount of;

limited and controlled exclusively

by ouxbelvea.

The Oldest
Seed House
In The South....

Situated at Baltimore, the lowest
reliable market and best location for
Southern business. All of our seeds
are grown from selected stock, and
when we say selected, we mean select-
ed by men who know. Our seeds are

Northern Grown,
and are peculiarly early, hardy and
productive. Write to us about any
seed you may happen to want, and we
assure you that we will answer your
letter at once; in short, we are always
ready to look out for your interest.

In ordering by mail from us be as-

sured that you will receive absolutely
fair treatment. We are ready to back
this up with our eighty-five years
reputation for square, honest deal-
ings. We have a specially fine lot

Virginia Grown, Second Crop Seed
Potatoes, which we are selling at low
prices. Write for our large new cata-
logue, telling all about our special of-

fers. The book is free. Won't you
write for it.

J s Bolgiano &. Son,
ttept. P-10, Baltimore, K3d.

Pedigrees traced and tabulated. Catalogues compiled and cir-

culars prepared Special attention given registration mat-

ters pertaining to thoroughbred and trotting horses

..BY..

W. J. CARTER (Broad Rock,)

P. O. Box 929, RICHMOND, VA.
Oonwapondent of

Richmond Timks, Richmond, Va.
Southkrh Pi,ant*r, Richmond, Va.
Spirit of thb Times, New York.
Kentucky Stock Farm, Lexington, Ky

REFERENCES.—Mr. A. B. Gwathmey. Cotton Exohange, New
York : Mr. W. N. Winner, of Wllmer & Canfleld, Lawyers, 49 Wall St.,

New York ; Col. K. M. Murchison, Banker, Wilmington, N. C.J Mr. L.
Banks Holt, Proprietor Oneida Cotton Mills and Alamance Farm, Gra-
ham, N. C; Col. B. Cameron, Proprietor Falrntosh Stud Farm, Stag-
Tllle, N. C; MaJ. P. P. Johnson, Preildent National Trotting Associa-
tion. Lexington, Ky. ; Mr. Thos. N. Carter. President Metropolitan
Bank. Richmond, Va.; Mr. Jas. Cox, Belgravia Stock Farm, Mt. Jack-
«on, Va. : Capt. John L. Roper, Foxhall Stock Farm, Norfolk. Va.

;

Capt. R. J. Hancock, Ellerslfe Stud Farm, Charlottesville, Va. ; Sam'l
Walton, Walton Farm, Falls Mills, Va.

HORSES as* MULES
Of all grades and sizes FOR SALE at

GEO. D. BENNETT'S STABLES,
1917 East Franklin Street, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

Matched Pairs, Fine Drivers, Saddle, Draft and Business

Horses. Mules ranging from the largest size down to the small

•cotton mule. Stock purchased by Mr. Bennett in person on the

Western markets and shipped direct. Branch Btables at Raleigh
(

Jf. C, and Goldsboro, N C. Correspondence solicited.

N. B.- -Mr. Bennett's Western address is

NATIONAL STOCK YARDS, ILL.

1902. 1902.IN THE STUD.
WHALEBONE, 7872.

Winner of Stallion Stakes at Suffolk, Va., Oct. 20th,

1891, defeating W. A., Modoc, Magnetizer and
Dynamite.

W. A. won the first heat, Modoc the second and third, and
Whalebone the fourth, fifth and sixth heats and race.

Standard, Registered In Vol. XV., A. T. R.

Sired by Abdallah Wilkes, son of George Wilkes, 2:22. Dam
Maggie O., by Abdallah, 15, sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2:14; sec-

ond dam Viley Filly, by Pilot, Jr., sire of dam of Mand S., 2:08}.

Note.—Whalebone is a richly colored bay horse of fine siie,

handsome and well formed. His disposition is perfect. He
has sired Visitor, 2:261, and other winners.

FEB, $15, with usual return privilege.

Address W. J. CARTER, Owner,
P. O. BOX 929. RICHMOND. VA.

E. B. Evans, Pre?. C. E. Krusen, Gen'l Mgr.

UnionStockYardCo.
Of NORFOLK, VIRGINIA,

Largest HORSE, MULE and CATTLE Market
IN THE SOUTH.

Invites correspondence with Live Stock Dealers desiring to da
business in the South. Direct communication with C & O.,

N. & W., Southern. S. A. L., N. Y. P. & N., A. C. L.,

Norfolk and Southern R. R. Facilities unsurpassed.
Auction sales of HORSES and MDLES on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and

Fridays.
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PROFIT or LOSS?
That's the question

THE ECLIPSE

SPRAY PUMP
Will settle that in

v our orchard. With
1 it you CAN make a profit,

I without it what do you

! get? SEND FOR CATALOGUE

MORRILL & MORLEY,

BENTON HARBOR. MICHIGAN.

BOSTROM'S IMPROVED FARM LEVEL
..<jiTT25'*^.

Is not a MAKESHIFT, but
the best one made for Ter-
racing. Ditching and Drain-

age. Price $3.00. including

Tripod and Sliding Target
Rod. Send for descriptive
circular and Illustrated

Treatise on Terracing, free.

J. M. ALEXANDER 4. CO..
>i and o S. Pryor St., Atlanta, Ga.

THE RANNEY
Incubator eet strong chicks
and lots of them; it*s the
way it is ventilated, and
because the chicks are not
drowned by supplied moist-
ure. Catalog tells about it.

The Ruoey locobttor Works, Bellefontaine, Ohio,

A Combination

RELIABLE Incubator
known throughout the civilized

after results represented in dollars
popular 2<'lh Oi

world If
and cent?
tory Poult ry Book*. Bright, instructive and worth
tea trneathe price asked. Scat lor 10c. Aft fai I of lata las aa ere.

Reliable Incubator & Brooder Co. , Box 8-11 Quincy, Ills.

INCUBATORS ON 30 DAYS TRIAL
3EL The only perfect business ma-
i|S chines in the world. Our large
Tr handsome Illustrated catalogue
ML explains it all. Send for a copy.
*" it Is absolutely free and worth a

dollar to any one interested in artificial incu-
bation. Address Standard F. C. Inc Co.,
Mention this paper. Rochester, N. Y.

Is 'the oldest and only business college in Va. own-
ing its biiilrhnc;—a grand new one- No vacations.
ladies & gcullemen- Bookkeeping, Shorthand
Typewriting, Penmanship, T<

Leading business college south otthe Potomac
river."—Philn Stenographer. Address,

G. M. Smithdeal, President, Richmond, Va.

BLATCHFORD'S CALF MEAL.
" Pieaw wiiu iue500lbs.of BLATCHFORD'S

CALK MKAL as we And nothing like tt to
raise thrifty Jersey calves."—Asa B. Gardi-
nkk, Jr.. Olencoe, Md. Address

THE BARYYELL MILLS. YYiukegan. III.

BOWMONT FARMS.

Note the change in the advertisement
of Bowmont Farma in this issua of The
Planter. It is a fact well known that for

several years the owner of Bowmont
Farms has been engaged in getting to-

gether what is now claimed to be the
best collection of St. Lambert Jerseys
that are to be found upon one farm either
in the United States or Canada. Persons
in need of line bulls to head their herds
or to improve the dairy quality of their
stock should not fail to avail themselves
of this opportunity to secure them.
They also advertise Indian Game and

White Wyandotte fowls, which are two
of the most popular breeds in existence.
Remember that Bowmont Farms keep in
the front rank and breed nothing but tbe
best in quality of the varieties which they
keep.

TbeBateman Manufacturing Company,
Grenloch, N. J., sends us a beautifully
got up pamphlet, containing illustrations
and descriptions of the well-known "Iron
Age" implements for cultivating and
planting the soil. We have so often ad-
vised the use of these implements by the
trucker and farmer that we are at a loss

to know what more we can say in their
favor than we have already done. We
have personally used them, and always
with the greatest satisfaction. They do
well what they are advertised to do, and
this means almost everything in the way
of fitting the soil for the seed and the
planting and fertilizing of the same. Tbe
Bateman Company are the sole manufac-
turers of " Iron Age Implements," and all

their implements are branded "Iron Age"
in full.

PROFIT IN FEEDING STOCK.

The National Starch Co., of New York,
send us a pamphlet with this title. It is

especially devoted to the subjects of "King
Gluten Meal " and " QueenGluten Feed,"
bnt incidentally contains much useful
and valuable information on the general
subject of feeding stock and the nutrient
values of different feeds, which it is so
essential that the farmer and stockman
should know. The value of gluten feed
has been amply demonstrated, and the
sale of it is constantly increasing. It is

a by-product incidental tostarch-makins,
and therefore has to he handled by such
firms as the National Starch Co. Send
for a copy of the pamplet, and say yon
saw this notice in The Planter, when it

will be sent you free.

THORBORN'S SEED CATALOGUE.
The 101st Annual Seed Catalogue of

Messrs. J. M. Thorburn ec Co., of New
York, is now ready for distribution
among their customers, past and prospec-
tive. We invite our readers to send for
it. This well known house has been in
business for more than 100 years, and cer-
tainly needs no rgeommendation nor in-
troduction from us. Look up their ad-
vertisement elsewhere in this issue.

To make c«ws pay. use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book "Business Dairying" 4 Cat. 305 free. W.
Chester, Pa.

"YOURS WITHJRATITUDE."

So Writes a Virginia Young Lady tor
Baltimore Firm—Tells a Won-

derful Experience.

To every man or woman who has ever
known the suffering that indigestion
causes, the following letter must appeal
with especial force It is written from
Somerton, Va., under recent date, and
says :

Messrs. Gilbert Bros. & Co.,

Baltimore, Md.

:

I could not feel satisfied were I not to-

speak a word in praise of vour medicine,
"YAGER'S SARSAPARILLA WITH
CELERY." I have been a sufferer for

two years with attacks of indigestion ;

not any appetite scarcely, and what I did
eat would cramp me, and then a swelling
in my stomach would follow. The doc-
tors would give me medicine to relieve
me for a while, but about one month
ago I felt the attack coming on me again,
and while talking to the lady with whom
I board about my complaint, I picked up-

a little book which told about your medi-
cine. After reading it I told the lady
that I thought I would try it. She ad-
vised me to do so, so I sent and got a
bottle, and before I had used it a week
I felt a good effect. Now I have been
using it nearly a month, and am glad to
say that I feel all right. I have a good
appetite—something I never have in the
spring—and don't suffer with that weak
tired feeling that I generally have. Yet
I fear I am not entirely well and shall

get another bottle soon.
I am yours with gratitude,

Miss OTELIA ISHELL.
YAGER'S SARSAPARILLA WITH

CELERY is sold by all druggists, 50c. a
large bottle. It cures Rheumatism, Ner-
vousness, Indigestion, Dyspspsia, Head-
aches, Neuralgia. Lofs of Energy, that
Tired, Languid Feeling, and every other
disease resulting from impurities of the
blood and derangement of nerves. Made
by Gilbert Bros. & Co., Baltimore, Md.

IF YOU ARE NOT FEEDING

GLEASON'S
HORSE AND CATTLE

POWDER,
To your STOCK youaremakinga mistake
There Is no Powder on the market that

will take its place. It if one of the very few
Stock Powders that factually possess merit

as a medicinal concentration. No owner
of livestock can afford to be without It. It

can be had of any merchant. Prepared by

GILBERT BROS. & CO., Baltimore, Md

GO FOR THAT BOTTLE OF

HONEY-TOLU
Your Dealer Has It. 25c.
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DOLLARS or DIMES
The NEW WAY—the modern method of making a crop—tilling the

soil will make Dollars, where the OLD WAY makes Dimes.

Of course if you are satisfied with Dimes, you will keep on the Old

Way ; but if you prefer DOLLARS, just write us and we will tell you how

HALLOCK'S SUCCESS KWEEDER
WILL MAKE THEM

FOR YOU

HALLOCK WEEDER CO.

YORK, PA.

B^S^VVVVVVVVVVVVVV*V%*»VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVB
...SEASONABLE GOODS

WE HAVE RECEIVED A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF-

TORNADO ENSILAGE CUTTERS,
All sizes, hand or power. This is the very best machine of the kind on the market for cut-

ting or shredding all kinds of forage. Send for circulars.

The Celebrated MILBURN Hollow
Steel Axle WAGON

Leads all competititors for a cheap and durable wagon. Get our prices

\
WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF_

BUGGIES, CARRIAGES,
RUNABOUTS, Etc.

S^Z^*
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL KINDS OF PAD/VI \M PLEiHENTS

Including PLOWS, ROLLERS, HAY PRESSED, DISC PLOWS, BARB WIRE, WIRE FENCING, PETALUMA
INCUBATOR, MANN'S BONE CUTTER, in fact, every implement in season.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. CATALOGUES FREE.

FARMERS SUPPLY COMPANY, 1433 E. Main St., Richmond, Ya.

^JW^^^AAA^W^AbA^W^^^^^A^AAAAB
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DON'T SQXJIIffX
But use CHROAZLRA Lenses;
they give rest for tired eye*.

CHR< ' \ZURA Lenses will cure Sun-Bllndnea»
Snow-Blindness, Watery Eye*. Bed Eyes, In-

flammation, etc. Colored and smoke glasses

Injure the Retina of tae eye.

CHROAZURA
Produces a soft, cooling, easy sensation, and
when the eve gets better can be laid aside,

their work Is done, fhroatura spe ilncles and
eye-glasses are a new discovery from the re-

searches of an eye specialist of over 15 years

practical experience In eye trouble. Tuey are

made In all st vies. Send us one dollar, and we
will send you by mail a pair of Chroazura
lenses mounted In aluminum frames, or gold-

fllled. ta.50. Rimless kinds. 50c. extra. Give
distance between centre of pupils, a descrip-

tion of your nose. If high or low, large or
•mall, long or short eye lashe b.

Br. W. H. McDOUGAL, lye Saaclsllst,

Originator and Manufacturer.

Booklet free. Charleston, W. Va.

GoodFarmForSala
..AT A SACRIFICE..

On account of death In family will sell at an
extremely low figure a fine farm of S51 acres.

OnlT 10K miles from Richmond, right at a
R. R. Btatlon. Splendid orchard and water.
House. 7 rooms and kitchen; numerous out-
buildings; stock, implements, feed. etc. Will
•ell at a genuine bargain Northern and
Western farmers Invited to correspond.

R. W. HAW, Jr., Robious, Va.

FARM WANTED
In Southwestern Virginia or Xorth Caro-

lina. 150 to 200 acres clean, fertile land

Good large house, barn, etc. Elevated
situation

;
plenty water : orchard : tim-

ber. Must not be more than i or 5 miles

from town and R. R. Station.

VONDERUPPE. 622 Summer A«e , Newirk. N J

Wanted to Lease a Farm
For six years with option to buy. Must

have good dwelling, bara and well watered.
Not larger than 200 acre*: not farther than 20
miles from Richmond. Apply to

Ottakar Kuccra,
510 E Marrhall St., Richmond, Va.

..Magnificent Estate..
Known as the Hampstead Farm, situated

on Ihe Pamunkey river, for sale. Contains
Dearly 1600 acres, 803 of which Is rlvei bottom
land, tbe resaainder being upland and timber.
Large depoMts of green sand marl ; brick barn
with wood stable attached ; also houses for
•heep, etc. Splendid dwelling said to haTe
oost W0,00*. Property now owned by stock
company. Price. $30 per acre, on easy term..
For further particulars, address

"PAMUNKEY," care Southern Planter.

A BARGAIN ™„V£35
In sight of Richmond. Va. Fine large house
with modern Improvements; fine large barn
and other Improvements : large orchard; so
clety the best. Will be sold cheap with stock
and crops. Would make a fin* dairy farm
Address Oak Shade, car* Southern Planter

Real Estate Wanted
boy (no matter

, or. J cas!i pivre and get

W. M. OSTRAM-

V/IRGIHIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.
[sir PAYMtNTS. CATALOSUt Fstt.

jEO. B. CRAWFORD & CO., Richmond, Va.

Established 1875.

50 SOOTH.

For fall particulars

writeA.JEFFERS,

Norfolk, V*.

EDUCATION FOR SOUTHERN FARM
BOYS.

The courses in agriculture, horticulture

and dairying at the Univerity of Tennes-

see Kno'xville. open on January 3d and

continue until March 22d. The course

proper closes on March 14th, but does

not include the annual trip to the Bilt-

more Farms and the Charleston Exposi-

tion. The course includes 450 lectures

and exercises in the following subjects

:

Agriculture 20 hours, horticulture 60

hours, dairying 150 hours, animal hus- r|flt rl lmo nockgev.tlonofvIKoiNlA.
bandrv 40 hours, stock judging 90 hours, b^ Cnmate and water in the 0. 8. Near

veterinary science 60 hours, agricultural great markets, with best educational advan-

chemistrv '20 hours, and mechanic arts '**"*•

40 h .nrs."
. __

Think of such an eminently practical

course of instruction given at a season of

the year when the farmer can be away
from" home, at the small cost of 150.00,

exclusive of railroad fare. There is no

reason why everv farmer boy should not

enjoy its benefits. What better invest-

ment can the farmer make for his boy ?

The university has provided a fine

equipment for the purpose of agricultural

education, and maintains an able and
efficient corps of instructors. 1 he work
is intenslv practical, and will not educate

the bovsaway from the farm, as those

who have previously taken it will testify.

The fear of the course being too theo-

retical is not well founded. The idea

that book-learning is not closely related

to the farm received its death blow at

the recent International Live Stock Ex-
position, where the college-fed and bred

cattle won both in the open classes

and in the carcass tests. The successful

farmer of to-day harmonizes theory and
good practice and combines book-learning

and science.

Why not give the boy a chance to se-

cure information that will be worth thou-

sands of dollars to him in the course of

a few years, instead of letting him learn,

in the bitter school of experience, during

the next twenty or thirty years what he
ought to have acquired in a short course

of ten weeks in the State University.
ASDBEW M. SOULE.

Professor of Agriculture,

University of Tennessee.

Virginia Farms
»n prices and sires. Free list on application.

WU. B. riZZINI CO., Richmond, Y«.

FINE FARMS AND ORCHARDS
In the great Piedmont fruit, grain and stock

section of Virginia. Elegant water and ell

mate. Near great markets and educational

Institutions. For further in formation, address

JOHN L. JIcCCE, AFTOS, Va.

FOR SALE—A BEAUTIFUL FIRM
One and one-half miles from Scottsbu-g, Vir-
ginia, forty miles from Danville, Virginia.
About 512 acres. Over a thousand dollars
has been spent in repairs within two years.
In fine condition. Farm, a good pair of mules,
one horse, several cows, wheat seeded for next
year, good farming implements. Reason for
selling, living In New York. Will sell at a
sacrifice. Address THOS. P. SPENCER,

No. i Madison Ave., New York.

BROMPTOX STOCK FARM.

Messrs. M. B. Rowe & Co., proprietors

of Brompton Stock Farm, Fredericks-

burg. Va., will advertise in our columns
another year. Thousands of our readers

are familiar with the products of ''Bromp-

ton," and to those who are not we will say

that good stock and liberal treatment
will be always had in dealing there. See

the offerings in this issue.

''Teacher says that 'boom' can't be
compared.'' said the little one. "Can it?"

asked her mother. "Why, of course,"

was the reply. '" Positive, boom ; com-
parative, boomer; superlative, boome-
rang."

Sharpe : On his birthday before their

marriage she gave him a book entitled

"A Perfect Gentleman." Whealton : Any
change after a year of married life?

Sharpe: Yes; on his last birthday she

five him a book entitled " Wild Animals
have Met.'— Chicago Xcw>.

AGRICULTURAL

and BUILDERS' LIME
Send for Circulars and Price- List.

FELLSWORTH LIME WORKS
REEVES CATT, Agent,

Bodley, Augusta County, Va.

: Axle Grease
Its wearing qualities are unsi

\ tusllvoutlastirg3 bis. anv other brand.
W Net affected by heat. aa-Get tht Genuine.

4 «J FOR SALE BY ALL DEAXFRS.

S. B.ADKINS&CO.
_ 4 and 6 Governor Street,

" RICHMOND, VA.

EXPERT BOOKBINDERS

and Commercial Printers.
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LABOR-SAVING IMPLEMENTS.

Corn Shel er.

EVERY DAY
IN THE YEAR.

the interest on the money every day it Is used.
wood ashes, lime, salt, etc. Spreads broadc
FREE. Tells all about it.

The Continental Disc Harrow,
All sizes Solid steel weight boxes.
Roller bearings and centre-cut attach-
ment.

Buckeye Grain and Fertilizer Drill
With hoes or discs. Drills grain of all
binds, corn, peas, grass seed and
fertilizers.

Our Five-Hoe Drill]

For seeding belween rows of standing
corn Is a great success.

All-Steel Lever Harrows.
Changed to straight or slanting tooth
without stopping team. ;

The Combined Feed Mill and
Horse Power

Is Indispensable to every farmer.
Grinds corn, shelled or on cob, grain of all

kinds, and is a first-class Horse-Power
for any purpose. Three machines in one.

The Union Feed and Ensilage Cutter.
Crushes the stalk after it leaves the Knives—
far superior to shredding.

Pole and Wood Saw.
For cord wood, poles, etc.

Corn Shellers
For hand or power, separating corn from
cob. All sizes.

The Buckeye Rocker Churn.
Unequalled for cheapness and simplicity,
strength durability and perfect work.

Cane Mills and Evaporators.
Turned rollers, steel shafts, brass boxes, enclosed
gearing. Made of special iron of great strength.

Portable Evaporators
With furnace. Pans of copper or galvanized steel.

Stump Pullers.!
Capacity 20 to SO^ons.;

Baling Pressss
The Minnlch HandJPowerhas no equal as a porta-

ble band press.

The Steel Beauty Full Circle Horse Power Press

The Maurer Automatic Sleel Steam Power Press.

Implements. Machinery,

Vehicles and Harness

...FOR ALL PURPOSES

aW«DOV" flaTCfi9 will pay $125 fora twine
mWMmJSk m arllaT ar* US binder or a corn binder,•* machines that can only

be used a few days in the entire

year, and think nothing of it.

THE KEMP
Manure
Spreader

costs much less than that, and
can be used successfully every
day In the year. It will earn

kinds of fine and coarse manure,
in the row. Splendid new catalogue Hand Power Press.

THE WATT PLOW CO. Franklin and Fifteenth Streets'
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
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ESTABLISHED 1802

SEEDS
have been the standard of excellence for

a hundred years. In competition with
the world they were awarded the

GOLD MEDAL.
PARIS EXPOSITION, 1900.

PAN-AMERICAN, 1901.

Our 101st Annual Catalogue Is now
ready. It is the most complete, most
reliable and most beautiful Seed Annual
published. We mail it FREE. Write for

it now that it may be sent you as soon as
ready. We are headquarters for BERMU-
DA GRASS. Price on application, stating
quantity required.

J. M. THORBURN &. CO.,

36 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK

PEACH and *
APPLE TREES
Selected stock of fine fruit trees, including

the best varletieg-Winesap. Black Twig, Al-
bemarle Pippin, Ben Davis, York Imperial
(J. F. Winter) Apples, and all the well known
Peaches, including the Crawfords, Champion,
Elberta Foster, Oldmixon Free, Picquet's,
Bllyeu's Oct. (Comet), Alexander, Haynes'
Surprise. Wonderful, etc. Prices very low for
stock of this class. Address

CHAS. F. HACKETT, MGR.,
bonavista greenwood depot,
nurseries. Albemarle Co., Va.

I L <N I u beds never
wen t Into winter

. quarters in a finer con-
dition than last fall, and we never had finer
plants. We have the largest stock we
ever had to ofter. Our first aim has always
been to furnish the very best quality of plants,
true to name. We have also Raspberry and
Blackberry plants and Asparagus roots. Our
Second-crop Seed Potatoes was never finer
than this season Send for free catalogue.

J. W. HALL. Marion Station, Md.

Jones' Dewberry ana Strawberry Plants.

The price way below most nurserymen too
Send for catalogue to-day aud save money.
35 varietifg. J. W. JONES & SON, Allen, Md.

THREE-QUARTERS OF A CENTURY.
For eeventy-five years The YoiTn's

Companion has been published every
week as a family paper. In these sev-
enty-five years the paper's constancy to
a high standard has won the confidence
of the American people. It has kept
pace with the growth of the country. Its

stories, its special articles, its editorials,
its selections represent all that is best in
American life. For 1902 the foremost
men and women of the English-speaking
world have been enlisted as contributors.
The work of an unprecedented number
of new and promising writers has alsj
been secured. Thus the constantly in-

creasing demand for the best reading
suited to all members of the intelligent
American household will be fully met.
A twenty-eight-page Prospectus of the

1902 volume and sample copies of the
paper will be sent free to any address.
Those who subscribe at once, sending
81.75, will receive all the issues for the
remaining weeks of 1901 free from the
time of subscription ; also The Compan-
ion Calendar for 1902, lithographed in
twelve colors and gold.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION,
195 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

A prominent writer on agricultural
subjects, who is also a practical farmer,
says of the Acme Pulverizing Harrow:
"This harrow is really all that a har-

row should be. It pulverizes the soil as
deeply as the seed and the growing crop
require ; it turns and mixes it so that the
plowed ground is made of even quality
in every part, not a particle of the sur-
face is left un worked ; it rides over plow-
ed sod, presses it down and compacts it

firmly, and covers it with fine, mellow
soil ; it acts in the same manner upon
stony soil ; for if the farmer will only
turn the stones into the furrows as he
plows, it will leave a smooth, mellow
surface over them without disturbing
any of them. It works over manure that
has been plowed in, and mixes the soil

with it without tearing it out and leaving
it upon the surface ; weedy stubble plow-
ed in is left covered, where it quickly
rots and makes plant-food. It does ex-
cellent wirk upon corn stubble, loosening
the surface and leveling the ridges. It

works equally well upon light, sandy
soils, and upon heavy, hard clays, which
it breaks up and mellows, crushing the
clods and leveling the surface, and leav-
ing it in the very best condition."
The Acme will be sent to any respon-

sible farmer on trial, to be returned at
the expense of the manufacturers if not
entirely satisfactory. [See advertisement
on another page.] * " *"

CRESCEUS 2:02}—WORLD'S CHAM-
PION TROTTER

Toledo. O., Feb. S, 1901.
I have used Newton's Cure in a ereat

many cases, both at the Ketcham Farm
and at my stables in the city, and I am
pleased to testify to the efficiency of
same. I have effected several permanent
cures of heaves and chronic cough with
it, and f:r distemper in colts it has no
equal. Repectfully,

Geo. H. Ketcitam.
Note.—The Ketcham Farm bred, raised

and owns Cresceus.

SEEDS.;
reds. Thbbe*uttfuJ

.cid ttJernve j, satin finish, Qu*4rnple
ueCW»rrnit*d)Cre»aier orS op»,r ind
ls of other btaatifnl premiums given
as«rs of our Seeds. Premiums for
r;e or small orders. Seeds warranted.

FORREST SEED CO., 23 MAIN ST.. CORTLAND, N. T.

ARTICHOKES CHEAP
100 bbls of White or Jerusalem Artichokes

at only S2.00 per bbl. The cheapest Hog Feed
known. I raised Ave hundred bushels on an
acre of only fair land. Also offer 25 Pure Bred
BARRED P. ROCK Cockerels at SI 00 each,

THE IMP. FRUIT FARM,
P: H. HEYOENREICH. Prop STAUNTON, VA.

EMPORIA NURSERIES
We are still serving out our LOW

PRICE-LIST, though prices are ad-
vancing on most kinds of Nursery
Slock. Don't delay, but send in
orders for spring at once. Address

EMPORIA NURSERIES, Emporia, Va.

KILL THE CHICKEN THIEF!
SKIN HIM AMD SHIP HIS
SKIN AMD ALL

FURS.PELTS.DEEBSKINS.
GINSENG li GOLDEN SEAL

M'M111AnFuRqW00LC«

Unit for Pr,ce Or

Qlll IflCC CPU C ana other insects can
OAR tlUOL OUALl be controlled by nslng

Good's Caustic Potash Whale
Oil Soap, No. 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-
tomologists. This soap ls a fertilizer as well
as insecticide. 50 lb. kegs, $2.50; 100 lb. kegs,
M.50. Half barrels, 270 lbs., at 3%c. per lb.

;

barrels, 425 lbs., at 3v,c. Large quantities,
special rates. Send for circular.

939-41 N. Front St.,

CARM MANAGER AND
* SUPERINTENDENT.
Position wanted by a first-class man In

farming, dairying, cattle, sheep, swine, and
poultry, etc.

Box 72. JOHNS ILLE. N. Y.

PALMORE'S

Law and Collection Association,
Established 1884. Claims collected

in all parts of the United States.

No collection—no charge.

P. 0. Box 503. 905'^ East Main Street,

RICHMOND. VIRtiLNIA.

hglD^
For Drui

jeeley
For Drunkenness and

Drug Using.
Pleise write os.
Correspondent
coutiuenu.il.

THE
KE2LEY

INSTITUTE.
D. pi. P..

Greensboro.N.C.

When writing mention the Southern
Planter.
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OF

..REGISTERED..

HEREFORD CATTLE

..HERD BULLS..
IMP. SALISBURY. 76059 U9083).

Grandson of The Grove III, 2490, great-grandson of Monarch, 20001,

by Lord Wilton, 40^7. Also

LARS Jr.. 85297,
By Lars, 50734, Second Prize Yearling Bull at World's Fair ; First and

Champion Winner as a Two, Three and Four-year-old at all principal

fairs; and headed the Grand Sweepstakes Herd at Madison Square

Garden, New York, in 1896.

FOR SALE
Cows bred to my herd bulls, Aged Bulls,

Yearling Bulls, and Bull Calves., m
NO FANCY PRICES, but true values. They are bred right, and sold

right at CASTALIA.

MURRAY BOOCOCK.
"CASTALIA," KESWICK. ALBEMARLE COUNTY. VA.
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IF YOUR LIVER.
IS 1UHCU VC VI j uu» i/iu'

TION out of order, ase ^__ —

-

which Is the best prepare' Ion known Tor pro-

ducing a healthful and continuous secretion

from tV liver and other organ.. H 1b an ab-

solute cure and preventive of torpid or Inac-

tive liver, thus preventing costiTeness, or

curing this condition l^t already exists. Of

course the consequent troubles of obstinate

oostlveness, such as sick or nervous headache,

SSstleMnes.'. sour stomach colic heartburn

and kindred diseases, are relieved by this most

excellent remedy. Blotches, pimples or rough

Skin, caused by Indigestion or costlveness

will be relieved in a few days by the use of

MONA LIVER TONIC thus producing a

beautiful complexion. It will cure JAUN-
DICE in a few days.

Price, 50 cents and $1.00.

—PREPARED ONLY BY—

E. A. CRAIGHILL, Pharmacist,
LT.XHBIU6, Tl.

JS-FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS.

PURCELL, LADD 4 CO., - Mchmsnd, V«.

Wholesale Distributors.

WANTED.
ANY OLD PIANO OR ORGAN D

h
,; ml

useless should be turned Into money; we
will take it in exchange for a new one. Being

piano makers we can turn them to some ac-

count • get more money out of them than you

can, and charge but a small difference. Have
you a good horse or other farmstock that

will not pay you to keep over winter? We
have use for them and will take them In ex-

change, communicate with ub; there Is no
doubt but what we can make a trade that will

benefit both parties.

F. W. WALTER 4 SON,

Dealers in Pianos. Staunton, Va.

Belgian Hares.
Do you wish to improve your stock? If so,

write me. Just Imported from Hamburg, Ger-

many, one of the finest and largest BELGIAN
B0CK8 this country has ever seen. Fee, WO.

I will pay express one way east of Mississippi

River. I have for sale White, Sliver, Jersey

and Black Belgian Hares. All are from Im-

ported stock. Enolose stamp for reply,

WALTER M. CARROLL,
BOX 106, LYNCHBURG, VA.

19 Park Place, LEXINGTON, KY.

We took 47 premiums at the State Show. We
now own Champion Palace King, the only
Palace Cup Winner in the U. S. We are selling

the best at lowest prices. We satisfy or refund
money.

IRASSMERE STOCK FARM, GUn Allan, Va.

TROTTING, SADDLE and

HIGH STEPPING HORSES
Educated, bought and soldoncommlslon.and
kept by the month or year. High class POUL-
TRY and B-LGIAN H*RE» for sale at reasonable
rates. Write for circulars; no trouble to an-
swer questions. Satisfaction guaranteed.

CHANDLER QUINTIN, Veterinarian,

REPORTS.
TJ. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-

ington, D. C. Report of the Secre-

tary of Agriculture, 1901. This re-

port is considerably longer than in

former years, reflecting the great

growth and development which has

attended this Department during his

administration.
Bureau of Animal Industry. Bulletin

33. Relation of Bovine Tuberculosis

to the Public Health.

Bureau of Chemistry. Bulletin 64. The
Influence of Environment Upon the

Composition of the Sugar Belt.

Office of Experiment Stations. Vol.

XIII., No. 3. Experiment Station

Record.
Public Road Inquiries. Bulletin 21.

Proceedings of the International Good
Roads Congress.

Division of Statistics. Bulletin 23. Sta-

tistics of the Fruit Industry of Cali-

fornia.

Crop Reporter, December, 1901.

Alabama Experiment Station, Auburn,
Ala. Bulletin 116. Texas or Accli-

mation Fever.

Colorado Experiment Station, Fort Col-

lins, Col. Bulletin 65. A Soil Study.

Kansas Experiment Station, Manhattan,
Kan. Bulletin 105. Blackleg in Kan-
sas.

Michigan Experiment Station, Agricultu-

ral College, Mich. Bulletin 193. Some
Experiments with Beet Pulp as a

Stock Food.

New York Experiment Station, Geneva,

N. Y. So-Called " Red Albumen" a

Fraud.
Bulletin 197. Fat in Milk from Starch

in Food.

Bulletin 198. Inspection of Feeding

Stuffs.

North Carolina State Board of Agricul-

ture, Raleigh, N. C. Bulletin Vol.

XXII, No. 11. Good Roads. Silk Cul-

ture.

Pennsylvania Experiment Station, State

College, Penn. Bulletin 56. Methods
of Dairy Feeding.

Rhode Island Experiment Station, King-
ston, R. I. Bulletin 80. A Modern
Dairy Barn. Individuality of Cows.

Virginia Weather Service, Richmond, Va.

Report for November, 1901.

West Indian Bulletin, Barbados, Vol II,

No. 3. Cacao, Sugar Cane. Sour
Grass, etc.

Department of Agriculture for West In-

dies, Barbados, Bulletin. General
Treatment of Insect Pests.

CENSUS BULLETINS.
Bulletin 114. Manufactures. Iowa.
Bulletin 115. Manufactures. Kansas.
Bulletin 116. Manufactures. Salt.

Bulletin 117. Manufactures. Alabama.
Bulletin 118. Manufactures. Georgia.

The Slate Seed Company, of Hyco, Va.,

send us their Catalogue of Reliable To-

bacco Seeds. This Company owns the
Pioneer Tobacco Seed farm of the world,

and maintains the reputation it secured
when run by the founder, Major R. L.

Ragland.

FOR. SALE
An extra fine lot of
JACK8 JENNETS
and MULES. Some
prize winners. All
stock guaranteed and
delivered f. o. b. at
City oi Indianapolis.
Ind. Street cars run
every hour to within
a mile and a half ot
farm. Address

BAKER'S JACK FARM, LAWRENCE, IND

J3
1101/0 JENNETS and
ufluHO, Durham Calves

FOR SALE.
High bred Jaoks a specialty

W KNIGHT 4. CO.
NASHVILLE, TENN.

HACKNEY STALLION
FOR. SALE

S years old. A first-class animal and price-
winner. Address

Dr. H. H. LEE, Lexington, Va,

-NOTlCE-A FEW

MAMMOTH BRONZE GOBBLERS
FOR SALE

Applyto r. e. CSEE, CROZET. VA.

FOR SALE-
Mammoth Bronze
Turkeys I Pekin Ducks

Will sell dheap for thirty days. Address
Mitt Clara L. Smith, Croxten, Carosine Co., V».

*•»» GARRETT'S *»-

Barred Plymouth Rocks.
We have this season the finest

lot of cock erels that we have ever
offered for sale. • Price, $1.00.

Order one and improve your flock.

GARNETT BROS., Mitchells, Va.

S. C. WHITE LEGHORNS.
Prize Winners and Htavy Layers.

My fowls won First Cockerel and First and
Second Pullets at Fanciers' Shaw, Richmond,
Va., Oct. 7-12, 1901. Cockerels that will Im-
prove your stock, for utility purposes and
standard show-room points. Cockerels, $2.00
to$3.00. Eggs. 15 for $1.50. C. CM. FINK,

1409 W. Leigh St., Richmond, Va.

Cottage Poultry Yards.

Black Langshans
..EXCLUSIVELY..

Young stock now ready. Cockerels from
1 1.00. Trios not akin. Price according
to points. Eggs J1.00 per sitting.

M. A. OLNEY, Coleman's Falls, Va.

Choice Breading Stock of Genuine
TOULOUSE GEESE, M. B. TURKEYS,

B. P. ROCK CHICKENS, GUINEAS,
PEAFOWLS For Sale.

Eggs in season from all save last. Also one
Incubator and two Prairie State Brood-
xrs, almost new and work well Also, very
cheap, four grade heifer calves Father Regis-
tered thoroughbred Holstein-Frlesian : mother
pure Devon. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Mrs. W. F. JACK80N,
Olga P. O., Amelia County, Va.
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BILTMORE FARMS,
BILTMORE. NORTH CAROLINA.

SECOND ANNUAL

BROOD SOW SALE
Sfe^Z^Z^Z;

THE BILTMORE FARMS (the champion winners at the Pan-American) will offer SIXTY

head of Imported and Home Bred BERKSHIRES, principally mature brood Sows of the highest

quality, for sale without reserve, on the Farms,

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4th, 1 902.
These will include the Cream of the English Herds selected in person from the leading

English Breeders ; many daughters of the great champion Highclere Topper ; also the best of

American blood straight, and with an imported outcross ; and all bred to the greatest prize-

winning boars of the Century.

ELMWOOD STAR OF BILTMORE, winner of almost one hundred (ioo)

prizes, and just in his prime, will be sold to prevent inbreeding.

EXCURSION RATES FROM ALL POINTS.
SES CATJLl-OGrTTE.

Write for Catalogue (out January ist) to

COL. R. R. BAILEY, Auctioneer, BILTMORE FARMS.
GIBSON CITY, ILL. BILTMORE. N. C.

Clerk of Sale, CHAS. E. ROBINSON.
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DORSET
®SHEEP®
<^_0NLY GOOD ANIMALS SOLD.

Have a fine lot of LAMBS.
Order now and secure one of my
choice ram lambs or rams. Did
not have enough to go around
last year.

POULTRY PLANT
FOR SALE.

60 acres good land
;
young or-

chards. Buildings, modern and
convenient in every way. Ca-

pacity, 1000 hens; brooding
capacity, 6000 chicks. Have
never had disease. Price for

quick sale, $5000.

GREEN RIDGE FARM, • Salem, Va.

WALTER WATSON.

DORSET SHEEP
Have the true Golden Hoof, and
make Southern farmers more profit

than any other stock. Write the
Secretary of the Continental Dor-
set Club for information and lists

of breeders.

JOS. E. WINU, Mechanicsburg, Ohio.

BERKSHIRES
All ages—most of them young.
From registered stock and are
choice animals.

D. O. NOURSE, Agriculturist,
. . . Blacksburg, Va.

^ HAWKSLEY STOCK FARM -

ta* Bkeeder and Selleb of <«•

REGIST'D BERKSHIRE HOGS
MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS
PLYMOUTH ROCK CHICKENS

J. T
EGOS IN SEASON.

OLIVER, - - Allen's Level, Va.

Breeders of
|

—•* SINCE 1856. *•—
HEREFORDS

FOR SUE Three 2-yr-old Reg. Hereford
,
Bulls, two Its mo». old Reg.

Herefod Bui s, two 10 mos. old Reg. Hereford
Bulls, two 2 yrs. old Reg. Hereford Heifers,
three 16 mos. old Reg. Hereford Heifers, one
10 mos. old Reg. Hereford Heifers at reasona-
ble prices. HAYFIELDS STOCK FARM.

COCKEYSVILLE, MD.

F «
A
R
Kr D

DUR0C-JERSEY SWINE
6 selected males, vigorous and healthy, 5

months old at the small price of $10.

W. W. STOCKWELL, So. Boston, Va.

MAGAZINES.
The Century for January (New Year'B

number) is not less interesting than its

two predecessors. In the "Year of Amer-
ican Humor" there is a group of contri-

butions. "The Gentlemen of the Plush
Rocker," by Mrs. Ruth McEnery Stuart,
is a unique study of the negro; Ellis

Parker Butler, author of " The Reforma-
tion of Uncle Billy," succeeds in plaving
a new tune on an old string in "Eliph
Hewlitt' Castaway," a story of a book
agent; James VVhitcomb Riley contri
butes half a dozen character poems, enti-
tled "A Few Neighhor Children"; and
the series of " Policeman Flynn's Adven-
tures," by Elliot Flower, is brought to an
end. Charles Battell Loomis writes of
" New Year's Day Twenty Years Ago,"
and there are humorous contributions in
the department called "In Lighter Vein."
Though not directly included in the

above group, General James Grant Wil-
son's paper on "Thackeray in the United
States" [second visit) presents a number
of the novelist's drawings which are own-
ed in this country, and shows Thackeray
in his most delightful vein both as writer
and draftsman. The frontispiece is a
drawing by Remington, printed in tint,

of a Western stage coach in the moon-
light one of the illustrations of Emer-
son Hough's concluding paper on "The
Settlement of the West," in which the
author considers the movement of emi-
gration " across the waters"—that is, by
means of caravan and railway. This
series, while of special interest to West-
ern readers, is a prose epic of great attrac-
tiveness to the whole country.
An interesting feature is made by the

grouping in this number of the three
prize winners in The Century's last col-
lege competition

—

"Poppies in the
Wheat," a story ;

" Huxley as a Literary
Man," an essay, and "Actseon," a poem,
the last being decorated and illustrated
by Kenyon Cox. In accordance with its

announcement of groups ot poems by
new writers, the magazine introduces
this month John Charles McNeill, of
North Carolina, several of whose poems
are presented

; and there are also two
poems by Edith Thomas, with illustra-
tions by Sarah S. Stilwell. Cha'lotte
Harding, the artist, and Lillie Hamilton
French have co-operated in an article en-
titled " Some of our Wise Virgins," deal-
ing with the useful or benevolent work
of young women in so called New York
society. This is by way of supplement
to the November article, " Our Foolish
Virgins," by Eliot Gregory. Isaac N.
Ford, London correspondent of the New
York Tribune, contributes a timely paper
on ' Electric Transit in London and Par-
is," ; Cyrus Townsend Brady's romantic
sketch, " Barbarossa," and Anne Douglas
Sedgwick's " The Rescue" are continued

;

and a new writer, Arthur Ruhl, contri-
butes an odd story of Chinese life in New-
York, entitled "Their Native Corre
spondent."

The January Forum opens with an ar-
ticle by Rear-Admiral G. W. Melvslle on
"The Military Duty of the Engineering
Institution')." The writer suggests the
formulation of a plan to enable the civil
scientific colleges to supplement the work

SHORTHORNS
=S«S> FOR. SALE <S5<S>

Stock of REAL MERIT, that will

not disappoint in the production
of the BEST BEEF TYPES with
an ABUNDANCE OF MILK and
BUTTER. Fine lot of BULL
CALVES on hand. Come and
see the herd in the pastures.

One Pure Scotch Bull 5 yrs.
old, for sale.

W. W. BENTLEY, Pulaski City, Virginia.

SHROPSHIRES...
I have for sale now 20 Thor-

oughbred Rams, from 6 mos. to
3 yrs. old ;

prl 'es, $10 to 815; a few
very choice ones at $15 to 850
each; 61mported Ewes. 8yrs. old
85 each (several of them raised
two lambs each this season);

also some choice Ewe Lambs, and 1 and 2-yr.-
old Ewes at from $10 to $25 each.

Shorthorns
I also offer 4 registered Short-

horn (Durham) Bull Calves,
from 4 mos. to I yr. old

;
$-50 to

175. Visitors welcome; cor-
respondence solicited.

E. D. STOTELMVER, Beaver Creek, Md.

ELLERSLIE FARMv-%-
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

Fob Sale. R. J. HANCOCK & SON,
Charlottesville, Va.

On QUIETUDE STOCK FARM are bred'

SHORTHORN CATTLE^
SHROPSHIRE SHEEP.

Clip Oil C—A few choice Cows and Heifers,
i u ii dull Some of them bred. Also some
extra good Ewes. Write or come to see them.

T. J. THOMPSON. Swoope. Augusta Co.. Va

))

Feeds^Feeding
Prof. Henry's Great Book for

Farmers and Stockmen.

Delivered anywhere for - 12.00

With the SOUTHERN PLANTER, 2.25

..OAK HILL FARM..

Holstein and Jersey Cattle,

Biltmore Berkshires.
Wishing to reduce my stock, will sell cheap.

Every thing from Oak Hill Farm is guaran-
teed first-class, and as represented. Address i

Oak Hill Station SAM'L HAIRSTON,
on the Farm. Wenonda, Va.
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Every Plant that Grows
Contains Potash. $ $

It follows that no farmer who expects to suc-

ceed can afford to ignore the Potash question.

Many SOUTHERN SOILS contain less than

the normal quantity of

POTASH
and this is quickly used up in cultivation. That is one

reason why many Southern farms produce small crops.

Every fertilizer must therefore contain Potash and plenty

of it, or crop failure will necessarily result.

OUR BOOKS tell the rest, Sent free upon request.

GERMAN KALI WORKS. - 93 Nassau St.. New York.

gy«^; asifcUe-;er^=>&>&=&>&i&;e1-& i

USE

NITRATE OF SODA
FOR

MONEY CROPS.
COTTON, CORN,
CANE AND TRUCK.

You get your share of profit when you use this

Standard High-Crade Ammoniate.
For formulas and other valuable information, write

WILLIAM S. MYERS, Director,

12 John Street. CHILEAN NITRATE WORKS, NEW YORK.
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THE BEST BEEF CATTLE
FOR THE SOUTH.

Having sold my farm, I offer at a bargain:

2 REG BULLS, one 2 yrs. old Sept. 4, 1901

the other will be May 28, 1902.

4 REG. HEIFERS AND COWS, 3 due to

calve from March to May, 1902; one

just dropped first calf.

8 GRADES, 2 due to calve with first calves

in Jan., one in April, four in May with

second calves, and one in Aug., 191W.

address

I. H. ADAHS ,
Lynchburg, Va.

COTTAGE VALLEY STOCK FARM.

Offers for Sale :

One Registered Aberdeen-Angus Cow, 4 years

old. bred to a Reg. Bull, S100.

One k-g. Aberdeen-Angus Bull, 4 mos., $75.

Two 18 mos. old three-quarter Angus Heifers,

bred to a Registered Bull, $40 each.

One fine pair *yr.-old mules, well broken,$350

One splendid 7-yr.-old mule, price, $125.

One Registered Dorset Buck. 5 yrs. old, $10.

W. M. WATK1NS 4 SONS,
Southern Ry. Randolph, Charlotte Co.. V»

jt jt BARGAINS IN j» ^

Reg. Shropshire Ewes..

Aberdeen-Angus Calves..

Herd headed by a winner of five first

prizes at State fairs.

KNQL1SH SETTERS by the prize-winningE
Count Rodo. Fine Individuals of the best

breeding. Satisfaction guaranteed

WARREN RICE, Winchester, Virginia.

FOR SALE, at Moderate Prices

if) ANGUS BULL
\C -A^-C/VLVES

C. E JONES, Carysbrook, Va.

Avrshires Berkshires
Ayrshire cows and calves of both sex. s for

sale AlsoextraflneBerkslilreBWlne. Descnp-

SoniSdprloeOf rtook given on application.

ENOS. H. HESS, Casanova, Va.

of W est Point and Annapolis. Prof. Paul

S Reinsch describes the opportunities af-

forded by "A New Era in Mexico. Two

educational subjects are then
i
discussed

:

" The Place of Geography in the Elemen-

tary Schools," by Dr. W. T. Harris the

Commissioner of Education, and Prob-

lems of Our Educational System, by

President Hyde, of Bowdoin. The list of

contents includes papers on several BUD-

iects which will shortl v be receiving atten-

tion in Congress. Among these are a plea

for " Reciprocity with Canada, by Hon.

John Charlton, a member of the Anglo-

American Joint High Commission; a free

trade argument, by Jacob Schoenhof, un-

der the title of " The Rake's Progress in

Tariff Legislation;" an examination, by

Congressman John F. Shafroth, of the

connection between "The Philippines

and Our Military Power ;" an article by

Marion Wilcox on " Our Honor and Cu-

ba's Need;" an account by Sunyowe

Pang an Americanized Chinaman, of

" The Chinese in America," with special

reference to the Chinese Exclusion Act

;

and a discussion, by Prof. Elwood Mead,

of " Problems of Irrigation Legislation.

Earl Mayo contributes an estimate of the

extent to which " The Americanization

of England" has already proceeded, the

closing paper is by Prof. Brander Mat-

thews, who writes on " Mr. Howells as a

critic," with particular notice of his recent

book on the " Heroines of Fiction.

If Emerson, whose advice was, "Hitch

your wagon to a star," had said, instead,

" Hitch ;your clock-work to a star, he

would have prophesied just what is done

all over the country now-a-days. In seve^

ral large observatories correct time is kept

by the transit of a particular star across

the meridian, and transmitted automati-

cally by telegraph to points hundreds of

miles distant. Many interesting facts in

this connection about the "Master Clock

at Washington, time-balls, etc., are given

in an article by W. S. Harwood in St.

Nicholas for January, entitled ' How We
Set Our Watches by a Star," with illus-

trations showing how the work is done.

The long story this month is, 'The

Wyndham Girls," by Marion Ames Tag-

gart. Girls especially will enjoy the ac-

count of these three young heroines who,

suddenly brought to face a trying situa-

tion, show themselves brave, cheery, and

capable despite lack of preparation ;
but

buy readers, too, will be sure to vote the

"Wyndham Girls" delightful friends. A
touch of romance addB a pleasant flavor.

Other fiction is to be found in " Uncle

John, Mind Reader," by Ethel D. Puffer;

"Frank Benson's Automobile," by Frank

S Ballard, and the current instalment of

John Bennett's " Story of Barnaby Lee."

TH- MOST " GEN-
ERALLY USEFUL
MACH^E ON THE
FARM." THE

McSHERHY
MODEL

TRANSPLANTER
FOR TOBACCO, CABBAGE,
TOMATO AND OTHER PLANTS.

Ori"iuatorsof Modern Improvements.
Established l^oS.

THE McSHERRY MFG. C3-, Middletown, 0.

McSHERRY Plain Drills. Feitillzer Drills,

Disc Drills 'hoe D ills. Hoe Drills. Low-

Down Press Drills Seeders, Transplanters,

Disc Harrows, Rice Drills.

Write for Circulars B. and S.

» FILSTON FARM. ®

JERSEY BULL CALVES J^\*-
be-t cows of our herd of 850. Milk a specialty,

but average of herd is 5.5 per cent, butter fat.

BERKSHIRE*;
11 ' ases of ,m?rtod

and best United Statei

breeding. For prices and " Little Boob: of the

Farm," address

ASA B. GARDINER. JR.,

Manager, GLENCOE, MO.

Nothing seems lacking in the New Year

number of The Ladies Home Journal to

make it the most complete issue of that

periodical yet published. In every wav

it is singularlv attractive. Cardinal Gib-

bons and Rudyard Killing lead tl.e list

of contributor, the one with a strong ar-

raignment of the " new woman"
;

the

other with the true story of how he

brought up a babv h»n on a bottle! We
are told " How Uncle Sam Guards His

Millions," and how to have a comforta-

JERSEYS RICHLY BRED.
HEIFERS : : : :

BULL CALVES.
Send for pedigrees and descriptive

circular.

DAVID ROBERTS, Moorestown, N. J.

. HOLLYBROOK PARIWI..

EGGS^SETTING
From Thoroughbred Poultry.

In our poultry farms w. have the following

thoroughbred poultry, all fi st class stock,

orialualiy started from the best stocks in this

country, and carefully cross-mated so as to

irive st'rbn- and vigorous ftoek and the best

faying strains of the different breeds that it Is

pussible to obtain:

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK. Our stock

is unsupa-sed. Prlce.Ji.oo perset'ng.

BLACK LANGSHAN. Ji.oo per setting.

BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCK. $1.50 setting.

LIGHT BR»HMAS. Our stock is very su-

perior. Price, $i »o per setting.

SILVER LACEO WYANDOTTE. Price,

Si. 50 per setting.

WHITE WYANDOTTE. $1.50 per setting.

Prices Include pao Ing and delivery to express
office here.

On orders placed previous to February 1st, wo
Runi.lv !•"> eggs to the setting; "fier that time,

K to .he setting. Pluce your orders now so as

to oe sure St getting eggs when you
want them. The demand for our .lock last

year was more than we could supply.

HENRY W WOOD,
P.O Box 330. Hollybrook Farm. RICH i«0ND.V».

CUnST Registered and Imp. fuLLIIM.
bnUril ! \9„ rll crs." it is our business.

CTflDV Pups, 17.50 up. MAl'LLMONT
d I Urt I STOCK. FARM, Albany, Vermont.
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The following list of papers and periodicals

»re the most popular ones In this section

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever

journal you wish.

DAILIES. pbce with
ALONE. PLANTER.

The Dlspatoh, Richmond, Va 85 00 85 26

The Times, " " 3 00 3 00

The Post, Washington, D. 6 00 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.

TheDlspatch, Richmond, Va 1 00 1 25

The World (thrlce-a-week), N. Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLIES.

Harper's Weekly 4 00 i 00

" Bazaar 1 00 J 40

Montgomery Advertiser 1 00 1 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00 1 35

Breeder's Gazette 2 00 1 75

Hoard's Dairyman 1 00 1 35

Country Gentleman.. 1 50 1 "5

The Times, Richmond, Va 50 65

Religious Herald. Richmond, Va.... 2 00 2 25

Central Presbyterian, " "... 2 00 2 50

Christian Advocate, " " ... 1 50 1 75

Turf Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Spirit of the Times 4 00 4 00

Horseman 8 00 8 00

MONTHLIES.

North American Review 5 00 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00 4 25

Bt. Nicholas " 3 00 3 25

Llpplncott's " 2 50 2 50

Harper's " 4 00 4 00

Forum " 3 00 3 25

Scrlbner's " 3 00 3 26

Frank Leslies •' 1 00 1 35

Cosmopolitan " 1 00 1 35

Everybody's " 1 00 1 35

Munsey " _ 1 00 1 S5

Strand " 1 25 1 65

McClure's " „„ 1 00, 1 35

Puritan " 1 00 1 35

Review of Reviews 2 50 2 75

We furnish no aample oopiet of other peri-

odicals.

<^ 65 PURE BRED "^

Poland-China
PIGS, entitled to registry, from the

great prize winners of the United

Stales will be sold at farmers' prices.

Red Polled Cattle..
FOR SALE; al^o RIDING AND
DRIVING HORSES AND SHET-
LAND PONIES.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM
Sam l B. Woods, proprietor,

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

ble home and a garden for $6,000. There
is a wealth of good fiction. " The Wis-
dom of the Dove,"' a clever story by Lil-
ian Brooks

; the second part of " The Rus-
sells in Ctiicaao." and the concluding
chapters of both "A Gentleman of the
Blue Grass" and "Christine,'' are all in
this number. Mr Buk presents an abso-
lutely unanswerable editorial against the
''cramming" system in the education of
children which is as unique as it is con-
vincing. Will Bradley shows the dining-
room of '• his house," there is a page of
brief storifs, anecdotes and poems, and
many receipts for home-made candies add
a sweet touch. All of the regular edito-
rial departments are unusually interest
ing, especially that of fashions, which is

enlarged to eight pages under the editor-
ship of Virginia Louis Ralston. The illus-

trations are superb. The cover is by
Blendon R. Cimpbell.a new artist ; there
are two pages of beautiful photographic
views "Along O mntry Roads," and the
second part of The Journal's picture story
of 'What a Girl Does at College," show-
ing the athletic side. By The Curtis
Publishing Company, Philadelphia. One
dollar a year ; ten cents a copy.

You are all aware that the catalogue
houses are here to stay, and why not?
You can take the catalogue of a firm, say
like Marvin Smith Co., of Chicago, and in

a few days after ordering, have the goods
at your door, and you will find that you
have not only saved money, but have
gotten just what you ordered.

FEED MILLS AND FEED CUTTERS.
The Cash Supply and Manufacturing

Co.. Kalamazoo, Mich., has an advertise-
ment in this issue of a splendid Feed
Mill. Look it up and send fir full de-
scription and price before purchasing
elsewhere. This company can supply
almost anything in the implement line,

and our readers are invited to correspond
with them when in need. Catalogue No.
C-81 will be sent to all inquirers. Write
for it to-day.

THE HANDSOMEST CALENDAR
of the season iin ten colors), six beauti-

ful heads (on six sheets, 10x12 inches),

reproductions of paintings by Moran,
issued bv General Passenger Department,
Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway, will be
sent on receipt of twenty five cents. Ad-
dress F. A. Miller, General Passenger
Agent, Chicago.

AN OLD RELIABLE JOURNAL RE-
DUCES ITS SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE.
The Jersey Bulletin, of Indianapolis,

Ind. (the only weekly publication de-

voted exclusively to Jersey cattle and
purely dairy interests), has reduced its

subscription price as it grew older and
betterand increased in size and influence.

Ste.idilv the price has fallen, from $2.50

in lH83(then a sixteen-page semi-mimth
ly) to $2.00 in 1SSU ( when it had become
a weekly I ; in 1898 to $1.50 (by this time
runningtwenty to twenty-four pages each
week).
The dollar rate for The Jersey Bulletin

goes into effect January 1, 1902.

Warranted
to give satisfaction.

GOMBAILT'S

CAUSTIC BALSAM
A safe, speedy
positive cure

Curb, Splint, Sweenv, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind Puffs,
and all lameness from Spavin, Ringbone
and other bony tumors. Cures all skin
diseases or Parasites, Thrush, Diphtheria.
Removes all Bunches from Horses or
Cattle.

i- invaluable
Every bottle of Caustic Balaam sold is

Warranted to cive satisfaction . Price Sl.SO
per bottle. SoM by tiru^L'iHts, r- r sent by ex-
press, charge;; paid, with lull directions for its
use. Send for descriptive circulars, testimo-
nials, etc. Address

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

Newton'-. Heave, Cough, DU*
temper and Inctlg«t.tion Caret
A veterinary sptxiuo for wind,

Dr. A. C. uAM ELS'

FEVER DROPS CURE
Milk Fever in cows. Distemper In horses.

Renovating P'-wdehs prevent aborting
in cows and horses. Book free.

Dr. A. C. Daniels, 1 Stamford St., Boston.
Southern Agents:

Lilly Carriage Co., Woodward Mfg. Co.
Memphis, Tenn. Parkersburg, W. Va.

..VICTOR POULTRY FARM..

B. P. ROCKS
EXCLUSIVELY.

Birds bred especially for meat and eggs. All
farm raised stock. Bradley Bros, strain young
cockerels, $1.50. Eggs $1.00 per 15. Having de-
cided to get rid of our S. C. B. LEGHORN
stock, we have some very fine cockerels and
pullets at $1.00 each.

GRAVES BROS.,
HIGHLAND SPRINGS, VA .

MAIL COURSE IN McKEE'S SHORTHAND,
$15. Publishers' certificate. Chartai dcireular
free. Miss M. Morton Edmunds, Aspen wall, Va.

When corresponding with advertisers,
kindly mention that you saw their adver-
tisement in the Southern Planter.

A Neat BINDER for your back nnm-
bera can be had for 25 cents. Address
the Business Office.
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Buys the Pan-American Exposition.

The Chicago House Wrecking Company pur-
chases the compete Buffalo Show.
Few people appreciate the colossal undertaking

connected with the purchasing and dismantling
of an Exposition. It Is about as big an enterprise
as the ordinary person would care to contemplate
even in imagination, and yet there is located in
Chicago, at West 35t h and Iron streets, a Company
that devotes oceans of time and thousands of
dollars in contemplating the wrecking of such
institutions after thev are closed.

It would be a pity indeed if all of the vast quan-
tityofmaterial, usually the very best kind as to
quality were to lose its intrinsic value after it
had completed but a short period of usefulness.We are all more or less interested in an exposi-
tion during its life, and it might not be amiss to
give a few minutes thought as to what becomes
of an exposition after the lights have gone and
the glory has departed.
The features of the Pan-American Exposition

will live in the memory of all who were fortunate
enough to see it. The highest skill in science and
art had been employed in making an exposition
fully worthy of this era of progress and invention.
The illumination was unquestionably the finest

ever before seen. It was as grand a sight as mor-
tal eye had ever beheld. The color effects of
the buildings and the beauty of the architecture
were the result of more than ten years of careful
thought and study. It was in fact in every way
such an institution as we were all proud of. The
enterprising people of Buffalo and the state ofNew York had spared no expense in making an
exposition fully worthy of the great common-
wealth that it represented.
To give you an idea as to the enormous quantity

of material necessary in the construction of such
an exposition we briefly mention the fact that there
were 33,uOO. 000 feet of lumber used in the construc-
tion, 135.000. sq. feet of windows, 4O,C00 sq. feet of
doors, 2,000.010 lbs. of iron pipe, 200.0(10 lbs. struc-
tural iron, 200. 000 incandescent lights. 600.000 sq.
feet roofing tile, millions of brick, 9.0U0 flag poles,
15,000 flags, 1,500 sculptural groups and countless
of other items were used in building the exposi-
tion.
As November 1st drew near the question of dis-

posing of the material and of restoring thegrounds
to their former condition was naturally theal! im-
portant proposition of the directors of the ex-
position. What to do with the material and who
could successfully undertake the gigantic task?
As a matter of fact there were but few contrac-
tors in position to undertake the job.
The Chicago House Wrecking Co. was practi-

cally the only bidder and the contract was
awarded to them. It is understood that some-
thing like $132,000 was the purchase price. >

At the company's extensive plant in Chicago
there is a scene of hustle and bustle. Buildings
are being cleared that they may receive the
enormous contents. The yards are swept
of heaped up goods and the tracks that run
through their yards are being strengthened to
take care of this enormous traffic. A thousand
freight cars will be needed in moving the materia'.
This is the same company that purchased the

World's Fair of 1893, They are also the pur-
chasers of the Trans Mississippi Exposition of
Omaha, Neb., 1899, and dismantled the Chica-o
Postofflce and Sub- Treasury Building. They are
the only concern of their kind on earth who make
a sclentflc study of the business. They are not
Wreckers in the ordinary sense of the word, be-
cause they preserve and do not destroy. The
wrecked material that comes into their poses-
sion is carefully gone over, and wherever possible
restored to its original condition.
At the time of the purchase of the World's Fair

the question of what to do with the material was
a very important one to this company. Chicago,
however large, was too limited a field in which to
dispose of all of the material. A systematic and
complete catalogue was issued containing care-
fully detailed description of the material, and was
mailed broad-cast throughout the country. The
reception accorded it was a very encouraging one
to its promotors, and showed there was an enor
mous demand for building material at low price.
It is now a regular business with the company to
issue such catalogues. The material that it ac-
quires In the dismantling of institutions and
expositions is scattered over the face of the earth
The statues are used as object lessons in colleges
and art institutes. They are of great value when
properly taken care of, and the companv knows it
The lumber is carefully removed from the build-

ings and the nails are drawn, and it is so arranged
that for practical purpose it can be used as well
as new material. The pipe is rejuvenated, the
steel roofing is preserved. This same also applies
to the various other items that enter into th>
construction of buildings.

The Ideal Triple Geared Feed

Milland Horse Power Combined

Two Horse as well as Steam Power,
logues and prices.

GRINDS SHELLED
GRAIN, CORN
and COB, into ex-

cellent feed. The
Horse Power is

very useful for run-
ning OTHER MA-
CHINERY. We have
a full line of FEED
MILLS for One or

Write for special cata-

THE OHIO FEED
AND ENSILAGE
CUTTER ^-^

HAS A MOVABLE
FEED TABLE,

and is superior to any
other make. Send for

catalogue, which gives full

information.

BALING PRESSES, Hand or Power, WAGONS,
Fanning Mills, Imperial, Bissell Chill and
Other Plows, Pea and Bean Huller, Cane
Mills and Evaporators, Engines and Saw
Mills. A full line of Solid and Inserted
Tooth Saws in stock, write for circulars.

We have the FINEST'and LARGEST STOCK of

Carriages, Buggies, Harness, Saddles,
In the State. Send for catalogue or kindly inspect

our fine show rooms.

THE IMPLEMENT CO.,
1302-1304 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
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XLARGEST HOG IN THE WORLD*-

mh

WEIGHT 1621 LBS. The Poland-China hog called "Old Tom" was raised in Minnesota and was exhibited at Minnesota Stato Fair In 1897.
Ho made a Big Gain by eating *'LNTER.VATlONiL STOCK FOOD." "INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD" causes Hogs,
Cattle, HorseB and Sheep to grow very rapidly and makes them Big, Fat and Healthy. Is used and strongly endorsed byJptog!

500,000 Farmers. II In
Dealers. It will make you extra mon

effects it Cures or Prevents Dis
th the regular gn

lation. In this wav it saves a !

S FEEDS for ON

t Cash Cuarantea to Refaad Your Money in any ease of falloi

ring. Fattening or Milking. Owing to its blood purifying a

13 a Bafo vegetable medicinal preparation to be fed In sn
'aitf di Stock In 80 to 60 Day. leu tin

"INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD'

i of 'INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD"
of tho many substitutes or I

a'dorsed by over 100 leading Fan

$3000.00 STOCK BOOK FREE
t»"MAIIJED TO EVERY READER OF THIS PAPEB.-S

This Book Contains 183 Large Colored Engravings of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Hogs, Poultry, etc., and of this H«r.
-istusSSCMKito have our Artists and Engravers make them. It contains a finely illustrated Veterinary Department that

save you Hundreds of Dollars. Gives description and history of the Breeds of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Hogs and Poultry.

THIS BOOK FREE, Postage Prepaid, II You Writ* Us a Postal Card and Answer 3 Questions

:

lit—Name this Paper. 2nd—How much stock have you! 8rd—Did you ever use "IIiTERNaTIOXAL STOCK FOOD" for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Hogs, Colts, Calves, Lamha or Pigs.
The Editor of Ibis Paper will tell v. u Ihr.t vu ought to have a copy of our finely illustrated Book for reference. The information is practical and the book is Absolutely Free.

We will give yon 414.00 worth of "INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD" if Book is not exactly as represented. B-Bi Hon the Highest Jleual at Parts In l»0e.
Answer the 3 Questions and t»~Write TJs At Once for Book.

largest Steak Food/..lory 1. th. World.
|

INTERNATIONAL FOOD CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.. U. S. A.a. Capital Paid In *300,f 1 3 FEEDSmONE CENTJS

SALES AT BACON HALL FARM.
Mr. E. M. Gillet, proprietor of Bacon

Hall Farm, Verona, Md., reports trade
good, and that his Herefords, Berkshires
and Dorsets are moving out rapidly.

Among recent shipments are the follow-
ing:

Herefords.—D. B. Doty, of Pennsylva-
nia, takes 3 heifers and 1 bull ; D. W. C.
Sharp of Virginia, 1 bull and 2 Berkshire
sows ; R. G. Hazen, of South Carolina,
gets 1 bull.

Dorsets.— 1>. P. Nelson, Jr., 3 rams; J. L.
SquireB, 4 ewes ; Tranquility Farm, 5 ewes;
F. P. Shields, of North Carolina, 2 rams;
F. Henderson, of Virginia, 2 ewes and 1

ram ; Dr. J. E. Orrison, 1 ram ; Crinkley
Bros., of North Carolina, 7 ewes and 1

ram ; D. F. Hale, 1 ram ; T. W. McLe-
more, of Tennessee, 1 ram ; Wm. Hol-
mede, 1 ram ; W. N. Lelleck, 3 ewes ; W.
M. Watkins & Sons, 10 ewes ; C. L. Bowie,
3 rams.

Berkshires.—Jos. Hughes, 1 boar ; Chas.
S. Embert, 1 boar ; Dr. Merrick, 2 pigs

;

C. H. Hartman, 1 sow ; J. E. Dorsey, bred
sow and 4 pigs; Mrs. Glasscock, 1 boar;
Colored Reformatory of Maryland, 1 boar.

Toulouse geese to Mrs. W. F. Jackson
and Dr. Sprinklin.
Muscovy ducks, F. S. Farish and J. E.

Wing.
Totals.—Herefords, 5 head, Pennsylva-

nia, South Carolina and Virginia.
Dorsets, 35 head, to Virginia, West Vir-

ginia, Tennessee, North Carolina and Ma-
ryland.

Berkshires, 12 head, to Maryland, Vir-
ginia and Delaware.

All of the above sales, with one or two
exceptions, are the results of Mr. Gillet's

advertisement in the Southern Planter.

The Southern Pacific Railroad sends us
a pamphlet made up of 200 receipts for
preparing and cooking rice. This will be
found a very useful book for every house-
keeper. It will be sent on application to
8. F. B. Moore, Assistant Passenger Traf-
fic Manager, Houston, Texas. Price 50
cents.

Old Lady (to district visitor) : It's my
'ead that's been troublin' me so, Miss,
but the doctor be says, " You take these
'•ere pills and you 11 soon shake it off.

—

i\mch.

OFFERS FOR SALE
A LIMITED NUMBER OPHill Top Stock Farm

SOUTHDOWN and SHROPSHIRE SHEEP.
10 large, strong, yearling bucks (6 Shropshires and 4 Southdowns.)

A GRAND LOT OF BERKSHIRE HOGS.
Young sows bred to elegant boars, and young boars ready for service.

Come and see our stock, or write for description and prices to

H. A. 8. HAMILTON A CO., Slaiuilon. Va.

Parties will be met at train with conveyance, if we are notified in time. We are
always glad to Bhow our stock.

i
m. b. rowe <Sc company,

FREDERICKSBURG, -VIRGINIA..

;
YOUNG JERSEYS, male and female ; several young GUERNSEY BULLS,

and a small herd of DEVONS ready this month.

Also a fine lot of BERKSHIRE PIGS. Can send pairs and trios not akin.

A few BRONZE TURKEYS, LIGHT BRAHMA and PLYMOUTH
ROCK FOWLS.

Several handsome SHEPHERD PUPPIES now ready.

ST. LAMBERT BULLS
We have for sale a numbHr of YOUNG BULLS from cows with butter tests rang-

ing from 16 to 24 lbs. per week, and yielding from 5 to 6 gallons of milk per day.

We have more high testing ST. LAMBERT COWS than can be found in any herd

in the United States or Canada.

INDIAN CAME FOWLS
We have also for sale a choice lot of INDIAN GAME CHICKENS—male and

female. Als • some choice WHITE WYANDOTTE COCKERELS. The Indian

Game and White Wyandottes are the best general purpose fowls.
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HOW TO PLANT AN'D CULTIVATE
CELERY.

Montgomery Farmers' Clcb.

There being no regular subject, I will

talk a litt e ou what 1 consider one of t he
3=mo8t delightful things raised in the gar-

den—namely, i-elery. I place my celery

second only to com in the garden. It is

not only very healthy, hut is almost
necessary now a days to complete a good
dinner nt oysters and turkey.

1 have been raising celery for over
thirty years, almost constantly. In f ct,

I do "not remember ever failing to raise a
crop, and I have gradually changed my
plans or ways of setting out, not only as

to time, but also manner and quantity.

The old way was to allow your plants to

get good size, set them out in July, and
then the carrying of water, and what a

fi-jht it was to keep alive and get it

started ready for the fall rains. I have
gradually been planting earlier, until the

last two vears I have planted my entire

crop in May, and the first planted was the
best. The plants were small, and I cut

the tops off and plant not over three
inches apart. My plants were not over
four or five inches high, and I cut from
one and a half to two inches of the
tops off.

I do not trench, but open a deep fur-

row and put the plants on the side of the
furrow—not in the bottom, aa a heavy
rain will often wash out or over the
small plants if put in the bottom of
row. I much prefer to plant close in

the single row to making a double row,
as some advise. By planting very close

in row (three inches) I get an immense
amount of stuff in a small space. In a
100 foot row I have over 300 large stalks of
celery. I leave plenty of room on each
side, planting nothing in the regular row
on each side of the celery row. By
planting early, a few of the plants will

go to seed—one in about twenty-five

—

but this I do not object to. as the ladies

like the seed for seasoning.
I commence to hill up at once, keeping

the dirt from the heart of the celery.

Hill when the ground is as damp as it

will work without baking, and hill as
often as you can.

I have tried many varieties, but have
gone back to my first love—the Giant
Pascal. Do not like the self-bleaching
varieties; they are small and not crisp.
About the easiest and best way to keep

from freezing what you want for family
use, I think, is to haul strawey manure
and cover ten or twelve inches deep on
the top of row.
By planting so early my celery is ready

for use thirty days earlier than the old
way, and we alwavs try to see how much
we can eat up before "the hard freezing
weather comes. So I do not cover over
more than one fourth of it. The manure
not only keeps the celery from injury,
but yon can dig in the coldest weather.
Any old straw or weeds will answer just
as well.

For the benefit of the ladies I will state
that cooked celery is a very delightful
dish, and yon can use for that purpose
the outside portions of the celery that
are not so well bleached.

W'm. F. Tali.avt.

A NEW YEAR RESOLUTION

FOR GOOD DAIRYMEN
With the protection of honest butter from fraudulent com

petition seemingly in sight through the proposed national law
now before Congress, 1902 should prove a most successful and
pro perous year in dairying where conducted in up-to date
business like manner

The dairy farmer who is skimming his own milk at home
from any reason can't posfihly make a better New Year resolu-

tion than ihat he will purchase a DE LAVAL separator
within the next three months. It will save its cost within
the year. Its use means a I etter product and more of it, the
saving of much of the drudgery of dairying to wife and
daughter and improvement in every way. In fact a De Laval
machine and dairying prosperity have come to go hand- in hand,
whether in factory or home separation.

A De Laval catalogue may be had for the asking. It is well
worth reading whether you want a separator or not.

The De Laval Separator Co.
olph £. Canai ST6.,

Chicago

103 & 105 Mission St

SAN FRANCISCO

General Offices:

74 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

1102 Arch Street,

Philadelphia.

327 Commissioners St.,

MONTREAL.

REGISTERED BERKSHIRE HOGS.
Boars In Use : COUNTRY GENTLEMAN

and GROVE'S CHAMPION.
PIOS from such noted sows as Miss Leewood,

Queen Quality, Grove's Queen, &c.

Registered Holsteln-Frieslan Catttle of

Netherland, Pieterjes and Clothilde families.

All rich, heavy milkers and grand individuate,

English Beagle Hounds, Brown Leghorn and Plymouth Rock Chickens
for sale.

N. B.— In the stud, the imposed Hacknev stallion, "The Duke " (registered in E.
H.S B. and A. H.S. B. , : fee, J10.00. Hackney mare in foal to " The Duke."

Address T. O. SASDY, Kurker illt>. Va.
Norfolk & Western and Southern Railways.

WALLERSTEIN PRODUCE CO.
10 and 12 South I3th Stree, RICHMOND, VA.

NET CASH BUYERS OF SOUTHERN PRODUCE.
HIGHEST PRICES paid for PEAS, BEANS, DRIED FRUIT, WOOL, FEATHERS,.

FUR SKINS, HIDES, &e. We can save you expense.

ORDERS for BLACK, CLAY and other AGRICULTURAL PEAS, and SEED
POTATOES solicited.
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THE OUTLOOK FOR VIRGINIA LIT-
ERATURE.

BY MARY WASHINGTON.

While we have reason to feel encour-

aged and gratified by the development
of Virginia's material resources since the

War, we have still more cause to take

pride and pleasure in her intellectual

development as evidenced ip the large

amount of fine literary productions that

have emanated from her sons and daugh-

ters of late years. Indeed, there has al-

ways been a nucleus of literary talent in

the' State. In the first half of the nine

teenth century, there was glorious Edgar
Poe, the adopted son of Virginia, suffi-

cient in himself to shed lustre on any age

or country. Then not long prior to the

Civil War, we had some other literati less

eminent, but still possessing true merit.

There was John R. Thompson, a fine

scholar and a poet decidedly above the

average. " Marian Harland," too, ac-

quired a good literary standing, in ante-

bellum days, as a novelist, to which she

has since added, especially by her power
ful and life-like tale, entitled "Judith,"
and she still wields an able and graceful

pen, holding her own very well, amidst
the great crowd of competitors that have
sprung up of recent years. Amongst val-

uable works of Virginia authorship, that

appeared before the War, I may also

mention " Sketches and Recollections of

Lynchburg," by Mrs. Clifford Cabell, a

lady who was a native of that town, and
who also wrote many fugitive stories and
sketches of a high order, some of which
appeared in "The Southern Literary

Messenger," whilst that journal was ed-

ited by Edgar Poe. Lynchburg likewise

produced a poetess who would have made
some stir in the world if she had had
more self-confidence and "push." I refer

to Mrs. Cornelia M. Jordan. Early in

the century, a young man in Lynchburg
wrote an exquisite poem destined to live

permanently, I doubt not

—

" I'd offer thee this hand of mine,
If I could love thee less."

But he died young, without fulfilling

the rich promise he had given. His name
was Bransford Vawter.
Nor were we without a humorist in our

ante bellum literature. Dr. Bagby both
wrote and lectured in a richly humorous
vein.

Amongst the new lights that have
arisen since the War, we might mention
Amelie Rives and M. G. McClelland, two
talented women related to each other
through their common ancestors, the
Cabells. Amelie Rives showed a rich,

exuberant vein of talent in " The Farrier
Lass," and some of her other early works,
whilst her poetic vein seemed as rare and
fine as her prose. Her friends naturally
expected a great career for one so richly
gifted, but unfriendly (and it seems to

me too severe) criticism on "The Quick
and the Dead," doubtless operated todis
courage Miss Rives from the career to
which her natural gifts so strongly called
her, so we have had but little from her
pen of late years.

Miss McClelland made a hit with her
first novel, " Oblivion," which was pow-

111
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eJful and of thrilling interest. " The
Self-Made Man" (published by Lippin-
cott), was almost equally good. Then
followed a series of novels and short sto-

ries, but unfortunately her career was cut
short, by her untimely death, in her
prime.

f Thos. Nelson Page is our most promi-
nent literary character except Mary
Johnston. His works are too widely
read and too well known to need more
than a passing comment here. The sim-
ple pathos of "Marse Chan" went to

every heart at once, and gave Mr. Page
* position in the front ranks of literary

talent. But it required a longer and
more consecutive work to show the great-

ness of Mr. Page's powers, and this we
have in " Red Book," a book that de-
serves a permanent place in literature,

both for its fidelity to history and its ad-
mirable character painting. The character
of Dr. Blair seems to me almost as finely

drawn as that of Col. Newcome—the lat-

ter a perfect gentleman of the old world,
and the former of the new—the essential
elements the same in both cases. Then,
where could one find a more perfect por-
trayal of the old Virginia gentleman than
in the case of Mies Thomasia ?

Mary Johnston burst upon us like a
meteor or a comet, and took the public
by storm. In ten weeks, 2(K),000 copies
of " To Have and to Hold," were sold.
For vividness and thrill and rapid march-
ing on of the plot, it would be hard to
find her equal, either in this country or
abroad.

_
Another talented Virginia authoress

rises to my mind, Mrs. Burton Harrison.
This lady, although she has lived in New
York for many years, is a Virginian of
the bluest blood, blending in her veins
the blood of the Carys and Fairfaxes.
She is well known as the authoress of
"Anglo-Maniacs," and other charming
romances, besides writing short articles
for the leading magazines. In poetry, I
think our Mrs. Margaret J. Preston com-
pares favorably with the New England
poetess, Lucy Larcom.
But not all Virginia writers devote

themselves to fiction
; some follow graver

paths. There is. for instance, the emi-
nent Matthew Maury, whose admirable
works on Geography have been of such
service in our schools. He also compiled
the most complete and valuable log books
ever published, and wrote a treatise on
Navigation, and " Letters on the Ama-
zon," and on "Atlantic Slopes of South
America."
Then there is Mr. Alexander Brown,

who has devoted himself to Genealogy,
and to our early Colonial history, he hav-
ing studied this subject exhaustively for
many years past, with access to many
rare MSS. bearing upon it. Mr. Brown
is, I believe, a member of every Histori-
cal Society in this countiy, and also of
some noted ones abroad. His work on
"The Genesis of the United States " is a
very valuable contribution to history, and
is an extremely desirable book for college
libraries. Mr. Brown has also written
other historical works, exhibiting great
research and scholarship.

Mention the Southern Planter when cor-
responding with advertisers.

"BLACKLEGINE"
Pasteur Blackleg Vaccine Quite Ready for Use.

This is in the form of a cord impregnated with the vaccine. Each

dose is separate and applied with a special needle. The dose is hitched

on to a notch in the needle and then inserted under the skin at the

shoulder. The needla is provided with a detachable handle. Vaccina-

tion with "Blaoklegine" is as rapid and easy as taking a stitch. There is

no dissolving, or mixing, or filtering a powder; no injecting or trouble in

measuring doses; no expensive syringe outfit.

BLACKLEGINE OUTFIT, SHOWING NEEDLE INSERTED IN HANDLE AND
DOSE OF VACCINE ATTACHED EEADY FOB VACCINATING.

Prices: "Single Blacklegine" (for common stock): No. 1 (ten

doses), $1.50; No. 2 (twenty doses), $2.50; No. 3 (fifty doses), $6.00.

"Double Blacklegine" (for choice stock) (first lymph and second lymph,

applied at an interval of eight days), $2.00 per packet of ten double

doses. Blacklegine Outfit (handle and two needles), 50 cents.

IPASTETTR VACCINE COlVCPi^lSrY,
Chicago, New York, Omaha, Kansas City, Ft. Worth, San Francisco

HEREFORO CATTIJE. -Calves, entitled to registration, $76 to $100. Grade Calves by "Sir
Edward " $25 to $40.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP.—Bucks.one year old and over, $15 to $20. Ewes, one year to tbj»«
years old, 110 to $12. Buck Lambs, July delivery, $10. Ewe Lambs, July delivery, $8.

POLAND-CHINA HOGS—Pigs, six weeks old, $4.50. Pigs, three months old, $7.50. Plgm,
Ave months and over, $9 to $15.

H. BRONZE TIB KEYS Toms, $3. Hens, $2.50

MFSCOVT DUCKS.-Pure White Drakes, $1.25.

Eggs, per Bitting of 12, when in season, $a.

Pure White Ducks, 75 cents. Pairs, $3;
trios, $2.75.

ROUEN UEESE—Ganders, $2.50. Geese, $2. Eggs, per sitting, $2.50.

WI LLIAM L, Jr., No. 21058, half brother of Axtell, will serve a limited number of mares
$25 the season. Mares boarded at lowest figures per month.

LYONS GAP-

HEREFORDS
OAZETTE 75100 at head of herd ; one of the best sons of St. Louis.

A choice lot of Yearling and Bull Calves for sale at bottom prices if taken at once
Farm three miles from station. H. L. MORGAN, Saltvllle, Va.
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THE GOOD GARDEN
presumes good planting and good cultivation. The best, safest and surest way to
secure these results is from the use of the "Planet Jr" No. 4 Combined Hill and
Drill Seeder, Single Wheel Hoe, Cultivator and Plow. The hopper holds two
quarts of seed and will sow any garden seed in continuous rows, or drop it in hills,
at five different distances. The index is tested and accurate, and the drill will in
every case sow the amount of seed desired. Simply lifting the handles throws
it out of gear. When ready to cultivate take off seed box and put on tool frame and
it is ready for cultivating between or astride the rows, hilling up, plowing, etc. No
tool has ever been made to equal it for the home, gardener or small farmer

Write at once for our n ew W« catalome. It tells all about "Planet Jr." Seed Drills. Wheel Hoes,Horse Hoes Cultivators Two-Horse Cultivators. Sugar Beet Seeders and Cultivators, etc. Hundreds Olthousands of these Catalogues now printed and ready for distribution. We mail a copy free
S. L. ALLEN & CO., Boxll07X, PHILADELPHIA, PA.Two Gold Medals at Paris Exposition; Mtjliest Award.

DON'T FORGET THE WINTER
CODRSES.

If you have not already received a copy
of Agricltural Education and the circular
of information in reference to the Short
Course in Dairying and the Winter Course
in Agriculture, you should write Prof.
Charles W. Burkett, A. & M. College,
Raleigh, N. C, at once for these two pub-
lications, which will be sent free.

It is not too early to arrange for at-
tending either course at this time. It is

hoped that a large number will enr ill

for these courses, which are of the high-
est value and importance to young men
and women interested in agriculture in
any way. Women are admitted under
same conditions as men. The coat for
b >ard, room and registration fee is but
thirty dollars. The instruction will be
worth ten times the cost of the course.
There ought to be 100 yonng men and
women in attendance this winter. Will
you be one ? You ought to be, that is

cure. Take the course and learn the
firoper way of making butter and hand-
ing milk ; of feeding the various classes

of live stock ; soil improvement
;
judging

horses and cattle ; and other practical
courses of the utmost value to the yountr
men and women in any way connected
with the farm.
Course begins January 2d, 1902.

Chas. W. Bdrkett,
Professor of Agriculture.

In our last issue we made an error in
the advertisement of Mr. T. A. Cary,
agent for the Northwestern Mutual Life
Insurance Co. In giving the splendid
results of Mr. J. Heffelfinger's fifteen-

year endowment policy we made it to ex-
pire in 1891, when it should have been
1901.

This company is making a fine show-
ing for its policy-holders. Mr. Cary
showed us a letter from Judge R. W. Win-
ston, Durham, N. C. in which he says

:

"This is what I call a good thing; no
company that I know of is ahead of
yours, and I authorize you to say that I

endorse your company."
Send in your age to Mr. Cary, and let

him submit you the cost on a policy on
your life under the Northwestern's vari-
ous plans.

"I am afraid," said a certain small
boy's mother, " that you are overeating.
Aren't you a little apprehensive ? " " No,"
was the answer, after due deliberation.
"You know ladies are naturally timid."
Washington Star.

-* -* BACON HALL FARM. J» J*

REGISTEREDHEREFORD CATTLE
Calves. Yearling Bulls and Heifers. Sired by " Gold Standard," by " Pride
of Evergreen," who sired Champion at International Show, Chicago, 1900.
Can offer calves no akin.

BERKSHIRES
MUSCOVY DUCKS. TOULOUSE GEESE.

E. M. GILLET, Verona, Baltimore County, Md.

ROCK
..HILLSHORTHORNS

Herd headed by the U00 lb. yearling bull, ROCK HILL ABBOTSBURN 155113, grand-
son of Marj Abbottsburn 7th, champion of America from 1895 to 1898. Six cows
bred to Va. Abbotsburn. Five bull and two heifer calves.

POLAND-CHINAS, all sizes. Also two suckling fillies; one a three-

quarter Percheron, mahogany bay with star, weight 600 lbs. at 5 mos. ; the other a
gray, fine style, all the gaits, same age weighed 560 lbs. at 5 mos. I will offer some
rare bargains for next 30 days as I expect to move and will be short of feed.

B. B. BUCHANAN, 8ROWNSBURG. VA.

* VIBGINIA DIVISIOIiT. *

Farmers Mutual Benefit Association.
A Fire Insurance Association, chartered by the State for the farmers

of Virginia, under an amended and well protected plan.

Insures, against Fire and Lightning, only country property—no stores or unsafe
risks. Average cost per year for two years has been $3.50 per $1000, including

dwellings, barns, produce, &c,—about one-third the usual cost of insurance to

farmers. Amount of property insured $325,000. Estimated security in real and
other estate, $600,000.
For further information, address, CHAS. N. FRIEND, General Agent.

MBNTION THIS JOURNAL. CHESTER. VIRGINIA.

URY STOCK FARM offers a choice lot of

HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN
Of the richest breeding. Sired by Ury Alwina Count Paul De Kol, Count De Kol
Metchilde. and Woodland Comus. Address at once

HEIFERS

& BULLS

THOS. FASSITT & SONS, Sylmar, Md.
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GRINDING ON THE FARM.

Model Mills for Grinding Dairy Feed,
Grain, Oil Cake, Cotton Seed,

Phosphate, etc.

Messrs. Sprout, Waldron & Co., Muncy

,

Pa., are making some remarkably fine

portable mills for use on farms. They
grind all kindB of dairy feed and every
kind of grain—oats, rye, corn, barley,
provender, clover, hay, cornstalks, corn
and cob—anything suited to live stock
feeding. Tbey can also be used for crush-
ing cement rock, phosphate, etc.

These are widely different uses, indi-

cating both great strength and very ac
curate adjustment—essential to farm
work.
These mills are very simple, can be

operated by any one of average in-

telligence. and will not get out of
o der. In fact there is no possible chance
of its getting out of order.

One of these mills will be eent to any
responsible person for a free trial of
fifteen days. Or if you prefer to know
more of them you may have a descrip-

tive catalogue, free, by sending your
name and address to Sprout, Waldron &
Co., Muncy, Pa.

WINTER PAINTING.
Winter, while usually the most conve

nient time for painting, is in most parts

of the country a very poor tim e for exte-
rior painting, at least. For interior paint-

ing it is also objectionable, because the
necessary closing of doors and windows
intensifies and prolongs the disagreeable
odorof oil, turpentine and some pigments.
Where the paint is poisonous the confine-
ment of its vapors also increases its dele-

terious effects.

But where a room that requires repaint-

ing can be spared for a time from use,

winter is the ideal time for doing the
work, provided the room can be kept
warm. Artificial heat, to begin with, in-

Bures an even temperature, the absence of
rush in his trade assures greater attention

to the job on the part of the painter, and
finally the absence of dust in a closed

room enables one to give each coat a
longer time for thorough drying, without
deterioration in appearance.
Time, a dry atmosphere, and even tem-

perature will take in paint the place of
dryers, and dryers are literally oil de-
stroyers; consequently, the less we can
use of them the better for our paint.
Pure zinc white paint, tinted or untinted,
is on every account the most durable, the
most beautiful, and the most wholesome
that can be used on the interior of a
house ; but when applied without dryers
it dries slowly ; hence, under the condi-
tions mentioned above, the leisurely
months of the winter are the best season
for applying them.

Stanton Dcdley.

One of the most notable signs of the
present good times is the large amount of
goods seen at the freight depots all over
the country coming direct from such
large mail order houses a* Marvin Smith
Co., of Chicago. The farmers who deal
with this firm say that they can always
depend on fair treatment, and a large
saving in cost, $1.00 going almost as far

$2.00 spent with the local dealer.

Easy Harness
TV

Eureka Harness Oil
The finest preservative for leather ever discovered* Bare*
many times its cost by improved appearance and In the cost
of repairs. Sold everywhere in cane—all sizes.

Hide bj STANDARD OIL CO.

1 AH NOW BOOKING
HANY ORDERS FOR
FANCY^--— BERKSHIRE PIGS

for spring shipment. All sired by my
famous boar-i, SIR JOHN BULL and
UNCLE SAM. The former imported by me;

the latter bred in the purple. I have four

strains of registered sows, so I can furnish

pigs no akin. Also GILTS and BRED SOWS.
FIVE highbred three-year old (in the

spring) COLTS cheap. Fancy stock, but

not fancy prices. Three car-loads good TIMOTHY HAY cheap.

THOS. S. WHITE, Lexington. Va.

POLAND

CHINAS.
TECUMSEH G, 49283.

I have a large number of pigs by my fine boars, " TECUMSEH G," 49283, and
" MONARCH," 48705, and can furnish pairs not akin or related to those previously pur-

chased. Sows in pig and young boars and sows of all ages Send to headquarters and

get the best from the oldest and largest herd of Poland Chinas in this State at one-

half Western prices. Address J. B. GRAY, Frederieksbnrg, Ta.

CISMONT DORSETS .

.

CISMONT STOCK FARM offers well developed young

Dorsets of the best blood of England and America.

Prices reasonable. G. S. LINOENKOH L, Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va

50TBPlWlIBTtl#P0LBrtl)liPlB5
+* FOR SALE. **

Eligible to registration. A few ready for service. J. C. GRAVES, Barboursville, Va.
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FARQUHARF^r^dSAW MILL,

able
perfect

;

the cheapest high-els
mill on the market. There
are more of these mills in
use than any othermake.
because they combine all
the latest improvements.
The sawyer standing in
one position, controls the
engine, sets the log. and

veil forward and back-
ward by means of the Reamy patent feed and backing dev

ALL ABOUT THEM IN THE CATALOGUE.

PensisyBvania Disk or Hoe Drill.

coil spring pressure of its
own—enables the disc to cut
its way through corn stalks,
tubble. weeds, grass, etc.

to put in the seed

phosphate. No gear—Davis
feed power from center of
main axle. No jolt—saves
horses* necks. Accurate
grain, grass, phosphate, and

LOW DOWN, EASY TO FILL.

if

Here is a name faro that stands for merit.

"IMPROVED" AJAX T,
BSSB!

the best material. Th.
Boiler is made of the best
grade of boiler steel,
tensile strength, r»ft,0fifl t>>

6.\000 pounds. The steel
fire boxes are strongly
riveted and tested at
double the strain they

ler ever exploded,
engine parts are of
most improved pat-

terns, and of the best
material known. You
outht to know about
this engine.

FARQUHAR LjRfOF SEPARATOR
ly, saves all kinds of
grain and delivei
in better condi
than any other m
No cracking or wast-
ing of grain. The sep-
arating capacity is

vei-y large and' the
machine cannot be
crowded. It will eas-
ily take care of all the
grain that can be put
through the cylinder
without wasting
power. We build sep-

All these things fully described in the catalogue. It is free.
Also full line including all kinds of farm machinery. A. B. FflRQUHaB CO., (Limited) YORK, Ffl.

..THE..

Cardwcll Machine Co.,
Caryatid 19th Sts., Richmond, Va.,

..MANUFACTURERS..

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
and MACHINERY.

THRESHERS, HORSE POWERS, CORN PLANTERS, CORN
SHELLERS, SMITH WELL FIXTURES, GENUINE

SMITH STRAW CUTTERS, PEANUT MA-
CHINERY, BALING PRESSES.

Tobacco Machinery, Trucks, Screws, Elevators, Hand and Power, for

Stores, Factories and Warehouses.

Successors to J. W. CARDWELL & CO. and H. M. SMITH & CO.
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CATTLE EXPOSITION.
Geo. F. We»tos, Manager Live Stock

and Dairy Department.
As veterinary inspector and sanitary

officer for the Cattle Show, I am pleased
to say that we will use every means
to preserve the health and comfort of
the cattle while in Charleston.
This State is remarkable for its freedom

from dieeases of cattle. During the three
and a half years I have held the office of
State Veterinarian not a single case of
blackleg, anthrax, lump-jaw, or pleuro-
pneumonia has been reported within the
State. After numerous tests all over the
State, tuberculosis has been found in only
one herd. A few cases of Texas fever
are reported during summer and fall, but
this disease never appears daring winter.
No one need have fears in sending cattle
to Charleston. I will be there when
they arrive, have the grounds thorough-
ly disinfected, and inspect all cattle to
see that none having a suspicion of con-
tagious diseases are admitted to the
grounds

Please notify me when cattle will be
shipped so that I may be on hand in
time to give them the proper attention.
•On arrival at Charleston, do not unload
them until I have been notified, at Mr.
Weston's office, and I will see that they
are properly handled. "*>J*

G. E. Nisom, Veterinarian.

"THE FARMER'S ADVOCATE."
An art gallery and library combined

would be an appropriate description of
the Christmas issue «ehich the publishers
of the Farmer's Advocate, of London,
Canada, have just 6ent out to their read-
-ers. We have seen nothing more effec-
tive and unique than the colored frontis-
piece, which includes a beautiful photo-
gravure of the farmer king. Edward VII,
followed up within by a careful descrip-
tion of the royal farms and berdsat Wind-
sor, written by a member of the staff who
visited England last summer. Then fol-

low over 60 pages of instructive and en-
tertaining articles, varying from grave to
gay—every page embellished with a
wealth of beautiful views representing
every portion of the Dominion. Just
which set of features are the more tempt-
ing it would be hard to say, and we advise
the reader to secure the Advocate and
judge for himself, or herself, for among
the portraits within we notice a Manitoba
lady and her article has the place of
honor. To one new feature we must es-
pecially refer, viz., the publication of
sketches of a dozen leading Canadian
artists, with photogravures of pain'ings
selected from amon^ the best of their
works. It is safe to say that the Christ
mas Advocate will be' warmly received
and win the appreciation which it richly
-deserves. It surpasses by far anything
its publishers have hitherto issued". It is

sent to all subscribers free of charge.

The old world is growing smaller every
day. With free mail delivery, we can
order anything we want from the larger
cities, and thus get the benefit of a large
stock to select from. Such old reliable
firms as Marvin Smith Co., of Chicago,
are doing a great deal in bringing this
about.

tf

The Florence Wagon
The Best FARM WAGON

Money Can Buy,

Maker of wagons for 20 years.

Possesses every merit that makes a wagon best
for all farm purposes, being substantially made
from first-class seasoned timber, well ironed,
neat and handsome in appearance and light of
draft. EVERYONE FULLY CUARAN-
EED. Ask to see the Florence before you buy
wagon. If we have no agency in your neigh,

borhood, write ns for particulars of our attractive

otter to the farmer direct. It will interest you and
save you money. Write for free illustrated cat-
alogue of Florence "Wagons and copy of our
periodical, "The Waggin" Tongue."

FLORENCE WAGON WORKS,
Dept. E Florence, Alabama

G.&A.BARGAMINCO
RICHMOND, VIRCINIA.

ESTABLISHED 1817.

PUMPS, RAMS, HOSE, Etc.
Water Pipe and Drain Pipe, Fire
Clay Pipe, Bonnets, Flue Rings, etc.

Water Closets, Bath Tubs, Wash Stands and
Sinks. Water Heaters and Tanks. Every-

thing in the Plumbing and Steam
Heating line.

BOLTS, NUTS, RIVETS, BELTING, Etc.

CHARTEneD IB70.

Merchants National Bank
OF RICHMOND, VA.

Designated Depository of the United States. City of

Richmond and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore
and New Orleans, this Bank offers superior facilities for .

direct and quick collections.

Capital Stock, fMO.eef.

Sarplas and Profits, l53i,oos,<

Dikb-ctoks.—John P. Branch, B. B. Munford, Chaa. 8. Btrlngfellow, Thos. B. Boott, B. ^
Branch, Fred. W. Scott, Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. K. Branch, A- 8. Buford, B. C. Morton. Andr '

Plmstnl. Jr.. J. P. George.

GHSTON STOCK F=HR7VY.—

{

Holstein-Friesian & Jersey Cattle.

Having selected my fonndation stock from the best. I can offer animals of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

coniaining the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIN BULLS, and BULL CALVES and
JERSEYS of either sex.

JNO. V. l>i:'MUCK. Somerset, Vs.

When you write to an advertiser, always say you saw the adver-

tisement in THE SOUTHBHN PLANTER.
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CALF MEAL.
In this issue will be found an adver-

tisement of Blatchford's Calf Meal. This
is an old English preparation now made
in this country, and has a reputation ac-

quired in both countries for being the
best substitute for milk for raising calves
now on the market. The analysis of the
Meal shows it to contain the required in-

gredients for making bone, muscle and
growth, and that it does this is testified

to by some of the best authorities in the
country. Amongst others who have given
testimonials we find the names of several
stock-breeders who are well known to us,

and whose opinions are deserving of the
greatest weight. We have no hesitation
in advising a trial of the Meal.

The McSherry Manufacturing Company,
of Middletown, Ohio, advertise in this is-

sue their transplanting machines. These
machines have been thoroughly tested,

and are found to be effectual and labor-
saving. Tobacco growers and truckers
will find them great helps, enabling them
to set out crops in much less time, will
thus save the "season" and secure stands
when without such help this might be
nearly impossible. Now that the labor
difficulty is such a pressing one in many
Earts of the South, these machines will
e found to meet a pressing want.

Gilbert Bros. & Co., of Baltimore, ad-
vertise Yager's Liniment for man or beast
in this issue. This is an old preparation,
and the test of long usage has fully dem-
onstrated its effectiveness. A bottle should
be kept in every stable for use in case of
accident. It is quick, healing and sooth-
ing in action. It has also been found
most efficacious in relieving rheumatic
pains in man.

Messrs. T. W. Wood & Sons, of Rich-
mond, Va., send us an advance copy of
their Annual Seed Catalogue. As usual
with this firm, the catalogue is got up in
beautiful style and is filled with informa-
tion of value to farmers not only as to
the seeds offered, but on many other im-
portant points. It is entirely rewritten,
not merely revised, and will be found of
constant use as a reference book. Send
for a copy. It will be sent free.

THE OLEOMARGARINE BILL.

The National Dairy Union is making a
strong effort to secure the passage of the
bill amending the National Oleomarga-
rine Law, known as the " Janney-Grout
Bill," in the present session of Congress.
The bill proposes to put a stop to the sale

of oleomargarine as butter by taxing the
maker and dealer and also the article it-

self at a heavy rate. This bill would have
passed last year but for the obstructive
action of the Senate, it having passed the
House. To secure its passage, it is essen-
tial that it be sent to the Senate very
early in the session. We would urge
every farmer to write his representative
in Congress asking their support of the
bill at once.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address
the Business Office.

I-
i G HowaeYourEyes?

We are the largest optical establishment South, and give proper adjustment
of SPECTACLES and EYE GLASSES. Complete manufacturing plant on the
premises. Mail us the pieces and we will from them duplicate your Glasses.
Glasses by mail our specialty.

is also complete with CAMERAS KO-
DAKS and PHOTO SUPPLIES. De-
veloping and printing finely executed.

Our line of G.RAPHOPHONES, with latest records, OPERA GLASSES,
* FIELD GLASSES Incubator and Dairy THERMOriETERS, etc., etc., is

% also complete. Lowest charges in all cases.

4

i. THE S. GALESKI OPTICAL CO., 9th and Main Sts., Richmond, Va. I

Farmers' SI25 Saw Mill.

Cuts 2000 It. lumber a day with only 4 a. p.

Our large, handsome catalogue tells all
about the famous DeLoach Variable Fric-
tion Feed Saw Mills, 4 to 100 h. p., J125 up
DeL»ach Saw Mill Machinery, Planers
Shingle, Lain and Corn Mills, Water-
Wheels, etc Write for catalogue and Drice
f. o. b. your depot. DeLoach Mill Mfo.
Co., Box 600. Atlanta, Ga. (Branch. 120
Liberty St., New York.

ORGANIZEO 1832.

THE VIB61JII0 ElBE BUD lIlBIIIliE IlSDBHIGE G«-
RICHMOND, VIRCS-IMTXA.

ASSETS. - - $800,000.
WM. H. PALMER, President, w. H. MCCARTHY, Secretary.

Directors : Wm. H. Pa'mer, D. O. Davis, E. B. Addison,Wm. Joslah Leake, W. Otto Nolting, N. W. Bowe.

, STUMP^*
PULLERS

P All Sizes and Prices. Catalogue Free

MOHLAND A COMPANY,
300 Jefl Street, BURLIHGTOJ, IOWA

FORTIFY YOlRSElFslig
I poultry; operations by buying an incubator of tested merit and known worth

Aiiirnit THE PETAIUMA INCUBATOR
:s a machine of that kind. It Is the nmchii.e that produces only hiph percentages of
hatch. Made of best California Redwood, carefully packed and lined, perfectly
heated and regelated, it giros .satisfactory results every time. Made in sizes from
Biegpsup. WE PAY FREIGHT ANYWHERE^ the U.S. It will par you to get our FREE
^'r°eTou

an
bur

e3

Petaluma Incubator Go. Box 46 , Petaluma, Cal.

When corresponding 'with advertisers, always mention
The Southern Planter.
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STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES,
FEED, &c.

In this issue will be found a full page

advertisement of D. O'Sullivan, 18th and
Main street, Richmond, Va , in which will

be found goods offered at prices way down
below those usually charged. We have

personally dealt with Mr. O'Sullivan for

several years, and have always found him
reliable both as to qualitv and quantity,

and always ready to make good his offers
j

and correct any" mistakes inadvertently

made. He does a large business, and
therefore buys in large quantities and se-

cures bottom" prices ; hence, his ability to

6ell cheaply. Give him a trial order and

say you saw his advertisement in the

Southern Planter. .

The American Free Trade League send

us a copy of the Free Trade Almanac for

1902. It contains some excellent articles

bearing on Free Trade. The adoption of

a free trade platform is bound in the near

future to be a dominant question, and
people should inform themselves on the

subject. Published by the Free Trade

League, Boston, Mass. Price, 5 cents, $2

per hundred.

ANOTHER MINNEAPOLIS SUCCESS.

Everybody is interested in success. The
majority of" people are striving for suc-

cess, and a small minority achieve suc-

cess, but nevertheless success, successful

people, and snccessf 1 propositions are

intensely fascinating to the great majority

of human beings.

One of the great successes that we have

in mind at the present time is that of the

enterprising, pushing young man, M. W.
Savage, who founded and is proprietor of

the Inte/national Stock Food Co.. Minne-
apolis, Minn. He can be numbered with

the successful bnsiness men of the cou i-

try, beginning twelve years aeo without

capital, but with keen in-ight into affairs

and dose observation and great percep-

tiveness and his marked ability for or-

ganization, he has built up by industry

and untiring energy the largest Stock

Food business in the world, and it is at

the present time growing faster than ever

bef're. He perceived that here was a

field to be occupied by such a proposi-

tion as " International Stock Food," and
having an article of merit, by his forcible,

expansive and persistent efforts has wid-

ened out until it covers the country,

and increases each successive month the

business of the previous one.

If the goods that he manufactures did

not hfive merit, it would have been im-

possible to have built so magnificent and
wonderful a business as he has, but he

bnildnd upon a solid foundation, and is

now reaping his reward.
"American Swineherd," November, 1901.

Orlando Harrison, President of the
Peninsula Horticu tural Society, who has

spent his past life in horticulture, ha" en-

gaged some of the best men in the coun-

try to talk on different subjects at their

meeting to he held at Berlin, Worcester

county, Md., January 8th, 9th and 10th.

All' horticulturists and agriculturists

invited to attended.

Seed House of the South.
IIMOTHT.

BUCKWHEAT.
OATS and

CANE SEED.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

Wc sell strictly reliable FIELD AM) GARDEN SEEDS of

every variety at Lowest Market rates, included in which
are RAGLAXD'S PEDIGREE TOBACCO SEEDS.

_WE ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn. Wheat, Potatoes, &c.

Pnre Raw-Bone Meal, Xova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing: Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

IOI6 Main Street
LYNCHBURG, VA.Wm. A. Miller & Son, *

Japan Plums
And all other desirable standard and new
varieties of PLUMS, APPLE, PEACH,
PEAR and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, Etc.

HEADQUARTERS FOR TENNESSEE
PROLIFIC STRAWBERRY.

The Host Reliable Variety Ever Grown 1b

the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. Write us
if you contemplate planting. Catalogues free.

AGKENTS WANTED. WHITE FOB TEBMS.

W_ T. HOOD <3c CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY, RICHMOND, VA.
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If You Want
YOUR GOOSE TO LAY
"THAT GOLDEN EGG"

FEED HER ON MY GRAIN. You must also use my brain stimulator.

DURING THIS GLORIOUS WINTER HOLIDAY KBOISKS^^^^-rsKSSSS;
been seen by the purchasing public during the period of their existence. Bargains, gifts and donations-that is what you may
properly call them, because we have not taken into consideration the price. Cost cuts no figure with us; a!l we want is your
orders, and you get $3.00 worth of goods for $2.00 in cash ; here is a sample :

COTTONSEED HULLS, the finest winter feed known to the dairyman; it is wholesome Dure fatten*
stock, and keeps them so; per ton, $8.00. It is cheap at $12 00. Order a couple' ofToris ^sample

Order your NEW YEAR'S GOODS from D. O'SULLIVAN, Richmond, Va. $25,000.00 worth of Groceries are on the
shelves and in the warehouses to be sold regardless of cost price. Stop paying two prices. You can buy your goods at whole-
sale prices from us, no matter how much you want or how little you need. Send me your orders. Send for my beautiful
price list, showing what you can purchase for a few dollars

; we mail it free on application."

60,000 bus. Finest Corn, 80c. •• 30,000 bus. Oats, 5Tc.
SEEDS OF ALL KINDS. Write for Catalogue.

800 sacks Salt, large sacks
Lump Salt for stock, per lb

Bread Soda, per lb

200 bags best Laguayra Coffee

These Coffees are 2 cts. cheapei
than the market price. We
have a large stock and want
to sell.

BOO half barrels White Fish
400 boxes best Ginger Snaps
80 baes Navy Beans, bushel
Rock Candy Syrup, per gal

Suear-house Syrup, per gal

Finest New Orleans Molasses, pr gal

Home-Made Blackberry Brandy,
per gal

Fine Old Port Wine, per gal

Sweet Sherry Wine, per gal

Catawba Wine, per gal

Old Northampton Apple Brandy (6
years old)

McDermott's Malt Whiskey, large
quart bottles, full strength, fine

flavor. Sure cure for consump-
tion, coughs, colds, or weakness;
cures chills, fever and ague, and
nervousness, per bottle

Tomatoes, X-lb. cans, per doz
Fine Corn, per doz
Green Peas, tender and sweet, doz..

Family Roe Herrings, per doz_
Sugar-Cured Breakfast Bacon
Finest Rice, per pound
Imported Sardines
Fresh Mackerel in Cans, each
French Mustard, Jar
Byrd Island Patent Family Flour,
keeps much longer, yields 40 lbs.

more bread than any other flour

sold ; ask for it, and have no
other, barrel

Culpeper Creamery Butter. The
finest of all Creamery Butter is

1.00

01

02
12

3.25

04}
2.25

30
20
40

60
65
70
60

2.00

85
1.00

75
70
18
13
06
10
05
05

Culpeper Creamery, in any quan
tity, per pound 18

Gelatine, per package 09
100 Fine Key West Cigars 2.10

Only 2 cents for a 10 cent Cigar.
Plantation Cigars, 100 in a box 1.10
Fine Heavy Brooms 25
Carpet Brooms, worth 25c, for 18
Bath Bricks, for scouring 05
7 bare Octagon Soap 25
120 cakes fine Laundry Soap 2.50
7 large cakes Tar Soap 25
6 bars highly-perfumed Toilet Soap .20

Large jars Vaseline, suitable for
toilet purposes 05

800 doz. Household Ammonia, quart
bottles 07

6 bars Sand Soap, for scouring dishes,
pans and tableware 25

6 doz. boxes Matches (72) 25
3 cakes Sapolio 23
Electro-Silicon, for cleaning silver-

ware, 3 for 25
10.000 laige packages Soap Powder, .02

Gold Dust Washing Powder, 4 lbs., .23

Granulated Sugar 05
New Cabliage, crate 1.00
Fine, large, fat New Mackerel,weigh-
ing a pound each 05

Cotton-seed Hulls, 1001bs 40
5,000 lbs finest Green Tea 35
1,0' lbs. finest Black Tea 35
These are the finest goods sold anywhere.
Order 5 or 10 lbs. for simple.

Try a 15 lb. kit of our New* Im-
ported Mackerel 1.25

New Cut Herring, doz 10
New Carolina Rice 05
Flaked Hominy 04J
800 California Hams, 8 to 10 lbs 09
Rolled Oats, per lb 02

This Is an exceptionally big bargain.

80 doz. cans Chipped Beef. 07

Large jars French Mustard 10
Large bottles Catsup 10
Finest Home-made Cakes 08}
Fresh Milk Biscuits 08
French Candy in 30 lb. buckets, lb. .05
Royal Baking Powder, box. J-lb 24
G-v)d Luck Baking Powder, doz. 1 lb. .88
Good Luck Baking Powder, doz. J lb. .43
Nutmegs, 5 for 03
Mustard, large boxes 10
Ess. Lemon, large bottles 10
Ess Vanilla, large bottles 10
Ess. Cinnamon, large bottles 10
Macaroni, per lb 07
Star Lye, doz 90
8 lbs. Laundry Starch 25

We are agents for a specially prepared
Juniper Gin, a sure cure for kidney
trr-ibles. It has cured 100 of our cus-
tomers. Order a quart at 45. $1.75 gal.
No charge for packages.

Bumgardner's 6-years old Old Rye
Whiskey, gal 3.00

Clem mer's Old Rve, quart 40
500 bottles 3-Sta"r French Brandy,
worth $1.25, now selling for 76

Order a quart Malt Whiskey. It is

the best medicine for chills and
fever, loss of appetite, dyspepsia
or indigestion. Makes rich, red
blood, builds and tones up the
system, restores lost appetite. A
sure cure for lung trouble. Per
large bottle 86

Medicated Corn Whiskey, 8 years
old, thick and finely flavored, fine
tonic, gallon 2.00

Angostura Bitters, finest tonic made .75

Sweet Sparkling Cider, per gal 40
50 tons City Made Shipstuff. 1.35
8,000 Bushels Finest Oats 69
K s000 Bales Timothy Hay, hundred, .80

D. O'SULLIVAN, Eighteenth and Main Streets, Richmond, Va.
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PLENTY NONE CAN UNDERSTAN'.

I b'lieve the Bible blindly,

B'lieve it 1th all my heart;

Don't go writin' on high crit'cism,

'Bout Jonah en th' ark.

F' thar'e plenty nowdaya, y' see,

No man can understan'.

F' instance, thar's the trolley keers,

A-run bv th' trolleyman,—
Jes' techin' a little handle,

Ez plain ez plain can be,

En off we go from city gay

T th' broad en sparklin' sea.

I ain't refnsin' t' ride

Coz I don't know how she's run.

I jes' pavs m' fare,

En then hez all the fun.

I'll continner to read the Bible,

En foller ez bes' I can
;

En when I die, y' know,
He'll explain th' hull curus plan.

Henry Willis Mitchell.

Tenderfoot (on Texas ranch) : I should

think it would be a lot of trouble for a

man to pick out his own cattle from

among so many. -^w
Cowboy: Oh, that's an easy matter

The trouble begins when he picks out

Borne other man's cattle ! Seel—Chicago
New*.

"DONT'S" FOR YOUNG
HOUSEKEEPERS.

Don't put butter in your refrigerator

with the wrappings on.

Don't use butter for frying purposes. It

decomposes and is unwholesome.
Don't keep custards in the cellar in an

open vessel. They are liable to become
poisonous.
Don't pour boiling water over china

packed in a pan. It will crack by the

sudden contraction and expansion.

Don't moisten your food with the idea

of saving your teeth. It spoils the teeth

and you will soon lose them.

Don't use steel knives for cutting fish,

oysters, sweetbreads or brains. The steel

blackens and gives an unpleasant flavor.

Don't scrub vour refrigerator with

warm water. When necessary sponge it

out quickly with two ounces of formal-

dehyde in two quarts of cold water.

Don't put tablecloths and napkins that

are fruit-stained into hot soapsuds; it

Bets or fixes the stains. Remove the

stains first with dilute oxalic acid, wash-

ing quickly in clear water.—Mrs. S. T.

Rorer, in the January Ladks' Home Jour-

nal.

We are generally too ready for the

sake of peace to put a premium on ill-

temper, and to give the cross person the

right of way. This is often cowardlv and
almost always a mistake. Ill-temper

should be gently resisted.—January La-

dies' Home Journal.

If woman would only remember that

her influence over a child the first few
years of its life can have greater effect,

and produce wider and more lasting re-

sults than her whole life given up to

walking in the ways of men !—Cardinal

Gibbons, in the January Ladies' Home
Journal.

DON'T
BUY A^*^
SPRAY PUMP

UNLESS YOU BUY THE BEST.

"Maryland High Pressure"
BEST* IN THS WORLD!

By working Pump a half minute you spray continuously for

fifteen minutes with a very fine or coarse spray, narrow or wide
spread as you may wish. Four gallons of solution carried easily

with shoulder strap, leaving both hands free to direct spray. Saves
material and labor. Write for prices and complete description.

FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY CO., Baltimore, Md.
^AAAAA/^AAAAAAAAA/>i

i Elmwood Nurseries.
We offer a splendid assortment of first-class Whole
Root Home Grown Trees Standard Varieties.,

t* APPLES, PEACHES, PEARS,
CHERRIES. PLUMS,
APRICOTS, GRAPES.

QUINCES, CURRANTS. GOOSEBERRIES, RASPBERRIES. BLACK-
BERRIES. 8TRAW8ERRIE8. ETC.. EVERGREENS.

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS.
^-^-POLAND CHINA PIGS/*'*'

[BRONZE TURKEYS, BROWN LEGHORN AND.,
PLYMOUTH ROCK FOWLS.

WRITS FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.
0. B. WATKINS & BRO.,

HALLSBORO'. CHESTERFIELD CO..VA. ^W»-^s^

A washing machine is as great a necessity in the house as a wringer.

The Richmond Rotary Washer
has too many good points for explanation in an advertisement. Your name on a
postal card will bring our booklet, with lufl particulars of our six different machines
and how to get them. One of them will certainly please you. All are made with
electrically welded wire hoops sunk In grooves— our patent. Being the
largest manufacturers of woodenware in theworld,
the money than anyone else. If you want a mach

THE RICHMOND CEDAR WORKS, Richmond, Va.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
EXTENDING FROM CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, AND

THROUGH ITS CONNECTIONS —
THE BIG FOUR SYSTEM, from Chicago, 8t. Louis, Peoria, Indianapolis,

Sandusky and Cleveland

;

THE OHIO CENTRAL LINES, from Toledo and Columbus;

THE CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON, from Detroit, Toledo, Lima

and Dayton

—

FORMS THE MOST DIRECT ^iSM^ES™ ROUTE.
To STAUNTON, LYNCHBURG, CHARLOTTESVILLE,

RICHMOND, PETERSBURG, NORFOLK,
And Principal Virginia Points.

H. W. FULLER, Gen. Pass. Agt. C. & O. Ry., Washington, D. C.
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f Walter A. Wood
MOWERS, BINDERS, REAPERS

,

WHEEL HAY RAKES*? TEDDERS.

i

THE OLD RELIABLE, with all up-to-date improvements. The MOST DURABLE, EASIEST

RUNNING and CHEAPEST MACHINES TO KEEP IN REPAIR in this country.

OUR SPECIAL POLICY FOR 1902 's t0 s've some °^ the exPense Pa'^ t0 ra > ,roads and<^ hotels to the farmers and agents. If you have

not decided to buy a WOOD MACHINE, or to secure the agency for it, just write us at Richmond,

and it will pay you.

WALTER A. WOOD MOWING ANO REAPING MACHINE CO.,

RICHMOND. VIRGINIA.

X ANY MAN who thinks he can secure orders for a few machines in his

A neighborhood should write us.

X>OOO00OO0O00O0OOO0OO0<fr000»0OOO0OO00O00<S

NO EXCUSE
FOR EVER BEING WITHOUT A WATER SUPPLY NOW. UNLIKE
ANY OTHER, BECAUSE IT NEVER FAILS AND IS SO SIMPLE.

"The Jack of All Trades"
.~t>-

We Guarantee
that a boy of average in-

telligence, 12 years old,

can run it as well as any
mechanic can. Costs be-
tween 1 and 2 cents an
hour to run.

It Pumps
water, shells corn, saws
wood, churns butter,
runs printing press, and
a hundred other things.
It has the strength of 15
men.

Any number of testimonials can be furnished from all over Virginia
and the Carolinas. There never was one to fail in giving satisfaction.
Think over, won't you?

ASHTON STARKE, Prop. RICHMOND ENGINE AND PUMP CO., Richmond, Va.
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\Thos. B.Scott,

Capital Stock, $200,000.00.

A. S. Boford, John Kerr Branch, J.P.George,
Jas. H. Dooley, R. C. Morton, A. Plzzlni, Jr.

Surplus and Profits. $556,092 11

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK, Richmond, Va.
UNITED STATES, STATE, CITY DEPOSITORY.

Comparative Statement for the Following: Years:

ASSETS.

CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON Sept. 30. 1881. Sept. 30, ISm! Sept. 30. 1891. Sept. 30. 1896. Sept. 30. 1901.

Time and Demand Loans
Real Estate, Furniture, etc
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United States Bonds..
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76,947 10
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40,i on oo
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-,,.._.,.,
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.

160^813 «
0D32S -
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lo.ooo oo
961,26(1 00

- •
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290.966 33
784.995 6>

Total $1,028,985 90 $12239,374 71 $1,799,305 91 $2,144,154 75 $4,242,044

LIABILITIES.

CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON |
Sept. 30, 1881. Sept. 30, 1886. Sept. 30, 1891. Sept. 30, 1896. Sept. 30. 1901

.

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits...

Circulation
Deposits
Re-disconnts

$100,000 00 $200,000 00
17 116.192 50

180.000 00 180,000 00
519.121 63
77.039 90

... ... a
16.5.97S 20
17&850 00

1.256.477 71

$200X00 do

368,796 17
i74.'":> •

1,502,758 4S

$300,000 _•

556.092 11

200,000 00
32285.952 44

$1,02S.9S5 90 $1 239,374 71 $1,799,305 91 $2,144,154 75 $4,242 044 55

business Paper Discounted for customers on favorable terms.
•oeciallv nv.de of collections in Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky. Tennessee, and North Carolina. Daily and direct communications

withoxer three-fourths of the baDking points iu Virginia. Being the largest depository for backs between Bnltiiuoie and New
Orleans, this bank offers superior facilities for direct and quick nollnrtlwin .
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Latest Improved FARM IMPlfiHENTS
HAND POWER

CUTTER
These machines sell at sight.

They have heavy fly wheels and
make three cuts to each turn of
the crank. They will cut hay,
stuaw or fodder, and will cut
from % to 2 In. They are shipped
K. D.. securing the lowest possl-
ole freight rates.

FODDER CUTTERS, FOD-
DER SHREDDERS, CUTTERS
FOR ALL PURPOSES. CORN

SHELLERS, GRINDING MILLS, HORSE POWERS
AND WOOD SAWS.

ROSS

Don't Forget..

LITTLE Q1ANT CORN
SHELLER.

The frame is made of thoroughly
dry hard wood. The joints mortised,
tenoned and bolted. The bearings
are bolted on to the frame instead
o2 screwed. The Iron work is made
truni the very best material, and
every piece is carefully inspected
before being put on. This machine
Is high grade all the way through.
It is handsomely painted, striped
and varnished.

All the merchants in town who claim to sell Oliver Plows and Repairs,

only sell the Imitation, Bogus, Cheap Goods. The only place in Rich-

mond, Va., to buy Genuine Oliver Plows and Repairs is at 143G-88.E.

Main Street, of Chas. E. Hunter.

ELI Baling Presses.
Write for prices and catalogues

68 Styles and sixes_For
horse or steam p*w«t.

The SCIENTIFIC Grinding Mills. Milwaukee Corn Husker and Fodder Shredder*

Sor^oKu! Wheat SKu^th^gSS; .W^mixedf' With blower or carrier. Manufactured in four sizes: Large

Power mills in five sizes, 2 to so horse power: Sweep! /; for threshermen, and small machines for farmers' own
machinat

mills In two styles. Geared mills In 4 styles.&!&&

FR1CK THRESHING MACHINES, ENGINES
AND SAW MILLS.

..SPECIAL PRICES..
On OPEN AND TOP BUOGIES, SURREYS AND PHAETONS,

CARTS AND SPRING WAOONS, AND WIDE
TIRE WAOONS.

Any of the above will be sold extra low to reduce stock before taking

inventory , so write for cuts and net prices, as I only have a few left oat

of several cars, and I will sell them cheap. ALL WARRANTED.

Write for Special Catalogue and

Pric* on any implement

wanted.

Steel Lever Harrows.
Spring-tooth Harrows, all sires, plain and

with levers; Smoothing Harrows, and any-
thing in the Harrow line always on hand at
bottom prices.

^^-=55"
Stndebaker Buggies, all styles, Stndebakw

Special prices given on SUdebaker and
carriages, Stndebaker Carts, Stude-

Brown Wagons, Buggies and Carts. baker Runabouts.

CHAS. E. HUNTER, Nos - 14361438 E. Main St., RICHMOND, V*

JAMES G. HENING, Manager.



/ nPUIDPiyiA JOHN 8. ELLETT, Presid't. WM. M. HILL, Cashie r

A III11 VIlllllnlA CAPITAL, $500,000. SURPLUS, $240,000.
EICHMONTJ, - -VHRGrHSTI-A..

EXAMPLE OF A POLICY IN THE

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company.
Mr. Jacob Heffelfinger of Hampton, Va., took out policy No. 144,840 in 1886 ; amount

$5,000; kind, 15 year endowment, 15 year accumulation period ; annual premium, $354.75.

The result at maturity in 1901 was as follow :

Total Cash Value of Policy 96,033 39
Total Annul Premiums 5,321 25

KTet Profit over Cost 91,012 14
And 15 years insurance for 95,000.

For an agency, or example of results at your age, for comparison with any other com-

pany, address, giving date of birth, T. ARCHIBALD CARY,
Qeneral Agent for Virginia and North Carolina, 1201 Main Street, RICtinOND, VA.

v»vwv^^ww^wv^^\AvysAyvsAiV>

. HEALTHY AND SLEEK HORSES
Are the inevitable result of givinig OWENS & MINOR'S DIXIE CON-
DITION POWDERS. If you wish fat and smooth Cattle and healthy

Milch Cows, give

DIXIE CONDITION POWDERS.
For RHEUMATISM, SPRAINS, STRAINS and all PAINS use

DIXIE NERVE AND BONE UNIMENT-Best on earth for Man or

Beast. Large Bottle 25 cts- ; everywhere.

OWENS & MINOR DRUQ CO., Richmond, Va.

FARMERSSERTILIZERS
TO SUCCEED.

ForTOBACCO use"NATIONAL
ForCORN use'CHAMPION CORN GROWER',

For GRASS and CLOVER use "ORCHILLA GUANO,"

For ANY CROP use "BEEF, BLOOD and BONE" Brand
Our Fertilizers can be relied on to give satisfaction. They are especially prepared for

the Crops named. Other brands for other crops. Write for prices.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO.,
5000 Tons acid phosphate for Sale. Manufacturers, Richmond, Va.

Branch Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.
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IVANHOE POULTRY YARDS, Henrico Co., Va.

.BREEDERS OF.

IIBITI

HIGH-GLASS BELGIAN HARES and FANCY PIGEONS.

At the great RICHMOND SHOW, October 7-12, 1901, we won as follows :

1st PEN OLD BIRDS.

1st PEN YOUNG BIRD5.
1st COCK.
1st and 2nd HEN.

1st COCKEREL.
1st and 2nd PULLET.

We only exhibited ten birds and won everything on PLYMOUTH ROCKS that could be won by

that number of birds. We only exhibited three young BELGIAN HARES ; won 2nd and 4th on

Does, out of a class of sixteen ; won 1st on Buck, and medal for the best Buck in Show.

For information, address

IVANHOE POULTRY YARDS, Box 258, Richmond, Va.

A TOBACCO GROWS TO PERFECTION A
Where the Planter has the Good Judgment and Discrtion to use the Famous

Star Brand andAnchor Brand
(SPECIALS)

TOBACCO FERTILIZERS.
These brands have been before the public for more than thirty years. Some of the largest yields of tobacco have resnlted

om their use. When Rich Flavor, Silkiness, Fine Texture and Good Prices are desired, these celebrated brands are unsur-

passed. Don't experiment with new brands when you can get the old and tried ones at about the same prices. Make your

plans to use these brands on your 1902 crop.

NOT HOW CHEAP. BUT HOW GOOD.
This is the Idea on Which These Celebrated Brands are Made.

DON'T FORGET they have served you well for nearly thirty years, holding their own against every brand that has been

brought in competition with them, and they stand to-day unrivalled as the Great Tobacco Fertilizers of the country.

Other brands have come and gone, and will continue to do so. They have been tried and found wanting. Ours have stood

he test with increasing reputation. JlfiTFor Testimonials of Tobacco Growers, address

ALLISON & ADDISON.
Branch Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.,

RICHMOND, VIRCINIA.
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Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

With the exception of the last week in December

and the first week in the new year, which were abnor-

mally wet, resulting in heavy floods in the val-

leys, the past month has been cold and dry. The
absence of snow and the long continued cold has,

we fear, done much damage to fall sown crops, espe-

cially to those seeded late, which unfortunately was

largely the case. Wheat, oats, clover, and grass look

badly almost everywhere, and this we learn from our

exchanges is largely the condition in the West. This

will mean much pressure added to the usual spring

work as much land will have to be plowed and re-

seeded which was thought to have been got out of the

way until fall. Where the plant of wheat and oats is

not killed so badly as to make it probable that no pay-

ing crop can be made without re seeding, much may
often be done to help the crop to re establish itself, if

the spring be genial. So soon as the wheat and oat

land is dry enough to roll, take a heavy roller, pre

ferably a corrugated one, and give it a good rolling.

This will consolidate the soil around the roots and

give the plant an opportunity to recuperate. After

the crop is Been to be growing again, take a harrow

and harrow it over lightly and top dress with 100 or

150 pounds of nitrate of soda to the acre. If it is de

sired to re-seed with grass and clover this should be

sown after the harrowing, and the land be either re

harrowed and rolled again or only rolled at this time.

This may seem a heroic measure for iecuperating a

crop, but we have done it with success.

Whilst the hard frost has prevented progress being

made with plowing for a month past, it has on the

other hand done an immense amount of good on land

plowed in the fall and early winter. The disintegra

ting action of the weather will put these lands into fine

seeding condition as soon as the frost is out of it, and
will save many days of hard labor with the harrow
cultivator and roller. These lands also will be well

charged with moisture, which, if carefully conserved
by cultivation, will help largely to overcome any
drouth with which we may be stricken. Whilst it is

always impossible to foretell the character of the
weather we may have during the crop growing season,

yet, judging from the past, it is highly improbable that

we shall be favored this year with such frequent rains as

was the case during that season last year. The season

was an abnormal one, and we may reasonably look to

a return to normal conditions again. This empha-
sizes the importance of as early a breaking of land

not already plowed as possible, and also as deep
a breaking as can be given, so that the spring rain8
be caught and stored. This deep breaking at this time
of the year ought not to be done by plowing a deeper

furrow than has been plowed before except to the ex-

tent say of an inch or two. It is too late for the sub-

soil to be turned onto the surface in any considerable

quantity. There is not time for it to become suffi-

ciently aerated to liberate its plant food before seed-

ing time. Use a subsoil plow, or, failing this, a sin-

gle tooth cultivator, and break the bottom of the far-

row loose, leaving the new soil there to become mixed
with the old soil by the cultivation of the land for the

crops. This increased depth of soil will hold and con-

serve a large quantity of water, and it is rarely that

we have a superabundance of this necessity of plant-

life and growth in the South. Few realize what an
enormous draft upon the water content of the seil is

made by an ordinary crop of corn, wheat, oats or
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clover and grass during the period of its growth. In

experiments made at the Wisconsin Station, it was

shown that each ton of dry matter in a corn crop

(corn and fodder together) required 2* inches of water

per acre to produce it. This means that in the absence

of water from below theie must fall on each acre, and

be absorbed by it, 283 tons of rain for each ton of crop

produced to enable it to perfect its growth. Red

cloverlrequlred 452 pounds of water for each pound

of dry matter. Oats required 557 pounds of water for

each pound of dry matter ; whilst peas called for 477

pounds of water for each pound of dry matter. How
important, then, is it that every effort should be made

to provide for a reserve of water in the soil before the

crop is planted. This can best be done by deep plow

ing, subsoiling and perfect cultivation of the land

before planting. Whilst it is important that this work

should be taken in hand as soon as possible, we would

urge that land be not plowed when too wet. When
plwedjwet, the land bakes into hard clods, which

can scarcely ever be thoroughly broken. The bearing

of perfect cultivation on the yield of a crop is not half

realized as it should be. It is infinitely more impor-

tant inlits effect than the amount of fertilizer applied.

With repeated and perfect breaking and mixing of the

land before planting a crop can be produced without

fertilizer or manure, but all the manure and fertilizer

which can be applied without cultivation of the land

will not make a maximum crop. Even a crop so ex

acting in its requirements of plant-food as the Irish

potato has been grown in rotation for five years without

any fertilizer on land of only average fertility by com

plete frequent and perfect plowing and cultivation. We
believe we are well within the mark when we say that

the average yield of all crops grown in the South can

easily be doubled by plowing, subsoiling and cultiva

tion alone without any fertilizer or manure.

oats to the acie should then be sown on the peas and

be harrowed in. They make a splendid pasture for

hogs, or can be cut for feed for other stock, or to be

made into hay. If the land is thin, applj 300 or 400

lbs. to the acre of acid phosphate.

It is too early to seed any crop except Canada peas

and oats, unless it is in the States in the far South

where oats may be seeded as soon as the land can be

got ready. Canada peas and oats seeded together

ought, however, to be got in as soon as the land can

be made ready. These peas are very intolerant

of hot weather, and should be matured in May or

June at the latest, or they will mildew badly. In

Middle and Tidewater Virginia they make an excel

lent early forage crop seeded in February or at the

latest the first week in March. In Piedmont and the

mountain sections they may be seeded as late as the

end of March or first week in April. They are best

grown on land plowed in the fall or early winter. The

peas should be sown at the i ate of one and a half bush

els to the acre, and be plowed down so as to give them

good cover. Half to three quarters of a bushel of

Where oats have not been seeded in the fall (as

should always be done in the South as far as possible),

or where fall sown oats have been winter killed, land

should be prepared and oats be sown not later than

March, except in the mountain sections, where they

maj be sown as late as April. The best varieties to

sow are the Virginia Gray Winter in February and

the first half of March, and the Rust proot later.

The spring sown oats rarely make so good a yield in

the South as the fall-sown ones, but if got in early

and the land be given good preparation, and if they

be helped with 300 or 400 lbs. of acid phosphate and

100 lbs. of muriate of potash to the acre, they may
make a paying crop, and will be found useful either

as feed, to make hay or for the grain. A top dress-

ing of 100 lbs. of nitrate of soda to the acre after the

oats have commenced to grow freely will wonderfully

help them.

Grass and clover should be seeded at the end of the

month, and in March, where not seeded in the fall, or

where the fall seeding has' been killed, as, unfortu-

nately, is largely the case this year. The spring seed-

ing of these crops is, in the South, in our experience,

a very speculative business ; and especially when
seeded in a grain crop. Whilst the seeds germinate

well enough, yet the hot weather comes on so quickly

that before they have got good root-hold they are fre-

quently burned out. Especially is this so in a grain

crop. The grain plants are much stronger than the

grass and clover, have deeper and wider root systems,

and thus can appropriate to themselves so large a pro-

portion of the available plant food as to starve out

the weaker plants. This result can be very largely

obviated by seeding the grass and clover alone on a
well prepared rich seed bed. For securing a good
stand of grass and clover, we have never found any
fertilizer to give so good results in the long run as a

heavy dressing of good, rich, farm yard manure, sup-

plemented with bone meal used liberally—say, at the

rate of 500 or GOO lbs. to the acre. One of the most
important matters requiring attention when seeding

grass and clover, is to have the land seeded, free from
weeds. It is useless to expect a good stand, or to

try to make a good sod, on land filled with weed
seeds. Weeds are more robust whilst in growth, and
of stronger vitality than either grass or clover

; and if

present in the land in quantity, will undoubtedly kill

out the grass and clover. Two and a half to*three
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bushels of gras3'|seed]to* the; acre, is little enough
;

whilst |from 10 to 12 lbs. of clover seed should be

sown. Cover by harrowing and rolling. In seeding

on a grain crop, we would harrow the land firbt, then

seed and barrow again, and follow with a roller. This

will help the grain crop, as well as the grass. For a

meadow, sow Tall Meadow-oat gra98, Orchard grass,

and Bed Top, with a few pounds of clover seed. For

a pasture, a mixture containing a larger varitty of

grasses is better ; and the fact that they mature at

different seasons, is an advantage as lengthening the

grazing period. Orchard grass, Red Top, Smooth
brome grass, Meadow fescue and Blue grass are good.

The high prices for which tobacco has been and still

is selling will, we fear, have the effect of causing an

excessively large area to be set out this year. Many
who never raised a plant before will essay to grow a

large crop with the usual result—a lot of miserable,

mean, poor tobacco. This is going to affect the price

of all on the market, and therefore we think it wise to

caution old experienced growers not to increase the

size of their crop. Let what you make be of the best

and you may then hope to come out with some profit.

The beds should be got ready as soon as weather will

permit. Burn well and break fine, but not deep,

fertilize the soil with a high grade tobacco fertilizer,

and laise plants of only the best variety for making

that type of tobacco for which your land is suited.

Study quality first, then quantity. The man who
always makes poor tobacco is the one who always

grumbles most at the price for whica it sells.

Don't neglect to order your seeds and fertilizers

without delay. It is poor policy to have to wait for

these when your laud is ready and the season on.

Often in such a case the best time of the whole season

for planting goes by and a poor stand and poor yield

is the result. It is as easy to order the goods at one

time as another, and you are much more likely to have

prompt attention ordering early before merchants and

dealers are busy.

MOW TO KEEP SMUT OUT OF WHEAT.
Editor Southern Planter :

Sixteen years ago I began to raise wheat. I bought

my seed from a man who had been soaking his seed in

a solution of bluestone, but I did not soak mine. My
first and second crop did not have any smut, the third

crop had some, and the fourth crop was about half smut.

So I had to buy new seed and make a new start. I

thought I would try soaking the seed in a solution of

bluestone, and I did so, using about one ounce to a

bushel of wheat. I have kept this up every year, and

I have never seen a smut head since.

Halifax Co. , Va. W. P. Dix.

MAKING FARMING PAY ON SMALL POOR
FARMS.

" Try and teach us the most economical way to live

on the farm and improve the land without auv bought
fertilizers at all. One year I used 200 lbs. of Peruvian
Guano to the acre on wheat, made 10 bushels to the
acre, cut and sowed field peas on the ground, cut them
for feed, put in wheat without fertilizer of any kind
and made 22* bushels of wheat to the acre."

"You have told us all about how they do on the
Biltmore farms. &c, which is all real nice and right,

but it makes a fellow feel small to read of their doings
there and then compare it with the way we have to do
here. Now what we want you to tell us is how a man
with 150 acres of thin land, 3 or 4 horses, and about
the same number of cows, and 15 ro 20 sheep, together
with a wife and 8 or 10 children, can make a living at
farming, keep out of debt and give his children just a
common school education'! If you can do this you
will confer a blessing on your fellow citizens."

The foregoing are extracts from two letters just re-

ceived from subscribers in different sections of this

State, and place us on the defensive as to what The

Planter has been doing in the past. A person who had
not regularly been reading The Planter and who read

these letters would suppose that in the past we had
given our whole attention to shewing how rich men
managed their farms, and that our sole advice to all

farmers had been to follow these examples, buy com-
mercial fertilizers with a lavish hand, and be utterly

regardless of the financial results at the year's end, be-

ing satisfied if only the farm was improved and the

live stock thereon was fitted to win premiums at the

Fairs. Now, if there is one thing upon which we have
prided ourselves more than another it is that during

the more than twelve years we have edited this Jour-

nal we have given almost constant attention to the

position of the farmers owning poor small farms and
dependent on them for a livelihood. We will venture

to say, without looking over the files of The Planter,

that we have written more articles on the economical

improvement of small poor farms, without unnecessary

recourse to commercial fertilizers, than we have writ-

ten on any other subjects pertaining to the farm. We
have conducted long and persistent controversy

through the Journal with the advocates of the system
of trying to improve poor farms with fertilizers with-

out live stock, and have had the satisfaction of know-
ing that these parties have seen the error of their

views and are now as persistent advocates of our views

as we could wish. We have led the way in the South
to the use of peas and the other leguminous crops as

improvers of land, and to the growth and production

of hay and forage crops, not as sale crops mainly, but
as the means whereby live stock could be main-
tained on the farm and the products thereof be con-

verted into concentrated market products, which
should not carry off from the farm fertility in any-
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thing like the quantity which the sale of the crops

themselves necessarily do. The results of these efforts

may be seen on hundreds of farms throughout the

South, and we hold scores of letters from farmers

admitting their indebtedness to us for putting them

into the way of making farming profitable. It is true

we have frequently published accounts of how rich

men are managing their farms, and we are always glad

to do so, because these men can afford to make experi-

ments and thus point out what is needed to secure

success. Another lesson these men teach is that of

business management, which is usually so lacking on

farms in the South. It is but little good to grow crops

and stock and then fail to realize the profit in them,

and yet this is what many do for want of business

management. As an illustration of the way in which

these rich men manage their places and the results ob-

tained, one of them wrote us some time ago that he

made more clear profit on the amount of capital in-

vested on his farm than he did upon the capital

invested in his cotton mills. Such lessons as these, and

many others, are derived from these reports. They

need not make and ought not to make a man "feel

small," but rather should spur him up to emulate in

a small way the examples given. Thousands of large

and successful farmers made their start in life in a

very small way and on a very poor farm, and thous

ands will yet do so. We have always made it a

feature each spring to urge each mau to produce first

on his farm all the home supplies needed for himself,

his family and his stock. This policy we believe to

be a sound one, however fitted the farm may be to

produce sale crops. The man who makes his own
supplies is an independent man and the fluctuations

of the market need trouble him little, for there is

always a time in every year when he can sell at the

highest point of the market, and he can afford to wait

for this when his home supplies are all provided on

the farm. The question of the production of crops

without the use of commercial fertilizers is oue to

which there are two sides. The man with a poor farm

devoid of vegetable matter, and with the soil in a bad
physical and mechanical condition, cannot afford to

use any but the cheapest forms of commercial fertili

zers, in the shape mainly of acid phosphate, and this

for the sole purpose of inducing the growth of vege
table matter to be turned into the soil or to be fed to

stock, the manure from which must be carefully saved
and returned to the land. The man with a farm of

which the soil is well filled with vegetable matter and
in a fine physical and mechanical condition can for

many crops, and especially for truck crops and tobacco,

well afford to use liberally the richest forms of com-
mercial fertilizers in order to force the land to its

maximum production. The great mistake made by

most southern farmers is that they reverse this rule

and gamble with fertilizers on poor soil to produce a

sale crop which still further depletes the fertility of

the farm and leaves the farmer poorer than before.

Our correspondent with the 150 acre farm of thin land

and with the small head of live stock and large family

will do well to make such a chauge in his system as

will lead to his being able to carry on the farm a much
heavier head of live stoc'", in the shape of cattle,

sheep and hogs. Three or four horses, the like unm
ber of cows, and 15 or 20 sheep, is no stock to carry on

150 acres of land. We know many farmers who carry

more than this on 25 acres of land and have done so

ourselves. Reduce the area of land under the plow

bo the capacity of a pair of good horses and s 11 the

others. Horses are expensive luxuries unless fully

employed. And proceed to improve this by deep

plowing and the production of leguminous and forage

crops for consumption on the farm These will pro

vide feed for many more cows or beef cattle, for a
larger flock of sheep and for a drove of hogs. Instead

of 20 sheep carry at least 50. They will get most of

their living from what is grown on the unplowed land

of the farm, needing only a little help in two or three

winter months. These should give from 60 to 70

lambs every year, each of them bringing with the wool

from the ewe more than the value of the ewe which

bred them, besides having improved every acre of the

land on which they grazed so that in a few years it

will carry a rich sod and be capable of producing a

heavy yield when plowed. A drove of hogs can be

raised from two sows each year, which if grown on

peas, Soja beans, artichokes and clover, will not, with

the small quantity of corn required to harden and

complete the feeding, cost more than 2 or 3 cents per

pound for the meat produced, and worth on the market

from 5 to 7 cents. A small farmer told us in this

office a short time ago that he made hog meat every

year which did not cost him more than 21 cents per

pound. Last year he made fat hogs which sold for 5}

cents a pound which had never eaten a bushel of corn

each. They were fed on the food we mention. Keep
fowls and give them attention, each hen can easily be

made to return a net profit of $1.00 per year. A
small flock at this rata will provide the family groceries

and eggs are as good currency as the best the nation

supplies at every store. Improve your stock of all

kinds by breeding only from pure bred males. If you
cannot afford at first to buy a pure bred male join with
a neighbor or two in owning one. Follow this system
and keep increasing your knowledge of agriculture by
careful study of the best Journals and the Bulletins of
the Experiment Stations, and you will soon see that it

is easy on 150 acres of land to keep and educate a
large family and live in comfort and independence.
You can never do it by growing crops and selling them
off.
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GROWING BREWING-BARLEY.

Editor Southern Planter :

The Department of Agriculture has imported Mora
vian barley for distribution among farmers who are

interested in the growing of barley for brewing pur-

poses.

Moravian barley is considered to be the finest brew-

ing barley. lb is plump, very starchy, has a light and

bright color and a very fine skin. It is especially

valuable for making fine light beer, and the price paid

for it exceeds that of all other barleys.

The successful growing of brewing barley depends

pre-eminently on the soil, but even the best soil will

not produce fine barley without good, fresh, proper

fertilizing, and the right climate. Barley is a crop

which requires a very fine and deeply prepared soil a

superficial smoothing off of the surface with a drag, so

often referred to in our agricultural papers, will not

answer. It is of no use to try to grow brewing barley

on a poorly prepared soil. Experience has shown that

beets fertilized with barn yard manure are the best

crop to precede barley, no other crop leaving the soil

in such tiue tilth. But whatever crop may precede

barley, if beets are not grown or not iu sufficient quan

tities, the soil must be gotten into the finest condition

before winter. If barley follows beets the soil is plowed

in fall and the surface only loosened in spring for the

reception of the seed. Plowing in spring is not only

•considered unnecessary, but injurious on account of

the easily drjing out of the soil. Of the different

kinds of soil a mild loam soil in old fertility will pro

duce the finest barley. Considerable brewing barley

is grown, however, on heavy loam soil, sandy loam

soils and rich lowland, but the barley is not so starchy

and has neither the bright color nor the fine skin of the

former. The best Moravian barley sells abroad as high

as 82 70 per 100 pounds against $1 82 obtained for

common barley.

Iu regard to the fertilizing with commercial fertil

izers I would like to cite the experience of men like

Miircker, Ullnian, Bemy, and others, who have made
a special study of the growing of barley for brewing
purposes.

Potash.

Barley is a very delicate plant which takes up pot-

ash and phosphoric acid only slowly, and therefore,

potash fertilizers will even pay on soils comparatively

rich in potash. But the most important point in ap-

plying potash is the improvement in the quality of the

grain. Barley fertilized with potash will contain a

larger amount of starch, as much as 64 3 per cent,

against 60 per cent, of the unfertilized, which is iden-

tical with a higher price. Sylvanit, as a source of pot-

ash, has proved to be a complete substitute for kainit,

and is at present preferred by many farmers.

Phosphoric Acid.

The average of a great many experiments with water
soluble and citrate soluble phosphoric acid shows a
gain of the former over the latter of 58.7 per cent.

The difference is so great that it is advisable to use

the water soluble phosphoric acid, viz., superphos
phate, or the double quantity of the citrate soluble

phosphoric acid as it is contained iu Thomas slag, if

the same results are to be obtained. This, of course,

involves a larger outlay, but where this is of lit-

tle consideration Thomas slag may be applied and
the larger quantity of phosphoric acid applied to the

soil will benefit the next crop, and will not be a bad
investment after all. This will especially be the ease

if clover or alfalfa follow barley, on account of the

large quantities of phosphoric acid consumed by these

crops. If clover is sown with barley, or follows barley,

from 400 to 500 pounds of Thomas slag should be ap-

plied, and in case of alfalfa from 700 to S00 pounds
will not be too much. If both, superphosphate and
Thomas slag are applied, they should not be mixed,

because the water soluble phosphoric acid coming In

contact with the large quantities of lime contained in

Thomas slag, will become reverted. If both are going

to be used, the Thomas slag should be harrowed in,

and the superphosphate alone, or mixed with Chile

saltpetre (nitrate of soda), used as a top dressing.

Thomas slag cannot be mixed with ammonia sul-

phate without considerable loss of ammonia.

Nitrogen.

If barley is grown for brewing purposes, Chile salt-

peter should be applied with caution, especially if the

soil is deficient in mineral plant food. If this is not

the case, as much as 150 pounds per acre may be given

without bad results. Growers of brewing barley have
often asserted that the good old guano produced better

barley thau the new fertilizers, and recently under

taken experiments show that they are right. A 4 or 5

per cent, higher extract has been obtained from bai-

ley fertilized with guano.

Barley on Light Soils

During the early stages of the growing bailey the

plants take up more nitrogen than later on, sometimes

more thau they need, and this may lead to a too strong

development of the blades and leaves. If the supply

of nitrogen in the soil does not become exhausted be

fore the plants are fully developed, and if it is not ent

off on account of drought, a good crop of fine barley

may be looked for. The strong development of the

blades and leaves, however, will also cause the forma-

tion of a strong head. If the development of the plants

should now be interrupted by one or both of the above-

named causes, the result will be a grain deficient in

starch, the amount of produced starch being insuffi
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cient to fill out the large head formed by the former

luxuriaut growth, a grain unfit for brewing purposes.

On soils where the supply of nitrogen is not so easily

exhausted, as well as on those possessed of a good

water holding power, this will not so easily occur ;
but

on light soils which are more subject to leaching and

are easily affected by a drought of even a short dura

tion, a strong rink development of the plants must be

avoided. For these soils a slow source of nitrogen, as

will be obtained from guano and ammonia salts, is to be

preferred. As the nitrification increases and decreases

with the moisture content of the soil, the growth of the

plants will be in conformity with the general conditions

of the soil. The grain crop will probably not be so large

as it would have been in favorable years from the

effects of Chile saltpeter, but it will be of a finer qual

ity, richer in starch, and better for brewing purposes,

and a higher price will be realized for it. On light

soils winter barley sometimes gives better results than

spring barley, because it yields better on these soils,

and it is a fairly satisfactory barley for brewing pur

poses.

16 is to be hoped that the enterpr'se of Secretary

Wilson in sending our farmers a vaiiety of the fiuest

plants and seed obtained in all parts of the world, for

testing or improving their crops, will meet with sue

cess. The Moravian barley is the finest barley grown,

and it will be of interest to note the success our farm

ers will have with it.

District of Columbia. H. Winkelman.

APPLYING nANURE.
Editor Southern Planter

:

The question is often asked in agricultural papers

—

Is it not better to haul the manure direct from the

barn to the field, instead of piling it up in the barn

yard? That depends upon circainstances. As a rule,

it is not, but there are exceptions to this rule.

On snail farms, where the farmer does all the work
himself, or with the assistance of his family, or prob
ably one or two hired men, or on lar^e farms, with a

uniform soil, it may work very well, but on farms with

different kinds of soil, and where all the work has to

be done with hired help, it cannot be so successfully

carried out. Different kinds of soil require different

treatment, different crop rotations, and manure in dif

ferent states of decomposition in order to give the best

results. If from three to four, or, as I have seen it,

even six fields of different sizes, with different soils,

and in different states of fertility, have to be manured,
especially if the manure is scarce ou account of short

crops, a very close account has to be kept to distribute

the produced quantity proportionally according to the

needs of the different soils and crops. Thi3 is difficult

to accomplish if the manure is hauled every day from

the barn to the fields. The loads>ill differ in size and

weight, because the same quantity of bedding is sel-

dom used from day to day, and it is troublesome to

keep a correct account of the applied quantity. The

manure is also not uniform, the droppings and bed-

ding not being thoroughly mixed, and in large barns,

where cattle for different purposes are kept aud fed,

the quality of the manure and of the loads will differ

accordingly.

If the manure, however, is piled up in the b u-nyard,

it not only becomes better mixed, but when the time

for its application has come, we can also see better

when a dozen loads or so have been taken out, if the

produced quantity comes up to our expectations ;
and

if it is found wauting, we can begin to economize from

the very start. On large farms, where 1,000, 2,000,

and sometimes 4,000 loads of manure are produced

every year, and have to be divided between three,

four, or even five fields, it is a very important matter

to ge* the right quantity to every field.

The piling up of the manure in the barnyard has

also the advantage of getting it in the very state of

decomposition best Buited to the needs of the Boils and

the crops.

As already stated previously, we want manure

strawy for the heavy soils, partly decomposed for the

lght loam soils, aud well decomposed for the sandy

soils.

Another point which is in favor [of piling the ma-

nure up in the barnyard is that we can superintend

the hauling to the field better than if applied every

day. What we want is to get an even stand of the crop

over the whole field.

If the soil is uniform, the applying of the manure

is a small matter, but if the land is lolling, with low

rich places and some high, and poorer places, it be-

comes more complicated. In this case, it should be

superintended by somebody who is familiar with every

square foot of soil in the fields, and sees to it that it is

accordingly applied.

If the produced quantity is hauled to a field every

day, it has quite necessarily to be left to the farm

help, who are more or less often changing places, sel-

dom possess the necessary knowledge of Ihe soil, nor

do they take the right interest in the work.

A further point which is against the direct hiuling

of the manure to the field is that the soil is not always

in a condition to receive it. If, for instance, a weedy

pasture or stubble is plowed up, the weeds shoull be

destroyed before the manure is applied. If this is nob

done, and both are plowed under together, the manure

will give the weeds a fresh start, and the soil may be-

come so weedy that it is next to impossible to get it

clean in time for the reception of the crop.

Ditttrict of Columbia. II. Winkelman.
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FERTILIZERS AND CROPS.

Farmers sometimes claim that fertilizers "burn out"'

crops, and it is generally noticed that this injury oc-

curs in seasons having a long dry period, or an unex-

ceptionally hot summer. It is claimed also, that farm-

yard inauure never has this effect. In appearance,

this "burning out" very much resembles a forced ma
turity—the crop is matured before it has reached its

full growth. The injury consists in a lessened quan-

tity of forage in the case of forage, but in cereal crops

the grain production is reduced in a much larger pro-

portion than stalk or straw. It is common enough to

have what seems a fair yield of straw, but a very slim

return in seed. As a matter of fact, this is exactly

what would happen with forced maturity ;
all the sub-

stance of the crop is confined to that portion usually

formed in the earlier stages of growth.

This (ffect is very commonly Botici-d with the use of

ordinary commercial fertilizers. Th?se goods are very

valuable so far as they go, but a great many of them

do not go far enough. As is now well known, plant

fertilizer consists of three substances—nitrogen, pot

ash, and phosphoric acid. All three of these are

needed in certain proportions ; at the same time each

has in a measure its own special line of work. In the

case of phosphoric acid, this special line of work is in

the nature of hastening the maturity of plants, par-

ticularly when used in excess as compared with the

other two elements of plant food. That is, if it has

not enough potash and nitrogen to "go with it" in

building up the plant substance of crops. This fea

ture is used to advantage by sugar planters in Louis-

iana, where there is danger of the unripe cane being

caught by frost, and its sugar-making value greatly

lessened thereby. The sugar planters use an excess of

acid phosphate, which hastens the maturity of the

crop.

While the sugar planters find this feature an advan

tage, the same action on a field of coin, oats or wheat

would be a great disadvantage, and this is just what is

described when a grain farmer says bis crop is "burnt

out," nine times out of ten. The reason is a very

natural one. Commercial fertilizers are always half

acid, half phosphate, or at least average that. They

contain a great deal of phosphoric acid, but very lit-

tle Ditrogen or potash. The result is, in the course of

time, the nitrogen and potash of the soil become very

much exhausted, but the phosphoric acid keeps com-

ing just the same. The conditions sooner or later be

come those of the Louisiana sugar planters—the crop

is subject to a forced maturity, and the grain yield

fails. Acid phosphate is a very valuable plant food
;

it is indispensable, but it cannot do the whole work of

plant feeding. It is in its abuse that it causes injury,

au abuse all the more unfortunate when'we consider

that if it had the needful nitrogen and potash to go

with It, it would be doing useful crop- making work,

instead of reducing the crop. Bryan Tyson.

Moore Co., K C.

SAWDUST AS A FERTILIZER.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I see the sawdust problem bubbling to the top again.

I will once more cast my mite into the treasury of ex-

perience and observation.

I never claimed tha
L
j sawdust was an immediate fer-

tilizer, but it is a mechanical agent. Give me plenty

of gawdust, and I can improve any stiff clay land.

All observers know that in low places in the forests

the land is always better than on the ridges or elevated

portions, and the reason therefor is easily solved. It

is the accumulation of trash that contains the same in-

gredients as sawdust d >es.

Bat it must be borne in mind that raw or green saw-

dust should not be put on land. Let it lay in heaps

til! it partially decays, then put it on the land with a

liberal baud, plow it in, and plant the land to peas,

using some good commercial fertilizer. Turn in the

peas and you will see a vast improvement in the land.

The sawdust already started rotting, will continue

to decay, and will make the land porous and friable.

As to oak or pine, I would prefer first, sap pine, next
oak.

Every observer has noticed that chip yards and saw

dust piles are always moist, no difference how dry the

weather. This proves that sawdust is a retainer of

moisture.

For use upon gravelly or gritty land, it will be much
better to burn all woody substances and apply the

ashes, because such land is already too open or porous.

Goochland Co., Va. Exodes.

KILLING SASSAFRAS AND IMPROVING LAND.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I bought a farm a few years ago, and the field in

front of the house was very poor, and so thickly set

in sassafras, that had it been anywhere else on the

farm, I should have turned it out to grow up.

I tried grubbing on the "dark moon in August,"

and turning out a bush now and then to grow, but saw

ro good it did. I thought I would try once more, and

succeeded, and write this for the benefit of any one in-

terested. I trust it may help some one.

I fallowed the land in June for peas, turning under

every sassafras sprout possible, and grubbing the rest.

I gave the peas a dressing of 300 lbs. of acid phosphate

per acre. I cut a crop of hay, which p id for the fer-
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tilizer. I refallowed the land and seeded German

clover with a like dressing of phosphate (one of

my neighbors said he did not think any one bat

myself would have the heart to sow clover on

such poor land). I cut off a crop of clover not heavy,

but it certainly helped to pay expenses). I fallowed

the land again and seeded peas, using phosphate in

like quantity, and after cutting a nice crop of hay, I

fallowed and seeded wheat, making fifteen and a halt

bushels per acre.

This would not be complete if I did not say that at

every plowing I covered every sassafras sprout possi

ble, and, following the teaching of the Planter, each

time I plowed a little deeper, so as to increase the

depth of the soil, and, of course, at every cutting, the

mower clipped every piece of sassafras that showed its

head.

The result is, in place of a dead, poor field, thickly

set in sassafras, I have a nice piece of land in a fair

state of improvement, with scarcely a sassafras sprout

to be seen, and all done in a short time.

G. A. G.

ENQUIRERS COLUMN.

Enquiries should be sent to the office of Ttie Southern Planter,

Richmond, Va , not later than the 15th of the month, for re-

plies to appear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

iwhich belongs to the group of plants known as bac

Iteria.

The only remedy known so far is the drastic one of

the use of the knife. All affected twigs should be cut

off below the lowest point of injury and be destroyed.

The "scab," "orange rust," and "leaf spot" are

caused by minute plants known as fungi. All of these

diseases appear early in the season and require prompt
treatment to present their development. They can be

prevented by spraying with Bordeaux mixture (4

pounds copper sulphate, 5 pounds quick lime, and 50

callous water). Two applications are necessary, one

ju3t before the bloom begins to open and the second

immediately after the bloo u has dropped. If Paris

green is added to this second application the codlin

moth will also be destroyed.

"Bitter rot" appears later in the season and is more
difficult to control. If the trees are thoroughly plas

tered with Bordeaux mixtnre at the very first appear-

ance of this disease it will usually be held in check.

Fruit once at/acked, however, cannot be saved. Treat-

ment for all of these different fungous diseases must be

preventative, and, therefore, promptness is essential

to successful work.

As to pumps, a strong well made b irrel outfit is the

proper rig where large trees or a number of small ones

are to be treated. For garden work a properly made
knapsack pump is all that is neceisary.

Orchards—Disease of Apple and Pear Trees—Twig-
blight, Leaf.blight, Rust on Leaves,

Bitter Rot, Etc.

All are prevalent diseases heie. What is the cause
of twig blight 1 Is ic caused by an insect or climatic
influence! Also, the cans., of le f blight and rust on
leaves, bitter rot, etc. f Wrjy is it that som? apple
trees in some orchards have bitter rot and others do
not* Is it considered contagious! Would spraying
be of any benefit, in eradicating any of the above dis

eases? What mixtures would you recommend to-sprav
with! When and how often to spray? Then what
kind of sprayer would you suggest as the most suitable
and durable? The automatic, with compressed air

(4 gallons), or knapsack with lever pumps (4 gallons),

or a pump placed in a barrel and carried on a wagon?
I have two orchards. One has been manured and cul-

tivated every year for several years. The other one
has not been manured so much, neither cultivated so
often, but the disease is about the same iu both
orchards. Not only so with mine but surrounding
orchards affected in same way. Now we want some
light on the various diseases affecting our orchards
and a remedy for the same by which we can save our
orchards, etc All praise to The Planter

Sullivan Co., Tenn. J W. SWADLEY.
" Twig blight," or " fire blight," of pear and apple

is caused neither by an insect nor by climatic influ

ences, but by a specific organism (Bacillus amylovorous)

Lye Wash for Orchard Trees.

Would you recommend a wash composed of one box
of ordinary concentrated lye to five gallons ot water
for a young apple orchard six years old ? Do you know
of anything better for the health of the trees? Please

gice directions for mixiug and applying the best wash
you know of, unless you disapprove of all " washes,"
as some do.

Fauquier Co., Va. F H. M.

A winter wash of lye is one of the best means of

keeping trees in a clean and healthy condition. One
"box" or "can" of concentrated lye will mike about

eight gallons of the wash. However, brands of lye

differ in strength, and it is better to use the acid spin

die in testing strength of solution than to depend on

formulas. Add lye until the solution will read 3° on

the Baume acid spiudle, which is a >out the proper

strength. These acid spindles can be had from ir.ost

any dealer in chemical supplies at a cost of about 50

rents.

Fertilizer for Asparagus

What is the best fertilizer to apply on asparagus in

early spring for early cutting?
Northampton Co., Va Robt. B. Taylor.

A fertilizer for asparagus should have 5 per cent,

ammonia, 7 per cent, of available phosphoric acid,
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and 8 per cent, of potash. This may be had by mix

ing 200 lbs. of nitrate of soda, 700 lbs. of cotton seed

meal, and 800 lbs. of acid phosphate (13 per cent),

and 300 lbs. of muriate of potash to make a ton. Ap
ply at the rate of 500 lbs. to the acre, and harrow in.

As a permanent fertilizer for an asparagus bed, farm-

yard manure, bone meal, and muriate of pota%h are

always to be commended.

—

Ed

Analysis of Ashes.

Will you please inform me, through your journal,

the analysis

—

1. Of oak ashes.

2. Of pine ashes.

3 Of coal ashes.

4. Of leachel ashes. A. F. Lee.
Prince George Co., Va.

Hard wood ashes (hickory and oak) unleacbed, have

from 4 to 5 25 er cent, of potash and 25 per cent of

lime. Soft, wood ashes (pine, etc.), from 2 to 3 per

<;ent. of potash. Coil ashes have p actically no fer

tiliziog value. They contain only from 0.10 to 0.40

per cent, of potash. Leached wood ashes contain

only about 1 25 per cent, of potash, but have about 30

per cent, of l.me.—Ed.

Fertilizers for Irish Potatoes and Watermelons

1. What brand of fertilizer is best for eirly pota-
toes ?

2. What best for watermelon -? B. S.

.Tames City Co., Va.

1. We never advise any brand of any particular

maker of fertilizers for use by our subscribers for rais

ing any particular crop. What we do is to state what
fertilizer constituents the particular crop calls for aud

from what source these cin be obtaiued, lea ing to he

subscriber the choice of the brand which most nearly

complies with the rcquireaenfs of the crop, or leaving

him to pure ase the constituents required and nix foi

himself as he thinks best. Irish i otatoes require a

fertilizer having from 5 to 6 per cent, of ammonia, 7

or 8 per cent, of available phosphoric acid, and 8 or

10 per cent of potash. These constituents can be had

a i to the ammonia from nitrate of soda aud cotton

seed meal as to the phos horic acid fro a acid phos

phate or dissolved bone, aud as to the potash from

muriate of p>ta*h.

2. Watermelons require a fertilizer with 5 or 6 per

•cent, of ammonia 5 per cent, of available phosphoric

acid, and 6 or 7 per cent, of pot.sh.

—

Ed.

Shearing Sheep—Feed for Cows—Drain-pipe.

1. Is it a good practice to she r breeding ewes twice

ti year ?

2. Should early lambs intended for breedirg ewes
toe sheared in late summer after bir h ?

3. Are the Horned Dorsets as good wool producing

sheep as the Southdowns?
4 If feeding milk cows corn stover, pea vines and

hay for roughage, should each kind of feed be fed as

a full feed separately, or the three mixed at each feed?

5. Are tile drains having enl rged collars to receive

the next joint (as sewer pipe has), as servict able in

draining wet places as hose which simply meet at

joints? Carter Retrac.
Henry Co., Va.

1. We do not recommend shearing sheep twice a

year. Shear as early in the year as the state of the

weather will justify, so that they may n >t suffer from

the heat.

2. No.

3. In this issue will be found an -.rticle on Dorset

sheep from a well known breeder, t > which we reier

you. He writes from a practical knowledge of the

breed.
-4. It is practically unimportant whether the feeds

he fed mixed together or separately, so long as they

are fed regularly every day. It is usually more con-

venient to feed them separately.

5. Tile drains should have uo collars on them, but

be merely met together in the drain. In this form they

can be bought much cheaper, and are thoroughly

effective when properly laid.

—

Ed.

Seed Required Per Acre.

Will you kindly advise a out how many barrels of

Irish potatoe is required to the acre when planted in

quarters or halves? Our farmers have used the eyes

or cut in small pie es, and they cannot est'mate cor-

rectly A. D. Cazaux.
New Hanover Co., Va.

Eight bushels of good sized potatoes cut to two-eyed

pieces will plant an acre.

—

Ed.

Is This So? If So, Why?
I have noticed ^nd have had experience in Pennsyl-

vania, that where briars have been growing com will

not make a crop. It is hard to get a good stand, and

if a good stalk does grow it seldom has an ear on to be

worth shucking. Wheat on a briar patch will not

make the seed sown unless the land is limed. In Vir

ginia if a briar patch is cleaned up and the fiel 1

planted to corn, the best product will be where the

most briars grow. What causes the difference?

Goochland, Va. D. Knapenberger.

L^t us hear from some one on this subject.

—

Ed.

Wash for Apple Trees.

I have a large apple orchard—nearly oue hundred
trees—and they are beautiful and thrifty. I washed
them down three years ago with a solution of concen
trated lye, five gallons of water to a box, and it gave
the bark a beautiful green appearance. I have since

read that all "washes" are injurious, hence my desire

for information. F. H. Moss.
Fauquier Co , Va.

Lye makes an excellent wash for apple trees. Iu

this column will be found instructions as to the
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strength to use it. Wastes and sprays are an absolute

necessity to the orchardist, if he is to be successful.

We shall publish a Spray Calendar iu the next issue,

giviug full instructions on the subject.

—

Ed.

Parasites in Sheep.

Can you publish in The Southern Planter a remedy
for the stomach worms mentioned by Mr. Stubbs in
hi* article on "Stock Riisiug," which cause " knotty-
guts" ? Tlr y play havoc with the sheep iu this local
ity.

Nelson Co., Va. Wm, B. MacGbegor.
There are two or thiee parasites which affect sheep

disastrous y in various parts of the South, the (Eiopha

gomoata causes the so called "kno f ty guts," tt e Strong

yluafilaria, and the Strongylus eontortus. These pai asites

are, it is known, introduced into sheep from lowlying
damp pastures, where the eggs are laid on the herbage
and taken in by the sheep wb n grazing. It is proba
ble that more less is sustained from the Strongylus

paiasite than from the others, thotgh both are sadly

too common. The main remedy, indeed the only one
known for the (Esophagostoma, is preventative. Sheep
should not be grazed ou low, damp laud, especially

when the herbage is damp with rain or dew. Nor
should sheep be allowed to graze on any land upon
which sheep infested with either parai-ite have been
graz<d until alter such lands have been kep'ifree from
sheep for at least a year. For the (Esophcgomosta
there is no known cure. The parasites are encjsted
in the nodules on the intestine?, and no medicine or
remedy can reach them. Sheep infested with thi3 par
asite should, as soon as it is discovt red. be changed to

other high dry pastures, and be pushed into markets
ble condition as quickly as possible and be so!d. The
meat is no worse for consumption For the Strongylus

eontortus, we published a remedy in the last Decern
ber issue of The Planter. For Strongylus filaria, the
remedy is gasoline in doses of from one to two table

spoonfuls, given in flixseed gruel or milk—Ed.

muda. Bermuda grass is best grown from root cot-

tings, as it does not produce seed in this country. The
seed offered is imported. The cuttings, which are sup-

plied by seedsmen, are dropped in the furrows in

spring when plowing the land, and soon make a thick

turf which will last indefinitely. It is no use for win-

ter grazing nor for hay.

Angora goats are bred and kept raainly for their

wool, which always com mauds a good price iu the

market. It is sometimes sold for as high a price as 30

cents a pound. Ton will find them advertised iu The

Planter.

Cow-peas will make aB high as two tons of hiy per

acre, and will yield from 12 to 20 bushels of seed per

acre.

—

Ed.

Bermuda Grass—Angora Goats—Cow- Peas.

Is Bermuda a long life grass, is it sim;>ly a grazing
grass, or will it do also for hay, and does it improve
land, and would it do well on mountain land in Clarke
county, and what quantity of seed does it take to the
acre, h">w and when is the best time to sow it ?

In what way are Angora goats profitable? Where
can thev be bought, and about ;vhat price does their
wool sell for?
About what is the average > ield of cow peas per

acre on good grouDd as feed, also thrashed out ?

Roanoke Co., Va. Subscriber.

Bermuda grass it the best grazing grass for the su n
mer months on the coast and plain sections of the
South, butitisnota mouutain grass. There blue gra^s
or any of the Poa or fescue grasses are at home and
are tco valuable to be ousted by trying to grow Ber

Churning.

Please give me a simple and efficient remedy for

preventing crejui from foaming while churning during
cold weather.
Richmond Co., Ya. H. G Tayloe.
The cause of the foaming of cream whilst churning,

or the difficulty of separating the butter fat varies,

sometimes it is caused by churning at too low a tem-

perature, sometimes by churning at too high a tem-

perature, sometimes by overfilling the churn, some-

times by not properly ripening the cream, and some
tiuits by the condition of the cows, or some or one of
them themselves Before a remedy can be app ied the

cause n.ust be ascertained. Sometimes the milk of only

one cow in a herd is the cause. If this be ascei tained the-

milk of that cow should not be mixed with that of the>

others. The cow usua ly at a fault, if the cause be a
cow, is one far gone in the period of milking. If \ oa
have any cows that have not been fresh lira long

time, test : he milk of these by churning alone, and if

found at fault, exclude this milk. If the fault be not

thus iiscovered, change the temperature of churning.

Usually from 55° to 58° degrees will be found to give

the best results, both in churning and in quality of

butter, but it may be necessary to raise this to 60 de-

grees or to lower it way down to 50 degree J
. Be care-

ful not to overfill the churn, give plenty of room for

the cream to swell, and see that the cream is ripened

to a proper degree of acidity before putting in the

churn —Ed.

Worms and Rot in Plums and Peaches—Straw-
berries.

I have a very fine "Satsuma Plum," which every
year just as ripening sets in gets full of worms, and
either rot or drop off. What should I do to the tree

now that may prevent t! is. It is iu very rich black
soil ; also, I have two p- ach trees that do the same.

i hen, again, I have a patch of strawberries about
three fourths of an acre, now comiug into their second!
year ; the plants on the bed have, through the past,

summer, spread very rapidl} an^ formed a matted row.
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Now, Ihesel thinned out to a straight line, bntare (- till

matted in the drill Will they under heavy fertilizing

produce large ben ies? They are the "Hoffman." I

have also on the same patch Lady Thompson, Clyde,

Tubbs, Glen Mary and Nick Ohmer. I believe they are

all " perfect flowering." Will they do anything in the

way of fruitirg? In November I covered the whole
bed, just leaving the bushes without plowing.

Kershaio Co., S. C. B. H. Baum.

The worms in the plums are do doub' caused by

curcnlio. The only remedy for this is to jar the trees

with a sharp stroke of a hammer, first spreading a

sheet under the tree. This jarring will cause the cur

culios to drop from the tree. This should b? done

before the insect has had the opportunity to sting the

fruit and lodge its eggs therein. The eggs are usually

laid shortly after the fruit has formed and commence*!

to swell. The rotting of the plums and peaches is

caused by a fungoid disease which is very difficult to

control in damp, warm wea'hei. Spraying with Bor

deans or copp 1 r sulphate is the best preventative, and

should be done before the rot starts. In next mouth's

issue we shall publish a spray calendar with instruc

tions. It is a wise precaution to thin the fruit so that

these <?o not touch each otlu r. The rot spreads much

more rapidly when the fruit hangs resting on each

other.

We would not apply more fertilizer to the strawber

ries, except it might be some potash, say, 200 pounds

to the acre. The meal aud phosphate would tend to

make too much foliage.

—

Ed.

Johnson Grass.

The Johnson grass question was discussed in the

Southern Planter last year pretty fully, but not settled.

The objectors live south of Richmond, Va. Have any
of your readers who reside north of your city had ex

perien^e with the grass? If so, will they not give re

suits in the Southern Planter? I want a pasturage

grass, and will risk such, though it be difficult to erad

icate, as permanence, is my mam obje t. Will John
son grass do well as far north as Alexandria? When
should it be sowed, and how ? R. S. Lacey.

Please let us hear from some one on this suject.

—

Ed.

at each meal. Will it be harmful to feed Soja beans

to horses in such proportion ?

2. Do Soja beans impoverish the land when har-

vested? Soja beans are a good and sure crop, and I

intend to put in a large acreage the coming spring. ,1

raise some every year, and thresh them with a grain

thresher. The yield per acre is twenty bushels on ordi

nary land, which I got last fall.

Charles City Co., Va Jos. Nedvidek.

1. You need not fear injury to the horses from feed-

ing the quantity of Soja bean meal you name. It will

very much improve the balance of the ration.

2. No. Soja beans, like all the other legumes, are

improvers of land, if only sufficient phosphoric acid

and potash is used o keep the balance of the plant

food in the sol'. If grown for the seed, they will, of

course, be more exhaustive than if grow n only for hay

or green feed. The application of 300 lbs of acid

phosphate to the acre will be found a paying invest

mei t on he crop.

—

Ed.

Will you kindly inform me in your next issue the

chemical action of lime on land ? And also its action

in exterminating sheep sorrel ?

Shenandoah Co , Va. A Subscribes.

In onr issue of January, 1901, will be found an arti

cle upon this subject, giviDg the information asked.

—

Ed.

Feed for Horses—Soja Beans.

1. Please advise me, 'hrongh your valuable journal,

as to feeding my work horse*. At present am feeding

cut corn fodder mostly as roughage, and corn and cob

meal, three parts mixed with one part Soja bean

meal, of which I feed one fourth of a peck to a horse

Dehorning—Sowing Clover.

1. When is the best time to dehorn cattle, and how
should it be done? Is there any danger in dehorning

cattle iu cold weather, and do you think it in any

way injures cattle to dehorn them ?

2. About what time should clover be sown in

spring ? I wish to sow it in wheat that was seeded

last fall. Would it be a good plan to sow the seed,

then harrow lightly and roll with a 2,000 lb. corrugated

rollei? If this is not advisable, please mention the best

course to pursue in order to get a good stand.

3. How deep should sod land be plowed when a sub

soiler is not available ?

4. I have a steer which is losing hair fiom around

eyes : can you give cause, and suggest a remedy ?

Albemarle Co., Va. X. Y. Z

1. The cool fall or spring months are the best time

to dehorn. Then the flies are not ti oublesome, and

the wounds soon heal. There is no danger usually.

Now and again we hear of an animal dyiDg, but very

seldom. We believe the operation usually to be

wholly harmless.

2. Clover, we think, should always be town in the

fall iu the South, though we have known good stands

obtained by spring seeding. Harrow the wheat

lightly as soon as the land is dry enough to harrow.

Then sow the seed at once, harrow again lightly, and

if the ground is dry enough to roll, ro 1. If a corru-

gated roller is used, the second harrowing may be dis-

pensed with. We think the corrugated roller an ex-

cellent one to use on wheat crops, whether seeding

clover or not.

3. If plowed iu fall or \> inter, go a little deeper

than when previously plowed, so as to bring up some

of the subsoil. If plowed in spring, do not go deeper

than plowed before.

4. We presume the loss of hair is caused by lice on

the animal. Wa^h with a tobacco solution, or, better
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and safer, use Laidlaw's sheep and cattle dip, which
yon will find advertised in our columns.

—

Ed.

Analyses of Fertilizing Constituents in Cotton
Seed.

In your next issue would you kindly inform me of
the fertilizing constituents in cotton seed Se* Island
cotton seed, S a Inland cotton seed meal, cotton seed
meal t An Old Subscriber.
We have no tables giving analyses of the different

varieties of seed. The following gives the average fer

tilizing constituents as found by 15 different analyses

of seed :

Nitrogen. PIws Acid. Potash
percent. per cen.t percent.

Minimum 1.96 0.76 0.73
Maximum 5 17 177 163
Average 3.13 1 27 1.17

AVERAGE ANALYSES OF COTTON SEED MEAL.
Nitrogen. Phosphoric Acid. Potash.

6 64 per cent. 2 6S per cent. 1.79 percent.

—

Ed.

Black Pea Hulls as a Feed for Hens.

I would like to know how the pods from bla?k peas
(cow peas\ the empty pods, a.ter the peas have been
thrashed ont of them, compare with the test cf the
vine or wi h clover ha}, as to richness, amount of
protein, etc.

We have been using them iu the place of clover (as
•we had no clovei) in our chicken feed. We cook
them thoroughly first, and thus prepare 1, the chickens
are vers fond of them, and «-e think that they help
bring the ezgs ; at any rite, 28 hens laid 475 eggs for
os in December.

Amelia Co
, Ya. L. St. Pierre.

We have no analyses of the pods at hand, but no
doubt, like the rest of the plant, they are rich iu pro
tein and will make good food for either hens or stock.

—En

a rail and place the end against the post, resting it on
the wire, and carry the wire round it so as to hold it in

place, fastening the wire at the top side of the rail to

the post by another staple. Carry the wire ap the post

to where the next rail is to be fixed and proceed as be-

fore. At the next post, there will be two rails to fix

at each place, but the method will be the same.

—

Ed.

Bud or Cutworm—Gasoline Rngine.

1. Can you give me a remedy for preventing the
bud or cutworm from destroying corn!

2. Is a gasoline engine safe, and will a 1} horse
power mn a wood saw to cut stove wood or a feed cut-
ter for a few head of stock t

Guilford Co., N. C. D. B Smith.

1. The best way to get rid of the trouble of the bud
or cutworm is to poison them before the corn comes
up. Mix some Paris green with bran and moisten it

so that it can be made into small balls. After the land

is plowed, aud before the corn appears, drop these

balls about the field. The worms will eat them and
die, or bunches of green clover can be dipped in

Paris green solution and be dropped about the field,

which the worms will eat and be killed.

2. Gasoline engines are perfectly safe when properly

fixed and fitted. You will find several mikes adver-

tised in the Planter. Write the makers for informa

tion, as to the work they will do. We know several

parties who are using them with great satisfaction.

—

Ed.

Restoring an Old Fence.

On page 5 of the current iss'ie, you advise the re
pairing or renewing of rail fences—making them
Btraight and using posts in connection with th
I would very much like to be advised in any n
see fit, your method—that is the fixing of the posts.
Do you set two together and drop one end of the rails
for both panels between the posts? If yon use any
wire, the kind and size* Or do vou recommend one
post and nailing the ends of the rails to it '

A. H. Watson.
We do not see well how we can make the exp'ana

tion of the method of reconstructing the fence plainer
than we have done. After the posts are set in the
grouud at the proper distance apart, take a piece of

ordinary plain fencing wire and cut off a length snffi

cient to reach from nearly the ground line of the post
to the top of the post after allowing sufficient to form
a loop to go over each two rails. Take a strong wire
staple and fasten this piece of wire to the post just be
low where the bottom rail is to be placed. Then take

Rape.

Please state in your next issue the better time this

spring for seediug rape for sheep and hog grazing. I

seeded a lor last September that is looking fairly well
considering the hard freezes we have had.

E. O. Cates

Sow as early as you can get the land ready, bnt not

so early as for the crop to be caught, when first start

iug. by the late spring frusta. Ripe, when iu strong

growth c<tn stand a sharp frost, but is tender when
first germinating.

—

Ed.

Kieffer Pears—Early Grapes for Tidewater Virginia

Rot- Resistant Peaches.

1. Wonld the Planter advise setting Kit Efcr pearsf
They are our only sure pear, but some fear too many
are beiug planted.

2 Who can tell anything about the Liston grape for

planting in Tidewater, where the Niagara. Concord,
and Moore's Eirly dwell! Is there a better early
market grape than Moore's Earh *

3. I should also like information about the Greens-
borough and Comet's Early peach. Do they resist

tot as well as Elberta or Sneed !

Sin ry Co , Va. A. F. Ames.

1. There is no doubt but that great nambers of

Kieffer pears are being planted, and the result will

probably be a glut in the market and a low price for
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the fruit in the near future. An effort is being made
to find a market abroad. ]f this succeeds, as appears

likely from the result of an experiment made this fall,

the relief may obviate much of the danger.

2. Will some of our Iruit growers answer this ques

tion? We do not know this grape. We know of no

better early market grape than Moore's Early.

3. Peach growers please reply to this question.—Ed.

Fertilizer for Celery,

Will you inform me in your next issue what is the

best fertilizer for celerj ? 1 am not prepaied to use
stable manure. Have land which will produce forty

bushels of corn per acre— a sandy loam—been an old
ice-pond for years—can irrigate it—am raising it for

market.
Stokesland, Va. E. D. Withers.

A proper fertilizer for celery is one having 7 to 8

per cent, of ammonia, 5 to 6 per cent, of available

phosphoric acid, and 8 to 10 per cent, of potash.

Such a fertilizer can be made by using 300 lbs. of ni-

trate of soda, 600 lbs of dried blood or 750 lbs. of

fish scrap, 600 lbs. of acid phosphate (14 per cent.)

and 300 lbs. of muriate of potash. Irrigation will

gieatly help you to make the crop a success.

—

Ed.

types of tobacco. A fair average sample will analyze

nitrogen 2 35 per cent., potash 8.20, phosphoiic acid

0.70 (unavailable immediately). Calculated on this

analysis they would be worth $16 00 per ton at the

point of shipment, but their bulk and cost of handling

is so great as to reduce this value to the farmer very

much, and the fact that the constituents are largely

unavailable until decayed must also be taken into

account when estimating their value on the farm.

They should be got onto the land as early as possible

so that they may have time to rot.

—

Ed.

- - 1.00 to 2.00
- - 24.00 to 30.00
- - 2.00 to 3.00
- - 3.60 to 5.40
The land is in fair

Fertilizer for Top-Dressing Clover and Timothy.

Will it pay me to top dress some clover and timothy
with a fertilizer with the following analysis:

Available phosphoric acid, • 10.00 to 12.00
Insoluble phosphoric^ acid,

Total bone phosphoric acid,

Potash K 2 0,
Equal to sulphate of potash

If so, how much to the acre ?

condition and is rather stiff soil. Please answer this

in your next issue of The Planter.

King and Queen Co., Va. Alonzo Moody.
The only items in the analysis quoted which are of

any worth to the farmer or ought to be taken any
notice of are the first (available phosphoric acid) and
the Potash (K0 2 ). We much doubt whether a top

dressing with this fertilizer will be of advantage

Had it been applied to the land before the clover and

timothy was seeded and worked in it would have

helped the crop, but applied on top its want of quick

solubility will make it of only small value to the grow
ing crop. A dressing of 150 lbs. to the acre of nitrate

of soda will be much more profitable.

—

Ed.

Cotton Seed Meal for Mules.

I would like to know if cotconseed meal would be
good food for working mules in a mixture of equal
quantity of oats and rice flour and what quantity of
meal would be best to use.

Charleston Co., 8. C. H. R Hale.

The South Carolina and North Carolina Experiment
Stations both report that they have fed cotton seed

meal to horses and mules with good results. Mr. Con-
ner, of the South Carolina Station, suggests the follow-

ing as a proper ration for a work horse or mule:
Mixed hay 15 lbs., wheat bran 4 lbs, corn or corn meal
or rice meal 6 lbs., cotton seed meal 2 lbs.

—

Ed.

Analysis of Tobacco Stems—Value as a Fertilizer.

What is the analysis of tobacco stems? And what
is their commercial value as a fertilizer

?

As a tobacco fertilizer, is it best to apply them on
the land as soon as broken up during the winter, or to

wait until spring ?

Amherst Co.. Va. W. B.

Tobacco stems vary considerably in their composi

tion, according as they are the product of the different

Ensilage and Silo Building.

I have a farm of fifty acres in Lewinsville, Fairfax
County, Va., and keep fifteen cows, the milk from
which is sold to a dairyman doing business in this city.

At the present time I am feeding corn fodder, cotton
seed meal, corn meal and bran, but such feed is so ex-
pensive that I am considering the advisability of
building a silo and would esteem it a great favor if you
would answer the following questions:

1. Is the feeding of ensilage, in connection with
other food stuff, more economical than the food re-

ferred to in the foregoing?
2. How much ensilage will it take to feed the num-

ber of cows stated for seven months, using other food
stuff in addition?

3. What would be the daily ration per cow per day ?'

4. How large a silo would be necessary and of what
dimensions ?

5. Could it be made of cement and if so would such
construction be more satisfactory than one of wood ?

6. Is a round silo more efficient than one of another
shape ?

7. How many acres would be necessary to raise the
corn required ?

8. What variety of corn makes the best ensilage ?

9. How should it be planted and when should it be
cut?

If, in addition to that contained in the answers to
the foregoing questions, any inforojation which would
aid me in deciding as to building a silo, suggested by
your knowledge and experience, would be greatly
appreciated.

District of Columbia. Feed Dbew.
1. Ensilage is no doubt the most economical ration

which can be fed to cows. In this issue will be found
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a short article giving experience therewith. The

writer is a dairyman with large experience.

2, 3. The average ration per cow, say 1,000 lbs.

weight, is 40 lbs. per day. It is a matter of easy cal

culation from this data to ascertain the quantity re-

quired for any particular time.

4. In a later issue of The Planter we will give full

instructions for building a silo and size and cubical

contents required. In the issue of The Planter for

July, 1901, will be found full information on this

subject.

5, 6. There are many cement silos used in different

parts of the couutry, but we are of opinion that a

round wood silo is the best and most economical.

7. This depends on the fertility of the land. Prom

ten to twenty tons of green corn fodder can be grown

to the acre.

8. The large southern corn makes the best ensilage

crops.

9. Plant in May or June, in rows 3 feet apart and

10 inches apart in the rows. Cut when just glazing

and near maturity.

—

Ed.

wind mills, also the names of the manufacturers, &c.

Would like to have the simplest made. See a great

many advertised in your paper.
Culpeper Co., Va. L. P. N., Jr.

Will not some of our readers reply to this enquiry t

We know several parties who are using gasoline en-

gines with great satisfaction.

—

Ed.

Corn Smut.

The cornstalks have a kind of smut or powdery
black stuff in the shuck where the ear ought to be, the

smut or powder when dry is in a hard lump and some

times fine and very annoying to the one who gathers

the crop and also to stock. Any information to rid

a cornfield of said trouble will be thankfully received.

The harrow I spoke of in my second question is

made by the Syracuse Plow Company at Syracuse, N.

Y. Thanking you for information already received,

hope to get more on the above questions.

Chatham Co., N. C. W. J. Durham.

This enquirer asked us about "Blast in Corn," and

we replied to him in December that we did not under

stand his question. What he calls "blast" we now un

derstand to mean smut. This is a fungo.d disease for

which no remedy is known. Every smutted stalk

should be pulled out and the smutted ear be burnt as

soon as seen and the stalk be fed to cattle. The smut

itself has been thought to be harmful to cattle but ex

periments have not verified this unless fed in large

quantity and exclusively.

We published an opinion as to the Harrow.— Ed.

Tobacco Specking.

Th's disease attack the plant from the time it is in

top until it is cut, and is worse in wet weather. If not

against your rule I would be glad if you would give
the quotations of your tobacco market in The Southern

Planter.

Dii.widdie County. Jas. M. Readies.

We are sorry to say that we cannot help yon further

in this matter of specking. The disease is no doubt

of a fungoid character, but neither the cause nor the

means of prevention are certainly ascertained. We
have frequently published tobacco quotations but they

are so wide as to be of little use.

—

Ed.

Gasoline Engines.

In the near future I want to equip my farm (of

225 acres in 7 fields) with a water supply. I have an
everlasting bored well. Am undecided whether to

use a wind mill or gasoline engine (wind mills blow
over here in storms). What would be the cost per
hour to run a gasoline engine (to lift water 15 feet

above the level of the ground into a tank 30 yards from
pump, well about 50 feet deep), and how much would
it pump per hour! Will not some of our readers give

their practical experience with gasolene engines and

Disc Cultivators—Subsoiling—Rotation.

1. What has been the experience of those who have
used the Disc Riding Cultivators, such as were adver-

tised in your paper last summer? Do they work well

on stiff land a little hilly t Will they cover small

grass and weeds as well as shovel cultivators ? Is the

draught on team more than two-horse cultivators t

2. What do you think of subsoiling poor, stiff land t

Has it generally paid t

3. Would it not be safe to use plenty of cow stall

manure, rotate the crops; say, oats and cow peas one
year, cotton the next, corn and cow peas uext, and
oats again; using cow manure broadcast for corn and
cotton, and try to simply break the land good and deep
for the corn and cotton.

Am keeping cattle for butter, bed them, iu box
stalls, with plenty fine straw, and some sawdust, this

gives us a great deal of manure to haul out, which
does not get in the weather until it is spread in the field

when needed.

We use a hand separator, and feed the warm milk
to pigs and a few calves that we keep.

The Planter is of great service to me, and the articles,

in the January, 1902 number, on stock raising and
dairying are more than worth the price asked for the

paper a whole year.

Craven Co., N. C. J. H.

1. So far as we have ever heard the Riding Disc

Cultivators give complete satisfaction. We have

many friends who use them altogether and we have

never heard complaint from them. They accomplish

more work in the same time than other cultivators

and do it well when properly handled.

2. We are strong supporters of subsoiling on all lands

which have a good holding subsoil. We have person-

ally subsoiled large areas and always with advantage.

One of the great needs of southern lauds is depth of

soil to hold moisture and give room for root develop-
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ment. In no other way cau this be had but by sub

soiliDg.

3. Subsoiling alone, however, is not sufficient. A
good rotation of crops, such as you suggest, with the

application of plenty of home made farm yard manure

will always be in order, and cannot fail in the long

run to be profitable.

You are on the right track for success in keeping

cows and hogs and converting your crops into concen

trated products at home and only making cotton as an

incidental crop in the rotation. There is no reason

why cotton should not be made in this way and be a

profitable crop. It is the all cotton planter who makes

a mistake. His crop always has too big a fertilizer bill

tacked on to leave much profit however high the

price.

—

Ed.

Hard and Soft Coal Ashes.

Will you please answer the following:

Are the ashes of hard and soft coal as good for fruit

trees and grape vines as wood ashes

?

Granville Co., N. G. J. R. Pace.

These have no value as fertilizers.

—

Ed.

Hard Wood Ashes as a Fertilizer.

Will you please let me know in the next issue, the
best way of using hard wood ashes in connection with
other farm manures, such as hen house and stable

manure—and what crops they are of most benefit to

—

about how much to use per acre for said crops!
Cumberland Co , Va. Thos N. Wilson.

The value of hard wood ashes is in their potash

content, and therefore they are useful on all laud not

rich in potash and for all crops calling for a high per-

centage of potash in their growth. Light sandy lands

usually lack potash, whilst nearly all heavy clay lands

in this State are rich in it, though much of this is un-

available until lime is applied. Tobacco and Irish

potatoes are examples of crops calling for much pot

ash. So are nearly all the vegetables. Both hen

house manure and stable manure lack potash, and

therefore ashes may be used profitably with these.

Ashes are an excellent fertilizer for orchards. Apply
from 300 to 500 lbs. to the acre.

—

Ed.

ally than when sown in the fall. I have also re seeded

timothy and red top in February with good success.

We will have to be wide awake with these things or

we are going to come short in our prospects this spring.

Will February or March be too soon to sow alfalfa?

I have a notion to try some. Will it pay to top dress

grapes with some good fertilizer in the spring? I

have never used fertilizer in that way. I am rather

late in asking these questions, but will be greatly

obliged to you if you can answer them in your Febru-

ary number.
'Henrico, Va. F. Guy.

Iu this issue we advise seeding of grass and clover

in February and March, and especially of seeding

some alone. We have not much confidence ia seeding

alfalfa in spring. It should be seeded in the fall.

Spend the summer in getting a piece of land into

good condition to grow it. You will have more suc-

cess. Grasses must be fertilized in spring.—Ed.

Fertilizer for Corn.

I have alwa> s been using a fertilizer on my corn
called Pocomoke Phosphate, but it does not seem to
give very good results. (I put it in the hill.) I would
like to know whit is the best fertilizer to use on corn;
and also for black peas, for I find that I can make
more money planting the same land in peas than I can
in corn.

Accomac Co., Va. A. T. Tignal.

We do not believe that any fertilizer can be used on
the corn crop which will be directly profitable there.

We have so advised for several years. It is possible

to increase the yield of corn and fodder by the use of

a good complete fertilizer, but we have never known
the increase to be sufficient to pay for the fertilizer.

We would always fertilize the land with phosphate
and potash to make it grow a heavy crop of peas.

These should then be cut for hay, leaving a high stub-

ble. This should be turned down and be sowed again

either with peas or with vetches or German clover and
oats. This may have 300 or 400 lbs. acid phosphate
applied to the acre when seeded. Plow down in

spring after grazing with stock and plant to corn, and
you will get a paying crop.

Sowing Grass, Etc.

Last fall was so dry that I fear much grass seed as
well as grain will be a failure. The winter oats are
looking very badly, even those sown quite early, and
the late sowing are looking worse. German clovers
are also looking very uncertain. I was thinking it

would be well to sow clover and orchard grass in Feb
ruary ou our winter oats, and also sow some lots of

grass alone in February, for in past years I have had
very good success in seeding grass and clover on wheat,
oats, and alone sown in February, even better gener-

Ginseng.

Would you kindly inform me, through your jour-
nal, if ginseng can be successfully grown in Virginia?
Fluvanna Co., Va. New Subscriber.

Yes. Guseng can be grown in Virginia, but we
doubt very much, from what we see of the success

made with it elsewhere, whether it is going to be worth
any one's while to grow it. It is a crop that takes three

or four years to grow roots large enough to market,
and the yield does not seem likely to be large. It is

not worth touching, except as an experiment.

—

Ed.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH

It is yet too early for much to be done in the garden

and truck field beyond breaking the land and getting

manure on to it except in the most Southern State*.

In these English peas and Irish potatoes may be

planted as soon as the land can be got ready. In the

Tidewater sectious of Virginia and North Carolina,

English peas may be planted during this month, and

the first planting of Irish potatoes be made. Peas are

very hardy, and will not suffer much even if caught

by a light frost. They soon get over it. There is more

risk in Irish potatoes, as frost is fatal to their produc

ing an early crop, or e7en much of a later one. As,

however, the first potatoes on the market always sell

for a high price, it is worth some risk to try to catch

this market, hence we would advise a smill planting

in the last half of the month.

carefully mixed with the soil by running a cultivator

through it before dropping the sets. The rows should

be 2 feet sis inches or 3 feet apart, and the sets be

dropped 12 to 15 inches apart in the ro^vs. The sets

may be cat to 2 or 3 eye pieces with advantage, but
do not cut to single eyes. If the sets are at all affected

with scab, dip in corrosive sublimate solation before

catting. Be carefal in handling this solation, as it is

virulent poison. Plant on the level, and keep level

during growth. Cover to the depth of 4 or 5 inches.

The first cultivation should be given before the pota-

toes show through the ground. This -nay be done with

a harrow or weeder. After the crop is well above

ground, cultivate frequently with a three-tooth culti-

vator, or with the Iron Age cul.ivator.

English peas do best on good loamy soil not over

rich, bat yet not poor. When too rich, the growth

runs more to vine than peas. A piece of land ma-

nured for Irish potatoes last year is about the best se

lection to make. Plant in rows 2 feet 6 inches to 3

feet apart, and in drills 5 or 6 inches deep. Scatter

the peas in a broad row, say 4 inches wide, and tread

firmly into the soil before covering. If the laud needs

a fertilizer, use acid phosphate and potash, say 400

lbs. of phosphate and 150 lbs. of muriate of potash.

Plant smooth varieties for first crop and wrinkled ones

for later.

Sow small patches of early salads, such as cress, rad-

ishes and lettuce, iu sheltered situation, or where they

can be covered with mats or brush in the event of a

frost.

Lettuce in frames should now be making good

growth. Give air in the middle of the day, whenever

the weather is mild, but see that the frames are well

covered at night. As the crop is cut fill in with plants

from the fall sown seed beds for a later crop.

Irish potatoes succeed best on a rich sandy loam

soil, well filled with vegetable matter, a clover or pea

fallow making an excellent preparation for the crop-

This is a crop exacting in its requirements of good

preparation of the soil and plenty of readily available

plant food. Commercial fertilizer meets their require

ment better than farmyard manure, besides being safer

to ase if any danger of scab be feared. Farmyard
manure is very apt to cause scab to appear or to inten-

sify it.

The following will make a good fertilizer for the

crop :

300 lbs. of nitrate of soda.

•300 lbs. of cotton seed meal or fish scrap.

800 lbs. of acid phosphate (12 per cent).

300 lbs. of muriate of potash.

Or one of the special brands of potato fertilizers put

up by most of the large and reliable fertilizer houses

may be used. Apply at the rate of from 500 to 1,500
,

lbs. to the acre broadcast. If less than 500 lbs. be

used per acre, it may be put in the rows, but must be

Make provision for raising tomato, cantaloupe

melon, egg and pepper plants, by making up hot beds

under glass, if you have no green house. Considerable

gain in time of putting the crop on the market may be

made by having plants raised ready for setting out

when the weather becomes sufficiently mild.

Spinach and kale may be sown towards the end of

the month if the weather is mild, though it is safer to

wait until March, except in very mild sheltered sec-

tions. These crops should be sown in rows where they

are to complete their growth, and not be raised in

seed beds. Cabbage plants may be raised under frames

to follow the fail planted crops.

Asparagus beds should be worked over and be cov-

ered with well rotted manure and good soil to the

depth of 10 or 12 inches. If new beds are to be

planted, the land should be got ready by laying off

rows 6 feet apart. Thase rows should be plowed out

as deep as possible by running the plow two or three

times iu each row. Throw the top soil to one side and
the subsoil to the other. Run the rows as near north

and south as possible. Fill in to the bottom of the

row four or five inches of the top soil and mix.with it a
dressing of bone meal, say, at the rate of 1.000 pounds
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to the acre. Sat oat the plants in this trench and

ma\e firm in the soil and cover with more of the top

soil. The sab3oil should 08 spread between the rows

to weather. Keep free from weeds during the Bum
mer and in the fall after cutting off the brush cover

with farm yard manure. Do not order your plants

before you are ready for them, as they will not grow
if kept long out of the ground.

When getting out manure on to land to be planted

have your acid phosphate and muriate of potash at

hand, and spread on the manure and work in at the

same time. To be of the greatest use to the crop these

fertilizers must have time to become assimilated with

the soil.

VIRGINIA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The sixth Annual Meeting of the members of this

Society was held in the Hall of the Chamber of Com-
merce, Richmond, on the 7th and 8th January. There

was an excellent muster of the members and their

friends when the meeting was called to order by Pres

ident 8. B. Woods. Mr. L. Z. Morris, the President

of the Chamber, welcomed the gathering to the city of

Richmond, and Mr. S. L. Lupton responded. During

the forenoon of the first day's meeting Governor Mon
tague delivered an eloquent address and promised his

•co operation and support in endeevoring to secure for

Virginia adequate representation at the St. Louis Ex
position. There was an unanimous expreFsion of opin

ion that Virginia's next exhibit should not be one of

relics of the past but of the products of the present,

and especially that an effort should be made to ade

quately display the fruit and horticultural resources of

the State. With a view to this end, a resolution ask-

ing the Legislature of Virginia to appropriate $5,000

for an horticultural and fruit exhibit was unanimous

ly adopted. Addresses on topics of interest to fruit

growers were delivered by Prof. Taylor, of the Depart

ment of Agriculture; Prof. Alwood, Prof. Van Deman,
Prof. Phillips, Messrs. Hood, Watkins, Murrell, Wal
lerstein, Jackson, and others. We make no at

tempt to summarize the points made, as the ad

dresses were taken down by a stenographic reporter,

and will appear in full in the annual report of the

Society, which will be sent to every member. Those

interested in fruit production, who are not already

members of the Society, should apply for membership

to the Secretary, Mr. Walter Whateley, Crozet, Va.,

when they will become entitled to a copy of the re

port. The old officers of the Society were re elected,

except Mr. Dinwiddie, Recording Secretary, who was

succeeded by Mr. Price, of Blacksburg College. The
meeting was one of the most successful ever held by

the Society, and resulted in the addition of a large

number of new members. The Society was loud in its

praise of the courtesy and liberal treatment extended
to it by the Chamber of Commerce. There was a fine

exhibit of apples made in the hall. We would urge
that all who are interested in the apple and fruit in-

dustries of the State, should at once sit down and
write their senators and delegates in the legislative as-

sembly of the State, and request them to vote in favor

of appropriating $5,000 to make an exhibit at Si.

Louis. This appropriation should be made at the

present session of the Legislature, as the work to be
done will require time and a complete organization to

be a success, and nothing can be done without money.

HOW TO MAKE THE APPLE ORCHARD PRO-
DUCTIVE.

Editor Southern Planter :

Some varieties of apples begin to bear quite young,
others are liable to go ten years or more after being

set before they produce fruit under the best conditions.

A good example of the early hearing varieties is the

Wealthy; of the late bearing kind, the Northern Spy.

As a rule, varieties that begin to bear when quite

young trees are liable to die out younger than those

which come into bearing when quite old. It is a good
plan to set trees close together, setting every other tree

to an early bearing variety, and after the trees have
borne for several years, and begin to crowd somewhat,
cut out the early bearing variety to give enough room
for the late bearing kind. Thus you will get apples

several years earlier than if all had been set to the late

bearing variety.

Sometimes apple trees refuse to bear when they have
been set ten to fifteen years. The trees look vigorous,

make a good growth of wood every year, but refuse

to even blossom. Of course if they blossom, the fault

is either in not spraying or to imperfect fertilization

of the blooms. If the tree makes a good growth, and
does not blos-:om, it is a sign that there is too much
nitrogen in the soil, or else the supply of other plant

foods is deficient or not enough to balance the nitro-

gen. Sometimes the lack of fruiting is due to wrong
selection of propagating buds, or to the fact that

nothing has been done to disturb the natural growth
of the tree and thus force it into bearing.

In selecting young fruit trees, it is very important
that the buds or scions used in propagation be taken
from the bearing branches of bearing trees of the va-

riety that is wanted. They should not be cut from
young nursery trees, from orchard trees that are too

young to fruit, or from suckers that spring up on the

inside of bearing trees. You must get out to the ex-

treme ends of the bearing branches and cut the ecions
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from these, using the last year's growth. If your tree

are already set out, and you aie uncertain as to the

pedigree of the scions used in budding or grafting

them, it is safest and best to top graft these young trees

with scions of known parentage.

Let us suppose that you have au orchard fifteen

years old, and yet it refuses to bear. Such orchards

are invariably full of branches. If the tree is shape-

ly, and not too thick with branches, it is an easy plan

to ring the trees in the early spring when the sap

tarts. Remove a ring of bark on half the limbs just

above the body, about one eighth inch wide, reaching

clear around the limb. This will usually start the tree

into fruiting if the supply of necessary ingredients is

in the soil.

Anything that tends to check the growth of the tree

tends to force it into fruiting. If trees are trimmed

when dormant, it tends to make them make more

growth. If you cut off half the branches of a tree in

the winter, it will send out numerous suckers the next

summer to take their places. If you trim a tree when

it is growing, it tends to check its growth and force it

into fruiting. One of the safest and best ways to make

fruit trees productive is to remove a part of the ends

of the branches during July or early August, when

the tree'.is in full leaf. The leaves are the lungs of the

tree through which the food from the air is taken in

and assimilated ready for the growth of the tree. If

you remove part of these by trimming the branches in

midsummer, you stop the growth of the tree and force

fruit buds into being. It is quite a lot of work to

prune the ends of the branches, and it must be done

at a time when other work is pressing, but this is the

safest method^known to make unproductive fruit trees

come into bearing.

Of course if the'soil is deficient in potash and phos

phoric acid,*it isjuseless to try any method of pruning

to acoomplishlthese results until you have first sup

plied the soil about the trees with these necessary ele

ments. The safest way is to apply some form of pot

ash and phosphoric acid to the soil when you start in

to prune. Then your efforts will not be wasted. Try

an application of 800 lbs. of South Carolina Rock and

300 lbs. of muriate of potash to the acre, scattered

around under the trees as far out as the branches run,

or a little^further, putting very little close up to the

tree, and the most of it out where the fine feeding

rootlets are located. L. J. Farmer.

We would like to hear from some of our fruit grow-
ers on these ideas of Mr. Farmer if they have had any
experience in the practice of them.

—

Ed.

When corresponding with advertisers, say that yon

saw the advertisement in the Southern Planter.

THE ENEMIES OF THE ORCHARD—THE BORER.

When our forefathers settled in Pennsylvania, the

country was new; they planted their fruit trees in vir-

gin soil, full of strength and fertility; their orchards

were sheltered on almost every side by thick woods,

which arrested the fierce winds of winter and tempered

the summer heat. The enemies of the orchard, if

present, were not present in sufficient numbers to cause

any noticeable injury. All that was necessary then

was to stick the young trees into the ground and they

grew luxuriantly without further care, and produced

abundant crops of perfect fruit nearly every year. It

is not so now. In order to secure the best results, the

soil for an orchard must be fertilized, and if the land

is level, without natural drainage, it must be under-

drained. It must be plowed, and subsoiled or spaded

where the trees are set to the depth of two feed. The
trees, after setting out, must be mulched with straw

or leaves to prevent evaporation of the moisture, and
watered in case of a severe drouth coming on. If

planted on a hill top, in exposed situations, there

must be a wind break of evergreen trees or the orchard

will look as scraggy and distressed as a cluster of haw-

thorns.

After the trees are set out, they must be constantly

watched to prevent their destruction by borers.

When our orchard was planted, I knew nothing

about any enemies to the orchard except the tent cat-

erpillar, whose nests and broods could be easily seen

aud destroyed. I knew nothing of borers. Had seen

articles about them in the agricultural papers, but had
not read them. It was not until several trees were
killed, and others on the way to destruction, that I

began to make post mortem examinations in the pur-

suit of knowledge. In the first tree examined, which

was not much larger than a broom handle, a worm-
hole was found near the top of the ground, where a

borer had made his entrance. Cutting away the wood
and tracing the hole, showed that the worm had
gnawed its way first downwards, then around the tree

and upwards, until it had arrived near the starting

point, where it lay with its head close to the bark,

with operations suspended until it was ready to

emerge from the ruined tree a beetle with wings to fly,

and the female with eggs to deposit on the bark of

other trees, to hatch out another brood of borers. The
borer is a very ugly looking grub-worm about one
inch and a quarter long. When full grown, shaped
like a bull-head fish, much the largest at the head,

and tapering towards the tail. It has mandibles to cut

away the wood, like the grub worms, which are so de-

structive to pine trees after they have fallen, and
which pine tree grub worms they greatly resemble.

The usual period an apple tree borer remains in the
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tree after its entrance is two years, but it sometimes

takes longer to effect its transformation, and remains

there. The beetle I have never seen, but is described

as being about three quarters to seven eighths of an

inch long, with light brown and white stripes.

Mr. Satterthwait says in regard to fighting the

borer: "The remedy is simple and easy; all that is

required is to take out the worm with the point of a

knife early in the season before it has eaten far. The
slight wound then made will soon heal without harm-

ing the tree. The right time to do this is early in the

fall, and it is very important to make thorough work

and not allow any to escape."

The insect deposits its eggs at the top of the ground

at the bottom of the tree, and it is recommended to

bank up the earth around the trunk to the height of

six inches or more, so the insect will then lay the eggs

so far up the trunk that they can easily be seen and

killed. After they have made an entrance they can be

punched to death with a wire crooked to follow the

hole.

Many things have been recommended to wash the

trunks of trees with to prevent the beetle from depos-

iting the eggs, but it is doubtful whether there is any
remedy so effectual as killing the grubs.

People in this part of Pennsylvania do not take

much stock in Mr. Stringfellow's method of setting

fruit trees. He trims off all the roots except the main
or tap root, makes a hole with an iron bar, sticks the

tree in the hole, and tramps the dirt about it. That's

all. He says that most of his trees set out thus grow,

and no doubt they do live, but it does not prove that

this is the best way to plant trees, although the cheap-

est. Corn will grow on the prairies by merely cutting

a hole through the sod with one blow of an axe, drop
ping the seed in and tramping the sod back over it

;

but the Western farmers don't find this method to be

the most profitable. J. W. Ingham.
Bradford Co., Pa.

THE FARMER'S GARDEN.
Editor Southern Planter

:

I believe that the entering wedge to a better system
of agriculture in the South is the development of a
more intensive system through the farmer's garden.

In nothing is there such a want of consideration as is

found in the almost entire absence of anything like

the kitchen garden in all the Southern States.

In the North the garden is quite often the most im-

portant part of the farm life. In it the women and
children learn the rudiments of a close, careful and
exact attention to details and the requirements of sue
cess. Nor is this all, many a garden supplies more
than half the food of the whole family, to say nothing
of the wholesomeness of vegetables and the increased

health of those consuming them, especially in locali-

ties where sale meats are chiefly used.

A garden is the simplest thing to manage, located

close to the house. It can be worked by all or any of

the family at odd moments, although it must not for

that reason be neglected, but on the contrary thus be

enabled to receive double attention.

The chief thing is to have the ground plowed at

least ten inches deep, and have the soil thoroughly

incorporated wrh rotted manure. The ground cannot

be too rich for the ordinary garden vegetable, such as

beets, cabbages, celery, etc.

The plat devoted to raising the vegetables for the

family does not need to be more than one fourth acre

in extent, although my own garden is three acres, and

none too large, although I have a great deal to sell by
way of surplus.

Our word for it, when once a beginning has been

made the farmer will never be without a garden, while

it will grow more and more im, ortant, and the effect

of the better knowledge of plant growth thus obtained

will be extended to the whole farm.

The garden plat should be so located and so laid

out that it can be cultivated with a mule, or at

least with a wheel hoe. To insure this the seed should

be sown in rows at least 15 to 18 inches apart, and
made perfectly straight. When go planted the work
of stirring the soil two or three times a week is a very

simple matter, and can be readily done in an hour

with a wheel hoe.

My own practice is to start plants in hot beds, or

in sun beds, and then to transplant them, which is

preferable to sowing seed in the rows and then thin-

ning out.

With this suggestion of how to begin a garden, I

will in my next give directions for planting the vege-

tables usually found in the kitchen garden.
New York. S. S. Boyoe.

CHOICE APPLES.
The question of varieties must be left to each sec

tion to determine. There is a most valuable field open
to young men to begin systematic work in hybridizing
and producing new seedlings that may give some new
and very desirable kinds, combining most of the ex-

cellent qualities desired. Sutton Beauty, Rhode
Island Greening, Baldwin, Mackintosh, Red and
Pound Sweet are among the best apples for New Eng-
land, and for these there will always be a great de-

mand.—G. T. P., in Amer. Agri.

SPRING AND WINTER PRUNING.
A comparison of these methods as practiced on the

Pacific coast shows that peaches on trees pruned in the
spring were larger than those on trees pruned in the
winter. Many farmers seem to believe that spring
pruning can be practiced, thus making hand thinning
unnecessary.

—

Amer. Agri.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

A QUARANTINE FLURRY.

During the past month the live stock owners in the

counties of Albemarle, Nelson, Louisa and Henrico

have worked themselves into a great state of excite

meut and exhausted their vocabulary of abuse upon

the Virginia Board of Quarantine because they dreaded

that through their own failure to see to the enforcement

of the laws they had made it imperative for th^secoun

ties to be placed in quarantine and thus practically

ruined their own live stock business. The Virginia

Board of Quarantine has, ever since it was created

and authorized to execute this law, found itself con-

fronted with a difficulty, especially in the counties of

Fluvanna and Albemarle. Every year there have

been sporadic outbreak-i of Te\as fever in those coun

ties, which have undoubtedly been brought from south

of the river by cattle driven across the river, and yet

the authorities have never been able to punish any

one for the crime committed. This year thesame diffi

culty again occurred. This time it was decided to ask

Federal aid in the matter. The Federal authorities

found ticks and tick-infested stock had been sold west

and north of this State, said to have come from Albe

marie county; and in justice to stock owners in States

West and North, they decided at least the four counties

of Albemarle, Nelson, Louisa and Henrico should be

placed in quarantine from October last, until cleared

of ticks, and they so notified the Virginia Board of

Quarantine. The power of the Federal law 13 greater

and overrides the State law. When stockmen realized

the position in which they were placed they at once

sent deputations to meet the Virginia Board empow

ered to make almost any terms only to avoid quaran

tine. The Board having now got the stockmen aroused

in the matter, frankly put the position before them.

They were prepared to use their influence with the

Federal authorities to obviate the application of gen

eral quarantine regulations over the four counties,

leaving infected sections to be locally quarantined,

provided the local county authorities would enter into

agreement with the Quarantine Board to vigorously

prosecute every violation of the law which could be

traced. An agreement to this effect has, we under

stand, been entered into by the county authorities of

each county, and the Board will now ask the Federal

authorities to suspend proclamation of the counties

and only to enforce local quarantine in infected

places. We trust that we shall hear no more of collu

sive evasion of the law. It behooves every stock-

owner north of the river to eee to the rigid enfor.e

ment of the law and to work in harmony with the

State Board of Quarantine, or the Federal authorities

in justice to stock owners elsewhere will cer'ainly in-

terfere and place every county in the State in quar-

antine. When our farmers have become sufficiently

enlightened as to know that by thf adoption of a "no-

fence" law throughout the State the need for quaran-

tine regulations will cease, then we may hope for be'ter

times. We have preached this doc rine for years but

with little result Elsewhere they are practising what
we have preached and are getting out of quarantine.

SALE OF A FINE HERD OF SHORTHORNS.
Senator Fairfax, of Aldie, Va., who was the owner

ot one of the choicest bred Shorthorn herds in the

South, tells us that he ha3 disposed of the same, re-

serving only for his own use upon his grade cattle one

or two bulls. The buyer of the herd is Dr. D. M.
Kipps, of Front Royal, Va., who was already the

owner of some c) oice cattle. The Aldie herd was

largely made up of cows by imported bulls, and many
of them out of imported cows of the finest Scotch,

breeding. Whilst we regret to lose Senator Fairfax

from the list of breeders, we are glad to know that the

stock has not left the State, and we trust to be able to

report further on it later.

Senator Fairfax reports the sale of 11 head of 2 year

old half bred steers and heifeis out of high grade cows

by Scotch topped Shorthorn bulls, which averaged

1,423 lbs. at the loading depot. We wonder what

these would have weighed without the Shorthorn

blood in them? Would they have weighed 1,000 lbs.

apiece! Doubtful. This one sale would pay for a

pretty good pure bred bull.

DESIRABLE POINTS IN BROOD SOWS.
She should be something approaching the rangy or-

der. She needs to be long and broad, and yet in every
respect well proportioned, and, in a way, approaching
the blocky form. The sow wants the squire hips and
full shoulders, and short legs that give evidence of ca-

pacity to carry a heavy body. As the frame work for

the whole, one needs a rangy, bony frame, not coarse

and angular, but well and closely compacted, capable
of carrying plenty of flesh and showing it at a good
advantage.
The sow should be a good suckler. There are good

milking sows and poor milkers. Some will suckle a
dozen pigs and make them grow better than another
with half as many. This is a point that is hard to de
termine—the value of a sow for suckling, away from
what one may determine from the probabilities of an-
cestry—depend on what the can do. It is not difficult,

however, if one has an opportunity to observe pigs.

Consequently, the importance of being careful to find

a good suckler and hold to her for breeding.

—

Drovers'

Journal.
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CISMONT DORSETS.

DORSET SHEEP.

Oeigin.

Although a comparatively new breed in America,

the Dorset is, with the exception of the Southdown,

the oldest known breed of English sheep. In its native

home of Dorsetshire and Somersetshire, in Southern

England, the breed has been kept in its original purity

from a very remote period, having been bred there

since before the Roman Invasion.

The American Dorset, as it is bred to day, by the

members of the Continental Dorset Club, is fully equal

to the best imported Dorsets and in some ways supe-

rior.

Woodland-Tranquilifcy, the ram that made Wood-
land Farm famous, and who is now at the head of the

Cismont flock, was bred by the Tranquility Farm and

sent to Woodland as a lamb.
" This lamb made the circuit of the Western fairs in

1898, and won nearly everywhere, taking generally

first and sweepstakes, winning over the Royal winner

of England, specially imported for the purpose. He
is an especially wooly ram, very blocky too, and hearty

and healthy to the last degree."

Description.

The Dorset is primarily a mutton sheep, slightly

larger than the Southdown, the ram weighing from

200 pounds to 225 pounds, the ewe in good condition

from 140 pounds to 175 pounds. It is solidly built,

having a straight back, deep body, and short legs, the

quarters are full and extend down well on the bhank.

The lamb, both the pure bred and the grade, is well

liked by both the feeder and the butcher, as they fat-

ten very easily and cut up well.

Both sexes have horns of moderate size, those of the

ram being heavier. These horns are not in the leasfc

objectionable, but on the contrary infuse a feeling of

instinctive fearlessness, making them docile and less

liable to attack from dogs than other breeds.

The fleece is of a medium staple, well crimped,

white, soft, and strong, similar to that of the best of

the latest improved Shropshire, with greater length of

fibre. It sells well, usually bringing somewhat more
than other wools of this class.

Distinguishing Characteristics.

Its fecundity and ability to take the ram in the

spring as well as in the fall.

Ease of fattening, early maturity and great milking

powers.

Its wonderful lambs.

Its comparative immuuity from the attacks of dogs.

Wiug says : "There is no lamb on earth that will

grow so great a weight in a given time on the range

as the Dorset, either half blood or pure bred. It is

considered easier to make a pound of Dorset mutton

than a pound of any other meat, whatever sort. They

are the greatest milkers in the sheep tribe. These

pugnacious horned sheep are not 'dogproof,' yet

they come near it."

Dorsets for the South.

Dorsets are the sheep for the South, because the cli-
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mate and conditions suit them, and their ability to

have early, quick maturing lambs, makes them almost

ideal.

Hot-House Lambs.

Our mild climate, enabling us to dispense with the

expensive plants required elsewhere, combined with

late grazing, makes it possible for us to produce fall

lambs at a very low cost to compete with the "Hot
House" lambs of the North.

Cow peas, soy beans, vetches, rape, the various root

crops, together with rye and winter oats, which all

grow here readily and luxuriantly, afford various com
binations for compounding rations suitable for the ewe

and the lamb, when combined with corn, cotton seed

meal, or possibly a little oil meal.

Dorsets grown under these conditions should, if well

managed, bring anywhere from $7.00 to $12.00 at about

hmsir Mkhinu Ewe ''I'aiky Faum."

sixty days old in the larger cities, such as Washington,

Philadelphia or New York.

With our cheap lands, buildings and mild climate,

I don't see why they can't be produced here success

fully and cheaply. Briefly, we can produce the "Hot-
House" lamb without the "Hot House."

Early Spring Lambs.

The growers of early spring lambs in the South have
already found out the strong points of the Dorsets in

this respect, and are now using Dorset rams on their

grades almost exclusively.

Such men as Douglas H. Smith, and Mr. Heninger,

of Tazewell county, Va., can't say enough in their

favor. Last year Mr. Heninger, who has bred and

shipped large numbers of sheep for years, bred over

3,000 grade ewes to pure bred Dorset rams.

Mr. Smith, after trying Hampshires, Southdowns

and Shropshires, finally tried Dorsets ; he has been

breeding them ever since, over six years now, and

claims that they cannot be beaten as producers of

strong, thrifty, early maturing lambs.

In a shipment of au equal number of Dorset and

Shropshire lambs, the Dorsets averaged 110 pounds

and the Shropshires 90 pounds. Both lots were born

in February and delivered at the same time early in

June. They were grown under precisely the same con-

ditions, and were fattened ou grass alone. The Dor-

sets were not only 20 pound* heavier, but were supe-

rior in Ojher reipects. Of course, these early lambs

bring much better prices thaa those shipped late,

when the market is more or less glutted. He says :

" No sheep conld do better, and if my experience tells

me anything, no country could suit them better."

Mr. Joseph E. Wing writes: "There is a steady

drift of Dorsets southward The Virginians want

them. North Carolina is taking them. Kentucky

and Tennessee are taking them more slowly. Missis-

sippi has them and is getting more. Louisiana has

them and wants more. Texas has them and is doing

good work with them."

Not a Battle of Breeds

In this paper I have not attempted to belittle the

good qualities of other breeds of sheep, but have en-

deavored, in response to the many inquiries concern-

ing Dorsets, atd especially Dorsets in the South, to

show why and how the Dorsets, though readily adapt-

ing themselves to any section of the United States, are

especially suited to thf South, and wherein they excel,

in this respect at least, over any o.' the other breeds.

Cismont, Albemarle Co., Va. G. S. Lindenkohl.

THE COW STABLE

Editor Southern Planter:

This is the age of iron and steel, and some agricul-

tural writers have suggested iron mangers and feed

boxes for horses and cattle as being strong, imperisha-

ble and cheaper in the long rur than wood. The ob-

jection is that in cold weather, even in a basement sta-

ble, where water does not freeze, they would be cold

and disagreeable to the iips of animals feeding from

them. It is true that a piece ot board, and a piece of

iron, kept in the same room, are exactly of the same
temperature, but the iron, being the better conductor,

imparts its coldnees instantly when touched by the

hand of a person or the nose of a cow, and the touch

in winter is far from agreeable, if not injurious. As
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cows never gnaw their mangers and feed boxes like

horses, there is no need of making them of iron, as

wood will last a lifetime.

The drop or manure gutter behind the cows should

be eight or ten inches deep. When our new barn was

built, the drop was made but four inches. That was

supposed to be sufficient to keep the cows clean, and

so it was had they not stepped back into it and fouled

their hind feet and then stepped back to their proper

places, and thereby dirtied their floor and bedding.

This stepping back they did many times in twenty-

four hours. Confinement in stanchions would prevent

this, but I do not altogether approve of stacchions.

With a drop of eight or ten inches, cows are not apt

to step back into the gutter. Some very good farmers

advocate the practice of confining cows in stanchions,

and having them all eat from a common manger like

guests at a long table, with the food placed before

them, each to help themselves. One writer says : "I

would never make a manger with a separate apart-

ment for each cow." Opinions differ. Our cow stalls

are made exactly like our horse stalls, ODly a little

narrower and shorter, with a manure gutter behind,

and I would never make any other kind. In old

times, when the food was all placed on long tables at

the hotels for each person to help himself, good breed

ing, and a proper regard for public opinion, prevented

grabbing or any guest from appropriating all the best

dishes to bis own use. Not so with cattle. They have

no regard for public opinion, no sense of propriety,

or caro for the rights and happiness of others. They

know of no law but that of self preservation and -'the

survival of the fittest." They will rob each other of

the last mouthful without any compunctions of con

science or any feeling of remorse. If this be so (and

every cattle feeder knows it to be true), then the pub

lie table, with all the food put on it, and all the board

ers turned into the dining room at the same time, is

not exactly the best management.

It encourages the natural greed of animals and

causes them to eat their fodder in too great haste for

the necessary mastication and digestion. It is true

that cattle have the power of raising their cud and re

chewing it, but an examination of their dung shows

that they do not always do it, or only raise and remas-

ticate a small proportion of it, and that an arrange

ment that causes hasty eating is just as pernicious and

unhealthful for cattle as for human beings, and will as

surely have the same tendency to impair their diges

tive organs and bring on disease.

Cows are not all of the same natural temperament.

. Some are nervous and quick to eat ; others cold blood

ed, stolid, slow. The best cow I ever had was a slow,

deliberate eater, good natured, patient, and never in a

hurry. Do you suppose I would have had that cow

stand at a public manger, with a greedy cow on each

side of her grabbing for the best fodder and getting it

because she was slowt

Then again cows do not always feel well. They may

have recently calved and are weak, or their minds

may be troubled about their calves that have been

taken away from them, or they may not have become

hungry at the time the fodder is given to them. Such

cows surely should have their food placed where it will

remain undisturbed by others, and where they can eat

it when they get ready.

It may be said that if enough fodder is put into the

manger for all, they will do well enough ; but evary

dairyman knows that no well fed cow will eat fodder

that has been culled over, mussed over, slimed with

saliva, breathed on, and all the choicest part picked

out by some other cow, unless forced to do so by star-

vation.

Another thing : Some cows acquire the bad habit of

throwing their fodder out of the manger under their

feet. If they can reach no more, they will eat it, and

spite nobody but themselves; but if they are in a sit-

uation to rob other cows of their share in the joint-

stock manger, the robbery will go on, and what is un-

der their feet will remain there as extra bedding, and

be wasted.

I have always done the foddering and grain feeding

of my animals myself when well. If I have a hired

man in the winter, he milks, cleans stables, and cuts

wood. I consider it as much the farmer's business to

feed his s ock as for the engineer on the locomotive to

handle the engine, or the pilot on the steamer to turn

the wheel which guides its course among the rocks.

I find out, by trial, how much food an animal will

eat up clean, and then, if the feed is good, give them

that much, and no more. Cattle will thrive no better

for giving them more than they can eat up clean.

J. W. Ingham.

[The owner's hand and eye should always control

the feeding of his stock. More depends on judicious

feeding than on the quantity fed.—Ed.]

COMPARATIVE SKIMMINO QUALITIES OF HOL-

STEIN AND JERSEY MILK.

Editor Southern Planter :

The following preliminary experiment was made for

the purpose of comparing the skimming qualities of

Holstein and Jersey milk:

For the experiment a number of Jersey cows and an

equal number of Holstein cows were selected from the

college herd; two hundred pounds of milk was taken

from each lot of cows for each run. The milk would

be allowed to accumulate until each lot amounted to

two hundred pounds. The two hundred pounds taken

would be taken after thoroughly mixing each lot.

After each run the milk would be accumulated again,

beginning with the next milking for the next run.
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The first run was made February 25tb, 1901, and sim
ilar runs were made upon each of the following dates

in March: 2d, 5th, 11th, 10th, 19th, 23d.

The separating of the milk was doue with a De Laval
[separator, Crank Humming Bird; and in the tables

following are shown the results for both lots of milk:

In the first column are found the dates upon which
the separations were made, .the second the pounds of

milk separated, the third the per cent, of fat in the

whole milk, the fourth the pounds of fat in each lot of

milk, the fifth the minut<s separating each lot of milk,

the sixth the temperature at which each lot was sepa
rated, the seventh the weight of cream taken, the eighth

the weight of skim milk from each separation, the

niDth the per cent, of fat in skim milk, the tenth the

pounds of fat in each lot of skim milk.

JERSEY MILK.
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JERSEY.
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THE DUAL-PURPOSE COW AND HER
HANAGEMENT.

Address delivered by Thomas Shaw at the National Live Stock
Convention, held at Chicago, December 3-6, 1901.

(Continual from January Numb
How shall dual- purpose cows be secured? That is a

great question. It is on the lips of thousands of honest

enquirers to day. But two answers can be given—one

applies to the present, the other to the future. The
answer to the first is, through selection ; and to the

second, through breeding. That such selection has

been rendered difficult by the pernicious teaching

referred to, cannot be denied. Dual-purpose cows
are doubtless much less numerous than they were
years ago. How can it be otherwise, since they have
been immolated to such an extent during recent years
on the altar of false teaching ? But the day is at hand
when they will be bred, systematically bred, and in

consonance with the laws that govern breeding. They
will be bred on the great principle that like produces
like. This line of breeding must be persisted in, and
like all other breeding, it must be accompanied by a
persistent, ligorous and never-ending selection. Dual-

purpose cows must be bred from dual-purpose cattle.

And for the men who are foremost in this great wide
open field, an abundant and continuous harvest may
be safely predicted, providing they understand their

business. What hazard is there in dual breeding, since

the rejected animals for milk production can be so

profitably disposed of for meat as soon as their lack of
fitness for such productiou is known ? In breeding such
animals, dams eminent for the dual quality must be
preferred. For a time the chief difluculty will be in

getting sires, as it will probably be found that imme-
diate descent from two or three generations of good
milk producing cows, will be of far more consequence
in such sires than exact dual form. With sires of such
descent, a leaning to the beef (orm should be considered
a decided advantage rather than otherwise. Through
the sire chiefly seek to maintain stamina and sufficient

fleshing qualities. Strange theories are being pro
pounded in these latter days by one and another as to
how those dual purpose cows shall be bred. Men are
coming forward, in some instances fresh converts to
dualism, and saying "I have found it." Their advice
reminds one of the advice of Husbai the Archite to
Absalom, with the difference that they are sincere.

One of the mct-t recent of those theories is the wretched
one, that in order to get dual-purpose cattle, an extreme
type of a beef bull should be mated with an extreme
type of a dairy cow. The theory claims that if the
progeny is a male it will make a good meat producer,
and if it is a female it will make a good milk producer.
This fallacy assumes, first, that the featuies of external
foim take chiefly after the male, and the features of

internal function take chiefly after the female; whereas

the truth is, that the whole organism external and
internal, inherits in the greatest degree the properties

and the qualities of the parent that is most prepotent;

that is to say, the parent that is most purely bred.

This would mean, that mating such a sire, if purely

bred, regardless of inheritance in dairy power from the

more recent of his dams, with a good dairy cow of mixed
breeding, would give all her progeny a bias in favor of

meat-production. This theory also igEores the further

fact, if two highly bred animals were mated thus, in the

absence of affinity in the dominant blood tlements,

there would be a tendency to reversion. There would,

in those instances, be no sajing what the progeny

would be. The nnforunate thing about this absolutely

untenable theory is, that some well meaning men are

holding it up to the gaze of the multitude, many of

whom do not know any better. Wherever it is so held

up, it ought to be riddled through and through with

the shot and shell of condemnation. Others claim tnat

the dual cow. howsoever bred, is a sport. This would

involve the assumption that ninety one Red Poll cows

in the herd of Garrett Taylor, Whitlingham, England,

which in lS93gave an average of 5116 pounds of milk,

were all sports. In fact, it would involve the assumption

that nearly all the females of the Red Poll and Brcwn

Swiss breeds were sports. The true idea is, that dual-

purpose cattle are to be bred as all other cattle are

bred; that is to say, by using sires and dams of dual-

purpose types. And the sooner breeders settle down
to this thought the sooner will the country be filled

with this most valuable class of cattle. I have often

wondered during recent years at the patience and

meekness, and shall I add apparent want of spirit,

shown by thjse who avowedly breed dual purpose

cattle. They have meekly allowed the men who have

had the unblushing cheek to stigmatize their animals

as a myth, a delusion and a snare, to unfurl their

banners, and match over the land without even throw-

ing down to them a challenge. They have allowed the

managers of Fairs to classify their cattle sometimes as

beef and sometimes as dairy. And they have, without

a word of public protest, allowed men to go in and

judge their cattle who kuew almost absolutely nothing

about dual qualities. All this must stop and stop for-

ever. But mark you, the men who must stop it are

the men who breed dual-purpose cattle. It is high

time those men were crawling out of their hiding places

and pushing their cattle where they ought to be; that

is to say, at the front. The dual-purpose idea must

not be allowed to rest. Its opponents are clamoring

for facts. They say give us facts, facts, facts, about

the production of your cattle, and we will believe you.

By facts they evidently mean records of milk produc-

tion in individuals and in herds. And it must be con-
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ceded, that in America, such facts are too seldom \ in

evidence, not because they have 'not existed, but be-

cause they have not been collated. At present we^have

too frequently to cross the sea to gather these facts.

Breeders of dual-purpose cattle must set to work and

keep j early records of performance in their herds.

The work would doubtless handsomely repay the out-

lay regardless of the ulterior value]of such facts. The
experiment station must also do more in this line with

dual-purpose cattle, and they must follow up values

and performance in the progeny. This is now being

done at the Iowa aud Wisconsin stations, and it would

also have been begun seven years ago at the Minnesota

station had the writer succeeded in carrying out his

•desires. More of the stations must take up this work,

none can do it better then they. But work even more

aggressive ought to be inaugurated. If the dual cow

is as represented in this paper, her value cannot be

placed too quickly or too pronouncedly before the

public. And wut re, I ask, in all America can this be

better done thau as suggested by Mr. R. G. O^ilvie,

that at the International Fat Stock Pair now anuually

lield at Chicago. With a view to hasten such au end,

I would respectfully suggest to the directorate of this

Fair, that they offer prizes for dual-purpose cattle and

their progeny somewhat after the following plan :

For dual purpose cows let the directorate offer prizes

at the Fair of 1902. These could he offered for cows

shown in herds of, say, two animals in each. The
judges, in making the awards, should consider the milk

record of the cows from Nov. 30th to Nov. 30th preced-

ing the show, the value of the calves produced by the

cows and shown with them, aud the cost of production

•of the milk and also of the calves. The second yrar,

prizes should be offered, open to the same cows and to

all their progeny for the two years. Thus the milk

records could be compared for two years, and the piog

<eny also. The second year, each ow would have two
of her progeny by her side. Statements should be re

•quired the second year also as to co3t of production.

Each herd thus shown the second year would number
aix animals. Three prizes should be offered for each

of the dual purpose pure breeds and also for grades.

In this way an exhibit should be brought together of

surpassing interest to every one engaged in live stock

production on the farm. Facts could thus be gathered

ap such as the opponents of the dual idea in cattle are

•so loudly and so defiantly clamoring for. In addition

to the drawing power of such an exhibit, it ought to

prove one of the most valuable of the entire Fair

But to make it operative at the Fair of 1902, it would

be necessary for the directorate to make known the

nature of the awards and the conditions relating to the

same, without any delay. The feeding and manage
anent of these cows cannot be discussed at length in

this paper and it is only taken up to meet the require-

ments in the assignment of the subject. Only a few

points will be discussed bearing on this phase of the

question. 1. These cows must be reared by hand.

This is absolutely necessary in order to secure good

milking qualities in the dams. Some difference should

be made in feeding the heifers and the steers of the

du .1 purpose types. While both should be well started

on whole milk for two or three weeks, aud should also

be fed a more or less liberal supply of grain during all

the milk period and subsequently, to the end of the

first year, the steers should be given grain more car-

bonaceous than the heiiers, to secure higher fleshing

properties. The feeding of the milk and other food

should be so adjusted that the calves will not take on

pot bellies, which is out of harmony with beauty in

the cow. Some have labored to produce the pot-belly

in a cow calf, under the belief that it constituted depth

of body. While the heifer is developing, her food

should be such as to maintain -ood growth and ulti-

mately good size, without producing overmuch or too

little fleshiuess. While it would be easily possible to

develop too much of a tendency to lay on fat in such

heifers, it by no means follows that they should be kept

in that condition of leanness that would be incompati-

ble with completest development, lest the habit of the

digestion should be too much turned in the direction

of beef-making.

2. What may be termed protein foods must be grown

and fed to a far greater extent thau at the present time.

Especially is this true in all corn growing areaa.

Advanced dairy tneu kuown very well what this means,

and it has led them to invest heavily in wheat bran,

even when they have had to pay high prices relatively

for the same The computation that would tell us,

could it be made, how much is lost every year in the

corn belt in the United States through feeding food

out of balance would be interesting, and it would be

no less astounding chan interesting. This unbalanced

production of food arises, first from the higher adap-

tation of the area named to the production of food

relatively low in protein, and rich in carbo hydrates

;

and second, from the lack of disposition on the part of

the farmers to introduce a morevaried production.

In order to get protein, the farmer who cannot rely

upon clover to furnish him with what he wauts in that

line, goes to the feed merchant and gets a supply from

him, usually in the form of bran and shorts.

Now when a large proportion of farmers do this, but

one result can foil w. The price must run up, since

there is not, nor will there ever be, enough bran and

shorts to meet the needs of stockmen who, in the future,

will look to these as the sources from which thev obtain

their protein. Besides, it may be taken as an anxiom

in farming, that where the conditions are suitable, the
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farmer can grow food, including proteiu, more cheaply that will involve the least possible labor on the part
than he can bay it. In all the corn belt, therefore. of m*n that will adequately secure the desired end.

and indeed in all the wheat belt lying to the northwest Ia other Tord? these foods wil,
< ^ far as practicable,

„, -, ,. ., , , . . , . . t , , be grown in mixtures, the threshing and grinding be-of it, the problem of problems to day IB the growth of iDg
e
done by the cow And JQ the

g
third ^la^^ife-

more protein on the farm. The men who are first to the animals will be liberally fed, they will also be fed
work out this problem will be the men who will stand grain in what maybe termed a rational way. No
in the front rank as public benefactors, for the protein farmer can afford to drive the machinery of milk pro-

which is so valuable in feeding stock is also valuable d «ction in his cows so fast that in a few years the ma-
• e a a i j i_. i. ... . ,, chine is worn out. This of course is done by excessive
in feed.ng the land which grows it. since it is usually grain feeding . The dty milkman Jord fo dJ
furnished by leguminous plants. This dual quality, this, but the farmer cannot. His cow should be good
therefore, in protein, is simply beneficent.

The plants which will in the future furnish the chief

supplies of protein in the area named, are such as,

clover in its several varieties, peas and beans. While
clover stands prince among these legume.-, it alone will

for ten years of free production iu the dairy every
time, barring accident or disease.

4 The culling of the herd must be severe. With
unsparing eye cows tha*- are not possessed of the requi-
site dual qualities ought to be sent to the shambles.
Happily for the farmer he can do this without loss. If

not suffice. It will not, for instance, furnish the his cow is not a good milk producer, she is pretty cer-

farmer with all he needs of protein for his swine, nor tain to fetch a good price for bet f. Under such con-

even for his milch cows. Alfalfa also is going to be
ditio?9 the best only should be kept. Under intensive

„„.„ . , t . , . ., , , . .7. . , conditions of farming numbers can never atone forgrown in ten times ten thousand places in the west and ,ack of naaijtv
northwest, where now the common idea prevails that

j

With cows thus bred and managed, this entire Mis
it cannot be successfully grown. In this way, millions i

sissippi Valley would become filled with herds of dual-

and millions of tons of protein will yet be furnished
j

purpose cows, the equal of which the world never

by the soil and air from this one sou.ce alone. The Pr
u
oduce<

l ^/T" .

Varied Prodnc«<">. th »t Magna
„ , . .. .. . . . . .. . . ' Chat ta of safe farming, would prevail as never before.

growth of peas in the northwest is yet in Us infancy. , The calf at the pail arjd the pfg at the trongb wonld
Two great families may be chosen from, viz., the Can have skim milk to balance the carbohydrates in the
ada pea and the cow pea. Happily, the latter will I other food elements as never before. Canuers and
grow well where the heat is too much for the former !

calls among bovines would melt away and disappear a*

and vice versa, so that one or the other of these protein
never b

t
?
fore ^d

h
th* P.alsation8 of ^proved meat

, , . . , .
production would beat vigorously from the North to>

plants may be grown in all parts of the northwest. tha Sonthi and from the East to the West
Soy beans also have their place, and their growth in

the futuie will be multiplied. Thus happily the snp
ply of protein plants is not limited. But with the ex SILO EXPERIENCE.
ception of the clover plant, we are little children in Editor Southern Planter :

our knowledge as to the best methods of growing them,
j

Thinking some of your readers are interested in en-
the best combinations in which they may be grown, silage. I will give my experience with the two siloe

and the best methods of preparing them for live stock constructed last summer, measuring fourteen feet

„„a e~**; *i » *u Tf e • across and twenty feet high. These silos were filledand feeding them to the same. If more of our experi abont the 10tn of September with Cocke -

8 Prolific
ment station workers wonld come down from their corn. The corn was well eared and had passed the
journey through the clouds and work out these prob milky state ; some of it was ripe, and was cut by a
lems, the results would be fraught with blessings to harvester, which left it bound in bundles, making it

the world. much easier to handle. It was carried to the cutter

o in, A c , .• j ,
from the field. It took about one and one half days

3. All kinds of cows, including dual-purpose cows,
, t0 fill each , ilo . For coveringi old 8traw and cbaff

to produce the best returns, must needs be fed on what was used on top, about one foot thick. Commenced
may be termed common sense principles. Iu the first feeding cows day after filling ; no loss whatever from
place they must be well fed. While excess of flesh top to bottom. This comes nearer being "sweet ensi-

over that amount which will best conduce to the end
la^" thaa ™J * haVe pUt Up dar

j

Dg ™y

-

six
-T
ea '"8 e

fl
D ... ir . •_»-.«. ,

penence. There is no reason why the South should
sought is wasteful, any lack of flesh below what con Dot be a dairying country when we

J

can have> in great
duces to the same end is more wasteful, since it in quantities, ensilage, peas and sorghum. Nothing
creases so much relatively the food of maintenance, makes a cow respond to milk more readily than ensi-

Asa rule, the great mistake in the average herd lies' ,a8e and Peas>
with Draa to make up a complete

in keeping the animals in the same, young and old,
ra~?n '

. , . . .. a .. ,

. ^ , a , , r .. , , ' * 6
, ,

'
j

There is no domestic animal, in the South, less ap
too low fleshed. In the second place, they must be fed preciated than the cow. Her habits and wants are
on foods to the greatest extent possible produced on less studied. There is a wonderful future for onr
the farm, given in due balance approximately as to! Southern people who take an interest in dairy pro-
their constituents, and grown and handled in that wav dncts

'
if they would read

>
think and act.

J
I Xottoicay Co., Va. T. O. Sandy.
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The Poultry Yard.

SO-CALLED "RED ALBUMEN" A FRAUD. "As I keep different breeds of poultry, I have never

Poultrv feeders and farmers throughout Western I

accurately measured the grain food required daily by
New York have been much excited during the past

j

tne average sized hen, and therefore cannot advise de-

few weeks by the exploiting of "Red Albumen." finitely, although it seems to me five ounces of dry

Doubtless many of them have been victimized; for grain as a daily ration is correct, according to your

druggists report demands for this material almost un experience

precedented even in the sale of patent medicines, and
to far as evidence i ollected by the Station goes each
purchaser has been defrauded.
There are at least two preparations sold under the

name red albumen, probably more ; for the druggist*

in many places were evidently not supplied with the

original material, but realized that the fai mers were
determined to be "gold bricked" any way, and so met
the demand by substituting compounds from their

own stock. One of the preparations, that reaching the
Station under the label of the United States Salyx
Co., New Concord, Ohio, has practically no feeding
value, as it contains one tenth of one per cent, of pio
tein (albumen), the remainder being almost wholly
oxide of iron (red paint) and sand. No phosphorus
was found, nor was there any evidence of strj chnine
or the newly discovered (?) "alequet." Unless fraud
has been worked upon the Salyx Co., this is the orig

inal "red albumen."
If 60, instead of being worth 50 or 60 cts. a pound,

it is worth oUy from 1 to 2 cts. a pound as "Mineral
Red" or "Ground Iron Ore" used for paint.

Druggists, or others who have substituted 6ome
other product for the original "red albumen," have
been less conscienceless toward the farmers ; for they
have sold them an albuminous compound, probably a
by product which contains 11 or 12 per cent, of nitro

gen or about 72 per cent, protein. This sells for vary
ing prices, depending upon the druggist's mood ; but
usually at the price fixed for the original article, 50 or

60 cts. a pound. Animal meal, which supplies the
best of albuminoid for poultry, contains more than
half as much protein, and sells at from 3 to 5 cts. a
pound. W. H. Jordan, Director.

Geneva, N. T., Dec. 19, 1901.

[We have the same report from every State. Farm-

ers love to be fooled better than any other class of

people, and they are. The very best of these so

called red albumen feeds are nothing but dried blood

"I cannot give any definite figures. I feed wheat,
in the sheaf, to quite an extent, and have never made
any attempt to weigh their complete rations for any
day or length of time. Making a rough estimate, I

think it is about four ouno s of dry grain daily. I

feed some cabbage and clover hay through the winter,
which would make a difference in the grain."
"I have made two or three estimates, and make it

a fraction less than tire ounces. Twenty five jears
ago, when I commenced to keep hens, corn was about
$1.45 per bag, bran $21 per ton—those are the only
prices that I remember. The cost for grain, shell and
everything they ate, was—during the winter—just two
cents per hen per week. I feed all the hens—Barred
Plymouth Rocks—will eat up clean tlree times a day."
"Oar rule is to feed all the hens will eat up clean,

and no more. In several particulars, our method of
feeding makes it difficult to form a correct estimate of
the grain eaten. In the morning we feed a mash com-
posed largely of small potatoes, turnips and cabbage,
boiled up and mixed with bran and animal food. At
noon either a few heads of cabbage, or a little buck-
wheat, is fed, and at about 4:30 P. M. they are given
all they will eat of a mixture of wheat screenings
and whole corn. The corn is of our own raising, and
is fed in an unusual way. The corn is husked, and in

stead of being shelled, is run through a Tornado feed

cutter. This shells part of the corn, and cuts the ears,

cob and all, up into lengths of about three quarters
inch. The hens have no trouble in picking the ker-
nels from these pieces of cob. This saves us from the
expense of a sheller, is much quicker, and so far as
we can see, is j ust as satisfactory in its results as any
other way of feeding corn."

"I think your estimate of five ounces dry feed per
hen too high for economical feeding. I am no poultry
specialist, keeping only from 50 to 75. The most prac-
tical experiment I have recently made was with a
flock of about 60 hens and chickens about equally
divided, chickens full grown. I have had them con-

fined in a yard for from six to eight weeks to keep
worth a few cents a pound, and just about as likely to them fron/my garden , a8 they wer| very fond of cab

P

make hens lay as meat scraps of any kind.

—

Ed.]

DAILY RATION FOR HEN.
Recently the Rural New Yorker asked the following

question of its readers: "Have you ever measurad
the grain feed required by a hen of average size? Va
rious estimates have been made, and we would like to

know what the practical poultry keepers have to say
about it. In our experience, five ounces of dry grain
have given good results as a daily ration."
We give the answers, which agree with our experi-

ence :

"My hens give better results on a daily ration of

five ounces dry grain than when a larger or smaller
quantity is given."

bage and tomatoes. I feed twice per day. Morning
four quarts of oat J

, and at night four quarts of corn.
During the day they would usually have a quantity of
cabbage or refuse apples or pears, which they needed
to get best results from grain. The fowls were con
tented and kept fat, and young ones increased in
weight. They are of the Wyandotte breed. I did
not get many eggs in the meantime, as they soon com-
menced moulting. Seven and one half pounds of
corn and 4£ of oats make a daily ration of 12 pounds
or 192 ounces, which gives but little over three ounces
per fowl. Had my experiment taken place earlier,

expecting egg production, I might have added a lit-

tle, if not in quantity, in variety ; but with the neces-

sary variety of food for the health of the fowls and for

eggs, I believe 4 ounces would be a large daily ration."
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The Horse.

NOTES.

That the Richmond Horse Show Association is now
a permanent organization, and that annnal shows are

to be held here, meets with general satisfaction, not

only in local circles, but thioughout the State. The
initial show was held here last October, and proved a

great success, which so encouraged the management
that one on a much larger scale has been decided

upon for this fall, the dates of which will probably be
the week of October 13th to 18th, closing with a per

formance on Saturday night instead of the afternoon,

as at the last show.
The officers of the Association are live men, and in

elude J. T. Anderson, President ; Harry 0. Beattie,

Vice-President ; Leigh R. Page, Jr., Secretary, and

J. 8. Crenshaw, Treasurer ; while the Board of Direc
tors is made up of the foregoing, and in addition,

some of the best known and most substantial of Rich
mond's business men. The big Auditorium building

at the old Exposition grounds has been leased for a
period of five years, and the contract let for improve
ments to cost over $5,000. When completed, this

building will seat ten thousand people, and a full

view of the show ring may be ha 1 from every seat in

the house. There will be seventy five boxes, and
about half of them have already been taken by out of-

town people.

Virginia's historic capital is an ideal city for horse

shows, and their establishment here not only appeals
to, but enlists the support and patronage of the best

classes, and society turns out in force. That the
Richmond Horse Show is a fixture is the general ver
diet, and this will be hailed with wide satisfaction.

The Hon. William T. Townes, President of the Porto
Rican American Tobacco Company, San Juan, P. R.,

and with Export Department of the American Tobacco
Company, 111 Fifth Avenue, New York, has com
menced collecting a small but select band of thorough
bred brood mares for his stud at Stokesland, Va.
Among them are the full sisters Katie C. and Helen
Wilmtr, bith bays, by imported Charaxus, out of
Elite, the sister of Eolian, by Eolus ; Bonnie Osra,
chestnut mare, 5, by Eon, dam St. Olga, by imported
St. Blaise, and Goldie M., bay mare, 16, by Milner,
dam Vrenetta, by Voltigeur. Another well bred one
in the collection is Cremorna, chestnut filly, 2, by
Requital, dam Afterglow, by Hanover. This season
Bonnie Osra is in Kentucky, will be mated with
imported Albert, to whom she was bred in 1901

;

Katie C. will be sent to the court o< imported Father-
less ; Helen Wilmer will visit imported Water Level,
and Goldie M. goes to Jim Gray.

Mr. Courtlandt H. Smith, of the Hampton Stock
Farm Theological Seminary, Virginia, has sold to a
gentleman in Savannah, Ga., by whom they will be
used as a coach team, the pair of high stepping bay
mares, Lady Lyons and Lady Hei bert. These mares
were winners at the Richmond Horse Show last fall,

and came in for quite a share of attention on account
of their good looks and manners. Price reported for

the pair was $2,000. Other recent sales by Mr. Smith
include the two good hunters, Craven and O'Malley,
to Mr. Clarence Moore, of the Chevy Chase Hunt,
Washington, D. C.

The bay stallion Lepanto. who has fine size and
hands >me proportions, is now owned by Mr. H. M.
Johnson, of Bedford Cry, Va., and frequently driven
on the road, wheie his good manners, looks and dis-
position come in for quite a share of attention. Le-
panto was sired by Petoskey, son of George Wilkes,
from a mare by Hunter's Lexington, and in former
dajs was the apple of the eye of his breeder, the late
James Long, of Georgetown, Ky., who exhibited him
and captured numerous premiums by virtue of beauty
of form, quality and finish. Petoskey was bred to hi»
own dam, Fanny, by Iron's Cadmus, and the result
was the fast pacing mare Nelly O'Neil, 2:22J, who in
turn was mated with Lepanto and threw the bay pac-
ing horse Willie O'Neil, 2:24 J. As an example of in-

breeding, the latter stands out prominently, and a
tabulation of his pedigree forms a subject of more
than passing interest to students of blood lines.

Mr. Conrad Kownslar has been elected Secretary
and Treasurer of the Clarke County Horse and Col
Show Association, to succeed Mr. Charles Mullikin,
who has resigned. This Association has purchased
the Shenandoah Driving Park and woods fronting
same, where future horse shows will be held.

The giant trotting gelding Mosul, 2:09}, by Sultan,
dam Virginia Maid, by Sam Purdy, and the brown
stallion McZeus, son of MoKinney and Grace Kaiser,
two of the fastest horses in Virginia, were sent north
last month, and went the way of the auctions in New
York city.

The horses owned by James C. Smith, City Sergeant
of Richmond, the veteran breeder, owner and road
driver, are in winter quarters at Montezuma Farm.
They are in charge of Trainer Hanson, and the stable
includes Hulman, 2:20, by Quartermaster ; Forney,
b. g., 5, by Sidney Prince, dam by Bendee ; Clarion,
b. g., 4, by Russel Rex, dam Helice, by Norval, and
others.

D. S. Jones, of Newport News, Va., has again en-
tered the breeding ranks, and recently purchased
some richly bred trotting stock, among them ten head
from A. A. Kitsmiller, of Valley Junction, Iowa.
This lot included the black stallion, 5, by Ellerslie

Wilkes, dam Anna V., by Pilot Medium ; brown colt,

3, by Ellerslie Wilkes, dam by Princeps, and a couple
of bay fillies, two and three j eara old, by Ellerslie

Wilkes, dam by Wilkes Boy. L. K. Bryan, who form-
erly trained for Mr. Jones, is again in charge of affairs,

and expects, when the season opens, to have a good
stable of horses ready for the races.

Broad Rook.

Mention the Planter to your friends.
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niscellaneous.

THE VIRGINIA CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
AND THE FARMERS.

When the Convention met—now seven months ago

—

a committee was raised out of the body to whom was

referred the subject of agriculture in all its bearings

on the prosperity of the State and the duty of the State

towards those eDgaged in that pursuit. The Hod.

H. C. Stuart, of Russell, a most prominent and influ-

ential farmer from the Southwest, was made chairman

of the committee. This committee has held a num-

ber of meetings and heard arguments upon various

agricultural subjects and the best way to develop the

interests of the State. As a result of their delibera-

tions, the committee, on Monday, the 27th January,

presented the following report to the Convention, and

the same was ordered printed.

Section 1. There shall be a Board of Agriculture
and Immigration, composed of one member from each
Congressional District in the State, who shall be ap-

pointed by the Governor, subject to the confirmation
of the Senate, for a term of four years ; except that
the member first appointed after the adoption of this

Constitution from the odd numbered Congressional
Districts shall hold office for two years.

The rector of the Board of Visitors and the presi
dent of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute shall be
members ex officio of the Board of Agriculture and
Immigration.
The General Assembly may, in its discretion, add

other members ex officio to the said Board.
The powers and duties of the said Board shall be

such as may be prescribed by law : provided it shall

maintain its principal office at the capital of the State
and shall elect and have power to remove its officers,

among them a Commissioner of Agriculture and Im
migration, whose term of office shall be four years.

The President of the Board and the Commissioner
of Agriculture and Immigration shall be members ex
officio of the Board of Visitors of the Virginia Poly-
technic Institute.

Section 2. No license, tax, nor charge of any kind
whatever shall be assessed against or collected of any
producer of farm products for the right to sell in any
part of the State the products which he has raised.

Section 3. Counties, cities and towns shall have the
power to exempt from local taxation, for a period of
not more than five years, manufacturing enterprises
to be established therein

;
provided there is no other

enterprise of a like nature already established in suoh
county, city or town that is not exempt from local tax-

ation.

The committee has not been unmindful of the im
portance of extending encouragemei t to desirable im-
migration. Under the report, the Bureau of Immi
gration will be combined with that of Agriculture, as
heretofore ; thus leaving practically the administra
tion of the Immigration Bureau to the agricultural
interests of the State. The appropriateness of this

arrangement is manifest when it is considered that

persons engaged in agricultural pursuits, who are
most usually land-owners, are, by reason of their call-
ing, more nearly interested in attracting desirable im-
migration than any other class. It may be added that
the agricultural class* s, more than any other, realize
and appreciate the vital value and need of such immi-
gration.

It May be said, in conclusion, that a great many
snggestions and propositions have been made to this
committee, which have been reported on adversely,
for the reason that it was deemed unwise to burden
the Constitution with provisions which were fairly
within the power and discretion of I he General As-
sembly.

This report reaches us too late in the month to ad
mit of our giving it that consideration whiGh its i cnpor-
tance demands, but we cannot forego the opportunity
to congratulate the chairman and his colleagues (for
we understand the report is the unanimous one of the
committee) upon the courage and wisdom displayed
in dealing with the vital question of the creation and
election of a State Department of Agriculture and of
an executive officer of that department. As is well
known to our readers we have always been opposed to
the existing system, and have pleaded strongly for the
creation of one Board having jurisdiction over all the
agricultural interests of the State and with the power
to appoint and discharge its officers. Whilst the re-

port does not give us quite all we have asked we will

be content to accept what is offered. We are to get a
Board permanent in its character and of which the ex-
ecutive officers of the Virginia Experiment Station
and Agricultural College are to be ex officio members,
and with power to appoint the Commissioner of Agri-
culture (why not call him by his proper name, Secre-
tary of the Board of Agriculture), and all the officers.

The President of the State Board and the Commis-
sioner are also to be ex officio members of the Execu-
tive Committee, having control of the Experiment Sta-

tion and Agricultural College. Such a Board as this

has within it the potentiality of great good for the ag-
ricultural progress of the State. There can be and
doubtless will be a hearty co operation in the working
of the experiment stations, the college and the depart-
mental work of the office in Richmond, and all will

be in position to make available the scientific knowl-
edge of the faculty of the station and college. This
of itself will be of untold value to the farmers, whilst
it will be seoured at the minimum of cost to the State.

We would urge every farmer to write his representa-

tive in the Convention and ask his support of the com-
mittee's report. The State Department of Agricul-
ture has been redolent of politics ever since the Com-
missioner and Board was created. It has never helped
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it to do anything for the advancement of the agricul

tural interests of the State, and it is time for the influ

ence to cease. The committee's report secures this,

and hence it should be adopted.

THE MUTUAL FARMERS' CLUB OF FREDERICK
COUNTY, VA.

The Mutual Farmers' Club met at Spout Spring

Mill, the residence of Daniel S. Wood, Saturday, Jan

uary 4, 1902.

President Clevenger called the meeting to order at

10:45. Satisfactory excuses were given for the absence

of three members. The minutes of last meeting were

read and approved. The criticism of D. W. Branson's

place read, and a few remarks followed.

S. L. Lupton, S. L. Pidgeon, and H. S. Lupton were

appointed to select and refer questions for next meet

ing.

As the editor of the "Advertiser" had no paper

prepared, he substituted a good poem.

Under the head of unfinished business came the

questions referred to S. L Lupton, H. S. Lupton, and
H. M. Bond, at some of the former meetings.

As S. L. Lupton was unprepared, his question was
deferred.

H. S. Lupton gave a brief answer to the question
" Why do farmers object to having the birds destroyed

by the hunters ?" Mr. Lupton took the view that it

was not so much the destruction of the birds that the

farmers objected to as the terrible nuisance of trespass

ing by the hunters. The subject elicited a discussion

which resulted in a vote being taken favoring the ap-
pointment of a game warden.

H. M. Bond, in answering the question referred to

him as to the best manner of holding a Farmers' Insti

tute, advanced no new suggestions, but thought the

past efforts were successful enough to continue in the
same way.

The referred questions of the day were next in order.

First came the one ieferred to D. W. Branson, "Give
your idea of the best way to cultivate and breed corn?"
Mr. Branson preferred planting corn in hills and tend
ing it both ways. He would plant it three feet nine
inches each way, and then at the proper time thin to

two stalks in a hill. He thought the first plowing
should be deep, and then as the season advanced
not so deep. He thought that the corn should be
worked frequently in dry weather to form an earth
mulch, and thus prevent the evaporation of moisture.
To improve the variety, Mr. Branson thought best to

select the finest ears possible when husking, after which
they should be put in a dry, airy place, so that they
will thoroughly dry before freezing weather. Then

when shelling to plant, re soit and use only the best

;

by pursuing this method the variety could be im-
proved. A discussion on the best method of planting

followed the reading of the essay, some preferring ib

in drills rather than hills.

Next came the question referred to J. H. Doing,
"What is the best literature for the rural hornet"
Mr. Doing thought that every farmer should read such
books as would thoroughly acquaint him with his

work, and supplementary to this, become familiar with

the best of poetry, art, science, and fiction. He con

eidered the best literature for the rural home that

which uplifts and sends the mind along healthy, pure
channels.

At this point dinner was announced, and after that

was over, and the premises were viewed, business was
again resumed.

S. L. Pidgeon was called upon to answer his ques-

tion, " What can be done to protect young fruit trees

from the attacks of the locusts?" Mr. Pidgeon had
written to Prof. Alwood, of Blacksburg. for informa-

tion, and in reply he advised wrapping the bodies of

young trees with newspaper. Prof. A. stated that in

their orchard, where the trees had been sprayed, no

damage had been done, while adjoining unsprayed

orchards suffered seriously. But Prof. A. did not say

that the spraying saved their trees—the fact remained,

however.

Under the head of New Business, Senator Lupton
made some remarks about holding the Farmers' Insti-

tute. Quite a discussion followed, which resulted in

the appointment of H. S. Lupton, N. W. Solenberger

and Lewis Pidgeon as a committee to call together in-

terested parties for the purpose of formulating plans

for holding an Institute.

The following questions were reported for next meet-

ing :

(1) What kind ot a garden should a farmer have?

Referred to E 1. L. Irish.

(2) Do you consider it wasted material for a well-

educated young man to work upon the farm|? Referred

to J. L. Rees.

(3) Which is the most profitable to the farmer, tim-

othy or clover ? Referred to N. W. Solenberger.

The hour of adjournment having arrived, an invi-

tation was accepted to meet at "Sunny Croft," the

residence of J. W. Branson, Saturday, February 1st,

1902.

Then adjourned.

W. E. Branson, Secretary.

C. C. Clevenger, President.

When corresponding with advertisers mention the

Southern Planter.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTES.

Whose Money ?

On December 26th last, we re-

ceived $1.00 in coin in one of onr

self- addressed envelopes post mark-
ed " Hampton, Va.," but the sender

omitted to sign his name. We shall

be very much pleased to credit it

to the proper person, provided he
will claim same. We have a great

number of subscribers at Hampton
and in that vicinity, so it is impos-

sible for us to do other than hold it

until some one writes for it.

A Bit Personal.

We cannot refrain from publicly

thankiDg a host of friends for their

liberal support and unstinted words
of praise for our efforts to make
The Southern Planter a real help to

them in their farming operations.

Hundreds of commendatory letters

have been received lately, and we
can assure the authors that they

are truly inspiring. We publish a

few recent ones, picked up at ran

dom.
January 18th, 1902.

If every farmer in the State would read
The Southern Planter faithfully and in-

telligently, the material prosperity of the
State would be enhanced almost beyond
comparison; A. H. Burroughs,

Campbell county, Va.

January 15th, 1902.

In continuing my subscription for your
paper I cannot do so without expressing
my admiration of the matter, and the
manner in which it is conducted. I have
been a reader of agricultural papers ever
since Luther Tucker established the
" Genesee Farmer," and Judge Buel
the "Albany Cultivator," sometimes read-
ing thirteen papers, and I must say that
I like yours best of all. At one time I

gave the "County Gentleman" prece
dence, but now, reading both, I think
that in sound, practical matter, and the
manner in which it is presented, you are
ahead. Yours truly,

P. Norton, Davidson Co., N. C.

January 2d, 1902.

I would not be without The Southern
Planter for four times its cost. Through
its instructions I have increased my
wheat crop from 40 bushels to over 1,000
bushels, and other crops in proportion.

W. C. Fug ate,
Hancock county, Tenn.

January 4th, 1902.

I very much prize your valuable paper.
Frederick Maglott,
Hardin county, Ohio.

Wood's Seeds
BEST FOR THE SOUTH.

Every Gardener, Farmer and
Trucker should have Wood's 1902
Descriptive Catalogue. It not
only gives reliable, practical, up-
to-date information about all

Seeds, but also the best crops to
grow, most successful ways of
growing different crops, and much
other information of special inter-

est to every one who plants seeds.
It tells all about
Vegetable and Flower Seeds,
Grass and Clover Seeds,
Seed Potatoes, Seed Oats,
Tobacco, Seed Corn,

Cow Peas, Soja,
Velvet and Navy Beans,
Sorghums, Broom Corn,

Kaffir Corn, Peanuts,
riillet Seed, Rape, etc.

Catalogue mailed free on request.

T.W. Wood & Sons, Seedsmen,
RICHMOND, - VIRGINIA.

PLANTS

JOHNSON'S EARLY at $1.50 per M.
25 other varieties. All as good as ever
grew on Eastern soil. Also Lucretla
DKWBERKY Plants, and COW-PEAS.
Write for catalogue to-day and Bave
money.

J. W. JONES & SON, Allen, Aid.

Premo
Dewberry

The earliest and moat pronuc...„
lllaekl.vri-y variety. Wry ];„,,, „. t
blaek, linn an.l solid. Crop ripens ra
Plly. Tins is I lie berry hi plnnl i

l»-ulU. Wrhout on™ f.ir prills aii.liarlk-iilii

MyerA-Son, BrldBevllle Xurscrlc
Brldeevllle, Del.

beds never
went Into winter
quarters In a finer con-

dition than last fall, and we never had finer
plants. We have the largest stock we
ever had to Oder. Our first aim has always
been to furnish the very best quality of plants,
true to name. We have also Raspberry and
Blackberry plants and Asparagus roots. Our
Second-crop Seed Potatoes was never finer
than this season. Send for free catalogue.

J. W. HALL, Marlon Station. Md.

FREE FLOWER SEEDS
Send for fret- trial packet (20 seeds) I'nnsj,

Imperial German Mlitnre, and My Beuntirnl,

lllii-trnifd Catalogue. JESSIE It. l'KIOB,

SecdnwomaD, Hlnncapolla, Minnesota*
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HERE ARE TWO OF THE MANY
i harrow.

farm implements, garden tools, etc. contained in our large general catalogue. The prices are such as
to place them within the easy reach of all, and the quality is of the very best in every instance.
Our Centre-Cut Overlapping Dime Marrow works all the ground. Note in the cut how a 7th and

overlapping disc completely cuts out and works the middle ridges left by the ordinary di

entirely of Steel except tongue and hitch. Best high test, round steel discs. Polygon
ut discs at small extra cost when ordered. Strong and convenient levers for

regulating. Don't buy till you know more about it. Our Daisy Single Row
Corn Planter is the best and most easily operated planter made.

,
Plants beans, ensilage, corn, etc., dropping a
iingle grain
Made with c

cut, with i

vithout fertilizer attachment, sin-

double wheels. Equipped like

for opening seed furroi

a buy. Send for catalogue No. 10to-day. W«
J
mail It free*

IGRIFFITH & TURNER CO.
205 N. Pact St., BALTIMORE, MD.

January 25th, 1902.

You will never know how much I have
appreciated that Queen of farm journals,

The Southern Planter, all theBe years.

During my long affliction, even when I

was notable to leave my room, The South-

ern Planter was not only a welcome vis-

itor, but the well written pages made me
forget my sufferings for the time being.

Success to you. Your journal shouM be

in the hands of every farmer.

G. E. Robertson,
Chesterfield county, Va.

December No. Forest and Field,

Atlanta, Ga.

The Southern Planter is undoubtedly
the best paper published for the farmer

in the South. It is only necessary for

our readers to examine a copy to be con-

vinced that what we say about it is true.

January 22d, 1902.

I can't do without The Southern Planter.

E. M. Needer,
Montour county, Pa.

January 21st, 1902.

In renewing my subscription, I feel it

my duty to thank you for the good
Southern Planter you have been sending

me the past year. Fifty cents is a small

price for it. I wouldn't sell my January
No. for that. We (self, wife and children)

read it with interest, pleasure and profit.

Success to you, dear Editor.

B. M. Shepherd,
Nelson county, Va.

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot

reach the diseased portion of the ear.

There is only one way to cure Deafness,

and that is by constitutional remedies.

Deafness is caused by an inflamed condi-

tion of the mucous lining of the Eusta-

chian Tube. When this tube gets in-

flamed you have a rumbling sound or

imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely

closed Deafness is the result, and unless

the inflammation can be taken out and
this tube restored to its normal condition,

hearing will be destroyed forever; nine

cases out of ten are caused b.y catarrh,

which is nothing but an inflamed condi-

tion of the mucous surfaces.

We will give One Hundred Dollars for

any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)

that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

Cure. Send for circulars, free.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.

(jySold by Druggists, 75c.

Hall's Family Pills are the best.

APU[ Pulverizing Harrow
ft (Jill K «F%^ Clod Crusher and Le

Agents

Wanted

Leveler

SENT ON TRIAL
To be returned at my expense if not satisfactory,

free on board at NewYork, Chicago,
< oluiii bus, Louiaville, Kansas

City, Minneapolis,
San Francisco, etc.

Sizes 3 to 13 1-2 Feet

The best pulver-

izer — cheapest

Ip Riding; Harrow~
! on earth. We
also make walk-

ing Acmes. TheAcme crushes, cuts, pulverizes, turns and levels all soils for

all purposes. Made entirely of cast steel and wrought iron—indestructible.
Catalog and Booklet, "An Ideal Harrow," by Henry Stewart, mailed free.

DUANE H. NASH, SOLE MIR., MILLINGTON, NEW JERSEY, and CHICAGO.
PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

LEANS SPARROWS HAND ROLLERS
Made throughout of specially forged eteel and tempered under
our own process. Light weight and light draft combined with
greatest strength and rigidity. All working parts are placed

within an outside frame. The position of the teeth can be
instantly adjusted by steel lever to any position or cleared
of rubbish without stopping team. In pre-

,

paring ground for seed or for harrowing all

kinds of crops there Is nothing that will equal Lei

OUR
STEEL ROLLERS
are so constructed that all parts are In
changeable and if any part should brea

he repaired at home at small cost. Wen
tell you more. Why not send for our catalogue?

Bend fo*
Illustrated
catalogue to-4ay

RODERICK LEAN MFG CO. MANSFIELD.OHI0

We
Have

No

Agents^

V I I . I tails M|i8. High
Grade SingleStrap H~

'

anned lentlier. Nick
r Davis rubber trim.,M In. V

t.lj,'trr ».lln.lh

Tint

Why

Our

Prlcis

•99 Kfl Is our price. Re
)(Cl3U tails at Jjo. Extra
quality Double Buggy Harness
Nick. • Ik,

Send for

ccslvl.

:i:;t;-p.cr('.itio-. It

094 9AEor Heavy Team«/4.lU llur,,c,x, with
breeching iKIn.tn

pm olt

full kip collars, I18.50. Wit!.. Jd.75. names. Lines i In. x 18 ft. Cut
s double driving Every Harness guaranteed t-. irom hc^vy oak tanned stock.

"55.00. suit. Ifitdon't.can be returned. With heavy hlpcollars,#l!7.l!5.

buckler Fi
r

yN«t», Snd"everythJng for the'burn. MARVIN SMITH CO., 65-67-69N. Jefferson St.,0hioagos

STERN OLD MOTHER EXPERIENCE
haB enabled us after 16 years to make perfect The Reliable Incubators
ancj Brooders. You ought to have oar 20t»i Century Poultry Book
in tne"io\i60. It will cotst you but 10 cents and will make you a Minster in

1 the poultry business.
Re | )ab |8 |ocubitor & Brooder Co.. Boi B-11. Qulncy, Ills.
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This Pennsylvania
Low Down Disc 1)1)11

IGrain and Fertilizer I

Is not like any other. Jf f« better and these

are the reasons why

,

It is mounted on a steel frame which com-
bines greatest strength and lightness.
Each disc works independently and has an
adjustable coll spring prt ssure of its own

—

enables the disc to cut its nay through
corn titalks, stubbles weeds, rrn*». tie. It
makes »ure to put the seed in every time. Chain
drive force fefd, for grain, grass or phosphate.
No gears—drives feed from center of main axle.
Balances perfectly—saves the horses' necke. Ab-
solutely accurate grain, grass, phosphate and
land measures Being low down it is easv to fill.

Don't buy a Drill ofanv kind until vou send for
Free Cataloffiio of Implements, Engines, Saw
Mills, and Threshing Machinery.

A. B. FARQUHAR COM Ltd.,York,Pa.

20th
Century

Steel Ball Coupling
Cultivator

connection

'arallel beam movement,
pivoted axle, with lat-

ement
. .. .th the

.„ i[>illdl<-,-,

r either independent
' each other. Lateral
am movement oper-
ated also by hand

closing stiov-1 Lr :l:i'
The must i-oinpic
<nltiv.it. >r on the ma

The HENCH &DR0MG0LD CO. Mfrs. Vork*Pa.'

STEEL ROOFING
Strictly new, perfect, Semi-Hardened
SteelSheets, 2 feet wide, 6 feet long.
The best Roofing, siding or Celling yon can

No experience necessary

with each order sufficient paint and
nails. Comes either Hat. corrugated or
'V" crimped. Delivered free of all

charges at the following prices

TO ALL POLNTS LN

TXDUSA, ILLINOIS, I PENNSYLVANIA, NEW
fflBCONSlff, MM MILAN, YORK. NEW JERSEY,
OHIO, IOWA. WEST MARYLAND, KKNTKKY,

VIRMMA. MISSOIRI. MINNEXITA,
Per Square, «*J.35. f Per Sqaar*-, VS. 50.

Pric s on other Slates on application.
A square means 100 square feet. Write for free

catalogue No. 166.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., W. 35th and Iron Sis, , Chicago

30DAYSTR1AL.
_ any vehicle we make. Keep

like it. return it if you dislike it. We «tvr|

vou dealer and jobber profits. If vou n ant I

to know more Fend for our

I

free ?2nd annua Icatalo^ue

I KALAMAZOO CARRIAGE &. HARNESS

MFC. COMPANY,
\>»..-. af ht Free 7*ial Plan.)

[Station 69. Kalamazoo Michigan.

REPORTS.
California Experiment Station, Sacra-

mento, Cal. Bulletin 133. Tolerance
of Alkali by Various Cultures.

Bulletin 134. Report on Conditions of
Vineyards in Portions of Santa Claia
Valley.

Bulletin 136. The Potato "Worm in
California.

Bulletin 136. Erino^e of the Vine.
Bulletin 137. Pickling Ripe and Green

Olives.

Colorado Experiment Station, Fort Col-
line, Col. Bulletin 66. Relation of
Bovine to Human Tuberculosis

;

Tuberculin Tests of the College Herd.

Georgia Experiment Station, Experi-
ment, Qa. Bulletin 55. Corn Cul-
ture.

Maryland Agricultural College, College
Park, Md. The College Quarterly.

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca, N.
Y. Bulletin 196. Fourth Report on
Potato Culture.

New York Experiment Station, Geneva
N. Y. Bulletins 199 and 200. Botani-
cal Botherments.

South Dakota Experiment Station,

Brookings, S. D. Bulletin 72. Orna-
mentals for South Dakota.

Virginia Experiment Station, Blacks-

burg, Va. Third Report of State

Entomologist and Pathologist on the
San Jose Scale.

U. 8. Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C. Public Road Inquiries.

Bulletin 21 Proceedings of the In-

ternational Good Roads Congress.

Farmers' Bulletin 444. Experiment Sta-

tion Work.

Farmers' Bulletin 145. Carbon Bi Sul-

phid as an Insecticide.

Experiment Station Record, Vol. XIII,
Nob. 3 and 4.

Climate and Crop Service. Weather
Bureau.

Crop Reporter.
Weather Map—December.
Department of Agriculture for West In-

dies, Barbados, Bulletin. Seeding
and other Canes in the Leeward
Islands.

CENSUS BULLETINS—MUNUFAC-
TURES.
Mississippi.

West Virginia.

Hawaii.
Industrial Combinations.
Gas.
Lead, Copper and Zinc

Bulletin 119.

Bulletin 120.

Bulletin 121.

Bulletin 122.

Bulletin 123.

Bulletin 124.

Smelting and Refining.

NITRATE OF SODA.

We invite the attention of our readers

to the advertisement of Mr. Wm. 8. My-
ers, Director of the Nitrate of Soda Prop-

aganda, New York City. Mr. Myers will

send to any one requesting him some
valuable pamphlets on the use of Nitrate

of Soda.

To make ows pay, use Sharpies Cream Separator!.

Book "Business Dairying " A Cat. 805 free. W.
Chester, Pa.

uremic
Handy Farm Wagons
make the work easier for both the man and team.
The tires being wide they do not cut into the ground;
the labor of loadlne is reduced many timeB, because
of the short lift. They are equipped withourfam-
ous Electric Steel Whe^lA, eithorBtraiprbtorstag-
per epokee. "Wheels any height from 24 to 60 inches.
White hickory axles, steel hounds. Guaranteed to
carry 4000 1 bs. Why not get started right by putting
in one of these wagons. We make our ateel wheels
to fit any wagon. Write for the catalog. It 1b tree.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., BOX 146, QUINCY, ILL.

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT
<1 icnrl 4 B.ikkt Wbf*K Mt-.-l Tire i.n, - *7.25

xlet, #*).M5. Rubber Tire Wheel., 15.00
wheel*** io* Id. trm.i, Tap Biigel-n. f2».7B;
i. $360; R«P»ir Grade Whirls, $5.60. Writ,
ilogne, ord«Tin* instructions. L"am lirwr lo

iiol»«

drat order. W. V- BOOB, 430
I

"Rteh Soil"!
can be bad more quickly, cheaply and

surely by using

THE SPANGLER
Single Row

FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTOR,
than with any means known. 1 1 distributes ail

kinds or fertilizer iino the open furrow after the
groundis prepared for Pot:» tugs, ('ut ton, Tobacco,

.lis, Peas, etc. It saves fertilizer

by putting it on the right spot.
sows 160 tu'JMwih:- per acre. We

also make the
SPANGLER CORN PLAHTER
«ith and without Fertil-

izer attachment. The beat
Rn.iniMtfettectCoriiPhtDl

.
h-'lil

i.l.l U HI i.. CO..

HERCULES STUMP PULLER

Clears an acre of heavy timber land each day.
Clears all stumps in a circle of 150 ft. without
moving or changing machine. Strongest,
most rapid working and best made.
Hercules Mfg. Co.. 413 1 7th St.. CentervMlo, Iowa.

THE IMPROVED

Chamberlin Mfe. Co., Olean, N. Y., 0. S. A.

oniy $14^«?«& SAW FRAME.
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ORNAMENTAL LAWN FENCE

^illvwvvv^h.VoW

Buy from manufacturers
direct and sa-e t he Dealer's
ProBtofiOty^o i-trccnt. We
make many desifjrn^. ami

the business. Why!
cause weDscDothls;; bu
best material coney can

on Ornamental Fencing, free. If you are interested in
Farm Fencing send for our 42 pace Catalogue. Address

COILED SPRINC FENCE CO.
Winchester, Ind. U. S. A.BoxQ*

^L\ DUPLEX MMHINI

1 headed boy i nke
together. It makes most perfect

Fence at Cost of Wire.
lebine sent on Trial. Plain and Barbed
ireat Wholesale Prices. Catalogue Free.

KiTSELMAN BROTHERS,
98 Muncie, Indiana.

COMPARE THE NUMBER
of pieces In a 10 rod roll of OUKS and SOUKS!
pack wnvwi WIBE FKN'CrCO., ADKIAN.MICH.

FENCE!
STRONGEST
MADE. Duli-
strong. Chicken-

Sold to the Farmer at ttliol.&al«

Fully Warranted. Catalog Free.
COILED SPRING FENCR CO.,

Winchester, Indicia, U. S. i.

ENGINES, BOILERS
AND MACHINERY.

When you want good rebuilt ma-
chinery at i>argai:i prifps, write for
ourCatalogrne.Nc I66^recarry
all kinds ol engines ....... gasolene
and si am power), boilers, pumps,

' ill supplies in general.

Most Practical
Machine Made

Screw, Cable & Hand Powsr

TUMP PULLERS
1 Styles 9 Sizes. $25 to $150
HANDY FARM WAGONS

ILE DITCHER
Cuts ion rods per day.

BEST CORN HARVESTER
MADE. Cats. Free
H. L. Bennett & Co.
WISTERVILLB. O.

Do You Use Water
to pump it to

house" or barn. The
Hydraulic Engine
is the best. Pomps more water.

Never Stops. Requires no at-
1

i 80 dnjE

BAILEY'S HYDRAULIC RAM
Runs 24 hours a day and 365 days a year

40 years experience. Water for
HOUSE; water for STOCK;
Water for IRRIGATION. Once
started costs but one cent per
month. As simple as a wheel-
barrow and as efficient as a
Corliss Engl' e. Information
and Instruction In plain terms.
Prices on ram or com plete out-
fit by return mail. Address

PRYCE W. BAILEY, Expert, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

HOW TO BUY CARRIAGES.

One of the Largest Manufacturing
Firms in the Country Sells

Direct from Factory.

The retail profits on carriages range
from thirty to seventy per cent, on manu-
facturers' prices, according to circum-
stances.

The Columbus Carriage and Harness
Co., realizing this condition, have adopt-
ed the plan of dealing direct with carriage
buyers and eliminating the middleman
altogether. They sell to the customer at

the same rate they formerly sold to deal-
ers, thereby saving him the intermediate
profits, and" in addition gives him a wider
range of selection.

Since the adoption of this policy by the
Columbus Carriage Company, the busi-

ness has increased rapidly and they are
now the undoubted leaders of their class

in the country.
The remarkable increaee in their trade

in the West has made necessary the start-

ing of a western repository at St. Louis,
from which western shipments are made.
This repository is one of the most com-
pleieof its kind west of Chicago.
One of the distinguishing features ofthe

relations between the Columbus Carriage
Co. is the liberal manner in which the
company deals with their customers.
Each carriage is sent to the customer with
the definite understanding that if it is

not in every way satisfactory, it can be
returned to the factory and the purchase
money will be returned and no freight
charges made either way.
This Company also supplies harness,

robes, and other horse accessories at
wholesale prices, and on the same terms
as the carriage sales are made—they can
be returned at the maker's expense if not
entirely satisfactory.

The high quality of the Columbus Car-
riage goods has been secured through the
care in which the raw materials are se-

lected. Every piece of hickory and other
wood that goes into a Columbus Car-
riage Company vehicle is thoroughly
tested before it is used. Every bolt and
bar must stand the most severe strains
before it becomes a part of the finished
product. Great care is taken with the
hides, each piece of leather being cured
by skilled workmen and finished by the
best modern processes. The dangers of
broken harness and runaway teams are
reduced to a minimum when the harness
comes from the Columbus Carriage Com
pany factory.

Any one interested in the carriage ques-
tion will find it to his advantage to write
for a catalogue and study its prices. The
money that can be saved in this way is

considerable, and should not be over-
looked when a purchase of this kind is

contemplated. Address The Columbus
Carriage Co., Columbus, 0.

THE DES MOINES EVENERS.
The Des Moines (Iowa) Eveners Com-

pany are advertising their well known
Eveners elsewhere in this issue. For
equalizing draft on the teams, this device
is certainly the best we have ever seen.
Every horse pulls his own share when
these are used. Send for descriptive cir-

cular.

BSO Kinds for 16c.
It Is a fit that Pal-rr-r's vegetable and flower

• found :n more gardens
j ami 0:1 more farms ilum any ether '__
In America. There is reason i or this.
We own ami operate over 6uo acres
the production of our choice seeds.

order to induce yon to try them
we make the following unprec-
edented oiler

:

For 16 Cents Postpaid!

65 eorreou.ly beautiful flower seed*,

In all 150 kinds positively furnishing tE
bushels of charming Bowers ana /j
lots and lots of choice veyetaMes,/JJ
together with our great catalogue/JH
telling all about Teosinte and Tea VVh
Oat and Rromus and Bpeltz, onion ^
seed at 60<?. a pound, etc. all only tvj
for 1 Ac. in stamps. Write to-day.

JOHN A.SALZERSEEDCO.
La Crosse, Wis.

VARIABLE FRIC.ION

960 FEED SAW MILLS

A great Improvement in Friction Fefd Saw
Mills. Repair Bil.s are practically nothiDg
with this feed. Most durable en the market.
We build mills with Fog Beam or Ratchet Set.
Works on trucks or rollers. Also Wood
Planers, Engines, etc. Catalogue free.

SALEM 1RUX WKS., Winston-Salem, X. C.

W CAMBRIDGE
Corrugated Land

Roller and Pulverizer.

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.
Address..

R. F. HARRIS & SON, Charlottesville, Va.

SPAIN'S^
CHURN BestovV

Hand made ofv
White Cedar. N«-

ater soaks or soars. Simple)
rate. Beet after 30 years
We have others also. An.
Ltic milk scales, jars, bnt-
rorkcr-s printers, shipping
es, etc. Everything for
try or creamery. Send for

Dalrrnen's Sapplr Co., Philadelphia, Ps.

( POTATO PLANTER i
Cheapest Potato Planter on the maket. Send
for circular. Address J. R. STEITZ.

Station D. K. No. 1., Milwaukee, Wis
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branded on the tool.

Don't be Imposed apon by dealers selling implements niacle in imitation of the famous In
All the IHO.V AUK tools arc MARKED WITH THE FULLMME. The name is for your protection.
li is a guarantee or best mat trials, best ideas, best workmanship, and all the merits that have made

, At;.' i i">ls ~^>: uhw- Mil [
i

l M , venerations of farmers and uar iciicrs V : , , for a FREE copy
of tbe IRON AGK BOOK for 19OJ, tellint' all about these n id giving
prices on Cultivators, Horse Hoes, seed Drills, Wheel Hoes, Riding Cultivators, the Improved-

B.VTEMAN MFG. CO., Box 167, Grenloch, N.J.

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads
For Churning,
Cutting & Grind-

ing Feed, Filling

Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all

Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power is

Required.

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS.
No. 17 Frank St. Rochester, N Y.

The MIETZ& WEISS

Kerosene Engines.
Cheapest and Safest

Power Kn own. For
umping and electric
ighting, grinding corn
separating cream, saw-
ing wood, and all pow-
er purposes. Send for
catalogue.

128 Mott S'reet, New York.

Tfie "WeberJunior" fj Z£\$£g%s$?&£
but little gas-

completely

Pumper
Can also I"

beuse.i | 1^, TT P
for other

purroe-

I crated
i|*-r*>cteJ, all

made. Lasy tartart, any
tan ofie.-itte it. Every

i. Other si^es
uptooiJH.P. S^na for cat-
alog. W^ber Oas & Gasoi 7 „-

Engine Co., B, y 128

WROUGHT MPSPE
id condition, used short time only; new threads
ouplings; for Steam, Gas or Water; sizes from J£
neb, diameter. Our price per foot on ^inchia
QlinehS'jC. "Write for free catalogue No. ign

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,

Krausers' Liquid
Extract of Smoke
Smokes meat perfectly in a
Made from hickory wood.

lielniuuslia'.'T. ('leaner, cheaper. lio
smokehouse needed. Send for circular.

E. KRAlfcLK i 1IKO., Milton, P«.

THE PAINT OF THE FUTURE.
In a book of which an English trans-

lation was recently published by Van
"^ostrand & Co., the eminent authority,
Dr. Josef Bersch, says: "Although white
lead has at present an enormous use, it is

to be hoped that this pigment, of good
color, but little permanence, may be en-
tirely replaced iu time by zinc white,

and for some purposes by enamel wbite"
(artificial barytes)

Any one who watches the government
statistics, year by year, can readily see

that the drift is rapidly in the direction

indicated by Dr. Bersch. In this country
alone, the consumption of zinc white has
nearly doubled in a few years, while the
consumption of white lead, despite the
increase of manufacturing plants and the
growth of paint consumption bas de-

creased The reason for this change is

not far to seek
;
paint users have been

educated. They know, as they never
knew before, the value of paint, and the
properties that make it valuable. Expe-
rience and facts have been compiled and
laid before them in a form that " he who
runs mav read."

As a result of this education, the better

grades of ready mixed paints are gradu-

ally winning preference, and in the latter

the pure linseed oil class is obtaining
rapid prominence, Good ready mixed
paint cannot be made without zinc white,

and this partlv, at least, explains the in-

creasing use of that pigment.

Among paint manufacturers who pride
themselves upon the quality of their nro-

duct, among well informed and judicious

consumers, as well as among careful archi-

tects, there is evident a growing prefer-

ence f r pure oil paints containing both
zinc white and white lead, but with a
preponderance of the first named pig-

ment, and, from present conditions, it i.-°

safe to predict that the paint of the fu-

ture will be compounded on something
like that basis.

Stanton Dudley.

Can it be possible that tbe entire busi-

ness of the country merchant is going to

revert to the catalogue houses? With
free mail delivery and tbe parcel post,

which is coming before lone, such firms

as Marvin Smith Co., of Chicago, who
are always reliable, will be in almost per-

sonal touch with the whole country.

Dollars
BUYS

DELIVERED,

An 800 Lb.

GOOD SCALE,
On Wheels.

I IN
foil?

dumbly
Ollitraiieaand

WAGON SCALES *«=•

ratio. For circuits, addrea%

JONES
BE PAYS THE FREIGHT.
B1NUHAMTON, N. Y.

Box 31

A HANDY WAGON BOX
id-iackleti> handle

two men and a block-

i Folding Wagon-Box.

A farm wagon-box built in separable parts
so that one man or boy easily and quickly
puts it on or off the running-gear any place-
When not in use, ft requires less tn.tn one.
tenth the storage space of the old st>le box.
Simple, tight, strong and durable. Guaranteed.

Write FOLDING WAGON-BOX CO.,

Haverhill, Ohio.

..CELEBRATED .

Des Moines Eveners.

No. 3—four horses for lefl hnnd binders. No.
4—for R. H. binders. Positively noside-draft.
For ten years the standard in the wheat

#
belt.

With a cnange of Irons, works on gatiir :tud
sulky plows. You run no ri*k buying these
goods. Prices verv reasonable.

' OES MOINES EVENER CO . Des Moines. Iowa.

BlATCHFORD'S CALF MEAL.
"l'les.«BHendiue5nolt 1s.of BLATCH FORD'S

CALK MEAL, as we find nothing like It to
raise thrifty Jersey calves."—Asa B. Gardi-
ner, Jr., Ulencoe, Ml Address

THE BARWELL MILLS, Waukegan, III.
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BUIST'S Eft

SEEDS
for the

Gardenanjparm
re grown troni

Selected Seed Stocks

and are the FIXXST
that can be produced. Thty are the

Best Seeds for Private

Gardens or Market Gardeners

Send for Bnist's Garden Gnlde for 1902;

142 pages. It is not simply a catalogue,
bat full of desirable and imp itant in-

formation on gardening, including a
Ca'endar of monthly operations Large
purchasers ofseeds should also send for

. >ur Wholesale Market tjardeners' Price
List. Both ai e mailed free.

ROBERT B-IST COMPANY,

..ELMWOOD NURSERIES..

ASPARAGUS
100.000 2-yr -old Asparagus roots,

5 varieties A special rate of t3 50

per 1001 for 2 mos for BARB'S,
PALMETTO, CON'OVEB.

APPLES
A laTge general assortment, in-

clndine W NE-APS and YORK
IMPERIALS.

Splendid Assortment of
Ornamental, Shade
and Fruit Trees.

EGGS

from B. P. Rocks. Light
Brahmas, Brown Leg-
horns, at $1.00 per 13.

WBITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

J. B. WATKIHS & BRO.. Hallshoro, Va.

SEEDS.?

i d m BaAa r-.- -.=* t

FORREST SEED CO., 2* * AIN ST.. COBTLAM), ,S. T.

THE HALLOCK WEEDER.

The following letter, received from Mr.

J. H. Summenon, of Columbia, Teun..

will give our rea iers a pretty good idea of

the value of the "Success Anti-Clog"

Weeder and Caltivator.

Mr. Summerton writes that last spring

one of the Success Weedere was shipped I

to Col. H. A. Brown, of tha' place, but
|

that fortunately f jt him Col. Brown's
j

ground was so very trashy that he could
!

not use it, so he (Mr. Summerton) got the
j

use of it a 1 summer.
The tool elicited lots of unfavorable

]

'criticism as is usually the case with any
innovation. He writes that his land is

j

situated on the Naahville Pike, where
j

sometimes there were as many as a hun-
died teams passing in a day. He says he

could hear very much of what they said.

'

He overheard one man say to another

—

" Did you see that thing that old man by
the toll gate was dragging over the land?

!

I would just as leave have my old red;

rooster by the tail over the land as that

d— thing."
However. Mr. Summerton writes that

he went over his corn with it until it was
about three feet sis inches high, and
stalks about an inch and a half in diam-
eter. The last time he went over it he
onlv broke off three stalks in seven acres.

After he could not use the weeder any
longer, he started in with a Planet Ju
nior 12-tooth Cultivator, once in a row

j

until he had gone over the ground twelve
j

times all told, which is about nine times !

more thin is customary in that section, i

He says he did not have a plow in the

j
corn during the season, and, as the result

of the cultivation given it the new way,
he has the best corn in that section of the
country.

Also writes that he used the weeder for

almost every kind of work on his farm.

and was surprised at the number of
places he could use it. He savs after

plowing a plot of ground for late crop he
would harrow it once wiih a spike-tooth
harrow, then roll it, then finish with the
weeder. Stat<*s that as the result he had
ground in moist shape for his navy beans,

which he planted the fourth of July and
was harvesting at the date of his fetter,

October 7th. He says that they were suf-

fering for rain until August 1st. but his

beans, those four weeks—i"
<•.. from July

4th until August 1st—although they had
no rain, did not seem to need it. He said

it was a surprise to farmers how ereen
they looked He savs he was, during
the drought, cutting out some weeds from
his sweet potatoes near the road. A
stranger passing along saw hm bring up
moist dirt with the hoe, and remarked,
You must have had a rain lately," when

he replied, " Had only two little showers
in Mav and three-fourths of an inch of
rainfall in June."

After setting out his sweet potato slips,

he went over them with the weeder sev-

eral times. Does not remember that he
pulled out more than two or three slips

on the entire piece. Writes that he cer-

tainly considers the tool a wonderful suc-

cess. Believes there is nothing equal to

it for retaining the moisture.

Our rea lers will find this implement
i
advertised on another page.

ESTABLISHED W02

SEEDS
have been Uie standard of excellence for

a hundred years. In competition with

the world they were awarded the

GOLD MEDAL.
PARIS EXPOSITION, 1900.

PAN-AMERICAN, •• 1901.

We are headquarters for BERMUDA
Price on application, stating

qnantity required.

Oar 101st Annual Catalogue 1* now
ready. It is the most complete, most
reliable and most beautiful Seed Annual
published. We mail it FREE. Write for

it now that it may be sent you as soon as

ready.

J. M. THORBURN A. CO ,

36 CORTLANDT ST.. NEW YORK.

PEACH and ^
APPLE TREES
Selected stock of fine fruit trees, including

the best varietiea-Winesap. Black Twig. Al-

bemarle Pippin, York Imperial ,J. F. Winter)

Apples, and all the well known Peaches, ln-

clndlng the Crawfords. Champion. Elberta,

Foster, Oldnilxon Free, Picquefs, Bilyeu'a

Oct. Comet . Alexander. Hynes' Surprise,

Wonderful, etc. Prices very low for stock of

this class. Address

CHAS. F. HACKETT, MGR.,
BON»VISTA GREENWOOD DEPOT,
nurseries. Albemarle Co ,VA.

EMPORIA NURSERIES
We are still serving out our LOW

PRICE-LIST, thoueh prices are ad-

vancing on most kinds of Nursery
Siock. Don't delay, but send in

orders for spring at once. Address

EMPOBH NURSERIES. Emporia, Va.

ARTICHOKES CHEAP
100 bbls of While or Jerusalem Artichokes

at only $2.01 per bbl. The cheapest Hog Feed

known. I raised Ave hundred bushels on an

acre of only fair land. Also offer 2> Pure Bred

BARRED P. ROCK Co.-kereU at II 00 each.

THE IMP. FRUIT FARM.
P; H HEYDE'.RElCH. Prop STAUNTON, VA.

_ »n pav M *hen cared.
No care, no pay. A I. EX. SPEIRS. Box WS,
Weatbrook, Maine.
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NITRATE OF SODA
—FOR-

MONEY CROPS.
CORN, WHEAT
AND FRUIT.

You get your share of the profit when you use this

Standard High-Crade Ammoniate.
Formulas and other valuable information, free

WILLIAM S. MYERS, Director,

12 S. P. John Street. CHILEAN NITRATE WORKS, NEW YORK.

>»»»»^a:»aaaaa

** ^ A CARD. ^ <*

We invite attention to the advertisement of the CHAS. E. HUNTER IMPLEMENT HOUSE, else-

where in this issue. As we succeed to his business on March 1st, and do not intend to carry over any

Implements NOT NOW SEASONABLE, great bargains can be had. Refer to this advertisement by all means.

AS TO OURSELVES—Our Mr. Jas. G. Hkning has been General Manager for the late Chas. E. Hunter

since 1892. Our Mr. Howard J. Nuckols has been Assistant and Bookkeeper since 1895. Under the firm

name of HEXING & NUCKOLS, we succeed to the entire business, good-will, agencies, etc.

We will carry the same leading line of Implements aa the old firm. Among the prominent agencies

represented by us are the following:

Genuine Oliver Chilled Plows and Full line of Brown Walking and Subsoil Plows.
Repairs. Riding Cultivators. Aultman A Taylor and Frlck Thresn-

Genuine Farmers' Friend Plows. Farming Implements of Kvery De- ing Machines, Engines and
Sludebakerand Brown Farm scription always at lowest prices. Saw Mills.

Wagons Carts and Buggies. Champion Mowers, Reapers Tiger Disc Harrows and Bement
Land Rollers and Harrows. and Binders Hay Rakes Disc Cultivators.

Ross Feed Cutters «nd Horse Powers, and Twine. A full line of Scientific Crushing
Grinders Wood Saws and Carriers. Buckeye Iron and Wood Pumps. and Grinding Machinery.
Milwaukee Hav Tools and Corn I X L Wind Mills,

Huskers and Shredoers. Superior Grain Drills. All Goods Guaranteed First-ClatS.

We trust to receive the liberal patronage which has been bestowed on the late Mr. Hunter, and wish to

assure all of careful attention and liberal treatment to any of their favors.

REMEMBER, we are at the same old stand with the same reliable line of Implements

Very respectfully,

HENING <Sc NUCKOLS.
P. O. Box -444. 1436 and 1438 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.
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The " OXFORD " Cream Separator
i

—

:md Is manufactured under the
supervision of E. \V. Brooinall
well known as an expert in
this business, who after many
years of careful study and ex-
periments, avoiding the mis-
takes of his predecessors, has
produced the "Oxford" Cream
sepajator with these points of
merit to commend it: 1st itV_ skims clean, taking ai.i. the^a= butter fat out. 2d. It requites
so little power to operate it
that the farmers' boys will en-
joy the fun of running it. 3d.
It is so simple in construction
and the material being first-
class, it will not get out of or-
der, and, with ordinary care,

will lastalifetime. 4th. The "Oxford ' is the
cheapest separator on the mark-t, considering
the fact that it will handle 350 lbs of milk per
hour, and do better work than any machine
yet offered to the farmer. Agents wanted.
Price, 875. Manufactured by

THE OXFORD MFG. CO., Oxf ird. Pa.

TheREIDHai
Separator

is the closest skimmer, as
well as the easiest running
and most economical sepa-
rator made.

Very Simple and Durable.
Capacity 150 to 3501bs per*
hour. Prices S60 to $100.
Hand separator circular .

and illustrated catalogue^
of dairy supplies free

A. H. REID
30th ami Market St..-

Philadelphia, Pa.

Sent
any-

where
on 10
Day*'

Free
Trial

I ^COTTON^ \
COLE'S COTTON PLANTER ?,

inTXu
,

a^re you plant Send postal at once for proof.
We have a COMBINATION PL vNTER posi-
tively and absolutely without an equal as a
money and labor saver. Plants Cotton, Corn,
Peas, Peanuts, Sorghum, Soja Beans, as well
and even better than any separate special ma-
chine ever built. We prove it in your own
field at our expense. Full particulars for a
postal.

THE COLE MFG. CO., Charlotte N C.

SEE THE SEED DROP.
In plain sipht of the operator.

MATTHEWS'
New Universal

( Improved for 190li)

K. HAND SEEDERS
nrrf and
*J \ CULTIVATORS.

ful )f*rii.nere. Tbej do
perfect work. Open fur-

row, drop seed, cover any
desired depth. Cultiva-

ti reattachment!. Latest

and best. Popular prices.

! ^ AMES PLOW CO.,

_ X 1" T '

56 KarkntSt. BOSTON,

r Sale by Griffith & Turner, Baltimore, Md\

TELEPHONES AT $5d°
..1 t.-li-lihc.u. , H,:,| l,:,,,'.'";'t-n I'nt'hl'tlr

VllKll''''

" K '"!""""''.V OVKRIIAI I.

" -'' »!' Hi nt.u I*, .rijiiiiiiily
(IIS'1 Vol IIVK.lt 'I » lit «s MICH. Write
for FBIB Catalog™ Bo. 166.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.

THE OLDEST SEED-HOUSE IN THE
SOUTH.

On another page of this issue of our
paper will be found the advertisement of
J. Bolgiano & Son, of Baltimore, Md. As
will be noted from the advertisements,
these people are wholesale and retail

seedsmen. Ag this house was established
as early as 1818, they are by long years
the oldest seed-house in the South. Their
reputation is of the very best, and the
name Bolgiano on a package of seeds is

aguarantee as to their quality and purity.
Those of our readers who grow early
vegetables for the Northern markets will

find the Bolgiano seeds to be selected
and grown with a special fitness to their
use. Each of our readers should have a
copy of their large General Illustrated
Catalogue. They will take pleasure in
mailing a copy free if you mention this
paper in writing. It is among the largest
and most comprehensive seed catalogues
published, and contains practically every
thing any one could wish for the garden
or farm.

PLANET JRS. FOR 1902.

We are just in receipt of the 1902 cata-
logue of S. L Allen & Co., of Philadelphia,
Pa. As most of our readers must know,
these people are the manufacturers of
the world famous "Planet Jr." garden
and farm tools. These tools have been
advertised regularly in our paper for the
past several years, and undoubtedly
many of our readers are now using these
splendid tools. We look forward with
much pleasure each year to the coming
of the ''Planet Jr." catalogue. This is so
for the reason that it is the very best
and most instructive thing of the kind
which reaches our table. This new cata-
logue is the equal of its worthy prede-
cessors, and we do not know how more
could be said in its commendation. The
seventeen half-page illustrations show
the various uses of " Planet Jr" in this
and other countries for all kinds of pur-
poses and by all kinds of people. A
number of entirely newthingsare shown
for the first time. The book is hand
some, instructive and valuable, and if

you have not already secured a copy you
should write for it at once. For correct
address, see the advertisement elsewhere
in this is=ue.

The opening up of free mail delivery
routes all over the country has resulted
in a tremendous inereape of the business
of catalogue houses Such firms as Mar-
vin Smith Co., of Chicago, who always
treat their customers in a very careful
manner, are reaping a just rewaid of their
straightforward business policy.

Arrowhead Stock Farm.Charlottesville,
Va., has recently made the following val-

uable additions to its poultry department

:

The Blue Ribbon Pen of Mam. Bronze
Turkeys from Madison Square show;
first prize Pekin Drake and five ducks^
both at Philadelphia and New York.

Dr. J B. Emersen, of The Crest, Red
Hill, Va., secured the Blue Ribbon Pen
of White Holland Turkeys'.

Mention the Smtthern Planter when cor-
responding with advertisers.

Corn Planting

SPANGLER
CORN PLANTER.

It saves time, labor, money and Insures the crop. Ton
know when it is working; you can see the corn on its
way to the ground. Made with or without fertillwr
nltachment. New device for sowing peas, benna, enal-

akethe famous Spaogler Low-
Down tiraiii and F.-rllll/.er Drill. Write for catalog and arc
SPANGLER MANUFACTURE CO., 501 Queen St., York, Pa.

IPPLEY'S
COOKERS.

Sell from $5.00 to S-IS.00. Made of
boiler steel. No tines to rust or
leak. Can't blowup, liimranteedto
conk 'J."> bo. teed in 'J h"Urs. and to
heat water in stock tanks 2U0fee»
away. Will heat dairy rooms. Cat-
aloyue and prices mailed free.

-. Rlppley Hardware Co.
ItoiSCfi Grafton, ilia.

BOSTROM'S IMPROVED FARM LEVEL
Is liot a MAKESHIFT, but
the best one made for Ter-
racing, Ditching aud Drain-
age. Price $5.00, including

1 111

"

wWj Tripod and Sliding Target
•W Rod. Send for descriptivem circular and Illustrated
"OBF Treatise on Terracinjr. free.

J. M. ALEXANDER & CO..
ii auu o S. Pryor St., Atiaula, Ga.

MOTH-PROOF BEE-HIVE,

SWEET POTATO HOUSE
That will keep potatoes in good

condition for twelve months !

Persons desiring either of the above, should
address for particulars, with stamp,

BRYAN TySON, Carthage, N. C.

Please mention this paper.

A
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THS MOST "GEN-
ERALLY USEFUL
MACHINE ON THE
FARM." THE

cSBERRY
MODEL

TRANSPLANTER
FOR TOBACCO, CABBAGE,
TOMATO AND OTHER PLANTS.

Originators of Modern Improvements.
Established 1858.

THE McSHERRY MFG. GO., Middletown, 0.

McSHERRVPlain Drills. Fertilizer Drill,,
Disc Drills, shoe Diills. Hoe Drills, Low-
Down Press Drills. Seeders, Transplanters,

I Disc Harrows, Rice Drills.

Write for Circulars R and S.

PROFIT or LOSS ?
That's the question

THE ECLIPSE

SPRAY PUMP
Will settle that in

your orchard. Wi h
it you CAN make a profit,

without it what do you
get? SEND FOR CATALOGUE

MORRILL & MORLEY,

BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN.

DO YOU SPRAY?
If so, use the best. Our sprayer throws

the finest spray and uses less solution. 14

patents on sprayers granted to us. Send
for circulars and prices. Agents wanted.

FLOWER CITY SPRAY PUMP CO.,

88 1
., Cvpress St., ROCHESTER, N. T.

SPRAfPUMPS
Save money by buying one of ours. They will do

as much work. Bring all brass are lighter to
handle and are more durable, will generate a
higher pressure thereby makiug them the
easiest pump to operate on the market. Write
for catalogue and get treatise on spraying free.
Agents wanted. J F. QAYLORO, successor to
P. C. Lewis Mfg. Co., Catskill, N. Y.

ahd SHEEP PELTS to
McMillan fur & wool co..

Minneapolis, Minn.
WRITE FOR CIRCULARS

FREE MANUAL ON DISHORNER.

We have just received from our adver-
tiser, Geo. Webster, manufacturer of the
Convex Dishorner, whose factory is loca-

ted at Christiana, Pa., one of his new cat-

alogues, which is so complete a guide to

dishorning, as well as describing fully his

device, that it is a practical hand-book on
the subject. Any of our readers who are
contemplating the purchase of a tool of

this kind will certainly do well to send to

Mr. Webster for a free copy, which he will

very gladly forward. An interesting pho-
tographic view of one of the approved
methods of dishorning cattle appears on
the front cover. The book also contains
an interesting indorsement of Mr. Web-
ster, and his methods of doing business,

by almost forty of the leading publishers
of agricultural papers, which, in itself,

should give added confidence in doing
business with him.

If you are interested in the above sub-
ject, please correspond with Geo. Webster,
Christiana, Pa., and mention this paper in

writing.

THE OK LINE.
There are a great many reasons why

farmers prefer to use McCormick ma
chines, but among all the reasons perhaps
the most important are that McCormick
machines are the easiest to handle, last

the longest, and give the most satisfactory

work in the field. Hence it has become
proverbial among agriculturists that the
chief requisites which bring success with-

in reach of the farmer are good business
methods, well directed energy and Mc-
Cormick machines. The McCormick line

is the K line. It comprises binders, reap-

ers, headers, mowers, rakes, corn binders,

shockers, buskers and shredders, knife

grinders and binder twine—the greatest

line of harvesting machines in the world.

Readers of The Southern Planter are re-

quested to write W. K. Bacbe, Richmond,
Va.,or the McCormick Harvesting Ma-
chine Co., Chicago, U. S. A., for beautiful

book, entitled "The World Centre," which
is profusely illustrated in colors.

The parcel post is coming in good time.

Then look out for the catalogue houses.

They can sell goods cheaper than any one
else on earth, because they buy in such
immense quantities. Some of them, no-

tablv Marvin Smith Co.. of Chicago, are

as reliable as the Bank of England.

ELMWOOD NURSERIES.

We invite the attention of our readers

to the advertisement of Messrs. J. W.
Watkins & Bro , Hallsboro, Va. Their

offer this month consists of 100,000 2-year

old asparagus roots at a low price, aa well

as their full line of nursery stock.

Horse Owners! Use
GOMBATJX.TS

Caustic
Balsam
A Safe Sprsdy xai Fosilive Car«

The Safest, Rent BLISTER ever uaed. Takea
the place of all liniments lor mild or severe action,
liemoves Bunches or Blemisb-s from Hersea
end Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING* Impossible to produce scar or blemish.

Every bottle sold is warranted to pive satisfaction
Price $1.50 per bottle, iSold by druggists, or
sent by express, charcei paid, with full directions
for its use. Send for descriptive circulars.

THE IiAWRBNCE-Wiri.lA'uS CO, Cleveland O.

WATER CLOSET COMBINATIONS,
Porcelain Bowl. Hardwood Seal and Tank,
Nickel Plated flash midsupp.y pipes, com-
plete,each jgll.oo.

Cast Iron Roll Rim Bath Tubs,
length 5 ft. Complete
with full set Of nickel
plated fittings, each,
SI l.OO.
They are new goods,
ask for free catalogue
No. 166 on plumbin™-
and building material.

Chicago House Wrecking Co., W. 35lh and Iron Sis., Chicago

SYDNOR PUMP& WELLCO.Inc.
BOX 949, RICHMOND, VA.

—ALSO—

Steam, Power and Hand Pumps,
WIND MILLS, TANKS, TOWERS, GAS,

GASOLINE and STEAM ENGINES,
Boilers, Saw Mills, Saws and Supplies,

IRON AND WIRE 1-ENCES.

.Agents and Dealers Wanted
llo sell Rlpplcy's S and 5 Gallon Com.
I pressed Air Sprayer*, also large- ore Dird spray-

b the best, andsell them tinder* guarao.
will bring catalogue and terms.

ipplejf Hardware Co., Boi 233 Graftal, Illinois.

Take Off the Horns.
f/jfi\TheQuiciiest,"easiL'st and smoothest way, ia

JJBfll possible only bv the use of the

Ik CONVEX D3SH0RNER
" '.Backer Stock Holder. 1 .,lso have a

<horner and all appliances Daresay dl*.

2. W. .fn f i

' i-i ' i- t'< anCblca^o

George Webster, Christiana, Pa.

iATEST ^aasss^ (Newton's Patent.)

HORNER DeVorner
a. Guaranteed

THOUSANDS IN USE. _Ask your hardware dealer for them or write
W. 1L. BKO«\N MFC. CO., - - DECATTJR, ILL.

wimt cwo».5mf wow •*.»*-*:

HAWKEYE STUMP PULLER...
Makes a Clean Sweep of Two Acres at a Sitting.

Pulls an ordinary grub in 1W minutes.
Pull* alther standing

Timber or Stumps*

i bov and a horse can operate it. No heavy chains or rods to handle. You cannot longer afford

to pav taxes on unproductive tFmber land. Illustrated catalog FREB.Inrmg.P^jternjs and testi-

monials also full information concerning our I. X. L, Grabber, Iron G.ant Grub and Stump
machine, 2-horse Hawkeye and other appliances for

clearing timber land. ____=»«=——
Address Milne Bros, for

ESg*^! MILNE MFG CO.. sth st. Monmouth. III. Shetland pony catalogue.^
tawi
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The New Early Fortune

CVCVMBER
t White Spine Cucumber

.„. proffered. Ix is extremely pro
! 'luutn e, perfect inshnpe. attractive

,eci> ^i'-''ii i"l"r. Specially a<lapt-

J _d to limrbet uses. Every grower
I of cucumbers should try itthissea-
lson. Amount of seed limited and

ontr.-'.iefi exclusively by our<elvf-F

I Write to-day for our new lMSUlUfl
Itrated Catalog, Free, of all kincW
I of seeds, plants, bulbs, Tinfr.. .

I tii!' farm and pardon. Asl£ all about
~ ntury To«»ioi-

I 800 buahels per acre -36 to the
bushel. established 1818.

J. BOLG1ANO <& SON,
OeptPS Baltimore, Md.

Garden and Farm

2^ EL EL LJ vD
IRISH POTATOES, ONION SETS
ASPAR VOLS ROOTS. STRAW-
BERRVand CABBAO.E PLANTS.

Write for prices; mention quantity
wanted.

CDCC Our illustrated catalogue for
rllEC 1902. Write to-day.

ALEXANDER SEED CO.,
ATLANTA, GA. 4

» T»-M-M

GREEN
!:

costs
25 cents I

per TON ! i

Createst, Cheapest Food I

on Earth for Sheep, Swine, I

Cattle, etc.
Will be worth S10D to jon to read what
Salzer's catalog ha/s about rape.

Billion Dollar Grass
positively i

For this Notice and 1 0c.
mail bi 3 catalog and 10Far;:.S<ed
relliea, Bally worth ?10 to gel a binrt-

. we ma 1 150 kindu of Flower

JOHN A.SALZER SEED CO.,
uc
w
R

is
55E

iiiiiiinnniiium
HOW MANY MEN

n your neighborhood need wells for home
upidy or live s t..rk puri-.^ew! Just take the

t" count them, then rtk-iire up the money
l could make in dulling those wells.

Star Drilling Machines
will On the "'""• l

... ..ciiatire I., tr-t iut-."luisfiu-^ tor sr'-nrielf.

rSTAR DRILLING MACHIHE CO.. Akron, 0.

POSITION WANTED
As working manager, by a single man,

age, 38. First class, up-to-date, all round
man in farming, marketing, dairying,
butter making Jersey cattle, sheep,
swine, poultry, incubators and brooders,
gardening, flowers, fruits and vegetables.

E. BAYER, Closter, N. J.

UIC DAV <99 A 111CC If »»<J expenses to men
HI. rfll 01i A nXl.ll with rigs tolntrocuce
Poultry Compound. International Manuf'g
Co., Parsons, Kan.

MAGAZINES.

The leading article in the February
Forum is a discussion of "The Settle-

ment with China," by Mark B. Dunnell,
who is not very optimistic as to the out-

come of the action taken by the Western
nations after the Boxer rising. Major
J. H. Parker answers the qu astion,

"What shall we do with the Philip-

pines?" by recommending their cession

to some European or Asiatic power. An
account is given by Prof. Kelley Miller of
"The Expansion of the Negro Popula-
tion," with abundant statistical informa-
tion respecting the present condition and
distribution of the colored race in this

country. President E. P. Graves, of the
University of Washington, emphasizes
"The Need of Training for the College

Presidency." John T. Buchanan, deal-

ing with the problem "How to Assimi-

late the Foreign Element in our Popula-

tion," regards the education of the chil-

dren of alien immigrants as the only

method likely to be effectual. "The
Sinking Fund and the Public Debt" is

the subject of an important financial

article by H. S. Boutell, Member of Con-
gress for Illinois, who traces the history

of the payment of the national debt
from the establishment of the Govern-
ment to the present time. Dr. Gilbert

Reid contributes a character sketch of
the late Li Hung Chang. "The Refor-

mation of Criminals" is discussed by
J. Franklin Fort, Justice of the Supreme
Court of New Jersey, in a paper which
recommends the employment of systems
of conditional pardon and parole, and
the institution of reformatories for young
offenders. Merrill A. Teague, assistant

to Admiral Schley's counsel, writes on
"Errors Touching the Schley Court of
Inquiry," and maintains that the princi-

pal error was a "fatal misconception, or,

ratr-er, confusion of duty," respecting

the function of the Court. Other arti-

cles are : "The Young Man with Nr thing
but Brains," by Truman A. De Weese;
"Wanted—An Opposition," by Alan P.

Gilmour; and "The Care of Dependent
Children in Indiana," by W. B. Streeter.

The February issue of the Ladies'
Home Journal opens with the first part
of Mips Portor'a new romance of the
South, "Those Days in Old Virginia," il-

lustrated by W. L. Taylor. Thit is fol-

lowed by Joseph Blethen's story of "The
Girls of Flat G," a tale of four girls who
established "bachelors' hall," and the
third installment of "The Russells in

Chicago," a clever satire of the way they
do things in the Western metropolis. A
most interesting and timeiy contribution

is "My Impressions of American Wo-
men," by His Excellency, Wu Ting-fang,
Chinese Minister to the United States.

Clifford Howard describes Madame Mod-
jeska'B paradise of a home in Southern
California, and Franklin B. Wiley writes
of " The Summer Houses of Well-Known
People," telling and showing where such
famous folk as Paderewski and Marion
Crawford and a dozen others spend the
warm months. For the children are
"The Journal's Puzzle School," a new
game, and a description of how to make
" smoke pictures." The editoral page is

given up to the first of the " Mother's

Soft

Harness
You can make your har-
ness as soft as a glove
and as tough aa wire by
using EUREKA Unr.
nettm Oil. You can
lengthen Its life-make It

lubt twice aa long ae it

ordinarily would.

EUREKA
Harness Oil
makes a poor looking bar-
nesa like new. Made of
pure, heavy bodied oil, es-
pecially prepared to with-
stand tho weather.

Mario by STANDARD OIL CO.

be controlled by using

Good's Caustic Potash Whale
Oil Soap, No. 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-
tomologists. This soap is a fertilizer as well
as insecticide. 60 lb. kegs, 12.50; 100 lb. kegs,
M.50. Half barrels, 270 lbs., at 3%c. per lb.;
barrels, 425 lbs., at 3Vc. Large quantities,
special rates. Send for circular.

„ JAMES GOOD.
939-41 N. Front St., philadcl.mi*, m.

FRAZER
< Axle Grease th^worw.

J Its wearing qualitiesare unsurpassed, ac-

^ tually outlasting 3 bxs. any other brand,
y Not affected by beat. a»-Get the GenulW FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

AGRICULTURAL

and BUILDERS' LIME
Send for Circulars and Price-List.

FELLSWORTH LIME WORKS
REEVES CATT, Agent,

Bodley, Augusta County, Va.

Dr. A. C. UAMELS'

FEVER DROPS CURE
Milk Fever In cows. Distemper In horses.

Renovating Powders prevent aborting
In cows and hor«es. Book free.

Br. A. C. Daniels, 1 staniford St., Boston.
southern Agents:

Lilly Carriage Co., Woodward Mfg. Co.
Memphis, Tenn. Parkersburg, W. Va.

Ulpcrand m!i:r ilnn.
veteriuary apeU&J for wind,

^ throat and stomach troubles.
""Siroi.fr refommvnda. $1 pe»

ealera, maUor Rx.paid.
n ll.ii -.- l„ rui ill to.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address
the Business Office.
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DOLLARS OR DIMES
The NEW WAY—the modern method of making a crop—tilling the

soil will make Dollars, where the OLD WAY makes Dimes.

Of course if you are satisfied with Dimes, you will keep on the Old

Way ; but if you prefer DOLLARS, just write us and we will tell you how

HALLOCK'S SUCCESS KWEEDER
WILL MAKE THEM

FOR YOU

HALLOCKWEEDERCO.
YORK, F>A.

\A/£J I f \A/EI I f IA/EI I f
^' e bought from the number of these engines we

IlbLLii IILLLi IiCLLi have sent out that everybody knew about them, but

our advertisement in the last Planter introduces us to 32 prospective purchasers Once more
then

—

((

The Jack of All Trades Engine
~t~ rr^xtu&B n&*l

We Guarantee
that a boy of average in-

telligence, 12 years old,

can run it as well as any
mechanic can. Costs be-
tween 1 and 2 cents an
hour to run.

It Pumps
water, shells corn, saws
wood, churns butter,
runs printing press, and
a hundred other things.
It has the strength of 15
men.

Will you continue to pump water, saw wood, etc. by hand ? Will you and your stock

suffer for water because it is hard work to provide it? Have you not yet run water by

pipes into your house ? Pshaw ! Wake up ! Any number of testimonials can be fur-

nished from all over Virginia and the Carolinas. There never was one to fail in giving

satisfaction. Think over, won't you ?

RICHMOND ENGINE AND PUMP CO., Richmond, Va.
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..HOLLYBROOK FARM..

EGGS^SETTING
From Thoroughbred Poultry.

I [In our poultry yards wt have the following
thoroughbred poultry, all fi st class stock,
originally started trom the best stocks in this
country, and carefully cross-mated so as to
give strong and vigorous stock and the best
laying strains of the different breeds that it la
possible to obtain:

BARRED P. ROCK. $1.00 per setting.
BLACK LANGSHAN. *i.oo per setting.

,1 BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCK. $1.50 setting.
LIGHT BRIHMAS. Ji 50 per setting.
SILVER LACEO WYANDOTTE. Price,

S1.50 per setting.

WHITE WYANDOTTE. 81.50 per setting.
In addition to careful breeding, vre pay

special attention to the liaudliog and packing
of 1 ur Eit-s, so as to ensure good fertility aud
a good hutch.
We have also for sale a few first-class vonne

COcks of BARRED PLYMol'TH ROCKS.SILVER LACED WYANDOTTE KLACKLANGSHAN and BLACK MINORCA.
h. Price, $1.50 each, crated for shipment.

HENRY W WOOD,
P. Box 330. Hollybrook Farm. RICH V10ND.VA.

..VICTOR POULTRY FARM..

B. P. ROCKS
EXCLUSIVELY.

Birds bred especially for meat and eggs. All
farm raided stock. Bradley Brothers s rain
Eags J1.00 per 15. Having decided to get rid
of our S. C. B. LEiHORN slock, we havesome very fine cockerels and pnllets at $1.00
each.

GRAVES BROS

,

HIGHLAND SPRINGS, VA .

ChoiceB. P. Rock Cockerels
FOR SALE

" We breed only choice birds, carpfullv se-
lected from prize winners from Thompson,
Hawkins, Couveraurt Riltmore. Also double
standard POLLED DURHAM Bull Calf. IN-DIAN RUNNER Duck aud R. P. R. EUGS in

Satisfaction guaranteed.
HUMBERT BIOS.. Charlottesville, Va.

..Eureka Poultry Farm..

.EXCLUSIVELY.

.

EGGS, 81 .50 per 18 ; $2.75. 26 : »3 75 for 39. Ab"
Devllle, S. C, money-order offlce. Address

R. G HAGEN, Iris, Va.

RINGLETT WINTER-LAYING tTRAiN

B. PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Choice Cockerels. $1.50; Good Cockerels SI no!Good Hens. $1 00; Eggs, in season, per 15 ji oo.
If not as good as yon can gel eUewnere f.r

twice tbe money, return and v et vnnr mnnev
back. BONNYSIDE POULTOY FARM

CiiristiansburK. Va.
Reference: Bank of Cbrlstlansburg.

FOR SALE
100 Plymouth Rocks
Of Hawkins and other noted strains, at

$1.00 and $1.25 each. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. MARVIN P. KLINE, VaucIuse.Va.

Meetings," a new department which will
appear at intervals hereafter, and several
clever poems and short stories are print-
ed in " Un ler the Evening Lamp." In
the departmental section, Ed ward How-
ard Grigg's talks on education continue;
Mrs. Sangster has a special page for

—

"When Days of Illness Come," and all
the regular departments maintain the
high standard of the magazine. The
Vale itine cover is by Henry Hutt; and

. the pictoiial features include a page of
most attractive pictures of dogs, and a
double page showing "The College Girl
in Music and Drama." By The Curtis
Publishing Cjmpany, Philadelphia. One
dollar a year; ten cents a copy.

Every month Lippincott's Magazine
contains a Complete Novel fresh from a
pen which has "arrived," or one which
is going to. John Strange Winter (Mrs.
Arthur Standard), the author of Fcbrua
ry's novel, needs no introduction to fic-

tion readers. This latest tale is called
" Che Standings," after the interesting
family of a poor English artist. A
wealthy relative comes to their rescue,
and one daughter marries a man who
loves the other. There is a sharp contrast
between these two girls. The one be-
comes an actress ; the other's life is a no
ble sacrifice. With such a plot, John
Strange Winter is in her element, and
"The Standings" is one of her best
novels.

This Magazine this month sustains its

record for striking short stories. One of
these, by Charles H. Caffin, is entitled
'• For the Honor of His Wife." Another,
by Percie W. Hart, entitled " The Abra-
cadabra Affair." Owen, Hall's tale, "A
Dark Night's Ride.

'

Captain Leslie J. Perry, late of the
War Records Office at Washington, writes
about "Lincoln's Official Habit" (apro-
pos of the birthday of Lincoln, February
12).

The second part of. Sidney Lanier's
posthumous essay, " Music of Shakspere's
Time." Part I was published in the Jan-
uary number.
A sympathetic poem by I. Zangwill

called "Blind Children." Accompany-
ing this are the poems " In Winter," by
Francis Sterne Palmer ; "At Ocahd, ' by
Louise Driscoll ;

" Epitaph." bv Clarence
Urmy; and "At Winter's End," by Cale
Young Rice.

The "Walnuts and Wine" department
bristles with fun, or quivers with anec-
dotes to iching and tender.

Apparently, the St. Nicholas has made
a change pleasing to its readers in suVti
toting a " long short st >ry " complete in
each number for the usual instalment of
a serial. At all events, the change has
been followed by a gratifying incn aee in

the subscription list, and the new policy
will certainly be continued for the pres-
ent.

In the March number, the long story
is a bright bit of fanciful, humorous non-
sense by Rennet W. Mnsson. of Roches-
ter, New York. "Through Fairyland in
a Hansom Cab," is the title, and this
title strikes the note of incongruity that
characterizes the jolly story. Little

Gretchen, the heroine, the Giant Gnome,

LEGHORN POULTRY YARDS.

Have for snle a limited, number of Single
Comb Brown and White Leghorn Pullets »nd
Roosters. Best layers known. Prize-winning
stock. Price. $1.00 toil. .50 each. Exgs in season
at $1.00 for 16 ; S5.00 per 100. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. Address

A. T. MATTHEWS, Box 36. Psrksley Va.

Cottage Poultry Yards.

Black Langshans
..EXCLUSIVELY..

Young stock now ready. Cockerels, Lay-
ing Hens. Trios notakin. Price according
to points. Eggs, $1 00 per sitting.

M. A Olney, Coleman's Falls, Ya.

NOTICE-SPLENDID

B. P. Rock Cockerels,
Weight, 8 to 10 lbs. Thompson and Biltmore

strains. !S. C. B. LEGHORN cockerels and
pullets, well-grown and handsome. Cheap, If

ordered promptly. Mrs. JNO. F. PaYNE,
Claremont Dairy Farm. University tf Va.

COCKEREl S andPULLETS
.FOR

SALE
WHITE and BROWN LEGHORN, 3. C.

WHITE and B. P. ROCKS, Jl.OO per single

bird; trios $2 50

J. B. JOHNSON, Manssias, Va.

PflfSC PURE BRED <*,

CvJvJ^ OOOD STRAINS.
ROSE COMB BROWN LEGHORN*. 13 for

N Ots.; 5l.no per 26. GOLDEN SPANGLED
and WHITE WYANDOTTES, $1.00 per Sitting.
Incubator Eggs, $.'! 00 per hundred.

CARSON BROS., • iddleport, Ohio.

S. C. White Leghorns
Ergs, Bettings $1.50 per IS. Cockerels. $1.50

and up; good ones. C. Q. M. FINK,
1403 W Leigh St., Richmond, Va.

$300,020,000.00 A YEAR
1 i "L i; it you work

for UP. L'tl.-le Sato's poultry product pays
that sum. Bend 10c forsami U .-» and partic-
ulate. Wo In, in .

business. Draper i ublit-hic; Co.,Chicsgo.lll.

Jl .00 each. Eggs, $1.00 per 15.

W. C. DORSET. Pilkiuton, Va.
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FOR FIFTEEN DAYS ONLY!
To introduce our new FARMERS' SAW MILL, we make the following

SPECIAL OFFER, good only until FEBRUARY 15th, 1902

:

$125.QQ No. PONY FARMER'S SAW MILL, complete as

shown in cut and described below, with 44" Solid Saw
>

del'd on cars at Atlanta, for $125.00 Spot Cash with Order.$125.oo

No. O Pony
Farmer's
Saw Mill.

Witb 44" Saw *132 50

With 48" Saw 142 50

With 40" Inserted Saw 145 00

With 44" Inserted Saw 152 50

With 4S" Inserted Saw 162 50

No Discounts from

these Prices.

BEST RUBBER BELTING, 4-ply

6-in 20 cts. per foot.

8-in 30 cts. per foot.

Net Cash.

Order Now, and Avoid the

Rush and Delay.

OUR GUARANTEE.—This Mill is warranted to be made in a workmanlike manner, of first-class material through-
out, and to give Perfect Satisfaction if operated according to our printed instructions, which are so simple that a boy-

can understand them. Any one with ordinary intelligence can set and operate this Hill without the assistance of

an experienced sawver or mill man. The Mill will easily cut 2,000 to 2,500 feet of first class lumber per day WITH
ONLY FOUR-HORSE POWER; 3,000 to 3,500 feet with 6-horse power; 4,000 to 5,000 feet with 8-h. p., etc., and is

adapted to any kind or size power up to 15-h. p.

READ THE SPECIFICATIONS BELOW, and if not thorougly satisfied before ordering, write for descriptive

circular of this mill. Give us all the information you can as to amount of power you have, size and speed of your
driving pulley, kind and size of timber to be cut. Also ask for freight rates to your station.

Specifications. Husk, 6 feet 4 in. long, 2 feet 8 in. wide ; Timbers 3J x 7J in. ; Steel Mandrel, 1 15-16 in. in diame-

ter, 3 feet 10 in. long, made to saw with 2-in eye, and |-in. pin holes, 3 in. from center to center; Adjustable Self-

Oiling Mandrel Boxes, 6 in. long, with Oil Chamber and Wick; Board Roller; Wheel Spreader; Double adjustable Saw
Guide; DeLoach Patent Variable Friction Feed; Mandrel Pulley, 18x8 in. (larger Pulley furnished up to 24 in.);

Carriage made in two 4-foot sections, connected by coupling; Carriage 26 in. wide; Timbers 4x6 in.; Four Sets 6 in.

Trucks and 1J in. Steel Axles, with Set Collar in front of loose wheels to take up all wear and lost motion ; Four Track

Scrapers for front side of Carriage; Manilla Rope Drive for Carriage; 35 feet of Portable Track Complete in three sec-

tions; Two Head Blocks, open 36 inches from Saw. and take logs 40 in in diameter, each fitted with " Champion "

Duplex Dogs ; Imported Ratchet Set Works ; Fifteen feet of 1 1 1-16 inch Steel Set Shaft, in two pieces, key-seated entire

length, with Coupling fitted ; Wrenches, Cant Hook and Oil Can. Weight of Mill complete as above, 2,100 lbs.

IF YOU HAVEN'T OUR LARGE CATALOGUE, write for it, and be sure to sav you saw our advertisement in

this paper. We build Saw Mills to suit auv power, from 4 to 200-h. p. ; Single Hill machinery, Drag Saws, Planters,

Edgers, Trimmers, Stave and Lath mils. Bolters, Corn and Flour Hills, Water Wheels, Shafting, Pulleys,

Gearing, Etc.

.DE LOACH MILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Box 600, Atlanta, Georgia.

(Please mention this paper when writing us.)

Mr E S Downey Aurora, Ind., writes: "The No. Pony Mill I sold here Is the talk of the county. It Is certainly a 'Daisy • and
will sell more mills for you You remember I recently sold another or these little mills lo Mr. Boldon. He was in to see me to-day,

and Bays he has turned'his sawyer off, and though he has had no experience himself, he la running the milt all right, and that it is

giving the best of satisfaction."

Mr. Z. B. Reld, Oakland, Ga., says: " The No. Pony Mill Is the nicest running mill I ever saw, and is giving perfect satisfaction.'.

Mr \V F Fenlley Thomaston. Ga., writes: "I have a DeLoach No Pony Farmers' Saw Mill in operation. It is doing nicely,

and I am well pleased with it. Dozens of others who have recently bought these litiie mills, express themselves as highly pleased.

Thkt Can't Fail to Please You. Too.
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DRIVINGABARGAIN
LONG RANGE^

You do exactly this when you send your money away for a buggy or car-

riage you have never seen. Whether you get a bargain or not depends not

on your good judgment or shrewdness but entirely upon the honesty of the

man who sells you the buggy. Your money is in his hands and you are at

his mercy. We do not believe in that method. It is too one-sided. What
is our plan? Well, we have such confidence both in you and in our Split
Hickory VeKicIes, to please you, that we ship anywhere on

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL.
Hitch it up; take it h<

ehbors have paid

the best bargain of your life at the end of 30 days vou

know bow and of what material they are mac"
othlineofbucsies, surreys, carriages

I harness. It is free. Send for it at once

me and test it.

considerable m
jnd it back to

they will stand the test.

Compare it with the buggies your
e for, and if not satisfied you have

thout paying one cent. We manufacture our own goods
talogue describes and gives prices o

Ohio Ca.rria.ge Mfg. Co.. Station 4 1 Cincinnati,

THE RANNEY
Incubator get strong chicks
and lots or them; it's the
way it is ventilated, and
because the chicks are not
drowned by supplied moist-
ure. Catalog tells about it.

The Raoney Incubator Works, Bellefontaioe, Ohio.

INCUBATORS ON 30 DAYS TRIAL
The only perfect business ma-

chines In the world. Our large
strated catalogue
Bend for a copy,

>»tely free and worth a
dollar to any one Interested Inartificial Incu-
bation. Address Standard F. C. In; Co.,
Mention this paper. Rochester, N. Y.

gig chines In the w
[ij handsome Illus

iL explains it all.
*•- It is absolutely :

FOR SALE
Mammoth Bronze Turkeys

and Shetland Ponies.
Miss Clara L. Smith. Croxton, Caroline Co.. Va.

S. C. W. Leghorns and B. P. Rock
Cocks and Cockerels at 50c. Blue ribbon stock.

Rev. J. W. HEOKMAN. Spottsylvanla, Va.

BELGIAN RABBITS..
I have a few fine bucks and does leftover,

that 1 will sell to first orders at $2 a pair, 10
make room for spring breeding.

MIKE COLES, Bedford Springs, Va.

Belgian Hares.
Do you wish to Improve your stock? If go,

write me. Just Imported from Hamburg, Ger-

many, one of tbe finest and largest BELGIAN
BUCKS this country has ever seen. Fee, J20.

I will pay eipress one way ea»t of Mississippi

River. I have for sale White, Bllver, Jersey

and Black Belg'an Hares. All are from Im-
ported stock. Enclose stamp for reply,

WALTER M. CARROLL,
BOX 106, LYNCHBURG. V*

A Neat BINDER for your back uuui
bers can be hail for 25 cents. Addree*
the Business Office.

the Poet and the Objector, are sure to

become favorites with lovers of Sharks
and Boojums. It is enriched by Miss
Cory's illustrations.

Next to this in length is the story

called "An Anglo-American Alliance,"

which is based upon the adventures of
two American boys in the Bermudas.
Their friendship with a gunner in the
British army leads them to visit Fort St.

Catherine, and bring* them into trouble
with the authorities. The resulting inter-

view with the Governor reminds one (by

reversal !) of the Boston boy's interview
with General Gage when the British sol-

diers interfered with their sliding on the
Common. It is a strong, snap3y little

story, with illustrations by George Va-
rian.

" Old Strategy" is a story of the hunt-
ing of mountain lions—a sport made
popular by President Roosevelt's yet re-

cent hunting trip in the West. This story
is in praise of some big dogs who had
learned to fight mountain lions so skill-

fully that one of them was known bv
the name " Old Strategy," and gives title

to the story.

Minor features of the number include
bright poems by Margaret Johnson,
Grace Fraser, and Edwin L Sabin, and
several short articles and stories.

Chief of the numerous high lights of
the February Century, the Midwinter
number, is a frontispiece wood cut by
Cole in the Old Spanish Masters series,
" The Daughter of El Greco."
A novel feature of the" Year of Ameri-

can Humor" is a monologue bv Beatrice
HerforH, 'The Book-Agent," MisB Her-
ford's first contribution to magazine lite-

rature, and decorated by Oliver Herford.
A new humorous contributor is intro-

duced to the public in John Charles Mc-
Neill, with four negro songs illustrated

by Kemhle. Other humorous tales are
"The Don't Hurry Club" by Albsrt Bige-
low Paine, "A Government of the Peo-
ple," a story of Oklahoma, by J. W. Pier-

cv. There is an account of "Artemus
Ward at Springfield, Mass.," besides other
sketches and poems—in all ten articles.

A unique paper in the number is a lite-

rary "find" in the shape of the diary of a
comrade of Kosciusko, which has recent-

ly been discovered in Poland, and which
records conversations with General Wash-
ington and impressions of him before and

BELGIAN HARES
If you want the beet BELGIAN

HARES, young or old, from 6 to 10 lbs.,

bucks or breeding doea, write to

A. E WILLIS. Lynchburg, Va.

POSITION WANTED.
A practical farmer, experienced dairy-

man and stockman wants a position as

working manager or foreman on stock
and eram farm. Address
"FARMER," care Southern Planter.

PALMORE'S
Law and Collection Association,

Established 1884. Claims collected

in all parts of the United States.

No collection—no charge.

P. 0. Box 503. 905 % East Main Street,

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

m *#& _ For Drui

|\eeley
For Drunkenness and

Drug Using.
Flew -»riu a*.
Ocrr-~ipoD<l«ma»
nasdaatikL

jMaibifi.M.

S. 6. ADKINS&GO.

SBe

4 and 6 Governor Street,

RICHMOND, VA.

EXPERT BOOKBINDERS

and Commercial Printers.

ARTICHOKES.
I have about 100 bus. Jerusalem Artichoke!

for sale at 75 cents per bUHhei,
H. W. 8TEVKNS, Goochland, Va.

KENTUCKY ALUMINUM STOCK LABEL
The best, lightest, most secure, easiest put on
and the cheapest. For description and sam-
ples, address F. H. Jackson Co., Wlnchssttr, Ky.
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ISpecial prices given on Stodebaker and

Brown Wagons, Buggies and Carts. J

8tndebaker Boggies, all styles, Stndebar-"

Carriages, Stndebaker Carts, Stude

baker Runabouts.

SPECIAL SALE
..OF..

FARM
IMPLEMENTS

I offer my large stock of

any IMPLEMENT shown

on this page at ABOUT
COST

Un'il March 1st.

On that date I will be

succeeded by a new firm,

who must pay cash for

all stock on hand on that

date, and desires to avoid

having to pay for and

hold these goods until

next season.

NOW is the time to

secure bargains. DON'T
WAIT until you actually

need these things, but

buy while you can SAVE
MONEY.
EVERY IMPLEMENT
GUARANTEED.

Everything offered is

brand new. Come and

see for yourself.

The SCIENTIFIC Grinding Mills.

Are unequalled for grinding Ear
Corn, shucks on or off, Corn, Oats,

Wheat and all other grains, singly

or mixed. Power mills In five sizes,

2 to 30 horse power. Sweep mill!

In 2 styles. Qeared mills In 4 styles.

LITTLE QIANT CORN
SHELLER.

The frame Is made of thoroughly
dry bard wood. Tbejoints mortised,
tenoned and boiled. The bearings
are bolted on to the frame instead
of screwed. The fron work is made
from the very best material, and
every piece is carefully inspected
before feeing put on. This machine
Is high grade all the way through.

D „„,. „ d„™„d „i„A It is bandi-omely painted, striped
Buckeye Pnmps, also and varnished.

Wood Pumps.

ROSS
Fodder Cutters, Fodder

Shredders, Cutters for all

purposes, Corn Shellers,

Grinding Mills, Horse
Powers and Wood Saws. Champion Mowers, Reapers and Binders,

GHAS. E. HUNTER Hos. 14361438 E. Wain St., RICHMOND, VA.

jrAMES G. HENING, Manager.
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THE AGONY OF

INDIGESTION

How a Virginia Woman
Was Cured.

MrB. S. P. Thompson, of Rodophil,

Va.. suffered terribly with indigestion for

years. Every mouthful of food was a

martyrdom. Every meal was a repeti-

tion of agony—until she heard of YA-
GER'S SARSAPARILLA WITH
CELERY. From the first bottle there

was an improvement. Food began to do

her good instead of injuring her health.

Mealtime became a pleasure instead of a

time of suffering. YAGER'S SARSA-
PARILLA changed the whole aspect of

life for Mrs. Thompson, it has done the

same, for hundreds of others in similar

situations. Her gratitude to the medi-

cine does not stop with simply appreci-

ating it—she has told her friends and

neighbors of it, and of tne wonderful

cure it has effected in her case.

YAGER'S SARSAPARILLA WITH
CELERY is working astounding cures in

hundreds of towns today. Every mail

brings notable additions to the great

volume of evidence already accumulated

as to its curative power in all diseases of

the nerves, blood and functional derange-

ments. It is sold by all druggists, 50c. a

bottle. Made by Gilbert Bros. & Co.,

Baltimore, Md.

The Baby

Had Group
—one of the children had a cold : father
had bronchitis; mother had a touch of
pleurisy. They all took HoneyTolu,
and were cured. Sold by all druggists.
25c. a big bottle. Made by

GILBERT BROS. & CO.,

BALTIMORE, MD.

HAVE YOU EVER USED

GLEASON'S
HORSE AND CATTLE

POWDER?
TRY A PACKAGE.

during a visit by the narrator to Mt. Ver-
non in 1798.

The first of the promised material on
" The Improvement of Washington City"
here appears—authoritative articles by
Daniel H. Burnham, the architect, of the
Congressional Commission, and Charles
Moore, Clerk of the Senate Committee on
the District of Columbia, with illustra-

tions.

The West comes in for attention in an
article on " Chicago's Great River-Har-
bor," bj' Elliott Flower, illustrated by
Reuterdahl ; in "A Desert Romance,'' a
tale of the Southwest, by Frederic Rem-
ington, illustrated by himself; in Mr.
Piercy's story of Oklahoma, above men-
tioned, and in a group of five "Poems of
the West."
The Cathedral of St. John the Divine

in New York ia the subject of an article

by Roger Riordan, with illustrations by
Vanderhoof, to which Bishop Potteradds
an article on "The Uses of a Cathedral."

In fiction, besides the stories mention-
ed and the two serials, Mr. Brady's "Bar-
barossa" and Miss Sedgwick's novelette,
"The Rescue," there are two pieces, the
beginning of a series of " Little Stories,"

by Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, entitled "A Man
and a Woman," and "An Antic of the
Ocean," entitled "Captain England," by
Gouverneur Morris, author of " Tom
Beauling."

The Cosmopolitan is fortunate in its

fiction for February. Stories of love, ad-
venture and humor from the pens of fa-

mous authors make the "Midwinter Fic-

tion Number" vitally interesting. "S.
Cohn & Son," by Zangwill, deals with the
Anglicization of a Jew and the inevita-

ble tragedy of his love for an English
girl whose race prejudice triumphs over
her nobler feelings. In "The Valley of
the Dead" Thomas A. Janvier pictures
the struggle of a dashing young engineer
between love and duty. " Mr. MacGlow-
rie's Widow is the title of a Western
story in Bret Harte's happiest vein, and
"The Fish" is one of E. W. Kembie's best
humorous skits. "Niagara—The Scene of
Perilous Feats"—is an article which tells

the story of the many who have year after

year gone to Niagara seeking notoriety or
death. From the earliest days Niagara
has been the Mecca of those who valued
their lives lightly, and the story of Sam
Patch, Blondin, Maria Spelterina, the
jealous Balleni's attempt to cut the cable
on which his rival was performing over
the seething Whirlpool Rapids, Peter
Nissen's ill-fated "Fool-Killer," and Cap-
tain AVebb's last swim, is carried down to
Mrs. Taylor, the only survivor of a trip

over the great Falls.

The quality of "timeliness," for which
the Review of Reviews has made a repu-
tation, was never better eiem plied in the
pages of a magazine than in the February
number of that wide-awake monthly. The
subjects treated of in the Review are just
the ones that the whole country is talk-

ing about—the Cuban and Philippine
tariffs, the Panama vs. the Nicaragua
route, the "Raines Law" in New York
and the Sunday closing of salmons, the
South American boundary disputes, the
Venezuelan situation, the approaching

IF YOUR LIVER —
It Inactive or your D1GES- Unna I ivpr Tnnil*
TION out of order, use WIUTW I PillF

which is the bast preparation known for pro-
ducing a healthful and continuous secretion
from the liver and other organs. It is an ab-
solute cure and preventive of torpid or inac-
tive liver, thus preventing costlveness, or
curing this condition if it already exists. Of
course the consequent troubles of obBtinate
costlveness, such as sick or nervous headache,
restlessness, sour stomach, colic, heartburn,
and kindred diseases, are relieved by thU roost
excellent remedy. Blotches, pimples or rough
skin, caused by indigestion or costlveness,
will be relieved in a f<-w days by the use of
MONA LIVER TONIC, thus producing a
beautiful complexion. It will cure JAUN-
DICE in a few days.

Price»50 cents and $1.00.
—PREPARED ONLY BY—

E. A. CRAIGHILL, Pharmacist,
1YMHBI8H. VA.

WFOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS.
PURCELL, LADD & CO., - Richmond. Va.

Wholesale Distributors.

CHROAZURA EYE SHIELDS
The most perfect device ever made for thfr

protection of the eyes against snow-blind, sun-
blind, and water glare. If you are a hunter,
angler, biker, sione-cutter, thresher, driven
Jockey, miner, or a railway man, you need
ihem. No obstruction to sight, vision Isclaar.
The eye shields are mounted wilh the cele-
brated CHROAZURA lenses, which relieve eye
irritations, makes the eye feel soft and cool;
try them. By mail, one dollar. Write for
booklet. Dr. W H McDOUG L.

Eye Specialist, Charleston. W. Va.

Chroazura Spectacles SSSr"^"^
January issue Southern PlaLter.

UnilEC AND THE PLACE TO
nUlflEZO FIND THEM.^>
No place in the United States can a man

do so well at farming, for the money in-

vested, as in Virginia. Lands are cheap ;

climate good, and the best of markets
close at hand. It is the State of all

others, for a comfortable all the year
round home. The James River Valley
Colonization and Improvement Company
offer superior advantages to land pur-
chasers. For free 36 page land pamphlet,
address

W. A. PARSONS,
Si 9 E. Hain St., Richmond, Va.

..Magnificent Estate..
Known as the Harapstead Farm, situated

on the Pamunkey r;ver. for Rale. Contains
nearly 1600 acres, 800 of which Is river bottom
land, the remainder being upland and limber.
Large deposits of green *and marl; brick barn
with wood stable attached ; also houses for
sheep, etc. Splendid dwelling said to have
cost {60.000. Property now owned by stock
company. Price. $20 per acre, on easy terms.
For further particulars, address

"PAMUNKEY," c»re Southern Planter.

riUC TADMQ in the great fruit grain and
I Int. lUri III stock section of VI t»GI N IA.
Best climate and water in the U. S. Near
great markets, with beat educational advan-
tages. For further information, address

SAM't B. Woods, Charlottesville, Va,

1 csinJe mny be fnrmrt
no mailer w tiei

mil )i*.ii n in v bUiTt'rtsful

W.M.OSTRAHOER,
liuilding, Philadelphia, Fa.
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j*^ PLANET Jr. N° 25
^^ ^»V COMBINED 5e.E:DEr6c

^•Double Wheel Hoe

YOU WILL LOOK IN VAIN
for an all-around handv garden tool that will even begin to com-
pare with the "Planet Jr." No. 25 Hill and Drill Seeder and
Double Wheel Hoe Cultivator and Plow; made especial 1)' for the
man who has a good sized garden, and yet who does not want to

ony a separate Wheel Hoe. As a drill it compares with our well known "Planet Jr." No. 4.
As a wheel Hoe it will do all the work of our Planet Jr." No. 12. Hasll!^ in. wheels;cul-
tivates between rows, hills up, plows, marks out.etc. ; can be easily and quickly chaneed from
one to the other. In fact, is a wonderful labor-saver. We are ready to absolutely guarantee
thistool any time. Other 'Planet Jr." tools are Seed Drills. Wheel Hoes, Horse Hoes, Cul-
tivators. Harrows, Two-horse Cultivators. Sugar Beet Seeders and Cultivators, etc. AH of
these are fully described in our new catalogue for 1902. We issue hundreds of thousands of
these books, each an art album of interesting views. They are going fast. Write for one now.
They are free.

g> ^ ALLEN & CO-f Box j j07X PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Two Gold MedaU at Paris Exposition; Highest Award.

MULES For Sale.
Four growthy

vouug mules, 14

hands high, com-
ing two years old
in the spring.
Price for the lot,

J375, f. o. b.

Address Box 42,

Oxford, N. C.

FOR SALE
An extra fine lot of

JACKS JENNETS
and MULES. Some
prize winners. All
stock guaranteed and
delivered f. o. b. at
City ot Indianapolis,
Ind. Street cars run
every hom to within
a mile and a half of
farm. Address

BAKER'S JACK FARM, LAWRENCE, IND

FOR SALE!

J3
linifQ JENNETS and
» flUI">» Durham Calves

highly bred Jacks a specialty
Enclose 2c. stamp for cat.

W. E KNIGHT &. CO.
West End. Nashville. Tenn.

IN 63 ACRES
...OF LANDA BARGAIN

In sight of Richmond. Va. Fine large house
with modern improvements; fine large barn
and other improvements; large oiohard; so-
ciety the best. Will be sold cheap w.th stock
and crops. Would make a fine oairv farm.
Address Oak Shade, care Southern Planter.

VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 per Acre and upwards.
East Payments. Catalogue Free.

GEO. E. CRAWFORD & CO., Richmond. Va.
Established 1875.

GO SOUTH
For full pirticulars
write A. JEFFERS,

Norfolk, Va.

Virginia Farms
Ail prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. B. PIZZINI CO., Richmond, Va.

visit of Prince Henry of Prussia, the
Schley controversy. These matters are

|

all editorially discussed, but the con-

1

tiibuted articles deal with a wide range
of topics not less interesting to the reader
who cares to follow the day's news with
intelligence. Among these are sketches
of the new Secretary of the Treasury,
Leslie M. Shaw, of Tomas Estrada Palma,
President-elect of the new Cuban Repub-
lic, and of Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler,
who has just been made president of Co-
lumbia University, succeeding Mayor
Seth Low ; an exposition of wireless tele
graphy and Marconi's triumph in making
it practicable; a description of Oklahoma
and Indian Territory, which are now
knocking at the doors for admission to
Statehood ; an esceptionably thorough
study of the Turkish situation in its latest
phase by one who was born in that land
and knows its conditions ; an exhaustive
discussion of the methods proposed for
the treatment of anarchism, with original

suggestions; an ace unt of the successful
attempt of Kansas farmers to escape from
the toils of the grain-buyers' truBt; and
the history of a Wisconsin experiment
which illustrates one phase of the inde-
pendent telephone movement now as-
suming so much importance in the Mid-
dle West. Other departments of the
magazine—cartoons, "Record of Current
Events," and "Leading Articles of the
Month"—are equally well supplied with
fresh and pertinent material bearing on
matters of current interest in politics,

literature, science, and industry.

Harper's Weekly ably maintains its

reputation as a journal of civilization.

Each week the current events of the
world are discussed editorially, and the
illustrations are always timely, interest-

ing, and are up to date.

Harper's Bazaar is always chocked full

of interesting articles, patterns, etc., for

the women folks. We believe it is the
pioneer ladies' magazine, and it is cer-

tainly one of the most interesting.

Everybody's Magazine is worth any
man's dollar a year. Mr. Wanamaker
certainly is keeping up with the proces-
sion of 10-cent magazines, if indeed, he is

not ahead of some of them.

If Benjamin Franklin were to come to

life to-day, we fear he would not recog-

nize the Saturday Evening Post, which
he founded in 1828. Since the Curtis
Publishing Company of Philadelphia

SHORTHORNS
<S«S> for sale <s*s>

Stock of REAL MERIT, that will

not disappoint in the production

of the BEST BEEF TYPES with
an ABUNDANCE OF MILK and
BUTTER. Fine lot of BULL
CALVES on hand. Come and
see the herd in the pastures.

W. W. BENTLEY, Pulaski City, Virginia.

SHORTHORNS!
I have for sale some good SCOTCH-TOPPED

SHORTHORN BULLS, COWS and HEIFERS,
at lair prices for the times. Also one finely-
bred and thoroughly gaited hoise, sound and
well mannered, at reasonable price.
Correspondence solicited.

GEO CHRISMAN, Chrisman, Rockingham Co., Va.

VIRGINIA VALLEY HERO
Of Registered Shorthorn Cattle-

Choice young ball cows and heifers bred.
Also Poland-China Hogs and Barred

Plymouth Rock Chickens.
Prices Reasonable

HENRY BLOSSER, Harrisonburg, Va.

ELLERSLIE FARM "•*-"•»-

Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

Fob Salk. R. J. HANCOCK & SON,
Charlottesvilli, Va.

FOR SHE STALLION

>>

Registered In Vol. IX, page 189, Wallace's A.
T. R. Very handsome and stylish; deep
chestnut color. Sired by Wllkeslona, be by
Red Wilkes, he by Geo. Wilkes. Dam. Daisy
Uolddust, by Dusted Golddust. Also two
beautiful standard-bred FILLIES, broken to
saddle and harness. C. T. SMITH,

Croxton, Caroline Co., Va.

HACKNEY STALLIONFOR SALE
3 years old. A first-class animal and prize-

winner. Address
Dr. H. H. LEE, Lexington, Va.
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Man ft
Open till Feb. 28, 1902.

I will cut $100 ofl of prices

named on Stallion colts of (he

PERCHERON breed in the past

60 days. This will give me a

small profit, aud the buyer a large

one. I also have grade

HACKNEYS, TROTTING-BRED and

KENTUCKY SADDLE-BRED COLTS
FOR SALE CHEAP.

Also BERKSHIRE HOGS and

SHORTHORN CATTLE.
Come to the farm and see what

I am breeding and selling. All

passenger trains stop at Lewis
(station on the farm) N. & W. R.

R., Va.

JNO. F. LEWIS, P. 0. Lynnwood, Va

GRASSMERE STOCK FARM, Glen Alien, Va.'

TROTTING, SADDLE and

HIGH STEPPING HORSES
Educated, bought and soldoncommlsion.and
kept by the month or year. High class POUL-
TRY and BELGIAN HARE*; for sale at reasonable
rates. Write for circulars; no trouble to an-
swer questions. Satisfaction guaranteed.

CHANDLER QUINTIN, Veterinarian,
40 yrs. experience on the best stock farms in

America.

FOR SALE OR TRADE

SUFFOLK PRINCE
BAY STALLION, foaled 1883, 15% hands,

standar I and registered, sired by Manchester;
dam, Ella Madden, 2:25%. by Hambletonian
10th; sound, kind and sale for lady to drive- Is
the sire of Prince G., 2:24%, and others that
would be fast irtralned. Will trade for Short-
horn Heifer Calves or Holsteins.

I have for sale some splendid BERKSHIRES.
Boars from 810 to 850, according to age and
breeding. All are splendid individuals and
bred in the purple.

B. S. CAMERON, Gloucester, "Va.

a

Feeds ^Feeding
Prof. Henry's Great Book for

Farmers and Stockmen.

Delivered anywhere for - - $2.00

With the SOUTHERN PLANTER, 2.26

It is our business.

STORY Pu
l
JS

- S7 -50 "P- MAPLEMONT4 I U n I 8T5CK KARM, Albany, Vermont.

have taken hold of the magazine, they
have made it one of the moat interesting
publications in this country. It is hard
to understand how they can furnish so
much interesting and valuable reading
matter from such high-priced writers for

the small sum of one dollar a year.

The American Boy, published in De-
troit, Mich., at $1 a year, is a very bright
and interesting publication for young
America. The current issue is very in-

teresting.

The Youth's Companion easily leads
as being the most popular of all the pub-
lications published to the interest ol the
young people, as well as the old ones. At
least once a month (it seems to us) they
issue an extra large number, full of valu-
able and interesting matter for old and
young, male and female.

CATALOGUES.
Arthur Cowee, Meadowville Farm, Ber-

lin, N. Y. Gladiolus Specialist.

J. W. Jones & Son, Allen, Md. Spring
Catalogue of Strawberry and Lucretia
Dewberry Plants ; also Early Black Cow-
peas. Look up the advertisement of this
firm in another column.

J. M. Thorburn & Co., Seedsmen, New
York City. One-Hundred-and-First Suc-
cessive Annual Catalogue. It is beauti-
fully gotten up, and is well worth read-
ing and preserving for future reference.
Refer to their advertisement elsewhere in
this issue, and send for the Catalogue.

Peter Henderson & Co., Seedsmen,
New York City. Annual Catalogue

—

"Everything for the Garden"— price, 20
cents As UBual, this Catalogue is a work
of art, and its contents as useful as the
cover is ornamental.

D. Landreth & Sons, Seedsmen, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Seed Catalogue for 1902.
This is the oldest seed-house in America,
and fully maintains its record made over
a hundred years ago.

T. W. Wood & Sons, Seedsmen, Rich
mond, Va. Descriptive Catalogue of
Wood's High-grade Seeds and Guide for
Farm and Garden. This is the largest
seed-house in the South, and their rap-
idly-expanding business is evidence of
the quality of goods sold to their cus-
tomers. Their advertisement is on an-
other page.

The Biltmore Farms, Biltmore, N. C.
Catalogue of Annual Brood Sow Sale
on February 4th. This sale was ad-
vertised in our January issue, and their
regular advertisement will be found in
another column.

McSherry Manufacturing Co., Middle-
town, O. Beautiful and interesting Cat-
alogue of Grain Drills, Broadcast Seed-
ers, Disc Harrows and Transplanters.
The implements made by this firm have
been used by the farmers for four gener-
ations. Kindly look up their advertise-
ment and see what is offered this month,
and by all means get the Catalogue.

"Georgia—Historical and Industrial."
This is the title of a volume of some 900
pages, sent us by Hon. O. B. Stevens,
Commissioner of Agriculture of the State
of Georgia. This work was compiled by

FOR SALE LOW.

1 pair4-yr. old black horse mules, irj\< hands*
1 three, year old black mare mule, 15Vj hands.
All extra fine, blockv and well made.

1 pair of 3-year old Brown Hackney-Trotter
cross brood mares, weight 1200 lbs., of fin©
style and action. Both mares with foal by
Hackney ztalllon.

1 pair of 3-year old Hackney-Trotter cross bay
mares. Extra fine.

1 three-year old black Hackney-Trotter cross
mare. Extra floe.

I three year old brown Hackney-Trotter cross
Gelding. Extra fine.

1 three- year old, pretty tan color, extra fine
Paddle and Harness Horse ; weight, 1200 lbs.
This is a superb family horse.

1 four-yr. old registered Aberdeen-Angus cow.
Bred to registered bull.

1 four-mos. old registered Angus bull calf.

Address W. M. WATK1NS & SONS,
Cottage Valley Stock Farm. Randolph, Va

«.•* j* BARCAINS !N „* j*

Reg. Shropshire Ewes..
From two to five years old, bred to my best
ram. These ewes are of the best breeding.

Aberdeen-Angus Calves..
Herd headed by a winner of five first
prizes at State fairs.

ENGLISH SETTERS by the prize-winning
Count Rodo. Fine individuals of the best
breeding. Satisfaction guaranteed.

WARREN RICE, - Winchester, Virginia.

Two Aberdeen-Angus Bull Calves
FOR SALE. 9 and 10 months old. Prices

reasonable. WW. B. MacGREGOR. Avon, Va.

SND
DUR0G-JERSEY SWINE

6 selected males, vigorous and healthy, 6

months old at the small price of $10.

W. W. STOCKWELL, So. Boston, Va.

BERKSHIRES fm s«le
1 Brood Sow, reg.. 810.00; to farrow in May.

1 Young Sow, entitled to reg., to farow In May
*14.00. 1 Reg. Bo.r, 18 mos. old, ji:i.00. 3 Sow
Pigs, entitled to reg., price, $3.50 each.
40 bus. Winter Grey Oats, for seed, baas free,

66c per bus. W. E. HAMMOND,
Goochland C. H., Va

J.J. OAK RIDCE FARM jtjt

FOR SALE—Pure bred

RED POLLED CATTLE
POLAND-CHINA HOGS

Good individuals and of the best

breeding.

OAK RIDGE, NELSON CO., VA.
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$18.50

for thla team fa

cut from select oak-tanned

leather, traces 6 ft. lonp.lM
in. wide, with cockeye, lcVft

lmes; Hook & Terrlt pads,

pole and breast •traps 1'
'

ale Itareraln
__ j, discs 16 or 20 in. i:

i diameter l*nydoubl<
of single and doable harness.

[

you get no better.

I'ulliiator.

shovels. Spreads t

Send for c

this 8-ft. steel r

anteed easiest

A strongest made;
iDg and power n

reduced. Catalogfret*

80 rods of wire. Never misses

ropt in hills and drills. W
hallenpe- the world witb tbl

lanter. WUI ship it on trial li

ompetition with allothe

330-Page Agricultural Catalogue.

82 Gts.

in billsand drills. 13 ac, a da

Fertilizer extra. Handles all*

kinds of seed perfectly.

Also t'lows.Cul(ivators,Scales,Hay

Tools,Carpenter &. Blacksmith Tools,

MARVIN SMITH CO., 55-57-59 Jefferson St., Chicago, Ills.

DORSET
SHEEP.*
My entire flock of Dorsets,

registered and eligible,

FOR SALE.
44 head, exclusive of

present crop of lambs.
Fine stock ; low price.

WALTER WATSON,
SALEM, VA.

•'V.P.I.'*
Farm Bulletin

Orders booked for

DORSET RAM LAMBS,
to be delivered in July and August. No
more Berkshire hogs, of any age, to offer

until Spring.

D. O. NOURSE, Prof, of Agr.,

Blacksburg, Va.

HEREFORDS
Breeders of

I

—*• SINCE 1856. «3>—

CftD Cll C Three a-yr.-old Reg. Hereford
lUII OALC Bulls, two Hi Taos, old Reg.
Herefod Bui s, two 10 raos, old Reg. Hereford
Bulls, two 2 yrs. old Reg. Hereford Heifers,
three 16 mos. old Reg. Hereford Heifers, on©
10 mos. old Reg. Hereford Heifers at reasona-
ble prices. HAYFIELDS STOCK FARM.

COCKEYSVILLE, M D.

^ HAWKSLEY STOCK FARM ^
<«* Breeder and Seller of <«•

REGIST'D BERKSHIRE HOGS
MAMMOTH BRpZE TURKEYS
PLYMOUTH ROCK CHICKENS

EGGS IN SEASON.

J. T. OLIVER, - -
~ Allen's Level, V..

Mr. Stevens, with the help of Mr. R. F.

Wright, Assistant Commissioner, and as

its title indicates, gives a complete his-

tory of Georgia, together with its present
and future possibilities as a farming and
manufacturing State. We are much
obliged to the Commissioner for the vol-

ume, which we will keep on file.

Geo. Ertel Co., Quincy, 111. General
Catalogue of Improved Victor Incuba-
tors and Brooders. This firm and its

catalogues are too well known to our
readers to require any extended notice
from us here. Their advertisement and
a brief description of the "Improved
Victor" will be found elsewhere in this

number.

Mr. F. D. Coburn, Secretary of Board
Agriculture, Topeka, Kan., sends us the
report of the Board for the quarter end-
ing December 31, 1901, which is a treatise

on Hereford cattle in Part I, while Part
II gives population, crop and live stock
statistics.

FEBRUARY PRICE-LIST.

" Castalia " Herefords.

We are in receipt of a copy of the Feb-
ruary Price-List of the "Castalia" Here-
fords, owned by Mr. Murray Boocock,
Keswick, Va. This is a neat 8-page pam-
phlet, which, in addition to prices on
Bulls. Cows and Heifers, contains a brief

description of same. Mr. Boocock would
like to place a copy in the hands of
every one interested in this splendid beef
breed.

LIMING LAND.

Referring to this article, which appears
in the January issue on page 7, we might
call attention to the advertisement of
Messrs. A. S. Lee & Son, of this city, else-

where in this issue. This old-established

firm is a large handler of all kinds of
lime, including Oyster-Shell Lime, and
the well known Lee's Prepared Agricul
tural Lime.

Messrs. Lee & Son have their own kilns

and burn lime in large quantities and are
prepared to offer it at low rates. Write
them your wants.

Mr. Alexander Speirs, Box 993, West-
brook, Maine, who advertises a cure for

rupture, is one of the aldermen of his

pity, and one of its ten largest taxpayers.

He receives much praise from his patrons.

" We are the oldest Seed House South,
and know by experience what seeds
ought to be and what suits South best."

Write the Mark W. Johnson Seed Co.,

Atlanta, Ga. Look up their advertise-

ment elsewhere in this issue.

a> 85 PURE BRED <*.

Poland-China
PIGS, entitled to registry, from the

great prize winners of the United

States will be sold at farmers' prices.

Red Polled Cattle..
FOR SALE; also RIDING AND
DRIVING HORSES AND SHET-
LAND PONIES.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARM
SAM'L B. WOODS, PROPRIETOR,

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

® FILSTON FARM. •

JERSEY BULL CALVESZTt£
be^ cows of our herd of 350. Milk a specialty,

but average of herd is 5.5 per cent, butter fat.

DCDITCUFDCC all ages. Of importedBbKK.MUKfc^
r.n best United State.

breeding. For prices and " Little Book of the

Farm," address

Asa B. Gardiner, Jr.,

Manager. GLENCOE.MD.

JERSEYS RICHLY BRED.
HEIFERS : : : :

BULL CALVES.
Send for pedigrees and descriptive

circular.

DAVID ROBERTS, Moorestown, N. J.

..OAK HILL FARM..

Holstein and Jersey Cattle,

Biltmore Berkshires.
Wishing to reduce my stock, will sell cheap.

Everything from Oak Hill Farm is guaran-
teed first-class, and as represented. Address -

Oak Hill Station SAM'L HAIRSTON,
on the Farm. Wenonda, Va.

For $50
I will sell a fine registered

JERSEY BULL . .

Stoke-Pogls stock. Also one eligible to
registry for J35; ages, eight and three years
old respectively.

JOHN CAMM, Lynchburg, Va.

Ayrshires& Berkshires
Ayrshire cows and calves of both sexes for

sale. Also extra fine Berkshire swine. Descrip-
tion and price of stock given on applies Ion,

ENOS. H. HESS, Casanova, Va.
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WHOLESALE PRICE ON AGRICUL-
TURAL CHEMICALS AND FERTI-
LIZERS.

AMMONIA.

Nitrate of soda, spot, per 100 lbe..f 2 00
Nitrate of soda, futures, per 100

lbs 2 00
Cotton-seed meal, per ton, c. i. f.

N.Y 26 00
Sulph. ammonia, spot 2 85
8ulph. ammonia, shipment 2 87£
Dried blood, New York, low grade. 2 25
Dried blood, Western, high grade,

fine ground 2 30
Tankage, per unit 2 25

PHOSPHATES.

Acid phosphate, per unit
Bone black, spot, per ton 16 00
Ground bone, per ton 17 00
8. C. phosphate rock, ground, per

2,000 lbs 5 50
S. C. phosphate rock, undried, f.

o. b. Ashley River, 2,400 lbs 3 25
do. do. do. dried.... 3 50

Florida high grade phos. rock, f.

o. b. Fernandina, per ton 7 00
Florida land pebble phos. rock,

f. o. b. Fernandina, per ton 4 00
Tennessee phosphate, f. o. b. Mt.

Pleaeant, domestic
do. do. do. foreign...

POTASH.
Kainit, future shipment, per ton...

Kainit, ex ship., in bulk, per ton..

Keiseret, future shipment, per ton
Mur. potash, 80 p. c, future ship-

ment 1 83
Mur. potash, 80 p. c, ex. store 1 90
Double manure salt (48 a 49 per

cent, less than 2 J per cent, chlo-
rine), to arrive, per lb 1 12

do. do. do. spot 1 16
Basis 48 per cent.

High grade manure salt (90 a 93
per cent, sulphate potash), to
arrive 2 14

Basis 90 per cent.
Manure salt, in bulk, 20 per cent.
por unit.O. P 66—N. Y. Jour, of Commerce, Jan. 25, 1902.
[The above prices are the highest for

the day ; the lowest being slightly un-
der.

—

Southern Planter.']

YAGER'S LINIMENT.
This splendid Liniment for man and

beast is advertised elsewhere in this issue
by Gilbert Bros. & Co., Baltimore. Every
farmer ought to keep a bottle of this on
the shelf, and if his dealer cannot supply
him with it, write to the manufacturers
for it.

STUMP POLLERS.
Messrs. H. L. Bennett & Co., Wester-

ville, Ohio, are advertising their well
known Stump-Pullers elsewhere in this
issue. If any of our readers have land
to clear of stumps and grubB, they should
write to the above firm for particulars in
regard to their Pullers.

LEGHORN POULTRY YARDS.
Mr. A. T. Matthews, Parksley, Va., is

advertising his Brown and White Leg-
horns in another column. Any of our
readers wishing eggs or chickens at low
prices are invited to correspond with him
at once.

NOW OFFERSN/ FOR SALE
RGBEFORii CATTJJE.-Calves, entitled to registration, $75 to MOO. Grade Calves by "81r
Edward " $a5 to WO.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP—Bucks.one year old and over, $15 to $20. Ewes, one year to thre*
years old, $10 to $12. Buck Lambs, July delivery, $10. Ewe Lambs, July delivery, $8.

POLAND-CHINA HOOS.-Pigs, six weeks old, $4.50. Pigs, three months old, $7.60. Pigs,
five months and over, $9 to $15.

M. BRONZE TURKEYS.-Toms, $3. Hens, $2.60. Eggs, per sitting of 12, when In season, $8.

MUSCOVY DUCKS.-Pure White Drakes, $1.25. Pure White Ducks, 75 cento. Pairs, $3;
trios, $2.75.

ROUEN UEESE—Ganders, $2.50. Geese, $2. Eggs, per sitting, $2.50.

WILLIAM L, Jr., No. 21068, half brother of Axtell, will serve a limited number of mares tea
$26 the season. Mares boarded at lowest figures per month.
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Experience is the great teacher. Experience with the McCORMICK merely emphasizes the fact that it is O. K. The new
McCORMICK BINDER for 1902 embodies the latest and best features in binder construction. Buy the McCORMICK. It

harvests your crop at least expense.

nil Yflll I IVF (IN A FARM? Are y°n a farmer ' a farmer's wife, a farmer's son or a farmer's daughter? Write and you will
UV IUU LIIL Ull U rttnlll . reCeive a beautiful show card, a beautiful illustrated book and "The Farmers1 Advance" free by
return mail. Address

W. K. B1CHE, General Agent, ItlcCormick Harvesting Machine Co., RICHMOND. U.

ST. LAMBERT BULLS
AVe have for sale a number of YOUN'l BULLS from cows with butter tests rang-

ing from 16 to 24 lbs. per week, and yielding from 5 to 6 gallons of milk per day.

We have more high testing ST. LAMBERT COWS than can be found in any herd

in the United States or Canada.

INDIAN CAME FOWLS
We have also for sale a choice lot of INDIAN GAME CHICKENS—male and

female. Ala. some choice WHITE WYANDOTTE COCKERELS. The Indian

Game and White Wyandottes are the best general purpose fowls

BOlAiMONT I=HR7yTS. Skletu*. V«-

BIG BUSINESS IN HARROWS.
The Roderick Lean Manufacturing Com-

pany, Mansfield, Ohio, have again found
it necesaary to build a large addition to

their works, due to the wonderful increa8e
in business within the last year. For
over a quarter of a century, they have
been concentrating their efforts upon the
manufacture of steel harrows, and to day
their reputation is world-wide.
Their harrows, both spring and spike-

toothed, are the most efficient and light-

est draft tools on the market. They are
made from specially forged steel, and so
constructed that lightness of weight and
draft are combined with greatness of
strength and durability. This company
also manufactures Steel Land Rollers,
which are equally as famous as the bar
rows.
An illustrated catalogue will be sent on

request to all interested persons.

January 16th, 1902.
The January Planter is undoubtedly

the best paper for the money I've ever
Been; the cheapest extant; valuable; its

writers No. 1 ; never stop my paper while
I live. A. B. Nobles, M. D.,

Edgecombe county, N. C.

u lul.oHlnlf i
2 HIGH GRADE (pure bred) but not elsgihle to registry. Stock guaraanteed as

represented or money refunded. B. B. BUCHANAN, Bedford City, Va.
(Formerly at " Rock Hill," Brownsburg, Va.
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PORTABLE SAW MILLS.

The " DeLoach " is known and recog-

nized throughout the United States and
the entire world as the standard for

Portable Saw Mills, and is the only one
possessing all the advantages of accuracy
and convenience to be found in large and
high priced mills, and there being no
complicated parts, a machinist is not re-

quired to operate it, which makes it

superior to all others for plantation or
portable purposes.
For several years past the DeLoach

Company have enjoyed the reputation of
making more Portable Saw Mills than
any other concern in the world, and the
DeLoach Patent Variable Friction Feed
Saw Mill has the reputation of being the
only mill made that is extensively
shipped to all parts of the world. Re-
cently a large car load of these mills was
shipped to Manchuria to be used on the
Russian settlement in China. This order
came direct from the Czar of Russia.

During the month of December last,

Bixteen mills were shipped to Mexico
alone, while dozens were shi >ped to

Cuba, Porto Rico, Costa Rica, Vene-
zuela, Guatemala, Honduras, Spain, (ier-

many, England, South Africa, and else-

where.

The DeLoach Patent Variable Friction Feed
Saw Mill. Made to suit any power

from 4 to 100 b. p.
-

Their new Farmers' Saw Mill, adver-
tised in another part of this journal, is

meeting with great favor all over the
country, and as a result of the special
offer they are now making, orders are
coming in at a rapid rate. Judging from
the appearance of this machine and the
strong testimonials from parties using
them, this is a splendid little mill, and
in every way what the manufacturers
recommend it to be.
Our readers are invited to write the

DeLoach Mill Manufacturing Company,
Atlanta, Ga., for their large catalogue,
which, by the way, ib one of the hand-
somest and most complete catalogues
issued by any machinery house. It tells

all about the famous DeLoach Patent
Variable Friction Feed San* Mills and
Saw Mill Machinery, Planers. Shingle
Mills, Lath Mills, Stave Mills, Corn and
Flour Mills, Water Wheels, Drat' Saws,
Cord Wood Saws, and also contains a
vast amount of valuable information
and instructions on the care and opera
tion of Saw Mills, Saws, etc., to make
them p y.

When desired and requested, they
make prices "freight prepaid" to destina-
tion, which eliminates all question of
freight charges, and the purchaser
knows just what his mill or machine
cost him laid down at his nearest depot.

SCOUR CURE
(Dr. A. S. Alexander's Formula)

Used and recommended by Iowa Agricultural Station; "Uncle
John" Lewis, Shadeland, Ind.; Thos. Clark, Beecher, Ind.; River-
side Hereford Cattle Ranch, Ashland, Nebr.; Andrew Thom,
Bunker Hill, Ind.; Giltner Bros., Eminence, Ky.; B. C. Rhome,
Rhome, Tex.; The Egger Hereford Cattle Co., Appleton City,

Mo.; T. J. Wornall & Son, Liberty, Mo., etc., etc
Price: $1.00 per bottle, sufficient for 3 or 4 cases.

"BLACKLEG I NE"
Pasteur Blackleg Vaccine, ready for use.

Pasteur Vaccine Co.,
Chicago = New York City - Omaha - Kansas City,

Denver - Fort Worth = San Francisco.

OFFERS FOR SALE
A LIMITED NUMBER OFHill Top Stock Farm

SOUTHDOWN and SHROPSHIRE SHEEP.
10 large, strong, yearling bucks 6 Shropshires and 4 Southdowns.

A GRAND LOT OF BERKSHIRE HOGS.
Young sows bred to elegant boars, and young boars ready for service.

Come and see our stock, or write for description and prices to

H. A. S. HAMILTON A CO., Stannton, Ta.
Parties will be met at train with conveyance, if we are notified in time. We are

always glad to show our stock.

t
M. B. ROWE <5c COMPANY,

FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA.

YOUNG JERSEYS, male and female ; several young GUERNSEY BULLS,
and a small herd of DEYONS ready this month.

Also a fine lot of BERKSHIRE PIGS. Can send pairs and trios not akin.

A few BRONZE TURKEYS, LIGHT BRAHMA and PLYMOUTH
ROCK FOWLS.

Several handsome SHEPHERD PUPPIES now ready.

;

50TWWOBiP^PfiLBl-CHiPl6S
** FOR SALE. ~

Eligible to registration. A few ready for service. J. C. GRAVES, Barboursville, Va.
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LARGEST COW §N THE WORLD ^
WEIGHT £970 IJBS.o AGE R YEARS. SHORTHORN. Sho cats "1.meiinatio>al stock FOOD"
every day and isowntdliy InteziuUoni] Food Co., KiUQMpolls, Minn. "INTERS&TIOBAL STOCK FOOD" causes Cattle,
Horses, Hogs and Sheep to Rruw very rapidly and mokes thorn Big, Fat and Healthy. Is used and strongly endorsed by
over 000,000 Farmers. It U sold on u Spot Casb Cnarautee to Kefund Your Money In any case ol failure by over 30,000
Dealers. It will mako you ex tra money in Growing, Fattening or Milking. Owing to its blood purifying and cumulating

zts it Cures or Prevents Disease. It is a safe vegetable medicinal preparation to bo fed In small sized feeds
;tion with the regular grain. It Fallen* Stock in iiO to CO Dim lest lime, because it aids Digestion and

Assimilation. In this way it raves a largo amount n£ Grain. The uso of "INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD" only costs
«3-3 FEEDS f.,r UNK tKVi. <!£ A !. your dealer f..r it and refuse any of the many substitotes or imiUtione.
It always pays to feed the best. "INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD" is endorsed by over 100 leading Farm Papers.

A $30O0.00 STOCK BOOK FREE
E^MAIUED TO EVERT READER OF THIS PAPEB.««

Thl3 Book Contains 183 Large Colored CngravingS of Horses, Cattle, Sbcro, Dogs, Poultry, etc., and ofthlt Cow.
cost us I8000to have our Artists and Engravers make them. It contains a hnely illustrated Veterinary Department thai

a you Hundreds of Dollars. Gives description and history of the Breeds of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Hogs and Poultry.

THIS BOOK FREE, Postage Prepaid, It You Write Us a Postal Card and Answer 3 Questions:
lit—Name this Paper. 2nd-How much stock have, youj Jrd-Did vou ever uso 'TSTEKSATlONiL STOCK FOOD"

I for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Hogs, Colts. Calves, Lamhs or Pigs. The Editor of (his Paper will tell you that you ought to
' have acopy of our linely iliuttrated Book for reference. The information is practical and tho book Is Absolutely Freo.

rill give you tU.OO worth of "ISTEKNATIOfiAL BTOCK FOOD" if Book is not exactly as represented, e"W» Wo» the lllghe»t Medal at ParU in 1900.
Answer the 3 Questions and t3P~ Write Us At Once for ISook.

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., U. S. A.

The hou'e is an old established one,
with a record for thorough reliability,

and they pride themselve upon the fact

that when once they secure a customer
they keep him by treating him right.

When writing them, please mention
the Southern Planter.

HURRAH FOR CHARLOTTE.
We were very much gratified to learn

that the farm of W. M. Watkins & Sons,
breeders of Angus cattle, Hackney trot-

ters, Cross Coach horses, Dorset sheep and
Belgian hares, had a pleasant and profit-

able trip to the Raleigh State Fair, where
they got premiums on cattle as follows

:

Best 3-year-old bull.

Best 2-year-old bull.

Exhibitor's herd, containing four cows
and a bull.

Best 3-year-old cow.
Best 2 year-old heifer.

Breeder's young herd, containing four
heifers and one bull calf. These were for

thorough-bred registered cattle.

Following premiums on grades :

Best bull under 2 years old. Exhibit-
ors herd of five head.

Best cow 3 years old.

Best heifer 2 years old.

On horses as follows

:

Best brood-mare with colt at foot.

Best filly over 2 and under 4 years old.

Miss Jennie M. Watkins, daughter of
W. M. Watkins, rode her saddle horse
and received the premium, with eight in

the ring contending for it.

—

Ch. Gazette.

How should the soil be prepared so

that the crop may be able to resist the
clangers and evade the risks and losses

to which it is exposed on illy-prepared

soil?
The universal testimony of the best far-

mers is in favor of thorough working of
the soil, and its exceedingly profitable

results. Wherever the culture of the soil

is perfect, crops are large, and this thor-

ough culture is the key to successful

growth. It costs money to do this work
when the common harrow is used ; but
there is an implement now in extensive
and successful use, which does this work
in the most thorough and effective man-
ner, and thus brings within the means of

I An NOW BOOKING
flANY ORDERS FOR
FANCY^=— BERKSHIRE PIGS

for spring shipment. All sired by my
famous boars, SIR JOHN BULL and
UNCLE SAM. The former imported by me;

the latter bred in the purple. I have four

strains of registered sows, so I can furnish

pigs no akin. Also GILTS and BRED SOWS.
FIVE high bred three year old (in the

spring) COLTS cheap. Fancy stock, but

not fancy prices. Three car-loads good TIMOTHY HAY' cheap.

TJIOS. S. WHITE, Lexington. Ta.

CHINAS
Tecumseh G, 49283.

I have a large number of pigs by my fine boars, " TECUMSEH G," 49283, and

" MONARCH," 48705, and can furnish pairs not akin or related to those previously pur-

chased. Sows in pig and young boars and sows of all ages Send to headquarters and

get the best from the oldest and largest herd of Poland Chinas in this State at one-

half Western prices- Address J. B. GRAY, Frederiekslnirg, Ta.

CISMONT DORSETS..
CISMONT STOCK FARM offers well developed young

Dorsets of the best blood of England and America.

Prices reasonable. G. S. LINDENKOHL, Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va
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every farmer the ability to fit his land in

such a manner as to secure a good yield
in spite of weather and season. This im-
plement is the Acme Pulverizing Har-
row, Clod Crusher and Leveler, which
will he sent on trial to any responsible
farmer, to be returned at the expense of
the manufacturer if not entirely satis

factory. (See advertisement on another
page.)

INCREASE IN POULTRY.

The Inxcbatorthat Hatches the Great-
est Nn.MBER of Chicks and Endows

Them with Health.

Among the hundreds of incubators ad-
vertised broadcast throughout the land,
those manufactured by the George Ertel
Company, Quincy, 111., stand preeminent
for volume of product and quality of pro-
duct.

Any chicken-raiser—farmer or poultry
fancier—who is not familiar with the ad-

vanced theories and successful practice
demonstrated in the Ertel incubators,
must eventually confess himself behind
the times.
The George Ertel Company have issued

a finely illustrated 178-page booklet de-
scriptive of the various styles and sizes

of incubators and brooders that have
made the name Ertel famous in the poul-
try world. This book any one may have
who will write his wants to the George
Ertel Company.

Ertei.l's " Victor " Incubator.

To those who do not own an Ertel in-

cubator, or who have not seen the book,
it will be interesting to know that this
book tells how a hatch in almost any
machine may be increased, and how any
brood may be kept in good health, and
hundreds of other things every chicken
owner should know.
There is also an interesting chapter on

raising ducks, and others on building
poultry houses and poultry yards.
The acquaintance with the pleasant

business methods of Messrs. George Ertel
Company, which will result from appli-
cation for this book, will not be the least
interesting experience.

Write to-day to George Ertel Company,
Quincy, 111.

SALE OF GREEN RIDGE DORSETS.
Mr. Walter Watson, proprietor of the

Green Ridge Farm, Salem, Va., is adver-
tising elsewhere in this issue his entire
flock of Dorset sheen. Mr. Watson will

be away from home a great deal in the
near future, and will be unable to devote
as much attention as he would like to his
flock, hence the sale of same.

Mark W.Johnson Seed Co.,
ATLANTA, G-A.

Fine selected SEEDS of Acme. Rockyford, Jenny Lind, and Nutmeg Cantelope, also Rattle-
snake, Jone's. klecktege, Dixie, Early Market, Sugar and Mclver's Watermelon, mailed at 10c. an
oz ; 20c, yt lb, ; 55c., lb. Pearl Millet, 25c. lb. 12 pkts. assorted Garden Seeds, 45c. Chinese-
Giant Pepper, 10c. pkt. Enor.ious Tomato. 10c pkt. New snow white deep grain large earl7
thoroughbred Corn. 40c, lb. CATALOGUE FREE.

Rocky Ford Musk Melon.
By far the most popular of the small or basket melons.
Fruit oval, slightly ribbed,densely covered with coarse net-
tins, flesh thick, ereen, very sweet and highly flavored. We
have a fine stock of this and other Melon Seed, also all other
kinds of Farm, Garden and Flower Seeds. Tools, Garden Im-
plements, etc. Write for our illustrated Cata!n h-ue No. 10.
describing all of these things. It is FREE. Write to-day.

GWIFFITH &TURMER CO.. 205 > °ara SI.. Baltimore. MA.

URY STOCK FARM offers a choice lot of

HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN
Of the richest breeding. Sired by Ury Alwina Count Paul De Kol, Count De Kol
Metchilde and Woodland Comus. Address at once

HEIFERS

^ BULLS

THOS. FASSITT & SONS. Syimar, Md.

{ GPESTON STOCK F=HR7WT.

Holstein-Friesian J> Jersey Cattle.

Having selected my fonndation stock from the best I can offer animals of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

coniaining the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIN BULLS, and BULL CALVES and
JERSEYS of either sex.

JXO. V. DETRICK, Somerset, V».

REGISTERED BERKSHIRE HOGS.
Boars in Use: COUNTRY GENTLEMAN

and GROVE'S CHAMPION.
PIOS from such noted sows as M ss Leewood,

Queen Quality, Grove's Queen, &c.

Registered Holstein-Friesian Catttle of
Netherland, Pieterjes and Clothilde families,

All rich, heavy milkers and grand individuals

English Beagle Hounds, Brown Leghorn and Plymouth Rock Chickens
for sale.

N. B.— In the stud, the imported Hacknev stallion, "The Duke" ireeistered in E.
H.S B. and A. 3.8. B. : fee, $10.00. Hackney mare in foal to "

I he Duke."

Address T. O. SANDY, llurkcvillc. Va.
Norfolk & Western and Southern Railways.

FORTIFY YOlRSElfrjfii
I poultry operations by buying an incubator of toted merit and known worth

mhthul THE PETAIUMA INCUBATOR
is a machine of that kind,
hatcb. Hade of beet California Red

1 and regulated, it eives satisfactory

the mar-hii.e that produces only hitrh percentaces of
carefully packed and lined, perfectly

... results every time. Made in sizes from
gsup. WEPAYFREIGHTAHtWHEREintbeU.S. It will pay you to get our FREE

catalogue and pi-Ws. PETALCMA INCUBATOR CO.,
Address nearest office. Box 46 Petaluma* Oal.,orBox 46, Indianapolis, IntU
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Messrs. W. M. Watkins & Sons, pro-

prietors of Cottage Valley Stock Farm,
Randolph, Va., breeders of Aberdeen-
Angus cattle, Dorset sheep and Hack-
ney-Trotter cross coach horses, report

their stock sales good. Among recent

shipments, are the following

:

Cattle.—W. D. Grimes, of North Caro-
lina, takes one calf; W. F. Baker, of

Westmoreland county, Va., one calf;

W. R. JlcKinnie, of Dinwiddie county,
Va., six heifers and one bull ; J. T. Dick,

of North Carolina, one cow and calf;

B. L. Gill, of Wicomico Ch., Va., gets

one calf.

Sheep.—E. W. Farnell, of North Caro-
lina, one buck ; Chas. N. Lee, of Prince
George county, Va., one buck ; W. R.
KcKinnie, of Dinwiddie county, Va.,

twelve sheep ; R. H. Easly, of Halifax
county, Va., thirteen sheep.
The above sales are all the results of

Messrs. W. M. Watkins & Sons' adver-
tisement in the Southern Planter.

If any doubt existed anywhere about
the advantage of thorough preparation
of the soil before planting, by pulverizing
or otherwise fining it, such doubt has
been dispelled by the experience of last

summer in those sections where drouth
was most prevalent. In such localities

farmers who prepared and worked the
Boil thoroughly were universally more
successful in getting good crops than
others.

Last summer's experience also demon-
strated anew the superior qualities of the
Acme Pulverizing Harrow, manufactured

and sold by Mr. Duane H. Nash, of Mill-
ington, N. J. Very remarkable results
follow its use. This implement has been
made and widely advertisad by Mr. Nash
for a number of years. It does just what
its name indicates ; it not only crushes
all clods and levels up the surface per-
fectly, but it turns and aerates the soil,

thus putting it in ideal condition for the
crop, whatever it may be. In fact, we do
not know a tool the farmer can have
which brings such large returns for its

cost and the labor expended in its use
as the Acme Harrow. Soil' prepared
with the Acme retains its moisture longer
than if worked with the ordinary appli
ances ; in fact, it leaves the surface like
a fine mulch, than which there is nothing
better for retaining moisture. It is most
durably made and is guaranteed by the
manufacturer, and aslarge stocks are car-

ried at various distributing points prompt
shipments can be relied upon. If your
dealer does not have a sample Acme in

stock, write direct to the manufacturer at

the above address and he will see that
you are supplied.
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QUICKHFAUNG POWERS.

IN THE TREATMENTOFDISEASES REQUIRING
AN EFFICACIOUS EXTERNAL REMEC

Zj frUy/J:H.IJi:ibmM>H

UJ
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I I^Pre^areo Only BY<=r-5r^ .^j

GILBERT BROS/'gC?
— SOLE PROPRIETORS-
BALTIMORE, M.D.

U.S.A.
ReGl STEROL' .
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EXACT SIZE OF BOTTLE.

TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.
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OLD BUT GROWING.
One of the oldest and most thriTing

institutions on the Pacific Coast is the
Petaluma Incubator Company of Peta
luma, Cal. An evidence of the growth
of their business is the opening of an
eastern branch at Indianapolis, Ind.,

where they carry a complete stock of
their machines. This, coupled with the
advantage their factory enjoys adjacent
to the great California" Redwood forests,

enables them to maintain the high
standard of excellence adopted for their

machines years ago, without increased
cost to the consumer.
A word about the machine: It is the

pioneer incubator among those adver-
tised and sold to-day. It was the first

machine made of California Redwood
selection. All the heaters are copper,

the walls are double cased, lined through-

r^

BILTMORE FARMS
BILTMORE, N. C.

HEADQUARTERS FOR..

Richly Bred and Large Milking Jerseys,

Early Maturing English Berkshires,

The Most Useful Standard Breeds of Poultry

We make a specialty of foundation 6tock ; fresh blood, and young bulls

select* d from the deepest milkers and best individuals in the herd.

The Home of the Pan-American Winners,

Golden Lad Jerseys and Imported Berkshires

WE BREED THE BEST AND
SELL THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

HEREEORDS^
out with heavy jute board, asbestos sheet-

ing deadening lelt, and the space be
tween the cases is packed with wool.
The machine is self- ventilating and self-

regulating, and has a special feature in a
self-diffusion of heat. Another feature

is that the top of the machine is clear

of all regulating mechanism, the lever
being located beneath the machine.
The Petaluma Compay prepay freight

to all points in the United States, and no
one need hesitate ordering through any
uncertainty on this point. They issue a
large and very complete catalogue, which
they will mail free to all who write
them. One feature of the catalogue is

an article entitled " A Bit of Incubator
History," that will interest every one.
We urge our readers to write the nearest
office for a catalogue, which will be 6ent
by return mail.

Address Petaluma Incubator Co., Box
46, Pet? luma, Cal., or Box 46, Indianapo-
lis, Ind., and mention this journal.

The McKinlpy National Memorial As-
sociation sends us particulars of the or-

ganization formed to erect a National
Memorial over the tomb of the late Pres-

ident at Canton, Ohio, and asks us to
bring same to the notice of our readers.
We gladly do so, as we th nk President
McKinley deserves this recognition at

the hands of the people whom he strove
SO hard to serve. Subscriptions should
be sent to Myron T. Herrick, Treasurer,

j

Cleveland, Ohio. Each subscriber will

receive a souvenir certificate.

Kindly mention this paper in writing.

..BULLS, COWS, BULL CALVES and HEIFER CALVES FOR SALE..

The best cattle at the lowest prices. It will pay yon to inspect my offering before

buying elsewhere. MURRAY BOOCOCK,
Castalia, Keswick, Albemarle Co., Ya.

BACON HALL FARM
HEREFORD CATTLE

»—R Er,ISTERED. "Gold
standard " at head ; related

'to Champions. ' Dale,"
" Perfection," and half-brother to " Wood's Principal," champion steer Inter-

national Show, Chicago, 1901.

CALVES 2NTOT .A-ICIItT.

Berkshire Pigs, Toulouse Geese, Muscovy Ducks

Terms, " Satisfaction."

[well sown-half grown.
I You are sure to get a stand of corn—that is if your

. ,r good—whenyou plant with this

iFarquhar Keystone Corn Planter.
I It putsthe trrainia with a regularity and Furety that
I Inspires confidence. You know that it is planting t>e-

I Banff" you can see each pram as it nacnwi C

I tothe L-rcund. Tiants field. sweet, fodder or ensilage
I corn and beans and peas, either in hills or drills l*uts

I inany deatred qnantilT < i phosphate—handles roorh and lo«>P7

I staff perfectly. Works Bpleodidly <•* rtraeh, owrcn or stosy

I lasd. His strong, well made and lasting It's an earr load for a

I small horse. Send for Catalog of Fxnn Macfc'aery .Engines. Boil-

I era. Saw Mills and Threshing*Machinery. We mail a copy free,

I A. B. Farquhar Co., York, Pa.

E. M. GILLET.
Verona, Balto. Co , .Md.
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FARMER'S WIVES.

It is generally thought that the life of

a farmer's wife is one of unremitting toil

and never-ending hardship. She of all

womankind has the greatest amount of

sympathy, and the average farmer's wife

I may as well admit seems to deserve it;

and yet, with the advantages offered on
a farm, she should be as free as a bird,

provided she will assert her rights to be
free. The pure air, God's own sunlight,

the best the farm produces, of everything
at hand, and to be used unstintedly,

what better place to live and exercise

one's tastes? Free from the turmoil of

city life, away from the great busy
world's bustle and jostle, out of the noise

and ceaseless din of machinery, " near to

nature's heart," where one can think out
some of life's problems, and possibly plan

for the amelioration of some of its woes.
Many women find themselves little

more than slaves when once they settle

down upon farms to live, simply because
they do not assert their individuality.

Because a woman finds herself in posses-

sion of a home where ''the sons of toil"

must be very near her, and as a conse-

quence make more or less dirt to be la-

bored with, is no reason she should give
up her books, her music or other loved
occupation in order to ply the scrubbing
brush. There are those whose work it is

to make things ready to-day for to-mor-
row, and in this menial labor finding
pleasure, since their minds have not
grasped anything higher. Should the
mistress of a home, whose life should be
the source of all that is bright and good
and lasting, take away the occupation of
the poor hired girl, and make herself au
object of pity by allowing her accomplish-
ments to go to waste while she wears out
her strength for those she loves? The
dollars saved in this way are saved
over the left, as the saying is. A mother
should, of course, do her share of man-
agement and look to the home culture of
her children, but in no case is she justi-

fied in neglecting her personal adorn-
ment, and least of all the improvement
of her mind, whence flows the inspiration
which in after years will crown her with
joy, through the noble lives she has be-

queathed to the world.
Mrs. Jno. F. Payne.

THE RIGHT WAY TO BIKE POTA-
TOES.

Wash and clean the skins of the pota-
toes without breaking. Put them on the
grate in a moderately heated oven. If

the oven is too hot, the skin will at once
harden, forming a non-conducting sur-

face, preventing the escape of water. Po-
tatoes baked in this way are heavy and
waxy, indigestible and unpalatable. As
soon as the potato is soft upon slight

pressure of the finger, remove it from
the oven. Take it in your hand, which
should be protected with a napkin or
towel, and carefully work the potato as
though you were mashing it in the skin,

being very careful not to break the skin.

When the potato seems soft and mealy
throughout, put it back on the grate in

the room : and so continue until all the
potatoes have been subjected to this pro-

cess.—January Ladies' Home Journal.

this CELERY BANKER and HARVESTER
Is a great labor saver and money maker for the truck farmer.

Bean Harvesters and Planters

Potato Coverers and Hitlers,

and the best Fruit Evaporator

Furnace ever built.

WRITE FOR PRICES. !

CALEDONIA BEAN HARVESTER WORKS, Caledonia, N. Y.
F. W. MILLER, Proprietor.

G.&A.BARGAMINC0
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

ESTABLISHED 1317.

PUMPS, RAMS, HOSE, Etc.
Water Pipe and Drain Pipe, Fire
Clay Pipe, Bonnets, Flue Rings, etc.

Water Closets, Bath Tubs, Wash Stands and

Sinks. Water Heaters and Tanks. Every-

thing in the Plumbing and Steam
Heating line.

BOLTS, MJTS, RIVETS, BELTING, Etc.

i as great a necessity in the hous nger«

The Richmond Rotary Washer
has too many good points for explanation in an advertisement. Your name on a
postal card will brincr our lun.kl.jt, with lull particulars of our six different machines
and how to get them. One of them will certainly please you. All are made with
electrically welded wire hoops sunk in grooves— our patent. Being the
largest manufacturers of woodenware in the world, we can make better machines fof

the money than anyone else. If you want a machine that washes, buy one of ourSo

THE RICHMOND CEDAR WORKS, Richmond, Va.

SH STUMP^*-
PULLERS

Al Sizes end Prices. Catalogue Free

MOHLANU & COMPANY,
300 Jet Street, BUR.'IHGTON, IOWA-

When you write to an advertiser, always say you saw the adver-

tisement in THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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INJUSTICE TO THE SOUTH.
By Mary Washington.

Many years ago, in quoting a beautiful
poem by Edward Pinkney, of South Car-
olina, Edgar Poe said that had the latter
been born in New England, he would
have attained celebrity as a poet. Of
late, I have been reminded of these words
of Poe's by a signal slight that has been
passed upon himself. I mean his exclu-
sion from the "hall of fame" in New
York, an oversight truly astonishing, as
the "Review of Reviews" remarks. To
make the slight more marked, they have
admitted into this so called " Hall of
fame" Walt Whitman, with his rugged,
uncouth writings, devoid of either "rhyme
or reason," a man whose sole claim to no-
tice is his rough and startling way of ex-
pressing himself, but whose works are
devoid alike of the two essentials of poe-
try, fineness of thought and beauty of
expression.

Several of the other persons admitted
into "Hall of fame" are so far from being
generally known that people of only av-
erage information will require a biograph-
ical dictionary to assist them in locating
these persons.

Several years ago, at a meeting of teach-
ers in Texas, a masterly address on South
ern literature was delivered by Mr. T. S.
Minter, Superintendent of Public Schools,
in Bryan City, Texas, an address which
has been printed by a publishing house
in Richmond, and which ought to be in
every school and every household in the
South. As an instance of the injustice
that has been done to the South in regard
to her culture and literary talent, Mr.
Minter quotes some passages from the
Encyclopedia Britannica, passages all the
more misleading and harmful, because
that work has such a high reputation for
accuracy. "The attractive culture of the
South" says the above-named Encyclo-
pedia " has been limited in extent and
degree. The hot-house fruit of wealth
and leisure, it has never struck its roots
deeply into native soil. Since the Revo-
lution days, when Virginia was the nurse
of statesmen, the few thinkers of Amer-
ica, born south of Mason's and Dixon's
line, outnumbered by those belonging to
the single State of Massachusetts, have
commonly emigrated to New York or
Boston, in search of a university of train-
ing. In the world of letters, at least, the
Southern States have shone by reflected
light, nor is it too much to say that mainly
by their connection with the North, the
Carolinas have been saved from sinking
to the level of Mexico or the Antilles" ! !

!

On these extracts, Mr. Minter makes
the following comments :

" Thinking the
South—that section which for the first

64 years of our national life, furnished
the President for 52 vears, most of the
Cabinet officers, and the Chief Justice
from 1801 to 1890, classed as a semi-bar-
barous people, saved only by Northern
civilization " And we make so few pro-
tests against these misrepresentations
that the outside world has come to be-
lieve and respect them, to our great in-
jury. The boys and girls should be
taught the true history of the South.
They should become familiar with the
literature of the South, with its songs, its

civilizition, both old and new, its patri-

f -Atr.
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bfneflt of
>o •spntt-Boiil amat"s.]i;irarss an. 1 oilier *£3-

.M..ie„. r;.,-!, ,ry twins are Jlrf .

quoted—dealers prolita are eluninated. M
You Get the Profits

'*
You Get the Profits §

in addition we give yon selection from Vi L
Dip hlip'M MtM'k III t !» worfd Of high VgA

,T.L 1 l 1'V--hlH.'S: U11 U' l,;U:. 1 lt.-S:,lisfn.'UonUV
r money returned. Send tor catalogue 3ft

Vk_ Shipment from Co]

i COLUMBUS CARRIAGE & HARNESS CO. }^^^^^°^{U:^i^S::v\S:^vli\

Direct

s^OthTs Ranch or Mountain Buggy.
Strongest biicrcy made. Guaranteed to stand tho toughest roads.Strongest buggy

DESCRIPTION.
""''

Guaranteed to stand the

id (rear second gron-th ^kory, forginga Norway iron,
desired, loBg aut>H08 wllh U*U collar,

'UhOut reoilmg. Three heavy reaches Ironed Iml length. Heavy hfik
wheel with rear king bolt. fSprlngA, Concord, 54 inches long, 1 ;

« Iruh^a wide. 5 plate hnnr
on equalizers, from and rear oMinri-U-iiis tclid torcrd eUol. Wheel-. \% inch, tires, G-1G ir.cn

oval c<]p:\ Body 28 inches wid--, r>81ncben lone, extra strong and heavy. Piano or Corning.
!*.. -il .'Hi inches wide, 19 inches oi.q>, La.-t cushion ::l inches high. Leather boot. Spring cushion
andbark. Trimming* lt>oz. br- idcl.ih <r whipcord. <Leathe-|Trimminga tilra, M.ftO.)

WE HAVE NO AGENTS. WE SELL DIRECT TO YOU AT WHOLESALE PRICES.
We will chip subject to examination without any nn..i ...*, v. lib v "i;r ord> r, von can eianiine it and it found exactly aa we represe. lit and
we hire saved you at least $-10.00, send us the money ; if not, return, the vehicle to osand we will pay freight charges both ways.

AIIARAUT^S! We K*™!™* a binding 2 years' Guarantee which protects von fn in poor mkUnial and wortmaLihip, which with.UUMnMn ICCi ourcnarantee of safe delivery and shipping subject toexaminotlon, makes the Hlrongt-st puarantee ever given.
Send for our Free Vehicle Catalogue, showing illustration? and wholesale r^ces on th* Isrc-st and mobt complete line of

Harneas ever issued. MARVIN SflUTH CO.. 56 N. Jefferson St., Chicago, Ills.all kinds of Vehicles a

29 Years SelSing Direct.
are the largest manufae-
si'S of veliiclesana h trnees

in tlie world selling to cousum-
ers, and we have been doing
business in thisway for £9 years.

WE HAVE NO AGENTS
but Ship anywhere for examination
guaranteeing bate delivery. You are out nothing if not
satisfied. We ranlie h'.

r
> sMles of vehicles mid W styles of

epresent the cost of material and making, plus one profit. Our
ws complete line. Send for it.

[Skhart Carriage &. Harness Manufacturing Co. ,Elkhart, Ind.

CHARTERED 1B7Q t

Merchants National Bank
OF RICHMOND. VA.

Designated Depository of the United States, City of

Rlehmona and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore
and New Orleans, this Bank offers superior facilities for

direct and quick collections.

Capital Stock, tioo.oo. .o»

Surplus and Profit!, $53 1 .00c ,«o

Directors.—John P. Branch, B. B. Mnnford, Chas. 8. Strlngfellow, Thos. B. Scott, B.w.
Branch, Fred. W. Scott, Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. K. Branoh, A. 8. Buford. R. C. Morton. Andr
Pl««rni..Tr.. .1. P. Genree.

ORGANIZED 1832.

The Tibsiiiib Fibe hbd DIhbiiie Ihsdbbuce Go.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
ASSETS. - - 9800,000.

WM. H. PALMER, President. W. H. MCCARTHY, Secretary.

Directors: Wm. H. Pa'mer, D. O. Davis, E. B. Addison,
Wm. Joslnh Leake, W. Otto Nolting, N. W. Bowe.

When corresponding with Advertisers, always say that you saw their

advertisement in The Southern Planter.
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If You Want
YOUR GOOSE TO LAY
"THAT GOLDEN EGG"

FEED HER ON MY GRAIN. You must also use my brain stimulator.

nilPINC THI^ WINTFR ^FA^ON J am goinS to offer m? fr>ends and customers the most com-UUr\lllU mig VV 1.1 ILIA JtHOUIl plete stock of GROCERIES, FEED and LIQUORS that has
been seen by the purchasing public during the period of their existence. Bargains, gifts and donations—that is what you may
properly call them, because we have not taken into consideration the price. Cost cuts no figure with us ; all we want is your
orders, and you get $3.00 worth of goods for $2.00.in cash ; here is a sample :

COTTONSEED HULLS, the finest winter feed known to the dairyman ; it is wholesome, pure, fattens
stock, and keeps them so; per ton, $8.00. It is cheap at $12.00. Order a couple of tons for sample.

Order your GOODS THIS YEAR from D. O'SULLIVAN, Richmond, Va. $25 000.00 worth of Groceries are on the
shelves and in the warehouses to be sold regardless of cost price. Stop paying two prices. You can buy your goods at whole-
sale prices from us, no matter how much you want or how little you need. Send me your orders. Send for my beautiful

price list, showing what you can purchase for a few dollars ; we mail it free on application.

60,000 bus. Finest Corn, 80c. ••• 30,000 bus. Oats, 5ft.

SEEDS OF ALL KINDS. Write for Catalogue.

600 sacks Salt, large sacks 1.00

Lump Salt for stock, per lb 01

Bread Soda, per lb 02

200 bags best Laguayra Coffee 12

These Coffees are 2 cts. cheapei
than the market price. We
have a large stock and want
to sell.

600 half barrels White Fish 3.25

400 boxes best Ginger Snaps 04$

80 bags Navy Beans, bushel 2.25

Rock Candy Syrup, per gal 30
Sugar-house Syrup, per gal 20
Finest New Orleans Molasses, pr. gal 40
Home-Made Blackberry Brandy,
per gal 60

Fine Old Port Wine, per gal 65

Sweet Sherry Wine, per gal 70

Catawba Wine, per gal 60
Old Northampton Apple Brandy (6

years old) 2.00

McDermott's Malt Whiskey, large

quart bottles, full strength, fine

flavor. Sure cure for consump-
tion, coughs, colds, or weakness

;

cures chills, fever and ague, and
nervousness, per bottle 85

Tomatoes, 3-lb. cans, per doz 1.00

Fine Corn, per doz 75

Oreen Peas, tender and sweet, doz.. 70
Family Roe Herrings, per doz_ 18

Sugar-Cured Breakfast Bacon 13

Finest Rice, per pound 06
Imported Sardines 10

Fresh Mackerel in Cans, each 05
French Mustard, Jar 05
Byrd Island Patent Family Flour,

keeps much longer, yields 40 lbs.

more bread than any other flour

sold; ask for it, and have no
other, barrel 4.50

Culpeper Creamery Butter. The
finest of all Creamery Butter is

Culpeper Creamery, in any quaiv

tity, per pound 18
Gelatine, per package 09
100 Fine Key West Cigars 2.10

Only 2 cents for a 10 cent Cigar.

Plantation Cigars, 100 in a box 1.10

Fine Heavy Brooms 25
Carpet Brooms, worth 25c, for 18
Bath Bricks, for scouring 05
7 bars Octagon Soap 25
120 cakes fine Laundry Soap 2.50

7 large cakes Tar Soap 25
6 bars highly-perfumed Toilet Soap .20

Large jars Vaseline, suitable for

toilet purposes 05
800 doz. Household Ammonia, quart

bottles 07

6 bars Sand Soap, for scouring dishes,

pans and tableware 25

6 doz. boxes Matches (72) 25

3 cakes Sapolio 23

Electro-Silicon, for cleaning silver-

ware, 3 for 25

10,000 large packages Soap Powder, .02

Gold Dust Washing Powder, 4 lbs., .23

Granulated Sugar 05

New Cabbage, crate 1.00

Fine, large, fat New Mackerel.weigh-
ing a pound each 05

Cotton-seed Hulls, 100 lbs 40

5,000 lbs. finest Green Tea 35

1,0(0 lbs. finest Black Tea .35

These are the finest goods sold anywhere.

Order 5 or 10 lbs. for sample.

Try a 15 lb. kit of our New Im-
ported Mackerel 1.25

New Cut Herring, doz 10

New Carolina Rice 05

Flaked Hominv 04J
800 California flams, 8 to 10 lbs. 09
Rolled Oats, per lb .02

This Is an exceptionally big bargain.

80 doz. cans Chipped Beef. 07

Large jars French Mustard 10
Large bottles Catsup 10
Finest Home-made Cakes 08J
Fresh Milk Biscuits 08
French Candy in 30 lb. buckets, lb. .05
Royal Baking Powder, box. }-lb 24
G -x>d Luck Baking Powder, doz. 1 lb. .88
Good Luck Baking Powder, doz. J lb. .43
Nutmegs, 5 for 03
Mustard, large boxes 10
Ess. Lemon, large bottles 10
Ess, Vanilla, large bottles 10
Ess. Cinnamon, large bottles 10
Macaroni, per lb 07
Star Lye, doz 90
8 lbs. Laundry Starch 25

We are agents for a specially prepared
Juniper Gin, a sure cure for kidney
trnbles. It has cured 100 of our cus-
tomers. Order a quart at 45. $1.75 gal.

No charge for packages.

Bumgardner's 6-yearsold Old Rve
Whiskey, gal "... 3.00

Clemmer's Old Rye, quart 40
500 bottles 3-Star French Brandy,
worth $1.25, now selling for 75

Order a quart Malt Whiskey. It is

the best medicine for chills and
fever, loss of appetite, dyspepsia
or indigestion. Makes rich, red
blood, builds and tones up the
system, restores lost appetite. A
sure cure for lung trouble. Per
large bottle .85

Medicated Corn Whiskey, 8 years
old, thick and finely flavored, fine

tonic, gallon 2.00
Angostura Bitters, finest tonic made .75

Sweet Sparkling Cider, per gal 40
50 tons City Made Shipstuff. 1.35

8,000 Bushels Finest Oats 69
10,000 Bales Timothy Hay, hundred, .80

D. O'SULLIVAN, Eighteenth and Main Streets, Richmond, Va.
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otism, its sufferings during and subse-

quent to the Civil War, and its rapid re-

cuperation since We cannot af-

ford to have our histories, encyclopedias

and data furnished by Northern writers

and publishers. It is our duty to see

that our history and literature are prop-

erly placed before the world

Even so excellent a text-book as "Amer-
ican Literature," by Hawthorne & Lem-
on, gives more space to that ideal crank,

Walt Whitman, than to Sidney Lamar,
Thomas N. Page, Joel C. Harris, Paul

Hayne, John Esten Cooke and Father

Ryan, all combined.
" The Columbian Encyclopaedia, con-

sisting of 32 volumes, gives more space

to the biography of John Brown, the

abolitionist, than to Jefferson Davis, the

soldier, statesman and President. An-
other standard encyclopaedia gives six

lines on Gen. Kirby Smith, the teacher,

soldier and patriot, and more than one
column on John L. Sullivan, of Boston."

"I am glad, however, that the South is

waking up from its lethargy ; that men
and women of ability, of genuine patriot-

ism and love for the truth, are asking the

world, in modest tones, to consider the

true history of the South. * * * A
very recent work. ' The Southern States of

the" American Union," by Dr. J. L. M.
Curry, is a history worthy of enthusiastic

support * * * giving in a concise

manner the history of the Southern col-

onies, the part they performed in estab-

lishing freedom of thought, of the press,

and of conscience for themselves and
posterity ; their wisdom in council, value

in the field, and patriotism everywhere."
In another text-book, gotten up by the

Boston school authorities, and entitled

"Masterpieces of American Literature,"

there is not even the most casual men-
tion of any Southern writer, but the

thirteen authors from whose works speci-

mens are taken, are all natives of New
England, except Washington Irving, who
was a native of New York. The book
really ought to have been entitled "Mas-
terpieces of New England Literature."

I do not deny the existence of high in-

tellectual gifts and great culture in New
England, and more especially in Massa-
chusetts—Holmes, Emerson, Hawthorne,
Longfellow, Whittier and others suffi-

ciently attest this fact ; but I do emphati-

cally deny that all the intellect and cul-

ture of our country are confined to New
England, and I stoutly maintain that the

South has her full and fair proportion of

these good gifts.

Why wastes the rain in winter time,

No corn is growing for the swine?
Why falls the snow if melts the sun?
Why live to die, oh I there's a sum
Ever waiting to be done?
To live that others still may be
As the limpet, as the tree.

To live to ask for daily bread,

And then to form the planet's dead

;

To live to find a doctrine fade

As ice that brought from 'neath the shade.

To live to die, to live again

;

Again ! O ! tell us where and when?
Cobham, Jan. 1 0, 1902. W. M.

When writing mention the Southern

Planter.

The Old Reliable for COTTON, PEANUTS,

WHEAT, OATS, CLOVER and OTHER GRASS;

has stood the test for twenty-five years.

PLAIN SHELL LIMB

m

LIME

Constantly on hand at lowest prices.

LEE'S EXCELSIOR
TOBACCO FERTILIZER.

With it crops as good as any on the market stood the dry hot
summer without burning.

SPECIAL WHEAT AND
CORN FERTILIZERS.

Agents for CAYUGA BLUE LAND PLASTER,
a very superior fertilizer with the best analysis.

Genereal agents for BLACK DEATH-BUG, WORM and IN.

SECT KILLER. Certain death to Tobacco Worms, Potato Bugs,

Cabbage Bugs, and worms and all insects that feed on the leaves

of fruit or other trees.

A. S. LEE & SON,
Richmond, Va.

* -v-ikq-hstia. division. *

Farmers Mutual Benefit Association.
A Fire Insurance Association, chartered by the State for the farmers

of Virginia, under an amended and well protected plan.

Insures, against Fire and Lightning, only country property—no stores or unsafe
risks. Average cost per year for three years has been $3.G6J per $1000, including

dwellings, barns, produce, &c,—about one-third the usual cost of insurance to

farmers. Amount of property insured $325,000. Estimated security in real and
other estate, $600,000.

For further information, address, CHAS. N. FRIEND, General Agent.

MENTION THIS JOURNAL. CHESTER. VIRGINIA.

When corresponding -with Advertisers, always mention
The Southern Planter.
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HAVE YOU SESIETXT

THE WALTER A. WOOD
MOWER

AND THE HARVESTER *%

AND BINDER FOR 1902 i

Buy some other make if you choose to be talked into it ; but you will make a
mistake. The improvements are startling. THE WOOD GIANT is strong enough
to be drawn by an elephant, and the stronger the machine, the fewer repairs needed,

..HERE'S WHERE WE ARE GETTING IN OUR WORK..
Not slashing prices

;
publishing cartoons, and sending herds of men through the

country. But taking the money that this sort of thing costs and putting it into the
construction of machines. Buy the "WOOD" 1902 machine, if you want to save in

repair biiiis

WALTER A W00D MOWING AND REAPING MACHINE CO.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
ANY MAN who thinks he can secure orders for a few

machines in his neighborhood should write us.

™e STAR CORN PLANTER
Every year improved as each season suggests. In no year has it been equaled by any planter

made. Last season the demand could not be supplied. But that it might be mis-

construed we would name the planters tha tare represented each year, as " the same
thing," "just as good," etc.

NOTICE CAREFULLY ,<^T>,
IMPROVEMENTS ^ar^^ £&Buy none that the name "STAR "

FOR 1902. ^»^ is not on.
ROUND METAL GRAIN

HOPPER placed behind fer-

tilizer box that every grain

can beseen as it falls, instead

of wood box in front as

shown. Chain tightener is attached to frame and JR ^fiSSfew WZ» &*******1"

— > < •

—

With or without Fertilizer Box. f^. «^ "SSV&'.r"
-

\&
• > * <: >

not to box.

Drills or drops Corn, Peas, Beans
etc., any number of grains, any

distance apart.

With Runner Opener when preferred.

ASHTON STARKE IMPLEMENT HOUSE, Richmond, Va.
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THE WEBER JUSIOR2J H. P. WEBER
GASOLINE ENGINES AJ»D PUMPS.

This pumping engine was recently put

on the market by the Weber Gas and
Gasoline Engine Company, Box No. 128,

Kansas City, Mo. The exclusive business

of this company for the past sixteen yeais

has been the building of gas and gasoline

engines, and their " Weber Junior" has a

world wide reputation. The " Weber Ju-

nior" (which they have christened their

little engine), has only been on the mar-
ket during the past year, and its phenom-
enal success has caused the company to

largely increase their manufacturing fa-

cilities at their new plant in Sheffield.

The " Weber Junior" pumping engine

is especially designed for pumping, grind-

ing, operating churns, wheat-fanning

mills, grind-stones, in fact, all light ma
chinery about a farm or ranch. These

little engines are in use from Maine to

California, and from the Northwest Ter-

ritories to Yucatan.
Every farm and every ranch, in this

age, should have one of these little en-

gines. They are largely replacing the

wind-mills, owing to the fact that a wind-

mill is not reliable and the little gasoline

engine is.

Full printed matter describing this lit-

tle engine will be sent upon request to the

company.

THOUGHTS FOR EVERY DAY.
It is the small leaks that impoverish a

household. It is the small economies
that lead to affluence.

Work to-day, for you know not how
much you may be hindered, to-morrow.

Recreation is net idleness, but ease to

the weary by change of occupation.

If you wi.-h to be as happy as a king

look at those who haven't as much as

you, not at those who have more.

It has been well said that no person

ever sank under the burden of the day.

It is * hen to-morro" 's bnrden is added
to the burden of to-day that the weight

is more than can be borne.

By holding a very little misery quite

close to our eyes we entirely lose sight

of a grett deal of comfort beyond which
might be taken.
Most of the shadows that cross our

path through life are crossed by standing

in our own light.

If domestic life has its cares and re-

sponsibilities—and what life has not?—
it also has its sweetness and its consola-

tions, its joys and itB benefits, that are

infinitely superior to anything that can
possibly be obtained in hotels or flats.

—

January Ladies' Home Journal.

I

Gr HowareYourEyes?
We are the largest optical establishment South, and give proper adjustment

of SPECTACLES and EYE GLASSES. Complete manufacturing plant on the

premises. Mail us the pieces and we will from them duplicate your Glasses.

Glasses by mail our specialty.

OurPHOTO DEPARTMENT
is also complete with CAMERAS, KO- *
DAKS and PHOTO SUPPLIES. De- i
veloping and printing finely executed. 5

Our line of GRAPHOPHONES, with latest records, OPERA GLASSES,m __. -.. , „_„ ._„._, ,

* FIELD GLASSES Incubator and Dairy THERMOHETERS, etc., etc., is W
% also complete. Lowest charges in all cases. 9

j THE S RALESKI OPTIHLCO., Itt anil Main Sts., Richmond, Va.

*

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
EXTENDING FROM CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, AND

THROUGH ITS CONNECTIONS
THE BIG FOUR SYSTEM, from Chicago, St. Louis, Peoria, Indianapolis,

Sandusky and Cleveland

;

THE OHIO CENTRAL LINES, from Toledo and Columbus;
THE CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON, from Detroit. Toledo, Lima

and Dayton

—

FORMS THE MOST DIRECT A-iSr«E,

.
T^«EST- ROUTE.

To STAUNTON, LYNCHBUBG, CHARLOTTESVILLE,
RICHMOND, PETERSBURG, NORFOLK,
And Principal Virginia Points

H. W FULLER, Gen. Pass. Agt. C. & O. Ry., Washington, D. 0.

AAVS^V

DON'T
99

BUY A
SRPAY PUMP

UNLESS YOU BUY THE BEST.

"Maryland High Pressure
BEST IN THE WORLD!

By working Pump a half minute you spray continuously for

fifteen minutes with a very fine or coarse spray, narrow or wide
spread as you may wish. Four gallons of solution carried easily

with shoulder strap, leaving both hands free to direct spray. Saves
material and labor. Write for prices and complete description.

FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY CO., Baltimore, Md.
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The following list of papers and periodical*,

are the most popular ones In this section

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatevei

Journal you wish.

DAILIES. ph.ce WITH
ALONE. PLANTER.

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 85 00 «5 Z>

The Times, " " 3 00 3 0C

The Post, Washington, D. 6 00 « 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.

The|Dispatch, Blohmond, Va 1 00 1 25

The World (thrice-a-week), N, Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLIES.

Harper's Weekly 4 00 4 00

" Bazaar 1 00 1 40

Montgomery Advertiser 1 00 1 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00 1 35

Breeder's Gazette 2 00 1 75

Hoard's Dairyman 1 00 1 35

Country Gentleman 1 50 1 75

The Times, Richmond, Va 50 65

Religious Herald, Richmond, Va.... 2 00 2 25

Central Presbyterian, " " ... 2 00 2 50

Christian Advocate, " " ... 1 50 1 75

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Bplrlt of the Times 4 00 4 00

Horseman 3 00 3 00

MONTHLIES.

North American Review 5 00 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00 4 25

St. Nicholas " 3 00 3 25

Llpplncott's " 2 50 2 50

Harper's " 4 00 4 00

Forum " 3 00 3 25

Scribner's " 3 00 3 25

Frank Leslies " 1 00 1 35

Cosmopolitan " I 00 1 35

Everybody's " 1 00 1 35

Munsey " 1 00 1 35

Strand " 1 25 1 65

McClure's " 1 00 1 35

Puritan " 1 00 1 35

Review of Reviews 2 50 2 75

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at

the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from "our price with the Planter." If

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-
tions not listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription
rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire
until later can take advantage of our club
rates, and have their subscription advanced
one year from date of expiration of their
subscription to either the Planter or any of
the other publications mentioned.
Don't hesitate to write us for any informa-

tion desired; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish no sample copies of other peri-

odicals.

Seed House of the South.
1IHOTHY.
ORCHARD

GRASS.

RED TOP or
HERDS GRASS

KEMTrCBY
RLVE GRASS

RANDALL
GRASS.

TALL MEADOW
OAT GRASS.

JOHNSON
GRASS.

GERMAN
MILLET,

BUCKWHEAT.
OATS and

VANE SEED.

" Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIELD AND GARDEN SEEDS •!

every variety at Lowest Market rates, included in which
are RAGLAND'S PEDIGREE TOBACCO SEEDS.

__W£ ALSO SELL.

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn. Wheat. Potatoes, &c.

Pure Raw-Bone Meal, Nova Scotia and Tirginia Plaster and
Fertilizing Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

IOI6 Main Street
LYNCHBURG, VA.Wm. A. Miller & Son, j§

WZil

Japan Plums
And all other desirable standard and new
varieties of PLUMS, APPLE, PEACH,
PEAR and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, Etc.

HEADQUARTERS FOR TENNESSEE
PROLIFIC STRAWBERRY.

The Most Reliable Variety Ever Grown is
the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. 'Write us
if you contemplate planting:. Catalogues tree.

AGENTS WANTED. WHITE FOR TERMS.

W. T. HOOD <9c CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY. RICHMOND, VA.
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AMERICAN FIELD FENCING
Made in many
heights and styles

for turning the

smallest to the

largest an i mal.

Just as cheap as

Barb wire, and
much more d e-

sirable.

Write for special

catalogue and

prices.

MASTER PLAKT SETTER will Set, Water and Fertilize more plants than three men can do by hand. Don't
wait for showers, but plant your tobacco, cabbage, tomatoes, strawberries and sweet potatoes with this setter, and 998 out of
every 1,000 will grow. Write for testimonials and prices.

THE IDEAL TRIPLE-GEARED FEED-MILE AND HORSE POWER combined is the best
for grinding shelled grain, corn and cob into excellent feed. The horse power is very useful for running the other machinery.
A full line of Feed-Mills for one or two horses as well as steam power.

For STRENGTH, DURABILITY and RAPIDITY, the OHIO FEED-CUTTERS have no equal. A full line
from the smallest hand to the largest power cutters.

Disc and Cutaway Harrows. Land Rollers, Baling Presses (for hand or power , Wagons, Fanning Mills, Imperial, Bissell
Chill and other Plows, Pea and Bean Hullers, Engines and Saw Mills. A full line of Solid and Inserted Tooth Saws in stock.
WRITE FOR CIRCULARS.

We have the finest and largest stock or

CARRIAGES, BUGGIES, HARNESS, SADDLES,
in the State. Send for catalogue or kindly inspect our fine ihow rooms.

1302-1304 E. Main Street,

RICHMOND, VA.THE IMPLEMENT CO.
HORSES "J MULES
Of all grades and sizes FOR SALE at

GEO. D. BENNETT'S STABLES,
1917 East Franklin Street, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

Matched Pairs, Fine Drivers, Saddle, Draft and Business

Horses. Mules ranging fiom the largest size down to the small

cotton mule. Sto< k purchased by Mr. Bennett in person on the

Western markets and shipped direct. Branch stables at Raleigh

N. C., and Qoldsboro, N C. Correspondence solicited.

N. B.—Mr. Bennett's Western address is

NATIONAL STOCK YARDS, ILL.

I902. 1902.IN THE STUD.
WHALEBONE, 7872.

Winner of Stallion Stakes at Suffolk, Va., Oct. 20th,

1891, defeating W. A., Modoc, Magnetizer and
Dynamite.

W. A. won the first heat, Modoc the second and third, and
Whalebone the fourth, fifth and sixth heats and race.

Standard, Registered In Vol. XV., A. T. R.

Sired by Abdallah Wilkes, son of George Wilkes, 2:22. Dam
Maggie O , by Ahdallah, 15, sire of Uoldsroith Maid, 2:14; sec-

ond dam Viley Filly, by Pilot, Jr., sire of dam of Maud S., 2:08}.

Note.—-Whalebone is a richly colored bay horse of fine size,

handsome a*d well formed. His disposition is perfect. He
has sired Visitor. 2:26}, and other winners.

FEE, $15, with usual return privilege.

Address W. J. CARTER. Owner,
P. O. BOX 929. RICHMOND. VA.

James W. White. Joseph F. White.

J. W. WHITE & SON,

Large stock to select from, and orders selected

both at wholesale and retail.

Address J# ^. WHITE & SON,

r. a. carter, salesman. i3|g £. Main St., RICHMOND, VA'



LABOR-
SAVING IMPLEMENTS and MACHINERY

CORN PLANTERS.
The Spangler for corn in hills or

drilled, peas, sorghum and fertilizer.

7 he Hoozier with fhoe and covering
wheel. The. Eureka, plain. The
Hoozier double row.

CULTIVATORS.
Planet Jr. and Iron Age Cultivators

and Horse Hoes. All Steel Three and
Four Tooth X. Continental Disc Culti-

vator and Disc Harrow combined.

HARROWS.
Continental Disc with roller bearing?.

All Steel Lever,straight and slanting tooth

JDEERING [HARVESTING
riACHINERY.!

Moweis, Binders and Corn Harvesters
with Ball and Holler Bearings. The light-

est draft machines in use. Simple, strong
and on most liberal terms and prices.

HAY RAKES.
Hand and Self-Dump.

THRESHING HACHINERY.
Oeiser Threshers and Peerless Engines,

all sizes.

FEED AND ENSILAGE CUTTERS.
All sizes for hand or Power; with or

without stalk crushers.

CIDER HILLS.

With wooden crushing roller.

WOOD AND POLE SAWS.
For steam or horse powt-r.

SAW, CORN AND FEED MILLS,
All Sizes.

BUCKEYE GRAIN DRILLS.
With horse or disc. Glass fertilizer feed.

BAILING PRESSES.
For hand or power.

CANE MILLS AND EVAPORATORS,
CORN SHELLERS.PUflPS,
LAND ROLLERS, HANURE

SPREADERS.

THE HANCOCK DISC PLOW.
Guaranteed to do as much work and

BETTER WITH TWO BORSES, than
can be done with ANY OTHER DISC
PLOW WITH THREE, will work in any
land and with LESS DRAFT than that

of ANY two horse plow.

PLOWS AND REPAIRS, All kinds.

WAGONS.
Farm, Freight, Log. Thimble Skein or

Steel Axle All sizes from one horse to six.

IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY, VEHICLES and HARNESS For All Purposes.

THE WATT PLOW CO.,
WfmSZS!S^-



EXAMPLE OF A POLICY IN THE

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company.
Mr. Jacob Heffelfinger of Hampton, Va., took out policy No. 144,840 in 1886 ; amount

$5,000; kind, 15 year endowment, 15 year accumulation period ; annual premium, $354.75.

The result at maturity in 1901 was as follow :

Total Cash Value of Policy »6,933 39

Total Annul Premiums 5,321 25

Net Profit over Cost 91,612 14

And 15 years insurance for $5,000.

For an agency, or example of results at your age, for comparison with any other com-

pany, address, giving date of birth, T. ARCHIBALD CARY,
General Agent for Virginia and North Carolina, 1201 Main Street, RlCiinOND, VA.

STRONG. HEALTHY AND SLEEK HORSES
Are the inevitable result of Jgivinig OWENS & MINOR'S DIXIE CON-
DITION POWDERS. If you wish fat and smooth Cattle and healthy

Milch Cowi, givej]

DIXIE CONDITION POWDERS.
For RHEUMATISM, SPRAINS, STRAINS and all PAINS use

DIXIE NERVE AND BONE LINIMENT—Best on earth for Man or

Beast Large Bottle 25 cts. ; everywhere.— OWENS & MINOR DRUQ CO., Richmond, Va.

FARMERSwFERTILIZERS
to s»tjgg:e::e:i>.

99

ForTOBACCOuse"NATIONAL
l

ForCORN use'CHAMPION CORN GROWER'
For GRASS and CLOVER use "ORCHILLA GUANO,"

M, For ANY CROP use "BEEF, BLOOD and BONE" Brand

Due Fertilizers can be relied on to give satisfaction. They are especially prepared for

the Crops named. Other brands for other crops. Write for prices.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO.,

9ooo Tons acid phosphate for Sale. Manufacturers, Richmond, Va.

Branch Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.

The STATE BANK OF VIRGINIA
JOHN S. ELLETT, Presid't. WM. M. HIM, Cashier.

Capital, $500,000. Surplus, $240,000.
EICHMOITD, - VIBGI1TIA.
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IVANHOE POULTRY YARDS, Henrico Co., Va.

BREEDERS OF.

HIGH-CLASS BELGIAN HARES and FANCY PIGEONS.

At the great RICHMOND SHOW, October 7-12, 1901, we won as follows :

1st PEN OLD BIRD5.
1st PEN YOUNQ BIRDS.

1st COCK.
1st and 2nd HEN.

1st COCKEREL.
1st and 2nd PULLET.

We only exhibited ten birds and won everything on PLYMOUTH ROCKS that could be won by
that number of birds. We only exhibited three young BELGIAN HARES ; won 2nd and 4th on

Does, out of a class of sixteen ; won 1st on Buck, and medal for the best Buck in Show.
For information, address

IVANHOE POULTRY YARDS, Box 258, Richmond, Va.

A TOBACCO GROWS TO PERFECTION A
Where the Planter has the Good Judgment and Discrtion to use the Famous

Star Brand andAnchor Brand
(SPECIALS)

TOBACCO FERTILIZERS.
These brands have been before the public for more than thirty years. Some of the largest yields of tobacco have resulted

om; their use. When Rich Flavor, Silkiness, Fine Texture and Good Prices are desired, these celebrated brands are unsur-

passed. Don't experiment with new brands when you can get the old and tried ones at about the same prices. Make your
plans to use these brands on your 1902 crop.

NOT HOW OHEAR, BUT HOW GOOD.
This is the Idea on Which These Celebrated Brands are Made.

DON'T FORGET they have served you well for nearly thirty years, holding their own against every brand that has been
brought in competition with them, and they stand to-day unrivalled as the Great Tobacco Fertilizers of the country.

Other brands have come and gone, and will continue to do so. They have been tried and found wanting. Ours have stood
he test with increasing reputation. j^For Testimonials of Tobacco Growers, address

ALLISON <£ ADDISON.
""•» Vll«OIMI«.C»«OLi(l» CHIaHC«l Co..

RICHMOND, VIRCINIA.
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Agriculture Is the nursing mother of the Arts.—XENOPHON.
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Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

The weather since we wrote the article on Work for

the Month for the February issue has been of such a

character throughout nearly the whole of the South

that we might safely content ourselves this month by

saying, refer to the February issue and carry out

the advice there given during the present month.

There has not, we believe, been a day since we wrote

that article when a farmer anywhere in the South

could have done any of the work in the land which

we then advised to be done in February. From every

seetion, yea, even from the Tidewater section of this

State and North Carolina, we have the same reports,

" hard freezing weather and snow." This is an ab-

normal condition of affairs in the South, and is bound

to cause much inconvenience and loss to farmers.

Work is going to be crowded into two months that

ought to have occupied four, and however genial the

spring may be when it opens up, there is going to be

more work to do than there is time to do it in, if any-

thing like the average area of crop is to be planted.

Another serious question is also going to confront

farmers. From almost every section we have com
plaint of the destruction of the wheat and winter oat

crops. Much of these were sowed late and in very dry

ground, and hence failed to germinate before the win-

ter set in or at best only just made a start. The snow

did not fall in sufficient quantity to cover the land

until we had had much hard frost, and hence we are

afraid that very large areas will be found killed. This

will impose on the farmer the cultivation of these ad-

ditional areas of land which he thought he had got out

of the way until harvest, and this when time presses

is going to seriously handicap him. We have numer-

ous enquiries as to what is best to be done with these

lands—to plow again and re seed as soon as possible

with grain, or to put them in some other crop later T

Where the wheat and oats are killed doubtless the

grass and clover is killed also. We are inclined

to advise that no attempt should be made to re-seed

grain largely, but that if during this month the weather
moderates early enough that a part only of these land3

be re-seeded with Rust-proof oats, and the residue be
later put into forage crops, such as peas, soy beans,

sorghum and forage corn. Where the land was in good
fertility and in fine physical and mechanical condi-

tion when seeded we would advise the seeding of grass

and clover without a grain crop. These seeds may be
put in after only harrowing the land, thus saving the

time of plowing, and will be likely, if the spring be a
genial one, to make a good catch, and in that event
make a good meadow or pasture before fall. Harrow
the seed in and then roll. Grass and clover seeded
alone are much more likely to succeed than if sown
with a grain erop. If after the seeds have made a
good start the fields be top-dressed with 75 to 100 lbs.

of nitrate of soda to the acre this will materially help

them.

For a pasture on good, loamy soil, sow a mixture \

of tall meadow oat grass, orchard grass, meadow \

fescue, red top, Virginia blue grass, perennial rye i

grass and two quarto of red clover per acre. Sow the

grass seeds at the rate of two and one-half bushels to

the acre. On rich, bottom land, sow either timothy
or Italian rye grass, or a mixture of the two, with two
quarts of red clover per acre. For a meadow on good,

loamy soil, sow tall meadow oat grass, orchard gras3,

perennial rye grass and two quarts of red clover to

the acre. Sow the grass seeds at the rate of two and
one half bushels to the acre. On light, sandy land
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Hungarian brome grass will often succeed where other

grasses fail Johnson grass, notwithstanding the fact

that it is so severely condemned by some writers, on

account of its persistency of growth and liablility to

spread where not wanted, is, we believe, a crop likely

to prove valuable in the South, and if we had a piece

of land which we desired to keep in a fodder crop per

manently we should give it a trial. It is not really

a grass, bat a perennial sorghum, and makes a great

yield of feed when established. It should be sown
thickly, say at the rate of one to one and one half

bushels to the acre, when the stalks will not be so

strong and coarse, which is one of the objections

raised to it. It should be cat before it comes into

bloom, and thus obviate any difficulty from the

spreading of the seed on land where it is not

wanted. It makes good grazing, and may be killed

ont by very close grazing and plowing up the roots

afterwards and exposing to frost. Hogs are said to be

fond of the roots, and thus may help to subdue it.

Sow' the seed this month. If the oats seeded and

and killed out were only intended for hay, this crop

may well take the place, and will very likely make a

heavier yield of feed before winter than the oats

would have done.

Those who followed oar advice and plowed their

land in the fall and early winter will find the labor of

preparing the same for the seed much lightened by

the long frost. The land will fall as soon as a harrow

is put on it after the frost is oat, bat do not be in too

great a harry to commence harrowing. Frozen clods

buried under the finely broken soil will continue to

hold the frost long after it has gone out of the loose

soil. Those who have yet to break their land will be

much delayed in the work, as for some time after a

thaw sets in it will be much too wet to plow. Such a

season as we have had ought to be a strong incitement

to fall and winter plowing in the future. If this se-

vere weather is followed by the usual drying March
winds, with the increasing power of the sun, it will be

a difficult matter to conserve the moisture in the soil

so as to permit of continuous plowing. If the unbroken

land begins to get too hard to plow, the only thing to

be done is to run over with a harrow, and thus make

a mulch of fine soil on the surface. This will conserve

the moisture and allow plowing to go on long after it

would otherwise be too hard. The plowed land ought

also to be harrowed as soon as possible to prevent too

rapid drying. There is going to be none too much
moisture in the ground for the needs of a hot summer,

unless we should have a very wet spring. The fall was

very dry, and the precipitation of rain and snow
during the winter has not been heavy. The two

great necessities for successful crop growth in the

South are moisture in the depths of the soil and per-

fect cultivation of the land before the crop is planted.

Probably the most potent cause of deficient crop

yields throughout the country is poor cultivation of

the land before seeding. "Tillage is manure," as old

Jethro Tull so strongly insisted a century ago. It is

also in the long run the cheapest fertilizer that can be

applied, as its benefits are not confined merely to one
crop. Plow, harrow and roll repeatedly, even though
in so doing you may somewhat delay planting later

than you would wish. The subsequent mnch quicker

and more vigorous growth of the crop will soon cause

the delay to be made good, and a rapid, vigorous

growth of the newly planted crop will tell all through

the season. The feeding roots of the plant will per-

meate the soil in all directions and seize hold of the

plant food and thus ensure continuous growth.

Oats should be seeded as quickly as possible. Sow
Rust proof. It is too late for Virginia grey winter.

An application of 390 lbs. to the acre of aoid phos-

phate will greatly help the crop, and a top dressing of

75 lbs. of nitrate of soda, applied after the crop has

begun to grow vigorously, will often ensure a much
greater yield. Unless Canada peas and oats can be

seeded before the 15th of the month in Eastern and
Middle Virginia, we would not advise seeding. In the

Western and mountain sections, they may be seeded

up to the end of the month with a fair prospect of

success.

Grass and clover should be seeded during this month
and April. If to be seeded in a grain crop, harrow

the crop, then sow the grass and clover and roll or re-

harrow. In the early part of this article we have men-

tioned the best varieties of grass to sow for different

purposes.

Meadows intended to be mown for hay should have

all stones and trash gathered off. It is a good plan to

rake these fields over with a hay rake or with a brush

or chain harrow, and thus clean off trash which would

otherwise rake up in the hay. Stones are a prolifio

source of break »ges in mowing machines, and should

be carefully gathered off in the spring. After clean-

ing off trash and stones, roll with a heavy roller. This

will consolidate the soil around the roots of the grass

and ensure better and more vigorous growth. If the

lands need helping with fertilizer, it should be applied

after raking and before rolling. As a mixture for

helping a meadow we have never found anything bet-

ter than bone meal and nitrate of soda, say, 250 lbs. of

bone meal and 100 lbs. of nitrate of soda to the acre.

In the cotton sections no time should be lost in get-
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ting the land broken and under cultivation. We are

much averse to the planting of cotton in beds, except

upon wet land. Level planting and level cultivation

are as important for the cotton crop as for the corn

crop, if the best results are to be attained. Acid phos

phate, kainit, and cotton seed or cotton seed meal can

be safely applied to the land a month in advance of

the seeding of the crop, and with advantage in the

benefit to be derived therefrom, as all these fertilizers

require time to become available, and there is no iear

of their leaching out of the soil. If nitrate of soda be

used to supply the nitrogen it should not be applied

until the crop is growing, as it is immediately soluble

and available.

The making and sowing of tobacco plant beds has

been very much delayed, and in many sections en-

tirely prevented. They should have immediate atten

tion when the weather moderates or plants will be

late. Burn well, and do not break deep, but break as

fine as possible, and fertilize liberally, with a high

grade tobacco seed fertilizer. The variety to be

seeded must, of course, largely depend on the section

in which it is grown, but it would seem safe to say that

wherever Bright, and the Sun cured types, like Orinoco

and Medley Pryor, can be grown, they should be

grown. Sun-cured tobacco has sold this season for prices

scarcely ever heard of before, and there is never a

season when it does not sell well. The heavy, dark

shipping types have not been in so good demand, but,

of these, desirable types have sold well. Above all,

avoid growing Oie sucker. It is a mean, poor tobacco,

and never sells well.

See to it that you order your fertilizer and seeds at

once, if you have not already done so. There will be

a great rush of orders when the season opens, and

merchants will be unable to avoid delays. Do not

buy fertilizers simply on their names. There are

hundreds of kinds on the market with long, high

sounding names which are worth little. Look at the

analyses on the bags, and take no notice of anything

printed there except the three items—Nitrogen, Phos

phoric Acid and Potash. The rest is all moonshine.

Study the requirements of the crop and soil, and meet

these as nearly as possible.

Jerusalem Artichokes will yield, ordinarily,

twice as much as potatoes on the same land, making a

most healthy hog and cattle feed. The tops are also

valuable for feed.

The Green Globe Artichoke is a vegetable well

worth experimenting with by our truckers and garden-

ers. It succeeds well in the South, but is not hardy
in the North.

PERMANENT PASTURES.
Editor Southern Planter :

The success which farmers have in making pastures
permanent on soils not especially adapted for this

purpose is varied, and depends upon certain condi-

tions of the soil. We find natural permanent pastures
in all countries and at all altitudes, bordering on and
almost level with the sea, in valleys of mountains
thousands of feet high, in humid and in dry climates.

There is, of course, a great difference in the herbage
and the feeding qualities of these pastures, but as far

as their permanence is concerned they show very little

difference. But we also see that these pastures are
confined to certain well defined areas, and that the
efforts of farmers to turn the adjacent land also into

permanent pasture often meets with failure, notwith-
standing the very best preparation of the soil and lav-

ish applications of manure and fertilizers.

These failures show that the permanence of a pas-
ture depends upon certain conditions of the soil, and
where these do not exist and cannot be provided, the

attempt at making a pasture permanent will seldom
meet with success.

Water, humus and lime are the three elements, on
the presenoe of at least one of which the permanence
of the pasture depends. The heaviest and richest clay
soil, if deficient in humus and lime, will make a failure

as a permanent pasture if upland soils, but will make
the finest pastures if they have a high ground water
level, as is shown by the wonderful fine pastures in

the countries bordering on the North Sea. In upland
oils not so favorably located either lime or humus
must be present to give the soil the necessary looseness,

as is shown by the fine pastures on our limestone and
prairie soils.

The great difficulty which we have to overcome on
upland soils neither rich in humus nor in lime is the

maintenance of the necessary looseness of the soil,

without which the grasses will not thrive for any
length of time. Even the very best preparation of the

soil, deep and thorough tilling and plenty of manure
and lime, will not prevent the soil from becoming
packed from the natural settling of the soil, beating

rains and the tramping of the stock. Attempts which
have been made to loosen the soiLwith suitable imple-

ments have only been partially successful. The loosen-

ing was either insufficient or'the sod was too much
cut and partly destroyed. Top-dressing with horse

manure every two or three years has given in some
cases good results, injothers the improvement was not

in proportion to the cost. Especially on farms with

mostly light soils, which can only, be profitably man-
aged for general far ming purposes when they are alter-

nately cropped and laid down in pasture, the leaving

out of the pasture in the rotation is attended with con-
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siderable cost. The permanent pasture will not only

require an additional quantity of manure for top dress

ing, but the other land deprived of the benficial effect

of being alternately pastured, will also require a large

quantity of manure or fertilizers to give the same re

suits. And then it is doubtful if the increased quanti

ties of applied plant- food will not result in a change

for the worse of the physical conditions of the light

soils through the uninterrupted tillage of the 6oil, and

will not have the same good effect as the pasture had,

at least as far as the yield of grain is concerned.

Sometimes the fault of not securing a good stand of

grass is due to the sowing of an insufficient quantity

of grass and clover seed, or of grasses not suitable for

the soil and the purpose. For permanent pastures a

variety of grasses and clovers should be sown. When
we closely inspect an old sod we find on a single square

foot from fifteen to sometimes forty different plants,

Borne more prominent and numerous than others, ard

some so small that they are hardly noticed. This great

variety of plants, with different demands on the plant

food of the soil, with deep and shallow-growing roots,

and with different degrees of sensitiveness against dry

and wet weather, is one of the main causes of the per

jnanence of these pastures. Sometimes, if the pasture

has survived the fourth or fifth year the natural or

wild grasses which formerly occupied the soil will put

in an appearance. But their taking possession of the

soil is, however, doubtful, because the conditions

under which they formerly thrived have changed.

Sometimes the seeds of weeds will also find their way

into the pasture. On soils suitable for permanent pas-

tures the grasses have such a strong hold on the soil

that the upcoming weeds are easily suppressed ; but on

soils not suitable for this purpose, or on pastures not

properly taken care of, they may gain such a strong

footing and so overrun the pasture that It has to be

plowed up.

As a general rule, we can say that wherever experi -

ence, if gained even on small spots only, has not de

monstrated the advisability of making pastures per-

manent, experimenting oh a small area cannot be

too strongly recommended, as the changes which have

to take place in the management of the soil and the

work and cost connected therewith are usually consid-

erable. There are many other ways of making good

the deficiency of the pasturage during dry spells by

feeding additional quantities of green crops or small

quantities of concentrated feed-stuffs. These will often

not only deserve the preference, but will also be found

to be cheaper than the forcing of soils into producing

a crop for which they are not suited.

District of Columbia. H. WnnrET.MAN.

Mention the Planter to your friends.

THE IMPROVEnENT OF WORN-OUT SOILS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

The best made machines in the world, if kept in

constant use, will wear out in a longer or shorter

period of time, according to the strength of the mate-

rials of which they are constructed and the excellence

of the workmanship. They will wear out much faster

if they are not kept oiled. Generally, the worn out

parts can be removed so that the machine wLl run

a while longer, but sometimes it is worn out so badly

in every part that it will hardly pay to be repaired.

In like manner the best farm soils, if kept in constant

use without manure, will be worn out in some of their

parts, which, if renewed, will produce crops again

nearly as well as ever ; but sometimes they become so

thoroughly worn out, or exhausted of their fertility,

that they are not worth reclaiming in a country where

new land is obtainable at a low price and farms given

away by the government. That was the matter with

the abandoned farms in New England and Old Vir-

ginia. They were wisely abandoned because it would

cost more to restore them than to get good land else-

where.
The restoration of a thoroughly run down farm is

too costly an undertaking for an ordinary farmer.

Fertilizers must be bought and come from other

places. Green manuring alone will not do. If the

whole farm was planted with clover and cow-peas and

turned under, the land would only hold its own. These

legumes merely obtain a little nitrogen from the atmos-

phere, and nitrogen is but one necessary ingredient of

a good soil. The trouble with an impoverished field

is, that it is next to impossible to get a good growth

of these legumes to plow under. Like all other

plants on earth, they flourish best in a good soil.

Some writers have told about buying run down
farms and in a few years bringing them up to a high

state of fertility by growing clover and plowing it nn-

der.~~I would suggest that the farms were not so badly

run down as supposed, or they would not have pro-

duced good crops of clover. The writer has had
to top-dress a field with rotted manure to insure a good

"catch" of clover, to say nothing about a luxuriant

growth. Land that was supposed to be barren, has been

made to produce fair crops by plowing a little deeper

than ever before, pulverizing it more thoroughly than

ever before, and giving excellent tillage. Jethro Tull

proved that some land, thought to be barren, only

needed deeper and better plowing, better tillage and

drainage.
There is said to be a slow decomposition going on

constantly in the soil, which thorough and frequent

tillage assists. Nature will restore the fertility to an

abandoned farm in time, but the process is slow. Ed-

mund Ruffin, one of the most distinguished agricul-
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turists our country has produced, when hardly of legal

age, was left by the death of his father with the man
agement of an extensive estate in Prince George

county, Va. Like many other plantations in the

South which were cultivated by slave labor, it was

greatly impoverished. He had intelligence, educa

tion and capital. He had the enthusiasm of youth

and a fondness for farming, but had no practical

knowledge of the business he was undertaking. He
at once recognized the fact that the exhaustion of the

fertility of the soil was the great difficulty with which

he had to contend, and set about the business of its

restoration with all the information and ability he

could command. His land was too poor for clover. He
found it impossible to get a crop. The soil was shal-

low and the hillsides had suffered serious loss by

washing. Green manuring was a failure. After six

years of earnest effort, he declared that "no part of

my poor land was more productive than when my
labors commenced, and that on much of it a tenfold

increase had been made of the previously large space

of gullied hillside."

In reading Sir Humphrey Davy's lectures on Chem-

istry, he found the following : "If, on washing a sterile

soil, it is found to contain the salts of iron, or any acid

matter, it may be ameliorated by the application of

quicklime. A soil of apparent good texture was put

into my hands by Sir Joseph Banks as remarkable for

its sterility. On examining it, I found it contained

sulphate of iron, and I offered the obvious remedy of

top dressing with lime, which converts the sulphate

into a manure."

Mr. Enffin tested his soil for the salts of iron, but

found none. He then suspected the presence of or

ganic acids, which acted as a poison to the crops, and
his suspicion was strengthened by observing that the

vegetation on his worn out fields consisted largely of

sheep sorrel.

He had on his farm extensive beds of shell marl, con

taining a large proportion of lime, which he applied

to his land at the rate of 200 bushels to the acre, and

he obtained an increase of 40 per cent, over the crop

on similar land untreated. Encouraged by the result,

he made more extended experiments, and the result

was overwhelmingly in favor of the marl-treated land.

In some instances the crops from the marled fields

were more than twice as great as from the same fields

before marling. He did not expect to build up the

fertility of his farm by the use of marl alone. The
lime in the marl sweetened the acidity in the soil, and

made it respond to the application of animal manures

which had been previously used to little effect owing

to the sourness in the soil. He had great faith in

the value of vegetable manures which supply humus

—

one of the necessary constituents of a good soil—and

made every effort to add as much organic matter to his

land as possible. His experiments were continued for

many years, and accurate records kept. Marl was

tried with and without manure, and manure was

tried alone. The result of a large number of experi-

ments proved that marl was of very great benefit, the

lime it contained being the valuable ingredient.

The inhabitants of Flanders (now Belgium) gradu-

ally converted a barren sandy soil into a fertile loam,

first raising spurry (sometimes called "sand weed")

and plowing it under repeatedly to form humus to re-

tain moisture. They also fed slurry to cattle, of which

they kept a large number in proportion to the size of

their farms—generally maintaining or e beast for every

three acres. Spurry will thrive well where clover will

not grow until the land has been improved by the ad- ,

dition of humus. Although spurry is not so good a

forage plant as clover, cattle can be kept on it. It is /

a vigorous grower, and ripens its crop in about six '

weeks.

As soon as red clover could be made to grow, the

farmers of Flanders relied upon it to feed cattle, and

plow under for manurial purposes. Of course, the

cattle manure was carefully saved and applied to the

land, and when the fertility was fully restored raised

large crops.

Apparently, these barren Flemish lands were re-

stored to fertility from their own resources, but it is

stated that the soil was full of pulverized fish bones,

shells, and the decomposed flesh of sea inhabitants.

What it principally needed was humus, which the

green manuring supplied. J. W. Ingham.

THE LEGUMES AS FERTILIZERS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I am a strong believer in the virtues and efficacy of

clover, cow peas and the other legumes as soil renova-

tors, fertility increasers, etc., yet I have little patience

with some over zealous champions who ascribe to

them miraculous or semi miraculous powers that they,

good and invaluable as they are, do not possess, never

did possess, and never will possess. It forcibly brings

to my mind the truth of the old adage that many a

really good and meritorious cause has been irrepar-

ably injuied by the indiscreet zeal of its advocates.

I have planted legumes, such as red clover, scarlet

clover, alfalfa, vetches and cow peas for the last thirty

years ; in no single instance has the land failed to be

benefitted by their nee
;
jet, I have never succeeded

in making a piece of poor land rich by their use alone.

Among our other lands, we have some waste places,

that are so outrageously poor that even cow- peas can-

not be made to grow thereon, alone and unaided, ex-

ceeding six inches to a foot in height.
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Wishing to build up these lands as economically as

possible, regarding them as a nuisance and an eye-

sore when dotted here and there as they are, in an
otherwise comparatively fertile field and not liking to

pay taxes annually on dead property, hearing on all

Bides of the wonderful properties possessed by the

cow peas as a soil restorer, I hare, for quite a series

of years, been sowing these lands down to cow peas.

These desert places in the midst of an oasis have
obstinately resisted all endeavors toward their arnelio

ration and improvement, whenever and wherever
cow peas alone have been the exclusive reliance as a

soil improver.

The places referred to are washed places, galled

spots, sides and bottoms of gullies, etc., and though I

am actually succeeding in bringing them too, I am com
pelled to admit that I have the very first instance to

see where this amelioration has been brought about

by the use of cow peas alone. I simply believe "it

can't be did."

The putting on of a little stable manure here, a

coating of chip manure there, sorghum bagasse, refuse

hay used to stop washes and even to scatter over the

surface, has helped these places considerably ; they

badly need all of this, as they are utterly destitute

of vegetable matter, orgaDic matter, humus or humus
making material of any kind or description

;
yet,

strange as it may appear, I can get good results from
the use of infinitesimally small quantities of chemical

fertilizers when applied to either corn or cotton on

these same soils that, as before stated, are utterly

destitute of humus, and can also obtain a luxuiiant

growth of ow peas, the very first season of applica-

tion, by the use of 300, 400 or even 500 lbs of a mix
ture of six parts of acid phosphate to one part of

muriate of potish scattered broadcast and plowed in

any time during the winter months.

My experience along this line has not had the effect

of weakening my faith in the efficacy of cow-peas and
the other legumes as fertility restorers, but it has had
the effect ot causing me to lose confidence in those

who ascribe to them virtues thfy do not possess.

All these deluded and delusive individuals need to

convince them of their error is to give them a little

piece of this identical exhausted or originally poor,

barren and sterile land to cultivate to make a living

on and on which to substantiate their theory, they

would soon give up their undesirable task and become
converted to more stable, wholesome, rational ideas.

There is no way by which something can be ob-

tained from nothing. It is a well established and
widely- known fact that each and all of the legumes,

while engaged in their highly important task of at

tractiDg, abstracting and absorbing nitrogen from the

inexhaustible supply contained in our atmosphere.

are greedy feeders on both potash and phosphoric
acid, and as there is neither potash nor phosphoric

acid to be found in or obtained from the atmosphere,

it stands to reason that it must come from the soil.

If the soil is deficient in these substances, the legume3

fail to grow, and the land is said to be " too poor" to

grow them ; cavil about it as you may, nothing short

of a restoration of the elements in which the soil is

deficient will enable any one to obtain a crop of even

the legumes.

On the other hand, on even comparatively fertile

soil, where the legumes ase persistently sown, in the

vain hope of still further increasing fertility thereby,

the over taxed soil, by reason of the annual abstrac-

tion of such large quantities of potash and phosphoric

acid, eventually loses its balance and becomes what is

termed clover-sick, or pea sick, and refuses to grow
either clover or peas, except the needed supply of both

potash and phosphoric acid be replenished from some
extraneous source.

In the feeding of plants, the fact should be borne

in mind that '"an element of food is ineffective if

there be absent a single one of the other elements of

food which are conditional to its activity." It is with

plants exactly as is the case with animals ; the pro-

cess of nutrition, in either case, consisting in the ap-

propriation of food. A plant, like an animal, grows

by increasing in bulk, and its bulk ir creases by the

constituents of its food becoming constituents of its

frame. Take a young animal that has been prema-

turely deprived of the phosphate of lime contained in

its mother's milk, its frame work or bony portions are

decidedly deficient, and no matter how liberally or

even piodigally the feed may be piled into it in after

life, its limbs refuse to sustain a weight greater than

the bones are capable of holding up ; hence it will be

undersized.

8o also, in the case qf wheat, the silicic acid and

other substances are there to make the stem, but if

potash is deficient to strengthen that stem aud toughen

its fibres, it cannot hold up its own weight, hence the

so called lodging is the result.

If a soil is abundantly supplied with potash, phos-

phoric acid and lime, then it is susceptible to further

improvement by the raising of any of the legumes

thereon ; but if, on the contrary, those substances are

lacking, it is only susceptible to improvement but to

a very limited extent by them, and even the legumes

themselves will be a comparative failure. The more
potash and phosphoric acid present in any given soil,

the larger the amount of free nitrogen the various

legumes are able to draw from the atmosphere, and
those substances must be present in sufficient quantity

if a full supply of said nitrogen is attracted, and said

legumes are permitted to reach their full growth
;
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failing in this, the maximum amount of benefit that

it is possible to derive from their use will never be at

tailed ; this is as inevitable as was the ancient laws

of the Medes and Persians, or as inexorable as fate itself.

It is generally supposed that clay soils are not de-

ficient in potash, and hence, in the planting of the

legumes, that phosphoric acid fertilization alone will

be found amply sufficient ; but this is not always the

case, the good results following potash fertilization

may be more pronounced in sandy or peaty or limy soils

than in clay soils; yet, in many clay soils, potash fertili

zation often produces quite a considerable increase in

yield. This is the case with almost all crops, but more
especially so in the case of the legumes ; each and every

farmer can and should decide for himself as to the

advisability of, or necessity for, applying potash to

his soi!s by experimenting for himself, by putting the

question to the soil itself, getting the answer in

manner of growth and crop produced.

As a general rule, peaty and sandy soils, sandy

loams, soils rich in lime and very often "aluvials,"

are deficient in potash, while the same invariably

holds good in old, well worn or semi exhausted soils.

I have yet to see the first instance where this class of

soils fail to be benefitted by using potash liberally, in

conjunction with phosphates ; the two should go to

gether, and where one raises the supply of nitrogen

at home by means of legumes this is all that it isabso

lutely essential should be purchased by the general

farmer.

Legumes benefit crops by not only furnishing nitro

gen and also humus, but also by the potash and phos

phoric acid they have pumped up, by means of their

long tap roots, from the subsoil below. The fact should

be borne in mind that the soil is impoverished, and its

fertility actually decreased by the amount of potash

and phosphoric acid removed from the soil by said

legumes ; they should be credited with nitrogen and

humus only ; so far as potash, lime and phosphoric

acid are concerned, they are soil robbers and fertility

decreasers. G. H. Turner
Burgess, Miss.

HOW MUCH PLANT-FOOD IS LEACHED OUT OF
THE SOIL?

Editor Southern Planter :

We can hardly pick up an agricultural paper in

which some reference is not made to the leaching of

plant- food, but without any effort being made, so far

as I am informed at least, to determine the loss.

I think it will therefore be of interest to the readers

of the Planter to learn the results of such an experi

ment, undertaken in Germany, which throws some

ight on this question. The results obtained there are

of course not determinative. The amount of plant

food leached out of a soil will differ on different kinds

of soil, under different climatic conditions, and even

on the same kind of soil in different states of cultiva-

tion.

The experiment was undertaken by Mr. Creydt, the

owner of a large estate, in co operation with Professor

Scelhorst and Dr. Wilms.

A field on Mr. Creydt's farm, near his house, of 12

acres, was selected for this purpose. The elevation of

the field was from 465-495 feet above sea level. The

field was leaning on a ridge of hills, the highest point

of which was 74 L feet. The field was systematically

drained, the lateral drains laid 4 feet deep, 45 feet

apart, and were 441 feet long. The rainfall amounted

to 506,336 liters per acre, the drainage 852.672 liters,

(20 liters =» 2L quarts). As the quantity of the latter

exceeded that of the former, from the latter part of

January until the middle of May, the surplus must

have come from the higher land. Due allowance was

made for this in the obtained results.

The soil profile showed, as an average, 12 inches of

surface soil, resting on 12 inches of loam. The subsoil

consisted of a clay loam, mixed here and there with

gravel.

The following crop3 had been grown • 1897, beets
;

third year after manuring. The stil was fertilized per

acre with 30 lbs. nitrogen, in form of sulphate of am-

monia ; 24 lbs. of Chili saltpetre, and 38 lbs. of water

soluble phosphoric acid.

1898. Wheat, with 15 lbs. of nitrogen, in form of

sulphate of ammonia.
1899. Beans manured, and 12 lbs. of nitrogen, in

form of Chili saltpetre. The soil was plowed for beetB

September 25 to 27.

1900. Beets, with 300 lbs. of 18 per cent, water so-

luble superphosphate and 225 lbs. of Chili saltpetre

(nitrate of soda).

The taking of the samples of the drainage water waa

done by Mr. Creydt himself. Nine liters were obtained

every day, and of this quantity one liter was sent to

the laboratory for examination At the end of a week,

the seven samples were analyzed collectively.

The investigations showed that drainage water con-

tains different quantities of plant-food per liter at dif

ferent times of the year. This is due to the difference

in the rainfall, the taking up of plant food by the crops,

the amount of humus present in the soil, the tempera

ture, and the greater or less solubility of different

kinds of plant food in water of different temperatures.

Warm weather increases the decomposition of the hu-

mus, and hence the amount of carbonic acid which,

taken up by the soil moisture, will uot only dissolve

more lime, but will have the same effect on the other

mineral plant-foods. The larger amount of salts in the
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drainage water of 1899 against 1900 is dne to the ma-

nuring of the soil and the thereby increased formation

of carbonic acid.

When warm, water favors the solubility of most salts,

it decreases the solubility of a few. For instance, cal

cium sulphate is more easily soluble in cold than in

warm water.

The magnesium content of the drainage water shows

greater variations than that of lime. The same can be

said of sulphuric acid. The large quantities of sulphu

lie acid in the drainage water in the year 1899 were

due, without doubt, to the liberation of sulphate salts

from the decomposing manure.

The loss of potash is exceedingly small.

The amount of nitric acid begins to decline with the

advancing year, and is at a minimum in winter. Ni-

trification ceases at a temperature of + 5 C. (41 F).

The large amount of nitric acid in the drainage water

in 1900 is due, without doubt, to the fertilizing of the

beets with Chili saltpetre (nitrate of soda). From the

16th of June until the 27th of July the loss was 17 lbs.

per acre. The loss of phosphoric acid is so small that

it practically amounts to nothing.

The total loss of plant-.food per acre in one year was
in round figures

:

561 lbs. Lime.

125 lbs. Magnesia.

162 lbs. Sulphuric acid.

7 lbs. Potash.

15 lbs. Nitric acid.

The investigations show that even on heavy soils tfce

loss of nitrogen is quite considerable, and nitrogen

compounds should therefore be applied when the soil

is covered with vegetation, and in moderate quantities

only. The loss of potash and phosphoric acid is so

small that it is of no consequence.

District of Columbia. H. Winkelman

WHAT INTELLIGENT BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
CAN DO ON A FARM.

Editor Southern Plariter :

We often hear of the young men of the country go-

ing to the cities to better their condition, but rarely do
we hear of the opposite being the case. The last few

years have wrought great changes in this respect,

however. All of us love the free, country life, with

its quiet and beautiful nature on all sides. The rush-

ing city life, with its nerve killing pace, is telling on
the health of our best and most energetic city men.
So they are turning to the country for their only relief.

In Virginia, we see very little of this, but it is increasing

in many of the Northern States ; nearly all the men of

moderate means have their country place or camp,
where their family can spend the summer months in the

open air. These camps are often very simple, and lucky

is the one who can visit one of them. There one can see

how thoroughly comfortable one can be with a very

small outlay, and how much more healthy it is both

morally and physically, than the formal life of the

summer resorts. No section of the country needs

summer homes in the country like our own South.

Our cities are necessarily warm, especially the nights.

My country place is only six miles from Eichmond,
but the temperature at nights is always delightful.

The house should be built on the highest hill, so that

you can get all the breeze that is passing your way.

Trees do not add to our comfort. They have the ap-

pearance of coolness, but they really prevent the free

passage of the air. I find great delight in looking over

my small farm in the evening, after a hard day's work
in the city, and it is quite wonderful how soon a city

boy can learn the importance of potash, nitrogen and
phosphates. I con truly say that in no calling in life,

is there greater necessity for system, intelligence and
good hard sense than on a farm. I am a city-bred

man, love the country life, so have seen both sides in

a limited way.

I am trying to raise everything on my twenty five

acres that I actually need and use. While I have not

yet been successful, I am beginning to see that with per-

severance and hard work it is possible. Last summer
I had a very good vegetable garden, raising everything

my family and that of my manager could use, besides

growing a good quantity of winter vegetables. I grow
just enough corn for my own use. Have fifteen acres

in grass, and have now thirteen cows and heifers, so

that I am now putting from four to five loads of ma-

nure per week on my land. I have not had to buy
any feed this winter, but bran or cotton seed meal.

Am selling milk in Eichmond at the rate of $70.00 per

month, besides supplying my own house with cream

and milk. Next winter, I expect to double this, as

the heifers will be fresh by ther. There is some
money in milk even at low prices, but is necessary to

weigh the milk each day, and to insist on the milkers

being gentle. No cross words or barking dogs should

be allowed.

I recently purchased from Biltmore a very hand-

some and promising Jersey bull, " Noble General Gor-

don." He is from a very strong strain of milk pro-

ducers, and will greatly improve my little herd. My
barn is the cellar type, with bright windows, but keeps

very warm. Next winter I shall use warm water

only, as it greatly improves the flow of the milk.

I also purchased at the Biltmore sale, two Berkshire

sows and a boar. One of the sows is " Harlene 58040,"

imported by the Biltmore farms last year. She has just

farrowed and is a very promising sow. It costs no more

to keep such stock than the razor back, and it is such a
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pleasure to own the best, and thus assist is raising the

standaids.

Just one word as to the business end of my plan. Each

week, my manager, Mr. R. C. Kelly, sends me a re

port. It is printed, and easily made out. It shows a

complete list of all stock and poultry, and gives the

production of milk and eggs each day ; all sales and

purchases. So the farm is susceptible of business

ways like any other businesss, only it needs it more.

Before closing, I must tell you what a great help your

paper has been to me ; it is so plain and instructive

that even a city man can absorb it in helpful doses,

and with its aid and timely suggestions, I hope, in a

few years, to develop Miniborya Jerseys and Berk

shires, and that these will be considered as good as

any, for it is not necessary to have the splendid equip-

ment of Biltmore farms to produce the same results.

J. Scott Parrish.
Miniborya Farm, Chesterfield Co., Va.

We have the greatest pleasure in publishing the
foregoing, as it is a confirmation of what we have so

persistently urged, viz. : that what is needed to make
farming pay in the South, is intelligent, well directed

business management and careful study and applica

eation of the principles underlying scientific agricul

ture. Mr. Parrish is one of the busiest business men
of the city of Richmond, conducting a large and sue
cessful business, and yet he fin' is time to give such
study to his far ning operations as to make them also

successful, another illustration of the truth of the

saying that "only the busy man can find time to

attend to matters outside his own special work.

—

Ed.

A CHAMPION CROP OF TURNIPS.
It is interesting to know what a champion crop of

roots is in a country where roots are a staple crop on
which much dependence is placed. In Scotland, a
valuable prize is annually awarded at the National
Show of fat cattle in Edinburgh for the best yield of

turnips, competition being open to the whole of the

"land o' cakes." The champion prize over all this sea

son was won by Captain Stirling with a total yield of

topped and tailed roots of forty- two and one quarter

tons to the acre. This crop was fertilized with thirty

tons of common barnyard manure, 224 pounds of bone
meal, and 1,000 pounds of superphosphates. These
rutabagas were of the variety known as Springdale

Purple Top, and the yield shows that though Captain
Stirling is at the head of his regiment in South Africa

the fertility of the old Keir farm is not deteriorating

in his absence.

This yield is equivalent to 94,638 lbs. or 1,720 bush

els. Why will not some of our Southern farmers en

deavor to emulate such a crop ? It is quite possible

to do it here, and the man who succeeds will be able

to realize what a valuable stock food turnips are. His

cattle and sheep will show the results of feeding roots

unmistakably. We have frequently made 35 tons of

turnips to the acre and 55 tons of Mangold Wurtzel

beets.—Ed.

ENSILAGE AND SILOS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

In reply to Fred. Drew, D. C, in February number,

in regard to Ensilage and Silos, I would say, I have

two small silos, oue of 15 tons capacity, and one of 30

tons, which I have filled for the last six seasons with

great satisfaction to both myself and the five cows that

eat the ensilage.

I plant common white Southern corn, rows three

and one half feet apart, and one grain every nine inches

in the row, planted with a one horse drill ;
cultivate as

if for corn, and when it begins to glaze or get too hard

for roasting ears, I fill my two silos. It usually re-

quires about two and one- half acres to fill both. I cut

it into one inch lengths, ears and all, with an Ohio

Standard Cutter run by a three H. P. Gasoline En-

gine, cutting and elevating with 26 feet of carrier at

the rate of about three tons per hour. We do not

rush it, but fill slowly part of a day at a time, to let it

settle. Cover with about six inches of plane shavings

only.

I begin to feed about November 1st, and usually

have enough to last me until about the first of June.

I feed all I can get on a bushel basket both morning

and night with what clover hay they will eat, which

is not very much, besides. I make gilt edge Separa-

tor butter for the home market, and have the best

trade here.

My silos are made of common inch lumber dressed

to a thickness, double boarded, with tar paper be-

tween. They are square, with a twelve inch plank

beveled and run up in the corner to cut the corner off,

common 2x4 frame on the outside built in the corner

of my old barn in the hay bay. They are eighteen

feet high with lumber, and dug down in the ground

inside same size about four feet, to make them that

much deeper, as depth is what you want, not surface.

Don't build so as to have too large a surface exposed

when using so it will spoil ; rather build two, or even

three, small but deep silos.

No need to use cement, as a cheap silo will turn out

just as good ensilage, and lumber will make a durable

silo. Board it up and down, and paint the inside with

gas tar, thinned with gasoline.

Build a good silo, fill with corn only ;
cut it when

right, leave all the ears on, and you can't help but

have good ensilage.

After using one winter you will see what you are

now missing, and you get the gain at a big reduction

in cost for feed. You can easily double your number

of cows on the same land, as nothing you can grow on

an acre of land will make one-half the feed that corn

ensilage will, and nothing I ever fed suited the cows

so well and made such rich milk and lots of it.

Surry Co., Ta. O. D. Belding.
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THE PREPARATION OF THE LAND FOR THE
CROP.

1. Plowing.

Editor Southern Planter :

The successful raising of crops involves the proper
preparation of the soil—the planting, the fertilization,
and the cultivation of the crop. It is easy to enun
ciate the above facts, but difficult even foi a trained
scientist to execute them properly. To accomplish
the above requires a knowledge of every science which
underlies agriculture.

Drainage, and the relation of the soil and crops to
water, air and heat, belong to the domain of physics.
The ingredients of soils, plants and fertilizers are de
monstrated by the chemist. The bacteriologist, by Ihe
aid of the microscope, reveals the myriads of microbes
existing in every fertile soil in good tilth, busily en
gaged in transferring insoluble matter into available
plant food. Physiology teaches how the plant takes
in its food and transforms it into, first, the blade, then
the ear, and after that the full corn in the ear. Botany
differentiates the plants we cultivate, classifies them
according to their common properties—of roots, stalks
and leaves. It points out the difference between tap-
rooted and fibrous rooted plants, between netted vein
and parallel veined leaves, between exogenous and en
dogenous stalk*, between monoecious and diecious
flowers, between leguminous plants with nodules on
their roots, through which the nitrogen of the air is

abst rbed and assimilated, and non leguminous plants
wnich must get all their nitrogen from the soil.

Geology tells us of the origin of soils—whether com
ing from the disintegration of rocks in situ, or whether
after disintegration the materials have been tr insported
and assorted by moving waters.
Mechanics gives us the laws which assist in tne evo

lution of a plow, and in the construction of the double
and tiiple trees by which the plow is drawn, as well as
in the arrangement of the gear by which the mule or
horse is hitched, so as to exert the maximum power
with the least expenditure of labor.
The grand object of plowing and cultivating is to

produce such conditions in the soil as shall conduce to
the most rapid development of the plants under culti
vation within a given time. Therefore, every factor
producing these conditions should be clearly under
stood, and if possible, made active in our operations.
"Why we plow" and "why we cultivate" are ques
tions easier asked than answered, and but few farmers
appreciate fully the reasons for the work which he
gives his crop.
While every effort should be made to accomplish

our work in such a manner aa to wring from nature
every assistance possible, there is, unfortunately, a
practical money getting side to farming, that compels
us to do this work in such an economical manner as to
leave a balance on the profit side of the ledger at ihe
end of the season Therefore, thesu cessful farmer or
planter must combine thp scientific and practical in all

of his work. He must first know why he plows, and
then how to do it eucccesfully, as well as economically.

Science teaches that there are ever present in nature
two active series of forces—the one constructive, the
other destructive, lhey operate alike upon the three
great kingdoms—mineral, vegetable and animal.

These forces are perfectly apparent in the vegetable
and animal kingdoms. Propelled by the mysterious
foice of vitality, the plant or animal under suitable
environment thrives; constructive forces are a" work
in both instances just as long as life exists. The veg-
etable kingdom transforms the minerals into fibre, leaf

and fruit. The animal kingdom takes the products of
the garden, field and fore3t, and transforms them into
flesh and blood, bone and sinew, hair and hoof—the
most complex of organic substances. Remove the in-

fluence of vitality, death ensues, and the destructive
forces begin at once the work of disintegration and de-

cay. The more highly organized bodies are the earliest

to begin dissolution and the quickest to reach absolute
revolution into the simple forms of matter. This is

evidenced by the rapidity of the decomposition of ani-

mal bodies after death. Vegetable matter decompose*
more slowly, but is ultimately resolved into the same
simple substances.

To the layman the operation of these two opposing
forces in the mineral kingdom is not so appareut. The
study of geol ngy teaches us, however, that 'by cease-

less change all that is subsists"—that the granite rock*
of to day may become the fertile soils of to morrow,
and the fertile soils of to morrow may by natural forces

be converted into rocks of the next ge (logical day.

The forces at woik may be classified as gravity, heatr

water alone—either as a vapor liquid or solid—water
charged with carbonic or other acids—oxygen of the
air—chemical affinity, and last, but not least, vitality.

Under the head of vitality must be included the fer

ments and microbes—so potential of wonderful re-ults-

in their aggregate action. These forces have produced
all the changes on the earth's surface, and are still act

ing with undiminished intensity, causing the shifting

srenes in the natural spectacular drama daily exposed
to the inquisitive gaze of a transitory humanity.
The internal heat of the earth, the deposition by

moving water, of rock material, subsequently solidi-

fied or crystallized by pressure and other agents, are
constantly producing "rocks." These rocks, whether
of igneous or aqueous origin, are assailed at once by
the destructive forces, and the work of disintegration

begins—preparatory to the support of vegetable life.

Soon a few lichens appear, preceded perhaps by mi-
crobes, and followed in order by mosses, grasses,

weeds, with finally, shrubs and trees. To the unaided
eye of the prospective settler, there is finally pre-

sented a more or less complete disintegration of rock
into soil.

While this decomposition is in progress, the falling

rains and moving waters are transporting, assorting
and depositing much of this disintegrated material at

lower levels, until finally large areas of alluvial

soils have encroached upon the ocean's domain and
enlarged the territory of cultivable soils. The in-

creasing layers of alluvial material, superimposed
the one above the other, will develop by its own
weight sufficient pressure to begin again the process
of rock making, and if undisturbed will ultimately
produce incipient slates, shales and sandstone. An
illustration of this is found in the formation of hard
pan, which frequently occurs underneath soils which
are cultivated with shallow implements.
These preliminary remarks will doubtless throw

considerable light upon the "why" we plow our soils.

The first and primary object of breaking soils is to-
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arrest this natural tendency to rock making, to open
tip the first twelve or eighteen inches of the soil to

the disintegrating influences of air, water, carbonic

acid, vegetable matter and microbes.

A hard pan forming near the surface is destructive

to soil fertility. Bricks are artificial rocks hardened
by pressure and heat. If they are finely ground, and
seeds be planted in the powder, they will not grow

—

why not?
Study the decomposition of rocks "in situ." No

sign of vegetable life is apparent. Presently, by the

forces already alluded to, a thin seam or crumbled
rock is completely occupied by the lower forms of

vegetable life. By the vital activities of these plants,

aided by the microbes, which simultaneously begin

their preparatory work, disintegration becomes more
rapid, and soon a higher order of plants appear to be
in turn supplanted or supplemented by still higher.

Lichens give way to mosses, mosses to grasses and
sedges, and these in turn to shrubs, until finally the

majestic forest, sending it* loDg tap roots down to the

now deeply obscured rocks, covers the landscape and
announces by its preseuce the fitness of the soil for

cultivation. The woodman's ax clears the forest, and
the farmer's work of retaining the conditions which
nature has established, now begins. He must plow
deeply and frequently. He must rotate his crops,

rising in the rotation a deep tap rooted plant, so as to

maintain the permeability and fertility of the soil

which nature through long ages has prepared for him,

or else the constructive forces ever present will gradu
ally restore his soil to incipient rocks, and make it

unproductive.
Physically, the soil is the home of the roots of plants,

and they must have air, moisture and nutrition. De
prived of any one of these, the plant dies. In our

homes it is found that space is needed to give an
abundance of air and freedom of movement, both

essential to health and well being.

The plant, too, in its home, must have room for the

movements of roots, and depth and permeability for

the supply of atmospheric oxygen and capillary water.

The pulverized brick will not support, at first, plant

life ; but supply it with air, moisture, micro-or *an

isms and organic matter, and a wonderful transforma-

tion in its produ ing power will be apparent. These
are absolutely needed to transform the inert impalp-

able brick dust into soluble plant food.

By plowing the soils, air and moisture are admitted,

and they go upon their heaven decreed mission of pre

paring plant food. An important fact must here be

emphasized. This soluble food must be at once util

ized by a growing plant, else it will be quickly re

solved into insoluble forms or washed out by descend

ing showers beyond the reach of plants. It is there-

fore of the utmost importance to keep our fields occu

pied as far as possible by some growing crop through

out the year. The amount of plant food available at

any one time, even in our most fertile soils, is re la

tively very small, and is dependent, as will presently

be shown, upon "tilth."

The first object, then, in breaking land is to arrest the

natural tendency of all soils (some more than others)

to make rock, which is accomplished by letting in

freely air, moisture, and the roots of plants. In the

disintegration of soil particles, which results from the

action of the above, plant food is eliminated.

The second object in breaking land is to destroy the

weeds and grasses, and thus relieve it of the foulness

which an excess of vegetable growth always produces.

This is usually accomplished with a turning plow,

which inverts the soil while breaking it. Plowing is,

then, a cleansing process. Ic is nearly always desira-

ble to incorporate vegetable matter with the soil, to

make "humus," which subserves a most beneficial

purpose both from its physical and chemical effects

upon the land. Leguminous crops are highly esteemed

for such purposes, but in their absence weeds of any

kind may be utilized.

The third object in breaking land is to control mois

ture. Lands long subject to overflow and which have

become water sogged, may be relieved and made pro-

ductive by drying, which is sometimes accomplished

by throwing into high ridges and exposing the largest

surface possible, with bara deep middles, giving in-

creased evaporation from lower depths and furnishing

channels for the escape of flood waters in excessive

rainfalls.

Evaporation is a cooling process, and no soil can be

ni*de product ve which has an excess of water con-

stantly evaporating from its surface. Therefore wet

lands are frequently relieved of their excessive mois-

ture by proper plowing. On the other hand, if the

soil be drouthy and the rainfall unequally distributed

throughout the year, breaking the land deep and flat,

lapping each furrow on the preceding, forming a con-

tinuous mass of loose earth eight or ten inches deep,

a reservoir is formed for the storage of water for dry

periods, and a blanket is spread over the subsoil to

prevent rapid evaporation. Sandy and light loamy
soils should always be thus treated, while clays, natu-

rally hydroscopic, had better be ridged to dispose of

their excessive moisture.

Soils vary greatly in their capacity to hold watar.

At Audubon Park it has been fouad that the soils will

carry over 50 per cent, of their weight of water with-

out dripping. It has been further detetmined that

growiug plants will suffer on these soils when the

moisture is reduced to 12 per cent. Sandy soils will

rarely hold over 20 per cent, of their weight, and will

successfully sustain some plants where the water is re-

duced to 2 to 4 per cent. These differences are due to-

the different percentages of clay, silt and sand which

these soils contain, and a knowledge of these different

capacities frequently, in the absence of irrigation, de-

termines the character of the crop to be grown.

Grasses of all kinds revel in an excess of moisture.

Being fibrous rooted, they gather their substance from

the upper layers of the soil, and hence this upper
stratum must furnish at least 15 to 25 per cent, of

moisture in order to render soluble a maximum amount
of plant food. Clay lands readily supply thi- excessive

amount, and hence are specialiy adapted to grasses.

Cane is a gigantic grass, aad enjoys, in an intensified

degree, this love for moisture. Hence ir is grown
most everywhere upon clay or loamy clay soils.

Whatever the capacity of a soil for holding water,

it has been found that 50 to 60 per cent, of this ca-

pacity is the amount best adapted to the rapid growth

of these plants most suitable to the soil.

At Audubon Park repeated experiments have shown
that 25 per cent, of moisture always present in the soila

produces the largest and best crops of sugar cane.

Exp'nt Sta., La. Wit, C. Stubbs, Director.
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ENQUIRER'S COLUMN.

Enquiriea should be sent to the office of Tlie Southern Planter,

Richmond, Va.,pot later than the 15th of the month, for re

plies to appear n the next month's issue of the Planter.

Fertilizing the Corn Crop.

I am much interested in yonr advice to A. T. Tig-
nal, p. 81, as to best method of fertilizing land to be
planted to corn. It conld be included in the follow
ing rotation, which would suit my requirements ex-
actly, and by fertilizing intelligently the land should
improve. I therefore submit the following plan, and
will ask you to point out errors and to suggest im-
provements. I would say that no barnyard manure
would be available for any of these crops :

First year. May 1.—Cow peas, with 12 lbs. of phos
phoric acid and 25 lbs. potash. Cut for hay. Septem-
ber, vetches, with 40 lbs. phosphoric acid and 50 lbs.
potash.

Second jear.—Graze vetches and plow down for
corn. Plant corn without fertilizing. October, rye
and grass mixture for hay crop, with 10 lbs. nitrogen,
40 lbs. phosphoric acid, and 20 lbs. potash. Apply
lime at rate of 40 bushels per acre during the winter.
Third year.—Harvest rye.
Fourth year.—Apply 75 lbs. nitrate of soda per

acre in spring. Make crop of hay.
Fifth year.—Make hay crop and graze. (Should

the land be fertilized in the spring of this year with,
say, 25 lbs. nitrogen, 15 lbs. phosphoric acid, and 25
lbs. potash!)

Fauquier Co., Va. H. C. G.

We are of opinion that tie rotation suggested would
result in improvement of the land and the production
of profitable crops. We understand the application
of fertilizer suggested to mean that for the pea crop
100 lbs. of 12 per cent, acid phosphate and 50 lbs. of
muriate of potash would be applied, and for the vetch
crop 300 lbs. of 13 per cent, acid phosphate and 100
lbs. of muriate of potash. We would suggest that
probably better results would be obtained with both
crops by an equal division of the fertilizers between
them. We wonld advise the seeding of oats or wheat
or a mixture of both with the vetches. Vetches are
very apt to fall down and be largely wasted except as
humus making matter, unless some grain is seeded
with them, and the grain largely increases the pastur
age value of the crop. Following the corn crop, we
would, if we wanted a good grass meadow, seed only
grass and clover. The seeding of a grain crop with
grass is, in our experience in the South, a mistake.
Instead of being a nurse crop it is a robber crop, and
the grass, even if not killed out by the sun, as is too

often the case when the grain is cut off, is so weak a
growth as to make little or no progress until the cool

months of the fall. Seeded alone, the grass and clover

makes a strong growth, and will usually give a cutting

of hay the firet year. In any eTeot, we would not
seed rye for hay, as it makes the poorest hay of any of

the cereals. Oats, or oats and wheat, seeded together'

are much better feed. We would apply the lime In

the fall after plowing the corn fallow, and harrow in

lightly, and then work in the fertilizer with the grass

and clover seeds. Lime applied on the top of a grass

sod is apt largely to remain there until the land is

worked, and makes the hay very dusty. If we ap-

plied anything to the meadow in the fifth year, it

would only be nitrate of soda. We think it largely a
waste of fertilizer, so far as the growing crop is con-

cerned, to apply either phosphate or potash, unless

they are worked into the soil, as they are so slowly

soluble when unmixed and kept moist. We would re-

serve the phosphate and potash until preparing the

land for the pea crop in commencing the rotation

ag«n.

—

Ed.

Violet Growing.

Please publish in your next month's journal how
and when to plant violets.

Richmond, Va. M. L. Phatjp & Co.

Violets are usually grown from the offshoots of the

old plants. These are plentifully produced during

the snmmer months. Early in the fall the old plants

are dug ap and all these young plants or offshoots

pulled off and set out under cold frames to grow on

until winter, when the plints should be strong ones.

The soil should be made rich and be kept moist ; and
whilst the plants should not be rendered tender by be-

ing kept close covered, they should be protected from

frost. When winter weather sets in, they should be

closely covered and kept warm, and will in the early

spring bloom freely.

—

Ed.

Alfalfa.

Could you give some information about alfalfa clover,

when to sow it, and on what kind of ground ?

Giles Co ., Va. R. E. Lucas.

Alfalfa may be seeded either in fall or spring, but

in all parts of the South, except the mountain section,

is best seeded in the fall, say August or September.

It requires rich, deep, well prepared land, free from

weed seeds. If weeds are allowed to grow the first

year after the crop is sown, it is very doubtful if a

stand will be made. It is better to devote a year to

cleaning the land thoroughly of weeds before attempt-

ing to grow alfalfa. Sow at the rate of 20 lbs. to the

acre broadcast, and cover with a harrow and roller.

If sown in spring, sow in March —Ed.

Diseases of Horses.

Please give me advice through your journal where
I can get a good book on horses and their diseases.

Mathews Co., Va. Herbert Rockfellow.

"The Stock Owners' Adviser," published by the

B. F. Johnson Publishing Company of this city, will

give you the information.

—

Ed.
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Improving Land for Grass.

I have a field that is poor and want to improve it

and get a stand of grass for a meadow.
I have been told to sow in cow peas and let them

grow up and turn them under with a big plow would
be the best way to improve the land, and that I could
then sow in wheat and grass seed and raise a good
crop of wheat and get a stand of grass. The field

raised a good crop of wheat last year, by using 100
or 125 lbs. acid phosphate to the acre drilled in with
wheat.

1st. Is. the above a good way to improve thin land?
2d. Would it be necessary to use bone meal and

aoid phosphate or any other kind of fertilizer with
peas or wheat t

3rd. Must peas be sown broadcast or drilled ?

4th. How many peas must I sow per acre ?

5th. When must peas be sown ?

6th. How long must they be turned under before
wheat is sown ?

7th. Ought they be turned under green or a little

ripet
8th. Is there any particular kind of peas more suit-

able for turning under to improve land T

Russell Co., Va. Jno. B. Ferguson.

1. The growing of a pea crop followed by a crop of

vetches or Crimson clover in winter and then by a

second pea crop and turning these under or turning

the stubble of these crops under is one of the best

and cheapest methods of improving poor land. It

must not, however, be thought that this improvement

will be large unless the pea and vetch crops are prop

erly helped with fertilizer. These crops, like all the

legumes, gather nitrogen from the atmosphere and

place it in the land, whilst the vegetable matter in

them makes humus in the soil. But to enable them
to do this to any considerable extent, they must make
a strong growth, and they cannot do this without the

assistance of the mineral fertilizers. They must have

phosphoric acid and potash—of these, they are large

consumers. Sow 300 lbs. of acid phosphate and 50 lbs. of

muriate of potash to the acre, before seeding the peas,

and repeat half this quantity of the same fertilizers

before seeding the vetches or Crimson clover, and you

will probably get a strong growth of each crop. This

growth of the first pea crop and vetches or Crimson

clover we would plow down. Let the peas become

nearly dead before plowing under. The second pea

crop we would cut for hay and only plow down the

stubble. Leave a long stubble.

2d. If wheat is sown after the peas (which we do

not advise if grass is the object), apply 300 lbs. to the

acre of bone when seeding the wheat.

3rd. Sow the peas broadcast.

4th. One bushel to the acre.

5th. Sow in May.
6th. If to be followed by wheat, peas should be

turned down at least a month before the wheat is

seeded, and the land be well cultivated and rolled to

get a good seed bed ; unless this is done, they make
the land too puffy and light for the best success of the
wheat.

7th. Ripe or e early so.

8th. Black peas or Whippoorwill peas make the

best crop for turning under or for hay.

In this issue will be found our opinion as to the im-

policy of seeding grass with a cereal crop, where the

primary object is to get a good stand of grass.

—

Ed.

Water Supply for the Farm.

We note in your issue of February an inquiry from
L. P. N., Jr., of Culpeper, Va., and we would be
pleased to give your subscriber all the information in

our power relative to water supply and the best means
of securing it, feeling confident that our large experi-

ence in this line of business places us in a position to

give him advice. It would be impossible, however,

to answer hia inquiry based upon the information

which he gives. We could furnish him, as thousands

of other dealers could, a gasoline engine or wind-mill

which would pump every drop of water from his well,

regardless of the depth and elevation to which it was
to be delivered or the distance, as we could furnish wind
mills in any diameter from four feet to sixty feet, rang-

ing in power up to as much as forty horse-power in a
ten miles' , wind which is considered simply a moderate
breeze, while we can furnish him with a gasoline en-

gine any power from one-third of a horse to 640 horse-

power. U he would advise us the quantity of water
that he desired to pump per minute, we could give

him an intelligent reply immediately.

The great trouble in the selling of gasoline engines

is due to the fact that farmers, as a class, do not take

care of them. They seem to consider them as some
mysterious force that is obtained by the combination

of mysterious devices, losing sight of the fact that a

gasoline engine is no more complicated than an ordi-

nary boiler and engine with an injecter. We admit
that there are a number of engines on the market
that are so complicated that they would give an ex-

pert mechanic more or less trouble to ascertain the

cause and trouble if any trouble existed with one of

them. We do not know of a single instance where a
gasoline engine has exploded from any cause. There
is no more reason why a tank of gasoline should be
exploded on the premises than a barrel of kerosene oil.

If a man has so littlejudgment as to go around a gaso-

line tank with a flame in his hand, there is every reason

to believe that the same man would attempt to fill

a lamp while burning, and we do not know of any
gasoline engine manufacturer who attempts to furnish

a supply of brains to such people.

The reason that wind- mills have received such a
black eye in this section of the country particularly is
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due to the fact that users of them do not keep the

bolts screwed up, and do not oil them as frequently as

the occasion demands simply because it gives them a

little trouble. While it is reasonable to assume that all

wind mills, properly oiled, will outlive the average

wind mill, it is necessary to that end that the bolts

should be kept screwed up and all the bolts should

have lock nuts on them. The trouble with the wind

mill is usually due to the fact that it lacks attention.

A man cannot reasonably expect to get a first clase

wind mill or gasoline engine unless he pays a reason-

able price for it. Sydnor Pump and Wbll Co.
Richmond, Va.

Fertilizer for Sorghum.

In growing sorghum for syrup making, is it profita-

ble to use commercial fertilizers t Please give analysis

of fertilizer for sorghum for syrup you would advise

using on light sandy soil with red or yellow clay sub-

soil that has been cultivated in cotton for years and is

deficient in vegetable matter ! Also for a red gravelly

soil that has b«en pastured for 10 yean and was turned
early last fall t

Cobb Co., Ga. A. D. L.

Farm-yard manure is one of the best fertilizers to

use for the growth of sorghum. In it* absence, a fer

tilizer rich in nitrogen and phosphoric acid should be

applied, whilst potash, especially in light sandy land,

is called for in smaller quantity. On heavy clay lands

potash will rarely be required. Cotton seed mesl Is

a good source from which to procure the nitrogen, and

acid phosphate for the phosphoric acid. Perhaps the

best proportions in which to apply the fertilizer would

be about one of nitrogen to two of phosphoric acid.

Say use 100 lbs of cotton seed meal to 100 lbs. of 12

per cent, acid phosphate. Apply 300 lbs. of eaoh to

the acre. If the crop is grown after a pea fallow,

which is most desirable, the quantity of cotton- seed

meal may be reduced one half. On the pasture land,

less meal would be required than on the cotton land,

but the demand for phosphate would be larger.

—

Ed.

Warbles in Cow's Back.

I have a cow whose back is full of ox warbles. She
has fallen off greatly in milk and flesh. If I should
use kerosene oil, does it kill them t Would they not

cause trouble if they die in her back 1 Or does the

oil cause them to come out sooner T

Rockingham Co., N. C. W. B. Williamson.

Squeeze out the warbles with the thumb and finger.

They usually come out quite easily when squeezed.

If a difficulty is found in forcing them out, enlarge

the hole through which they breathe with the point of

a knife very slightly, and they will then be easily

forced out. Kill the grubs as they come out and thus

lessen the crop of flies next year. They will not die

in the back of the cow, but make their way out later

in the spring and subsequently change to flies.

—

Ed.

Phosphoric Acid—Nitrogen—Fertilizers for Truck
Crops.

1. Is the phosphoric acid obtained from acid phos-
phate as good as that gotten from animal bone base t

2. Is the nitrogen from dried fish scrap more solu-
ble than from dried blood !

3. Which are the best formulas for cabbage, Irish
and sweet potatoes, green peas, pole beans, navy
beans snaps, onions, beets, cucumbers, watermelons,
and cantaloupes?

Norfolk Co., Va. Gamma.
1. Phosphoric acid is precisely the same substance

and of the same value, whether derived fiom acid

phosphate or from bone. When derived from acid

phosphate made from rock phosphate it is in its most
quickly available condition from being rendered solu-

ble by the acid applied. The same condition exists

when derived from animal bone treated with aeid. If

derived from rock phosphate untreated with aeid it is

less quickly available than if derived from animal bone
untreated with acid, as the bone is more quickly de-

cayed and decomposed than the rock. The reason

why animal bone is more valued generally and is

higher priced than acid phosphate is that bona has

about 4 or 5 per cent, of nitrogen in its composition,

whilst the rock phosphate has practically none.

2. The nitrogen in dried blood is more quickly avail-

able than the nitrogen in fish scrap, as it more rapidly

decomposes in the warm soil.

3. Cabbage, cucumbers, melons and cantaloupes

should have for the best growth a fertilizer analyzing

6 per cent, ammonia, 5 per cent, available phosphoric

acid, and 7 per cent, potash. Suoh a fertilizer can be

made from 300 lbs. of nitrate of soda, 750 lbs. cotton-

seed meal, 700 lbs. acid phosphate, and 250 lbs. mu-
riate of potash to make a ton. Other ingredients can

be substituted for these if the proper quantities of each,

calculated from their constituent parts, are used.

Irish potatoes require a fertilizer having 6 per cent,

ammonia, 7 per cent, available phosphoric acid, and 8

per cent, potash. Such a fertilizer can be made from

300 lbs. nitrate of soda, 600 lbs. cotton seed meal, 800

lb«. dissolved bone black, or acid phosphate (14 per

cent.) and 300 lbs. muriate of potash, to make a ton.

Beans and peas require 3 per cent, ammonia, 7 per

cent, available phosphoric acid, and 7 per cent, potash.

Such a fertilizer can be made from 100 lbs. nitrate of

soda, 450 lbs. cotton seed meal, 1,200 lbs. acid phos-

phate (11 per cent.), and 250 lbs. muriate of potash to

make a ton. This mixture will also about meet the

requirements of sweet potatoes.

Onions require 5 per cent, ammonia, 5 per cent,

available phosphoric acid, and 8 per cent, potash.

Such a fertilizer can be made from 200 lbs. nitrate of

soda, 750 lbs. cotton seed meal, 750 lbs. acid phos-

phate, and 300 lbs. muriate of potash for a ton.

—

Ed.
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Cow and Horse Stable.

Kindly state through The Southern Planter your idea

of a cow stable and horse stable combined. Is it a

good plan to have the cows in the basement where
basement is obliged to open on north side of barn with

horses above them, but not directly over them? Also,

if you have any stable plans, would it be too trouble

some to print the ground plan ?

Nottoway Co., V*. G. D B.

We have repeatedly stated in The Planter that we are

wholly opposed to basement stables, and, indeed, to all

stables in a barn. We hold that a barn should be

strictly confined to its legitimate purpose of a storage

place for the produce of the farm, and that all stables

should be in separate buildings. The risk of housing

live stock in a barn is exemplified every day in the

reports of the destruction of barns by ire. Earely if

ever are the live stock rescued alive. Even if a fire

occurs in the day time they are frequently lost, and if

it occurs at night, as is mostly the case, they are never

saved, as the difficulty of driving them out, even if

help is at hand, can seldom be overcome. We would

not keep live stock in a barn on any consideration. A
good one story building, placed at a short distance

from the birn, and well lighted by windows (sunlight

is a great element in maintaining the health of stock)

and properly ventilated is the place in which to keep

either cows or horses in a healthy condition, and they

are muoh healthier when each are kept in a separate

building. In case of fire in the barn they then stand

a fair chance of being saved. Kept in such buildings

they will eat up their food much better, as it is not

tainted with their breath or the odors from the ma
nure, and will pay much better for what is done for

them. A basement barn is never a healthy place for

live stock. We can supply a book, " Barn Plans and

Outbuildings," price fl.OO, which gives full informa

tion and plans of all farm buildings.—Ed.

Gasoline Engine for Pumping, etc.

In reply to L. P. N., Jr., of Culpeper Co., Va., I

would say I am using a three-horse power gasolene

engine, "The Burrell," manufactured by Skillen &
Bichards, Chicago, and sold me by Stratton & Bragg,

of Petersburg, Va., at a cost of $125, shipped from

the factory.

This engine is giving me splendid satisfaction for

my work, which is cutting ensilage to fill two silos,

running a small thresher, also wood saw, and any

other work for which I require power about the farm.

I formerly used a one-horse tread power of the best

make, but am now using it to run a cream separator

every day, and I much prefer the engine for the other

work. I should not consider a wind-mill in it at all,

and I have had about ten years' experience with wind-

mills. I prefer power that I can control, and not be

dependent on wind or weather.

I have my engine mounted on a low, metal- wheel,

truck wagon, with cooling tank and gasoline tank all

complete. I run it myself while using the other ma-
chinery, and do not need any engineer, man to cut

wood, carry water, or any of the other work which
must be done with a steam engine.

It uses gasoline at the rate of one pint per horse-

power per hour. Gasoline costs twelve cents per

gallon by the barrel in Richmond. This engine is

very simple, easy to understand and run, with very

little to get out of order, and no possible danger.

The size of outfit you would require would depend

on how many gallons of water you would use on an

average per twenty four hours. The manufacturer

would answer all enquiries for you without charge.

Surry Co., Va. O. D. Belding.

Soy Beans.

Last spring I purchased of a seed house in Richmond
Soy bean seed of a cream color, and seeded same about
middle of May, twenty eight inches apart, and culti-

vated several times. The beans grew well and podded
freely, but Ootober 15th, when cut, the seed had not
fully ripened Did I get the wrong kind for this

locality, if seed was the object 1 Please advise the
desirable kinds for forage as well as seed, best suited
to this locality, and the quantity to be seeded per
acre, respectively. Pebe Wilmee.

Charles Co., Md.

The medium yellow Soy beans are the variety

usually sown in this State and further South, and this,

we take it, was the variety you bought. We have never

known this variety to fail to mature its seed in this

State, if seeded in May. The plants will continue to

grow and make pods almost until frost comes, when
they will ripen up all at once. They should be cut

when the pods are first turning yellow, and will ma-

ture in the straw. There is an earlier variety than

the medium yellow—the medium green—which can

be grown as far north as Massachusetts, and mature

its seed, but it is neither so prolific of seed nor so pro-

ductive of forage as the medium yellow. We think

you should have no difficulty in maturing the medium
yellow in your section, seeded in May. If wanted for

seed, sow in drills two and a half or three feet apart,

and 12 inches apart in the rows. Prom a peck and

a half to two pecks of seed will be sufficient for an

acre. If intended for forage, they should be sown in

rows just wide enough apart to admit of cultivation,

and five or six inches apart in the rows. For forage,

some seed broadcast at the rate of a bushel to the

acre, but we have always found the crop to do best

when cultivated two or three times. Sown in rows

two and half feet apart and cultivated, they will cover

the whole of the land before the season closes if the

soil be in good heart.

—

Ed.
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Seeding Spring Wheat in the South. Weevil in Cow- Peas.

I would like to ask some good farmer with expert-
piea8e teU me m March namber how to k

ence, through the columns of your most excellent
the weev oat of C0W .pea8> T had a bu8hel of^

journal, if I could sow spring wheat on the same land
]eft Qver from la8t gea80n completely de8troyed, and

that I sowed winter wheat on last fall, as the winter have en bnghe]g new geed 0Q hand now> wW£h j. fear
wheat is all dead or frozen out, and I don t want the

will be attacked ^ g00n M the weather gets warm,
land to stand idle. I have some of John A Sabers Loudoun Co Ya. J. V. Nichols.
seed spring wheat and Twentieth Century spring oats.

Do you think they could be raised in my section of the Bisulphide of carbon will kill weevil or any other

country with good results * If I mistake not, every living thing. Put the peas into a barrel or barrels,

county in West Virginia raise spring wheat. They and pnt on the top of each a saucer, which fill with
say they cannot raise winter wheat at all. I would

bisulphideof ^^o^ and then cover up tigbfc with tne
like to hear from some one that can give me some in- ., ... , .. „,. i\i. u- , LJ
formation on this subject before I risk sowing much of head Wlth sacks over lL The vaPor of the bisulphide

it. Now, don't a'.l speak at once ; but if Mr. Farmer is heavier than the atmosphere, and will sink down
seems a little inclined to be slow to speak, Mr. Editor, through the whole mass, and will kill every insect in

will yon please let me hear from you^on^this subject! tbem in twenty four hours, when they should be ex-

posed to the air again. It may be necessary to repeatNelson Co., Ya. O. V. Haeeis.

Whilst we have very little confidence in the success
the procegs once or twic6j M ^ the young weevilg fl(>

of spring sown wheat in the South generally, yet we
nQt come QQt at 0Qe Ume Bigulpbide of^^ C&Q

think possibly it might succeed, as spring oats will
fee t afc fte dr gtores R ^^ Jf

.

fa
sometimes succeed in the mountain sections of the ^^ Qne ntion ig necessary in using
Western parts of Virginia and North Carolina. The

only report we have ever had of a success with

spring-sown wheat in the South was made in this office

a few days ago by a farmer who stated that some years

ago he commenced to seed wheat in November, but

it

—

keep all lights away from where it is being used,

it is as explosive as gunpowder. —Ed.

Teosinte.

Please be so kind as to publish something telling
was prevented from finishing the work by bad weather ^l^™^ cure and take care of teosinte.
until February. The wheat seeded in February made

a good yield. The land was situate in Middle Vir

ginia. We would much rather, however, risk the

Dinwiddle Co., Va.
,

W. P. McKenney.

Teosinte is a crop better adapted for States south of

Virginia than for Virginia, though we have known
growing of a pea, Soy bean or sorghum crop on the ? . ,., a * «. ts»_J* %, a «. u6

,

& v .
* _ ... rT t fi-

i

good yields made in the Eastern and Southern sections
land than re-seed wheat after this date. In this issue ' ,.,. a . . Tt . ,;1 . , , ,

, « , . . .. _, of this State. It is a crop that stools very largely, and
will be found our opinion on the spring oat crop.—Ed. ... , ," Ji , , . , , , ar therefore requires plenty of room and rich land. Sow

Red Top. in rows three or four feet apart, and two feet apart in

Please let me know if it would do to sow red top on the rows. Two or three pounds of seed will sow an

wheat and harrow or use the weeder, and what time it acre. It requires precisely the same preparation for

is best to sow it and sapling clover. I sowed timothy and cultivation as the corn crop.g Where grown it is

last fall, five quarts How much clover and red top
largeiy used asVgreen foragTcro^^dTn"SouirCa7:

should I sow, and what time t The land I want to sow .. . - '

, ~ Jr . A,

grows about thirty to thirty five bushels of corn per ohna 1S often cnfc four or five times in the season.

acre. Will red top suit this county t I live on the Here it can usually be cut twice. Unless so cut much
head waters of New and Holston rivers. Is sapling of its especial value as a heavy feed crop will be lost.

or red clover the best, with red top and timothy ?
| It can be cured in^the'shock'like corn, but should be

Bland Co. ,
Ya. Lena E. Ceabtbee.

allowed tQ wiU and tiall cure before bei 8hocked,
Red top is best suited for seeding on moist or wet and then nQt be made into tQQ : ghock8; or it win

land, though it will make a fair growth on dry land mQnld and „_ Ifc ^ nQfc matare ite geed iQ tMg
for a time. Sapling clover is a stronger growth than gj^ _ed
red clover, and on land well suited to it sometimes be-

comes too strong for the best success of the grass. It ... . „
, . , ... . . Mixing Fertilizer.

ought not, when seeded with grass, to be sown so

thickly as red clover, say, only two quarto to the acre. .
Wil] ?ou P1

?
386 inform me if

}
in^&^ \

fertiliser
^ . ... ._?.. .. , „ , for spring and summer crops (such as tomatoes, cab-

Harrow or break the crust with the weeder, and then bagG) etc ^ it ig desirable that blood, fish and tankage,
seed the grass and clover. If you have reason to sup- when mixed with acid phosphate and muriate of pot-

pose the timothy is largely killed, we would sow one ash, should be treated with acid to make them more

and a half bushels of red top to the acre. If the immediately available 1 T. J. Baelow.

timothy is making a stand, sow half this quantity. No ; certainly not. The quickness of their avail-

Sow at once—as soon as the land is dry enough to ability depends on the moisture and heat of the land,

harrow.—Ed. —Ed.
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Peanuts and Cotton-Crop Rotation.

The soil in this (Prince George, Va.) county is poor,
worn oat, I think, by bad farming and renting of the
ground, it needs to be nursed to bring it up again,
but we must make a living while we are doing thit,

and furnish forage to what little farm stock we keep.
The customary crops raised about here are corn and
peanuts, the soil being sandy, and sandy loam, now
and then some clay loam. The peanut (Spanish)
seems to be the main, if not the only money crop
grown here, yielding, if a good crop, about 30 bushels
per acre, but I see that peanuts are a poor crop to im
prove the fertility of the land, as the roots and every
thing is removed from the ground. A few farmers
grow some cotton. I think that by growing cotton the
ground at the last cultivation can be sowed with crim
son clover, rye, or winter oats, and seed can grow and
get well started before winter weather sets in; besides,

it covers the ground during winter and can be plowed
under in the spring, preparing it for corn or some
other spring crop. If rye is sowed on the peanut
ground, it is late in the season, and the rye cannot in-

stall itself as it would if it were sown earlier, and by
turning under early in the spring, getting ready for

some other crop, it will not furnish much humus
forming matter to the soil. Now, here is the puzzle I

cannot solve, for lack of experience, and I might not
live long enough to learn by experimenting, since I am
not a youth any more. Will you kindly answer the
following queries

:

1st. Which of the two, peanuts or cotton, requires
the most attention and labor to grow ! Which of the
two requires the richest ground 1 Which of the two
will briug the most money to the farmer ? for the far

mer needs to make some money to run his farm, and
the farm should produce money crops sufficient to run
the farm.

2nd. How many bushels of peanuts and how much
cotton per acre should the farmer raise to call it a pay-
ing crop f Peanuts now are 75 cts. a bushel—price of

corton to me is unknown.
3rd. What fertilizers should be used per acre for a

paying crop of cotton, or for one acre of peanuts?
What quantity should be used per acre for either

crop

!

4th. Which of the two do you consider best to grow
and improve the fertility of the soil?

5th. If a farmer had but about 12 acres he coutd
cultivate properly, would it be proper, by dividing his

ton, we should be inclined to think cotton a crop re-

quired more attention and labor th*n peanuts. (Here

we would remark that we do not think cotton a crop

which should be grown so far north as Prince George.

The season is not long enough there for the best return

to be made. There are a few counties in Tidewater Vir-

ginia, bordering on North Carolina, where cotton can

be growu with profit, but east and north of these coun-

ties we would not advise its growth in Virginia as a

staple crop.) A crop of 30 bushels of peanuts to the

acre, with the vines, requires for its production 42

lbs. of nitrogen, 7 lbs. of phosphoric acid, 16 lbs. of

potash, and 23 lbs. of lime. A crop of cotton of 200

lbs. to the acre, about the average yield in Virginia,

with the seed, leaves, bolls and stalks, requires for its

production 30 lbs. of nitrogen, 8 lbs. of phosphoric

acid, and 26 lbs. of potash. The peanut crop, there-

fore, requires more nitrogen, the most costly fertilizer,

than cotton, but it can and does obtain much of this

from the atmosphere, whilst cotton must have it sup-

plied in the fertilizer. Of phosphoric acid, the de-

mand of both is about the same. Of potash, cotton

requires nearly twice as much «s the peanut. Re-

duced to a money value, the peanuts call for $7.45

worth of fertilizer, whilst the cotton calls for $6.20

worth. Taking the stated average yield of peanuts at

30 bushels, the crop, at present stated price of 75 cts.,

would yield $22.50, to which should be added the

value of the vines as hay! A crop of cotton of 200

lbs. of lint, at present price of 8 i cents, would yield

$17.00, to which should be added the value of the seed,

say about $2.00, or a total of $19.00.

2. From the foregoing it will be seon that taking

the averoge yields in Virginia as stated, there can be

little or no profit in producing either peanuts or cot-

ton. The yield ought to be at least double the aver-

age to make their production profitable, and there is

no reason on earth why this should not be done under

a proper system of rotation, and with scientific man-

agement. We have reports of yields of 1 i bales of cot-

ton to the acre over a whole plantation, and we have

heard of 100 bushels to the acre of peanuts being made12 acres into two parts of six acres in each part, to

plant six acres in corn and the other six acres in pea- "T^*V^ "
,

nuts or in cotton, sowing rye or winter oats on the whllsfc from 60 to 75 bashels are frequently made.

ground in the fall to protect the ground during winter,

to be plowed under in the spring, and then plant corn

on the cotton or peanut ground, and cotton or peanuts
on the corn ground, making a short alternate rotation?

Would such short rotation be proper and beneficial to

the soil without impoverishing it 1

6th. Which of the two—cow peas (black peas) or

soja (soy) beans—will be most productive per acre for

forage or hay crop 1 Which will yield a hay that will

readily be eaten by cows and mules, and what fertili-

zers should be used for such peas and beans, and how
much should be used per acre f

Dinwiddie Co., Va. J. A. P. Soheffeler.

1. Taking into consideration the picking of the cot-

3. Unless the land upon which either crop is to be

made is made rich with humus, the addition of fertil-

izers in any quantity will not result in maximum
yields. If the land be full of humus, and in a good

physical and mechanical condition, and in the case of

peanuts have a good proportion of lime in its compo-

sition, then the application of 80 lbs. of acid phos-

phate, 300 lbs. of cotton-seed meal, and 240 lbs. of

kainit, or other fertilizers having the same quantity of

nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, should be suffi-

cient to produce a maximum yield of peanuts, whilst

the application to land, in a like condition of fertility,
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of 400 lbs. of acid phosphate, 250 lbs. of cotton seed

meal, and 150 lbs. of kainit, should produce a maxi-

mum crop of peanuts.

4. If all the stalks, leaves and seed of the cotton are

restored to the land, and the vines of the peanuts, or

the manure produced from feeding them, are restored

to land, there will be a constant but slow improve

ment of the fertility, which may, in both cases, be

made a quick process by the application of 200 lbs.

to the acre of acid phosphate and 100 lbs. of kainit

each year.

5. Such a short rotation of the crops named can

not be made either profitable or improving. There

must be the addition of a leguminous crop as a cover

and recuperating crjp. The sowing of a pea crop in

the corn at the last working, followed by a vetch or

crimson clover crop for a winter cover, would help

greatly, especially with the application of 250 lbs. of

acid phosphate to the acre with the pea vetch or clover.

6. There is very little difference between the yield

of these crops for forage or hay on land in good fer

tility, and they both make a most nutritious and

readily eaten feed ; 300 lbs. of acid phosphate and 50

lbs. of muriate of potash should be applied as a fer

tilizer unless the land is in good fertility.

—

Ed.

Hard and Soft Coal Ashes—Old Plaster—Average
Yield of Crops—Borers—Avoiding Danger to

Fruit from Frost—Wood Ashes—Carbonic Acid
Gas and Plants.

1. Give actual amount of potash in both soft and
hard coal ashes (unleached). Does it pay to haul
these ashes one half mile for the amount of fertiliz-

ing ingredients present?
2. Does it pay to haul old plaster one half mile for

the lime present—using on swamp land ?

3. Give amount of the following crops that can be
expected from one acre of land (average fertility),

putting five tons barn yard, fertilizer per acre

:

Corn, rye, oats, wheat, sugar cane, turnips, cabbage,
teosinte, cow peas, clover, vetch, cotton, potatoes,

grapes, strawberries and currants.

4. Where may I find published statistics for the
above f

5. Do you know of any wash—home made or man
ufactured—that is guaranteed to thoroughly eradicate

peach tree borers? If home made, please give direc

tions for making and applying.
6. In case of a freeze in the months of February

and March (when sap is beginning to circulate), can
the smoke from fat pine stumps be relied upon to save
fruit buds from freezing? If not, give best remedy
or method by which to save the crop of fruit. Have
fifty acres of peaches. How are you to tell when
such a fieeze is coming, outside of the Weather Bu
reau Reports? (Can't always get Weather Reports).

7. What is the proper amount of water needed
(average sandy loam), for the successful growth
of fruit, garden and heavy cereal crops, respectively,

for one season t Give average amount of rainfall in

inches for one year necessary to successfully raise the

above crops. Please give address to send for pub-
lished statistics on the above.

8. Can a fruit tree stand a plentiful application of
hard wood ashes (oak); i. e., without injuring or burn-
ing the cambium layer?

9. Give the difference between carbon and carbonic
acid gas, with relation to its use by the leaves of
plants. Do plants take in carbonic acid gas as car-

bonic acid gas, or how ? When and where does the
union with oxygen take place? Is there such a thing
as pure carbon gas f If so, how about the diamond, as
it is called pure carbon ? F. H. Cakdozo.

Macon Co., Ga.

1. Neither hard nor soft coal ashes are worth any-

thing as fertilizers. They have neither phosphoric

acid nor potash.

2. It may pay to haul the old plaster to apply to

land lacking lime, but we doubt whether it will do so

to apply to swamp land. This wants caustic lime to

act on the vegetable matter and decompose the same,

and also to correct the acidity always present in such

lands.

3 and 4. The Department of Agriculture, Washing-

ton, publishes statistics giving the annual yield of the

staple crops of the country, but we know of no reli-

able statistics published as to the yield of other crops,

such as fruit crops. These depend largely on local

conditions and adaptability. We could uot venture

to publish estimates of these crops.

5. There is no wash that will eradicate borers.

They must be cut out or killed in the holes with a

sharp wire.

6. Smoke made by fires smudged down with damp
trash is often used to prevent injury to fruit crops by

frost. This would be much more likely to be effective

than the smoke from fat pine stumps. The Weather

Reports of the Department of Agriculture are the

most reliable source of information as to coming

frost. Outside of these, we know of nothing more

reliable than careful observation of weather condi-

tions.

7. This question of the quantity of water required

for the production of crops has received more atten-

tion from the Experiment Stations in the arid regions

of the West than elsewhere, but even there it has

only been confined to a few staple crops. In our last

month's issue we quoted from one of the Bulletins

issued by the Wisconsin Station on this subject. The
Department of Agriculture at Washington could

probably give you some information on the subject.

8. Wood ashes are an excellent fertilizer for au

orchard, but the place to apply them is not close

around the tree, where their caustic character may
cause itjury to the bark and cambium, but scattered

around the tree, where the roots are running, and

especially near the extremity of the roots, where the
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small feeding rootlets are doing the work of feeding

the tree.

9. Carbon is one of the chemical elements that we
are not able to separate into other constituents. Car-

bonic acid is the oxide of the element carbon, formed

by the union of carbon and oxygen. The diamond is

nearly pure carbon ; so is charcoal. Carbonic acd is

found in the air. Green plants have the power to

take up and form organic compounds from carbonic

acid and water. In doing this, they take in through

their leaves the carbon and oxygen (carbonic acid

gas), and utilize the carbon in building up their struc-

ture, and the oxygen so obtained is given off again by

the plant in daylight, but not in the dark. The green

matter in the plant decomposes and separates the two.

—Ed.

Seeding Spring Oats.

1. When is the best time to sow spring oats? What
kind of seed, the best and cheapest fertilizer for same
on poor sandy land, clay subsoil? Would South Car
olina rock do for the crop ? Our lands are salt enough
naturally without kainit.

2. How should celery be kept, in the absence of a
cellar, to prevent it from freezing?

Mathews Co., Va. B. C. Foster.

1. Sow as soon as the land can be got ipto good order,

and not later than the end of this month. We never

advise the seeding of Spring oats in the South except

as a last resort, as they so rarely make a profitable

crop, except it may be in the mountain sections of the

States. Oats, to be a success in the South, should be

seeded in August or September. If not then sown,

Virginia grey winter oats should be sown in February,

or Bust proof oats in March. None of the varieties of

Spring oats have ever, in our experience, done well in

the South. If not seeded in February or the first half

of March, we would prefer not to sow oats at all, but

rely on making a forage crop of peas, Soja beans or

sorghum on the land later in the season. As oats are

mainly, if not wholly, grown for a forage crop in the

South, it is much more profitable to grow some other

forage crop when they cannot be seeded in the fall.

Acid phosphate is a proper fertilizer to use when
seeding oats, to be followed by a top-dressing of 75 or

100 lbs. of nitrate of soda when the orop has com
menced to grow.

2. Cover it thickly with straw, and lay some boards

on the straw to keep out the rain.

—

Ed.

mirabile dictu, asking us to frame a ration for sheep
with fresh or salted fish as a large part of it.

Every spring we write several articles on the vari-

ous forage crops which we can so successfully grow in

the South. We intend to do the same again this

spring, and ask our subscriber to look out for them
and read them carefully. Had those we wrote last

spring and the year previously been carefully studied,

there would not have been this query, as we know
very many who acted on the advice then given who
grew heavy crops last year and the year previous.

We decline to say anything in favor of broom sedge.

It is kind nature's effort to correct the wrongs done
the Southland by improvident farmers, and to cover
the nakedness of the land and give it some chance of

recuperation. No farmer worthy of the name ought
to be content to rely upon it as feed. He should seek

to improve his land by better means within his power.

We must decline to try to convert herbiverous ani-

mals into flesh and fish eating ones. The Almighty
did not intend this, or they would have been differ-

ently made. The poor things only eat such feed when
forced to do so, or from some abnormal condition. A
little dried fish meal or dried blood is sometimes fed

in a ration to increase the protein content.

—

Ed.

Forage Crops—Broom-Sedge—Fish Ration for

Sheep.

We have a long letter from a subscriber asking us

to write fully on Kaffir Corn, Teosinte and the forage

crops, which she finds more reliable than grass, also

asking us to speak a good word for Broom-sedge, and,

Peanuts.

If convenient, please send me the analysis of the Vir-
ginia and Spanish peanuts. If you cannot furnish the
analysis, please give in your paper a complete manure
for this crop.

Sutsex Co., Va. Q. W. Eppes.

We are unable to place our hands on an analysis of

peanuts distinguishing the Virginia and Spanish nuts,

but give you the average analysis of the nuts without
reference to varieties. We do not suppose there is

much difference between them, as we notice there is

very little difference between the Tennessee and Span-
ish nuts. The Tennessee nuts are a little richer in fat

but not quite so rich in protein, whilst the carbo-hy-

drates are nearly the same. The average analysis is

29.47 per cent, protein, 14.27 per cent, carbo hydrates,

and 49. 20 per cent. fat. We give you also the analysis

of the fertilizing constituents in the nuts and vines

(cured) viz., 6 27 per cent, nitrogen, 1.50 per cent,

phosphoric acid, 2.25 per cent, potash, 2.21 per cent,

lime. The following formulas make a proper fertilizer

for the crop per acre : 80 lbs. acid phosphate, 300 lbs.

cotton seed meal, 240 lbs. kainit, or 2 tons barn yard
manure, 150 lbs. cotton seed meal, 100 lba. kainit and
50 lbs. acid phosphate, or 100 lbs. acid phosphate, 185
lbs. dried blood and 65 lbs. muriate of potash. Slag-

phosphate, often called Odorless phosphate, may be
substituted with advantage for acid phosphate, using
120 lbs. in the place of the 80 lbs. named above ; 75
lbs. in the place of the 50 lbs. named above, and 150
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lbs. in the place of the 100 lbs. named above. It should

be borne in mind that lime also is essential to the suc-

cess of the crop, not perhaps so much as food for the

plants but as insuriDg an alkaline condition of the soil

in which the nitrogen forming microbes can work

freely, though it should not be applied at the same

time as the fertilizer. It should be put on in the fall

or winter. See our reply to P. F. Scheffeler in this is-

sue .'or further information as to the peanut crop.

—

Ed.

Fertilizer for Tomatoes.

Please give us in your next issue a formula of a fer

tilizer suitable for tomatoes, and how it should be ap
plied, and if applied broadcast, how much per acre.

W. S. Nelson.

We know numbers of large tomato growers who

insist that no commercial fertilizer can compare with

farm yard manure in producing tomatoes. They

check out the rows, and then at each check put a

good forkful or two of manure, which is then mixed

with the soil, covered, and the plants set in the check.

One large and successful grower always adds to the

manure in each check a good handful of bone meal.

If no farm-yard manure is available, the following

mixture may be used : 200 pounds nitrate of soda,

700 pounds cotton seed meal, 840 pounds acid phos-

phate, and 260 pounds muriate of potash. Apply at the

rate of from 500 to 1,000 pounds to the acre. If more

than 500 lb3. to the acre is applied, spread broadcast

and work in ; if less than 500 lbs. be used, it may be

applied in the rows, but should be well mixed with

the soil before setting out the plants.

—

Ed.

Breeding Cows for Milk, Butter and Beef.

I have an Angus bull calf which is claimed to be full

blood. My cows I cannot claim above scrubs. With
the above bull, can I make a success of milk and but-

ter f If the Angus are not milk stock, what stock is

the best for milk, butter and beef T Please answer in

March Planter.

The Angus cattle are not milk or butter producers.

They are purely a beef breed. For cows to produce

milk, butter and beef, breed your scrub cows to a

Shorthorn or Red Polled bull, and in your section a

Bed Poll would be better than a Shorthorn, as this

breed does better on thin pastures than the Short-

horns.

—

Ed.

SELECTING SEED CORN.

Editor Southern Planter

:

More than a year ago, perhaps, I called the atten-

tion of your readers to what may be a recent concep-

tion as to seed corn. From tests in the plantings of

the last three years, my conclusion is that the small

grains at the small end of the ear produce an improved

corn, earlier, larger and better than are produced by

the plump and fuller grains from the central part of

the ear.

This idea came to me from an agricultural publica-

tion, but after the first trial it was submitted to Pro-

fessor Pattison, of the Maryland Experiment Station,

and he said corn so planted would quickly deteriorate

and become worthless. However well that opinion

may be founded in theory, it does not seem to be sus-

tained by practice. In my planting, a dozen rows

were designated for the little grain test for three suc-

ceeding years, and each time the seed corn for the crop

selected from that planted with the little grains from

the little end of the ear repeated in a dozen rows, and
each time that dozen rows brought the best corn in

the field under a fair test. Most farmers shell off the

small grains from each end of the cob, and as that is

done, it will be very little trouble to mark a few rows

and make the test and observe the result.

Garrett Co., Md. Charles M. Miller.

KILLING SASSAFRAS—THE VALUE OF SHEEP
ON THE FARM.

Editor Southern Planter :

In the February Planter, "G. A. G." was pleased to

tell how he succeeded in getting rid of sassafras in one

of his fields. The method employed was all right, but

I would have done it differently, and without labor or

expense. *

I have had a little experience with the pesky growth

of sassafras, but in a forty-acre field on my farm there

cannot now be found a living sassafras bush. Sheep

did the work for me. If any readers of the Planter

have fields or lands thickly set with a growth of young

sassafras, which it is desired to exterminate, nothing

will do the work more quickly and effectually than a

flock of sheep turned thereon in the early spring,

when the buds begin to swell and the young tender

leaves appear.

In this connection, it may not be amiss to state that

there appears to be a notion prevailing amongst many
Southern farmers that the feeding or grazing of sheep

impoverishes land. I have heard otherwise intelli-

gent farmers say that "sheep graze land to death.

'

r

My experience in handling a small flock is that sheep-

raising pays the best annual net profit of any stock

the Southern farmer can carry.

A flock of sheep will pay the owner two dividends

annually—a crop of lambs and a crop of wool. There

is always a ready sale for spring lambs either in the

home or city markets, and very early spring lambs

sell for quite fancy prices. A good way to manage

the flock in order to have ewes drop early lambs, is to

separate the ewes from the lambs the latter part of

May, or, rather, when the sheep are penned to be
sheared. It is best, also, to keep the buck away fro m
the ewes until the latter part of July.

Mecklenburg Co., Va. J. B. Wells.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
The work which we laid oat in our February issue

to be done in that month having been wholly impos

sible of accomplishment by reason of the severe

weather, we would refer our readers to that issue for

work to be done this month. This adding of oue

month' 8 work to the next at this season of the year is

going to make M»rch a very busy month if the

weather should become genial and spring like, be-

cause not only will the earliest crops require to be

planted, but the land be got ready for the planting of

the main crops of all vegetables. Do not, however, be

in too great haste to plow and cultivate your land un-

til it is dry enough to work freely. Land plowed and

worked when too wet in the spring never becomes in

good crop condition the whole season. Instead ot de

voting time to plowing and cultivating, give attention

to the getting of the manure and fertilizers on to the

land and to the spreading of the same. This may be

done with farm yard manure and the mineral fertili

zers, phosphates and potash, without fear of loss from

leaching. They can then be plowed and worked In

when the land is dry enough. Do not economize on

manure and fertilizers for the garden. Most vegeta-

ble crops are gross feeders, and all require to be

grown quickly if to be really fine, and this cannot bt

accomplished without plenty of manure and fertilizer.

Irish potatoes and English peas should be planted

as soon as possible, and kale, spinach and early salad

crops may be sown later in the month. The great re-

duction in the production of Irish potatoes last year

ha? made them scarce and high in price all winter,

and the market is now being largely supplied with

imported ones. This will no doubt induce the plant-

ing of a much larger area this year, and for those who
are so situate as to be able to produce the early crop,

and to get it cheaply on the markets of the North,

there is likely to be profi . in the crop. Those who
are not so situate should not increase the area of the

crop materially, as prices will no doubt fall later

from a more general production throughout the

country. Use a good special potato fertilizer for

planting the crop, or make your own mixture, using

300 lbs. of nitrate of soda, 600 lbs. of cotton seed

meal or fish scrap, 800 lbs. of acid phosphate, and

4500 lbs. of muriate of potash. A series of experiments

made over 7 years in Canada has shown that Irish

potatoes planted as soon as they are cut will make a

heavier yield than those which are not planted until

after they have been cut from 4 to 6 days, then fore

cut your sets as you plant.

Fall- planted cabbages should be encouraged to

grow by cultivating them as soon as the ground is

dry enough, and after they have started a top dress-

ing of 100 lbs. to the acre of nitrate of soda will

greatly help them to make up time lost in the hard

winter.

Cabbage plants raised in frames during the winter

should be hardened off and set out as soon as the

weather is mild enough.

Make up hot beds for striking sweet potatoes and

raising tomato plants, egg plants, peppers and early

canteloupes.

Strawberries should be cultivated as soon as the

ground is dry enough, and if not looking thrifty,

should have some potash, phosphate, and a little

nitrate of soda worked in. After this is done, mulch

the ground with pine straw or marsh hay to keep the

berries clean.

The pruning of vines and small fruits should be

finished before the sap begins to run, and the canes

should be tied up to the stakes or trellises.

SPRAYING.

In this issue will be found instructions for spraying

fruit and vegetable crops. This work cannot be done

without proper pumps. In our advertising columns

will be found the advertisements of the best makers

and dealers in these appliances. Give them your

patronage.

MAKING AN ORCHARD PRODUCTIVE.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Mr. Farmer's statements on page 83, issue of Feb-

ruary: "How to Make an Orchard Productive," are

absolutely correct.

It is possible, by intelligent pruning, feeding and

culture, systematically and regularly performed win-

ter and summer, to bring any fruit trees that are, of

course, healthy and not too old, into healthfulness. Re-

garding Mr. Farmer's suggestions as to summer prun-

ing, that is a very important key to the whole solu-

tion of forcing apple trees to form primarily fruit

buds, followed

—

everything as to climatic conditions, etc.,

being equal—by a crop of fruit. In two years, any

fruit trees can be made fruitful, if there is any bear-

ing in their nature. Oakson.

Dinwiddie Co., Va.
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Peach Trees affected with " Yellows" should be destroyed and burned. Fire Blight on Pears or Quinces,
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and Black Knots on Plums or Cherries, should be cut out and burnt as soon as discovered.
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or with the Bordeaux mixture. The composition of London
purple is exceedingly variable, and unless good reasons exist

for supposing that it contains as much arsenic as Paris green,

use the latter poison. Do not use London purple on peach or
plum trees, unless considerable lime is added. For insects

which chew.
Hellebore.

Fresh white Hellebore 1 ounce.
Water 2 gallons.

Apply when thoroughly mixed. This poison is not so ener-

getic as the arsenites For insects which chew.

Kerosene Emulsion.
Hard soap $ pound.
Boiling water 1 gallon.

Kerosene 2 gallons.

Dissolve the soap in water, add the Kerosene, and churn with
a pump for 5-10 minutes. Dilute 10 to 25 times before apply-
ing. Use strong emulsion for all scale insects. For insects

which suck, as plant lice, mealy bugs, red spider, thrips, bark
lice, or scale. Cabbage worms, currant worms, and all insects

which have soft bodies, can also be successfully treated.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN—No. 11.

Editor Southern Planter

:

For the earliest plants like cabbage, cauliflower,

kohl rabi, beets, tomatoes, etc., the seed is sown in a

hot bed made by placing a frame with glass sash upon

a pile of horse- manure covered with soil.

The earliest things to be planted outdoors are Ihe

"First of All" peas. These may be planted in rows

two feet apart, one quart to 150 feet, and covered two

to three inches deep, as early as the middle of March
in Virginia. These to be succeeded by Nott's Excel

sior by the first of April, and for succession plant

every two weeks after. This one vegetable alone will

be a great treasure, even though nothing else were
grown.
Onions sets may be set on 1

: in March—one quart to

50 feet of row. Make a shallow trench not more than
an inch or two deep, and just barely cover the onions.

Irish potatoes may be planted as soon as the ground
is ready. Added to this may be sown in open ground
the litter part of March beets, carrots, parsnips, leek,

raddish, spinach, turnips, cabbages, cauliflower, kohl
rabi, lettuce and parsley. "t! |'|

In general, all t! ese seeds may be sown in seed- beds
quite thickly and taken up when well started and
placed in r >ws for permanent growth, or pricked out
into other seed beds or iuto rows quite near together,

and from which they may be transplanted at a later

time.
In hot beds or seed beds, the seed is planted in rows

some three inches apait, and the seed quite near to

gether in the rows. "T3
Wherj transplanted or sown in open ground, the soil

must be made rich and mellow, with all weeds, roots,

sticks or stones and branches carefully raked off, so as

not to interfere with tilling the young plants. A light

trench or furrow is opened by a cultivator tooth, the
seed scattered, and covered about half an inch deep,

and the soil pressed down with roller or hoe.

The cultivator should be run between the rows as

soon as the plants begin to come up, and the oftener

the better afterwards. When four to six inches high,

the plants should be thinned out for beets, carrota and
parsnips, about five inches apart. Peas are not thin

ned, but all left to stand. First of All and Nott's Ex-
celsior require no sticks or brush to support them.

Lettuce, spinach, cabbage, kohl rabi, cauliflower and
tomatoes are transplanted into rows three feet apart
and 18 inches apart in the rows, except lettuce and
spinach, which may be set six to eight inches apart,

and the rows 15 to 18 inches.

In April and May, the more tender plants of beans,
cucumbers, melons, squashes and sweet corn, may be
planted.

A continued occupation of the ground by rotation
and succession crops is desi- able. For instance, when
the early peas are off, corn max be planted, or cabbage,
cauliflower or tomatoes set. So where early Irish po-
tatoes grew, the ground may be followed by beans,
tomatoes, etc. It is not a good thing to plant the
same crop twice on the same ground the same season.

I always purpose to have at least three crops a year,

excepting with cabbage, cauliflower, sprouts, parsnips,
and salsify. With these two crops an early and a late

one, is all that can be expected. Celery may be fol-

lowed by early cabbage, or late cabbage may follow

early crops. S. S. Boyce.

SALT FOR BLIGHT.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Several years ago, three of our mo3t choice pear

trees, which were in full bloom and appeared to be in

perfect health, began to die. fading first in the bloom,

the blight extending rapidly down until many large

limbs were entirely dead. All the information I could

gain to save them was to cut below the blight and
burn. I believed the trouble was at the root, so I

poured s.ilt water around the base of the worst tree,

and sowed salt freely around it. I put strong ashes

around one of the others, and to the third I gave no

treatment at all Taat one died. The one with ashes

nearly all died, ani bore no fruit. The one with salt

stopped blightiag and bore a good half crop.

Many times in winter I have found the little red and

black spotted " lady bugs'' packed around the body of

fruit trees just as thick as possible just below the sur-

face. If removed, the trees lived ; if not removed, the

trees died. Last spring a very choice "Early Rich-

mond" peach tree began dying ; examining the roots,

we found some of the largest full of ants and wood lice;

strong ashes and salt water saved the tree.

I would be thankful if some of the gentlemen who
write so ably for The Planter would try treating the

trees with salt and give the result. I think salt re-

tards the buds, thereby lessening the danger from frost.

Campbell Co., Va. Mes. E. T.

Scientific investigation has clearly demonstrated that

blight is caused by a microbe which attacks the bloom
and tender twig ends of the tree. How salt applied
to the root can have any effect in checking this is diffi

cult to understand. The best authorities, after years of

experimentation, have failed to find any remedy for

blight except to cut below the point to which the dis-

ease has extended.

—

Ed.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

WHAT KIND OF STOCK TO RAISE.
Editor Southern Planter :

It is taken for granted that some kind of stock must
be kept on the farm, and kept in considerable num-
bers, in order to prevent it from becoming impover-

ished and barren. The kind of stock to be kept,

whether horses, hogs, cattle, mules, sheep or goats, or

all of them, will depend on the nature of the farm it-

self, the kind of stock which it is most capable of rais-

ing, the kind in the greatest demand in the locality in

which the farm is situated, and the facilities for trans-

portation.

Cattle are driven long distances from Texas North
to find a market ; but in the East they cannot be driven

far without incurring a loss.

People cannot make markets for their products, they

must endeavor to supply the markets already made
with the kind of products they require. If I had a

rough, hilly farm, I should certainly make sheep rais-

ing a specialty. The native habitat of sheep is a hilly

country.
Our domesticated sheep are believed to have de

scended from the wild sheep of the Rocky mountains

of North America, of the mountains of North Africa,

and the mountainous regions of Asia. They are evi-

dently designed for the hills, and do better there than

on the low lands. It is true they are profitably raised

in Eagland on the best level and rich lard to be

found on the island, and the same is true in America,

but it does not prove that a low lying level country is

the best place for raising sheep at a profit.

Sheep kept on low moist lands are subject to more

diseases, especially rot, and foot rot, which are the

great dread of flock-raisers the world over. "No
malady," says Prof. Simonds, "is probably so much
feared by agriculturists as rot, and with leason, for it

is most destructive to their hopes."

Even on the hills, in wet seasons, when the animals

are exposed to the debilitating effects of moisture, the

rot spreads among them to a fearful extent. A farmer

in England lost 900 sheep in the space of a few weeks

from rot.

Tariff or no tariff on wool, sheep well cared for in

a location favorable for their health, are as profitable

stock as a farmer can raise. They furnish two crops a

year—a crop of wool and a crop of lambs. They are

more cheaply kept than a ay other s'ock, because they

are not at all particular about the herbage they eat,

and will devour more of the wild grasses, sprouts and

weed3 (which are nutritious and wholesome to them)

than any other animal except goats.

In the great corn-growing States of the Middle West
the hog is "the mortgage lifter," and no doubt the

most profitable animal the farmers can raise; and it is

my opinion, formed after many years' experience, that

hogs can be raised and fattened, on a small scale, as

cheaply in the East, and presumably in the South, as

anywhere on earth. In the first place, hogs kept in

smaller herds, and fed on a greater variety of foods,

are more exempt from disease—especially that dread

disease, hog cholera—and, consequently, there is a

smaller percentage of loss to be deducted from the

profits.

On all farms in the East, there is a large amount of

products, relished by hogs and conducive to their

health, that can be profitably fed to them, and which

might otherwise be wasted.

Our potatoes are sorted closely when dug, and all

the small unmarketable ones picked up, washed,

boiled, and fed to the hogs. They will eat them greed-

ily without meal, but a little meal ground from corn,

oats and buckwheat is added to make a "balanced"

ration. I think it pays better to feed boiled potatoes

to hogs than raw potatoes to cows. Unless potatoes

are scarce and dear, they make a cheap food for hogs

when fed in addition to grain. Turnips, large and

small, are fed the same as potatoes. Pumpkins, the

cheapest of farm products, are relished by hogs, and

will promote the growth and vigor which are needed

before the fattening process begins. Our pumpkins

are not broken open, thrown on the ground to be

rolled around in the mud, have the seeds eaten, and

some of the insides gnawed out ; but are cut up into

small pieces, put into a clean trough, and have a little

meal sprinkled on them. Managed in this way they

are eaten up clean, and with apparent relish. The
labor is not much, the cost of the pumpkins is small,

and their value, when fed in this manner, is consider-

able. Sus (swine) are grass eaters as well as the

bovines, equines and ovis (cattle, horses and sheep).

Hogs, to be raised profitably in any place, East or

West, must be kept in a great measure while growing

on grass in its season. Hogs will eat some clover hay

in the winter it they can get it. I have seen our hogs

eat clean straw when given to them for bedding, and

they were not starved, nor was the straw only half

threshed.

Some farmers let their hogs run in their orchards

and eat the apples as they fall, but I think this is not

the best way. The bogs, unless ringed, will root the

orchard up, and unless taken out long before gather-

ing time, their dung will foul the apples that fall. As
soon as our apples begin to fall plentifully, they are

picked up and drawn to the barn to be fed to the hogs

and cows. I have paid boys over a penny a bushel
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for picking up. I have fed a bushel of apples to oar
hogs in the morning, when their appetites were keen,
and they were eaten up clean before noon. At noon
they received three pecks of mill feed, and when it

was eaten up clean they were given another bushel of
apples, and at dark three pecks of ground grain. The
two feeds of ground grain weighed 51 pounds, worth,
at the price feed was then selling, 91 cents. It is not
easy to fix the exact value of the apples, because it is

not certain the hogs fattened so fast when more than
half their diet was apples, as they would have done
had their feed been all ground grain; but my opinion
was they fattened as fast, if not faster. I know, by
trial, that without the apples the hogs would have
eaten rather more than 68 pounds of the ground
grain each day, or would have required 17 pounds
more in place of the apples.

According to this calculation—which I believe to be
correct—the apples were worth 15 cents per bushel to
feed to hogs that fall.

Western men will laugh at this practice of economi-
cal feediDg to make cheap pork ; but it is the saving
in small things that counts in making men rich. It

was the boast of the late P. D. Armour, that in his
establishment in Chicago every part and particle of
the hog—the blood, hair, heads, feet and intestines-
was saved and turned into money, and that it was this
saving in an extensive business that made him rich.

J. W. Ingham.

"SALISBURY" CALVES AT CASTALIA, VA.
The reverberations of that memorable Sunny Slope

sale of imported Herefords have not yet ceased to
resound. The slowly awakening cattle breeding in
dustry waa startled by the intelligence that Mr. Mur
ray Boocock, Keswick, Va., had paid at auction
$3,000 for a "white face" bull, and the present activ-
ity in Herefords takes its date from that sale. The
coming of these cattle to America has set in motion a
wave of influence that is leaving an ineradicable im-
press on the breed. The use of these imported hulls
in the herds of those fortunate enough to secure them
at the sale is producing some of the greatest cattle
that have ever been breed in America. At Castalia,
Mr. Boocock is reaping the reward of his enterprise,
as the calves by Salisbury are meisuring up to a very
high standard, evidence of which is presented in our
plate page illustration. The establishment of this herd
with liberal outlay is indicative of the spirit with
which the South is approaching the problem of beef
cattle improvement. With such leaders, the future is
rosy with promise; with such material as that col
lected at Castalia, a sure foundation is being laid.
The valleys of Virginia are famed for their feeding of
prime export beef. The breeding of the cattle that
are to consume the rich herbage of those beautiful
hills is evidently among its industries of the future.—
Breeders' Gazette.

FEEDING GRADES.
Editor Southern Planter

:

By grades may be meant a cross of thoroughbreds,
or thoroughbreds bred on common stock, or it is used
with reference to ages.

We will presume a calf out of a common cow by a
thoroughbred beef breed sire, owing to the cow being
an extra good milker, is at weaning age heavier than
a calf from a cross of thoroughbred beef breeds. It

would not be unreasonable to suppose that the two
calves being the same age at weaning, and getting the
same ration, that the tables might be turned, and the
thoroughbred cross gain faster in weight.

But, drawing upon supposition again, suppose the
two calves, up to weaning time received the same
quantity and quality of milk, and still the balance of
weight was in favor of the common grade; is there ex-

perience to prove, without doubt, that the thorough-
bred grade would still, at the feed trough, gain more
on the same ration ?

If so proved, it would seem to tend to show that
there was an inherited faculty of better assimilation

of the food. This would be a reason why the beef
raiser, with the less purely bred sire and cows, should
have recurrence to the fancy or show stock breeder.

I have a friend who is fond of telling the story of his

bringing home a young hairy bird bred in the brush,
and its refusing to eat until given dry oak leaves

—

doubtless? rejecting the too stimulating diet for its in-

herited assimilation. W. M.
Albemarle Go. , Va.

There have been claims made that a grade out of a

common cow by a pure bred bull will feed faster than

a pure bred animal, but we have never seen the facts

so stated as to justify this clain. We very much doubt
it. The inherited tendency to feed fast and profitably

by pure bred beef stock, is too pronounced to be over-

come by any grade out of a common cow. Whilst
common stock may have greater powers of assimila-

tion by reason of their having had to rustle for a liv-

ing, and to subsist on feed requiring great powers of

assimilation in order to secure even a minimum of
support from it, yet this greater power of assimilation
would not be likely, in our opinion, to enable such an
animal to make greater and faster gains than a pure-
bred beef animal fed on like food would make, and it

would certainly not put the feed where it would com
mand the best price. It might make tallow, but not
beef.

—

Ed.

THE ANGUS BREAK RECORDS.
The Aberdeen Angus cattle have broken several

records within the past two years, and recently at
Chicago proceeded to smash a few more. The highest
average price on record for an Angus sale was made
$650 for eighty head ; also highest average on record
for imported cattle, $1,234 on twenty four head. The
highest public sale price on record for a bull, $9, 100,
was paid for imported Prince Ito. The highest public
sale price of recent years for a cow, $6,300, was paid
for Blackcap Judy, a homebred animal. Both of
these also far exceeded top prices heretofore paid for
Angus—the highest prices for the breed having been
$3,060 for a bull and $2,800 for a cow.
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The Poultry Yard.

BREEDING FOR EQQ PRODUCTION.

The Maine Experiment Station has been engaged

for several years in carrying on a series of experi

ments with the hope of increasing the number per

year and improving the size of eggs'. We quote the

following, from a recently issned Bulletin, showing the

results so far obtained. At present, these results can

only be considered preliminary, as up to the present

the effort made has been to make selections from fowls

bred from the best egg- producers amongst large num-
bers. These selected birds are now being made up
into pens, and in the future it will be seen what the

results are to be. The varieties selected as being the

best all the year round layers are Barred Plymouth
Rocks and White Wyandottes. The Bulletin states

that a study of the monthly records for the past two

years not only shows great differences in the capacities

of hens, but marked variations in the regularity of

their work, some commencing laying early in Novem
ber and continuing laying heavily and regularly

month after month, while others varied much, laying

well one month and poorly or not at all the next. All

pens were of the same number, and feeding and treat

ment alike. The highest number of eggs laid by any

hen in a jear was 208, laid by a White Wyandotte.

There were several that laid over 200 eggs, both Ply

mouth Rocks and Wyandottes. Of the 67 hens

carried through two years, 10 laid more eggs during

the second year than the first, and 57 laid more during

the first than the second year. Eighty Plymouth
Bock pullets, tested one year, laid 10,611 eggs, an

average of 132 eggs to each bird. Ten of the 80 died,

or were stolen during the year, but no deduction is

made for this. One pullet laid 211 eggs in the year,

and another 208. Eighty Wyandottes laid 9,844 eggs

in the year, or an average of 123 eggs each. Ten also

of this lot died or were stolen during the year, but no

allowance is made for their short work. One of these

laid 219 eggs in the first full year she laid. The best

work done since the present method of selection was be

gun was done in 1901. One hen laid her first egg Nov.

29, 1900, and to November 28, 1901, she had laid 251

eggs. During the three years in which the selection

test have been carried on, the Station has found 30 hens

that laid between 200 and 251 eggs in a year. Twenty-

six of these are now in the breeding pens, and consti

tute tie foundation stock upon which breeding opera

tious are based. Males have been raised from them

during the last two years, but care has been taken to

avoid inbreeding, as it is doubtful if the inbred hen

has sufficient constitution to enable her to stand the

demands of heavy egg production. All the other

breeding stock carried are tested hens that have laid

over 180 eggs in a year—pullets whose mothers laid

over 200 eggs in one year, and pullets sired by cocks

whose mothers and grandmothers laid over 200 eggs

in one year. We shall walch the results of the further

tests with interest.

POINTS ON POULTRY RAISING.

"A reader of the Planter" asks, What are the best

breeds for eggs and broilers? What, how, and the

cheapest way to feed ? Where, and how to market T

How to keep 400 or 500 hens together, and keep them

healthy and free from cholera t

As layers of eggs (all the year round layers), we

believe Plymouth Rocks and Wyandottes hard to

beat. The Leghorns will lay more eggs during the

spring and summer months than these two breeds, and

will lose less time setting, but they are not usually

winter layers. As it is the winter layers which bring

the money, we think the breeds first named the best.

There is, of course, much difference of opinion on this

subject, but we give this as our opinion based on a

pretty extensive experience. As broilers, to be profit-

able, must be produced early, it is necessary to raise

them from winter laying hens, and these are also the

best, because their larger size gives size to the broilers.

We, therefore, think Plymouth Rocks and Wyan
dottes the best. Feed should be as varied as possible

— wheat, corn, oats, mill feed and bran, with a daily

supply of fresh meat or dried meat meal and cut bone

fed two or three times weekly. Plenty of green feed

or vegetables should be fed all the year round, and

pure water and grit always be within their reach.

The only way to keep 500 hens healthy and in good

laying order is to keep them in colonies of not more

than 50 each, scattered over several acres of land.

Do not feed young chicks too rapidly when kept in

small pens. Avoid feeding hard boiled eggs too freely,

or ground meat. Cut claver and cut roots will always be
found excellent substitutes for grain, and bone, roots

and clover are cheapest and best foods that can be used.

If the hens are supplied with egg producing elements

they will give a profit. If does not pay to save fifteen

or twenty dollars in the cost of a good bone cutter and
lose a hundred dollars or more without its use. The
wheat grower must have a harvester and binder, the

corn planter must supply himself with plows, harrows
and cultivators, and the stock raiser cannot do with-

out feed grinders, fodder cutters and other necessary

adjuncts to success. The poultry ma a caanot succeed

without a bone cutter, and he has the advantage of se-

curing an excellent contrivance at a very small cost.
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The Horse.

NOTES.

Trainer L. K. Bryan, who handles the horses owned
by Mr. D. S. Jones, Xe *port News, Va., writes me that
every member of his stable is doing well. He is

wintering abont a dozen head, ranging in age from
two year olds to aged horses, among them being six

or eight of the get of the noted Iowa sire, Ellerslie

Wilkes. 2:22}. These were purchased from A. A.
Kitzmiller, Valley Junction, Iowa, not long since, and
Bryan thin's several of them will develop not only
speed but high class racing quality. Thus far, the
black paciDg horse, Buckroe, five years old, is the
most promising of the lot. As a two year old, he
trialed in 2:31, half in 1:08, over a half-mile track.

Buckroe's dam was Anna V., by Pilot Medium, and
she out of the great brood mare, Silky Lambert, dam
of five in the list.

At a satisfactory advance on the cost price, three of
the two year olds have been sold to gentlemen in New
port News, and will be trained. They are, bay filly,

by Ellerslie Wilke», dam Severn, dam of Red Lady,
2:12}, by Grand Sentinel, bay filly, by Iowa Sentinel,
2:29}, dam Mattie Wilkes, by Brown Wilkes, and bay
colt by Ellerslie Wilkes, dam Persistent, by Princeps.
Bryan's stable ako includes the Western bred trotters,

Joe Wible, 2:20}, by Silverthome, dam by Joe Young
;

Lady Ruth, 2:29}, by Falmont, 2:14}, dam by Archie
Dean

; Tell, black mare, 5, by Axtell, 2:12, dam
Blossom, 2:20, by Pennypacker, and chestnut gelding,
2, by Iowa Sentinel, dam Inheritress, dam of Anna,
2:21}, by Inheritor. The last named is very promis
ing, and the papers give him as having been pur
chased by Bryan, but the fact of it is that he was
really a present from Mr. Kitzmiller, and bids fair to
be a most useful one as a bread winner at the races
with age and development.

sold by Jas. C. Smith, of this city, at the Fasig-Tipton
sale, New York, in January, and purchased by Charles
Weiland, is showing sensational speed. Driven by
owner, Weiland on the Harlem River Speedway this

big son of Sultan is able to hold his own with many of

the best horses seen on tbat famous driveway. Mosul
trotted to his record in 1897, at the Grand Circuit

meeting at Columbus. Ohio, where he was returned a
winner of the race rendered sensational by the expul-

sion of Oakland Baron, 2:09}.

Time has been when it was not considered to re-

dound to a man's credit to own good horses, or in fact

to be intimately associated with tu rf affairs in this

country. However, the example set by such men as

Belmont, Haggin, Whitney, Morris, and others of
wealth and stainhss reputatior, dispel this senti-

ment. And shortly we shall find that a man of high
standing in turf affairs will hold a reputation equally

as high as the leading men in the business affairs of

the country.

Imported Fatherless, son of Isonomy and Orphan
Agnes by Speculum, second dam Polly Agnes, grand
dam of the famous Ormonde, Eon and Aureus, are the
stallion3 offered for service in the Ellerslie Stud of R.

J. Hancock & Son, Charlottesville, Va., for 1902. Eon
and Aureus are both sons of the dead Eolus, the former
being out of War Song, by War Dance, while the lat

ter has for a dam Sample, the daughter of imported
Rotheihill.

George D. Bennett, one of the best known of Vir
ginia and North Carolina horsemen, died at the Na
tional Stock Yards. East St Louis, Illinois, on Mon
diy, the 16th instant, aged 60 yeais His death was
due to pneumonia, and came after a short illness. He
was born near Greensboro, N. C, and passed the
greater part of his life in his native State, his resi

dence, during recent years, having been at Goldsboro.
For many years past he had been largely engaged as a
buyer and shipper of various grades of horses on the
Western markets. Mr. Bennett cherished a strong
fancy for trotters, and was regarded as a shrewd
judge of form. During the early eighties, with C. A.
Pusey as trainer and driver, he took the Blue Bull
mare, Lona Guffin, 2:23}, down the Grand Circuit
line, and during later years, with William Chatman to
do the training, he had out Bird Eye, 2:14} ; Great
Stakes, 2:20; Rapid, 2:22}; Eliza Ingram, 2:25}, and
others, with which he won money in the Ea>-t and South.
At the time of his death he conductd sales stables in

this city, Raleigh and Goldsboro, N. C. Mr. Bennett
was a man of quiet, unassuming manners, but a deep
thinker, and a man of quite extensive business affairs.

Mr. B. W. Ford, former proprietor of the Castleton
Farm, Lexington, Ky., has returned to this city and
taken up his residence here. While at Castleton Mr.
Ford bred the t^o ters Trevilian, 2:03} : Annie Mc-
Gregor, 2:15} ; Keswick, 2:18 ; Maud McGregor, 2:18};

Tannerine, 2:19}, and others with slower records, and
the pacers C*9tleton, 2:10} ; Hannis, Jr., 2:17}, and
Dora Martin, 2:19}.

Dr. J. T. J. Battle, Greensboro, N. C, owner of the
bay pacing gelding Dong. Thomas, 2:16}, by Blue Hal,

has shipped him to Gus Macey, Versailles, Ky., by
whom he will be campaigned this season. Doug.
Thomas got his record in 1901, and paced the latter half

of a trial mile over a half mile track in 1:04.

At the regular monthly meetiDg of the Board of
Stewards of the Western Jockey Club on February 3d,

trainer William Garth was reinstated to all rights and
privileges, and along with him the horses Imperialist,

All Saints, Concertina, Gayfcilda, Firele-s, Blacksmith
and Arius.

J. T. J. Battle, Greensboro, N. C, has sold the bay
mare Mattie Lynn Holt, 2:23}, by Baronet, dam Kel-
lis. by Jay Bird, to parties at Thomasville, Ga., by
whom she will be campaigned this season.

Broad Rock.

It is said that the leviathan trotter Mosul, 2:09},

When corresponding with advertisers mention the
Southern Planter.
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niscellaneous.

THE VIRGINIA CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
AND THE FARHERS OF THE STATE.

In our last issue we announced that the Agricultu

ral Committee of the Convention had completed its

work and reported to the Convention. The report

recommended that a State Board of Agriculture should

be appointed by the Governor, and that the President

and Eector of the Agricultural and Mechanical Col-

lege of the State should be ex-officio members of the

Board, and the President of the Board of Agriculture

and the Commissioner of Agriculture should be mem-
bers ex-officio of the Board of the Mechanical and

Agricultural College. The committee also recom

mended that the Commissioner of Agriculture, and

other officers of the Board, be appointed by the State

Board of Agriculture.

In our article dealing with this report, we com
mended the action of the committee, and urged

strongly the adoption of the report by the Convention

as giving promise of such an improvement over the

system at present in force as would undoubtedly lead

to great advantages to the agricultural interests of the

State by bringing the whole work of the State Board

of Agriculture under one authority, the Commissioner

being merely an officer, strictly speaking, the secre

tary and executive officer of the Board, and by bring

ing into harmonious co operation the Board and the

authorities of the Agricultural College and State Ex
periment Station. "We felt and believed that these ad-

vantages would be so apparent to the Convention, and

came with so much weight from the committee, pre-

sided over, as it was, by one of the most influential and

intelligent farmers, who, in addition to his practical

knowledge of the needs of the agriculturists of the

State, had also had years of experience on the State

Board of Agriculture, and therefore knew well the de

fects in its existing organization, that the Convention

could not fail to endorse the action of the committee.

We regret to state, however, that in this belief we
were entirely mistaken. The old leaven of the politi

cians was too powerful for anything so sensible to re-

ceive its approval. The grabbers after the loaves and
fishes of office holding quickly decided that at least

one office in the Department of Agriculture should be

kept within their reach, however the interests of the

State and the farmers suffered, and that the Commis-
sioner of Agriculture should be elected by the people,

which practically, in this State, means should be un-

der the domination of the politicians. In making this

change, the Convention so altered the report of the

committee as practically to make the Commissioner of

Agriculture not the servant of the Board, to execute

its orders and carry out its desires, but an officer of co-

equal authority with the Board; and they failed, so far

as we are able to gather from the report in the Dispatch,

to authorize the Legislature to define the respective

powers and duties of the Board and the Commissioner.

The effect of this change is absolutely to prohibit all

hope of successful and harmonious co-operation and
work in the development of the agricultural interest

of the State, and to leave us where we have been now
for so many years—in the rear-guard of all the States.

It is one of the essentials to success in any undertak-

ing that there should be one authority responsible, and
wherever there is divided responsibility, there is

bound to be failure sooner or later. Of all the States

in the Union, there is, we believe, only one other which
has adopted such a foolish course, and that is North
Carolina; and the experience which has resulted from
its adoption there is certainly not such as to encour-

age its adoption elsewhere. For years the work of the

Department of Agriculture of that State has been
paralyzed by constant changes of the personnel of its

officers to suit the politicians. We can understand
and appreciate the placing of the agricultural inter-

ests of a State under the care of a Commissioner of

Agriculture alone, either appointed or elected, as is

done in a number of States, or under the care of a
Board of Agriculture with power to appoint its own
officers, as is done in a number of other States; but a
policy which endeavors to combine these two systems

and thus introduces conflict and divided responsibil-

ity, is beyond either our understanding or approval,

and we think must be so with any thinking person.

The result must be in the future as in the past, that

our best men will decline to serve on a Board so ham-
pered in its authority and power, and the State must
continue to suffer. For the best interests of the State,

a Board of strong, highly intelligent men is needed,

aided by a secretary not merely a practical farmer,

much less a politician, but one with technical and
scientific training and great powers of organization.

What possible chance is there of obtaining such a man
by popular election under the direction of the politi-

cians 1 We do not know how far it is possible yet to

make a change in the organization prescribed by the

Convention, but if possible, we do most earnestly beg
reconsideration. We would ask that all who agree with

us and desire to see something done to advance the

agricultural interests of the State, should write their

representatives in the Convention and urge reconsid-

eration.

Mention the Planter to your friends.
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HIQHWAY IHPROVEMENT.

Under the stimulating influence of the Governor of

this State there appears to be at last a recrudescence of

the movement in favor of better roads in the State.

The Governor has addiessed a message to the Legis

lature dealing with the subject, and two or three bills

have been introduced into the Legislature. The Gov

ernor's message and at least one of these bills proposes

the creation of a commission to have charge of the sub

ject, and suggests the financial aid of the State should

be granted to the counties. The Governor reverts to

a suggestion we made probably ten years ago to lend

the credit of the State to the counties in order to se-

cure the money needed at a low rate of interest and

on longtime bonds, and one bill, that of Mr. Lassiter,

suggests appropriation by the State of money to build

roads approved by the commission. If either of these

proposals were within the competence of the State to

adopt, we should rejoice to see them put into opera-

tion, especially the long time bonds raising money at

a low rate of interest on the joint credit of the State

and counties, which we believe the only feasible way

to secure good roads. So long as the whole burden

js sought to be imposed on the farmers of the State

nothing will be done, as they positively and justly

refuse to carry such a load. Good roads are of equal

benefit to the cities as to the counties, and the bur

deu of constructing them ought equitably to be borne

by the whole State and not by the counties alone.

A careful consideration of the subject made when

writing a series of artieles in The Planter on this sub

ject some years ago convinced us that without an

amendment of the Constitution no State aid could be

given to the counties, and hence our recent articles

urging the Convention now sitting to deal with the

road question, hitherto, we regret to say, without any

effect so far as we know. It may be that the new

Constitution, when it comes out of the orucible, will

remove the absurd and antiquated prohibition in the

existing constitution against the State borrowing money

to advance its material resources or lending its credit

for that purpose, and may at least permit the adop

tion by the State of a policy of lending its oredit to

counties when indemnified by the cities and counties

availing themselves of the assistance. Such a policy

would permit of the saving of hundreds of thousands

of dollars in the work of supplying the State with a

system of good roads, and would neither prejudice

the State nor the counties. It is a system which has

long been in operation in England, and has resulted

in wonderful advancement. This and the creation of

the office of State Road Engineer with powers and du

ties adequate to enable him to do effectual work would

result in progress ; without these, we fear nothing

more will result than resulted when the subject was

agitated years ago by the holding of conventions and
meetings and the passing of "resolutions."

THE FARM LABORER.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Recently a prominent and successful agriculturist of

the neighborhood wrote to one of our city papers de-

ploring the scarcity and the decreasing supply of farm

laborers, and complaining of their inefficiency, and he

invoked the Constitutional Convention to do something

to remedy these evils.

Had the gentleman read the varied reports on suf-

frage brought in by the Committee on Suffrage, com-

posed of the leaders of the body, and especially the

debates of the Convention annex, namely, the confer-

ence of the majority members, he would scarcely have

called upon the Convention, because he would have

seen that that Honorable Body is doing all that is in

its power to do what he invokes it to do. .

It will scarcely be denied, I suppose, that the way to

increase the supply of labor and to imrove its effi-

ciency is to make the laborer feel that he is somebody,

that he has some part and lot in his country, that he

is not a pariah to be constantly called all sorts of ugly

names, and to be represented as a menace to the com-

munity; that he is one possessing no rights, or if

rights, possessing them by so slight a tenure that he

may be deprived of them by a counting of noses.

Now, what is more conducive to self-respect, to feel-

ing that one is somebody, or at least that one is not

nobody, that one possesses rights that are not depend-

ent upon capi ice or prejudice; what more conducive

to patriotism, which is the foundation of national

greatness; what more conducive to the feeling of man-

hood, which is the foundation of high character, than

to be told day after day, and told all the time, that

one is illiterate, and almost always to have illiterate

joined with vicious, as if to be illiterate was necessari-

ly to be vicious too ; that one is such a menace to so-

ciety that he must, regardless of character, be deprived

of what is regarded as the highest and most sacred

right, or privilege if jou choose, of the citizen, name-

ly, the right to vote, to accomplish which we have to

hide behind grandfathers, or to resort to an under-

standing clause, which, if impartially applied, would

disfranchise the majority of voters ; because who in-

deed can give a satisfactory reason for "the faith that

is in him," political or otherwise ! Few indeed ; for

the path of "understanding" would, I fancy, resem-

ble the path of " wisdom," that is to say, " with here

and there a traveller," as the saintly Dr. Watts sings.

Now, whenever the question of suffrage is before

the Convention, this Honorable Body indulges in such

cheerful and encouraging observations upon the farm

laborer, thus showing ite desire and determination to
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increase the supply and improve the efficiency of the

same, thereby complying with the request of the agri-

culturist aforesaid.

But some claim that it is because of these cheerful

and encouraging observations indulged in generally

by people and politicians, inside and outside the Con-

vention, that the farm laborer feels that he is made

an outcast in the laud of his birth, and that therefore

maty depart the State, and those who remain feel no

encouragement to do good service. They are entirely

mistaken. The farm laborer likes to hear and to be

told these things ; they make him feel good, they stim-

ulate him, and, my word for it, when the Convention

has done its disfranchising work and the fact becomes

generally known, there will be such a rush of farm

laborers back to the State, and their efficiency will be

so increased, that the direst croaker among the agri-

culturists will have no occasion to complain of either

the quantity or quality of farm laborers. The only

trouble will be that agriculturists themselves will for-

get how, and thus lose the power, to work.

Richmond, Va. Lewis H. Blaie.

TIDEWATER (VA.) NOTES.

Editor Southern Planter:

We are this day having our first snow for the win

ter, now di awing to a close. January, 1902, was four

degrees colder than the average temperature for Jan-

ary for the past 81 years. The average for the month
for the past 31 years has been 41 degrees, and for the

January just past the average was 37 degrees. The
coldest day in January was 22 degrees above zero on

the 4th. The rainfall was 2.15 inches, falling on the

11, 21, 22, 26, 27, 29, 30 and 31. Number pleasant

days 22 ; cloudy and unpleasant days 9.

The rainfall was short and the temperature lower

than the average, making the month cold and dry,

rather hard on the young cabbages set out in October,

November and December previous.

Siuce January 1st the crop of spinach and kale has

been steadily going northward and commanding fine

prices, as the North and West went into winter quar

ters shorter on "greens" and "garden sass" than

before for many years. The fine crop of kale is nearly

all cut and shipped, and every day during the month
of January great quantities of spinach have been ship

ped. The price of spinach has ranged from $2.25 to

$3.25 per barrel. It is only the earlier sown spinach

which has reached a size to justify shipping, and there

is enough spinach in sight to keep on shipping until

first to middle of April.

We have visited several fields where the owner re-

ported the yield at 200 barrels to the acre, and which

was selling at $2. 75 to $3 per barrel. The man who has

a good large field of spinach has a bonanza this year.

The plows are running every day now preparing the
land for the great potato crop to be planted late this

month or early in March. Radish fields are being pre-

pared for the seed. On all sides the truckers are be-

ginning to move, and getting ready for the campaign
of 1902. This promises to be the best season our truck-
ers have had in years. The potato crop or area will

will be larger this year than ever before. Oar truckers
give notice that from June 10th to July 10th they pro-
pose to supply all the East and North and portions of
the West with a fine crop of Irish potatoes.

Unless some great drawback interferes we would not
be surprised to see our crop reach the grand total of

750,000 barrels. While there has been no very cold
weather—16 above the lowest to date—still the winter
will pass for a cold one, as February will show a lower
average of temperature than usual. It has been a
steady sort of cool weather, which has reduced the av-
erage rather than cold spells or periods.

Kale has sold well and is about all gone. Spinach
has sold well, and the entire crop promises a splendid
profit to those who have it. Lettuce has sold well.

Cabbages, set out in November and December, are not
looking as well as usual, but we hope the crop is not
materially damaged, as we shall need a half million

barrel crop this spring to keep up the supply anywhere
near to the demand. Our trucking outlook is fine in-

deed.

January was four degrees per day colder than the
average January for the past 32 years, as shown by the
Government weather figures at this station.

February is likely to show even a greater variation

than January. The coldest day in January was one
day at 22 abve zero. The coldest in February to date
been 18 on the 14th. February will show an average
of several degrees colder than the average for the past
32 years ; but still has been more uniform than usual.

It has been a steady cool month.

We give the minimum temperature for February to

date. February 1st, 30 ; 2d, 34 ; 3d, 26 ; 4th 27 ; 5th,

19 ; 6th, 21 ; 7th, 29 ; 8th, 25 ; 9th, 22 ; 10th, 26 ; 11th,

24 ; 12th, 27 ; 13th, 25 ; 14th, 18 ; 15th, 28 ; 16th, 29
;

17th, 30 ; 18th, 28 ; 19th, 25.

The frost has not been severe, and but little damage
has been done to the green stuff standing in the open
air, and kale and spinach have been sent to Northern
markets every working or every week day in Feb
ruary.

A cool February is good for fruit, as the buds are

kept back so that the light frosts of March will not in-

jure them.

The one cold day in December was 16 degrees above
zero ; the coldest in January was 22 above zero ; and
the coldest in February was 18. The snowfall has
been about four inches.
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Our farmers and trackers have a pretty safe guaran-

tee that good prices for all market garden products and

vegetables will prevail during the greater portion of

the year 1902. A freight rate of 15 cents per barrel

on kale and spinach to New York and Philadelphia

;

a 20 cent per barrel rate on potatoes ; and a 15 cent,

rate on a 30 dozen crate of eggs (one half cent per

dozen) places our potato patches, truck farms, and

hen's nests almost in the suburbs of New York and

Philadelphia, while our latitude, altitude, and relation

to the Gulf Str< am gives us an ideal climate the year

around.

Our farmers and truckers are very hopeful, cheerful

and encouraged.

Norfolk, Ya. A. Jeffers.

GASOLINE ENGINES ON THE FARM.

Editor Southern Planter

:

In the last issue of The Planter I notice two inquiries

in regard to gasoline engines on the farm, and would

like to make a few observations that may be of benefit

to those contemplating the use of such power. To the

inquiry of Mr. Smith, "Will a li horse power cut

stove wood V I answer, yes ; so also will a man with

a good sharp axe, and more economically. It is strange

that reason and experience should not teach a person

that there is no economy in trying to pull a heavy

four-horse plow with a very light two horse team. I

believe that rightly applied the gasoline engine is one

of the most useful and economical powers ever in

vented, and I say this after an experience of nearly forty

years with various kinds of motive powers. Of course

it has not yet attained perfection, but it has come to

stay, and will undoubtedly in a short time, in the form

of a light traction motor, supersede to a great extent

the present expensive and not too convenient horse

power. In its present state as a stationary or porta

ble power, it is one of the most economical machines

iu which a farmer can invest, provided he understands

how to apply the power to secure its greatest working

capaci ry. But the great mistake that is oftenest made
is in buying a power of less capacity than that required

to do the work. Now, while a U horse power engine

will be a great labor saver, yet I think there are few

farms where a three-horse power would not be much
more economical, and while only double the power,

would be adapted to ten times the range of work.

My ideal is either a four or four and a half horse power,

as I would much prefer to have one horse power to spare

than to lack the hundredth part of one horse power

in pulling a load. And if you secure an engine with

an automatic exhaust and only wish to do a one-horse

power work your four- horse power engine will not con-

sume any more fuel than a one horse would, and the

fuel is the main item of expense in running any en-

gine. With ordinary care in using the gasoline when
supplying the engine, I consider any machine sent out;

by a reliable company as safe, and there are several

that are sold with a guarantee to be perfectly safe in

every respect. Of course, the actual consumption of

gasoline cannot be accurately stated, as it will vary

somewhat according to condition, but it is now gener-

ally conceded that the average cost of the fuel con-

sumed is about one cent, per horse po *er per hour, or,

in other words, a three-horse power engine, running to

its full capacity, would consume about thirty cents'

worth of gasoline in ten hours, a trifle more or less, de-

pending on the price of gasoline in the vicinity where

used.

One decided advantage that the engine has over the

wind-mill is that you always have a chance to ignite

the gasoline, but you cannot always " raise the wind,"

and besides the wind mill is a fixture and you must of

necessity take your work to the power, while with the

engine you can load on a sled or low down wagon, and
take your power to your work, which is in many in-

stances a decided convenience.

If L. P. N., Jr., of Culpeper county, will write me,
giving the size of tank he wishes to fill, and the ap-
proximate number of barrels he expects to consume
daily, together with the diameter of the bore of his
well, I could advise him more fully, as in his case as
much would depend upon the manner of pump used
as upon the style of power. I wish to state incident-

ally that a wood saw is proportionately one of ihe
heaviest machines you can attach to a power ofany sort,

and while a light power can be made to literally drag
a saw through light sticks there is no economy in it.

Any one doubting this statement can call at any wood-
working establishment and get reliable information.

Albemarle Go., Va. W. N. Undeewood.

VIRGINIA AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION.
I am glad that some one is agitating the question of

Virginia's doing something towards advertising the
State's resources at the St. Louis Exposition. I will

suggest this move, that the Horticultural Society send
circular letters to prominent citizens in the State and
ask them to write a personal letter to their representa-
tive asking him to support such a bill. In this way,
I am sure we will get it. There are thousands of peo-
ple in the West who want to come here, and if they
could only see and know something of our State, they
would come. Immigration is what we want to make
the old State what she was years ago, "one of the first

States in the Union."
I advertised a small tract of land in the Breeders'

Gazette, and received inquiry from parties as far West
as Oregon. I had a gentleman with me last summer
from the corn belt of Illinois, where they fatten so
many cattle for Chicago and other markets. I showed
him a few of our cattle on grass, and he was perfectly
astounded to see such fat on nothing but grass.

I often say to our people that we do not appreciate
what we have, that we have the best country that the
sun ever shone on. J. 0. R. Bell.

Pulaski Co., Va.
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Patronize Our Advertisers.

In this and the last two issues

will be found advertisements from

the most reliable houses in the

country, offering almost everything

the farmer can possibly need on the

farm or in the house. There will

be found a larger number of adver-

tisements than have ever at any

one time been published in any

agricultural journal in the South.

We are very proud of this fact,

and feel deeply indebted to our ad

vertisers for their patronage. We
desire to help these people in re-

sponse to the confidence they have

ieposed in our representations, that

we can ensure them profitable re-

turns for their investments with us.

We know, from letters that we
have received from many of them,

that our representations have been

borne out, and that they are doing

a good business with our subscrib-

ers, and the further fact that very

many of our advertisers are with us

again this year, after previous trials

of The Planter confirms our confi-

dence in the ability of the journal

to secure business. We would ask

that every one of the 50,000 read-

ers of The Planter—and we have

now more than that number of

readers—will read the advertise-

ments as carefully as the other part

of the journal, and give their or-

ders to those whose offers they may
see of the goods needed. We guar-

antee the reliability of the adver-

tisers, and will see that no one is

defrauded without the guilty party

being exposed.

Whose Money?
On December 26th last, we re-

ceived $1.C0 in coin in one of our

self- addressed envelopes post mark-
ed "Hampton, Va.," but the sender

omitted to sign his name. We shall

be very much pleased to credit it

to the proper person, provided he
will claim same. We have a great

number of subscribers at Hampton
and in that vicinity, so it is impos-

sible for us to do other than hold it

until some one writes for it.

Va. Second Crop

Seed Potatoes.
Thesd are the result of growing

two crops in the same year, the
first being planted from select
Maine Seed Potatoes, and the seed
selected from this crop planted
again in July or August. They
not only make their crop earlier,
but they also make a larger yield
and much surer crop than Maine
or Northern-grown Seed.

Our stork is very superior and we
always ship in full-sized double-
head barrels. Wood's 1902 De-
scri] ..• Catalogue gives very in-
teresting information about Pota-
toes. .Mailed upon request.

We have also large stocks of the
best MAINE and NORTHERN-
G KOW'N SEED. Write for special
Potato price-list.

T,W.Wood& Sons, Seedsmen,

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

Buy

the

Best.

That

Means

Ours.

iiraCIIH Late Cabbage
IHIT Ml always heads and the heads I

I
"»"

are ,'3rge , iiard, thick audi

f flat. The leaves of the llims 1- nit Dutch lap thick 1

and tight across the centre, makingitthe best winter

variety grown. Our No. 10 catalogue tells all about
All 1 lead Larlv.Su. cessi. n. Hi.,' Charleston Cabbage,
and in fact everything In the ^eed llne.alsoabout

our big stock of tools, garden implements, etc.

Write tor It. It 1» Free.

kGriffiih i. Turner Co., 205 Paca St., Baltimore, Md

LIVINGSTON'S KSI SEEDS

ual. Send us back the empty

The Livingston Seed Co.
box 109 columbus, o.
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State of Ohio, City of Toledo, 1 M
Lucas County, I

Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he

is the senior partner of the firm of F. J.

Cheney A Co., doing business in the citv

of Toledo, county and State aforesaid,

and that said firm will pav the sum of

ONE HUNDRED DOLLAR* for each

and every case of Catarrh that cannot

he^curedV 0. -**£&%&£•
Sworn to before me and subscribed in

mv presence this 6th day of December,

V--"—^ A.D.I 886.

i ^eaT \ A. W. GTJ5AS0N,
\ ^t, I Notary Public.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,

and acts directly on the blood and mu-

cous surfaces of the system. Send for

testimonials, free. ,.__._,. n
F. J. CHENEY £ CO., Toledo, 0.

j^-Sold by druggists, 75c.

Hall's Family Pills are the best.

MAGAZINES.
The Century foi March contains two

features in the field of popular science,

either one of which would give distinc-

tion to a number of the magazine—an

authoritative record of Marconi s recent

work bv P. T. McGrath, with a prefatory

note bv Mr. Marconi authenticaling the

paper and a popular article by Dr. Albert

P Mathews, entitled "The Jjature of the

Nerve Impulse," setting forth the details

of the writer's investigations, the recent

announcement of which has stimulated

public interest and curiosity.

In the "Year of American Humor are

"The Modern Fable of the Old Fox and

the Young Fox," by George Ade, in

which the former sets forth sage and en-

tertaining philosophy for the conduct of

life and business ;
" The Strike on the

Schlafeplatz Railroad," a Pennsylvania

Dutch storv—quite a novelty in strikes

—by John' Luther Long, the author of

"Madame Butterfly;" contributions by

Oliver Herford, Carolyn W ells, \\ allace

Bruce Amsbary, and others.

In the "Collectors' Series," Philip G.

Hubert Jr., narrates "A Bavarian Bnc-a-

Brac Hunt," with illustrations.

In the papers on the West are The

Old Regime in the Southwest," recount-

ing the reign of the revolver in New
Mexico, bv Albert E. Hyde ;

biographi-

cal article's on the late Bishop T\ hippie

and James Jesse Strang, the Michigan

usurper, and a paper by Bishop Fitzger-

ald of Tennessee, giving his personal

recollection of Vasquez, a California

bandit. !
A second authoritative paper on the

proposed improvement of Washington

Citv is contributed by Mr. Chas. Moore,

with illustrations; and there are other

articles on Samoa, by Mrs. Strong ;
on

"A Marionette Theatre in I\ew \ork,

with curious illustrations by Keller ; on

Kubelik by the musical critic, Krehbiel,

with a portrait sketch by Cecilia Beaux,

besides another of Dr. Weir Mitchell s

"Little Stories," entitled "A Consulta-

tion " An anecdotal paper of personal

recollections of Tennyson is contributed

bv Captain W. Gordon McCabe, of Rich-

mond, Va. President Oilman, of the

Cagnegie Institution, makes an authori-

tative statement concerning it. There

The Grea.t

OUR CaLi\i\ing Tomato.
A very solid, fine flavored, smooth and'

attractive tomato of good size and
excellent shipping and keeping

qualities is our

^ WORLDS Worlds Fair
_i» -. Tomato.

FAIR

TOMATO
.

';**'>:.!-

One of the best for canners, market-
gardeners, etc. ever grown, because of its

uniformity of size, remarkable solidity,

and freedom from rot. Handsome bright
red in color and symmetrical in shape.
We have seeds of other fine varieties,

such as Queen, Stone. B. B., Beauty,
etc., a full line of garden and field seeds.

Also tools, garden implements, and in

fact about anything the truck gardener
needs in his work. Write and get our
large illustrated catalogue No. 10 It

describes all these things perfectly.

Mailed free. Write to-day.

GRIFFITH <a TVRNER Co.,
205 N. Paca Street, Baltimore, Md.1

SAVES ITS COST
It spreads all kinds of manure, lime,

salt, ashes, compost, etc.. either

broadcast or in rows. Does it better

than it can possibly be dooe by hand.

ON THE FIRST CROP,
Do you know of any other piece of ma-

chinery for use on the farm of which this

i be truly said? .'•**' :'>;' A- *•'•;"'-'•

The Improved

Kemp Manure Spreader
: .retting' out the manure, but by the way in which it breaks

s the value of the same. It will break up and spread evenly, manure that cannot be handled with a

r how hard, lumpy, caked, strawy, or stalky the manure is. this machine will spread it. It makes
i long ways in top dressing wheat in the spring, meadow lands, pasture, etc. Being

""„°l.'
heels, it can
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GoodPLANTER
sli..uld p.aiiE all Kinds oi field seeds.

Field, Ensilage ana Sweet Corn, Peas,
Beans, Sugar Beets, Stock Beets,etc.

It should plantin hills, drills or check at the will of
the operator. It should at the same time drop or
' ' 1 all kinds of commercial fertUlxeia, wet, dry

EASY TO HANDLE.

WEIGHS 150 LBS.

Gam Planter snd
Fertilizer Distributer

does til this in the most perfect manner. Drops
i from t> to 4j in.hes upirr Will tlistrrlmte from
o4M>lbs of fertilizer persrre. Thev are strongly
It of pood material and will last indefinitely.

Write for tree catalogue, circulars, etc

THE BELCHER & TAYLOR A. T. CO.
Box 25 Chlcopee Falls, Mass.

Your Corn Crop
—all things beingequal. depends more largely upongood planting than anything else. If theseedis
not put in surely and regularly there can be no per-
fect germination and-even stand" of plants. If the
seed is good, there is no replanting where the

FARQUHAR
KEYSTONE CORN PLANTER
is used Plants m MK<,T.,a,lay easily. Dropsin hills
or drills any desired distance a, .art. ruts in as much
phosphate as you wish just where you want it It
can't get out of order. Suited to all lands-all soils.Hants Held corn, sweet corn, ensilage corn, beans,
peas. etc. Made the best that such an implement
can be made. Don't buy a planter ofany kind untilyou send for our Large Illustrated Catalogue
of machines and implements. We mail i t FKEF?

A. B. Farquhar Co., Ltd'.

York, Pa

Corn Planting

SPANGLER
CORN PLANTER.

It saves time, labor, money and Insures the crop. You
know when it is work intt; you can see the corn on its

le ground. Made with or without fertilizer
. New device for sowing peas, beans, ensl-
ete. We also make the famous Spangler Low.
i and Fertilizer Drill, Write for catalog and circ

SPANGLER MAHUMCTunlHB CO., 501 Queen St., York, Pa.

Krausers' Liquid
Extract of Smoke
Smokes meat perfectly in a

few hours. Made from hickory wood.
Delicious flavor. Cleaner, cheaper. No
smokehouse needed. Send for circular.

E. KKAl>I.B .V. liBO.. Milton, Pa.

are poems by Edwin Markham, Winston
Churchill, Edith M. Thomas, L. Frank
Tooker, and others.

"Wild Oats," the March novel in Lip-
pincott's Magazine, is written by Frances
Willing Wharton, whose stories of ad-
venture and sentiment have made her
welcome to magazine readers. This is

her first sustained novel, and it adds
much to her reputation for flashes of
light upon social frivolities. The crop of
wild oats has been plentifully sown by a
gay college student, and after a brief, in-

glorious reign at his 'Varsity he returns
to a reproachful family, only to find his
sweetheart bent on having a few larks of
her own. A wily uncle of the wild
youth is leading the girl into imprudent
situations. She is pretty and young and
means no harm, being simply the pro-
duct of a guardian grandfather's plan to
allow girls to follow their own devices.
After a particularly daring escapade
which results in a broken wrist—almost
a ditto heart—she decides she "wants to
be good." The brief, sprightly novel is

charmingly original, and increases ;n in-
terest to the last page.
A particularly noteworthy feature of

the March Lippincott is a short story by
Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, called "The Sins of
the Fathers"—an impressive episode
told with quiet but stunning effect.

Among short fiction in the March Lip-
pincott is "A Wayside Conflict," by Ma-
bel Nelson Thurston, a touching story of
love in the country, which Miss Thurs-
ton knows so sympathetically. "The
Finding of Martha" is the sequel to
Paul Laurence Dunbar's earlier story
called "The Strength of Gideon," which
won Buch general approval. A rattling
good horse-show tale called "Coals of
Fire " is by Alfred Stoddart.

Lippincott's Magazine for March also
contains several admirable papers on
varied timely themes : One by Professor
Felix E. Schelling, whose new book on
the " English Chronicle Play " has just
appeared, deals with "The Elizabethan
Theatre," and carries illustrations of an
interesting nature. Another is a season-
able account of "The Isthmian Canal
from the Beginning," by Charles Morris.
Mrs. de Bubna tells engagingly about
her girl friendship with the great prima
donna, Adelina Patti. With it the wed-
ding cards of Mme. Patti and Signor
Nicolini are reproduced. Eben E. Rex-
ford writes of "Back-Yard Gardens and
Window-Boxes," giving full useful in-

structions. Mrs. Murray-Smith, daughter
of the Dean of Westminster, contributes
a delightful paper on " Two ' Grandes
Dames ' Buried in Westminster Abbey."
These are Mrs. Gladstone and Lady Pal-
merston. John Ball Osborne has an in-
teresting article about "The Flemish
Home of the Trappist Monks." These
queer people always compel attention.
Good verse is as abundant as ever in

the March Lippincott, and the "Walnuts
and Wine" Department, as always, over-
flows with humor.

The March number of The Ladies'
Home Journal is an admirable example
of a real " home " magazine. From the
beautiful cover, by Mr. W. L. Taylor, to

Wise Man's
Wagon.

The man who has had expert
in running a wagon knows tr
is the wheels that determine
life of the wagon itself. Oui

ELECTRIC STEEL
WHEELS

'I he Electric linn

I.< st- almost f.n ever. Ourcatalog describii
otttiese wheels and wagons sent tr.-e V, niHtv.ViY
ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., BOX 146 QU1NCV, ILLINOIS!

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT
d aeud * Burer WbeeK steel Tire tin, . *?.35
Ith Ixlei, *H.H5. ItuMo-r Tire Wheel., 15.OO
'J- wbeela % to • in. tread. Top Bngglea, $28.76;
•mesa. |3.60; Repair Grade Wheela.J5.60. Wriuj
r catalogue, ordering tnstruetione. Learo how to

buy vehicles and parta direct. I'mhrell* Free with
Irst order. W. V. BOOB, 120 E. 1th St., CUili-VIUTI, OHIO.

HERCULES STUMP PULLER

Clears an acre of heavy timber land eaoh day.
Clears all stumps in a circle of 150 ft. without
moving or changing machine. Strongest,
most rapid working and best made.
Hercules Mfg. Co., 4 1 3 1 7th St., Centervllle, Iowa.

THE IMPROVED

ChambDrlin Mfg. Co., (Mean, N. Y., C. S. A.

>VvW>*WV^*»VVWWSrWS^*»A<VvV

COLE'S COTTON PLANTER r.TJE
acre you plant. Send postal at once for proof.
We haTe a COMBINATION PL iNTER posi-
tively and absolutely without an equal as a
money and labor saver. Plants Cotton, Corn,
Peas, Peanuts, Sorghum, Soja Beans, as well
and even better than any separate special ma-
chine ever built. We prove it in your own
field at our expense. Full particulars for a
postal. *

f
THE COLE MFG. CO., Charlotte. N.C. >

VVVr>rVT\r\rVVVVVWvVTVTViW
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FARM

IMPLEMENTS

^ T
«<-%,

A POINTER
for the careful buyer.

Nineteen years and
not a cent for repairs.

1'lilLo, III., Jan. 18, 1902-

}Ii

sileld, O.

Dear Sim: Please»
latesl catalog " pil

Hoping to bear from you I n

tAYMOND,
Our Catalogue tells the rest.

RODERICK LEAN MFG. CO., Mansfield, 0.

W CAMBRIDGE
Corrugated Land

Roller and Pulverizer.

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.
North Carolina College of Agriculture and

Mechanic Arts, and Agricultural
Experiment Station.

Raleigh, N. C.

Gentlemen,—In reply to your favor of the
19th I would say that when farming at the
Miller School of Albemarle I had in use a cor-
rugated roller, which I have been informed
was madeat yourshops. You ask myopinlon
of the implement. It takes but few words to
give it, for it was without exception the near-
est thing to a perfect roller and clod crusher
which I have ever used, and I have had a very
long and varied experience with these things.
I need one here, and intend to have it as soon
as my appropriation will allow me to get it.

Yours truly, W. F. MASSEY,
Horticulturist N. C. Exp. Sta.

Address..

R.'F. HARRIS & SON, Charlottesville, Va.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE

CHICACO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,

}E

the very last page, it is replete with de-

lightful fiction and interesting articles.

The number opens with the unique story

of "The Sexton Who Ruled New York
Society." by William Perrine, and then

comes a real treat, another " Lady or the

Tiger " story, by the same Stockton who
gave us that remarkable tale of mystery.

This one is called " My Balloon Hunt,"

Neltje Blanchan begins a series of unu
sual articles about birds and their " per-

sonalities," and 'The Dominie" tells an

amusing story of his journeyings in Eu-

rope with two companions. Then there

is the second installment of Miss Por-

ter's " Those Days in Old Virginia," and
page of pictures of "Pretty Country
Homes from $400 to $3,200." "His
Mother" is a touching story by Kate
Whiting Patch, and the fourth part of

"The Russells in Chicago" shows us

some moie of the old customs and char-

acteristics of the " Windy City." Mr.
Bok's editorial is written under the title

" She Dasn't." and deals fearlessly with
the woman who is afraid to come out and
do things as she thinks they should be
done. The special feature of the editorial

section is Mr. Hamilton W. Mabie's first

"Literary Talk." These talks will appear
monthly hereafter. Other valuable arti-

cles in the magazine, outside of the regular

departments, are :
" How to Have a Home

Wedding," " Animated Silhouettes and
Other Games," and "The Literary Be-
ginner," a column of advice to young
writers by Franklin B. Wiley. The illus-

trations include another of the popular
double pages of college girls—this time
"At Her Fun and in Her Room." By the
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia. One
dollar a year ; ten cents a copy.

The March St. Nicholas comprises a
most varied table of contents—a long
story of a boy's military company under
the command of a shrewd and humorous
one-legged veteran of the Mexican War,
short stories about the children of James
II of England, Oliver Wendell Holmes,
top-spinning, life at a girl's boarding-
house, a newspaper beat by a "cub-re-
porter," and the usual brilliant filling in

of verse, jingles, pictures and scraps of
information. It has been well said that
in no way can so little money buy so
much education as in paying a subscrip-
tion to St. Nicholas.

Apropos of the visit of Prince Henry,
the Review of Reviews for March com-
ments editorially on Germany's relations
with the United States, and especially
on what the editor chooses to term ''the

American-German element" in our pop-
ulation and their loyalty as Americans.
There is also a full discussion of the re-

cent Anglo-German amenities and Eng-
land's attitude toward the United States
in 1898. Another international topic of
great importance treated in this number
of the Review is the recently announced
compact between England and Japan.
In a paper on " The Need of Scientific

Agriculture in the South," contributed to
the March Review of Reviews, Professor
George W. Carver, of the Tuskegee In-
stitute, gives much sensible advice to
Southern farmers, white and black. This
paper is another evidence af the unique
value of Booker Washington's enterprise
to the people of the Southern States.

STEVENS'S"
A perfect machine tor
Bowlm.r all kinds of com-
mercial fertilize

In any qi

from 200 to
4000 lbs
per acre-

id eaat

la
easy to load
anddoesnotrut
the pround, be*
inp Ught draft
Sows 5 ft.
10 in. wide
Jlaile wit had-

ju^table shafts—
quickly changed
to tongue, for 1

~ liorses.

Will save enough fertilizer in uuu t

Belt. It should be on every farm but it is Indiepen-lblo
to the potato grower, the tobacco plant er and the
cotton planter. Circulars, testimonials, etc., free.

BELCHER & TAYLOR A. T. CO.,
Box 25 Chlcopee Falls. Mass. *

"Rich Soil"
can be had more quickly, cheaply and

surely by using

THE SPANGLER
Single Row

FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTOR,
than with any means known. It distributes alt

kinds of fertilizer into the open I nrrow after the
ground is ore

i
mi ed t ..rl'.>t;itues, < '"! t..n,TubaeeO,

Corn, beans, lvas, etc. It s»vt.-s fertilizer

by putting it on the ritfht sput.

Sows lull to-J8iiii lbs per acre* We
also make the *

SPANGLER CORN PLANTER
with and without Fertil-

izer attachment. The best
andnuwt I v-rhvt Corn Planting

Machine ever put iuto a field.

Send tot catalog ami circulars,

THK SFANGLlHl MFG. CO.,

501 Queen M. , York, Fa.

20th
Century

Steel Ball Coupling
Cultivator

Parallel beam movement,
pivoted axle, with lat-
eral beam movement
in connection with the
movable ~,.i...(i. -,

or en her imlrpi nuYiit
Of each other. Lateral
beam movement oper-

ed also bj hand

The HEN'CH & DROMGOLP CO. Mirs. York, Pa.

$8.00
Buys delivered, an 800 lb.

COOD SCALE,
On Wheels.

PLATrOfiM t8 X 25 IN.

Cnst Steel pivots, carefully tem-
pered. Accurate. durablof well
finished. Other sizes and

WAGON SCALES eamoratio.

For circulars address,

JONES
HE PAYS THE FREIGHT.

BWOHAMTON, N. V.

BOX
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SAMSOM
Wind Mills*,*

Strongest and

-' 'y\ pBBF&'i—

mk

This is ournewfac-
torv. Its erection was marie neces-

sary by the unprecedented demand for Samson Wind
Mills We are hoping that wc fhall now he able to keep up with the trade.

This new factory covers 61 acres c f ground. It is th most modern in every particular.

Electrically equipped throughout

—

light, power, ventilation, etc. The annual capacity is

75.000 wind mills. Undeniably the largest and best equipped wind mill factory in the world.

The Samson is a Samson all over—in the extra strength

'£z?sf"ts of all its parts, in powerandinliftingability, particularly

in deep well pumping. It is sold under a most positive guarantee. Write us for our
handsome Illustrated"Catalo«'uc. Mailed Free.

SB1 Riw®g* Bii*®®t, Ills*

INCUBATORS FOR THE UNIVERSE.
From a Quincy (111.) paper we have

received, it looks as though the Geo.
Ertel Co. of that city are going to supply
the whole creation with their well-

known "Victor" Incubators. On Febru-
ary 14th, they made a shipment of 1,200

Incubators and Brooders, which, when
they reach their destination, will have
gone to the uttermost parts of the earth

—

almost every country in the world. This
shipment speaks volumes more for the
Ertel Co. and their machines than we
have the space or time to say. We sim-
ply add, that if you are interested in I

incubators, you had better get a cata-

;

logue and particulars of the "Victor" be-
j

fore you purchase

" The Race Question in the United
States," by R. P. Brorup. This pamphlet
deals with the question on a broader
principle than the question which per-

tains to the South exclusively. Price, 15

cents.

APMF Pulverizing Harrow
H If IfI Ei ^^P Clod Crusher and LeLeveler

SENT ON TRIAL
To be returned at my expense if not satisfactory,

free on hoard at NewYork, Chicago,
Columbus, Louisville, Kansas

City, Minneapolis,
San Francisco, etc.

Sizes 3 to 13 1-2 Feet

The best pulver-

izer — cheapest

P^ Riding Harrow
8^ on earth. We

also make walk-

ing Acmes. I ne Acme crushes, cuts, pulverizes, turns and levels all soils for

all purposes. Hade entirely of cast steel and wrought iron—indestructible.

Catalog and Booklet, "An Ideal Harrow," by Henry Stewart, mailed free.

DIANE H. NASH, SOLE MFR., MILLINGTON, NEW JERSEY, and CHICAGO.
PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

When corresponding with advertisers, always mention
The Southern Planter.

Agents

Wanted

giii|jgjjSllS
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To Build a Home,
no matter where located, the first ab-
solute necessity is an ample supply ol

good, pure water. Water then being
a necessity to both men and animals;
have you ever stopped to consider how
much money there is in that ideal

Well, just stop long enough to figure
moment, then

d for a catalogue of our

STAR
these will make
ribly make in aiij main
iltnre. Think it over and write us.

Drilling Machines.
The Investment in one of

uiure money than you can pos>*

her way with the same expen»

Star Drilling Machine Co.. Akron, Ohio.

•£&££" n SEE THE SEED DR0P-
U".cnD " In plain sizht of the operator.

MATTHEWS'
j; New Universal

l Improved for 1W! >

HAND SEEDERS
AND

CULTIVATORS.

tow, drop seed, cover any
desired deptb. Culnvw
tmraitachmcLt*. Latest

«.::«- PopDltrprlee-i.

AMES PLOW CO.,

56 Market St. BOSTOI.

For Sale by Griffith & Tomer, Baltimore, Md.

..CELEBRATED.
Des Moines Eveners.

No. 3—four horses for left hand binders. No.
4—for R. H. binders. Positively no side-draft.
For ten years the standard In the wheat belt.

With a change of Irons, works on gang and
sulky plows. You run no risk buying these
goods. Prices verv reasonable.

DES MOINES EVENER CO.. Des Moines. Iowa.

WATER CLOSET COMBINATIONS,
•rcelain Bowl. Hardwood Seat and Tank,

I flush and supply pipes, com-
plete, each 811.00.
Cast Iron Roll Rim Bath Tubs.

length ;. ft. Complete
with full set of nickel
plated Ilttln0b% aub.
Sll.OO.
IB new poods,

for free catalogue
166 on plumbing

Chicago House Wrecking Co., W. 35th and Iron Sfs., Chicago

Philadelphia Butter Worker

1501b
Bend for illustrated
catalogue of supplies.

DAIRYMEN'S
SUPPLY CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dixie Pea Huller

t.reak then

I Planters. Ir r.

Fcncine for YirJs. Law™
and tt
and pr ccs !umi~hcd free.

Sanders Wg.
1 Company, Dalton, Ga.

REPORTS.

TJ. S. Department of Agriculture, "Wash-
ington, D. C. Annual Reports De-
partment of Agriculture, 1901.

Bureau of Animal Industry. Market
Milk. A Plan for its Improvement.

Dairy Products at the Paris Exposi-
tion of 1900.

Division of Statistics.

Bulletin 15. Changes in the Rates of
Charge for Railway and Transporta-
tion Services.

Farmers' Bulletin Xo. 136. Earth
Roads.

Farmers' Bulletin No. 143. Conforma-
tion of Beef and Dairy Cattle.

Farmers' Bulletin No. 146. Insecticides
and Fungicides.

Arkansas Experiment Station, Fayette-
ville, Ark. Bulletin 67. Investiga-
tion of Swine Diseases in Arkansas.

Bulletin 68. Soil Improvement and
Forage Experiment-

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca. N
Y. Bulletin 198. Orchard Cover
Crops.

Delaware Experiment Station, Newark,
Del. Bulletin 53. Three Orchard
Pests—The Apple Bud Borer. The
Fruit Tree Bark Borer. The Periodi-
cal Cicada.

Illinois Experiment Station, Urbana, 111.

Fourteenth Annual Report, 1900- '01.

Bulletin 66. Individual Differences in
the Value of Dairy Cowb.

Bulletin 67. Apple Scab.
Bulletin b8. Important Details ofSpray-

ing.

Kansas Experiment Station, Manhattan,
Kas. Bulletin 106. The Experi-
mental Apple Orchard.

Kentuckv Experiment Station, Lexing-
ton, fey. Bulletin 96. The Hessian
Fly. Dangerous Mosquitoes. Pois-
onous and Edible Mushrooms.

Bulletin 97. Commercial Fertilizers.

Maryland Experiment Station. Bulletin
78. The Dehorning of Stock.

New Hampshire Experiment Station,
Duiham.N. H. Bulletin 84. Forcing
Dwarf Tomatoes Under Glass.

Bulletin 85. Remedies for the Canker
Worm.

Bulletin 86. Growing Watermelons in
the North. Classification of Water-
melons.

New York Experiment Station, Geneva,
H.Y. Bulletin 201. Analysis of Com-
mercial Fertilizers.

North Carolina State Horticultural So-
ciety. Southern Pines, N. C. Bull.
The Cow -Pea. This bulletin is neatly
bound and illustrated, and discusses
the value and uses of this important
crop. A copy will be sent free to any
one asking.

Columbus Horticultural Society, Colum-
bus, O. Journal of the Societv, De-
cember, 1901.

Pennsylvania Experiment Station. State
College, Pa. Bulletin 57. Methods
of Steer Feeding.

Tennessee Experiment Station, Knox-
ville, Tenn. Bull. Vol. xiv 4. The
Earlv Growth and Training of Apple
Trees.

ORNAMENTAL LAWN FENCE
from maim

direct andwe the Dealer**
Profliof 20 «>:... ftTCtat. We
make many designs, and
sell more Onantatal »**
than anv other-two firms
in the business Why-Be-
ea*u« ** n*f n«l!ih- bit lfce>

b«t Material nca#r Cia bay.

. _ Ornamental Fencing, free. If you are iu «:rested in
farm Fencing send for our 42 pace Catalogue. Address

COILED SPRINC FENCE CO. mBox Q Winchester. Ind. U. S. A.

wire: fence
Heavy lateral wires, heavy hard steel stays,
coiled spring wire. Sure Grip lock. In strength,
appearance, and durability, the Hard Steel
cannot be excelled. Write for catalogue and
prices. THE HARD STEEL WIRE FENCE CO .

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

OLEO or BUTTER?
Eaoch or Farm stock, stay In PAGE enclosures.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., ADRIAN, MICH.

SENT ON TRIAL
Miciiie 1 o

I -Dee and trvm 30to 70 rods a day

AT ACTUAL COST OF WIRE
| Hor-^blt-h. Bnil-stronr. Plr ««d Cblfkfa-llefct.

tiesale Prices. Catalogue Free.

i
Kitselman Bros. p,xd9$Muncie> Ind-

:D-OW-
FARM FENCE

-9. PRICE AND O.UALITY

•DOW WIRE WORKS- Louisville. Ky,

reainc I strongest
rtllUC, iMAOE. Ball-

tleht. Bold to the Farmer at « h»lru»
Prires. Fully w.rrasml. Catalog Freo.

COILED SPF.ISb IBBCt,
I Wlaeae*ter, Indiana. C. S. A.

A REMINDER.
-

-

aod sen dire;-..:. 30 Days' Free Trial.
We save you dealer mod jobba
profits. Enourh -"'•'

Kilimazoo C»rri!fe 1 HtnvessMtg,

Co , Stitiori6S,li.im«2«>, Mich.

?;
"

t

"
h

d - DAVISON A-SHAPE Weeder ^J. «•

The best xeederon
the mark«t. Our
extensive expert-
ence in the weed-
er line has con-
vinced us that a

round-tooth weeder Is tar preferable to a flat-

tooth one. The Davison A-Shape Weeder is

anti-clog, light, strong.draws level and handles
easily. The teeth are made of best open-
hearth steel, are securely fastened, easily taken
out. Cornell Exp Sta recommends level cul-
tiratlon with weeder. We also make the cele-

brated Eureka Sectional Weeder and a large
line of high grade farm implements. Circulars
free. Prices low. Eureka Moaer Co., Utlca. N.Y.
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Look for the full name IRON AGE branded on *he tool>

Don't he imposed upon by dealers selling implements made in imitation of the famous Iron Age brand.
All the IRON AGE tools are MARKED WITH THE FUI.I. NAME. The name is for your protection.

It is a guarantee of best materials, best ideas, best workmanship, and all the merits that have made
Iron Age tools popular with three generations of farmers and gardeners. Write for a FREE copy
of the IRON AGE BOOK for 190'i, telling all about these marvelous labor savers, and giving
prices on Cultivators, Horse Hoes, Seed Drills, Wheel Hoes, Riding Cultivators, the lmproved-
Robbins Potato Planter, &c.

BATEMAN MFG. CO., Box 1G7, Grenloch, N. J.

WIND MILLS, TANKS, TOWERS, GAS,

GASOLINE and STEAM ENGINES,

Boilers, Saw Mills, Saws and Supplies,

IRON AND WIRE FENCES.

SYONOR PUMP X WELL CO., Inc

,

BOX 949, RICHMOND, VA

Men Wanted
$20 A DAY

"Ktnt-Klog" nozzle and Bella
I UUe hot cakes. W. want lotne one to

| sell them in your locality at once.
te for circulars tolling bow to get

ONE SPRAYER FREE.
BOCUESTEB SPRAY PUMP CO.,

East Ave.. Rochester. N. Y.

Ion* Spraying Pump
Barnes New Improved All Brass

-PERFECT
Simplest and most "substantial

pump in the world. Made with
seamless brass tubing without
threads on eitberend. Easily taken
apart to clean. Does the work re
quired qu ckly and effectively—

a

pump that is cheaper in the "long
run." Users of Spraying Pumps

J vonld have none other after trying
Barnes Perf-ction Pump Send for

I
•) free circular of receipts and olher

valuable Information. Send $2 50
files and agency. We manufacture

iron pumpsofeverv kind forfarm use. Address
THE BARNES MFG. CO.. Mansfield

for s..

SPRAY PUMPS
Save money by buying one of ours. They will do

as much work. Being all brass are lighter to
handle and are more durable, will generate a
higher pressure thereby making them the
easiest pump to operate on the market. Write
for catalogue and get treatise on spraying free.
Agents wanted. J F. OAYLORD, successor to
P. C. Lewis Mfg. Co., Catsklll, N. Y.

Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg,
Va. Special Bulletin. Third Report
of the State Entomologist and Pa
thologiat on the San Jose Scale and
the Administration of the Crop Pest
Laws of Virginia.

Circu'ar on Treatment for San Jose
Scale.

Special Bulletin. Report on the In-

spection of Roanoke County tor San
Jose Scale.

Virginia State Weather Service, Rich-
mond, Va. Report for January, 1902.

Wyoming Experiment Station, Laramie,
Wy. Bulletin 48. Experiments in

Wheat Culture.
Bulletin 49. Alkali Lakes and De-

posits.

EUREKA POULTRY FARM.
In the February advertisement of Mr.

R. G. Hagen, Iris, S. C, his address
appeared as Virginia. This, of course, is

an error, and we take pleasure in correct-

ing it, and to suggest that parties wish-
ing Barred Plymouth Rock fowls or eggs,

to write to the Eureka Poultry Parm, of
which Mr. Hagen is proprietor. Look
up his advertisement in this issue.

CALIFORNIA PRIVET.

Editor Southern Planter :

To beautify your surroundings is the

desire of all progressive people. Remove
the unsightly fences. I have wondered
many times why people fenced in their

houses in the country, as if they were cat-

tle. It costs money to build fences and
keep them up, and unless they are built

of good material and well painted they
soon commence to decay and get unsight-

ly. People living in the country have
many advantages over their city cousins

in beautifying their gardens and sur

roundings. Nearly every home in Vir-

ginia could be improved by a little labor

and at small expense by planting a few
ornamental trees, shrubbery, hedging,

etc. Every tree we hear of is not suita-

ble for a yard or lawn tree. One of the

most suitable and ornamental trees for

lawn or cemetery purposes, and which
stands our climate, is Teas' Weeping Mul-
berry. It is a fast grower. For climbing

roses there are none better than'the Crim-
son Rambler and Yellow Rambler. These
are perfectly hardy in any part of Vir

PROFIT or LOSS?
That's the question

THE ECLIPSE

SPRAY PUMP
Will settle that in

your orchard. With

it you CAN make a profit,

without it what do you

|
get? SEND FOR CATALOGUE

MORRILL & MORLEV,

BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN.

DO YOU SPRAY?
"Wormy fruit and leaf blight of apples,

pears, cherries and plums prevented;
also grape and potato rot, bv spraying
with the Flower City or Uncle Sam Com-
pressed Air Sprayer. Thousands in use.

Full particulars free. Agents wanted.

FLOWER CITY SPRAY PUMP COMPANY,
8B% Cypress St., Rochester, H. Y.

The Lightning Compressed Air Sprayer
(Pat. 1900.) Holds 4 gals.

Pump In a little air with
the pump which 18 at-

tached to the reservoir.

No more labor required.
Will kill all kinds of in-

sects. Will spray tall

trees. Will spray two
a rows of potatoes at one

V\V.^g III time and as fast as the

0- ~tHB^M 111 operator can walk. Big
^"JBWil moLey for agents,

D.B.SMITH CO.,
Utica. N. Y

e SPRAY PUMPS
Save your fruit and make you

money. "THE DAISY" is 15 yrs. old
and 200 000 in use. Has every im-
provement—rubber hose, perfect
nozzlesand valves. No. 1, tin, $1.50;

No. 2, lr«n, $2 ; No. 5 all brass. $4. We pay ex-
press. Agents wanted. Catalogue free.

HURRAW & SON, Wilmot, O.

.Agents and Dealers Wanted
| to sell Blppley's 8 and 5 Cation Com.
I pressed Air Sprayer*, also large orchard spray-

We have the best, and sell them under a goaraa-

A card wtll bring catalogue and tenna.

Rlppley Hardware Co., Boi 233 Graftoa, Illinois.

U/r DkV OO 1 U/rrif and expenses to men
HL rfll 9LL A IT LLft with rigs to introduce
Poultry Compound. International Manuf'g
Co., Parsons, Kan.
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OXFORD " Cream Separator
Is manufactured under the
supervision of E. W. Broomall
well known as an expert in
this business, who after many
years of careful study and ex-
periments, avoiding'the mis-
takes of his predecessors, has
produced the "Oxford" Cream
Sepajator with these points ot
merit to commend it: 1st It
skims clean, taking all the

' butter fat out. 2d. It requires
so little power to operate it

that the farmers' boys will en-
oy the fun of running it. 3d.
It is so simple in construction
and the material being flrst-
class. It will not get out of or-
der, and, with ordinary care,

will last all retime. 4th. The "Oxford :
is the

cheapest separator on the market, considering
the fact that it will handle S50 lbs. of milk per
hour, and do betier work than any machine
yet offered to the farmer. Agent's wanted.
Price, 875. Manufactured by

THE OXFORO MFG. CO., Oxford. Pa.

The REID Hand
Separator

: 'k:n^(ret? hom every r

Lantttyof
able for churning
and better battel

i

Is the only pr-rt

lusts lonnpst. Sent any-
where on 10 days free trial.

ir new catalogue

A. H. REID
30lli nml Market St.

Philadelphia. Pa. I

* POTATO PLANTER t
Cheapest Potato Planter on the maket. send
forcircular. Address J. R. STEITZ.

Station I). R. No. 1.. Milwaukee. Wis

ginia, and people cannot make any mis-

take in planting them.
Now, I want to say something about

that old yard fence. "I want to see a nice

hedge in'its place, and there is no hedge
plant I know of more beautiful and more
lasting than the California Privet. It is

recognized as the ideal hedge plant,

thriving in all soils, situations, and under
all conditions, in lowlands or upland, in

sun or in shade, under trees, in poor or

rich soil. The smoke of factories or rail-

roads does not affect it. In fact, it is just

the hedge far every railroad company to

beautify their depot grounds with ; and
lots of them are doing it. It is especially

adapted for seashore planting. It luxu
ri&teeand grows in vigor and beauty near
the sea, the salt air giving the foliage the

most vivid green coloring so pleasing to

the eye. Many handsome hedges of

Privet, pruned in various forms, may be
seen along the coast from Cape May to

Newport. It is beyond doubt the best

hedge plant ever brought to public notice

for enclosing parks, cemeteries, lawns,
railroad stations or large or small areas,

and fjr use as wind breaks, screens, di-

vision lines, and for massing or planting
single on the lawn. It can be pruned
and sheared in any and all shapes. I am
told that in Germany they make it very
ornamental. There are miles oi this

hedging on the north side of Richmond,
parties planting it by carloads. The
plants are very cheap and can be bought
for from three to five dollars per hundred
now. Some years ago it was very high,
but there is now no need for any one
paying extravagant prices. I am sure
who ever plants this hedge will be well
repaid.

Bio Vista, Va. Make T. Thompson.

A NEW FIRM.
It is with pleasure that we call atten-

tion to the advertisement of Messrs.
Hening & Nuckols. Richmond, Va. This
firm is composed of Mr. Jas. G. Hening
and Mr. Howard J. Nuckols, both nf
whom have long been connected with
the old Chas. E. Hunter Implement
House, which they now succeed. They
are located at the old stand, and will
carry the same well-known line of imple-
ments which they have been selling the
farmers of Virginia so long for the late
Ciiaa. E. Hunter. In fact, the only
change in the business is the name. We
bespeak for them the liberal patronage
of our readers. They are both young
men, and we are sure will earn it. and
will sell you goods of the best quality on
the best terms, and will, therefore, de-
serve it. Their regular announcement
will appear in the Southern Planter
throughout the year.

THE REID CREAM SEPARATORS
In the advertisement of Mr. A. H.

Reid, Philadelphia, Pa., in our February
issue, the capacity of his Separator was
given as beine 160 to 350 pom
hour. Mr. Reid advise? us that this is

an error, as it should be 150 to 500 pounds
per hour. We cheerfully make this cor-

rection, and invite those interested in

separators to write to Mr. Reid for cata-
logues and prices. His advertisement
will be f.mnd elsewhere in this issue.

are made rich-

er and more

productive and

rich soils retain

their crop-pro-

ducing powers,

by the use of

fertilizers with

a liberal percentage of

Potash.
Write for our books—sent free—

which give all details.

GERMAN KALI WORKS,
--1. Na;si- Street, New York City.

G°mii CALF FEEDER

"Prevents scours. Weans perfectly. Ma sea
betier veal and more of it- Saves time and
temper. Send for literature. PRICE. Single
Feeder. 11 30; Double Feeder. $2.00. EX. FA1D.
Gold Medal Pan-American Exposition.

O. H. MFQ. CO., Dept. P. Lyndon, Vt.

THE EUREKA POTATO PLANTER
Is light, strong,

weighs with ferti-

lizer attachment,
2>> lbs.: is light
draft for one horse;
is Ht per ct. correct
In it* drop; will
sow from ISO to 700
lbs. fertilizer per
acre; plants whole

or cut seed ; will plant any depth required : is

made with or without fertilizer attachment.
Every one guaranteed. Write ! >r testimonial
circular. Send for our catalogue of all kinds
of agricultural implements.

EUREKA MOrtER COMPANY. Utica. N. Y.

STEEL ROOFING

I\'m«M. IlilNOlS.
SII. 1K1IKIN.

oiiio. iom ». nf i

VIKklMI.
tVr S,,.rr. t3.lt.

"lv\M|V,\lt. \n
YORK. SCT
auatoii UMiiiv.

(or free

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.. W. 351b »nd Iron Sts., Cfeieip
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HERE ARE TWO OF THE MANY
farm implements, garden tools, etc. contained in our large general catalogue. The pri

to place them within the easv reach of all. and the quality is of the very best in every
Our Centre-Cut Overlapping Disc Harrow works all the ground. Note in the cut how

overlapping disc completely cuts out and works the middle ridges left by the ordinary disc harrow,
entirely of Steel except tongue and hitch. Best high test, round steel discs. Polygon

i cost when ordered. Strong and convenient levers for

^regulating. .Don't buy till you know more about it. Our Daisy Single Row
most easily operated planter made.
Plants beans, ensilage, corn, etc., dropping a
single grain at several convenient distances.

Made with or without fertilizer attachment, sin-

gle concave, or double wheels. Equipped like

... for opening setM furrow
with plow. Adjustable ground wheel cc

depth of planting. Learn more about it

you buy. Send for catalogue No. 10 to-day. We
mall It free.

GRIFFITH <& TURNER CO
205 N. Paca St., BALTIMORE, MD.

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads
For Churning,
Cutting & Grind-

ing Feed, Filling

Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all

Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power Is

Required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS,
No. 17 Frank St. Rochester, N Y.

The MIETZ4 WEISS

Kerosene Engines.
Cheapest and Safest

Power Kn o iv n. For
pumping and electric
lighting, grinding corn
separating cream, saw-
ing wood, and all pow-
er purposes. Also sizes
from 1 to (j horse-pow-

er. Awarded Gold Medal at Pan American
Exposition. Send for catalogue,

A. MIETZ, 128 Mott Street, New York.

ENGINES, BOILERS
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..ELMWOOD NURSERIES..

ASPARAGUS
100,000 2-yr.-old Asparagus roots,

6 varieties A special rate of $3 50
per 1000 for 2 mos for BARK'S.
PALMETTO, CONOVER.

APPLES
A large general assortment, in-

cluding WINESAPS and YORK
IMPERIALS.

Splendid Assortment of
Ornamental, Shade
and Fruit Trees.

EGGS

from B. P. Rocks. Light
Brahmas, Brown Leg-
horns at $1.00 per 13.

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

J. B. WATKINS & BRO., Hallsboro, Va .

SEED CORN
j»j» FOR SALE J-*

ByW.M.WATKINS&SONS,
RANDOLPH, CHARLOTTE CO., VA

Snow White Dent.
This variety hsa proven the grandest mill-

ing corn In the world, and far above all other
varieties ol white corn in average yield. Last
year from one bushel planted on ordinary high
land, without fertilizers, we gathered sixty
barrels of fine corn. Price. $2.00 per bushel

Pride of Cottage Valley.
A laneeared, deepgrained early white

corn with 18 to 21 rows on a cob and stalks 18
to 15 feet high, usually two ears to the stalk
and yielding an abundance of fodder. This
corn Is very productive and makes the best
meal. Price, $1.75 per bushel.

Early Yellow Variety.
Popularly known as H u ron Dent ; most per-

fect shaped ear and most reliable early corn
ever introduced. Planted May Kith and cut
and In shock by September 10th. It is very
productive. Price. $1.75 per bushel

PEACH and ^
APPLE TREES
Selected stock of fine fruit trees, Including

the best varletles-Winesap, Black Twig, Al-
bemarle Pippin, York Imperial (J. F. Winter)
Apples, and all the well known Peaches, In-
cluding the Crawfords, Champion, Elberta,
Foster, Oldmlxon Free, Plcquet's, Bilyeu's
Oct. (Comet), Alexander, Hynes' Surprise,
Wonderful, etc. Prices very low for stock of
this class. Address

CHAS. F. HACKETT, MGR.,
BONAVISTA GREENWOOD DEPOT,
nurseries. Albemarle Co., Va.

BOOKS.
" Insects Injurious to Staple Crops." By

V. Dwight Sanderson, Entomologist,
Delaware Experiment Station. 295
pages. Illustrated.

This is a carefully prepared compila-
tion of information as to all the known
injurious insects gathered from the best
authorities, and edited by a gentleman
possessed of high qualification for the
task. It will be found most useful on
every farm and by every gardener and
fruitgrower. It is published by Messrs.
John Wiley & Sons, of New York. Price,

$1.50. We can supply the book at the
publisher's price.

"Agricultural Bacteriology." A study of
the relation of Bacteria to Agriculture,
with special reference to the bacteria
in the soil, in water, in the dairy, in

miscellaneous farm products and in

plants and domestic animals. By H.
W. Conn, Professor of Biology, F. Blak-
iston's Son & Co., Walnut street, Phila-
delphia.
This is a book ofover 400 pages, bound

in cloth, well printed on good paper, and
illustrated. Now that the influence of
bacteria on the growth of crops, and the
development of normal and abnormal
conditions in the behavior of the vari

ous products of the farm, dairy and other
foodstuffs is so well recognized and ad-

mitted, it is well for all who desire to be
able to control these influences to know
more of the subject. This book gives the
latest knowledge on the subject in popu-
lar form. The price of the book is $2.50.

J. W. HALL'S CATALOGUE.
We are in receipt of the Annual Cata-

logue of J. W. Hall, Marion Station, Md.
Mr. Hall is one of our oldest advertisers
of strawberries and second crop potatoes,
this being his twenty-second year. Look
up his advertisement elsewhere in this

issue, and send for the catalogue.

THE LATEST ROMANCE OF THE
SOUTH.

In the February Ladies' Home Journal
are given the first chapters of a new ro-

ma lie of the South, entitled "Those Days
in Old Virginia." Trie author of this
story is Miss Laura Spencer Portor, whose
love stories have already attracted wide
attention, and who, in this instance, pre-
sents one of the moBt charming pictures
of the love, beauty and chivalry of the
days before the war which has yet been
painted in words. Not only is it painted
in words, for Mr. W. L. Taylor, who spent
much time in Virginiacollecting material
and making sketches for the illustrations,

has finiehed a series of pictures to accom-
pany the story which may well be said
to be the best of his recent work.

SPRAYING OUTFITS.

Messrs. Hurraw & Son, Wilmot, O.,
have succeeded the firm of W. M. John-
ston & Son, Canton, O., in the manufac-
ture of Spray Pumps. We invite the
attention of our readers to their adver-
tisement elsewhere in this issue. Send
for their catalogue and prices before pur-
chasing elsewhere.

Do You Want
a Big Crop #-v

of Peaches, Apples, ^^
Cherries and Plums •

Then Remember,
Trees, as they live, grow hungry for

food, and unless there is phosphorus-
in the ground, the leaves will grow
yellow and curl, while the fruit will

get scabby, dwindle and die Then
fertilize your

Peach Trees
with pure Odorless Slag Phosphate.
We warrant every pound of it to be
pure p'ant food. The roots of the
Trees will absorb it, the sun will

draw it up in the sap and cause it to-

fatten the Peaches, while the Man-
ganese coritained in the Slag will'

paint the Peaches with the beautiful

prismatic colors that the Delaware
Peaches possessed before the ground
was impoverished.

Send all orders to

JACOB REESE,
400 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

fully selected superior
quality plants. Description and prices in

my 22d Annual Catalog. Also Second Crop

Seed Potatoes, the bestand earliestand grow
largest crops. These two articles are my
specialties and mv catalogue Is authority.

It also describes other berry plants; etc., of

best producing varieties. The catalogue Is

free to all on request. Write for it today.

JNO W. HALL, Marion Sta , Somerset Co., Md.

EMPORIA NURSERIES
We are still serving out our LOW

PRICE-LIST, though prices are ad-

vancing on most kinds of Nursery

Siock. Don't delay, but send in

orders for spring at once. Address

EMPORIA NURSERIES, Emporia, Va.

Cheap Artichokes!
The greatest and cheapestof all hogfeed: will

produce -1110 to 500 bushels on ordinary land.

Offer limited quantity at $2.00 per three bus.

bbl. Also EGOS from purebred BAHRKDP.
ROCKS and S. C. B LKGHUKNS, 75c. setting,

or two Bettings for 81.25.

TH IMPERIAL FRUIT F»RM,
P. H. Heydenreich. Prop. Staunton, Va.

ARTICHOKES.
I have about 100 bus. Jerusalem Artichokes

for sale at 75 cents per bushel,
H. W. STEVENS, Goochland, Va.

FOR THIS ONE MAN SAW,
Sawe treea down; saws logs into wood*

Bicycle Grindstone

from 40 to 50 lbB, ONLY S3. 65. Write for
new catalog of specialties luiii bargains. Free.

Casta Supply & Mfg. Co.Jlept. V Kalamazoo, Mich.
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HALLOCK'S SUCCESS SWEEDER
SENT ON TRIAL to any Farmer.

WE PAY FREIGHT.
" Would not take 425.00 apiece for my Weeders." T. H. BTJSEY, Waverly Hall, Qa.

" Used Weeder on Cotton and Corn with perfect satisfaction. More than paid for itself last season."

S. S. CARTER, Zeb, N. C.

" I would not be without my Weeder for three times the c»st." JUDSON ALLEN, Sylva, N. C.

These are samples of thousands of letters we have received.

CAUTION.
All other flat-tooth Weeders infringe our

patent. One firm has settled with us. We now

have suit pending against Keystone Farm Ma-

chine Co., York, Pa.

Right now is the time to buy. Write us at

once.

HALLOCK WEEDER CO.

YORK, I*A.

»^*a*a»^^a*a»^^*»^^*a^^^**^*******v^**^^^*/»*****»»****'»*****'***AAA'****' 1

^PLANTERS
CARDWELL'S, EUREKA and CENTENNIAL FERTILIZER ATTACH

MENT are the best, therefore they are the cheapest.

They Plant..

CORN,
BEANS,
ENSILAGE
CROPS.

And Distribute

FERTILIZER
any distance apart,

and any quantity.

We make THRESHERS, HORSE POWERS, PEANUT MACHINERY,
STRAW CUTTERS, WELL FIXTURES, and all Implements

formerly made by H. M. SMITH & CO. and
J. W. CARDWELL & CO.

THE CARDWELL MACHINE CO., = Richmond. Va.

^^VVVVVWVVVV^^VWVVVMVMMM^^^A^^^^VV^*********************^*********^1^^^^
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EVIDENCE!
Extraordinary Statemi'iits Supported by

Strong Testimony Offered by People

of Four States.

The unusual claims made for Yager's
Sarsaparilla with Celery, as to its won
derful efficacy in curing the many dis-

eases caused by impure blood and weak
nerves, are substantially supported by
unsolicited testimony from many S'ates

J. F Brows, of Delmar, I)el.. 'says: 'T
suffered greatly with rheumatism last

fall and winter, and found no relief until
I used Yager's Sarsaparilla with Celery.
I am now on my third battle and hope
to be cured permanently."

Bessie 8. STKKLEY.of Oranda,Va , says:
"I have been taking Yager's Sarsapa-
rilla with Celery for two years, and can
say it is a great medicine; it has been of
much benefit to me in restoring health.
"While taking two bottles I gained 10$ lbs.'

E. B. Bradley. Expert Penman and
Teacher of Public Schools. Launa. \\. Va.,
says: "Duringthesummerand fall of 1899
my health was very bad. I would get
very hungry but could scarcely eat any
thing. I was weak and losing flesh a'l

the time. In the latter part of the fall

every little scratch on my skin would
result in a running sore. I had quite a
number of boils. Finally I was so weak
and had such bad health [ had to stop
work. On the recommendation of
friends I commenced to take Yager's
Sarsaparilla with Celery which has
effected a positive cure. Since taking a
course of this valuable medicine I have
never been sick. I have as good an ap-
petite as is necessary for any man, and
am gaining flesh all the time. I heartily
recommend it to those afflicted as I was "

Ella Dixon-

, Montford Ave., Asheville,
N. C, says :

" I have taken only one bottle
of Yager's Sarsaparilla with Celery,
but it has done me so much good that I
shall continue its use until I become a
healthy woman, as I feel it will ultimately
cure me. I cheerfully recommend it."
These ar> four statements taken at

random from thousands of similar state-
ments recently received. Yager's Sarsa
parilla with" Celery is sold by leading
druggists. 50c. a bottle. Made bv Gilbert
Bros. & Co . Baltimore. Md

DON'T NEGLECT, Get a Package
to-day of

GLEASON'S
HORSE and CATTLE

POWDER.
Fef d 11 t>» your stock and note the re-
su ts—they will improve at once. It it
the most reliable and undoutv.div the
best Powder for all kinds of .stock. It
can be had from any dealer, >

a trial. Prepared by

GILBERT BROS. & CO., Baltimore, Md

Honey-Tolu
CURES THE CROUP.

THE MIETZ & WEIS? KEROSENE
ENGINE.

Although it is now more than thirty
years since gas engines began to attract
public attention, it is only within a com-
paratively recent period that they have
been brought to such a degree of effect-
iveness as to render them generally and
reliably available for industrial purposes.
One improvement has followed another,
until at the present day there is but lit-

tle left to be desired in the better class of
motors.
Good authorities upon such matters

declare that among the very best appa-
ratus of the kind in the world are the
ML & W. Gas and Kerosene Engine, as
manufactured by August Mietz, iron
founder and machinist, of 12S-13S Mott
street, and 87 Elizabeth street, New York
city.

This engine is a machine which em-
bodies all features necessary for the pro-
duction with perfect reliability of the
maximum of power with the smallest
consumption of gas or kerosene. It was
placed upon the market with a view of
introducing a simple, perfectly reliable,
strong and compact motor for all pur-
poses. The drawbacks and defects expe-
rienced in other engines have been care-

fully avoided and many improvements
added. On account of its simplicity,
this engine is particularly adapted for
the use of common kerosene or lamp oil
(150° test) as fuel, and when so arranged,
it is absolutely the safest and simplest
power producing machine conceivable.
The kerosene engine is the most inde-

pendent motor where gas is not avail
able, as kerosene or lamp oil can be ob-
tained in any part of the civilized world.
The cost of running is considerably less
than gas; steam and electricity is out of
the question. The M. & \V. Engines can
be started and managed by any person of
ordinary intelligence.

With this engine no engineer or fire-
man is required, and there is no danger,
no handling of coal or ashes There is

no extra fire insurance nor any extra
water tax. There is no loss of time in
getting up steam. It gives the best and
cheapest power in the world, especially
for service requiring relatively small
power, such as for running circular saws,
churns, electric light, thrashing, pump-
ing, separating cream, grinding grain,
catting feed and numerous other pur-

Made in size- from one to sixty
horee power. Send for Catalogue.

tSHARROW
On Wheels

"Liehiest Draft narrow mark-. Paves r.t least
a half horse power over other makes. Adapt-
ed to nnr Moil. Beat ft-l-

jusEed without bolts. Used
either as walking or riding
harrow. Teeth controlled
by lever. Easily cleared
of rubbish. Made
of very I" ?t mi
teriats. Write

The Hench &
DromgoldCo.,Mfr:

York. Pa.

TELEFHONES AT $5^
ited an enormous

'i telephi
i D but uttti
"I ii:ni:m tit im mi u i

1HEX, and guaranty . to chip j

I'.-rdiiianU
IOJ.T YtK mMl 1«I(F *S ami, Wril.
for FREE Cattl*B« N<- 166.

CHICAGO HOI SEW RECKING CO

"1

Ofewtoo's patent.)

MRNER
E
Dehorner

improved —=fe^ Guaranteed
THOUSANDS IN USE.

Ask yonr hardware dealer for them or write
V. VL, BROWN MFG. CO., • - DECATUR, ILL.

WANTED.
HAY. GRAIN and
AFIELD PEAS.

Correspondence Solicited.

J. J. WILSON & CO.. Commission Brokers,

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA.

* WANTED *
On a small farm near Richmond, white
man for farm work ;

white woman for

housework. Family of two.

G. M. W., 1105 E. Main St., Riehmond.Va-

._ who does not use tobacc '. em-
ployment in goad nursery in Virginia. Has
good education and business training; good
budder, grafter and pruner: good packer and
shipper. Address " EXERGY,"

care Southern Planter, Richmond, Va.

A
MOTH-PROOF BEE-HIVE.

SWEET POTATO HOUSE
That will keep potatoes in good

condition for twelve months 1

Persons desiring either of the above, should
address for particulars, with stamp,

BRYAN TVSON, Carthage, N. C.

Please mention this paper.

5TEM-WiND WATCH.CHAIN AND CHARM

getaStem-Wind, 1

.

leandaddrrssa
f..rwar'l

I
nd oar larKe Pi '-

inium Ltst, postpaid. Nop- "eyrequlred.
BLUIN.EALFG.CO.Bo: 681, ConcordJunction.Mass
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THE MOST "GEN-
ERALLY USEFUL
MACHINE ON THE
FARM," THE

MgSHERRY
MODEL

TRANSPLANTER
FOR TOBACCO, CABBAGE,
TOMATO AND OTHER PLANTS.

Originators of Modern Improvements.
Established 1858.

THE McSHERRY MFG. CO., Middletown, 0.

McSHERRY Plain Drills, Fertilizer Drills,
Disc Drills, shoe Drills. Hoe Drills, Low-
Down Press Drills, seeders, Transplanters,
Disc Harrows, Rice Drills.

"Write for Circulars K and S.

BOSTROM'S IMPROVED FARM LEVEL.
Is not a MAKESHIFT, bul
the best one made for Ter-
racing, Ditching and Drain-

age. Price $5.00, including
Tripod and Sliding Target
Rod. Send for descriptive

circular and Illustrated

Treatise on Terracing, free.

J. M. ALEXANDER &. CO..
6 and 8 S. Pryor St., Atlanta, Ga.

A Combination
of brains, experience and high
grade material has .fade the v

RELIABLE \™mi
known throughou

world. If you are after results represented in dollars
and cents, you want one of our popular 30th Cen-
tury Poultry Book*. Bright, instructive and worth

Reliable Incubator & Brooder Co., Boi B-11 QuincyJIIs.

INCUBATORS ON 30 DAYS TRIAL
The only perfect business ma-

chines In the world. Our large
handsome illustrated catalogue
explains it all. Send for a copy,
it is absolutely free and worth a

dollar to any one interested in artificial incu-
bation. Address Standard F. C. Inc Co.,
Mention this paper. Rochester, N. Y.

IF YOUR I IYFR .nr
Is inactive or your DIQES- Mnna liuorTnnip
TION out of order, use HlOna LIVBT lOnlC

which is the best preparation known for pro-
ducing a healthful and continuous secretion
from the liver and other organs. It is an ab-
solute cure and preventive of torpid or inac-
tive liver, thus preventing costiveness, or
curing this condition if it already exists. Of
course the consequent troubles of obstinate
costiveness, such as sick or nervous headache,
restlessness, sour stomach, colic, heartburn,
and kindred diseases, are relieved by this most
excellent remedy. Blotches, pimples or rough
skin, caused by indigestion or costiveness,
will be relieved in a few days by the use of
MONA LIVER TONIC, thus producing a
beautiful complexion. It will cure JAUN-
DICE in a few days.

Price, 50 cents and $1.00.
—PREPARED ONLY BY—

E. A. CRAIGHILL, Pharmacist,
LTNCHBl'KO, VA.

«-FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS.
PURCELL, LADD & CO., • Richmond, Va.

Wholesale Dlatrlbutors.

FARMERS AND GARDENERS SAVE"

Increased Use of Iron Age Implements
Shows the Spirit of Progress

If any evidence was needed that farm-
ers are up with the times in increasing
their production and decreasing labor by
the use of improved mechanism, it is fur-

nished by the statement of the makers of
the Iron Age Implements for the farm
and garden, concerning their output. The
works, at Grenloch, N. J., have just ended
their busiest season, a greater number of
tools having been shipped than in any
one year since the establishment of the
works in 1836. A greater number of deal-
ers are handling the Iron Age tools than
ever before, and they are being sold over
a wider territory, for a wide variety of
farming and gardening.
These implements have been imitated

so much that the makers have found it

necessary to warn buyers to look for the
full name, Iron Age, branded on each tool

they buy. This is the trade mark, and is

a guarantee of steel construction and hon-
est, careful workmanship.

No. 6. Iron Age Double and Single Wheel
Hoe, Hill and Drill Seeder.

The Iron Age implements have been
chiefly instrumental in overcoming the
objection of gardeners to combined tools.

The faults in the old-style combined tools

have been overcome, and the greatest con-
venience, economy, lightness and dura-
bility that can be found in garden imple-
ments are now obtained in the Iron Age
Seed Drills, Wheel Hoes, Cultivators,
Plows and Rakes, which are made in a
great variety of combinations. The larger
Iron Age Implements, Horse Hoes and
Cultivators, Harrows, Riding Cultivators,
both fixed and pivot wheel and the Im-
proved Robbins Planter are saving days
of work and hundreds of dollars in time
and material for their users every season.
For full information regarding the latest

improvements and the whole line of Iron
Age implements, write for a copy of the
free Iron Age Book for 1902, issued by the
Bateman Manufacturing Company, Box
167, Grenloch, N. J.

RECIPROCITY IN TRADE.
We have been favored with a copy of

an Address recently made by Mr. A. B.
Farquhar, of York, Pa., the large manu-
facturer of agricultural implements, on
" The Need of Reciprocity from the Point
of View of the American Manufacturer."
The address is a most able presentation
of the subject, and we wish every one
who reads this could and would read it.

This is a subject of deep importance to

farmers as well as to manufacturers.
Trade, to be lasting and good, must be
mutual and not one sided. No other
system can last, and the farmer will be
the first to suffer when trade falls off.

Warranted
to give satisfaction.

GOMBALLT'S

CAUSTIC BALSAM
A safe, speedy and
positive cure for

Curb, Splint, Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind Puffs,
and all lameness from Spavin, Ringbone
and other bony tumors. Cures all skin
diseases or Parasites, Thrush, Diphtheria.
Removes all Bunches from Horses or
Cattle.

is invaluable.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is

Warranted t<> LTive satisfaction. Price $1.*>0
per bottle. Sold by ilruLrtrists, or sent by ex-

TBE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

Newton'* Hear*. Cough, Dii-
temper and lmlii:< s| hid Cure,
' veterinary sinxiuo for wind,

Dr. A. C. DANIELS'

FEVER DROPS CURE
Milk Fever In cows. Distemper in horses.

Renovating Powders prevent aborting
in cows and horses. Book free.

Dr. A. C. Daniels, 1 Stamford St., Boston.
Southern Agents:

Lilly Carriage Co., Woodward Mfg. Co.
Memphis, Tenn. Parkersburg, W. Va.

be controlled by using

Good's Canst ic Potash Whale
Oil Soap, No. 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-
tomologists. This soap is a fertilizer as well
as insecticide. 50 lb. kegs, 82.50; 100 lb. kegs,
$-1.50. Half barrels, 270 lbs., at 3^0. per lb.;
barrels, 425 lbs., at 3^c. Large quantities,
special rates. Send for circular.

JAMES GOOD.
939-41 N. Front St., Philadelphia, pa.

FRAZER
< Axle Grease '

the world

Its wearing qualities are unsurpassed, ac-

1

tually outlasting 3 bxs. any other brand, ;

Notaffected by heat. «s-Get the Genuine.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.iX

BLATCHFORD'S CALF MEAL.
"Please send me 500 lbs. of BLATCHFORD'S

CALF MEAL, as we And nothing like it to
raise thrifty Jersey calves."—Asa B. Gabdi-
ner, Jr., Glencoe, Md. Address

THE BARWELL MILLS. Waukegan, III.
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I Can Sell Your Farm
or other real eatale for rash, no matter where located

Sr- i
.,--. ni.t. n a. id selling price and learn my wonder.

fully su-. U I W. M. OSTRAK.OER,
North American Bunding. Philadelphia, Pa.

riur riDMO In the great fruit grain and
rlrlL rflnlYIOstocksectlon of VIRGINIA.
Best climate and water In the U. S. Near
great markets, with best educational advan-
tages. For further information, address

Sam'l B. Woods, Charlottesville, Va

Virginia Farms
All prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. B. PIZZINI CO., Richmond, Va.

GO SOUTH.

For full particulars

write A. JEFFERS,

Norfolk, Va.

VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.
Easy Payments Catalogue Free.

GEO. E. CRAWFORD & CO.. Richmond. Va.
Established 1875.

A BARGAIN "p^SSS
In sight of Richmond. Va. Fine large house
with modern improvements; fine large barn
and other improvements; large orchard; so-
ciety the beat. Will be sold cheap with stock
and crops. Would make a fine dairy farm.
Address Oak Shade, care Southern Planter.

..Magnificent Estate..
Known as the Hampstead Farm, situated

on the Pamunkey river, for 6ale. Contains
nearly 1600 acres, 800 of which Is river bottom
land, the remainder being upland and timber.
Large deposits of green sand marl ; brick barn
with wood stable attached ; also houses for
sheep, etc. Splendid dwelling said to have
cost J60.000. Property now owned by stock
company. Price, $20 per acre, on easy terms.
For further particulars, address

"PAMUNKEY," care Southern Planter.

unucc AND THE pLACE T °

nUlflCO FIND THEM. ^
No place in the United States can a man

do so well at farming, for the money in-

vested, as in Virginia. Lands are cheap ;

climate good, and the best of markets
close at hand. It is the State of all

others, for a comfortable all the year
round home. The James River Valley
Colonization and Improvement Company
offer superior advantages to land pur-
chasers. For free 36 page land pamphlet,
address

W. A. PARSONS,
819 E. riain St.

,

Richmond, Va.

SILOS"'.

Yes, now Is the
time to buy a Silo,
and the best kind

to buy is the Lansing PerfectTu-
bular. Made on scientific prin-
ciples and from good material

;

made by skilled workmen and
improved machinery. There-
fore are perfect in construction
and the best to be had at any
price. For book that tells all
about this silo and for prices

address A. M. D. HOLLOWAY,
Builders Exchange, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

We give to our readers brief extracts

from letters received recently from How'
ard L. Edwards, of South Boston, Va

,

which will give them some little idea of
the value of the comparatively new im
plement called a weeder.
Mr. Edwards, it seems, bought one of

the Success Anti-Clog Weeders, manufac-
tured by the Hallock Weeder Company,
of York, Pa. He says he used his weeder
last season on corn from the time it show-
ed up to the time it was two feet high. It

did the work thoroughly, keeping the
ground absolutely free from grass and
weeds, and forming such a fine dust
mulch that the corn did not suffer at all

from the severe drouth they had there
last season.
He says a boy thirteen years old work-

ed it from the time it was planted until

it was two feet high ; then it was culti-

vated by the same chap with a five-tooth

cultivator until it tasseled out. No hoe
was used in the field during the season.

He says he also found the weeder very
valuable for fining the soil for wheat,
grass, etc., and wishes to recommend the
implement to all farmers.

Bad plowing is the rule and not the ex-
ception—furrows crooked, of irregular

depth, balks, etc. Harrowing with spike
or spring tooth drags only makes matters
worse.
Use an "ACME" Pulverizing Harrow,

Clod Crusher and Leveler with sloping
coulters, which will cut, lift, turn and
pulverize the soil and fill hollows with-
out dragging up sods and rubbish, thus
leaving a smooth, ptrfect seed bed.
The "ACME" will be sent to any re-

sponsible farmer on trial, to be returned
at the expense of the manufacturer if not
satisfactory. See advertisement on an-
other page.

SPRAY PUMPS.

The Barnes Manufacturing Company,
Mansfield, 0., are advertising their well-
known Spray Pumps in another column.
We invite the attention of our readers to
it ; also request them to send for the gen-
eral Catalogue "C" of this firm, in which
will be found a full description of all

kinds of pumps.

The remarkable growth of the mail
order business in recent years is largely
due to the fact that the better mail order
houses are scrupulously careful about
always giving customers fair and honest
value for their money. Notably the Mar
vin Smith Co., of Chicago, one of the best
and most reliable house of this kind in
the world.

The soft answer that turneth away
wrath, even when it concerns a rejected
manuscript, is good. But the hard truth
thatsaves the literary beginner from mak-
ing mistakes and wasting time is better.

—February Ladies' Home Journal.

Oranges are a most valuable fruit.

Orange juice allays thirst, and with few
exceptions is well borne by the weakest
stomach. It is also a laxative, and if

taken at night or before breakfast it will
be found most beneficial.—February La-
dies' Home Journal.

LEGHORN POULTRY YARDS.

Have for sale a limited number of Slngl.
Comb Brown and White Leghorn Pullets and
Roosters. Best layers known. Prize-winning
stock. Price. $1.00 to 81.50 each. Es«cs in season
at $1.00 for 16 ; $5.00 per 100. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. Address

A. T. MATTHEWS, Box 36, Parksley Vs.

LIME
AGRICULTURAL

and BUILDERS'
Send for Circulars'and Price-List.

FELLSWORTH LIME WORKS
REEVES CATT, Agent,

Bodley, Augusta County, Va.

S. B.ADKINS&GO.

S
4 and 6 Governor Street,

RICHMOND, VA.

EXPERT BOOKBINDERS

and Commercial Printers.

Hfls^
r or Drui

Jeeley
i or Drunkenness and

Drug Using.

PALMOREB
Law and Collection Issociation,

Established 1884. Claims collected

in all parts of the United States.

No collection—no charge.

P. 0. Bos 503. 90554 East Main Street,

RICHMOND. VIRGINIA.

COMPLETE SONGS-M
also 25 Art Pictures from life, and our

catalogue of novelties, all for 25o. R. R. SUP-
PLY Co., Chattachoochee, Ga.

275
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NITRATE OF SODA
— FOR

MONEY CROPS.
COTTON, CORN, WHEAT,

FRUIT, POTATOES.
You get your share of the profit when you use this

Standard High-Grade Ammoniate.
Lately around $2.20 per ton unit on ammonia basis.

Send postal for formulas and other valuable information, free

WILLIAM S. MYERS, Director,
12 S. P. John Street. CHILEAN NITRATE WORKS, NEW YORK.

'

THE BUCHER & GIBBS PLOW CO.,

'

x
<esJ-™**»

b
,mP£r<al" CANTON, OHIO.

„ THE '5"rj|MTHEW0RCn

OHIO. \

HANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

PLOWS in all sizes; SPIKE-TOOTH, SPRING-
TOOTH and DISC HARROWS; ONE-HORSE
CULTIVATORS, and LAND ROLLERS.

This popular Plow is ^
made strong and durable.

«g|r
Gives satisfaction to the Sr

farmer.

Our full line of goods for

sale by

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
Catalogue Free. General Agents, 1302-1304 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.

AtAAAJAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA4
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i-
THE KITCHEN GARDEN. -^'

Every farmer and villaaer who has a
plot of ground at all suitable should have
a Kitchen Garden, if for nothing else

than to supply fresh vegetables for the
table. Thousands appreciate the efficien-

cy of the poultry yard as an adjunct
to the home table as well as a money
earner. The garden plot should go hand
in hand with the poultry yard. There is

no better garden fertilizer than that com-
ing from the hen house,—but the garden
itself, how may it be best attended?

Put in the seed with a drill and every
row will be straight and just right for

easy after-cultivation with a wheel hoe.
You should not be without these most
useful tools, even if you cultivate but
one-eighth of an acre. With it you can
do as much work in a given time aa twelve
men can do in the same time by older
methods.
We advertise in our columns the

Matthews New Universal Hand Seeder
and Cultivator made by the Ames Plow

[March

..HOLLYBROOK FARM..

EGGS^SETTING
From Thoroughbred Poultry.

I fin our poultry vards we have the following
thoroughbred poultry, all flistclass stock,
originally started Irom the best slocks In this
country, and carefully cross-mated so as to
give strong and vigorous stock and the best

laying strains of the different breeds that it Is

possible to obtain

:

BARRED P. ROCK. $1.00 per setting.

BLACK LANGSHAN. $1.00 per setting.

BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCK. ft. so setting.

LIGHT BRAHMAS. $1.50 per setting.

SILVER LACED WYANDOTTE. Price,

$1.50 per setting.

WHITE WYANDOTTE. $1.50 per setting.

In addition to careful breeding, we pay
special attention to the handling and packing
of our Eggs, so as to ensure good fertility and
a good batch.
We have also for sale a few first-class young

cocks of BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
SILVER LACED WYANDOTTE BLACK
LANGSHAN and BLACK MINORCA.
Price, $1.50 each, crated for shipment.

HENRY W. WOOD,
P. Box 330. Hollybrook Farm, RICHMOND. VA.

..VICTOR POULTRY FARM..

B. P. ROCKS
EXCLUSIVELY.

Birds bred especially for meat and eggs. All
farm raised stock. Bradley Brothers strain.

Eggs, $1.00 per 15. Having decided to get rid

of our S. C. B. LEGHORN stock, we have
some very fine cockerels and pullets at $1.00

each.
GRAVES BROS.,

HIGHLAND SPRINGS, VA.

..Eureka Poultry Farm..

B&RRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
..EXCLUSIVELY..

EGGS. SI 50 per 13 ; $2.75, 26 : 53.75 for 39. Ab-
beville, S. C, money-order office. Address

R. G. HAGEN, Iris, S. C.

WE HAVE LEFT ONLY THREE

Barred Plymouth Rock
COCKERELS at $1.50 each, and 15 HENS and
PULLETS at $1 00. If they are not better than
you can get elsewhere, return them and get
your money back ; we pay return charges.
Eggs, $1.00 lor 15.

SUNNYSIDE POULTRY' FARM.
Christiansburg, Ya.

Reference: Bank of Christiansburg.

DIXIE POULTRY FARM,
BREEDER OF

Mammoth Pekln Ducks, S. L. Wyandottes,
White Wyandottes, S. C. White Leghorns,

S. C. Brown Leghorns, B. P. Rocks.
Vigorous stock, bred for business, with 1st

Premium to their credit at the Great Rich-
mond and Newport News Shows. Eggs, 13 for

S1.25. E. D. MOON, Holly, Va.
First Vioe-Prcs. of the Va. Pigeon,
Poultry and Pet Stock Association.

S. G. White Leghorns
Eggs, settings $1.50 per 15. Cockerels $1.50

and up ;
good ones. C. G. M. FINK,

1409 W. Leigh St., Richmond, Va.

New Universal Seeder at Work.

Co., of Boston, Maes. This implement
with its various attachments combines in

one the Seeder, Wheel, Hoe, Cultivator,
Rake, Plow and Marker. It is a wonder-
ful labor saver, and will pay bigger divi-

dends on its cost than almost anything
one could think of. These people also

make separate implements for all gar-

dening work on large acreage of onions,
beets, spinach, etc. Send at once for

their 1902 catalogue, describing some
twenty-live styles of these implements.
Address Ames Plow Co., No. 56 Market
Street, Boston, Mass.

ODORLESS PHOSPHATE.
In this is'ue will be found the adver-

tisement of Jacob Reese, of Philadelphia,
ofiering Odorless Phosphal e. We bespeak
a trial of this article from our subscribers.

From several of our best and most suc-

cessful farmers we have had very satis-

factory reports as to the results attained
from using this phosphate.

One of the essential points in good
dressing is the harmony of tones and
colors. A mass of colorrng in clothes is

always a mistake.—February Ladies'

Home Journal.

To make cowl pa;, use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book "Business Dairying " A Cat. 305 free. W.
Cheater, Pa.

BLUE HILL POULTRYand BROILER FARM

BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS a Specialty.

Line-bred for ten years : laying quali-
ties cannot be excelled. Eggs and stock
for sale at all seasons. Eggs $1 per set,

16. Mammoth Bronze Turkey Eggs, $i
perdoz. E F. SUMMERS.
'Phone No. 11. Somerset, Orange Co., Va.
•ordonsville Exchange.

«£ <£

Eggs from B. P. Rock. White Wjandotteand
Pekin Ducks, $1 for 15. Egts from M. B, Tur-
keys bred from a 45 1b. Tom, beautiful
plumage, $3 per doz. Pedigreed Scotch Collie
Pups, extra flue. *3 to 85 each. A very fine 2-yr.
old female, well-trained and fine breeder, $10.

C. H. BENNETT, McDonald's Mill, Va.
(Green Valley Poultry Yard.)

EGGS FOR HATCHING
PURE-BRED B. P. ROCK. BLACK MINORCA,

S. C. B. LEGHORN.

Fine stock, excellent layers. I guarantee eggs
to be true to name, fresh and to arrive in good
condition. 75c. per 15 : $2.00 per 45 ; $4.00 per 100.

Miss s. m. Hiter,
Louisa Co , Va ,

FOR SALE.
2-year old PERCHERON FILLY, registered,

sound and good style.

POLAND-CHINA PIQS, 3 mos. old, both sexes,

sired by Chief Best, by Chief Tecumseh, 2d.

PLYMOUTH ROCK COCKERELS. $1.00 each.

EGOS, 15 lor $1.00. Good hatch guaranteed.

THUS. R. SMITH. Lincoln, Loudoun Co.. Va.

Cottage Poultry Yards.

Black Langshans
..EXCLUSIVELY..

Young stock now ready. Cockerels, Lay-
ing Hens. Trios not akin. Price according-
to points. Egg6, $1 00 per sitting.

M. A. Olney, Coleman's Falls, Va.

EGGS OOOD STRAINS.
ROSE COMB BROWN LEGHORN. 13 for

60 cts.: $1.00 per 26. GOLDEN SPANGLED
and WHITE WYANDOTTES. $1.00 per sitting.
Incubator Eggs, $3.00 per hundred.

CARSON BROS., Middleport, Ohio.

ONE DOLLAR
BUYS FIFTEEN EQQS.

Barred Plymouth Rock, S. C. B Leghorn.
Splendid laying strains. Prompt atten-
tion. Mrs. JNO. F. PAYNE,
Clairmont Dairy Farm. UNIVERSITY OF VA.

Barred Plymouth Rock EGGS
AT 75C. PER SETTING.

Wm. B. Lewis, irby. NottowayCo. va.

CUnRT Registered and Imp. COLLIES.
3 nun I -workers." It Is our business.
^TflRY P«P». *7.50 IP- MAPLEMONTa I U n I sT&CK KARM, Albany, Vermont.
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THE .ETNA LIFE.

The big and very satisfactory figures

of the Annual Statement of the yEtna

Life Insurance Company are printed

elsewhere in this issue. The showing ia

one that the management must take pride

in placing before the public. It has, during

the year just past, increased its business

to an extent that surprises even its best

and most sanguine friends. The .Etna
Life's assets have nearly reached the

$60,000,000 mark, showing an increase of

about $4,000,000 in 1901, with propor-

tionate increases all along the line of the

Company's field of labor.

What so large gains mean, not only to

the management but to the IS 1,000 policy-

holders, and even to the nation at large,

will be apparent from the fact that life

insurance is becoming one of che leading

and best of forms of investment for rich

and poor. For the rich man life insu-

rance is a great convenience ; it increases

his credit; it secures him against adven-
turous speculation. For the poor man it

is a necessity. The life insurance policy

is generally the only asset which mos
men leave behind them at death.

WEEDERS, POTATO AND CORN
PLANTERS.

The Eureka Mower Company of Utica,

N. Y., have three advertisements in this

issue, to which we invite the attention of
our readers. The Davison A-Shape
Weeder is one of their principal sellers,

and has many features to commend it.

The Eureka Planters, one or two row,
plant corn, beans, peas, beet seeds, etc.,

are splendid machines, light and durable.
Send for catalogue giving full descriptions
of their full line of implements.

To lead men or children, lastingly, we
must be utterly frank and honest with
them.—February Ladies' Home Journal.

ABERDEEN-ANGUS SALES IN VIR-
GINIA.

Our subscriber, Mr. I. H. Adams, of
Lynchburg, Va., asks us to say that as the
result of tne advertisement inserted in
The Planter he has sold all his Aberdeen-
Angus Cattle; 5 head he sold to G. A.
Creasy, of Mt. Airy, Va.; 5 head to C. I.

Johnson, of Wingina, Va.; 1 heifer to J.

C. Garnett, Locust Dale, Va.; and 3 heif-
ers toAdmiral B. F. Day, Glasgow, Va.

The importation of Aberdeen-Angus
stock still continues, and no doubt the
high price for which animals of this
breed have recently sold will encourage
still greater purchases abroad. Messrs.
Fisher, Goodwine & Fleming, of West
Lebanon, Ind., inform us that they have
recently brought over 50 head. Among
the lot is "Bion," the former great
stock bull of Sir George McPherson
Grant, of Ballindalloch, Scotland. The
whole herd is made up of fine animals
having fine records.

The Southern Realty and Finance
Company, of Charlottesville, Va., have
got out a small Book, in which they ex-
plain their method of doing business, and
how they hope to be to be able to help
" land-poor " farmers to sell some of their
holdings. Send for copy.

GO

*/0
; & tjFFECm

QUICKHEALING POWERS.
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FOR SALE
An extra fine lot of

JACKS JKNNET8
and MULES. Some
prize winners. All
stock guaranteed and
delivered f. o. b. at
Citv oi Indianapolis,
Ind. Street care run
every hou> to within
a mile and a half ot
farm. Address

BAKER'S JACK FAR VI, LAWRENCE, IND

FOR. SALE!
V MPIfQ JENNETS and

,j^ _ JfllmO
, Durham Calves

FOR SALE
Thoroughbred Stallion"Qrdway"
By Springbok, out of Venora by Lexington.
16 hands high: chestnut, handsome, service-

ably sound." Wink O. K. Sure foal-tetter.

Fast in his day, and a winner iu good company
In fine condition now and ready for public
service. Foaled spring of '84, but no sign of
age. Have used him since '9-3. Can show
several handsome colls. Price, if taken at
once, 8200,00. Pedigree and performance on
application to WAL'E-< RANDOLPH CRABBE.

Hague P. 0-, Northumberland Co. Va.

ghly bred Ja?ksa specialty

Enclose 2c. stamp for cat,

W. E KNIGHT & CO.
(West End Nashville. Tenn.

FOR SALE
Standard-bred

STALLION CALEF
Registered in Vol. IX, page 188, Wallace's A.

T. R. Very handsome and stylish; deep
chestnut color. Sired by Wilkeslona, he by
Red Wilkes, he by Geo. Wilkes. Dam, Daisy
Golddust, bv Dusted Golddust. Also two
beautiful standard-bred FILLIES, broken to

saddle and harness. C. T. SMITH,
Croxton, Caroline Co., Va.

IRASSMERE STOCK FARM, Blen Allen, Va.

TROTTING, SADDLE and

HIGH STEPPING HORSES
ducat ed, bought and sold on commision. and
kept by the month or year. High class POUL-
TRY and BcLGIAN HARE* for sale at reasonable
rates. Write for circulars: no trouble to an-
swer questions. Satisfaction guaranteed.

CHANDLER QUINTIN, Veterinarian,

40 yrs. experience on the best Btock farms In
America.

BELGIAN HARES
If vou want the best BELGIAN

HARES, young or old, from 6 to 10 lbs.,

bucks or breeding does, write to

A. E. WILLIS. Lynchburg, Va.

BELGIAN RABBITS..
I have a few fine bucks and does left over,

that I will sell to first orders at J2 a pair, to
make room for spring breeding.

MIKE COLES, Bedford; Springs, Va.

YEIR old COCKERELS
FOR SALE.

1 Houdon. 3 Sherwoods, 1 Black Langshan,
1 W. P. Rock.

DAVIE POULTRY YARDS. Box 19, Mocksvllle, N. C.

BEST "WAY TO SMOKE MEATS.

Eba.ubbr'8 Liquid Extract of Smoke
Makes the Smoke House ott of Date.

Thousands of people

in all parts of the coun-

try have abandoned
smoke-houses and now
use Krauser's Liquid

Extract of Smoke for smoking
hame, beef, sausages, and all

meats that were formerly
smoked bv fire The Extract

of Smoke "is made by E. Krau-
ser & Brother, of Milton, Pa

It is a pure clean extract of hickory

wood, containing exactly the same prop-

erties of the wood that cure the meat by
smoking, oaly being in a liquid form, it

is applied in a few moments instead of

requiring days. It is applied with a

brush or sponge, and the meats can be
hung in a garret where they are sale

from the thieves who make raids on
smoke-houses. Any one writing to the
manufacturers will receive circulars fully

explaining the merits of the process.

PAGE FENCE.

The Page Woven Wire Fence Co., of
Adrian, Michigan, have used our columns
continuously for over ten years; they
have established themselves in the confi

dence of our readers, and they could
never have done so if there had not
been real merit in their fences Their
business has doubled up year after year,

until (we are credibly informed) they
use the entire outfit of wire of their ex-
tensive steel mill, at Monessen, Pennsyl
vania, in their own fences.

They do not claim to sell fence the
cheapest, but they do claim that since

they make their own steel and wire they
have a wire especially adapted for fenc-

ing purposes, and one that will sustain

the special features in Page Fences.
The Page Fence Company have an en-

viable reputation among our readers.

A NEW SPRAY XOZZLE.
Every one who does spraying will be

interested in the new " Kant-Klog" noz-
zle. It gives nine separate and distinct

changes, making Bell Sprays, Flat Sprays
and solid streams,all of different size and
volume, and is provided with a new and
novel device to prevent the nozzle from
clogging.

If you are using a nozzle that clogs, you
should get a full description of this new
"Kant-Klog" nozzle from the Rochester
Spray Pump Co., Xo. 24 East Avenue,
Rochester, N. Y., who offer to take old
nozzles as part pay for the new " Kant-
Klog" nozzle.

EXPORTING AGRICULTURAL MA-
CHINERY.

Five ship loads of agricultural ma-
chinerv are being sent from New York
and Philadelphia to the Black Sea. The
McCormick Company alone will 6end by
one boat nearly 9,000 tons of Harvesters.
This is the largest cargo of machinery of
any description that has ever been sent

from this country by one firm.

FILSTON FARM.

Dim niir(
sloi(ePogisof Filston

'

DULL DflLh 49523

152
Nov. 9. 1901. (

Garel |a
.

s San y _ U0227

Nothing better for a first class

Breeder and Dairyman. Beauty,

breeding, and best of all, great milk

producing stock.

For price and pedigree, address

ASA B.GARDINER, Jr., Manager,

CLENCOE, MD.

JERSEYS RICHLY BRED.
HEIFERS : : : :

BULL CALVES.
Send for pedigrees and descriptive

circular.

DAVID ROBERTS, Moorestown, N. J.

..OAK HILL FARM..

Holstein and Jersey Cattle,

Biltmore Berkshires.
Wishing to reduce my stock, will sell cheap.

Every thing from Oak Hill Farm is guaran-
teed first-class, and as represented. Address

Oak HIM Station SAM'L HAIRSTON,
on the Farm. Wenondl, Va.

j* „* BARCAINS IN .•* j*

Reg. Shropshire Ewes..
From two to five years old, bred to my beat
ram. These ewes are of the best breeding.

Aberdeen-Angus Calves..
Herd headed by a winner of fire first

prizes at State fairs.

ENGLISH SETTERS by the prize-winning
Count Rodo. Fine individuals of the beat
breeding. Satisfaction guaranteed.

WARREN RICE, - Winchester, Virginia.

FOR SALE
REGISTERED ANGUS BULL
3 years old. A 6trlctly first-class individual

In every respect- Satisfaction guaranteed.

Price, »125.00. Address R. S. FARISB,
Box 145, Charlottesville, Va.

DO YOU FEED SWINE?

BLOODED STOCK,
Oxford, Pa.
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DORSET
SHEEP**
My entire flock of Dorsets,

registered and eligible,

FOR SALE.
44 head, exclusive of

present crop of lambs.
Fine stock ; low price.

WALTER WATSON,
SAL^M VA.

^V. P. L-*
Farm Bulletin

Orders booked for

DORSET RAM LAMBS,
to ~be delivered in July and August. No
more Berkshire hogs, of any age, to offer

until Spring.

D. O. NOURSE, Prof, of Agr.,

Blacksburg, Va.

DORSET SHEEP
Have the true Golden Hoof, and
make Southern farmers more profit

than any other stock. Write the
Secretary of the Continental Dor-
set Club for information and lists

of breeders.

JOS. E. WINU, Mechanlcsburg, Ohio.

CUEED UntlEY IS GOOD MONEY«nCCr mUnCI and easy to make
orkforus. We will start you in
and turnish the capital. Work

DRAPER PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, Ills.

BERKSHIRE PIGS..
I have for sale 40 thoroughbred

Berkshire Pigs, from 4 to 6 weeks
old. These are fine pigs ; will sell

in lots to suit. Prices cheap.
Address

H. SWINEFORD, Richmond, Va.

ESSEX PIGS
A choice lot of PIGS.
10-12 weeks old, at $10

per pair. Ready for

delivery In April and
May. Your orders

L. G JONES,
BETHANU, N. C.

The Coiled Spring Fence Company, of
Winchester, Ind., whose advertisement
appears in the columns of this paper,
make truly a "Coiled Spring" Fence,
very closely woven, of Bessemer Steel,
high carbon galvanized wire. It is one of
the most closely woven fences on the
market, and we readily understand why
it is so greatly admired throughout the
country. They make broad claims, but
they prove their statements by the fence
itself. They are exceptional business
men, and have already gained a world-
wide reputation.

The above cut represents one of the
many styles of fence they manufacture.
Write for their catalogue, which will be
given you for the asking, and in doing so
please mention this paper.

ALMOST A LIFETIME.

If one were to count the manufacturers
who have been in business continuously
for a generation, they would be found
comparatively few in number, and yet
among them would be that old and well
known house, the Elkhart Carriage and
Harness Manufacturing Company, of Elk-
hart, Ind., whose advertisement appears
in this issue. This concern has been in
business for twenty-nine years, and dur-
ing all that time has been selling direct
to the consumer at lower prices than many
factories charge dealers. The great saving
effected by dealing with this advertiser
is at once apparent. Their line of vehi-
cles and harness is larger than ever. It

embraces many patterns shown at the
Pan-American Exposition, where the Elk-
hart people not only exhibited against
some factories noted for their high prices

but carried off honors too. Their new
catalogue presents the complete line,

and a copy will be sent free to any one
who mentions this paper in writing. Ad-
dress Elkhart Carriage & Harness Manu-
facturing Company, Elkhart, Ind.

IMPROVING THE BOADS.

The New York Tribune offers a series of
prizes, the first of which is $200 in gold,

for the best essay on The Necessity for

State Legislation for Good Roads. These
essays are to be written by High School
pupils only. Full information will be
given as to terms, &c, on application to

A. H. Battey, Editor Tri- Weekly Iribune,

New York City, N. Y.

The honor of the modern business

house, like Marvin Smith Co., of Chicago,

is guarded as carefully as a man would
guard his personal honor. They have
found that it pays, and are careful never
to depart from their well known policy

of giving every one a fair, square deal.

To keep skirts from wearing out too

quickly around the edge put on a bias

fold of lining, stitched with many rows,

to give it "body," the width varying from
an inch and a-half to four inches. —Feb-
ruary Ladies' Home Journal.

HEREFORDS FQR SALE

A few choice registered Hereford bulls, one
2 years old, one 3 years old ; excellent condi-
tion. Also bull calves. Information and
terms upon application to

EDWARD G. BUTLER, Annefield Farms,
Briggs, Clarke Co., Va.

FOR SALE.

HEREFORD
Herd bull, " IRELAND," No. 79482;

age, 4 yrs. ; bred by West & Duncan,
Windsor, 111. Sire, " The Orphan " ; dam,
" Miss Joe." Also Graded Calves by
"Ireland."
Also "GAZETTEER," No. 104764;

age, 2 yrs.; bred by Murray Boicock, Kes-
wick, Va. Sire, "Gazette." No. 75100;
dam, "Daisy"; sire, "Wilton Chief";
dam, ' Curly Lass."

W. J. McCANDLESS, Brandy, Va.

Breeders of

HEREFORDS—* SINCE 1856. <—
mn ClIC Three 2-yr.-old Reg. Hereford
rUlf OflLL Bulls, two IS mos. old Reg.
Hereford Bulis, two 10 mos. old Reg. Hereford
Bulls, two 2 yrB. old Reg. Hereford Heifers,
three 16 mos. old Reg. Hereford Heifers, one
10 mos. old Reg. Hereford Heifer at reasona-
bleprices. HAYFIELDS STOCK FARM.

COCKEYSVILLE, M D.

JiJJt PUREST BLOOD. J.J.J.
(Ancestors of direct importation.)

RED POLLED CALVES
ONE 7 MONTHS OLD HEIFER.
ONE 5 MONTHS OLD BULL.

Both Eligible to REGISTRY and BEAUTIES.
At a bargain price.

W. S. SOUTHALL, Elkton, Virginia.

"Feeds^Feeding"
Prof. Henry's Great Book for

Farmers and Stockmen.

Delivered anywhere for - - $2.00

With the SOUTHERN PLANTER, 2.25

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Addrew
the Business Office.
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^

An order by phone
"Hello! Is this Mr. Wise, the
McCormick agent?'"

"Yes, who Is this?"
"This is Bright of the Brookdale
Farm.— Say. have you any more new,
right-hand McCormick binders like
the one Wilson bought?"

"Yes: just unloading our third car to-day."
"Have these binders got the folding
divider, new needle, hardened knotter
parts, revfrsihle trip hook and new
pip

"Yes.e
i shield?

all "f
"Well, set aside two binders forme.
Guess I'd bettor have 5»0 pounds of
McCormick twine, too; Manila brand.
— And, sav. Wise, send me one of
McCormick's World-Centre books."

I right, Mr. Bright. The binders will
idv fo 1 tLe

If you are interested in harvesting machines, write for the " The World Centre." Address

W. K. BACHE, Gen'l Agent, McCormick Harvesting Machine Co., Richmond, Va

FOR SALE LOW.

One pair 4 year old black horse mules 16

hands high. — -

One 8 jr. old black mare mule 15% hands high
All extra fine animals, quick, blocky and
well-made.

One pair 8 year old brown Hackney-Trotter
cross brood mares, weight 1200, of fine
style and action. Both mares with foal by
Hackney stallion. *>»

One pair of 4 year old Hackney-Trotter cross
bay mares of fine style and action.

One 3 year old brown Hackney-Trotter cross
gelding, extra fine.

One 8 yearold pretty tan color saddle and har-
ness horse, weight 1200. This is a superb
family horse, and a premium winner
under the saddle.

One 4 year old registered Aberieen-Angns
cow bred to reg. Angus bull. Price, J130.

One 7 months old registered Aberdeen-Angus
bull calf. Price, S75.

Address W. M. WATKINS & SONS,
Randolph, Charlotte Co , Va.

SHORTHORNS!
I have for sale some good SCOTCH-TOPPED

SHORTHORN BULLS, COWS and HEIFERS,
at fair prices for the times. Also one finely-
bred and thoroughly galted horse, sound and
wall mannered, at reasonable price.
Correspondence solicited.

8E0. CHRISMAN. Chrlsman, Rockingham Co., Va

*^- EAST RIVERSIDE <*.

SHORTHORNS
Property of Jas. F. Clemmer, Summerdean.Va

Choice Young Bulls and
Heifers for sale.

Prices right and satisfaction guaranteed.

Address JAS. F. CLEMMER, Summerdean, Va.

THE FARMERS' MUTUAL BENEFIT
ASSOCIATION.

The Virginia Division, Farmers' Mu-
tual Benefit Association, advertised else

where in this journal, is an association of
the farmers in the State of Virginia for

mutual protection against loss by fire and
lightning. Originally it had a defective
charter and plan, like some other mutual
fire associations chartered at the same
time by inexperienced adventurers in the
State. This association, after three years'
experience, was remodeled on a Michi-
gan plan of forty years' test, under an
amended charter "from the State of Vir-
ginia, with amended by-laws, policies, and
Btrictly legal contract application forms.
Under the amended plan, the Virginia
Division has been in successful operation
for three years, and has in active opera-
tion policies covering $315,000 of property
insured, with an estimated security of
over $600,000, making its policies "per-

fectly safe. The average cost of insurance
for the three years of its organization,
under its amended charter, has been
$3.66§ per $1,000 per year, including
dwellings, barns, produce, stock, etc., and
has been a great saving to its members.
It seeks no territory covered by other
mutual companies of the State, and is an
enemy of no other plan, yet will admit
to its membership any reputable owner
and property within the bounds of its

territory, after proper inspection and re-

commendation. It has paid all its losses
promptly, and is in favor with the people.
For further information, you are referred
to the advertisement on another page of
this journal.

The Armour Company, of Chicago, 111.,

send us copy of their Farmers' Almanac
for 1902. It is finely got up and beautiful-
ly illustrated. Send for a copy and say
you saw this notice in lhc Planter.

Studebaker Bros., of South Bend, Ind.,
the great wagon-makers, send us copy of
their Farmers' Almanac for 1902. It is a
good one, and will be sent to any fanner
on application who mentions Ihe Planter

VIRGINIA VALLEY HERD
Of Registered Shorthorn Cattle.

Choice young bulls, cows and heifers bred.
Also Poland-China Hogs and Barred

Plymouth Rock Chickens.
Pbices Reasonable

HENRY BLOSSER, Harrisoxbirg, Va.

ELLERSLIE FARM^"*
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

Fob Sale. R. J. HANCOCK & SON,
Charlottesvillb, Va.

^ HAWKSLEY STOCK FARM ^
<=3* Breeder and Seller of *»•

REGIST'D BERKSHIRE HOGS
MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS
PLYMOUTH ROOK CHICKENS

EGGS IN

J. T. OLIVER,

'EASON.
Allen's Level, Va.

'ARMERS'l
LIBRARY

SOUTHERN PLANTER, -

FERTILITY OF THE LAND,

FEEDS AND FEEDING, -

FOOD FOR PLANTS, - -

All for $3.25.
THE SOUTHERN PLANTER,

BIOHMOND. VA

50

$1.25

$2.00

10

$3.85
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FARM NOTES.
Have a standard in your farm work,

and live up to that standard ; do nothing
simply for the sake of having it off of

hand, regardless of the manner in which
it is done.
As to what you must do on the farm in

any special line is governed by the sea-

sons. You will remember that in the
olden time it was said that there is a time
for all things, and experience teaches

that everything must be done in its sea-

son.
Always labor to have only one thing at

a time on hand. If many things are

crowding you promiscuously at the same
time there is something wrong in your
arrangement. One thing at a time, and
that always to be thoroughly done, is a
good motto
Always strive to keep your growing

crops in advance of the weeds, for if they
get the upper hand the plants will be
" choked out." Of the two, the weeds
are the better growers.

In the matter of feeding your farm
stock, see to it that it be not done in a
wasteful, slovenly manner. I do not
mean that you are to stint the animals,
but give them what they will eat closely

and with a satisfied relish.

Frank Monroe Beverly.

SCOURS.
Scours is a troublesome disease among

young animals, and particularly among
calves. A reliable remedy is therefore of
considerable value. Alexander's Scour
•Cure has been very successfully used du-
ring the last three years, and is strongly
recommended by a number of well-known
stock-raisers. Our old friends, the Pas-
teur Vaccine Company, are selling agents
for Alexander's Scour Cure, and their ad-
vertisement will be found in another col-

umn. The remedy is cheap, and every
stock-raiser should buy a bottle, or see
that his dealer has some in stock ready
for immediate use when required. The
Pasteur Vaccine Company will, upon re-

quest, send interesting literature with a
long list of valuable endorsements. The
Pasteur Vaccine Company also furnishes

/ Blacklegine, both for single and double
treatment, " Blacklegine ' being Pasteur
Blackleg Vaccine ready for use as sold.

A GIRL'S LETTERS ARE PRIVATE
PROPERTY.

" Do you think a girl's letters should be
the common property of the whole fami-
ly? The letters other girls write her read
.aloud, commented upon, and made fun of
because she is only sixteen ?"

Indeed I do not think so. Every one
has a right to open and read her own let

ters, and parents, brothers and sisters

should respect this right.—Mrs. Sangster,
in February Ladies' Home Journal.

To be constantly pulling up the seeds
of life to see if they have sprouted is a
serious menace to the health ofthe plants.—February Ladies' Home Journal.

Wealth does not make a home. It takes
thoughtful, sympathetic comrades to

make a home.—February Ladies' Home
Journal.

DE LAVAL

Cream Separators
ARE SO MUCH BETTER THAN

Other Cream Separators

BECAUSE.—They are constructed after the "Alpha " Disc

and " Split Wing " patents, which cannot be used by any other

manufacturer and which enable De Laval machines to skim

cleaner and produce a more even and more thoroughly churnable

cream than is otherwise possible, at much less speed and wear,

and much greater ease of operation.

BECAUSE.—The De Laval makers have ever been first

and foremost in the manufacture of Cream Separators through-

out the world—have ever led where others follow—their

factories being among the finest machine shops in the world,

and their knowledge of Cream Separators far greater and more

thorough than that of any comparatively inexperienced would-

be competitor.

BECAUSE.—The one purpose of the De Laval makers has

ever been the production of the best Cream Separator possible

regardless of cost, instead of that mistaken " cheapness," which

is the only basis upon which any would-be competitor can even

make pretence of seeking a market.

BECAUSE.—The vastly greater sale of the De Laval ma-

chines—ten times all others combined—enables the De Laval

makers to do these things and much more in the production of

the perfect Cream Separator that no one else could attempt.

A De Laval catalogue explaining in detail the facts heie set

forth may be had for the asking.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
Randolph & Canal Sts.

,

CHICAGO.

1102 Arch Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

103 & 105 Mission St.

,

SAN FRANCISCO.

General Offices

:

74 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

327 Commissioners St.,

HONTREAL.

75 & 77 York Street,

TORONTO.

248 McDermott Avenue.
WINNIPEG.
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A VIRGINIA WOMAN? WISDOM-

Hee Rulis Governing Her Children's
Hours and Methods or Study,

axd the Results.

"For twelve years I have had the fol-

lowing rules in my family of five chil-

dren : No child under eight years of age
is allowed to enter a schoolroom ; from
eight to twelve years, three hours' work
daily ; from twelve to fifteen years, four
hours' daily. No lessons are prepared
at home ; no echool book is allowed to be
brought home under any circumstances.
All lessons that cannot be learned and
recited properly in from three to four
hours remain unlearned. To demonstrate
that four hours' time in school, properly
applied, is sufficient, I give an outline of
the work actually accomplished last ses-

sion by my little daughter of thirteen
years:
Hours : Daily, from 10 A. M. to 2 P. M.
Daily : Geography and Spelling.
Alternate days : Arithmetic, Writing,

Latin, French, Grammar, History.
In addition, there is a music lesson of

half an hour twice each week, and one
hour's practice daily. When this is over,

she goes outdoors and plays in any man-
ner suitable for a girl of her age.

Results : Good reports ; pleasure in at-

tending school ; steady advancement ; the
highest commendation from teachers

;

mutual satisfaction—and no doctor's
bills !"—A. R. F., Virginia, from •'Moth-
ers' Meetings," in the February Ladies'
Home Journal.

NEVER TOUCHED HIM.

"Pat" was assistant cook on one of the
dining cars on the Great Western road
running into St. Paul. He was obstinate
and ill-tempered. The chef wa9 equally
bo ; and as a result, constant warfare
waged between them.
One day last summer Pat was making

ice cream, and in spite of the chef's
warnings, insisted upon sitting in the
door-way of the pantry while he turned
the freezer.

The train, going up grade, made a sud-
den lurch, and Pat and his pan of ice

cream fell out the door, as his superior
officer had predicted.

Frantic with fright, the chef in his
white cap and apron tore through the
train, looking for the conductor.

' Mon Dieu, Monsieur Conductaire!"
he cried, wringing his hands, when he
found that person, " ze ice cream free-

zaire, he fall off, and Pat go wiz heem
;

stop the tram-way, or we will haf pas des-
sert pour le diner. Trouble, trouhle al-

ways wiz zat Irish man."
The conductor pulled the bell and

stopped ihe train, but it had already
gone two miles past the spot where Pat
bad rolled out.

They backed the train, fully expecting
to find Pat's mangled body beside the
track. Instead, they saw him coming
over the ties on a run, carrying on his
back the ice cream freezer.

He climbed on the train, looking fool-

ish, but all he ever said of his miracu-
lous escape was, " Be Gosh, it jarred me
some, it did thot!"

—

Caroline Lockhabt,
in February Lippincott's Magazine.

St. Lambert JERSEYS
We have for sale a number of YOI N i BI LLS from cows with butter tests rang-

ing from 16 to 24 lbs. per week, and vielding from 5 to 6 gallons of milk per dav.
We have more high testing ST. LAMBERT COWS than can be found in any herd

in the United States or Canada.

INDIAN CAME FOWLS
We have also for sale a choice lot of INDIAN GAME CHICKENS—male and

female. Alsi some choice WHITE WYANDOTTE COCKERELS. The Indian
Game and White Wyandottes are the best general purpose fowls

BOiAZMONT FHRMS, Shlem, Mn.
•*^*^^^^»^**N*^0*^*^«^»t̂ «^^*^«tO^Ns^»^»^»t ^^»%»^^^i*%

YOUNG JERSEYS
Male and female; several YOUNG GUERNSEY BULLS; BERKSHIRE
PIGS, pairs and trios not akin. A few pairs of BRONZE TURKEYS, PLY-
MOUTH ROCK and BROWN LEGHORN fowls.

EGGS FOR HATCHING
From Bronze Turkeys, Plymouth Rock, Brown Leghorn and Light Brahma
fowls ready now. m, B. ROWE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va.

OFFERS FOR SALE
A LIMITED NUMBER ORHill Top Stock Farm

Southdown and Shropshire Sheep
A Grand Lot of Berkshire Hogs

Young Boars ready for service.

Come and see our stock, or write for description and prices to

II A. S. HAMILTON A CO., Staunton. Ya.
Parties will be met at train with conveyance, if we are notified in time. We are

always glad to show our stock.

wm HQnguRSSg

Works on either standing timbe
sweep of Two Acres at a BLtttftl

handle. The crop on a few acre
Catalogue, (rlvine price, terms a
{Addrat MQne Bros. /or SkeOan

"^111 pull an ordinary Grub In 1)4 minutes. Makes a cleaJk
boy and a horse can operate iL. No heavy chains or rods •»
•ar will pay for the Machine. Bead postal card for XUusttft

V) MILNE MFG. CO., 834 8th St, Monmouth, III

When you write to an advertiser, always say you saw the adver-
tisement in THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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**LARGEST W STEER A WORLDS
WEIGHT 3100 FOUNDS, AGE 3 YEARS, SHORTHORN. Owned by International Food Cr>., Minneapolis, Minn., U. B. A. We feed *>LVTERNATIOSiL

F to our four Stallions, Brood Mares, Colts, etc. "INTKBHATIONAL8T0C1 KOOD" causes Horses,
lie, Fat and Healthy. Is used and strongly endorsed by

over ,<•"• r armor', n is horn on u fym tusu udotmmm ta lU'l'nui] Your Money in any case of failure by over 30,000
Dealers. It will make you extra money in Growing, lati. mti- ,»r Milking. Owing to its blood purifying and stiinul.-.tin^

tonic effects it Cures « Prevents Disease. It is a safe vegetable medicinal | reparation to be fed in small sized feeds
connection with the regular grain. It Fattens Stock In JO to 60 Dan l«H < inir, because Itaide Digestion and

lati-in. In this way it -a\es a largo

*&•* FEEDS for "\L I'LYl. =®ft Ask your dealer for
It always pays to feed the best. "INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD

of "INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD"
d refuso any of the many substitutes or i

endorsed by over 100 leading Fan

A $3000.00 STOCK BOOK FREE
MAILED TO EVERY READER OF THIS PAPER.

This Book ConlaiDS 183 Large Colored Engravings of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, nogs, Poultry, etc., and of this Steer,
[to rtnsl tOOOio oaveoat Artisfe and Engravers make them It contains a Gael] Illustrated Veterinary Department thai
Will save you Hundreds of Dollars. Gives description and history of the Breeds of Horses, Cattle, iheep. Hogs and Poultry.

THIS BOOK FREE, Postage Prepaid, If You Write Us a Postal Card and Answer 3 Questions

:

1st—Name this Paper. 2nd—How much stock have you ? 3rd—Did you ever use "INTERNATIONAL STOCK. FOOD"
for Horses. Cattle, Sheep, Hogs, Colts, dives. Lambs or Pius. The Editor of this Papir will tell vou that vuu ought to
have a copy of our iim-lv illustrated I:..,,; f,. r reference. Wo will give you $ If .oil worth of ••1YI EKNATIONAL STOCK
FOOD" if Book is not exactly as represented. 9S~ Wa Won the BQg&eat Medal at PurU in 1900.

Answer the 3 Oaestiona aid *3"~ Write Us At Once for B<

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., U. S. A. I3FEEDSmONE CENT

wjmmmmmm
FARMER DOBS' NAN.

A True Story.

Farmer Dobs had always thought that

he was a most unfortunate man in hav-
ing a family of five daughters and no
sons. He often wished he could don
these buxom "gals" of his in men's
trousers and put them to work on the
farm ; but all they seemed fit for, as he
thought, "was to strum upon the plan-

ner, go to dances, and ride his horses."
So Farmer Dobs was always in an ill

humor with his family, and they were
brave enough to "sass back" at the "old
man," and have their own way, espe-
cially as they were backed by " dear
mama," who said they must have a
"good time" while they were young.

Well, as the spring work and hot sum
mer weather came on, old Dobs became
worse than ever, growling and fussing
continually, until Mrs. Dobs up and
said, she would take the four girls and
clear out for a month's visit in a distant
State.

"An' what will I do, with nobody to

housekeep?" asked Dobs in astonish-
ment.

" Oh, I'll leave you Nan," replied the
good woman.
Now, Nan was the youngest and gid-

diest of the lot
;
just about sixteen, full

of fun and frolic, and always after a good
time, with little thought" of household
affairs.

"Well—I'll swar!" exclaimed Dobs.
"Why, Nan don't know how to cook a
pone of corn-bread !"

"Well, she's all you'll have, and you
must do the best you can."
Dobs saw his wife and merry daughters

leave next day, with rather a disturbed
mind, causing him to repent a little of
his scolding; but his pleading was of no
avail, and off they went.
The house was very quiet with only

Nan, who at once dived into the kitchen,
while old Dobs sought his field with a
sorrowful heart.
He was surprised, after a few days, to

see his meals were as plentiful and as
regular as ever ; indeed, he smacked his
lips over his nice coffee and rolls, saying

1 AH NOW BOOKING
riANY ORDERS FOR
FANCY ^- BERKSHIRE PIGS

for spring shipment. All sired by my
famous boars SIR JOHN BULL and

UNCLE SAM. The former imported by me;

the latter bred in the purple. I have four

strains of registered sows, so I can furnish

pigs no akin. Also GILTS and BRED SOWS.
FIVE high bred three-year-old (in th«

spring) COLTS cheap. Fancy stock, but

not fancy prices. Three car-loads good TIMOTHY HAY cheap.

THOS. S. WHITE, Lexington, Va.

OFFERS
s, entitled to registration, 875 to 8100. Grade Calves by "8tr

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP Bucks, one year old and over, 815 to 820. Ewes, one year to thru
years old, 810 to 812. Buck Lambs, July delivery, $10. Ewe Lambs, July delivery, $8.

POLAND-CHII4 HOGS Pigs, six weeks old, U .50. Pigs, three months old, $7.50. Pig*,

five months and over, 89 to $15.

Eggs, per sitting of 12, when In season, 83.

Pure White Ducks, 75 cents. Pairs, IS;

M. BRONZE TURKEYS Toms, S3. Hens, 82.50.

MUSCOVY DUCKS Pure White Drakes, 81.25.

trios, $2.75.

ROUES GEESE.—Ganders, $2.50. Geese, $2. Eggs, per sitting, $2.50.

WILLIAM L, Jr., No. 21058, half brother of Axtell, will serve a limited number of niaree tea

$25 the season. Mares boarded at lowest figures per month.
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they were "first-rate"—a word of praise
he had not spoken for many a day. His
room was kept neat and in order, and he
felt delighted how easy and comfortable
he was getting along without Mrs. Dobs.
A few nights afterward, however, du-

ring a heavy wind and rainstorm, he
was aroused by Nan in the middle of the
night, who said she heard the bell of a
stray cow, which sounded very near the
corn-field. Dobs was in a stew ; he hol-
lered for Nan to bring the lantern, won-
dering, "how in the mischief he would
get that cow out such a dark night."
But Nan had disappeared; so Dobs fum-
bled around, gpfting his boots, overcoat
and lantern, after much growling, and
was just going out into the yard in search
of the cow, when Nan rushed in, all wet
and muddy, and said, "You needn't go,
pap—the cow is in the stable lot all

right."

"What?" exclaimed old Dobs; "an'
who put her thar?"

"I drove her in myself; she can't get
out before morning, so you can go to bed
again."
"Well, 111 swar!" exclaimed Dobs in

astonishment ; "the idea of that gal get-
ting in that stray cow by herself sich a
night as this!" and Dobs would hardly
believe it until he tramped to the stable
lot, and saw the cow safely fixed as Nan
had said.

So the next morning he smiled at his
daughter proudly and said, "You must
take a horse and go to the dance to-

night, Nan."
The days continued to pass pleasantly,

and Farmer Dobs felt that he never had
things to go on so smoothly before ; Nan
did everything—"she's a number one
housekeeper, an' kuows how to cook,
too," he said gleefully to himself.

But one day Dobs had to leave her all

alone to gotoadistaut saw-mill for a load
of lumber ; he told Nan that he would be
away all day, and hoped she would not
be afraid lo be alone.

" Oh no, Pap, I can stay and take care
of things," replied Nan with a merry
laugh. So old Dobs and his hired man
set off early the next morning. It was
late in the afternoon before they began
their homeward trip with a heavy load
of lumber.
As they drew near, Dobs saw in the

direction of his house, a thick cloud of
smoke arising as if a field or woods were
on fire ; he remarked uneasily to his man
that it looked as if it was one of his fields

which was very near the house. So whip-

Eing up the team, they hurried along as
tst as possible, and as they drew nearer,

he saw that his fears were realized, the
woods and field adjoining the house be-
ing all on fire. But, to Dobs' astonished
gaze, there he saw Nan, all by herself,

fighting the fire with a pine brush, keep-
ing it back from encroaching further into
the field. Sending his man hastily to her
assistance, Dobs tied the team to the fence
and also hastened to t>e scene.
Nan having whipped out the fire in the

field, had leaped the fence and was right-

ing it in the woods. At last, by the efforts

of the three, the fire was subdued, and
Nan, almost exhausted, reluctantly re-

turned to the house, after seeing that al

danger was over.
" Well, I'll swar !" exclaimed Dobs as

BILTMORE FARMS
BILTMORB, N. C.

HEADQUARTERS FOR.

Richly Bred and Large Milking Jerseys,

Early Maturing English Berkshires,

The Most Useful Standard Breeds of Poultry

We make a specialty of foundation stock ; fresh blood, and young bulls

selected from the deepest milkers and best individuals in the herd.

The Home of the Pan-American Winners,

Golden Lad Jerseys and Imported Berkshires

L
WE BREED THE BEST AND

SELL THE BEST.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

REGISTERED BERKSHIRE HOGS.
Boars In Use: COUNTRY GENTLEMAN

and GROVE'S CHAMPION.
PIQS from such noted sows as Miss Leewood,

Queen Quality, Grove's Queen, &c.

Registered Holstein-Friesian Catttle of

Netherland, Pieterjes and Clothilde families,

All rich, heavy milkers and grand individuals

English Beagle Hounds, Brown Leghorn and Plymouth Rock Chickens
for sale.

N. B.— In the stud, the imported Hackney stallion, "The Duke " (registered in E.
H. S B. and A. H. S. B. : fee, 410.00. Hackney mare in foal to " The Duke."

Address T. O. SANDY, Burkeville, Va.
Norfolk & Western and Southern Railways.

Farmers' $125 Saw Mill.

Cuts 2000 ft. lumber a day with, only 4 h. p.

Our large, handsome catalogue tells all
about the famous DeLoach Variable Fric-
tion Feed Saw Mills, 4 to 100 h. p., 8125 up.
DeLoach Saw Mill Machinery, Planers,
Shingle, Lalh and Corn Mills, Water
Wheels, etc. Write for catalogue and nrioe
f. o. b. your depot. DeLoach Mill Mfg.
Co., Box 600. Atlanta, Oa. (BraDch, 120
Liberty St., New York.)

STUMP^*>
PULLERS

All Sizes and Prices. Catalogue Free.

MOHLAND & COMPANY,
300 Jet. Street. BURLINGTON, IOWA,
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PLANET JR N?I2
^ DOUBLE

WHEEL
HOE

*k G<
In every civili:

globe the "Planet *.

With the " Planet Jr." No, 12 Wheel Hoe
a man can cultivate an immense area of ground, get more and better results, and avoid
the slow back-breaking, hand-hoeing, usual in market garden work. This tool is used
on the largest and best truck farms in the countrjr

, and does the work as nothing else

can do it; cultivates perfectly astride or between rows; cultivates the middle, breaks
up the crust and levels the surface. They have attachments that can be easily and
quickly adjusted that make them useful for many kinds of work; adjustable to any
width row; strong and durable; easy to handle. Write for one of the several hun-
dred thousands of catalogues that will be sent out this vear. It describes everything better than we can
here. Tells about our full line of "Planet Jr." Hill and Drill Seeders, Wheel Hoes. Horse Hoes, Culti-
vators, Two-horse Cultivators, Sugar Beet Seeders and Cultivators, etc. We send it free. Write today.

S. L. ALLEN & CO., Box 1 107X , PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Two Gold Medals at Paris Exposition: Highest Award.

he viewed the narrow escape of his house.
" How did this happen, Nan? Why, gal,

you've saved the whole field and the
house !"

" Well, some men were hunting in the
woods and set fire to the leaves; I hap-
pened to see it just in time and ran down
to put it out myself, for there was no use
in calling for any one a mile off; but it

was fortunate you came just in time, for
the fire in the woods was getting ahead
of me." .

"An' you fight it all by your little self!

Why, Nan, you're a trump, and have done
better than a man could have done."
So old Dobs sat down and wrote his

wife how Nan had saved the house, and
all her heroic deeds, and wound up by
saying

—

" You can stay as long as you choose

;

Nan is a treasure of a gal, an"' worth her
weight in gold ; I will grumble no more

;

for I see all the girls are doing their best.
So they shall have a good time an' ride
the horses, for I'm proud of 'em."
So now Dobs brags about his Nan, and

says he is glad he has no boys, who, as
soon as they grow up, think they are
men, get married, and leave; but the one
who wants to get his Nan will have to
fight for her.

January 1, 1902. E. C. M.

THE FARM TELEPHONE.
Traveling through the farming districts,

one becomes more and more impressed
with the manner in which agriculturists

are keeping pace with progressive ideas
and improvements. Tnis is especially
true in regard to the number of farm
telephones in daily use. With one of
these installed, the farmer has merely to
call up any number he may desire and
he can transact business, give orders, get
market quotations on all of his products,
keep thoroughly informed, etc., without
goini» to town. In the busy season he is

enabled to save valuable time and facili-

tate movements all along the line. He
gives orders on the telephone for up-to-
date machines, implements and tools of
all kinds. The farmer's time is money,
and he saves time and money by using
the most improved machines and facili-

ties at his command in this age of im-
provements. The use of the telephone
on the farm is aptly illustrated on
another page of this issue, where the
farmer is shown ordering new McCor-
mick Binders and twine from the dealer.

When writing mention the Southern
Planter.

u
2 HIGH GRADE (pure bred) but not eligible to registry. Stock guaranteed aa

represented or money refunded. B. B. BUCHANAN, Bedford City, Va.
(Formerly at *' Rock Hill," Brownsburg, Va.

GHSTON STOCK FHRM.

Holstein-Friesian I Jersey Cattle.

Having selected my foundation stock from the best, I can offer animals of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

coniaining the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIN BULLS, and BULL CALVES and

JERSEYS of either sex.

JXO. VS. DETRICK, Somerset, Va.

ER.EF"01^DS
..BULLS, COWS, BULL CALVES and HEIFER CALVES FOR SALE..

The best cattle at the lowest prices. It will pay yon to inspect my offering befor*

buying elsewhere. MURRAY BOOCOCK,

Castalia, Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

BACON HALI. FAF11VE

HEREFORD CATTLE;
-REGISTERED. "Gold
Standard " at head ; related

'to Champions, ''Dale,"

"Perfection," and half-brother to " Wood's Principal," champion steer Inter-

national Show, Chicago, 1901.

CALVES JSJOT -A-ICXIEsT.

Berkshire Pigs, Toulouse Geese, Muscovy Oucks

E. M. GILLET.
Terms, " Satisfaction." Verona, Balto. Co., Md.
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SOME SUPERIOR CAKE RECEPT8.

BY MARY WASHINGTON.

Shortly before Christmas, one of the
readers of the Southern Planter applid toe
me for a receipt for marsh mallow cake.
I did not possess such a receipt at the
time, but having taken pains to obtain a
good one since, I will now subjoin it for

Eublication, so that other housekeepers,
esides the one referred to above, may

have the benefit of it.

Marsh Mallow Cake.

The batter is made as follows:
Whites of 8 eggs, stiffly frothed.
2 cups of sugar.
1 cup of butter.
1 cup of milk.
3 cups of flour.

2 teaspoonfuls of baking powder.

The Filling.

Whites of 4 eggs, stiffly frothed.
4 cups of sugar.

Boil the sugar as if for candy, but don't
stir it. Drop a little in water, and if it

hardens take it off. Pour the sugar very
slowly on to the frothed whites, stirring
it in : flavor with vanilla. Take a pound
of marsh mallows. Break them up, and
drop them in the icing, letting them dis-
solve. Reserve a few, however, to lay on
top the cake. The above proportions are
for a layer cake. If you bake the batter
all in one mould, half the above amount
of icing will probably answer.
Next I will subjoin a new receipt for

chocolate cake, obtained from a house-
keeper in far-off California. To the best
of my knowledge, this receipt has never
been published before. At all events, I

have never seen it in print.

Chocolate Cake, with Chocolate in the
Batter.

Part First.

1 cup of scraped or grated chocolate.
1 cup of dark brown sugar.

i cup of sweet milk.
Place in the stove. Heat thoroughly,

but do not boil.

Part Second.

1 cup of brown sugar.

} cup of butter, creamed with the su-
gar.

Yolks of 3 eggs.

i cup of sweet milk.
2 cups of flour.

1 teaspoonful of soda.
1 teaspoonful of vanilla.
Add part 1st while warm to part 2nd.

Stir all the ingredients well together.
Bake in jelly pans. Put the layers to
gether with white icing and cover the top
with the same.
When a housekeeper makes a cake that

calls exclusively for either the whites or
yellows of eggs, it is desirable for her to
make, on the same day, some other dish
that will utilize the unused half of the
egg. As the receipt given above requires
only 3 yellows for the batter, the whites
can be used for the icing; and when you
make a white cake, you can use the yel-
lows of the eggs for lemon pudding or
" gold cake."

«SE Easy Harness

M

XS

Eureka Harness Oil
Tbe flDest preservative for leather ever discovered Save*
many times ita cost by Improved appearance and in tbe coat
of repairs. Sold everywhere In canB—ail sizes,

Utdeby STANDARD OIL CO.

++ FOR SALE. ~
Eligible to registration. A few ready for service. J. C. GRAVES, Barboursville, Va.

iir~^v,=>Tr>"ir^TT=,Tmi TTrrri'tf i -, muni ir-T°<T"Trir

CISMONT DORSETS .

.

CISMONT STOCK FARM offers well developed young
Dorsets of the best blood of England and America.

Prices reasonable. G. S. LINDENKOHL, Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

JAMES G. TINSLEY & CO.,
Branch Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

FERTILIZERS
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

BRANDS:
Stonewall Tobacco Fertilizer,

Stonewall Guano,

Powhatan Corn Guano,
Stonewall Acid Phosphate.

Call on your Local Dealer, and if he cannot furnish you, write to us.
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Coffee Cake.

1 teacupful of molasses.

1 teacupful of good liquid coffee.

1 cupful of sugar and one of butter

creamed together.

4 cupfuls of flour.

1 teaspoonful of powdered cinnamon
and one of cloves.

1 teaspoonful of cream of tartar and J

teaspoonful of soda.

1 pound of raisins, \ pound of citron

3 eggs, ^ wine glass of brandy.

Sponge Cake with Lemon Filling-

Make a batter as for ordinary sponge
cake, using 3 cups of lightly sifted flour

3 cups of sugar and 10 eggs, but bake the
batter in jelly cake pans instead of in a
large mould. The filling is prepared as

follows

:

Beat up 3 eggs, yolks and whites sepa-

rately. Add a large teacup of white su-

gar to the yolks, the juice and grated rind
of 2 lemons and a heaping tablespoonful
of butter. Put the mixture in a sauce-

pan inside a larger vessel filled with hot
water. Keep it on the stove until it be-

comes as thick as honey. Then take it

off, let it cool, and spread it between the
layers of sponge cake.

Delicious Lady Cake.

1 pound of sugar, 1 light pound of flour-

f pound of butter, the whites of 14 eggs-

1 pound of powdered almonds (blanch-
ed).

1 teaspoonful extract of bitter almonds.
1 glass of brandy.
Bake in a mould or in cups. Cover

with white icing. The above cake will

be still more delicate if you substitute
corn starch for flour.

THE POINT OF VIEW.
Much in this life depends upon the

point of view. Here is a story which
aptly illustrates this :

At one of the reunions of the Army
of the Cumberland, several ex officers of
the Union army fell to discussing the
wounds they had received during the
Civil War. At last one of their num-
ber turned to Colonel B , a tall, fine,

soldierly looking man, who had re-

mained silent during the discussion, and
said

:

" Well, Colonel, you seem to be the
only one of the party who escaped unin-
jured."

"Oh, no, I didn't," answered the Col-

onel quickly ;
" I was shot at Antietam.

A bullet went, through my nose, taking
the gristle out." He wiggled his nose
from side to side to prove the truth of his
statement.

" Ah, well, you were quite fortunate,
after all," said Major M consolingly

;

"if the bullet had struck a half inch
farther in your soul would have been
launched into eternity."

"Yes," said the Colonel, " and if the
blamed thing had gone a half inch far

ther out it wouldn't have hit me at all."

—V. F. Howard, in January Lippincott's
Magazine.

A Neat BINDER for your back nnm
bers can be had for 25 cents. Addresf
the Business Office.

C k . ttffj'SSuperiorFodder Plants
kjALf;*^ VICTORIA RAPE iM§[£ £.

dlof Dwarf EssexRape__
;mm1 n<jiinsliiny quality. It
log-row swine ami sheep
rAimnicaat]*'. alb. It 13

ic. Kalzer'a catalog tells.

Giant Incarnate Clover
Produces a luxuriant crop three feet tall
wulun si-c wcH.-i alter seeding and lots
and lots of pasturage all summer long

uyw-heri

Grass? G'Hovers and
Fodder Plants

"'i' 1 ' 1- ! " 1. -ul of thoroughly tested farm seeds
tl-

'

i' 1

1 Kal'-; 1'i'Siiit,-, prndueiiiu'SO tousot
":

.
1 " 1 . N"l'<. with itsHi bu>helsoi'gram

Jia> pet .nil-, Billion Dollar Grass, etc, etc.

SaSzer'o Grass mixtures
Yielding 6 tons of magnificent hay and an endless amount of pasturage on any farm in America.

Bromus lnermis—6 tons of Hay per Here
The great grass of the century, m-oving wherever soil isfound. Our great catalogue, worth Jiooto
any wideawake American Hardener or fanner, is mailed to you Willi many farm eccd Kimpk-s, upon
receipt of but 1'xciil* postage. t}j" Catalog aloneo cents for postage.

JOHN A. SALZER SEED COMPANY, La Crosse. Wis.

Mark W.Johnson Seed Co.,
ATLANTA, G-A.

Fine selected SEEDS of Acme, Rockyford, Jenny Lind, and Nutmeg Cantelope, also Rattle-

snake, Jone's, Kleckley's, Dixie, Early Market, Sugar and Mclver's Watermelon, mailed at 10c. an
oz. ; 20c, % lb, ; 55c.,1b. Pearl Millet, 25c. lb. 12 pkts. assorted Garden Seeds, 45c. Chines*
Giant Pepper, 10c. pkt. Enormous Tomato, 10c. pkt. New snow-white deep grain large early

thoroughbred Corn, 40c, lb. CATALOGUE FREE.

Rocky Ford Musk Melon.
By far the most popular of the small or basket melons.
Fruit oval, slightly ribbed,densely covered with coarse net-
ting, flesh thick, green, very sweet and highly flavored. We
have a fine stock of this and other Melon Seed, also all other
kinds of Farm, Garden and Flower Seeds, Tools, Garden Im-
plements, etc. Write for our illustrated Catalogue No. 10,

describing all of these things. It is FREE. Write to-day.

GRIFFITH & TURNER CO.. 205 H Paca St.. Baltimore. Mil.

+

G.&A.BARGAMINC0
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

ESTABLISHED 1817.

PUMPS, RAMS, HOSE, Etc.
Water Pipe and Drain Pipe, Fire
Clay Pipe, Bonnets, Flue Rings, etc.

Water Clo<=ets, Bath Tubs, Wash Stands and

Sinks. Water Heaters and Tanks. Every-

thii g in the Plumbing and Steam

Heating line.

BOLTS, NUTS, RIVETS, BELTING, Etc.

YOURSELF
against any
possibility of

failure in your

poultry operations by buying- an incubator of tested merit and known worth

cANMoTrAa. THE PETAIDMA INCUBATOR
is a machine of that kind. It Is the machine that produces only high percentages of
hatch. Made of best California Kedwood, carefully packed and lined, perfectly
heated and regulated, it gives satisfactory results every time. Made in sizes from.
64eggsup. WE PAY FREIGHT ANYWHEREintheU.S. It willpay you to get our FREE.
catalogue and prices. PETALUMA INCUBATOR CO.,
Address nearest office. Box 40 Fetalnma* CaL.,or Box 46 l

Indlanapoli*,IndV
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BUYING- TROUBLE.
The property owner who buys paint,

without a full comprehension of his needs
and requirements, buys trouble. Of old

it was said, "As a nail sticketh close be-

tween the joinings of the stones, so doth
sin stick between buying and selling."

This is pre-eminently true of the paint
trade—there is far more bad paint than
good to be had—for a consideration, and
the most costly paint is by no means the
best.

^Notwithstanding all arguments as to

purity and the like, what the buyer of
paint wants is protection and beauty for

his property, and the better and the

longer a paint will give him these for a
given outlay the better is it for the buyer.
...To beauty, durability and economy it

is now generally* acknowledged by all

disinterested authorities, zinc white is

essential in paint. Good paint—good, as

above denned—cannot be made without
it ; but, on the other hand, it must be
admitted, plenty of bad paint is made
with it. The whole question then re-

solves itself into a matter of honor
among paint manufacturers. People do
not acquire a reputation for honesty, nor
do goods acquire a reputation for quality

without substantial reason. Reputation
is nothing but accumulated evidence be-

come current.
\t jit follows that the paint buyer can
safely bank on the paint-makers' reputa-

tion. If a house have the reputation
for making superior paints it is safe to

accept that reputation as evidence of a
fact. With such paint usually goes a
guarantee of quality and service such as
cannot be had with any other paint ma-
terials. It is thus possible to buy paint
without " buying trouble."

Stanton Dudley.

PURE COCOANUT CANDY FOR
CHILDREN.

Take one pint of sugar, a quarter of a
pint of desiccated cocoanut, and a quarter
of a pint of milk. Boil these ingredients

in a granite- ware or porcelain-lined sauce
pan for five minutes. Remove from the
fire, set the sauce pan in a dish of
cold water, and stir briskly until the

mixture is creamy. Pour on a lightly

buttered dish and mark in squares while
warm, so that it may be easily broken
when cold. Cocoanut cakes are very easily

made, and would be a variety. Beat the
whites of two eggs to a stiff froth ; add
gradually a small cupful of sugar, the
same quantity of cocoanut, either desic-

cated or freshly grated, and one table-

spoonful of flour. Drop on a buttered
tin in Bmall round cakes and bake for

five minutes in a quick oven.—January
Ladies' Home Jon

Never forget that what is good for one
person may not be good for another.
And always use as goodly a share of com-
mon sense in the decision of any question
concerning your health as you would in

any of the other problems of your life.

—

January Ladies Home Journal

Mention the Southern Planter when cor-

responding with advertisers.

^Factory

We an divine onr ensmmers the benefit of
jutit*-r> j>nr.-si>n i 'aniagea, harnessandother
horse ;i ssi-rn's, 1 ;t.<-tury figures are

j]^
quoted—dealers protits are eliminated, k

You Get the Profits tjf
--"• ~— «—«—*—, cjtlna'1.1

Hie
'gmd

i Mock In the world ol higt
._ les and guarantee satisfa<

noney returned, .send for catalogue'
t much you wiU save. from Columbus.

ThB COLUMBUS CARRIAGE & HARNESS CO. }write to nearest offlce{ gSi.CMBC-sfo.Vp.'o .'!

60 Is the Price of This a*u«gy
___^_, If you do not lind it equil to bocgiea that r

i besLbuugy
;

p for the money a

lwaj-9. WED" .NOT ASK H>K ANY HOMY wi -lo-.i-r. Y. ; piy
for it wht you petit, it yen ate pe needy sailsft rL \\ a mrract every baggy
for two yta'rs, guarantee sal isfaction, and r uurnnlee fcu.c delivery*

' WE HAVE NO AGENTS. That'sWhyWe Save You Money.
nCOPDIDTMU WheHaanrJ gear all second Brow thli ckory.aH f rs-
UCOUnSNIUN. in-aNnrwiv iron. Uls.nv -< 1 _•

Any style eprlngbur. Body 20, 22 or 21 in. wide, 55 in. loner, (Corning be i;

panel bick with springs in back cushion and seat cushion ; trimmin.-e tine broadclotll or -.\ blpo •

mings 81.25 extra) ;to~p is lined with a 1 wool lop linm™, back stays padded. Leather quarter lop. V.'dfarnuhsUfel
cur!.i ns, storm apron boot and full length brusseis carpet for bottom of bod v. Full Nickel .Mount Ihl.-- U ";i;u.d.

nilQ l/rUIPI C PlTlinPliC Mo**"«* describes tb» largest and moat com
HUH itnlULt lAIALUllUt EoadWaW nS .'haet©o S,turM. .s^r^W^..^,.
Fly NetseverBhown m one book. IT'S FUKE. SEND FOR it. MARVIN SMITH CO., 61 N. Jefferson St., Chicago,

Single S'rap Harness

225'styi.es

29 YEARS SELLING DIRECT.
We are the Largest manufacturers of

vehicles and harness in the world sell-
ing to consumers,and we have been do-
ing business in this way for 29 years.

WE HAVE NO AGENTS
but ship anywhere for examination
guaranteeing safe delivery. You are
out not hint: if not satisfied. YVemake
195 styles of vehicles and 65 styles of
harness. Our prices represent the
cost of material and making, plus
one profit. Our large free catalogue her tires. Price, $73,00. As fine

shows complete line. Send for it. as sells from»*0.00to*50.00more.

Elkhart Carriage A Harness Manufacturing Co., Elkhart, Ind.

Split Hickory Vehicles,
1

are made of first grade, second growth hickory. Split—not .

. sawed—and they will outwear any vehicle on the market. We
"» know this to be a fact and we will send them anywhere

0i\ 30 Days' Free TriaJ.
Take the job from the depot, run it a month and if you are

not fully satisfied it is the greatest bargain you<^
ever heard of, send it back without paying us one
cent. Send for free catalogue showing our full line of
vehicles and harness.

OHIO CARRIAGE MFG. CO.,
Station 41, Cincinnati Ohio.

CHARTERED 1870.

Merchants National Bank
OF RICHMOND, VA.

Designated Depository of the United States, City of

Richmond and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore

and New Orleans, this Bank offers superior facilities for j
direct and quick collections.

Capital Stock, Saoo.oot.M

Surplus and Prof I ti, $531,0.0, ••

JNO. P. JNO. K.

DrBBCTOKS.—John P. Branch, B. B. Mnnford, Chas. 8. Strlngfellow, Thos. B. Scott, B.

Branch, Fred. W. Soott, Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. K. Branch, A. 8. Bnfbrd, B. O. Morton. Andr
Ptr.r1n1. Jr., J. P. George.

When corresponding with Advertisers, always say that you saw their

advertisement in The Southern Planter.
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LAIDL&W'S CONCENTRATED TOBACCO POWDER,
^m SHEEP DIP, HOG ANO CATTLE WASH.

ABSOLUTELY NON-POISONOUS.

WhV Tl llTI thf P lQlr °^ 'os'n^ a valuable animal by using such harsh remedies for destroy.
TT Uj IV Ull 111V IvloJV ing vermin on stock as Kerosene, Ambia or Carbolic Acid when you
can purchase our celebrated non-poisonous Wash, which will kill all vermin on stock at one-half a
cent per head? The greatest wool promoter known. The cheapest and most effective wash.

PRICES : 5-lb. bag, 75c ; 10-!b. bag, $1.25 ; 25 -lb bag, $2.60 ; 50-lb. bag, $5.00.

..ONE 5-LB. BAG WILL MAKE 50 GALLONS WASH.. *

For sale by leading Druggists and General Merchants. If your merchant does not handle it, write direct to *
Manufacturers, C

- LAIDLAW, MAGKILL & CO., Ltd., 3400 to 3500 Williamsburg Avenue, RICHMOND, VA. \

COMB HONEY NOT MANUFAC-
TURED.

A statement has been going the round
of the press to the effect that nearly all

the comb honey on the market is manu-
factured by a " cute machine," that the
combs are rilled with glucose and capped
over by a mechanical process. The facts

are, there is no such thing as manufac-
tured comb honey anywhere in the
United States, and in proof of this the
publishers of leading bee journals of un-
doubted responsibility offer one thousand
dollars for evidence t ) show that comb
honey is manufactured, or that such an
article is for sale in the open market.
Although this offer has been out for fif-

teen years and has been duplicated by
other responsible persons connected with
the industry of bee-keeping, no one has
ever seen fit to take it up.
The United States Department of Agri-

culture has put out several published
statements denying the existence of man-
ufactured comb honey, and the American
Grocer, the leading trade organ of its

class, assures its patrons that all the
comb honey on the market is absolutely
the product of the bee.

Excepting chickens, more people own
swine than any other farm animal. The
hog has come to be one of the great fac-

tors in the financial world, as the prices

of hog products affect a long line of
other commodities. On the farm, Mr.
Pig is either kept to furnish the family
meat supply or is bred in large numbers
for market. The readiness with which
money can be realized from this source
has greatly stimulated the swine indus-
try, and to day the hog is the most profit-

able animal kept on the farm. Every
swine-grower needs a practical, up to-date
swine paper. Blooded Stock, Oxford,
Pa., is a practical monthly swine paper,
and should be in the hands of every
reader of this journal. It is adding
thousands to its subscription list because
of its common-sense business ideas.

Blooded Stock is making special induce-
ments in their advertisement on another
page. Write to-day for trial subscrip-
tion or sample copy.

^IMWVVMVWV^A^MMAA^^^^^^^VVWWV^

DON'T
>>

BUY A
SRPAY PUMP

UNLESS YOU BUY THE BEST.

"Maryland High Pressure
BEST TN THE WORLD!

By working Pump a half minute you spray continuously for

fifteen minutes with a very fine or coarse spray, narrow or wide
spread as you may wish. Four gallons of solution carried easily
with shoulder strap, leaving both hands free to direct spray. Saves
material and labor. Write for prices and complete description.

FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY CO.. Baltimore, Md.

*
, ir

*
*

i

G HowareYourEyes?

Our PHOTO DEPARTMENT

I

§
is also complete with CAMERAS, KO- £
DAKS and PHOTO SUPPLIES. De- it

veloping and printing finely executed. £

We are the largest optical establishment South, and give proper adjustment

of SPECTACLES and EYE GLASSES. Complete manufacturing plant on the

premises. Mail us the pieces and we will from them duplicate your Glasses.

Glasses by mail our specialty.

2 Our line of GRAPHOPHONES, with latest records, OPERA GLASSES, *
* FIELD GLASSES, Incubator and Dairy THERMOHETERS, etc., etc., is W
% also complete. Lowest charges in all cases. %

« THE S. GALESKI OPTICAL GO., 9th and Main Sts., Richmond. Va. *
^^F^^^^^^^^^ ^^F^(F "^W" ^ff" "^^^^F^^F ^W^"^^^^ ^W"^^^^F m

W

^^F^^^ff™"^F^W^Pf^IIf
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WHOLESALE PRICE OX AGRICUL-
TURAL CHEMICALS AND FERTI-
LIZERS.

AMMONIA.

Nitrate of soda, spot, per 100 lbs..$ 2 00
Nitrate of soda, futures, per 100

lbs 2 00
Cotton-seed meal, per ton, c. i. f.

N.Y 26 00
Sulph. ammonia, spot 2 85
Sulph. ammonia, shipment 2 87$
Dried blood, New York, low grade. 2 25

Dried blood, Western, high grade,

tine ground 2 30
Tankage, per unit 2 25

PHOSPHATES.

Acid phosphate, per unit 60
Bone black, spot, per ton 16 00
Ground bone, per ton 17 00
S. C. phosphate rock, ground, per

2,000 lbs 5 50
S. C. phosphate rock, undried, f.

o. b. Ashley River, 2,400 lbs..._ 3 25

do. do. do. dried.... 3 50
Florida high grade phos. rock, f.

o. b. Fernandina, per ton 7 00
Florida land pebble phos. rock,

f. o. b. Fernanaina, per ton 4 00
Tennessee phosphate, f. o. b. Mb

Pleasant, domestic 3 50
do. do. do. foreign... 4 00

POTASH.
Kainit, future shipment, per ton... 9 05
Kainit, ex-ship., in bulk, per ton.. 9 30
Keiseret, future shipment, per ton 7 50
Mur. potash, 80 p. c, future ship-

ment 1 83
Mur. potash, 80 p. c, ex. store 1 90
Double manure salt (48 a 49 per

cent, less than 2$ per cent, chlo-

rine), to arrive, per lb 1 12

do. do. do. spot 1 16
Basis 48 per cent.

High grade manure salt (90 a 93
per cent, sulphate potash), to

arrive 2 14
Basis 90 per cent.

Manure salt, in bulk, 20 per cent.

p*r unit.O. P 66
—N. Y. Jour, of Commerce, Feb. 25, 1902.

A man going by train selected a com-
fortable first-class compartment, put his

bag and stick in one of the corners and
went to buy some papers. When he got

back he found his things had been re-

moved, and that a lady occupied the cor-

ner he had chosen. He requested her
to move, but she would not; he asked
her again, and she refused, so he stormed
and raged, and so did she, but he insisted

on having his corner. At last the lady
said : "Sir, do you know who I am ? I

am one ofthe director's wives." "Madam,"
he replied, " I should not mind if you
were the director's only wife!"

LIFE, ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE.

52nd ANNUAL STATEHENT
(CONDENSED)

^Etna Life
Insurance Company,

HARTFORD, CONN.

MORGAN Q. BULKELEY. President.

Assets. January 1, 1902

Premium receipts in 1901

Interest receipts in 1901

Total receipts in 1901

Payments to Policy holders in 1901

Reserve, 4% Standard on Old Business, and 3\% on
Policies issued in 1901, and all claims

Special Reserve, in addition to Reserve above given

Guarantee Fund in excess of Requirements by Com-
pany's Standard

Guarantee Fund in excess of Requirements by Standard
of Conn, and other States

Life Insurance issued and revived in 1901

Life Insurance in force January 1, 1902

Accident Insurance in force January 1, 1902

$ 59,609,691.17
9,219,773.26

2,689,878. 34

11,909,651.60

6,052,721.21

52.270,264.92

2,016,345.00

5,323,081 25

7,367,332.25

25,141,075 00
201,278,283.00
182,998,619.33

Paid Policy Holders since organization, $126,015,874.20

W. W. HARDWICKE, Gen. Agt. Life Dept.

J. B. MOORE & CO., Gen. Agt. Accident Dept.

RICHMOND, VA.
[^

L

r^[5Tf^lsTf^[gTr5isTf31sTrE][sTr3

* VIEGISTIA DIVISIOiT. *

Farmers Mutual Benefit Association.
A Fire Insurance Association, chartered by the State for the farmers

of Virginia, under an amended and well protected plan.
Insures, against Fire and Lightning, only country property—no stores or unsafe

risks. Average cost per year for three years has been $3.66$ per $1000, including
dwellings, barns, produce, Ac,—about one-third the usual cost of insurance to
farmers. Amount of property insured $325,000. Estimated security in real and
other estate, $600,000.
For further information, address, CHAS. N. FRIEND, General Agent.

MENTION THIS JOURHAL. CHESTER. VIRGINIA.

jam get bo better. ISOtylcanlUnion.

id c*Mt track cctfc.

ay length*. All traronted.

af Dcnd lor> ree SSS-Pag-e Aerlculturai Cataloffnc.

Marvin Smith Co., S5-57-58 N. Jefferson St., Chicago-
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Seasonable AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS

Special prices given on Stndebaker and

Brown Wagons, Buggies and Carts.

Stndebaker Buggies, all styles, Studeba^r
Carriages, Stndebaker Carts, Stnde-

baker Runabouts.

a^BgS**

Among the prominent agencies

represented by us are the

following:

Genuine Oliver Chilled Plows and
Repairs.

Genuine Farmers' Friend Flows.

Subsoil Plows.

Studebaker and Brown Farm
Wagons, Carts and Buggies.

Land Rollers and Harrows.
Tiger Disc Harrows and Bement

Disc Cultivators.

Full line of Brown Walking and
Riding Cultivators.

A full line of Scientific Crushing
and Grinding Machinery.

Ross Feed Cutters. Horse Powers,
Grinders, Wood Saws and Carriers.

Milwaukee Hay Tools and Corn
Huskers and Shredders.

Champion Mowers, Reapers
and Binders. Hay Rakes

and Twine.
Buckeye Iron and Wood Pumps.

I X L Wind Mills.

Superior Grain Drills.

Aultman & Taylor and Frick
Threshing Machines, Engines and

Saw Mills.

All Goods Guaranteed First-Class.

The SCIENTIFIC Grinding Mills.

Are unequalled for grinding Ear Corn, shucks on or off,

Corn, Oats. Wheat and all other grains, singly or mixed.
Power mills in five sizes a to 30 horse power. Sweep mills
in 2 styles. Geared mills in 4 styles.

LITTLE GIANT CORN
SHELLER.

The frame Is made of thoroughly
dry hard wood. Tbejoints mortised,
tenoned and bolted. The bearing!
are bolted on to the frame instead
of screwed. The iron work is made
from the very best material, and
every piece is carefully inspected
before being put on. This machine
is high grade all the way through.
It is handsomely painted, striped
and varnished.

<One and Two-Horse Planters, Plain or
with Fertilizer Attachment.

We trust to receive the liberal patronage which has been bestowed on the late

Mr. Hunter, and wish to assure all of liberal treatment and careful attention to any
of their favors.

REMEMBER, we are at the same old stand with the same reliable line of
Implements

DISC HARROWS AND DISC CULTIVATORS.

40-Tooth, Ready for the Field.

TIGER DISC HARROWS—all sizes,

and styles—one or two levers.

Write For Our New
Illustrated 1902

Catalogue and

Prices.

ROSS
Fodder Cutters, Fodder
Shredders, Cutters for all

purposes, Corn Shellers,

Grinding Mills, Horse
Powers and Wood Saws.

HENING & NUCKOLS,
Successors to CHAS. E. HUNTER,

1436=38 E. riain St., RICHriOND.VA
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WHEN ABROAD, SPEAK ENGLISH.

He Who Attempts a Foreign Tongue
May Get into a Predicament

Similar to This.

The English speaking tourist who
wastes half an hour of time, temper and
energy in trying to make some dweller

in a foreign land understand his bad

French or Spanish, only to be shocked

at length by some such a question as
" Can't you speak English ?" is almost as

common nowadays as the track-walking

tragedian. This is a little story of his

experience in Spain, as told by "The
Dominie." in the March Ladies' Home
Journal

:

"One day we all entered a little shop

in Madrid and 'The Captain' began to

speak in Spanish to the girl who was be-

hind the counter. She failed to under-

stand, and he tried again. Once and
again he tried and tried, and summoned
up his whole vocabulary. At last in his

attempt to make his meaning plain by
illustration he drew from his pocket-case

a card, and with it stroked his chin. The
girl fell into fits of laughter, and in per-

fect English said, 'Oh! what you want
is a fine-tooth comb.' "

ENGLISH SPARROWS ARE
MISJUDGED.

We Attribute the Results of Our Own
Shortcomings to These Little

Bird-Gamins.

A great deal of nonsense is talked about

sparrows driving away other birds. Like

the downtrodden Italian and other peas-

ants from the Old World, the sparrows

are prepared to live here where others

would starve. They kill no birds. We
are too wont to attribute the results of

our own misdeeds or shortcomings—the

barbarities of millinery fashions, wanton
slaughter masquerading as sport, the lack

of good bird laws and the enforcing of

them where such exist—to these trouble

some, noisy, quarrelsome little feathered

gamins. Fitted to survive after centuries

of competitive struggle, they cannot be
exterminated. As well try to eliminate

that other triumphant European immi-
grant, the daisy, from our fields.—Neltje

Blanchan, in the March Ladies' Home
Journal.

ALL PROVISION MADE.
"A man has just dropped dead in the

readv-made clothing department," said

a new clerk in the big department store,

running up excitedly to the floor-walker.

"Have him taken to the cemetery-lot

department with the undertaking annex,
fourteenth floor front," he replied brisk-

ly."—March Lippincott's Magazine.

" De reason some of us does n' git

along," said Uncle Eben, "is dat we sits

down dreamin' of automobiles when we
orter to be pushin' a wheelbarrer."

If a Western person meets you any-
where on this small globe, and likes you,

he always asks you to come and see him
if you ever happen to be within a thou-

sand miles of his house.—March Ladies'

Home Journal.

The Old Reliable for COTTON, PEANUTS,

WHEAT, OATS, CLOVER and OTHER GRASS;

has stood the test for twenty-five years.

PLAIN SHELL LIMB
Constantly on hand at lowest prices.

LEE'S EXCELSIOR
TOBACCO FERTILIZER

With it crops as good as any on the market stood the dry hot
summer without burning.

SPECIAL WHEAT AND
CORN FERTILIZERS.

Agents for CAYUGA BLUB LAND PLASTER,
a very superior fertilizer with the best analysis.

Genereal agents for BLACK DEATH-BUG, WORM and IN-

SECT KILLER. Certain death to Tobacco Worms, Potato Bugs,

Cabbage Bugs, and worme and all insects that feed on the leaves

of fruit or other trees.

Address A. S. LEE & SON,
Richmond, Va.

ORGANIZED 1832.

Tie Ynmnii Eme bid DIbhpe Irsomige Ci.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
ASSETS. - - $300,000.

WM. H. PALMER, President. W. H. MCCARTHY, Secretary.

Directors: Wm. H. Palmer, D. O. Davis, E. B. Addison,
Wm. Joslah Leake, W. Otto Noltlng, N. W. Bowe.

When corresponding with Advertisers, always mention
The Southern Planter.
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The EVANS Corn Planters

3^5

Are noted for their SIMPLICITY
of CONSTRUCTION and AC-
CURACY OF DROP. Plates are

furnished to plant any desired dis-

tance and fertilizer drilled in any
quantity. Extra plates for Pras,

Beans, etc., furnished at small cost.

THE TWO-ROW PLANTER
is made entirely of steel, tnd after

ten years of test is acknowledged
the best made. A special feature

of this year's machine is the arrangement for preventing the distribution of ferti

lizers when not needed,;byiuse;of^a footjlever.

THE DISC CULTIVATOR is receiving its share of attention from farmers who
know the economy of buying the greatest labor saviDg implements.

THE TIGER DISC CULTIVATOR with its ball bearing, pivot tongue, stag-

gered spoke wheel (compare these wheels with the cheap wheels on other makes ),

»nd gangs that can be changed almost instantly to throw either to or from the centre, is the most desirable made. Middle discs

are furnished to change into Disc Harrow.

THE PENN SIX
SHOVEL STEEL
WALKING CULTI-
VATOR for culti-

vating crops in rows,

and with the seventh
or middle shovel is

very useful for prepar-
ing land as well. This
harrow furnished also

with Spring Teeth in-

stead of shovels.

AMERICAN
FIELD FtNCINQ
made in many heights
and styles for turning
the 8 m a 1 1 e st to the

largest animal. Just as cheap as Barb Wire and much more desirable.

Write for special catatogue and prices.

IMPERIAL CHILL PLOW. If you
have never used one try it and be convinced
that it stands without an equal. Territory

given to good agents.

B1SSELL PLOWS. We have sold them
for many years, and they have given
splendid satis action. We are overstocked
on several sizes, and are going to offer special

inducements for the next thirty days. Wri te

for catalogue and prices.

MASTER PLANT SETTER will se
water and fertilize more plants than thre
men can do by hand. Don't wait for show
ers, but plant your tobacco, cabbage, toma
toes, strawberries, and sweet potatoes with

this setter, and 998 out of everv 1,000 will grow. Write for testimonials and prices.

Disc, Cutaway, Lever, and Spring-Tooth Harrows, Land Rollers, Baling Presses (for hand or power), Wagons, Fan-

ning Mills, Pea and Bean Hullers, Engines and Saw-Mills, a full line of solid and inserted tooth Saws in stock. Write

for descriptive catalogue.

CARRIAGES AND BUGGIES, HARNESS AND SADDLES. Our stock is acknowledged by all who have inspected i

to be without a rival in the South. Do not waste time elsewhere, but come where you can rely on being suited, or write fa

illustrated buggy catalogue.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
1 302 and 1304 East Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.
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Seed House of the South.

The following list of papers and periodicals

are tbe most popular ones In this section.

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever

Journal you wish.

DAILIES. pr.ce with
ALONE. PLANTER.

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va to 00 85 25

The Times. « " 3 00 3 00

The Post, Washington, D. C 6 00 6 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.

ThejDispatch, Richmond, Va 1 00 1 25

The World (thriee-a-week), N. Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLIES.

Harper's Weekly i 00 4 00
" Bazaar 1 00 1 40

Montgomery Advertiser I 00 1 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00 1 35

Breeder's Gazette 2 00 175
Hoard's Dairyman 1 00 1 35

Country Gentleman.. 1 50 1 75

The Times, Richmond, Va 50 65

Religious Herald, Richmond, Va.... 2 00 2 25

Central Presbyterian, " •• ... 2 00 2 50

Christian Advocate, " " ... 1 50 1 75
Turf, Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Spirit of the Times 4 00 4 00
Horseman 3 00 3 00

MONTHLIES.

North American Review 5 00 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00 4 25

St. Nicholas •• 3 00 3 25

Llpplncotts " 2 50 2 50
Harper's " 4 00 4 00

Forum '• 3 00 3 25

Bcrlbner's '• 3 00 3 25

Frank Leslies •' 1 00 1 35

Cosmopolitan " 1 00 1 35

Everybody's •• 1 00 1 35
Munsey •• _ 1 00 1 35

Strand •• 1 25 1 65

McClures •• 1 00 1 35

Puritan " 1 00 1 35
Review of Reviews 2 50 2 75

Leisure Hours.. 1 00 1 25

Blooded Stock 50 50

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at
the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from "our price with the Planter." If

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-
tions not listed here, write us and we will
cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription
rate*.

Subscribers whose time does not expire
until later can take advantage of our club
rates, and have their subscription advanced
one year from date of expiration of their
subscription to either the Planter or any of
the other publications mentioned.
Don't hesitate to write us for any Informa-

tion desired ; we will cheerfully answer any
•oorrespoD den ce.

We furnish no tntmple eoputs of other peri-

odicals.

BillWHEAT.
OATS and

CAKE SKF.n.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIELD AXD GARDEN SEEDS •!

every variety at Lowest Market rates, included in which
are RAGLAtfD'S PEDIGREE TORACCO SEEDS.

-TUTM— ii
'""' ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn. Wheat. Potatoes, &c.

Pnre Raw-Rone Meal, Xova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing: Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son,
lOI 6 Main Street
LYNCHBURC,VA.

Japan Plums
And all other desirable standard and new
varieties of PLUMS, APPLE, PEACH,
PEAR and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, Etc.

HEADQUARTERS FOR TENNESSEE
PROLIFIC STRAWBERRY.

The Most Reliable Variety Ever Grown in

the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. Write urn

it you contemplate planting. Catalogues free.

AGENTS WANTED. WSITE FOB TEEMS.

W. T. HOOD <9c CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY. RICHMOND, VA.
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™e STAR CORN PLANTER
Every year improved as each season suggests. In no year has it been equaled by any planter

made. Last season the demand could not be supplied. But that it might be mis-

construed we would name the planters that are represented each year, as " the same

thing," "just as good,'" etc.

NOTICE CAREFULLY /^^ o +u *u <, c -r A r>„
IMPROVEMENTS *Wr^*^^^ y none that the name "STAR

"

FOR 1902. ^^^ is not on.

ROUND METAL GRAIN
HOPPER placed behind fer-

tilizer box that every grain

can be seen as it falls, instead

of wood box in front as

shown. Chain tightener is attached to frame and

not to box.

With or without Fertilizer Box.

> <: •

Drills or drops Corn, Peas, Beans,
etc., any number of grains, any

distance apart.

With Runner Opener when preferred.

ASHTON STARKE IMPLEMENT HOUSE, Richmond^.

1902. - IN THE STUD. - 1902.

KELLY, 22283. Record, 2:27.
(See American Trotting Register, Vol. XV. i

Bay Horse; Foalad 1889.

Sirek by Electioneer 125. First dam, Esther, dam of Expres-
sive 3, 2:12J ; Express, 2:21, etc. ; by Express. Second

dam, Colisseum, by Colossus.

(For further extension of pedigree, see Stud Book.)

Note.—Kelly is not only richly bred, but he represents the

highest tppe of a trotter, having grand size and the form and
finisT of a thoroughbred. He is the sire of McChesney, 2:16|.

FEE, $25 the season, with usual return privilege.

Address JAMES COX, Owner,
Belgravia Farm, Mt. J»ckson, Shenandoah Co., Va.

1902. WHALEBONE, 7872. 1902.
Winner of Stallion Stakes at Suffolk, Va., defeating

W. A., Modoc, Magnetizer and
Dynamite.

Standard, Registered in Vol. XV., A. T. R.

8ired by Abdallah Wilkes, son of George Wilkes, 2:22. Dam
Maggie O., by Abdallah, 15, sire of Goldsmith Maid, 2:14 ; sec-

ond dam Viley Filly, by Pilot, Jr., sire of dam of Maud S., 2:08J.

Note.—Whalebone is a richly colored bay horse of fine size,

handsome well formed and with the purest of trotting action.

His disposition is perfect. He has sired Visitor, 2:26}, and
other winners.

FEE, $15, with usual return privilege.

W. J. CARTER, Owner.
P. O. BOX 929. RICHMOND, VA.

Pedigrees traced and tabulated. Catalogues compiled and cir-

culars prepared Special attention given registration mat-

ters pertaining to thoroughbred and trotting horses

..BY..

W. J. CARTER (Broad Rock,)

P. O. Box 929, RICHMOND, VA.
Correspondent of

Richmond Times, Richmond, Va.
Southern Planter, Richmond, Va.
Spirit of the Times, New York.
Kentucky Stock Farm, Lexington, Ky.

REFERENCES.—Mr. A. B. Qwathmey, Cotton Exchange, New
York • Mr. W. N. Winner, of Wilmer & Canfleld, Lawyers, 49 Wall St.,

New York ; Col. K. M. Murchison, Banker, WilmlngtOD, N. C; Mr. L.
Banks Holt, Proprietor Oneida Cotton Mills and Alamance Farm, Gra-
ham N. C.; Col. B. Cameron, Falrntosh Stud Farm, Stag
ville' N C ; MaJ. P. P. Johnson, President National Trotting Associa-
tion ' Lexington, Ky. ; Mr. Thos. N. Carter. President Metropolitan
Bank Richmond, Va.; Mr. Jas. Cox, Belgravia Stock Farm, Mt. Jack-
son Va • Capt. John L. Roper, Foxhall Stock Farm, Norfolk, Va.

;

Cap't. R.'j. Hancock, Ellerslie Stud Farm, Charlottesville, Va. ; Sam'l
Walton, Walton Farm, Falls Mills, Va.

James W. White. Joseph F. White.

J. W. WHITE & SON,
1318 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.

IIS

Large stock to select from, and orders

solicited both at wholesale and retail.

R. A. CARTER, Salesman.
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If You Want
YOUR GOOSE TO LAY
"THAT GOLDEN EGG"

FEED HER ON MY GRAIN. You must also use my brain stimulator.

nilDlMP TUIQ VA/IWTFE? QFA^ON I am going to offer my friends and customers the most com-
UUnlilO I nlO WIllluR OLHOull plete stock of GROCERIES, FEED and LIQUORS that has

been seen by the purchasing public during the period of their existence. Bargains, gifts and donations—that is what you may
properly call them, because we have not taken into consideration the price. Cost cuts no figure with us ; all we want is your

orders, and vou get $3.00 worth of goods for $2.00.in cash ; here is a sample :

COTTONSEED HULLS, the finest winter feed known to the dairyman ; it is wholesome, pure, fattens

stock, and keeps them so; per ton, $8.00. it is cheap at $12.00. Order a couple of tons for sample.

Order your GOODS THIS YEAR from D. O'SULLIVAN, Richmond, Va. $25,000.00 worth of Groceries are on the

helves and in the warehouses to be sold regardless of cost price. Stop paying two prices. You can buy your goods at whole-

sale prices from us, no matter how much you want or how little you need. Send me your orders. Send for my beautifu}

price hat, showing what you can purchase for a few dollars ; we mail it free on application.

60,000 bus. Finest Corn, 80c. ••• 30,000 bus. Oats, 5Tc.

SEEDS OF ALL KINDS. Write for Catalogue.

800 sacks Salt, large sacks

Lump Salt for stock, per lb

Bread Soda, per lb

200 bags best Laguayra Coffee

These Coffees are 2 cts. cheapei

than the market price. We
have a large stock and want
to sell.

600 half barrels White Fish

400 boxes best Ginger Snaps
80 bags Navy Beans, bushel

Rock Candy Syrup, per gal

8ugar-house Syrup, per gal

Finest New Orleans Molasses, pr. gal

Home-Made Blackberry Brandy,

per gal

Fine Old Port Wine, per gal

Sweet Sherry Wine, per gal

Catawba Wine, per gal

Old Northampton Apple Brandy (6

years old)

McDermott's Malt Whiskey, large

quart bottles, full strength, fine

flavor. Sure cure for consump-
tion, coughs, colds, or weakness

;

cures chills, fever and ague, and
nervousness, per bottle

Tomatoes, S-lb. cans, per doz

Fine Corn, per doz
Green Peas, tender and sweet, doz..

Familv Roe Herrings, per doz.

Sugar-Cured Breakfast Bacon
F'inest Rice, per pound
Imported Sardines «

Fresh Mackerel in Cans, each

French Mustard, Jar

Byrd Ieland Patent Family Flour,

keeps much longer, yields 40 lbs.

more bread than any other flour

sold; ask for it, and have no
other, barrel

Cnlpeper Creamery Butter. The
finest of all Creamery Butter is

1.00

01
02
12

3.25

04}
2.25

30
20
40

60
65 |

70
60

j

2.00

85
1.00

75
70
18

13
06
10
05
05

Culpeper Creamery, in any quail

tity, per pound 18

Gelatine, per package 09
100 Fine Key West"Cigars 2.10

Onlv 2 cents for a 10 cent Cigar.

Plantation Cigars, 100 in a box 1.10

Fine Heavy Brooms 25

Carpet Brooms, worth 25c, for 18

Bath Bricks, for scouring 05
7 bars Octagon Soap 25

120 cakes fine Laundry Soap 2.50

7 large cakes Tar Soap 25

6 bars highly-perfumed Toilet Soap .20

Large jars Vaseline, suitable for

toilet purposes 05

800 doz. Household Ammonia, quart
bottles 07

6 bars Sand Soap, for scouring dishes,

pans and tableware 25

6 doz. boxes Matches (72) 25

3 cakes Sapolio 23
Electro-Silicon, for cleaning silver-

ware, 3 for 25

10,000 large packages Soap Powder, .02

Gold Dust Washing Powder, 4 lbs., .23

Granulated Sugar 05

New Cabbage, crate 1.00

Fine, large, fat New Mackerel.weigh-
ing a pound each 05

Cotton-seed Hulls, 100 lbs 40

5,000 lbs. finest Green Tea. 35

1,000 lbs. finest Black Tea. 35

These are the finest goods sold anywhere.

Order 5 or 10 lbs. for sample.

Try a 15 lb. kit of our New Im-
ported Mackerel 1.25

New Cut Herring, doz 10

New Carolina Rice 05
Flaked Hominy 04J
800 California flams, 8 to 10 lbs. 09
Rolled Oats, per lb 02

This Is an exceptionally big bargain.

80 doz. cans Chipped Beef. 07

Large jars French Mustard 10
Large bottles Catsup 10

Finest Home-made Cakes 08J
Fresh Milk Biscuits 08
French Candy in 30 lb. buckets, lb. .05

Royal Baking Powder, box. *-lb 24
G-x>d Luck Baking Powder, doz. 1 lb. .88

Good Luck Baking Powder, doz. i lb. .43

Nutmegs, 5 for 03
Mustard, large boxes 10
Ess. Lemon, large bottles 10

Ess. Vanilla, large bottles 10

Ess. Cinnamon, large bottles 10

Macaroni, per lb 07
Star Lye, doz 90
8 lbs. Laundry Starch .25

We are agents for a specially prepared
Juniper Gin, a sure cure for kidney
tmbles. It has cured 100 of our cus-

tomers. Order a quart at 45. $1.75 gal.

No charge for packages.

Bumgardner's 6-vears-old Old Rye
Whiskey, gal 3.00

Clemmer'e Old Rve, quart 40
500 bottles 3-Sta'r French Brandy,
worth $1.25, now selling for 75

Order a quart Malt Whiskey. It is

the best medicine for chills and
fever, loss of appetite, dyspepsia

or indigestion. Makes rich, red

blood, builds and tones up the

system, restores lost appetite. A
sure cure for lung trouble. Per
large bottle 85

Medicated Corn Whiskey, 8 years

old, thick and finely flavored, fine

tonic, gallon 2.00

Angostura Bitters, finest tonic made .75

Sweet Sparkling Cider, per gal 40

50 tons Citv Made Shipstuff. 1.86

8,000 Bushels FinestOats 69

10,000 Bales Timothy Hay, hundred, .80

D. O'SULLIVAN, Eighteenth and Main Streets, Richmond, Va.



SS IMPLEMENTS ano MACHINERY
Com Planter.

The Continental Disc Cultivator and
Disc Harrow Combined.

MOWER with Ball and Roller Bearng.

RN PLANTER
The Spangler for corn in hills or

drilled, peas, sorghnm and fertilizer.

1 he Hoozier with fhoe and covering
wheel. The Eureka, plain. The
Hoozier double row.

CULTIVATORS.
Planet Jr. and Iron Age Cultivators

and Horse Hoes. All Steel Three and
Four Tooth X. Continental Disc Culti-

vator and Disc Harrow combined.

HARROWS.
Continental Disc with roller bearings.

All Steel Lever.straight and slanting.tooth

DEER1NQ HARVESTING
riACHINERY.

Mowers, Binders and Corn Harvesters
with Ball and Roller Bearings. The light-

eat draft machines in use. Simple, strong
and on most liberal terms' and prices.

HAY RAKES.
Band and Self-Dump. [

THRESHING HACHINERY.
Geiser Threshers and Peerless Engines,

all sizes.

FEED AND ENSILAGE CUTTERS.
All sizes for hand or Power; with or

without stalk crushers.

CIDER HILLS.

With wooden crushing roller.

WOOD AND POLE SAWS.
For steam or horse power.

SAW, CORN AND FEED MILLS,
All Sizes.

BUCKEYE GRAIN DRILLS.
With horse or disc. Glass fertilizer feed.

BAILING PRESSES.
For hand or power.

CANE MILLS AND EVAPORATORS,
CORN SHELLERS, PUHPS,
LAND ROLLERS, flANURE

SPREADERS.

THE HANCOCK DISC PLOW.
Guaranteed to dr> as much work and

BETTER WITH TWO HORSES, than
can be done with ANY OTHER DISC
PLOW WITH THREE, will work in any
land and with LESS DRAFT than that
of ANY two horse plow.

PLOWS AND REPAIRS, AH kinds.

WAGONS.
Farm, Freight, Log, Thimble Skein or

Steel Axle. All sizes from one horse to six.

IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY, VEHICLES and HARNESS For All Purposes.

THE WATT PLOW CO.,
Wn
222£2£2!Zr*
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4NORTHWESTERN SSIX&e'E

ORGANIZED 1857. A1PURELY MUTUALiCOMPANY.

INSURANCE IN FORCE (243,158 Policies), $574,705,000.00.

HTi- 1VT~ ffV~.12.~2.m-, of the NORTHWESTERN embrace in one Contract practically everything

1 lie T\e\V POIICieS that is desirable in Life Insurance. ^==^=^==^
The Strongest and Safest and Affording the Best ResultsJforJPolicy Holders.

T. ARCHIBALD CARY, Gen. Agt. for Va. and N. CJ 1201 Main St., Richmond,Va.

STRONG. HEALTHY AND SLEEK HORSES '

Are the inevitable result of givinig OWENS & MINOR'S DIXIE CON-

DITION POWDERS. If you wish fat and smooth Cattle and healthy

Milch Cows, give

DIXIE CONDITION POWDERS.
ForlRHETJMATISMJSPRAINS, STRAINSIand^al^PAINS use

DIXIE NERVE AND BONE LINIMENT-Beet]on earth for Man or

Beast. Large Bottle 25 eta. ; everywhere.
^^-^^ OWENS & MINOR DRUO CO., Richmond, Va.

FARMERSSERTILIZERS
to stjgoe::e:i>.

ForT0BACC0use"NATI0NAL"

ForCORN use'CHAMPION CORN GROWER',
For GRASS and CLOVER use "0RCHILLA GUANO,'

il For ANY CROP use "BEEF, BLOOD and BONE" Brand

Our Fertilizers can be relied on to give satisfaction. They are especially prepared for

the Crops named. Other brands for other crops. Write for prices.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO.,
5000 Tons acid phosphate for Sale. Manufacturers, Richmond, Va.

Branch Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.

The STATE BANK OF VIRGINIA
JOHN 8. ELLETT, Preeid'L WM. M. HILL. Cashier

Capital, $600,000. Surplus. $240,000.
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IYANHOE POULTRY YARDS, Henrico Co., Va.

BREEDERS OF.

HIGH-CLASS BELGIAN HARES and FANCY PIGEONS.

At the great RICHMOND SHOW, October 7-12, 1901, we won as follows :

1st PEN OLD BIRDS. 1st COCK. 1st COCKEREL.
1st PEN YOUNQ BIRDS. 1st and 2nd HEN. 1st and 2nd PULLET.

We only exhibited ten birds and won everything on PLYMOUTH ROCKS that could be won by

that number of birds. We only exhibited three young BELGIAN HARES ; won 2nd and 4th on

Does, out of a class of sixteen ; won 1st on Buck, and medal for the best Buck in Show.

For information, address

IVANHOE POULTRY YARDS, Box 258, Richmond, Va.

^ TOBACCO GROWS TO PERFECTION A
Where the Planter has the Good Judgment and Discretion to use the Famous

Star Brand andAnchor Brand
{SPECIALS)

TOBACCO FERTILIZERS.
These brands have been before the public for more than thirty years. Some of the largest yields of tobacco^have resnlteJ

from their use. "When Rich Flavor, Silkiness, Fine Texture and Good Prices are desired, these celebrated brands are unsur-

passed. Don't experiment with new brands when you can get the old and tried ones at about the same prices. Make your
plans to use these brands on your 1902 crop.

NOT HOW GHEAR, BUT HOW GOOD.
This is the Idea on Which These Celebrated Brands are Made.

DON'T FORGET they have served you well for nearly thirty years, holding their own against every brand that has been
brought in competition with them, and they stand to-day unrivalled as the Great Tobacco Fertilizers of the country.

Other brands have come and gone, and will continue to do so. They have been tried and found wanting. Ours have stood

he test with increasing reputation. a^*For Testimonials of Tobacco Growers, jiddrtss

ALLISON & ADDISON.
Branch Vi «oi nia-Cakolina Cmcmical Co..

RICHMOND, VIRCINIA.
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Agriculture U the nursing mother of the Arts.--XENOPHON.
Tillage and pasturage are the two breasts of the State.—SULLY.

63d Year. Richmond, April, 1902. No. 4.

Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
The month of March has up to the date of this wri-

ting (21st), been like those of December, January and
February, cold, dry and unseasonable, and work in

preparing for the seeding of crops and actual seeding

is nearly a month behind what is usual at this time of

the year all through the South. It has been almost

impossible, except upon high dry land, to do anything

at all until within the last few days, when some plow-

ing and seeding of oats and grass and clover became
possible. Upon lowlands it has been possible so far

to do nothing except in very limited sections. We
have letters from all over this State and North Caro

lina making complaint of the lateness of the season

and of the serious destruction of wheat, winter oats,

grass and clover. These conditions seem also to apply

largely in other sections, as we notice from our ex

changes that much land seeded with wheat in the fall

is in the Middle and some of the Western States being

replowed for corn. It is too early yet to say what is

the condition of the wheat crop in the North Western

States, as it is still covered with snow. We apprehend,

however, that as a whole the area and condition of the

winter wheat crop is not going to be a satisfactory one

in comparison with the past two or three years.

Whilst many of our friends write us that they still

intend to seed oats, and are re seeding grass and clover,

we confess that we doubt very much the policy of this

action. It may be that the lateness of the season is

going to persist into May or June, and if so, there will

still be time for oats «eeded now to make sufficient

root growth to withstand the hot weather and make a

crop, but should May be as warm as we have often

known it the ohances will be greatly against the mak-
ing of a satisfactory crop. As the oat crop is largely

grown in the South merely as a forage crop, we are of

opinion that policy would dictate the substitution of

some other and later crop for this purpose. There is

no section of the country where a greater variety of

forage crops can be grown than in the South, and very
many of these are not only in themselves more nutri-

tious than the oat-hay crop, but will give a much
greater yield per acre, whilst at the same time they

can be produced without depleting the fertility of the

land to the extent to which the oat crops depletes it,

for oats have the power to secure plant food where
other crops would fail to do so, we would urge that

it is not wise at this late season to persist in seeding

oats. Let the land that was intended to be in oat* rest

until the corn land is got ready and the crop sown,

and then break the oat land and fit it well and put it

into sorghum, soy beans or cow-peas, or a mixture of

sorghum and cow -peas, and cut these crops for hay
when partially grown, and follow with another crop of

cow- peas and sorghum. In this way much more fod-

der can be made and delay will not injure the possi

bility of making a good corn crop. In a recent circu-

lar Mr. Coburn, the Secretary of the Kansas Slate

Board of Agriculture, shows how the growing of Kaffir
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corn and sorghum for forage has helped the farmers of

that State to tide over the failare of their corn crop

last year, and has added millions to the wealth of tte

State. We can easily make good the failure of the

inter oat crop in the South by the same means, and

do it with increased profit to our farmers.

The work of preparing the land for and planting the

corn crop should now engage the constant attention of

farmers. One great cause, probably the most potent !

cause, of the small average yield of corn throughout

the South where not more than an average of twenty i

bushels to the acre is made in Virginia and much less

in North and South Carolina, is poor preparation

of the land previous to the planting of the crop.

!

This and not lack of fertilizer or of natural]

plant food in the soil is the prime cause of

failure to make a profitable corn crop. Too often

the only preparation for the ciop is a partial plowing

of the land. A couple of furrows are plowed and

the seed planted on this ridge, and the middles of the

rows are left to be plowed after the crop is growing.

'

Corn, so planted, is not going to pay for even rhis

small modicum of labor. The corn plant is one with

a wide spreading root system, and if it is be grown
profitably, must have the land so deeply and finely

broken that this root system may not only be able to

extend in all directions but be invited to do so by the

finely broken condition of the soil. In land prepared

as it ought to be for a corn crop, the roots of each

plant will extend, frequently, nine feet in every direc

tion from the plant by the time the tassel forms and

ths ear shoots. In some cases experiments have shown

that it will eren extend beyond this limit. Consider,

for a moment, what an enormous feeding ground this

wide extension of the root growth affords to the plant,

and then it will be easily possible to understand how
greatly the yield of the crop must be hindered by a

syBtem of preparation of the land which makes it

almost impossible for the roots to extend more than

three or four feet at most. It will not do to say that

this preparation of the land for the extension of the

roots can be made after the crop is planted. This is

an impossibility without doing injury to the plant.

A plow or a deep-running cultivatvor has no place in

a corn-field aftsr the crop is planted. Shallow, level

cultivation is the only system under which great I

yields can be made. The object of cultivation is not,

'

or should not be, the deep working of the land, but

the prevention—not the killing of the weed growth

—

and the conservation of moisture by keeping the sur-
j

face covered with a fine mulch of soil. Many whoi

will read these lines will say, but what object can be

served in giving to the plant the opportinity of thus

extending ite root growth, when the land is wanting in

fertility, and we have no fertilizer to apply over so

large a surface. Th«se men little realize how much
inherent fertility there is in land which the plant can

get for itself if only the soil is finely and frequently

broken and stirred. A series of experiments made at

the Cornell Experiment Station, New York, in grow-

ing Irish potatoes, well illustrates this fact. This ex-

periment commenced in 1895. It was carried on on a

piece of gravelly land, which analysis has shown is

carrying little more than half the potential plant food

found on average soils. It has not been manured or fer-

tilized since the fall of 1893, and has produced heavy

crops of grain, forage, or roots, each season till

planted in potatoes. In 1S95. the plats produced an

average yield of of 352 bushels of potatoes to the

acre. In 1S96, the plats produced an average yield of

319 bushels per acre. la 1S97, the yield was 322

bushels per acre. In 1S98. the yield was 292 bushels

per acre. In 1899, the yield was 195 bushels per acre.

In 1900, the yield was 116 bushels per acre. In 1901,

the yield was 250 bushels per acre. The average yield

of Irish potatoes in New York State generally was not,

in any one of these years, in excess of 122 bushels,

and ran down as low as 62 bushels to the acre. The
explanation of the continuous high yield of the ex-

perimental plots, notwithstanding the absence of ma-

nure or fertilizer, is thus stated :

1. By thorough preparation of the land before planting,

thereby developing in the soil an abundant supply of

readily available plant food, and securing the storage

of a large amount of water.

2. By deep planting, followed by frequent and pro-

longed tillage of the crop, thereby preventing waste

of moisture by evaporation from the surface of the

soil or transpiration from the leaves of weeds, and at

the same time bringing more plant-food into available

condition.

3. By maintaining healthy and vigorous foliage on

the plants throughout the season.

The same principles applied to the growing of the

corn crop will produce like results. Just give this a

trial, even though it should necessitate the curtail-

ment of the area you desire to plant. It will pay
better to make 50 bushels of corn on one acre than on

three, which is pretty nearly the average jield of the

Southern States. This can be done easily, and nearly

four times that quantity has been made in this State

several times, and that without the use of any com-

mercial fertilizer. Plow, re plow, subsoil where the

subsoil is a hard pan or compact clay, harrow, roll

and re harrow until the seed bed can be made no bet-

ter, and then plant. The question of the fertilizer to

be applied to the crop is, in our opinion, a very sec-

ondary matter compared with the proper and perfect

preparation of the soil, and yet we are compelled to
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eay something on the subject, as we are c instantly

asked the question what to apply. The result of ex-

periments made in nearly every section of the country

go to show that with the exception of farm yard ma
nure there is no fertilizer which can be applied which

may reasonably be expected to be profitable. We do

not mean by this that the application of a fertilizer

will not result in increasing the yield of the crop, but

that such a yield will not be produced with profit when

the cost of the fertilizer is taken into account. When
applying a costly fertilizer to a staple crop like corn,

which has a low value in the market, the increase to

be produced must be very large if the result is to be

profitable, and this can rarely be obtained. An aver

age crop of corn of 30 bushels to the aore removes from

the soil 40 pounds of nitrogen, 41 pounds of potash, and

13 pounds of phosphoric acid. This would indicate

that a fertilizer, to meet the requirements of the ci op,

should be rich in nitrogen and potash, and yet some

of the heaviest crops have been grown with the appli-

cation of fertilizer with only a low percentage of these

ingredients. The explanation of this seeming anomaly,

so far as the nitrogen is concerned, would seem to be

that corn makes its growth and yield during the hot

test part of the year, when nitrification is naturally

the most active, and with its great root system the

crop is able to gather all the nitrogen needed, even if

there be only a comparatively small quantity of nitro

gen in the soil in each foot of the land. The plant

searches for it and reaches out its roots and seizes it

as it is developed in the soil by the heat. The potash

needed is in like manner usually found in the lands

east of the Blue Ridge and the Alleghanies, from the

natural resources of the soil washed down in past ages

from those mountains which are rich in rocks of which

potash is a large constituent, and which, whilst often

unavailable to crops with a small and delicate root

system, can be utilized by the powerful and wide

spreading roots of the corn plant. Barn yard manure

almost always conduce* to a profitable crop, and this

should be used wherever possible. In its absence we

would apply a complete fertilizer with a fair percent-

age of all the elements, giving preference to one with

a high percentage of phosphoric acid, which, whilst

the element least called for by the crop, is yet the one

most likely to be deficient in the soil. In some sec

tions where vegetable matter is largely deficient in the

soil cotton seed meal has been found to give good re-

sults. If applied in excess of 200 pounds to the acre,

spread broadcast. The wide spreading roots of the

plant will soon find it, and at the same time in the

search for it will make available plant- food in the soil,

which would otherwise not be reached. If used in lees

quantity than 200 pounds to the acre, apply in the

drill, mixing well with the soil over as large a width of

drill as possible.

Do not be in too great laste to plant. Corn will not

grow in cold soil, and if when planted there is lacking

that degree of warmth required to germinate the seed

at once and push on the growth, the crop will show
the effects all through the year. Corn once stunted

in growth never makes such a crop as it would do if

it had grown right away from the start. Check plant-

ing has an advantage over planting in continuous

rows in the drill in that it permits of cultivation

both ways of the rows and thus obviates the neces-

sity for hand labor. It, however, takes more time

in planting. If the rows are set out straight and
care used in running the planter, there should be no
difficulty in cultivating [the crop with machines.

The cost of hoeing should be saved, even if extra

time is spent in planting. Let the first two or three

cultivations be with a harrow or weeder, commencing
as soon as the corn appears above ground. In our

next issue we will say more on this subject of cultiva-

tion.

If cut-worms are to be feared poigon them before

planting the corn. Mix Paris green with bran and
moisten the mixture, and drop a handful at short dis-

tances apart over the field. The worms will eat this,

and thus end their mischief, or bunches of Red clover

may be dipped in Paris green mixed in water, and
be dropped over the field at frequent intervals, and
the worms will be poisoned. These remedies are of

little avail if not used before the corn appears above
ground, as the worms will prefer the young, tender

corn shoots.

Push on with the planting of the cotton crop as

fast as the land can be got ready and the weather will

permit. Cotton responds more readily and profitably

to the application of fertilizer than corn, and there

are few crops of cotton to which it would not be

profitable to apply a good dressing of a complete

fertilizer. The application of only 150 or 200 lbs. of

fertilizer to the acre is practically, however, of little

good. A crop of 300 lbs. of lint per acre calls for 20

lbs. of nitrogen, 50 lbs. phosphoric acid and 15 lbs.

of potash. The amount of phosphoric acid applied

in the fertilizer determines the amount of nitrogen

and potash that can be profitable applied. If, then,

phosphoric acid is applied liberally, and the crop calls

for a liberal supply, the other two ingredients may
also be applied liberally with profitable results. If you
apply 1 lb. of nitrogen, you should apply 2} lbs. of phos-

phoric acid and three fourths of a pound of potash. The
results of experiments made in South Caroliua, North
Carolina and Georgia, would seem to show that from
500 to 700 lbs. to the acre of a fertilizer analysing 9

per cent, phosphoric acid, 3 per cent, potash, and 3

per cent, nitrogen, can be profitably applied, and with
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greater profit the better the land to which it is

applied. On th'n, poor land a less quantity should

be used. Plant always after a pea fallow if possible,

and have the land as finely and deeply broken as can

be done. Plant level and work level unless the laud

be wet or liable to flooding.

Land intended to be planted in tobacco and forage

crops, should be plowed and worked as opportunity

offers during the work of preparing the land for the

corn crop, so that by the middle of May it may be

ready for planting. The better and more frequent

the working of the land, the greater will be the prob-

ability of a successful crop. Especially is it necessary

for tobacco land to be well prepared, as the tobacco

is a plant with a delicate and small root system, and

cannot forage fcr it* existence. All the plant- food it

calls for should be made as available as possible within

a small area of the plant.

In the Enquirer's column, both this month and last

will be found much information as to fertilizing crops,

and to these we refer our readers.

CULTIVATING CORN.

Editor Southern Planter.

Most of our old farmers think a man is a fool who

does not cultivate his corn in ridges as high as he can

get them wirh a turn plow, and especially so if he has

wire grass to contend with.

The best plan to make a crop of corn is first to plow

your land as deeply as possible with two horses, and

three are better still, and if the land has a good clay

subsoil a two horse subsoil plow to follow the surface

plow is desirable. After plowing the land drag it both

ways, or cut it up with a disk harrow one way, and

then dra" cross ways until you have a fine seed bed.

If there is much wire grass, check the rows and plant.

As soon as you can see a hill of corn up, drag the land

again, and when the corn is fonr or five inches high,

take a double shovel with narrow hoes, and work it as

deep as you can ; and if checked, as soon as you have

finished one way work it the other. When the plants

are from ten to twelve inches high, take a disk culti

vator and set it to throw a little dirt from the corn,

and work the crop thoroughly, and keep that up until

the corn gets too high to run the disk over it. In work-

ing the second time with the disk set it to throw a lit

tie dirt to the corn, but never throw the land into high

ridges. Work the corn every time the rains and sun-

Bhine crust the land. By keeping the soil loose and

Boft, it will soak up the rain instead of its running off.

Corn land should never be allowed to get hard after it

is planted ;
never work it deeper than two or three

inches after the first time. If you haven' t a disk cul

tivator use an Iron Age Caltivator, and by keeping

your land loose it will work easily with any tool.

Crops are often ruined with turn plows. I have seen

corn sided closely with a turn plow, and allowed to

stand so for weeks and turn yellow, and then have one

furrow thrown to it, and after weeks another furrow

thrown to it, which, in "Old Virginia" style, lays by
or finishes the working the crop. If any man who fol-

lows that plan fails to make a crop it is his own fault.

I saw a man fail to make a crop last year that way, and

we never had a much better season. I worked my corn

last year with a disk entirely, and I have considerable

wire grass to contend with. Wire grass does not hurt

the crop if you keep it stirred, but covering it up with

a turn plow helps it to grow. I once saw twelve bar-

rels of corn (60 bushels) to the acre made on the worst

wire grass land I ever saw without using a turn plow at

all. It was planted in checks, and worked first one

way and then the other until it was as high as a mule's

back, with a Malta or double shovel plow.

Eidging corn land causes it to wash badly, and leave*

it in such bad shape that when you want to use the

land for another crop it requires much labor to get it

leveled down again. I would say to those who will

persist in using turn plows, as fast as you side your

corn with the plow follow it with a cultivator at once,

and when you have laid it by take your cultivator and

put a weight on it and run it twice in every row. That
will mend the matter some. One man oan work and
care for 50 acres of corn with a disc cultivator.

Henrico Co., Va. CoUNTBY.

THE PLANT-FOOD BALANCE.

Editor Southern Planter :

Plant food consists of ammonia, potash and phos-

phoric acid. All crops need all three, and no super-

abundance of one or of any two will help out a short

age of any one. This is an important point to keep in

mind. It is natural to use such manurial substances

as can be produced on the farm itself. All sorts of

farm roughage, manures, etc., are valuable ; they sup-

ply all three of the elements of plant food, and some
what in the proportions needed ; in fact, they are the

orops which took plant food from the soil, and in re-

turning them as manure we are simply giving it back.

At the same time, the potash and phosphates of this

roughage and farm made manure is slowly available
;

the nitrogen (ammonia), however, quickly takes an

available form, and is often wasted simply because

there is no mineral plant food (potash and phosphoric

acid) to go with it.

Another source of farm made plant food is the am-
monia taken from the air by leguminous crops. Clo
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vers of any kind, cow peas, Canada peas, alfalfa, etc.,

when grown in rotation, add very large quantities of

ammonia to the soil, taken from the air. This ammo
nia stands alone, however, there is neither potash nor

phosphoric acid in the air. We have here the begin-

ning of irregularity in plant food balancing—a steady

accumulation of nitrogen or ammonia (both words

mean the same in the plant-food sense), but no corrcs

ponding accumulation of potash and phosphates. TJn

less these latter are present in the soil or are supplied

the ammonia thus accumulated is without value to the

soil.

This is the point where commercial fertilizers come
in. They consist mostly of phosphates, and with their

use the phosphoric acid is supplied. Most packing

house fertilizers are largely bone, or tankage products

rich in bone material. That is, high in phosphoric

acid as compared with ammonia, and no potash at all.

We have alto in this country enormous beds of min
eral phosphate, which is pulverized and treated with

sulphuric acid to make acid phosphate. Again, | hos-

phoric acid but no potash. The only source of potash

we commonly find is wood ash, and the potash in that

is so much used for soap making that very little finds

its way to the soil as plant-food. The ash of wood
contains but a small per cent, of potash, and therefore

will not bear a long freight haul.

Thus we observe that the plant food balance in the

soil is easily kept reasonably even, except in the form
of potash. Potash is supplied cheaply in the form of

German potash salts. However cheap these may be,

they must be bought, and for this reason alone are too

commonly neglected. When a farmer finds his old

time methods failing he should try a little potash. If

the crop fail to grow the trouble is usually that the

plant food balance is upset, and this is often caused by
a lack of potash. G. K. Wilson.

KILLING SASSAFRAS.
I have read the article on killing sassafras from

*'Mr. G. A. G.'' in the February issue of the Sonthern

Planter, and I thought I would give the readers of

your paper the benefit of my experience.

I found grubbing to be a useless expense. I have
successfully killed it in two ways. One was by using

barn yard manure on the field and then planting in

sweet potatoes two or three successive years. Of
course the first j ear necessitated a little grubbing to

get rid of the larger bushes. Another and simpler
way is to pasture your cows in the field for two succes

sive years, and you will find at the end of that time
you are entirely rid of sassafras. Cows are very fond
of the buds, and their continually nipping it causes
it to bud itself to death. W. 8. D. F.

Worcester Co., Md.

LEGUMINOUS MEADOWS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

It has been known for centuries that a crop of clo-

ver, alfalfa, or other legume, improves the soil for a

wheat, corn or a root crop. It has only recently been

discovered how the legume improves the soil. It

does so by adding to the soil nitrogen, taken from the

atmosphere. Grasses, grain, plants and root crops

generally depend upon the soil for their entire supply

of food. These add nothing of much value to the soil

which they did not take from it before. But le-

gumes, while depending upon the soil for lime, phos-

phoric acid and potash, take nitrogen in large quanti

ties from the atmosphere. When the roots, leaves or

stems of legumes decay in the soil, or are returned

to the soil in the form of stable manure or animals'

droppings, the nitrogen is given up to the soil in the

form of ammonia. Exact experiments have shown

that one acre of alfalfa can ia one year's growth draw

down from the atmosphere $161.00 worth of nitrogen.

That is to say, as much nitrogen as $161.00 would buy

in the form of nitrate of soda. The cow-pea will, du-

ring four month's growth, draw down nitrogen which

would cost to buy over $50.00. Bed clover, soy bean,

vetches, and other legumes act in the same way.

The manurial value of legumes is in addition to their

feeding value. By plowing under the entire growth

of a leguminous crop we return at once all the mineral

feed—lime, phosphoric acid and potash—which the

plant absorbed from the soil. We add in addition to

this the nitrogen which the legume took from the air.

This may be worth $50.00. But we lose the feeding

value of the crop, which for four tons of good clover or

cow pea hay is about $50 00. If, instead of plowing

under the entire growth, we feed it and return the

droppings of the animals which ate the hay, we get

baek in the droppings about four fifths of the plant-

food contained in the hay. By combining the feeding

and fertilizing value we may under the theoretically

most favorable circumstances make every acre of clo-

ver, cow peas or alfalfa pay from $100.00 to $200.00

annually. This may appear over stated, but it is not.

In other words, if we had to buy the feed and the fer-

tilizer at market prices, we would have to pay for

them the sums just named. In practice a farmer may
waste the feeding value of the crop upon animals which

neither grow nor fatten ; and waste the fertilizer by

allowing it to leach into some stream or pond. But

this is not the fault of the theory. The best farmer is

he who in practice most nearly obtains the theoretical

value of his crops.

Legumes add largely to the value of the land upon

which they grow and at the same time yield a great

deal of valuable and nutritious forage. Grasses and
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grains add nothing to the soil upon which they grow.

The forage they yield is leas valuable and nutritious

than that of legumes. It is, therefore, certain and

reasonable that it is better and more profitable for the

land owner to grow legumes than grasses or grains.

Grains must, however, be grown for humau consump
tion because the public taste and custom demands
them. But there is no reason why gra?s hay, oats,

and other animal foods should not be wholly replaced

by legumes. There are many reasons why this should

be done. There is no reason but the force of habit

why farmers should continue at a loss to lay down
land to grass when a large profit can be made from

legume meadows and pastures.

It must always be remembered that though le

gumes can draw abundance of nitrogen from the atmos
phere they depend wholly upon the soil for their min
eral food—lime, phosphoric acid and potash. With-
out plenty of mineral food the plants will be unable to

draw to their fullest capacity upon the atmospheric
nitrogen. The exact amount of mineral food neces

sary to supply any particular leguminous crop upon
any particular field can be determined only by special

trials upon the field and crop in question. These trial?

are best done by means of trial plots of 1-10 acre each.

The three mineral foods above named can be tried

upon these plots alone and in various combinations
until the most profitable combiaation is discovered.

In practice, however, we should not be particular

about the lowest limit of plant food. The best rule is

to give the plants more mineral food than they can
assimilate, and to repeat the do^.e every year. The
excess fertilizer is not lost but remains stored up in

the soil. When after a number of years the legumin
ous turf is broken up and grain or roots grown on the

field all the plant food stored in the soil by previous
fertilization will be recovered in the new crop?. Min
eral plant food is comparatively cheap. Lime costs

about $5. 00 per ton. Phosphoric acid as acid phosphate
about $12.00 per ton. Potash as muriate of potash
about $45 00 per ton.

A good general formula for all' legumes is given
below, but this is to be increased as many times as tons
of the legume are expected. In other words, the
food given is sufficient for one ton of growth only.

Muriate of potash 80 pounds.
Acid phosphate 100 "

Lime 75 "

Gerald McCarthy, M. 8.

When corresponding with advertisers, say that yon
saw the advertisement in the Southern Planter.

NITRAOIN, AND HOW TO APPLY IT.

[Nitragin is the chemically- prepared form of the bacteria re-

quired to inoculate land with bacteria necessary for the suc-

cessful growth of leguminous plants.

—

Ed.]

Editor Southern Planter:

The following is abstracted from a publication of the

Hatch Experiment Station and from Nobbe & Hiltner,

Germany :

Hatch Experiment Station.—Leguminous crops, such
as clover, vetches, beans, lupines, etc., do not usually
require to be manured with nitrogen (in the form of
nitrate of eoda or other ammoniacal compounds), and
yet, under favorable conditions, yield rich harvests,
whilst the soil is even enriched with nitrogen.

The reason of this peculiar behavior for many year*
remained unexplained, but the onward march of mod-
ern science has now demonstrated the ability of legu-

minous plants to abstract nitrogen from the air, only
however, by the aid of a specific kind of micro or-

ganism, a bacterium that resides in the characteristic
nodules on the roots. If these bacteria are not at the
disposal of the plant then it loses its ability to utilize

the atmospheric nisrogen, and hence it is found th*t
not every leguminous plant is able to flourish luxuri-

antly without nitrogenous manure ; many remain
small and stunted under conditions otherwise favora-

ble, and evidently suffer from the lack of nitrogen.

The wide bearing of this newly discovered principle
has already been taken into practical consideration,
and fields are now inoculated, that is to say, strewn
with earth in which legumes have already flourished.

This method, however, apart from its great cost and
the loss of time and labor entailed, also involves the
danger of disseminating injurious as well as useful

bacteria. This disadvantage is, however, now com-
pletely overcome by the pure patent germ fertilizer,

nitragin, which consists of a pure cultivation of the
specific bacteria of legume nodules in a suitable me-
dium. For convenient handling and safe shipping the
nitragin is put up in bottles, each bottle contains suf-

ficient for the inoculation of five eighths of an acre.

If the contents of the bottle have abeady become
liquid, they are used as described below for the direct

inoculation of the seed. If solid, the contents can be
easily liquefied by warming the bottle gently for a few
minutes ; f >r instance, in the trouser's pocket, in tepid
water, or in a warm room. Exposure to temperatures
above the heat of the body, which is amply sufficient

to melt, or to direct sunlight, must under all circum-
stances be strictly avoided.
The liquid contents are poured into a vessel contain-

ing one to three pints of clean water (carefully wash-
ing out the whole contents of the vessels with a l'ttle

water), and then shaken or stirred until the fertilizer

is equally distributed throughout the vessel and the
bacteria are well mixed in the water.
The inoculated water thus prepared is poured over

the seed and worked with the hands (or the shovel)
until every seed has been moistened. If the quantity
of water is it sufficient more must be added, but usu
ally for small seed a pint and a half will suffice, and
for large seeds two or three quarts. The moistened
seed is then reduced to a condition suitable for sowing
by mixing with some dry sand or fine earth, and if ne-
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cessary allowing it to stand, turning it over from time

to time ; too great dryness is deleterious. The sowing

and turning in is carried out in the manner usually

practiced. If possible, however, avoid sowing in

glaring sunlight.

If the soil, .nstead of the seed, is to be inoculated it

will be advantageous to inoculate a mixture of soil and
fine cut hay or straw of leguminous crops, and scatter

it over the field after the seed has sprouted and the
plants begin to appear. A rainy day is most favora-

Instead of inoculating the seed, the same, and in
|

ble. The rain water in penetrating the soil will carry

some cases better, results are obtained by inoculating

the soil by means of inoculated earth. For this pur
pose for every five eighths of an acre 50 lbs. of earth

are inoculated in the above described manner, using a

proportionately larger quantity of water ; the inocu

lated earth is then dried in the air or mixed with dry

earth, scattered equally over the field, and worked in

three or four inches deep.

For larger surfaces a corresponding number of bot

ties must be used (eight bottles to five acres). Attention

is specially directed to the fact that the germ fertilizers

should only be used for the species of leguminosfe

marked on the label of the bottle. For greater distine

tion the bottles bear differently colored labels. Nitra
gin is manufactured in Germany, and can be obtained

from the American agents, Victor Koechl & Co., 79

Murray street, New York city.

Nobbe & Hiltner, Germany.—Besides the genuineness
and the vitality of the bacteria the succef s in i s use

depends upon the quantity ueed.

Bacteria with a good vitality preserve their effec

tiveness for several months. But notwithstanding this,

a speedy application must be recommended, because
there is a possibility that in some of the bottlps, how
ever well they are sealed, other bacteria have found
their way and destroyed the nitragin bacteria. It

may also happen that the gelatine in the bottles has
commenced to get dry, which would injure the vitality

of the bacteria. Observations have shown that as long

as the sides of the bottles are covered with minute
drops of wafer, the air in the bottles is sufficientlv moist
for the unimpaired vitality of the bacteria. For the
inoculation of the soil the quantity of applied bacteria

must be so large as to provide at least some of the
roots of each plant with bacteria. The contents of one
bottle are sufficient for five eighths of an acre. Dis-

tilled water will kill nitragin bacteria ; well water, too
great dryness and direct sunlight are also harmful.
The time between the application of the bacteria and
the formation of roots by the sprouting seed is critical.

During this time the nitrogen bacteria, raised on arti-

ficial food, are exposed to all kinds of harmful influ-

ences, to certain injurious ohemical conditions of the

Boil, and attacks of other and stronger bacteria. For
instance, no living nitragin bacteria could be found
on somewhat moldy seradella seed after ten days of

the inoculation. As soon as the bacteria can adhere
to the developing roots, they are safe ; th^y begin to

multiply and remain in the soil for years.

As there is a possibility that the nitrogen bacteria

may be attacked by stronger bacteria, everything
which will assist to shorten the drying time between
the sprouting of the seed and the formation of the roots

should be resorted to. The inoculated seed should not
be sown immediately, at least not until it has com

the bacteria with it, and bring them in contact with
the roots. The best results have been obtained wher-
ever this method was carried out.

H. WlNKELMAN.

menced to swell.

POTASH AS A FERTILIZER IN TIDEWATER
VIRGINIA.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I notice in the Enquirer's Column, March Planter, B.

C. Foster says "his land is salt enough naturally

without kainit." Is that sound argument for us

Tidewater farmers! Do we sow kainit for the salt

th it is in it? Or does the salt atmosphere furnish our

lands all of the potash we need ? "Which is it ? I am
very much interested in this potash question. The

agricultural papers are full of it. If the writers are

right, the desideratum of all our land is potash. Es-

pecially is it needed they say in our tidewater lands.

Now, I will give my experience with potash on land

in Essex, near the Bappahannock. I have used kainit

and muriate of potash on light land and on stiff, ap

plied to corn, oats, clover, English peas, cow peas,

tomatoes and potatoes. Have yet to see any benefit

to any crop to which it was applied, or to any subse-

quent crop grown on the land. The only effect, if

any, that I could discover, was that where used the

crop was not quite so good. Now, whaG am I to be-

lieve, my own experience or the opinion of all the

farming world (B. C. Foster excepted) t

I do not like to disbelieve what so many say is true.

Perhaps I was cheated, and did not get kainit and

muriate of potash, but only plain salt. They look and

taste very much alike, do not think that I could tell

the difference. Perhaps Mr. Foster has bought some

salt also.

Please let some of our Tidewater farmers give their

experience on this potash salt question, that if our

lands do not need it we can dispense with that part of

our fertilizers and save some money.

C. C. Warner.

We do not think it at all likely that you were sold

salt for kainit or muriate of potash. Both contain a

large percentage of chloride of sodium (salt), and es-

pecially is this the case with kainit. We never found

salt of any value as a fertilizer for any crop except

asparagus. You certainly need not add to what na-

ture gives you in your atmosphere. Dr. W. C. Stubbs
Very slow swelling seed should be

fa

«
8atisfiedhim £elf that his land in Gloucester

hree days in moist soil before it is "„_"_ •r^.--„ .,„„„ _* _,, „^nc,i. w™kept from two to three days iu mow* sou ue,o.e it » ,

/Virginia, does not need potash.-Eo.
sown. If by this time the seed is a little sticky andp "»' 6

'
*

not suitable for sowing, the mixing with dry earth will

improve it. . . . ,

Mention the Planter to your friends.
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THE PREPARATION OF THE LANDJ FOR] THE
CROP.

II. Cultivation of Soils.

Editor Southern Planter:

If the work of breaking the soil has been intelli

gently performed, subsequent planting and cultivation
are simple processes. If badly done, then subsequent
cultivation must be directed, not to cultivation proper,
but to the 8ecuremeut of tilth, that is, obtaining the
best conditions for the growth of crops.

Tilth should always, if possible, be obtained before
planting, and then the after cultivation is purely one
of culture, that is, the maintenance of tilth.

Unfortunately, such a happy condition does not al

ways prevail with our planters. It too frequently
happens that furrows of clods are thrown hastily to
gether, and the 'eed deposited among the clods. Weeds
and grass appear with the belated crop and contend for
the mastery. Tarn plows and hoes are used to remove
the weeds. The young plants, already stunted, are
left alone in the clods, surrounded By environments by
no means conducive to rapid growth and development.
Cultivation should have no such object In view as the
destruction of weeds and grass. Sometimes our vari-
able seasons fill our fields with grass and weeds in spite
of our best efforts, and when filled must be removed
by the plow and the hoe

;
yet the universal experience

everywhere is that the crop is never improved by such
treatment. It is simply a necessary evil, often brought
about by neglect of overcropping, but sometimes by
such extremely wet seasons as almost to defy human
effort to prevent it.

True cultivation should look only to the preserva
tion of tilth which a proper preparation of the soil has
established. It involves only two principles. First, the
maintenance of snch conditions as will promote the
most rapid and beneficial chemical changes in the soil,

and, second, the conservation of the proper amount of
moisture.
The chemical changes in a soil are most complex.

Until recently, every soil was looked upon as a mass
of inert matter, utterly devoid of life, and was treated
with a view of reducing to a powder the material com
posing it, in order to release as much plant food as
possible. To annihilate weeds and grass was the ob
ject of cultivation. To day an up to date agriculturist
knows that every well cultivated and fertile soil is

filled with living beings. The mineral portion of such
a soil is simply the environment of living micro
organisms, furnishing them wich a portion of their
sustenance. While air, water and mineral matter
furnish the materials of plant growth, they must all be
digested befcre they can be assimilated. The animal
matter mus f suffer disintegration before assimilation,
and the only forces so far known capable of accomplish
ing this work, are the secretions of the plants, the vital
activity of the rootlets, organic acids, soil ferments and
micro organisms.
Micro o!gani?m« are intimately connected with the

rootlets of leguminous plants, and hence these plants
are selected for soil improvement.

Again, every fertile, well tilled soil is swarming
with other classes of microbes—some useful to vegeta
tion, others positively noxious Some prepare plant

food directly, and are frequently accompanied by
others whose chief function seems to be to destroy the
work performed by the former.
Science is engaged in an earnest effort to discover a

plan by which the former may be multiplied and the
latter destroyed.
While there is a lurking suspicion that all plant food

is perhaps the resultant of the action of micro organ-
isms, bacteriologists have only so far succeeded in iso-

lating and determining the character of those germs
engaged in the preparation of nitrogen for plants.

The process by which this nitrogen is thus pre-

pared is called "Nitrification," and the process
by which this preparation is destroyed is called
" Denitrification." The importance of " Nitrification"
can hardly be overestimated, when the relatively high
prices of nitrogen are considered. It is the most im-
portant ingredient of fertilizers. It is also the most
fugitive. The largest supply comes from organic mat-
ter, which by the process of nitrification is converted
into nitric acid, the most soluble form of nitrogen and
the form in which it enters into plants. The salts of
nitric acid (called " nitrates" ) are extremely soluble,

and if not at once appropriated by growing plants are
washed out by heavy rains. Hence a gradual devel-
opment of nitric acid during the entire period of
growth of plants seems extremely desirable and a ces

sation of " Nitrification" even in a fertile soil rich in

nitrogenous matter is fatal to the plant growing
therein.

In the process of Nitrification three distinct genera
of micro organisms are recognized : First, those which
convert nitrogenous matters into ammonia ; second,
those which convert ammonia into nitrous acid, and
third, those that convert nitrous acid into nitric acid.

All are necessary to the complete transformation of
nitrogenous matter into nitric acid, the form of nitro-

gen available Tor plant food. These ferments work
together synchronously, each waiting on the other.

It should be the aim of every planter and farmer to

establish and maintain in all of his fields conditions
most favorable to the development and multiplication
of these micro organisms, upon whose activities the
abundance of his harvest so intimately depends. The
following are the prescribed conditions :

1st. They are most abundant and active near the
surface, diminishing in numbers and vitality as one
descends. Hence the importance of surface cultivation

for all crops when maximum yields are desired.

2d. An abundance of air in the interstices of the
soil. Hence the necessity of thorough drainage and a
deep preparation of the land to insure a complete aera-
tion.

3d. A high temperature. The maximum activity

is developed between 85 degrees and 100 degrees F.
Plants grow rapidly when both days and nights are
warm, while a fall in temperature frequently checks
the growth.

4th. Absence of light While the parts of plants
above the ground require sunlight for their full devel-
opment, these microbes diminish in activity even to

the vanishiug point as the sunlight inci eases. Shading
the ground enables them to work near the surface, and
warm nights are more propitious for their multiplica-
tion and work than warm days.

5th. A certain amount of moisture. Esoessive mois-
ture, as already remarked, excludes air, a needed fac-
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tor in nitrification, yet a certain amount of water pres

«nt is indispensable to the existence of these germs.

Experience has shown that one- third to one half of the

capacity of a soil for moisture is the proper amount
for most rapid work.

6th. An alkali, usually lime, to be present in small

quantities. The fiual action of nitrification is nitric

acid. Unless there be a base present with which this

acid can unite, it would accumulate in the soil and de

stroy the germs ; a soil deficient in lime will support
neither the microbes nor the crops.

7th. Presence of organic matter containing nitrogen.

This condition is of first importance, and if the soil be
deficient in it, must be supplied artificially in some
form, as stable manure, cotton seed meal, tankage,

dried blood, fish scrap, etc.

The use of stable manure or a compost containing it

cairies with it a double action, and therefore has a

double value It not only supplies nitrogen, but also

the orgauisms for nitrifying it, and when incorporated

in the soil, the latter exercise their activity also upon
the inert nitrogen already in the soil, when the more
nitrifiable portions of the mauure are exhausted.

Hence stable manure frequently pro luces results far

beyond the analytical contents given by the chemist.

Beneficial bacteria are often accompanied by others

inimical ro agriculture. These decompose nitric acid

as fast as formed. A study of "dentrification" has de
veloped the gratifying fact that under favorable cir

cumstances the dentrifjing bacteria are not propagated
in alarming numbers, and therefore cannot be very de
structive.

Prom the above it will be seen that frequent cultiva

tions, provided no roots are cut, are favorable to rapid
nitrification. It has also been demonstrated at this sta

tion that soils cultivated daily give a larger rjitrifica

tion than the same soils cultivated weekly, and the

latter more than those culivated less frequently.

The second object in cultivation is to couserve moisture,

and here, as with the other object already described,

a shallow cultivation for the best results is required
;

in fact, necessary, since it has been shown elsewhere
that deep plowing will frequently relieve wet soils of

the'r excessive moisture.
On the approach of a drought, cultivators should be

run very shallow and almost continuously. By so

doing, a thin layer of earth removed from the great
ma3S of soil is laid as mulch on the surface and the
continuous upward movement of the water through
the soil into the air is checked just below the surface
and the roots of the plants can then appropriate it.

The continuity of capillary pores is broken and the
water is arrested just below the surface, and is there
retained for the use of the plant. By cultivating con
tinuo isly during dry weather the mulch is restored as

fast as the capillary action of the water in the soil de
stroys it. Again, finely divided soils have the power
of absorbing hygroscopic moisture from the air, a not
insignificant property in a prolonged drouth in a cli

mate like lower Louisiana with heavy dews at night.

These are the reasons we plow and cultivate.

Wm. C. Stubbs,

Experiment Station, Audubon Park, La.

Mention the Planter to your friends.

SHUT IN QRAIN—REMEDIES PROPOSED.

Editor Southern Planter :

Smut is the popular name given to a parasitic fun-

gus which attaches itself to the grains and grasses at

the period of their flovt ering, and causes great loss to

farmers. It belongs to the natural order of micro-

scopic plants that constitute mold or mildew. There

are two kinds of smut that attack wheat. The species

most common is called by botanists ustilago segetum.

It is the burnt or stinking smut. The kernels which

are attacked do not usually burst, as is the case with

corn and rye, but retaining their natural shape and

size, become filled with poisonous black dust instead

of white, nutritious flour.

If the wheat is harvested when very dry, these

smut kernels can be blown out by the fanning mill

and smut machine without much injury to the flour.

If the wheat is threshed when damp, some of the smut

kernels will get broken and the dust will stick so fast

to the kernels of sound grain that the smutters In the

grist mills cannot beat it loose and blow it out, and

the flour will inevitably be dark colored.

The writer saw a grist of damp, smutty wheat

ground at the Sugar Run Mill, which when it came

from the snaut machine into the hopper looked as

black as if it had come down the chimney.

It would have been better to have been put through

a fanning mill instead of the smutter, as the fanning-

mill would have blown out the smut kernels without

breaking them.

Generally, the embryo of the seed when atta ked

8wel's until it greatly exceeds the proper size, and on

rye, sometimes attains the length of an inch and a

half, and is frequently curved. The smut on rye is

called ergot.

Smut, as every farmer knows attains its greatest

growth on corn, where some ears have every kernel

burst, and the husks spread to the dimensions of two

common ears.

It was once supposed to be a disease occasioned by

wet seasons or other climatic causes, but it is now

fully ascertained that it is a disease produced by the

presence in the flower of the plant destined to de-

struction of the mycelium of the fungous plant, the

spores or seeds of which may have been carried to

the flower through the juices of the plant, and that in

a field of grain it may be produced by infected seed.

Although the germ spores (or seeds) may live in

the soil for a time, my experience proves that the dis-

ease is usually communicated to the new crop by

smutty seed. I have more than once chopped a wood-

land fallow in May or June, got a good bum in

August (which would surely have destroyed the smut

germs had any been present), cleared off the fallow

and sown wheat in September, and the next harvest
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had smutty wheat because there were smutty particles

of the poiionous dust adhering to the seed. Most of

my neighbors have had the same experience. It may
seem incredible, but there is no mistake about it.

Farmers used to think that soaking smutty seed in

lime water would kill the smut germs and render it

fit for seed. No doubt it did some good, but micolo

gists of the present day declare it requires something

strong r than lime water to be effective, and iecom

mend soaking the seed in a solution of sulphate of

copper (bine vitriol).

The following extract is from a published letter of

Prof. E. W. Hilgard, of the University of California:

" As regards the bluestoning of seed wheat, the
solution used is as strong as it can be made at ordi-

nary temperature. Such a solution contains about
three pounds of bluestone to five gal'ons of water.
The time of immersion should last for at least three
minutes, aud the grain be stirred several times to in
sure wettiDg it thoroughly. When a weaker solution
is u-ed. the grain may be left until it begins to sprout.
In general, I would favor the strong solution and
short immersion.''

The following treatment for the burnt smut, or stink-

ing smut, is given by Walter H. Swingle in the Tear
Book of the U. S. Department of Agriculture for

1894:

'Tmmerse the seed wheat twelve hours in a solution
made by dissolving one pound of commercial copper
sulphate (blue vitriol) in twenty-four gallons of water,
and then putting the seed for five or ten minutes into
lime water, made by slaking one pound of good lime
to ten gallons of water. This treatment is only for
the stinking smuts of wheat and covered barley
smut."

This treatment, if effectual, requires much less blue

stone, and consequently is cheaper than Prof. Hil
gard'e. The lo^se smut of wheat and oats is very dif

ferent from the burnt or stinking smut. It has no dis

agreeable odor, attacks both the kernel and the chaff,

ripens when the healthy wheat is just flowering, is

composed of a loose dusty mass of spores, which are

usually blown away by harvest time, leaving only the

naked stalk where the head should be. It occurs in

many parts of the United States, and no doubt will in

time be present -in all. It does not usually destroy so

large a proportion of the crop as the stinking smuts,

but often causes a loss of 10 per cent. Loose smut is

to be dreaded, because if once introduced iuto a field

It is difficult to eradicate it by any method that will

not injure the germination of the seed.

Smut causes more damage to oats than any other

grain. It is estimated that the loss by smut on oats

in the United States is more than $18,000,000 per an
num. It is claimed that the loose smut of wheat and
oats can be destroyed by a solution of potassium sul

phide without injuring the vitality of the grain.

Profe-sor Swingle says: "The potassium sulphide

should be of the fused form, known as ' liver of sul-

phur.' It can be obtained at any druggists for from

25 to 50 cents per pound. It should be kept in a
tight glass vessel, protected from the air until ready

for use. Dissolve 1* pounds in 25 gallons of water in a
wooden vessel—a tight barrel is very good for the pur-

pose. The lumps of potassium sulphide dissolve in a

few minutes, making the liquid a clear yellow brown-

ish color. After thoroughly stirring, put in about

three bushels of oats, and agitate well to insure the

wetting of every grain. The solution must completely

cover the grain and be several inches above it, as the

grains soaks up some of the liquid. Leave the oats

in this solution twenty four hours, stirring several

times during the day to be sure every kernel is wetted.

Then spread out to dry."

Professor Swingle says hot water will destroy both

kinds of smut on grain ; the seed grain to be im-

mersed in the hot water for ten minutes. The tem-

perature of the water to be maintained at 132 or 135

degrees by adding a little boiling water, and stirring
;

and in no case have the water hotter than 135 de-

grees, lest the germ of the grain be injured.

J. W. Ingham.

[We would add one word to the foregoing. For
smut on corn, no remedy has yet been discovered.

All smutted ears should be gathered as soon as seen

and burnt and the stalks be pulled and fed or burnt to

prevent extension of infection.

—

Ed ]

CORN AND COW-PEAS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

If corn be planted sufficiently thick to yield a full

crop there will be no room for cow- peas, nor anything

else, while the corn is growing, especially if they be

planted in the drills with the corn ; all farmers of ex-

perience know this is true.

But if the corn be planted early—for this climate

about the first of April—and from six weeks to two

months thereafter cow peas be drilled midway be-

tween the corn rows, a joint crop can thus be grown

that will yield very nearly a full crop of each. On©
writer claims that peas are an advantage to corn

;
but

no person will say that com, owing to its rank root

system, is any advantage to peas. Hence the neces-

sity for planting corn early in order that it may go

into decline at a proper time for the peas to flourish

during the latter part of the season.

When practical, a corn and cow pea crop should be

preceded by a clover or cow pea crop that was prop-

erly supplied when seeded with potash and phosphoric

acid and turned down at maturity ; if we expect good

yields, the land must be properly nourished.

The corn drills may be from six to six and a half
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feet apart. A suitable narrow plow should be run

several times in the bottoms of the drills, thus form

Ing loose beds of proper width and depth. This deep

preparation will exert an immense influence in resist

ing the effects of drouth. The corn can also be planted

much thicker than with ordinary plowing, thus pay
ing well for the extra work. Even if the land has re

cently been subsoiled, this deep preparation will etill

pay well.

When practical, a good dressing of stable manure

—

preferably fresh from the stable—may be applied in

the loose beds. In addition to the stable manure, 250

to 500 lbs. per acre of a fertilizer containing nitrogen

2 per cent., phosphoric acid 6 per cent., and potash 7

per cent., may also be applied to the loose beds. In

Btead of the above, the following materials may be

mixed and used :

For Nitrogen Use.—Nitrate of soda, 30 to 60 lbs., or

sulphate of ammonia, 25 to 50 lbs., or dried blood, 50

to 100 lbs.

For Phosphoric Acid Use.—Acid phosphate, 130 to

260 lbs., or dissolved bone, 110 to 220 lbs., or bone

meal, 150 to 300 lbs.

For Potash Use.—Muriate of potash, 35 to 70 lbs., or

sulphate of potash, 35 to 70 lbs., or kainit, 150 to

300 lbs.

If stable manure be used, 30 lbs. of muriate of pot

ash and 50 lbs. of acid phosphate should be added,

independent of the above fertilizer, thus correcting

the excess of nitrogen in the stable manure. Stable

manure is desirable for the humus it contains, the ac

tion of the above fertilizer being thereby much im-

proved. But in the absence of stable manure, the

larger quantity of fertilizer alone will answer a fairly

good purpose, especially if the soil has been properly

supplied with humus by a green crop previously

turned down.

The fertilizer should be well mixed with the soil by
shallow plowing—preferably a few weeks before plant

ing—low ridges thrown up thereon, and the corn

planted for single stalks twelve to eighteen inches

•part ; the former distance will require frequent and

thorough cultivation.

The ground will require similar preparation for

peas, except the fertilizer. Fj om 250 to 500 lbs. per

acre of a fertilizer containing the following may be

used for peas : Xitrogen, 1 per cent.
;
phosphoric acid.

8 per cent., and potash, 8 per cent. In lieu of the

above, the following materials may be mixed and used:

For Nitrogen Use.—Nitrate of soda, 15 to 30 lbs., or

sulphate of ammonia, }3 to 25 lbs., or dried blood, 25

to 50 lbs.

For Phosphoric Acid Use.—Acid phosphate, 143 to

286 lbs., or dissolved bone, 114 to 228 lbs., or bone
meal, 172 to 344 lbs.

For Potash Use.—Muriate of potash, 33 to 65 lbs., or

sulphate of potash, 33 to 65 lbs., or kainit, 135 to-

270 lbs.

Wonderful peas are considered the most suitable

for the above wide rows, especially for bearing pur-

poses, and where the season is sufficiently long, they

should be planted, for this climate, about the middle

of May. These peas, for bearing purposes, require

fully as much distance as corn ; some experiments

may be tried with double and treble this distance.

Last season I planted Wonderful peas June loth

that matured well, but the fall was unusually late.

A joint crop, planted as above and properly culti-

vated until the pea vines become too large (people

generally cease work too soon), ought to yield of corn

and peas at least one hundred bushels.

The corn stalks (if not cured for feed, which is the

proper way) and pea vines, should be turned down

soon after frost, thus greatly improving the land.

Moore Co., N. G. Bryan Tyson.

JOHNSON GRASS.
Editor Southern Planter

:

I am a subscriber to and constant reader of your

journal. Am benefitted by the letters from your

numerous correspondents writing about agricultural

affairs ; but am disappointed to gee nothing or very

little said in favor of "Johnson grass."

This grass is b und to come to the front and take

the place of others. The old fashioned grasses have

played out in most sections. The land is worn out,

and crops will not grow as they once did. So some-

thing must be introduced.

"Johnson grass" will grow on any soil—improving

every year—and, of course, improving the soil. This

grass will hold its own against everything else. It

makes the very best of hay ; a good winter pasture

for all stock. Even hogs thrive a? d grow fat on the

roots during the winter months ; the yield of milk is

increased when this hay is fed to cows, and horses,

when eating it, need but little grain. Only one sow-

ing is necessary.

Better by far would it be if every Southern farm

was sown in Johnson grass. Then cultivation would

cease, and our farmers would soon be supplying the

cities with meat, and the South would be shipping hay

to the West. B. B.

Bleak Hill, Va.

Spurry—Pencilaria.

Please tell me all you can about "Giant spurry'^

and "Pencilaria," through the Enquirers' column.
Pine Bluff, N. C. Geo. E. Wells.
Let them alone. They will do you no good. Spurry

is a very poor substitute for clover. Pencilaria is a

variety of millet.

—

Ed.
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CAN WE AFFORD TO OMIT NITROGEN AND
POTASH FROM OUR FERTILIZERS?

One of the fertilizer experiments of the Ohio Exper
iment Station is located on a tract of thin, clay land,
which had been reduced to a very low state of fertility

by exhaustive cropping. In this experiment corr, oats
and wheat are growu iu rotation, followed by two years
in clover and timothy, making a total rotation of five

year*. Five sections of thirty plols each are used in
the test so that each crop is harvested each season.
Eight crops each of corn, oats and wheat have been
grown in the teat thus far, with seven crops of clover
and six of timothy.

Plot Xo. 2 in this test receives no fertilizer except
acid phosphate, which is applied to corn and o»tsat
the rate of 80 lbs per acre, and to wheit a" the rate
of 160 lbs., making a total of 320 lbs. applied in five
years.

Plot S receives the same quantity of acid phosphate,
together with 260 lbs. of muriate of potash, distributed
over the three cereal crops.

Plot 11 receives the same quantities of acid phos
phate and muriate of potash as Plot 8. with the addi
tion of -ISO lb3. of nitrate of soda, distributed likewise
over the cereal crops.
At the average market prices for fertilizing mate

rials and farm produce, the cost of the fertilizers and
the value of the increase of crop from these dressings
has been as follows:

Plot.

2
8

11

Taken as they stand, these figures indicate that it

has not been profitable to add nitrogen to the fertil

izere; but other experiments made at the Station show
that the cost of the nitrogen might be materially re
duced by substituting tankage for nitrate of soda, and
they also indicate that the quantity of both nitrate of
soda and muriate of potash used in these test? has
been larger than was required to produce the most
economical result. This is illustrated by Plot 30,
which for six years received a mixture of tankage and
acid phosphate, carrying the same quantity of phos
phoric acid as that given to Plots 2, 8 and 11, but
much smaller quantities of nitrogen and potash. The
increase from this plot has been practically equal to
that from Plot 8, while the cost of the fertilizers has
been but $3.75, thus showing a very much larger net
profit than that given by acid phosphate alone.
The lesson taught by these experiments is that

clover alone will not famish sufficient nitrogen for
maximum crop yields in long rotations like this, and
that, while it is not profitable to add as much uitro
gen and potash as would be indicated by the coinposi
tion of the crops, yet we cannot affoid to dispense
with them altogether.

Chas. E Thoene, Director.

ENQUIRER'S COLUMN.

Enquiries Bhould be sent to the office of Tlte Southern Planter,

Richmond, Va., not later than the 15th of the month, for re-

plies to appear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Cost of
fertilizer.
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tion of either of the two latter crops will make the

ensilage almost a complete ration. They should be

mixed as they are pat into the silo—not first one and

thea the other be run in.

3. The success of a blind well as a means of drain

ing a basin depends upon the striking of a vein of

sand or strata of pebbles at the bottom of the well.

If this can be assured, then the well can be made to

effectually drain the basin.—Ed.

Cultivation of Corn and Cotton.

Please give me, through the Planter, the best method
of cultivating corn and cotton on sandy land by which
improved machinery may take the place largely of

manual labor. With use of sulky plow, up to date
corn and cotton planters, weeders, etc. , is it possible
to do without hoe work In corn, and, except in put
ting to a stand, cotton » If you think it would be of

interest to the Planter readers, I should be glad to see

the above discussed fully by some of its practical

readers. L. B. Exnett.
Carteret Co., N. C.

This question of the cultivation of corn and cotton

without the use of hoes will be dealt with in this and
the following issue of the Planter. We would only

say here that we know numbers of large farmers who
for years have never used a hoe in the corn crop, and
only in cotton to bring it to a stand. With the

weeder, the disc, Iron Age and riding cultivators,

there is no necessity, when the corn and cotton has

been properly planted, ever to use a hoe or a plow in

a field after the crop is planted, except to thin cotton

to a stand. The weeder and cultivators should be

kept so regularly at work, that no weeds should be
allowed to grow sufficiently large to require a hoe for

their destruction. This constant cultivation means in

creased productiveness of the crops, as each time it is

done plant food is made available for the crop.

—

Ed.

The Micro-Organisms or Bacteria of the Legumes.
I have been interested in the various articles in the

Planter on the legumes, especially the Hairy vetch,
but have to confess that I do not understand some
things about it. You say Hairy vetch will not grow
unless the ground contains the right bad eria. How
are the right bicteria to be produced? Tou say that
sowing a few bushels to the acre of soil taken from
where English peas have grown, will supply the want.
This is indefinite. Will one crop of English peas pro
duce bacteria with which to inoculate ground for
Hiiry vetch? How do the English peas procure the
bacteria necessary for their own well being 1

Memphis, Term. H. Mabtin.
In this issue our correspondent will find an article

dealing with the question of supplying bacteria to the

land by artificial means in the form of nitragin.

Each species of legume has its own peculiar form of

bacteria. The bacteria of all the kinds of peas, of

which vetch is one, seem to be so nearly alike, if not

exactly the same, that soil inoculated with them will

cause the other varieties to grow luxuriantly. Hence,
soil taken from where English peas have been grown
for some time, will inoculate the soil for the vetch.

How the legumes get the bacteria in the first instance

is uncertain. It is thought that some of the seed is

inoculated with them. When once introduced into
the soil, they multiply with each succeeding legumi-

,

nous crop.

—

Ed.

Rotting of Apple Tree Roots—Lady Bugs.

Can you tell me in the April Planter what causes
the roots of some apple trees to rot, and give me a
remedy t

I notice a great many lady bugs on my trees. Are
they beneficial or injurious!

Fauquier Co., Va. F. H. ftl.

In the February Planter we inadvertently stated
that F. H. Moss had an orchard of 100 trees. We
intended to say 1,000 trees.

We cannot say why the roots of some apple trees

rot sooner than others. It may be that the growth is

more tender or that soil conditions are not favorable.

We can find no explanation of the trouble in the

books, except when caused by root galls or the injury

caused by the root louse.

Lady bugs are Hot injurious insect*, but are, on the

contrary, great helps in getting rid of other insect

peats.

—

Ed.

Improving Pasture—Potato Bugs.

1. I have all my meadows, hills and what land I
can spare from cultivation, fenced off for a standing
pasture. The best part of it is now taken in broom
grass, which I burn off every spring. My cows do not
give as much milk as they did when I first adopted
this plan Is there any way to improve this pasture,
grazing it at the same timet Is there any kind of
grass seed that I can sow on the sod that will im-
prove it?

2. Last year the bugs attacked my potatoes as soon
as they peeped out of the ground—before they were
large enough to use Paris green to kill the bugs. It
was a source of great expense to me, as I had to go
over the patch and pick them off each hill with the
fingers, getting as many as thirty or forty bugs from
a hill. Is there anything known that can be used on
the land to keep them off.

3. Please give me the name of a white seed corn best
adapted to this part of Virginia.

Westmoreland Co., Va. F. E. Omohtjndbo.
1. Sow some Virginia blue grass and some Japan

clover in the pasture. These will gradually take hold
and spread amongst the broomsedge and improve the
grazing.

2 We know of nothing except Paris green and
Danforth's Bug Death which are effective in destroy-

ing potato bugs. There is nothing you can apply to

the land itself which will destroy them.
3. We should suppose that Hickory King or Vir-

ginia White Dent would grow well in your county.

—

Ed.
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Utilizing Bones on the Farm.

1. Will animal bones, put in unleached hard wood

ashes, become soft enough to grind in a mill that will

grind steamed bones?

2. If so, how long will they have to remain in the

3. Will the bone be as valuable for fertilizer as

steamed bone ? H. D. Ayre.
Bradley Co., Term.

1. Ye8.

2. They will require to be kept in tne ashes for some

weeks, possibly a month or two. The ashes should be

kept moist and the mass be turned over two or three

times during the softening process.

3. Steamed bone is more valuable as a fertilizer than

bone in any other form, though not so immediately

available as dissolved bone. The reason for this is

that the steaming process has extracted from the bone

the fat which delays d€composition, and is in itself of

no value as a fertilizer.

—

Ed.

May Presses and Power.

Please advise me, through your valuable journal,

what steam hay press you consider best for baling oats

or pea hay ; also what power required to work one

suitable for baling a crop of about 250 tons.
' Jefferson Co., Ala. W. S. Lovell, Je.

The Eli press, made by the Collins Plow Co., of

Quincy, 111., and the Dederick press, made by P. K.

Dederick Co., of Albany, N. T., are both good presses.

There are, no doubt, others equally as good, but we

know these two to be effective. The best power to use

to run a press is a gasoline engine. One of four horse

power would be sufficient for either of the presses

named and for the work to be done.—Ed.

Rape.

Will you kindly advise in your next issue what rape

is good for—hay, pasture or what purpose—and about

what amount of hay per acre will It produce, and

will it do to pasture hogs or any kind of stock; how
much and when ought it to be seeded per acre, and

how soon after seeding will it do to turn in, or could

it be seeded in corn at plowing, or would it be inju

riouB to the corn or rape seed sown in this manner t

A Subscriber.

Rape is not a hay crop. It is grown simply as a

forage crop for hogs, sheep and young cattle, and espe

cially for sheep and hogs. It will make mutton and

bacon with very little corn. It is not fit for milk

cows, as it is liable to taint the milk and is apt to

cause bloat. It should be sown broadcast in the early

spring or in the early fall, and will be ready to graze

in six weeks. It does not grow well in the hot weather.

Two or three pounds will seed an acre. The Dwarf

Essex is the variety to sow. It might be seeded in

corn, but this is not advisable.

—

Ed.

Restoring Fertility in Worn Land.

Will you kindly answer the following questions? I

have recently leas«d (for five jea's) a farm of 300
acres that has been rented for the last twenty years,

and has been very much worn. Originally, it was
fine blue grass land, and in the sugar tree orchard and
other spots where it has not been continually cropped
in corn and wheat has a fine blue grass sod. I wish
to know the best, quickest and cheapest way to bring
it to a paying basis and get it back into grass. I was
thinking of sowing some of the legumes. What do
you think of soy or soja beans? If soja beans be
used, what fertilizer would suit best? I have some
spots that would suit for cabbage ; would leached or

unleached wood ashes be a good fertilizer for cabbage?
Please suggest a good rotation. B. E. Watson.

Pulaski Co., Va.

1. The cheapest and quickest way to bring the farm

back to fertility will be to-grow the leguminous crops

summer and winter, using acid phosphate at the rate

of from 300 to 500 lbs. to the acre with each crop.

Either cow- peas or soja beans should be grown during

the summer, and Hairy vetch or Crimson clover or

both during the winter, thus keeping the land covered

all the time. If the land is badly in need of vege-

table matter, as we judge will be the case after the

treatment it has had, we would grow cow peas this

year in preference to soja beans, and would let them

nearly mature and then plow down, say in August or

September, and follow at once with Hairy vetch and

wheat, or winter oats sown together. This would

make a orop to turn down in April or May, or to cut

for hay in May or June, to be followed with soja beana

if cut in May, or with cow peas if cut in June. This

crop of soja beans or cow-peas can be cut for hay

when in green pod ; or if beans, be harvested for the

beans when mature. This crop can be followed with

wheat or winter oats, fertilized with bone at the rate

of 300 lbs. to the acre. Follow the wheat or oats with

cow-peas again with 300 or 400 lbs. of acid phosphate

as fertilizer. Cut this crop for hay in August and

prep ire the land well and seed to grass and clover,

without a grain orop, in September with 300 lbs. of

bone-meal, and you should get a good stand of grass.

2. Cabbage requires a fertilizer rich in potash, there-

fore, wood ashes will be a proper thing to use, and

m»y be supplemented with even more potash in the

form of muriate of potash at the rate of 50 lbs. to the

acre. You should apply with the potash, cotton seed
meal, dried blood, or muriate of potash and some acid

phosphate. In our March issue you will find a for-

mula for a fertilizer for cabbages.

—

Ed.

Qasoline Engines.

In reply to my inquiry, Gasoline Engines vs. Wind
Mills: Don't know how much water would be con-

sumed per day. Would have about eighty head of

stock on farm. Would have to have a storage tank
for either. L. P. N., Jr.

Culptper Co., Va.
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Japan Clover—Planting Sweet Potatoes.

1. In the report of the Virginia State Board of Ag
riculture I notice a clover called Japan clover very

highly spoken of, said to grow in galleys or anywhere.
If you know anything of this clover I wish you would
kindly tell me your experience with it in your next

issue, and also where I can obtain it, as I have failed

so far to find it in any seed catalogue.

2. When planting sweet potatoes is it best to mix
the commercial fertilizer with the compost and use it

in the drill, or apply the compost and sow the com
mercial fertilizer down the drill at time of planting!

Worcester Co., Md. W. S. D. F.

1. Japan olover was introduced into this State some

fifteen or twenty years ago from the extreme Southern

States. Here it never makes more than a pasture. It

is now widely spread over the State in places where

never a seed has been sown by man, growing wild in

the edges of the woods and the roadsides. It is spread

by birds carrying the seeds and in the dung of cattle

which have grazed on the plant. It is valuable in that

it grows on poorer land than any of the other clovers

and persists in constantly re seeding itself and coming

every year. It appears late in spring and dies with

the first frost. Like the rest of clovers and legumes

it gathers nitrogen from the atmosphere and thus im
proves land. We do not recommend it except for

sowing on broniesedge fields and waste lands, because

of it only making grazing, and that not of the best.

We once saw it in Southside Virginia near the border

of North Carolina some ten or twelve inches high, but

hereaboats it does not grow more than four or five

inches tall at the best. In the far South it makes a

heavy hay crop. You can buy the seed from T. W.
Wood & Sons, of this city.

2. Mix the fertilizer with the compost, and use it

in the drill.—Ed.

Wood Ashes.

I have some 30 to 40 bushels of unleached hard wood
ashes which I want to use, part by themselves, and part
of them in connection with the cow manure as a fertil-

iser on corn and vegetables (my soil being mostly a
red clay). Please inform me in your next issue of the
Planter on which crops they will be most beneficial

and the best mode of applying them.
Albemarle Co., Va. David Apt.

Wood ashes are valuable for the potash they con-

tain and therefore may always be used with profit on

the crops making a large demand on that element of

plant-food, such as tobacco, Irish potatoes, and vege-

table crops They are also valuable as a fertilizer for

orchards and for clover and grass crops. Do not mix

the ashes with the manure until ready to apply the

mixture to the land, and then apply broadcast or in

the drill or hill, according to the quantity used. If

applied in the drill or hill, mix well with the soil

before sowing the seed, or the causticity of the potash
may injure the germ of the seed.

—

Ed.

Grass for Pasture Hay.

1. I own a farm in Surry county, Va., which for
some years past has been devoted to the culture of
peanuts. Soil is low upland, consists of sand with
reddish clay subsoil a few inches below the surface. I
want to turn it largely into grass and keep stock.
Which kind of grass would you advise to sow for pas-
ture, and which for hay 1

2. Would Bermuda grass grow and do well on this
kind of soil 1

3. If the soil is left without cultivating one season
it grows over with a thick mat of what the inhabitants
call wire grass. Is not this Bermuda grass, or if a
distinct species, what is its value as a pasture grass T

Brunswick, 0. F. C. F.

1. The grass you mention is Bermuda grass and jou
cannot have a better pasture grass for summer for your
section. You should dig up a quantity of the roots

and shake them free of soil and then run them through
your fodder cutter. Plow the land you wish to put in

pasture and let a boy follow the plow and drop in the

furrow a few of the cut roots every foot or eighteen

inches. These will grow and soon cover the whole
field. Bermuda grass doe3 not produce seed in this

country and the imported seed is not very reliable.

2. For hay sow a mixture of Orchard grass, Tall

Meadow oat grass, perennial rye grass, and Fescue
grass, with a little red clover (say a couple of quarts

to the acre). The grass should be sown in August or

September at the rate of three bushels to the acre.

Prepare the land well and apply 350 pounds of bone
meal to the acre before seeding the grass. Harrow in

the grass seeds and the bone meal and roll. Do not

sow a grain crop with the grass.

—

Ed.

Alfalfa—Irish Potatoes.

1. Would you advise sowing alfalfa on wheat this
spring, or follow wheat with peas and sow alfalfa this

fall!

2. Do you think alfalfa would grow well on land
about six feet above water level ! SMI light, medium
fertility, and filled with finely broken oyster shells

(relics of the Indians). Subsoil porous. Clover
grows wtll on it, except lightest part.

3. Will Irish potatoes deteriorate if second crop seed
is planted, and seed from second crop continuously ?

4. Would it be better to buy Northern grown pota-
toes to raise second crop seed from eaeh year t

5. Would you subsoil or plow deep, light land that
has a porous subsoil? C. C. Waenee.

Essex Co., Va.

1. We would not advise sowing alfalfa on wheat in

the spring. Alfalfa should be seeded alone in the fall.

Follow the wheat with peas, and then alfalfa, taking

care to prepare the land well, and have a fine, rich

seed-bed. An application of 300 lbs. of acid phos-

phate to the acre before seeding the peas would
greatly help to ensure a stand of alfalfa.

2. We think alfalfa would be likely to succeed on
this land, if free from weeds. Weeds are the greatest
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hindrance to the successful growth of alfalfa in the

South. If not killed out before the alfalfa is seeded,

they will kill it out.

3. There is considerable diversity of opinion on

this subject. Our own experience has convinced us that

the crops will deteriorate unless seed is changed every

two or three years.

4. We do not think it necessary to recur to North

ern seed each year.

5. We would plow such land deeply, but not sub-

soil it.— Ed.

Percentage of Constituents in Fertilizer—Tobacco
Fertilizer.

I have several pamphlets from the German Kali

"Works, New York, which suggest formulas for making
fertilizers for different crops ; for instance, they recom

mend for tobacco from 750 to 1,500 pounds of fertilizer,

analyzing nitrogen, 4 per cent., available phosphoric

acid 6 per cent, potash, 10 per cent., and claim that

the following materials will furnish equivalent quanti-

ties ot nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, respec

tively

—

") 180 to 360 lbs. nitrate soda, or

Nitrogen. [ 130 to 300 lbs. sulph. of ammonia, or

) 300 to 600 lbs. dried blood.

") 400 to 800 lbs. acid phos.. or

Avail. Phos. Acid. [ 350 to 700 lbs. dissolved bone, or

) 500 to 1,000 lbs. bone meal.

) 160 to 320 lbs. sulph. potash, or
Potash.

J 320 to 640 lbs. sulphate potash magnesia.

I do not see how different quantities of a given ma-

terial could give a uniform per cent., kindly advise me
which of the several constituents you would use, proper

quantity of each, also quantity per acre, probable cost

per hundred pounds, where I could buy to best advan

tage, and particularly how to mix the material so as to

admit of uniform distribution.

Louisa Co., Va. B. S. Francisco.

Tour difficulty arises from a misapprehension of the

meaning of the formulas. The smaller quantity is in-

tended to be need to make the lighter application

(750 lbs.), the larger quantity for the heavier dress

ing (1,500 lbs). Each one used in this way will give a

fertilizer with the percentages named. We have several

times given our views as to the proper constituent parts

of a tobacco fertilizer. We repeat them again. They are

founded upon a series of experiments made by Major

Ragland several years ago, and he was one of the most

experienced growers in this State and a most diligent

student of the tobacco plant and its requirements. He
found the most profit in using 160 pounds of dried

blood, 120 pounds of sulphate of potash, and 114

pounds of acid phosphate to the acre. This mixture

gives 4i per cent, nitrogen, 15} per cent, potash, and

3} per cent, phosphoric acid. Probably on light land,

if the object is to produce a heavy shipping type, it

might be well to increase the nitrogen somewhat by the

addition of more dried blood or some farm yard ma-

nure, both of which have a tendency to thicken the

leai. You can purchase these fertilizers from the fer-

tilizer makers advertising in the Planter. You will

find no difficulty in mixing the articles. Spread first

a thin layer of one and then of the other on a clean

barn floor and turn repeatedlj with a shovel until thor-

oughly mixed. Running the mixture through a i id-

die after mixing will make a still better mixture.—Er>.

Watermelons.

I have about an acre of ordinary sandy land which
I propose to plant in an early crop of watermelons.

Last year this same lot was planted in melons and a
rainy spell struck them, causing them to not have the

proper work, and was a failure. Now I can use a
limited quantity of stable manure, cotton seed meal,

oak ashes, kainit and phosphoric acid. Will yon
please advise me through the Planter which of the

above fertilizers are best to use, and what quantity to

use for the best results ; also how it should be applied

(in the water furrow or in a hill.

Kershaw Co., S. C. A Subscriber.

We would make a compost of the stable manure

and cotton seed meal, and then just before using add

the ashes and kainit and phosphate. We would pre-

fer to apply in the hill, using three or four good

shovelfuls to each hill and mixing in the soil. Add
cotton seed meal at the rate of 300 lbs. to the acre,

kainit at the rate of 100 lbs. to the acre, and acid

phosphate at the rate of 150 lbs. to the acre.

—

Ed.

Please let me know, through your valued columns,

if pigeons, in a barn, will cause stock to be lousy.

Rockingham Co., X. C. W. B. Williamson.

There cannot be any possibility of the transference

of the dermanyssus to horses. It is a very different

animal from the louse that infests horses. One who is

not skilled in entomology, however, might be liable

to suspect that there was some connection between the

parasites of a pigeon and those of horses, as there is

a parasite commonly found on pigeons, a species of

lipeurus, that has a general resemblance to the tricho-

dectes of the horse. The pigeon parasite, however,

is more slender. It has never been known to infest

anything but pigeons, not even poultry.

L. O. Hovakd.
Division of Entomology, Dept. of Agri., Washington.

Lice on Cattle.

My cows have an itching on their neck, and they
scratch and rub themselves until the hair comes off.

Will you be so kind as to let me know through your
journal what is the cause of it, and the cure for it f

W. H. T.

No doubt the cattle have some lice on them. Use
Laidlaw, Mackill & Co.'s tobacco dip, which you will

find advertised in this issue.

—

Ed.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

The cold, hard weather of the past three months

has been trying to all fall planted crops, and prevented

the preparation of the land and the early planting of

the usual area of English peas and Irish potatoes in

the Tidewater section of this State and of North Caro

lina. The frosts of the past month are said to have

done considerable damage to the spring sown crops,

even as far South as Florida, and some fear is felt as

to the fruit crop in parts of Georgia. At this writing

(22d March) the weather is dry and much more sea

sonable than for a long time, and progress is being

made in getting the land ready for cropping. No
time should be lost in doing this, as the season is

already late, and take care that the work is well done.

It is no use trying to grow good vegetables on poor,

badly prepared land. To be of fine quality, all vege-

tables require to be grown quickly, and this cannot be

done unless the land is made rich and worked to a fine

seed bed. Use barnyard manure with liberality, and

supplement it with 500 lbs. to the acre of a high-grade

trucking fertilizer, or with a fertilizer made up of 300

lbs. of acid phosphate, 100 lbs. of cotton seed meal,

50 lbs. of nitrate of soda, and 50 lbs. of muriate of

potash. If no manure is applied, double the quantity

of the fertilizer. Let this be applied to the land now,

and be well worked in, so that it may be in a condi-

tion to be available when the crops are planted.

Do not be in too great hurry to sow seeds or plant

out crops. We are not yet safe from frost. English

peas and Irish potatoes may be planted at once, and
later in the month lettuce, radishes, onions, and other

salads, may be sown for early crops, but the full crop

of these should not be put in until the last week in the

month or the beginning of May. Plants in cold

frames should be hardt ned off by exposing them when
the weather is mild, and gradually be fitted for plant-

ing in the open ground. Tomatoes, egg-plants, pep-

pers and cantaloupes should be sown in hot beds, and
as fast as fit be transplanted into cold frames to grow
on and harden. Take care the plants are not drawn
by being grown in too high a temperature. The best

producing plants are short, stocky ones with good
roots. Transplanting helps to secure these require-

ments.

The winter has, we learn, done much injury to fall-

planted cabbages—many of the plants being killed

outright, and the living ones badly stunted. As soon

as the lahd is dry enough run the cultivator between
the rows of plants, and stir the ground between the

plants with a hoe. New plants from the cold frame, or,

better still, from an outdoor bed, which has had slight

protection in hard weather, should be set out where-
ever needed to complete a full stand. Break the land
with a hoe very thoroughly in the place where the

plant is to be set out, or it will not be likely to make
a growth to keep pace with those planted in the fall.

As soon as the plants begin to show that they are

growing, apply a dressing of nitrate of soda down the

side of each row—say, at the rate of 75 or 100 lbs. to

the acre—first cultivating the crop with an Iron Age
or Planet Jr. cultivator as close to the row as can be
done without disturbing the plants. This application

of nitrate will help the crop very much, but should
not be made in rainy weather, or it will be washed too

deep into the soil very quickly.

Sweet potatoes should be bedded for sprouting. In

this issue will be found an article dealing with this

question and discussing the relative advantage of

sprouts and cuttings as a means of producing a crop.

Strawberry beds should be worked over, and if they
appear to have suffered much from the hard winter
and to be late in starting growth, should have a dress-

ing of fertilizer made up of 100 pounds of nitrate of

soda and 50 pounds of muriate of potash to the acre,

applied after working down each side of the rows.

After this apply a mulch of pine tags or clean litter to

conserve moisture and keep the berries clean.

Do not neglect the spraying of the orchard and vine

yard. In our last issue will be found fall instructions

on this subject.

Let the lawn and flower garden have attention this

month before work presses so much on the farm. Too
often this, which should be the most attractive spot

about the home, is so badly neglected as to be a disgrace

to the owner and a source of perpetual worry to the

ladies of the house. Take time to thoroughly clean up
all the trash and leaves and rake the lawn. Dig over
the flower beds and give the same a good dressing of

manure. Prune back all straggling growths and give

the place an air of tidiness and neatness which, even
iu the absence of many flowers, will make it attrac-

tive. Keep the grass cut short and have at least

a few flower seeds sown and a few bedding plants set

out in May.

Asparagus, once established, will, with proper care,

last for twenty years ; the first outlay, therefore, bring 8
a contiuuous source of income.
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THE VIRGINIA STATE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

We are informed that the committee charged with

securing rates for shipping from the various distribu-

ting points has been in conference with the different

railroads, and that as the result of this a more aatisfac

tory schedule of rates has been promised than was in

operation last year, which rates will be announced in

time for the early shipments. Mr. Whateley, the sec

retary, has given very much of his time to this work

during the winter months and deserves the thanks

and support of the members and of all fruit growers.

SWEET POTATO CULTURE.

Editor Southern Planter

:

When potatoes are bedded there is one of two

things they will do—either sprout or rot. Therefore,

when bedded early, for this climate, say the last days

of March, some mode for producing an artificial heat

should be employed. I have found the following plan

very effective ; it can be used in lieu of a hot bed, but

a hot bed will be earlier :

Place in a box or barrel fine stable manure to the

depth of about eighteen inches, and apply water as

the manure is added ; the water will cause the manure

to heat. I have found stable manure and cotton seed

mixed, half and half, to answer an excellent purpose.

The box, or barrel, should have a proper number of

holes in the bottom for drainage purposes, or both

may be bottomless.

Put straw, old cloths, or something of the kind on

top of the manure, and then place thereon the pota-

toes to the depth of six or eight inches. It will be

well to soak the potatoes in water pleasantly warm,

for a few hours before placing them.

Care must be taken not to let the heat of the

manure get too great, reducing same with water as

occasion may require.

It will be well to place the manure five or six days

before the potatoes are placed ; in the meantime the

heat can be properly regulated, thus preventing any

damage to the potatoes. A gentle warmth only re

quired. The potatoes should be covered with straw

and capped with wet cloths of any kind, thus retain-

ing the heat and moisture.

The potatoes should be kept moist by an occasional

application of tepid water.

In a few dayi, say three or four, the potatoes will

develop a growing state, when they may be removed

and bedded. To do this, construct a narrow bed, say

two feet broad and of proper length, slightly raised

above the surface. A sufficiency of stable or other

manure should be used for fertilizing purposes. Place

the potatoes thereon lengthwise in two parallel rows

about twelve inches apart and cover to the depth of

from one and one half to two inches.

If the ground be dry when the potatoes are bedded,

water should first be applied to the soil ; after it gets

in working order bed as aforesaid.

During wet weather the bed should be kept covered,

which may be done with a few planks placed length-

wise. Daring fair days the bed should remain un-

covered, but should receive no water until needed.

The growing state having been developed, as afore-

said, sprouting will continue to advance gradually.

OUT VINES VS. DRAWS,

The object of placing the potatoes in two rows, as

aforesaid, is to develep vines for cutting purposes.

The vines should remain until they run from two to

four feet. Then cut them, preferably with shears,

leaving a few leaves, say five or six on each stub.

The vines can be cut into lengths of two or three leaves

each. If the leaves are close together, cut into lengths

of three leaves ; otherwise, into two. These cuttings

should then be rooted as follows :

Construct narrow beds a few inches broad in fairly

rich soil. Then stick the cuttings therein, leaving a

little space between. One leaf or joint should remain

above the surface. Give the plants a thorough water-

ing, which will settle the soil. Then draw loos* soil

around them ; they will need no further watering.

Cover for a few days until roots form, when they will

be ready for transplanting. When thus rooted, cut-

tings will live better and grow off more readily than

draws, and old potato growers say they will produce

more and better potatoes.

In a few days suckers will start above the

leaf on the stubs, the sucker from the top leaf gen-

erally leading. When this sucker runs out about

one inch cut the stub below the joint, thus removing

one leaf and from one to two inches of the stub. Con-

tinue until all the suckers are removed. These cut-

tings are to be arranged for rooting as aforesaid, leav-

ing the tops of the buds above grouud. When ready

for transplanting, the plants should be dug up, not

pulled up, thereby preserving the roots.

In order to develop strong vines I suggest that the

principal portion of the sprouts be pulled off the

beds early in the season, leaving only a few of the

larger sprouts to develop into vines for cutting pur-

poses. The sprouts pulled off can be transplanted

for early potatoes, but it may be better to pull off the

prineipal portion of them before they get sufficiently

large to transplant. The sprouts left will draw the

substance from the potatoes, and thus prevent any
more new sprouts from coming.

DRAWS VS. CUTTINGS.

The following experiment will show the compara-
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tive value of draws, or spronts, and vines cut into

lengths of three leaves each :

1. Four short rows planted with draws from Perbatis

potatoes, after the upper halves had been removed,

yielded 541 lbs. potatoes.

2. Four rows planted with the bud ends of (1)

yielded 108J lbs.

3. Four short rows planted with draws of proper

size yielded 79} lbs.

The above shows that if plants somewhat overgrown

be divided into two parts and the stubs be set imme
diately and the bud ends be first rooted and then set,

thelatter will beat the stubs nearly two to one, and will

also beat draws of proper size over 33J per cent.

ANOTHER EXPERIMENT.

Plants from the Pierson (New Jersey) potato were

here used—a stronger growth and much more produc-

tive than the Perbatis.

In this experiment the vines ran about three feet

before they were cut, leaving usually one or two

leaves on the stubs. The vines were then cut into

lengths of three leaves each ; if the leaves are far

apart two will answer. The cuttings were then set

close in a trench, but not touching, one leaf above

ground, and well- watered to settle the soil. Loose

soil was then drawn around the plants, and a cover-

ing for a few days provided to protect from the sun.

Roots soon started, when the plants were dug up (not

pulled up) and transplanted.

The stubs remained on the bed until they suckered

well, when they were drawn and transplanted.

The following is the result

:

1. One short row planted with stubs yielded 5 lbs.

potatoes.

2. Two short rows, bud end of vines, yielded 301

lbs.

3. Two short rows, miscellaneous cuttings (no bud
ends), yielded 27 i lbs.

1 and 2 had a slight advantage over 3, not being

shaded by an adjacent house to so great an extent.

The rows of the above two experiments were re-

spectively equal in length and received the same
treatment.

1 had abundant roots when transplanted, but the

plants started slowly and finally yielded but little ex

cept strings ; 2 and 3 lived better and grew off much
more readily than 1.

It is evident that cuttings will yield more and

better potatoes than either draws or stubs, and it is

generally conceded that they keep much better. Why
then should not the draw system be generally aban
doned, except a few for early use t

Moore Co., N. C. Bryan Tyson.

Mention the Planter to your friends.

OROWINQ STRAWBERRIES UNDER CLOTH.

I have used thin muslin, what is known as tobacco
plant bed cloth, as protection for strawberries with
great success. The natural habitat of the wild straw-
berry is along hedgerows where the deep weeds and
grass give considerable protection from frost. These
conditions are very closely duplicated by a covering of
thin cloth, which allows free passage of sunlight, just
as the overhanging weeds and grass do, but which,
by lessening radiation at night, xetains enough warmth
to count.

My experiments with cloth protection go back as
far as 1886. They were exhaustive and conclusive of
its effectiveness. Within the past year or two others
have arrived at the same conclusion. Mr. A. T.
Goldsborough grew his huge strawberries, breaking
the world's record as to size, under cloth.
My experience is that the berries not only grow

larger, but that there are also more of them. I was
at first fearful lest pistillate varieties would not then
be sufficiently pollenized. I found just the opposite
to be the case. Pollenization was absolutely perfect,
even where only every fourth row was planted in a
staminate variety. It far surpassed anything that I
had observed in the open field. Why this should be
puzzled me for a time. Fewer bees got to the blooms
than would have done otherwise. The cloth, which
had to be hung low to stand, lay limp close over the
blooms. Finally, happening to visit the field on a
breezy day, the cause of such perfect pollenization
was clear to me. The field of cloth was as billowy
as the ocean. The faintest breath of wind entering
one edge of the covering would pass under it the
whole way, heaving and rippling it as it went, but
evidently not escaping till it reached the farther side.

This showed that the cloth, thin as it was, yet had
the power to measurably confine the volume of air
pouring under it, causing it to pass as a current
among the plants and blooms. This current flowing
amid the staminate blooms, of course becomes heavily
laden with pollen, pollenizing not only every pistil-
late blossom, but fructifying it so thoroughly that no
part of it failed to be reached. All growers have ob-
served worthless, deformed berries ; these are usually
the effect of insufficient pollenizing which reaches
only a part of the pistils of each blossom, perfect
fruit being possible only when each separate one is
impregnated.
However, perfect pollenization was by no means the

only good result of cloth protection. Even the slight
increase of warmth served to give just the conditions
that the strawberry needed to attain the highest excel-
lence. The fruit, even of staminate varieties, was
much larger and the yield greater than it would other
wise have been. The crop ripened fully a week earlier.
The muslin cover, especially if a kind treated by a
solution of tar was used, protects the blooms from
any frost short of a heavy freeze, something most un-
likely to «ome in blooming time. I have known the
heaviest "black frost," the most harmful kind, to
freeze the soil half an inch deep, to come, and kill
scarcely a protected bloom, while all in the open air
was destroyed as well as most of the buttons.
Taking the years as they come, I estimated that

protection adds from 50 to 100 per cent, to the yield of
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berries, making them larger and more reliable, and
ripens them earlier.

Care must be taken not to use a cloth too thick and
impervious to sunlight. I doubt if a heavier quality,

even if drawn off in the day and on at night, would
do so well. The tar treated kind, made in large quan
tities for tobacco plant beds, is just right. It should

be put on about the time that plant growth begins in

the spring, and remain till picking begins. I never

found it profitable to pull it off and on to allow pick

ing to be done, but always removed it for good at that

time. Nor do I think it would be advisable to do this,

even if practicable, in other respects. The berries

would probably not color so well with part of the sun

light cut off. As it is, the plants run up much taller

than usual and are of a lighter shade of green.

I found the proper fastening of the cloth to be
somewhat of a problem, but finally solved it for all

practical purposes March is a month of both wind
and snow. Therefore, the canvass must be anchored

low, so that even the heaviest snow fall would only

press it closer but not tear it from the hooks, and the

fastenings must be strong and close together, so as to

enable your field of canvass to weather even a hur

ricane.

I used small riven pine stakes sawed off to eighteen

inches in length. One end was sharpened so that the

stake could be easily driven in the ground to a depth

of one foot, leaving six inches of the stake above

ground. A gimlet hole was bored in the upper end

and a six inch piece of small soft wire was run into the

hole and secured by twisting one end around the stake.

The other end of the wire was bent into a hook to

hold the cloth. The top of the stakes was also rasped

off smooth so as not to tear the thin cloth when the

wind rubbed it to and fro across them. The stakes

were, of course, prepared indoors and provided with

the wire hooks, ready to be driven down when needed.

Alter many tests I found that they should be in

straight rows an inch or two under three feet apart,

the width of the cloth, and that they should not be

more than fifty four inches, one and a half yards apart

in the rows. The stakes driven, the cloth is strung on
smoothly, but not too tight, and the soft wire hooks
twisted so that the wind cannot flap it loose.

The original cost of this protection was $150 an

acre. But the cloth lasts three years, and then has

some value as a covering for tobacco plant beds, which
being small, are usually in protected places, do not re

quire a cloth as strong as strawberry fields exposed to

all the blasts of March. The stakes, if pulled up and
housed at once, will last from five to ten years.

This reduces the average annual cost to about fifty

dollars an acre or a little less.

Vance Co., N. C. O. W. Blacknall.

the weather is propitious, as aeration for plants is ab-

solutely essential.

Hot-bed sash, as generally made and placed, are-

cumbersome, and the airing of the plants is too often

neglected by reason of the trouble and labor. I have
for several years been using the following plan for

raising at any angle my hot bed sash. The cost of the

expedient is light, and any child or delicate female

can perform the service of raising or lowering the sash.

PLAN FOR HAKINQ EASY THE ELEVATION OF
THE HOT-BED SASH.

Editor Southern Planter :

Hotbeds, if possible, should have been made and

seeded some time ago. It is no b too late, however, if

not heretofore done, to arrange for facilitating the ele

vation of the sash, which should be done as often as

To the rear of the bed, at midway, fasten an inch

board, five or six inches wide, six or seven feet high,

proportionately braced. At the proper height impose

an ordinary window sash pulley. Through this pulley

pass a sash cord, one end attached to front side of sash

frame, to the other end weights of sufficient weight to

balance at any angle the elevation of the sash. Sash

hinged to rear board of bed frame. Now, this plan is

for single sash operation : where a continuous line of

sash is to be arranged for, a row of posts should be

planted (six feet out of ground) in rear of sash line
;

upon the top of these posts a 3 x 4 inch scantling, se-

curely fastened. Opposite the centre of each sash a

screw pulley (costing three to five cents) should be in-

serted from the under side of the scantling, through

which the sash cord may work, as in above plan in single

sash. Thus arranged, each sash is worked independ-

ently. Cover the scantling with a strip of tin and it

will last for a number of years.

Franklin Co., Va. G. W. B. Hale.

A GOOD LATE IRISH POTATO.

Editor Southern Planter :

Some few of the small farmers and truckers here in

Claremont have been growing a late winter Irish po-

tato for some ten years past, and in all that time have

not failed to make a crop, some years as many as 250

bushels per acre.

This potato is strictly a late one-crop potato ; it will
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do nothing planted early, as it must have the cool

moist weather of fall to mature a crop.

We plant from July 1st to August 1st. Most of us

prefer to plant before the 10th of July, but good crops

are made planted in August, if frost holds off late.

In this season offew potatoes, Claremont has potatoes

to ship, and they are large, fine ones. If this potato

was grown all over the State, Virginia would not need

to buy potatoes from the North, for we can keep them
without trouble till the early crop is dug.

No need for going North for seed, as we have grown

it here for over ten years, and it is a better potato in

every way now than when we first grew it. It is a

local potato, called the Claremont Peach Blow, as it

resembles the old Peach Blow in color of skin when
first dug.

Surry Co., Va. A. F. Ames.

TOMATO GROWING.
Editor Southern Planter :

In your publication for March an article appears bear

ing upon the best method of setting out tomato plants.

A few years back a well trained gardener explained

to me his mode of culture of the the tomato plant, and
after adopting his practice I can commend it as a sue

«essful one.

With a two horse plow of average size run a straight

row east and west. Fill the row even to the surface

with stable manure ; then run the same plow each

side, so as to lap the soil all the way over the centre

of the manured row. When ready to plant take a

narrow hoe and cut down from the middle of the list

to a level with the ground as far apart as the plants

may be desired, drawing the opening to the south,

which will leave the plant walled in on the north, east

and west, protected from wind and convenient to be

covered from late frost. As the crop is worked the

remaining list will be leveled, and but slight work will

be necessary.

Garrett Co., Md. Chas. W. Miller.

Beets are largely used, both early and late, for late

crop seedings are made in June and Jnly. Mangel or
stock beets are most nutritious cattle food. Every
farmer should grow a liberal supply.

Late or winter cabbage can be successfully grown
and marketed by farmers as well as truckers. In case
of a glut on the market, cabbage makes a very satis-

factory hog and cattle food.

Snap beans usually prove profitable, both to gar
deners and trackers. The white seeded varieties will

often yield a larger crop of dried beans than the White
Navy beans, making a desirable crop to grow for

shelled beans for winter use, even though they should
not sell well as snap beans.

NECESSITY OF CHANGING POTATO SEED.
Potatoes may be grown fairly well on nearly all

kinds of soil. Sand and muck lie at the two extremes
of soil composition. On a field of drifting sand, which
neither mortgage nor deed could hold, potatoes to the
value of more than $100 per acre have been grown in

a single season, while upon muck of a well drained
swamp in northwestern New York, potatoes have been
profitably grown 19 years in succession, the 9th year
producing a moderate crop of the old fashioned Early
Rose in 1897. The potato thrives best on a light,

loamy soil, neither too dry nor too moist. The most
agreeably flavored potatoes are almost always from
newly broken pasture ground not manured, or from
any new land where soil is suitable. They delight in

frequent showers. No amount of skill can produce
heavy crops without plent) of water, but the soil must
be well drained.

Late spring frosts and early frosts of autumn tend
to prove that the potato properly belongs to climates

milder than most of theCanadas, but in warm climates

it degenerates rapidly and soon fails Seeds of all

cultured plants are known to fail so often that the
necessity of an occasional change of seed is almost
everywhere recognized. In 1840, on the banks of the
Tyne, England, Scottish potatoes brought a higher
price for seed than those of native growth, and to the
lowlands of Southern Scotland came seed potatoes

from the highlands further north.

In this country, tubers grown in latitude 42 to 44
degrees seem to produce plants of greater vigor. Those
of the same variety grown in latitude 45 to 47 degrees
produce plants which mature their crop of tubers

earlier, but these plants are weaker and shorter lived,

because the parent plant has striven to mature within

too short a season and the habit of early ripening is

carried over into several succeeding crops. Best
authorities seem to agree that there are considerable

differences in potatoes of the same varieties grown on
different soils in the same neighborhood, and that

varieties most advantageously cultivated in certain

particular soils which degenerate slowly if at all, often

degenerate rapidly in different soils not far distant.

Naturalists say that one of the principal causes of

the exhaustion of the vegetative powers of the plant

is due to propagation from tubers or cuttings from
tubers, since this process is not reproduction, but one
plant is divided and subdivided into a multitude.

The whole analogy of nature seems to show that by
changing from one soil to another, j ear by year, the

potato may live longer and more healthfully than if

grown continuously in the same spot where the seed

first grew from the seed ball. Naturalists also say that

the species can only be preserved by reproduction from
the seed ball. While farmers must plant tubers or

cuttings of tubers in order to supply the wants of their

respective markets, trusting that like may produce
like or nearly so, except that the stock seed will lose

vigor, let us hope that some means may soon be found
by which the vigor of the plant may be maintained,

and if possible increased.— C. W. Ford, in American
Agriculturist.

Mention the Southern Planter when corresponding

with advertisers.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

COMPARATIVE SKIMMING QUALITIES OF
JERSEY AND MOLSTEIN MILK.

We have received the following letter commenting
on the article under this caption which appeared in

our February issue, from our subscribers, Messrs.

Fassitt & Sons, of Sylmar, Md., who are Holstein
breeders, and asked Mr. Hoxie, Superintendent of

Advanced Registry of the Holstein Friesian Associa-

tion, his views on the subject, with a request that we
publish the same :

Torkvixle. N. Y., February 2.5, 1902.
Thos. Fassitt <£ Softs, Sylmar, Md.:

The copy of Southei n Planter and letter you kindly
send me are received. I have Dot the slightest doubt
that the milk of the Jersey breed creams more easily
than the milk of cows of the Holstein Freisian, the
Ayr-hire and all other breeds, with the exception of
the Guernsey breed. As early as 1S75, this fact was
discovered by E. Lewis Sturtevant, who was after
wards made Director of New York State Experiment
Station. His explanation of this fact was based on
the theory that the fat in milk existed in the form of
globules, and that the larger the globules the more
easily they were separated from the milk. He found
that the size and appearance of these globules varied
in different breeds, and that they varied in milk from
the same cow at different periods from calving and in
different conditions of health. In writing of the Jer
eey breed, he says: "The milk globule of the Jersey
breed is larger than the corresponding globule of the
other breeds here considered (Ayrshire and Holstein),
and there are fewer granules." * * * "From the
large size of the Jersey globule, and the compara
tively small number of granules, the Jersey cream
rises with considerable rapidity, and so completely as
to leave a very blue skim milk." * * * "The
conclusions to be gleaned in reference to the Jersey
milk are : First, that it is unfitted for the retail dealer
on account of the rapidity with which the cream
rises, and the difficulty of again mixing this cream
with the milk, and on account of the absence of gran-
ules, tbeinfeiior quality of the skim milk. Second,
that ou account of the completeness of the separation
of the cream, it is an excellent milk for the butter
maker, separating but little waste, and, with quick
churning capacity, supplies a butter of excellent ap
pearanee and quality. Third, that on account of the
physical qualities described, it is not an economical
milk for the cheese maker. Fourth, from the pres
ence ol nitrogenous matter in intimate mixture with
the butter, the indications are that this butter is bet
ter fitted for the daily sending to market than for the
purpose of winter packing."

Referring to his experiments, he says: "Of the
three breeds we are considering, the American Hoi- '

stein presents the smallest globule in its milk. The
globules are more uniform in their size than in the!
Ayrshire milk, and there are fewer granules Ihe
cream, on account of the uniformity of size of the

j

globule, rises completely, and on account of their
|

small size, mixes again with the skim-milk with con-

siderable readiness. The absence of granules as a
predominant feature makes the skim milk appear
blue, and renders this milk less fitted for the cheese
maker than Ayrshire milk. The quality it possesses
of the cream and skim milk being readily miscible,

may offset in some degree the absence of the granules.

The butter made from this milk, so far as determined
by a siDgle experiment, was fine in grain, light in

color, and displayed remarkable keeping quality."

He also made experiments to determine the keep-
ing qualities of butter of several different breeds. I

quote : 'One sample of Dutch ('Holstein') butter, one
of Guernsey butter, seven of Jersey butters, and three
of Aryshire butters, weie placed in a cupboard ad-

joining a steam heater. A few days later another pot
of Ayrshire butter was added " "The Guernsey but-

ter was very high colored, melting point 99 :
. had an

oily rather than a waxy look, but was very attractive.

It moulded in spots in about a month.''

"In seven weeks the Jersey butters were all rancid,

and one had lost its color in spots, the tchite spots remind
ing of tallow—no butter flavor."

"The Ayrshire butters were not rar.cid, but had lost

flavor and were poor."
"The Dutch HDlstein) butter was well preserved, be-

ing neither rancid nor flavorless."

At the Pan American Exposition last fall, I had a
conversation with Prof. H. H Wiug. of Cornell Uni-
versity Experiment Station. He said to me: "If the

fat is not got out of the milk of the Holsteins, or of
cows of any other bred, it is the fault of the butter-maker.

With modern appliances he can get it out, and it is hi*

business to do so. If he does not, it is not the fault of

the breed."
I quote from an editorial in the Jersey Advocate :

"The work of the six months in the Pan American
Model Dairy set this question ('Churnability of milk
of different breeds') at ret. It teas conclusively proven
that (here was no more escaping butter fat in the skim-milk of
one breed than there was in that of any of the other breeds,

if each was churned at its proper tempt rature."

I have taken the liberty of underscoring several of
the above quotat ons. Ton are at liberty to publish
this letter if you desire to. Very possibly the Southern
Planter would aceept it. 8. Hoxie.

IMPROVEMENTS IN STOCK RAISING AND FARM-
ING DURING THE LAST ONE HUNDRED AND
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS.

Editor Southern Planter:

Charles Darwin, the great naturalist and philosopher,

was of the opinion that our domestic animals were
not created so perfect as we now see them. He says,

"We canuct suppose that all the breeds were sud-

denly produced as perfect and useful as we udw see

them. Indeed, we know that in many cases this has

not been their history. Nature gives successive varia-

tions : man adds them up in certain directions useful
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to himself. In this sense he may be said to have

made for himself useful breeds.' 1

It is probable that the work of creation was per

feet, "as God saw it was good," and that mankind
afterwards allowed the animals to degenerate to such

an extent that they could be greatly improved.

The Teeswater, Holderness or Durham cattle (by

whatever name called), were wonderfully improved in

size and symmetry by the Collings' and others, and be

came the lordly Shorthorns of the present day. The
aim of the e early breeders was not only to increase

the size of the animals, but to make the flesh grow in

places where the most valuable meat could be cut by
the butcher, and they succeeded amazingly well.

Bakewell said, " They thought all is useless that is not
beef."

The Herefords were made to assume bloekier forms

and larger proportions by the Scudmotes, Tompkinses,

Gallierses and Prices, and became the powerful rivals

of the Shorthorns as a beef breed.

Watson and McCombie improved the black, horn

less cattle of Aberdeenshire, until they took most of the

piizes in competition with the Shorthorns and Here
fords as a beef breed, and l>ore away the highest

honors and prizes from the International Exhibition,

at Paris, in 1878.

About one hundred years ago Thomas Bates en

deavored to change the Shorthorns from a beef to a

dairy breed, and met with considerable success—just

how much, we do not know. He said, "My cow,

Duchess, calved in 1807, kept on grass only, in a

pasture with nineteen other co *s, made in butter and

milk for some months above two guineas a week."

It is a pity he did not tell us how many pounds of

butter or milk she produced in a week, then we could

judge more intelligently of her merits as a dairy cow.

Unless he got extravagant prices for milk and butter,

she must have been an extraordinary good cow.

The improvement of cattle for dairy purposes com
menced much sooner than for beef. The cows in

Holland and on the Channel Islands had become

famous for milk and butter more than one hundred

and fifty years ago, and they have been improved in

size and the milk-giving property during the last fifty

years by breeders in the United States.

Hale's Husbandry, published in London, in 1758,

nearly one hundred and fifty years ago, says of dairy

cows, "The fine kinds are the Dutch and Alderneys

The Dutch will yield two gallons at a milking, and

the Alderney is equal to her in the quantity and
quality of her milk."

About one hundred and fifty years ago, Aytoun de

scribed the Ayrshire cows as follows: "A puny, un

happy race, few of the cows yielding more than one

half to two gallons of milk in a day in the height of

milking season."

Let us examine the records of some superior cows

of modern times, raised by American breeders. The

tests were made under the supervision of disinterested

persons, and their reports are as reliable as any facts

established by human testimony.

The Holstein cow, Princess of Wayne, gave 20,469

lbs. of milk in a year. Her milk made 91 lbs. of

butter in thirty days.

The Holstein Friesian cow Mercedes (723) made 99

lbs. 61 ozs. of unsalted butter in 30 days.

The Jersey cow Oxford's Kate gave milk that made

38 lbs. 2 ozs. of butter in seven days.

The Jersey cow Mary Anne of St. Lambert made 35

lbs. 81 ozs. of butter in seven days.

These cows, and many others nearly their equal,

were tested at about the same time, and under circum-

stances that did not admit of fraud, and it is doubtful

whether ancient history can furnish any dairy records

to equal them.

A century ago a horse that could trot a mile in

three minutes was regarded as a prodigy.

Since then, by judicious breeding and training,

breeders have pioduced many "flyers" that can

cover the distance in about two minutes. Gold-

smith's Maid, Dexter, Jay I See and Maud S were

not sports of nature, but the result of systematic

breeding for a particular purpose.

The Conestoga horses of Pennsylvania, the Perche-

rons of France, and the Clydesdales of Scotland were

bred to obtain size, and are the giants among horses

as the Shetland ponies are the dwarfs.

The improvement of sheep in the United States has

been greater than the improvement of cattle and

horses. According to the census of 1840 the average

weight of wool per head was oniy 1.84 lbs.—not quite

2 lbs. per sheep. In 1850 the census figures give an

average weight of 2.42 lbs. per head ; 18S0, 2.73 lbs.

per head ; in 1880, 4.42 lbs. per head ; 1890, 5.15 lbs.

per head. The weight of carcass was increased in the

same proportion.

In A.merica, one hundred years ago, agriculture

was in a backward condition. Buildings, stock, im-

plements and farm tools of all kinds were inferior,

and there were prejudices agaiust any innovation in

the established routine of practice. The wet mead-

ows were left undrained, and the exhausted fields bore

scanty crops, and were frequently abandoned to weels

under the mistaken idea of letting them rest to re-

cuperate. The main dependence of farmers was

in clearing new land to raise good crops. Rotation

was but little practiced. Fields were kept under the

plow as long as they would raise paying crops. Clover

and legumes were seldom raised, manure was but

little regarded, labor-saving machines unknown, and

the under-sized cattle, horses and sheep were so badly
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cared for during the winter they resembled shadows
in the spring.

Neither cattle nor sheep were sheltered in the win-
ter, nor fed grain of any kind, and it was considered
inevitable that they should be "spriDg poor" in the
spring.

Previous to 1795 agriculture was in a backward
state in Great Britain also, but during the period from
1795 to 1815 a great improvement took place. The
introduction of under drainage, the use of ground
bone, superphosphates and mineral fertilizers came
rapidly into favor. Greater quantities of stable ma
nure obtained by keeping more cattle ; better tillage

implements and better tillage, the rotation of crops,
the more general use of clover and gieen manure were
tht means by which the productiveness of the soil was
immensely ir creased.

Great improvement in plows, harrows, drills, culti-

vators, threshers, mowers and reapers have been made
since the beginning of the nineteenth century in this

country and Great Britain.

The improvements in farm practice in the United
States have, during the nineteenth century, advanced
with rapid strides, but there is still room for more.

J. W. Ingham.
Eeferring to the Shorthorns as a dairy breed we

would say that we had a Shorthorn cow that gave
i gallons of milk per day and 23 lbs. of butter per
week for two or three months after calving.

—

Ed.

RESULTS OF FEED AND CARE IN IHPROVING
THE INDIVIDUALITY OF COWS.

Editor Southern Planter :

There is no doubt but that good care and feeding of
cows, systematically carried out from year to year,
will change their individuality and cause many cows
to take a place among good and even extraordinary
animals that are now occupying places of iudiffereoee

and obscurity simply because they do not have a proper
chance. The force of this is illustrate I by the follow

ing records given of cows Nos. 7 and 15. Farther de
tails of similar results with many other cows have been
published in Bulletin No. 69 of the Maryland Station.

>w No. 7 was purchased by the Maryland Experi
ment Station from a herd of average cows for the State,

and, as far as could be judged, she was no better than
the average ofthe herd. Her abiliry at that ti me is shown
by her first year's record at the Station, as she pro
duced but 258 pounds of butter, which is likely better

than she had been doing before as she was much bet
ter fed. She was at this time in what might usually

be called the prime of her life for dairy purposes. In
the five years she has been owned by the Station her
yearly butter yield has constantly increased to 268

pounds the second year ; 337 pounds the third year
;

362 pounds the fourth year ; and 442 pounds the fifth

year. She is a high grade Jersey, decidedly not of the

beef type. She is a very dainty and comparatively
light feeder, which is her serious fault, and, while she
does not produce a large quantity of milk, it is very
rich in fat.

No. 15 was purchased by the Maryland Experiment
Station from a Baltimore consignment of Western cat-

tle. When she was purchased she was of a decidedly

beefy tendency, and the record of her first year's but-

ter yield at the Station shows her to have been a very

poor cow from the dairy standpoint at that time. The
first year she was owned by the Station she produced
183 pounds of butter; the second year 286 pounds;
the third year 359 pounds ; the fourth year 338 pounds;

and the fifth year 386 pounds. Hereford blood

is very likely the predominant strain in her

breeding, as when she is bred to the most pre-

potent Jersey or Guernsey bulls her calves invaria-

bly are colored like the Hereford breed, without any
markings whatever from the sire. Since owned by
the Station, No. 15, has lost all of her tendencies to lay

on flesh.

The sketches sent by the Station are of cows which
were selected as being average animals for this State,

and it is doubtful if they had remained under the same
conditions as that from which they were taken whether
their best yearly yield would have been any better

than their records for the first year they were owned
by the Station. It simply shows what can be made
from a great many average cows found on dairy farms

if they are given the proper treatment.

H. J. Patterson, Director.

Experiment Station, College Park, Md.

r\\RY MARSHALL, THE NOTED GUERNSEY,
SOLD FOR ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS.

Probably no cow has received more attention in any
public trial than did Mary Marshall, the leading

Guernsey in the Pan American Model Dairy Breed
Test at Buffalo this last summer. Not only was she the

leading Guernsey cow but she made the greatest profit

of any cow in the entire herd, which comprise! five

animals, each often different breeds.

Mary Marshall calved at her hoire, in Bucks county,

Pennsylvania, on April 15, 1901 Ten days later she
was shipped by freight to Buffalo, and on May 1st en-

tered upon her work as a member of the Model Dairy
Herd. All summer long she maintained her rank as

leading cow for butter production. Thousands of peo-

ple watched her work, and it was a common remark
from those who were inierested in the test as they en-

tered the barn, ' Where is Mary Marshall, I must see

her."
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She was an attractive cow. Large, angular and of

dairy build, she well exemplified the Guernsey char

acteristics of contentment and business. Never aroused

when her blanket was removed so that some admirer

might better see her individuality. Ever ready to re

ciprocate any attention her care taker might give her.

Always ready to be milked or looking for her meals.

Thus she passed the trying stabling on the Exposition

grounds during the hot summer.
When the final balance was taken November 1st, it

was found that Mary Marshall had during the six

months eiten 1,010 pounds hay, 4,456 pounds silage,

1,285 pounds bran, 45 pounds oats, 795 pounds gluten,

47 pounds corn meal, 69 pounds cotton seed meal,

3,577 pounds green clover, at a cost of $29.14. In re

turn for this she had given 5,611 pounds of milk with

an average test of 3.6 per cent, butter fat. This

showed she had given 330.13 pounds butter fat, and
the record of churned butter credited her with 354.26

pounds. The value of her butter fat was $88.57, leav-

ing a profit of $39.43. This was the largest profit for

butter production of any cow in the herd, and $7 65

greater than that of the second best cow. From the

standpoint of milk production it was seen that she had
produced milk woith (in accord with the test rules)

$75.49, leaving a profit of $46.35.

Mary Marshall was bred and has been owned by
Mr. Ezra Michener, Carversville, Bucks county, Pa.

She was dropped April 29, 1891, making her just ten

years old at the beginning of the test. She has had
six calves, the last being a heifer which Mr. Michener
sold when young for $200. He has just sold Mary
Marshall for $1,000 to Mr. Albert C. Loring, of Min
neapolis, Minn. Mr. Michener has long been a pains

taking breeder of Guernseys, and he finds reward for

his efforts in the satisfaction of raising and developing

this cow. This alone would be worth to him all his

trouble, but he has been successful with many others.

Mr. Loring, the President of the Northwestern Con
solidated Milling Company, is just starting a herd of

Guernseys. He has recently joined the American
Guernsey Cattle Club, and his determination is. to

have a choice herd, and all numbered in the Advanced
Register for Guernseys. He is to be congratulated in

securing such a grand cow as Mary Marshall around
which to gather his herd.

Peterboro, N. H. Wm. H Caldwell, Secretary.

THE CHAfTPION DAIRY COW OF THE WORLD
Editor Southern Planter :

The largest milk record known to the world is that
of the Holstein Friesian cow Pietertje 2nd. Her yield
was 30,318 lbs. 8 oz. in 12 months, which is thor
oughly well attested. Her largest day's yield was 112
lbs. 7 oz.

Putney, Vt. F. L. Houghton.

GRADING UP A FLOCK OF SHEEP.

We take the following from a report of the results

of experiments made at the Wisconsin Experiment

Station :

Grossing.—Good flocks of mutton sheep have been
built up from a pure Merino foundation by using a
pure Shropshire ram. When the grade ewes of the

first cross were again crossed with a pure Shropshire
ram the progeny closely resembled the pure Shrop-
shires. The form was well filled out in all its parts

and many of the better grades could hardly be distin-

guished from pure Shropshires. The third and fourth

crosses were good mutton sheep in all respects.

Dorset Crosses.—Experiments in crossing grade ewes
with a pure Dorset ram indicate that the character-

istics of the Dorsets to breed fully three months earlier

than other breeds is transmissible through the male
line to the first cross and more strongly still to the

second cross of the Dorset on the first cross ewe. This
suggests an economical and commendable way of es-
rablishing a flock for breeding early lambs.
Breeding and Feeding—Shropshire grade lambs taken

from flocks where little attention had been given to

the selection of good rams and the culling of the flock,

were fed in comparison with average lambs of the well

kept flock of the station. On the same feeds the scrub
lambs gained 2.27 pounds per head per week and the

station lambs 3 6 pounds. The cost of 100 pounds of

gain with the scrub lambs was $4.58 and the profit 65
cents per head. With the station lambs the cost per
pound of gain was $4.08 and the profit per head $1.13.

Care and attention to the flock in this case practically

doubled the profit. Stated in another way, lambs were
got by a good ram that returned as great a profit as

two lambs gotten by an inferior ram.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP.

Editor Southern Planter :

I have seen and owned many different breeds of

sheep, but have never yet found one that comes as

near being an ideal farmer's sheep as the Shropshire.

He thrives where others will die, brings as good lambs

as any I ever saw or heard of, and never fails to fur-

nish enough wool to more than pay for his feed, no

matter how low the price of wool or how bad the

crop. The worst crop of Shropshire wool is generally

better than that of any of the other so called mutton
breeds. The prepotency of the Shropshire is away
beyond that of any sheep I ever saw. Breed a com-

mon grade ewe to a purebred Shropshire buck, and I

warrant the result will surprise you. On the worn-

out broom sedge field, the rock ribbed mountain, or

the verdured valley, the Shropshire is at home and a

money maker. He has been with us for a long time,

and I think is "likely to remain when others have
fled." D. F. Jones.

Fairfax Co., Va.
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The Poultry Yard.

FEEDING THE CHICKS.
Many people hare asked on seeing the healthy

growing, well feathered yoang chicks, what food we
were using. The winter's experience, in which a va
riety of grains were used, indicates that it is not so
mach what food is as how the food is supplied, pro
vided there is plenty of starchy, albuminous and green
matters. In nature small seeds, insects and grass fur
nish food for chickens. These are most abundant in

the spring and summer months, and it is at this
time that the chickens thrive. To secure the b«3t re
suits foods simulating both the composition and the
mechanical character of these should be supplied. For
instance, in the. summer the tips of grasses are young
and tender and easily broken by the chickens. For
green stuffs to be easily assimilable some plant should

j

be supplied which may also be easily broken. We
j

have found hanging a head of lettuce in rtie brooder
by a string to exacth furnish the desired want and be
greedily, even crazily, eaten by the chickens. We
have found that sifting the cracked corn, scraps and
cracked wheat through sieves, so as to remove both

J

the meal and larger pieces, gives favorable results.
Millet seeds, broken rice, rolled oats and other things
of this character were greedily eaten and well digested.
For meat for the youngest chickens we have given the
sterile eggs boiled hard and ground through a sausage
machine. While it is preferable, if one has time, to
chop the egg fine and mix with bran, or even feed it a
little at a time to the chickens, we found it satisfac
tory to mix it with the bran until it was crumbly and
feed it in bulk, a sufficient quantity beiDg given for
the number of chickens in the brooder Mixing the
eggs with cracker did not succeed with us well for
very young chicks, although it is fed by others appa
rently without harm. As the chickens grew older
meat scraps were substituted These were equally
mfted, added to the grain ration and strewn upon the
floor of the brooder Boiled liver and animal meal
were also used, but there was very little difference in
the gain of the different chickens "when fed upon the
animal meal, meat scraps and eggs.
One mixture of seels was made as follows at the

BUggestion of the poultryman :

For chicks from one day to six weeks old : Mix four
parts cracked oats, one of fine cracked wheat, two of
rolled oats, one-half of millet seed, one-half of broken
rice and two of fine scraps
For the first two weeks we have added one pint of

millet seed, leaving out scraps during the first week.
Boiled eggs, three for each fifty chicks, have also been
fed.

After six weeks, and np to ten weeks, feed the fol
lowing mixture : Mix four parts cracked corn, two of
fine cracked corn, one of rolled oats, one half of mil
let, one half of broken rice, one of grit and two of
scraps.

For chicks kept in the colony system give for grain
three parts of wheat and four of cracked corn. Also
give the following mash three times a week and daily
after ten weeks : Mix one part ground corn, one of
ground oats and one of brown shorts.
To feed the meat scraps we made the seed feed into

a mash with boiling water, mixed the scraps with it

ind covered the mass until it was well steamed. Thi
mash seems to hasten the growth of the chicks. While
it seemed necessary to feed the young chicks rather
oftener, those ten days old were fed mash in the morn
ing, green food at Doon and dry seed at night, allowing
them to fill their crops. When fed oftener they seemed
to get satiated and had no desire to eat.

—

Rhode Island
Experiment Station.

THE COUNTRY'S WEALTH IN FOWLS.
A census report just issued shows that of the 5,579,-

637 faims in the United States, 5,096 252 reported
poultry. The total numbers of fowls, three months
old and over, reported were as follows : Chickens, in-

cluding guinea fowls, 233,598.085; turkeys, 6,599,367;
geese, 5,676,863; ducks 4,807,358.

The number of nearly all these classes of poultry are
smaller, as reported in 1900, than in 1S90, owing to the
fact that in 1890 hey reported all fowls, of whatever
age, while in 1900 only those three months old and
over were reported.

The eggs reported in 1890 were 1,293,819, 186 dozens,
against 819.722,916 dozens in 1889.

The value of poultry on hand June 1, 1900, was
185.794,996 ; the value of poultry raised in 1S99 was
$136,891,877, and the value of eggs produced ia 1899
was $144,286,158.
The total income derived by the farmers from their

poultry industry in 1S»9, representing the total value
of eggs produced, as well as the poultry raised, was
$281,178,035.

This total makes the poultry industry one of the
largest connected with agriculture.

WHAT A FLOCK OF HENS CAN DO.

'Here is what we did with our hens last year : Jan-
uary 1, 1901, we had 200 White Leghorn hens and
eleven Plymouth Rocks for sitters. We sold 1,50*
dozens of eggs, which brought $29S.S7. We have sold
seventeen roosters for $7.30. which makes the sales

amount to $306.17. The eggs used in the family is

eighty four dozen; calling them worth IS cents a dozen
makes them worth $15.12. You will see that the eggs
sold brought almost 20 cents a dozen, only lacked a
fraction of a cent. The chickens used for meat are
fifty at 30 cents each ; this is the lowest price

that we have sold any for ; it makes them worth $15.

January 1, 1902, we have our number cf fowls that
we had January 1, 1901, and ninety-five extra pullets

worth 50 cents each, which is $47.50 ; and twenty four

extra roosters worth 40 cents each, which is $9.60

—

which, by adding what we have sold and used and the
extra fowlp, is $393.39. The cost of feed for the year
is $15*. 73—a profit of $233.66. If they had had more
room they would have done better. I have had them
do better than this. I shall continue in the poultry
business as long as they do as well as they have the
past year."—Mrs. Fillmore Billings, Avoca, N. Y.
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The Horse.

ELLERSLIE STUD FARM, VA.

Vigilant, a well known English writer on turf topics,

had the following on this farm in a recent issue of The

Sportsman, a leading English horse paper :

In all the bustle and excitement of a flat racing sea

son there is little time or opportunity to do more than
deal with current sports. During the four dreary
months which elapse between tbe fall of the curtain

at Manchester and the welcome call to arms at Lincoln
things are very different, and a turf writer is often

sorely pressed for material to make his article fairly

interesting. I need not apologize, therefore, for de
voting the greater portion of my space to day to an
account of one of the most flourishing stud farms in

America. I thii k that anything relating to the breed
ing of thoroughbred horses abroad must always be of

considerable interest to English breeders, for we well

know that, however successful equine visitors from
abroad may be over here, the stock must be constantly

replenished from this country, or there is a slow but
certain falling off in the qualities of the animals pro
duced. The Ellerslie Stud Farm was established in

1841 by Mr. John O. Harris, of Albemarle county, Va.
It takes its name from the home of Sir William Wal
lace, of Scotland, which it is said to resemble in a
marked degree. For four and-twenty years it was
solely used as a grain and tobacco farm, and then it

passed into the hands of Capt. R. J. Hancock, who had
followed Lee and Jackson from the beginning to the
end of that disastrous war between the Northern and
Southern States. When the end at last came, Capt.
Hancock she.ithed his sword, and began to rebuild the
waste places, the results of a long and cruel war, and
turned Ellerslie into a stud f »rm. The place contains
about 1800 acres of undulating land, with the finest

mountain air and eighty everlasting springs. There
is not a field nor paddock but has running water through
it, whilst there is an abundance of blue grass, orchard
grass, clover, timothy, and red top or herds grass. The
proprietor has mills, worked by everlasting water
power, and from this gets any kind of ground food for

his live stock.

There are at present five stallions at Ellerslie,

the chief of them being Charaxus, by Distin, out of
Sappho, by Kingston. Distin, some of my older readers
may remember, was an own brother to Lady Elizabeth,
whom I shall always regard as the most wonderful
two year old that ever lived, but, though he could race
a little, his form never approached that of his marvel-.
lous sister. Charaxus is sire of many winners, includ
ing Charentns, who holds the record for the fastest

mile and a quarter (2 min. 5 sec.) ever run on a circu-

lar course. The horse was originally purchased at the
suggestion of Mr. Lynes, and is now twenty six years
of age, so that Fatherless, by Isonomy, out of Orphan
Agnes, by Speculum, has been secured, and will ulti-

mately take the chief place at the stud. Fatherless
will be remembered as having won the Great Metro
politan and other races. He has been in America for

more than a year, is thoroughly sound, a good doer,

and very sure with his mares. Another of the stal

lions is Eon, by Eolus, out of War Sorg, by War
Dance, who was a son of Lexington. Eon was a cast

iron horse whilst on the turf, having taken part in

sixty-six races, of which he won thirty four, and was
placed in twenty nine of the others, thus only failing

to finish in the first three upon three occasions. Eolus,

the sire of Eon, was one of the gamest horses ever

saddled, and his own brothers, Eolc, Eolist. St. Sa-

vieur, Eolo, and also Eon, shared the characteristics.

It may be remembered that Eole finished third to St.

Gatien in the Gold Cup at Ascot, after he had been

only three or four weeks in England. He also beat

Iroquois twice, and defeated every noted race horse in

America except Hindoo, whom he ultimately broke
down. The remaining stallions are Aurus and Aureus,

by Eolus, out of Sample, by Rotherhill.

At tie present time the Ellerslie Stud contains

forty two brood mares. I wish that considerations of

space would allow me to give a list of them in full,

for it furnishes extremely interesting reading, but I

must only allow myself to mention some of the most

famous. I notice Cerise, dam of that remarkable per-

former Morello, who, if I remember rightly, carried

off the first of the Futurity Stakes. She is by the

imported Mocassin, oat of Lizzie Lucas. Then there

is Eola, by Eolus, out of War Song, and therefore sis-

ter to several of the famous horses that I have just

mentioned. Ethie, by Eolus, out of Calash, has bred

Hammie, Resinante, Ethics, and other winners; whilst

Clash, by Eolus, out of Calash, is dam of Charina,

whom we have often seen performing in this country.

Sample, the dam of Aurus and Aureus, is still alive and
flourishing. Another notable mare is Guara, by Loco-

hatchee, the sire of Caiman, out of Guava. A mare
that must not be forgotten is Ninone, by Eolus, out of

Ninon, for her dam belongs to one of the best of the

old Tennessee strains, and is bred from a stock that

have taken part in many a race of four mile heats.

Lizzie H. is an own sister to Morello, and Monrie, by
Charaxus, out of Jennie Kune, bolongs to one of the

oldest families in the English Stud Book, as she can

be traced back to the dam of Dodsworth, a mare be-

longing to Charles II. These appear to be the pick of

a very valuable stud, and as, in the words of my cor-

respondent, "Captain Hancock is working on the same
lines as did the late Lord Falmouth," I sincerely

trust that he may have the best of good luck, and
breed even more winners in the future than he has

done in the past.

HIOH-PRICED ROCKINGHAM HORSES.

A dozen extra fine horses left Harrisonburg recently

consigned to Washington and Philadelphia. They
brought prices which a few years ago would have
seemed fabnlous. Two of them were a hack team

—

handsome bays—sold by John E. Altaffer to a Phila-

delphia buyer for $600. They made a beautiful pair,

and were bought low enough in the opinion of those

conversant with the city demand for that class of

horses. The other ten horses were sold by S. O. Bow-
man to a Washington brewery for $2,300.
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NOTES.

A Virginian himself and to the manner born, the
landed interests of Mr. William N. Wilmer are still

centered in the Old Dominion, albeit his residence for
years past has been in New York city, where as the
head of the well known law firm of Wilmer &Canfield
he is engaged most of the time, but diversion is sought
in trips to the Albemarle County Farms, Plain Deal
ing, Springfield and Bnglewood, which are near Scotts
ville, the Chesapeake and Ohio railroad station. Plain
Dealing was formerly the home of Mr. Wilmer's father,
thit learned divine, the Right Rev. Joseph Wilmer,
so widely b nown as Bishop of the Diocese of Louisiana.
These three estates comprise over 1,500 acres of land.
Manager Ohas. S. Huffman directs affairs at Plain Deal
ing and Springfield, while E. L. Redmon has charge
at Euglewood. The trotting bred horse Virginia
Chief, by Kentucky Prince, dam Nina, by Messenger
Duroc, second dam the great brood mare Hattie Ho
gan, by Harry Clay, and the chestnut horse Hercules,
thoroughbred son of Panique and Nenetzin, by im
porttd Mortemer, are the sires in use at Plain Dealing.
Virginia Chief has fine size, the best of manners, and
is sound, while few thoroughbreds have such impres
sive action as Hercules, and their services are sought
after. The young stallions Aebineer and Plain Deal
ing are kept at Englewood. They are by Virginia
Chief, the former's dam being Aebina, by A.lban, and
that of the latter was Barbara, daughter of the famous
sire Alcantara. The good brood mare Flora Jefferson,
by Elk Nutwood, dam Flora Diamond, in foal to Vir
ginia Chief, is own?d by Mr. Wilmer, as is her daugh
ter, the chestnut filly, Flora Allerton 2, by the great
Allerton, 2:09}, and both are highly prized.

At a recent meetiug of the Richmond Horse Show
Association, Mr. W. O. Warthmer was elected secre
tary to succeed Mr. Legh R. Page, Jr., who filled the
position in 1901. The other officers of the association are
President, J. T. Anderson ; Vice President, Harry C.
Beattie ; and treasurer, J. S. Crenshaw. Mr. C. W.
Smith, of Warrenton, who so sue 3ess fully managed the
lastshow, has been re engaged for the forthcoming one,
which will take place the third week in October, a
week later than that of 1901 was held. The remod
eling of the big Auditorium Building at the Exposi
tion Grounds is now under way and big improvements
are being made. Thousands of dollars will be spent
on this alone, while decided changes will be made in
other directions, such as increased premiums and a
revision of the prize list. The plans now being carried
out provide for 6 000 seats besides the boxes. The
Richmond Horse Show has come to stay, and the 1902
show promises nothing short of being the most success
ful affair of its kind in the South.

The affairs of the North Carolina Agricultural So-
ciety are in a most prosperous condition, and the
management is in high feather. The Hon. John A.
Long, of Roxboro, one of the leading bankers, farm-
ers and manufacturers of the "Old North State," is

President, while Mr. Joseph E. Pogue is Secretary,
and Mr. C. B. Denson, Treasurer and Assistant Secre
tary. The two last named gentlemen reside at Ra
leigh, the State Capital, where the annual fairs and

race meetings are held. Mr. Denson, who has become
a veteran in the service of the Society and is widely
known, writes me that the fair in 1901 was the best
ever known in North Carolina, and that the manage-
ment was enabled to pay interest for nearly three
years back right up to 1902. This year's fair and
races will begin on October 27th and continue through
the week.

At the Annita Stud Farm. Charlottesville, Va., on
March 18th, Counterbreeze, thoroughbred daughter of
Eolus and Countersign, by War Dance, foaled a bay
colt by imported Water Level. Mare and colt the
property of General William T. Townes, of 111 Fifth
Avenue, New York. General Townes will ship Coun
terbreeze to H. P. Headley's Beaumont Farm, Lexing-
ton, Ky., and breed her to Ornament, the famous son
of imported Order and Victorine, by Onandago.

W. H. Nelson, of this city, has sold to Edward King
the bay pacing mare Fern, 2.211, by Petoskey, dam
Mannie, by Ajax. Fern was not in training in 1901,
but was campaigned the previous year, and generally
secured a part of the purse. She will be raced again
this season.

Subscribe to the Southern Planter, and get your neigh-
bors and friends to do likewise. The price is merely
nominal, and it is brimful of interesting reading mat-
ter, while there is no better advertising medium in
the country, as numerous patrons will cheerfully
testify.

Tournament, Blackcock, His Grace, King Artem
II, Mills and Harper, are the thoroughbred stallions

in use during 1902 by Marshall and Thompson, of
Warrenton, Va. Tournament, son of imported Sir
Modred and Plaything, by Alarm, won over $100,000
during his turf career, and has sired t>ome good win-
ners. Like Tournament, Blackcock, King Artem,
Mills and Harper are all richly bred, and should
prove a success.

Miss Thompson, 2:201, and Kitty B., 2:24}, both of
whom raced well, are among the trotting bred mares
in the Ftud of T. M. Hewitt, Weyanoke, Va. He has
se-eral foa's from each by Whitby, 2:18}, and will

continue breeding them to that handsome son of Han-
nis, 2:17!.

R. C. Broaddus, Manchester, Va., has sold to James
Nunnally, same place, the bay filly Maud Alpine, 4,

by Egwooo*, 2:18}, dam Lucy Alpine, by Clan Alpine,
son of Aberdeen, and Odin Alpine, bay gelding, 3, by
Toodles, Jr., dam Lucy Alpine.

The bay mare Faustina, by Eolus, dam Warlass, by
War Dance, the property of W. K. Mathews, this city,

foaled on March 15th a bay filly ; marks, right hind
foot white, by Blitzen, "The Iron Horse."

Broad Rock.

When corresponding with advertisers mention the

Editor SoxUhern Planter

:
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niscellaneous.

THE VIRGINIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE AND THE VIRGINIA AGRICUL-
TURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE AND
EXPERIMENT STATION.

In i he discussion before the introduction of the bill

to the Legislature on the proposed State exhibit at the

St. Louis Exposition, it was insinuated that there was

rivalry between these two State institutions as to

which should have management of the project, and in

the city press it was stated that there was "a standing

antipathy between the two," which it was urged should

not be allowed to prejudice the project. On the pirt

of the Faculty of the College and Station, we desire to

emphatically deny this antagonism or antipathy so

far as the College and Station is concerned. We re

gret to say that we cannot do the same on behalf of

the Department of Agriculture, for to our own knowl
edge there has existed on the part of the late and pres

ent Commissioner of Agriculture an unworthy jeal

ousy of the College and Station, which ought not to

continue. This jealousy has been evidenced by many
acts on the part of the late and present Commissioner,

and notably by the exclusion of the members of the

Faculty of the College from the Institute work of the

Sfate by the present Commissioner and by his action

in reference to the St. Louis Exposition as reported to

us. In contrast to this action, we would point out

that the President of the College has on many occa

sions come forward and helped the State Department

of Agriculture and the State out of difficulties, nota-

bly, when he undertook the work of suppressing peach

yellows and the enforcement of the Crop pests law,

and especially the San Jose scale.

Again, he voluntarily undertook to execute the cat-

tle quarantine law at great inconvenience and cost to

the College and Station. In all these instances, the

State Department of Agriculture confessed its inabil-

ity to undertake the work from absence of scientific

knowledge of what was required. Such acts as these

do not evince a spirit of jealousy or unworthy rivalry

with the State Department of Agriculture or the Com
missioner, and are in strong contrast with the action

of the Commissioner in the cases mentioned above.

Morover, the President of the College personally

called upon the Commissioner of Agriculture shortly

after his appointment, and voluntarily tendered him
any assistance in his power. Had this offer been ac-

cepted, a very large sum could have been saved to

the State in the Institute work by the employment of

the scientific staff of the Experiment Station and Col

as lecturers, as is done in other States.

We make these remarks in no unfriendly spirit to

wards the Commissioner of Agriculture, but with the
view, if possible, of bringing him to reconsider his
position in the matter, and of inviting the attention of
the State Board of Agriculture to the question. A
harmonious, cordial co operation in the working of
these important factors in the agricultural develop-
ment of the State, means the saving of a large sum co

the State, and the much greater advancement of the
farmers of the State in scientific agriculture. The
State Department of Agriculture has not, with the ex-

ception of the Chemist, a scientific member on its

staff, and is therefore precluded from giving that help
to the farmers which they daily call for and have the
right to expect. In co operation with the Experiment
Station and College, this help can be given. That co-

operation, we know, will not be withheld by Dr. Mc-
Bryde on behalf of the Station and College. His work
there during the past ten years is evidence that he
has only the welfare of the State at heart, and that an
unworthy jealousy of any other department could not
find place in his nature. No man who allows himself
to encourage antipattiy or antagonism between the
College and Station and the State Department of Agri-
culture, is worthy to hold office in either, and the peo-
ple should see to it that no such thing is possible.

A GENERAL DOG LAW FOR VIRGINIA.

At last the Legislature of Virginia has enacted a
dog law applicable in every county of the State except
those counties already having special dog laws in

force. This new law taxes dogs 50 cents and bitches

$1 per year, and requires the constable, under a pen-
alty of $5 for each do?, to kill all dogs not taxed. On
behalf of the sheep owners of the State, we tender to

the Legislature their thanks for this long deferred

concession to their righteous demands. We may now
hope to see new life introduced into sheep husbandry
in the State ; and there is no other branch of live stock

husbandry which has in it more of the elements of en-

during prosperity. The farm and the farmer are both
benefitted by sheep. We look now to see a rapid dim-
inution in the number of dogs and a great increase in

the number of sheep kept in the State. The one is a
profitless animal ; the other, a blessing and profit

wherever kept.

Tobacco Fertilizer.

I would like to know your idea of the amount of
commercial fertilizer per thousand or per acre for to-

bacco on gray land. Of course, I expect to use a high-
grade guano, and the land is a little thin.
Rockingham Co., N. G. A Subscribes.
See reply to B. S. Francisco in this issue.

—

Ed.
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PURE DRINKING WATER.

Editor Southern Planter :

I enclose a parody on "The Old Oaken Bucket."

I am sorry to detract from such a charming produc-

tion, but the parody may serve to point a lesson in

rural economy, of great importance to the welfare of

your readers.

In the last fifteen years of my life I have had much
to do with getting a healthful supply of water, not

only for myself hut for others. I have spent many
hundred dollars in boring deep wells, making cisterns,

etc., in order to get a supply of pure water.

With a good, slate roof surface, the cistern is prob

ably the cheapest and best means of getting good

water. We hive at Randolph Macon College a good

slate roof, about seventy by fifty feet, which sheds

water enough to supply about two hundred people.

Since we have adopted cistern water, we have not had

a case of typhoid fever, and that has been for a period

of six years. With the improved cement, now easily

obtained, a cistern is easily built.

But this is not generally practicable in the country

—

few having slate roofs. Artesian and deep- drilled

wells are costly ; and the majority will have to con

tent themselves with the ordinary well, more or less

shallow. I think there is no exaggeration in saying

that ordinary wells, shallow or deep, are the sources of

more disease than all others combined. Some think

that because a well is deep it, therefore, is not liable

to have in it water likely to engender disease, but sur

face-water can iun into a deep well as well as into a

shallow one. Let any one examine any well after a

long, wet spell, or after a heavy rain, and he will find

a large quantity of surface water flowing into it. If

this water is uncontaminated by the earth surrounding

the surface at mouth of well, it may not be fruitful of

disease, but this is seldom the case. Round the curb,

often the pig is found wallowing, and the fowls fre

quent the place, and the horses and cattle come there

to diink. Even when these conditions are not allowed,

other causes of pollution in some form exist, especially

in dry weather when frogs and snails seek the moisture,

and frequently get into the well. The rock or wooden
curbing does not prevent these evils, though they

may somewhat hide them.

What then can be done to meet this condition of

things, efficient and also practicable, and not very

C03tly t

After many experiments, and Much observation, I

have reached a solution which has proved very satis-

factory both in regard to health conditions and good
drinking water. When I came to my present lot, I

dug a well about thirty feet from the dwelling, in the

back lot. It was about three and one-half feet in

diameter and twenty feet deep. We do not need to

curb wells here in Ashland, the earth not caving as it

does frequently. On a platform of thick plank, which
rested on brick walls, a Cucumber pump was erected.

The water supply was abundant, and the water was
clear, except in rainy spells and after hard showers it

was discolored, showing signs of surface-water, which,

by observing, you could see running into the well all

arour d. The water was made unpalatable at certain

seasons, and not much better sometimes in dry seasons,

because, in some way, the frogs, etc., would get into

the well, unless it was very closely closed up, which,

of itself, injured the water by excluding the air. If

you want water good, specially for drinking, let it

come in contact with the air as fully as possible, by
using the bucket instead of a pump. Ton can use a

pump and bucket too. By putting an iron pipe, with

the lower end opening in the bottom of the well, either

on the outside or inside of the well pipe, and coming
up to a proper height, a pump, either force or suction,

can be attached. By putting it on the outside of the

pipe, the iron taste will be avoided in the drinking

water. The mode adopted for improving the well was
as follows

:

Sewer pipe, about twenty inches in diameter, well

burnt and glazed, were bought, of sufficient length to

extend from the bottom of the well to about two feet

above the surface of the ground. It comes in sections

of two feet. The first section rests at its lower end on
the gravelly sand out of which the water supply rises.

It must be placed in the oentre of the well, and must
be leveled so that the other sections when placed above

will be perpendicular. To facilitate the leveling thor-

oughly burnt brick or flat pieces of rock may be used

under the edges, and they must be well settled, so that

the pipe will not change its perpendicularity. Then
place another section, letting the edge come into the

flange or collar prepared for it. Into this joint put no
cement. Around these sections, rising four feet from

the bottom, place loose stones of the size of a hen's egg

to six or eight inches, round, or square, up to within

four inches of the upper edge, ramming them down so

as to make a good foundation. These stones fill up
the spaoe between the pipes and the dirt wall. In the

space above the stone all around the top of the pipe,

four inches deep, place a mortar of Portland cement
and sharp sand, half and half, mixed when both are

dry and thoroughly incorporated before adding water,

to form a consistency of ordinary working mortar.

Keep the water from rising on this till it has set, which
it will do in an hour or so if best cement is used. The
foundation thus formed is needed for the earth, which
will be used to fill up around the pipe to be placed in

the well, and will prevent the earth from mixing with

the water.
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Now place sections of pipe one afoer another, filling

the flange or joggles with cement before each piece is

pat on, and patting the cement around the joint so as

to exclude any surface water. Pill the space around

the pipe with clay, ramming it as you would do in set-

tling a fence post, until all the sections are in place

and the lasc extends two feet above the surface. When
the platform is made let it fit closely around the pipe,

and as frogs cannot climb up the pipe they cannot get

into the well from below, and by having a hinged door

on the box above, the bucket can be brought out and

emptied. All the joints of the pipe being cemented, no

surface water can get into the well until it shall have

passed through clay as thick as the well is deep, which

will thoroughly filter it. The hardest rain or the

longest wet spell will never discolor or affect the water.

Speaking from years of trial of my own well, and

observing others fixed in like manner, I say without

hesitation the water has been improved for drinking

purpose very materially, and by analitical test has been

pronounced very good, and it is not affected by sea

sons of wet or dry weather in quality. To fix mine

after the well had been dug some years, neces

aitating the hauling of clay to fill up, in addition

to the stone, sand and pipe, and the labor on the work,

cost about $25. It has been money as well expended

as it could well be, for good water and good health are

beyond price.

I will be pleased to give any one further information

if desired.

Ashland, Va. Richard Irby.

THE PARODY ABOVE REFERRED TO.

With what anguish of mind I remember my childhood,
Recalled in the light of a knowledge since gained.

The malarious farm, the wet fungus-grown wildwood,
The chills then contracted that since have remained

;

The scum-covered duck pond, the pigsty close by it,

The ditch where the sour-smelling house drainage fell,

The damp, shaded dwelling, the foul barnyard nigh it

—

But worse than all else was that terrible well.

And the old oaken bucket, the moss-crusted bucket,
The moss-covered bucket that hung in the well.

Just think of it! Moss on the vessel that lifted

The water I drank in the days called to mind
;

Ere I knew what professors and scientists gifted

In the waters of wells by analysis find
;

The rotting wood fiber, the oxide of iron,

The algae, the frog of unusual size,

The water, impure as the verses of Byron,
Are things I remember with tear* in my eyes.

And to tell the sad truth—though I shudder to think of it

—

I considered that water uncommonly dear,

And often at noon, when I went there to drink it,

I enjoyed it as much as now I enjoy beer.

How ardent I seized it with hands that were grimy,
And quick to the mud-covered bottom it fell,

Then reeking with nitrates and nitrites, and slimy
With matter organic it rose from the well.

O, had I but realized in time to avoid them

—

The dangers that lurked in that pestilent draft

—

I'd have tested for organic germs and destroyed them
With potassic permanganate ere I had quaffed.

Or perchance I'd have boiled it, and afterwards strained it

Through filters of charcoal and gravel combined
;

Or, after distilling, condensed and regained it

In potable form, with its filth left behind.

How little I knew of the enteric fever
Which lurked in the water I ventured to drink,

But since I've become a devoted believer
In the teachings of science, I shudder to think.

And now, far removed from the scenes I'm describing,
The story of warning to others I tell,

As memory reverts to my youthful imbibing
And I gag at the thought of that horrible well,

And the old oaken bucket, the fungus-grown bucket—
In fact, the slop bucket—that hung in the well.

TIDEWATER (VA.) NOTES.

Editor Southern Planter :

Winter seems to be over, and every available man
and horse is at work, planting potatoes and getting

the ground ready for the spring crops.

About half of our large potato crop is planted at

this date—March 11th. It is often planted in Febru-
ary, but February of this year was not a potato-plant-

ing month. The winter just ended, while not giving
us any severe weather, has still made a colder record
than before for many years.

The cold days have been only three really. One
day in December at 16—one day in February at 18

and one at 19 comprise the cold days—only three days
when the thermometer reached below 20 above lero.

Instead of our having any severely eold weather it has
been a steady cool winter.

The average temperature for January for the past

32 years has been 41 degrees, but for January, 1902, it

was 37 degrees, or 4 degrees per day colder than usual.

The average temperature for February during the

past 32 years has been 42 degrees, but for February,

1902, the average was 36 degrees, or 6 degrees per day
colder than the average.

Taking the two months together, we see that they

have been colder than the average for the past 32
years by 5 degrees per day, or as the Government peo-

ple term it, there has been a deficiency in temperature

during January and February, 1902, of 5 degrees per
day.

Now, this greater degree of cold was spread out over

so many days that few thought it colder than usual.

It has been too cold, however, for the cabbages in the

open air, and a portion have been killed.

It has been cold enough to keep back all the fruit

so that an abundant crop is probable. It has not been
cold enough to prevent the farmers from shipping kale

and spinach to market every day in the two months.
In January we had 2.15 inches of rain falling on the

11, 21, 22, 26, 27, 29, 30 and 31. No snow in January.

The month gave us twenty two pleasant days and nine
cloudy days.

In February we had 4.66 inches of rain, falling on
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the 1 2 15 16 17, 21, 22, 25, 26 and 28. The rain they would be better. A discussion followed the read

fall was about one inch in excess of the average. This ing of the article, and several members strongly advo-

was a bad month—more rain than usual, colder than cated sticking to the rack and trough, as they deemed

usual more cloudy and gloomy than usual. Still it them the best and most economical, as the feed could

was a sort of relief to have a bad month now and then not be wasted as in a manger.

in order to make us appreciate the good we have. Next came the question, Should farmers pay more

We had one snow-storm, remaining on the ground attention to raising stock and cultivate fewer acres in

less than five days. A few potatoes were planted in
;

grain! Referred to D. M. Branson.

February, but it was most too cool to encourage any Mr. Branson thought the environments were so large

planting. Kale and spinach moving lively now—great and important a factor that no rule could be laid down,

loads going to all the northbound steamers. A busy for there were times when it was more advantageous

season is in sight now. to sell grain thin stock, and mu 'h depended on the

Norfolk Va. A,. Jeffees. man. He thought there was more in the man than

what there was to sell.

Under the head of miscellaneous business, Mr.

THE MUTUAL FARMERS' CLUB OF FREDERICK Qreenj f New York, favored the Club with his im-

COUNTY, VA. pression of the recent Institute, and of the Mutual

This Club met at Fairfield, the residence of H. S.
a™"61"

8 a

, .„,„_„ The committee appointed to suggest and refer ques-
Lupton, March 1, 1902.

reported as follows
In the absence of President Clevenger, L. M. Boyer ' _r* ^^o

1 ^nat <j yoa consider the best implement for
was appointed chairman for the day, and called the

. . ..-,-„- , t T • Zw<w app „,.,»_ pulverizing the soil 1 Referred to Lewis Pigeon,
meeting to order at 11 o'clock. «,*-.- • • • • i i c » iB

- , . »j j j 2. Give us your opinion on raising lambs for April
The minutes of last meeting were read and ap / *" w^-f... T „° , , _ „ market. Referred to Dan' 1 L. Wood.

Droved. The criticism on J. W. Branson's place was
y 3. Do vou consider it necessary to dry up a two year-
read. As Daniel T Wood was present, the criticism ^ » ^^ ^ ^ faJ^ ^^ f
of his place was read for hi, benefit, as suggested at ^^ ^ Q p ^^
last meeting. .4. Give your opinion on peas as an orchard fertil-

The following committee was appointed to suggest
aQd J^ Referred\ D, s . L . Brown .

and refer questions for next meeting: J. H. Doing.,
TheClub

g
adjoarDed>8nbjeetto the call of the officers.

C. M. Solenberger, and H. M. Bond.
Beaxson,

C/iHi. j>ro. /cm. Secretary.
The Club Advertiser was read by the Editor, L. M

Boyer. Some comments followed the reading of the

paper. Among the advertisements in the paper was

one from Mr. Gray Silver, of Inwood, W. Va., in

which he stated that he would pay from 8 to 10 cents GOOD ROADS CONVENTION.

per pound for March and April lambs weighing from A most successful and largely attended Convention

55 to 60 lbs. *n furtherance of the Good Roads movement was held

In connection with this subject, Mr. E. W. Lupton in the city of Richmond on the 20th and 21st March,

stated that one of their Berkeley Co. farmers had Colonel Miles, of Radford, was selected to preside,

recently sold two nine-weeks-old lambs that netted and made a most earnest appeal for support of the

him *10.10 apiece. work. Governor Montague delivered a fine address,

Under the head of unfinished business, H. S. Lup and pledged his support to the movement as being of

ton reported in behalf of the Institute Committee, vital importance to the prosperity of the State. Ad-

but as the work assigned to them was not yet com dresses were delivered by Colonel Moore, President of

pleted, the committee was continued. At this point the National Good Roads Association ;
the Hon. Mar-

of the' proceedings, dinner was announced, and the tin Dodge, of the National Department of Good Roads,

meeting adjourned for that purpose. and others. A permanent organization was formed,

After the usual stroll around, the premises, viewing with H. W. Anderson, of Richmond, as President.

the buildings and stock, the meeting was called to

order, and J. W. Branson was asked for an answer to

the question on the best construction of horse stalls, The poultry breeder who wants to make the most

racks and troughs. Mr. Branson had always used money out of his poultry will hatch his poultry early,

racks and troughs for feeding, but as he was contem- force them to early maturity, get eggs in winter, when

plating making some changes in his stabling, he ex-
j

high prices prevail, and sell his hens before the second

pected to put in mangers and boxes, as he thought winter comes.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTES.

To Subscribers.

The season of the year when sub-

scriptions to new journals and peri

odicals are mostly sent in is now
fast drawing to a close. To the

Planter it has been a most success

ful one. Hundreds of new subscri-

bers have been placed on our list

each month since the fall, and the

aggregate is now larger than ever

before since the journal was issued.

We are anxious to still further in-

crease the number before the season

closes. The Planter is not a journal

that appeals onl> to readeis at one

time of the jear. It is an all- the-

year round epiEome of information

for the practical farmer, written

and edited by practical farmers,

stockbreeders and scientific agricul-

turists, and there is never a season

of the year when the current issue

is not of the greatest help to those

for whom it is intended. Each
month's issue deals in a practical

way with the work of that month
in which it appears, and therefore

whenever a new subscriber com-

mences to read it he finds matter

of immediate service to him. We
would appeal to our friends to give

us their continued help in adding

subscribers to our list. There is no

season when time cannot be found

to solicit some neighbor or friend

to become a subscriber if only an

effort is made. We ask for this to

be borne in mind whenever the op-

portunity offers.

Whose Money?
On December 26th last, we re-

ceived $1.00 in coin in one of our

self- addressed envelopes post mark-

ed " Hampton, Va.," but the sender

omitted to sign his name. We shall

be very much pleased to credit it

to the proper person, provided he

will claim same. We have a great

number of subscribers at Hampton
and in that vicinity, so it is impos-

sible for us to do othsr than hold it

until some one writes for it.

WOOD'S SEEDS.

Seed Corn.
THE BEST AND LARGEST
YIELDING VARI ETIES IN
CULTIVATION.

Virginia White Dent.

Cocke's Prolific.

White Majestic.

Blount's Prolific.

Holt's Strawberry.

Imp'd So. White Snowflake.

Improved Learning.

Improved Golden Dent.

All of the above are first class, large-

yielding field corns. The Improved
Southern White Snowflake and Improved
Learning are the earliest varieties. Cocke's
Prolific is especially recommended for

low grounds, and on low, rich soils is one
of the largest yielding corns. For up-
lands, the Virginia White Dent, White
Majestic, Blount's Prolific and Holt's
Strawberry will give best results.

Prices Quoted on Request.

Full descriptions and information will

be found on pages 66 and 67 of our
Annual Descriptive Catalogue. If you
have not received a copy, write for same.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,
Seedsmen, Richmond, Va.

150 Kinds for S6c,

mure mrms than any other '

eason furthii
^r 6000 acres f i

hoiceBeeds. In
order to induce you to try them
we make tl.e following unprec-
edented offer

:

Fo* 16 G&nts Postpaid

J

20 M.v' I r:ir. ,t !:;

12 magnificent ccrlit

23 peerless lettuce varieties,

12 splendid beet sorts,

65 gorgeously beau til ul Cower seeda,

in all 150 kind3 positively furnishing'
bushels of clu'.niiiiiu' flowers and
lots and lots of choice vegetables,/
toother with our great catalogue/'
t-tlii^' all about Teofemre and Pea V
('.it and Rromusand Spel tz, onion
seed at 60c. a pound, etc.. all only |

"
>r 16c. in stamps. Write to-day.

JOHN A. SALZERSEEDC0.,
La Crosse, Wis.

LIVINGSTON'S UNSEEDS
WHAT
10 CTS.

WILL DO.

Send us a silver dime. We then mail yon
1 pkt.eachLivins5'o:i ? N"-:-vr .Ma.-uus T-mati.
t

eraldCuoom rop Mask-
melon andNrt W.judt riul Lettuce and our 104

I Qiraal. Send us ba:k the empty
baga and we wilt accept them at 5 cents each
on any order amounting to 50 cents or over.

The Livingston Seed Co.
BOX 109 COLUMBUS, O.
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CATARRH CANNOT BE CURED
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease. Ca-

tarrh is a blood or constitutional disease,

and in order to cure it you must take in-

ternal remedies. Hall's Catarrh Cure is

taken internally, and acts directly on the

blood and mucous surfaces. Hall's Ca-

tarrh Cure is not a quack medicine. It

was prescribed by one of the best physi-

cians in this country for years, and is a
regular prescription. It is composed of

the best tonics known, combined with

the best blood purifiers, acting directly on
the mucous surfaces. The perfect combi-
nation of the two ingredients is what
produces such wonderful results in curing

Catarrh. Send for testimonials, free.

F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Props.,

Toledo, 0.

Sold by druggists, price 75c.

Hall's Family Pills are the best.

MAGAZINES.
The features of the April Century aie

a frontispiece engraving by Timothy Cole

of the famous painting by Velasquez en-

titled "Head of a Young Man ;" a group
of papers of personal recollection of Ap
pomattox by General E. P. Alexander
and Colonel Charles Marshall, ex-Con-
federates, and Generals John Gibbons
and Wesley Merritt of the Union Army;
the beginning of a new serial story on
marriage, entitled " Confessions of a
Wife," by "Mary Adams;" four humor-
ous stories, including "Chimmie Fadden
on L'Aiglon and Woman," "A Hard
Road to Andy Coggins," by Chester
Bailey Fernald ;" "My Golf,"' by Charles
Battell Loomis, and "Disciplining the R.

& O.," by Willis Gibson, all illustrated

;

in the series on The Great West, achron
icle of the overland trip to California by
Noah Brooks, entitled "The Plains

Across," with pictures by Remington

;

in the Collector's Series an illustrated

paper on bottles
;
personal reminiscences

of Alexander II by the Actress Rhea;
two illustrated articles of travel in Abys-
sinia by Hugues Le Roux and Oscar T.

Crosby, both with mention of American
trade; "Recent Discoveries Concerning
the Buddha," by the eminent English
authority on India, T. W. Rhys Davis ; a
paper of plain-spoken criticism, by John
Burroughs, on "Literary Values;" the
third of Dr. Weir Mitchell's " Little

Stories," entitled "Two Men ;" a timely
sketch by Henry C. Bowland entitled

"The Seamy Side in the Philippines ;" a
paper by Sylvester Baxter on "The Beau
tifving of Village and Town," the text

of Salvini's address on Ristori delivered

at the recent celebration in Rome on her
eightieth birthday, besides poetry and
the departments. It will be seen from
the list that there is a very wide range of
topics.

The long story in the April St. Nicholas
ought to be popular with the boys and
girls of to-day. They love fre-th air, and
the "Boys of Rincon Ranch" is a. long
draft of oxygen. It tells of the visit of

two city boys to their cousin upon a
Texas Ranch. Under his guardianship
the slightly morbid city boys grow
rugged and strong, are tanned to a beau-
tiful brown, and make the acquaintance

JAMES G. TINSLEY & CO.,
Branch Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

FERTILIZERS
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

BRANDS:
Stonewall Tobacco Fertilizer,

Stonewall Guano,
Powhatan Corn Guano,

Stonewall Acid Phosphate.

Call on your Local Dealer, and if he cannot furnish you, write to us.

SAVES ITS COST
It spreads all kinds of manure, lime,

sail, asbes, compost, etc., either

broadcast or )n rows. Does it better

than it can possibly be done by band.

ON THE FIRST CROP.
Do you know of any other piece of ma-

chinery for use on the farm of which this

can be truly said? ."., *;•;»>;'>;-*'»••<••.••.-_-.

- ->?;?*

The Improved <,W

Kemp Manure Spreader
not only makes easy work of getting hkh it breaks it up and makes it fine, it more than

II break up and spread' t".eii!v, manure that cannut be handled withaf.-rk. It doesn't
talky the manure is, this machine will spread it. It makes (inc, well rotted

'
lg, meadow lands, pasture, ctr. "

hout serious cutting in or ruUin
the ground it stands on. 1002

i numerous other improvements. Send for latest catalogue (.free)

Grow 15 Iff Crop*,
"and read about these and other advantages and al

Itemcmbcrthnt the only original and ceiiulue Kemp Mnnu
<elvCB - KEMP <& BVRPEE MFG. CO.. Box

Spreader 1b the one made by our-
28, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

CORTIFY YOlRSELFlis!
I poultry operations by buying* an incubator of tested merit and known worth

•aiiitmil: THE PETAIUMA INCUBATOR
is a machine of that land. It is the machine that produces only hip-h percentages of
hatch. Made of best California Redwood, carefully packed and lined, perfectly
heated and regulated, it u'ives sat isriictnry results everv time. Made in sizes from
64e ffff9up. WE PAY FREIGHT ANYWHERE"' tne U.S. It willpayyou to get our FREE
catalogue and prices. PETALUMA INCUBATOR CO.,
Address nearest office. Box 40 1'cialuma, Cal.,or Box 46, Indianapolis, Ind.
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"Rich Soil"
can be had more quickly, cheaply and

surely by using

THE SPANGLER
Single Row

FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTOR,
than with any nu-aiis known, it distributes all

kinds or fertilizer into the open t arrow after the
ouudis prepared lor potatoes. Cot ton, Tobacco,

Corn, Beans, Peas, etc. It saves fertilizer

by puttiMtr it on the ri-ht spot.
150 to 2800 lbs per acre. We
also make the *

SPANGLER CORN PLANTER
with and without Fertil-

izer attachment. The best
and most Fei tec t Corn Planting
.Machine ever put into a Bel'

Send tor catalog and circular

THE SI'AXGLER MFG. CO,

501 giieen St., York, Pa.

STEEL ROOFING
> bMt Hoofing, Sldlne

use. No experience neee-siiry to lay it.

An ordinary hammer or hatchet the
only tools yon need. We turnish free
with each order sufficient paint and
nails. Comes either Hat. corrugated or
••V crimped. Delivered free of all

cLurges at the following prices

TO ALL POINTS IN

PENNSYLVANIA, NEW
YORK. NEIV JERSEY,
MARYLAND, KENTUCKY,
Jllssiii R|. HINNESOTA,

OHIO. IOWA. WEST

.a;.. Per Si|U f'-'.oO.

Prices on a'h, r stales on application,.

A square means 100 square feet. Write for free
catalogue No. 166.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., W. 35th and Iron Sis. , Chicago

HcNuH S Century
Steel Ball Coupling

Cultivator

lever. Centre lever
for spreading; and

<'lti*liiir shovel i^inus.
The most complete

VARIABLE FRICTION

0«0 FEED SAW MILLS

A great Improvement in Friction Feed Saw
Mills. Repair Bills are practically nothing
with this feed. Most durable on the market.
We build mills with Log Beam or Ratchet Set
Works, on trucks or rollers. Also Wood
Planers, Engines, etc. Catalogue free.

SALEM IRON WKS., Winston-Salem, N. C.

KENTUCKY ALUMINUM STOCK LABEL
The best, lightest, most secure, easiest put on
and the cheapest. For description and sam-
ples, address F. H. Jackson Co . Winchester, Ky.

of some Texan wonders. They ride,

shoot, camp out, hunt and gather pecan-
nuts. They see a fight between a road-
runner and a rattlesnake ; they chase
and bring to bay a peccary boar; they
see the tarantula overcome by his im-
memorial enemy, the "tarantula hawk,"
one of the wasps that lays eggs in the
bodies of paralyzed creatures ; one of
them is lost in the woods and learns to
box Nature's compass.

It is a bright, breezy, manly little

story, well illustrated by B. Martin Jus-
tice, an artist who knows the West. Be-
sides the long story there are short stories

by Alice Balch Abbot and Tudor Jenks,
with articles by Professor J. H. Gore,
Rosalind Richards and Frederic Dean-
Mr. Dean's being an account of the
famous Boy Choristers in the United
States.

The Departments are full of prize
awards—a feature that appeals strongly
to the young St. Nicholas readers.

The April Forum opens with an article

in which Sydney Brooks pertinently ap-
plies to our own problems in the Philip-
pines the lesson to be drawn from "The
Example of the Malay States" under
British rule. Among other papers on
questions affecting foreign affairs are
"The Anglo-Japanese Alliance," by A.
Maurice Low, and " Prince Henry's
Visit," by Professor Paul S. Reinsch.
There figure also in this month's contents,
discussions of various subjects of domestic
politics now attracting the attention of
Congress, such as 'The Amendment of
the Inter-state Commerce Act, and Rail-
road Pooling," by W. A. Robertson;
" Promotion in the Army," by Major
John H. Parker; "Shall the United
States Lease Its Grazing Lands?" by
John P. Irish ; and " Proposed Amend-
ments to the Constitution," by Henry
Litchfield West. In educational matters
Yale is represented by Professor Ladd's
paper on "The Disintegration and Recon-
struction of the Curriculum," and Har-
vard by Professor Hanus's criticism of
"Our Chaotic Education," while Mrs.
M. K. Genthe, a Heidelberg Ph. D., gives
an account of the present condition of
"Women at German Universities." Earley
Vernon Wilcox makes several practical

recommendations for the "Preservation
of Large Game." A timely sketch of the
characteristic tactics of "The Boer in

Battle " is contributed by Edward B.

Rose, a former resident in the Tranvaal.
In an article entitled "Is England
Being Americanized ?" Robert W. Hor-
will replies to a paper on that subject in

a former issue of the same magazine.

Lippincott's April Magazine, issuing

March 21, publishes as its complete novel
(for which it is noted) a love story of the
West Indies, by John S. Durham, Ex-
Minister to Haiti and Santo Domingo.
The setting of "Diane, Priestess of Haiti,"

is therefore drawn from sight, while the
plot shows a marvellous imagination.
The story is one of fascinating intrigue,

and the scenes of foreign society life in

Haiti particularly interesting.

In addition to the complete novel the
April Lippincott contains several admi-
rable short stories :

" Billy Baxter's Holi-

ELECTRIC

Handy Farm Wagons

Electric Steel Wheel*, e it lu-r straight or stag-
ger spokes. Wheels any height from'-H to 60 inches.
White hickory axles, steel hounds. Guaranteed to
carry 40t)0 lbs. Why not get started riL'htbyputting
in one of these wagons. We make our steel wheels
to fit any wagon. Write for the catalog. It is free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., BOX 146, QUINCY, ILL.

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT
and send 4 Buritt Wheels Me. 1 Tire on, . *T.25
With Axles, #9.85. Kubher Tire Wheels 15.00
I mfg. wheels % to 4 in. tread, Top BuRcien, $2H75;
Harness. $3.60; Repair Grade Wheels, $5.50. Write
for catalogue, ordering instructions. Learn how to

•ehicles and parts direct. t'mbrelU Free with
Brat order. \V. V. BOOB. 420 fi. 7th St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

RIFE HVDRAUUC ENGINE
Pumps water by water power* runs
without attention; gives a constant

I
flow and is sold on 30 days trial.

Unequaled for the farm or country
home. Any height.

^ Send for Book.
! ENGINE CO.

126 Liberty St. New York.

BAILEY'S HYDRAULIC RAM
Runs 2f hours a day and 365 days a year

40 years experience. Water for
HOUSE; water for STOCK;
Water forlRRIGATION. Once
started costs but one cent per
month. As simple as a wheel-
barrow and as efficient as a
Corliss Engine. Information
and instruction in plain terms.

I Prices on ram or complete out-
" fit by return mail. Address

PRYCE W. BAILEY, Expert. Seneca Falls. N. Y.

HERCULES STUMP PULLER

Clears an acre of heavy timber land each day.
Clears all stumps In a circle of 150 ft. without
moving or changing machine. Strongest,
most rapid working and best made,
Hercules Mfg. Co., 413 1 7th St., Centerville, Iowa.

THE IMPROVED

Chamberlin Mfg, Co., Olean, N. Y., U. S. A.
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WIND MILLS, TANKS, TOWERS, GAS,

GASOLINE and STEAM ENGINES,

Boilers, Saw Mills, Saws and Supplies,

IRON AND WIRE FENCES.

SYONOR PUMP SWELL CO., Inc.
BOX 949. RICHMOND, VA

Men Wanted
$20 A DAY

I ud hu nearly lu<l mure s.lj forl«

[livery. This new Rlyle Sprayet
,_| has "K«nt.KIos"m>zrle and .till

AlgM like hot cakes. We

ONE SPRAYER FREE.

The LIGHTNING Compressed Air Sprayer. Pit. 1 900

Holds 4 gallons. Made
't heavy galvanized iron,
ncely painted. Has brass
.ozzies. Pump in a little

iir. No more labor re-

quired. Will till all
I Hinds of Insects. Sprays
tall trees. Will spray two

I

rows of potatoes at one
time and as fast as the
operator can walk. YVe
manufacture all sizes.
•Send $1 for sample. Big

D. B SMITH & CO..
Utica, N. Y., U. S. A.

money for agents

AGENTS
n^nted to sell

RIPPLEY'S
Orcbard. Field, Wheelbarrow,
4 and 5 Gallon Compressed Air

SPRAYERS
and spraying; mixtures. Breed-

: :

for catalogue and terms.

RIPPLEY HDW. CO.,

SPRAY PUMPS
Save money by buving one of ours. They will do

as much work. Being all brass are lighter to
handle and are more durable, will generate a
higher pressure thereby making them the
easiest pump to operate on the market. Write
for catalogue and get t realise on spraying free.

Agents wanted. J. F. GAYLORD, successor to

P. C. Lewis Mfg. Co., Catskitl. N. Y.

I town sample
of the best

Self-Operating Sprayer

Made with celebrated Victor
spray nozzle. Big money
for agents. Write at once.

FLOWER CITY SPRAYER CO.

88% Cypress Street,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

day," bv the witty Irishman, Seumas
MacManae, is as full o' humor as any-

thing he lias done. The holiday ie spent

in .Nev York, where Billy's queer Irish

wavs cause his sister-in-law much uneasi-

ness.

General Charles King contributes to the

April Lippincott his latest military love-

erb rv. called "Lite Father, Like ^on."

This is a tale of the draft in the Civil

Wax.
"And Other Considerations," by Mary

Catharine Hews, is a pathetic story with

a humorous side to it.

In view of the demand for a new edi-

tion of the works of Samuel Richardson

there is a short article in the April Lip

pincott which gives some of the reasons

"Why We Head Samuel Richardson."

The author is Mary Moss.
Ehen E. Rexfofd presents one of his

practical papers in the April Lippincott.

It is about "A Garden of Native Plants."

Chief anions the attractive features of

the Easter Ladies' Home Journal is the

opening installment of Helen Keller's

own story of her life. The fact that this.

and all the autobiography which is to

follow, were actually written by the won-
derful girl herself is only equalled by the

remarkable literary merit of her produc-

tion. There is a "delightfully personal

article about "The Piesident's Daughter,"

accompanied by a hitherto unpublished
picture of Miss Roosevelt, and a pretty

story of the singing of Easter carols in a

New York belfry on Easter morning.
Neltje Blanchan tells ' AYhy the Birds

Come and Go," and The Journal's two
splendid serials, "Those Days in Old Vir-

ginia" and "The Russells in Chicago,"

are given space. The new children's de-

partment, called " The Good-Time Gar-
den," begins in this number. Mr. Bok
discusses several timely subjects on the
editorial page, chief among them the
growing tendency of the American father

to neelect the companionship of his chil-

dren." The illustrations, which are beau-
tiful and numerous, include one of Mr.
Taylor's exquisite pictures of Southern
life, and a double page of college girls at

their studies. The department* are more
interesting and helpful than ever. The
beautiful Easter cover is the work of A.
E. Foringer. By The Curtis Publishing
Company, Philadelphia. Ten cents a
copy ; one dollar a year.

The Chicago House Wrecking Co. sends
us its latest catalogue production, being
that of Pan-American Exposition. We
invite our readers to apply for this cata-

logue (No. 166), and we are sure they will

find in it a thousand and one things they
are likely to need during the course of a

year. This Company—the only one of
its kind of which we know—makes a spe-

cialty of buying Expositions, large Gov-
ernment buildings—or any other build-

ings for that matter—Sheriff sales, etc.,

and selling every particle of lumber and
nails, etc., which can be found available.

Farmers throughout the country thereby
have th opportunity of buying goods of
all kind which have been very little used,

at very low prices. This firm has several

advertisements in this issue, and we in-

vite our readers to look them up.

bkICom pressed Air

SPRAYER
and Whitewashing
Machine in the world.

No farmer, florist, livery-
man, fruit, tobacco, cotton,
orcelery grower or gardener
dairyman, fincy stock or

poultry breeder can afford to be without one.
Size, -land 5 gallons. Will throw fiue mist or
ConUnaonE stream. Takes one miuute to
charge with air which will force out entire
contents. Write at once for circulars and
social prices good for GO days only.

Southern office for sale of all g ods ruanu-
Eactured by RIPPLEY HARDWARE CO.;
MORRILL & MORLEV, and DES MOINES
INCDBA.TOB DO.
Address THOS. P. ROSE, MGR..

BOX R SHILOH. VA.

Corn Planting
st be well and carefully done, as the t u-
crop depends upon if. For a 11 purposes,

in any Boll, on all kinds of
ground nothing equals the

SPANGLER
CORN PLANTER.

3 time, libor. money and Insures the crop. Ton
Know when it is wortrJac; you can see t

:

way to tne ground. Made"with or without fertillter

attachment. New device forsowintr fas. !•?&, mtl-
I sire, corn, etc. Weal^Omakethe fam-USSpanelerLow.
Do-«n brain and Fertilizer Drill. Wr.ir £.-r eaiaJi-gud arc

SPANGLER MANUFACTUR1N6 CO., 501 Queen St., York, Pa.

COLE'S COTTON PLANTER r,
uloTX}

3 -re >ou plant Send postal at once for proof.
We have a COMBINATION PL NTER posi-
tively and absolutely without an equal as a
money and labor saver. Plants Cotton, Corn.
Peas, Peanuts. Sorghum, Soja Beans, as well
and even better than any separate special ma-
chine ever built. We prove it in your own
fleld at our expense. Full particulars for a
postal. £
y THE COLE MFG. CO.. Charlotte. N. C. >

and FERTILIZER

DRILL

Dixie Pea Huller

- led
loo. Sanders Dow
n Planters. I** n

Fencing for Yards. Lawns
.

v. rite as. Sanders Mfg.
Company, Oalton, Ga.
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Here Is Where We Make the

SAMSON.
7b,000 Wind Mills Annually.

That is the capacity of our new factories shown above. The old were unequal to the de
mand upon them. We had to build greater. The new plant is copstructed so that skilled labor,
science, conditions and appliances may conspire to make the perfect win 1 mill. It covers six
and a half acres of ground. We believe it makes the best mill in the world.

The Samson is all that its name implies. Equally adapted to

light work or deep water raising. You may call

upon it for whatever power is required The
material is galvanized steel. The tower is lithe and graceful. Every
part of the completed whole is equal to any test of strength that may
by any possibility be put upon ir. Like our factory, the Samson wind
mill has grown with us We confidently assert that in the Samson the
nearest appro eh to perfection is to be found. We fully guarantee the
Samson wind mills. Write f r our free handsome illustrate 1 catalogue.

The Stover Mfg. Co.,
581 River St., Freeport, tits.

Glass MilkJars
Best vr&Y for marketing milk satisfactory

to dealer and customers. Use **Be«tov''

Glass Milk Jars. They save driver's

time and do away with waste in meas-
uring out milk in the wagon. Cheaper in

the long run than tin cans. Send for cata-

logue of "Bestov" dairy supplies.

Dairymen's Supply Company^
Dept. K, Philadelphia, Pa.

$8.00
Buys delivered, an 800 lb.

GOOD SCALE,
On Wheels.

durable) well
UDistieo. Ulner sizes and

WAGON SCALES sameratio

j?or circulars addres3»

JONES
HE PAYS TKS FRETGHT.

BBJGHAjITON, N. Y.

BOX 31.

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
We are in receipt of a very interesting

letter from Mr. M. W. Savage, manager
and proprietor of the International Stock

Food Co., Minneapolis, Minn., in which
he advises us of the tremendous increase

in sales of International Stock Food.

Part of his letter is as follows :
" We

have been compelled to increase our

mixing capacity 20 per cent., and last

night we commenced working two crews,

and are now running our factory twenty-
four hours per day. In the last three

months we have been compelled to puj

on additional help, until we now employ
over 3,000 people. It requires a force of

95 people to attend to our office work
alone, including 3s typewriters."

This well known Stock Food is adver-

tised from lime to time in the Southrn

Planter, and our readers are invited to

test its merits.

When writing mention the Southern

Planter.

WATER CLOSET COMBINATIONS,
>rrelain Bowl. Hardwood Seal and Tank,
okc-I I'late.1 flush aud supply pipes, com-
ete s each $ll.OO.

Cast Iron Roll Rim Bath Tubs,
length Ft ft. Complete

i i . m ' new poods,
ask for free catalogue
No. (66 on plumbinsr
ELnd'tmUding material.

Chicago House Wrecking Co., W. 35th and Iron Sfs. .Chicago

WILSON'S
New Green Bone, Shell
and Vegetable Cutter
for the Poultryman.
o lionc Mills fur making phos-

phate and fertilizer at small cost for
farmer, from 1 to 40 borse-

ver. Farm Peed Mills grind

WILSON BROS., Solo Mfgrs., Easton, Pa.

DIIOTI1DC CURED while you workK U r" I UKE you pav 8t when cured.
No cure, no pay. ALEX. SPEIRS, Box 993,

Westbrook, Maine.
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THE MOWER
THAT WILL KILL ALL THE
WEEDS IN YOUR LAWNS.

itllf you keep the weeds cut so they do not go
to seed, and cut your grass without breaking
the small feeders of roots, the grass will be-

come thick and weeds will disappear. THE
CLIPPER WiLL DO IT. Send for catalogue
and prices.

CLIPPER LAWN MOWER CO., Inc.,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

W CAMBRIDGE
Corrugated Land

Roller and Pulverizer.

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

Charlottesville, Va.
I have used the Corrugated Iron Roller

made by R. P. Harris & Sou for a number of
years, and prefer It to any other. It not only
pulverizes the clods perfectly, but compacts
the soil by its weight and gives a Arm
seed bed. It runs easily, and considering
its weight Is light draft Last spring my corn
land broke up hard and in great clods. A
harrow made no impression on them. I put
the roller on the field Just as the plow left It

and it was soon ready for the harrow and In
perfect order. It is invaluable for preparing
for wheat land, and also for rolling wheat,
winter oats and young grass In the spring.

SAJl'L, B.WOODS.
Address..

R. F. HARRIS & SON, Charlottesville, Va

WROUGHT IRON PIPE

tol2ilK'hil»ii>i.'tur. Our |ii»t per [out on :> ,' inch Is
3ci on lineh :!'...•. iViiir lor free catalogue No. tag

CHICACO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,E 9{

( POTATO PLANTER *

Cheapest Potato Planter on the maket. Send
for circular. Address J. R. BTEITZ,

Station D. K. No. 1., Milwaukee, Wis.

REPORTS.

TJ. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash
ington, D. C. Bureau of Auimal In-

dustry. Bulletin 37. Market Classes

of Horses.
Bureau of Animal Industry. Dairy

Div. Circular 25. State Standards for

Dairy Products, 1902.

Bureau of Plant Industry. Bulletin 6.

A list of American Varieties of Pep-

pers.

Second Report of Field Operations of

the Division of Soils with Maps, 1900.

Farmers' Bulletin 142. Principles of

Nutrition and Nutritive Value of

Foods.
Crop Reporter March, 1902.

Office of Experiment Station. Experi-

ment Station Record Vol. XIII, No. 6.

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca, N. Y.
Bulletin 199. Separator Skimmed
Milk aa Food for Pigs.

Illinois Experiment Station, Urbana. 111.

Bulletin 69. Apple Rots in Illinois.

Maine Experiment Station, Orono, Me.
Bulletin 80. Feeding Stnff Inspec-

tions.

Bulletin 81 Fertilizer Inspection.

Maryland Experiment Station, College

Park, Md. Bulletin 79. The Disin-

fectant Properties of Washing Pow-
ders.

The Agricultural Quarterly, February,

1902. Analysis of Fertilizers.

Minnesota Experiment Station, St. An-
thony Park, Minn. Bulletin 72. Prai-

rie Forestry and Horticulture at Co
teau Farm.

Mississippi Experiment Station, Agricul-

tural College, Miss. Bulletin 69.

Texas Fever.
Bulletin 70. Records of Station Cows.
Feeding Dairy Cows.

Bulletin 71. Milk Fever.

Bulletin 72. Anthrax.

New Hampshire Experiment Station,

Durham, N. H. Bulletin 84. Forcing
Tomatoes Under Glass.

North Carolina State Board of Agri-

culture, Raleigh, N. C. Bulletin Jan-
uary, 1902.

Columbus Horticultural Society, Colum-
bus, 0. Annual Report, December
31, 1901.

Tennessee Experiment Station, Knox-
ville, Tenn. Annual Report for 1901.

Bulletin Vol. XV. No. 1. The Value
of Corn, Skim Milk and Whey for

Fattening Swine.

Wisconsin Experiment Station. Madison,
Wis. Annual Report, June .'JO, 1901.

Bulletin 89. The Law Regulating the
Sale and Analysis of Concentrated
Feeding Stuffs in Wisconsin.

Bulletin 91. Oat Smut in Wisconsin.

Virginia Weather Bureau, Richmond, Va.

Report for February, 1902.

Annual Summary, 1901.

West Indian Bulletin, Barbadoes. Re-
port of Proceedings of West. Indian
Agricultural Conference, 1902.

A thing is never worth while doing if

it does not do us some distinct good, if it

does not make us better, whether spirit-

ually, mentally or physically.—March
Ladies' Home Journal.

Cow Peas.

The Famous
Forage Crop
and Soil

Improvers.

"WE ARE HEADQUARTERS for these and all
Southern specialties, including Soia Beans,
Velvet Beans, Pearl or Cat. tail Millet, Teosinte
Bermuda Grass, Ensilage Corn, Spanish Pea-'
nuts, Chufas, Sorghums, etc.
Write for prices, nndour interesting Cataloguo
giving full information about these crops,

T. W. WOOD & SONS, - Richmond, Va.

Cheap Artichokes!
Theereatestnnd cheapestof all hogfeed; will

produce too to 500 bushels on ordinary land,
offer limited Quantity at $2.00 per three bus.

bbl Also KliLiS from pure bred DAUBED P.

ROOKS and s. 0. B LEGHORNS, 75c. settiug,

or two sellings for 81.25.

THE IMPERIAL FRUIT FIRM,
P. H. He\denreich. Prop. Staunton, Va.

WVWVWW.

FRAZER
c Axle Grease *£$&.

Its wearing qaalltieaare unsurpassed, ac-
tuallvoullastin!; 3 bxs. any other brand,
No! :iileeb .1 by Beat, »*-Get the Genuine.

FOR SALE BY AU- DEALERS. Wli£
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FOR A SHORT TIME ONLY!
To introduce our new FARMERS' SAW MILL, we make the following

SPECIAL OFFER:
Aj/%V Eft No. PONY FARMER'S SAW MILL, complete as £t4A "7 50
^^% B ^F m shown in cut and described below, with 36" Solid Saw

j ^^%1 ^r M
^T " ^™ * m del'd on cars at Atlanta, for $127.50 Spot Cash with Order, ^r ^^

'^^KfKllb^ ============^ With 40" Saw 8132 50

^jJ^liBfiBpT^. i ^rsS*'^
J' With 44" Saw 140 Oo

M^ffll PUk^ B( ^ W.th48"Saw 150 00

/itli^HM-^ # With 36" Inserted Saw 147 50

// \§ dnl& iSf With 40" Inserted Saw 152 50

For With 44" Inserted Saw 160 00

4 to 15 With 48" Inserted Saw 170 00

Horse Power.

- ',lbjiHL_lp'PK^X-^sr^^^VN ^v/=l No Discounts from

these Prices.

BEST RUBBER BELTING, 4-ply,

6-in 20 cts. per foot.

8-in 30 cts. per foot.

Net Cash.

No. O Pony IKJJSVT tgt^Ss « ,
.'

Farmer's s ""^^H^aftjk^^v^ rc* er Now, and Avoid the

Saw Mill. ^II^^N^l' J3m^ Rush and Delay.

With DeLoach Patent Variable Friction Feed, "Champion" Duplex Dogs, Improved Head Blocks, Ratchet Set Works and
Sectional Carriage, with Cable Feed.

OUR GUARANTEE.—This Mill is warranted to be made in a workmanlike manner, of first-class material through-

out, and to give Perfect Satisfaction if operated according to our printed instructions, which are so simple that a boy
can understand them. Any one with ordinary intelligence can set and operate this nill without the assistance of

an experienced sawyer or mill man. The Mill will easily cut 2,000 to 2,500 feet of first class lumber per day WITH
ONLY FOUR-HORSE POWER ; 3,000 to 3.500 feet with 6-horse power ; 4,000 to 5,000 feet with 8-h. p., etc., and is

adapted to any kind or size power up to 15-h. p.

READ THE SPECIFICATIONS BELOW, and if not thorougly satisfied before ordering, write for descriptive

circular of this mill. Give us all the information you can as to amount of power you have, size and speed of

driving pulley kind ami hzp of timber to be cut. Also ask for freight rates to your station.

Specifications. Husk, 6 feet 4 in. long. 2 feet 8 in. wide; Timbers 3J x 1) in. ; Steel Mandrel, 1 15-16 in. in diame-

ter, 3 feet. 10 in. long, made to take saw with 2 in eye, and f-in. pin holes. 3 in. from center to center; Adjustable .Self-

Oiling Mandrel Boxes. 6 in. long, with Oil Chamber"and Wick; Board Roller; Wheel Spreader; Double Adjustable Saw
Guide; DeLoach Patent Variable Friction Feed: Mandrel Pulley, 18x8 in. 'larger Pulley furnished up to 24 in.);

Carriage made in two 4 foot sections, connected by coupling; Carnage 26 in. wide; Timbers 4x6 in.; Four Sets 6 in.

Trucks and ]J in. Steel Axles, with Set Collar in front of loose wheels to take up all wear and lost motion ; Four Track

Scrapers for front side of Carriage; Manilla Rope Drive for Carriage; 35 feet of Portable Track Complete in three sec-

tions; Two Head Blocks, open 36 inches from Saw and take logs 40 in in diameter, each fitted with "Champion "

Duplex Dogs; Improved Ratchet Set Works; Fifteen feet of 1 11-16 inch Steel Set Shaft, in two pieces, key-seated entire

length, with Coupling fitted ; Wrenches, Cant Hook and Oil Can. Weight of Mill complete as above, 2,100 lbs.
;
with

Saw, about 2,200 lbs This mill will handle any size and length logs up to 3 ft. diam. and 18 ft. long. Can be made to

take as long as 22 or 24 ft. at small extra cost.

IF YOU H AVEN'T OUR LARGE CATALOGUE, write for it. We build Saw Mills to suit any power, from 4 to

200-h. p. ; Shingle Hill machinery. Drag Saws, Planers, Edgers, Trimmers, Stave and Lath Hills, Bolters,

Corn and Flour mils. Water Wheels, Shafting, Pulleys, Gearing, Etc.

.DE LOACH MILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Box 600, Atlanta, Georgia.

Mr. E. S. Downey, Aurora. Inrl., writes: "The No. Ponv Mill I sold here Is the talk ol the county. It is certainly a 'Daisy' and
will sell more mills fo'r you. You remember I recently sold another of these little mills to Mr. Boldon. He was in to see me to-day,

and says lie has turned his sawyer off, and though he has had no experience himself, he is running the mill all right, and that it Is

giving the best of satisfaction."*

Mr. Z. B. Reid, Oakland, Ga., says: "The No. Pony Mill is the nicest running mill I eversaw.and lsglving perfect satisfaction.''

Mr. W. V. Rent lev. Thomaston, Ga„; Redman Bros., Jackson, Ga., and dozens of others who have recently bought these little

mills, express themselves as highly pleased. THEY Can't Fail to Please You, Too.
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After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads
For Churning,
Cutting & Grind-

ing Feed, Filling

Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all

Farm and Gene-

ral Uses where

Small Power is

Required.
Fuel, Kerosene

Oil.

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS.
No. 17 Frank St. Rochester, N Y.

The MIETZ& WEISS

Kerosene Engines.
Cfieapest and Safest-

Power Known. For
pumping aud electric
lighting, grinding coni
separating cream, saw-
ing wood, and all pow-
er purposes. Also sizes
from 1 to 6 horse-pow-

er. Awarded Gold Medal at Pan American
Exposition. Send for catalogue.

A. MIETZ. 128 Mott S reet, New York.

ENGINES, BOILERS
AND MACHINERY.

When you want ^ood rebuilt ma-
chinery ;> t lm i-tfiuii pi ires, write lur
<-"Jr Catalogue* No. 166 We furry
all tindd of cnLriin.-s ijj.ik. piiM-kTie
and stciun pnwrr ), IkoUth, pumps,

Ki|iiala '',-)
iiTRe "WeberJunior" fl

Pumper
Can nil

~
Jsoa but, 1-ttlo g'i>
>line. Is shipped
rated ComplelHy
reeted, all connoc-

. Easy tot tart, .v./
iper.ito it. Every
it«ed. Other elsefl

up to 50H. P. Send for cr'-
alog. WoberGas& Gasc'

Engine Co., Box 128

RoundSILO
THE PHILADELPHIA.

The only Perfect, Continuous Open Front
SILO made. See Open-Tup Patent Koot. Ask
for Catalogue. E V. Si'HLlCHTEK,

3'Jl Vine St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Also made in the |West by Duplex Mfo.

Co.. South superior."Wis.

"SILOS"
VeB, now is the
time to buy a Silo,
and the best kind

to buy is t he Lansing PerfectTu-
bular. Made on scientific prin-
ciples and from good material;
made by skilled workmen and
Improved machinery. There-
I perfect In construction
and the best to be had at any
price. For book that tells ail
about this silc. and for prices

auuerss A. w. D. H LLOWAY,
Builder's Exchange, Philadelphia, Pa ., U. S. A.

35c THK, KAIHES' FlilENn
Hopkins' Bleaching Qloved

I In Block,
I I hDI 111:,,, I:,: t. |l„. (|,|,

lt
.

lIupLi.i- Via

On]

AUullQ,! ,.,

BOOKS.
Fumigation Methods. A timely work

for farmers, gardeners, nurserymen,
fruit growers, florists, millers, grain
dealers, transportation companies, col-

lege and experiment station workers,
etc. P,y Prof. VV. G. Johnson. Cloth.

300 pp. Over 80 illustrations. Orange
Judd Company, New York. Price,

postpaid, $1.

This hook is the first of the kind ever
published on this important subject. It

tells how to construct apparatus and how
to apply the gases. It embodies the prac-

tical experience of the author, the world's
recognized authority, as well as the expe-
riences of many others who have success-

fully used these gasses. The subjects
treated cover orchard and nursery fumi-
gation ; applications in greenhouses and
hotbeds ; use in mills, warehouses, eleva-
tors, ships, cars, railroad coaches, houses
and other places. It also gives a sum-
mary of the laws in this and foreign
countries relative to the shipment of
fruits and nursery stock.

We can supply this book at the pub-
lished price. w v.

Irrigation in the United States. By Fred.
Haynes Newell. Published by Thomas
Y. Crowell & Co., N. Y. Price, $2.

CATALOGUES.
The Barnes Manufacturing Co., Mans

field, O. Pumps.

A. B. Howard & Son, Belchertown,
Mass. Howard's New Star Petunias, the
floral novelty of 1902.

Pinehurst Nurseries, Pinehurst, N. C.
Woody and Herbaceous Plants.

Ames Plow Co , Boston and New York.
Matthews' New Universal Seeding and
Cultivating Implements.

McC'ormick Harvesting Machine Co.,
Chicago, ill. The McCormick Header.

Mark T. Thompson, Rio Vista, Va.
Strawberry, Raspberry and Blackberry
Plants ; Dahlias, etc.

Rippley Hardware Co., Grafton, 111.

Feed Cookers, Sprayers, Tanks, etc.

Rife Hydraulic Engine Manufacturing
Co., Liberty street, N. Y.

The International Stock Food Co., of
Minneapolis, Minn, send us a finely got-
up booklet on their two Celebrated Stal
lions, Directum, 2:05}, and Online, 2:04.
These horses are the two fastest stallions
owned by one farm, and are the stud
horses kept on the International Stock
Food Co.'s farm, where they stand for
service.

DATES CLAIMED FOR SALE.
The Kentucky Live Stock Breed-

ers' Association of Louisville, Ky., re-

quest, us to claim May 20th and 21st
as the dates for the first sale to be held
under the auspices of this Association.
This Associatian proposes to have two
sales yearly, and at this one they will
offer one hundred and fifty head of beef
and dairy cattle. Mr. M. W. Neal,
No. 514 Third street, Louisville, is Secre-
tary, and will furnish any information
in regard to the forthcoming sale cheer-
fully.

OXFORD " Cream Separator
—

I

Is manufactured under the
Bupen Islon of E. W. Hroomall
well known as an expert in
this business, who after many

careful study and ex-
periments, avoiding the mis-
takes of his predecessors, has

STji produced the "Oxford" Cream
5 1*T? Separator with these points ot

it V merit to commend It: 1st. It
\ skims clean, taking ai.t, the—- butler fat out. 2d. it requires

so little power to operate it
that the farmers' boys will eu-
j,.v

i be fun of running It. 3d.
It is so simple in construction
aud the material being flrst-
class, it will not get. out. of or-
der, and, with ordinary care,

will last, a lifetime. 41b. The "Oxford " Is the
cheapest separator on the mark*t, considering
the fact that it will handle 350 lbs of milk per
hour, and do better work than any machine
yet ottered to the fanner. Agents wanted.
Price, 875. Manufactured by

THE OXFORD MFG. CO., Oxford. Pa.

The REID Hand
laratorSep:

Is the closest skimmer, as
well as the easiest running
and mosteconomieal sc
rator made.

Very Simple and Durable.
Capacity 150 to 500 1 bs per
hour. Prices 800 to 8100.
Hand separator circular,
and Illustrated catalogue
of dairy supplies free

A. H. REID
30th and Market St. -,

Philadelpl

0?Sp

Sent
any.

where
on 10
Days'

Free
Trial

WSRl 6ALF FEEDER

Pre -ids scours. Weans perleclly. Ma ues
better veal and more of It. Saves time and
temper. Send for literature. PKH'E, Single
Feeder. 81 50: Double feeder. 82.0(1, EX. PAID.
Gold Medal Pan American Exposition.

O. H. MFd. CO., Dept. P, Lyndon, Vt.

JUSTAWORD.
Any id ..or full Ihn- ,,i . ,. , .

| ]

hereon 30 Days' Free 'Trial.
[low can we do this! I

PAI.MORE fS

Law and Collection Association,
Established 1 884. Claims collected
in all parts of the United States.
No collection—no charge.

P. 0. Box 503. 905 J4 East Main Street

RICHMOND, VIRU1N1A.
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HALLOCK'S
O. K. DIGGER

POTATO GROWERS
OF THE SOUTH

:

You have heretofore plowed out your potatoes, and

hired a small army of men to scratch them out of

the dirt. We guarantee that "O. K " digger will

dig and leave your potatoes in such shape that

one-half the " small army" will barrel more pota-

toes per day. The larger and heavier the vines,

the better "O K." will handle them.

WRITE AT ONCE
For terms on which we deliver a digger at your

depot, subject to trial in your field before you pay

us a cent.

D. Y. HALLOCK & SON,
YORK, PENNSYLVANIA.

felt"

m Stallions in the Stud w§2
..AT..

PLAIN DEALING andENQLEWOOD STOCK FARHS,
Property of W. N. WILMER, 49 Wall St., New York.

PLAIN DEALING FARM.

VIRGINIA CHIEF, 26267,

Black horse, 16 hands high, weight, 1200 pounds. Sired

by Kentucky Prince, 247!) ; dam Nina, by Messenger

Duroc, 106; second dam Hattie Hogan, dam of 2 in

list, by Harry Clay, 45. Virginia Chief has fine trotting

action, and sires large, handsome colts.

HERCULES (Thoroughbred),

Chestnut horse, by Panique, dam Nenetzin, by Imp*
Mortimer, second dam Imp. Genista, by King Tom.
Hercules is impressive in action and appearance, which
he transmits to his get.

Fee for either horse, $10.00 to insure.

Address CHAS. S HUFFMAN, manager,
ISAAC REED, Keene P. 0., Albemarle Co., Va.

STUD GS00M.

ENCLEWOOD FARM.

AEBINEER, 30932,

Chestnut horse 15 3 hands, weight, 1100 pounds. Sired
by Virginia Chief, 26267, dam Aebina, by Alban, 5332,
second dam Violet, dam of Version, 2:ll>j, by Elec-
tioneer, 125.

PLAIN DEALING, 3092 J,

Chestnut horse. 15.1 hands, weight, 1050 pounds. Sired:

by Virginia Chief, 28267, dam Barbira, by Alcantara,
729, second dam Helen, 2:321, by Daniel Lambert 102.

Aebeneer and Plain Dealing are both young and untried
in the stud. They a<-e handsome horses and show pro-

nounced trotting action.

Fee for either horse, $10.00 to insure.

Address E. L. REDMON, Manager,
RICH'D McDANIEL, Blenheim P. 0., Albemarle Co., Va.

STUD GROOM.

N. B. -Plain Dealing and Englewood Farms may be reached by telephone from Scottsvills, which is also the R. R. and Telegraph stat'n.
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Do You Want
a Big Crop ^

of Peaches, Apples, ^^
Cherries and Plums •

Then Remember,
a they live, grow hungry for

food, and unless there is phosphorus
in the ground, the leaves will grow
yellow and curl, while the fruit will
get scabby, dwindle and die Then
fertilize your

Peach Trees
with pure Odorless Slag Phosphate.
We warrant everv pound of it to be
pure plant food." The roots of the
Trees will absorb it, the sun will
draw it up in the sap and cause it to
fatten the Peaches, while the Man-
ganese contained in the irlag will
paint the Peaches with the beautiful
prismatic colors that the Delaware
Pt-aches possessed before the ground
was impoverished.

Send all orders to

JACOB REESE.
400 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

AGRICULTURAL I IMP
and BUILDERS' LllfIC
Send for Circulars and Price-List

FELLSWORTH LIME WORKS
REEVES CATT, Agent,

Bodlej , Augusta County, \'a.

S.B.ADKINS&CO.
.g, 4 and 6 Governor Street,

** RICHMOND, VA.

EXPERT BOOKBINDERS

and Commercial Printers.

For Drunkenness ant

h«oqfe
_ For Drunkenness ant

TELEPHONES AT $5d>o

"ULILIl

SEW RECKING CO.

• SAVING AT THE SPIGOT."

There is an old saw which characterizes
the unwisely parsimonious man a9 one
who " saves at the spigot, and wastes at
the bung-hole." He is also characterized
as 'penny wise and pound foolish."
Such a mm is he who will allow costly

buildings to fall into decay for the lack of
paint. Good paint costs money, of course,
and the service of a competent painter to
apply it costs more ; but the lack of paint
costs far more than both combined. To
save money by saving in paint is inevita-
bly a saving at the spigot to waste at the
bunghole. Any building that is worth
putting up in the beginning is worth
enough good paint to preserve it and suf-

ficiently frequent re-painting to continue
the preservation. All the money spent
in judicious painting is so much saved
from the ;tem of deterioration, as would
readily appear were property of this sort
subject to bookkeeping like industrial
property.
Modern paint—the best—is not expen-

sive and it costs less to keep a house well
painted than to keep the same house in
repair if painting be neglected.
Formerly, when lead and oil were the

only painting materials at our disposal,
there was some excuse for looking ask-
ance at the frequency of the expense of
repainting ; but since combination paints
containing a large proportion of zinc
white have come into use the cost of the
material is proportionally less while its

endurance has been greatly increased.
Some of these paints come ready for use,

and if assurance can be had that the oil

used in them is only pure linseed oil and
that they contain neither water nor al-

kali, they are, generally speaking, as good
as anything obtainable. They cost very
little, are very simple to apply, and make
the practice of ''saving at the spigot," in
paints at least, quite indefensible.

StaKTOB DrDLEY.

CENSUS BULLETIN'S.

Bulletin 136.

tures.

Bulletin 137.

tares.

Bulletin 13S.

Bulletin 139."

Bulletin 140.

fartures

Bulletin 141.

tures.

Bulletin 142.

Bulletin 143.

Bulletin 144.

Bulletin l4o.

tores.

California. Manufac-

Minnesota. Manufac-

Oleomargerine Manufac-

Maine. Agriculture.
South Carolina. Mann-

Washington. Manufae-

Illinois. Manufactures.
Indiana. Manufactures.
Virginia. Manufactures.

Manufac-

" WHAT'S IX A NAME?"
On another page of this issue appears

a very unique design calling attention to

g machines in which
K. stands out prominently, em-

phasizing the fact that the machines ad-
vertised are 0. K. in name as well as
fame over the world. Readers of the
Southern Planter should write for ''The
World-Centre," a beautiful and interest-

ing book which is mailed free to all men-
tioning this journal.

..ELMWOOD NURSERIES..

ASPARAGUS
100.000 2-yr -old Asparagus roots,

5 varieties A special rate of $3-50

per 100T for 2 mos for BARB'S,
PALMETTO. COXOVER.

APPLES
A large general assortment, in-

cluding WiXESAPS and YORK
IMPERIALS.

Splendid Assortment of
Ornamental., Shade
and Fruit Trees.

rppn from B. P. Rocks. Light

Ml 111 Brahmas, Brown Leu-
LUUu horns at $1.00 per 13.

WRITE FOR OCR CATALOGUE.

J. B. WATKINS & BRO., Hallsboro, Va.

STEM-WIND WATCH.CrlAIN AND CHARM

teni-Win.i.NToucan eel a

.rran:cd.»]

Bend d uneanaaddn
tonrard -.-

miam L ;.--

llilm: Ml G.C<

YOUR OWN DOCTOR FOR 25 CtS.
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NITRATE OF SODA
FOR—

MONEY CROPS.
COTTON, CORN, WHEAT,

FRUIT, POTATOES.
You get your share of the profit when you use this

Standard High-Grade Ammoniate.
Lately around $2.20 per ton unit on ammonia basis.

Send postal for formulas and other valuable information, free

WILLIAM S. MYERS, Director,

12 S. P. John Street. CHILEAN NITRATE WORKS, NEW YORK.

V*W*WW*WWVMWWV|^>VWVWVWVW^

^PLANTERS^]
CARDWELL'S, EUREKA and CENTENNIAL FERTILIZER ATTACH-

MENT are the best, therefore they are the cheapest.

They Plant.. ^^S^- ^^4* And Distribute
\

mans, dl3#C FERTILIZER
ENSILAGE c

f¥i'
-M^~ ^ any distance apart, |

CROPS JmHsl^**^^ anc* anv fluan*'*V- |

We make THRESHERS, HORSE POWERS. PEANUT MACHINERY,
\

STRAW CUTTERS, WELL FIXTURES, and all Implements
formerly made by H. M. SMITH & CO. and

J. W. CARDWELL & CO.

THE CARDWELL MACHINE CO., = Richmond, Va.
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Made by

Standard Oil

Company £j

ORNAMENTAL LAWN FENCE

11 direct to do
FOTORV PRICES an<; pnarantee :i; <

our fence. We make special pr
toric; and large Parks. Sendt
take pleasur: in mailing yon our i..i^e o- p-ns cwuue
on Ornamental Fencing, free. If you are i...crested in
Farm Fencing send for our 42 page Catalogue. Address

.COILED SPRINC FENCE CO.BoxQ Winchester. Inci. U. S. f-

WIRE FENCE
Heavy lateral wires, heavy hard steel stays,
coiled spring wire. Sure Grip loch. In strength.
appearance. aDd durability, the Hard Steel
cannot be excelled. Write for catalogue and
prices. THE HARD STEEL WIRE FENCE CO

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

Page Poultry Fence
weighs 10 pounas to the rod. Isn't that better -

.'

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., ADUI AN, MICH.

A FENCE MACHINE
Thatcombine?Simpti>;tr, PurabUitr, Ra-

The DUPLEX. It
1

1
1 'd a dav. of

- 1- :-- -. Pig nm] Oiirfcrn-'tlcfct

sti^ngth. Uniformity,
Efticienev

• ««'-! OF WIRE, :.„ htne *.n Trial. Full
information

j
-ry de^crij*-

gg^FARM FENCE
\% PRICE AND QUALITY

WILL PLEASE YOU—
- WRITE US NOW.

•DOW WIRE WORKS- Louisvii.le.Ky.

GririrMrfciCC A!OC f
STR0N

w»-wAATtnuC ! i**oe.

Bv.vaa*!!S3a «?>>« Sold to the :

K»I»ImTS ' rr"" f""> W»rr...ed. fatal

K!f«wilKi COILED Sl'lil Mi FE\CE CO.m*»«Htl.1 BoI 63 Winchester, ln.li.ov C. S. A.

STRONGEST
null-

?bicken-
» hole.a1.

alog Free.

BETWEEN" SEASONS.

The Need Which Spring Brikgs to All,
and How it is Met.

That, after the long and wearing strug-
gle with winter, there is need of a revi-

talizing agency of some sort, the almost
universal demand for what is properly
known as a " spring medicine," would
seem to indicate. People feel, without
doubt, that there has been a drain on their
vital forces, and that they are not up to
tiie standard of health and strength re-

quired by the demands of daily life.

They want a spur, a tonic, an invigorant,
and they look forward to the coming heat
of snmii.ei with apprehension, dreading
the further call that is to be made on
their already impaired forces. In fact,

they want a Spring medicine.
And the want is natural, and, fortu-

nately, as naturally supplied. Nature has
provided the means, and seien"e has ap-
plied them. In Yager's Sarsaparilla with
Celery is fjund a combination, which,
while of the greatest general value, is es-

pecially adapted to the needs of the weak-
ened physical condition which follow
winter and precedes summer. By purify-
ing and enriching the blood, strengthen
ing the nerves, giving restful sleep, cre-

atine appetite, and aiding digestion,
Yager's Sarsaparila with Celery builds
up the entire system and restores it to its

maximum of health and vigor. So effec-

tual is it, so unrivaled in its sphere, that
in thousands of families its use has be-
come as regular as the recurrence of the
seasons. It is " par excellence," the
Spring medicine. All druggists sell it,

50 cts. a bottle. Made by Gilbert Bros.
& Co., Baltimore, Md.

THE DeLOACH SAW MILLS.
The DeLoach Mill Manufacturing Co.

of Atlanta, Ga., are out in this issue with
a full page advertisement, to which we
invite the attention of our readers, This
firm is a regular advertiser in our col-

umns, and many of our farmers are ac-

quainted with them ; but to those who
are not. we would suggest that they look
up this advertisement and write to the
above firm in regard to this Mill, on
which a special offer is made for a brief
time We might suggest here, that in a
recent advertisement we made some
slight error in giving description of this

Mill, but in this advertisement the de-
scription is correct, and if any further
information is desire 1 than that furnished
the Company will cherfully furnish it.

Kindly mention the Southern Planter
when you write to them

ATTENTION, READERS!
We have just received a catalogue from

Ripple' Hardware Company, Grafton, Il-

linois, well known manufacturers of com-
pressed air and orchard sprayers. They
have placed on the market a full line of
Concentrated Spraying Mixtures, and any
person not posted on spraying will make
a success by using their preparations and
following directions which they furnish,

telling when to spray and what mix'ures
to u?e. They will send their catalogue
for 5 cents in stamps. Write them to the
above address, and any orders intrusted
to them will be promptly filled.

slock section of VIKGI.NIA.
Best climate and water in the l\ S. Near
great markets, with best educational advan-
tages. For further information, address

Sam'l B. Woods, Charlottesville, Va

Virginia Farms
All prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. B. PIZZINI CO., Richmond, Va.

GO SOUTH
For fall puticulars
write A. JEFFERS.

Norfolk. Va.

VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 per Acre and upwards.
Easy Payments. Catalogue Free.

6E0. E. CRAWFORD & CO.. Richmond, Va.
Established 1?T5.

far REAL ESTATE
UflSlI "° matter where it Is. Send de-

wonderfollT successful i.lan. W. M. OSTRAK-
DER, North American lsldg., l'lulaiieipma, F...

A BARGAIN ™i^2£
In sight of Richmond. Va. Fine large house
with modern improvements; fine large barn
and other improvements; large orchard; so-
ciety the best. Will be sold cheap w;ih stock
and crops. Would make a fine daiiy farm.
Address Oak Shade, care Southern Planter.

..Magnificent Estate..
Known as the Hampstead Farm, situated

on the Pamunkey river, for sale. Contains
nearly 1600 acres, 600 of which is river bottom
land, the remainder being upland and timber.
Large deposits of green sand marl: brick barn
with wood stable attached; also houses for
sheep, etc. Splendid dwelling said to have
cost J60.000. Property now owned by stock
company. Price. $20 per acre, on easy terms.
For further particulars, address

"PAMUNKEY," care Southern Planter.

UHMCC AND THE PLACE TO
nUlflkO FIND THEM. ^
No place in the United States can a man

do so well at farming, for the money in-

vested, as in Virginia. Lands are cheap ;

climate good, and the best of markets
close at hand. It is the State of all

others, for a comfortable all the year
round home. The James River Valley
Colonization and Improvement Company
offer superior advantages to land pur-

chasers- For free 36 page land pamphlet,
address

W. A PARSONS,
819 E. Hain St., Richmond, Va.

Good's Caustic Potash Whale
Oil Soap, No. 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-
tomologists. This soap is a fertilizer as weli
as insecticide. 50 lb. kegs, J2.50; 100 lb. kegs,
S4.50. Half barrels, 270 lbs., at 3}£c. per lb.;

barrels, 425 lbs., at 3V,c. Large quantities,
special rates. Send for circular.

939-41 X. Front St..
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THE WILSON BONE CUTTER.
Messrs. Wilson Bros., Easton, Pa., are

advertising their well known Bone Mill

elsewhere in this issue. In addition to

cutting up bone, it will also cut clover or

any other food desired lor poultry- Send

for their catalogue and price list.

STOCK MARKERS.
The F. H. Jackson Company, Win-

chester, Kv., are advertising their Stock

Markers in another column. This is a

very useful device, and farmers should

use them more largely than they do,

therebv avoiding mistakes when their

stock breaks out or gets from one field to

another. The device is a simple one,

and is well adapted for cattle, £sheep,

swine and poultry. ^_^ .

*- J
There are very many men .

.who for

good and sufficient reasons find it conve-

nient and best suited to their en Is to use

a one-horse cultivator. Indeed, there are

but few farms of any size but that will

afford ample opportunity for the use of

the well-made and modern horse hoe.

Even where the two-horse cultivator is

used for general cultivation, it will be
found to advantage to employ a one-

horse hoe about the garden, truck patch,

etc. Where special crops are cultivated

in narrow rows, a good horse hoe is well-

nigh indispensable. A most extraordi-

nary tool of this character is shown
herewith. It is the "Planet Jr.," No. 8

Horse Hoe and Cultivator. It is pro-

vided with a variety of conveniences and
attachments that places it in a class by
itself. A convenient lever within easy
reach of the operator controls perfectly

the width of the tool. It contracts for

narrow rows or expands to fit wide rows
at the will of the operator. It is capable
of a wide range of adjustments in this

particular. Another lever is connected
with the ground wheel in front, which
by its change and adjustment controls

perfectly the depth at which it is desired
to run the hoe. It is equipped with spe-
cial shovels for throwing the earth to or
from the row, hilling up, etc. It is not
unfair for us to say that all of the imple
ments of its kind, this No. 8 "Planet Jr."

is the best known and most popular
This is so clearly because of the wide
range of use and extraordinary merit of
the tool. The "Planet Jr." Catalogue
contains illustrations and descriptions of
the full "Planet Jr." line of hand and
horse tools, shows many pictures of their

use in this and other countries, and gen
eraliy contains much that is interesting
and valuable to every tiller of the soil

The manufacturers, S L. Allen & Co.,

Box 1107 X, Philadelphia, Pa., will be
glad to mail you a copv if you write
them for it.
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SCRATCH

!

SCRATCH

!

SCRATCH

!

From morning till night. Hot! Itch-

ing! Sore! Ashamed to be seen ! Face

covered with pimples. Hair falling out t

Who isn't sorry for the sufferer from

eczema ?

And it is eo unnecessary ! There's a

cure for eczema as sure as tomorrow will

follow to-day. YAGER'S SABSAPA-

RILLA "WITH CELERY gets right

down to the source of the disease—the

blood. It draws out the impurities,

which otherwise would come through

the skin. It puts functional activity in

such perfect order that each part of the

system does its work and does it well.

A. A. Wilson, of Portsmouth. Va.,

was afflicted with eczema and itching

sores. He writes :
'• Permit me to thank

you for the great benefit I have derived

from the taking of YAGER'S SARSA-

PARILLA WITH CELERY. My body

was broken, out all over with pimples

and sores; and my flesh constantly

itched I heard of PAGER'S SARSA-
PARILLA WITH CELERY, and the

wonderful cure it had made for others,

and concluded to give it a trial. The re-

sults are most satisfactory. Mv face is

becoming as smooth as an infant's."

If you are troubled in any way with

any disease resulting from impure blood,

you can absolutely rely on YAGER'S
SARSAPAIULLA to effect a cure. Try

it. You can get it at any drug store, 50

cents a bottle. Made by Gilbert Bros.,

Baltimore, Md.

It stops
the cough
"The quickest remedy for a cough I

ever saw," is the way one Maryland
maiden expresses her appreciation of

H< 1NEY-T0LU. It stops the cough al-

most instantly. It cures 1he cold
quickly. It benefits the health perma-
nently. Sold by all druggists. 25c. a bot.

GILBERT BROS. & CO., ^
BALTIMORE, MD.

WHAT ABOUT.

GLEASON'S
HORSE AND CATTLE

POWDER?
HAVE YOU TRIED IT YET?

The Marvio Smith Company, of Chi-
cago, whose advertisement appears regu
ularly in these columns, differs from all

the mail order houses we know of in be-
ing specialists. They make a specialty

in handling agricultural implements,
form tools, vehicles of all kinds, and a
complete line of saddlery and harness.
They have specialized to such an extent
along their chosen lines, until now they
claim to be the largest Agricultural Im-
plement Mail Order House in the world.
Sime idea of the completeness and thor-
oughness of this house may be gained by
a single instance. In feed grinders alone
they handle over fifty-seven kinds, styles

and varieties. This may be taken as a
very fair example of the whole. The
same completeness and thoroughness
pertains throughout the whole institu-

tion.

As may be surmised, it takes a large
complete catalogue to contain, illustrate

and describe the various lines handled
by this firm. Their large general cata-
logue contains a list of more than fifteen

thousand articles, and in every case the
description is plain, direct and truthful,
and the prices, which are always such as
to save the farmer money, are marked in
plain figures.

Write them for catalogue, which they
will mail you free if you mention this
journal.

ANN'EFIELD HEREFORDS.
In another part of this paper will be

found the advertisement of Herefords by
Mr. Edward G. Butler, who has recently
entered the ranks of Hereford breeders
by the purchase of Mr. William B. With-
er's entire herd and the addition of sev-
eral fine animals from other well-known
breeders.
The Annefield Farms contain over

seven hundred acres of fine land, and,
with the blue-grass and ample water sup-
ply, opporunities are offered for the rais-

ing of animah that cannot be excelled,
and those desiring young stock should
investigate the Annefield Herefords.

SLUG SBOT.
As usual, Mr. Benj. Hammond, Fish-

kill, N. Y., is advertising with us th's
year, and is offering the celebrated Slug
Shot, one of the best known insecticides.
Mr. Hammond will very cheerfully mail
catalogues giving full information if your
seedsmen doesn't handle it.

SPRAYERS.
Thos. P. Rose, Shiloh, Va., is advertis-

ing with us in this number some splendid
Spray Pumps, for which he has the
Southern agency. Look up the adver-
tisement and write him for prices, etc.

AT A SACRIFICE. Three Desirable

Virginia Farms
For Sale s

?sT:Z?
r

All one tract. Three miles of Danville
(25,000 inhabitants). Good market for farming
products. Situated in healthy and beautiful
section. Suitable for

DAIRY AND STOCK FARM.
Three residences and larm buildings. In good
order. 665 acres. Divided 125 acres in Quest
bottoms, 215 in good woodlands, and balance
in uplands. All well watered and drained.
Very productive. Adapted to machinery.
Liberal terms. Write for particulars.

Jno. Stewart Walker & Co. Lynchburjr.Va.

MANLOVEop^cGATE

£ I D HMItOVE «TE CO

Practical parents
please protect
happy hearts and

|
handsome homes
3f D 1 x i e's dear

[ daughters.

TEN DAYS FREE TRIAL
(lowed on our bicycles. We ship oil
l>roval trHhnut a cent d'-posit.

' MODELS, $9 to $15
1900 & 1901 Models, best makes. $7 to $11

SOG Second - Hand Wheels
all makes and models, pood as new $3 Co
$S. (-ireat Fnctnril Cleariito Snie.

RIDER AGENTS WANTED^,
St exhibit ample. Eiro s bicycle 4 nine mooey distributing

catalogs. Write at once for prices i special offer.

MEAD CYCLE CO. SSL2?.
8u£

DO YOU FEED SWINE?
practical swine paper, giving1 up-to-
>ds and market reports, send 10
ver for four months trial subscrip-

tion. Regular price 50 cents
a year. Address

BLOODED STOCK,
Oxford, Pa.

POULTRY and LIVE *

STOCK PAPER, 20
pages. Illustrated, ascents
per year, 4 months trial 10

I cents. Indorsed by Poultry and I.ive
Stock breeders everywhere. Address THEAMERICAN FARMER and GARDENER
Washington. D. C. A Breeders' Patw r With a
Different Name, full of useful information.

INCUBATORS ON 30 DAYS TRIAL
The only perfect business ma-

chines in the world. Our large
handsome Illustrated catalogue
explains it all. Send for a copy.
It Is absolutely free and worth a

dollar to any one interested Inartificial incu-
bation. Address Standard F. C. Inc Co..
Mention this paper. Rochester. N. Y.

CIIIIP-HATCH IMPROVEDW CI fit Incbliaiors and Ilniotlers
at prices th At will bno£ your or.ier. 6 kiixlsof
green and dry boDe cutters ; also clover cut trs and
everything used on the farm. Catalogue Free,

CASH SUPPLY & MFG. CO.,
Dept. V Kalamazoo* Mich.

Mention the Southern Planter when cor-
responding with advertisers.
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ANY FARMER
WHO CANNOT GET A . . .

SD66ESSSK WEEDED
Of his dealer, we will sell him one direct from factory, DELIVER IT AT HIS DEPOT, and guar,

antee it to prove a good investment to him.

" Would not take $25.00 apiece for my Weeders." T. H. BUSEY. Waverly Hall, Ga.

"Used Weeder on Cotton and Corn with perfect satisfaction. More than paid for itself last season."

" I would not be without my Weeder for three times the cost."

These are samples of thousands of letters we have received.

S. 8. CARTER, Zeb, N. C.

JUDSON ALLEN, Sylva, N. C.

CAUTION.
All other fiat-tooth Weeders infringe our

patent. One firm has settled with us. We now
have suit pending against Keystone Farm Ma-
chine Co., York, Pa.

Right now is the time to buy. Write us at

once.

HALLOCK WEEDER CO.
YORK, FA.

>WWV'wwvwwvwwwwvwvwws /wwwwwwww

THE BUCHER & GIBBS PLOW CO.,

"ass*—?

^OHIO. >

CANTON, OHIO.
flANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

PLOWS in all sizes; SPIKE-TOOTH, SPRING-

TOOTH and DISC HARROWS; ONE-HORSE
CULTIVATORS, and LAND ROLLERS.

This popular Plow is

made strong and durable.

Gives satisfaction to the

farmer.

Our full line of goods for

sale by

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
Catalogue Free.

lfv^nnnnnnnnrir

General Agents, 1302-1304 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.
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IF YOUR LIVER
is inactive or your DICES- Unrig I jupr TniliC
TION out of order, use WUIItt Liici iunik

which Is the best preparation kuowu for pro-

ducing a healthful and continuous secretion

from the liver and other organs, it is an ab-

solute cure aud preventive of torpid or inac-

tive liver, thus preventing costiveness, or

curing this coudit ion If it already exists. Of

course the consequent troubles of obstinate

costiveness, such as sicK or ut-rvous headache,
restlessne-s. sour stomach, colic, heartburn,

and kindred diseases, are relieved by this most
excellent remedy. Blotches, pimples or rough
Skin caused by indigestion or costiveuess,

will be relieved in a f<-w days by the (we ut

MONA LIVER TONIC, thus producing a
beautiful complexion. It will cure JAUN-
DICE in a few days.

Price, 50 cents and $1.00.

—PREPARED ONLY BY—

E. A. CRAIGHILL, Pharmacist,
LYNCH Bl' KG), TA.

J9-F0R SALE BY DRUGGISTS.
PURCELL, LAOD & CO., - Richmond, Vs.

Wholesale Distributors.

rrrc FOR HATCHING

BARRED WHITE ROCKS, BROWN and
WHITE LEGHORNS, S. C. LEGHORNS.

75c. per setting of 15; 3 settings, S-. Rose Comb
Brown Leghorns, SI per setting. Toulouse
Geese Eggs, S> per doz. A few more cockerels

of above varieties for sale.

J. B. JOHNSON, Clover Hill Farm,
Manassas, Va.

FOR SALE
CORNISH INDIAN GAME

EGGS and COCKERELS.

BELGIAN HARES —
Correspondence solicited.

WILTON STOCK AND POULTRY CO.,
HANOVER C. H., VA.

EGGS FOR HATCHING
Pure-Bred B. P. Rock, Black Minorca,

S. C. B. Leghorn.

Fine Rtock, excellent layers. I guarantee eggs

to be true to name, fresh aud to arrive in good
condition. 75c. per 15: 52.00 per 45; 84.00 per 100.

MISS S. M. HITER,
Ellisville, LOUISA CO., VA.

<£ ^
Eggs from B. P. Rock. White Wjandotte and

Pekin Ducks, $1 for 15. Eggs from M. B, Tur-
keys bred from a 45 1b. Tom, beautiful
plumage, 83 per doz. Pedigreed Scotch Collie

Pups, extra Hue. *3 to 85 each. A very fine 3-yr.

old female, well-trained and fine breeder, $10.

C. H. BENNETT, McDonald's Mill, Va.

(Green Valley Poultry Yard.)

DIXIE POULTRY FARM,
BREEDER OF

Mammoth Pekln Ducks, S. L. Wyandottes,
White Wyandottes, S. C. White Leghorns,

S. C. Brown Leghorns, B. P. Rocks.
Vigorous stock, bred for business, with 1st

Premium to their credit at the Great Rich-
mond and Newport News Shows. Eggs, 13 for

fl.25. E. D. MOORE, Holly, Va.
First Vice-Pres. of the Va. Pigeon,
Poultry and Pet Stock Association.

A NEW FACTORY.
The Stover Manufacturing Company,

Freeport, Illinois, well known to the

readers of our paper, have just completed

a new and modern factory, which is en

tirely the result of the legitimate and
healthy growth of one of the best and
most favorably known manufacturing in-

stitutions of this country. The Stover

people have repeatedly enlawd their

old factory and increased their facilities

from time to time until they were about
the largest people in the business. When
they introduced their famous Samson
Wind-Mill several years ago, and took

CHART Registered and imp. tiitl.lKS.
Onuni •Workers." It is our buiiness.

CTflRY Pups, 17.50 np. MAPLEMONT
9 I U n I STOCK FARM, Albany, Vermont.

such a long step forward in wind-mill
construction, the instant popularity and
enormous demand taxed the old factory

beyond its limit to supply, and they were
literally forced to build their new factory.

Taking" a measure of their trade, they
have made this factory to cover six acres

of ground. It consists of a group of
buildings, each specially adapted to the
making of a particular part, all of which
eventually come together in the great

assembly room. The annual capacity of
this new factory is 75,000 wind-miils.

This makes the Stover factory the largest

of its kind in the world. The equipment
is the best that long experience, abun-
dant capital and inventive genius can
bring together. The result should he, as

it is, a very superior product. Write
them for their latest catalogue on the
Samson and other products. Address
The Stover Manufacturing Co., 581 Kiver
street, Freeport, Illinois.

KILL THE WEEDS ON YOUR
LAWN.

We invite the attention of our readers

to the advertisement of the Clipper Lawn
Mower Company, Norristown, Pa., else-

where in this issue. The difference be-

tween this Lawn Mower and other lawn
mowers is that the Clipper is built on
the same principal as a field mower, and
when it is in use it doesn't tear the roots

of the grass, but simply clips it off

smoothly and evenly. The makers of

this machine claim that frequent use of

this machine on the lawn will in a very
short time kill all of the weeds that ap-

pear. Write for descriptive circular and
price.

If yon want the best, the most im-
proved and the most reliable binder in

the world, buy the McCormick. It is the

unit of measure in harvesting machines.

LEGHORN POULTRY YARDS.

Have lor s.ue a muiieu uuiuotr .! single
Comb Brown and White Leghorn Pullets and
Roosters. Best layers known. Prize-winning
stock. Price. ?1.00 to 81.50 each. Eggs in season
at tl.00 for 16 ; $5.00 per 100. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. Address

A. T. MATTHEWS, Box 36. Parksley Vs.

..HOLLYBROOK FARM..

EGGS^SETTING
From Thoroughbred Poultry.

In our poultry yards we hava the following
thoroughbred poultry, all n st class stock,
originally started from the best stocks in this
country, and carefully cross-mated so as to
give strong and vigorous stock and the best
laying strains of the different breeds that it Is

possible to obtain:

BARRED P. ROCK. £1.00 per setting.

BLACK LANGSHAN. $1.00 per setting.

BUFF PLYMOUTH ROCK. $1.50 setting.

LIGHT BRAHMAS. Si. so per setting.

SILVER LACED WYANDOTTE. Price,

Si. 50 per setting.

WHITE WYANDOTTE. $1.50 per setting.

In addition to careful breeding, we pay
special attention to the handling and packing
of our Eggs, so as to ensure good fertility and
a good hatch.

HENRY W WOOD,
P. Box 330. Holljbrook Farm. RICHMOND. VA.

Cottage Poultry Yards.

Black Langshans
..EXCLUSIVELY..

Young stock now ready. Cockerels, Lay-
ing Hens. Trios not akin. Price according

to points. Eggs, $1.00 per sitting.

M. A. Olney, Coleman's Falls, Va.

BLACK MINORCA AND PPT^ARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK EljllvJ

FOR SALE. 00c. for 15 eggs ; SI for 30 eggs ; $3

for 100 eggs, delivered It. K. Statiou.

N. T. GARTH, Ellisvllle, Louisa Co., Va.

FAR QAI F N,CE LOT w - p -
ROCK

rUn JHUt LAYING HENS, $1 EACH.
China Oeese, SB per pair. 1 M. B. Tom. $3.

White P. Rock Eggs. 11.25 lor 15 M. B.Tur-
key Egg, 83 for IS. Clilua UooseEggi, 25c. each.

W. F. FLANAGAN, Chrisiiansburg, Va.
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Look for the full name |RON ACE branded on the tool

Don't be imposed upon by dealers selling implements made in imitation of tlie famous Iron Ace brand.
All the IUO.V AGB tools are MARKED WITH THE FULL NAME. The name is for your protection
It is a guarantee of best materials, best ideas, best workmanship, and all the merits that have made
Iron Asrc tools popular with three generations of farmers and gardeners. Write for a FREE copy
of the IRON AGE BOOK for 1902, telling all about these marvelous labor savers, and giving
prices on Cultivators, Horse Hoes, seed I trills, Wheel Hoes, Riding Cultivators, the Improved-
Kobbins Potalo Planter, &C,

BATEMAN MFG. CO., Box 167, Grenloch, N. J.

S. G. White Leghorns
(EXCLUSIVELY.!

Prize winners. Heavy layers. Egg Record,
Jan. 1 to March 21, S60 EGOS, pen 14 hens.
Settings. SI.50 per 15; 4 settings, S5.00.

C. Q. M. FINK,
1409 W. Leigh St.. Richmond, Va.

Member Va. Pigeon, Poultry & Pet Stock As'n.

—«• Of <+*-

Thoroughbred

B. P. ROCKS.
GRAVES BROS., Highland Springs, Va.

EGGS
EGGS EGGS
From Barred Plymouth Rock, winter lay-

ing Ringlets. 15 for $1 ; 30 for $1.85; 50
for $2.90. SUNNYSIDE POULTRY FARM,

Reference. Christlansburg, Va.
Bank of Christiansburg.

EGGS GOOD STRAINS.
ROSE COMB BROWN LEGHORN, 13 for

60 cts- J1.00 per 26. GOLDEN SPANGLED
and WHITE WYANDOTTES, 81.00 per sitting.
Incubator Eggs, {3.00 per hundred.

CARSON BROS., Middleport, Ohio.

EGGS DELIVERED T

Barred Rocks, Irish Gray Game, Brown Leg-
horns, good size and layers. Sire took premi-
um Hagerstown. Dr. E. WOODS, Jr.,

Charlottesville, Va.

ONE DOLLAR
BUYS FIFTEEN EQQS.

Barred Plymouth Rock, S. C B Leghorn.
Splendid laying strain?. Prompt atten-
tion. Mrs. JNO. F. PAYNE,
Clairmont Dairy Farm. UNIVERSITY OF VA

5A Q07FN Can De preserved by EGGIN" wuttn for any length of time in any
EGGS FDR i' 1 ' "'ate. Will remain abao-
u u u <) run lately as fres'j as when laid.

QNP DOLLAR Send SI for eggin to preserve
vllfc UWLLHn 50 dz. eggs. Spental prices in
large quantities. EUOIN M'F'Q., CO,,

667 W. Saratoga St., Baltimore, Md.

Barred Plymouth Rock EGGS
AT 75C. PER SETTING.

Wm. B. Lewis, Irby, Nottoway Co. va.

THE GROWTH OF AN IDEA.
When the Electric people took up the

idea of broad-tired steel wheel and the low
down wagon, it was not apprehended that
they would meet such a widely popular
reception. But a good idea is quickly
grasped by the public. From the very
commencement of their manufacture of
the low down wagon and steel wheel their
business began to increase rapidly. Its

growth in recent years has been something
phenomenal. The original factory was
soon entirely inadequate. It was neces-

sary to expand to keep pace with the de-
mands of the public for these goods. Ac-
cordingly the new buildings were begun.
The completed plant, a view of which is

shown above, affords the Electric people
every facility for handling their rapidly
growing business and turning out the
highest grade work at the lowest possible
cost to the purchaser. It is their boast
that the present Electric Wheel and
Handy Wagon Factory is the equal in

equipment of any in the world. Their
advertising watchword is that their
wheels and wagons are "Built to Last."
We might add also that "They have come
to stay." Readers ofSouthern Planter who
are not fully acquainted with these goods
would do well to write for a catalogue
and learn something which will surely be
to their individual profit.

"BEST BLISTERING LINIMENT I

EVER USED."
Dayton, O., Aug. 22, 1901.

The Lawrence- Williams Co., Cleveland, 0. :

I have used your Gombault's Caustic
Balsam with good results several different

times, and can say it is the best blistering

liniment I ever used. J. T. Hamker.

TiH*d
Pit Game Fowls

EGGS, $1.50 for 13. Write to

T. A. FRAZER, Spotsylvania, Virginia.

REGISTERED BERKSHIRES.

B. P. ROCK EGGS_—

^

J. T. OLIVER, Allen's Level, Va.

WASTED Horned porsetShee|>
To be delivered at East Leake in the

County of Goochland, Va.
—

—

A . K. LEAKE.

BELGIAN HARES
If you want the best BELGIAN

HARES, young or old, from 6 to 10 lbs.,

bucks or breeding does, write to

A. E. WILLIS. Lynchburg, Va.

BELGIAN RABBITS..
I have a few fine bucks and does left over,

that I will sell to first orders at $2 a pair, to
make room for spring breeding.

MIKE COLES, Bedford Springs, Va.

8RASSMERE STOCK FARM, Glen Alien, Va.

TROTTING, SADDLE and

HIGH STEPPING HORSES
Educated, bought and soldoncommision, and
kept by the month or year. High class POUL-
TRY and BELGIAN HARE-* for sale at reasonable
rates. Write for circulars ; no trouble to an-
swer questions. Satisfaction guaranteed.

CHANDLER QUINTIN, Veterinarian,

40 yrs. experience on the best stock farms In
America.

FOR SALE-A No. I U bred

PBRCHBRON
STALLION 5

Z':
Perfectly gentle and will work anywhere.

Will weigh 1500 lbs. Light blood bay color. Can
give pedigree. Will sell very reasonable and
on liberal terms. He has never been In the
stud, in fact has never served a mare.

FRANK PARLETT, Woodstock, Md.
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HEREFORDS.

BERKSHIRES.
Young stock for sale at all times.

Information and terms upon application.

EDW. G BUTLER, ANNEFIELD FARMS,

BRIGGS. CLARKE CO , VA.

Breeders of

HEREFORDS
—* SINCE 1856. •*•

—

CflD Q II Z Three bulls 2 y™- old
!
Two

lUn JILL bulls. 18 mos. old; Two
bulls 1 yr. old ; Three bull calves? 6 mos.

old, at reasonable prices.

HAYFIELDS STOCK FARM,
COCKEYSVILLE, MD

FOR SALE.

HEREFORD
Herd bull, "IRELAND," No. 79482;

age> 4 yrg . ; bred by West & Duncan,
Windsor, 111. Sire, " The Orphan "

; dam,
" Miss Joe." Also Graded Calves by
"Ireland."
Also "GAZETTEER," No. 104764;

age, 2 yrs.; bred by Murray Bo >cock, Kes-

wick, Va. Sire, "Gazette." No. 75100;

dam, "Daisy"; sire, "Wilton Chief"
dam, " Curly Lass."

W. J. McCANDLESS, Brandy, Va.

jt ,„* BARCAINS IN j» j*

Reg. Shropshire Ewes..
From two to five years old, bred to my best
ram. fhese ewes are of the best breeding.

Aberdeen-Angus Calves..
Herd headed by a winner of Ave first

prizes at State fairs.

ENGLISH SETTERS by the prize-winning
Count Rodo. Fine Individuals of the best
breeding. Satisfaction guaranteed.

WARREN RICE, Winchester, Virginia.

KSSmSK ANGUS BULL
8 years old. A strictly first-class Individual

In every respect. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Prloe, $125.00. Addrfss R. S.PARIS H,

Box 145, Charlottesville, Va.

BUTTER COLOR RECIPE ;,"TV;!*;
<-asv and Inexpensive to maker; 25 cents.

W. G. HIRES, Lyons, N. Y.

DESERVES SUCCESS.

It is always a pleasure to notice the
growth of any concern which builds its

business by honorable methods and first-

class goo 1«. In this day it is hardly pos-

sible for any concern to succeed for any
length of time unless the above is their

policy. When any concern starts, as did

our advertiser, The Reliable Incubator

Co., of Quincy, 111., almost twenty years

ago, in a modest way, and their business

grows constantly from year to year, until

it becomes one of the largest concerns in

the country manufacturing incubators

and brooders exclusively, one caunot be-

lieve but that they make the right kind

of goods and treat their customers in ac-

cordance with the golden rule. We pre-

sent herewith a view of their office, re-

gretting that space will not permit the

use of several other interesting views of

their departments, all of which would
give our readers a better understanding
of the magnitude of this company's busi

ness. Probably no incubator in the world
has a higher reputation than the Relia-

ble. It has taken many highest awards
at various expositions, as, Tor example,
the Columbian at Chicago, Cotton States

at Atlanta, Trans-Mississippi at Omaha,
International at Brussels, Universal at

Paris, where they not only took highest
award, but the grand prize. They have
first premiums at State Fairs and Poultry
Shows almost without number, and the
Reliable is always a favorite wherever
exhibited. The company is already plan-

ning great things for the Louisiana Pur-
chase Exposition, to be held in St. Louis
in 1903. Doubtless hundreds of our
readers are still "on the fence" as to

what incubttor to buy. We can only
say, send for the Reliable catalogue before
making your selection. Address Reliable
Incubator Co., Qnincy, Ills., and mention
this paper.

HaLLOCK'S POTATO DIGGER.

Messrs. D. Y. Hallock & Sons, York,
Pa., are advertising elsewhere in this

issue their celebrated Potato Digger. In
this implement Messrs. Hallock & Sons
have, to a large extent, solved the labor
problem for our truckers and large grow-
ers of potatoes. They are especially anx-
ious to get into correspondence with in-

terested parties, as they have a proposi-
tion which will surely please. It is need-
less for us to say that this Digger has
been thoroughly tested and found to do
its work in the most satisfactory manner.
Look up the advertisement and write
this firm for particulars.

® FILSTON FARM. •

JERSEY BULL OALVES
Frora;tested dams of high-milking quali-
ties. Perfect as individuals, and guaran-
teed to reproduce the high qualities of

their parentp.

BERKSHIRES—•*»
Of the best imported and domestic stock.

L'ttle Book of the Farm on application,

ASA B. GARDINER, Jr.. Manager,
GLENCOE , MARYLAND.

Swift Creek Stock and Dairy Farm

*mtered A. J. C. C.

JERSEY BULLS
AND HEIFERS.

None better bred in the South. Combining
closely the most noted and up-to-date blood
In America. Bulls 10 to 12 months old. 825 00.

Heifers, same age, 835.00. POLAND-CHINA
PIGS, 85.00 each. Send check aud get what
you want.

T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro, N. C.

..OAK HILL FARM..

Holstein and Jersey Cattle,

Biltmore Berkshires.
Wishing to reduce my stock, will sell cheap.

Every thing from Oak Hill Farm is guaran-
teed first-class, and as represented. Address •

Oak HIM Station SAM'L HAIRSTON,
on the Farm. Wenonda, Va.

BERKSHIRE PIGS..
I have for sale 40 thoroughbred

Berkshire Pig3. from 4 to G weeks
old. These are fine pig3 ; will sell

in lots to suit. Prices cheap.
Address

H SW1NEFORD, - Richmond, Va.

ESSEX PIGS
A choice lot of PIGS'
10-12 weeks old, at 110

per pair. Ready for

delivery In April and
May. Your orders

solicited. Address l. G JONES,
Bethania w. c .

" Feeds ^Feeding"
Prof. Henry's Great Book for

Farmers and Stockmen.
Delivered anywhere for - - $2.00

With the SOUTHERN PLANTER, 2.26

~ FOR SALE!
|IP|/0 JENNETS and
dflMO, Durham Calves

highly bred Jacks a specialty

Enclose 2c. stamp for cat.

W. E KNIGHT & CO.
West End. Nashville, Tenn.J3
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FOR SALE LOW.

One 4 year old Hackney-Trotter cross bay
mare, 16 hands, weight 1080. Fine form,
style and action. Price. $175.

One 3 year old Hackney-Trotter cross black
mare. Io% hands, weight 100(1. Fine form,
style and action. Price, $1.50. This mare
would make an ideal mate for the bay.

One 8 year old Saddle and Harness horse,
prettv tan color, with blsck mane and

C- tail. 16 hands, weight 1200. This is a superb
family horse and a premium winner

*eft under the saddle. Price. S150.
•One 3 j ear old brown Hackney-Trotter cross

.gelding, Iffri hands, weight 930. Ex-
ceptionally flue form, style and action.
Price. $250.

One 8 year old brown Hackney-Trotter cross
brood mare, weight 1200. Fine style and
uncommonly quick. Price. $150.

One oair4 year old black horse Mules. 16 hands.
These mules are blocky, well broken and
unusually quick. An extra fine pair.
Price, $300.

One 8 months old Aberneen-Angus bull calf,
thoroughbred and registered. Price, $75.

Address W. M. WATKINS & SONS,
Randolph, Charlotte Co , Va.

ELLERSLIE FARM^"*
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

• Fob Sale. R.J. HANCOCK & SON,
Charlottesville, Va.

SHORTHORNS!
I have for sale some good SCOTCH-TOPPED

SHORTHORN BULLS, COWS and HEIFERS,
at fair prices for the times. Also one flnely-
bred and thoroughly gaited horse, sound and
well mannered, at reasonable price.
Correspondence solicited.

8E0 CHRISMAN. Chrlsman, Rockingham Co., Va

<*- EAST RIVERSIDE <&,

SHORTHORNS
Property of Jas. F. Clemmer.Summerdean.Va

Choice Young Bulls and
Heifers for sale.

Prices right and satisfaction guaranteed.
Address JAS F. CLEMMER. Summerdean. Va.

VIRGINIA VALLEY HERO
Of Registered Bhortborn Cattle.

Choice young balls cows and heifers bred.
Also Poland-China Hogs and Barred

Plymouth Rock Chickens.
Pkices Reasonable

1 HENRY BLOSSER, Harrisoxbdro, Va.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address
the Business Office.

DORSET HORNED SHEEP.
The Dorset, whether bred in its purity

or as a means of building up a flock
from crosses and grades, is a money-
maker for the farmer.
At Maplemont Stock Farm we have

been breeding them for four years, and
during all that time we have never lost a
Dorset, either young or old, from any
cause whatever.
These sheep are hardy, healthy, easily

kept, contented in or on a small range,
and "dog-proof." On the other hand,
Dorsets will respond to good treatment
quicker, and make more gain in a given
time than any sheep we ever raised.
They will breed at nearly any time in
the year you wish. You can thus have
your lambs come in the fall or spring,
and take advantage of your particular
market.
Dorset ewes are large and persistent

milkers, and rear twins with utmost ease.
In fact, they almost always drop twins.
Mature Dorset rams weigh from 200 to
275 pounds ; ewes, from 140 to 17.

pounds, and lambs, from 80 to 100 pounds
at four months of age.
They shear from 7 to 10 pounds. The

wool is of medium length and fibre, nice
crimp, strong, soft, and selling at the
highest price.

The wool clip from the Maplemont
Stock Farm Dorsets sold for five cents
per pound more than the common wool
last spring. In fact, the buyer said it

was the nicest wool he had bought in
this section.

We strongly urge farmers to obtain
good, sturdy Dorset rams for building up
their flocks. W. A. Sargent.
Maplemont Stock Farm, Albany, Vt.

SALE OFSHORTHORNS AND SHEOP-
SHIEES AT HAGERSTOWN, MD.
Elsewhere in this issue will be found

the advertisement of a sale of 65 head of
Shorthorn cattle and a like number of
Shropshire sheep, to be held at Hagers-
town, Md., on April 30th. It will pay any
of our readers who want some first-class

stock of the above mentioned breeds to
be present at this sale. Some of the fore-

most breeders in their respective lines

have contributed some of their choicest
animals to this sale. Look up the adver-
tisement and send to the secretary for a
catalogue.

The Review of Reviews for April is, as
usual, full of interesting material on va-
rious subjects. Beside "The Progress of
the World," treating of the important
topics of the month, there is an article

on the Anglo Japanese Alliance from the
Japanese point of view, a rapid review of
our great "Captains of Industry," a de-
scription of the new Lying-in Hospital
in New York, and a character sketch of
the late Col. Francis Wayland Parker.
Other articles are "Educating the Deaf-
Blind," " A New Factor in Lake Ship-
ping," "Can Rural Social Forces be Fed-
erated?—A First Step," and a sketch of
the late Charles Lewis Tiffany, the New
York jeweler. The "Leading Articles of
the Month" Department gives a glimpse
of much that is good in other magazines.

Horse Owners! Use
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam
1 Safe Speed; and fosilive Cora

The Smflsit, Beit BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments lnr mild or severe action.
Kemovea Bunches or Blemishes from Horse*
Ki2 <'?<«'*• SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERYOR FIRING- Impossible to produce scar or blemish.
Every bottle sold is warranted to pive satisfaction

Price SI.50 per bottle. Sold by druggists, or
sent by express, charges paid, with full directions
for its use. Send for descriptive circulars.
THE LAWRBNCE-WIIXIAMS CO.. Cleveland O.

Dr. A. C. DANIELS'

FEVER DROPS CURE
Milk Fever In cows. Distemper In horses.

Renovating Powders prevent aborting
in cows and homes. Book free.

Dr. A. C. Daniels, 1 Staniford St., Boston.
Southern Agents:

Lilly Carriage Co., Woodward Mfg. Co.
Memphis, Tenn. Parkert,burg, W. Va.

Newton'* Ilea,*, Congo, Dit-
lemper :in<l Imlk-esllon Core.

I
: for wind,

ami stomach troubles.

^V. P. L«*
Farm Bulletin

Orders booked for

DORSET RAM LAMBS,
to be delivered in July and August. No
more Berkshire hogs, of any age, to offer

until Spring.

D. O. NOURSE, Prof, of Agr.,

Blacksburg, Va.

DORSET
SHEEP.*
My entire flock of Dorsets,

registered and eligible,

FOR SALE.
44 head, exclusive of

present crop of lambs.
Fine stock ; low price.

WALTER WATSON.
SALEM. VA.
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A very ingenious machine for making
•woven wire fence in the field, is the Du-
plex Automatic Steel Frame Ball Bearing
Woven Wire Fence Machine, manufact-
ured by Kitselman Brothers, of Muncie,
Indiana, and advertised elsewhere in this

paper.
From the standpoint of fence makiDg

qualifications or economy to the owners
of one of these machines it is surely un-

equaled. It is so simple in construction,

any one can operate it. It allows its

owner to make a fence at actual cost of

wire, also to utilize l.ne wires and barb-

ed wire of old fences if desired. It 'e

automatic in every sense of the word.
All the operator has to do is to set it up,

turn the crank and the machine weaves
the fence.

The fence it makes is up to all require-

ments, in fact, in nearly all cases, is equal

to more than is ever required, and will

turn not only large and vicious stock, but
poultry, rabbits and pigs. Being made on
the ground the fence fits the surface

The DUPLEX \
HflONfOT BH1BERMC
HWBIVmErBCE

whether rough or even. The machine
being so made admitting the weaving of

barbed wire into the fabric either for top

or bottom margin wires or both is an ad-

vantage readily appreciated by fence

builders. The manufacturers claim this

machine to be the result of their fifteen

years of study and experience, and that

it is perfection itself. The fact that more
than 100 styles of farm and ornamental
fence can be made with the machine, and
the large number of sales reported bear

them out in this statement. That they
have boundless confidence in their inven-

tion is shown by their offer to send a ma-
chine out for six days trial. It will be to

your interest to send for one of their cat-

alogues, which are free, mentioning this

paper.

A poor old laborer lay dying and his

wife waited on him with homely care.

"John, dear," she said, "do you think

you could eat a bit ? Is there anything
you fancy?" A light came in his eyes. "I

seem to" smell a ham cooking some-
where," he said ; I think I could eat a

little bit o' ham." "Oh! no, John," said

his wife, "you can't have that
; that's for

the funeral."

ECOAIOMY PITLE55

WAGOAI SCALEsrYYAUUfllOLALU
SteelJoists^

METAlfRAME '\_
9 INCHES HIGH

McDonald Bros, pleasant hill. mo.

Hill Top Stock Farm m^JSStSSfi
Southdown and Shropshire Sheep
A Grand Lot of Berkshire Hogs

Young Boars ready for service.

Come and see our stock, or write for description and prices to

II A. S. II AMI I.TOX A CO., Staunton. Va.
Parties will be met at train with conveyance, if we are notified in time. We are

always glad to show our stock.

CHSTON STOCK I=2=fR7VY.

Holstein-Friesian & Jersey Cattle.

Having selected my foundation stock from the best, I can offer animals of

each breed of highest breeding and individual merit, at moderate prices,

coniaining the blood of the best families, and bred with great care.

I am prepared to sell HOLSTEIX BULLS, and BULL CALVES and
JERSEYS of either sex.

JXO. V. DETRICK, Somerset, Ya.

5BT»PlW0BTH#P0LBrtlPlf}5
** FOR SALE. ~

Eligible to registration. A few ready for service. J.C.GRAVES, Barboursville, Va.

Mark W.Johnson Seed Co.,
ATLANTA, G-A.

Fine selected SEEDS of Acme. Rock) ford, Jenny Lind. and Nutmeg Cantelope, also Rattle-

snake. Jones, Kleckley's, Dixie, Early .Market. Sugar and Mclver's Watermelon, mailed at 10c. an
oz. ; 30c.. \ lb, ; 55c., lb. Pearl Millet, 25c. lb. 12 pkts. assorted Garden Seeds, 45c. Chines*
Giant Pepper, 10c pkt. Enormous Tomato, 10c pkt. New snow-white deep grain large early

thoroughbred Corn, 40c, lb. CATALOGUE FREE.

When corresponding: with Advertisers, always mention
The Southern Planter.
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One Horse and the "Planet Jr."
There is no implement made that can compare with our
"Planet Jr." Horse Hoe for all around usefulness. With its

numerous attachments it comes mightv near being indispens-
able. The levers regulate the depth and width. Remember
that none of the numerous imitations of this implement can
approach it for results. Ask for and insist upon "Planet Jr.,"
the one that is guaranteed. Our "Planet Jr. "line includes 25
styles of Seed Drills. Wheel Hoes.Orchard and Pivot Wheel Cultivators. Sugar
Beet Drills and Cultivators, etc. Every intelligent farmer should have one of

atalogues for 1%2. in the house. Several hundred thousand other
ason. It tells how the "Planet Jr." line of goods are used, and
imply want you to write, sending your name. We mail it free.

S. L. ALLEN & CO., Box 1 107 X, PHILADELPHIA, PA

"JONES OF BINGHAMTON."
There are but few of our readers who

have not heard of "Jones of Bintrhani-
ton," the great scale manufacturer, who
is one of our valued advertisers. The
signature, "Jones of Binghamton," in his

advertisements, and his "Jones, he pays the

freight," usually added, are hardly more
familiar than are his farm platform scales

all over the land. Platform scales upon
the farm are a matter of the greatest
utility—we might almost say necessity.
Jones has been making them for a good
many years. He has made them a stan-
dard. They always give satisfaction. We
believe the idea of shipping scales direct
to the farmer originated with Jones. Our
readers need have no fear of getting any-
thing inferior or having any advantage
taken of them in dealing. They will get
just what they order, and at bargain
prices. Everything is in the Jones line,

from the delicate table or counter scale
to the platform scale of many tons capa-
city. Consult the advertisements and
write to Jones of Binghamton, Box 31,
Binghamton, N. Y. Catalogue and prices.

MCDONALD'S PITLESS SCALES.
Among the new advertisements in this

issue will be fou d that of Messrs. Mc-
Donald Bros.. Pleasant Hill, Mo., in
which they offer their well-known Econ-
omy Pitless Scale=—Wagon and Stock.
Among the many points of merit in these
Scales is the Pitle?s feature. Most of our
readers are doubtless familiar with the
trouble and expense of pit digging, lum-
ber framing, etc., and other consequent
«xpenses in setting scales. This nuisance
is entirely eliminated in the Economy
Pitless Scale. All the parts are above
ground, and are therefore easy to inspect
and adjust. Look up their advertise
ment, and send for a neat little brochure
giving full description and prices.

ONE-WAY SETTLER'S RATES
EVERY DAY DURING APRIL VIA
NORFOLK & WESTERN RY.
To Minnesota, North and South Da-

kota, Montana, Idaho, Washington, Ore-
gon, Utah, British Columbia and Cali
fornia. For rates and full information,
apply to or address John E. Wagner, City
Passenger and Ticket Agent, 838 East
Main street, or C. H. Bosley,

District Passenger Agent.

To make cows pay, use Sharpies Cream Separators
Book "Business Dairying " 4 Cat. 305 free. W.
Chester, Pa.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP Bucks, one year old and over, $15 to 820. Buck Lambs, July de-
livery, $10. and 812. Ewe Lambs, July delivery, $8. and J10.

POLAND-CHINA HOGS Pigs, six weeks old, $5. Pigs, two or three months old, 87.50.
Pigs, five months and over, $15 to $20.

M. BRONZE TUBKETS.—Toms, $4. Hens, $3. Eggs, per sitting of 12, when In season, $i.

MUSCOVY DUCKS Pure White Drakes, $1.25. Pure White Ducks, 81. Pairs, $2.25; trios, $3.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROOMS.
ROUES WEESE Ganders, $2.50. Geese, $2.50. Eggs, per sitting, $3.00

WILLIAM L, Jr., No. 21058, half brother of Axtell, will serve a Umlted number of mares for
$25 the season. Mares boarded at lowest flgnres per month.

^ BACON HALL F.A.FUMI <^

HEREFORD HAT F Standard" at head ;' related
,,™,1«" •*»* *#*" 8 &>lcs to champions, "Dale,"
" Pei faction," and half-brother to " Wood's Principal," champion steer Inter-

national Show, Chicago, 1901.

calves jstot j^isixisr.

Berkshire Pigs, Toulouse Geese, Muscovy Ducks

E. M. GILLET.
Terms, "Satisfaction." Verona, Balto. Co , Aid.

HEREFORDS
..BULLS, COWS, BULL CALVES and HEIFER CALVES FOR SALE..

The best cattle at the lowest prices. It will pay you to inspect my offering before

buying lseewhere. MURRAY BOOCOCK, Castalia, Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.
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MAKES WORK A PLEASURE.

An Expert's Opinion of the Iron Age
Farm and Garden Implements.

The idea of pleasure is not usually

associated with farm and garden work
done for a living, yet every worker
knows the wide difference between work-

ing with good tools and poor ones. The
Bense of ease, certainty and rapid pro-

gress in the day's work that a good tool

gives is something very pleasant by con-

trast, even if it does not quite make the

work itself a pleasure.

In this connection, here is a statement

worth thinking about from a man worth
listening to. He is T. Greiner, a practi-

cal gardener and well known writer on
garden subjects, and he writes :

" I have used the 'Iron Age' Combined
Double Wheel Hoe and Seed Drill for

three seasons, and I can truly say that it

has made the task of sowing seeds

(which always falls upon me personally)

a veritable pleasure. I do not know of

any weak point in the machine; at pres

ent I use no other make of garden drill.

I used to be very pronounced in favor of

single tools, for the reason that in the
combined tools one wore out two tools at

a time and had to waste much time in

making changes from Drill to Wheel Hoe
and vice versa. The 'Iron Age' meets
these objections quite successfully—the
former fully, the latter to a great ex-
tent."

The works, at Grenloch, N. J., where
the Iron Age tools are made, have grown
steadily since their beginning in 1836,
until to-day they are shipping these tools

to every part of the United States and
•upplying them for the export trade.

The Iron Age Book for 1902 describes
all the Iron Age implements, Seed Drills,

Wheel Hoes, Cultivators, Plows and
Rakes, Horse Hoes and Cultivators, Har-
rows, Riding Cultivators, both fixed and
pivot wheel, and the Improved Robbins
Potato Planter. It will be sent free on
application to the Batemon Manufactur-
ing Co., Box 1(37, Grenloch, N. J.

CALF FEEDER.

The calf feeder manufactured by the
O. H. Mfg. Co., Lyndon, Vt, is materially
different from the common type, and its

makers claim for it decided advantages.
Whereas the old type has been aban-
doned by some on account of the diffi-

culty in keeping it sweet and clean, the
O. H. Mfg. Co claims that its feeder has
received the highest endorsements on ac-

count of the ease with which it may be
kept clean. All interested in this sub-
ject should write the manufacturers of
this new style of calf feeder for their
illustrated pamphlet.

LANSING SILO.

The Lansing Perfect Tubular Silo, ad-
vertised by A. M. D. Holloway, Philadel-
phia, Pa., found elsewhere in this issue,

is the best product of its kind ever offered

to the American people, and no first class

dairy or stock farm is complete without
one : and Mr. Holloway is offering special
inducements to early buyers, and will

send a complete illustrated catalogue to

any one interested.

Are YOU Going
To Buy a Cream Separator

This Year?
If so, please cut out and fill in this blank and mail it to one

of the addresses below. To do so will cost you but a two-cent

stamp and will bring you catalogues and information as to Cream
Separators that may save you a bad investment in a poor separator.

(Name)

(Post Office)

(County and State)

(A
T
o of Cows)

The De Laval Separator Co.

PHILADELPHIA.

SAN FRANCISCO.

327 Commissioners i

MONTREAL.
75 & 77 York Strei

74 CORTLANDT STREET, TORONTO.

WINNIPEG.

General Offices

:

CORTLANDT STRE

NEW YORK.

St.LAMBERT JERSEYS
We have for sale a number of YOUNG BULLS from cows with butter tests rang-

ing from 16 to 24 lbs. per week, and yielding from 5 to 6 gallons of milk per day.

We have more high testing ST. LAMBERT COWS than can be found in any herd

in the United States or Canada.

INDIAN CAME FOWLS
We have also for sale a choice lot of INDIAN GAME CHICKENS—male and

female. Als> some choice WHITE WYANDOTTE COCKERELS. The Indian

Game and White Wyandottes are the best general purpose fowls

BOAfl£7WONT FHRMS, Srlem, Vr.

BLACK PEAS.
We carry a good stock of BLACK PEAS. Also CLAY and BLACK EYE PEAS,,

and will fill orders at market prices. We offer 500 bushels

White and Colored Beans.
About half being cracked or broken. Suitable for hog feed and cheaper than corn..

ORDERS SOLICITED.

WALLERSTEIN PRODUCE CO., 19-21 s. 13th St., Richmond, va.
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MORE MONEY IN BUTTER.

Creamery Equipment an Important Fac-

tor in Selling Prics.

Many dairymen coxplain that there is

no money in butter making, yet there are

a few whose dairies yield them a hand-
some profit.

The explanation is easy. The market
is flooded with low grade, cheap butter

—

there is an over production. A low price

is the natural consequence. On the oth-

er hand, the supply of really high grade
butter will not nearly meet the demand.
This is the only really profitable kind,

and the few who have discovered that

fact are reaping a golden harvest.

Gilt edge butter is the aim cf every
progressive dairyman—but butter is so

easily spoiled in the making, or contam-
inated in the handling or shipping, that
only a few attain the desired end. With-
out up-to-date machinery and working
meth ods, no man can hope to compete
with the perfectly equipped dairy— either

in quantity or quality.

The best way to get in touch with the
latest and best methnds and appliances,

is to send for the illustrated catalogue of
the Dairymen's Supply Company, of Phil-

adelphia. For years this firm has been
known as a thoroughly reliable house.
They are dairy engineers and outfitters

—

manufacturing and handling everything
required in making, shipping, or selling

milk, butter, or cheese.
Their catalogue contains a price-list of
this complete line of high grade goods,
and is a mine of information concerning
dairy and creamery management. Any
dairyman, whether an intending purchas-
er of supplies or not, will find it money
in his pocket to read this bonk, which
may be bad by writing to the Dairymen's
Supply Company, 1937 Market Street,

Philadelphia.

Nothing is more annoying, time killing
and dangerous than the ever lusting stop-
ping to open farm gates. If you use a
Manlove Gate, you can drive over the
"hump" and the gate automatically
opens. It is closed the same way wiih-
out delay or leaving the vehicle. This
Gate has been tested for twenty- five

years. It is in succea-iful use the world
over. A handsome little pamphlet illns

trating it will be sent to all who apply to

the Manlove Gate Co.. Milton, Ind.

CORRECTION.
In the advertisement of Mr. W. R

Crabbe, Hague, Va.. in our March issue,

in which heoffered "Ordway," the splen-

did old stallion, for sale, we referred to

the latter's "wink" as being O K, when
it should have been wind. The county
given wasalso an error, as it should have
been Westmoreland instead of Northum-
berland. Mr. Crabbe oflers a splendid
bargain in this horse, and our readers are

invited to look up his advertisement in

the last number.

SPRING.
I'm the busiest man in evolution,
Stirring up a new solution

;

For spring's bejan and I'm the man
Who welcomes it with spraying can.

W. M.

Write now for " The World Centf e," A Beautiful Book.

Address W. K BACHE, General Agent,

McCormick Harvesting Machine Company,
RICHMOMD, VIRGINIA.

* A7-IE.C3-Ilsri^. TDXV-ISIOJSr. *

Farmers Mutual Benefit Association.
A Fire Insurance Association, chartered by the State for the farmers

of Virginia, under an amended and well protected plan.

Insures, against Fire and Lightning, only country property—no stores or unsafe

risks. Average cost per year for three years has been $3.66j per 11000, including

dwellings, barns, produce, Ac.,—about one-third the usual cost of insurance to

farmers. Amount of property insured $325,000. Estimated security in real and

other estate, $600,000.

For further information, address, CHAS. N. FRIEND, General Agent.

MENTION THIS JOURNAL. CHESTER. VIRGINIA.

SLUG SHOT, a Useful and Popular Article, Used Successfully 21 Years.

Kills pests that prey on vegeta-

tion. Sold by seedsmen every-

where. Send tor pamphlet about

Bugs and Blights to B. HAMMOND,
Fishkill-on-Hudson, N. Y.
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EDUCATIONAL FACTS AND
FIGURES.

A Statement of Comparative Educa-
tional Conditions in Ten

Southern States.

In 1900 the ten States south of the Po-
tomac and the Ohio an i east of the Mis-
sissippi, including Louisiana, had 22 per
cent, of the total population of the
United States, and 25 per cent, of the
school population

;
yet only 6} per cent,

of the total expenditures for public
schools was made in these States, and
only 4.1 per cent, of the $53S,62>S,736 of
public shool property was in these States.
The per capita expenditure for public

schools varied from 50 tents in Alabama
and 51 cents in North Carolina to $1.93
in Massachusetts and $5.30 in Nevada.
The average for the whole country was
$2.83; for these ten States only S6 cents.
The average per capita for these States
was less than one-third the average for
the whole country and only a little more
than one-fifth the average for the Nort h
Atlantic and Western States. The aver-
age salary paid teachers for the entire
school year varied from $87 for males
and $78 for females in North Carolina to
$1290 for males and $196 for females in
Massachusetts. The average for the
whole country, exclusive of these ten
States, was $155.02 for males and $312.22
for females ; for these ten States $175 for
males and $150 for females. The average
number of days of schooling for each
child of school age varied from 22 in
North Carolina to 107 in Massachusetts.
For the North Atlantic States it was 87.
for the North Central States 82, for the
Western States 80, for these ten Southern
States 43. It should be rt-membered also
that only 154,000 of the 5,645,164 chil-
dren of school age in these ten States
were reported as enrolled in private
schools, primary and secondary.
The total school fund of these ten

States was only one million dollars more
than the school fund of Ohio, and the
total value of their public school prop-
erty was only one half the value of the
public school property of Ohio
A generation has passed since the close

of the war between the States, and busi-

ness men in the prime of life whose chil-

dren are now in the schools never heard
the noise of battle or saw a wounded
soldier sent to the rear. The-*e States
are rich beyond comparison in natural
resources. They are peopled by a brave
and noble race. Is it creditable to us
that such comparisons as theabove sho*-
such relative conditions as to education ?

NOTHIN' DONE.
Winter is too cold fer work

;

Freezin' weather makes me shirk.

Spring comes on an' finds me wishin'
I could end my days a-fishin'.

Then in summer, when it's hot,
I say work kin go to pot.

Autumn days, so calm an' hazy,
Sorter makes me kinder lazy.

That's the way the seasons run,

Seems I can't git nothin' done.

Sam. S. Stinson, in Mar. Lippincott's Mag.

ron « mi Hi.- i.i

plete descrlptii
KUidC\

WK»T FACTOR* PRICE'
w ate illustrations,

nit' right. It also explains
of selling uiiv

A Plan that Fully Protects Every
Buyer Against Loss or Dissatisfaction. ,

Factory uml (i.-noral nnloi-. t oluml.tn. Ohio. (

Western OfflM Bed Distributing Honse, St. Louis, Mo.

'

The Columbus Carriage & Harness Co.
Write to the / St. Louie.

nearest oftiee \ Columbus.

HERD I
2 HIGH GRADE (pure bred) but not eligible to registry. Stock guaranteed at

represented or money refunded. B. R. Comb Leghorn Eggs ; 15 eggs, 75c. ; $3 per 100.

B. B. BUCHANAN, Bedford City, Va.
(Formerly at " Rock Hill," Brownsburg, V«.

CISMONT DORSETS .

.

CISMONT STOCK FARM offers well developed young
Dorsets of the best blood of England and America.

Prices reasonable. G. S. LINQEKKONL, Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

1 AH NOW BOOKING
riANY ORDERS FOR
FANCY^=»

not fancy prices.

BERKSHIRE PIGS
for spring shipment. All sired by my
famous boar*, SIR JOHN BULL and

> UNCLE SAM. The former imported by me;

.the latter bred in the purple. I have four

strains of registered sows, so I can furnish

pigs no akin. Also GILTS and BRED SOW8.
FIVE high bred ' three-year old (in th»

spring) COLTS cheap. Fancy stock, but

Three car-loads good TIMOTHY HAY cheap.

Til OS. S. WHITE, Loving* on. Va.

WE
OFFERYOUNG JERSEYS
Male and female; several YOUNG GUERNSEY BULLS; BERKSHIRE
PIGS, pairs and trios not akin. A few pairs of BRONZE TURKEYS, PLY-
MOUTH ROCK and BROWN LEGHORN fowls.

EGGS FOR HATCHING
From Bronze Turkeys, Plymouth Rock, Brown Leghorn and Light Brahma

fowls ready now m. B. ROWE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va.
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8S IMPLEMENTS andMACHINERY
Corn Planter.

The Continental Disc Cultivator

Disc Harrow Combined.

RN PLANTER
The Spangler for corn in hills or

driller), peas^ sorghum and fertilizer.

The Hoozier with fhoe and covering

wheel. The Eureka, plain. The
Hoozier double row.

CULTIVATORS.

Planet Jr. and Iron Age Cultivators

and Horse Hoes. All Steel Three and
Four Tooth X. Continental Disc Culti-

vator and Disc Harrow combined.

HARROWS.
Continental Disc with roller bearings.

All Steel Lever.straight and slanting'tooth

DEER1NQ; HARVESTING
J1ACH1NERY.

Mowcs, Binders and Corn Harvesters

with Ball and Roller Bearings The light-

est draft machines in use. Simple, strong

and on most liberal terms and prices.

HAY RAKES.
Band and Self-Dump.

THRESHING HACHINERY.
Geiser Threshers and Peerless Engines,

all sizes.

FEED AND ENSILAGE CUTTERS.
All sizes for hand or Power; with or

without stalk crushers.

CIDER niLLS.

With wooden crushing roller.

WOOD AND POLE SAWS.
For steam or horse powf r.

SAW, CORN AND FEED MILLS,
All Sizes.

BUCKEYE GRAIN DRILLS.
With horse or disc. Glass fertilizer feed.

BAILING PRESSES.
For hand or power.

CANE MILLS AND EVAPORATORS,
CORN SHELLERS, PUHPS,
LAND ROLLERS. flANURE

SPREADERS.

THE HANCOCK DISC PLOW.
Guaranteed to do as much work and

BETTER WITH TWO HORSES, than

can bp Hone with ANY OTHER DISC
PLOW WITH THREE, will work in any
land and with LESS DRAFT than that

of ANY two horse plow

PLOWS AND REPAIRS, All kinds.

WAGONS.
Farm, Freight, Log. Thimble Skein or

Steel Axle All sizes from one horse to six.

IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY, VEHICLES and HARNESS For All Purposes.

THE WATT PLOW CO.,
F,a£££d™h *Tts>
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FACTS AND FANCIES ON TOBACCO-
A very curious article might be written

on the literature of tohacco; its relation
to Church and State

; its influence on in-

dividuals, mind, body, manners and halt
its, and its effects upon the general
wealth and happiness of the world.
Statesmen, lawyers, scientists, prelates,
merchants and farmers can testify either
to ita evil or beneficial effect, from King
James' famous " Counterblast " to Charles
Lamb's " Farewell to Tobacco," which
praises or curses alternately with amusing
felicity

; but we do not propose to go into
a long disquisition on the subject, but
will give some of the curious uses it has
been put to, especially during the early
nineteenth century.
There is no doubt but that Columbus

was the first to see the plant and its use
by the Indians on his first discovery of
America. In 1559 it »as introduced into
Europe by a Spaniard named Hernando
de Toledo, who brought it from Tabaca, in
the Island of St. Domingo—hence its

name. Tobacco, though some attribute it

to the island of Tobago, but Humbolt
states that tobago was the name as given
by the Caribbean Indians for pipe, which
was applied to the weed by Europeans.
From Spain Jean Nicot (hence the term
Nicotin or Nicotina) carried it to Paris,
where it was first us^d as a powder or
snuff by Catherine de Medici. It was
soon after patronized by the Popes, and
rapidly spread over the Papal States. In
15S5 it was introduced into England by
Sir Francis Drake and his companions
from Virginia, who stated that "it was a
remedy used by the Indians for indiges-
tion and as a great medicine for prolong-
ing and stimulating human life"; in
consequence it immediately grew into
general use, and became very high prced,
so much 8< that " tobacco taverns " (ta-
bernre tabaccanre) were opened, like beer
houses, where "they would draw in thp
strong smelling smoke with insatiable
greediness through an earthen tube, and
then puff it forth again through their
nostrils." After a time, however, the
practice of smoking tobacco met with
strenuous opposition in high places all
over Europe It was declared sinful by
the priests, and in 1684 Pope Urban VIII
issued a bull excommunicating all who
took snuff in church, and in 1719 the Sul-
tan Amarath IV made smoking a capital
offence. For a long time smoking was
forbidden in Russia, under pain of having
the nose cut off; and in lfi61 in some
parts of Switzerland smoking was placed
on the list of the Ten Commandment'',
immediately under that of adultery. But,
notwithstanding the roval and priestly
wrath, the use of the plant extended far
and wide, and tobacco continues the
greatest luxury of all classes. The fol-
lowing lines from the " Marrow of Com-
pliment," written in 1654. shows the
prevalence of smoking at that period

:

"Much meat doth Gluttony procure
To feed men fat as swine:

But he's a frugal man indeed,
That on a leaf can dine !

"He needs no napkin for his hands,
His fingers' ends to wipe,

That hath his kitchen in a box,
His roast beef in a Pipe !

"

v D£AL/JJ<^

They All Hang
TOGETHER

and have a good pull If you buy a Bnegy, Carriage, Harness tbaddle of your local dealer, you have to hold up all of these fellows,
the dealer, traveling salesman, jobber, manufacturer and mechanic,
as they all get a proht out of you. Seems quite a load to lift, doesn't

X™5 you k at
'J

e b
Vssv " doesn't seem quite fair that youshould pay so many profits, does it? If vou buv one of our celebrated

SPLIT HICKORY VEHICLES
r.f us direct, you cut off three profits, as we need only the mechanic tomake our goods and sell them at one small profit to ourselves. We haveno use for dealer, traveling salesman or jobber. Split Hickory Vehiclesare sold only by us direct. Your dealer cannot sell vou one at anv price
not can be sell one anywhere near as good for the price we ask for them.
V> a know this to be true and want vou to know it and that is the reasonSf: 30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
that you may have ample opportunity to prove our claims. It won't cost

'

V.i-cccnttotrybphtlli.-kory.as we iuv freight ho.h ways if yon return it

This is Our No. 235.

w^S

• rews in rims and with
quarter ilich round edge Stceltires, full bolt-

ea li spoke; also t

ited spring cushic

leather and f, U
split hickory shafts.for

';S4«V*T

9HBG CORSAGE IWFCU COMPANY.
Station 41 Cincinnati, 0-

fylWACTUMK

$55^® TAKE THE "SHORT CUT"
a, and cut out ilm ugcnlH* eoruuiir«*.itm-*, ir:i\ elinc men's sularle* and

lines ami dealers' and middlemen';* pruliln. X"ou Lave ail ol ibt-ao expenses to pay >» added
very time yoo buy iu anv odn * w:iy thin v. e |.'ni«.w tie re. We fvil vehicles of all kinds only

r

DiRECT, FROM
x

FACT R

J

n
T ^US E R.

j

A

T

a
W H L ESA L E ^P

RJ0^1^^ ^^
n the low price at which we poo direct. Here la one of many instances. Stecut. This

Splendid. Comfortable, Stylish, J.oris Wear, Tnp Ituecy. for only
#55.t;0—Good ae dealers and others would ask yOH 9100.00 for.

UftHf If IC UAftC Th« g««.wMchta the real f.,ui.uailon ota buggy, l«m
tlUVff II lo fflAUC- follow«:lW6lnch,refin*delMl/-hDgdbtance-'axleij
best white hickory sale beds, donblefull length teach, mortised thiough head block, end
boned fall length—unusually Strong, New ISallcy Loops to ennybody, Openrob-
ber hia.l springs, easy end nota less. Brewster bfth wheel. Wheels with Sarven patent,
flii.-li l,:iinl it c> ii.

f
rc^st-d liiit.il bubs; %, % or 1 inch oval steel tires; all wood, of best sec-

cm I £T<>wihhii k< rv . Hi. ii..<ry Fbafta wnh quick shift, auii-r;ii tier coupling, pointa covered
!i in. wide by 65 In. long. Wule, deep, roomy sent, wnh high comfortable back. Top has 3 or 4

bowB, according to order. How soiket&and prop note latent leather covered. CuFhionssnd ba.k upholstered to 1807.. all-wool broadcloth,
uuine = tM wire. ci il yj.riDL s, an i elulled withh nr. rilgh,Btrong, padded da8h )

0OVered withgenuine priient leather, and
with hand hoi--. eivel black, plain or striped. Gear la painted Brewstergn en, New Voti r. d,orany other color as ordered.

OUR LARGE NEW VEHICLE CATALOG conta.i.iievery hind and variety of vehicle y in c.t.l.l possibly want. It

its, »tio« ng jnathowibevehkle looks, and foil description as to h^wthey »-e di ide. The pri e Isgiven in plan ii -ures tn

every jnstsm.-, Wot-hij. tv-r, -thii le listed m our catslogne, subject to yourezamin itlorj j n.i "| |-r. %-
1 1 Wcguarar tee every job for

two yean. The book also conu-nsa fullliueof harness adapied to anv use. We mull it tree to nil Inquirers. Write for it to-day.

MARVIN SMITH CO., 62 N. JEFFERSON ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

Srj in. with i ob .iv, s

29 YEARS SELLING DIRECT.
the largest manufacturers ot

MfiUj!^ vehicles and harm-sain the world sell-

ing Loeonsiimers,ainl we have li en do-
ing business in this way for 29 years.

WE HAVE MO AGENTS
but ship anywhere for examination
guaranteeing safedelivery. You are
o

u

tin.tiling i I'm.i ts;iti>ik-d. We. nuike
195 styles of vehietes and 65 styles of
harness. Our prices represent tho

material and making^ plus
t. Our largo fr

shows complete Line. Send forit.

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Manufacturing Co., Elkhart, Ind.
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LAIDLAW'S CONCENTRATED TOBACCO POWDER,

SHEEP DIP, HOG AND CATTLE WASH.

Why

ABSOLUTELY NON-POISONOUS.

1?11TI thf Wick of loaing a valuable animal by using such harsh remedies for destroy"

J\ Ull lilt IVlbft ing vermin on stock as Kerosene, Ambia or Carbolic Acid when you

can purchase our celebrated non-poisonous Wash, which will kill all vermin on stock at one-half a BRAND.

cent per head? The greatest wool promoter known. The cheapest and most effective wash-

PRICES : 5-lb. bag, 75c ; 10-lb. bag, $1.25 ; 25 -lb bag, $2.60 ; 50-lb. bag, $5.00.

..ONE 5-LB. BAG WILL MAKE 50 GALLONS WASH..

For sale by leading Druggists and General Merchants. If your merchant does not handle it, write direct to

Manufacturers,

^ LAIDLAW, MACKILL & CO., Ltd., 3400 to 3500 Williamsburg Avenue, RICHMOND, VA.

During the early days of the settlement

at Jamestown, in Virginia, owing to the
scarcity of coin, or any legal tender what-
ever, tobacco was made, by act of the
House of Burgesses, the legal currency in

all business transactions. But its growth
was restricted, lest it become too plenti-

ful. Each vestry in a parish would ap-

point two of its members to count the
number of plants or hills in the parish.

As the salary of the minister was paid in

tobacco, this was done to ascertain what
amount of tobacco to assess on each
farmer for the Church ; so we find in

1728 Goodrich Lightfoot and Robert
Slaughter counted the plants from Moun-
tain river to mouth of Robinson river in

Culpeper county; Robert Green and
Francis Kirtly from thence to North river,

and George Woots and Michael Cook
from there to Great Mountains. Notes
were given for tobacco stored in ware-
houses and passed as our bank notes do.

Parishes were often named for the to
bacco planted in them—" Orinoco " and
" Sweet-Scented " parish, a " Sweet-Scent-
ed " parish being worth more than an
"Orinoco" one. "Ministers' tobacco"
was worth less than other kinds, because
of beine mixed.
The Scotch merchants who settled in

Virginia grew rich in the trade, often
naming their towns after the old country,
as "Dumfries" and " Falmouth," and in
Glasgow, Scotland, there was a " Virginia
Street, in honor of the weed which had
so stimulated trade. Lawyers' fees and
doctors' bills were also paid in tobacco.

.In 1761 Gabriel Jones was paid 200 pounds
of tobacco for an attorney's fee, and Dr.
Thomas Howeon 1,000 pounds for medi-
cal attendance on the poor. In 1767 Dr.
Michael Wallace presented a bill to the
vestry for curing Eliza Maddox, 800 lbs.

tobacco (being an extra price). C. Hutch-
ings was allowed 100 lbs. tobacco for
grubbing church-yard. For buildings,
with 300 acres of land, for a glebe, it cost
JElfl9 and 10,000 lbs. tobacco The rapid
filling up of the country by new emi-
grants and the extended planting of to-

bacco soon brought its value down to

very little, to prevent which the planting

REGISTERED BERKSHIRE HOGS.
Boars In Use : COUNTRY GENTLEMAN

and GROVE'S CHAMPION.
PIOS from such noted sows as Miss Leewood,

Queen Quality, Grove's Queen, &c.

Registered Holsteln-Frleslan Catttle of

Netherland, Pieterjes and Clothilde families,

All rich, heavy milkers and grand individuals

English Beagle Hounds, Brown Leghorn and Plymouth Rock Chickens
for sale.

N. B.—In the stud, the imported Hackney stallion, "The Duke " (registered in E.

H.S. B. and A. H.S.B., : fee, $10.00. Hackney mare in foal to "The Duke."

Address T. O. SANDY, Burkeville, Ya.
Norfolk & Western and Southern Railways.

&$&^^^s&tt§&m>m&m§&m§&»tt^&»&&B&^3®s®&^®&®&*&

Headquarters for

Nursery Stock.
We make a specialty of handling dealers' orders.

ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAME.

Apples,

Pears,

Peach,

Plum,
Apricots,

CALIFORNIA PRIVET, for Hedging. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

..AGENTS WANTED..

FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY Co., Baltimore, Md.

Nectarines, Pecans, Ornamental and

Cherry, Chestnuts, Shade Trees,

Quinces, Walnuts, Evergreens,

Almonds, Small Fruits, Roses, Etc.

When corresponding with Advertisers, always say that you saw their

advertisement in The Southern Planter.
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of it was limited, and all common tobacco,

or lugs, was burnt. This lasted until

1800, when United States money began
to be coined and issued, and tobacco as a
currency ceased.

But the plant was the means by which
the colony grew and gained a footing in

the new world, and t>ut for which it is

doubtful if it could have been maintained.
It was the great pacificator with the In-

dians, who sold all they could raise to

the " pale faces," and aided them in its

cultivation, thereby giving the tribes a
good market. It reads like a golden era,

when the little cities of Jamestown, Nor-
folk and Richmond had their harbors
crowded with all manner of craft to bear
the great staple to foreign ports. Nearly
every merchant paid for his goods in the
weed—the luxuries of every family were
procured by it, the Church prospered by
it, even the gay belles and beaux rejoiced

in tobacco as bringing them satins, laces

and jewels, and the poor negro found in
it a solace for his bondage.

Certainly tobacco proved an inestima
ble blessing to the infant colony, and
though classed with slavery as one of the
evils in the present day, yet they both
grew up together, becoming a great power
in the land, as hand in hand they evolved
a mighty nation, until, like its handmaid,
slavery, having fulfilled its mission, itj

too, will pass away under the beneficent
influence of a higher Christianity.

E. C. M.

REALITIES OF LIFE.

by Lula M. Cairns.

There is many a breaking heart
Hid under a beaming smile,

Many who play a merry part
Are the unhappiest all the while.

Many you think have a happy life,

Free from toil and care,
Thote are the ones who have a sad, sad

life,

These you find everywhere.

Those who are arrayed in garments gay,
Meeting in many a place of mirth

;

But when they are alone, dressed in
somber gray,

Wondering when and whence came
their birth.

Some seem to strive against fate,
r No matter how hard they may work

;

They labor in early morn and late,
While the more successful seem to lurk.

Do not judge by the faces in public,
That this is a picture of their inmost soul,
For there are a great number in this re-

public
To whom life seems quite dreary on the

whole.

Composed for the Southern Planter.

WANTED-TO SELL
Three No. 2, 11 gal., and three No. 3, 18 gal,

WHEELER GRAVITY
CREAM SEPARATORS

(all new), only 82.50 and 83.00 each, or will ex
change fur farm produce,

GEO. T. KING, Box I, Richmond, Va.

"Correct Dress for Men and Boys."

AT the very birth of the new season, we are eager to make
you acquainted with the improvements—the close-kin to

perfection—reached by our present stock of

Spring Suits
2£5 Top=Coats

It will shake belief in the necessity of custom tailoring for the

realization of complete satisfaction. Our ready-to-wear is en-

titled to the highest consideration of the most particular and

exacting dressers.

GANS=RADY COMPANY,
Entire Building, 1005 B. Main St.,

Opposite Postoffice. RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

CHARTERED 1B70.

Merchants National Bank
Capital Stock, $200,001 .o*

Surplus and Profit*, $53 1 ,oeo,H

OF RICHMOND. VA.

Designated Depository of the United States, City or

Rich mon u and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore
and New Orleans, this Bank offers superior facilities for t

direct and quick collections.

JNO. P. BRANCH, JNO. K. BRANCH
President. Vice-President.

Directors.—John P. Branch, B. B. Munford, Chas. 8. StrlngfeUow, Thos. B. Scott, B. W-
Branch, Kred. W. Scott, Jan. H. Dooley, Jno. K.. Branch, A. 8. Kuford, R. O. Morton. Andjew
PlMlnl. Jr.. J. P. George.

i

HowareYour Eyes?
We are the largest optical establishment South, and give proper adjustment

of SPECTACLES and EYE GLASSES. Complete manufacturing plant on the

premises. Mail us the pieces and we will from them duplicate your Glasses.

Glasses by mail our specialty.

Our PHOTO DE
is also complete with CAMERAS, KO- -v

DAKS and PHOTO SUPPLIES. De- P

Our line of QRAPHOPHONES, with latest records, OPERA GLASSES, *
% FIELD GLASSES, Incubator and Dairy THERMOHETERS, etc., etc., is P
% also complete. Lowest charges in all cases. %

\ THE S. GALESKI OPTICALGQ., 9th and Main Sis.. Richmond, Va. i
* • *
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BILTMORE FARMS. - Biltmore, N. C.

Headquarters for GOLDEN LAD JERSEYS,
Also get of TREVARTH and GEN. MARIGOLD. * * *

GOLDEN LAD'S SUCCESSOR, First and sweepstakes over all at the Pan American Exposition, the

champion JERSEY BULL OF AMERICA, and out of Golden Ora, our great prize-winning cow, both
born and developed on these Farms, is among our service bulls.

Biltmore Jerseys are a combination of large and persistent milking qualities with an individuality

that wins in the show ring.

SPECIALTY. Write for descriptive circular of the best lot of young bull calves ever offered, both for breed-

ing and individuality. They are by noted sires and out of large and tested selected dams. Many of these

calves are fit to show and win in any company.

* jt BILTMORE POULTRY YARDS. J J-

SPECIALTY. Write for descriptive circular of eggs from our prize winning pens. Over 50 yards to select

from, made up of the winners at the leading shows for the last two seasons. If you want winners you
must breed from winners.

Headquarters for the best IMPORTED ENGLISH BERKSHIRES.

apply to BILTMORE FARMS, BILTMORE. N. C.

COMBINATION SALE OF^'^H5D

Shorthorn Cattleg Shropshire Sheep

On Hagerstown Fair Grounds, HAGERSTOWN, MARYLAND,
APRIL SOthL, 1902.

65 Head of Registered Shorthorn Cattle.—45 females and 20 buiis. Females from

calves to cows ; Bulls; calves, one and two year olds.

THESE CATTLE are mostly fancy reds, a few roans. There will be offered cattle bred by Aaron Barber, of Avon, New
York ; Robert Watson, Mineial Ridge, Ohio ; Wm. Watson, Youngstown-, Ohio ; J. H. Potts & Son, of Jacksonville, 111. ; C. W.
Cartwright & Co., Wayne, Neb. At this sale may be found the blood of Imp. Rose of Sharon, Young Mary's, the descendants
of Imp. Josephine, Young Phillis, Princess Alice, High Bank, and Gentle, by Cupid, and many other cattle noted in Shorthorn
history. Any one wishing to purchase a show herd should not miss this sale.

40 Head Registered Shropshire Sheep.—20 Ewes and 20 Rams. Ewes mostly young
stock ; Rams, one and two-year olds. Some of the Ewes have lambs by their side. Also my stock

ram, DAVISONS, 740, out of Altamont, 160, by Borough Magistrate.

Some of the above rams and ewes are bred from Imp. Ewes, and carry the blood from the flocks of such noted breeders as

:

J. Bowen Jones, Jno. W. Edwards, Wm. Vaughan, Wm. B. Nevitt, John Thonger, Jno. Darling, A. E. W. Darby, and full of
the blood of Altmont.

CATALOGUES, containing full description, with pedigrees extended, will be ready to mail on application by April 1, 1902.

jas. w. smrks,^Marshall, m„„ umm HENRY L. STRITE, Leitersburg, Md.
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The following list of papers and periodicals

•re the most popular ones In this section.

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever

Journal yon wish.

DAILIES. MICE WITH
ALONE. PLANTER.

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va J5 00 85 25

The Times, " " 3 00 3 °0

The Post, Washington, D. 8 00 6 00

SEMI-WEKKIilEH.

The'Dlspatch, Rlohmond, Va 1 00

The World (thrice-a-week), N. Y 1 00

WEEKLIES.

Harper's Weekly 4 00

" Bazaar 1 00

Montgomery Advertiser 1 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00

Breeder's Gazette 2 00

Hoard's Dairyman 1 00

Country Gentleman 1 50

The Times, Richmond, Va 50

Religious Herald, Rlohmond, Va.... 2 00

Central Presbyterian, " " ... 2 00

Christian Advocate, " " ... 1 60

Turf, Field and Farm i 00

Spirit of the Times i 00

Horseman 3 00

MONTHLIES.

North American Review 6 00

The Century Magazine i 00

1 25

1 25

St. Nicholas
Lippincott's

Harper's
Forum
Sorlbner's

Frank Leslies

Cosmopolitan
Everybody's
Munsey
Strand
McC I ure's

Puritan

300
2 50

400
3 00

300
1 00

1 00

100
1 00

1 25

1 00

1 00

Review of Reviews 2 50

Leisure Hours 1 00

Blooded Stock 50

3 25

2 50

4 00

3 25

3 25

1 86

1 36

1 35

1 35

1 65

1 Bfi

1 35

2 75

1 25

50

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at

the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from "our price with the Planter." If

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-

tions not listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription

rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire

until later can take advantage of our club

rates, and have their subscription advanced
one year from date of expiration of their

subscription to either the Planter or any of

the other publications mentioned.
Don't hesitate to write us for any informa-

tion desired ; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish no tample oopiet of other peri-

odicals.

Seed House of the South.
TIMOTHY.

BUCKWHEAT.
OATS and

CANE SEED.

ii" Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap.

We sell strictly reliable FIELD AND GARDEN SEEDS •!

every variety at Lowest Market rates, included in which
are K AC.LAND'S PEDIGREE TORACCO SEEDS.

_W£ ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn. Wheat. Potatoes, &c.

Pare Raw-Rone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing: Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

IO 1 6 Main Street
LYNCHBURC,VA.Wm. A. Miller & Son,

m*
Japan Plums

And all other desirable standard and new
varieties of PLUMS, APPLE, PEACH,
PEAR and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, Etc.

HEADQUARTERS FOR TENNESSEE
PROLIFIC STRAWBERRY.

The Host Bailable Variety Ever Grown la

the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. Write ne
if you contemplate planting-. Catalogues free.

AGENTS WANTED. WRITE FOB TERMS.

W. T. HOOD <5c CO.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY. RICHMOND, VA.
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ON'E DOLLAR.

Chicago to St. Paul or Minneapolis for

double berth in Tourist sleeping cars of

the Chicago, Milwaukee and 8t Paul

Kailwav each Tuesday and Friday during

March "and April. 1902, on train >"o. 1,

leaving Chicago at 6 30 P. M.

For further information, apply to the

nearest coupon ticket agent, or address

F. A. Miller, General Passenger Agent,

Chicago.

To the unobserving it is a revelation to

note the tremendous strides such cata

logue houses as Marvin, .^mith & Go., of

Chicago, are making.

Their goods are earned on almost every

train that runs out of Chicago, and even-

town and village in the country receives

some of these goo is. Theirs is a business

policv that others would do well to imi-

tate.
*
Fair, square treatment always, is

doing the work for them.

ST. PATRICK.

On the eighth day of March it was, some

people sav.

Saint Patrick at midnight he first saw

the day. .

While others declare 'twas the ninth day

he was born,

And 'twas all a mistake between mid-

night and morn

;

For mistakes will occur in the hurry and

shock,
And some blamed the baby, and some
blamed the clock,

But with all their cross-questions, sure,

no one could know,
If the child was too fast, or the clock was

too slow.

The first faction-fight in o d Ire la they

sav.

Was' all on account of St. Patrick's birth-

dav.
.

Some fought for the eighth, for the ninth

more would die,

And who would not see right, sure, they'd

blacken their eye.

At last both the factions so positive grew,

That each kept a birthday and Pat then

had two

;

Till Father Mulcahey, who showed them
their sins.

Said " Sure, no one could have two birth-

days but twins.'"

He said, "Boys, don't be fighting for eight

or for nine.

Don't be always dividing, but sometimes

combine

:

Combine eight and nine—seventeen is

the mark,
Let that be his birthday." "Amen," said

the clerk.

If he was not a twins, sure our history

will show
He was worth at leastfany two Saints that

I know.
So they all got blind drunk, which com-

pleted their bliss,

And kept up the practice from that day
to this.

ARTICHOKES.!
I have about 100 bus. Jerusalem Artichokes

for sale at 75 cents per bushel.
H. W. BTEVKNB, uoochland, Va. ' ISi n

G.&A.BARGAMINC0
RICHMOND, VIRCINIA.

ESTABLISHED 1817.

PUMPS, RAMS, HOSE, Etc.
Water Pipe and Drain Pipe, Fire
Clay Pipe, Bonnets, Flue Rings, etc.

Water Closets, Bath Tubs, Wash Stands and
Sinks. Water Heaters and Tanks. Every-

thing in the Plumbing and Steam
Heating line.

BOLTS, NUTS, RIVETS, BELTINO, Etc.

The Old Reliable for COTTON, PEANUTS,

WHEAT, OATS, CLOVER and OTHER GRASS;

has stood the test for twenty-five years.

PLAIN SHELL LIMB
Constantly on band at lowest prices.

LEE'S EXCELSIOR
TOBACCO FERTILIZER.

With it crops as good as any on the market stood the dry hot
summer without burning.

SPECIAL WHEAT AND
CORN FERTILIZERS.

Agenta for CAYUGA BLUE LAND PLASTER,
a very superior fertilizer with the best analysis.

General agents for BLACK DEATH—BUG, WORM and IN-

SECT KILLER. Certain death to Tobacco Worms, Potato Bugs,
Cabbage Bugs, and worme and all insects that feed on the leaves

of fruit or other trees.

Addresa A. S. LEE & SON,
Richmond, Va.
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The EVANS Corn Planters
Are noted for their SIMPLICITY
of CONSTRUCTION and AC-
CURACY OF DROP. Plates are
furnished to plant any desired dis-

tance and fertilizer drilled in any
quantity. Extra plates for Pras,
Beans, etc., furnished at small cost.

THE TWO-ROW PLANTER
is made entirely of steel, and after

ten years of test is acknowledged
the best made. A special feature

of this year's machine is the arrangement for preventing the distribution of ferti-

lizers when not needed, by use of a foot lever.

THE DISC CULTIVATOR is receiving its share of attention from farmers who
know the^economy of buying the greatest labor saving implements.

THE TIGER DISC CULTIVATOR with its hall bearing, pivot tongue, stag-

gered spoke wheel (compare these wheels with the cheap wheels on other makes I,

and gangs that can be changed almost instantly to throw either to or from the centre, is the most desirable made. Middle discs

are furnished to change into Disc Harrow.

THE PENN SIX
SHOVEL STEEL
WALKING CULTI-
VATOR for culti-

vating crops in rows,
l and with the seventh

or middle shovel is

very useful for prepar-
ing land as well. This
harrow furnished also

with Spring Teeth in-

stead of shovels.

AMERICAN
FIELD FfcNCINO
made in many heights
and styles for turning
the smallest to the

largest animal. Just as cheap as Barb Wire and much more desirable.
Write for special catalogue and prices.

IMPERIAL CHILL PLOW. If you
have never used one try it and be convinced
that it stands without an equal. Territory
given to good agents.

BISSELL PLOWS. We have sold them
for many years, and they have given
splendid satis action. We are overstocked
on several sizes, and are going to offer special

inducements for the next thirty days. Write
for catalogue and prices.

MASTER PLANT SETTER will set,

water and fertilize more plants than three
men can do by hand. Don't wait for show-
ers, but plant your tobacco cabbage, toma-
toes, strawberries, and sweet potatoes with

this setter, and 99S out of every 1,000 will grow. Write for testimonials and prices.

Disc, Cutaway, Lever, and Spring-Tooth Harrows, Land Rollers, Baling Presses (for hand or power), Wagons, Fan-
ning Mills, Pea and Bean Hullers, Engines and Saw-Mills, a full linejof/solid and inserted tooth Saws in stock. Write
for descriptive catalogue.)

TaRTjIAQES AND BUQOIES, HARNESS AND SADDLES. Our stock is acknowledged by all who have inspected it

to be without a rival in the South. Do not waste time elsewhere, but come where you can rely on being suited, or write for

illustrated buggy catalogue.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
1302 and 1304 East Main Street, RICHMOND, VA,
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If You Want
YOUR GOOSE TO LAY
"THAT GOLDEN EGG"

FEED HER ON MY GRAIN. You must also use my brain stimulator.

IMIDINT TUIQ 111 I UTCD QPAQON I am going to offer my friends and customers the moet com-
UUKIIlU InlO W I II I C l\ OtHOV H plete ^ek of GROCERIES. FEED and LIQUORS that has

been eeen by the purchasing public during the period of their existence. Bargains, gifts and donations—that is what you may

properly call them, because we have not taken into consideration the price. Cost cuts no figure with us ; all we want is your

orders, "and you get $3.00 worth of goods for $2.00'in cash ; here is a sample :

COTTONSEED HULLS, the finest winter feed known to the dairyman ; it Is wholesome, pure, fattens

stock, and keeps them so; per ton, $8.00. It is cheap at $12.00. Order a couple of tons for sample.

Order your GOODS THIS YEAR from D. O'SULLIVAN, Richmond, Va. $25,000.00 worth of Groceries are on the

helves and' in the warehouses to be sold regardless of cost price. Stop paying two prices. You can buy your goods at whole-

sale prices from us, no matter how much you want or how little you need. Send me your orders. Send for my beautiful

price list, showing what you can purchase for a few dollars : we mail it free on application.

60,000 bus. Finest Corn, 80c. ••• 30,000 bus. Oats, Sic.

SEEDS OF ALL KINDS. Write for Catalogue.

800 sacks Salt, large sacks

Lump Salt for stock, per lb

Bread Soda, per lb

200 bags best Laguayra Coffee.

These Coffees are 2 cts. cheapei

than the market price. We
have a large stock and want
to sell.

600 half barrels White Fish

400 boxes best Ginger Snaps
80 bags Navy Beans, bushel-

Rock Candy Syrup, per gal

Sugar-house Svrup, per gal

Finest New Orleans Molasses, pr. gal

Home-Made Blackberry Brandy,
per gal

Fine Old Port Wine, per gal

Sweet Sherry Wine, per gal

Catawba Wine, per gal

Old Northampton Apple Brandy (6

years old)

McDermott's Malt Whiskey, large

quart bottles, full strength, fine

flavor. Sure cure for consump-
tion, coughs, colds, or weakness

;

cures chills, fever and ague, and
nervousness, per bottle

Tomatoes, 8-lb. cans, per doz
Fine Com, per doz
Green Peas, tender and sweet, doz..

Family Roe Herrings, per doz_
8ugar-*Cured Breakfast Bacon
Finest Rice, per pound
Imported Sardines -

Fresh Mackerel in Cans, each
French Mustard, Jar
Byrd Island Patent Family Flour,

"keeps much longer, yields 40 lbs.

more bread than any other flour

Bold; ask for it, and have no
other, barrel

Culpeper Creamery Butter. The
finest of all Creamery Butter is

1.00

01

02
12

3.25

04}
2.25

30
20
40

60
65
70
60

2.00

85
1.00

75
70
18
13
06
10
05
05

Culpeper Creamery, in any quan
tity, perpound 18

Gelatine, per package. 09

100 Fine Key West Cigars. 2.10

Only 2 cents for a 10 cent Cigar.

Plantation Cigars. 100 in a box 1.10

Fine Heavy Brooms 25

Carpet Brooms, worth 25c., for 18

Bath Bricks, for scouring 05
7 bars Octagon Soap 86

120 cakes fine Laundry Soap 2.-^0

7 large cakes Tar Soap -?

6 bare highly-perfumed Toilet Soap .20

Large jars Vaseline, suitable for

toilet purposes 05
800 doz. Household Ammonia, quart

bottles 07

6 bars Sand Soap, for scouring dishes,

pans and tableware 85

6 doz. boxes Matches (72) 25

3 cakes Sapolio 23

Electro-Silicon, for cleaning silver-

ware. 3 for 25

10,000 large packages Soap Powder, .02

Gold Dust Washing Powder, 4 lbs., .23

Granulated Sugar 05
New Cabiage, crate 1.00

Fine, large, fat New Mackerel.weigh-
ing a pound each 05

Cotton-seed Hulls, 100 lbs 40

5,000 lbs. finest Green Tea. 35

1,000 lbs. finest Black Tea. .35

These are the finest goods sold anywhere.

Order 5 or 10 lbs. for s»m pie.

Try a 15 lb. kit of our New Im-
ported Mackerel L25

New Cut Herring, doz 10

New Carolina Rice 05

Flaked Hominy 04J
800 California flams, 8 to 10 lbs. 09
Rolled Oats, per lb 02

This U an exceptionally big bargain.

80 doz. cans Chipped Beef. 07

Large jars French Mustard 10
Large bottles Catsup 10

Finest Home-made Cakes 08J
Fresh Milk Biscuits 08
French Candv in 30 lb. buckets, lb. .05

Roval Baking Powder, box. J-lb-.... -24

G -v>d Luck Baking Powder, doz. 1 lb. .88

Good Luck Baking Powder, dox. J lb. .43

Nutmegs, 5 for 03
Mustard, large boxes 10

Ess. Lemon, large bottles 10

Es> Vanilla, large bottles- 10
unamon, large bottles 10

Macaroni, per lb 07
Star Lye. doz 90

S lbs. Laundry Starch .25

We are agents for a specially prepared
Juniper Gin, a sure cure for kidney
tr ibles. It has cured 100 of our cus-

tomers. Order a quart at 45. $1.75gaL
No charge for packages.

Bumgardner's 6-vearsold Old Rve
Whiskey, gal...". 3.00

Clemmer's Old Rye. quart- 40

500 bottles o-Star French Brandy,
worth $1.25. now selling for 75

Order a quart Malt Whiskey. It is

the best medicine for chills and
fever, loss of appetite, dyspepsia

or indigestion. Makes rich, red

blood, builds and tones up the

system, restores lost appetite. A
sure cure for lung trouble. Per
large bottle .85

Medicated Corn Whiskey. S years

old. thick and finely flavored, fine

tonic, irallon 2.00

Angostura Bitters, finest tonic made .75

Sw^et Sr>arklins Cider, per gal 40

50 tons City Made Shir-stuff. 1.85

8,000 Bushels Finest Oats 59

10,000 Bales Timothy Hay, hundred, .80

D. O'SULLIVAN, Eighteenth and Main Streets, Richmond, Va.
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™§ STAR CORN PLANTER
Every year improved as each season suggests In no year has it been equaled by any planter

made. Last season the demand could not be supplied. But that it might be mis-

construed we would name the planters that are represented each year, as " the same.

thing," "just as good," etc.

NOTICE CAREFULLY ,^F^„ „ .... ^
IMPROVEMENTS jMt ^fcu y none that the name "STAR

"

FOR 1902. ^ST^i is not on
ROUND METAL GRAIN

HOPPER placed behind fer-

tiliser box that every grain

can be seen ae it falls, instead

of wood box in front as

shown. Chain tightener is attached to frame and «y m "^HS WK JTS-<^ f
not to box. M \M ^L'*a^.II jfi|p --J*^

With or without Fertilizer Box.
> •> * <. •

Drills or drops Corn, Peas, Beans,
etc., any number of grains, any

distance apart.

With Runner Opener when preferred.

ASHTON STARKE IMPLEMENT HOUSE, Richmond^.

OUR PRICES ARE LOW ON ALL AGRICULTURAL IMPLEHENTS.

S. ULLMAN'S SON.
BEST GOODS FOR THE LEAST MONEY.

Lion Coffee in lib. packages 9c

American Granulated Sugar 5c

Liberty Laundry Soap, 10 bars 25c

White A Sugar, 6 lbs. for 25c

Pure Lard, per^pound 9c

Good Salt Pork, per pound Sc

ArlmeMe'M or Cordova Cof-
fee, per pound 10c

Postum Cereal, per package 1 2c

Grape Nuts, per package 12c

Grape, Plum. Peach or Tornado To-
bacco, 3 plugs for 25c

Quart Cans Porto Rico Molasses 8c

New Raisins, 4 pounds for 25c

Black Eye Peas, bus., §1.75
Black Slock Peas, " 1.75

Early Bose Potatoes 1.15
Beanty Hebron Potatoes, 1.10
Silver King Flour, per bbl $4.40

Silver King Flour, per bag 28c

Jefferson Spring Wheat Flour, per
bbl., $4.50; per bag 29c

Small Corned, Fresh or Smoked Cali-

fornia Hams, per lb 9c

Earge Bnrbank Irish Po-
tatoes, peck 35c

American Sardines, 3 can, 10c
Four-String Broome 18c

Best Feed Corn, per bushel 75c"

Brown Stuff, per 100 lbs $1.20

New Raisins, 4 lbs. for 26c

Best Cream Cheese, per lb 14c

6 lbs. Good Bice 25c

Best Feed Oats, per bushel . 53c

100-1 b. sack best Dairy Salt 50c

13 Large Bars Dewey Soap 25c

Best City Meal, per peck 20c

Ginger Snaps or Soda
Crackers, per lb 4Jc

Uneeda Biscuit, package... 5c

We carry complete line GROCERIES and PRODUCE and shall be
glad to have your order.

1820-1822 East Main Street, and 506 East Marshall Street, RICHM0N0, VA,

1212-1214 Hull Street, MANCHESTER, VA.
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The Great WALTER A. WOOD New Improved MOWER.
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WALTER A. WOOD M. & R. M. COMPANY, Richmond, Va.

SOUTHERN POETRY.

About the game time that the Southern

'Planter published an article on "Injustice

to the South," an article so similar ap-

Se.ired in the February International

[onthly, that I here transcribe a part of

it for repndurti >n in the Planter. The
writer, Mr. Hamilton Wright Mabre, in

treating of the poetry of the South, and

how much it haa bpen neglected (except

in the case of Edgar Poe), says

:

'•The student of vital conditions in

this country might have anticipated that

the deepest and richest poetic movement
would take place in the South, rather

than in the North. History has failed

to confirm such a prediction, but it re-

mains true that in lyrical quality, in sen

sitiveness, in simplicity, and directness of

emotional response to the appeals of

beauty in nature, in that capacity for

pure song which more than anything

else, reveals the poetic temperameut, the

Southern poets are at one from the time

of Poe to that of Lanier. The product is

not great in mass. It is by no means so

comprehensively interpretative of the

spiritual history of a great community

as is the work of the Northern poets,

but so far as it goes, it is pure poetry.

It is poetry for the sake of beauty rather

than of ideas. It is transparently sincere.

Its spontaniety gives it fidelity to expe-

rience and emotion. It is the poetry of

feeling rather than of the intellect."'

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway

EXTENDING FROM CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, AID

THROUGH ITS CONNECTIONS —
THE BIG FOUR SYSTEM, from Chicago, St. Louis, Peoria, Indianapolis,

Sandusky and Cleveland

;

THE OHIO CENTRAL LINES, from Toledo and Columbus;

THE CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON, from Detroit, Toledo, Lima

and Dayton

—

To STAUNTON, LYNCHBUEG, CHARLOTTESVILLE,

RICHMOND, PETERSBURG, NORFOLK,

And Principal Virginia Points.

H. W. FULLER, Gen. Pass. Agt. C. A O. Ry., Washington, D. 0.



AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
Among the prominent agencies

represented by us are the

following:

Genuine Oliver Chilled Plows and
Repairs.

Genuine Farmers' Friend Plows.
Subsoil Plows.

Studebaker and Brown Farm
Wagons, Carts and Buggies.

Land Rollers and Harrows.
Tiger Disc Harrows and Bement

Disc Cultivators.

Full line of Brown Walking and
Riding Cultivators.

A full line of Scientific Crushing
and Grinding Machinery.

Ross Feed Cutlers Horse Powers,
Grinders, Wood Saws and Carriers.

Milwaukee Hay Tools and Corn
Huskers and Shredders.

Champion Mowers, Reapers
and Binders. Hay Rakes

and Twine.
Buckeye Iron and Wood Pumps.

I X L Wind Mills.

Superior Grain Drills.

Hallock's Success Anti-Clog
Weeder and Cultivator.

Full line of Aspinwall Potato
Machinery.

ARrAPjVsnVdlo
6W,d«u.

Smith's EUREKA Cora Planters.
FARMER'S FRIKNDPlainand Fertilizer

Planters.

Aultman & Taylor and Frick Thre
Machines, Engines and Saw Mills.

IT DRHJ/tfS THE BHR-
NO PUSH.

TIGER Double-Row Plain Planters. TIGER
Double-Row Planters with Fertilizer and

Check Rower Attachment.

THE WHEELS WILL NOT LIFT FROM THE GROUND.
CHAMPION Mowers. Reapers, Binders,

Hay Rakes and Twine.

TIGER ISteel and Wood Self Dump Rakes,
GRANGERSteel and Wood Hand-Dump

Bakes, all sizes.

Genuine BROWX Walking and Riding
Cultivator. All styles. Write for

circular and priees.

We trust to receive the liberal patron-

age which has been bestowed on the late

Mr. Hunter, and wish to assure all of
liberal treatment and careful attention to

any of their favors

REMEMBER, we are at the same old

stand with the same reliable line of

Implements

All Goods Guaranteed First-Class.

STEEL LEVER HARROWS.
Spring tooth Harrows, all sizes, plaiirand

with levers; Smoothing Harrows and any-thing in Ihe Harrow hue always on hand atbottom prices.

Write For Our New Illustrated 1902 Catalogue and Prices

HENING & NUCKOLS, tSSTSSim, 1436-38 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, U.



* NORTHWESTERN SSIE&i'X
ORGANIZED 1857. A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY.

INSURANCE IN FORCE (243,158 Policies), $574,705,000.00.

nrtm* 1VT~-., r>^i:^-.:^.«r. of the NORTHWESTERN embrace id one Contract practically everything

1 llC TNcW KOllCieS that is desirable in Life Insurance.

The Strongest and Safest and Affording the Best Results for Policy Holders.

T. ARCHIBALD CARY, Gen. Agt. for Va. and N. C, 1201 Main St., Richmond,Va.

vvvvvvw

STRONG. HEALTHY AND SLEEK HORSES
Are the inevitable result of giving OWENS & MINOR'S DIXIE CON-

DITION POWDERS. If you wish fat and smooth Cattle and healthy

Milch Cows, give

DIXIE CONDITION POWDERS.
For RHEUMATISM, SPRAINS, STRAINS and all PAINS use

DIXIE NERVE AND BONE LINIHENT-Best on earth for Man or

Beast. to Bottle 25 cts. ; everywhere.^——————— OWENS & MINOR DRUG CO., Richmond, Va.

FARMERSwFERTMERS
to stjgg:ee::i>.

ForTOBACCO use"NATIONAL"
ForCORN use'CHAMPION CORN GROWER',

For GRASS and CLOVER use "0RCHILLA GUANO,"

m For ANY CROP use "BEEF, BLOOD and BONE" Brand

Ouf Fertilizers can be relied on to give satisfaction. They are especially prepared for

the Crops named. Other brands for other crops. Write for prices.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO.,
§ooo Tons acid phosphate for Sale. Manufacturers, Richmond, Va.

Branch Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.

...Mia nAaVllf flC IfIDOIaUl A JOHN S. ELLETT, Presid't. WM. M. HILL. Cashier.

The STATE BANK OP VlriblNIA «££•£££ *"'^«it?i.
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PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRIES
BUY A BUCCY OR WAGON AT HOME.

Why go out of the State for vehicles that are made RIGHT AT
YOUR OWN DOOR, and JUST AS GOOD as the best and

BETTER THAN THE VU
J O R I T Y of foreign goods

offered for sale. We are

agents for the

BARBOUR BUGGY CO.,

HUGHES BUGGY CO.,

VIRGINIA WAGON CO..

All of Virginia.

To appreciate what we offer in

BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, SURREYS, CARTS, WAGONS, Etc.

made by these firms, you should call and inspect o"r stock, or send for beautiful descriptive catalogue,

which will be mailed free. Remember, we save you MONEY, FREIGHT, TIME. All goods guaranteed.

Don't buy until you get our prices.

RICHMOND BUGGY & WAGON CO., 1433 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.
J.T. DUNN, Manager.

^ TOBACCO GROWS TO PERFECTION A
Where the Planter has the Good Judgment and Discretion to use the Famous

Star Brand andAnchor Brand
{SPECIALS)

TOBACCO FERTILIZERS.
These brands have been before the public for more than thirty years. Some of the largest yields of tobacco have resulted

from their use. When Rich Flavor, Silkiness, Fine Texture and Good Prices are desired, these celebrated brands'are unsur-

passed. Don't experiment with new brands when you can get the old and tried ones at about the same prices. Make your

plans to use these brands on your 1902 crop.

NOT HOW CHEAP. BUT HOW GOOD.
This is the Idea on Which These Celebrated Brands are Made.

DON'T FORGET they have served you well for nearly thirty years, holding their own against every brand that has been

brought in competition with them, and they stand today unrivalled as the Great Tobacco Fertilizers of the country.

Other brands have come and gone, and will continue to do so. They have been tried and found wanting. Ours have stood

tfce test with increasing reputation. kffiTFor Testimonials of Tobacco Growers, address

ALLISON <£ ADDISON.
«»xcm VimmucCmouiM Chemical Co.,

RICHMOND, VIRCINIA.



The Southern Planter.
DEVOTED TO

PRACTICAL AND PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE,
TRUCKING, LIVE STOCK AND THE FIRESIDE.

Agriculture is the nursing mother of the Arts."XENOPHON.
Tillage and pasturage are the two breasts of the State.--SULLY.

63d Year. Richmond, June, 1902. No. 6.

Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

Up to within a few days of the writing of this (21st

May) the unseasonably cold weather, which has been

the characteristic of the present spring, has continued

throughout the whole of the eastern section of the

country, and over a large part of that area there has

also been a deficiency of rainfall, and even now the

warmer weather is only partially distributed, as is

also the case with the rainfall. Thunder-storms in

various sections have done something towards supply

ing the needed moisture, but these have not been at

all general, and many sections are still complaining of

drouthy conditions. The effects of the winter and

cold spring are strongly reflected in the area and con-

dition of the winter wheat crop all over the country.

Something near 5,000,000 acres of the area seeded in

the fall has been plowed up or abandoned, and this

leaves the area of the crop at little over 27,000,000

acres. Throughout the South the damage done has

been severe, and we hear of few crops of wheat that

promise a satisfactory result, and much has been

plowed up, and the land is being planted to corn or

other crops. The condition of the crop throughout

the country is reported on May 1st at only 76.3 as

agunst 94.1 on the 1st May last year and 83.2 the av-

erage of the May conditions for ten years. This

means a much reduced yield per acre, which it does

not appear likely that the spring wheat crop will do

much to make good, as the weather throughout the

spring wheat area has not been at all so genial as to

encourage liberal seeding. In North Dakota especially

the weather has been very unfavorable, and the area
seeded is much reduced and not at all promising.
Like conditions are eharacteristic of the rye crop, of
which the condition is the lowest on May 1st since

1893, and the lowest, with that exception, in twenty
years. It is too early yet to know the condition and
area of the oat crop, but the winter oat condition in
the South is distinctly unpromising, much of the crop
having been killed out and been plowed up. Spring
oats in the South are making promise of a fair crop,

the cool weather having been in their favor. Clover
and hay crops have been much hindered in growth by
the cool, dry weather, and there is only promise of a
light crop generally. The planting of corn has pro-

ceeded without much interruption throughout the
South, and the area of the crop promises to be larger.

Cold, dry weather is not conducive, however, to quick
germination and growth, and up to the present the
outlook is not as good as we would like to see. The
cotton crop in the Gulf States is making promise of a
good crop. The stand is good, the plants healthy,

whilst the area planted is large. In the Oarolinas it

is yet too early to speak with any certainty. There
does not, however, appear to be any indication of the

planting of a much larger crop than last year, the de-

mand for cotton fertilizers havirjg been distinctly less

than a year ago. Probably this may l>e accounted for

by the fact that in consequence of the high price for

which tobacco has sold and the reduced stocks of the
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weed brought about by the crop failure last year many

planters in these States are planning to increase the

size of their crops of tobacco. Setting out the plants

is now in progress, and whilst we hear some com-

plaints of scarcity of plants and small plants, we gather

that on the whole there will be a sufficiency for all

needs. In this State and Maryland little has yet been

done in setting out the crop, but progress will be

rapid with the first "season,'' as land is nearly all

ready and plants waiting. There is a strong desire

expressed to increase the area in "sun cured" and

some types of "shipping," but the labor question is

likely to cause difficulty in realizing this desire. We
believe that it will be good policy not to increase the

area over much, but to make "quality" rather than

"quantity" the goal to be aimed at. The great fight

now going on between the American Tobacco Com
pany and the Imperial Company, of England, is likely

to result in distinct gain for tobacco growers if only

the quality of the crop is maintained.

The planting and cultivation of the corn crop

should have constant attention. Except upon "low

ground" all corn should be planted before the end of

the first week in June. Low ground may continue to

be planted up to the 20th of the month, but the sooner

it is got in the better is likely to be the yield. The

power of the sun is now very great, and constant

work with the cultivator will be needed to keep the

soil from crusting and to conserve the moisture, which

is not over abundant at the best. Cultivate frequently

and cultivate shallow. Keep the plow out of the field

and work the crop level. The main development of

corn roots during the early period of the growth of

the crop is horizontal and not downward. If the soil

is "kept in proper condition and not stirred deeply,

the roots will run across the land between the rows at

a depth of two or three inches below the surface, and

after filling the surface land will tb*n strike down.

The corn plant is a great forager for plant food, and

can be greatly helped by shallow cultivation, which

makes available the inert plant food in the soil. In

tercultural fertilization—that is, the application of

fertilizer during the period of cultivation of the

crop—is found to be of great help to the corn plant

on thin land. It is better than the application of all

the fertilizer at the time of planting. If resorted to,

do not apply the fertilizer next the rows or plants,

but spread it broadcast in the middles. The plants

will soon find it and take on new energy, which will

be largely devoted to the making of ears rather than

stalks. In an article in this issue on velvet bean3, a

wonderful example of the power of the leguminous

crops to help the corn crop is shown. In the experi

ment there described, both velvet beans and Soy

beans were demonstrated to be more effective as fer-

tilizers for the corn crop than even a complete com-

mercial fertilizer. The experiment once more proved

what we have so often asserted—that the use of com-

mercial fertilizers on the corn crop is rarely profit-

able. They may, and often do, increase the yield,

but rarely sufficiently so to pay for the cost of the fer-

tilizer. If farmers, instead of spending money ou

fertilizer for the corn crop, would now sow velvet

beans, Soy beans or cow peas on land intended to be

put into corn next year, giving an application of 200

or 300 lbs. of acid phosphate to the acre if the land is

poor, and then in the fall, after the crop is fairly ma-

tured, plow down the crop or take off the vines for

hay, leaviDg a tall stubble, and then apply twenty- five

bushels of lime to the acre and harrow in and seed

with a mixture of Crimson clover, vetches aud wheat

or winter oats, they would secure a winter and spring

pasture and a better preparation for a com crop than

with the application in the spring of 500 lbs. of com-
plete fertilizer to the acre.

Corn for the silo should be planted during this

month. In planting for this purpose do not plant too

thickly. Room sufficient should be given to allow of

the plant making a perfect growth and becoming

fairly matured and carrying a fair proportion of good

ears. Eows three feet apart and the plants eight or

ten inches apart in the row will make a crop that will

give the best returns when fed. If overcrowded, the

crop will be merely watery stalks without ears, and

will make poor sour silage. A good many farmers

now grow peas with their silage corn. These climb

up the stalks and add considerably to the yield, and

at the same time make the silage a better feed, being

more nearly balanced. Soy beans make a good crop

to mix with the corn when being cut into the silo.

They may be grown either with the corn or as a sep-

arate crop. If grown with the corn, the corn should

be planted further apart in the rows than we have

suggested, or the beans will not make much growth.

The best plan is to grow the Soy beans as a separate

crop, planting them in rows two'feet six inches apart

and about six or eight inches apart in the rows. The
crop should be cut at the same time as the corn, and

be mixed as run into the silo. Wherever two or three

different crops are used for silage, they should be

mixed and not be put into the silo in separate layers.

Mr. Jones, of Fluvanna, reports to us that he tried

sweet potato vines as an ensilage crop, but that the

ensilage spoiled. He did not mix them with the corn,

but put them in the silo alone near the top. We be-

lieve that if they had been mixed with the corn, that

they would have cured all right. We know that peas

and soja beans will do so. In our next issue will

say something as to the building of a silo.
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The forage crops about which we wrote in our last

issue should be got into the ground as soon as possi-

ble, so that they may have time to make good growth

and become fairly matured before cutting and yet

have good weather for curing. We refer our readers

to our last issue for further information as to these

crops.

Keep the cotton and tobacco crops growing by fre-

quent cultivation, and sow cow peas in the cotton crop

when cultivating the last time. In this way the land

can be improved and some feed can be made.

The harvesting of the wheat and oat crops will call

for attention before our next issue reaches our read

«rs. See to it that the Binder is in good repair and

working order a week or two before it is likely to be

needed, and if stay repairs are needed or likely to be

wanted, have them ordered and on hand. Many a

good crop has been largely lost whilst waiting for

repairs. It is always well to have duplicate parts on

hand of the parts most subject to wear and strain.

Do not let the wheat crop stand until overripe before

commencing to cut it. When overripe much grain is

lost in the handling, and the sample is never so fine

as when cut just before being dead ripe. When har

vesting, see that the shocks are well made, so that

they will turn a good rain. There is much art in

building a shock so that it will turn rain, and only

hands who have had experience and can do the work
properly should be put to do this work. Have all

the grain cut during the day shocked up before leav

ing the field.

Wheat and oat stubbles not seeded with grass or

clover should be run over with the Cutaway or Disc

harrow as soon as cleared of the grain, or the harrow

may be run between the shock rows. Sow the fields

with Crimson clover and vetches or with a mixture of

these and rape or turnips, or a crop of cow-peas to be

cut for hay may be grown. In this way, a large addi-

tion can be made to the feed of the farm and the fer

tility of the land be conserved instead of being wasted

in growing a crop of weeds. If seeded with grass or

clover, see to it that the mower is run over the fields

as soon as the weeds have put up and commenced to

flower, and thus prevent the production of a crop of

weed seed. These weed crops have killed out many a

fine stand of clover and grass by robbing the land of

the moisture and food which the graes and clover need.

Leave the cutting on the land, it will act as a mulch
and protect the grass and clover from the heat, and
later from the effects of frost.

promise to be a very heavy one, and it is therefore

the more important that it should be carefully saved.

Do not let it stand until the seed is ripe and much of

the leafage dead. That hay is most nutritious which
is cut when the plants are in bloom. When once the

seed begins to form, the nutritive value of the rest of

the plant rapidly decreases. See to it that the hay is

not wasted by being allowed to remain broadcast in

the scorching sun and hot wind. A few hours' expo-
sure to a June or July sun is sufficient to wilt a crop
so that it may safely, and with advantage to the hay,

be raked up into windrow and there continue the pro-

cess of curing until fit to be put into cock or be car-

ried to the barn. More hay is spoiled in the South by
overdrying than is spoiled by being housed too soon.

When overdried, much of the leafage and finer part
of the crop, and the parts which contain most nutri-

ment, is lost in the field. As soon as ever the hay can
safely be put into cocks it should be done, and this is

much sooner than most farmers imagine possible if

only the hay is free from rain or dew. It is im-

possible to lay down any hard or fast rule when this

can safely be done, as so much depends on the charac-

ter of the crop and the weather conditions. Only ex-

perience can decide. But err on the side of under-

exposure rather than over- exposure when putting into

cocks. If, after twenty four hours, the cocks feel cold

and damp inside, break them out again and expose to

the sun and wind for a few hours. It is not necessary

to spread the hay broadcast over the field again, but
only just around the cocks. Turn and lighten up with
a fork, and two or three hours' sun and wind will fit

the hay for the barn. Never house hay that has had
rain or heavy dews on it until these are thoroughly
dried out. They will cause hay to spoil in the barn,

and even to fire, when natural moisture in the hay
would only cause it to become a browner color. When
hay is stacked out of doors, make large stacks instead

of small ones. The hay will be much better in quality

and the loss from weatberage much less.

The saving of the hay crop will call for attention

during this month and the next. The crop does not

THE FERTILITY PROBLEH.

Now that the spring planting season is drawing to a

close, we may expect a "let up" in the torrent of

letters which we have been daily receiving from all

parts of the South for the past three months, asking

for advice as to the fertilizer to^be used to make satis-

factory crops. Whilst we have answered many of

these through the journal for the benefit of our

readers, we have answered very many times this num
ber by direct correspondence with the writers. This

has imposed on us heavy labor, and labor of a char-

acter that has not been of the'most satisfactory nature

to us, as in many, probably most, of the cases we have
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not had before us all the factors affecting the problems

of crop production which would have enabled us to

give the best information. We have, however, done

what we conld to give help in each case, by pointing

out what were the requirements of the crop in question

and how these could be best supplied. The question

of how far it was necessary in each case to supply the

different elements of plant food, and in what propor

tion they should be supplied, is one which only experi-

mentation on the particular land could accurately

determine. This is very strongly illustrated by the

article from Dr. Stubbs in our last issue where he

shows that by experiments he has determined that a

soil which might fairly be presumed from its character

called for potash does not need potash at all as yet,

even for such a potash loving crop as tobacco. This

should open the eyes of farmers to the difficulties sur

rounding the question of fertilization of crops and

emphasize the importance of each man making for

himself a careful series of experiments on his own

land with the crops he desires to grow to learn accu-

rately what are the requirements of the soil. Having

ascertained these facts, he can then be intelligently

advised as to the plant food necessary to be supplied

in order to meet the requirements of any particular

crop. In connection with this subject of fertilization,

the article in our last issue from Mr. Franklin should

be carefully studied. He emphasizes a point which

we have frequently made, viz., the apparently won

derful effect almost invariably produced by the appli

cation of even a light dressing of farmyard manure,

a fertilizer well known to be lacking in two essentials

of plant food, viz., phosphoric acid and potash, to be

a well balanced fertilizer. We have frequently, in our

own experience, noted this apparently exaggerated

effect of a small application of farm-yard manure, and

are strongly of opinion that Mr. Franklin has divined

the cause in the power of vegetable fertilizers to in

crease the bacterial life in the soil, and to set this life

to work actively in breaking down the unassimilable

mineral plant food in the soil and rendering it capa

ble of being utilized by the crop. This is a power

possessed by no commercial fertilizer apparently, and

ought to stimulate in every farmer the desire and the

determination to increase his production of farm yard

manure. It is an undoubted fact that very few farm-

ers make anything like the quantity of farm-yard

manure which it islpossible to make by the aid of the

stock kept, and still more farmers fail to keep all the

stock which they could; do. In both these respects,

there is room for'great improvement in Southern hus

bandry. The making of more manure means the

growing ot heavier crops, and the growing of heavier

crops is the means whei eby a greater head of stock

can be carried on the farm. All this means a less out-

go for purchased fertilizers, or a much greater return

from the use of purchased fertilizers if the same con-

tinue to be applied. Long experience has demonstra-

ted the truth that as the land becomes better filled

with humus, and the bacterial life in it more plentiful

and active, the greater is the return made from the

use of applied commercial fertilizers, and the more
permanent is the fertility of the soil. Sir Jno. Lawes
demonstrated at Rothampstead that the permanent

improvement of the fertility of land worked by the

application of farm-yard manure was almost immeas-

urable. He saw tor 25 years afterwards the effect of

a dressing of farm yard manure on one piece of land,

and in an experiment begun in 1852, and which is still

carried on, has demonstrated the power of farm j ard

manure to maintain the fertility of land and produce

heavy continuous crops. In this experiment, one field

has been kept in barley every year without any ma-

nure or fertilizer.

During the first 20 years of that time, including

1852 and 1871, the average j ield of grain was 20 bush-

els per acre each year. During the next 20 years, in-

cluding 1872 and 1899, the average was 13 i bushels

per acre, and during the five years to end of 1896 it

was 10 i bushels per acre. The periods of comparison

were purposely made long to equalize favorable and

unfavorable years, and it will be seen that the fertility

has been reduced at least one half in that time, or

more than one half when the last five years are con-

trasted with the first five or ten years.

At the same time, he began on another field to

apply barn yard manure at the rate of 14 tons per acre

each year. The fields were as nearly alike at the be-

ginning as they could be found, and 14 tons would not

be considered heavy manuring, yet the average yield

for the first 20 years was 48} bushels per acre, or near-

ly two and a half times as much as where no manure

was used.

This field was then divided, and on one half the

application of 14 tons of manure to the acre was kept

up, and during the next 20 years it yielded an average

crop of 49 bushels per acre each year. The other half

was sown without any more manure for 25 years, and

the average for 20 years was 30} bnshels per acre, or

17 bushels more than that which had no manure from

the start, and 18} bushels less than that which had the

manure each year. During the next five years the field

averaged without manure 24J bushels.

Or to make the comparison stronger, in 40 years the

land which received no manure produced 665 bushels

of barley, and in the next five years 57 J bushels. On
the field which was manured the first 20 years and not

after that time, they grew 1,570 bushels of barley in

the first forty years, and 1201 bushels in the last five

years. On that which was manured each year the crop
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'was 1,945 bushels in 40 years. It will be seen that the

20 years of manuring had left the land in condition to

produce about 13 bushels per acre more after cropping

20 years without manuring than could be grown on

the unmanured laud.

This experiment not only shows the value of the

manure for this crop on land which was, perhaps, a

little better than the average, if we j udge by the crop

grown on the unmanured land in the first 20 jears,

but it also illustrates the lasting effect of barn- yard

manure. Probably that which was manured each year

for 40 years will show the effect of its treatment for

the next 40 years.

We would urge upon every farmer the importance

of making every effort to produce all the feed crops

possible during the present year, so that he may be

able to keep a heavy head of stock during the winter

and make all the manure possible. At the same time

lay out experimental plots, and test the needs of the

soil, so that next year it may be possible to decide,

with some certainty, what additional help, in the way
of commercial fertilizers, is called for.

POISON FOR TOBACCO WORflS.

From the number of enquiries which we have had

as to using Paris green for destroying worms on the

tobacco crop we judge that there is a movement on the

part of many growers to substitute poison for the hand
worming of the crop. Doubtless this may be largely

accounted for by the scarcity of labor in the to

bacco sections of the State. In replying to these en

quiries, we have pointed out that experiments have

conclusively shown that Paris green may be used

without fear of any injury to the users of the tobacco,

and with success in destroying the worms, but at the

same time we have urged caution in adopting the rem
«dy as there appears to be a strong prejudice amongst

tobacco buyers against the use of poison on the plants,

and a grower may ruin the sale of his crop if it should

be known that he used poison on it. We believe this

to be an unreasonable prejudice if the poison be only

used as it ought to be. Not more than one pound of

the Paris green should be used with 150 gallons of

water, and the plants ought not to be sprayed with

even this solution after the tobacco begins to ripen.

Used in this proportion and in this way, there will be

no trace of the poison left on the leaves at cutting

time, and no possible injury can happen to the user of

the tobacco. The question of antagonizing the preju

dices of the buyers is, however, one that cannot be

well or safely disregarded, and where this is found

well established it would be wiser to regard it. One
or two substitutes have been suggested, but as to their

offieacy we are unable to say anything, as we[cannot

find any reports of experiments made with them.

Amongst these we find chloro naptholeum advised as

a safe and yet certain remedy. We know chloro-

naptholeum to be a disinfectant largely used for de-

stroying foul odors and germs, and also for destroy-

ing insects, but can find no record of its use on the

tobacco crop as a destroyer of worms. It may, how-

ever, be effective for the purpose, but we would ad-

vise its use only experimentally at first. The old

remedy of poisoning the moth which lays the eggs

from which the worms are produced by the use of

eobalt made into a syrup with sugar and dropped into

imitation " Jimson" weed blossoms made of glass or

porcelain, and which are kept for sale in many towns

is one that should be resorted to. These imitation

poisoned blossoms should be set upon boards in and

around the fields, and these will be visited by the

moths, and their powers for mischief be ended. The

destruction of a moth means the prevention of hun-

dreds of worms.

VELVET BEANS.

When mentioning this crop as one of the forage

crops which can be successfully grown in the South,

we remarked that it was, in our opinion, better fitted

to be grown as a soil improving crop than for feed,

as it is such a rampant grower that it is exceedingly

difficult to cut and harvest. In confirmation of this,

we observe that the crop was grown at the North

Carolina Test Farm at Tarboro last year, and turned

down as a preparation for a corn crop. The result

was that the plot so treated produced the heaviest

jield of corn and stover of all the plots tested. The

yield of corn on this plot was 36.50 bushels per acre,

and of stover 2 280 lbs. The next best yield was on a

plot on which a complete fertilizer had been applied

following a dressing of lime in 1900. On this plot,

the yield was 25.40 bushels per acre, and 1,800 lbs. of

stover. The next highest yield was made on a plot on

which Soy beans had been turned down. This plot

made a yield of 24.40 bushels per acre, and 2,200 lbs.

of stover. The value of the increased yield on the

Velvet bean plot, over the cost of fertilizer, taking

the value of corn at 50 cents per bushel and of stover

at $8 per ton, was $11.54, which was nearly five times

more than the value of the increased yield on any

other plot. This great value as a fertilizer comes

largely from the fact of the wonderful power of the

plant to gather and store nitrogen from the atmos-

phere. Dr. Stubbs told us some time ago that he had

seen nitrogen nodules on the roots of Velvet beans

nearly as large as pigeon eggs. Of course the great

mass of humus producing matter pi ovided by the plant

has also considerable influence.
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COW-PEAS AND OTHER FORAGE CROPS.
In our last issue, in the article advising the grow

ing of forage crops and describing the best methods
and best crops to grow for the purpose, we said little

about the cow-pea beyond recommending that it

should be grown as largely as possible. Some of our
readers seem to have gathered the impression from
this short notice of the subject that we thought the
other forage crops mentioned were preferable to the
cow-pea. This was far from our desire or intention

We have always been strong advocates of the cow-
pea. We believe it to be the sheet-anchor of South
ern husbandry, and far more valuable to the South-
ern farmer than red clover is to the Northern farmer.
Our desire, however, was, whilst not discouraging
the growing of the cow pea, to encourage the produc
tion of the other forage crops mentioned as being
valuable auxiliaries in the feeding of stock and as be
ing capable of making very heavy yields of feed

somewhat more easily cured and saved than cow pea
hay. In this connection, we would say in answer to

some enquiries addressed us as to the relative yields

of the various forage crops on land of about equal
fertility—say, capable of producing twenty five bush
els of corn to the acre—that in recent experiments
made in Arkansas, corn made 2,835 lbs. of dry fod-

der; cow peas, 3,040 lbs. of dry feed; sorghum, 7,012
lbs. of dry feed, and Kaffir corn, 5,412 lbs. of similar

feed to the acre. Spanish peanuts, on similar land,

made a yield of 4,460 lbs to the acre. Commenting
on (he value of these crops as feed, the Station says
that all the different dry feeds, except the Kaffir corn,

were readily eaten by stock of all kinds. Kaffir corn
was apparently less relished than the others, but this,

very likely, arose from the fact that it was new to the

stock. Where it has been regularly grown, as in

Kansas, for several years, all stock eat it eagerly,

and no doubt will do so here. For forage for winter
feeding, cow peas are given the preference over corn

because of their greater palatabllity, and also of their

higher feedicg value. Sorghum is to be preferred

over either corn, Kaffir corn, teosinte or other coarse

fodder plants. It yields more, resists drouth better,

and is preferred by all stock. There is less waste in

feeding it; it is easier to cure than corn, and matures
for feeding much earlier.

In recent experiments made in Alabama with cow
peas, extending over a period of six years, the follow

ing facts seemed to be established : Broadcast sowing
afforded a larger yield of hay than did drilling and
cultivation, but the latter method is more certain to

afford a fair crop of peas in an unfavorable season

The varieties averaging the largest production of peas
are New Era, Black and Red Ripper. The varieties

makiDg the largest yields of hay for three years are

Wonderful and Clay. Fertilizer experiments on soil

repeatedly fertilized showed very slight gains from

any fertilizer, but on poor sandy or loamy soils an
application of acid phosphate with or without potash

proved superior to crude or raw phosphate. As com-

pared with velvet bean as a forage plant, cow peas

have the advantage in convenience of curing and in

palatability, but are at a disadvantage on certain soils

by reason of the susceptibility of cow peas to the

attack of the nematoid worm and of several fungous

diseases. The most profitable method of disposing of

the growth of cow peas consists in cutting the vines

for hay and using the roots as fertilizer for the next

crop. Where haying is not practicable and picking

too expensive except for seed, the crop should be
grazed with cows or hogs. In curing pea vine hay,

no rule as to the number of hours of exposure in

swath, in windrow, or in cock can be blindly followed,

as the method must vary with the luxuriance and
succulence of the vines and the condition of the

weather. The aim should be to retain all the leave*

which requires that the exposure of the unraked hay

be as short as practicable, and that the main part of

the curing be effected in the windrows or cocks.

Wonderful pe is sown broadcast at the rate of a bushel

to the acre in May with acid phosphate, and muriate

of potash applied broadcast and harrowed in made a

yield of 6,400 lbs. of hay to the acre. Cow peas

(Clay variety) sown with sorghum, made a yield of

5,440 lbs. of hay to the acre.

June and July are the two months best suited for

the seeding of cow-peas, as then the soil is warm and

still moist enough to ensure quick germination. Sow
broadcast, unless planting for a seed crop, at the rate

of one bushel to the acre, and if the land is not in

a state of good fertility, apply 300 lbs. of acid phos-

phate to the acre. A luxuriant crop of peas will

gather from the atmosphere about 100 lbs. of nitrogen

to the acre, equivalent to the nitrogen supplied by
600 lbs. of nitrate of soda, and worth about $15 as a
fertilizer. If the crop is turned under, all this, to-

gether with the humus supplied by the stalk, beans

and roots, goes to enrich the land for the succeeding

crop. If cut for hay only, that part in and on the

roots remains to benefit the land; but this is a large

part, and will materially improve the yield of the

following crop, whilst the hay made from the vines

makes a feed containing almost exactly the same
amounts and proportions of digestible materials as

wheat bran. In thus utilizing the crop, you can save

the expense of buying bran for your stock. Sow peas

in the corn at the last working, and you will improve
the land and secure much extra pasturage ; and if

planted in corn for the silo, will largely increase the

crop and greatly improve the silage.
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FERTILIZING PEANUTS.
Editor Southern Planter.

Looking over the Query Column, I saw a question

from Mr. Q. W. Eppes asking for a peanut fertil

izer. From my personal experience, I think the

answer given added a good deal of unnecessary ex-

pense to the raising of a crop of peanuts, especially

at the present price of one of the ingredients named.
The answer given was 80 lbs. of acid phosphate, 210

lbs. of kainit, 300 lbs. of cotton seed meal to the acre,

making a total of 600 lbs. As I have been working
in the peanut field since I was able to pull grass, and
have always used commercial fertilizer, think a much
cheaper mixture can be used with better results. As
the peanut is one of the gatherers of nitrogen from the

air, cotton seed meal is useless, as it is used for the

nitrogen in it.

We have been raising peanuts for thirty years, and
find the following mixture a good one : Eight hundred
pounds of kainit and 1 200 pounds of 14 per cent,

phosphate with a 30 bushel dressing of lime to the

acre every four or five years. There is always a rye
fallow turned under to put humus in the land, as pea
nuts leave the land bare.

Last year I planted a piece of land in peanuts that

had never had a leguminous crop on it. Twenty five

years ago it was cleared up, and it has been planted
in corn and oats with a two year's rest, which always
meant a fallow of broom grass and weeds with not

even a sprig of wild clover on it. I need the
aforesaid mixture at the rate of 300 pounds to

the acre in the drill and 150 pounds of dirt from a
field where peanuts have been raised in every alter

nate year. On this land I raised thirty bushels to the
acre with 2,000 lbs. of vines, which was a good crop
for the land with only such a light dressing of fertil

izer. The land is so poor that rye now stands only
from twelve to eighteen inches in height, and is head
ing out.

Some may wonder why I use dirt in my fertilizer

from an old peanut field. Three years ago I read in

The Southern Planter about inoculating land for legu
minous crops, and have tried it with good results. In

the peanut crop, a big difference could be seen where
the land was not inoculated. B.

Chesterfield Co., Va.

[In suggesting the fertilizer named in oar reply to

the query, we had in mind the object of securing a

much heavier yield of peanuts than a 30 bushel crop

to the acre. Such a yield cannot be a profitable one,

and ought to be greatly increased. There is no reason

why twice that yield should not be made. To secure

this increased yield heavier fertilization is needed,

and a great increase in the humus content of the soil.

Whilst it is true that peanuts are able to secure nitro

gen from the atmosphere like the other legumes, it is

equally true that they can only do this largely when
the growth is luxurious and the specific bacteria

needed is abundant in the soil. A 30 bushel per

acre crop of peanuts requires for its production 42

lbs. of nitrogen, 7 lbs. of phosphoric acid, 16 lbs. of

potash, and 23 lbs. of lime. Numerous experiments

made in various States have established the fact that

legumes fail to make the best yield unless assisted

with some available nitrogen in the soil at starting

growth, and that a light application of a nitrogenous

fertilizer along with the mineral plant food at or be-

fore planting is a wise expenditure of money if the

best result is to be obtained. This ensures vigorous

growth and the ability to utilize all the other elements

of fertility, and with this vigorous growth, the power

to seize upon and utilize the nitrogen in the atmos-

phere. We have nearly doubled the yield of a clover

crop by giving a top dressing of nitrate of soda just

when growth was starting in the spring, and yet

clover is as able to secure its nitrogen from the atmos-

phere as the peanut. An application of 300 lbs. of

cotton seed meal, which we advised, would only sup-

ply about one half of the nitrogen called for in a

30-bushel crop of peanuts, but it would give a supply

when most needed just at the start, and thus enable

the plant the more quickly to get to work in utilizing

the supply in the atmosphere. Whilst we strongly

urge the importance of growing the legumes to secure

nitrogen from the atmosphere, instead of buying this

class of fertilizers, yet we are also as strongly of opin-

ion that where the object; in growing the crop is not

merely that of supplying humus and some nitrogen to

the soil, but also a sale or feed crop, then that it is

wise economy to help nature by giving some nitrogen

in the fertilizer to start the crop. This needed help

can be and should be much less than the crop calls for

in order to make its best growth, as experiments have

shown that where the nitrogen applied is sufficient to

meet all the needs of a full crop, as measured by the

abundance of the other elements of plant food in the

soil, then that the plant will not exert its power to

secure nitrogen from the atmosphere, but, like most

human beings, will take that nearest at hand and most

easily obtained. We are glad that our correspondent

has raised this question, as it indicates that farmers

are thinking more for themselves and not relying

altogether upon the statements which they may see in

print. The use of earth from an old peanut field to

supply the bacteria necessary to inoculate the new

land, is also an evidence of this same application of

the knowledge which science is placing at the dis-

posal of farmers.

—

Ed.]

CHINCH BUGS.

We hear complaint from several sections of chinch

bugs infesting the wheat crop. Whilst it is practi-

cally impossible to do much to save a wheat crop

already infested, it is possible to do something to pre-

vent injury to other crops. As the wheat matures

the bugs will leave this crop in search of fresher pas-
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tares, and will probably attack neighboring fields of

oats or corn. The chinch bug is especially fond of

millet and similar grasses, and a farmer who finds his

wheat fields infested will do well to sow a narrow strip

of millet between the wheat and his other crops.

As the proper time for sowing millet is daring, or

jast after, the coin planting season, a strip of millet

two or three yards in width may be sown along the

side of the corn field next to the infested wh«at or

oats, and when the bugs have taken possession of it

the millet may be plowed under with a jointer plow
and the ground harrowed and rolled, thus burying the

bugs.

NOTES ON MR. FRANKLIN'S AND DR. STUBBS'
ARTICLES IN THE MAY ISSUE.

Editor SoutJiern Planter :

Though my time is so well filled with other engage
ments, I cannot refrain from expressing my approval
of tome things I note in your issue of May, especially

the downright, hard, commonsenseof what Mr. Frank
lin says in regard to the recuperation of the soil. I

have for years been trying to impress our farmers

with the fact that no soil, originally fertile and of a

good mechanical make up, can ever be exhausted with
any 6ort of fair treatment. It may, as a great deal of

our 8outhern lands has been, be reduced in product-

iveness by bad farming, but it still has in it the power
to restore itself to its pristine productiveness without
the use of fertilizers, just as nature restores it with the

broomsedge and the pine tree. Bub the process would
be too slow for the demands of our modern agriculture,

and hence the value of commercial fertilizers when
used not for the mere purpose of getting a little more
sale crop from the land, bat for increasing its pro
ductiveness through a greater growth of the humus
making legumes.

Now as to the galls. I do not believe that a gall

can ever be cured till deeply broken and some organic

matter gotten into it ; and the quickest way to do this

is to break it deeply and get peas to grow on it either

with the use of manure or fertilizeis. Deep breaking

of these bare red spots is the most important thing in

their restoration, and I speak knowingly, for I have
done it more than once. I have here a small piece of

ground that was an excavation made necessary by
building into a hillside. It was nothing bat hard red

clay, six feet below the original surface. In two sea

sons I got on that excavation a sod of grass that is

unequalled on any surface soil around here, simply by
breaking it up and putting a little manure on it to

start the grass. But the deep loosening was the main
thing.

I was interested, too, in what Dr. Stubbs says in re

gard to fertilizers. I long ago found out that in the

red clay soils of the Piedmont country, there was no
need for spending money for potash. But I fear that

Dr. Stubbs is too sweeping in his opinion in regard to

the sandy soils of Tidewater. The fact that in one
location he did not find any need at present for pot-

ash, can hardly be taken as showing that these sandy
soils, as a rule, do not need it ; and I think that the

experience of our truck farmers and tobacco growers

on the South Atlantic coast shows that the sandy soils

of the Eastern coast do, as a rule, need liberal appli-

cations of potash, while it is a waste of money to bay
it for the red clay uplands generally on this side of the

mountains. I say, on this side of the mountains, for

there is red clay and red clay, and on the red clays of

the dolomite formation in East Tennessee, which to

the ordinary observer look like our Piedmont red

clays, potash is an important constituent in fertilizers.

The fact is, as I have time and again said, that what
has been found best on one farm cannot be taken as a

rule for the next one, and the only way for any farmer

to learn what his soil neede, is to expeiiment with

plots for hims:lf, and not even then to take the re-

sults of a siDgle season, but a series of seasons. I

found that I need not buy potash in the upper Pied-

mont of Virginia, but I would not say that none of

the soils of the Piedmont country would be helped by
it, though, as a rule, soil such as I had I do not

believe needs it, if lime is used at intervals with the

legumes.

To what Dr. Stubbs says about Johnson grass, I, of

course, say Ames. I wish those who are so anxious

to try it could travel through some sections oi this

State right now, and they would be cured of the John-

son grass fever. I agree, too, with the advice for the

farmers of Tidewater to grow alfalfa. Since we have

learned more of the proper treatment of alfalfa and
the soil condition it requires, there is no more reason

for its failure in the East, as it has in past years, when
we did not recognize the best mode of treating it.

Alfalfa, for permanent mowing and cow peas for the

rotation, are the great agents for the restoration of

Southern soils to productiveness through the feeding

of stock.

Clover sickness of the real sort is the result of an
excess of humic acid in the soil, and not any defi-

ciency of plant food, and it is easily cured by restor-

ing the alkalinity of the soil with lime. But there is

no doubt much so called clover sickness that is sick-

ness for want of clover or some other legume. 5Ir.

Franklin is right about the legumes. When the farm-

ers of America fully awake to the possibilities in

legumee, we will cease to see land run in grass till a

sheep can hardly bite it, as one can see all over the

North and Cettral West to day (for all the bad farm-

ing in the country is not in the South). But we will
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see farmers using short rotations and legumes rather

than grass. I was asked a year or so ago to address

the meeting of the Commissioners of Agriculture of

the Cotton States on the subject of grasses, and I

opened my remarks by saying that in my opinion the

South does not need grass except in permanent pas

tures, but that we do need legumes and the hay that

the legumes will give us, and that with these grown

as they should be, we could do more for the sattle and

the land than we can ever do with the grass.

W. F. Massey,
Editor of Practical Farmer.

LIEBIQ AND HIS DOCTRINE OF EXHAUSTED
SOILS.

Editor Southern Planter :

With a great deal of interest I have read Mr.

Franklin's remarks in the May edition of the Southern

Planter. From my own expeiience, I can indorse

every word he says in regard to manure and the gen

eral benefit which the soil derives from the growing

of leguminous crops. The good effect of even small

quantities of manure is not only due to the life it puts

into the soil, but also to the start it gives the young
plants. This can especially be noticed in plants from

very small seed, as, for instance, tobacco, rape, clover

and turnip seed, which can supply the tender sprouls

with minute quantities of plant food only. Every
farmer is familiar with the good effect even a small

quantity of superphosphate has on the developing of

young plants. They make not only stronger, but

probably 100 or 200 times as many rootlets as plants

without this help would do, aud the great mass of

stronger roots enables them to extract more plant food

from the soil.

In regard to "clover sickness," which Mr. Frank-

lin mentions, I would, however, not like to go so far

as to say that it is caused by bacteria, though this

may sometimes be the case. To judge from my own
experience, I am induced to believe that the cause is

rather due to an exhaustion of the assimilable plant

food. A soil miy contain thousands of pounds of

potash or phosphoric acid to an acre, but only a few

hundred pounds may be available to the plants. The
insoluble constituent of the soil matt be broken down
first before the potash or other plant foods they con-

tain can be taken up by (he plants, and this breaking

down is a very slow process. If the soil is continu

ously cropped with two or three different crops only,

without replacing any of the removed plant food, and
is not rich in available plant- food, it explains why
some soils are easily exhausted. I have seen clover-

soils so run down by poor management that the red

clover made a very poor growth, and I have seen

these same soils under different management again

produce the best crops of clover. I have seen thou-

sands of acres of light soils, too poor to produce a

crop of red clover, by continuous liberal applications

of manure and fertilizers, brought to such a high

state of fertility that they would produce a paying

crop of red clover, though not oftener than every fifth,

sixth or seventh year, according to the quality of the

soil.

Now, in these cases we can hardly assume that the

cause is due to some disease which attacks the clover.

There can be no doubt that the cause is due to a lack

of plant food. If lime is a remedy for this "sick-

ness," even on alkaline soils, I think it is more due

to the liberating of plant food by the action of the

lime than to any other cause.

In the old countries, where the soil has been culti-

vated for a long time, and the yield depends upon the

applied quantities of manure or fertilizers, the mak-

ing of paying crops only once in a six , seven or eight-

field rotation, is not confined to clover alone. Wheat,

beans, peas, sugar-beets, rape and others often refuse

to make a second paying crop in a rotation. I know

of sandy soils, classified as three , six or nine-year rye

soils, indicating that rye, notwithstanding that it is a

modest crop, will produce paying crops only every

third, sixth or ninth year, according to the soil. In

those countries, tho legumes have long ceased to be

"soil-improving crops," in the sense they are so con-

sidered here. The depths from which these crops

draw their food have just as much been impoverished

as the surface foil has by the more shallow rooted ce-

real crops. On some soils only a mixture of from two

to four different legumes, with different demands on

plant food will give satisfactory results. The legumi-

nous crops have to be manured or fertilized just as all

the other crops, otherwise they will make a very scant

growth only.

Mr. Franklin's statement that in Virginia many

soils can be improved with legumes alone is, without

doubt, correct. The conditions are different from

those in the old countries. Leguminous crops have

only been grown occasionally, and the depth from

which they draw their food has hardly been touched.

As the impoverishment of the soils is mostly due to

growing a few shallow rooted crops only and to chem-

ical changes in the plant food, through the disappear-

ance of the humus, it having become difficultly solu-

ble, it is easily understood why, with a fresh supply

of vegetable matter brought int;o the soil, the former

fertility, if not quite, but to a great extent, will be

again obtained.

We know that, for instance, phosphoric acid, one

of the most important plant-foods, becomes difficultly

soluble when it comes in contact with alumina, iron
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oxide and lime. In the presence of these minerals,
boracic acid, carbonic acid, ammonia salts, algse and
bacteria alone will keep it soluble. With the disap
pearance of the humus, the main source of these
agents of solubility, by permanent ciopping without
replacing it, the phosphoric acid becomes difficultly

soluble—can only be with difficulty assimilated by the
plants. The same is true of the potash salts. Carbo
nic acid changes the neutral potash salts into bicar-
bonates, and is a solvent for the silicates. If seed is

sown in such a soil, with difficultly assimilable plant
food, the plants are weak from the start. Even a
small quantity of manure gives them a better start,

and assists in overcoming the difficulties of extracting
the necessary food.

Mr. Franklin takes issue with Liebig on account of
his exhaustion theory. I think Mr. Franklin is labor-
ing under a misapprehension of what Liebig really
means. The term "exhausted," I admit, is an un
lucky one, is misleading, because it creates the im-
pression that Liebig meant the soil was exhausted of
all its plant food. But such is not the case. Liebig
says in his "Letters on Chemistry," p. 443 : "A soil
is not exhausted as long as it produces paying crops
of clover, cereals, tobacco and beets without replacing
any of the soil constituents. It is exhausted when
the missing conditions of its fertility have to be replaced
by the hand of man." The great majority of our
soils is exhausted in this sense.

This shows clearly what Liebig means. He called
a soil exhausted as soon as the merely tilling of it

would not cause it to produce paying crop3 any more.
District of Columbia. H. Winkelman.

HINTS ON BARN BUILDING.
Editor Southern Planter :

Barn building talk is always in order, excepting
only when the subject for the time being has been
sufficiently discussed. Having built a new barn a few
years ago, I probably learned something which may
be of service to farmers who contemplate building. A
barn should never be begun until it has been carefully
planned and draughted, even to the smallest details.

This is just as necessary as to sit down and count the
cost, and will assist materially in counting the cost.

All the great public buildings in the world were
planned, draughted, studied, and cost estimated by
the architect, before the fouudation was dug, or a
stone laid. Any person is capable of making a rough
draught of what he wants which the carpenter can
understand much better than if told by word of
mouth. The first thing to be decided is the location.
A barn should not be too near the house, nor too far

away, for if too far away it makes too much travel to

and fro in doing chores. If the stables are cleaned

every day, as they should be, the manure deodorized

by the use of plaster (gj psum) as an absorbent, and
the manure drawn often to the field, the barn can

stand near the house without the diffusion of foul

odors. The barns in Holland stand much closer to the

houses than in this country, bat they are kept re-

markably clean and neat. (They frequently form a
part of the house.

—

Ed.)

The next thing to be determined is the size, and this

will depend on the amount of hay and grain to be
housed, and the number of horses and cattle to be
stabled. The barn had better "be too large than too

small.

Before building my new barn, I visited several which

were said to be convenient. The owners were

courteous, and in answer to the question, " Were you
going to build another barn, what alteration?, if any,

would you make?" would promptly point out any

mistake they had made.

My barn is a bank barn. The advantages of a bank
barn are, first the economy of space and materials.

It adds to the capacity of the barn for holding hay,

grain and cattle without increasing its size or the

amount of roofing. If the whole basement is not

needed for horses and cattle, the bays can extend

down to a floor near the ground, but far enough above

it to permit a circulation of air under them to prevent

the hay and grain from drawing dampness from the

earth and mouding, Such bays will hold much more

than ordinary bays, because of the pressure of the

greater height compressing the hay. Second. It saves

labor and time in taking care of stock in that ihere is

not so much travelling to be done, and it is easier to

throw hay and fodder down from above than to carry

it away to a wing built on purpose for stock. Base-

ment stables are warmer in winter than it is easy, to

make them when entirely above ground, and are cooler

in summer.

Masonry is more expensive than wood work, but is

more durable, and no good thing can be obtained

without cost. There need not be so much masonry as

is sometimes put under bank barns. It is best not to

have the basement much under ground. It requires

more digging, higher walls, and you cannot get in so

many windows—three things of considerable im-

portance. When a person is at liberty to choose the

site, it would be better to dig into the bank only far

enough to get sufficient earth to make the embankment
for the driveway. There shjuld be a bridge two or
three feet long between the embankment driveway
and the barnsill to prevent the sill from rotting. For
permanence the bridge stringers might be made from
bars of old railroad iron, and covered with flagstones.

The height of the foundation walls should be regulated
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by the height of the ground outside, by as many offsets

as are necessary. Walls a foot higher than the surface

are sufficient to prevent the sills from rotting. Base

ments will not be damp if good drains with outlets

are put under the foundation walls, and a space a foot

or more in width between the walls and the bank are

filled with broken stone. This will also protect the

walls from being pushed over by frost.

It is a very general fault with basement barns that

they are too dark, and when the doors are shut there

is hardly light enough, even in a bright day, to see

how to do work without a lantern This need not be.

Windows are not expensive, and particular pains

should be taken when building to put in enough to

make the basement as light as possible. Horses and
cattle enjoy the light as much as human beings, and it

is cruel and injurious to their eyesight to confine them
in a dungeon instead of a well lighted stable. The
basement of my barn is nine feet high. A low ceiling

is not conducive to health in house or barn, and is par

ticularly objectionable in a barn where forkfuls of hay
and straw cannot be carried without hitting the beams
overhead.

My barn posts are twenty feet high, and I wish they

were higher. With a horse fork there is no trouble

in elevating hay to the peak of the roof which is

twenty feet higher than the plates. A steep roof is

not so apt to leak, and it gives more room in the barn
for storage. In this part of Pennsylvania barn frames

are built with timber about eight inches square, but

in Ohio they are most generally built with planks and
spikes, which they say makes a frame just as strong

and much cheaper than a timber frame. " Balloon "

frames for wooden houses are now universal, and it

may be that plank frames will soon supersede timber

frames for barns.

When a farmer builds a new barn he should be snre

to build it large enough to hold all his hay, grain,

straw, pumpkins, roots, horses, cattle, and farm tools,

and have some room to spare. His neighbors may
think he is crazy for building so large, but he should

endeavor to raise enough to fill it, and show them he

knew what he was about. My barn is so large that

when the threshing is done the straw can be kept in

the barn where it is always dry and handy to use.

Formerly it had to be pitched out of doors and stacked

where it was inconvenient to get at, and in winter

frozen on the outside and generally covered with snow.

According to my experience, a farm of one hundred
acres of good land will require a barn of not less di

mensions than 40 x 60 feet, with 20 feet posts and base

ment under the whole.

My barn is 50 x 70 feet, and none too large. It is

said that no enterprise should be undertaken without

first counting the cost. Of course the cost of barns

will differ in different localities, as the cost of labor

and building materials differ ; but as a general rule a

barn can be built of timber, weather boarded with

planed lumber, painted on the outside, and roofed with

shingles for one dollar per two square feet. According

to this rule, a barn 40 x 60 feet with 20 feet posts and

basement under it would cost about $1200. My barn

built with timber frame, white pine weather boards,

pine shingles, oak joists and floor, and good basement

w.Uls cost about $1500. J. W. Ingham.

ENQUIRER'S COLUMN.

Enquiries should be sent to the office of The Southern Planter,

Riehmond, Va., not later than the 15th of the month, for re-

plies to appear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Salt as a Fertilizer—Peach Borers—Orchard Prac-

tise—Strawberry Growing.

1. Can bacon salt be applied to clay galls and swamp
lands, and any good results be expected ! If so, when
apply and what quantity?

2. What is your experience with applying coal tar,

lye washes, and "Dendrolene" to kill peach-tree

borers ?

3. Can Bordeaux mixture ever be applied too strong

to pears and strawberry plants? If so, is it not the

copper or the sulphur uniting with some element in

the leaf, causing a burning ? If not, what might be

the cause, should it be possible for mixture to be too

strong ?

4. Give best way and time to apply a complete com-

mercial fertilizer to strawberry plants in matted rows;

give quantity.

5. Is there such a thing known as a worm pest for

strawberry plants? If so, what is the remedy? I've

noticed a few very small white worms in old strawberry

roos.
6. Can a strawberry culturlst continually expect to

grow fine berries from the plants that he grows him
self—i. e., from the runners made every season ;

or i»

it essential that he buy or propagate some new vari-

ety that will strengthen his old plants ; or should he buy

new plants at end of every three years, and plow under

all old plants ?

7. In applying some form of phosphoric acid and

potash to fruit trees and grape vines what quantity

should be put to each individual tree or vine, provid-

ing I have not enough to broadcast ?

8. Is It true that some swamp lands do not need lime.

Please explain.

9. Is it wise to let peas, whether sown in drills or

broadcast, bear in a young (three years) bearing or-

chard, when the soil {sandy loam) needs building up,

and no kind of fertilizer has been applied since the

trees were set ? I know that the legumes and clovers

do not give all the plant food required, but if the vines

were turned under in the flowering stage, would that

not help the soil to retain any fertilizer afterwards ap-

plied, regardless of immediate results (since I am after

ultimate results) ; then sow to cover crop in June. I

have a hillside orchard to contend with.

10. What do you think of the method of propagat-
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ing grape vines by layering cuttings in late fall, to be
set out in a cold frame in the spring t

11. Is it true that this Southern climate will grow
trees "with one side softer than the other" One rea
son given is, that a tree facing the south would have
the softer side.

12. Is it a superstition, a theory, or a fact, that a
nail driven into a plum tree will cause it to grow bet
ter

;
that kerosene corked up in an old pear tree will

infuse new vigor ; that sulphur applied in the same
way cures blight in old pear trees. If so, give techni
cal reasons.

A recent article in a reliable orchard journal pub
lished the above from a correspondent, and did not
dissent from it in its columns.

13. Why will some scientific men advocate not to
cut back (severely) transplanted trees, whether large
or small, when they know that it is almost impossible
to take up all of the roots, thereby making the tree
unbalanced T

What injury could come to the tree, if it were se
verely cut back. I've seen no injury done to any tree
that I've severely cut back, instead it helped to pro
duce more and larger branches.

14. After a tree is pruned, when will the cut parts
of the tree cease the decaying process, not an Diving
white lead, etc.

Macon Co., Ga. p. H. Caedozo.
1. Salt is of no value as a fertilizer applied anywhere.

Some wheat groweis use it with the idea that it

strengthens the straw and thus helps to prevent lodg
ing, but we have seen no such results as would justify
us in endorsing this. It may have some slight value
when applied in a light dressing on dry, sandy soil in
helping to attract and hold moisrure, but we do not
think the result would be sufficient to justify the ex
penee.

2. None of these remedies are effectual in preventing
damage by borers. They may perhaps lessen the dam
age somewhat, but the only way to deal with the borer
is to dig him out and kill him. Washing the trunk
of the tree with sulphur wash or with tobacco solution
or with lye may help to repel the beetles from laying
their eggs on it.

3. The standard formula for making Bordeaux mix-
ture gives a solution which can safely be used on all

trees and plants except peach trees, which are very
susceptible to burning. For the peach an extra pound
of lime should be used to further neutralize the copper
sulphate.

4. Apply the fertilizer in the late winter or early
spring months before growth starts, making the appli
cation mainly on each side of the row and then work
It into the ground with a cultivator. From 500 to

1,000 lbs. to the acre is applied by good growers.
5. There is a white grub which is very destructive to

strawberry plants. When a field is infested with this

pest there is no remedy but to plow up the crop. An
application of muriate of potash may do something
towards checking the trouble.

6. There is no reason whatever why a strawberry

grower should not raise all his own plants from the

runners made. Of coarse, if he finds a variety run-

ning out, which all varieties will do more or less when
grown continually on the same laud, he should buy
new stock of another variety and then proceed to raise

his own plants from these.

7. In an orchard that has been planted several years

the roots of the trees will have extended so far out

from the trunk as practically to have occupied the

whole of the land more ot less. In such a case broad-

cast applications ought always to be made. In a newly

planted orchard, or one only two or three years set

out, an individual application of 5 to 10 lbs. to each

tree may be made. This should be spread over an area

of 4 or 5 feet all round the tree and be worked in.

8. Practically all swamp lands are acid after the

water is drained off and need lime to sweeten or make
them alkaline slightly before they will produce profit

ably.

9. Tne peas are better for the land as a fertilizer and

maker of humus when allowed to mature their growth

and pods. Turning down a mass of green watery vege

tation in the hot soil will almost certainly result in

souring the land.

10. The usual way to propagate grape vines is to cut

the canes into lengths having two or three eyes in the

fall, and then to tie these cut lengths into bundles and

store them away in a cellar until spring and then set

out in rows, burying the whole length of the cane ex-

cept one eye. They root readily in suitable soil. Some
adopt the layering system, but it is not so convenient

as the ordinary method. In the case of a shy growing

variety it may be necessary to adopt layering.

11. It is not correct to say that one side of the tree

is softer than the other. What happens sometimes is

that the side of the tree towards the south will become

scalded by the action of the hot san. When this hap-

pens the bark parts from the trunk and this is a source

of great injury to the growth. This can be prevented

by heading the tree low and thus making the branches

shade the trunk.

12. These are all old wives fables and have not any

foundation either theoretically or in fact.

13. We cannot say why some men adopt this idea

any more than we can approve Mr. Stringfellow's prac-

tice of cutting off all the roots except one and thrust-

ing that down into a hole made with a bar. We know
from experience that the best growth is secured when
top and bottom are brought into harmony by judicious

pruning before planting, and then the tree planted in

a well broken hole large enough to spread out the

roots and get the soil well amongst them.

14. If a tree is pruned at a proper season and is

healthy no decaying will take place even without the
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use of paint, unless the branch removed is a very

large one, and so cut as to allow water to stand in it.

It is advisable to use some paint or other preservative

when large branches are removed.

—

Ed.

Rooster with Hens for Laying.

Will you kindly tell me in j our columns if it is a

fact that hens kept for laying purposes only, whose
eggs are for the market, do not require a cock or

cocks to run with them. I ask this question because
I have seen this statement made in a pamphlet pub-
lished by one of the Government Department of Aus
tralia.

Bangkok, Siam, Asia. Cock o' the Walk.
Where the eggs are only wanted for market there is

no necessity whatever to keep a male bird with them.

They will lay quite as well, and some think better,

without the male, and there is some ground for believ

ing that the eggs will keep longer and remain in bet

ter condition without there being a germ present in

the eggs.

—

Ed.

(Note that this enquiry comes to us from the far off

kingdom of Siam, in the neighborhood of the Phil-

lipine Islands. This shows the wide circulation of the

Planter.—Ed.)

Red Clover.

Please answer through your columns how to best
treat a stand of red clover sown last fall with winter
gray oats, after the oats are harvested, if stable ma
nure is not available. I have a good stand on five

acres and wish to make it get there. Oats and clover
followed cantaloupes. Soil treated with 100 lbs. sul-

phate of potash and 400 lbs. 14-per cent, acid phos-
phate to the acre broadcast previous to planting the
cantaloupes.

Greensville Co., Va. F. M. Hummon.
We would apply a top dressing of 75 to 100 lbs. to

the acre of nitrate of soda.—Ed.

Crimson Clover.

When is the right time to sow Crimson clover t

Will it do to sow in corn field when laying by corn,

say, June or July, and how is the best way to put
seed in ground, or will it do to plow them in with the
plows generally used to lay by corn with 1

Pittsylvania Co., Va. F. L. W. Geaves.

Crimson clover may be sown at any time from July to

October. It may be sown in corn at the last working.

The seed should not be buried too deeply, and is best

covered with a cultivator.

—

Ed.

Water in Cellar.

Have a cellar built in city in a low place ; wall is

eighteen inches thick, laid with cement (such as piers,

etc., aie laid with in water); cement floor in same (wall
runs down eighteen inches below floor); water rose in
it this winter for first time (about three feet deep);
water comes in where cement floor joins the wall
(don't think anywhere else). Some one has sug-

gested to lay a double brick floor or pavement in a
soft solution of cement, then coat side walls with same
about three feet. Don't mind expense as do the
water. jj.

Culpeper Co., Va.

No water should come through a cement floor nor
through a wall laid in cement. If it does, the work
has not been properly done. We would lay another
coating of cement over the floor and plaster the wall
with cement two or three feet above the floor level

being careful to make a perfect job without cracks at
the point of junction with the floor and side walls.

A cistern lined with cement will hold water, and what
keeps it in should keep it out.

—

Ed.

Bermuda Grass.

Will you please tell me in the next number of the
Planter how many pounds of Bermuda grass roots it

will take to set an acre, and where I can get them ?

IredeU Co., N. C. O. E. Shook.

A two bushel bag full of the roots would suffice.

When received they should be run through the feed

cutter and a few of the cuttings be dropped every
foot or eighteen inches in every other furrow when
the land is plowed. This can be done at any time
during the summer or fall months, and the grass will

commence to grow at once. These roots can usually

be obtained for the asking in any of the Eastern coun-
ties of your State, but if not convenient to procure
them there, they can be had from T. W. Wood &
Sons, seedsmen, of this city.

—

Ed.

Honeysuckle.

Please tell me in your magazine how to get rid of
white honeysuckle. I have tried grubbing, pastur-
ing, burning brush on it, and everything only seems
to make it grow better. It stops up ditches, growing
on the inside of banks where I can't get at it to dig it

up. It spreads by seeds and roots, and is altogether
the greatest pest we have. I have tried putting a
fence around a small lot and keeping hogs in it until
it seemed to be entirely dead ; then took them off,

.

and in a short while it would be as green as ever.
Alamance Co., N. C. B. W. Scott.

We know of no way to get rid of this shrub except
by grubbing it out. It is most persistent in growth,
and will withstand the hardest treatment when once
fully established in land.

—

Ed.

Fertilizer for Peas.

Please publish in your next issue (June), what is

the best cheap fertilizer for peas.
Prince Edward Co., Va. A Subsceibee.

Apply 250 or 300 lbs. of acid phosphate to the acre.

The addition of 50 lbs. of muriate of potash may be
advisable on some land, but in your section we think
it probable that this is not needed.

—

Ed.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

This is a busy month in the garden and track fields.

The early and fall planted crops are becoming rapidly

ready for use or market, and every day brings a har-

vest of one crop or another. Cabbages are to cat and

ship or market. English peas want gathering and

marketing. Early Irish potatoes are to dig, and the

first pickings of snaps, squashes aud cucumbers re

quire attention. Along with this work is the pick

ing and marketing or preserving of strawberries, dew
• berries, blackberries and raspberries. See that baskets

and crates are ready, and take care to have them clean

and neat in appearance. Cull the products carefully

and send to market put up neatly and attractively.

Do not mix second and third grade fruit or vege'ables

with the best or first quality. If you have more of

these poorer grades than you can use at home, ship

them in packages by themselves and mark them dis

tinctly "seconds." If mixed with the best the whole

consignment will sell at only second rate prices.

The planting of successional crops of beans, peas,

corn melons, cantaloupes, cucumbers, squashes, pep

pers and egg plants must have attention as opportunity

offers, whilst the first planted crops will require con

stant cultivation to keep them growing and weeds

under control. Where crops are not making the pro

gress desired a dressing of nitrate of soda will help

them. A vigorous, rapid growth of all vegetables

should be encouraged in every way possible as it is

only the quick grown products which attain to perfec

tion in quality. This vigorous growth also helps them

largely to overcome attacks of insects and worms.

Land cleared of early and fall planted crops should

be at once broken and fertilized and be planted with

other crops to come in later. Never let the land lie

idle and producing only weeds. It is wasting fertility

and making work. If not needed for other vegetable

crops, sow with cow peas or some fodder crop and

make some feed for the stock.

In setting out suscessional crops of tomatoes plant

a hill of corn every few yards. This will largely save

the tomatoes from the attacks of worms, which prefer

corn to tomatoes. The corn when infested with the

worms should be cut and fed to stock. A row of mus

tard sown here and there amongst cabbages will large

ly protect them from terrapin bugs. The bugs will

settle on the mustard and this should then be sprinkled

with kerosene and burnt. Look out for potato bugs

on the Irish potatoes and egg plants and dose them

with Paris green, Bug Death or Slug Shot.

Celery seed should be sown this month. In this

issue will be found an article dealing with this crop, to

which we refer our readers.

Cucumbers for pickles should be sown. Prepare the

land well and fertilize liberally with a complete fertil.

izer having about 5 per cent, nitrogen, 7 per cent,

phosphoric acid, and S per cent, potash. Plant in rows

four feet apart and four feet apart in the rows. This

is a crop for which there is a large demand by pickle

manufacturers all the year round. If not located near

enough to a pickle factory for delivery direct from

the field they can be preserved in brine until the whole

crop is harvested and then be shipped in casks.

The renovation of old strawberry beds is dealt with

In an article in this issue.

Onions should be pulled as they become mature.

Leave them in rows on the ground to dry out for a few

hours, and then house them in a cool, dry shed or

room, and prepare at once for market by cutting the

tops and trimming off the roots. The early grown
onions of the South will not do to store for winter

use. They should be got onto the market before the

northern grown ones are ready for shipping, and they

usually sell well if so handled, as the market is then

bare of stock.

Sow salsify seed for a winter crop. This will make
better roots than seed sown earlier. It will grow

slowly during the hot weather, but in the fall will

push on and make a fine crop.

SAN JOSE SCALE.

Editor Southern Planter :

Can you not publish something on the summer treat-

ment of the San Jose Scale t We have various ways
for destroying it in winter, but when it is doing most
harm, there seems to be no way of stopping it.

Albemarle Co., Ya. J. Massie Smith.

From a careful examination of the reports made by
many of the most eminent horticultural and entomo-

logical authorities, it seems to be the concensus of

opinion that but little can be done in summer to check

this disease. The remedies most potent in destroying

the scale are usually equally potent in destroying fo-

liage, and thus permanently injure if they do not kill

the tree, unless used with great care and discretion.

Prof. Alwood, the State Entomologist, says in his last

report on the subject :
" Unless there are very special

reasons, all spray washes for this scale insect should
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be applied during the dormant season. Summer wash and the factory is either abandoned or moved to a

ing is only resorted to in very serious cases, where better point. Canners and seedsmen in most cases

plants are likely to be destroyed by delay, or where
(

may avoid these changes by assisting the farmer to

the peat is likely to spread into uninfested plantations restore the natural conditions that existed in the soil

if it is allowed to multiply unchecked. The later in
[

at the beginning and by a little continued care, and

winter the treatment is deferred just so it is made be these conditions maintained, the soil would meet the

fore the buds push, the more effective it appears to be

in destroying the scale insects. * * * Summer washes

—In the light of our experiments, we recommend

—

1st. For apple and pear and all hardy shrubs, the ap

plication of a very light spray of pure kerosene 130°

to 150° flash test. The plant should be sprayed only

in bright weather, and a calm day is necessary in order

demands of the crop, whether the season be wet

or dry (providing the soil has been prepared and

fertilized from eight to ten days previous to plant-

ing), and paying crops of good quality will be the

result. We know that this can be accomplished from

personal experience on different soils and over a wide

range of climate. It will pay canners and seedsmen

to do good work. Spray the plants rapidly over the to make an effort to induce the growers to try the

top and outer twigs finishing downward, and only
|

following

:

moisten the same in every part withoub using oil
I

For corn in the North, use 1,000 lbs. to the acre of a

enough to flow on the limbs or trunk. Do not repeat a fertilizer containing 2 per cent, nitrogen, 8 per cent,

during growing season. Not recommended for peach phosphoric acid, and 10 per cent, pottsh
;

for the

trees. 2nd. Apply a like grade of kerosene with kero South, increase the quantity to 1,500 lbs.

water pump, using 20 to 25 per cent, of oil. This must! For squash, use 1,500 lbs. of 4 per cent, nitrogen,

also be sprayed with caution as to weather and quan 4 per cent, potash, and 6 per cent, phosphoric acid,

tity, but is thought by sone to be less dangerous to I
For tomatoes in the North, 1,500 lbs. of 4 per cent,

tender plants. We have used this strength without
j

nitrogen, 8 per cent, phosphoric acid, 7 per cent, pot-

any harm except in case of peach. In some instances ash; in the South, same amount to the acre of 2 per

peach trees have been harmed. Caution is always ne cent, nitrogen, 8 per cent, phosphoric acid, 8 per cent.

«essary in treating the stone fruits. We do not recom
mend that this wash be applied in summer on peach.

A good summer wash for treating this insect in peach

is unknown to us."

CANNERS AND SEEDSMEN SHOULD ENCOUR-
AGE THE FARMER.

Editor Southern Planter :

potash—all broadcasted and worked well into the sur-

face ten days previous to planting seeds or setting

plants. Where ten loads of yard manure and a crop

of clover or winter rye has been plowed under, this

treatment should bring handsome crops of the very

best quality. Yet, without either manure or green

crops, splendid results will be gained.

The manure or green crops turned under will fur-

nish organic nitrogen and strengthen the physical

Packers of canned goods and seedsmen are well condition of thesoil; thechemical fertilizer will tend to

aware of the fact that the area in which are to bej produce, first, good stems and leaves, then solidity of

found the natural conditions of soil and climate con- 1

material, adding to the vigor of the plant, which will

ducive to the production of vegetables and fruits of
j

be conveyed to the blossoms, then into the seed or

fine quality is somewhat limited, and in most Jcases frait
>
working in perfect harmony, all tending to the

where seed crops have been grown on the same soil one end, helping the plant to resist the effects of the

for a few years, there is a noticeable decrease in the I

climate, blight and insects, completing the first law of

quantity of good seed, not perfect types, nor as strong nature, which is self preservation. To do this, should

in germination as they were at the first, which makes be the aim first with the farmer encouraged by the

it necessary to place their contracts the following year manner and seed grower, thus the farmer will be re-

in fields with new growers nob familiar with;the de ™lded^ the increa8e of cr0Ps and the seedsmen

tails of seed growing. The canners have much the and canner bJ an increase of reputation^

same difficulties after the land has been run£for a

few years on the same crops producing ,a weakened

soil, both physically and chemically.

Tomatoes contain too much water, which means a Onions are not grown in the South to anything like

high content of acid; corn is not as heavy nor sweet the extent they are in the North and West, but some

as ,« ased to be, and !qua,b grow .arge enoagh, ba. g^ySSSTbS'JSSS't.'Sr bSJ,SSfSt
the flesh is thin and and quality deficient. Under m^as, Extra Eirly White Pearl, and the potato

these conditions the canning factory cannot compete onions, although the standard varieties of other sorts

with goods that are produced in favored localities, also succeed and do very well.

E. J. Hollistee.
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FINE STRAWBERRIES.

On the 20th May, Mr. M. T. Thompson, of Eio

Vista, near this city, brought ns in a few baskets of

his two new strawberries—Thompson No. 1 and Mrs.

Mark Hanna. The fruit of both varieties was won-

derfully large, fine and highly colored and of fine

flavor. Thompson No. 1 is decidedly the best early

strawberry we have ever tasted, and very prolific.

Mrs. Mark Hanna follows in quick succession, and is a

grand berry; and with Mark Hanna, which follows in

ripening quickly, and both most prolific bearers,

makes up a trio of varieties difficult to beat.

grape vines were much damaged by same, but not
having set fruit yet, can hardly say to what extent.
Damsons will be a light crop also.

Walter Whately,
Albemarle Co., Va. Secretary Va. Hort. Society.

VIRGINIA FRUIT CROP REPORTS.

We have received the following reports from the

President and Secretary of the Virginia Horticultural

Society. They do not present a very promising out

look, and we regret to say that we have had similar

reports from other fruit growers who have Sten us.

The indications from all parts of the country are that

the fruit crop is likely to be a light one. Tn New
York State the prospect is very gloomy—the crop of

apples being practically a failure. In that State they

have had killing frosts almost daily to the 20th May.

The New England reports, whilst not quite so gloomy,

are decidedly not cheerful. It is difficult to ac-

count for the failure of apples in this State, as the fall

was an ideal one for the ripening of the bearing wood

which was produced freely in the showery summer.

It may be that the summer was too wet and that too

much new wood was made, thus sapping the strength

of the trees

:

The fruit prospects are not good. There is a fair

prospect for peaches and summer apples; there will

be very few winter apples, in some localities none at

all. Cherries, damsons and other fruits, except ber

ries, will be scarce. Sam'l B. Woods,
Albemarle Co., Va. Pres. Va. Hort. Society.

In reply to your letter of 15th asking me to send

you a report on fruit prospects in this section, I am
sorry to say the outlook is very unpromising. We
have suffered from very severe hailstorms, which ap
pear to have vi3ited practically all our orchards.

Wherever they have struck, the majority of the fruit

has been broken off the trees, and the latter damaged
by the hailstones. I do not think there will be one
fifth of a full crop of peaches. Only a few scattering

pears; cherries, practically all damaged; strawberries,

about one half crop; plums, one-fourth of a crop, and
apples, practically no crop at all. The Winesaps had
but very light bloom, and what there was did not set

to amount to anything. Johnson's Winter and Fall

and Summer apples bloomed full, but the former, and
Fall and Cheese, have been attacked by twig blight,

and all their apples have failed to set. Summer ap-

ples have been very badly damaged by the hail. The

HOW TO MAKE OLD STRAWBERRY BEDS NEW.
Editor Southern Planter :

Though it may involve some repetition of what I

have had to say in former years, I will give some ad-

vice on this very important point in strawberry cul-

ture. It rarely pays to keep a strawberry bed or field

in bearing more than two years, but they can, with
profit, be kept that long, provided a little work is

properly and timely done.

As soon as the berry crop ripens and is gathered,

begin operations. While not imperative, it is always
good to burn off the bed or field. A good plan is to

mow the vines, loosen up the mulch, and on a dry,

breezy day set fire to the windward side of the field

and let it burn quickly over. This destroys the insect

pests that should chance to be present, besides weed
and grass seed, scarcely less a pest. This treatment,

which burns the plants down to the ground, may seem
heroic, but I never knew plants harmed by it. Of
course, if there was an enormously heavy mulch not

loosened up, the burning might generate enough
heat to kill the plants. Judgment must be used in

everything.

The field or bed burnt over, side or "bar off" the

rows by means of a turning plow, leaving a strip

along the rows about eight or ten inches wide. If

the plants have been allowed to mat, chop them out,

leaving one row on each bed, with the plants about
eighteen inches apart in the row. If the stool sys-

tem has been followed, "bar off" as above directed,

and give the stool plants a good working. In small

beds, where it is not practicable to run a plow, chop
out and cultivate with a hoe alone.

This done, then some time before the grass starts

again—say, after a good rain has fallen—sow on each

side of the plants in the furrows made in
'

' barring

off," 500 to 1,000 lbs. cottonseed meal or good com-
mercial fertilizer an acre, split the middles, throwing
the earth back to the plants, and draw it up neatly,

but not too high, around them with hoes.

After that, give the plants just enough shallow cul-

tivation with a plow and hoe to keep clear of weeds
and grass. If the stool or hill system is to be followed,

clip all runners as fast as they come. If the matted
system is preferred, be sure not to let too many run-

ners come and take root to form young plants. Plants,

when too thick, are simply weeds.

By the above mode, as good, or nearly as good, re-

sults can be obtained the second year as the first.
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Early in the spring that the second crop is expected,

have young plants set elsewhere to come in the follow-

ing season.

As the strawberries ripen early, the old bed, after

bearing two crops, can be plowed up and planted to

vegetables, corn, or, above all things, cow peas. Cow-

peas put the soil in the most excellent tilth for straw

berries again the following season.

Kiltrell, N. C. O. W. Blacknall.

HORTICULTURAL POSSIBILITIES.

Professor Bane, of the New Hampshire Agricultu-

ral College, read a paper on this subject before the

Massachusetts Horticultural Societies, from which we
take the following extracts :

I know of one man in New Hampshire who netted

$2S5 on currants from one acre four years after the

plants were set. An acre of currant bushes, set 4 by
5 feet, takes 2, 178 plants.

Another man has raised 7,090 quarts of strawber-

ries on a single acre. You and I ought to raise one
half that amount—3,500 quarts— which, at 10 cents,

equals $350.

Muskmelons in hills 5 by 6 feet make 1,452 hills to

the acre, and the small Netted Gem kinds will average
10 or more to the hill under good culture, or 14,520
melons, which, at 4 cents apiece, would bring $580.

Sweet corn, planted 3 feet by 9 inches, allows 19,360

stalks to the acre, or 1,613 dozen, and if sold at 8 cents

per dozen, gives $129 per acre.

Six hundred bushels of onions per acre is not
an excessive yield, and the average price for

them is generally good. I know of one man whose
success with onions has been the means of awakening
the interest of others, and resulting indirectly in the
whole community becoming prosperous. Another
New England man of my acquaintance has averaged
more upon a very small area of land, the main crop
of which is onions, than any general farmer about him
whose invested capital is from 10 to 50 times as great.

Celery is a crop of simple culture, and if well grown
it usually pays well. An acre of celery, set in rows of

three feet apart and six inches in the row, will contain
20,040 plants, or 2,420 dozen, which, should they bring
only 25 cents a dozen, would give $605 returns. Celery
is also a second crop, an early crop of something else

being taken first.

A New Hampshire man, not a farmer, tells me that
he raised in his small garden, on a city lot, the past
year, $100 worth of celery on a 60 x 60 foot area, or
at the rate of $1,400 an acre. The same season he
raised two outdoor crops of heading lettuce on a bed
6 x 60 feet, the sale of which brought $1 5, or at the rate

of $1,815 an acre. While this seems large, it only
means a price of about 2 cents a head and a square
foot of space to grow it in. His market was simply
the retail groceries of Laconia, N. H, which did not
pay fancy prices.

Cabbages pay better than most people realize, and
what farmer cannot raise themt Set 2 by 3 feet, an
acre requires 7,260 plants. The price per head or
pound varies greatly, but any one can easily estimate
his possibilities with this crop.

Tomatoes are as commonly used as almost any crop
grown. Although the tomato is one of the rankest of
plants and an assured producer, it is ever in demand.
Even with an increased demand for the canned pro-
duct, which largely is shipped into New England, our
local markets continue firm.

Horticulture on the farm has its place, and should
not be neglected. It pays for family use if in no other
way. Horticulture on the farm pays, for it keeps the
boy there. Horticulture on the farm pajs, for it

makes the pocket money. Horticulture is education
in plant life. For example, grafting, pruning, bud-
ding, propagation, rotations, varieties, soils, fertili-

zers, cultivation, etc. ; these, and many more, can be.

studied.

BULBS IN NORTH CAROLINA.

In the raising of flower bulbs—tulips, hyacinths,
daffodils, etc.—for the American market, North Caro-
lina seems likely to outstrip Holland, says a corre-
spondent of the Outlook. Two years ago Peter Hen-
derson & Co., of New York, sent to Professor W. F.
Massey, Horticulturist of the State College at Ealeigh,
N. C, 1,000 flowering bulbs, saying that if he would
return 2,000 bulbs, none of which should be small
enough to go through a wire ecreen of two inch mesh,
they would be satisfied with the increase. At the end
of a year Professor Massey sent back 2,000 bulbs,
none of which would go through a screen of three-
inch mesh, and after making this shipment had 3,000
smaller bulbs left for his own use. North Carolina
sent to Eastern markets last year 2,500,000 crates and
packages of fruit and vegetables, including 9,500 tons
of strawberries.

—

Country Gentleman.

LETTUCE GROWING.

In forcing lettuce under grass at the Geneva Station
it was found that the best crops were grown where the
soil was fertilized with stable manure, though only
small quantities were needed. More than 10 per cent,

was usually valueless, if not really harmful to the
crops. Clay loam proved a better medium for growth
than sandy loam, especially when much manure was
used.
Chemical fertilizer alone did not force the crops

rapidly enough for profit, but supplemented the sta
ble manure admirably. Of the nitrogenous commer-
cial fertilizers, dried blood gave somewhat better re-

sults than nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia.

Irish Potatoes have long been recognized as one of
the staple and most profitable crops for the South.
Potatoes can practically be planted in this section the
greater part of the year. Experiments in recent years
have proven that cold storage potatoes, planted in
June and July, yield most satisfactory and profitable
late crops. The late fall and winter planting of early
potatoes in November and December has also proved
particularly profitable and desirable, as potatoes plant-
ed at this time come in earlier and yield better than
spring-planted potatoes.
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THE CELERY CROP.

The demand for celery daring the fall, winter and

spring months is now so large in the Southern markets,

and is constantly growing, that efforts are being made
to at least raise a part of the supply needed in the

South itself, and to a considerable extent this effort is

succeeding. Whilst we can never hope to compete in

Northern markets with the Northern-grown celery

there is no reason whatever why we should in the South

be so dependent upon the Northern grown product as

we have been. Celery is produced in the highest per-

fection in a cool, moist climate, and for us to succeed

in the South we must adapt the time of seeding and

planting so as to avail ourselves of that season of our

climate which most nearly approaches these conditions

Instead of sowing seed in April and May under glass

and setting out plants in May and June, as in the North,

we must raise plants in June and July and set them

out in August and September. Our cool, moist fall

weather is just the climate which suits the celery

plant, and the ground being so warm, if proper condi

tions of fertility are secured, the plants will have am
pie time within which to mature and blanch before

our winter season sets in. Here our winters are usu

ally so mild that there is no necessity to lift and store

the crop in cellars, as is necessary at the North. The.

product can go direct from the field to the market.

The most that will be required will be a mulching of

straw over the rows just before hard frosty nights

and days are expected. The best land on which to

grow celery will be that on which an early crop of Irish

potatoes has been raised and which has been highly

fertilized for that crop. Even then another heavy

dressing of farm yard manure and fertilizer will be

needed to make the crop a success. Celery is a gross

feeder, and land can never be made too rich for its

growth. Wo have grown it in trenches filled a foot

deep with rich farm yard manure, and this only just

covered with two or three inches of good soil, and on

this preparation have grown stalks three feet long and

of the finest quality. The two requisites for success

are abundant fertility and moisture. If it can be

irrigated so much the better. The plants should be

raised by sowing the seed on a bed of moist soil pre

pared very finely and made rich with farm yard ma-

nure. This bed should be got ready in June, and

towards the end of the month the seed should be

sown either broadcast or in drills three or four inches

apart. Scatter the seed thinly, cover lightly, firm the

soil around the seed by treading or rolling, then sprin-

kle and cover the bed with bagging or old sacks.

These will conserve the moisture and induce germina-

tion. As soon as the seeds germinate the bagging

should be raised on sticks to gradually inure the plants

to the light and to shelter from the rays of the sun

—

shading the beds until the plants are large enough to

transplant, and after transplanting will be found very

helpful. When the plants are big enough to handle

they should be transplanted into a rich bed, set about

two or three inches apart each way, and be allowed to

grow on slowly until time to set them out in the rows

or beds. In finally setting out the plants they may be

either planted in beds or rows. We prefer to plant in

a bed of three rows with six feet between each bed

to obtain soil from which to earth the plants and blaneh

them. Set the rows nine inches apart and six inches

apart between the plants, letting the plants in the

middle row come between those on the outside rows.

This is for convenience in earthing. The plants should

be lifted carefully from the seed or plant bed so as to

secure good roots, and if tall or straggling the tops

should be chopped shorter with a pair of scissors, but

still leaving part of the leaves. Plant firmly in the

rows. Keep the rows frequently cultivated and free

from weeds, and encourage the growth by irrigating

or watering the plants. Do not cultivate or handle

the plants when wet with dew or rain or they will

rust. As the plants grow the outer leaves will have

a tendency to spread out upon the ground. This must

be prevented by holding the plant together with one

hand and drawing just sufficient soil up around it with

the other to keep the leaves upright. Do not earth up

the plants to blanch them until the end of November.

In earthing up the plants hold each plant compactly

together whilst the soil is being banked up around it.

It is important that the earth should be kept out of

the hearts of the plant. Bank the soil from between

the beds around the plants so that it will remain firm

in position, and cover the plants so as to leave only

the tops of the leaves above ground. A couple of

weeks covering will blanch the stalks ready for use.

The so called self blanching varieties are not desirable

for growth in this climate. The Large White Solid is

one of the best varieties to grow. As a fertiliser use

all the farm yard manure you can apply to land, and

if this be not to be had in abundance use a fertilizer

having about 7 per cent, of ammonia, 5 per cent, of

phosphoric acid, and 8 per cent, potash, made up of

300 lbs. nitrate of soda, 800 lbs. fish scrap, 600 lbs.

acid phosphate, and 300 lbs. muriate of potash, to

make a ton. From 500 to 600 lbs. to the acre of this

may be applied.

Celery is always in demand at high prices. A great

many farmers and gardeners have land well adapted

to celery. On soils which retain moisture, or where

there are facilities for watering, this crop should pay
well.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

PURE BRED STOCK IN THE SOUTH.

The change which has come over the system of farm

1ng in the South witbin the past twenty years is a great

one. At that time, and even up to ten years ago, so

few planters or farmers kept any live stock other than

the mules and horses necessary to work the plantation

or farm and the hogs necessary to find meat for the

hands, that it was practically then of no use for breed

-ere of pure bred live stock to advertise their animals

in the southern agricultural press. There was no sale

whatever for the animals beyond, it might be, a few

Jersey cows to supply milk and butter for family use.

Of southern breeders of pure bred stock there were

practically none. Here and there, scattered over the

wide extent of the Southern States, might be found a

man who loved to see and have around him pure bred

animals, but these breeders indulged themselves in a

luxury which resulted in no profit for the pocket.

Nearly twenty years ago, we took charge of the editorial

columns of this journal, and at once set afoot a cru

sade in the interest of pure bred live stock of all

kinds. At that time, we did not carry in our adver-

tising columns more thao an occasional advertisement

from a breeder of Jerseys and Berkshire hogs, and
when we asked for a renewal of the order we were al-

most invariably met with the reply that it did not pay

to advertise pure bred stock in the South. Gentlemen

whose advertisements appear now in every issue of

The Planter, and who renew their orders without so-

licitation by the year, would then at most give us

only an inch advertisement for one or two insertions

in the course of the year. The result of our advocacy

of the value of pure bred live stock as a factor in the

farm economy of the South, and of our constantly

keeping this subject before our readers, is to be seen

in every section, and especially is it to be seen in the

oh&racter of the stock of all kinds which reaches

our markets. Farmers now realize that at the least

it is essential for them to keep pure bred male ani

mals in order that they may grade up their stock and
keep pace with the requirements of the markets, and
many of them have gone into the business of breed-

ing animals of all kinds of pure blood, satisfied that

whether for sale or home use there is more profit to

be realized from these than from "scrubs" of any
kind. Our columns now carry pages of live stock

advertising the year round, and rarely a day passes

but that we receive letters from breeders giving infor

mation as to good sales made. This is a wonderful

change to have come about in a few years, and
is one which means dollars to southern farm-

ers and the permanent enhancement of the value

of their farms by the improvement in the fertil-

ity of the land, which the keeping of the stock
naturally brings abont. Ard yet, in the face of all

this, we have complaints from one or two advertisers
of stock that they cannot obtain for their animals the
high prices which are common out West, and hence
are disappointed. To these men we would say, have
patience. We have largely created a demand for good
stock where none existed a few years ago. In a few
years more the realisation of the benefit to be derived
from keeping purebred stock will be so apparent to
every farmer that the demand will ensure prices more
closely approaching those now common in the West.
A few years ago, western and northern breeders
found it impossible to obtain the prices they now
readily receive, and if as'- ed would have doubted very
much whether it was likely ever to see such prices
and yet the change has come. It will come in the
South, which, in our opinion, is destined to be one of
the great stock producing and feeding centres of the
country. The natural advantages which we possess
in the way of climate and feed, and our nearness
to the great centres of population will ensure this,

and when this comes the day of the breeders will
come also. Meanwhile, we know they can sell at
prices which are profitable—when the cost of produc-
tion only is taken into account. The addition to this
price, which reputation and enterprise in seeking for
the best wherever they are to be found demands and
is entitled to, will come in due course.

THE MEAT TRUST.

Whilst we have no sympathy whatever with the
methods pursued by the so called Beef Trust in the
pursuit of a monopolistic control of the mark* ts for

meat, as disclosed in the New York Herald, and made
the basis of the case against the Trust in the proceed-
ings instituted by the government, and which methods
the Trust itself admits to be correctly charged by
allowing judgment to go by default, we yet think that
both the city press and the inhabitants of the large

cities are in the wrong in charging that the so called

Beef Trust is wholly responsible for the rise in the
price of meats of all kind, and that the prices now
asked in the city markets are unreasonably high, and
the result of collusion between the Beef Trust and the
farmers and dealers in stock. An examination of the

statistics goes to ehow that the prime cause of the ad-

vance is the high price of feed brought about by the

failure of the corn and fodder crop'last year by reason

of the drouth and by the scarcity of stock, brought
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about by the loDg-continaed demand of a well em
ployed laboring class at high wages. "We take the

following from the Breeders' Gazette as confirmation of

this position

:

"The inexorable law of supply and demand still

holds supreme sway. On Wednesday last, May 14th,

prices in Chicago for beef on the hoof reached $7.60
per cwt., paid for a load of Shorthorns averaging
1,451 pounds and a load of Angus some twenty five

pounds lighter. Steers averaging only 1,040 pounds
sold up to $6.55, and Angus yearlings, 1,138 pounds
only, landed at $7.55, the highest price ever paid for

cattle so young and so light in the ordinary run of the

trade and barring show stock. Touching the condition

of the market on the day named, the Chicago Drovers'1

Journal says

:

"This was decidedly the highest day of the year.

The very small supply of cattle last week and the

moderate offerings this week thus far have caused a
deficiency which buyers are beginning to feel, and to-

day's demand showed that more cattle could be used
than are available."

The supply for the three days from May 12th to May
14th, was 6,682 head less than for the same period

last year, and the total for the week before was over
25,000 head smaller than for the same week of 1901.

In other words, the total supply of cattle received in

Chicago between May 5th and 14th, both days incln

sive, of this year, amounted to a few over 64,000 head,

whereas during the same period of 1901 the total sup
ply reached 95,000 head in round numbers. The very
tip top of the market for the weeks reported in this

journal on May 13th and 20th, 1901, was $5.90. Prices

are now $1. 70 per cwt. higher than they were last

year on the best and proportionately higher so on the

bulk. How does it come abont that this decided rise

has taken place if there is no competition among the
men who control more than one half of the fresh meat
trade of the world T

The decrease in the supply is the reason for the ad
vance. For the present May to the 14th receipts of

cattle in Chicago exhibit a decrease of 37,723 head
compared with the figures for the same fourteen days
of 1901. There is the story in a nutshell. Cattle are
higher in the main range than they have been since

1882—twenty years. No one seems to know where
farther supplies of dry fed cattle are coming from.

The prices have been bid up but the shippers have not
been "allured." Butcher stock—cows, heifers, fat

bulls and the like—are at the high notch of two de
cades. Still fed cattle are higher than they have ever
been. Texas cattle are selling to $6.50, as against prices

almost $2 per cwt. less paid at this date of last season.

Hay fed cattle, fattened without grain in the western
range country, sold last Wednesday up to $6. 75, far

and away the largest price ever paid for such stock.

Would the slaughterers pay record prices for steers,

cows, heifers, still fed, hay fed and Texas range stuff

if the supply was not so short as to force them to bid
such figures as were never paid nor ever heard of
before T

But granted whatever may be cause that the prices

charged are high, possibly even somewhat higher than

the cost of production justifies, is it not right that the

farmer and feeder should have a share in the prosper-

1

ity which the people in the great centres of commerce-

have now so loDg enjoyed? For how many years has

the farmer had to be content with the barest margin

of profit over cost of production, yea, even for years,

with no profit beyond that which he could realize

from the improvement made by the stock in the fer-

tility of the farm. Surely the city people are not so

unreasonable as to want to keep all the prosperity for

themselves. Farmers are so large an element in the

material prosperity of the country that it is well for

every one that they should at least now and again

have their fair share of the prosperity that is going

on, and on their behalf we claim it even though the

people in the cities should have to pay a cent or two
more per pound for their meat or economise by wast

ing less.

THE ANOORA GOAT A BENEFACTOR.

At the request of Secretary F. D. Coburn, of the

Kansas Board of Agriculture, Mr. R. C. Johnston, of

Lawrence, read an interesting paper before the late

annual meeting of the Board, on the subject of An-

gora goats. Mr. Johnston is well qualified to intelli-

gently write of these animals, as he has been breeding

and handling Angoras quite extensively for some
years. He has sublime faith in their ability to adapt

themselves to varied conditions, and to do much to-

ward transforming otherwise waste places into profit-

able areas. He says in part

:

"The Angora grows the same size as sheep, but does
not mature so rapidly. A six months old lamb will

weigh more than a kid of the same age with equal care;

therefore, the goat is not as good to raise for the early

market; but this is more than offset by the fact that it

carries its lamb or soft joint longer than a lamb does,

and its life is so much longer than that of a sheep. It

is a prolific breeder and a productive shearer until

twelve and fourteen years old. It lives and thrives in

any climate or country where sheep live and prosper,
no matter how hot or cold. It readily adapts itself to

the surrounding conditions, from the rich valley to

rugged mountain wastes. All the shelter it needs in

this climate is an open shed, facing the south, which
it can go under to protect itself from the cold rains

and snow of our winters. The rain or snow freezes on
its long, silky hair, and forms a mass of ice, which
chills the goat. Keep it dry, especially after shear-
ing, and it will stand any amount of cold weather.
They feed and do well during the winter on corn fod-

der, straw and coarse hay, with a little grain during
March and the first of April, to strengthen them for

the kidding season of May. A goat abhors filth and
dirt. While they eat every kind of food, It must be
sweet and clean, with fresh, pure water to drink. They
will only drink dirty, stagnant water when compelled
to by extreme thirst.

"It is not best to have your does kid too early In

the spring, as the kids are liable to chill and die

during cold, wet weather, and the does do not milk
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so well, and are more liable to disown their kids.

Better wait until May, warm weather and plenty of

grass. They require the same care and attention

during the kidding season as sheep during the lamb
ing season. The high grades and pure breds are more
prolific than sheep, raising 90 to 110 per cent, increase.

They are very hardy, having lots of sens9, are good
rustlers, and will not starve if there is anything in the
neighborhood to eat. They soem j ust as happy gnaw-
ing the bark off a dogwood sapling as b irking your
choicest apple tree. They feed in flocks, and do not
scatter over the pasture like sheep. When alarmed,
they will bunch together to defend themselves. They
are browsers, not grazer3, and prefer weeds and brush
to grass. They eat the leaves off every tree and brush
that grows in Kansas, and, not content with the leaves,

they want the bark also. They eat every weed that I

know of, except mullen and burdock. They seem
'tickled to death' when they strike a patch of jimson
weed, and are perfectly happy in a bunch of smart-
weed. They watch and patiently wait for the thistle

to put forth its bloom, so that they can enjoy that rare
morsel. Buckbrush, which is destroying so many of
our fine pastures, is their delight ; in fact, goats are
ideal brush exterminators ; they do it at a cash profit

instead of a costly outlay. One writer speaks of them
as ' picking gold off the bushes.'

"They are always sure of a good living, for no mat
ter how dry or wet a season may be, it always pro
duces weeds. They will condescend to eat grass when
there are no weeds or brush in sight. After the frost

has killed the weeds and leaves, they feed during the
winter, as long as it is not covered with snow, on the
blue grass which grew undisturbed under their feet

during the summer. Horses, cattle and sheep will

feed after goats in the same pasture, while goats will

feed on that which other animals will not touch. One
need not sell any of the stock already owned to make
Toom for the Angora goat ; the farm is able to take
care of that much more stock, and render that much
greater income. They are a vegetable scavenger

;

hence their value in farm economy, in converting into

money the weeds and brush which the farmer every
year spends time, labor and money to get rid of, at
the season of the year when time is most valuable.

This makes the cost of raising the Angora almost
nothing.

'They make the richest fertilizer from the foliage

and deposit it on the highest and poorest spots of the
farm, while horses and cattle fertilize the richest part,

where the grass grows.
"Thus, we find the Angora goat reclaiming thou-

sands of acres of waste land in every State in the
Union and converting them into tillable fields of pro
ductive pastures, at the same time making millions of

pounds of wholesome meat to feed and millions of

pounds of fine mohair to clothe people. Being a
"very hardy, self reliant animal and a browser, one
will soon find his hilly and rough districts, which are
to-day of no value whatever to any other industry,
Ulled with this useful animal. They are compara
tively free from diseises. A sheep fence will hold
them.

"They are shorn in the spring, at the same time
and in the same manner as sheep, but be careful to

keep them out of a cold rain for a week or two after

shearing. The fleece of mohair weighs from two and

one half to four pounds on average good goats, while
extra fine, pure bred goats will often shear eight to
ten pounds, worth from thirty to forty-five cents a
pound on the market, according to the grade and care
in handling. The skin of a high grade Angora has
double the value of a sheep's pelt, because of the
furs, rugs and kid leather robes manufactured from
them, while the skins of the lower grades sell at about
the same price as pelts.

"The Angora does are not as good milkers as the
Maltese and Swiss goats, but they give plenty for
rearing their young. They are kind and watchful
mothers, and will fight for their kids. These goats
are profitable animals in the feed lot

;
give them like

conditions and the same grain, and they will take on
flesh rapidly, and fatten in one fourth less time than
sheep. They respond very quickly to good care. At
the final test of all domestic animals—the butcher's
block—the Angora is not found wanting. Their flesh
in summer, when browsing, has a very delightful
flavor, between venison and mutton, which gives the
name 'venison' to their meat. In winter, when fat-

tened on grain, it looses that flavor, but acquires a
mutton flavor. It has none of that 'wooly' taste of
mutton which is so objectionable to many people.
Thousands of them are killed in our packing houses
and sold as 'well dressed mutton.' Only an expert
can tell the difference, as their carcasses appear the
same when hanging in the market. They will dress
out a larger per cent, of meat than sheep; hence are
much more valuable, and their meat is more juicy
than mutton and has a finer flavor."

[We are glad to know that a number of these goats

have been introduced into this State recently. One
gentleman brought a car load from the West into

South8lde Virginia. There are thousands of acres

there which need clearing up badly, and we look for

these animals to do the work with profit to their own-

ers.—Ed.]

SKIM MILK CALVES.

Within the last decade, Kansas has amply demon-

strated her superior natural advantages for dairying,

by rising from a position of comparative obscurity to

a foremost rank among the States noted for the excel-

lence of their dairy products. In response to the spe-

cial invitation of Secretary F. D. Coburn, of the State

Board of Agriculture, Pi of. D. H. Otis, of the Kansas

Agricultural College, ably discusses many features

pertaining to profitable dairying in Kansas and else-

where in the recent biennial report of the Board.

What he has to say concerning the important problem

of rearing calves upon skim milk follows, in part

:

When calves six months old are worth from eighteen

to twenty dollars per head, and when the profits from

a good milk cow are so greatly enhanced by raising

the calf on skim milk, it is vastly important that we

know how, first, to raise a No. 1 calf, and second (es-

pecially to the man with limited capital on high priced

land), how to accomplish this result through the me-
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dium of skim milk. The followiDg points on feeding

Bkim milk have been gleaned from actual experience

from handling calves

:

The young calf may either be taken fiom the cow a

few hours after birth, or left until its mother's milk is

fit for use. Where the cow's udder is in good shape,

it is easier to teach the calf to drink when it is taken

away before sucking at all. In nature, the calf gets

its milk often, but in small quantities, and always at

blood temperature. In this respect, we should imitate

nature as far as possible. At first, the calf should not

be fed over ten pounds daily (one quart equals about

two pounds), divided into three messes : four pounds

in the morning, two pounds at noon, and four pounds

at night. This quantity may be increased gradually

to twelve pounds per day. After two weeks, the milk

may be given only twice daily. Calf milk should al-

ways be fed warm and sweet. If impossible to have
the milk sweet all the time then it should be fed sour

every meal. It is possible to raise good calves on sour

milk, but it is impossible to raise good calves and have
sweet milk one meal and sour the next.

When two or three weeks old, we may begin to feed

skim milk. The stomach of a calf is delicate and
sensitive, and any change of feed should be made
gradually. Do not change from whole milk to skim
milk faster than a pound or a pound and one half per

day— ». e., if the calf is getting twelve pounds of

whole milk per day, the first day of the change feed

eleven pounds of whole milk and one pound of skim
milk ; the second day, ten pounds of whole milk and
two pounds of skim milk ; and so on until the change
is complete.

It has been found by experience that the starch and
fat contained in corn or Kaffir corn can be made to

take the place of fat removed from the milk. Calves
will begin to eat grain when from ten days to two
weeks old. At first put a little meal in their mouths
after drinking their milk, and in a short time they
will go to their feed boxes and eat with a relish. We
find that calves four weeks old will eat from one half

to three fourths of a pound per day; when eight weeks
old, from one and one fourth to one and one-half

pounds per day.

Kaffir corn meal has proven to be a superior feed

for calves. It seems to be somewhat constipating, and
materially assists in checking the common tendency to

scours.

Calves will begin to nibble at hay about the same
time that they commence to eat grain. When from six

to eight weeks old, the calves under experiment at

our Agricultural College consumed from one half to

one pound daily per head. Mixed orchard grass and
prairie hay are best. Alfalfa hay proves to be too

loosening for young calves, though it may be gradu-

ally introduced into the ration after from three to fou
r

months. Nothing but clean, bright hay should be
used.

The greatest difficulty in raising calves is undoubt-

edly scours. Here, as elsewhere, "an ounce of pre-

vention is worth a pound of cure." The principal

causes are overfeeding, feeding sour milk, feeding cold

milk, feeding grain with the milk, dirty milk pails,

unwholesome feed boxes, and irregularity of feeding.

An intelligent and observing reader will notice the

symptoms of this disease as soon as it appears, in

which case the ration of milk should be cut down
one-half or more, and gradually increased again as the

calf is able to stand it. A successful feeder will do
hi3 best to keep the milk sweet.

Heating milk seems to produce chemical changes

that help to prevent scours. There is probably no
more effective way of upsetting the system of the

young calf than by feeding it cold milk. So impor-

tant is it always to feed the milk at blood temperature

(95 degrees to 100 degrees F. ), that a careful feeder

will test the temperature with a thermometer. No-

one can expect to successfully raise skim milk calves

without giving close attention to the temperature of

the milk fed.

Calf buckets may be kept clean by rinsing and

scalding after each feed. No more grain or hay
should be given than the calves will eat up clean.

Should any remain uneaten, it should be removed be-

fore giving any fresh feed. Calves like salt the same
as any other animals.

To summarize : Warm, sweet milk, given in clean

buckets, with access to corn meal or Kaffir corn meal,

bright hay, fresh, clean water, salt, plenty of sunlight,

shelter and bedding in cold weather, shade in summer,
and regularity and kindness in treatment will usually

insure good, thrifty calves that will gain from a pound
and one half to two pounds daily.

[A teaspoonful of blood meal fed in the milk has
been found to be a most successful remedy for scours
in calves.

—

Ed.]

FAILURE TO BREED.

I noticed in the questions and answers of the vete-
rinary column a remedy for failure to breed in cows.
One of the components was black haw root, but I have
forgotten the other parte, also the proportions.

Pasadena, Cal. J. B.

Give a full dose of physic. When this has .taken
effect, give a teaspoonful each of the following :

*<
-493

Powdered black haw and golden seal in a little bran
morning and night until the next heat, then change
bulls and breed her again. If not successful the first

time repeat the above.

—

Hoard's Dairy.
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VALUE OF WHEAT FED TO HOQS.

Mr. Brennan, speaking at institute meetings in the

Territories, gave the following personal experience in

feeding wheat to hogs : In the year 1900 he had in his

possession 500 bushels of inferior wheat which, if mar
keted, would have brought only 45 cents per bushel,

or 500 x 45<=$225.

He fed practically all of this to hogs, cattle, and
poultry, and sold

$162.00 worth of pork on local market.
110.50 " pork to Indian Head Farm.
35.00 " pork—private sales.

125.00 " beef.

20.00 " poultry.

$452.50
There was also something over a bushel of the wheat

unfed, which, if marketed at 45 cents, would have
brought the proceeds up to $453.00, or 90.6 cents per

bushel.

FEEDING BABY BEEF.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I have for two years troubled jou with an account of

the results of a poor attempt at improved calf feeding,

and now, encouraged by your kindness in the past, I

venture to try your patience once again.

We have sold only five of our calves of 1901, some
of which were calved in December, 1900. Of the five

sold two were purebred Angus bull calves. My eon

had promised the first pure bull calves he might have

to two of our neighbors, and I indulged the hope of

being able to help in introducing good beef stock into

this section. For some reason neither of our neighbors

came to claim the calves, so my son advertised them
for sale in the Planter. He had enquiries from ten cat

tie men, many from other States, asking price, etc-

One man from Augusta came to see them, and fixed on

the largest of the two, which I did not think the best.

He gave $50 for him and seemed satisfied. Another
Valley man wanted the other one at a very modest

price, and rather than alter him we sold him at $35.

He cannot get him registered, but the animal would
have been cheap at $60. We had three crosses of a

Hereford male and grade Angus and Galloway cows

These were altered at a week old and ran with their

mothers all winter. They were sold and sent off last

week, at which time they were just 15 months old,

and weighed 850 pounds each, selling at 6 cents a

pound—$51 a piece. The five sold realized $238. The
two stock males netted $42.50 each. The three "baby
beef" made an average of $51. We will not trouble to

keep male calves after this. Those who want them will

think more of any they may buy if they have to go to

Chicago for them and pay $200 for a good long year-

ling.

We fed over twenty Virginia scrub steers this year.

They make a pile of manure when straw is plentiful,

but I would rather buy fifty steers in Kansas City and

have the pleasure of sending off some 1300 pound
beasts.

Nelson Co., Va. D. MaoGeegor.

A WET AND STORMY SUNDAY.

Various press dispatches, covering a wide territory

and telling of rain and storm and flood, on Sunday,
May 18, are thus condensed in a Chicago daily of

Monday morniog: "Yesterday, the warmest of

the season in Chicago, was a day of widespread damage
in the West, of many cloudbursts and much crop de-

struction. What is even worse, in the great food-pro-

ducing Red River Valley of the North is the excessive

flooding which will prevent seeding. The heavy rains

in Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri, while in spots pro-

ducing cloudbursts and resulting damage, seem to

have been vastly beneficial, filling wells and streams
and renewing the deep sources of the springs, prepar-

ing the earth for the season's growths and producing
interior reservoirs, which will preserve the corn

through the hot spells of summer. But the ta'.e that

came from the Red River Valley last night, even if

exaggerated, is dolorous. Three days of continuous

rain has converted the greatest of wheat belts in the

world into marsh and lake. The low lands along the

rive r, both in North Dakota and Minnesota, for 140

miles northwest of Lake Traverse, in a zone from two
to fourteen miles wide, cannot, it is reported, be
seeded this season. The most optimistic local opinion

despairs of the possibility, and it is calculated the

Red River Valley will be short from 15,000,000 to

18,000,000 bushels of wheat. Under the most favor-

able conditions now it is estimated no seeding can be

done until the 25th of the month, so late that the fall

frosts will nip the grain before it could ripen.

A press dispatch from Evanston, Wyo., under date

of May 19, reads thus: The snow storm which struck

this vicinity Saturday night has continued without
abatement. It is estimated that ten to fourteeen

inches of wet snow has fallen, the greater part of

which is melted in the valleys. Sheep and lambs are

reported to be dying by thousands, and a prominent
sheep man estimates the loss in Uintah County alone

will reach 200,000 head. The storm at times reached
the proportions of a blizzard, and sheep on the

ranges have become uncontrollable. At 8 o'clock to-

night the storm shows no signs of abatement, and if it

continues for another day it is feared that all of the

lambs and many of the sheep that have been sheared
will be lost."

Gabden Coen.—In roasting-ear corns, the varieties

which have proved best for market in the South are

Truckers' Favorite and the Adams varieties. The
growing of roasting-ear corn, to come in late in the

season, has proved very profitable to gardeners and
truckers.
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The Poultry Yard.

HOW TO MAKE HENS PAY.
The following article, which we take from the Country

Gentleman, is so fall of valuable information which we
can fally endorse from oar own experience, that we
are glad to have the opportunity of republishing the
same. In connection with the raising of broilers

in this State, we would say that, if properly carried

on, it cannot fail to be profitable. Broilers have,

during May, sold for thirty five cents per pound in

this city. This is not the price for single birds but
for wholesale lots. We know of one sale being made
of nearly $100 worth at that price:

"It may be that a few things which I have picked up
in my very few years' experience with poultry would
be of some interest to those who keep poultry. The
first thing that should be decided in the fall is how
many can be properly cared for ; overcrowding should
be studiously avoided. It is an invitation to failure
and disaster to crowd 50 or 100 hens into a small room
where they barely have space to roost.

In arranging a house for hens, a feeding place should
be provided ; this will give them an opportunity to
exercise freely by scratching in the litter, or wallow
ing in the dust ; it should also be built so that it can
be easily cleaned out. Cleanliness is essential to sue
cess in the poultry business. Vermin and disease
always lurk in a foul, ill smelling hen-house. In con
structing our hen-house, we should not imagine that
we get them too warm. I have never yet seen one
that was too warm ; if enough air should not enter
the poultry house during warm weather, some of the
windows can be opened. The walls of the house
should be doubled, with building paper between the
two thicknesses of plank, or better yet, studding may
be used, leaving a dead air space in the walls, making
the house cooler in summer and warmer in winter

;

some people fill this space with sawdust. I believe
that this is a good idea and mean to try it next winter.
The roosts should be so arranged that they can be

removed when cleaning the house out ; it would be
be well also to have the ne3ts so that they can be fre-

quently taken out and cleaned. A filthy nest is one
of the best harbors for lice.

After you have decided how many you can accom-
modate, sort out your flock, using great care in the
selection of the individual birds that make up your
bunch of winter layers. Select the most vigorous and
best developed pullets, rejecting undersized and unde
veloped ones. The flock of winter layers should, as
far as possible, be made up of early hatched pullets.

Next after these I would select yearlings ; all over this

age I would dispose of, as an old hen, except in rare
cases, will not pay for her feed through the winter.
The pullets, if of the Mediterranean stock, should

be hatched in April, or eirly May to make good
good winter layers ; if a heavier breed is used, they
may be hatched in March. These, if properly cared
for, will begin to lay in the fall when the prices of
eggs is advancing. It should be the aim of every
farmer to have his hens in good shape for laying when
the prices paid for eggs are highest.

The moulting process usually occupies about three
months, and this period will be prolonged into the win-
ter, if the hens are not properly cared for. A hen that
does not shed her feathers until November or December
will not pay for her feed through the winter. In order
to encourage early moulting the hens should be fed
rather heavily of feather producing food; meat meal
and a little sulphur twice a week will be beneficial.

Sunflower seed is an excellent feed for moulting hens.
Corn should be fed rather sparingly through the
warmer months, although a small quantity each day
will do no harm, and in the fall it will be of great bene-
fit. A bran mash is greatly enjoyed by the hens at

any time of year. All table scraps should go to the
hens, while a great many other things that would be
otherwise wasted, such as offal at butchering time,
wheat screenings, sorghum tops, and various other
by products, if given to the hens are quickly converted
into a cash-bringing commodity in the shape of eggs.

One of the greatest mistakes made by farmers is in
not giving their hens a sufficient quantity of feed

;

another is in not providing proper shelter, while there
is a limited number who recognize the importance of
providing grit for the poultry. Without grit the
poultry will have poor digestion, and a flock of hens
with poor digestion is usually an unprofitable flock.

When a flock is confined for a few days during a cold
snap the first few feeds of grain that are given are
readily eaten. Then they will eat but very little.

Some may imagine that they have been overfed, but
this is rarely the case ; it is usually because they have
not been provided with grit enough to digest

their food, and the poultry are starving, while we are
comforting ourselves with the belief that they are
well fed.

The incubator, if properly handled, is almost in-

dispensable in making poultry raising a profitable

business, especially on a large scale. It should be
started going in February, in order to obtain the best

prices, which are paid for the first spring broilers

which go into market. Bat in order to raise chicks
by artificial means at that early season, or at any time
for that matter, it is necessary to have a suitable build-

ing in which to brood them.
All chicks hatched at this early season may be pre

pared for market, as it is not necessary to hatch
pullets for the next winter's layers thus early. Those
early hatches should be made from the eggs of some
of the heavy breeds. Either the Plymouth Rock or

Wyandotte are excellent for this purpose, as they are
rapid growers and soon reach a marketable size. Bat
for layers, the Mediterranean stock should be used.

Of these there is none better than the Leghorns. This
breed is surely the morgage lifter, and to my mimd
they are the most profitable breed that can be kept on
the farm.

In preparing broilers for market, they should be
penned up in some clean, hea'thful quarters and
fattened. The heavier breeds will take on fat rapidly
if confined and given plenty of fat producing food;
they will fatten readily on ground corn, corn pone,

milk, grit and a little green staff. The first year that

I became interested in poultry- keeping for profit, I
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sold about $47 worth of eggs from fifty Leghorn hens.

Oar sales of chickens and eggs for the second year

were $65. Our egg account did not come up to the

average of the year before, which was the result of

changing from Leghorns to Plymouth Rocks. The
next year our sales amounted to $111. I became dis

satisfied over the egg record of the Plymouth Rocks, so

I added a few Leghorn pullets to the flock, and the re

cord for the following year was $136 for chickens and
eggs. I was so well pleased with the Leghorns as

layers that I abandoned the Plymouth Rocks, except

for broilers. Last year I had about sixty laying hens,

mostly Leghorns, and they made a record of $73 62

for eggs, from the first of December till the first of

July, an average of over $1.20 per hen in eight

months. Edward E. Higgins.
Jackson County, W. Va.

CARE OF YOUNO TURKEYS.

Editor Southern Planter :

To those who propose to raise turkeys I think the
following advice, if heeded, will prove of much bene
fit:

Before setting your turkeys, sprinkle a little sul-

phur under the nests to avoid or kill any lice that

may be on the turkey. After the chicks are hatched,
and are ready to put out, select a sunny spot where
the coops can be well aired each day. Rising ground
is far better than level or low ground, as the rain soon
runs off. Each old turkey should have a coop to here
self, at least 2x31 feet. Twenty young turkeys ar-

sufficient for one old one to care for. From the first to

the fourth week turkeys require a good deal of atten

tion. Twenty four hours after being hatched, they
should be given hard boiled egg crumbled fine. For
the first week two eggs are enough for a meal for

twenty five. During the second week, they may be
fed on eggs and on curds. After the second week, if

the egg is too costly, they may be fed on corn bread
made up with water only, and baked thoroughly, as

insufficiently cooked dough gives diarrhoea. This is

rather hard to crumble fine enough. The best way is

to use a common fork. When they are a month or so
old, wheat is a very good food for them. But do not
use this entirely, as they still need the bread for some
time after.

Great care should be taken when first put out, that
the old turkey is free from vermin. If she is not, the
little ones will soon succumb to them. A good pre
ventive of this is coal oil and lard equally mixed and
rubbed over the body and wings. For the young ones
this is also a good remedy, though o'f course very lit

tie has to be put on at a time. The best place, as I

have found by experience, is under the feathers on top
of the wings. After greasing, they should be put out
in the sun, so as to dry as soon as possible. Never
grease on a damp, cloudy day, as they are certain to

die if the grease stays damp upon their bodies.

Turkeys should have a large range, so as to forage
for themselves. Give them fresh water at least twice
a day.

Westmoreland Co., Va. Miss F. F. W.
[We are not in accord with our correspondent on

the subject of feeding turkey chicks. Our experience

is that the feeding of hard boiled eggs to chicks of

any kind as a sole diet is very apt to produce diar-

rhoea. We have raised large flocks of turkeys with

very little mortality by feeding wheat bread squeezed

nearly dry after being soaked in cold water, mixed with

hard boiled egg, oat meal, grits and onion tops or let-

tuce chopped fine. Feed this mixture four or five

times per day for the first two or three weeks, and

then begin to feed wheat along with it, and gradually

drop the mixed food until wheat alone is fed. Curds

may be fed with the mixed food if desired. We prefer

insect powder to coal oil and lard for getting rid of the

lice.

—

Ed.]

GAPES.

Editor Southern Planter :

As I read with interest what is in the Planter about

poultry, I would like to give my experience in the

treatment of a too common ailment, which carries off

many chickens, and that is the "gapes." Year before

last, when visiting a friend, and his chickens had

gapes, I asked several country people for a cure, ap-

pealing to their experience. One said one thing and

one another, and some said the best thing was to

knock them in the head as you would a dog that had

mange. Among the remedies advised, one was the

insufflation with slaked lime. This I tried that sum-

mer on seven chickens, and it cured them all ;
one

chicken only had to have two doses. Last year I had

eight cases of my own, and it proved equally success-

ful, and I did not lose a chick. This year, when feed-

ing my chickens at 6:30 A. M., one little B. P. Rock

was gaping at a great rate. I dosed him lightly, and

told my wife when she let the chickens out at 10 o'clock

to dose him again. But when she let them out not a

chicken was gaping. The way to administer it is sim-

ple. Put your gaping chicken in an old tin bucket

and cover top with a single thickness of coarse bag-

ging. Then rub through the bagging about a tea

spoonful of slaked lime, making the chick breathe air

heavily charged with lime ; when you hear his bill

strike the sides rapidly, remove the bag and give him

some air ; repeat this again two or three times at the

one administration and that will suffice. The chick

will continue to gape, but in a few hours he will be all

right. Of course cleanliness is very necessary, as also

changing chickens to different roosting place each

night. This remedy has been as near a specific as one

can find. I have never had a failure with it, nor does

it seem to injure the eyes or skin. When I free the

ehicken I wipe off his bill and blow on its head and

body once or twice to carry off the lime, but without

this I believe the chicken would sustain no injury.

This remedy is so cheap, so easily applied, and so effec

tual, that I am satisfied to use no other.

Albemarle Co., Va. E. Woods, Je.

[We have used the above mentioned remedy, and at

times with success, but again with no advantage. The

best remedy for gapes, in our experience, is prevention.

Keep the chicks on a dry board or a dry earth floor

until they are three or four weeks old, and no gapes

will trouble them.—Ed.]
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The Horse.

A PRINCE WITHOUT A PEDIQREE.

Editor Southern Planter:

Breeding from the best specimens of the best breads
Is the only way to improve our domestic animals, and
is the only way by which the present excellence can
be maintained. It was this painstaking method of

selection which produced the improved breeds of live

stock, and is the only means by which degeneracy can
be prevented. Nevertheless, some people get fanati

cal on the subject of breeding, and say that "no good
thing can come out of Nazareth," and if by accident

a superior hoise is found, they "move heaven and
earth" to trace his genealogy back to some English
racer, or Arabian stallion. This is not sensible. Na
ture has produced "sports" or prodigies among men,
animals and vegetables, without great ancestry, in all

ages of the world. These were not after the order of

Melchizedek, "without father, without mother, with-

out descent," but sprang from anceBtry unknown to

fame—the ordinary class— " the natives."

Old Blackhawk was foaled in Greenland, near Port
land, N. H., in 1S33. At the age of four years he was
sold as a roadster for $150. In 1842, he won a match
of a thousand dollars trotting five miles over the Cam-
bridge track in sixteen minutes. In the year 1844,

Mr. Hill bought and kept him as a stallion at Bridge-

port, Vt., until the time of his death in 1856. His
skeleton is preserved in the office of the Secretary of

the Board of Agriculture at the State house in Boston.

Blackhawk was a little less than fifteen hands high,

and weighed when in condition not far from ten hun
dred pounds. He was a remarkably symmetrical and
muscular animal, graced with the most beautiful head,
neck and limbs, and when in action, whether in har
ness or out, of a spirited, nervous and elegant bearing,

which could not fail to command universal admiration
wherever he appeared. He could easily trot a mile
in two minutes and forty seconds, even without much
training

; and he combined with great speed the per
fection of form, the intelligence, courage and endur
ance sufficient to make him a complete model of a
roadster of the highest class. He possessed the power
of transmitting his characteristics to his very numer
ous offspring in a degree unsurpassed by any other

horse in the country. In the carriage, or under the

saddle, in the quiet of the country road, or on the

parade ground, under whatever circumstances the de-

scendants of old Blackhawk appeared, the trained eye
of the experienced horseman could hardly fail to de-

tect their relationship to their progenitor.

It has been conclusively shown, and proved beyond

the shadow of a doubt, that he wa* sired by Sherman
Morgan, and " it was said that his dam was a thorough

bred mare raised in New Brunswick—a fast trotter and
a superior animal."

The man who raised the oolt (Blackhawk) sold him
as a son of Sherman Morgan. Mr. Hill, his last

owner, investigated his history, procured affidavits,

and the evidences of his relationship to Sherman Mor-
gan, which established the truth of his paternity as

certainly as human testimony can establish anything.

About the time of old Blackhawk's death, the follow-

ing romance was set afloat: "Daring the latter part

of Sherman Morgan's life there was kept with him as

a 'teaser,' another fine stallion called 'Paddy.' There
is little doubt (they say) that Paddy stood by his side

in 1832. One Sunday night, after dark, with lanterns

in hand, the 'boys,' (or the young men who had
charge of the stallions), put the mother of Blackhawk
to Paddy, the teaser. According to the statement of

the 'boys,' the mare went to both horses, but as the

colt resembled Paddy more than Sherman, was larger,

and had no hair on his fetlocks like Sherman, they

concluded that Paddy was the father of the colt."

It is astonishing that such a story should ever have

been printed. Boys don't do things like that without

a motive. What motive could these boys have had to

do this thing secretly in the night 1 They had no in-

terest in the matter ; they would not dare to boast of

it to other boys lest they should be discharged by their

employers. Not only this, they were rendering them-

selves liable to prosecution. %
In case Paddy was the father of Blackhawk, who

was the sire of Paddy t " He was said to have been a

beautiful animal, possessing a high strain of English

blood, though often mentioned as a Canadian or French

horse. '

'

It is remarkably strange that a beautiful horse,

" possessing a high strain of English blood," should

have been kept year after year as a "teaser," when
he could have made money for his owner in begetting

colts on his own. merits. Paddy had no more pedi-

gree than old Justin Morgan—not even a well authen-

ticated tradition to stand upon ; and there is no evi-

dence, so far as I know, that Blackhawk's dam was a

half thoroughbred mare.

Lest the lantern story would be deemed insufficient,

the thoroughbred partisans endeavor to prove their

case another way. They say that of all the stallions

got by Blackhawk only three fell below a thousand

pounds in weight, and scarcely one fell below fifteen

hands high. On the other hand, they say: "Of Sher-

man Morgan's get, only two exceeded a thousand
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pounds in weight, and only one exceeded fifteen hands

high."

This does not prove a great deal, and would hardly

be produced in a court of justice. Everybody knows

families in which the sons, when grown, were taller

than their fathers. I knew a man named Johnson,

who kept a tavern at Orangeville, Pa., who was only

four feet in height, and his wife was a common sized

woman. All their children, except one, when fully

grown, were tall, well formed persons. The emperor,

Charlemagne, was nearly seven feet high, and his

father, Pepin, the short, less than five feet.

J. W. Ingham.

SERVICE FEES.
Not many moons since, I was pleased to see an arti

cle in a weekly country newspaper from a man who
preached the doctrine that the draft horse is the most
profitable of all horses for the farmer to raise, and his

theories have been and are yet borne out by practice

and the experience of our best farmers and breeders;

but the old adage of "better practice what you preach,"

would touch this young man all over, and might do
more than touch unless his skin is as thick as a rhi

noceros', for only last week I heard him lamenting

the death of a foal that was lost through his own neg
ligence. He said he had to pay $30 for the insurance

on two costs, $15 each, and now he had only one liv

ing. He also said $15 was too much to pay for colts by
one of the best individuals and the best bred draft

horse east of the Ohio river. The gentleman fails to

see but his own side, and that through smoked glass,

for any reasonable thinking man would argue that a

colt by a first class horse would be worth as least $15
more than a "scrub" at six months old, and the differ

ence would, of course, be much greater at maturity.

"While on the subject of this gentleman's policy, which
I regret is not very different from that of a majority
of his neighbors, I will state a case bearing me out in

my argument that this "would be educator" of our un
sophisticated farmers only sees things from one point,

and his judgment is biased by what he considers his

own interests, for he has a bull, and a good one, that

cost only one tenth as much as the stallion that he bred
to last season, and thought the $15 insurance fee too

high. The bull he charges $3. 50 service fee for and
the horse is too high at $15 to insure a mare safe with
foal ! I will pay $25 to breed to a first-class stallion

before I will accept the service of an inferior one as a

gift. Do not spend all of your lives theorizing, but
"practice what you preach," and your argument will

have some weight with thinking men.
Rockingham Co. Va. Jno. F. Lewis.

VIRGINIA BRED HACKNEYS SELL WELL.
At a sale of Hackneys in New York in May, the

Hon. Hy. Fairfax, of Oak Hill, Aldie, Va., made the

high average price of $862 each on his offerings. He
also won the silver cup offered for the Hackneys sell-

ing for the highest price. The Oak Hill offerings are

always choice, and put on the market in fine order.

NOTES.

The circuit of Virginia Hoise Shows as arranged for

this season is a convenient one, and permits of easy
shipments from one point to another. The horse

shows are of great benefit to the interest in this State,

and fully merit the liberal patronage and support
accorded them by the best classes in each community.
With the exception of Richmond, all are open air

affairs, but the latter is held under cover, and the one
to take place here this fall promises to be a big affair.

The dates follow : Upperville. June 11th and 12th -

f

Berryville. June 18th and 19th; Manassas, July 16th

and 17th; Orange, July 24th and 25th; Charlottesville,

July 31st and August 1st; Cnlpeper, August 19th;

Warrenton, August 27th and 28th; FroLt Royal, Sep-

tember 3d and 4th; Richmond, October 13th-18th.

W. W. Sanford, of the Woodley Farm, Orange, Va.,

has purchased of J. W. Colt, Genesee, N. Y., the

brown horse Lackland, thoroughbred son of Spend-

thrift and imported Llandrinio, by The Arrow. Lack-

land is sixteen hands high, well made, and of fine pro-

portions. He will be bred to good general purpose-

mares with a view of producing fine hunters and
jumpers. The master of Woodley, who is a college-

bred man and of pleasing manners, is one of the

shrewdest judges of horse flesh in the South, reports

an active demand for good horses, but finds it no easy

matter to find animals of real class. In the latter

connection, I may add that doubtless Mr. Sanford'e-

experience tallies with that of one of the best known
shippers in the country, who, in speaking of the faults

most commonly found in carriage and saddle horses,

says: "In all the years that I have been shipping to

New York markets, low, thick withers have caused

more criticism than all other imperfect ones com-

bined." This imperfection, commonly termed "mut-

ton shoulders," ruins animals for riding, and is

likely to handicap them as a carriage horse, for high

action seldom goes with high withers.

Mr. James Cox, of the Belgravia Farm, Mt. Jack-

son, Va., has a three year old of promise in the bay
filly Lucy Montrose, by Belgravia' s premier sire Kelly,

out of Minnie Montrose, by Robert McGregor. She
is well formed and handsome, and has the gait action

and determination that betoken both speed and race-

horse quality. Helen Wllmer, the yearling daughter

of Kelly, and the great brood mare Erena, 2:191, by
Alcyone, is, however, looked upon as the gem of the-

trotting bred youngsters at the farm, and she will be
placed in skilled hands for development. Kelly, 2:27,

the son of Electioneer, and famous thoroughbred

Esther, dam of Expressive, 3, 2:12$, who heads Bel-

gravia, always a handsome horse, is now looking

grand, and Mr. Cox jogs the bay stallion on the road.

Among the mares bred to Kelly this season is Frances

S. Dayton, 2:27f, by Cadmus, Jr., dam the great

brood mare Daisy Dayton.

As a member of the Southern Railway's staff of

surgeons, the proprietor of a private sanitarium, and

with quite an extensive practice to look after in and
around Reldsville, N. O, Dr. J. C. Walton finds his

time pretty well occupied, but his fancy for good roadi
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and trotting horses is as strong as of yore, and hi
private stables always shelters some speed. Darin8
recent years, Dr. Walton has owned that grand mar©
Loey Ashby, 2:21}; Marie, 2:30*, and Miss Parker,
2:40, all of whom were sired by Jolly Friar, and a
nnmber of others. He now has Edith Bethell, by
Barney Wilkes, son of George Wilkes, and Georgia
Girl, by Almont, Jr., 2:29; a rangy black mare, 4, of
considerable promise, by Natrock, son of Norfolk, and
nice bay, 4, by Prince Belmont, dam by Wilkes Boy.

I have only recently learned of the death, which,
however, occurred several months since at the home
of her owner, James A. Graham, Gould Hill Farm,
Hanover Court House, Va., of the great brood mare
Remembrance, by George Wilkes, dam Ella Dean, by
Corbeao, due to old age and general debility. She
was the dam of Virginia Jim, 2:9}; El Banecia. 2:20},
and Remember, 2:21 }, while the last two and one other
son, Tennessee Dictator, figure as producing sires.

J. D. Farrier, Wilson, N. C, has sold through Jos.
Lasitter, of the Richmond Horse Bazaar, this city, the
grandly bred and handsome five year old chestnut
stallion Estuary, full brother to Marique, 2:14*, by
Expedition, 2:15J, oat of Wavelet, 2:24}, dam of 3 in
list, by Belmont, and second dam of far famed Water-
witch, one of the greatest of fouudation brood mares,
by Pilot, Jr., sire of dams of Maud S., 2:08 J; Jay Eye
See, 2:10; Nutwood, 2:1S}, etc.

Mr. T. O. Sandy, of the Grove Farm, Burkeville,
Va., reports two of the handsomest foals of the season,
by his imported hackney stallion, The Duke, out of
the registered hackney m*res Express, by Star of
Mepal, and Queen of the Grove, by Lord Bardolph,
and both of these well bred matrons have been again
mated with the stoutly made, well-mannered son of
Silver Star and Lady Fanny, by Rob Roy. Mr. Sandy
is a progressive farmer, and affairs are in a prosperous
condition at The Grove, where up to date methods are
pursued and satisfactory results obtained.

Mr. Joseph Wilmer, owner of the beautiful Horse
Shoe Farm, near Rapidan, Va., has recently added to
his landed estate by the purchase of the farm of 700
acres, near Carter's Bridge, Albemarle county, form
erly owned by the late Dr. Robert Randolph. This
place will be improved by Mr. Wilmer, and likely be
devoted principally to grazing and stock raising.

*

The chestnut mare Bessie W., by King Bolt, owned
by Colonel G. Percy Hawes, of this city, foaled, on
May 2d, a large, handsome brown colt, by Whale
bone, 7872, and was bred back. The foals of Whale
bone, who made his first season here in 1901, are of
fine size, good colors, and well formed, and the son of
Abdallah Wilkes promises to be well patronized dur
Ing 1902.

Broad Rook.

Mr. H. B. Nalle, proprietor of Rocky Stock Farm,
near Leesburg, sold recently a splendid pair of trot
ting bred bays for *1,600. They went to the city.

THE ELLERSLIE YEARLINQS.

Messrs. R. J. Hancock & Son, of the EUerslie Stock

Farm, will sell their yearlings at Fasig-Tipton Co. 'a

Paddocks, Sheepshead Bay, New York, on Tuesday,

June 10th, 1902. The offering will consist of fifteen

head, of which six are by the celebrated imported sire

Charaxus, 7 by Eon and 2 by Auras. They are all

out of well bred fashionable mares of winning fami-

lies, and are a choice lot of youngsters. They are not

forced specimens of horse flesh merely got up to suit

the eye of the buyer, but are naturally developed an-

imals, raised on the fine pastures of Piedmont Vir-

ginia, a section noted for its fine air, water and cli-

mate, and have had abundant exercise over the undu-

lating country distinctive of the section. The records

which have been made by the EUerslie stock in the

past are an evidence of the fine judgment displayed
in the breeding, and of the system adopted in devel-

oping the youngsters. Messrs. Hancock have never
sent forward finer samples of their work than this

consignment, and they should fetch good prices, and
in the future do credit to their breeders.

The Silver Cup Hackney Sale held by W. D. Grand
in the American Horse Exchange, New York, May 12

and 14, was very successful. Last year Mr. Grand
offered a silver cup to the breeder of Hackneys whose
consignment to this sale should make the best average,
and it was won by Hon. Henry Fairfax, Aldie, Va. A
condition of the offer of the cup was that six or more
horses should be sent up. The cup last week was wou
for the second time by Mr. Fairfax, whose six head by
the Hackney Danesfort out of mares of Hackney and
trotting blood averaged $862. The next best average
was made by the consignment of F. J. Kimball—$345.
The highest price paid for a representative of the Fair-
fax stad was for a young mare. Dr. Grenside being the
last bidder. Five entries by F. G Bourne made an
average of $337 ; six sent on by Mr. Cameron made
$266 each. A few sent up by Mr. Ogden averaged
$396 ; the Ross lot $392, and the Astor representatives
$284. In the afternoon of May 7 some trotting bred
carriage horses from Village farm were disposed of by
Mr. Grand, thirteen going for an average price of
$518. In this lot a pair, respectively by Mambrino
King and Silvery Chimes, sold for $2,400. Some of
the French Coacher trotter crosses, obtained by the
Hamlins when they sent some Mambrino King mares
to Oaklawn farm to be bred to Perfection were offered
in this sale and soli as high as $500. Pauline, a bay
mare 16.1 hands, brought this figure, being purchased
by J. E. Gale, Haverhill, Mass.

—

Breeders' Gazette.

What is considered to be one of the largest contracts
for horses ever entered into in the United States was
closed in South St. Joseph, Mo., recently, when a firm
agreed to supply 12,000 horses, to be delivered at the
rate of 500 per month for two years. Many sorts and
varieties are included in the specifications, but it is

thought that the most of the animals will find their
way into the British army service in South Africa
and elsewhere.
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niscellaneous.

GOOD ROADS TALK.

Address on Road Building read before the Farmer's

Club of Gloucester Co. by Percival Hicks, Esq.

In preparing this paper, which I have had the

pleasure of doing at the instigation of the Farmer's

Club, it has seemed to me proper to adopt the ap
proved method, which is, I believe, to begin at the

beginning and, consider first, the laying out of a high

way; second, its construction and drainage, and lastly

the maintenance of a hard smooth surface.

Roads are primarily means of access from place to

place, and at first sight one might think that the ax-

iom of geometry "a straight line is the shortest dis-

tance between two points," would solve the problem
off hand, but a little consideration will make it ap
parent that it is not possibly applicable to the laying

out of highways as the financial question of bridging

streams, and the desirability of avoiding steep grades,

materially influence the engineer. It can safely be

said then that the straightest road is not always the

best one, but that the road that connects two points

without unnecessary grade at the least expense to the

builder, is the one best adapted to the needs of a

community.
The first point I mean to discuss is how great a

detour is it wise to make to avoid a hill 1

Mr. John J. Thomas, in his book on "Natural
Philosophy as Applied to the Ordinary Practices of

Agriculture," goes into the question at some length,

and his conclusions are that it is advisable to lengthen
a road three quarters of a mile to avoid a hill 105 feet

high with loaded teams, and one half to five- eighths of

a mile for all kinds of travel taken together. These
figures are applied to hard, smooth roads, and where
roads are wet or rough smaller loads must be hauled,
in any event, it would, he thinks, only be wise to go
half as far around to avoid the same elevation.

But this question of avoiding hills is also modified
by the per cent, of grade ; when a hill 12 feet high and
100 feet long intervenes, making what is known as a
12 per cent, grade, it would generally be best to go
over it, but if the grade exceeds 12 per cent, which is

the maximum of safety for loaded teams to descend,
the preferable plan is to go around it.

A good plan is to go around every hill that does
not necessitate a detour of more than twenty times its

own height.

While discussing the question of per cent, of grade
it may prove interesting to go outside the matter as
applied to the business uses of highways, and to give
some easily grasped idea of the kind of a hill we are
talking about. I will say that a 5 per cent, grade can
be ascended and descended with ease by a cyclist, a 4
per cent, grade can be ascended at a trot by any good
horse pulling two men of ordinary weight in a buggy,
a 6 per cent, grade is almost the limit of comfort and
safety for the cyclist, and that a 12 per cent, grade is

team will haul 50 per cent, more up an 8 per cent
grade than up a 12 per cent grade, it will be very ap
parent that it is wise and necessary to surmount all

hills encountered at the same gradient, and that it

will not be good policy to expend money in avoiding
an 8 per cent, grade between any two points if a 12
per cent, grade was to be encountered further on; but
that when money is an object it should be spent in
avoiding—or reducing the steepest hill to the per cent
of gradient of the next steepest. Whenever there is

a difference of slope on one hill the steepest place
should be at the bottom. A curve of any kind should
never be tolerated in a steep place, as it is dangerous to
descend and a great handicap to four horse teams in
ascent, for the wheel horses must necessarily do
most of the pulliDg. When short curves are unavoid-
able, they and their approaches should be as nearly
level as possible, and a 3 foot radius to the outside of
the road is the minimun limit of arc.

An engineer when constructing a highway should
first compare the distance to be covered with the
amount of money at his disposal, and after surveying
the line of road and setting aside all sums necessary
for grading, draining and bridging, take into consider-
ation the amount of soil which must be used to give
the road a proper crown, and as a good narrow road
is more useful than a wide one that is not well built
and cared for, he had best reduce the road bed to a
width that can be thoroughly crowned, and one that
the taxes of the county will enable the overseer to
keep in order. And right here I will say that the
crown of a road should not form the arc of a circle,

but rather the apex of an obtuse angle, for the wear of
travel will eventually tend to flatten the middle ofthe
road, and a circular crown will soon wear hollow in
the center, whereas the apex of an obtuse angle only
wears flat and can readily be replaced by the road
machine.
In crowning the cross-sections of naturally fiat roads

40 feet wide, it is necessary to move 20 cubic feet for

each lineal foot of road; and if this is to be obtained
from ditches at the side they must be 3 feet wide and 3
feet 4 inches deep to furnish it. A 30 foot road will

require 11 and 1 4 cubic feet per lineal foot, and call

for ditches 3 feet wide and 1 foot 10 inches deep, and a
20 foot road necessitates 5 cubic feet of earth per lineal

foot, and this would be the product of ditches 3 feet

wide and 10 inches deep, or to put it in more graspa-
ble form the amount of ditching and grading neces-

sary to 1 mile of road 40 feet wide would make 1 and
4-5 miles of road 30 feet wide and 4 miles of road 20
feet wide. These figures may seem a little startling,

but a few moments calculation will prove them ap
proximately correct, and they speak in unmistakable
language in favor of narrow roads. To me they seem
italicised passages, every one marked by an exclama-
tion point.

In the above calculations it is proposed to raise the
center of the 40 foot road 1 foot, and the 30 foot road

one on which 2,500 pounds of horse-flesh will haul
1

9 inches and the 20 foot road 6 inches, which would
3.000 pounds, including wagon and contents, at the rate i give the same crown to each, but in practice it would
of one and a half miles per hour. As the effioiency of probably be necessary to greatly increase the crown of

a road is governed by the steepest places in it, and a the wider road in order to maintain as dry a surface
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for the reason that the 40 foot road would receive an

average annual rain 112 gallons per lineal foot, while

the 20 foot good road would only have to dispose of 56

gallons (figures based on the report of the Agricultural

Department for le>97, which gives the mean annual

rainfall of Tidewater Virginia as 45 inches). It is also

probable that the narrow road would dry out faster

after being thoroughly saturated, on the principle that

a small sponge will dry faster than a large one. When
a road passes along a hill side these statements have
no application, as then the surface should have an in

clination to the up hill side, and as soil is always plen-

tiful and drainage perfect, the width is immaterial so

long as it is wide enough; the only important question

Is that of batter, which varies much in different soils.

Probably an angle of 40 degrees from the hoiizon will

be generally sufficient for the support of the down hill

side, while 45 degrees will be ample above to prevent
land slides from filling up the road.

[to be continued.]

THE TARIFF QUESTION IN SWITZERLAND.

Editor Southern Planter :

Now that the diplomatic dispute with Italy seems

reasonably certain of amicable settlement, the tariff is

again the grand question in Switzerland, and the bill

proposed by the Federal Council is before Parliament,

but a number of months must elapse before the issue

of the debates decides whether the little republic will

renew her commercial treaties or enter a war of rates

with other countries. The Council finds itself between

numerous fires, and its position is far from easy.

Many manufacturers insist upon greater protection

than the bill provides for ; the agrarians are drawing

very dismal pictures of Swiss agriculture, showing

among other things that the production of grain is

decreasing and the importation of live stock and meat

increasing, and are clamoring loudly for an adequate

consideration of their interests ; consumers are pro

testing against any increase in the oost of the nece3

saries of life ; several of her big neighbors are assuni

ing rather threatening attitudes, menacing reprisals,

so the economic future of the country is full of

stumbling blocks and difficulties. Indeed, very much
the same conditions with respect to tariff matters pre

vail here as in Germany.
Die Schweizer Bauernzeitung and other agrarian or-

gans assert that in the pending bill the interest of the

farmer have been sacrificed to those of the mannfac
turer, and meetings are being held throughout the

land to discuss the most effective means of bombard
ing Parliament. It looks now as if the gentlemen

with hay seed in their hair will win the fight, and

every one acquainted with rural Switzerland must ad

mit the justice of their cause.

The Swiss co operative societies, too, are warming
up, and their central board, which represents a mem

bership of 100,000, is vigorously opposing a higher

tariff on food stuffs and raw materials. There are

265 of these societies, or about one to about every

11,000 of the population, a larger proportion, I be-

lieve, than in any other country in Europe, and, if

Swiss politicians are wise, their demands will not be

ignored. Ten per cent, of the Swiss people. It is esti-

mated, get their supplies from the societies' stores,

and in the cities the membership is very large, often

2,000-5,000; in Bazel, it is 13,000. In organization,

management and scope they are by no means uniform,

although in most of them mutual principles are ap-

plied, in some cases, however, only partially, while

others are mere joint stock companies, and their chief

object is the buying and selling, oftectimes to non-

members as well as members, at wholesale or retail,

commodities intended for consumption, and, wherever

given a fair trial here, I am told, they are successful,

as is shown by the increase in number, membership
and volume of business.

Times are rather slack in Switzerland now, and the

flow of emigration, especially to trans atlanric conn-

tries, has increased. In the Federal Council's report

for 1901, recently made public, I see that during that

period 3,921 persons sought new homes abroad,

seventy -five per cent, of them being Swiss subjects

and the rest foreigners temporarily residing here.

Ninety per cent, of these were attracted to the United

States, notwithstanding the liberal inducements offered

to home seekers by the local agents of several South

American governments, and few of them, I doubt

not, will be unable to comply with our immigration

laws, especially those from the rural districts, who
always furnish the largest contingent, last year 1,3*7,

as they are generally intelligent, industrious and com-

paratively well to do, able to adapt themselves readily

to their new existence and make good citizens.

Several weeks ago a consignment of 82 horses for

the Swiss government passed through by rail en route,

it was said, from England, and from the very imper-

fect examination I could make they appeared well

fitted for military purposes and in good condition, but

in size and shape hardly up to the standard of those

I saw on my last visit here in 1898. They would

average perhaps 15.2 hands, and most of them were

evidently intended for troopers. Army contractors

here claim that it is now very difficult to find good

horses, especially for military service, as the demand
greatly exceeds the supply, but they say they have
less trouble in filling their orders in England than

elsewhere, despite the fact that English agents are ran-

sacking the markets of the world for shipments to the

seat of war, as prices have advanced there very

slightly since the commencement of hostilities, and no

more than in continental countries. Most of the re-
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mounts bought in England come from Ireland, and

the statement frequently made, doubtless by interested

parties, that they are not as hardy and do not stand

change of climate as well as French or Hungarian

horses have, I am informed, been conclusively dis

proved as far as Switzerland is concerned, at least,

although used to a more liberal grain diet. Indeed,

Hungarian horses have not proven satisfactory here,

and for some years none of them have been bought for

government account. The same is true of French

horses. North Germany, formerly considered an ex

cellent market, is now reported to have nothing to

offer except very young animals, at anything like

reasonable prices.

Hamburg newspapers announce the arrival there of

large numbers of horses, chiefly from Russia, many of

which are re shipped to England. Representatives of

the Bavarian Cavalry Commission have been in Ham
burg for some time and announce that they have

bought several hundred fine remounts " at satisfactory

figures."

On the market square here I notice the following

prices posted :

Wheat, per 100 *kilos fr. 17.50 to 18.50

Rye, per 100 kilos.... 16.50 to 17.00

Barley and Oats, per 1 00 k . . . 17.00 to 18. 00
Butter, per kilo 2.50 to 3.00

Eggs, 14 for 1 franc.

*(100 kilos=220.46 pounds ; 1 franc of 100 centimes=19 cts.)

Sam'l Rolfe Millar.

Stein- on-the-Rhine, Switzerland, April 21, 1902.

FRUIT PROSPECTS IN MIDDLE VIRGINIA.

Editor Southern, Planter

:

Replying to yours of the 15th, will say that there

will be almost a total failure of apples in this section

this season, due to a failure to bloom. The bloom was
the lightest that we have ever known. There is

scarcely any winter fruit. A few varieties of summer
and fall have a limited quantity of fruit on them, but

we have not seen a tree with a crop on it. Peaches
promise a fair crop. Plums promised a heavy crop,

but have fallen off badly and will not be quite one
fourth of a crop. Cherries also failed to bloom, and
there is no crop. Pears about one-half crop. These
are mostly Keifer and Leconte. Strawberry crop

promised to be fine, but dry weather cut it short, and
while prices are fair, there will be only about one half

of a crop. Blackberries promise to be a good crop.

Gooseberries promise to be almost a failure.

Chesterfield Co., Va. J. B. Watklns & Beo.

Mention the Southern Planter when corresponding

with advertisers.

TRUCKINO SITUATION IN TIDEWATER VA.

Editor Southern Planter :

In response to your request I beg to hand you short

statement showing general status of the trucking in-

dustry for this portion of the "Middle Atlantic Sea-

board." Our State (Virginia) used to be known as a
"Southern State," but now is classified by the Govern-
ment as one of the " Middle Atlantic States." It is

associated on the Goverment Records with New York,
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware and New Jersey.

This is proper, seeing that we are so closely connected
with said S rates, by water and by rail, and the com-
mercial interests of Virginia with said States are very
closely interwoven indeed.

This being the case, Eastern Virginia, for thirty or

more years, has been the "garden" for all the great

consuming centres of the North and East. In these

later years, the trucking industry has spread all along
the coast to Florida, and has broken out in spots here
and there in the great interior of the South.

This rapid spread of the "market gardening indus-

try " has made the business rather uncertain as to re

suits. As a rule we can grow the crops to perfection,

both as to quality and quantity, and we can get our
crops to market at less expense and in better condi-

tion than any trucking section to the south of us, and
yet there is enough truck grown to the south of us to

interfere materially with our success.

Candidly speaking, the Norfolk trucking section

does not have an undisputed field or sway. We grow
early truck, early fruits and vegetables, but sections

to the southward of us grow earlier crops of fruit and
vegetables than we do.

It is true they have a "longer haul," and double, or
more than double, the "freight rate" we do. It is

true they have to ship perishable produce in refrigera-

tor cars at still higher rates of freight, and yet there

is enough of such crops raised and shipped to unsettle

the market and render the trucking industry for our
section a little more uncertain as to results than before.

Still our truckers believe in keeping "everlastingly

at it," and they are "still in the ring," and just now
we are close on to the largest crop of Irish potatoes

ever harvested here—probably a crop of at least 750,-

000 barrels. The stand is a good one, and although
the vines are small, owing to rather too much dry
weather during the past month, still the present rains

are bringing the crops along nicely.

The cabbage crop is not so large as we had antici-

pated, owing to the fact that the winter was rather
harder than usual on said crop. We had no exces
sively cold weather; but the start for the cabbage crop
last fall was poor, and the winter growth not up to the
usual growth, and the crop is late, and altogether will
not make more than three fourths of the usual crop.

Berries are bringing a fair price, but the yield is not
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up to the average. The pea crop and the snap bean or "track farming,'
-

backed up and sustained by
crop is short. 8ince March 1st. we are at least four, what may be termed "mixed" or "diversified farm-

and perhaps five, inches of rain behind the average, ing." will send this section to the front and keep it

The area of Und set to toniatoe 8 is very large indeed; there for all time.

the area of the crop being increased, we suppose, by Our -trucking" industry may be said to be only

the location here of the "Heinz" pecple, who propose fairly profitable, with no very bright prospects aheadr

to engage largely in the canning of tomatces and other but it is the fault of our people and not the fault of

farm crops here, also in the pickling of immense quan- jour soil, our climate, or our markets. There is too

tities of pickles. much money expended for feitilizere; too large an

We have never Ee*n quite so much white clover as area planted to truck crops, and too little attention

we see this summer. It seems to be getting in every- paid to "mixed farming." Too much money is paid

where. Acres upon acres of berry beds, especially out by our farmers and truckers for crops which

the beds two or three years old, are literally choked should be raised here at home,

out with white and red clover. It is nothing unusual :
Norfolk. Va. A. Jeffebs.

to hear a berry grower howl, because the "pesky

clover" and other grass takes his berry patches; at

the same time, we have never heard him grumble at
POULTRY CACKLE-ATIONS FROM TIDEWATER

himself for taking home hay baled in Michigan with VIRGINIA.

which to feed his horses. Editor Southern Planter :

The trucking business, as it is followed here, is not Eggs are selling steadily at 20 cents per dozen, with

so much of a great success as it used to be. Our still upward tendency in price. Chickens, half grown,

truckers have to compete with large areas of new command 30 to 40 cents each, depending upon weight

trucking lands opened up to the south and southwest and quality, with which the "breed" has much to do.

of us. The prudent ones are seeing the trend of mat The "peep" of the chick is now heard abroad in the

ters, and recognize that a change must be made to land. The market seems to be well supplied with

meet the new conditions arising and prevent disaster, chicks and eggs, and yet the price falls not. This sea-

In the trucking work, as it is in growing grain, board section of Virginia makes a woaderful record

the "fittest only will survive.'' The "top shelf" in poultry matters, or would make a wonderful record

men will continue to do business at the old "truck if the figures were obtainable.

ing" stand. But the great "middle class" of trackers During the past five years, the price of eggs has ad-

must make a radical change in program or go out of vanced from 12 to 15 cents per dozen up to IS and 20

the business. The small trucker, who works only a cents, and in winter time np as high as 35 cents. The
few acres, say 10 acres of market garden crop, and price of chickens has also advanced materially. It

who does the work largely within his own family, and seems that cheap beef and pork is a thing of the past,

who has a cow or two, and a pig or two, and a flock which stiffens the price on chickens and eggs, also

of chickens and a few sheep, and who growg a few on fish.

acres of regular farm crops, he too will survive, but It is an "ill wind which blows no good,"' and our

the large class of truckers, who are most too large to people who are engaged in fish and oyster work, and

be called small, and most too small to compete with in the poultry business, will reap a rich reward if

the big ones, are sure to see hard times. they keep at it. Our poultry people are squarely in

We are not an "alarmist" and by no means a "pes touch with the best markets in the United States. We
simist," but we see no good, thorough remedy for the

i

have the best climate in America for poultry work,

"condition that confronts us,'' for, as Grover truly A limited investment in land and stock brings maxi-

said, "It i« a condition and not a theory which con- mum returns, provided the business is manipulated

fronts us,"' except for our truckers and market garden- with a fair amount of practical brain power. But we

ers to reduce the area in truck crops, and increase the started in to say, Why is it that hens set the first week

area to grow such crops as are now purchased from the in May, never pay? Have the Planter readers dis-

West. covered that point 1 or is it a chicken myth! Ourold-

For what doth it profit a man. even if he gain the time poultry raisers say. "Never set hens the first ten

entire markets of the United States for one or two days in May. lest the dickens be to pay. with the

special crops, and then lose every dollar of that profit chickens every way." We have one good old lady,

in buying back such crops from other portions of who has progressed so far in the business as to hatch

the country as should be grown and might be grown sixteen chickens from fifteen eggs, and she stoutly up-

upon his own farm! holds the "May" theory above noted.

A reasonable amount of "market garden farming" '. Norfolk. Va. A. Jeffebs.
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Binders for the Planter.

We have received a new supply

of binders for the Planter, and shall

be glad to send one holding the

numbers for a year to any one
sending us 25 cents in stamps or

coin.

PUBLISHER'S NOTES.

Eight Months' Subscription for 25

Cents.

In last month's issue we offered

to send the Southern Planter for the

remaining months of this year for

25 cents. We had several hundred
to avail themselves of this offer, so

we feel inclined to renew it, to in

elude the January 1903 issue. As
this will be our usual holiday num-
ber, it will be well worth the price

we charge for the entire S months.

Eemember that this offer is intend-

ed for new subscribers only, and is

not open to any one already on our

list, as some seemed to think. Do
not forget that you get the issues

from June to next January, both

numbers included, for 25 cents.

We hope our old subscribers will

mention this to their friends who
are not on our list and induce them
to accept this trial offer.

We have a very liberal proposi-

tion to make our old subscribers,

and will furnish it on request. We
desire to treat every one alike, and
the offer to which we refer accom-

plishes this, we believe.

"ELLER?LIE" SHORTHORNS AND
SOTJTHDOWNS.

We wish to call the attention of our
readers to the advertisement of Messrs.
R. J. Hancock & Sons, proprietors of
"Ellerslie'' Farm, Charlottesville, Va.
This farm is noted for its splendid horses,
of course, but it has not neglected cattle
and sheep. It has, therefore, a splendid
lot of Shorthorn bulls and Southdown
sheep for sale at farmer's prices. The
bulls are mostly reda by the famous sire
" Overton," and the Southdowns are by
the imported buck " Warwick," which
came direct from King Edward VII's
Sandringham flock, and out of ewes from
the noted Druid Hill Park flock. Messrs.
Hancock advise us that all their stock is

in fine working condition, but not in

show ring order at all If you want
something good, you had better look up
the advertisement and write for what
you want.

DORSETS AND BERKSHIRES.
Among the new advertisements in this

issue is that of Mr. N. S. Burrier, New
Midway, Md. Mr. Burrier makes a spe-
cialty of Dorset Horned Sheep and Berk-
shire Hogs. If you are interested in
these popular breeds, we invite you to
send for a catalogue and see what good
stock Mr. B. has to offer.

WOOD'S SEEDS .

LATE SEED
POTATOES.
Our system of keeping Late Seed Po-

tatoes unsprouted and in vigorous, ready-
to grow condition when planted, causes
them to carry safely through the dryest
or hottest spells ofsummer weather, mak-
ing splendid crops during the fall, ready
to dig just before the winter comes on.
Crop results the past three seasons, from
these potatoes planted in June and July,
have been most satisfactory.

Our stock in cold storage is limited, so
that it is advisable to place your orders
early, so as not to be dissnppointed in

securing your seed potatoes when ready
to plant.

Circular giving prices and full informa-
tion mailed on request.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,
Seedsmen, Richmond, Virginia.

THE IMPROVED

Chamberlin Mfg. Co., Olean, N. Y., D. S. A.

STUMP PULLER

Send for Free
Catalogue.

CHICAGO STOIP MACHINE MFG. CO.,
•J26 La Salle Street, Chlcigo, III.

ROUND frn.O
THE PHILADELPHIA.

The only Perfect Continuous Open-From
SILO made. See Open-Top Patent Roof. Ask
for Catalogue. E. F. SCHL1CHTER,

321 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Also made in the West by Duplex Mfq.

Co., South Superior, Wis.
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$100 REWARD, *100.

The readers of this paper will be pleased

to learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure

in all its stages, and that is Catarrh.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only positive

cure now known to the medical frater-

nity. Catarrh being a constitutional dis-

ease, requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,

acting directly upon the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system, thereby de-

stroying the foundation of the disease,

and giving the patient strength by build-

ing up the constitution and assisting na-

ture in doing its work. The proprietors

have so much faith in its curative pow-
ers, that they ofler One Hundred Dollars
for any case that it fails to cure. Send
for list of Testimonials.

Address. F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, 0.

IST" Sold by Druggists, "oc.

Hall's Family Pills are the best.

MAGAZINES.

The June Century is alike a man's and
a woman's number.
For so called business men there are

articles on "Making Laws at Washing-
ton," a searching exposition of the ma-
chinery of Congressional action, by
Henry Loomis Nelson, the well-known
6tudent of public affairs, with attractive

pictures by Keller; on "Triumphs of
American Bridge Buildicg," by Frank
W. Skinner, with pictures of the most
notable bridges built by Americans; the
second paper by Ray Stannard Baker on
"The Great Southwest," dealing with
"The Desert;" "An Audience with Diaz,"

by Alfred Bishop Mason
; a diverting pa

per on "Episodes of Journalism," by
Francis E. Leupp, the well-known Wash-
ington correspondent; and a curious arti-

cle on "Bloodhounds in America" and
their growing use in the West as de-
tectives.

Of particular appeal to women are the
third part of Mary Adam's much-dis-
cussed "Confessions of a Wife," dealing
with "Motherhood," and "The Royal
Family of England," by Professor Oscar
Browning, of Cambridge, England, set-

ting forth some characteristics of the royal
family based on personal acquaintance,
with several portraits of the King and
Queen, two of which, in tint, form the
double frontispiece of the number.
Of general interest are articles on "The

Humor of the Elder Sothern," one of the
most noted practical jokers of the last

century ; "The Canals in the Moon," a
paper in the nature of news, by Professor
William H. Pickering, of Harvard ; "A
Great Civic Awakening in America," by
Sylvester Baxter, setting forth the spe-

cific work of organizations for the creation

or preservation of beauty in public places;

and a second paper of recollections by
J. H. Stoddart, the veteran actor.

The stories, which include contribu-

tions to the 'Year of American Humor,"
are by Hattv Stillwell Edwards, Tudor
Jenks, Lucy Hn;-r Jerome, Lily A. Long
and Dr. Weir Mitchell. Thomas Bailey
Aldrich cont iDutes a curious 'Note on
'L'Aiglon,'" and among the poems is a
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WE SELL THE CELEBRATE Dpitz x_m:bi:k3 stoves
AT FACTORY PRICES. Write for Price* on our Goods.

Office and Salesrooms. 153(5 E. Main St., (Near New Main St. Depot), Richmond, \ a.

Mrs. Lea's

Milk and

Butter
Purifier

Manufactured by

VA. CATTLE FOOD CO.,

Danville, Va.

Removes all taste, taint and smell of garlic, onions, " rag weed,"
ensilage and other tastes foreign to pure milk^and butter.

MRS. LEA'S MILK AND BUTTER PURIFIER

is not an experiment, having stood the most rigid Government test,

and has the endorsement of the Dairy Division at Washington, and
hundreds of dairymen and farmers, who used it last season, and are

sending us duplicate orders every day. Write us for book of

testimonials.

viPfilNlA CATTLE FOOD CO., Danville, Va.
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THE MOWER
THAT WILL KILL ALL THE
WEEDS IN YOUR LAWNS.

1 If you keep th *veeds cut so they do uot go
to seed, and cut y •. ur grass without breaking
the small feeders of roots, the grass will be-
come thick and weeds will disappear. THE
CLIPPER WILL DO IT. Send for catalogue
and prices.

CLIPPER LAWN MOWER CO., Inc.,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

WATER CLOSET COMBINATIONS,
.
Porcelain Bow
Kk'kel Haled flush and s

1 plete.each Sll.OO.
. Cast Iron Roll Rir
lejicih 5ft. Complete

Bath Tubs,

$11.00.
They are new goods,
ask for free catalogue
No. 166 on plumbing

^ and building material.

Chicago House Wrecking Co., W. 35th ar.o Iron SI?., Chicago

"habitant" ballad by Dr. William Henry
Drummond, the Canadian poet.

The illustrations have great variety,

and include some pictures by Maxfield
Parrish in the series on the Southwest,
whose colored frontispieces in the May
number will be remembered, portraits of

the King and Queen of England as Prince
and Princess of Wales ; and some inter-

esting autographs of the Duke of Reich

-

stadt (L'Aiglon), contributed by General
Henry M. Cist.

The editorial articles are on divorce
("The Holy Estate of Matrimony"), and
on the vacation season ("Town Mouse
and Country Mouse"). "In Lighter Vein"
adds noticeably to the light and readable
looks of this number.

The June Lippincott haB evidently

been made up with early summer travel-

lers in mind. The complete novel this

month is "A Real Daughterof the Revo
lution," a spirited love story by Caroline
Gebhardt, a personality new in fiction,

possessing fresh charm and ready wit.

Her work stands easily beside the best

of recent Revolutionary tales. The story

teems with Redcoats and gallant Rebels
;

there are some sharp skirmishes and close

escapes. A British Colonel and an Amer-
ican Captain fight for their love as well

as for their country. The fair heroine
manages her father's house as well as she
manages her lovers.

In addition to the novel there are half

a dozen up-to-the standard short stories

such as Lippincott's Magazine has won a

reputation for.

Mr. Charles Morris presents a paper on
" The New Atmosphere," which tells in

readablel anguage all about this up-to date
subject. An article called " Tips and Com-

Handy Farm Wagons
the labor of loading is reduced
of the short lift. They are equipped with our fam-
ous Electric Steel Wheels, either straight or stag-
ger spokes. Wheels any height t'roni2i to 60 inches.
White hickory axles, steel hounds. Guaranteed to
carry 4000 lbs. Why not get started rightby putting
in one of these wagons. We make our steel wheels
to fit any wagon. Write for the catalog. It is free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., BOX 146, QUINCY, ILL.

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT
nd4 liuggy Wheels, Sle*l lire on, . t?.£G
Rubber Tires, $15.00. I mfg. wheels H to i in.

Top Buggies, $28.75; Harness, $3.60. Write for

FREE. W. V. BOOB, I'lnrlnntU, 6.

HYDRAULIC
ENGINE

pomps 30 ft. high for every
foot of fall. Sold on 30 days
trial. Send for free catalog.

RIFE ENCINE CO.
126 Ltberly St.. Hew Tort,

BAILEY'S HYDRAULIC RAM
Runs 21 hours a day and 385 days a year

40 years experience. Water for
HOUSE; water for STOCK;
Water for IRRIGATION. Onoe
started costs but one cent per
month. As simple aB a wheel-
barrow and as efficient as a
Corliss Engine. Information
and instruction in plain terms.
Prices on ram or complete out-

""
fit by return mail. Address

PRYCE W. BAILEY. Expert, Seneca Falls. N. Y

I SELL FARMS.
If you wish to sell, send me your address, and you might

enclose 4 cents in stamps for postage. You will receive a
question blank. Upon receipt of your answers to the ques-

tions, I shall tell you frankly whether I can find a customer.

No charge.

If I then undertake to sell the property, I shall charge you
a fee of from }itol per cent. Quick sales ;

small commissions.

Extensive connections West and North among people

ready to invest in good propositions.

F. H. NAGEL, Doswell, Virginia.

^m
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TBe "WeberJoDlor" 0£,

Pumper
all eflmp.elp, rc.vly to aft*

Can til

be us-d
for other

ENGINES, BOILERS
AND MACHINERY.

When you want good rebuilt ma-
chinery at bargain prices, write for
"in' Catalogue. No. 16b We carry
nil kiinl.- mi L-Nyinf> (j-'us, pa-"l-_-ne

and steam power), boilers, pumps,
and mill supplies in peneral.

The MIETZ & WEISS

Kerossne Engines.
Cheapest and Safest

Power Kn o w n. For
flumping and electric
Ign ting, grind ingcoru
separating cream, saw-
ing wood, and all pow-
er purposes. Also sizes
from 1 to 60 horse-pow-

er. Highest award for direct coupled genera-
tor set. Gold Medal, Paris Imposition, 1900.
Pan-American Exposition, 1001. Send for cat-
alogue.

A. MIETZ. 128 Mott St reet. New York.

RUMSEY-WILLIAMS CO.,
ST. JOHNSVILLE, N. Y

Manufacturers of the Rumsey lias and uaso-
llne Engines ; the Williams.Steam Engineand
Grain Threshers. Write for Catalogue and
prices.

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads
For Churning,
Cutting & Grind-
ing Feed, Filling

Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all

Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power Is

Required.

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS
No. 17 Frank St.. Rochester N. Y.

INCUBATORS ON 30 DAYS TRIAL
The only perfect business ma-

chines in the world. Our large
handsome illustrated catalogue
explains it all. Send for a copy,
it is absolutely free and worth a

dollar to any one Interested In artificial Incu-
bation. Address Standard F. C. Inc Co.,
Mention this paper. Rochester, N. Y-

missions," by John Gilmer Speed, con-
tains some valuable hints about fees both
in this country and abroad. Since Ste
yenson's life and death in Samoa a new
interest attaches to the place; and the
delightful paper by Mrs. Llewella Pierce
Churchill, entitled "At the Trader's Sta-
tion in Samoa," with its strain of humor,
makes a wide appeal.
The " Walnuts and Wine" department

still waves its flag at the top of the hill

of Humor.

"How the Pilgrims Came to Plymouth,"
by Azel Ames, M. D, the author of "The
Mayflower and Her Log," etc., is proba-
bly for older readers the most interesting
and important article in the June St. Ni-
cholas, and the author claims that it is the
most up-to-date, accurate, and condensed
presentation of the causes, objects, and
historical facts of the Mayflower's voyage.
Not only does the article deal with data
more or less well known, but it gives also
those little touches of the life of the times
that make the old Puritans seem real to
the young reader. Itisa paper that every
boy and girl ought to read, if only because
of its value historically.

THE SOURCE OF PROFIT.
To how many property owners—people

that pay out their money for paint and
painting—has it ever occurred that it is

unprofitable to the painter when paint is

too durable ? The expense of painting is

in the labor of applying, not in the ma-
terial applied. The actual coBt of the
paint used in doing, say, a hundred-dollar
job, is scarcely more than ten or fi fteen
dollars, the rest being workmen's wages
and painter's profit. On the paint, the
painter may make possibly one or two
dollars, but on the application of it he
makes perhaps ten dollars or more. It
follows that the oftener he can repaint
the more money he makes.
Now, while I do not mean to intimate

that the average painter has figured the
proposition out in this way, and deliber-
ately proceeds accordingly to defraud his
patrons with paints that he knows to be
inferior

;
yet at the same time I do think

that many painters are unconsciously bi-

ased by the facts of the case, and this
may explain their adherence to materials
which all experts have agreed in pro-
nouncing inferior.

The whole paint world, outside of the
painters, has long since decided that a
fair proportion of zinc white is essential
to durability in any white or tinted
paint, yet theold-time painter still clings
to "straight lead." If it does not
"stand," he considers himself free from
blame ; but he profits by the necessary
renewal, and the consumer foots the bill.

This paint problem has many sides,
and this is a phase of it that has as yet
received but little attention.

Stanton Dudley.

If you want a harvesting machine that
is reliable—one that will work success-
fully in all conditions of grain—buy the
McCormick.

When corresponding with advertisers,
kindly mention that you saw their adver-
tisement in the Southern Planter.

ORNAMENTAL LAWN FENCE
from manufacture

directands;ivetheDo»l*r*«
I'r.iliiofJOtu^jp.rccat. We
make many designs, and
ell more OmanmUl IVace
than any otliertwo linns
in the business. Whv» Dp-

address. vTe

m Ornamental Fencing free. "if you are Lufrestsd InFarm Fencing send f<.r.-.iir Vl p;.^- > :.t»l..L'ue. Address
COILED SPRING FENCE CO-Boxtj Winchester, Ind. U. S. fi.

MANLOVEop^cGATE

I |=S=^:^!

Soon pays for

itself In time
saved. Prevents
accidents. Adds
lo value and ap-
pi a Miceof I one

WIRE fence:
Heavy lateral wires, heavy hard steel stays,
coiledspringwire.SureGrip lock. In strength,
appearance, and durability, the Hard Steel
cannot be excelled. Write for catalogue and
prices. THE HARD STEEL WIRE FENCE CO .

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

We Have To Use
HlKh-Ciirhon, Double StreiiL-lli Wire In the PAGE
In order to maintain tbe cell spring shape.

PAGE WOVEN Yt'IUKFEMCHCO., AMMAN, MICH.

FARM FENCE
li PRICE AND QUALITY

WILL PLEASE YOU—
- WRITE US NOW.

-DOW WIRE WORKS- Louisville. Ky.

FENCE!
STRONGEST
MADE. Bull-
strong. Coicken-

tlght. Sold to the Farmer at » ho!..»l«

Prices. Folly Warranted. Catalog Free.
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,

Box 53 ninth. ster, Indiana, V. 8. A.

Canvas Goods
WATERPROOF AND PLAIN

STACK, WAGON,
IMPLEMENT, BINDER AND

HORSE COVERS,

HAYCAPS, TENTS
LOW PRICES. CIRCULARS

AND SAMPLES.

HENRY DERBY,
124 Chambers St., New York, N. Y.

We <9fl a Wool/ SALARY. No previous
Pay vlU d IlCBR experience necessary.
You can do it. For full particulars, address
The Century Co., Box ">ii, Oswego, Kans.
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-DE LAVAL-
CREAM SEPARATORS.

hichest and only recular award
Chicago Exposition, 1893.

hichest award and only cold medal
Omaha Exposition, 1898.

hichest award and only grand prize
Paris Exposition. 1900.

hichest award and only gold medal
Buffalo Expositio n. 1901.

2000 PRIZES, MEDALS AND AWARDS.
Every Important World's Highest Award

From 1880 to 1 902.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
Ch icago .

'

Oen«i-al <Jffl«gt Montreal,

PHILADELPMN* U Cort,'fldt S»««tj 16
TORONTO

'"'

IIM9I Mum- 8T NEW VORK, -„ M, ,.- rr A VI(.W |»

CAN FRANCISCC*. WINNIPEG.

SPAIN'S
CHURN

LngB. Large ojh

Vile "lirsluv" ,l;niy supplies.

DAIRYMEN'S SUPPLY CO.
1>. [.I. i: Philadelphia, l>a.

Agents and Dealers
anted to sell ]ilppley> 4 and 5 Gallon

pri-nnfd Air Hpraj itm, I.nr(re
'9, >[.i;ii linr Solll.
Breeder.. !*upplle..

ran kt-t-p ymilmsy the year
around. Large 190GJ catalog
and terms free.

BIPPLEY 1IDW. CO.,
rafh. III.

THE HISTORY OF A SPRIG OF
G E R A N I U M—A STORY FOR
YOUNG FOLKS.

By Mary Washington.

Chapter I.

In a rather forlorn locality, on the out-

skirts of the city of ——— , lived my little

heroine, Anna Stevens, a young girl of

about thirteen, who, in addition to pov-
erty, Buffered under the still greater draw-
back of delicate health. Her father was
a carpenter, her mother a seamstress, and
both worked early and late to support
their family. They had four children, of

whom Anna was the oldest, and she being
fiail, could only assist her mother in do-
ing the hghter parts of the house work,
and in taking charge of her little sister,

the youngest child of the family. Weak
eyes put it out of her power to sew, ex-

cept in a very limited way, so the voca
tion of seamstress was closed to her. If

she sewed more than an hour or two at a

time, inflamed eyes and headache were
the penalty, so she felt, as if she weie a

cumbererof the ground, though in fact

she was more helpful than her modest
nature realized, for the influenceof a gen
tie, patient spirit is just as helpful in a
household as active services rendered

;

perhaps even more so. On the evening
upon which our tale opens, Anna stood

at the gate of her home, in the golden
light of the October sun, watching the
passers by whom the beauty of the
weather called out, some on foot, some on
horseback, and some on vehicles. Al-

though so unfashionable a locality, many
persons passed through it, owing to the
fact that beyond it lay a fine view, and
also, a much frequented floral establish-

ment. Amongst those bound to the lat-

ter destination on this October evening,
was a young man, driving a young lady.

Arrived there, tbey went in, and he
bought a profusion of flowers for his fair

companion ; amongst other things, a spray
of rose geranium which she declared to

be her favorite plant. But when the
florist commenced to put them up in a
stiff, professional manner, she objected,

saying that it deprived them of all gace,
and took them from him, in a loose

bunch. Soon they were back in the bug-

gy, driving rapidly towards town. It was
almost twilight when they d-ove through
the outskirts of the town, and past Anna
Stevens' home. She was still standing at

the gate, looking wistfully at the bright
orange tints of the sunset, as they began
to fade into the grey of twilight. The
couple were busily engaged in conversa-
tion at the moment, so the young lady
was not paying as close attention as she
should have done to the flowers lying on
her lap, and the sprig of geranium fell out
just as she passed Anna. The latter call-

ed to them, and tried to run after them,
but they were going so rapidly, and the
wheels and horse hoofs making so much
noise, that she could neither overtake
them nor make them hear. There seem-
ed no alternative then but for her to keep
the sprig of geranium thus thrown at her
feet, as it were. As she held it to her
nostrils, and inhaled its fragrance, a flash

of pleasure suffused her wan face. She
dearly loved flowers, but she had a far

Horse Owners! Use
GOMBATJLT'3

Caustic

A Safe Speedy and Positive Cart

The Safest, "Best BLISTER ever used. Takes
tbe place of all liniments lor mil J or severe action.
Itemovea Bunchc-s or lllpmishes from Hones
end Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERYOR F!RINC> Impossible to product scar or blemish.
Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction

Price $1,50 per bottle. Sold by druggists, or
Bent by express, charges paid, withfulldirections
for its uae. Send tor descriptive circulars.
THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO.. Cleveland O.

Newton's Heate, Cough, Dig-
temper and Indignation Core.
A veterinary spcuiio for wind,
throat aud stomach troubles.
Strong recommends. !?I per
can. Dealers, mail or Ex. paid.

Horse iU im-dy Co.
<f") Toledo. Ohio.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE'
Good condition, used short time onlyj new threads

and couplings; for Steam, Gas or Water; sizes from }£
to 12 inch diameter. Our price per foot on V inch II
Sc } on 1 inch 3^c. Write for free catalogue No. i^g

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO..
W. 35th and Iron Sts.. CHICAGO.

HEEBNER'S ENSILAGE CUTTER.
The best cutter on the market for green or dry corn.

Leading ensilage cutter made. It not only cuts, hut crushes
tne stalks, rendering iliem iml.itahlc. Stock greatly relish
*,

^rivo onlt -^ S-'- l,n hi !;t. -him ^it hniu (he innchinointo a perfect
Shredder. Runs with least pfwer. I'm? ! f„r rut tin.- nil Itiodsof stock foods.
i.iwurcnn be a n-hed to pumping, oburnlne,grinJlne, etc. Catalog free.

HEEBWTEK A SOXS. 86 Broad St., Lan»d»Ie, Pa.

You Get More Bales
In the Gar

ivhen the hay is baled with

"PI " BALING
3LL»i press.

That saves freight ant
adds to profit. Fe-'d ln>k
f>:WH0ins. makes iteasi

est and safest to feed
Remember—this is not a bundle.

,

it i*Jt prc-N. Aut atii: bl... k ^^OJ^ SUam Power.

placing device saves time, arms and hand*. Requi
^than_ any <>tht-r midline i.f equal capacity,

RED RIPPER
HAY. .

PRESS

Full circle. Double siroke. Light draught.

Very simple aud durable. Will make 20 neat

aud compact bales per hour. Recommended
by Georgia State Farm. Sold for about hall

the price of other presses of equal capacity
t

Write to-day to

SIKES BROS. A CO , Manufs , Helena, 6a.
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}{

COOPER
'SHEEP DIP

STANDARD OF THE WORLD
for 60 years. Used on 250 millions
annually. Superior to all other
kinds. No smell. Benefits while it

cures. Keeps flock clean a long
time. Increases, growth and quality
of wool. Used by large majority of
sheep breeders in all countries.
Sold by all leading druggists and

general merchants everywhere.

If local druggist cannot supply,

send $1.75 for $2 (100 gal.) pkt. to

WM. COOPER & NEPHEWS, CHICAGO.

STEEL ROOFING
FREIGHT CHARGES PAID BY US

AT $2.25 PER SQUARE
I'rii-fs to u( lie

Hquarefeet. Write tor trie < atalogne So. 166
CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., W. 35th and Iron Sis., Chicago

FOR SALE CHEAP.

DE LAVAL I
a

eKor
2/in

DAVIS SWINQ CHURN and
~ EUREKA BUTTER WORKER.

..All in- Good Order..

CAPITOL STOCK FARM, - Lincolnia, Va.

BEE HIVES
I Oooit hives. Langstroth and other mnUe
with racks, for sale very cheap bv be<

|
keepers retiring from business. 'Rate
according to quantity.

DINW1DDIE BROS., Greenwood Va.

PALMORE'S

Law and Collection Association,
Established 1884. Claims collected
in all parts of the United States.
No collection—no charge.

P. 0. Box 503. 905# Bast Main Street,

RICHMOND. VIRGINIA.

For the treatment of THE LIQUOR, OPIUM, MORPHINE „nd
other Drug Addictions. The Tobbacco Habit, Nerve Exhaustion

off, despairing love for them as unattain'
able thiDgs. She had grown up in an at-
mosphere of poverty in which it was a
struggle to get bread, and other necesea
ries, and in her case, medicine and medi
cal attendance had been among the ne-
cessaries, so there was never even a nickel
to spare for flowers. Occasionally there
had been an oasis in her existence in the
shape of a visit to an aunt who lived a
few miles in the country, on the farm of
a Mr. Akers, a gentleman who had a mar-
ket garden, the products of which this
aunt sold. Of all the wonderful and de
lightful things that had thrilled her, and
enchained her attention on these visits,
none had made such an impression on
her as the flowers. In her dim, vague
ideas of heaven, flowers occupied the
foremost and most conspicuous place;
and now these lovely green leaves, so red-
olent with fragrance, seemed almost like
a message from heaven. Long she stood
in the gathering twilight, inhaling their
delicious fragrance, till at last, she was
roused from her reveries by her mother's
voice, when she went back into the house,
and put thegeranium into a mug of water,
thinking she might thus prolong her en-
joyment of it for a few days, perhaps a
week. Next morning the first wakins
thought was of her geranium, and sud-
denly a bold idea darted into her mind—
Bhe would try to raise it. With trem-
bling haste, she hurried on her clothes
and ran down stairs to consult her
mother about this undertaking. The
latter was in favor of it, and advised her
to set it out in an old tomato can with a
hole punched in the bottom, in default of
a flower pot, or small box. As the
Stevens family occasionally indulged in
tomatoes on festival days, Anna had no
difficulty in finding an empty can, which
she filled with the richest earth at her com-
mand, before inserting the geranium slip
into it. Never did a plant receive clofer
and more loving attention. Morning,
noon and night, it was the object of
Anna's constant care, and it seemed to
make her days less long and empty and
her headache less severe. She was con
tinually shifting it from one point to
another so that it might catch the bright-
est sunshine at different hours of the day.
As winter drew near, it became a serious
question how she was to keep it alive
with their scanty supply of fuel, but she
finally decided to place it in the kitchen
as being the best heated room in the
house, as the family cooked, ate and sat
there (when not off at work) during the
winter. As they did not keep up the
fire there later than nine or ten, however
Anna feared her geranium would come to
grief during the long, cold winter nights
till she hit upon a plan by which she
managed to save it. Her mother had a
contrivance for keeping her light-bread
dough warm on cold nights. Two little
triangular shelves of slate, in one corner
of the kitchen, on the bottom one of
which she placed a small, coal oil lamp.
lighted, whilst she put her jar of dough
on the upper shelf, which was kept gently
heated by the lamp beneath. Anna
managed to squeeze her plant alongside
of the jar, and thus saved it from freezing
on bitter cold nights.

After awhile the winter passed away
and spring opened, and then the plant.

*~»i, vf

Corn
removes from the soil

large quantities of

Potash.
The fertilizer ap-

plied, must furnish

enough Potash, or the

land will lose its pro-

ducing power.

Read carefully our books
on crops—sent /ret.

GERMAN KALI WORKS,
93 Nassau St., New York.

m jose scan
Good's Caustic Potash Whale

Oil Soap, X.» 3.
It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-

tomologists. This soap is a fertilizer as well
as Insecticide. SO lb. kegs. 82.50; 1 00 lb. keg»,
14.50. Half barrels. 270 lbs., at 3V4c. per lb.;
barrels, 425 lbs., at 8V.c. Large quantities.
special rates. Send for circular.

939-41 N. Front St..
JAMES GOOD.

AGRICULTURAL

and BU.LDERS' LIME
Send for Circulars and Price-List.

FELLSWORTH LIME WORKS
REEVES CATT, Agent,

Bodley, Augusta County, Va.

Ideal Knife and Scissors Sharpener.

^)i;ir|.,ii scissors. That ftl.

AUENTS WANTED. FrlM ISa., postpaid.

WEST BUSINESS AGENCY, Chester, III

lll.K.

knife.

STEM-WIND WATCH.CHAIN AND CHARM

Yon can geta Stem-Wind. Nickel-Plated
Wateh warranted, ulsoa. Chain and Charm
tors.. Hint,' 19paekagesof Klulneatloceach
Send name and tuldri-ssat once and we will
forward you tlie Blaine and our large Pre-
mium List, postpaid. No money required. ~—

—

BLl INK MJFG.C0.1!oi6ol, Concord Junctlon.MaM

For Sale or Exchange forthe Best Offer

HAWK YE STUMP MACHINE, A COTTON
GIN and a 300-EGG MON RGH INCUBATOR

W. E. THOMAS, Nassawadoz. Va.
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Some Reasons
Why You Should Insist on Having

EUREKA HARNESS OIL
Unequaled by any other.

Renders hard leather soft.

Especially prepared.

Keeps out water.

A heavy bodied oil.

Harness
An excellent preservative.

Reduces cost of voir- harness,

fylever burns the leather; its

Efficiencv is increased.

Secures best service.

Stitches kept from breaking.

Oil
|s sold in all

Localities
Mannfiufiireit b

Standard Oil ; .m.nny.

AT A SACRIFICE. Three Desirable

Virginia Farms
For Sale ^IKe"

All one tract. Three miles of Danville
(25,000 inhabitants). Good market for farming
products. Situated in healthy and beautiful
section. Suitable for

DAIRY AND STOCK FARM.
Three residences and iarm buildings. In good
order. 655 acres. Divided 125 acres in finest
bottoms, 215 in good woodlands, and balance
in uplands. All well watered and drained.
Very productive. Adapted to machinery.
Liberal terms. Write for particulars.

Jno. Stewart Walker & Co. Lynchbur?,Va.

UnMEC AND THE PLACE TO

nUlfll.0 FIND THEM *>

No place in the United States can a man
•do bo well at farming, for the money in-

vested, as in Virginia. Lands are cheap ;

climate good, and the best of markets
close at hand. It is the State of all

others, for a comfortable all the year
round home. The James River Valley
Colonization and Improvement Company
offer superior advantages to land pur-

chasers- For free 36 page land pamphlet,
address

W. A. PARSONS, Vinita, Va.

A BARGAIN :

n

.op

aS
In sight of Richmond. Va. Fine large house
with modern improvements; fine large barn
and other improvements; large orohard ; so-
ciety the best. Will be sold cheap with stock
and crops. Would make a fine daily farm.
Address Oak Shade, care Southern Planter.

Virginia Farms
All prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. B. PIZZINI CO., Richmond, Va.

For full piiticulara

write A. JEFFERS,

Norfolk, Va.

which had done little more than keep
alive during the cold weather, began to

thrive and develop wonderfully, greatly

because of the faithful care taken of it,

and partly because it was an extra fine

variety. Soon it commenced to get too

big for the tomato can. In this dilemma,
Anna betook herself to her father who,
as we said before, was a carpenter. He
got some little odds and ends of plank at

a place where he was working and made
her a nice box, in which the geranium
sent out new roots and fibres with great

vigor. Under the warm spring sun, it

sentout so many new branches that Anna
cut off three and set them out in tin cans,

like the original one. Her father (whose
carpentry was very servicable to her)

made a little stand for her enlarged col-

lection, and she would place this stand
either before a sunny window, or in the
porch or yard, according to the weather.

To be Continued.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
The Forum Publishing Company begs

to announce that, beginning with the July
number, "The Forum" will be published
quarterly, instead of monthly, as hereto-

fore. The general character of the maga-
zine will be the same, and its high stand-

ard will be maintained, but its purposes
will be more specifically those of a review
and outlook. It is believed that by pub-
lishing quarterly a review of the world's

events in every field, as well as to some
extent an outlook based on the condi-

tions presented, the essential features can
be fully covered.

In order that the material may present

the proper prospective, the magazine will

be conducted in departments, each of

which will be in charge of one who is em-
inently qualified by his training and con-

nections to take charge of it. In addition

to the general reviews, each issue will

contain a number of special articles on
Buhjects of paramount interest.

A quartetly review of this nature will

have several advantages over the monthly
magazine. In the first place, the field

being covered but once in three months,
the busy man will be enabled to keep in

touch with all the important questions of

the day by reading the magazine at his

leisure. Secondly, it will give those in-

terested in a special field an opportunity

to find the essence of what they wish in

a comparatively limited space. And
thirdly, the information will be present-

ed in such a form that the magazine will

appeal not only to mature minds, but to

every member of the family.

As at present outlined, the following

departments will be represented :

1. American Politics : Important Con-
gressional legislation, insular affairs, our

foreign relations, State and municipal

legislation of special interest, discussion

of political platforms during election pe-

riods, etc.

2. Fore :gn Affairs: Important. measures
passed by foreign governments, compli-

cations between foreign countries, the

world's wars, social movements, etc.

o. Finance and Economics : Financial

and economic legislation in different

countries, the world's commerce, rail-

road development, etc.

4. Science, invention, and engineering.

The Tolicy of
SttidehaKer*?
has been to make nothing inferior

or shoddy. They believed they
could not afford to when they
started and they know they can't
now. For upwards of fifty years
they have always put out the very
best wagon the}' knew how to make.
And they have always been a step
in advance of the best anybody else

could make. That is how the
Studebakers got their good name
and the colossal business they are
doing to-day. Studebaker's wag-
ons stand first everywhere and al-

ways
Studebakers also make a full line of all

kinds of vehicles, harness, etc. They
control entire output of the World Bug^y
Co. and make the "Izzer Line" of vehicles.
All dealers handle Studebaker goods.
Write us for catalogues, etc.

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

South Bend, Irvd.

REI'OSITOIilES:
Chicago, »w York, Snn FruneUeo, Kansas
Ctty, Denver, Salt Lake City, Portland, Ore.

..Magnificent Estate..
Known as the Hampstead Farm, situated

on the Pamunlcev river, for sale. Contains
nearly 1600 acres, S00 of which is river bottom
land, the remainder being upland and timber.
Large deposits of green Faud marl; brick barn
with wood stable attached; also houses for

sheep, etc. Splendid dwelling said to have
cost $60,000. Property now owned by stock
company. Price, $20 per acre, on easy terms.
For further particulars, address

"PAMUNKEY," care Southern Planter.

stock section of VTKGINIA.
Best climate and water in the U. S. Near
great markets, with best educational advan-
tages. For further information, address

ALBEMARLF. IMMIGRATION CO.,
Sam'l B. Woods, Pres. Charlottesville, Va.

VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.
Easy Payments. Catalogue Free.

SE0. E. CRAWFORD & CO., Richmond. Va.

Established 1875.
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GO TO HALIFAX!

IT'C one of th
1 I ^in this s

the finest counties

like to sell yon my SPLKMUH FARM
of 500 acres at a sacrifice, as my
business engagement* compel me to

be away. This is a splendid farm,

well watered and easily cultivated
;

new stable and granary ; large old-

fashioned dwelling at intersection

of 2 county roads: R. R. c!ose by ;

easy access to leading markets ; 'ess

than $7000 will buy if. Buyer can

take Btock, implements, crops, for

little additional cost Write fcr

further particulars to

BARGAIN, care Southern Planter.

RICHMOND. VA.

S.LUDKINS&CO,
£ 4 and 6 Governor Street,

RICHMOND, VA.

EXPERT BOOKBINDERS

and Commercial Printers.

FRAZER
ylxle Grease uSMi.

wearing qualitiesare unsurpassed, ac-
]

lly outlasting 3 bxs. any other brand,
t affected by heat. «#-Get the Genuine.

,

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS, i

FOR SALE—One

LITTLE GIANT
SEPARATOR

Guaranteed in perfect order; also Boiler for
tame. Price, $50.00. 1 New Champion Aera-
tor. Price, to 00.

FRANK PARLETT, WOODSTOCK, MO.

i»
THE LAMBS' FKIEM.

Hopkins' Bleaching Qloves
u. Select Glove-Kid io Black,

Wine. Tan. »i.1 Cbocelate. Ju.t tbe thin;
for HoaseeteaDiog. Ganjeoioc. DriTioe.
W>»linc, Ogling. Golf. etc. SLl

Write for terms to areola.
Ilopala. tin.. Co.. apollo, Imrm.tli, 0.

"Feeds ^Feeding"
Prof. Henry's Great Book for

Farmers and Stockmen.

Delivered anywhere for - - $2.00

With the SOUTHERN PLANTER, 2.26

5. Literature
: A discussion of books

that have attracted wide attention and of
other important literary productions.

ti. Music and the 1'rama.
7. Art : An account of interesting events

in the domain of painting, sculpture, ar-
chitecture, arc!

S. Educational Events: This section
will discuss important pedagogical works.
the most essential features of educational
meetings, new educational institutions,
special educational movements, etc.

9. Educational Research : It will be the
purpose of this department to publish the
results of educational investigations only,
as distinguished from pedagogical discus-
sions of a general nature—

w

rork on the
plan indicated by the articles on spelling
which appeared* in " The Forum" for
April and June. 1897, and which repre-
sents an absolutely novel feature in the
field of educational literature. Ti.e sec-
tion will contain the results of the inves-
tigations of the editor, who is now con-
tinuing the researches some time ago
interrupted, and will also be open to the
publication of data collected by other
investigators who are laboring on similar
lines. Fifty cents a copy; $2 a vear.
For sale by your newsdealer.
The Forum Publishing Co., New York, i

REPORTS.

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C. Experiment Station
Record, Vol. XIII. So. B.

Bureau of Animal Industry. Bulletin
41. Mexico as a Market for Pure-
Bred Beef Cattle.

Bureau of Animal Industry. Circular
46. Officials, Associations and Edu
cational Institutions connected with
the Dairv Interest of the U. S. for
the year 1902.

Section of Foreign Markets. Bulletin
27. Our Foreign Trade in Agricultu-
ral Products 1892-1901.

Section of Foreign Markets. Circular
24. Agricultural Imports and Ex-
ports, 1897-1901.

Bureau of Plant Industry Bulletin 17.

Some Diseases of the Cow-Pea.

Public Road Inquiries. Bulletin 21.
Proceedings of the International
Good Roads Congress, held at Buffa-
lo, N. Y., September. 1901.

Bureau of Soils. Bulletin 19. Capil-
lary Studies and Filtration of (lav
from Soil Solution?.

Farmers' Bulletin No. 149. Experiment
Station Work.

Farmers' Bulletin. No. 150. Clearing
New I.and

Colorado Experiment Station. Fort Col-
lins, Col. Bulletin 6S. Pasture Grass-
es—Leguminous Crops -Cantaloupe
Blight.

Bulletin 89. Plant Diseases of 1901.

Kansas Experiment Station, Manhattan,
Kan. Bulletin 107. Analysis of Corn
with Reference to its Improvement.

Nebraska Experiment Station, Lincoln,
Neb. Bulletin 72. The Adaptation
and Improvement of Winter Wheat.

Bulletin 73. Experiments in the Cul-
ture of the Sugar Beet in Nebraska.

..ELMWOOD NURSERIES..

ASPARAGUS
100,000 2-yr.-old Asparagus roots,

5 varieties' A special rate of $3 50
per 1003 for 2 mos for BARR'S,
PALMETTO. OONOVER.

APPLES
A large general assortment, in-

cluding WINESAPS and YORK
IMPERIALS.

Splendid Assortment of
Ornamental, Shade
and Fruit Trees.

EGGSi
rom B. P. Rocks, Light
Brahmas. Brown Leg-
horns, at $1.00 per 13.

WRITE FOR OCR CATALOGUE.

J. B. WATKINS &'BR0.
t
Hallsfaoro, Va.

WANTED TO BUY
/ WAHT TO BUY

1. YOUNG CHICKENS,
Pekin Ducks. Mammoth Bronze Turkeys,
and Toulouse Geese, a few days old.

2. A REG. JERSEY COW.
Must have very large udder, at least 5-gaL
cow, and petfectly gentle.

3. A FEW REG. BERKSHIRE PIGS
Xo fancy prices paid. State full particulars

with cost of transportation to Washington.
Address HENRY A. HAYWARD,
BOX F, STATION B, WASHINGTON, D. C.

FOR SALE—Registered and High-tiradeANGORA GOATS.

From 1 to car-load lots. Kids in season.

JEREMT IMPROVEMENT CO. Saxe. CharlotttCcVa.

• POTATO PLANTER *

Cheapest Potato Planter on tbe maket- Send
for circular. Address J. K. 8TEITZ,

Station D. R. No. 1.. Milwaukee, Wis.
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brains and

THE DEERING MACHINES
WE ARE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED

Deering Binders, Mowers,

Rakes, Reapers, Twine, jjj/? Bflf^B
Corn Harvesters, Corn

Shockers, Corn Buskers

and Shredders.

These machines for 1902 are the very best that money

experience can produce. They are perfection, that's all

WHAT DO YOU NEED IN

We will esteem it a favor if you will let us

know by postal. Don't fail to

send for our beautiful and in-

structive booklets, " Deering

Ideals," and "Twine Talks."

They contain valuable informa-

tion for farmers.

RICHMOND BUGGY & WAGON GO., 1433 E. Main St., Richmond, Va.

THE ABOVE LIST?

-J. T. DUNN, Manager.

lc^4=^^i=^c^^e=^=^^ :§y=^<§fe ^^^•t7"-dZ>-£7-£7-£7-£7:

\

How is Your Wheat?
OT^TTh1 CTi1

"N'
r
T
1 IQvestec^ in a Postal card and addressed

============== to THE CARDWELL MACHINE COM-

PANY, Richmond, Va., will bring you circulars regarding

bli
ii'

They are SIMPLE, DURABLE and EASY TO WORK.
Capacity, 200 to 1000 bushels of wheat per day, according

to size and character of grain.

THE GARDWELL MACHINE CO.,
Nineteenth and Cary Sts.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

i

f
T
#

f
fw

.^^.^.^.^.^. ^.^j^j^.^2^=2^5^^2^§g^2^Z;gv^Z^^^£^^^2, >!
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LECHORN POULTRY YARDS

' Please don't forget that 1 have eggs of the
finest stock of

S.C. B. anoWHITE LEGHORNS
that can be obtained in this country. My
stock won prizes at N. Y., Phila. and Wash.,
D. C., shows. Bred for winners and layers,
especially noted for latter. Eggs, 15 for 75c.

;

SO for 11.25; 75 for 43. Satisfaction guaranteed.

A. T. MATTHEWS, Box 36, Parksley, Va.

CLOVER HILL FARM.

EGGS FOR HATCHING
1 '"Mmmn » "

75c. per setting of 15; 3 settings, 82. Rose Comb
Brown Leghorns, $1 per setting. A few more
•cockerels of above varieties for sale. Also a
Yearling Jersey Bull, entitled to registry.

J. B. JOHNSON, Clover Hill Farm,
Manassas, Va.

E*G*G*S
W. Wyandottes, B. P. Rocks and Pekin
Duck Eggs, $1.00 per 20; Eowls. 81.00 each.
Crossed Incubator Eggs, 82.50 per 100.
Scoteh Collie Females, 85.00 each.

C. H BENNETT, GOODMAN, VA.

EGGS^
From Pure=Bred Fowls, Cheap.

The Imperial Frultand Poultry Farm Is In
a position to otter Eggs from pure bred B. P.
Rocks and S. c. B. Legborns at 50c. setting of
15. Reference furnished.

P. H. HEYDEHREICH. Prop., Stannton, Va.

S. G. White Leghorns
'EXCLUSIVELY.)

Prizewinners. Heavy layers. Eno Record,
Jan. 1 to March 21, S60 KiiOs. pen It hens.
Settings, 81.50 per 15; 4 settings, 85.00.

C. G. M. FINK,
1409 W. Leigh .St., Richmond, Va.

Member Va. Pigeon. Pou ltry & Pet Stock As'n.

REGISTERED BERKSHIRES.
B. P. ROCK EGGS_—a

... J. T. OLIVER, Allen's Level, Va.

New Hampshire Experiment Station,

Durham, N. H. Bulletin 89. The
Squash Bug.

Bulletin 90. Insect Record for 1901.

New York Experiment Station, Geneva,
N. Y. Bulletins 203 and 204. Pop-
ular Edition. Some Problems in

Cheese Curing
Bulletin 208. Fertilizers for Forcing

Lettuce.

Bulletin 210. How Changes in Feed
Affect the Yield of Milk.

Bulletin 211. Director's Report for

1901.

Bulletin 212. Four Lesser Insect Ene-
mies.

North Carolina Experiment Station, Ra-
leigh, N. C. Bulletin 181. Silk
Culture.

North Carolina State Board of Agri-

culture, Raleigh, N. C. Bulletin April,

1902. Analyses of Fertilizers.

Pennsylvania Experiment Station, State

College, Pa. Bulletin 58. Weeds in

General. Two New Comers in Penn-
sylvania.

South Dakota Experiment Station,

Brookings, So. Dak. Bulletin 73.

Variations in Cream and Milk Teats.

Bulletin 74. Drought- Resistant Forage
Experiments.

Virginia Department of Agriculture,
Richmond, Va. Bulletin April, 1902.

Virginia Weather Bureau, Richmond,
Va. Report for April, 1902.

West Virginia Experiment Station, Mor-
gantown, W. Va. Bulletin 80. Fer-
tilizers.

Department of Agriculture for the West
Indies, Barbados, W. I. Bulletin,

Vol. Ill, No. 1.

Barbados, W. I. Agricultural News.

A HORSE STORY.
In his article on "Tips and Commis-

sions," in the June Lippincott, John Gil-

mer Speed says

:

"Our skirts are not entirely clean on
this side of the Atlantic, though, to be
sure, it is not yet by any means common
for gentlemen or ladies to take commis-
sions from their tradesmen on account of

services rendered. As to whether it will

be or not, I am not so sure. That servants
expect and exact commissions is abso-
lutely certain, however. A while ago I

sold a horse to a friend. He took a fancy

to the horse and linally bought him for

four hundred dollars. The next day he
came to me withacheck for four hundred
and twenty-five dollars. ' When you send
that horse around,' he said, 'please give

that extra twenty-five dollars to my
coachman. I don't want him to lame
that horse or injure him in any way.'

"
' Gracious !' I asked, ' you seem to be

in mortal fear of your coachman ?'

"'Yes, I suppose I am. They are all

alike, however. Commiesions on pur-

chases are the perquisites of the stable-

men, and they have no use for a horse
about which they have not been consult-

ed and on which they have not bad a
commission. I have had some nasty ex-
periences, and is this horse is for my own
riding, I don't want any prejudices in the
stable against him."

ANGUS
BULL CALVES

For the next (10 days, I will make
special prices on reg. Angus bill calves

t<> Southern readers of the Planter.

This is an opportunity to get something
choice backed by the strongest breed-

ing. Watch the agricultural press and
see what the Angus are doing.

WARREN RICE, - Winchester, Va.

FINE STOCK AT A BARGAIN.

One finely bred black saddle and harness
mare. S yrs. old, 15 bands, weight, 1200.

Stylish and quick. Gentle as a kid. Su-
perb, all around combination family horse

One trotting bred brown gelding, coming 4

yrs. old, 15'.; hands, weight 1000. Trim as
a fawn, and" dashing in style and action.

His record opens with a 3 minute gait

under Ihe lines and his future is full of
promise.

One extra fine pair of well matched black
mare mules, (i years old, weight 12-10 and
1260. Gentle as the gentlest family horse,

strikingly trim, finely proponioned, and
exceptionally quick. A faultless team.

Two registered Aberdeen-Angus bull calves.

To dispose of surplus slock we offer all

the above animals cheap.

Address W. M. WATKINS & SONS,
Cottage Valley Stock Farm,

Randolph, Charlotte Co , Va.

SEED CORN
FOR SALE

BY W. M. WATKINS & SON,
RANDOLPH, CHARLOTTE COUNTY. VA.

Early Yellow Variety.
Popularly known as "Huron Dent," moat

perfect shaped ear and most tellable early
corn ever introduced. Planted as late as
July 15th. It can be cut and in shock before
frost. It is very productive. Price, 81.75 per
bushel.

EGGS
B. P. ROCKS.

GRAVES BROS., Highland Springs, Va.

—-» Of *—
Thoroughbred

COLLIE PUPS!
By pri ze-wlnnlng imported sires and t rale ed

dams. F.liglhle. fit for bench, ranch or farm.
Price, $10, either sex. Also a book on the care
and training of the Collie for all practical uses.

Price, 50c. Copv of book free to purchaser of

Collie.
Stock Farm, " MAPLEMONT," Albany, Ver.
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« FILSTON FARM. »

JERSEY BULL CALVES
From.tested dams of high-milking quali-
ties. Perfect as individuals, aud guaran-
teed to reproduce the high qualities of

their parent?.

BERKSHIRES—*-
Of the best imported and domestic stock.

L'ttle Book of the Farm on application,

ASA B. GARDINER, Jr.. Manager,

GLENCOE . MARYLAND.

Swift Creek Stock and Dairy Farm

jJ«KW»31i-

Has for sale a large num-
ber of nice young regis-
tered A. J. G. C.

JERSEY BULLS
AND HEIFERS.

None better bred in the South. Combining
closely the most noted and up-to-date blood
in America. Bulls 10 to 12 mouths old, S25 00.

Heifers, same age, SilOO. POLAND-CHINA
-00 each. Send check aud get what

you want.
T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro. N. C.

..OAK HILL FARM..

Holstein and Jersey Cattle,

Biltmore Berkshires.
Wishing to reduce my stock, will sell cheap

Every thing from Oak Hill Farm is guarao
teed flrst-class, and as represented. Address
Oak Hill Station SAM'L HAIRSTON,

on the Farm. Wenonda, Va

i
fully marked pure.

Holstein-Friesian
HEIFER CALF, 3 MONTHS OLD.

Several Grade Heifers, li months old. Sire
pure registered Holstein; mothers. Devon'
All from rich heavy milkers. Sta mp for reply
Prices reasonable. Mrs. W. F. JACKS! >N

'

Olga P. O., Amelia County, Va

GRASSMERE STOCK FARM, Glen Allen, Va.

TROTTING, SADDLE and

HIGH STEPPING HORSES
Educated, boughtand soldoncommlsion and
kept by the month or year. High class POUL-
TRY and BtLGIAN HARES for sale at reasonable
rates. Write for circulars; no trouble to an-
swer questions. Satisfaction guaranteed.

CHANDLER QUINTIN, Veterinarian,
40 yrs. experience on the best stock farms in

America.

..FOE SALE..

I Pair Black Horses
Very closely matched ; high actors ; de-
sirable driving team; wt., 1950; age, 6
yrs. Price, reasonable. For further
information, apply to

"^ **- Box 206, Pt. Deposit, Md.

MEETING OF FARMERS' INSTITUTE
WORKERS.

Editor Southern Planter:

Permit me through your columns to
call attention to the coming meeting of
the American Association of Farmers^!

n

stitute Workers to be held in the city of
Washington, June 24, 25 and 26, 1902.
Practically every State in the Union is

making some organized effort to bring the
Tesnlts of improved methods of farming
in reach of the farmer. The best methods
of accomplishing this result are, perhaps,
not yet worked out. It is pioneer work,
and we all have much to learn concern-
ing it There is no doubt that a national
meet of those who are engaged in farm-
ers' institute work is the best place to get
new ideas, and I hope those of your read-
ers who are interested in the subject will
make it a point to attend this meeting.
Noted institute workers from all parts of
the United States and Canada will be
present, and will discuss all phases of the
work. Arrangements are being made for
reduced rates at the best hotels in the
city, headquarters being at the National
Hotel. Addresses will be delivered by
such noted men as Hon. James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture; Col. Joseph II.

Brighani, Assistant Secretary of Agricul-
ture; Hon. G. C. Creelman] of Canada;
Prof. George T. Powell, Briar Cliff Manor,
New York : Prof. Curtis, of Iowa; Secre-
tary Coburn. of Kansas, and others. A
portion of the program will be devoted
to discussion of the teaching of domestic
science in the rural districts.

Yours very truly,

W. J. Spillmajt, Jgms'ologist,

U. S. Department of Agriculture.

CAUSTIC BALSAM SUCCESSFUL
WHERE OTHER REMEDIES FAIL-
ED.

Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 12, 1901.
The Lawrence Williams Co., Cleveland,
Ohio:
Having used your liniment for several

years, and knowing its value, I would
like to become general agent for it. I

find very few drug houses in Nashville
have handled it. I can aseure you I will
push it to its fullest merits should vou
appoint me as agent, for I know it is "un-
excelled. I have used at least twenty or
thirty bottles in past two years. Having
been a trader, and also deputy sheriff for
the past eight years. I have had occasion
to come in contact with a number of in-
jured horses that no other liniment but
this could have helped. I consider it the
best liniment for stock that can be used
I would like to meet you some time and
give you my experience with your lini-

ment; also can give you reference as to
my ability.

John C. Sawyer.

ACME ENGINES.
The Rochester (N. Y.) Machine Tool

Works are advertising their celebrated
"Acme" Engine in this issue. It is well
worth while to send for information in
regard to this splendid little engine. Just
the thing for light work.

To make cowt pay, use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book "Business Dairying " A Cat. 305 free. W.
Chester, Pa.

HEREFORDS,

BERKSHIRES.
Young stock for sale at all times.

Information and terms upon application.

EDW. G. BUTLER, ANNEFIELD FARMS,
BRIGGS. CLARKE CO., VA.

Breeders of

HEREFORDS
—* SINCE 18S6.—

tjlD Gil T Three bulls 2 yrs. old ; Two
lUn OflLL bulls. 18 mos. old; Two
bulls 1 yr. old ; Three bull calves 6 mos.
old, at reasonable prices.

HAYFIELDS STOCK FARM
COCKEYSVILLE, MD.

DORSETSanP
HEREFORDS
H. ARMSTRONG, - Lantz Mills, Va.

FOR SALE

DEVON BULL
(18 mos.) Registered. 25 Hamphiredown

Ewes (land 2 yrs.): Young Hampshlredown
Ram (2 yrs.). Registered: Two H. D. Rams
(1 yr.); Wild and Bronze Turkeys, Indian
Runner Ducks, Col. Dorkings and Black
Wnoreaa
Robert J Farrer, orange, va.

For Sale

Regist'd DEVON BULL CALVES

$50
00 WILL BUY —-^— SHORTHORN BULL CALF

Dropped November 1'iilh, 1001. Sired by The
Dean, 140815: dam SowerbVs Beaut v. Vol.40,
A.S. H H. li.

HUMBERT BROS., University of Va.

PURE-BRED STOCK

Reg. Poland-China Hogs
Reg. Shropshire Sheep

..:* * Shorthorn Cattle
Stock of all ages for sale. Stock as repre-

sented or money refunded.

J. F. DURRETTE. Birdwood. Albemarle Co., Vs.
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BILTMORE FARMS. - Biltmore, N. C.

Headquarters for GOLVEN LAD JERSEYS,
Also get of TREVARTH and GEN. MARIGOLD. J. <* *

GOLDEN LAD'S SUCCESSOR, First and sweepstakes over all at the Pan- American Exposition, the

champion JERSEY BULL OF AMERICA, and out of Golden Ora, our great prize-winning cow, both
born and developed on these Farms, is among our service bulls.

Biltmore Jerseys are a combination of large and persistent milking qualities with an individuality

that wins in the show ring.

SPECIALTY. Write for descriptive circular of the best lot of young bull calves ever offered, both for breed-

ing and individuality. They are by noted sires and out of large and tested selected dams. Many of these

calves are fit to show and win in any company.

BILTMORE POULTRY YARDS.

SPECIALTY. Write for descriptive circular of eggs from our prize winning pens. Over 50 yards to select

from, made up of the winners at the leading shows for the last two seasons. If you want winners you
must breed from winners.

Headquarters for the best IMPORTED ENGLISH BERKSHIRES.

apply to BILTMORE FARMS, biltmore. n. c.

ONE MORE MONTH ONLY
LAST CALL! LAST CALL! LAST CALL!

We have decided to extend the time to JULY I st, in order to give every reader of the Planter
that may be interested in Nursery Stock the opportunity to purchase reliable trees at the lowest
prices ever offered. Note the low prices mentioned below and send in your order at once. If you
think of planting one tree or one thousand this should interest you. You can depend on the quality.
If not convenient to send all cash with the order, remit one-fourth with the order and the remainder
any time previous to the shipment of the stock. Shipment, Fall, 1902.

APPLE, 3 to 5 ft., 7c. each ; $5 per 100 ; $45 per 1000.

APPLE, 2 to 3 ft., 5c. each ; $4 per 100 ; $35 per 1000.

STD. PEAR, 3 to 5 ft., 10c. each.

DWARF PEAR, 2 to 3 ft., 8c. each.

CHERRY. 3 to 4 ft., 10c. each.

PLUM, 3 to 5 ft., 10c. each.

PEACH, 4 to 5 ft. 10c, ; 3 to 4 ft., 8c. ; 2 to 3 ft., 5c.

QUINCE, 2 to 3 ft. 10c. each.

Our assortment of varieties consists of the popular sorts for market and home use. To get the
benefit of the above rates, your order must be received on or before July 1st. Orders for the Apple
must call for not less than ten of a variety. The other items any number of a variety at the rates
mentioned. Purchaser will pay the transportation charges.

-f- FREE Any one ordering to the amount of $10, we will send
free the "SOUTHERN PLANTER" for one year. -+~

We refer you to any business house in this city and many customers in all parts of the U. S.
Write us for catalogues or any information. Don't delay but send your order in at once. Address

THE NURSERY & SEED COMPANY, Charleston, W. Va.
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DORSET
SHEEP^
My entire flock of Dorsets,

registered and eligible,

FOR SALE.
44 head, exclusive of

present crop of lambs.
Fine stock ; low price.

WALTER WATSON,
SALEM, VA.

Farm Bulletin
Orders booked for

DORSET RAM LAMBS,
to be delivered in July and August. No

more Berkshire hogs, of any age, to offer

until Spring.

D. O. NOURSE, Prof, of Agr.,

Blacksburg, Va.

LargeEnglish Berkshires

Dorset Horned Sheep
IMPORTED BOARS AT HEAD OF
SERVICE. Send for 1902 Catalogue.

N. S. BURNER, New Midway, Md.

ELLERSLIE FARM^"^
Thoroughbred Horses
AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

Fob Salb. R. J. HANCOCK & SON,

Charlottesville, Va.

FOR SALE—A Choice Lot of Young

SHORTHORN B^ts
Ready for Service.

W. W. UENTLEY, Pulaski City, Va-

POLAND-CHINA PI6S
MALE AND FEMALE.

Registered and Eligible.

1. 8. CRAIG, Sturgeon Pt., Charles City Co , Va.

EDUCATE THE GIRLS.

Illiterate Mothers Mean Illiterate
Children.

1. In no section of this country have
the women been treated justly in educa-
tion, says Pres. Mclver of the N. C. State

Normal School. In some quarters the
injustice has been less flagrant than in

others.

2. Illiteracy among the women through-
out the United States, and especially in

the southern states, is much greater than
it is among men.

3. The most important factor in our
civilization is the white girl in the coun-
try ; she will make the home and fix the
ideas of the people, and as mother and
primary teacher she will do the most im-
portant teaching that is done for the
human race ; until recently the state, the
church and the philanthropists have in

South devoted their attention, so far as

endowed institutions are concerned, al-

most exclusively to the education of the
white man, the negro man and the negro
woman.

4. It is suicidal and criminal for the
State, the church and society not to see

to it that all women have at least equal
educational advantage with the advan-
tages enjoyed by men ; that 2,000,000 il-

literate mothers in the South mean 4,000,-

000 or more illiterate children for society

and the schools to contend with in the
next generation, and it is safer and
cheaper to educate them now than then.

5. If these statements are true, we
ought to act at once. Let this be done,
not by taking anything from men of the
white race or from the negro man and
the negro women, but by increasing from
all sources our gifts of every kind to

those educational institutions which are

training the most important part of our
population, bo long forgotten, but which
must always set the pace of our civiliza-

tion.

OUT OF SIGHT.
A woman in Summerville who was the

possessor of a solitary piece of statuary,

was one evening giving a party. Shortly
before the guests arrived she looked
through the rooms to see that everything
was in order. Missing the Venus from
its accustomed place—"Lee," she asked
of the old butler, "where's my piece of
statuary ?"

"Miss Weeny, you mean, ma'am?"
answered Lee, looking obstinate.

"Yes, the Venus. Where is it?"

"Well, Miss Margrit, ma'am, I jes'

thought as gemmens was expecteed dis

evenin', I'd better set Miss Weeny under
de stahs."

—

June Lippincott.

GASOLINE ENGINES, Etc.

Among the new advertisements in this

issue will be found that of the Rumsey-
Williams Co., St., Johnsville, N. Y. This
firm mkes a splendid line of Gas, Gaso-
line and Steam Engines and Grain
Threshers. Write for catalogues and
prices.

HEREFORDS.
Stone'iur- 1 Fruit and Stock Farm,

Union Mill", Va., is offering some Choice
Herefords in another column.

Wood's " Trade Mark Brand
"

German Millet
is the true large-headed Bort, and pro-

duces from one-fourth to one-half more

forage per acre than the ordinary Millet.

The difference in yields from different

grades of Millet is more marked than

any crop we have ever grown and it is a

great deal the cheapest—crop results

considered—to purchase the best quality

of seed that you can obtain; this you

can always be assured of doing when yon

order Wood's "Trade Hark Brand" of

Southern-grown German Millet.

Write for prices and Descriptive Circular

which also gives full information about all

Seasonable Seeds, Cow Peas, Soja and Velvet

Beans, Teosinte, Sorghums, Buckwheat, Late

Seed Potatoes, etc.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,
Seedsmen = Richmond, Va.

Crop Growing

I Crop Feeding''
by Prof. W. F. MASSEY.

383 Pp. Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 60c.

We offer this splendid work in connec-
tion with the Southern Planter

at the folllowing prices:

Old or new subscriptions.

TAMWORTH
And POLAND-CHINA PIGS For Sale.

J. C. GRAVES, - Barboursville, Va.

HIGH
GRADE Southdown Flock

IFOIR. S-A-LIE.
Owing to an extension of our dairy bust*

ness we must dispose of about I'JO EWES snd
LAMBS Immediately. All in tine condition
and will be sold with registered bucks. Writ*
for full details to

Biltmore Farms, biltmore, n. c.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address
the Business Office.

Mention tin Southern^ Planter when
writing advertisers.
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ia shown the spot that marks the centre of population of the United States. This spot Is situated four
miles eastand two miles south of Columbus, Ind., very near the residence of Mr. Henry Marr, which, together

with his barn, is shown in the photograph. Having just purchased a new McCormick Binder, Mr. Marr consented to have himself photo-
graphed on his World-Centre machine at the spot marking the centre of population of the United States. The machine owned by Mr. Marr
and shown in the illustration is fully illustrated in a beautiful book entitled the "World-Centre," which will be mailed free upon application
to MCCORMICK HARVESTING MACHINE COMPANY, Chicago, U. S. A., or

t^^^mmi K. bache, Agent, Richmond, Virginia.

AN EARLY DAGO.
A Sunday school teacher was impress-

ing upon the little ones in her class the
story of the lame beggar who was carried

every day to the Beautiful Gate of the
Temple, and when the Apostles, Peter
and John, went up there they miracu-
lously healed him. The teacher ex-

pressed sorrow for the poor man, who
could do nothing but sit at the gate and
beg. A little hand shot up, and a small
voice piped out

:

"He might have got a hand organ."
The same teacher asked the little ones

to repeat the Golden Text on one occa-

sion, when the Sunday-school lesson was
upon the subject of temperance. Here is

the version of the text as given by one

of them

:

" Wine is a mocker, strong drink is

raging, and whosoever is deceived there-

by hath everlasting life.'

—

TAypincoWi
June Magazine.

Mention the Southern Planter when cor-

responding with advertisers.

DON'T
BUY A
SPRAY PUMP

UNLESS YOU BUY THE BEST.

"Maryland High Pressure"
BEST IN THE WORLD!

By working Pump a half m'nute you spray continuously for

fifteen minutes with a very ri.ia or coarse spray, narrow or wide
spread as you may wish. F:ur gallons of solution carried easily

with shoulder strap, leaving bct'n hinds free to direct spray. Saves
material and labor. Write for prices and complete description.

FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY CO. , Baltimore, Md.
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WHAT THE ATMOSPHERE IS
MADE OF.

The first rude shock to the prevailing

ideas concerning the atmosphere wis
given in 1774, when Priestly discovered

in it the very active element, oxygen.
Two years later he added to this the pas-

sive element, nitrogen, and the two main
constituents of the invisible air became
captives of science. To these new ele-

ments the old ideas clung for a time.

Oxygen was named by its discoverer

dephlogisticated air. It lacked phlo-

giston, the fancied fire element, and
sought it with eager appetite in whatever
it touched. It was believed to be satu-

rated with phlogiston, and therefore

fatal to flame. While oxygen combined
briskly with almost all the elements,
nitrogen refused to combine at all except
under great provocation. Though inti-

mately mingled in the atmosphere, these
elements were as unlike in character as

two substances could well be.

No long time passed before a third sub-

stance was found ia the atmosphere, this

time not a chemical element, but the
compound gas, carbonic acid. While not
great in quantity, it proved to be indis-

pensable in quality, since all the world
of living things is dependent upon it for

existence. Inimical as it is, when in

in large quantity, to animal life, without
it there could be no life at all, and the
earth would be a dead and barren ex-

panse. For the plant world gains from
this gas its foundation element of carbon,
and is thus enabled to lay up those stores

of food upon which the animal world
depends.—Charles Morris, in the June
Lippincott.

FORTUNES MADE IN TIPS.

In some restaurants in New York the
waiters put all their tips in a box and
divide equally. That is a very general
plan in Paris, I believe. As a rule, in
this country, however, what each gets is

his own. In one caft with three distinct
sets of patrons the tipping is so constant
that the waiters serving there pay hand
somely for the privilege. There is, how
ever, but one such place, I think. At
another well-patronized place some of
the waiters have served many years. I

talked with one of these the other day.
He said he had kept accounts of his tips
for twenty years The lowest on record
was eight hundred dollars, the highest
eighteen hundred, while the average was
thirteen hundred. This means that in
tips this worthy man had taken in about
three dollars and a half a day during
twenty years. I was quite prepared to
have him tell me that he had educated
one of his sons, putting him through
college and the law school. This man
was German. It probably never occurred
to him that there was anything debasing
in taking a tip. And for him there was
nothing debasing in it. He lived and
acted in harmony with the sphere of life

into which he was born. That was all.

But it would be an entirely different
thing for this son, this beneficiary of tips,

to receive one. He is an American, and
must take fees only. For his father's

sake, as well a» his own, I hope his fees
will be large.—Jon.v Gilmer Speed, in
June Lippincott.

"ELLERSLIE."
1 Red Bull, with little white, 2

yrs. old, ready for service. Red
Bulls from 6 to 12 mos. old, all by
Overton (very handsome red bull)

124204 A. H. B. ; out of registered cows which have been selected for milking as well

as beef qualities.

1 and 2 yr. old rams by Warwick,
imported from the Sandringham
flock of KING EDWARD VII,

out of ewes from the celebrated

DRUID HILL PARK (Baltimore* flock. These are unregistered but are first class

in every respect.

REMEMBER.—We do not ask fancy, but farmers' prices. Our stock is

not in show ring but working condition.

R J. Hancock <Sc Son. Charlottesville, va.

SHORTHORNS
124204 A. H. B. ; out of registered cows which have

as beef qualities.

SOUTHDOWNS

WE
OFFERYOUNG JERSEYS
Male and female; several YOUNG GUERNSEY BULLS; BERKSHIRE
PIGS, pairs and trios not akin. A few pairs of BRONZE TURKEYS, PLY-
MOUTH ROCK and BROWN LEGHORN fowls.

EGGS FOR HATCHING
From Bronze Turkeys, Plymouth Rock, Brown Leghorn and Light Brahma
fowls ready now. M. B. ROWE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va.

St.LAMBERT JERSEYS
We have for sale a number of YOUNG BULLS from cows with butter tests rang-

ing from 16 to 24 lbs. per week, and yielding from 5 to 6 gallons of milk per day.

We have more high testing ST. LAMBERT COWS than can be found in any herd

in the United States or Canada.

INDIAN GAME FOWLS
We have also for sale a choice lot of INDIAN GAME CHICKENS—male and

female. Also some choice WHITE WYANDOTTE COCKERELS. The Indian

Game and White Wyandottes are the best general purpose fowls

B0WMONT I=KR7WVS. Sklbw, ^k.

CISMONT DORSETS..
CISMOIST STOCK FARM offers well developed young

Dorsets of the best blood of England and America.

Prices reasonable. G. S. LINDENKOHL, Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

v-n'~:^'«r"r*s^ar-~poe5^'ir^^ eawM
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• LARGEST HOG IN THE WORLD •
WEIGHT 1621 LBS. SPoland-tlilnaho^ called "Old To hibited at Minnesota Mat.

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD." "INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD"
very rapidly and makes them Big. Fat and Healthy.Cattle. Horses and Sheep to grow

over 500,000 Farmers. Il U sold on a Spot Cash Uoarantee to Kefan.l Toar Boner in

Dealers. It will make yon extra money in Growing, Fattening or Milking. Owing to

medicinal preparation to be fed
""

i from all grai

In this way "

: effects.

^v

Stock in 30 t

of Grain. Th

|

STOCK FOOD
i STOCK FOOD'

} that each amiwith the regular grain.
> GO Days le*a time, beci
I use of "INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
id refuse any of the many substitutes c

idorsed by over 100 leading Fa

nutritic

itati'

i il,- i xhii.it ; Paris Fi

A $3000.00 STOCK BOOK FREE
e-For Yon and Every Reader of This Paper. -S*

This Book Contains 183 Large Colored Engravings of Horses. Cattle. Sheep. Hogs, Poultry, etc.. and of this n,><>.

Iteostns*3000tohaveour Artists and Engravers make the Engravings. It contains a finely illustrated Veterinary
Department that will save yon Hundreds of Dollars. Gives description and history of the Breeds of Horses,

of this Paper will tell you that 700 ought to have a copy of oar finely illustrated Book for reference. We will giro you SH.OO worthCattle, Sheep, Hogs and Poultry. The Ed
of "LNTEKXATIOSAli STOCE FOOD" if Eook

THIS BOOK FREE. Postage Prepaid, If You Write Us (Letter or Postal Card i and Answer 3 Questions
-Name this Paper. 2nd—How much stock have youT SH—Did yoa ever use "I.STERlvATlOSAL STOCK POOD" for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Hogs, Colts, Calves, Lambl

PERILS OF BRIDGE BUILDING.
The design of a long bridge span is one

of the most elaborate mathematical prob-
lems that arises in constructive work.
The stresses produced by its own weight,

by the weight of traffic, by locomotive
drivers, by the hammering of flattened

wheels, by the action of brakes on an
express train, by the high speed on a
curved track, by the wind, and by the
expansion and contraction of the eteel in

summer and winter, are all accurately

calculated. The deflection of the loaded
and unloaded bridge is determined, and
complete drawings are made of every
member of it. The bars of steel are test-

ed in machines which will pull in two a
horse-hair or a steel bar strong enough to

lift half a score of the heaviest locomo-
tives at once, and which will crush an egg
shell or a steel column, and accurately
measure the stress in each case. The dif-

ferent kinds of members are forged, riv-

eted, bored, or planed, in perhaps half a
dozen remote shops, and, although not
usually fitted together there, are exam-
ined and measured by specialists to see

that they are correct, and are then ship-

ped by scores of car loads to the site of
the proposed structure, where steam der-

ricks unload them and pile them many
feet high in stacks covering acres of
ground.
The bridge piers may rise above the

water, hundreds of feet apart. It remains
to place on them a 1,000 ton structure,

high above a savage chasm, over an im-
passable current or roaring tide, where
the water is deep, the bottom of jagged
rocks or treacherous quicksand, or where
an old bridge must be removed, and the
new one built in its place, without inter-

rupting navigation or obstructing contin-

uous traffic on the bridge. To accomplish
this, the engineer has timber, bolts, and
ropes, hoisting engines, derricks, and a
band of intrepid builders, who have per-

haps followed him for years through more
hardship and danger than fall to the lot

of almost any other calling.

The complicated framework of a great

span is a skeleton with many accurate
joints and thousands of steel sinews and
bones, each of which must go in exactly
the right place in exactly the right order.

OFFERS FOR SALE
A LIMITED NUMBER OFHill Top Stock Farm

Southdown and Shropshire Sheep

A Grand Lot of Berkshire Hogs
Young Boars ready for service.

Come and see our stock, or write for description and prices to

H. A. S. HAMILTON A CO., Staunton, Ta.
Parties will be met at train with conveyance, if we are notified in time. We are

always glad to Bhow our stock.

1 AH NOW BOOKING
flANY ORDERS FOR
FANCY —- BERKSHIRE PIGS

for spring shipment. All Bired by my
famous boara, SIR JOHN BULL and
UNCLE SAM. The former imported by me;
the latter bred in the purple. I have four
strains of registered sows, so I can furnish
pigs no akin.

FIVE high-bred three-year- old COLTS
cheap. Fancy stock, but not fancy prices.

THOS. S. WHITE, Lexington, Va.

FOR SALE.

One Holstein-Friesian Bull,
12 months old registered and transferred to the buyer for $50. This young bull's

ancestors on both sides are heavy milkers and rich in butter fat. Also

Oiie Cutting BOX, Good as New.

24 FEET OF ELEVATOR. It will cut from 50 to 60 tons a day of ensilage.

It is the best cutting box made. Dick's Improved. Whole rig complete, $46.00.

_T. O. SANDY, Burkeville, Virginia.
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The builder must weave into the trusBea

pieces larger, heavier, and far more in-

flexible than whole tree-trunks; swiftly

hoist and swing them to place hundreds
of feet high ; fit together the massive
girders and huge forged bars with watch
makers accuracy ; support the unwieldy
masses until they are keyed together and
self-sustaining; and under millions of
pounds of stress must adjust them, at
dizzy heights, to mathematical lines.

This he may need to do, not deliberately
in a comfortab'e shop or on a solid plat-

form, but in dangerous emergencies, at

utmost speed, putting forth his whole
BtreDgth on narrow, springing planks, in

a furious tempest, in bitter cold or in
blazing heat. He may be in the heart
of an African desert, menaced by blood'

thirsty fanatics, or in a gorge of the An-
des, hundreds of miles from tools or sup-
plies, where there is absolutely no sup-
plement to his own resources. Under
such conditions, bridge-building is one of
the most fascinating and difficult of en-
gineering problems, and requires a differ-

ent solution for almost every case.

—

Frank W. Skinner in June Century.

THE CENTRE OF POPULATION.
Of course, everyone in this country

has heard or perhaps read something
about the centre of population of the
United States. Elsewhere in this issue
will be found an illustration showing the
6take which marks this celebrated spot,

which is on the farm of Mr. Henry Marr,
four miles east and two miles south of
Columbus, Ind. Mr. Marr, whose portrait

The BEST Threshing Outfit
for a tlireslierman to buy and for a farmer to use is the Fnrunhar tVUbi-nR..
VJ YX I IIKI >III\ liKM.lM: an.l I lie t' VKQl IIAK »KI» VK.YTOK. BngtMfl
made In sizes 4 b. p. and up, and combine the advantages of nil Bncoeesfnl enginee.
Easy steamers n levelop more than rated hone-power. lUve drivers seat, too t-

brukeundtwou <>. ,- -KPA R YTOK* oi'.ill *t> It-
Btzee for merchant threshing or farm urc. Fariiuliar
mm tin n.'A h;i\v all late mu|.i . .wmenta, they thresh

amlrlean all kinds of ltuiii perfectly.

A. B. Farquhar Co., Ltd
YORK, PA.

is presented herewith, has bought a new
McCormick-World Centre Binder for 1902.

It was eminently proper for this centre-
of-population man to purchase a world-
centre binder—and it is also proper for
every other man who needs a binder to
follow the example of this celebrated Mr.
Marr and purchase an 0. K. Binder.

RED RIPPER HAY PRESSES.
Look up the advertisement of Sikes

Bros., & Co , Helena, Ga., in which they
offer their well-known Red Ripper Full
Circle Hay Preases.

Registered Herefords
YOUNG BULLS AND HEIFERS

NOT AKIN FOR SALE BY
STON'EHURST FRUIT & STOCK FARM,

. . Union Mills, Virginia.

#%Haaaaa«BaaaBaaaBaaaaanBBB#

^ BACON HALL FARM ^

HEotrDRD CAT E Standard" at head; related•»» **** %#"• lbb to Champions, "Dale,"
" Perfection," and half-brother to " Wood's Principal," champion steer Inter-
national Show, Chicago, 1901.

CALVES 3STOT -A-ZKUKT-

Berkshire Pigs, Toulouse Geese, Muscovy Ducks

E. M. GILLET.
Verona, Balto. Co., Aid.

, FOR SALE
R

.FJ
BE,

1 ,

R."- J^.TTEE.—Calves, entitled to registration, $75 to WOO. Grade Calves by "SUEdward" $2o to 840.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP—Bucks, one year old and over, »16 to $20. Buck Lambs, July de-
livery, $10. and $12. Ewe Lambs, July delivery, $». and $10.

P2L,A?D'CH11
5A H©«9.—Pigs, six weeks old, $5. Pies, two or three months old, $7.80.

Pigs, five months and over, $15 to $20.

M. BRONZE TURRETS—Toms, $4. Hens, $3. Eggs, per Bitting of 12, when In season, $4.

BfUSCOVT DECKS—Pure White Drakes, $1.25. Pnre White Ducks, SI. Pairs, $2.25; trios, $8.

BARRED PLTMOFTH ROCKS.
ROCEIT 6EESE.—Ganders, $2.50. Geese, $2.50. Eggs, per sitting, $3.00
^VILLIAM L, Jr., No. 21058, half brother of Axtell, will serve a limited number of mare* ftn
$25 the season. Mares boarded at lowest figures per month.
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LAIDLAW'S CONCENTRATED TOBACCO POWDER,
mm SHEEP DIP, HOG AND CATTLE WASH. Bi

ABSOLUTELY NON-POISONOUS.

Whvl?11Tl thP PlQV °f

'

oa'ng a va'uaD'e aQ imal by using such harsh remedies for destroy
TT 11J 1\ Ull 111C IvloA.

jng vermm on stock as Kerosene, Ambia or Carbolic Acid when you
can purchase our celebrated non-poisonous Wash, which will kill all vermin on stock at one-half a

cent per head? The greatest wool promoter known. The cheapest and mostXeffective wash.

PRICES : 5-lb. bag, 75c. ; 10-Ib. bag, $1.25 ; 25-lb bag, $2.60; 50-lb. bag, $5.00.

..ONE 5-LB. BAG WILL MAKE 50 GALLONS WASH..

For sale by leading Druggists and General Merchants. If your merchant does not handle it, write direct to

Manufacturers,

—LAIDLAW, MACKILL & CO., Ltd., 3400 to 3500 Williamsburg Avenue, RICHMOND, VA.

CATALOGUES.
Laidlaw, Mackill & Co. (Ltd.), Rich-

mond, Va. Laidlaw s Concentrated To-
bacco Powder, Sheep Dip, Hog and Cat-
tle Wash. Absolutely non-poisonous.
This is one of the best dips for destroy-
ing lice, scab and ticks on all kinds of
animals, and may be used with perfect

safety. Wherever used, it has given sat-

isfaction.

E. W. Cole & Co., Kenton, Ohio. Breed-
ers of Angora goats.

Medart Patent Pulley Co., St. Louis,

Mo. Pulleys of all kindB. Shafting,
gearing.

Caledonia Bean Harvester Works,
F. W. Miller, proprietor, Caledonia,
N. Y. Makers of bean harvesters, bean
and corn planters. Potato coverers, hil-

lers, etc.

The Marlin Fire Arms Co., New Haven,
Conn. Rifles and guns.

Chicago Stump Machine Manufactur-
ing Co., Chicago, 111. Stump pullers and
land-clearing devices.

Anderson Malleable Iron and Manu-
facturing Works. Rex wind-mills and
tanks.

N. S. Burrier, New Midway, Md.
Berkshire swine, Dorset horned sheep.
Wm. Cooper & Nephew, Chicago, 111.

Makers of the well known Cooper sheep
dip, in use all over the world for destroy-
ing lice, ticks, _scab,'etc.

A sheep dip that helpi the growth of
the wool as well as accomplishing the
eradication of insects and diseases has a
double claim upon the sheepman. Coop-
er Dip, the famous English remedy now
so popular throughout the States, and
which by the way has the enormous an-
nual sale of sufficient quantity to dip two
hundred million sheep every year, pos-
sesses these two qualities, and many
thousands of owners in all parts of the
world resort to its use regularly for the
benefit it gives to the wool alone.

JERSEYS AND BERKSHIRES,
and good ones too, are offered by Filston
Farm.

ECONOMY PITLESS
WAGON SCALES

STEEL JOISTS

SCALE COMPLETE EXCEPT THE
SEVEN PLANK FOR FLOORING.

M cDONALD BROS.,Pleasant Hill,M?

G.&A.BARGAMINCO
RICHMOND, VIRCINIA.

ESTABLISHED 1317.

PUMPS, RAMS, HOSE, Etc.
Water Pipe and Dain Pipe, Fie
Clay Pipe, Bonnets, Flue Rings, etc.

Water Closets, Bath Tubs, Wash Stands and

Sinks. Water Heaters and Tanks. Every-

thing in the Plumbing and Steam
Heating line.

BOLTS, NUTS, RIVETS, BELTINQ, Etc.

Farmers' SI25 Saw Mill.

Cats 2000 ft. lumber a day with only 4 b. p.

Our large, handsome catalogue tells all
about the famous DeLoach Variable Fric-
tion Feed Saw Mills, 4 to 100 h. p., 8125 up.
DeLoach Saw Mill Machinery. Planers,
Shingle, Laih and Corn Mills, Water
Wheels, etc. Write for catalogue and price
f o. b. your depot. DeLoach Mill Mfg.
Co., Box 600. Atlanta, Ga. (Branch, 120
Liberty St., New York.)
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BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.
The Breeding and Rearing of Jacks, Jen-

nets and Mules, bv J. W. Knight, M. D.

The Cumberland Press, Nashville/Tenn.

Price, $1.50.

This book deals with a subject upon
which very little has been published in

the past, and yet the animals treated

upon are of the highest value in South-
ern agricultural pursuits. Without the
"nigger and the mule," our crop produc-

tion would be indeed small.

The Feeding of Farm Animals. F. W.
Wool.
This is a little pamphlet issued by the

Armour Fertilizer Works, Chicago, and
contains valuable information on the sub-

ject of feeding, and especially on the

feeding of packing-house products.

CENSUS BULLETINS.
Alabama. Agriculture.

Massachusetts. Manufactures.
New York. Manufactures.
Iowa. Agriculture.
Manufactures. Silk Manufac-

tures.

Vermont. Agriculture.
Pennsylvania. Manufactures.
California. Agriculture.
Florida. Agriculture.
Manufactures. Shipbuilding.
New Mexico. Agriculture.
Manufactures. Flax, Hemp,
and Jute Products.

Hawaii. Agriculture.
Minnesota. Agriculture.
Manufactures. Rubber Boots
and Shoes.

Manufactures. Buttons.
Manufactures. Watches and
Watch Cases.

Manufactures. Manufactured
Ice.

No. 155.

158.

159.

160.

161.

162.

163.

164.

165.

166.

167.

168.

169.

170.

171.

172.

173.

176.

A HANDY EGG SUPPLY.
"I see you've got chickens," I said to

my neighbor in the Vicksburg Canal,
when a Leghorn pullet peeped her lonely
way across the gang-plank and into the
front room of his shanty-boat.
"Yas, suh, John, I sholey have. I

sholey got chickens. I only got that one
yo' was obsehvin' as yit. But I has
made up my min' John, that they ain't

neveh no use o' payin double prices to
them Louisiana 'Cadjuns for eggs. I

says to the ol' woman, I says, that when
we get ready to be taken out and drif
down the riveh I'm jes' a-goin' to get in

a few chickens, John, an' lay my own
eggs."

—

John Swain, in the June Lip-
pincott.

A RICHMOND MAIL ORDER HOUSE.
We invite the attention of our readers

to the advertisement of M. Rosenbloom
& Son, Richmond, Va. This firm has
entered the mail order field, and is pre
pared to supply all kinds of household
goods at rock bottom prices. Refer to
the advertisement and write them your
wants.

SOUTHDOWN SHEEP.
The Biltmore Farms, Biltmore, N. C,

offers the entire flock of Southdowns-
120 head—elsewhere in this issue.

Make Your Live-Stock Comfortable
You will feel better yourself: your cows will give one-

third more milk and twice the cream; your beef cattle will
fatten on half the feed, and your horses will do their work
with ease. The best thing in the world to protect your stock is

SPRACUE'S FLY BOUNCER
as thousands who have used It

gladly testify. Everybody
knows the price of this re-
$1.00 the half gallon can. We

th the manufjcturcr for so large
markable fly-discour:i

have made arrangeme
a quantity that we are enabled to send to subscribers to Farm
ers Voice and National Rural a half-gallon can as a mark of our
good will. Send $1 and pay for a year's subscription and get a
can of the "Fly Bouncer." Address

45-47 Plymouth Place,
THE FARMERS VOICE,

Chicago, in.

I
2 HIGH GRADE (pure bred) but not eligible to registry. Stock guaranteed aa

represented or money refunded. B. R. Comb Leghorn Eggs ; 15 eggs, 75c. ; $3 per 100.

B. B. BUCHANAN, Bedford City, Va.
(Formerly at" Rock Hill," Brownsburg, Va.

The Southside Manufacturing Company,
PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA.

WE MAKE ....

BASKETS AND CARRIERS for Peaches, Tomatoes, Grapes,

Plums, Canteloupes, Egg Plants, Mushrooms, Egg
Settings, etc. Sole owners of

The NEW MOTT Patent Nesting Tomato Carrier and the

SOUTHSIDE 6- Basket Nesting and Panel End Carriers

If Interested send for our 1 902 Catalogue and prices.

CHARTERED 187C,

Merchants National Bank
OF RICHMOND, VA.

Designated Depository of the United States, City of

Richmond and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore
and New Orleans, this Bank offers superior faculties for

direct and quick collections.

Capital Stock, Saoo.ooi.co

Surplus and Profits, $53i,ooo,«o

Diriotobs.—John P. Branch, B. B. Mnnford, Onas. 8. Strlngfellow, Thos. B. Scott, B. W.
Branch, Fred. W.Scott, Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. K. Branch, A. 8. Buford, R. O. Morton. Andiew
Plzzlnl. Jr., J. P. Qeorge.

29 YEARS SELLING DIRECT.
We are the largest manufacturers of

vehicles and harness In the world sell-

ing to consumers, and we havt- been do-
ing business In this way for 29 years,

WE HAVE NO AGENTS
but ship anywhere for examination
guaranteeing huI'u delivery. You are
out nothing 11 not satisfied. We make
195 styles of vehicles and 65 styles of
harness. Our prices represent the

f material and making, plus
oflt. Our large free catalogue

1.168 Top Buggy has &inch
y rubber tires and rubber cov-
steps. Price, $73.00. Aspood

Elkhart Carriage A Harness Manufacturing Co., Elkhart, Ind.
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Pat. March 16 and Nov. 9, 1897. ,

Pat in Canada Nov. 2, 1897. f>

BUG DEATH is being extensively used by the prominent truckers throughout the
South. We invite all those who have not given it a trial to do so according to directions,

and take note of the wonderful results to be derived from its use.

BUQ DEATH kills the potato, squash and cucumber bug, currant and tomato worm,
also other plant and vine-eating pests. It prevents blight and is a plant food of great
merit. Our 16-page booklet, entitled "How to Grow Good Potatoes," mailed
free upon application.

PRICE-LIST.
1-lb. package 15c. 5-lb. package 50c.

3-lb. package 35c. 12$ lb. package $1.00

100-lb. keg $7.00

BUG DEATH can be used either dry or in water. We want a good live agent in
each town where we are not represented.

DANFORTH CHEMICAL CO., Leominster, Mass.
Norfolk Branch with Percy L. Banks, 1 1 1 Church St., Norfolk, Va.

THE CURSE OF ILLITERACY.

Agriculture Will be Improved by Im-
proving the Public Schools.

The South as a whole needs better
schools. This is so plain that no way-far-
ing man able to put two and two together
can fail to understand it. No appreciable
progress in agriculture can be made with-
out better schools, says the Progressive
Farmer. Our agricultural colleges, agri-

cultural departments, experiment sta-

tions, and farm papers may work with all

the earnestness and enthusiasm conceiv-
able, bnt it will be in a large measure un-
available unless the curse of illiteracy is

removed and all the people taught to

read.

GAVE IT UP.
A young woman of twenty-eight upon

returning home after a long absence was
greeted by her old mammy with, " An'
so, Miss Caroline, yer ain't married yit? "

"No, mammy, and I've about given up
all hope."

" Well, honey, it's powerful comfortin'
when ye cease to struggle, but it will be
mighty disapp'intin' to yer maw."

—

June
Lippincott's Magazine.

The attention of our readers is directed
to the first advertisement for this year in

our columns of P. K. Dederick's Sons, of
Albany, N. Y., upon their celebrated line

of hay presses. Theae people might be
termed the fathers of the hay pressing
business. It has grown up almost entire-

ly since they began hay press making.
They have always been the recognized
leaders in the manufacture of goods for

these purposes. Readers of Southern
Planter interested in hay or any other
kind of baling should consult the adver-
tisement and write for the Dederick cat-

alogue.

SECOND-HAND ROOFING, Etc
Look up the advertisements of the

Chicago House-Wrecking Co., elsewhere
in this issue. Roofins, Nails, Water-
Closets, Wire, Engines, Boilers, Pipe, etc.,

good as new, are offered at low prices.

Get catalogue No. 166.

FRAZER'S AXLE GREASE
Is the old reliable. See that you get no

substitute.

The Middle South

WOOL BOOK
A Treasure of Practical Infer

mation for the Home and Farm

Presented by the

Leaksville Woolen
Mills. Leaksville

N. C.

Edition of tgoo

Full Size, 7^x5^ Inches
.". Bound in Cloth .*.

.*. Stamped in Gold .',

DO NOT DISPOSE
OF YOUR WOOL

until you write to the Leaksville

Woolen Mills, Leaksville, N. C, for

samples and catalogue containing

liberal offers for the season of 1902.

A handsome line of Dress Goods,

Flannels, Tailor-made Skirts,

Blankets, Coverlets, Carpets, Rugs,

Cassimeres, Jeans, Buggy Robes and

Knitting Yarns, exchanged for Wool,

or manufactured on the cash plan.

We pay freight on wool sent to the

mills. A valuable book sent free in

every package of manufactured goods.

LEAKSVILLE WOOLEN
IMILLS, :: Leaksville, N?C.

* VIS.O-IliTI-A. TJIVISIOU. *

Farmers Mutual Benefit Association.
A Fire Insurance Association, chartered by the State for the farmers

of Virginia, under an amended and well protected plan.

Insures, against Fire and Lightning, only country property—no stores or unsafe

risks. Average cost per year for three years has been $3.66f per 11000, including

dwellings, barns, produce, &c,—about one-third the usual cost of insurance to

farmers. Amount of property insured $325,000. Estimated security in real and
other eBtate, $600,000.
For further information, address, CHAS. N. FRIEND, General Agent,

MBHTIOM THIS JOURNAL. CHESTER, VIRGINIA

.TfEEDsUsELF'fEEDERML m*
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The following list of papers and periodicals

are the most popular ones In this section.

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever

journal you wish.

DALLIES. price with
ALONE. PLANTER.

rhe Dispatch. Richmond, Va 53 00 85 25

The Times, " " 3 00 3 00

The Post, Washington, D. C 6 00 6 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 1 00 1 25

The World (thrlce-a-week), N. Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLIES.

Harper's Weekly 4 00 4 00
" Bazaar „ 1 00 1 40

Montgomery Advertiser 1 00 1 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00 1 35

Breeder's Gazette 2 00 1 75

Hoard's Dairyman 1 00 1 35

Country Gentleman 1 50 1 75

The Times, Richmond, Va 50 65

Religions Herald, Richmond, Va.... 2 00 2 25

Central Presbyterian, " "... 2 00 2 50

Christian Advocate, " " ... 1 50 1 75

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Spirit of the Times 4 00 4 00

Horseman 3 00 8 00

MONTHLIES.

North American Review 5 00 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00 4 25

St. Nloholas " 3 00 3 25

Llpplncott's " 2 50 2 50

Harper's " 4 00 4 00

Forum " ....3 00 3 25

Sorlbner's '• 3 00 3 25

Frank Leslies " 1 00 1 35

Oosmopolltan " 1 00 1 35

Everybody's " 1 00 1 35

Munsey " „ 1 00 1 35

Strand " 1 25 1 65

McClure'B " 1 00 1 35

Puritan " 1 00 1 35

Review of Reviews 2 50 2 75

Leisure Hours 1 00 1 25

Blooded Stock 50 50

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at

the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from "our price with the Planter." If

you desire to subscribe to any other publlca
lions not listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription
rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire
until later can take advantage of our club
rates, and have their subscription advanced
one year fiom date of expiration of their

subscription to either the Planter or any of

the other publications mentioned.
Don't hesitate to write us for any informa-

tion desired; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish no sample copies of other peri-

odical*.

Seed House of the South.

BUCKWHEAT.
OATS and

CANE SEED.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIELD AND GARDEN SEEDS •!

every variety at Lowest Market rates, included in which
are RiGLMD'S PEDIGREE TOBACCO SEEDS.

.we ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn. Wheat. Potatoes, &c.

Pare Raw-Bone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing: Materials generally.

Parties, wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

IOI6 Main Street
LYNCHBURC, VA.Wm. A. Miller & Son,

The STAR Sickle shdTool Gbinder
AN INDISPENSABLE ARTICLE to

every farmer for grinding mower blades

and all kinds of tools. Is used all the

year through, and is perfectly adapted

to all needs of the farm or shop as a

complete and durable grinding machine.

It does not need to be secured or

fastened to wheel or tongue of mower
;

simpiy iit on the ground, put the knives

in position, and the clamps will hold

them fast. The stone moves along the

edge of the knife without drawing the

temper, grinding TWO EDGES AT
ONCE, leaving smooth, sharp edges>

BOTH OF SAME BEVEL, perfectly

true from heel to point. A gap in a section can be ground to an edge without

grinding it out. With each grinder is furnished a flat faced stone for grinding tools.

THE WATT PLOW CO., 15th and Franklin Sts., Richmond, Va.
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TROUSERS REVERSED.
Representative John F. Lacey, of the

Sixth Iowa District, tells the following :

"A funny thing happened at one of the
Presidential receptions last winter. One
of my constituents was doing Washing-
ton for the first time and I was exhibit-
ing the lions'— in fact, the whole menag-
erie, for it is not exclusively lions that
are on exhibition at our high society
functions. As we circulated among the
crowd we met Dr. Mary Walker—yes, she
was in full evening dress—of the bifur-

cated variety ; decollate too, in her low-
cut vet.

"My friend, like many others visiting

Washington for the first time, had been
very anxious to meet her, and, indeed, I

suspect he would rather have missed a
peep at the President than the sight of
her; for we have had twenty-five Presi-

dents, you know, and there is only one
Dr. Mary Walker. So I introduced him.
Just at that moment Minister Wu ad-
proached, and, stopping to shake hands
with me, was introduced to her also.

"The spinal inflection was barely com-
pleted when the little Doctor stepped
back a pace, and, drawing her rather
slight anatomy up to the uttermost sem-
blance of dignity that she could com-
mand, with an expression too of utter dis-

approbation upon her countenance, eyed
the big Chinaman most severely for a
moment.

" With a look of astonishment at this
attitude, to which the popular diplomat
is so little accustomed, he waited in
curiosity for what was coming, for Dr.
Mary's expression was portentous. At
last she let him have it, with a look that
might have annihilated one less a philos-
opher :

"
' Why do you wear petticoats, Mr.

Wu ?'

" The Minister, smiling blandly, as only
a Chinaman can, replied:

" Because it is the custom of my coun-
try' Madam; , and then, after a slight
pause, to give his words all the effect pos-
sible, ' Why do you wear trousers
Madam ?' "

—

April LippincoU's Magazine.

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
The International Stock Food Co., of

Minneapolis, advises us that owing to the
enormous increase in their business they
have been compelled to build factory No.
3. This will give them 62,000 feet of
space. You can get some idea of the
business this Company is doing when we
tell you that it takes 107 people to do the
office work alone. This shows what the
farmers think of International Stock
Food. By the way, we never heard any
thing but praise from any one who had
used it. Look up their advertisement in

this issue.

Mr. J. F. Durrette, Birdwood, Va., is a
new advertiser in this issue. He offers

Poland-China Hogs, Shropshire Sheep
and Shorthorn Cattle. " Stock as repre-
sented or money refunded" is the way
his advertisement reads.

ANGUS BULL CALVES.
Mr. Warren Rice, Winchester, Va., is

making a special offer of Angus Bull
Calves. Look up his ad.

Sprayer
DitlfllAv'c Compressed Air

KIPIIIGJ O Cotton & Tobacco
Finest Sprayer ever invented for spraying cotton and tobacco, trees,
and whitewashing buildings, etc. Tested to 60 lbs. pressure. Has a
safety valve. Can't burst, One minute's pumping will discharge

contents of Sprayer in the form of a mist, covering every
? part of the fol iage. Made of Galvanized Iron ami Cupper Hasa

brass cylinder pump. Prices—S-gal. Galvanized 85 50"
4-L'allnn (ialvanizeil, ?5.0fl; 5-Kallnn Copper. $8.00; igallon
Copper. $7.00; special pipe and mizzle for spraying under-

$3'i<jhjy°cat h cotton, tobacco and shrubbery, 70c.
1

'(W\3Qf}
Agents and Dealers Wanted to Sell the Sprayers.

iM^Jfltj) a
Write for Catalogue and Discounts.

J* "S|^ RIPPLEY HARDWARE COMPANY,
$> ?><• X > f-"S Manufacturer of Sprayers and Spraying Mixtures,

iQU """- -- VfeV^fliBfr.*^^, Bo* 70 > Grafton, Ills.

P

How areYour Eyes?;
We are the largest optical establishment South, and give proper adjustment £

of SPECTACLES and EYE GLASSES. Complete manufacturing plant on the ff

premises. Mail us the pieces and we will from them duplicate your Glasses.
*

Glasses by mail our specialty.
*

is also complete with CAMERAS, KO- E
DAKS and PHOTO SUPPLIES. De- f
veloping and printing finely executed, ft

4 Our line of QRAPHOPHONES, with latest records, OPERA GLASSES, *
2 FIELD GLASSES, Incubator and Dairy THERMOflETERS, etc., etc., is P

also complete. Lowest charges in all cases.

I THE S. GALESKI OPTICAL CO., 9th and Main Sis., Richmond, Va.

Level Tread

and Little Giant Thresher and Cleaner
make the handiest and moat economical threshing outfit known,

alfalfa, millet, torgbnm, timothy, eta Capacity BOO to &00 bus. Re-

HKFBNKIt A SUNS, \... 25 ItrondSU. Lan«dale, Pa.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
EXTENDING FROM CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, AND

THROUGH ITS CONNECTIONS i
THE BIG FOUR SYSTEM, from Chicago, St. Louis, Peoria, Indianapolis,

Sandusky and Cleveland

;

THE OHIO CENTRAL LINES, from Toledo and Columbus;

THE CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON, from Detroit, Toledo, Lima
and Dayton

—

FORMS THE MOST DIRECT A-i2^«STiMS** ROUTE.
To STAUNTON, LYNCHBURG, CHARLOTTESVILLE,

RICHMOND, PETERSBURG, NORFOLK,
And Principal Virginia Points.

;H. W. FULLER, Gen. Pass. Aft C. & O. Ry., Washington, D. 0.
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THE TIGER
DISC CULTIVATOR

With its ball bearings,

pivot tongue, staggered

spoke wheel (compare

these with the cheap

wheels of other makes),

and gangs that can be

changed almost instantly

to throw either to or from

the centre, is the most

desirable made. Middle

discs are furnished to

change into Disc Harrow.

The Penn Six Shovel Steel Walking Cultivator for cultivating

crops in rows, and with seventh or middle shovel is very useful for preparing land as well.

American Field Fencing, made in many heights and styles for turning the smallest

to the largest animal. Just as cheap as Barb Wire and much more desirable. Write for catalogue and prices.

iViaSter Flant better will set, water and fertilize more plants than three men can

do by hand. Don't wait for showers, but plant your tobacco, cabbage, tomatoes, strawberries and sweet po-

tatoes with this setter, and 998 out of every 1,000 will grow. Write for testimonials. Price, $3.75.

MOWERS, BINDERS, HAY RAKES and HAYING
TOOLS. Write for special catalogues

and prices.

ENGINES, THRESHERS,
SAW MILLS. Send for illustrated

catalogues and terms.

DISC, CUTAWAY, LEVER and SPRING=TOOTH HARROWS, LAND ROLLERS,
BALING PRESSES (for hand or power), WAGONS, FANNING MILLS, PEA and

BEAN HULLERS, a full line of solid and inserted tooth SAWS in stock. Write for descriptive catalogue.

Carriages and Buggies, Harness and Saddles, our stock is

acknowledged by all who have inspected it to be without a rival in the South. Do not waste time elsewhere,

but come where you can rely on being suited, or write for illustrated buggy catalogue.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
1 302 and 1304 East Main Street, - RICHMOND, VA.
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A Liberal Offer!

THE SOUTHERN
PLANTER FROM
JUNE to JANUARY
FOR 25 CENTS.

WE are anxious for every farmer in the South-Atlantic

States to become a regular subscriber to the

SOUTHERN PLANTER, hence make this liberal

trial offer. Remember you get 8 numbers—June to January,

1903—for only 25 cents. The January issue will be our regu-

lar Holiday number, and will be worth the price alone. This

offer DOES NOT apply to our old subscribers. We have

another proposition for them, and will be glad to submit it

on request. Won't you mention this offer to your neighbors ?

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER, Richmond,Va.
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RICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
THE

CELBBRATED

IT DRAW

SMOOTH,
STRONG,

rffl.J&m, FULL LENGTH.

te'Jilp
Every

Ball Warranted.

Among the prominent agencies

represented by us are the

following:

Genuine Uliver Chilled Plows and
Repairs.

Genuine Farmers' Friend Plows.
Subsoil Plows.

Studebaker and Brown Farm
Wagons, Carts and Buggies.

Land Rollers and Harrows.
Tiger Disc Harrows and Bement

Disc Cultivators.
Full line of Brown Walking and

Riding Cultivators.
A full line of Scientific Crushing

and Grinding Machinery.
Ross Feed Cutters, Horse Powers,

Grinders, Wood Saws and Carriers.
Milwaukee Hay Tools and Corn

Huskeis and Shredcers.
Champion Mowers, Reapers
and Binders. Hay Rakes

and Twine.
Buckeye Iron and Wood Pumps.

I X LWind Mills.
Superior Grain Drills.

Hallock's Success Anti Clog
Weeder and Cultivator.

Full line of Aspinwall Potato
Machinery.

THE WHEELS WILL NOT LIFT FROM THE GROUND.
CHAMPION Mowers, Reapers, Binders,

Hay Rakes and Twine.

TIGER Steel and Wood Self-Dump Rakes,
GRANGERSteel and Wood Hand-Dump

Rakes, all sizes.

Genuine BROWN Walking and Riding
Cultivator. AH styles. Write for

circular and prices.

Smith's EUREKA Corn Planters.

FARMER'S FRIEND Plain and Fertilizer

Planters.

TIGER Double-Row Plain Planters. TIGER
Double-Row Planters with Fertilizer and

Check Rower Attachment.

Special prices given on Studebaker and
Brown Wagons, Buggies and Carts.

STEEL LEVER HARROWS.
Spring-tooth Harrows, all sizes, plain and

with levers; Smoothing Harrows and any-
thing In the Harrow line always on hand at

bottom prices.

All Goods Guaranteed First-Class.

Write for our New Illus-

trated 1902 Catalogue

and Prices

We furnish Descriptive Cata-

logues of all the Implements
we sell.

Studebaker Buggies, all styles, Studebake:
Carriages, Studebaker Carts, Stude-

baker Runabouts.
HAY CARRIER, Tracks Pulleys aud Forks
Estimates furnished for any length barus.

HENING & NUGKOLS, cnVsTuT™. 1436-38 E. Main Street, RICHMOND. VI.



Agricultural Implements and Machinery
Corn Planter.

Every' ProsperousFarmer has a

M9CORMICK

WAGONS.
Farm, Freight, Log, Thimble Skein

or Steel Axle. All sizes from one horse
to six.

CORN PLANTERS.
The Spangler for corn in hills or

drilled, peas, sorghum and fertilizer.

The Hoozier with r hoe and covering
wheel. The Hoozier Double Row
with check wire.

CULTIVATORS.
Continental Disc combined with

Harrow attachment, the most success-

ful corn worker made. Buckeye Rid-
ing and Walking Cultivators, four

and six shovel. Planetjr. and Iron
*ge patent Cultivators atid Horse
Hoes.

HARROWS.
Continental Disc with roller bearings.

All Steel Leever with one or more sec-

tions.

HARVESTING HACHINERY,
THE ncCORHICK.

We have secured the local agency for

this well-known line of Moweis, Binders,

Hay Rakes and Corn Binders, unsur
passed for simplicity and strength, and
sold on most liberal terms.

HAY RAKES.
Hand and All-Steel Self-Dump.

THRESHING HACH1NERY.
Geiser Thresher and Peerless En-

gine. The New Geiser, Nos. 4 and 5, are,

in every respect, the most efficient yet
built. No lost grain, draft light, and ca

pacitv exceeding all others of equal sizes.

FEED AND ENSILAGE CUTTERS.
All sizes for hand or Power; with or

without stalk crushing attachment. ;

CHURNS.
The Buckeye Rocker meets the re-

quirements of the dairymen. Sizes, 1 to

30 gallons.

CIDER HILLS.
Wooden Crushing Boiler imparts no

color or foreign taste to fruit of apples or
grapes. We have the best.

SAW, CORN AND FEED MILLS.
All sizes. Feed Mills, for horse or

steam power.

BALING PRESSES.
The Minnich for hand-power has no

equal. The Steel Beauty, full circle horse-
power press. The Maurer, belt power,
superior to any.

Cane Mills and Evaporators, Corn
Shelters, Pumps, Land Rollers, Ma-
nure Spreaders, Fertilizer Distribu-
tors. Weeders, the Eureka and But-
terfly.

THE HANCOCK DISC PLOW.
Greatly improved, with one, two, or

three discs. Will work in any land, with
less draft than any other.

PLOWS AND REPAIRS, All kinds

Cultivator and Horse Hoe.

The Prosperous Farmeralvravs has a

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY, VEHICLES and HARNESS For All Purposes.

ranklin and 15th Streets,
RICHMOND, VJk.THE WATT PLOW CO.,

F '



The

NORTHWESTERN
MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO

ORGANIZED 1857. A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY.?.

INSURANCE IN FORCE (243,158 Policies), $574,705,000.00.

Tli^k IVF/am^r Ds\llr>lckC! of the NORTHWESTERN embrace in one Contract practically everything
I llC 1>ICW I UIICICS that is desirable in Life Insurance. =

The Strongest and Safest and Affording the Best Results for Policy Holders.

T. ARCHIBALD CARY, Gen. Agt. for Va. and N. C, 1201 Main St.,Richmond,Va.
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STRONG. HEALTHY AND SLEEK HORSES
Are the inevitable result of giving OWENS & MINOR'S DIXIE CON-
DITION POWDERS. If you wish fat and smooth Cattle and healthy

Milch Cows, give

DIXIE CONDITION POWDERS.
For RHEUMATISM, SPRAINS, STRAINS and all PAIN8 use

DIXIE: NEFtVEZ AND BONE: LINIMENT-Be«t on earth for Man or

Beast Large Bottle 25 cte. ; everywhere.——

—

OWENS & MINOR DRUO CO., Richmond, Va.

FARMERSSERTILIZERS
TO SUCCEED.

ForTOBACCO use"NATIONAL"
ForCORNuse'CHAMPIONCORN GROWER',

For GRASS and CLOVER use "0RCHILLA GUANO,"

li For ANY CROP use "BEEF, BLOOD and BONE" Brand
Ou? Fertilizers can be relied on to give satisfaction. They are especially prepared for

the Crops named. Other brands for other crops. Write for prices.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO.,
9000 Tons acid phosphate for Sale. Manufacturers, Richmond, Va.

Branch Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.

The STATE BANK OF VIRGINIA
JOHN S. ELLETT, Presid't WM. M. HILL, Cashier.

Capital, $500,000. surplus, $240,000.
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PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRIES
BUY A BUCCY OR WACOM AT HOME.

Why go out of the State for vehicles that are made RIGHT AT
YOUR OWN DOOR, and JUST AS GOOD as the best and

BETTER THAN THE
MAJORITY of foreign goods

offered for sale. We are

agents for the

BARBOUR BUQQY CO.,

HUGHES BUQQY CO.,

VIRGINIA WAGON CO..

All of Virginia.

To appreciate what we offer in

BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, SURREYS, CARTS, WAGONS, Etc.

made by these firms, you should call and inspect our stock, or send for beautiful descriptive catalogue,

which will be mailed free. Remember, we save you MONEY', FREIGHT, TIME. All goods guaranteed.

Don't buy until you get our prices.

RICHMOND BUGGY & WAGON CO., 1433 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.
J.T. DUNN, Manager.

X>OOOOCOOOOOOOOO0OO<XIX>OOOOO<>OO<>OO<>OO<>

FOR THE Wheat and Grass Crops

STAR BRAND"

GUANO,
McGavock Mixture, Acid Phosphate,

Or DISSOLVED S. C. BONE, Etc.

ALLISON & ADDISON, "EgaES^ «,.. Richmond, Va.,

MANUFACTURERS.

x>ooooooooooooooooo<:
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Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

Usually at this time of the year it has been our cus

torn to review the progress of the crops throughout

the country, and endeavor to form some idea of what

is likely to be the result of the labors of the farmers

in the way of production and what return they are

likely to get for these products, and also to indicate in

what crops deficiency exists which can yet be made
good by substitutes to be at once planted. Following

this practice, we take, first, the wheat crop. The
winter wheat yield is distinctly unpromising. The
cold, dry winter caused widespread destruction of the

plant, and the area left to be harvested is no greater,

if as large, as that harvested a year ago. The contin-

uance of the cold, dry weather until late in May, im-

paired the condition of the plant and left it on the 1st

June at only about 76 per cent, of normal as compared

with 87.8 on June 1st, 1901, and 80.3 the mean of the

June average for the last ten years. This means that

there will be a much reduced yield from this portion

of the wheat crop, even though conditions from now
on to harvest should be as satisfactory as could be

wished. In the spring wheat crop there has been, as

we indicated would be the case in our last issue, a

heavy reduction in the area seeded. Eeturns so far

would seem to make this reduction about 2,500,000

acres. The condition of the crop was on June 1st

somewhat better than at the corresponding period a

year ago—it being now 95.4 as compared with 92 then,

and better by 3 per cent, than the ten-year average for

the crop. Taking the two crops together, there would
seem to be every indication of a reduction from last

year's yield of from 100,000,000 to 150,000,000 bush-

els. The Cincinnati Price Current puts the reduction

at 100,000,000 bushels, which we think is not as much
as it will be. Even with this reduction in yield, it

would seem that we are likely to harvest about an
average wheat crop—the last one having been much
in excess of the average. The indications so far point

to a disappointing crop in Europe. The weather,

both in England and on the continent of Europe, has

been distinctly adverse to the crop all winter and
spring. Up to the end of May, frost and snow was
common even in South Europe, and the reports from

Eus9ia, Austria and Hungary—the only exporting

wheat countries of Europe—were very pessimistic as

to the yield of the crop. In England and France, the

yield is not expected to be equal to the average, and
both countries are likely to be large buyers. It would
seem a fair inference to draw from these facts that our

wheat is likely to be in demand at prices in excess of

those ruling on the market today. We fear, however,

that Southern farmers are not likely to receive much
benefit from this, as Southern wheat crops are almost

universally disappointing. We have seen and talked

with many large farmers, and have heard from scores

of others in different sections of this and other South-

ern Atlantic States, and in very few cases indeed have
we had satisfactory replies to our enquiries as to the

crop.
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The oat crop of the country promises to be about

the same as that of last year. The area is prac

tically the same and the condition about the ten year

average, •which is somewhat above that of last year

The Southern crop is disappointing, both as to area

and condition, and we expect that much of it will be

cut for hay.

An immense corn crop is being planted—probably

the largest ever put into the ground. Whilst it is too

early yet to say much about it, yet the indications are

that in the South it promises well. Whilst a little

late on account of cold, dry weather, yet it is looking

healthy, and the recent warm rains we have had will

cause it quickly to respond to cultivation. Drouth is

likely somewhat to injure the yield in Texas, but in

the other Gulf States the crop is practically made,

and is likely to be good.

The cotton crop promises to be about as large in

acreage as that of last year. The condition, however,

is greatly in advance of the average, and the indica-

tions are for a heavy crop. Whether the world will

want this great crop so much as to give even the price

at which it is now buying cotton, is, in our opinion,

doubtful. If business conditions continue good and

labor is kept fully employed, the price of cotton may
not fall much, even with a very heavy crop, but

should trade flatten, the price, in our opinion, will go

lower.

The long continued cold, dry spring has seriously

interfered with the prospects for the tobacco crop.

The indications on the 1st May were for the setting

eut of a large crop, but this has not been realized. Up
to the end of the first week in June there were large

sections of this State in which few plants had been set

out, and those planted were doing badly, whilst the

plants in the plant beds were spoiling every day. The
welcome rains of the 15th and 16th of June enabled

planting to be resumed, and no doubt much leeway

has been made up ; but we think that the result will

show that the crop planted will not be any larger than

that of a year ago, and materially later in starting.

The Bright crop in the more Southern States is likely

to be a larger one than that of la3t year, and so far is

showing up well.

The hay and clover crop is distinctly a light one all

through the South ; and this is also the case in those

Northern and Western States which have harvested

the crop. The recent general rains will no doubt help

to make a better yield in States where the crop is not

yet made, and may cause an increase in second crops

in the South and Middle States which may somewhat
reduce the present deficient yield. Forage crops of

all kinds already planted are making a fine start in

growth, the rains having come just at the right time to

help them.

The Irish potato and other truck crops have suffered

from the cold, dry weather, and we hear numerous
complaints of small yields in the earliest planted

crops. Later crops not too far advanced in growth

have been largely benefitted by recent rains. All

through Tidewater Virginia and Eastern North Caro-

lina there has been a large deficiency in the rainfall

siEce January 1st, and on light land like that of those

sections such deficiency tells heavily.

The fruit crop of the South is disappointing, and

especially so in this State. Apples are likely to be

very scarce, and peaches, which at one time promised

well, have dropped badly. Pears and plums are
better.

The one bright feature in the agricultural situation

is the higher prices at which all products are selling

in con sequence of the well employed condition of the

people. The farmer who has fat stock of any kind to

sell cm to day get a higher price for it than at any

time within the past two years ; and this also applies

largely to all other farm products. Whilst, therefore,

yields of crops may promise to be somewhat less, yet

the probabilities are that more net money will reach

the farmers' pockets.

A consideration of the foregoing retrospect will lead

to the conclusion that whilst the outlook for Southern

farmers is not as bright as it might be, yet that there

is a fair prospect of sufficient for both man and beast,

and that if only we are now favored a few weeks with

such weather as we have had for the past week

—

showers and warmth— we may yet make a fair show-

ing with the corn and cotton crop, and that tobacco

will be better than it promised ten days ago. The de-

ficiency in the hay, clover and oat crops may yet be

made good by prompt sowing of forage crops. Millet,

peas and sorghum should be got in without delay. Of
the various millets, we prefer the German as making
the heaviest yield of hay. If wanted for cutting green

for feed, possibly Hungarian will make a crop which

can be cat more frequently. Prepare the land well

and have a fine seed bed. Sow a bushel of seed to the

acre, harrow in lightly and roll. Do not let the crop

stand until the seed forms in the heads. Cut when in

bloom and cure in the windrow and cock, and the hay
will be readily eaten by all kinds of stock. If the seed

is allowed to form, the hay cannot safely be fed to

most horses and to some cows. It affects the kidneys

strongly. We have already said so much on cow-peas,

sorghum and other forage crops, that we do not think
it necessary to say more.
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In this issue will be found an article dealing with

Crimson clover, to which we refer our readers. It is

time to begin the sowing of the crop, but do not seed

all you intend to grow at one time. Better spread the

work over this and the two following months; you will

then be certain to secure a stand on at least part of

the seeding.

Sow cow peas, Crimson clover or Sapling clover in

the corn at the last working, and lay the crop by level.

In this way you can secure much winter and spring

grazing, and at the same time improve and conserve

the fertility of the land.

Corn for the silo, if not already planted, should be

got in at once. Plant in rows two feet six inches

apart and six or eight inches apart in the rows, and

let it mature fairly before cutting. Planted iD this

way, a fair proportion of ears should be secured, and

the stalks will be more nutritious. In this issue will

b9 found an article dealing with the subject of grow

ing peas with the silage corn, to which we refer our

readers.

If you have no silo, now is the time to build one.

In this issue will be found an article dealing with this

subject.

As fast as the wheat and oat crops are harvested,

and where not seeded to clover or grass, run over the

stubbles with a disc harrow and sow with Crimson

elover and Sand vetch, or with a mixture of these

and oats or wheat, to which may be added 10 or 12

lbs. to the acre of Italian rye grass or herds grass.

This will make fall, winter and spring grazing and
improve the land for the next crop.

As a pasture crop for sheep and hogs, nothing will

be found more acceptable than rape. An acre of rape

was found to be equivalent to 2, 767 lbs. of grain when
fed to hogs at the Wisconsin Experiment Station, and
lambs and sheep fatten on it quickly. The land should

be well broken, and the seed- bed be made fine, and if

it be not rich, should have 300 or 400 lbs. to the acre

of acid phosphate applied. The crop makes the best

growth seeded in drills two feet six inches apart, and
thinned out to stand six or eight inches apart in the

rows—2 or 3 lbs. of seed will sow an acre in drills.

If sown broadcast, 4 or 5 lbs. will be needed. If sown
in drills, cultivate two or three times. July and Au-
gust are the best months to sow this crop in the South.

It makes its best growth in the cool moist fall, and
can be grazed until cut down by the frost. If the

winter be not very severe, the plants will start growth
again in the spring and make spring grazing.

Land should be got ready for ruta bagas and tur-

nips, and the ruta bagas be sown this month. Turnips
can be sown in August. These crops make the best
yield grown in rows two feet six inches apart, and
thinned out to stand six or eight inches in the rows

—

2 or 3 lbs. of seed will sow an acre in this way. If
sown broadcast, 5 or 6 lbs. will be needed. Every
farmer should grow some ruta bagas and turnips.

They are most valuable as feed for stock of all kinds,
and especially for sheep and cattle. With their help,
dry fodder and straw can be made into appetizing ra-

tions, and stock do well on these alone.

See that the straw is carefully stacked or housed
when threshing. It is too valuable to be allowed to

rot away in piles in the field. If not wanted for feed,

it should be used freely in the stables and pens in

winter as an absorbent for the liquid manure, and to

serve this purpose must be kept dry and should be
close at hand.

LEGUMINOUS CROPS.

Rotation of Crops and Deep Plowing and Cultiva-
tion of Land as Factors in Improving Land.

In this year of almost universal failure of the wheat
crop in Virginia, and when reports from almost every
State go to show a probably much reduced yield of
the crop everywhere, it has been a satisfaction to us to

be able to see a crop of wheat of 75 acres or over on one
farm which, for luxuriance of growth and promise of

yield, is the equal of the best we see in the South in an
average year. This crop was grown on the farm of Mr.
Bellwood, at Drewry's Bluff, inlChesterfield county,

partly on river low-ground, and the residue and much
larger part on the bluff land adjoining the low-grounds,

but away above the flood-water level. The crop stood
thickly on the ground, the straw was of an average
length, and the ears were long and well filled with
plump kernels. On the 10th June, when we inspected

it, the crop on the upland was being cut, and that

on the low-ground was ripening fast, and would need
cutting within a week. We estimated the yield of the

crop at an average of 25 bushels to the acre. Some
part would, in our opinion, go much beyond this,

whilst a small part would not probably reach 20 bush-

els. It will, we think, be instructive and interesting

to look up and discuss the factors which have made
possible such a crop in such a year as this. At the

outset, we would say that commercial fertilizers have
had nothing to do with it, as thej,land upon which it is

growing has never had a pound applied to it since it

was owned by Mr. Bellwood—that is to say, within the

last fifteen years. The whole secret of the success is
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leguminous crops, rotation of crops, and deep plowing

and frequent cultivation. When Mr. Bellwood bought

the farm the place had for years been run by tenants

who had skinned the fertility out of it, and, except

upon the low ground, it was incapable of producing a

profitable crop. He set about its renovation by the

introduction of a good system of rotation of crops, and

by making the preparation of the land for the crops as

perfect as possible, and he looked to the growing of

the legumes as the means whereby the needed nitro

gen and humus should be supplied. Whilst keeping

a heavy head of live stock on the larm, this particular

land on which the wheat crop was growing has

derived no benefit from the manure made by the

stock, as it lies a long way from the barn, and poorer

upland around the barn has called for all the manure

that hasjbeen made to restore its wasted fertility and

make it capable of carrying a good grass sod. The

rotation which has been followed has been corn, fol

lowed by cow peas or Soy beans, followed by wheat

seeded with clover and then followed with corn.

The cow- peas or Soy beans are cut for hay, and

the clover is mowed twice. Under this system the

fertility of the land has constantly increased, and

heavy'crops are produced. The deep breaking of the

land permits of the clover and cow pea roots get

ting deep down into the subsoil, and from thence pro

curing the phosphoric acid and potash needed for a

luxuriant growth, and this luxuriant growth gathers

nitrogen from the atmosphere and accumulates it in the

soil evidently from the luxuriant growth of the wheat

and corn crops in excess of the requirements of those

crops, and thus adds to the permanent fertility of the

land. In a series of experiments made at the Ala

bama Experiment Station, of which a summary will

be found in this issue, it has been demonstrated that

the largest percentage increase from either the vines

or stubble of cow-peas or velvet beans was made by

wheat and fall sown oats, and that the stubble of the

legumes was equally as effective as the vines as a fer-

tilizer when the wheat and oats were sown immedi-

ately after the legumes matured. This result is con-

firmed by the successful growth of wheat at Drewry's

Bluff. The seeding of the wheat soon after the cow

pea stubble has been plowed down prevents the loss

of the gathered nitrogen by leaching, and the same

result is attained by the planting of the corn crop on

the clover fallow. The wheat crop growing on the

low ground this year was seeded on land part of which

was in Soy beans and other part in cow -peas last year.

On both plots heavy crops were grown. The wheat

following the cow peas is a heavier crop than that

following the Soy beans, and yet Soy beans will gather

and accumulate as much nitrogen from the atmosphere

as the cow peas. The only explanation which would

seem to explain this difference is that the Soy bean

being an upright growing plant, less of the leaf and
stalk of the plant was left on the ground when the

crop was harvested than was the ca^e with the cow-

peas, and as these parts of the plants are rich in nitro-

gen, the portion of land fertilized by the cow-peas

was made richer than that fertilized by the Soy
beans. An average of 28 per cent, of the total ni-

trogen contained in the whole cow- pea plant was
found in Alabama to be contained in the roots,

stubble and fallen leaves after the removal of the

vines. It may be also that some of the difference

in the wheat crop on this land was also caused by
the fact that it was covered with the water of two
floods daring the winter, and the mud deposit may
have been heavier on one part than on the other.

This wheat crop would seem to amply demonstrate the

truth of the principle for which we have so long con-

tended, that with deep plowing, good and frequent

cultivation, the use of the leguminous crops, and a

system of rotation which shall place a leguminous

crop in between each grain crop, it is possible to re-

store land to fertility and yet make it also return,

whilst being so restored, profitable grain and hay
crops, and thus provide food for both man and beast

without having a fertilizer bill tagged to each crop.

CRIMSON CLOVER.

Year by year experiments and experience go to

prove more and more the importance of keeping land,

especially in the South, covered with a growing crop

of some kind if the fertility of the soil is to be con-

served and increased. The crops suitable for this pur-

pose in the winter months are confined to the hardy

cereals, like wheat, winter oats and rye, and the

clovers and vetches. If the cereals are used, they

merely conserve the fertility without adding to it,

whilst if the clovers and vetches are used, they not

only conserve but increase the fertility by their power
of abstracting nitrogen from the atmosphere and fix-

ingit in the soil. It is, therefore, of the highest im-

portance that the growth of the clovers and vetches

should be encouraged. Of all the cloveis, the one most

suited to southern climatic soil and crop conditions is

the Crimson or German clover. If sown in the late sum
mer or early fall months, so that it secures good root-

hold before the period of cold weather sets in, it will

make continuous growth daring the winter unless the

weather be very severe, and will perfect that growth

in time to be either cut for forage, made into hay or

be plowed down so that a summer crop can be grown
on the same land. In addition to this adaptability,

it is more valuable as a gatherer of nitrogen than

either the Mammoth or Medium Bed. In an experi-
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ment made at the Cornell Station, New York, seeds of

these three varieties of clover were sown August 1st,

and the plants were dug November 4th, three months

and four days after the seeds were sown. An acre of

the Crimson clover had in that time gathered 106 lbs.

of nitrogen, an acre of the Mammoth clover had gath-

ered 146 lbs., whilst an acre of the Medium Red had

only gathered 103* lbs. Taking the value of this ni

trogen at only 10 cents per pound as against 15 cents,

the usual rate used in estimating the value of nitro-

gen in a fertilizer, because of the possibly less availa

ble character of that nitrogen than if in the form of a

nitrate, as in nitrate of soda, we have here a fertilizer

value in the case of the Crimson clover of $15 for the

nitrogen alone gathered in three months by at most 10

to 15 pounds of seed, costing say from $1 to $2. In

addition to this fertility added to the land, the crop

itself makes constant pasturage during the winter and

spring months and a heavy yield of green feed or hay

by the month of May or June if the stock is taken off

in April. Crimson clover and cow-peas grown in sue

cession make two crops in practically one year, which

will outyield even the alfalfa of the West in quantity

and value as feed. The average composition of either

Crimson clover or cow- peas rivals that of alfalfa in

digestible nutrients. In experiments made recently,

alfalfa yielded on the average of two tests 4.3 tons of

dry hay per acre, Crimson clover made 2.3 tons, and
cow peas 2.28 tons per acre, hence the combined weight

of the two last named crops surpasses that of al falfa alone

by a quarter of a ton per acre. Alfalfa rarely makes
more than a very light crop the first year, whilst

Crimson clover and cow peas can be relied on to pro
duce a maximum crop if only a stand is secured. At
the Delaware Station, Dr. Neale, in one test with cow
peas, secured the following results : July 10th, 1900,

threshed 34.7 bushels of rye from shocks on one acre;

July 12th, plowed stubble, and Jaly 14th, drilled 20
lbs. New Era seed peas per acre in rows 32 inches

apart ; July 23d, replanted ; cultivated July 23d,

28th, and August 13th ; ripe seed first seen Septem
ber 22d ; crop cut and put into silo September 28th.

Total yield, nine tons of green vines per acre. This
crop could have followed a Crimson clover crop,

which would have come off at least a month earlier

than the rye crop, and thus have easily allowed of the

cow- peas being made into dry hay and been followed

by another Crimson clover crop. Coming off even in

September woald admit of the seeding of Crimson
clover, as we have known a good crop made seeded

in November, though such late seeding is very uncer

tain and not to be advised. After the 1st October, it is

better to seed vetches for a month and later to sow rye.

The only objection we know of to the Crimson clover

crop is the uncertainty of securing a stand. It is

easily killed out by drouth or frost when newly ger-

minated. To avoid the loss of a crop on the land in

such cases, we advise that wheat or winter oats be

seeded with the Crimson clover, say, half a hushel to

the acre. In seeding Crimson clover, it is well to sow

at different times from July to the 1st October. Some
of the seedings may be lost through drouth or frost,

but all will not fail. It is not necessary to replow

land that has been well prepared for the previous

crop. Cut it up with the disc cultivator, sow the seed

and roll, if the ground is dry enough. We prefer in

all cases to sow some wheat or winter oats with the

clover, as these grains hold the crop up and make it

easier to harvest, whilst adding to the weight of the

yield. We know of parties who sow Crimson clover

with millet in July. The millet is ready to cut in about

sixty days and is made into good hay, and the Crim

son clover follows for a spring crop. For a pasture,

it may be seeded with turnips or rape during this and

the next month. Sow 10 lbs. of Crimson clover and

2 lbs. of turnip or rape seed to the acre. The best of

the turnips can be pulled out for winter use. Some

mix wheat, oats and rye also with the clover and rape,

and secure excellent winter and spring grazing. Don't

fail to adopt one of these plans, and thus grow a crop

which will help your land and your stock, instead of

crops of weeds which will deplete the fertility and

make labor for another year.

ALFALFA.

In the spring we had a number of enquiries as to

growing alfalfa from parties who desired to experi-

ment with the crop. We then advised that in all sec

tions of the South, except the mountain ones, alfalfa

should be seeded in the early fall. We desire now to

remind our readers of this, in the hope that many of

them will be tempted to try the crop. It is so valu-

able as a feed, so great as a yielding crop, and such a

permanent reliance when once established, that it is

well worth a sustained effort to secure it. There is no

climatic or soil reason why the crop should not suc-

ceed in the South. Given proper conditions of soil

fertility, soil preparation, and the use of land having

good drainage capacity, it is bound to succeed if—and

this is a great if—in the South weeds are not allowed

to choke out the life of the plant in the first year. It

cannot fight the battle of life successfully with our

abundant and aggressive weed growths, unless it re-

ceives every help that man can give it ; and if the

attempt is to be made to grow it this fall, no time

should be lost in commencing the destruction of the

weed seeds in the land. Plow the land selected

—

which should be preferably a good, deep loam soil,

well drained—at onoe, and plow it deeply. Follow
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immediately with the harrow, and leave for the weeds
to germinate. As soon as they have done so, harrow
again on a hot sunny day, and thus kill the crop and
stir up other seeds to germinate. Follow this system
persistently until the end of August. Then apply
300 or 400 lbs. of bone meal to the acre and harrow
in, and sow the seed broadcast from 20 to 25 lbs. to
the acre, and roll to compact the soil around the seed.

This should ensure a stand. In May or June next set

the mower high and run it over the crop, cutting off

the tops, which may be left as a mulch. If any strong
weeds appear, they should be pulled out. Later in
the summer the mower should again be run over the
crop, set high as before, and the cutting be either

made into hay or be allowed again to mulch the
ground. If a good growth has been made, it may be
as well to make hay of it, lest the mulch should be
too heavy. After the second mowing, top dress with
farm yard manure, or give another dressing of bone
meal, and in each year following the crop may be cut
twice or three times in the season. From four to six
tons of hay per acre should be the aggregate season's
yield for many years.

COW-PEAS AS SUPPLEMENTS TO A
DEFICIENT HAY CROP.

In our last issue we strongly urged the importance
of growing all the cow peas possible, not only because
of their value as improvers of the land, but also be-

cause of their value as feed. The fact that the hay
crop of the South has been cut short by the cold, dry
spring, induces us once again to revert to this subject.

It is not too late yet to sow cow peas in all parts of
the South, except the mountain sections, and we
strongly urge that this course be taken wherever the
seed can be had, even though such seed is costly. One
of our friends, who grows a large acreage of peas for

hay and seed every year, says that it will pay to grow
them, even though the seed costs over $2.00 per
bushel. Every farmer should endeavor, however, to

avoid this heavy outlay for seed by growing his own
Plant an acre or two solely for the seed. Let these be
drilled in rows eighteen inches or two feet apart, and
six or eight inches apart in the rows. Such a seeding
calls for a very small quantity of seed. Less than
half a bushel will seed an acre. Cultivate once or
twice, and the yield of seed will greatly exceed that
to be got from an acre sown broadcast with a bushel
or a bushel and a quarter of seed to the acre. July
is the best month in which to sow for seed. The pro-
portion of pods to vines will be greater, as will also

the yield per acre, and the pods ripen more nearly all

at one time. "When most of the pods are ripe, at
which time the vines are comparatively free from sap,

I

and easy to cure, cut with the ordinary grain reaper,

which drops the peas in bunches. Do not have the

bunches too large, bat so that the wind can blow
through them and the sun easily dry them. Leave in

the bunches as cut for a day or two, then puf up into

cocks to cure out. There is an attachment for a mow-
ing machine now offered on the market, particulars of

which will be found in our advertising columns, which
will enable an ordinary mower to be used instead of

the reaper for saving the pea crop, and seems likely

to meet a great need. Store the crop in the barn, but

do not pile too thick for fear of heating, and in the

winter either tramp out the peas with horses, beat

them out with flails, or if you have a separator which

you can run slowly enough, you can thresh them out

quickly. One of our friends has, by a change of pul-

leys on his separator, so adapted his machine for pea

threshing as to make it a perfect success. It requires

a little patience in making the necessary changes of

several pulleys, but the end is worth the trouble. A
fair crop of peas will yield much money for the seed

alone at prices ruling for the last two or three years,

and we see no reason to doubt but that such prices will

continue to rule, as the demand for peas for the West
and North is great, and becoming larger every year.

Reverting again to the crop as a fodder and hay
crop, we would urge that it be not only seeded alone

and with sorghum for hay, but that it be grown with

corn for the silo. Reporting on a crop of corn and

peas grown together for this purpose in Delaware last

year, Dr. Neale, the Director of the Delaware Experi-

ment Station, says

:

Practice on this farm makes it desirable to raise rye
or crimson clover for pasture. Until June 1 these
crops occupy the land which is to bear silage corn.
In the spring of 1901 such land so occupied could not
be" planted before June 13. Seven and one half acres
were harrowed on June 21 in lieu of its first cultiva-

tion. This without doubt assisted all plants which
were vigorous enough to survive, but, taken as a
whole, this treatment injured still more a stand of
plants already far from good. On Jnly 4 New Era
seed peas were drilled on approximately four acres of
this area. Whippoorwill peas were similarly used on
the rest of the field. The rows, three feet nine inches
apart, were crowded by the peas to three feet three
inches, and shut out sunlight and air to the detriment
of the crop. For, outside rows, with New Era peas,
gave thoroughly satisfactory growth, and very few
pods grow on the Eras in inside rows; few, if any,
grew on the Whippoorwill vines.

A field planted in this manner is deceptive in ap-
peal anoe. Estimates placed the crop at 14 tons per
acre; the scales indicated by exact weight 11 tODS
only.

On June 10 a second plot, in area 2.90 acres, was
drilled in Bristol corn. On July 6 Whippoorwill
peas were seeded along each corn row in the usual
manner. Careful replanting and repeated cultivation
aided the well manured land to produce a fine looking-
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crop. This was again over estimated. Its true yield

by scale weight was 13 tons 440 pounds per acre.

A third heavily manured field of twelve and one
half acres was planted June 22 to corn and on July 5

to Whippoorwill peas. This crop was not thinned,

was cultivated once only, made a remarkable growth,
and misled all who estimated its possible yield. On
October 3 the records placed the returns at 11 tons

only per acre.

Points which characterize this crop are:

1. The appearance of the field after harvest. No
weeds and no stolen crops can survive the dense
shade. Twelve bushels of rye, seeded immediately
before the cultivators on August 5, the date of the

last working of the seven and one half acre field, came
up thickly and promised well. None of this rye was
visible on October 1 except along the head rows. By
pasturing the stubble for a few days the land could be
so cleaned that the disc harrow alone would be needed
to fit it properly for wheat sowing.

2. Practical men insist that the unaided eye can
detect noticeable differences in the capacity of a silo

when corn and peas are substituted for corn alone. In

one instance 119 tons .of this mixed product was
packed into silos 20 feet deep; it settled to 17 feet,

then it averaged 42.2 pounds per cubic foot. King,
in his Physics of Agriculture, p. 424, gives to ordi

nary corn silage, packed to this depth, 31.2 pounds
per cubic foot.

In a second instance 131 tors of pea and corn silage

was packed to a depth of 28 feet. It then weighed on
the average 41.5 pounds per cubic foot. During the

next few days it settled five feet, and thus compressed
must have weighed 50.6 pounds per cubic foot. For
twenty threa feet of silage from ordinary corn King
credits an average weight per cubic foot of 35.3

pounds.* Granting the substantial accuracy of these

data striking results follow. For in a circular silo 17

feet in diameter, filled with settled silage to a depth oi

23 feet, should be found 92 tons of corn alone or 132
tons of mixed product if it is grown in the proportion

of 75 per cent, of corn and 25 per cent, of pea. This*

means that without expenditures of any kind the

capacity of a silo may be increased by practically 43

per cent.—a point too s'gnificant to be left without
further and much more exacting tests, for if true, it is

in itself sufficient reason for the addition of peas to

each crop of silage corn.

3. The misleading effect due to the pea vine when
growing upon corn has already been noted. This
stands out conspicuously when the scales are used.

To illustrate—In the centre of a twelve-acre field the

writer paced forty feet along a row where the corn

stood well, and nearly every stalk bore a folly devel

oped ear. The pea vines also stood normally. When
the corn harvester reached this point it made three

bundles of the crop growing approximately on that

space. These bundles contained 38 stalks and weigh
ed 100 pounds. Roughly speaking this means about
14- tons per acre. These bundles were opened and the

corn ears, the stalks and the pea vines separated; the

stalks gave 49 per cent., the unhusked ears 3L per
cent., and the pea vines 20 per cent, of the total.

*In all comparisons with King's records it should be noted
that to be exact measurements should be taken two days after

the silos have been filled and closed.

Care was taken to note that no ears were lost from
these last bundles, a point of moment, for after the
silos were filled eight two horse wagon loads of ears
were collected from 12 acres; ears which had been
beaten from the stalks by the compressors of the har-

vester. Bundles drawn from loads at the silo averag-
ed between 24 25 per cent, of pea vine and weighed
38 pounds each. The record showing that one fourth

to one fifth only of the total crop is pea vine is diffi-

cult to believe and a disappointment to those who
expected heavier yields of protein per acre.

The expense of raising and storing the mixed crop
of corn and cow peas is quite as important as either

the quantity or the quality of the product. Exact
records were kept against the plot of 2.9 acres ironi

which, as above noted, a crop of 13.25 tons per acre
was secured. Items are as follows:

For men and teams hauling and spreading 24

loads of manure $3 75

For men and teams plowing, harrowing, rolling

and planting 9 87

For men and teams drilling peas and replanting

corn, and three cultivations 6 37

or $6. 89 per acre. $19 99

For taxes on land $ 1 00 per acre

For land rental, insurance, etc., 4 00

Total cost of raising 13.25 tons for silo 11 89

Cost per ton, 89 cents.

Packing of Silage. The plot of 2.9 acres above noted

was cut and handled first in the series. All machin-
ery was new and untested; the men, too, were unskill-

ed. A more correct picture can be drawn from the

work during the last three days of the seasoD. In 29

hours and 23 minutes of elapsed time 131 tons were
handled by 13 men and 8 horses, at an expense of

$69.07, or 52.7 cents per ton To this add four cents

for coal for each ton of silage packed, and a grand
total of 57 cents per ton is gained.

The total cost of cutting and packing, added to the

cost of raising the crop, makes the outlay for each ton

in the silo stand at $1.46.

The Quality of the Silage and Its Feeding Value. To
the eye and sense of smell the silage was of good qual-

ity. It was fed liberally and with entire satisfaction

to eleveu milking cows and to a number of heifers,

varying between 25 and 30 head.

SILO BUILDINQ.

In our last issue, in response to several enquiries,

we promised in this issue to give information as to the

building of a silo. A silo provides the cheapest form

of a storage barn for fodder crops, and enables these

to be placed before the stock during the winter in

such a condition of succulence and palatability as to

make it possible for the highest nutritive value to be

extracted by the animals. It also provides a place

into which crops can be placed in all kinds of weather

so that little or no risk or loss need be incurred.

"What is grown can be saved even though weather

conditions be most adverse.

It has been urged against the silo that the construe-
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tion of one and the siloing of the crops were Optra

tions requiring skilled and technical knowledge, and

that the co8t was great. In answer to these objections,

we would say that any carpenter, with the capacity

and skill required to build a frame dwelling, can build

a good silo, and if the less simple form of a tub silo

be decided upon, even less skill than this will suffice.

The cost of a silo, even of the best construction, need

never exceed $1 per ton of capacity, and in the cheap

est form should not exceed half this cost. In what

other shape can so great storage capacity be obtained

at so little cost T As to the skill required to make
good silage, the less said the better, for any laborer

who can cut up the crop to be siloed, and pack it

tightly down into a practically air- tight receptacle,

cannot fail to make good silage. It may be that such

a laborer will at first fail to save all the silage in the

best shape for food, but experience will soon lessen

the percentage of loss. At the worst, not more than

10 per cent, of loss can well be sustained, and it is

certain so small a percentage of loss as this is sus-

tained in saving a feed crop of any kind in any other

way.

The first point to be decided upon is the size of silo

required. To arrive at this, it will be safe to estimate

the consumption per day per head of cattle at 40 lbs.

of silage. Multiply this by the number of cattle re-

quired to be fed and the number of days for which it

is desired to provide feed, and you have the total num-
ber of pounds for which storage is required. Forty

pounds may be taken as the weight of an average cu-

bic foot of silage, so that practically each head of cat

tie will consume a cubic foot of silage per day. In

estimating for the size of the silo, it will not, however,

do to simply provide for the number of cubic feet of

silage shown to be necessary for the stock to be kept.

The silo must be made large enough to allow for the

storage of this quantity of silage after it has settled.

To meet this requirement, add one-fourth to the num
ber of cubic feet of silage required to be stored. Whilst

it is true that silage does not usually settle one fourth

of its bulk, yet it is a safe rule to allow this for set

tling and waste. The silo may be made either round
or square, but we advise that the round form be adopt
ed as being more economical iu construction and usu

ally saving a higher percentage of the crop stored. The
first and most essential point to be observed in build-

ing is to get as much depth as possible. The deeper
the silo the more c'osely will the silage be compressed,

the better the product, and the less the waste in feed-

ing out. For the guidance of builders, we append a
table giving the capacity of round silos of different

sizes and depths.

Two of the best built silos we have ever seen were
erected at the Virginia Experiment Station at Blacks-

burg in 1900. They are outside the barn, but countct-

ed therewith by chutes. As these silos embody the

latest improvements made in silo building and satisfy

every requirement of perfect storage, we append copy

of the builder's specifications. We may say that if

economy is to be studied, a considerable saving may
be made by making the inside lining of the silo of sin-

gle instead of double boarding, as called for in the

specifications, and dispensing with the paper lining.

This saving may be made without any risk of impair-

ing the value of the silo as a preserver of the silage.

Such a silo as that built at Blacksburg would keep si-

lage in the coldest sections of the North. Here in the

South there is little cause to fear damage from frost.

Hence a thinner lining is perfectly safe.

The following is the specification referred to :

The silos are to be constructed with an especial view
to making the sides airtight. Foundation, stone;
floors, earth. To be built circular in form, and be
joined to stable by chutes, as shown on the drawings.

Sills.—Sills to be made of two thicknesses two inch
by six inch stuff, cut to required circle in about three
foot lengths. Lap and spike all joinings and bed in

cement.
Plates.—Plates to be made of single two inch by

six inch stuff, cut to required circle, halved, lapped
and joined only on top of a stud, and nailed down
tight.

Studs.—Studs to be two inches by four inches, by 24
feet long, well toe nailed to plate, and spaced eleven
and three quarter inches on centres. Take care to have
all studs true and straight. Eafters to be two inches
by six inches, and arranged as shown on drawing.
Notch down two inches on plate and spike well at all

points.

Roof Sheathing.—Roof to be sheathed with one inch
by two inch boards, bent to circle, and the boards laid

five inches from centre to centre.

Siding.—Ontside walls to be covered with a course
of five eighths by five and a half inch ship lap siding,

bent to circle and nailed with two ten penny wire nails

at each end. Inside studs to be lined, first, with dry
five eighths by four inch jointed boards of even thick-

ness. Nail at each stud with two eight penny nails.

Over this lay a course of one ply tar paper. Then lay
a course of dry T. and G. ceiling, five eighths inch
thick and four inch face; drawn down tight by blind
nailing with eight penny nails at each stud, and face

nailed with twopenny nails at each stud.

Dormer.—Construct a dormer window in roof of
each silo, as shown on drawing. Frame stoutly to

rafters and provide a stout glazed sash and frame.
Frame to be made of one-inch boards with half inch
stop, three inch oak sill, one- by eight inch outside
casing, and one by four inch inside casing. Window
to be three by four feet, glazed with twelve lights,

single thick glass. Hang on four inch butt hinges,

and provide hasp, staple and padlock on outside.
Doors.—There shall be placed three two by four-

feet doors in each silo ; each to be in same vertical

line, and each opening into chute. These doors are
to be made by cutting out the inside lining ; before
cutting out, put on two battens to each door ; two six-
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inch strap hinges to each door. After this is done the

door may be cut oat and will fit snugly. Place a door
stop all around, thereby forming a rebate for the door
to fit in. Open doors into silo or chute as directed by
Superintendent, and provide hasp and staple for each
door.

Ventilator.—Place a ventilator in roof, as shown on
drawing. Lower slats to be half inch by six inches,

turned on angle of forty five degrees aDd spaced three

inch centres, and wire gauzed on back to prevent the

entrance of birds.

Ventilation.—Walls are to be ventilated as follows :

Siding on outside is to be run up and fit close to roof

sheathing. Siding at top and bottom to be bored with
one inch holes in a double row, the holes being spaced
about three inches apart horizontally. Cover with
bands of wire gauze to keep out mice.

Gutter and Cornice.— Cornice will consist simply of

rafter ends and sheathing.

Hoofing.—Same general specifications as for stable

and barn will apply for silo roofing.

If any of those contemplating the erection of a silo

think the cost of building one on the lines laid down
in these specifications is too great, they can make the

experiment of silage making and feeding at a much
less cost by building a stave silo on the lines upon
which the first silo was built at the Blacksburg Sta

tion. Prof. Nourse, in describing it, says:

"We obtained some green oak lumber (the only kind
we could get at short notice) 16 feet long, 6 inches wide
and 2 inches thick. The edges were dressed by hand;
round iron bands, five in number, large enough to encir-

cle the silo and with threads on ends, were bought and
held in readiness for the plank. The silo, erected by
contract, was placed in position as follows : The cir

cle, 16 feet in diameter, was marked on the ground
and short pieces of plank laid in such position as to

cover the mark. Four of the long planks were then
set on end on the circle and as far apart as possible.

These were held in an upright position by braces in

various directions. Two of the bands (made of three

quarter inch iron), before mentioned, were bent as

nearly in a circle as possible, and oiie placed about
one foot from the bottom of the planks, in the upright
position, and held there by driving under the band in

each plank a twelve penny nail, bendicg it up and
over the band. The ends of the iron band with the
threads on them were run through blocks of cast iron,

with two holes through them about two inches apart,

and a nut was then placed on each end of the band,
thus giving a method for tightening" the planks when
all were in position. A second band of iron was put
about one foot from the top, and when several horses
had been made high enough for a man standing on
them to reach the top of the silo, then we were ready
to set up the rest of the plank. These were put in

until the spaces were all full; each time one was put in

a nail being driven part way iuto the plank and bent
over the band. The bands were then tightened some
what, and three more bands so placed as to make the
bands not quite four feet apart. By turning up the
nuts on all the bands, the silo was soon tight enough
for the material to be placed in. It will be noticed

nothing is said of a roof. None was made. The
silage was left open to the weather. The only result

of this was a slight drying of the surface—not enough
to injure it."

Prof. Nourse recommends the following changes in

erecting a similar silo as a result of the experience

gained

:

"The lumber used was green oak. On account of

its customary warping, we would not use it again if

other were obtainable. We have taken out some of

the planks and put in poplar. There was little loss in

this, as the ones taken out were perfectly sound and
fit for other purposes. Concerning the iron bands, we
followed suggestions of parties who had erected simi-

lar silos, but would now do as follows : Procure (as

can be usually done) partially worn tire iron from

heavy wagons. Get a smith to rivet—not weld—these

together so that two bands will go around the silo.

Rivet to the ends of these bands short pieces of iron

one half inch thick by two inches wide. Bend up
three inches of this thick iron and punch two three-

quarter inch holes in the turned up portion. For each

band, procure two bolts a foot long and three quarters

of an inch in diameter. Have threads cut on bolt

nearly the entire length, and place these bolts through

the holes in upturned ends, put on nut, and tighten

the silo. These are stronger, cheaper and easier to

work than the round bands. In the spring of 1897,

we erected a silo 12 feet high by 10 feet in diameter,

using poplar plank and tire bands. It was filled with

oats cut just before they were beginning to turn. The
result was perfect; crop kept good to the very side and

in as fine condition as could be possible in any silo.

To take the silage from a structure of this kind it is

necessary to cut apertures at intervals. In our 16 foot

one we have two places and in the 12 foot one only

one from which to take the product. In refilling, we
take out the cut plank and insert others.

"The cost of the 16 foot silo was as follows

:

104 planks 16 feet long, 2 x 6 in $16 64

5 iron bands, at $2 each 10 00

Contract price for erecting 10 00

Nails, about 30

$16 94

"The cost of the smaller silo was as follows:

Plank, valued at $10 per thousand $ 6 30

Contract for erecting. 5 00

4 iron bands at SI. 20 each 4 80

Nails, about 20

$16 30

"The edges of the plank in the smaller silo were

not dressed, as we found it entirely unnecessary. Any
person can erect a silo of this sort, and if a farmer

has the lumber on his farm, the actual cash outlay

would be reduced to the cost of iron bands and nails."

CAPACITY IN TONS OF SILOS OF VABIOTJS SIZES.

Diam.
Silo in
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THE COW-PEA AND THE VELVET BEAN AS
FERTILIZERS.

The following is a summary of Bulletin No. 120 of
the Alabama Experiment Station. This Bulletin will

be sent to all who apply for it, addressing their re
quests to Alabama Experiment Station, Auburn, Ala.

This Bulletin records the results of more than fifty

experiments conducted at Auburn during the past five

years, to ascertain the effects of cow-peas and velvet
beans in the improvement of the soil. The amount of
soil improvement has been determined by the increase
in the yields of cotton, corn, oats, wheat and sorghum,
grown as first, second, third and fourth crops after

the stubble and roots of cow peas or velvet beans, or
after vines, stubble and roots of these plants have
been plowed under. The basis for determining the
increase has been the yield of each crop on plots where
no leguminous plant has recently grown.
The fertilizing value of different varieties of cow

peas was found to vary considerably, and is probably
in proportion to the luxuriance of growth.

In two tests there was a slightly larger yield of corn
from plowiDg in cow-pea viues very late in the fall

than from postponing the plowing until April ; but it

is regarded as generally best to plow in the vines not
more than a few weeks before the next crop is planted.
The average for six varieties showed that when cow

peas were at a suitable stage for mowing, 36.6 per cent.

and in another case 39 per cent., of the dry weight of
the plant was available for fertilizing uses in stubble,
roots and fallen leaves. In the entiie growth of cow
peas on one acre there was contained in one case 53.7
pounds of nitrogen, in another 69.8, and in another
87.2, an average of 70.2 pounds of nitrogen per acre,

which is equivalent to the nitrogen in 1,003 pounds of
cotton seed meal.

In the roots, stubble and fallen leaves on an acre
there were, respectively, 11 65, 16.2 and 31.4 pounds
of nitrogen, an average of 19.75 pounds of nitrogen
per acre, which is equivalent to that contained in 282
pounds of cotton seed meal.
The average of three tests shows that 28 per cent, of

the total nitrogen was contained in the roots, stubble
and fallen leaves after the removal of the hay.
The average increase in the yields of succeeding

crops was practically identical whether the fertilizing

material was suplied by cow-peas or by velvet beans.
Equal areas of these two plants were of practically
equal value for soil improvement.
The word vines is here used as synonymous with the

entire plant of the velvet bean, and with the entire
plant of the cow pea after the pods are picked.
The increase in the yield of seed cotton produced in

the year immediately following the plowing in of the
vines of cow-peas or velvet beans averaged in four
tests 567 pounds per acre, worth (at 6} cts. per pound
for lint and $7 50 per ton for seed), $14.17. The in-

crease in the first cotton crop after the use as fertilizers
of the vines of the summer legumes was never less than
32 per cent, and averaged 63 per cent.

In one test with corn, the increase in the first crop
where velvet bean vines had been plowed in was 81
per cent., of 12.3 bushels, worth at least $6.15 per
acre. With oats, the average increase from the vines
of the summer legumes in three tests averaged 17

bushels per acre, and with wheat the corresponding
increase in two tests was 5 65 bushels per acre.

The increase in the yield of sorghum hay after cow-
pea and velvet bean vines averaged 87 per cent., or
an average gain of 2.1 tons of hay per acre, worth, at

$6 67 per ton, $t4.02.

When the vines of the cow-pea or velvet bean were
utilized as hay, and only the roots and stubble em-
ployed as fertilizer, the increase in the yield per acre
of the crop immediately succeeding the stubble was as
follows

:

208 pounds of seed cotton, or 18 per cent , worth
$5.20.

4 3 bushels of corn, or 32 per cent.

2S bushels of oats, or 334 per cent.

6.7 bushels of wheat, or 215 per cent.

2.08 tons of sorghum hay, or 57 per cent.

The largest percentage increase from either the vines
or stubble of cow-peas or velvet beans was made by
wheat and fall sown oats, probably because these best
prevented the washing away or leaching out of the
fertilizing material in the stubble or vines of the
legumes.
Generally on sandy soil those crops most complete-

ly utilize the fertilizing values of the legumes, which
leave the land unoccupied for the shortest interval. It

is generally nnadvisable for legumes to immediately
succeed legumes in the rotation of crops, for non-legu-

minous plants, like cotton, corn, the small grains,

grasses, etc., make better use of the nitrogen of the
fertilizing crop.

The value of the increased product, resulting from
the use of the entire legume for fertilizer, was greater
with cotton and sorghum than with corn, oats or

wheat.
These experiments emphasize the importance of

such a rotation of crops as will require a large propor-
tion of the cultivated land of every farm to be devoted
to some leguminous plant.

Comparing the fertilizing effect of the vines with
that of the stubble of the cow pea and the velvet bean,
the excess in the next crop in favor of the vines aver-

aged as follows :

6.6 bushels of corn per acre, or 49 per cent.

.5 ton of sorghum hay, or 9 per cent
452 pounds of seed cotton, per acre, or 40 per cent.

With these three crops, the average increase in

value per acre was $5 98 greater from vines than from
stubble. With oats and wheat, the vines of these sum-
mer legumes were not superior to the stubble when
the small grains were sown immediately after the le-

gumes matured.
The fertilizing effects of the stubble of cow- peas or

velvet beans was very transitory on sandy land, the
average increase in the second crop of corn after the
stubble being only 1.34 bushels per acre, or 12 per
cent., as compared with the yield of a plot that had
not borne legumes.
The fertilizing effect of the vines of cow-peas and

velvet beans was less transitory than that of the stub-

ble, and the increase was 24 to 54 per cent, in the sec-

ond crop, 14 per cent, in the third crop (oats), and the
favorable effect was even perceptible in the fourth
crop (sorghum), grown in the same year as the third.

The total increase in value of the four crops occupy-
ing certain plots during the three years after the plow-
ing under of the vines of cow-peas and velvet beana
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was $42.97 per acre, an annual increase of $14.32 per
acre.

On the other hand, on very light soil the fertilizing

effects of both stubble and vines had practically disap
peared within twelve months after the plowing in of

the legumes.
Corn, as the second crop, yielded 14 per cent., or 2.1

bushels more after legume vines than after legume
stubble, this representing a value of $1.05. The per
manency of effect of legumes in soil improvement
6eems to be in proportion to the stiffness of the soil

and to the mass of vegetable matter afforded by the
legume, and the favorable influence of leguminous
vines is apparently not less permanent than that of

stable manure. J. P. Duggar,
Alabama Experiment Station.

RENOVATING GALLS.

Editor Southern Planter :

In the June number of your valuable journal, I

notice an article by W. P. Massey on the renovation

of galls. I agree with him as to the deep-breaking up
and top dressing to start grass, but my observation

teachps me that grass thus started soon dies out; there

fore I believe that something more is needed or can be

done to improve on his method.

I will give my experience with galls, which I will

designate as Nos. 1, 2 and 3 :

No. 1, I gave a pretty good coat of trash from
the woods, consisting of leaves, bark, chips and rot-

ten wood
;
plowed in deep

;
planted in peas and got

half a crop ; then gave it a dressing of trash mowed
from a ditch bank, and nest spring planted to corn

and had a good half crop.

No. 2 treated same way, except the fall dressing; next

sowed oats and got about half a crop ; since then it

has not been worked, but is well covered over with
weeds", grass, etc.

No. 3, not having anything better at hand, by way
of experiment, I laid half rotten sap pine rails in the

furrows and plowed them in and planted to peas

;

made half a crop, and since it has laid out in a pas
ture, and is fairly well covered over with such wild

tiash as grows on the surrounding land.

I did not remove any of the pea vines; only picked
the peas for seed. I did not use any manure or fertil-

izer, except as stated, which convinces me that plow-

ing in trash, such as weeds, chips, partially rotted

wood, bark, etc., as a mechanical agent, will go a
long way in renovating galls and run down soils.

Goochland Co. , Va. Exodes.

COW-PEAS IN THE MOUNTAINS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I cannot give cow peas as much praise as some
writers. I have tried them three different times for

wheat and rye. Our season is too short for them up
in Ashe county, as we are 3,000 feet above the sea.

Ours is a grass country. I have a field that I put part

in peas, one bushel to the acre, and 150 lbs. fertilizer,

10 per cent, phosphoric acid and 2 per cent, potash. I

turned the peas under for wheat, and sowed one and a

quarter bushels of wheat with 150 lbs. fertilizer, 16

per cent, phosphoric acid. I got twelve bushels of

wheat from it. I sowed part of it to grass in spring

—

timothy, orchard grass and red clover; the other part

I put in corn ; fertilized the same as I did for wheat,

and made a fair crop of corn. The next year I sowed

same land to oats with same amount of fertilizer, and

made a good crop. I sowed the same kind of grass

seed, and to day I have the best stand of grass ; I got

two crops from the corn laud.

Last summer I planted the peas early, so that most

cf them would get ripe, but the rain kept them grow-

ing, so I turned them under green and rather late for

wheat in our section, and I do not think I will get my
seed back. Our spring has been cold and dry.

Ashe Co., N. C. John Dent.

[Cow-peas are too much of a tropical crop to do well

even in the South at 3,000 feet above sea level. Our
correspondent would have done be'ter with Canada
peas and oats as a prepaiation for his wheat, corn and
grass. The turning down of the green cow peas just

previous to seeding the wheat, accounts largely for the

failure of the wheat crop. Wheat requires a compact
seed bed, which could not be had on a green cow-pea
crop. Had he sown oats in the spring on a cow-pea
fallow, he would have seen a good result.

—

Ed.]

SORGHUM PASTURAGE.

Ninety-nine farmers and stockmen out of a hundred,
says the Texas Stockman and Farmer, will tell you not

to turn your cattle in a field of green sorghum, unless

you want to kill them. J. M. Vance, Secretary of the

Sin Antonio Fair, and a well known stock farmer,

says that he believes that for the dairyman pasturing

sorghum is the best and cheapest way to handle this

crop, and he has been practicing this method success-

fully for three years. He plants three fields with sor-

ghum for pasturage purposes, and when the cane gets

in the dough state he turns his cattle on it and lets

them stay in the field each day until they will eat no
more. In following this method, he has never lo3t a
single animal.

Turnips.—One of the most useful winter vegetables.
Should be largely grown by farmers as well as garden-
ers, as they make most valuable stock feed for use all

through the winter.

Pumpkins can be so easily grown in the corn field,

making an extra crop, and make such healthy and nu-

tritious feed, that they should be largely grown by
every farmer.
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COST OF GROWING WHEAT IN KANSAS.

A consensus of the detailed statements of 120 repre
sentative Kansas winter wheat growers, representing
fifty- six different conn ties, as to the cost to produce
and put in the bin or car an acre crop of wheat, yield

ing twenty bushels, is, itemized, as shown below:

Average cost of plowing (or disking)... $0 96
Harrowing 28
Seed and seeding 92
Cost of harvesting and stacking (or shocking)... 1 36
Threshing and putting in bin or car. 1 60
Wear, tear and interest on tools 29
Rental of land, or interest on its value 1 90

Total cost per acre, or twenty bushels $7 31

Average of other items, gathered from those furnish
ing the 120 most carefully made reports quoted, are
as follows:

Average number of years each of these 120 re-

porters has raised winter wheat in Kansas 19
Average number of acres raised by them annually

during these years 527
Average quantity of seed sown per acre (pecks). 4.4
Average yield per acre (bushels) 18.2
Average value of wheat land per acre $24 18
Average value per acre of wheat for pasturage.. 1 15
Average value of straw per acre 81

A digest of the same items of information, taken
from the interviews with eighty growers, in the thirty
counties constituting what is known as the "wheat
belt, " which produced seventy nine per cent, of the
ninetymillion-bushel crop harvested in 1901, gives
averages thus:

Average cost of plowing (or disking) $1 00
Harrowing 2S
Seed and seeding 95
Cost of harvesting and stacking (or shocking)... 1 48
Thrashing and puttiDg in bin or car 1 61
Wear, tear and interest on tools 27
Rental of land, or interest on its value 2 06

Total cost per acre, or twenty bushels $7 65

Other averages derived from reports of the thirty
wheat-belt counties are as follows:

Average number of years each of the eighty
reporters has raised winter wheat in Kansas 21

Average number of acres raised by them annual-
ly during each of these years... 613

Average quantity of seed sown per acre (pecks) 4.4
Average yield per acre (bushels) 18.5
Average value of wheat land per acre $25 29
Average value per acre of wheat for pasturage 1 07
Average value of straw per acre 80

Prom the total cost per acre, as shown in both the
foregoing computations, there can rightly be deducted
the value of the pasturage and straw, which amount
to considerable sums, and frequently to more than
one third the cost of producing the crop.

Mention the Southern Planter when corresponding
with advertisers.

ENQUIRER'S COLUMN.

Enquiries should be sent to the office of The Southern Planter,

Richmond, Va., not later than the 15th of the month, for re-

plies to appear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Sour Grass—Lime.

I have a lot which has just been cut of red clover,

and wish to let it stand for next year. It has sour
grass in it. I wish to know if I use agricultural lime,

when and how much is the best time to use it ; also,

what kind of guano is the best to use as a top dressing,

and at what time.

2. My land is quite sour, judging from the sorrel

seen in it. I wish to apply lime ; when is it best to

do so, and on what crop. I follow corn with peas cut
for hay, and then seed to wheat and clover.

By answering the above, you will confer a great
favor.

King and Queen Co., Va. Wm. A. Brown.

It does not at all follow that because you have sour

grass in your clover, that your land is sour. We have

seen this grass growing in the bottom of an old lime-

kiln, where the soil could inot possibly be sour. It is

more certainly an evidence of poverty of soil than of

sourness. Make the soil rich, and better grasses and

clovers will crowd out the sour grass. A dressing of

lime applied iu the fall, say 25 to 50 bushels to the

acre, would, however, be of service to the land and

help the clover, though we prefer always to apply

lime when working the larjd for a crop. In your ro-

tation, the proper place for the lime is after you have

plowed down your pea stubble and before seeding the

wheat. We would apply 300 to 500 lbs. to the acre of

bone meal on the clover as soon as possible.

—

Ed.

Grafting and Budding Trees—Blanching Celery.

Please advise me, through jour query column, how
to graft and bud fruit trees and how to make the wax.
Also how to blanch celery. A neighbor suggested
sand. I find great difficulty in blanching Giant
Pascal.

Chesterfield Co., Va. A Subscriber.

In grafting, there are two chief requisites for suc-

cess—the first that the graft be so set in the stock that

the sap may flow upwards without interruption, and

the second that the forming wood may extend down-

wards uninterruptedly through the inner bark. To
effect these two requisites, it is needful first that the

operation be performed with a sharp knife, that the

vessels and pores may be cut smoothly and evenly,

and the two parts be brought into immediate and
even contact. Secondly, that the operation be so con-

trived that a permanent and considerable pressure be

applied to keep all parts of these cut faces closely to-

gether. Thirdly, that the line of division between

the inner bark and the wood should coincide or ex-

actly correspond in each, for if the inner bark of the
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one sets wholly on the wood of the other, the upward

current through the wood and back through the bark

is broken, and the graft cannot nourish or grow

;

and fourthly, that the wounded parts made by the

operation be effectually excluded from the external

air until, by the growth of the graft, the union is ef-

fected. The first requisite is best attained by keeping

a keen flat-bladed knife to cut the faces and another

knife for other purposes. The second requires that

the jaws of the stock in cleft grafting press with some

force, but not too much against the wedge shaped

sides of the graft. In whip- grafting, the tongue and

slit should be firmly crowded or bound together. The
third requisite is attained by close examination with the

eye. The fourth is accomplished by plasters of graft-

ing wax. Grafting wax may be made by melting to

gether three parts of rosin, three of beeswax, and two

of tallow. This wax may be applied directly when
just warm enough to handle, or may be spread on

sheets of muslin, and these be cut in strips and be

warmed and bound round the graft. The wax should

closely cover every cut surface. The two most com-

mon methods of grafting are cleft and whip-grafting.

In a whip-graft the faces of the stock and the graft are

cut with a long sloping cut, and then neatly laid to-

gether and bound round with the wax plasters. In

cleft grafting, the stock is cut off square and then

split open with a strong knife struck with a hammer,
and the graft is cut into the shape of a wedge and in-

serted into the split in the stock and carefully fitted

and bound round with wax.

Budding consists in introducing the bud of one tree

with a portion of bark and a little adhering wood be

neath the bark of another and upon the face of the

newly forming wood. It must be performed while

the stock is in a state of vigorous growth. An incis-

ion is made lengthwise through the bark of the stock

and a small cut at right angles at the top, the whole

somewhat resembling the letter T. A bud is then

taken from a shoot of the present year's growth by
shaving off the bark an inch or an inch and a half in

length with a small part of the wood directly beneath

the bud. The edges of the bark at the incision in the

stock are then raised a little and the bud pushed

downwards under the bark. A bandage of bass corn

husk or other substance is wrapped round, covering

all parts but the bud. The pressure should be just

sufficient to keep the inserted portion closely to the

stock, but not such as to bruise or crush the bark.

The shoots containing the buds should be cut when so

mature as to be rather firm and hard in texture. To
prevent withering, the leaves must be immediately

cut off, leaving about a quarter of an inch of the foot

stalks of the leaves to serve as handles to the buds

whilst inserting them. The bud remains dormant un-

til the following spring, when the stock is cut off two
or three inches above the bud before the swelling of

the bud. Budding is performed in summer
;
grafting

in the spring.

We have never experienced any difficulty in blanch- .

ing celery. In our last issue we wrote fully on the

subject. When the celery is fully grown, hold the

stalks together with one hand and bank the soil closely

around the plant and place sufficient of it around the

plant to keep it pressed closely to the plant on all

sides so as to exclude light and air. Some tie the

plants together with bass matting or soft cotton strips

before banking the soil. We have also known grow-

ers to wrap newspapers round the plants before bank-
ing the soil. Exclude light, and the plant will blanch,

though some varieties take longer than others.

—

Ed.

Preparing for Wheat Seeding.

I have some fifty to seventy five acres of land I want
to put in wheat this fall, and would like to know the
best way of preparing for same. About one third is

now covered with broomsedge, one third wheat stub-
ble of 1901, and one third has laid out for a year or so.

Will it pay to sow peas, cut the hay and plow under
stubble when peas are $1.10 to $1.50 per bushel, and
I am not prepared to handle cattle to advantage?
Land now in wheat. When should same be broken
for wheat again t

What fertilizers, and how much. Most of land is

sandy loam, red clay subsoil, and fiat, and brought
ten to twelve bushels of wheat per acre, with 100 lbs.

ordinary 8-2-2 fertilizer. W. A. Eliason.
Iredell Co., N. O.

This land should all have been plowed in May or

June and been sowed in cow peas with 250 or 300 lbs.

of acid phosphate to the acre. A good crop of cow-

pea hay could then have been cut and a heavy stubble

been turned under for the wheat ; or, if the hay had
not been desired, the whole crop could have been so

fully matured that it could all have been turned under

with safety and with great advantage. At this time of

the year, and with the land yet to plow, it is doubtful

whether a growth of peas sufficiently heavy can be

obtained early enough to cut for hay and yet allow the

land to be plowed and become sufficiently compacted

for the best growth of the wheat crop; and to turn un-

der a heavy growth of peas in full vigor of growth
would be attended with much risk of injury to the

wheat. Possibly the best course would be to plow and
sow with peas, and when a fair growth has been made
to plow the crop down, say, in the beginning of Sep-

tember, and apply 30 or 40 bushels of lime to the acre

on the plowed land and harrow every week or ten

days until time to seed the wheat. We believe it

would be profitable to do this, even with peas at $1.50

per bushel. It certainly would, if a hay crop could

be secured. We would apply 150 lbs. of acid phos-

phate and 100 lbs. of bone meal to the acre when
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seeding the wheat, and should expect to make twice

as much wheat if the season was a good one as was

made previously. In our next issue we shall say more

on the proper preparation of land for wheat. Wheat

should not follow wheat. Pat the land in Crimson

clover and oats, and then turn down for corn in the

spring.

—

Ed.

Mange on Hogs—Cow-Peas—Turnips—Canning
Corn—Beans, Etc.

1st. Can hogs be cured of mange ; if so, how ?

2d. I wish to sow peas in corn at last plowing, say,

middle of July. How many should be sown per acre

to give best results ?

3d. What is the best kind of turnip to sow for win

ter use, and when is the best time to sow them?

4th. Can you give a receipt for canning such vegeta

bles as corn, squash, lima and string beans, and toma

toes, so that they will keep through winter ?

An Old Subscriber.

1st. Make an ointment of lard, sulphur and kero

6ene, and apply freely and frequently to the skin. At

the same time give a tablespoonful of sulphur to each

hog in its food twice or three times a week. This

should get rid of the trouble.

2d. About half a bushel, if sown broadcast ; if

drilled, less than this quantity will be sufficient.

3d. The ruta baga is the best stock turnip to grow,

as it keeps so much better than the other turnips.

Sow in July. The purple top Aberdeen, the Red Top

Globe or the White Flat Dutch, are good varieties, both

for stock and domestic use. Sow in August.

4th. We can supply a little book on canning and

preserving which gives receipts for putting up these

vegetables ;
price, 40 cents. Without a proper plant

for putting up these vegetables they are not very sure

to keep good. We have published receipts from sev

eral ladies and have had complaints of failures, and

therefore hesitate to advise home canning of these

articles.

—

Ed.

Draining Land.

I have on my place a bottom which I am very

anxious to have drained, but so far have been unable

to do anything with it. I would be glad to have your

advice in the matter. The bottom, which is between

two large creeks, does not overflow so badly, but the

banks of the creeks are higher than the land, and
when water get on it stays there. I have spent con

siderable money ditching, but it does not seem to do

much good. I have also had the creek straightened

and cleaned out for some distance below me. I am
under the impression that the bed of the creek will

have to be lowered in some way, say, by plowing out

with oxen. If you can give me any suggestions

through your journal they will be very much appre

ciated. I would alsd like to know about the cost per

acre to tile drain land. R. E. Tuggle.
Henry Co., Va.

The only way in which you can effectually drain

this "bottom" will be to cut and tile a main drain

through the " bottom " about middle of the land large

enough to take all the water which finds its way into

the land and carry this down the valley far enough un-

til it delivers the water above the normal level of

the creeks. Lateral drains should run obliquely into

this main on each side of it, extending up to the banks

of the creeks. The number and size of these, and of

the main, will have to be regulated by the quantity

of water to be carried. We have put lateral drains

of this character as close as seven yards apart, and

not found them more than sufficient with two inch

tiles. It would be impossible for us to give you an

idea of the cost of tile draining this land without

more specific information as to the size and shape of

the "bottom," and from what point you would have

to procure your tiles. If you will let us have these

data, we will be glad to help you. The eost of tile

draining per acre varies very much, according to the

size and number of tiles necessary and the depth of

the drains to be cut to receive the tiles.

—

Ed.

English Walnut Trees Bearing.

Please inform me through your columns whether a
single English Walnut tree, growing alone, will bear

fruit ; and if so, how old the tree must be before com-
ing into bearing. Ernest Lawford.
Buckingham Co.,Va.

Yes. They do not usually bear until ten or twelve

years old.

—

Ed.

Cotton Yield.

In a prominent seed catalogue, the statement is

made that Moore's Prolific cotton "will yield 40 per
cent, of lint and from three to four bales of cotton per

acre, when well cultivated and scientifically fer-

tilized."

Is so large a yield possible on the average uplands
of the cotton States, or is the statement intended to

apply only to alluvial soils 1

Will you kindly inform me just what is required on
the two points of cultivation and fertilizing ?

Taylor Co., Iowa. B. F. M.

If you are looking to make anything like four bales

of cotton to the acre of any variety and on any kind

of land as an average crop, you are likely to be

greatly disappointed. The average yield of the cotton

crop is less than 200 lbs. to the acre (that is, less than

half a bale). The man who makes a bale to the acre

is considered an excellent grower, though there is no

reason whatever why any man should not grow this

quantity. We have subscribers who have made two

bales to the acre on small highly enriched plots, and

it may be possible that others have made more than

this, but we have no record of its being done. We
deal with the questions of fertilizing and cultivation

of crops in our spring issues, when the subject is most
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interesting and timely. At this season of the year we

would only say to yon, sow all the land you intend to

plant in cotton with cow-peas; plow these down in the

fall when ripe, and seed the land in Crimson clover,

vetches and oats for a winter cover.—Ed.

Blight on Apple Trees.

My apple trees are affected with something like

blight ; the ends of new twigs die ; there is a small

insect that gets on the leaf and makes it curl up and
die. I notice most all the apple trees in this section

are affected in some way. Will you kindly give in

your next issue the cause and remedy for this?

Sussex Co., Va. W. W. Allen.

The trees are affected with twig blight, which we

hear is very prevalent all over the State. Like pear-

blight, it is a disease for which no certain remedy is

known. The cause is believed to be the introduction

of diseased spores from other trees by insects or the

wind. All the diseased twigs should be cut off and

burned. Late growth of new wood should be checked

by ceasing cultivation of the orchard early.

—

Ed.

Skin Disease on Sheep.

I have a lamb that has a skin disease on its ears,

«yes and lips, which I have tried to cure, but have
failed so far. It is about blind, as it seems to itch

very much, and the lamb scratches its ears and eyes

till they bleed. I have had two or three such cases

before.

Ashe Co., N. 0. John Dent.

Without seeing the lamb, it is impossible for us to

tell what is the nature of the disease. It is very prob

ably caused by lice of some kind. Get a package of

Laidlaw's Sheep Dip advertised in the Planter, and

apply as directed.

—

Ed.

Killing Honeysuckle.

In our last issue we had an inquiry as to the best

means of killing this shrub. We replied that we
knew of no certain method. A subscriber writes us

that he has killed it by pouring pork pickle or strong

brine on it.

WHERE LARQE QUANTITIES OF CHEMICAL
FERTILIZERS ARE USED.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Outside of the trucking centres of the South it is

probable that Long Island is the heaviest purchaser

of chemical fertilizers in the country. It is quite

common there for a number of farmers to join together

and, through a purchasing agent, contract for from

300 to 1,000 tons—taking advantage of all the dis-

counts by paying cash. While a large amount is

purchased on the above plan, it by no means covers

one half the business. It is quite common for a Long
Island farmer to purchase one or more cars of fertil-

izers for his own use, and the grade he purchases is

not a cheap or ordinary one. They have a standard,

or what is better known down there as the "club fer-

tilizer," which usually contains 3 to 4 per cent, of

nitrogen, 7 per cent, phosphoric acid, and 7 per cent,

potash, which is used mostly for potatoes at the rate

of one ton to the acre.

The headquarters of these clubs are at Nbrthport,

Northville and Southold. The plan adopted by these

clubs has been to elect a purchasing agent, who acts

in connection with a board of directors who, by
authority of the club, secure a chemical analysis of

the soils, and on the advice of the Experiment Station

select an analysis to meet the soil conditions and the

demands of the crop to be raised. This same com-

mittee then corresponds with the leading manufac-

turers of chemical fertilizers. After securing a satis-

factory price, contracts with one of them to deliver

within the time stated from 100 to 500 or 1,000 tons,

as the case may be, in car load lots at the different sta-

tions within the club district. The purchasing agent is

usually paid 25 cents to 30 cents per ton for making
the purchases, looking after the delivery and making
the collections (it is a cash transaction—the farmer

pays the purchasing agent for his fertilizer as soon as

it is taken from the car.) The purchases are usually

made in January and goods delivered during March
and April, very few in May, which gets this matter

off the minds of the farmers early in the season.

At Orient Point, Southold and Mattituck, where
potatoes, cauliflower, asparagus, tomatoes and cab-
bage seed are all extensively planted, we think the
grades of fertilizer in use run higher than at other
points on the Island. At Orient, they use 4 per cent,

ammonia, 8 per cent, phosphoric acid, and 10 and
sometimes 12 per cent, potash ; this is used mainly
for potatoes and Brussels sprouts at the rate of one
ton to the acre, which we understand gives splendid
results in both the yield and quality of the crops. At
Southold and Mattituck, for tomatoes, asparagus and
cauliflower, they use 4' per cent, nitrogen, 8 per cent,

phosphoric acid, and 7 per cent, potash, in all cases

not less than one ton to the acre ; and in the place of
mixed fertilizers, quantities of ground rock and fish

scrap are used with kainit and muriate of potash.
The Long Island farmer is to be congratulated on

his progressive methods generally. His intelligence
is leading him forward, helping him to overcome the
difficulties attendant on the cultivation of thin soils

—

soils that eat up humus and wear out very fast. The
reconstruction of his soils is taking his attention very
much at present, and he is now investigating what to
use for cover crops that will meet Long Island condi-
tions better than common clover. Crimson clover,
rye or oats and cow-peas will be tried. He also seems
fully alive to the needs of the plants, and understands
that to meet these needs he must first have physical
conditions brought about by the use of yard manure
or green crops plowed under, which enables him to
use larger quantities of high grade commercial fer-

tilizers with safety and profit.

E. J. Hollistee.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

The gathering and shipping, or otherwise disposing

of the vegetable and early fruit crops, will make this

month a busy one. Do not let vegetables become

overgrown or fruit over ripe before gathering, and see

that all products are cooled off before being packed

for shipment. Ship in well ventilated packages, and

see that care is taken In grading the shipments. Calls

and second class products should never be shipped

with the best, but in separate packages, distinctly

marked "seconds." Let each package strictly con-

form to the marking upon it, and thus secure a repu

tation which will always tell upon the price.

and prepare either for late crops or for seeding with
Crimson clover or vetches. Do not let the land lie idle

or producing only weeds. These mean loss of fertility

and more work.

Plant successional crops of sweet corn, Pole beans,

Lima beans and tomatoes. Sow cucumbers for pickle.

Keep all growing crops well cultivated, and watch

for the attacks of insects aud fungoid diseases, and

apply the remedies advised in our Spray Calendar

promptly.

Celery plants should be transplanted from the seed

bed as soon as they are large enough to handle. Set

them in a fairly rich bed about four inches apart each

way, to grow on for setting out in the rows next month.

In this issue will be found articles dealing with the

planting of Irish potatoes for a late table crop, and

with the planting of the second crop for seed, and also

with the preparation and planting of the fall or late

crop of cabbages.

Seed may be sown late this month for broccoli plants

to be set out in September. This crop should have

more attention, as the heads, which are like cauli-

flowers, are now in demand in the markets in the fall

and early winter. It is a crop a9 easily grown as cab-

bages, and requires practically the same treatment,

and should be more profitable.

In this issue will be found an article dealing with

the summer management of strawberry beds.

The budding of fruit trees will require attention

during this month and August. In our Enquirer's

Column will be found a reply dealing fally with this

work. Roses bud very successfully, and those desir-

ing good displays of these flowers should secure buds

of new varieties and insert them in healthy, vigorous

stocks of wild or otherwise worthless varieties.

As the early crops are cleared off the land, break

SUnflER WORK ON A STRAWBERRY FARJ1.

Editor Soicthern Planter:

I will give the system of work which after more
than twenty years experience we have adopted as best

on our strawberry farms. While this system can be
modified to suit the conditions prevailing in different

localities, I believe that it will be found applicable to

a large portion of the country.

Strawberry fields that have borne two crops are

plowed under and sowed in cow peas. And we would
impress on all that success with the cow-pea—this un-

rivalled soil improver—depends largely on the way it

is planted. It is nearly always covered too deep, the

custom being to sow broadcast and plow under with

turning plows. The result of this deep covering is

that the peas are late in forcing their way up through

the soil and that a great many, often the larger pro-

portion, never come up at all.

If peas are to be broadcasted the land should be

plowed first, the peas then evenly sown at the rate of

six to eight pecks to the acre and worked in with a

disk harrow. This harrowing not only covers the

peas just the right depth, one to two inches, but at

the same time converts the soil into an ideal seed bed.

As a rule we prefer to sow peas in rows or lists.

This requires only one bushel of seed an acre. Break

up the old strawberry bed or field and harrow if clod-

dy or turfy. The cow- pea, while exceedingly hardy

when well established, requires favorable conditions of

soil to start it off.

Well, the soil well harrowed, run off the rows three

feet apart and sow the peas evenly. Cover then by
means of a small tooth cultivator. To make the cul-

tivator effective in this respect, remove all but the

two side teeth. Then run so that these teeth will run

on each side of the furrow in which the peas have

been sown and near enough thereto to throw an inch

or two of dirt on the seed.

Peas drilled this way will need no hoe work. Two
plowings with a cultivator will suffice to make a good

crop. Skillful and timely plowing of the peas will

keep down the crab grass till the pea vine3 get large

enough to smother it out. This is a most desirable

thing, for the less crab grass seed that forms this sum-

mer the less crab grass to fight amid the strawberry

plants next summer. And it is immensely easier and
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cheaper to kill it with a plow now among the peas

than with fingers and hoe amid the strawberry run

ners a year later. I have kept pea fields so clean of

grass for two summers that when planted in strawber

ries the third year scarcely any crab grass at all came.

This vastly simplified and cheapened the cultivation

of the strawberries.

Whether drilled or broadcasted the pea vines should

be turned under or cut for forage just as the pea
forms. If the vines are cut the stubble should at once

be plowed under. Some allow most of the peas to

ripen, pick them and then cut or turn under the

vines. But a field will give better results in berries

when the vines are cut or plowed under before the pea

matures. Maturing seed is the process that exhausts

the soil with peas as with other crops.

The peas or the stubble turned under in September,

the land may be prepared and again set in plants as

soon as rains come to get the soil in good condition.

So much as to the fields that are to be plowed un-

der, rotated in peas and reset in strawberries the fol

lowing fall. Now as to cultivating a field that has

borne only one crop and which it is desired to prepare

for a crop the following spring. Bar off the rows
with a turning plow leaving a strip about one foot

wide. If the plants have been grown in stools or hills

work them out nicely. If the matted system has been
followed chop out the plants, leaving a single row
along the unplowed strip, chop the plants about a foot

to a foot and a half apart. Then sow 500 to 1000 lbs.

cotton seed meal per acre on each side of the plants
and in the furrow made in "barring off, " and at once
cover the meal by splitting the middles, which will
throw the dirt back around the plants.

After that give shallow cultivation with a hoe and
cultivator often enough to kill all weeds and grass as
it comes. The cultivation of young plants should be
similar to that recommended for the "barred off"
plants—shallow and frequent cultivation with culti
vator and hoe.

O. W. Blaoknall.

THE LATE CROP OF IRISH POTATOES.
Irish potatoes raised in early spring will not keep

over the winter in the South. By December they are

not fit for the table. To secure good table potatoes

for winter and spring, northern-grown sets should be
planted in July. These sets are kept in cold storage

up to that time, and come out unsprouted. They
should be spread out on the barn or a shed floor for a

week or ten days, until the eyes start, and should then

be planted. Give the land good preparation, fertilize

liberally, and push the growth as much as possible by
frequent cultivation and a top dressing of nitrate of

soda, so that they may come to maturity before frost.

These potatoes will keep all winter, and sell well in
all Southern markets.

SECOND CROP IRISH POTATOES.
In the parts of this State south of the James Biver

and east of this city and in Eastern North Carolina
the growing of the second crop of Iiish potatoes for
seed for the early spring crop should receive attention
at this time. There is always a large demand for this
seed in January and February, as it has been found to
be more reliable and to produce better yields of the
early crop than northern grown sets. There is no
difficulty in raising the crop if only certain rules are
followed. Let the first early crop become fully, or
nearly fully, matured before digging. Sort out from
this crop all the seed required of the size of an egg, or a
little less. Spread these sets out in a moderately shady
place, and allow them to green for a few days. Then
barely cover them with a little wood's mould and pine
or short straw and keep slightly damp. In a week or
two they will commence to sprout, and are then ready
for planting again. Lay off the rows as for the regu-
lar crop, but plow out the furrows deeply—say run
the plow twice in each furrow. Fertilize lightly if

the land is not in good fertility. Plant the sprouted
sets in the bottom of the furrows at (he usual distance
apart, say a foot or fifteen inches, and just cover the
sets with soil. In a week or ten days they will be-
gin to appear above the soil. Plow on to them then
another light furrow, and so continue until the land
is level. Then leave to make the crop cultivating
now and again to conserve moisture and keep down
weeds. They will continue to grow until frost cuts
them down, when they should be dug and sorted.
The largest may be used for the table, and all the
medium sized ones be stored away safe from frost for
sale or planting in the early spring. If the seed for
this crop is not sprouted before set, there is no reliance
to be placed on the stand, as the sets seem to cook
instead of grow.

LATE OR FALL CABBAGE.
"We have several enquiries as to growing the late

fall cabbages in the South. The supply of this crop
for Southern markets comes largely from the North
and the mountain sections of the western part of this
State. Whilst these sections will always be better
adapted for raising the crop than Middle and Eastern
sections of this and the other Atlantic Coast States
yet it is not impossible to grow the crop in those sec
tions. The mistake made when trying to do so usually
is that the plants are raised too early and are killed
in the hot summer months by drouth and insect pests.

Seed should not be sown in Middle and Eastern Vir-
ginia or in Eastern North Carolina before the latter

part of July or the first week in August. It should
then be sown in a moist situation on a very rich seed
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bed, and the plants be encomaged to make a rapid

growth. Dust the plants as soon as they appear with

tobacco dust and air slaked lime to keep off the flea

beetles. In the latter part of Angnst and first week

in September, plant out in rich, moist land and en

courage rapid growth by frequent cultivation and

a top dressing of nitrate of soda, so that the heads may
form and wrap by November. The attacks of harle-

quin bugs may be largely prevented by sowing rows

of mustard seed between the cabbages. The bugs

will prefer this to the cabbages, and may there be de

stroyed with kerosene. The green worms should be

killed by dusting with gait and air slaked lime. The
Flat Dutch is the best variety to grow for this crop.

CLAREMONT LATE IRISH POTATOES.

Mr. Ames, from whom we published a short article

a month or two ago about a late variety of potatoes,

writes us that he is being constantly written to for

seed of this variety. He desires us to say that neither

he or any of his neighbors have now any more of the

variety left for sale.

CAUSTIC SODA FOR BORDEAUX MIXTURE.
The Ohio Experiment Station has recommended the

use of soda Bordeaux mixture in the treatment of vine-

yards for grape rot and the spraying of apple trees for

the bitter rot of apple. Numerous persons have in-

quired where the powdered caustic soda may be ob
tained of such tested strength that the process of test

ing its strength at home may be avoided. Pursuant
to the wish that such source of supply might be de-

veloped, the Lawrence Publishing Co. of the Ohio
Farmer, Cleveland, Ohio, have arranged to supply
powdered caustic soda of tested strength at the follow
ing price f. o. b. Cleveland

:

Cauitic ioda, 10 lb. tin at 65c.

Caustic Boda, 25 lb. tin at 5.4c. per lb. or $1.35 per tin.

Caustic soda, in multiples of 25 lbs., 5.4c. per lb.

AMOUNT OF CAUSTIC SODA TO USE.

Samples of the grade offered have been tested by
the Experiment Station, and should be used at the
rate of 1 lb. S oz. of the caustic soda to 4 lbs. of copper
sulphate in fifty gallons of mixture, which is soda Bor
deaux mixture. The formula, using this particular
grade of caustic soda, is as follows

:

SODA BORDEAUX MIXTURE.
Copper sulphate (blue vitriol) 4 lbs.

Cau3tic soda (sodium hydroxid) 1 lb. 3oz.
Water, to make 50 gallons.

The solutions of copper sulphate and caustic soda
should be put into the barrel or tank only after nearly
filling it with water, and afterwards be thoroughly
agitated by pumping the mixture back into the tank
through the hose with nozzle removed. The mixing
of spray preparations of this sort outside the spray
tank is unnecessary—the process may be best con
ducted by putting the ingredients directly into the

tank—but not until water enough has been added to
make them quite dilute.

Orders for the caustic soda should be addressed to

the Ohio Farmer, Cleveland, O.

Inquiries for spraying directions in using caustic

soda should be addressed to the
Experiment Station,

Woosler, 0.

FRUIT PROSPECTS IN BEDFORD COUNTY, VA.

Editor Southern Planter.

I am sorry I could not find time to give you a re-

port for the June issue. Cherries practically failed

this spring. In peaches, Elberta has set a fair crop,

as have Bishop's Early and Salway, but the crop,

as a whole, is not more than one- fifth of a yield. The
pear crop is irregular ; a few varieties are loaded,

but most varieties have few or none, and I should esti-

mate the yield at one fifth of a full crop. Japan plums

are a full crop. Apples are irregular. Some Pippin

orchards have a crop, others have some trees full,

others bare. Winesap is generally light. Ben Davis

has set a crop. York Imperials, like Pippins, are

irregular. Willow Twig has a full crop. As a whole,

the crop in this locality is about one-balf a full yield.

No hail has so far injured us, and such fruit as we
have is in good condition.

Owing to ravages of Monilia during the abnormally

wet season of last year, peach orchards show up worse

this year than I have ever seen them, and I think a

severe heading back of old trees will be essential to

the proper supply of thrifty wood for future bearing.

Apple orchards are showing some blight, but not as

badly as last year. Other fruit trees are looking well,

but making slow growth owing to want of rain.

Bedford Co., Va. Geo. E. Murrell.

WONDERS ON A SINGLE ACRE.
Samuel Cleek, of Orland, has the most remarkable

acre in California. It embraces a barn and corral,

covering 75 by 75 feet; rabbit hutch, 25 by 25 feet;

residence and porches, 30 by 30 feet; two wind mill
towers, 16 by 16 feet each; garden 46 by 94 feet; black-
berries, 16 by 90 feet; strawberries, 65 by 90 feet;

citrus nursery, 90 by 98 feet, with 2,300 trees budded;
one row of dewberries, 100 feet long; four apricot
trees, two oak trees, three peach trees, six fig trees, ten
locust trees, thirty assorted geraniums, twelve lemon
trees, seven years old, one eight year old lime tree
from which he sold 160 dozen limes last year; eight
orange trees in bearing, four bread fruit trees, five

pomegranate trees, a patch of bamboos, three calla
fillies, four prune trees, three blue gum trees, six
cypress trees, four grape vines, one English ivy, two
honeysuokles, one seed bed, one violet bed, one sage
bed, twelve tomato vines and thirteen stands of bees.
After making a comfortable living for himself and

wife off this single acre, Mr. Cleek adds $400 a year to
his bank account.

—

San Francisco Chronicle.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

HOLSTEINS IN NOTTOWAY CO., VA.

We have pleasure in presenting our readers with a

picture of as pretty and high bred a herd of Holstein

cattle as are to be found in any State in the union,

and our pleasure is enhanced by the fact that this

herd is to be found iu Soutbside Virginia, in a section

of country tha 1
: only a few years ago was the home of

nothing but the poorest bred scrub cattle, and which

was said to be unsuited for anything better. The
herd is the property rf Mr. T. O. Sandy, of Burkville,

Nottoway County, Va., and was established some six

years ago by purchases made from one of the best

known Holstein breeders in New York State. Since

that time Mr. Sandy has made additions to his breed

ing stock from other well kaown herds, and recently

has added a car load from a well known Pennsylvania,

herd of the highest breeding. Mr. Sandy has now
about forty head of as fine Holsteins as are to be found

in the country, and some of them are making won-

derful records as milkers and cream producers. The
cream from the herd is shipped to Richmond every

day, whilst the separated milk is fed to calves and

hogs. The health of the herd has been perfect ever

since it was established, thus settling definitely the

point as to the possibility of keeping pure bred stock

within the limits of the quarantine lines without loss

from Texas fever. Mr. Sandy has also a fine herd of

Berkshire hogs and flock of Dorset sheep, and breeds

Hackney horses. The farm itself is a model of what

is possible to be done on a poor Southside farm.

When Mr. Sandy took it in hand a few years ago it

was with difficulty that he could raise feed enough to

supply a few cattle. Now it is producing the heaviest

crops of corn and grain, forage crops for the silo and

!
hay for the barn and there is never any lack of abun-

dant feed for the large number of mouths to be fed.

The manure from the etock is carefully saved and

applied to the land and supplemented with slag phos-
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phate when and where needed. This and the adoption

of a system of rotation of crops calculated to keep the

supply of humus constantly on the increase in the

land is the secret of Mr. Sandy's success. Such a

system is all that is required to make thousands of

acres in Southside Virginia equally fertile and profi

table. Live stock is the key to sucwss there as else

where.

WHICH ARE THE MORE PROFITABLE—SPRINQ
OR FALL COWS ?

Editor SotUhern Planter

:

The answer to this question depends, in a gieat

measure, od the relative prices which can be obtained

for summer and winter butter ; or milk, If milk is sold,

instead of butter. It costs more to make winter but

ter, because more grain must be fed at that season to

keep up the flow of milk. In this part of Pennsylva

nia, for a number of years past, it has paid best to

have cows calve about the first of October, feed them

well through the winter, and sell the butter as fast as

made.

How long winter dairying will continue to be the

more profitable will depend on how many dairymen

change their practice from summer to winter dairying

by having their cows calve in the fall instead of the

spring. As the change cannot be made at once, but

requires time, I should judge from present appear

ances there is no great danger of dairymen making a

rush to change their practice.

Perhaps the following statement may be of interest

to the readers of the Southern Planter: We use the

Cooley cans with a graduated glass scale inserted in

the side, which shows the thickne38 of the cream and

measures it. Three spaces of cream will make a quart,

and seven spaces of our cream will make a pound of

butter. At the creamery, each patron's cream is fre-

quently tested by being churned separately, and each

patron can also test the scale by counting the number

of spaces churned for family use, and weighing the

butter. A few years since, for a period of four months,

beginning May 28th, we delivered at the creamery

2,776 spaces of cream, which made 396 pounds of but

ter, for which we were paid once a month, at the

average rate of 17 cents per pound. From September

29th to November 1st (about one month), we received

22 cents per pound. From November 1st to January

16th the following year, we were paid an average of

27 cents per pound ; from January 16th to March 16th

(two months) the price paid was 25 cents per pound
;

from March 16th to April 25th, the price was 22}

cents ; from April 25th to May 25th, 18 cents ; from

May 25th to August 30th, 15 cents ; from August 30th

to October 18th, 18 cents ; from October 16th to De-

cember 24th, 22 cents ; December 24th to March 26th

(the next jear), 25 cents; from March 26th to April

28th, 19 cents; from April 28th to May 27th, 14

cents ; from May 27th to July 3d, 13 cents ; from July

3d to September 6th, 15 cents ; from September 6th

to November 11th, 21 cents ; from November 11th to

December 3d, 24 cents ; from December 3d to January

9th, 25 cents. For the summer months of the first

year, the average price received was about 17 cents

per pound, and for the w inter months 26 cents—a dif-

ference of 9 cents per pound in favor of the winter

make. For the summer months of the following year,

the average price was about 15 cents per pound, and

for the winter months 25 cents—a difference of 10

cents per pound in favor of the winter butter. For

the summer month? of the next year, the average

price was 14 cents per pound, and for the winter

months 25 cents—a difference of 11 cents in favor of

the winter butter.

We fed some bran and meal to our cows regularly,

both summtr and winter, but of course not half so

much in the summer as in the winter. We believe it

pays to feed a little wheat bran in the summer, be the

pasturage ever so good. The more you can get cows

to eat, by supplying a variety of foods, the more milk

they will give, and the only question to be decided is,

whether they give enough more to pay the additional

cost of the extra feed.

My opinion is, they do ; I have no proofs to offer.

Cows have to be wintered anyhow, whether they

give milk or not, and cows fresh in the fall, and fed a

full milk ration of meal and bran, will not consume

more than half the quantity of fodder required to

winter them without it. All the grain fed to the win-

ter cows must not be charged to the winter butter,

because there is so much saving of hay or other fod-

der. Another thing to be considered, fall cows sta-

bled and well fed through the winter, when they get

to grass in the spring, will increase their yield of milk

for some time, especially if some bran it fed in addi-

tion to the pasture, and they will not go dry so long

as spring cows. Besides this, the greater part of the

milking and calf feeding comes at the season of the

year when farmers are not so much hurried with farm

work.

Corn fodder secured at its best and in perfect order

is the cheapest, and one of the very best fodders for

winter dairying. Clover hay is about as good for milk

production, but it must be cut and honsed at the

right stage of growth. Both make yellower cream
than ensilage.

J. W. Ingham.

When corresponding with advertisers, kindly men-
tion the Southern Planter.
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SOME POINTERS FOR BREEDERS.

Editor Southern Planter :

We see every week reports of sales of pedigreed live

stock, and I have been struck myself with the differ-

ence in price of Shorthorn cattle sold at the sales of

W. I. Wood, C. L Geslaugh, and E. S. Kelly, May
20th, May 21st and May 22d, all pure bred registered

eattle. At E. b Kelly's sale the top price was $1,625

for a five year old cow,and the lowest price was $200 foi

a seven year old cow. At Geslaugh's sale the top price

was $1,525 for a four year old cow, and bottom price

for a cow was $210 for a four year old. At Wood's

sale top price was $2,030 for a three year-old cow, and

bottom price was $115 on a two year-old heifer. The
ordinary farmer asks why this great difference T and

well he may ; for can any breeder truthfully say that

this difference exists. In reality, one represents the

true value and the other a fictitious one. set by breed-

ers who are booming the Scotch cattle. Who had bet-

ter cattle in the United States than Col. Moberly ?

and he had this for his motto : "Straight, crooked, or

cross wise, we breed the best."

Our people are non plussed on several questions per

taining to Shorthorns. Why is it that Golden Victor,

Choice Goods, Lavender, Discount, and other bulls

stand ahead in the prize rings over bulls that are a

great deal larger, &". In looking over a lot of cows

and calves, one will say, "Now, that is a good one,

she has a big bone and frame ; why is it you select

that cow as being the best, she isn't extra large and is

too light built."

Why do not some of our leading Southern Shorthorn

breeders write an article occasionally explaining these

things and enlighten our people T They must assume
that because they know all the whys and wherefores

that the beginner or farmers do. The editors of live

stock and farming journals should also explain that

the cattle that win now and are selected as breeders

are the small boned, smooth, quick maturing kind,

and not the large, coarse framed and boned Short

horns of forty years ago. You often see a farmer pass

by a calf that has a good heavy coating of hair and
with a hide as mellow and mossy as a sheep skin and

select one that has a light covering, and sole leather

skin ; that is because they are .not taught by those who
know.

Call on some of our good Shorthorn breeders and
ask them to contribute an article occasionally and

your journal will do even a greater work than it has

done already in educating the Southern farmer, who
has been more unfortunate than his Northern and
Western brother on account of the devastation of the

Civil War, &c. No State in this great Union of ours

should stand ahead of Old Virginia, which is adapted

by nature for a great stock country. Its climate, soil

and bountiful supply of good water make it all that is

required, except for a lack of interest in good stock,

which is, I am glad to say, fast becoming a thing of

the past.

Now, a point that every one should bear in mind,

in starting a herd of cattle, hogs or a breeding stud of

horses, is, that the best may, and of course will, cost a

little more in the beginning, but will pay a great deal

better " in the long run" than trying to get the cheapest

stuff that you can find that is entitled to registry. Re-

member that there are said to be "black sheep in every

fold," and do not buy any but the best individuals,

backed by the best blood.

Rockingham Co., Va. Jno. F. Lewis.

'We wish some of our Shorthorn breeders would
take Mr. Lewis' suggestions into consideration and let

us hear from them. We have often requested them to

do so, but they are very modest men and we cannot

get them to respond. We stand ready to publish their

views and to supplement them with pictures of live

stock if they will send us photographs from which we
can have cuts made.

—

Ed.]

ANGORA GOATS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT.

Editor Southern Planter

:

In raising Angora goatss uccessfully, there are a few

conditions that the farmer should take care to provide.

I would say, first, examine the condition of your pas

tures, your fences, and your shelter. These all being

satisfactory, you can certainly add considerably to the

income of your farm by raising a herd of Angora goats

properly proportioned to the amount of suitable pas-

ture you may have.

The State in which you live makes but little differ-

ence, as they have been successfully tried in almost

every State in the Union.

They thrive on any pasture that other stock will eat,

and also on brushy, weedy, rough pastures where even

sheep will not do well.

Any well built perpendicular fence three feet high

will turn them. Woven wire fences are preferable.

They are sure death to all kinds of shrubbery, and

must be kept from your fruit trees and small bushes

that you wish to preserve.

They will greatly improve any brushy, weedy pas-

ture by killing the foul growth, thus allowing grass to

take its place. I pasture my Angoras on land covered

with brush and Russian thistles with but little grass

interspersed. I do not permit them to feed this close

enough to kill the brush, as I wish to perpetuate the

brush and thistle growths for its valuefor Angora goat

pasture. They are very fond of the young thistle and

all kinds of weeds.

Shelter should be provided according to the climatic
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conditions of the different States, always keeping this af.er weaning, is corn ; but it is not so safely ted or so

fact in view. They need protection more from wet
j

greedily eaten as when oats or peas are added,

than cold. In this State, with its dry, cold winters, a! * "qniree twelve to sixteen weeks to pat lambs... 71 . that rave never had grain in good cor dition lor mar-
dry shed open on two sides is sufficient. ket Tjnder good management, lambs will gain one-
To be with my Angoras is one of my chief delights. . quarter to one half pound per day. or twenty five to

Their beautiful appearance, with their long, silky thirty pounds during the feeding period. It requires

fleece and graceful form., the many laughable pranks I

eight.to nine pounds of dry feed to produce one pound

played by the frolieksome kids, are well calculated to
' a

.

in',
.. ,, . .. ,, , .

, ,. ,. L -,^ . , , Palatable rations suitable to growth as well as fat-
make them one of the chief attractions of any farm. tening are of more importaDCe than the chemical com-
Monte Yista. Colo. C. E. Shoup.

;

position of the ration.

The German notion formerly much taught here that

the best results are obtained only when the rations

DEDUCTIONS FROM SHEEP-FEEDING TRIALS *» 50 compounded as to contain a certain definite
' proportion of protein to carbohydrates, is not borne

Some of the more prominent deductions from the ut by the results secured in the station feeding ex-
work of the Experiment Stations in sheep feeding perinients.
may be briefly pointed out as follows

:

The meat of sheep fattened on silage or roots is

Care in the selection of the ram at the head of the more waterv than when the sheep have been fed on
flock oftentimes doubles the profits made from the d rv foods.
lambs. Corn silage has no special advantage over cut dry

Dorset ewes breed earlier and are more prolific than feeds as a feeding stuff for sheep, and is about equal
Shropshire ewes, and hence are more valuable in grow

i n feediDg value to roots : but it is very much cheaper
ing winter or hot house lambs. The prolificacy ol than roots and most drv fodders.
Dorset ewes is transmissible through the ram to other Sugar beets give from 6 ro 20 per cent, better returns
breeds of sheep.

; \ Q fattening sheep than other roots, and stand about
Merino or other wool flocks of sheep can be con i n a par with corn silage. Not more than three

verted into mutton flocks in three or four years by pounds per head should be fed daily.— C. B. Smith,
keeping a pure mutton ram at the head of the flock. jn Breeders' Gazette.

It pays in dollars and cents to feed lambs grain
|

from birth, whether they are to be Bold at weaning
time, later in the fall, or fattened in winter and sold

in spring.

After weaning lambs it does not pay to feed more

SALE OF JERSEYS.

May. and achieved a wonderful success. He sold 48

bulls and 120 cows. The following summary gives the

results

:

Total* and Artragts.

Males.

42 Island-Bred bulls brought $15.510—avenue $369
6 Island-American bull calves brought 360—average 60

48 Bulls, all sold, brought $15,.i70—average $330

20 Island-Bred vearling bulls brought $5.915—average $295
19 Island-Bred "bull calves brought 2,330—average 122

Females.

Mr. T. S. Cooper held his annual sale of imported
than one half pound of grain per head per day until jersevs at Coopersbnrg on the 30th and 31st davs of
the fattening period begins in fall or winter.

Lambs with Down blood in them fatten much more
rapidly than Merino lambs.
Sheep can be fattened on grain alone without any

coarse fodder whatever.
Large lambs make gains faster than small ones.

Lambs are much more profitably fed than yearlings.

Ewe lambs fatten about as readily as wether limbs,
and bring just as good prices in the market.
When well cared for, ewes can raise twin lambs with

out losing any more flesh than when nursing a single

lamb, and under such conditions twin lambs nursing
one mother gain as rapidly as when there is but one
lamb nursing.

Soiling can be practiced with sheep the same as with
other stock, but it is generally much more profitable

to let the sheep gather their own ibrage
Lambs fall pastured on rape and given some grain,

gain from two and one half to three pounds per week.
They also fatten more rapidly during the feeding
period following than grass pastured lambs.
8heep fatten most rapidly when allowed constant

access to fresh water.

Lambs can be successfully fattened by means of a
self feeder, but it is an expensive process and larger: sette sold for $3, 100, and Agatha, of Oaklands, bi ought
and cheaper gains can be obtained by feeding at reg- $1,700. There were buyers present from IS States and
ular intervals.

. from Canada. Amongst Southern buvers, we notice
There is no profit in shearing sheep during the fat- ., , , . , , , r „ * a i „ v- _i.~

tening period.^ Early shearing of lambs in October
the name of Lo1

'
A

"
M

'
Bo™aD

>
of Salem

- *•. wh°

has given favorable results in some instances.
|

bought Flying Fox's Golden Prince, a bull calf out of

The cheapest grain ration for lambs, either before or Beatrice 2d for $330.

54 Island Bred cows
10 Island-Bred two-year-olds
31 Island-Bred yearlings
23 Island Bred calves

IIS Island-Bred females

brought $25.i'"90—average $464
brought 3.S25—average 3S2
broight 8,396—average 270
brought 3,890—average 169

brought $41,200—average $349
2 American-Bred heifer calves brought 100—average 50

120 Females, all sold,

1C8 Head, all sold,

brought $41.300—average «344
brought $57,170—average $340

Fhirg Fox. the premier bull of the herd, wa? sold

for $7,500. Amongst the cows. Judy Fontaine's Eo-
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KEEP PURE-BRED HOGS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Notwithstanding the fact that the United States De
partment of Agriculture has gone to the expense and

trouble of issuing a 40 page Bulletin, telling Southern

farmers how to make a big profit out of hogs, and

warning them against keeping and raising scrubs, and

despite the faot that to the most casual observer the

loss sustained in feeding such stock is obvious, we still

find in the South a vast number of men who continue

to throw their money away in a futile attempt to make
a profit out of them.

The scrub hog is undoubtedly one of the greatest

drawbacks that Southern agriculture has.

The hog in the West has earned for himself the ti

tie of "mortgage lifter," but how many scrubs do you

find among these "mortgage lifters!"

There is no doubt that with well bred swine bacon

can be made as cheaply in the South as anywhere in

the United States, and yet go into any grocery store

south of Mason and Dixon's line, and you will find

there "Western meat" for sale.

This is a sad commentary on the astuteness and pro

gressive spirit of the Soathern farmer.

If every scrub hog in the South were replaced with

improved swine, "Western meat" would scon vanish

from our markets and Southern swine raisers soon be

gin to climb up instead of "climbing" down.

Poland China, Chester White, Essex, Duro« Jersey,

Tamworth and Berkshires are our best known breeds

of improved swine, and no doubt they are all good,

but, from personal experience and observation, I be

lieve the Poland China is by far the most popular and
profitable hog we have. Southerner.

AYRSHIRE PRIZES FOR BUTTER.

The committee in charge of the Home Dairy Test
for the year ending March 31st, 1902, have made the
following report

:

There were seven herds tested for a full year under
the direction of the various Experiment Stations,

making about seventy cows in all. Two of these cows
gave over 500 pounds of butter, eight gave over 400,

40 gave over 300. One cow gave over 10,000 pounds
of milk, seven gave over 9,000, 20 gave over 8,000,

33 gave over 7,000, and 52 gave over 6,000 pounds of
milk.

Five cows, owned by E J. Fletcher, of Greenfield,

N. H., won the first prize, giving 43,020 pounds of

milk and 2,050 pounds of butter ; George H. Teaton,
Dover, N. H, won second, with 42,417 pounds of milk
and 1,936 pounds of butter; and W. V. Probasco,
Cream Ridge, N. J., won third herd prize, with
38,326 pounds of milk and 1,834 pounds of butter.

For single cow prizes, L S. Drew, of South Burling
ton, Vt., won first prize with Miss Ollie, giving 514
pounds of butter; E. J. Fletcher, Greenfield, N. H.,

won second with Durwood, giving 506 pounds ; and
C. M. Winslow & Son, Brandon, Vt., won third with
Acelista, giving 421 pounds.

C. M. Winslow,
Thomas Ttjrnbull, Jr.,
John W. Scott,

Committee on Home Dairy Tests.

A sale of 53 Shorthorns by N. A. Lind, Rolfe, la.,

brought an average of $766.63—the best in 20 years

by an American breeder. Top price was $3,880 for

cow Red Crest, by Bigler & Sons, Iowa. Imported
Victoria Maude brought $2,000 ; imported Beaufort

Princess, $1,475; imported Roan Bess, $1,350; 5th

Mysie of Pleasant View, $1,225 ; imported Village

Maid 31st, $1,100; Amanda, imported Icsoda, import-

ed Belle of the Anehers, Mysie of Beaver Creek, 3d,

imported Eliza 14th and Brewster Beauty 2d, $1,000

each ; Miss Mysie, $960 ; imported Duchess of Fife,

$925 ; Miss Ramsden 4th, $900 ; 11th Rose of Geneva,

$900 ; imported Vivacious, $875; imported Mon Rose,

imported Mary Ann of Lancaster and Golden Rosa-

mund, $800 each; bull, Fancy's Pride, $1,000; im-

ported Bapton Spice, $800.

A two days' combination sale of Aberdeen Angus
at Chicago last week disposed of 101 head for $31,520,

average, $312. Fifty nine females brought $81,350,

average, $364 ; 42 bulls, $10,170, average, $242—best
in many years. Cow Belle Bloomer 2d brought high-

est price, $2,000 ; Edgewood Belle, $1,505 ; Coquette's

Pride, $950 ; imported Patricia of Alta, $640 ;
Queen

Ida Midnight, $535 ; Rose of Glendale 4th, $505

;

Edgewood Barbara 2d, $500 ; Alby 2d, $500 ;
Pride

of Glendale 4th, $460; Spotswood Vixen, $450; Spotts-

wood Bramble, $405; Heiller Heather, $400; bull

Black Jam, Jr., $1,000 ; Colonel Jam, $910 ;
Warder,

Gay Hero, $490 ; Heather Hero, $410.

Twenty two Shorthorns sold in Chicago market last

week for $8 per cwt.—the highest price in 20 years.

They were two year high grades from Mt. Pleasant,

Iowa. Other consignments brought $7.75. Some Tex-

ans brought $7—the highest price for such from below

the quarantine line.

Carrots as a winter vegetable are nearly always in

profitable demand. They are also most useful for

stock feed. For this purpose the White Belgian is the

best to grow. A variety of winter feed is most desira-

ble for cattle to be kept in the best condition.

Cantaloupes and Watermelons have always been one

of the principal Southern crops. If for any reason all

of the melons cannot be sold, they make most desira-

ble and healthy hog and cattle feed.

When corresponding with advertisers, say that yon

saw the advertisement in the Southern Planter.
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The Poultry Yard.

HEAT, VENTILATION AND MOISTURE.

The Prime Factors in Incubation.

We have much of interest presented from time to

time on artificial incubation. Manufacturers, experts
and scientists describe their methods and ideas as to

the most approved manner of handling the incubator.
On one point all agree, and tbat is that there is one
question that is easier asked than answered. " Why
do so mang chicks die in the shell ?" So far, the only
answer has been, "because

1,1 something or other, but no
plausible reason has been advanced.
One expert has admitted the fact that eggs from

his own highbred stock only gave forty living chicks
from one hundred and twenty eggs placed in his ma-
chine, while from the same number of eggs that came
from some hens that have had the run of a farm all

winter, he got eighty four chicks. Here we have, as

the most influential factor, health, strength and vigor
on the one side, against close breeding, delicate nature
and less vigor on the other. We mu't all admit that
the care and confinement necessaiy to breeding in con
fined jards tends to lessening the vigor.

If it were possible to maintain equal vigor in the
fowls which are kept in yards to that which fowls run
ning at large obtain, we could begin the hatching pro-

cess within our incubators with one full count in its

favor. As it is, v* e must discount the future prior to

beginning, and this count must go against the vitality

or vigor of the life giving germ existing in the germ
cell awaiting the influence of heat, which brings it to

a living chick or to premature death. This will par
tially explain the start when made with eggs from the
most robust or sturdy fowls, as the case may be.
The freshness of the eggs and the care they have had

considerably influence the size of the air cells in the
large end of the shells. As evaporation goes on, the
air cell grows larger, and pushes the inner membrane
or skin of the egg up about the albumen and holds the
egg together. The fresher the egg when put to incu-
bation, the smaller will be the air space during the en
tire period of three weeks. If the air space is large at
the beginning, it will continue to grow larger all the
time ; if unusual heat causes unusual evaporation, all

the moisture may be gone from the egg and the germ
will die.

The proper amount of moisture must be contained
in the egg at all times while it is in embryo or it will
die. The use of moisture in the machine is not to force
this moisture into the egg, but to arrest unnatural
evaporation, probably on account of an unnatural de
gree of heat. If the water placed in the machine could
find its way into the egg, it would surely kill the chick.
But when the heated air is saturated with this mois
ture, it will not draw so much from the egg.

It is so thoroughly understood that 102° to 103° is

the proper degree of heat to maintain that it is quite
useless to say more of this

; at the same time we may
as well ask the question, " Does the hen keep them
sot No, she does not. It is quite certain that eggs
under a hen will not go above 104°, and seldom to that,
unless the atmosphere surrounding her is warmer than
this. It is also certain that the eggs on the outer edge

of the nest are not so warm as those in the center. It
is a'so well known that the hen shifts them continu-
ally from the center out, so as to keep them all regu-
larly and evenly heated ; this warmth must at all times
average under the scheduled temperature required for
the machine.
Let us say that it might be better to have the range

of heat a little lower than is scheduled for the correct
temperature. Will no r some one make the test and
try a hatch between 100° and 102° and see if it will do
as well T Then let some one else put moisture into the
machine at the start, and hold the heat to the 102° to
104° limit, 8nd see if this will arrest evaporation
and help in the hatch. All these changes might be
tried and result in benefit to us all.

The proper conditions of heat, ventilation and mois-
ture must exist, if we hope to gain the best results.

We may try and try, but the facts are that the hen
will do better than any machine yet made, when han
died by the average man or woman. This is the true
test of the ability of an incubator to do its work prop-
erly and well. And to do this when operated by an am-
ateur, it must have a well regulated system of heat and
ventilation, and gain in some way the moisture which
must saturate the heated air to prevent the drying up
of the eggs While the hen may do better at this task
than the machine, much time and labor may be saved
in the use of the machine, so that; the gain in one way
is lost in the other ; and the most satisfaction will come
from the use of the machine if any number of chicks
are to be grown.
But with all this we are still confronted with the

question of failure to hatch from one or many causes,

as may be. This tells us that the system of artificial in-

cubation is in its infancy, and here is just the very
point of inquiry which requires attention. Thousands
of dollars are spent each year in growing young fish

and lobsters, not for the benefit of nearly so many as

might be assisted if this question of artificial incuba-

tion could be solved ; millions of dollars go each year
to aid in dairy and sheep culture, neither of which
rank with the poultry interest. It should be the de-

termination of every man, woman and child interested

in poultry to see to it that their State legislators and
congressmen are shown the necessity of considering

their cause.

No one can give a plausible reason as to why eggs

do not hatch. If any true reason were known, the

trouble would be removed or partially so at least. But
the fact is that no one knows the cause of failure. This
being the case, no remedy can be applied. To obviate

the trouble we must know beyond all peradventure
the cause, and to find this we must experiment until

it is positively and absolutely located. When this is

done, then, and not until then, can the remedy be ap-

plied.

If the condition of heating, ventilating and the dis-

tribution of the moisture were perfect, then equal re-

sults with the hen might be obtained ; but so long as

we fail in this, just so long must we continue to study
and plan to do better. Each one can aid in this, and
in the end better and more successful methods will

come. But we may depend upon one thing, that no
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matter how even the heat may be or how well the

moisture may be regulated, good ventilation is an ab-

solute necessity if we hope for good, strong, healthy

chicks.

Poor or inactive ventilation will make trouble from
start to finish. This is a well established fact that no
one will venture to dispute. So with this one fact set

tied, you must feel assured of good ventilation in the

machine you use. If your chicks drop down into the

nursery under the egg tray and gasp for breath, you
may feel assured of bad ventilation and weak chicks.

If, however, they do well and enjoy the pleasures of

life in seeming contentment and without any difficul-

ties in breathing while in the nursery under the tray,

it is good evidence of proper ventilation. Keep an
eye to all these points as well as on the thermometer

;

train your eye to grasp all these conditions at a glance,

for with this instant survey of the whole subject comes
the ability to remedy evils when they exist.

—

Country

Gentleman.

COST OF FEEDING POULTRY.
There has been and always will be a difference of

opinion as to what it costs to feed a hen a year, and
the same difference of opinion is expressed as to the

quantity of food consumed a year by each hen. We
give below a few recent estimates gathered on the sub
ject which show clearly the unsettled state of the ques
tion, and we are of the opinion that it is as much with
the feeder as It is with the fowls :

The average estimate throughout the United States

shows that it costs about $1 a head per year to feed poul
try. The unusually high prices of grains of all kinds
the past winter have increased this average cost some
what ; at the same time poultry and its products have
advanced in prices, which equalizes the expense.
Throughout New England the record proofs show
that it has cost from $1.20 to $1.35 per fowl, while in

the West some claim to have fed their hens for consid-

erably less than this.

One party in Pennsylvania makes the following re-

port : The account being kept of eleven Plymouth
Rocks, the records shows that these hens consumed in

one year 182 pounds of wheat, 101 pounds of corn, 150
pounds of buckwheat, 150 pounds mash mixture, 60
pounds of clover, 100 pounds of oats, and 150 pounds
of green bone. The total cost of this was $7.72, each
hen having consumed 81 pounds as follows : 53 pounds
of corn, 13 pounds of bone, 5 pounds of clover, 10
pounds of oats—a total cost of 70 cents per hen. The
mash mixture which was fed to these hens was com
posed of two parts of buckwheat middlings, one part
each of corn meal, ground oats, wheat, bran, middlings
and others. To this mixture was added one part of

clover, and the entire mixture was well steamed and
allowed to sit over night before being fed. These re

cords prove that these Plymouth Rock hens were very
economically cared for. When we consider this is

eighty one pounds of feed per hen as against what
some people claim they feed, one would be led to think
that these fowls had been under fed or that others had
been considerably over fed.

One gentleman in New Jersey writes that he is feed-

ing eleven pints per day in cold weather to his twenty
five fowls ; on the basis that a pint is a pound, this is

in round numbers almost seven ounces per day to each

hen, or 160 pounds per year, nearly double the amount
reported in the other case. We cannot believe that it

is possible for the average hen to consume so much as

recorded in the last case, bat think the first represents

rather light feeding. The records at hand show that

people are feeding all the way from seventeen to twen-

ty six pounds per day to one hundred hens. In some
cases as good results have been obtained where the

smaller amount has been fed as was obtained by the

use of the heavier ration. This can be accounted for

on the ground that one lot of fowls was better housed

and kept warmer during the winter than was the other

lot ; also, small birds would eat less than larger fowls

would demand. Then again, some over feed and waste,

while others use better judgment and feed just enough

to obtain the desired results. These are reasonable,

every day conclusions that all can make use of to their

profit.

—

The Feather.

FOOD FOR YOUNO TURKEYS.
June is the month for young turkeys. Prom all

sides comes the question, How shall we save the young
poults t First of all, keep them ont of the damp and
wet

;
give them plenty to eat, but do not over feed

them. We clip the following from a letter of one who
raises a number of turkeys each jear :

"Boil some eggs very hard so they will crumble

mealy; mix with the hard boiled egg as much bread-

crumb as egg, and feed this to the young poults two

or three times a day. Alternate this with bread-

crumbs and fine oat meal or chick food Onions and
dandelion leaves, chopped very fine, are good for

green feed. As they grow older, feed broken wheat,

corn and loose oat meal ; from this to whole wheat,

broken corn, some millet and beef scraps. As soon

as the poults are large enough, let them run about

when it is dry. Never allow them to run in the wet

or damp. Keep the mother hen confined till the

poults are able to stand the going about with her.

Feed plenty of small, fine grit ; mix it with their food.

Be sure they always have plenty of fresh water, and
they should do well."—Country Gentleman.

Camphor is an infallible remedy for chicken lice.

When you make your nest and put in your eggs, at

the same time place in the nest with the eggs one cam-

phorated ball, which is sufficient for the entire incu-

bation, and your hen and little chicks will leave the

nest free from all kinds of vermin. When you have

placed the little ball in the nest, you need not bother

any more. It will evaporate and get to be very small

toward the latter part of the incubating, but, never

mind, it has done its work. It is a good idea to keep
one of the balls in the nest where the hens lay, as it

keeps them from having scaly legs as well as keeping

them free from vermin. The camphorated ball is a

little white ball, and can be had from almost any drug
store. I buy penny squares in Kingston, instead of

the ball, and half a one is effective in the layers' nest.

—Journal of the Jamaica Agricultural Society.

Air slacked lime is a good disinfectant, and should

be scattered over the floor and yard.
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The Horse.

ELLERSLIE (CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.)

YEARLINGS.

Captain R. J. Hancock & Son had a most successful

sale of their yearlings at Brooklyn. The following

givfs the particulars of the sale3:

Brown or bk. colt by Eon—Calais; C. H. Moore.. 225
Bay cole by Aurus—Clara Belle; W. T. Towns.... 200
Classics, b. c. by imp. Charaxus—Clash; F. Far-

rell 1,000
Bay colt by Aurus—Eolide; W. T. Towns 250
Chestnut filly by Eon—Eonette; W. T. Towns 650
Bay colt by Eon—Eostre; E. S. Gardner 200
Chestnut colt by imp. Charaxus—Generine ; F.

Farrell 3,100
Chestnut filly by imp. Charaxus—Helmwind

;

C.H.Moore 225
Bay filly by Eon—Mermaid ; W. T. Towns 800
Bay filly by imp. Charaxns—Merry Maid; R. L.

Baker.. 1,650
Black colt by Eon—Sample; W. T. Towns 300
Bay colt by imp. Charaxus— Sanci; R. L Baker.. 700

Total for thirteen head, 89,400. Average per head,
$723.

In addition to the foregoing, they sold the racing

qualities of Ethorine (sister of Ethics) until the end
of her four year old form for $600. At end of that time
she will be returned to Ellerslie for a brood mare.
We congratulate the Messrs. Hancock on the prices

realized. They are significant of the improved con
dition of affairs in the horse markets, and bear elo

quent testimony to the sterling qualities of the Ellerslie

Stud.

NOTES.

Mr. Robert Tait, of the wholesale seed house of
George Tait & Sons, Norfolk, Va , has purchased
from W. J. Carter, and will place him in the stud at
Spring Garden Farm, near Coolwell, Amherst county,
Va., the chestnut stallion Ed. Kearney, by Tom
Ochiltree, dam Medusa, by Sensation. Ed. Kearney
was a good racer, winning at two, three, four and five
years old, both in the Eist and on the Pacific Coast.
He is a grand looking specimen of the thoroughbred
sire, standing sixteen hands and a half inch high, and
weighing 1,150 pounds. The chestnut son of Tom
Ochiltree will be bred mostly to a good class of gen-
eial purpose mares, with a view of producing hunt
ers, jumpers and harness horses, which are now in
high favor in the big Northern markets.

The brown mare Alcyrene, 2:27 J, trial 2:19 i, by
Alcyone, dam Bessie Oliver, by Kearsarge, owned by
W. J. Carter, foaled at Walton Farm, Falls Mills,
Va., on May 27th, a large handsome bay colt by
Whalebone, 7872, and has been bred to Red Leo,
2:26}, the good son of Red Wilkes and Dictator Girl
that heads the Walton Farm Stud.

W. H. Nelson, of this city, has sold for export to
Cuba, the black stallion Governor B., by Wilton, dam
Georgette, 2:27}, by Count Wilkes, second dam Nell,

dam of Belle Vara, 2:08J, etc., by Estill Eric, and
purchased to take his place in the stud the bay horse
Great Stakes, 2:20, by Billy Thornhill, 2:24, dam
Sweetstakes, by Sweepstakes. Great Stakes is the sire

of six in the list, among them being this season's new
standard performer, the bay pacing gelding Captain,
2:16}.

Charles Atkinson, who trains and drives for Captain
John L. Roper, of the Foxhall Farm, Norfolk, Va.,
did quite well with horses bred and owned at the
farm during the several race meetings held around
Baltimore last month. With the bay pacing gelding
Captain, 2:16K he landed three races, and sold the
horse to E. E McCargo, of Philadelphia, and Richard
M. John, of Baltimore, for $700. Great Stakes, 2:20,

tha sire of Captain, formerly headed the trotting stud
of Captain Roper at Foxhall Farm.

Mr. W. O. Warthen, well known and popular as
the secretary of the Richmond Horse Show Associa-
tion, has been appointed to the responsible position of

district passenger agent of the Chesapeake and Ohio
Railway, which meets with hearty approval, and he
has been the subject of numerous congratulations.

This well deserved promotion comes to Mr. Waithen
after eighteen yeais' service with the road, three of
which were spent in the auditing department and
fifteen in the passenger agent's office. For several
years he held the position as chief clerk to Mr. John
D. Potts, assistant general passenger agent, who is now
transferred to Cincinnati. The latter gentleman, like

Mr. Warthen, was strongly interested in the affairs of
the Richmond Horse Show Association, and took an
active part in its councils.

Mr. P. S. Hnnter, of the Otterbnrn Stock Farm,
Loretto, E«sex county, Va., reports the following list

of foals, all of whom, it will be seen, were sired by
Judge Morrow, the son of Vagabond, dam Moonlight,
that heads the stud. Judge Morrow was a good race
horse, and won some important events during his turf
career

:

April 14th—Bay colt, two white hind feet, blaze
face ; by Judge Morrow, dam Beaulah Furgusson, by
Don Iori.

May 9th—Bay colt, narrow stripe in face, two white
hind feet ; by Judge Morrow, dam Jennie McCarthy,
by Duke of Magaeta.
May 31st—B*y colt, two white hind feet and one

forefoot white, and large star in face ; by Jadge Mor-
row, dam Vienna, by Leoratius

Mr. William Rueger, well known as treasurer of
the Deep Run Hunt Club, has bred his brown mares
Dora Rueger, 4, and Thea Rueger, 3, to the imported
Hackney stallion Voung Nobleman, owned by Thomas
Atkinson, Rocklands Farm, Gordonsville, Va. Dora
Rueger and Thea Rueger are full sisters, and were
bred by Mr. Rueger. They were sired by Robert
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Ransom, 2:29}, dam Faustina, the thoroughbred
daughter of Eolus and Warlass, by War Dance.

Mr. S. G. Atkins, of the big wholesale grocery

house of Davis & Atkins, this city, is driving on the

road the bay mare Marie. 2:30 J, by Jolly Friar, dam
Parker Holland, by Sam Pardy, but later on may en
ter her in a few races and give a lower record, which
she can easily take. Mr. Atkins also owns the grand
looking chestnut mare Red Light, 2:21}, by Red
Wilkes, Jr., dam Moonlight, by Twilight, in the

stable of trainer W. L. Bass, by whom she will be
campaigned this season.

The chestnut mare Flora Jefferson, by Elk Nut
wood, dam by Bay Diamond, in the stud of W. N.
Wilmer, Plain Dealing Farm, Keene, Va., has a fine

bay colt at her side by Virginia Chief, and was bred
back to that black son of Kentucky Prince and Nina,
by Messenger Duroc.

Mr. R. Harvey Barton, who resides near Dablin,
Pulaski county, Va., has purchased from parties in

Ohio, and will place him In the stud, the handsome
bay pacing stallion Wilberforce, 2:21, by Pilot Wilkes,
dam Nettie Green, dam of P. B. Conn, 2:17

;
Quay,

2:29}, etc., by Billy Green. Wilberforce jogs on a

trot, but when started up strikes a pace, and can go
very fast at that gait.

The bay pacing gelding Big Jim, owned by W. P.

Drewry, of New York, died here recently at the Deep
Run Hunt Club track, where he was worked for speed
by trainer C. A. Pusey. Though a mastodon in size,

he could show a two minute gait. Big Jim was by
Brown Hal, the Bire of Star Pointer, 1:59} ; dam, the
dam of Elk Tom, 2:17}, and was credited with a trial

of 2:23} at two years old.

Colonel G. Percy Hawes, of this city, has sustained
quite a loss in the death, due to stomach trouble, of
the bay suckling colt by Whalebone, 7872, dam Bessie

W., by King Bolt.

Mr. Louis Washer, of this city, has, by the records,

the fastest trotter owned here in the bay gelding Tesla,

2:12}, by Baron Wilkes, 2:18, dam the great brood
mare Winnie Davis, by Strathmore. Tesla is a large,

handsome horse, and faster than his record indicates,

as he has shown trials under 2:10.

Broad Rock.

BIG ORDER FOR DRAFTERS.

What is presumed to be the largest order for draft

horses has just, according to Eastern press dispatches,

been placed with a firm in New York. The concern

placing the order is that which now owns the Barnum
circus, at present exhibiting in Europe. Next No-
vember, if the schedule is adhered to as now planned,

the circus will return to the United States, and it is

the intention of the proprietors to sell off all their

horses before taking ship. This will necessitate the

re horsing of all the wagons, and the order referred

to is for 300 heavy drafters, each animal to weigh be
tween 1,800 and 2,000 pounds. The priee agreed on

is $335 per head. The aggregate sum of money in-

volved, therefore, is $100,500. It is believed that

this is the largest contract ever placed for heavy
drafters in this country. The horses are to be de-

livered to the circus in the months of November, De-

cember and January next.

It is a small town indeed in the United Stares to day
that cannot boast of its driving club and its matinee

meetings. It is absolutely extraordinary what a hold

the sport of racing trotters and pacers to four wheeled

vehicles has taken on the business portion of the

American public. Almost every town of 2,000 or

more inhabitants from Maine to the Pacific Coast

and from Winnipeg to the Gulf has its matinee meet-

ings, and in consequence the demand for all sorts of

trotting and pacing road horses is enormous—far

greater than it has ever been before. Attention has

previously been called to this fact, but there is an-

other point in connection therewith that is equally de-

serving of notice. That is the evident desire on the

part of these associations or clubs to hold horse shows.

Two more powerful agencies for the improvement of

the harness horse could not be described. In hundreds

of towns of no great size this summer horse shows will

be held for the first time. For the most part these

will be semi- private affairs, but for all that they ad-

vance the good work and stimulate the purchase of

better horseflesh. No man at all fond of a horse likes

to be beaten when he sends his favorite into the ring,

and it is a foregone conclusion i ight now, eirly as it

is, that hundreds of business men, now counting on
winning with their best horses, will be hunting for

something better in the fall. This is bound to raise the

price of all good driving horses, and the breeders will

reap the benefit. In fact, it is rather hard to predict

at present to what heights such prices will soar in an-

other twelvemonth, nor yet where the horses are com-

ing from to supply this most active demand.

The demand for stallions is large. This journal is

in a position to state that never in the history of the

importing business has it been as brisk as it is at this

time. Owners of two, three and four horses find it

necessary to purchase others, and the result is that a

great many tail enders are being given a chance to re-

produce themselves to the great detriment of the in-

terest as a whole. Old country breeders are as sharp

a legion of men as live. They will not sell their tops

without getting rid of their tails, and as a result in

every large importation, or in every small one, there

are some stallions that would not make good geldings.

These must be got rid of, and naturally the best ones

go first. The man who visits a farm with its stock

depleted down to the culls and buys one of them may
get a horse for little money, but he is doing himself no
good whatever. It never pays to buy a poor horse,

but the stallion owners seem to think that it would be

a shame to let a dollar go past them. It is a shame
that the progeny of such horses should be born.

Bought at low figures, these horses stand at $10 or

less, and every one has all he can do. They lack

weight, soundness and general breed character. They
ought not to be patronized.

—

Breeders' Gazette.
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fliscellaneous.

FOREST REMOVAL IN RELATION TO FLOODS
AND FARMING.

Editor Southern Planter :

After every destructive flood in our rivers, some of

the daily papers in the cities declare, in the most pos

itive manner, that they are caused by the removal of

the forests, and that the blame for the deluge belongs

to the people who recklessly cleared so much of the

country for lumber and cultivation.

During the continuance of the great flood in the

Ohio river, which occurred in the month of Februa-

ry, 18S4, and caused much suffering and loss of prop

erty, some of the daily papers of New York and other

cities declared that it was produced by the denuda
tion of the forests along the Alleghany and Mononga
hela rivers and their tributaries. Even Harper's

Weekly, usually careful and exact in its statements,

fell into the same error, and said :
" Let us hope that

next year the willful destruction of our forests will

not combine with such uncontrollable causes as early

freezing weather, unusual abundance of snow, and

continued thaws, accompanied by rain, to produce a

recurrence of these disasters that appeal to the sym-

pathies of all."

That great flood was produced by the same causes

which have produced some of the highest floods in

the Susquehanna river, and not at all by the "willful

destruction of of our forests." Had every tree re

mained that stood in the region drained by the Ohio
river and its tributaries before the French built Fort

Daqueene, and the whole country still a wilderness,

that great flood would have happened just the same,

and the water would have stood seventy one feet

above low water mark at Cincinnati, and not one inch

lower.

Early freezing weather which freezes up the ground
and closes the pores of the earth so that no water can

Eoak into it, then a heavy fall of snow, which before

the frost is out of the ground is melted with great ra

pidity by a warm, hard rain, producing a great vol

ume of water (none of which can get into the ground)

rushes off into the streams, and they jump over their

banks and create havoc and destruction.

The highest flood ever known in the Susquehanna
river, which took place March 18, 1865, was produced
by exactly the same causes that afterwards made the

great flood in the Ohio. The ground was frozen solid,

even in the woods under the leaves ; there was a large

body of snow on the ground, which several thawey

days had softened into "slush," and started the water

to running
; then came a warm rain that melted it all

off in one night.

Had the whole country been an unbroken wilder-

ness, from the Chesapeake bay to the Canada border,

it would not have prevented that great flood, which

damaged the writefs mills, Bwept off his fences, and
buried his wheat growing on the flats twelve inches

deep in mud and sand.

They talk about the roots of the trees, leaves, logs

and rocks holding back the water. It is generally be-

lieved that the press ure of growing roots, as they in-

crease in size, rather tend to compact the soil in the

woods, and hinder, instead of helping the entrance of

water into the ground. At all events, the roots of

trees, leaves, logs and rocks in the woods offer but a
feeble resistance to a mighty rush of waters. At the

flood mentioned above (March, 1865), the leaves were

swept down the side hills, and there was a creek run-

ning down across the writer's garden big enough to

turn a mill. Nothing but the ground being so solidly

frozen prevented the formation of a great gully.

On the 2d day of March last (1902), there was an-

other great flood in the Susquehanna (only lacking-

three feet of being as high as that of 1S65), and was

produced by exactly the same causes and conditions.

There was considerable snow, and the ground was sol-

idly frozen under it. The snow was all rained off and

the flood came, and great damage was done along the

river and its branches. A sheet of water came rush-

ing down from the hillside, flowed against the writer's

house into his cellar windows, and, in spite of all he

could do, nearly filled his cellar. He tried to dig a

trench to carry the water around the house, but the

ground was frozen too hard to accomplish it

There was a great flood in the 8usquehanna on the

15th of March, 1784, which is described by Col. John
Franklin, one of the ablest leaders of the Connecticut

party in the Valley of Wyoming. He says: "The
uneommon rain and large quantities of snow on the

mountains, together with the amazing quantity of ice

in the river, swelled the stream to an unusual height

—

ten, and in places fifteen feet higher than it had ever

been known since the settlement of the country." He
states that upwards of 150 houses, with their con-

tents, were swept away by the raging torrent and lost

forever.

Some of the great inundations have been caused by
rain alone, without the assistance of melted snow.

One of the greatest in the Susquehanna, of which we
have any account, and which was not much, if any,

less than that of 1S65, took place in October, 1786,

and which was called the "Great Pumpkin Flood,"

because large numbers of pumpkins were seen float-
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ing down on the turbid waters, together with shocks

of corn and rail fences.

It is described by Col. John Franklin as follows:

"The rain on the 5th of October, which fell in about

twenty four hours, raised the river about six feet, and

in the narrows ten feet deeper than ever known.

The small streams became mighty rivers and the

mills are mostly swept off, and one half of all kinds of

food for man and beast is forever lost. The greater

part of the rain fell in the afternoon and evening of

the 5th. The Susquehanna river that was fordable at

4 o'clock in the afternoon, was over the face of the

earth from mountain to mountain at 6 o'clock on the

morning of the 6th." According to Col. Franklin's

description, this pumpkin flood was higher in the

Valley of Wyoming than any flood since then, and it

was all made by rain.

These great floods, which took place more than 116

years ago, could not have been caused by the "wilful

destruction of our forests," for the forests had not

been destroyed. The whole country, drained by the

river and its tributaries, was at that time a dense

wilderness of woods, except some narrow clearings

along the banks.

The highest flood ever known in the Wyalusing

creek, and which took off every bridge on the stream,

was caused by a terrible thunder-shower in the latter

part of summer. The water did not fall in drops, but

solid sheets—sheet after sheet, as fast as you could

count. The area covered by the rain cloud was esti

mated to be not much over nine square miles, and was

near the head of the creek—not a drop falling at the

mouth. About the centre of the storm, the water ran

down a hillside of gentle slope (where there was no

depression to collect it) to such a depth and with such

force as to carry away bodily a rail fence until it

lodged against some trees. The water came into the

farm house,which stood on ground considerably higher

than the main road, to such a height the inmates had

to flee to the chamber for safety.

It is folly to talk about the removal of the forests

being the cause of great destructive floods.

The Hon. George P. March, in his "Earth as Mod
ified by Human Action," after having agreed that the

removal of the forests have a tendency to increase dis

astrous torrents, gives up his case by admitting that

"Floods will always occur in years of excessive pre

cipitation, whether the surface of the soil be generally

cleared or generally wooded."
Dr. J. T. Rothrock, Forestry Commissioner of Penn

sylvania, says: "A very heavy rainfall always has
produced, and always will produce, a freshet, no mat
ter whether the country is cleared or wooded, and that

the removal of the forest has not influenced the quan-

tity of the rainfall." J. W. Ingham.

[Whilst there is no doubt considerable force in what

our friend says, yet we are convinced from observation

and from reading the reports of scientific authorities,

that the destruction of forests has much to do with the

suddenness and frequency of floods in the valleys, and
that such destruction is greatly to be deprecated and
is fast calliug for the interference of the government.

The frequency and destructiveness of floods in the

James and other Southern rivers is now much greater

than it was a hundred years ago, and they come sweep-

ing down the valleys much more quickly after even

moderate rainfalls than was formerly the case. Then
the mass of fibrous roots, fallen leaves, and decaying

vegetable matter in the forests largely held back the

waters, and they percolated into the ground through

these instead of now rushing headlong over the sur-

face, carrying soil and crops with them. Forest con-

servation is a subject of prime importance in regard

to the climatic conditions of every section of the

country.

—

Ed.]

BILTHORE FARflS, N. C.

Editor Southei-n Planter

:

The season in North Carolina has, until the last ten

days, been a most trying one. First of all, the winter

was very severe upon the small grain and but little

work could be accomplished. The spring opened very

late and cold, and then we experienced a drought of

over two months. All grain crops were very light,

many oats not worth cutting, and while we saved our

hay without a drop of rain, it was a light crop as com-

pared with former years, with the exception of Alfalfa,

which is drought proof. Corn is backward, and to-

day, the 24th of June, the thermometer is reading 64

—not exactly a growing temperature for corn.

We have been very busy occupying our new farm-

plant, which has been over two years in construction.

This consists of a central creamery, dairy barns, horse

stables, and farm village.

Sales of stock have been good ; in fact, each year

sees an improvement. A few Jerseys have been ship-

ped out, but as we are not pushing the sales of heif-

ers, have practically only bull calves to sell. Among
the purchasers are : W. G. Tinsley, Maine ; David

Reeves, of Pennsylvania ; W. L. Williamson, of

Georgia ; Miss Staten and Dr. Maynard, of North

Carolina; W. T. P. Sprot and Dr. J. N. Tenhet, of

South Carolina.

Berkshires sales have almost cleaned us out. Thir-

ty seven head have been shipped to the following

States : Idaho, Nebraska, Oregon, Mississippi, New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Tennes-

see, Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina and

Georgia.

Sales of standard poultry, turkeys and ducks are
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entirely too numerous and not of sufficient interest to

the general reader to burden you with them.

We are now just winding up the planting of the en-

silage crops, which, as usual, will consist of a mixture

of corn and cow peas. These are grown separately

and as a second crop. It is the only crop which we

do not worry about, as it is as near certain as anything

can be on a farm. The fr€shets during the winter

damaged the river bottoms considerable and we are

now seeding them down to grass as fast as possible,

and retiring our cultivated areas to the second bot

toms and hillsides. George F. Weston.

"THE KETTLE CALLING THE PAN BLACK."

Editor Southern Planter

:

Herr von Podbielski, Minister of Agriculture, has,

as you know, on numerons occasions, made unkind

remarks about the American hog, and, indeed, in his

comments on American products in general we cannot

complain of any excess of compliment. The honora

ble gentleman is a patriotic farmer, as well as a min-

ister, and naturally he objects to Germany being

made a dumping ground for our cheap farm produce.

In this connection, it will be of interest to Ameri

cans to hear that the Berlin Milk Dealers' Union has

addressed a memorial to the Reichstag complaining

that milk shipped its members from the Podbielski

dairy at Karstaedt has, upon analysis, been found to

be " badly watered," "in some cases scarcely reeem

bling the lacteal fluid." Herr von Podbielski,

though, according to Berlin newspapers, in apologiz

ing to the public, explains the unfortunate occurrence

away by saying that the cans were put in water to be

kept cool (in December and January, with the ther-

mometer near zero), and some of them may have been

in a leaky condition.

American milkmen, who, in warm weather, let their

buckets of milk down into the well or cistern, are
sometimes charged with using too much rope, but who
would have thought that water would dare to mingle
with the product of Herr von Podbieleki's dairy, pos-
ing, as he does, as the great champion of purity in
food products.
Poddy's ohickens have come home to roost in fine

condition. 8. R. M.
Singen, Germany.

Captain J. H. Wingate, Roanoke, Va. , is driving on
the road a very handsome and highly finished trotter
of his own breeding in Captain Cook, three years old,

by Jack Cook, dam 8tambouline, by Stambonla.
Captain Cook was bred by Captain Wingate, and is

gaited right for extreme speed.

The bay mare Helice, by Norval, dam Grenada, by
Onward, owned by Robert Tait, Spring Garden Farm,
Coolwell, Va., has a handsome bay filly by Foxhall
McGregor, and will be bred to Red Leo, 2:26L

GOOD ROADS TALK.

Address on Road Building read before the Farmer's

Club of Gloucester Co. by Percival Hicks, Esq.

[Continued from June number.]

Oar highway is now laid out, graded and ronnded
up, and the next question which arises is, of what shall

the surface be composed. It may vary all the way
from steel tracks to the soil of which it is naturally
formed, and its utility will vary with the material nsed.
Supposing it to be level and one team can conveniently
move 3,000 pounds on the earth of which it consists,

the application of gravel will enable us to increase the
load to 6,000 pounds ; broken stone will carry us to
12,000 pounds, while a steel track will enable the same
team to draw 60,000 poands. To my mind it is largely
a question of the funds available. Steel track will cost
about $5,000 per mile, macadam, where the stone can
be obtained free of charge and of the proper quality,

can be laid by Spartan economy for $1,000, but when
stone must be purchased and transported for long dis-

tances, as is the case in Tidewater Virginia, $3,000 per
mile would be a conservative estimate. Oyster shells

where obtainable for 5 cents a bushel will cost in the
neighborhood of $S00 per mile, exclusive of hauling
and spreading them out, the cost of which will depend
upon the distance from navigable water.

Where none of these materials are in the reach of the
builder and he must use the soil over which the road
passes, the only thing left for him to do is to study the
action of clay loam and sand during the weather con-

ditions, which normally produce the worst surface, and
to combine the soils at his disposal in such a way as to
obviate the worst features of his highway. *

It will surprise any one not familiar with the subject
to see how much can be done in this way with com-
paratively little expense. The key-note of the system
is to mix clay with sand. Haul clay and spread it

thinly upon the sandy places, and haul and spread
sand upon the clay. The philosophy of this will at

once become apparent to any one in driving over our
roads, for no matter what the weather conditions may
be whenever we find a clay hill and a sandy hollow,
there is invariably a short piece of road where the two
meet, if not more than a yard or two in length, that is

in good condition and presents a dry, smooth and com-
paratively firm surface.

The ordinary loam of this country makes a fair sur-

face at times except during the period of the frosts

leaving the ground, our worst spots being unusually
clayey and sandy places, often quite close together,
where the haul would be short and inexpensive. It

seems to me, then, that it would be wise to take ad-
vantage of the circumstances nature has placed within
our reach and endeavor to improve the mcst impassa-
ble parts of our highway in this manner.
And now that we have hastily and somewhat super-

ficially considered the details of surveying, construc-
tion and surfacing, I would like to take up the ques-
tion of taxation.

It is, in my opinion, utterly impossible to construct
good roads in Gloucester and Mathews counties with
the present levy, and to continue spending it as it is

now spent, is simply temporizing with calamity. The
roads as now laid out and constructed, have gotten
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into a condition where the present amount of money
set aside for their maintenance is only sufficient to

mend the bridges, fill the holes, and pay the overseer.

But I also believe by making an extra levy now and
employing a competent engineer to modify the present
roads into something resembling the plans advocated
in this paper, the present tax levy would, after the

roads were put in order, be enough to keep them so

for a long period of time, if not indefinitely. And
now as to the mode of administration of the tax. The
forced labor system has been tried and failed, and the
present one of district overseers has not so far proved
an eminent success, and in my opinion the reason of

the inefficiency of the present system is due to want of

a central authority, a controlling mind. The over-

seers are poorly paid, and cannot afford to devote
their own time to the work. In fact, in Mathews
county the overseer is not expected to use his own
team or labor unless other team is unobtainable; and
the consequence is that the farmers are called upon to

do the work, and, generally, a different farmer for

every piece of road. Consider, for a moment, the ap
plioation of such a system to any line of business,

constructing a railroad, for instance, every mile or so

there would be change of gauge as at present there is

a change in the width of the highways, every hill

would be surmounted at a different grade, necessita

ing one engine here and five engines somewhere else

to move the same train. I do not hesitate to say that
any railroad, canal, electric road, toll turnpike, if

constructed and managed on such a principle, would
involve its promoters in financial ruin in lees than
one year, unless they were so situated as to prevent
opposition by legislative enactment or some equally
potent factor. One often hears the overseers of roads
severely criticized for not furnishing the tax payerB
with better roads for the money, and the criticism is

sometimes extended t© the supervisors; but the fault

is, generally Bpeaking, with neither, for the super
visors cannot get money without increasing the road
levy, and the overseer cannot have work done unless
he can pay for it. The cry of good roads calls for

more money and one overseer for the whole county,
whose duty it should be to get on the road machine
and stay there. He should own his own team and
cover every mile of public road with it four times, at

least, in every year. By travelling at the rate of one
mile per hour, he would properly work two and a half
miles of a road twenty feet wide every day, and this

would be sufficient to maintain its shape and fill all

holes. This would be done at a cost of $5 per day or
$2 per mile, and I believe the present levy is about
$7.75 per mile in Gloucester and $11.50 per mile in

Mathews.
To assure success in any undertaking, a man must

tackle it with all his might. A business man must
make his business, a professional man must have no
thought for anything but his profession. It must be to

him the most engrossing and interesting pursuit; if he
is to succeed; and the same rule must apply to a pub
lie servant. Tou cannot create an office, formulate a
set of rules and make it run itself. The personal fac
tor is the prominent one in every phase of life, and the
right man can give us good roads if we give him the
funds to work with; but no plan, however well con-
ceived, will do this unless conscientiously carried out
to the minutest detail.

I will now be pleased to answer any questions I am
able to, and to elucidate any point that I have not suc-
ceeded in making clear.

AN ACT TO PROTECT SHEEP AND OTHER
STOCK IN THE COUNTIES OF THIS STATE.

1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Vir-
ginia, That it shall be the duty of the commissioners
of the revenue in the counties of this State to take an
nually, at the time of listing the taxable property
therein, a list of all dogs over three months old, show-
ing whether male or female, with the name of the
owner or person in whose possession the same is found,
upon the oath or affirmation of the owner or house-
keeper, or head of the family, with whom, or on whose
lot or plantation, any dog or dogs may be found,
as to the number of dogs such person may own or
have, or as may be on his lot, plantation, or premises,
whether owned by him (or her) or not, and shall re-

turn such list of dogs to the clerk's office of their re-

spective counties at the time when they return their
list of taxable property, under the like fines, penal-
ties, and forfeitures as are now incurred by them for
neglect of similar duties under existing laws as to their
duties in listing and returning taxable property.

2. That in every case where the owner of the dog
fails to pay by the first day of July next succeeding
the return of said lists the license t.*x provided for in
the third section of this act, it shall be the duty of the
constable of the district in which said delinquent re-

sides to kill said dog, for which he shall receive a fee

of fifty cents out of the iunds hereinafter provided,
and to that end the said oonstable shall obtain annu-
ally during the month of July from the county treasu-
rer a list of all delinquents under this act in his dis-

trict, and shall, within thirty days after receiving such
list, kill said dogs, unless the tax on them, together
with a fee of twenty five cents, to said constable is

forthwith paid, and on his failure so to do, when prac-
ticable, he shall pay a fine of five dollars for each dog
he so fails to kill. The constable shall at the expira-
tion of the thirty days account to the treasurer of his
county for all taxes colleeted by him under this sec-

tion.

3. That when said commissioners of the revenue
shall have ascertained the number of dogs, they shall
assess a license tax of fifty cents per head on all male
dogs and all spayed female dogs, and one dollar per
head on all unspayed female dogs, and the said sums
so assessed shall be collected and accounted for by the
county treasurer as county levies are by law directed
to be collected and accounted for, and the treasurer
shall keep a separate account of the fund arising from
said tax. The said fund shall be, and the same is

hereby, appropriated for remunerating the inhabitants
of said counties for any loss they may sustain from
dogs killing or crippling their sheep, lambs, or any
other stock, and for paying for the expenses necessary
to carry this act into effect ; and any balance remain-
ing on hand for any year shall be appropriated to the
county school fund of public schools, or to the public
schools, or to the public road fund, as the board of su-
pervisors may determine, to be used in accordance
with the laws governing the disposition of such funds.
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4. If it be found that the fond arising from this act

for any year shall be insufficient to pay expenses, inci-

dent to execution of this law, and then to pay the

•whole amount of damages inflicted by dogs on the

owners of sheep, lambs, or other stock property in

any of said counties, each sufferer shall be paid out of

said fund in proportion to the loss sustained

5. That it shall be the duty of any justice of the

peace in said counties, on the application of the owner

of sheep, lambs, or other stock, or his agent, which

have been killed or wounded by dogs (not his own),

after the passage of this act, to issue a summons to

three discreet persons, who are qualified voters (two

of whom may act), who, being legally sworn, shall go

forthwith on the premises wbere such sheep, lambs,

or other stock may be and examine into the facts and
justice of the claim, aDd appraise the amount of dam
ages sustained by the owner ; such damages not to ex-

ceed the assessed value of said sheep, lambs, or other

stock, and when said sheep or other stock were not in

possession of said owner at the time of assessment, the

damage shall be the assessed value of sheep, lambs, or

other stock of like grade and quality in the comma
nity. Where such sheep, lambs, or stock are killed

or crippled, said appraisers shall return an accurate

statement under their hands to a justice, who, if it ap
pears that such sheep or other stock were killed or

crippled by dogs not belonging to the owner of said

sheep or other stock, shall approve the said return by
endorsing the same, ard shall forward all the papers

to the clerk of his respective county, who shall receive

the same and present them to the board of supervisors

at their next meeting
;
provided, however, that the

summons, appraisement, and other proceedings before

the justice of the peace, required by this section, may
be dispensed with in all cases where the owner of such

sheep, lambs, or other stock, or his agent, shall pro
,

duce before the board of supervisors proof satisfactory

'

to them of the amount of his damage and his right to

the benefit of this act, and upon such proof the board

of supervisors shall enter on their book an allowance

of said damages.
6. All payments made by the treasurer out of funds

,

created by this act shall be on the order of the board
of supervisors, certified by the clerk of said board.

7. The treasurer shall annually, at the yearly meet
ings of the board of supervisors, make a statement to

said board of his receipts and disbursements of this

fund , and said board shall then order the payment of the

'

damages allowed by them, or such part thereof as they
may be able to pay out of said fund, and all payments

j

out of said fund shall be made within sixty days after
;

said yearly meeting ; at the expiration of said sixty

days the said treasurer shall make a final settlement of

this fund with the said board of supervisors, and said
\

settlement shall be recorded by the clerk of the county. I

8. The fees of officers employed in the execution of

this act shall be similar to those received for like ser
i

vice, and when cone are prescribed by law, the board I

of supervisors shall make such compensation as they I

may deem right, all of which shall be paid out of such
fund.

9. This act shall not affect sections four hundred and
ninety nine, five hundred, twenty-ore hundred and
ninety two, twenty one hundred and ninety-three,

twenty-two hundred and three, and thirty seven hun-

dred and eleven of the Code of eighteen hundred and
eighty seven.

10. All dogs in this State which have been assessed

with a license tax pursuant to this act, and upon which
the said license is not delirquent, shall be deemed
personal property and may be the subject of larceny

and malicious or unlawful trespass.

11. All acts or parts of acts in conflict herewith are

hereby repealed.

12. Provided, however, the provisions of this act

shall not apply to any incorporated city or town of

this State now or hereafter having a municipal dog
tax law, or to any county now having a special dog
tax law.

13. This act shall be in foi ce from its passage.

UNDERGROUND WATERS OF SOUTHEASTERN
VIRQINIA.

Important light has been thrown on the under
grourd water resources of southeastern Virginia by a
deep well recently constructed at Fort Monroe. The
well was sunk to bed rock "granite" 2,346 feet, but,

although several water bearing strata were penetrated,

they were all found to develop flows of salt water.

The results obtained from the Fort Monroe well con-

firm those found elsewhere in this region. Salt water
only has been found in borings at Norfolk, Va.. at 760

feet; at Wilmington, N. O, where bed rock was
reached ; at the Chamberlain Hotel, Old Point Com-
fort, at 947 feet, and in several wells at Crisfitld in

southern Maryland. These borings indicate that

there are no prospects for usable underground waters
in the region. Eistern Virginia is underlain by a
succession of widely extended sheets of sand and
clays lying in regular order on an east sloping floor of

granite or other ''bed rock." This rock disappears
beneath the surface along a zone passing near Peters

burg, Richmond, Fredericksburg, and Washington,
and, descending at a rate varying from 40 to 100 feet

per mile, reaches a considerable depth near the ocean
—2,246 feet at Fort Monroe. The sands of the overlay-

ing formations contain water which is abundant and
fresh for the first forty to fifty miles from the west, but
is now known not to be available in the extreme south-

east. Numerous fine flowing wells have been obtained

along the Potomac, Rappahannock, York, and James
river3 from several sand horizons, but about Old
Point Comfort and to the south and east the upper
water-bearing sands have changed into non-water-
bearing clays, and the lower sands yield only salt

water

—

U. 8. Geological Survey.

Lettuce grown for use duriDg the fall, winter and
early spring, both out doors acd in hotbeds and cold

frames, has proved a very satisfactory crop in recent

years, and is grown on a very large scale now all

throughout the South.

Mustard, Collards Kale and Spinach are most desir

able Southern salard for use during fall, winter and
spring. Kale and Spinach particularly have proved
very profitable to grow both for market and shipping
in recent years.
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Binders for the Planter.

We have received a new supply

of binders for the Planter, and shall

be glad to send one holding the

numbers for a year to any one

sending us 25 cents in stamps or

coin.

PUBLISHER'S NOTES.

To Our Readers.

At this time of the year] farmers,

like other people, begin to feel the

necessity of a holiday, and as the

work of planting the crops and of

harvesting the earliest ones is prac

tically over in July and does not

press again until September, the

oppoitunity is afforded to give

tired humanity a rest. Usually,

amongst farmers this rest is sought

in the holding of picnics, meetings

of farmers' clubs and visits to

friends in other sections. All these

occasions give the opportunity to

our friends to give us a helping

hand at little trouble to them-

selves. There are thousands of

farmers throughout the South who
do not yet read an agricultural pa-

per and who are every day losing

money by not doing so. Very
many of these only want the mat
ter represented to them by some
friend who knows the value of such

a paper. May we not ask our read-

ers to avail themselves of the op-

portunity afforded by such gather-

ings as are mentioned to bring the

merits of The Planter to the no

tice of the friends whom they may
meet? Say a word in reason for

the old journal, and secure us each

at least one new subscriber] and
more if possible. In doing this,

each one will be doing something

which we shall greatly appreciate

and value, whilst at the same time

he will be doing himself a good

turn. The wider our circulation

the greater the sources from whence
we gather the information which
goes to make the journal useful to

all. Hence, the more subscribers

we get the more valuable the jour-

nal becomes to each reader. ^We
shall be glad to send copies'to all

who may ask^for them for distribu-

tion at meetings or to|be handed to

friends. Do not fail to point out

that the price is only 50 cents per

year, and that for this^paltry sum
each subscriber gets in^the year a

w
Best For The South.

Wood'sS Seeds
roivn and
;ed with

special refer-

ence to their

adaptability to

our Southern
soil and climate
and give the
best results and
sa ti sfac tion
everywhere.

If your mer-
chant does not sell Wood's Seeds
write for Special Price-list.

Circular giving prices and informa-
tion about Turnip Seeds, Crimson
Clover, Late Seed Potatoes, German
riillet, Buckwheat and all Seasonable
Seeds, mailed on request.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,
Seedsmen, = Richmond, Va.

WOOD'S FALL CATALOGUE issued
in August, tells ai! about Crimson
Clover, Winter Vetches. Ri»pe,
Rust Proof and Winter Oats,
Seed Wheels,

and vlover 5eeds.
Vegetable Seeds for Fall Plan

Hyacinths, Tulips, etc.

Catalogue mailed free. Write 1

..ELMWOOD NURSERIES..

ASPARAGUS
100,000 2-yr-old Asparagus roots,

5 varieties A special rate of $3.50
per 1000 for 2 mos. for BARR'S,
PALMETTO, CONOVER.

APPLES
A large general assortment, in-

cluding W1NESAPS and YORK
IMPERIALS.

Splendid Assortment of
Ornamental, Shade
and Fruit Trees.

from B. P. Rocks, Light
Brahmas, Brown Leg-
horns, at $1.00 per 13.

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

J. B. WATKINS &~BR0., Hallsboro, Va.

EGGS

cts. 500 ; strong, stocky
plants; Seed sown thin In rich beds. The
plants, over the whole field, have an average
of 4 sq. inches of space each. Thev are kept
In even, steady growth by Irrigation. G. S. B.
$1 per 1,000; \V. P. {1.20; G.Pascal SI. 40.

F. W. R0CHELLE, Drawer 3 1 , Chester, N«w Jersey.

$5.00 FOB 100 NAMES.
SeDd name and full address. We will tell yos
how to get it. c GA)NS co ., Lovettsville, Va.
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volume of over 700 pages, each one

of which contains matter strictly

appertaining to his calling and its

successful pursuit.

City of Toledo, "1

Lucas County, )

Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he

is the senior partner of the firm of F. J.

Cheney & Co., doing business in the city

of Toledo, county and State aforesaid,

and that said firm will pay the sum of

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each

and every case of Catarrh that cannot

be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh

Cure. FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in

my presence this 6th day of December,

,\—'—», A. D. 1886.

i seal. 1 A. W. GLEASON
I _

t
> Notary Public.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken "internally,

and acts directly on the blood and mu-

cous surfaces of the system. Send for

testimonials, free.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.

J®-Sold by druggists, 75c.

Hall's Family Pills are the best.

MAGAZINES.
The July Century is a " Summer Fic-

tion Number," containing contrioutions

in this field from popular writers and

from newcomers. There is a short story

by the late Paul Leicester Ford, entitled

" Wanted : A Chaperon," with illustra-

tions by Gilbert, probably the last piece

of completed fiction by the author of
" Janice Meredith." To Dr. Weir Mitch-

ell's group of " Little Stories" is added a

piquant sketch entitled, " A Dilemma,"

setting fjrth a "lady or the tiger"-ish

problem ; David Gray, author of " Gal-

fops," contributes a car-horse story, en-

titled " Ting-A-Ling" ; and Frank Norrie

a story of the frontier West, entitled

"The Passing of Cock-Eye Blacklock" ;

Harrv Stillwell Edwards, author of "Two
Runaways," prints a rollicking story of

rival negro churches in the South, " The
Little Unpleasantness at New Hope."

There are also stories by Louise Collier

Wilcox, Will N. Harben and Charles

Bryant Howard, the last a bit of West
Indian local color. The variety of this

list is further extended by the fourth

part of the " Confession of a Wife," by
Mary Adams, the theme of which is Es-

trangement, as those of the preceding

portions have been respectively, Court-

ship, Marriage and Motherhood.
Outside of fiction there is much season-

able material, the most conspicuous being

an illustrated article on " The Volcano
Systems of the Western Hemisphere," by
Professor Robert T. Hill of the U. S. Ge-
ological Survey, who has recently been
exploring the field of volcanic devasta-

tion in Martinique. Apropos of the ex-

pected retirement of the Marquis of Sal-

isbury, Julian Ralph contributes a paper
on England's Premier, of whom an at-

tractive and vigorous portrait in tint is

printed as the frontispiece of the number.
The third of Ray Stannard Baker's pa-

pers on " The Great Southwest" has the

timely topic oi Irrigation, which is fur-

SAVES ITS COST
It spreads all kinds of manure, lime,

salt, asbes, compost, etc., either

broadcast or in rows. Does It better

than it can possibly be done by hand.

ON THE FIRST CR.OP.
Do you know of any other piece of ma-

chinery for use on the farm of which this

can be truly said? . '- , *':

The Improved

Kemp Manure Spreader
not only makes easv work of gett

treble '

hich it breaks it up and makes it fine, it more than
; that cannot be handled with a fork. It doesn't
achine will spread it. It makes fine, well rotted

. but by the way
the value of"the same." It will break up and spread evenly, m

matter how hard, lumpy, caked, strawy, or stalky the manure is, ti

manure go a long ways in top dressing wheat in the spring, meadow lands, pasture, etc. Being mounted on br^ad faced
wheels, it can be handled on any kind of ground without serious cutting in or rutting. Can spread back and forth, as
front wheels turn entirely under. Can be turned on the ground it stands on. 1902 machine has our new Beater*
Freeing Device, Apron-Returnlnc Device and numerous other improvements. Send for latest catalogue (free)
and read about these and other advantages and also about "How to Grow lSljr Crops.*'
Remember that the only original and genuine Kemp Manure Spreader 1b the one made by onr<

KEMP 6. BURPEE MFG. CO.. Box 28. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

E5*Jr* ••s^m
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THE MOWER
THAT WILL KILL ALL THE
WEEDS IN YOUR LAWNS.

^w^^w^i^^
If you keep th .reeds cut so they do not go

to seed, and cut ya ur grass without breaking
the small feeders of roots, the grass will be-
come thick and weeds will disappear. THE
CUPPER WILL DO IT. Send for catalogue
and prices.

CLIPPER LAWN MOWER CO., Inc.,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

WATER CLOSET COMBINATIONS,
Porcelain Bowl. Hardwood Seat and Tank,
Nickel Plated flush and supply pipes, com-
plete, each SI l.OO.

Cast Iron Roll Rim Bath Tubs,
length 5 ft. Complete
with full set of nickel <
plated fittings, ei

811.00.
They are new goods,
ask for free catalogue*
No. |66 on plumbing
and "building material.

Chicago House Wrecking Co., W. 35th and Iron Sit. .Chicago

ther illuminated by Mr. Maxfield Par-
riah's pictures. Mrs. Sarah Y. Stevenson
writes of "Prince Louis Napoleon and
the Nicaragua Canal," in which, it seems,
the Prince was much interested, and Jas.
D. Hague, a "Captain of Indmtry," gives
"A Personal Recollection of Carlyle,"
with appropriate mention of the Prince
Henry medal, for which Mr. Hague con-
tributed the gold of which it was made.
Two summer topics are " The Strange

Adventures of a Blue Jay Family," by
Frank M. Chapman of the American Mu-
seum of Natural History, and "A Cam-
paign Against the Mosquito," by Dr. L. O.
Howard of the Agricultural Department,
who gives a note on "The Growing Inter-
est in Mosquito Extermination," and by
Henry Clay Weeks, who describes the
" Operations at Oyster Bay, L. I." Two
articles of special interest are " Curious
Electrical Forms," by Anabel Parker, il-

lustrated from photographs of the exper-
iments of T. Burton Kinraide, of Boston,
and a personal and critical appreciation
of " Eugene Field, the Humorist." by
Francis Wilson, the actor, with interest-
ing pictures and facsimiles. Among the
poems are " The Heart of Truth," by L.
Frank Tooker, and a tribute by Julie M.
Lippman " To Our ' Merry Chanter' "

(Frank R. Stockton), to whom also an
editorial article is devoted.

Lippincott's Magazine for July is given
over to fiction, with but one exception in

favor of a timely subject. The complete
novel this month is written by Mabel
Nelson Thurston, whose fame is won as a
short-story writer. This more important
achievement places her among the elect

as a novelist. The title "On the Road to

Arcady" is an invitingly cool one, well

Wagon World Awheel.
Half a million of these steel

wheels have been sent out on
our own wacons and to fit other
v.itr.ias. It is the wheel that
determines the life of any
wasron, and this is the longest
hved wheel made. Do vou want
a low down Handy Wagon to
useahnutthe place? We will fit
out your old wagon with Elec-
tric Wheels of anv size and
any shape tire, straight or stag-
gered sp..kes. No cracked hubs, no

rotten felloes, no resetting. Write for

Box 146 Qulncy, Ills.

loose spoke
the big new catalogue. .

Electric Wheel Co

WE'LL PAY THE FREICHT
and send 4 llnggy Wheel.. Sleel Tire on, . J..S5
Wilt Rubber Tire., $15.00. I mrg. wheels 5f to 4 in.

tread. Top Boggtei. $28.75; Harness. $3.60. Write for

catalogue. Learn how to bur vehicles and part, direct.

Wagon Umbrella FREE. W.' V. BOOB, Cincinnati, O.

Glass MilkJars
Best way for marketing milk satisfactory
to dealer and customers. Use "Bestov**
Glass Milk Jars, They save driver's
time and do away with waste in meas-
uring out milk in the wagon. Cheaper In
the long run than tin cans. Send for cata-
logue of "Bestov" dairy supplies.

Dairymen's Supply Company*.
Dept. E, Philadelphia, Pa.

S.B.ADKINS&CO.

SSi

4 and 6 Governor Street,

RICHMOND, VA.

EXPERT BOOKBINDERS

and Commercial Printers.

I SELL FARMS.
Beef is high, and if you want to sell a farm cheap, with lots of land that

will produce pasturage, hay, forage, peas, etc., you will have a good proposi-

tion for stockmen.

Send your address, enclosing 4 cents for postage. I will send you a

question blank, and upon receipt of your answers I shall tell you frankly

whether I can find a purchaser.

If I then undertake to sell the property for you I shall charge you a fee

of one-half to one per cent. No other charge of any kind. No contract

asked. Ouick sales.

F. H. NAGEL, Doswell, Virginia.
P. S.—Stockmen wishing to buy land will find it to their interest to correspond with me.
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The Waterloo
Beat' em All.

Write to-day
for

Catalogue.

We also have stationary and portable engines.

WATERLOO GAS ENGINE CO.,

P. O. Box 56. WATERLOO, IOWA.

After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads
For Churning,

Cutting & Grind-

lug Feed, Filling

Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating

Water, and all

Farm and Gene-

ral Uses where

Small Power is

Required.

Fuel, Kerosene
Oil.

No Skilled Engl-
i neer required.

"ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS,

No. 17 Frank St.. Rochester, N. Y,

RUMSEY-WILLIAMS CO.,
ST. JOHNSVILLE, N. Y.

Mannfaclurore ol the Kuinsey uas ami WW;
mie Engines: the Williams Steam Englneand

Grain Threshers. Write for Catalogue and

prices.

COMPLETE OUTFIT

ACME ENGINE (4H.p.). BOILER (6H.D.)

New No. 2 Keystone Separator; will

thresh all kind's strain, •-•rass seed and
• neanuts. Will sell separately or trade

for stuck, or part stock and part cash,

vlilress

S. V. C, care Southern Planter.

THE LADIES' FKIEND
Hopkins' Bleaching Oloves

Wlue, Tau. »ti'l ChOOoUM. JM* tllr ,h "":

for Housecksmns. Oardroln*. »p™»gi
Whaling, Outing, Golf, etc. SUe. S, 1, 6,

chosen for warm weather. A sub-title

BDggeats itself: "The Career of Mhel-

wyn"-Ethelwyn being a coquette whose

"hair curls, eyelashes curl mouth curls

up, even her glances curl," the,
author de-

clares, and in a wading episode ltBdis

covered that - her toes are the curliest ,of

all
" She visits a cousin at her Foiest-of-

Arden home near Washington city, who

dreads Ethelwyn's advent into her Para-

dise. Wnen the train of followers also

appears, her heart sinks. Of course Eth-

elwyn mairies the man she isinot sus-

pected of caring for, but before ttatsbap-

pens there is an abundance of adventure

and flirtation. The tale abounds in whim-

sical humor and is just the right sort to

while away idle summer hours

Following the novel are half a dozen

first late stories varied in length^nd sub-

ject. Benlah Marie Dix the author of

•• Hugh Gwyetta," contributes a tale of

love and bravery in early New England

days. Its title is - The Love of Deny s de

Vaudrencceur." A story of emart New

York society by Annulet Andrews, called

"A Lady, A Mortal, and the Four Hun-

dred," is the experience of an English

girl who has a position as companion.

She thinks "Americans treat the mem-

bers of their own household much as

Christians are supposed to treat their

Maker, from whom no secrets are bid-

den." An amusing Southern story (with-

out dialect) is called "The Rev. Pilgreeos

Wooing," bv Matt Crim, whose loving

sympathy for her homely neighbors in

the South is evident in all her stone,.

"A Sovereign Remedy," by Francis Will-

ing Wharton, is very up-to-date m theme

A millionaire's daughter, tired of having

every wish gratified, is dying of sheer

ennJi. Her father unwittingly hits upon

thekevtothe situation and the girl is

saved from herself. This is remarkably

clever -even from a source where so

much may be expected. Caroline Tick-

nor has written nothing with more hu-

man feeling than her story called An-

toine's Loves." The book-worm and the

widow are real types Ella Middle on

Tybout contributes a darkey tale called

"At Fiddler's Bridge." It has a preacher

for its hero and is keenly humorous

A paper called " Bridging the Depths,

by Percie W. Hart, tells how the ocean ca-

bles are laid, and tells it to be understood.

With the present number the Forum

begins not only a new volume but a new

series, having been transformed from a

monthly into a quarterly. The general

character of the magazine is the same

and its high standard is maintained, but

its purposes are more specifically those of

a review and outlook. It is divided into

nine departments, each conducted by a

specialist who writes a critical exposi-

tion of such events of the last three

months as come within his own sphere.

These reviews include in most cases esti-

mates of general tendencies as well as

comments on specific incidents. In the

issue for July September, "American

Politics" are discussed by Henry Litch-

field West, "Foreign Affairs by A.

Maurice Low, "Finance" by A. D. Noyes,

"Applied Science" by Henry Harrison

Suplee, "The American Drama" by John

Corbin, "Literature" by Frank Jewett

The MIETZA WEISS

Kerosene Engines.
Cheapest and Safest

Power Known. For
pumping and electric,

lighting, grinding corn
separating cream, saw-
ing wood, and all pow-
er purposes. Also sizes

from 1 to 60 horse-pow-

er Highest award for direct coupled genera-

tor set. Gold Medal. Paris Exposition, 1900.

Pan-American Exposition. 1901. Send forcatr

a ogue.
^ M|ETZ ,28 Mott S'reet. New York.

ENGINES, BOILERS
AND MACHINERY.

When you want good rebuilt ma-
chinery at bargain prices, write for

our Catalogue, No. 166 ^'< "firry

all kinds ot engines iwus, gasolen*

and steam p.-.wer>, boilers, pumps,
and mill supplies in general.
CHICAGO HKVSE WRECKING 00.
West ;i5th and Iron Sts.. Chicago.

GASOLINE ENGINE
FOR SAL=.

One new, 5 n. p. Gasoline Engine, first-

class in every respect. Price, fZ7S.

W. M. WATKINS & SONS,
Randolph, Va.

BAILEY'S HYDRAULIC RAM
Runs 24 hours a day and 365 days a year

40 years experience. Water for

HOUSE; water for STOCK;
Water forlRRIGATION. One,
started costs but one cent per

month. As simple as a wheel-
barrow and as efficient as a
Corliss Engine. Information
and Instruction in plain terms.

• Prices on ram or complete out»
"'

fit by return mall. Address

PRYCE W. BAILEY, Expert, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Do You Use Water
Then

Hydraulic Engine
is the beat. Pumps n

6tops. R*q

RIFE ENGINE CO.,

126 Libert! St.. He» York.

Mccormick reaper
FOR SALE.

One five-foot right-hand Reaper and Binder.

It has been used on 110 acres of wheal and
rye It Is In good running order. Price, *<o.

f o.'b. Oxford, N. O. Address

Lock Box 42, OXFORD, N. C.

lle»,e. Cough. Dl».
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A BOY DOE5
AMAN5WORK

SUPERIOR DISC DRILLS
REQUIRE NO EXTRA HELP

IN TRASHY GROUND.
Discs roll over or cut through trash

and cover all the seed*
The Disc does better work in hard or

soft ground than any Hoe or Shoe Drill.
The Superior Disc and Superior Feed

make seeding easy and good results cer-
tain.

You run no risk when you buy a
Superior. It is the drill for drilling all

crops—Wheat, Oats, Cow Peas, Corn,
etc., as well as all Grasses.

Patents sustained in highest Courts.
Your request on a postal card will

bring Illustrated Catalogue No. 16.

SUPERIOR DRILL GO.
Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

With a
S/PHflORDBC DRILL

RED RIPPER :
AY. .

RESS

Full circle. Double stroke. Light draught.
Very simple and durable. Will make 20 neat
and compact bales per hour. Recommended
by Georgia Slate Farm. Sold for about hall

the price of other presses of equal capacity
Write to-day to

SIKES BROS, a CO , Manufs , Helena, Ca.

DEDERICK'S 'impress."
tou
of material balable. Easy
and economical. Leaves
the bestform, and makes

all styles of Upright as

well as Horizontal
presses. Send for our
catalogue, giving full

description, prices, etc.

P. K. Dederick's Sons,

59 Tivoli St.,

Albany, H.Y.

"ELI" BALING PRESSES
Till the Car Full.

Save* Ercleht. That is like "finding money." Largest
feed opening. Require less power than any similar machine
of same capacity. Made in 38 stales and site* for horse or
steam power. Illustrated catalogue mailed free.

COLLINS PLOtTCfl.. 11S5 Hampshire St.. CjCI.SCV. ILL.

Mather, Jr., "Architectural Art" by Prof.

A. D. F. Hamlin, " Educational Events "

by Ossian H. Lang, and "Educational

Research" by the editor, Dr. J M. Kice.

In addition" to these reviews, the new
number contains three special articles of

|

the type that appeared in the former series

—viz.,"Chinese Exclusion," by Hon. Chas.

Denbv; "Germany as a World Power."

by Wolf von Schierbrand, and "Sir

Walter Besant," by Prof. W. B. Trent.

It should be mentioned that the size of

the magazine has been permanently in-

creased from 128 pages to 160.

Jack London is the author of "The
Cruise of the Dazzler." the long-story-

complete-in-one-number, which appears

in the July St. Nicholas. It tells the

exciting adventures of a runaway boy in

a cruise on the Pacific Coast. Though I

the hero receives many a hard knock,

!

the vovage is not without happy resulis,

and he benefits by his brief experience

at sea. The other features of the num-
bar are full of interest for the little ones.

HOW OFTEN?
No matter how long a paint lasts, the

owner of a house that needs repainting is

likely to wish it had lasted longer. The
t

painter, on the other hand—for painters

are human—has many arguments ready
|

to prove that houses should be repainted

at least once in every five years, and he
may not look with entire favor on a paint

which proposes to dispense with his cer-

vices for ten or fifteen years. I have on
my house, for example, a tin roof that

has stood without repainting for over fif

teen years.and it is still in tolerable con-

dition, but I have never heard the paint

which was used recommended by a paint-

er. They say the paint lasts well enough,
but the tin corrodes under it. This may
be so, but mine did not.

Similar opposition is manifested to-

wards zinc white and zinc combination
paints :

" Oh, yes, they look pretty and
last a long time," say the painters, " but
they will crack." This also may be true,

but it is not my experience, and I have
had a good deal of painting done (for

experiment) with these materials during
the past few years, and have examined
worn extending over the past twenty-five
years.

How often, then, ought a home to be
repainted ? As often as it needs it. In
other words, when examination shows
that the paint no longer sheds but absorbs
water, and consequently has ceased to ful-

fill its office of protection. With straight

lead and oil this will scarcely run beyond
three years, though, in exceptional cases,

it is said sometimes to give good service

for five years.

With a good zinc combination paint,

the lowest limit ought not to fall short of
five years, and in exceptional cases it may
run up to fifteen or twenty years, or even
more, with ten years perhaps as a fair

average.
In regard to painting, it pays to remem-

ber always that it is the labor rather than
the material that costs, so it is always
economical to select high grade paint and
thus save the coat of one repainting with-
in a given period.

Stanton Dudley.

Half a Century' at

SltidebaKers
We use this space to remind

you that the fiftieth year of

wagon making has just been
passed at Studebakers. Their

wagons used everywhere are

the best in the world. The
people say so, and they keep
the Studebakers busy. It is

useless to say more about any-

thing the merits of which are

so well known.
Studebakers also make a full

line of all kinds of vehicles, harness,

etc. The}' control the entire out
put of the World Buggy Co. and
make the "Izzer Line" of vehicles.

All dealers handle Studebaker
goods. Wiite us for catalogue.

Studeba.ker Bros. Mfg. Co.
South Bend, Ind.

REPOSITORIES:
r York, !Min Francisco, Kan

THE IMPROVED

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address

the Business Office.
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COOPER
& SHEEP DIP

em
STANDARD OF THE WORLD

for 60 years. Used on 250 millions

annually. Superior to all other
kinds. No smell. Benefits while it

cures. Keeps flock clean a long

time. Increases growth and quality

of wool. Used by large majority of

sheep breeders in all countries.

Sold by all leading druggists and
general merchants everywhere.

If local druggist cannot supply,

send $1.75 for $2 (100 gal.) pkt. to

WM. COOPER & NEPHEWS, CHICAGO.

ORNAMENTAL LAWN FENCE
Buy from manufacturers
direct and save the Scaler's
ProfHofSOto^otK-rccst. We
make many designs, and
sell more Ornamental Fc=ee
than any othertwo firms
In the business. Why! Be-

teric= and largo Parks. Send us y"r address. \7e vMll
tako pleasure In mailing1 you our large SS r">f*2 catrJog
un Ornamental Fencing, free. If you are merest -.•'. in
Farm FennriL,- scud for our i 2 imisv i 'ntn li.(nie. Address
„ _ COILED SPRINC FENCE CO.Box Q, Winchester, Ind. U. S. A.

WIRE FENCE
Heavy lateral wires, heavy hard steel stays,
colled spring wire, Sure Grip loci:. In strength,
appearance, and durability, the Hard Steel
cannot be excelled. Write for catalogue and
prices. THE HARD STEEL WIRE FENCE CO .

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
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FOR SALE

DAIRY FARM
and HERD.

Farm containing 83$ acres, together

with Fine Dairy Herd of 45 Cows, Horses,

Dairy Wagons. General Equipment. Mod-
ern Dairy Machinery ; Weil-established
Milk route for 150 gallons Milk daily.

Five room dwelling; Cow Barns, silo and
other necessary buildings ; also telephone
communication.
Farm located about one mile from city

of Danville.
This is one of the best opportunities

for Dairying in this section of country.
This Property ie on market, on account

of death of the late Joseph Coates.
For further particulars apply to

RICHARD COATES, Danville, Va.
Executor of JOSEPH COATES. deceased.

cheap FARM
In Halifax Co., Virginia. I would

like to sell you my SPLENDID FARM
of 500 acres at a sacrifice, as my
business engagements compel me to

be away. This is a splendid farm,

well watered and easily cultivated
;

new stable and granary ; large old-

fashioned dwelling at intersection

of 2 county roads ; R. R. close by
;

easy access to leading markets ; less

than $7000 will buy it. Buyer can

take stock, implements, crops, for

little additional cost. Write for

further particulars to

BARGAIN', care Southern Planter,

RICHMOND, VA.

FOR SALE
At a Sacrifice.

A DESIRABLE FARM
In CHARLOTTE CO., VA.

One mile north ot KeysviUe, on the line of
the Southern Railway, about half-way be-
tween Richmond and Danville, containing
about 300 acres. It is light gray soil and
easy to cultivate, being well adapted to fine
tobacco, corn, wheat, oats, clover, grass, etc,
and is especially suited for stock-raising and
fruit growing. It is a very healthy location-
nothing like chills and fevers or malaria hav-
ing ever appeared there. For price, terms, etc.,
apply to

J. G. HANKINS. Box 866 Richmond. Va.

IN 63 ACRES
...OF LANDA BARGAIN

In sight of Richmond. Va. Fine large house
with modern improvements; fine large barn
and other improvements; large orchard; so-
ciety the best. Will be sold cheap with stock
and crops. Would make a fine daiiy farm.
Address Oak Shade, care Southern Planter.

A PEA-HARVESTER.
The alarming advance in the price of

peas this season has renewed the demand
for a pea-harvester. How to harvest peas
successfully and economically has long
been a problem to the farmer, and is es-

pecially important now that the crop is

so valuable.

Herewith is a cut of a machine gotten
up expressly for the purpse of harvesting
down or tangled crops, and has been
used for the past five seasons with great
success in the pea growing districts of
Michigan, Wisconsin and New York.
The machine, in brief, consist af a lift-

er and a windrower, which are readily

attached to the cutter-bar of any farm-
mower.
The lifter is composed of seven mallea-

ble fingers or guards which fasten on the
front of the bar, an outside divider, and
a shoe. The guards pick up the short or

tangled vines, the divider holding the
outside down, and thus the stalks are in

position for the knives. The shoe and
wheel carry the bar over " dead furrows"
or rough places.

The windrower, which fastens on be-

hind the bar, consists of curved steel

rods, graduating in length from five to

eight feet, so that as the crop is received

upon it, it is crowded off into a continu-

ous windrow just outside the next path
of the team.
This ingenious device is the product of

a Michigan concern—the Vine and Root
Machinery Company of Port Huron,
Mich. This company has discovered the
value of their machine to the Southern
farmers, and are placing them on the
market here this season for the first time.

They claim to have spent their " experi-

mental stage " at home, and now offer the
South the machine in an improved and
perfected condition.
The capacity of the machine is equal

to that of about 10 me.i with scythes, and
it shells fewer peas.

The value of such an implement can-

not be over-estimated. It has made pea
harvesting as easy as " haying," and the
pea-growers will certainly appreciate it.

KING CORN IS COMING.

" Not for triumphs in the battle,

And renown among the warriors,

But for profit of the people."

King Corn is coming with a message of
prosperity and plenty to the growers of

the king of cereals. He brings a notice

of double profit to the corn-growers of
the world. Readers of Southern Planter

should write to McCormick Harvesting
Machine Company, Chicago, U. S. A., for
" King Corn," a finely illustrated book,
which tells how to double the value of
the corn crop.

uniflcc AND THE pLACE T°

II

U

171CD FIND THEM £>

No place in the United States can a man
do so well at farming, for the money in-

vested, as in Virginia. Lands are cheap ;

climate good, and the best of markets
close at hand. It is the State of all

others, for a comfortable all the year
round home. The James River Valley
Colonization and Improvement Company
offer superior advantages to land pur-

chasers. For free 36 page land pamphlet,
address

W. A. PARSONS, Vlnita, Va.

..Magnificent Estate..
Known as the Hampstead Farm, situated

on the Pamunkey river, for sale. Contains
nearly 1600 acres, 800 of which is river bottom
land, the remainder being upland and timber.
Large deposits of green sand marl ; brick barn
with wood stable attached; also houses for
sheep, etc. Splendid dwelling said to have
cost $60,000. Property now owned by stuck
company. Price, $20 per acre, on easy terms.
For further particulars, address

"PAMUNKEY," care Southern Planter.

WE HAVE A LARGE LIST OF

FRUIT, POULTRY and TRUCK FARMS.
Ten, Fifty and One Hundred Acres each, with
good buildings, close to steam and trolley

lines, easy access to the city. Also

GRAIN AND STOCK FARMS
From 100 to 1,000 acres at low prices, all the

way from .};5 to $50 per acre. Write for
Catalogue.

THE VIRGINIA LAND AGENCY. Richmond, Va.

J. R. Hockaday, Manager.

FARM FOR. SALE
In Bladen county, N. C. Consisting of 104

acres, 70 acres cleared and in good state of
cultivation. A new fire-room house, barn,
stalls and gin house, 1 tenant house, 2 wells of
good water, iyz miles from steamer landing
on Cape Fear river Convenient to church and
school ; healthy and good neighborhood ; 31

acres of native timber; stock and all neces-
sary implements at a bargain, as I wish to go
Cuba. Address , R . SQUIRES. Squires, N. C.

CIUC CAQMQ in the great fruit grain and
rinr. rflnlllOstockseetionofVIKGINIA.
Best climate and water in the U. S. Near
great markets, with best educational advan-
tages. For further information. addresB

ALBEMARLE IMMIGRATION CO.,
Sam'l B. Woods, Pres. Charlottesville, Va.

VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.
Easy Payments. Catalogue Free.

GEO. E. CRAWFORD & CO., Richmond, Va.
Established 1875.

Virginia Farms
All prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. 8. PIZZINI CO., Richmond, Va.

60 SOUTH.

For full particulars

write A. JEPFERS,

Norfolk, Va.

STEMrWINDWATCHXHAlNANDXipM

You can geta Stem-Wind, Nickel-Plated

Watch warranted, also a Chain and Cna
f.rs.llmKlOpackageaof BluineatlOce—

-

Send name and address atonee and we will

forward you the Bluine and our large Pre-

mium List, postpaid. No money required. -

BLTJINE BLFG.CO.Box881, Concord Junctionjna«i
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Agents and Dealers
ted to sell Rlppli > '- 4 and 5 Gallon
Compre»*ed Air hpriiyer*, Larnre
Orchard Sprayer)*, Kprajlnir fcolu-

and llnidiri. -upplk..
call keep \oubusy the year
around, targe 19fti catalog
and terms free.

KIPPLET 1IDW. CO.,
Box 838, Grafton, III.

-1

P1U IflOr POil C and other insects cat

uAfl JUut dUALL be controlled by using

Good's Caustic Potash Wbal*
Oil Soap, Xo. 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en
tomologists. This soap Is a fertilizer as weL
as Insecticide. 50 lb. begs, $2.50; 100 lb. kegi
14.50. Half barrels, 270 lbs., at 3%c. per lb.

barrels, 425 lbs., at 3Vc. Large qnantltlet
special rates. Send for circular.

JAMES GOOD,
939-41 N. Front St., Philadelphia. r»

FRAZER
y~Lxlc Grease the*™.™,

wearing qualities are unsurpassed, ao
lly outlasting 3 bxs. any other brand,
t affected by heat. avGet the Genuine.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

LIME
AGRICULTURAL

and BUILDERS'
Send for Circulars and Price-List,

FELLSWORTH LIME WORKS
REEVES CATT, Agent,

Bodley, Augusta County, Va.

PALMORE'S

Law and Collection Association,
Established 1884. Claims collected

in all parts of the United States.

No collection—no charge.

P. 0. Box 503. 905^ East Main Street

RICHMOND. VIRGINIA.

..WANTED..
By practical Poultryman. correspondence

with a man with capital who will establish a
Poultry and Pekin Duck plant. Good inter-
est on the money so invested. Have handled
successfully various makes of Incubators and
Brooding Systems. Am a married man, no
children. Can give No. 1 references as to char-
acter and ability, and same required.

Address POULTRY/IAN,
care Southern Planter.

Position Wanted
By a single
ian. as
working

manager or foreman. Up-to-date in farming,
dairying, butter-making, gardening, cattle,
sheep, swine, poultry-raising and bees.

R S.. care Southern Planter.

..WANTED..
A young, unmarried, white man to take

charge of chickens on my farm near Rich-
mond.

FARMER, Box 901, Richmond, Va.

AN OBJECT LESSON.
A long time ago it was learned that the

most direct and forcible way of teaching
was by object lesson. We are presenting

an object lesson herewith, and its teach-

ing is so self-evident as scarcely to need
any comment from us. In he cut accom-
panying this article will be seen a large

freight car overturned and resting upon
a loaded wagon. This little accident oc-

curred a few days ago in the freight yards

of the Stndebaker Bros. Manufacturing
Co., of South Bend, Ind. The wagon,
which is a standard Studebaker, differ

ingin no sense from multiplied thousands
of the same kind in daily use, just hap-
pened to be standing in a way to catch

the full force of the impact from the over-

turned car. It will be observed that while
the wagon is itself heavily loaded with
lumber, it sustained not the sl'ghtest in-

jury. The car, however, did not escape
so easily. The cut, which is a strict re-

F0R SALE—Registered and High-Grade

ANGORA GOATS.

From 1 to car-load lots. Kids In season.

JEREM r I MPROVtMENT CO. Saxe. CharlotteCt.,Va.

lUPfiDl PfliTO are handsome, hardy and
AnUUHA llUfllO profitable. For large cir-

cular address E. W. COLE & CO , Kenton, Ohio.

CLOVER HILL FARM.

EGGS FOR HATCHING

production from a phoiograph taken a

few moments after the accident occurred,

shows that the car was stov in on the
side and that the roof is torn loose clean

up to the center where even the running
board is displaced and broken. This pe-

culiar accident serves to show in a much
better way than it could be otherwise
stated just how strong and thoroughly
dependable the Studebaker wagons are.

However, this case will not occasion

much surprise to those hundreds of our
readers who have been using Studebaker
wagons and are therefore well acquainted
with their unusual merits. Undoubtedly
some of the users of Studebaker wagons
can cite cases where they have stood even
more severe tests than did this one with-
out beine in anyway injured. The stand-

ing of such tests as t hese fi nds a good and
sufficient reason in the great care in se-

lecting the best of material and the em-
ployment of the best procurable labor
characteristics of the Studebaker institu-

tion. They know how to build wagons at

Studebaker'B, having been engaged in that

one line for more than fifty years. In ad-
dition to their full and complete line of
heavy wagons they also manufacture
every style and variety of light vehicle

and single and double harness, both light

and heavy, for all purposes. Practically,

every dealer in the country can supply
you with the Studebaker goods.

KILL THE WEEDS.
The Clipper Lawn Mower, advertised

elsewhere in this is«ue, is claimed by its

makers to be the best thing to kill the
weeds on your lawn. Look up the adver-
tisement.

BARRED WHITE ROCKS, BROWN and
WHITE LEGHORNS, S. C. LEGHORNS.

75c. per setting of 15; 3 settings, 82. Rose Comb
Brown Legborns. 81 per setting. A few more
cockerels of above varieties for sale. Also a
Yearling Jersey Bull, entitled to registry.

J. B. JOHNSON, Clover Hill Farm,
Manassas, Va.

From Pure-Bred Fowls, Cheap.

The Imperial Fruit and Poultry Farm is In
a position to offer Eggs from pure bred B. P.
Rocks and S. C. B. Legtiorns at 50c. setting of
15. Reference furnished.

P. H. HETDEBREICH, Prop., Staunton, Va.

COLLIE PUPS!
By prize-winning Imported siresand trained

dams. Eligible. Fit for bench, ranch or farm.
Price, $10, either sex. Also a book on the care
and training of the Collie forall practical uses.
Price, 50c. Copy of book free to purchaser of
Collie.
Stock Farm, " MAPLEMONT," Albany, Ver.

Feeds ^Feeding
Prof. Henry's Great Book for

Farmers and Stockmen.

Delivered anywhere for - - 42.00

With the SOUTHERN PLANTER, 2.26

GREENSBORO, N.C.
For the treatment of THE LIQUOR, OPIUM, MORPHINE «nd

other Drug Addictions. The Tobbacco Habit, Nerve Exhaustion
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FINE STOCK AT A BARGAIN.

Nine head fine reg. Angora Goats; One buck
six does, two kids, price for the lot {130.

One reg. Dorset Buck Lamb, 820. One 3 yr old
Southdown Buck, $10. One grade Dorset
Buck Larab, $6.

One reg. Aberdeen-Angus Heifer coming 3

years, bred to our Imported herd bull,

Rublcan Migno 2nd, No 4121, price, $125, a
very fine individual.

One trotting bred brown gelding, coming 4

yrs. old, 15V.; hands, weight 1000. Trim as
a fawn, and" dashing in style and action.
His record opens with a 3 minute gait
under the lines and his future is full of
promise.

One extra fine pair of well matched black
mare mules, 6 years old, weight 1240 and
1260. Gentle as the gentlest family horse,
strikingly trim, finely proportioned, and
exceptionally quick. A faultless team.

Two registered Aberdeen-Angus bull calves.

To dispose of surplus stock we offer all

the above animals cheap.

Address W. M. WATKINS & SONS,
Cottage Valley Stock Farm,

Randolph. Charlotte Co., Va.

Fine Angus Bull
FOR SALE.

6 years old, solid back, wt. about 1,800
lbs. Very gentle. Guaranteed sure
breeder. Price on cars, Columbia, Va.,
C. and O. R. R., $100. Registry and
transfer certificates furnished.

C. E. JONES, Carysbrook, Va.

ANGUS BULL CALVES
Registered and unrecirded. Stock first-

class, and breeding the best.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP
First class yearling rams, and ewes of
all ages. Several FINE FARMS for sale.

WARREN RICE, - Winchester, Va.

ESSEX PIGS
Some extra fine pigs, from 810 to 815
per pair, and from two to four months
old. All stock offered for sale are eligi-
ble to registry. Your orders solicited.

Address

L. G. JONES, Bethania, N. C.

TAMWORTH
And POLAND-CHINA PIGS For Sale.

From registered stock. 8 weeks old, $5.00

Apply to

J. C. GRAVES, - Barboursville, Va.

REGISTERED BERKSHIRES.
Fine lot of Pigs now ready.

Can furnish pairs not akin.

J. T. OLIVER, Allen's Level, Back. Co., Va.

A GREAT FARMERS' CONVENTION
The East Tennessee Farmers' Conven-

tion, recently held in Knoxville, was a

record-breaker in every sense of the word.

Ex-Governor Hoard, Mr. T. B. Terry and
other distinguished visitors pronounced
it the moet successful meeting they had
ever known in their wide experience.

The weather was beautiful, though a tri-

fle sultry, and the country, in its fresh,

spring verdue, lent additional charms to

the many natural beauties of the land-

scape.

The meeting opened auspiciously, and
the programme was carried out with

promptness and dispatch. Sufficient va-

riety was given to the different sessions

through the medium of music furnished

by the University band and glee club,

whose selections seemed to find favor

with the large crowd.
The attendance was surprisingly large,

reaching an aggregate of at least 800, not

including the families of the delegates

who were in attendance. The University

chapel, although it can seat more than

550 at a time, was not large enough to

accommodate the crowd. The best evi-

dence of the enthusiasm which charac-

terized the meeting is found in the fact

that the large attendance was maintained

up to the very close of the three days'

session. Never before in the history of

the institution was the attendance so

uniformly distributed over the State,

there being a number of representatives

even from the AVestern section, and al-

most every one of the thirty-four counties

in East Tennessee had a large delegation.

Thus, the spirit and the work of the or-

ganization will have a much wider and
xore lasting influence than ever before,

and the good resulting from such a meet
ing can never be correctly estimated.

The addresses were all short, Bharp and
incisive, and every speaker seemed to

have put his best thought and endeavor
into the preparation of a paper that

would give the farmers the information

needed in the most direct and practical

manner, and although some of the speak-

ers could not be present, every one who
was absent prepared and sent a paper as

an evidence of his good intentions. Owing
to the fact that the meeting represents all

the agricultural and stock interests of the

Middle South, the subjects were grouped

and discussed under various topics. At
the present meeting, attention was direct-

ed particularly to the discussion of dairy

husbandry, soil maintenance and im-

provement, the best graases and clovers

for Southern conditions, the construction

of silos and crops for the same, stock

husbandry, including the feeding of beef

cattle, the maintenance of sheep and the

breeding of horses. The educational needs

of our people were not neglected. The
public school interests were ably present-

ed, and the subject of agricultural educa-

tion in the State University, and the im-

portance of extending the usefulness of

the Experiment Station by giving it much
needed State support, were fully explain-

ed, and the opinion unanimously express-

ed was that the State could not afford to

neglect the education of its farmers, or

the proper support of its Experiment Sta-

tion, in order that both the College of

Agriculture and the Station might serve

Warranted
to give satisfaction.

GOMBAULT'S

CAUSTIC BALSAM
A safe, speedy and
positive cure for

Curb, Splint, Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind Puffs,

and all lameness from Spavin, Ringbone
and other bony tumors. Cures all skin
diseases or Parasites, Thrush, Diphtheria.
Removes all Bunches from Horses or

Cattle.

.. ... . aluable.
Every bottle of Cao«t!e Balaam sold 13

Warranted to p-ive satisfaction. Price SI .50
per bottle. Sold by droggists. or pent by ex-
press, charges paid, with full directions for its

use. Send for descriptive circulars, testimo-
nials, etc. Address

THE LAWRENCE-WIUIAMS COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

GRASSMERE STOCK FARM, Glen Allen, Va.

TROTTING, SADDLE and

HIGH STEPPING HORSES
Educated, bought and sold on commlsion, and
kept by the month or year. High class POUL-
TRY and BtLGIAN HARES for sale at reasonable
rates. Write for circulars ; no trouble to an-
swer questions. Satisfaction guaranteed.

CHANDLER QUINTIN, Veterinarian,

40 yrs. experience on the best stock farms In
America.

Southdown Bucks
5 yearlings, 2 early lambs. High-
grades; also 1 thoroughbred lamb.

Price very reasonable.

R. H&RVEY BARTON, Dublin, Pulaski Co., Va.

FOR. SALE
SHROPSHIRE BUCK,

2-years-old. Entitled to registration.

Price $1.5.00. A. S. CRAVEN, Greenwood, Va.

POLAND-CHINA PIGS
MALE AND FEMALE.

Registered and Eligible.

J. B. CRAIG. Sturgeon Pt., Charles City Co . Va.

.. FOR THIS MONTH ONLY..
Pure-bred S. C. B. Leghorn and Black Minor-
ca Hens for sale at 50 cts. each. B. P. Rock

Hens at 60 cts. each.

Miss S. M. HITER. Ellisville. Louisa Co.,Va
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» FILSTON FARM. «

SECOND LARGEST

JERSEY HERD
IN AMERICA. FOUNDED 1882.

BULL CALVES, and for the first time, Heifers
bred to Imported Golden Peter, and Heifer
Calves and a few aged Cows.
BERKSHIRES. all »ges, sired by Imported

Storm King, or Imported Esau 2nd, Size,
good shape and large litters.

Visitors welcome. Address for Book of The
Farm, or prices

E. M. GILLET. Clerk, Glencoe, Md-
ASA B. GARDINER, Jr., Manager

Swift Creek Stock and Dairy Farm
Has for sale a large num-
ber of nice voung regis-
tered A. J. C. C.

JERSEY BULLS
AND HEIFERS.

None better bred in the South. Combining
closely the most noted and up-to-date blood
In America. Bulls 10 to 12 months old, 125.00.
Heifers, same age, S35.00. POLAND-CHINA
PIGS, $5.00 each. Send check and get what
you want.

T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro, N. C.

..OAK HILL FARM..

Holstein and Jersey Cattle,

Biltmore Berkshires.
Wishing to reduce my stock, will sell cheap

Every thing from Oak Hill Farm Is guaran
teed first-class, and as represented. Address
Oak HIM Station

on the Farm
SAM'L HAIRSTON,

Wenonda, Va.

ELLERSLIE FARM^-v
Thoroughbred Horses

AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

Fob Salb. B. J. HANCOCK & SON,
Chaklottesvills, Va.

EAST RIVER SIDE
SHORTHORNS

FOR SALE,
SUPERB BULL CALF

6 mos. old, fit to go in any company.
For price, address

JAMES F. CLEMMER, Sammerdean, Va-

FOR SALE—A Choice Lot of Young

SHORTHORN1LLJ
Ready for Service.

W. W. BEXTLEY, Pnlaski City, Va.

DORSETSMp
HEREFORDS
N. ARMSTRONG, - Lantz Mills, Va.

the purpose for which it was originally

intended.
The general discussion of the various

topics and the question-box were features

of the Convention, and it was very grati-

fying to see the keen intelligenc and in-

terest displayed by the delegates. Their
questions and answers showed a knowl-
edge and appreciation of the subjects

they were debating, and are tangible evi-

dence that our people are grasping the
relation of scientific facts to farm man-
agement, and that they will employ the
information so gained to the best advan
tage and to the rapid and material im-
provement of agricultural practice in

East Tennessee.
Andrew M. Soule.

Knoxville, Term.

PIONEERS AMONG HAY PRESS
BUILDERS.

There is a certain satisfaction alway s

experienced in having been the first to

do a certain thing. This is more parti-

cularly true when that certain thing
proves to be something of undoubted
value and which has been a great bene-
faction to mankind. This observation is

called out by having recently seen a copy
of the 1902 catalogue of P. K. Dederick's
Sons of Albany, N. Y". These people
will be known and remembered by our
readers as the manufacturers of the well
known and world famous Dederick
Presses. This business was established

in 1860 and a medal was granted to the
founder, Peter K. Dederick, by the U. S.

Agricultural Society as early as 1862.

Taken in all, domestic and foreign, nearly

300 patents have been granted this

gentleman in the line of bailing presses

and their various improvements. Since
Mr. Dederick still gives his personal su-

pervision to the business of manufactur-
ing these presses, and it is only reasona-

ble to assume that the inventor of a ma-
chine knows better than anybody else

how to build it, this accounts in a great
measure for the superiority of the Deder-
ick machines.

We are giving herewith a cut of Ded-
erick's New Two Wheel Continuous Belt
Press, which is the latest of their pro-
duction. Limitations of space prevent
our giving a full description here, but
these will be found in the catalogue and
special circulars of the Dederick's. They
will take pleasure in mailing these to all

interested inquirers. Write for them.

Ta make cows pay, use Sharpies Cream Separators.
Book "Business Dairying " & Cat. 805 free. W.
Chester, Pa.

EREFOPDS,

High=Class

Animals
Ready for

Service.

BERKSHIRES.
Young stock for sale at all times.

Information and terms upon application,

EDW. G. BUTLER, ANNEFIELD FARMS,
BRIGGS, CLARKE CO., VA.

Breeders of

HEREFORDS—$• SINCE 1856. •€•

—

Cf|D Q II L" Three bulls 2 yrs. old ; Two
rUll CALL bulls. 18 mos. old; Two
bulls 1 yr. old ; Three bull calves 6 mos.
old, at reasonable prices.

HAYFIELDS STOCK FARM.
COCKEYSVILLE. MD.

FOR SALE

DEVON BULL
(18 mos.) Registered. 25 Hamphiredown

Ewes (land 2 yrs.): Young Hampshlredown
Ram (2 yrs.), Registered: Two H. D. Rams
(1 yr.); Wild and Bronze Turkeys, Indian
Runner Ducks, Col. Dorkings and Black
Mlnorcas.

Robert J. Farrer, orange, va.

Reg. Poland-China Hogs

Reg. Shropshire Sheep

^ <& Shorthorn Cattle
Stock as represented or money refunded.

Good Stock at reasonable prices.

1. F. DURRETTE. Birdwood. Albemarle Co., Vi.

"Crop Growing

§ Crop Feeding"
BY PROF. W. F. MASSEY.

383 Pp. Cloth, $1.00: Paper, 60e.

We ofler this splendid work in connec-
tion with the Southern Planter

at the folllowing prices:

Old or new subscriptions.

When writing mention the Southern
Planter.
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The following list of papers and periodicals

are the most popular ones in this section.

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever

Journal you wish.

DAILIES. pr iC e with
ALONE. PLANTER.

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 85 00 «5 25

The Times, " " 3 00 3 00

The Post, Washington, D. 6 00 6 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 1 00 1 25

The World (thrice-a-week), N. Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLIES.

Harper's Weekly 4 00 4 00

" Bazaar 1 00 1 40

Montgomery Advertiser 1 00 1 00

The Baltimore Sun 1 00 1 35

Breeder's Gazette 2 00 1 75

Hoard's Dairyman 1 00 1 35

Country Gentleman 1 50 1 75

The Times, Richmond, Va 50 65

Religious Herald, Richmond, Va.... 2 00 2 25

Central Presbyterian, " "... 2 00 2 60

Christian Advocate, " " ... 1 50 1 75

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Spirit of the Times 4 00 4 00

Horseman 3 00 3 00

MONTHLIES.

North American Review 5 00 6 00

The Century Magazine 4 00 4 25

St. Nicholas " 3 00 8 25

Upplncott's " 2 50 2 50

Harper's " 4 00 4 00

Forum " 3 00 3 25

Boribner's " 3 00 3 25

Frank Leslies " 1 00 1 35

Cosmopolitan " 1 00 1 35

Everybody's " 1 00 1 35

Munsey " „ 1 00 1 35

Btrand " 1 25 1 65

McClure's " 1 00 1 35

Puritan " 1 00 1 35

Review of Reviews 2 50 2 75

Leisure Hours 1 00 1 25

Blooded Stock 50 50

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at

the net subscription price by deducting 50

oents from "our price with the Planter." If

you deBlre to subscribe to any other publica-

tions not listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription

rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire

until later can take advantage of our club

rates, and have their subscription advanced
one year from date of expiration of their

subscription to either the Planter or any of

the other publications mentioned.
Don't hesitate to write us for any Informa-

tion desired ; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish no sample oopies of other peri-

odicals.

GRAIN AND FERTILIZER DRILL.
Looking on past the harvest to seeding

time, one of the really good things our
advertising columns contain is the Span-
gler Low Down Grain and Fertilizer
Drill. It is claimed that the Spangler
Drill is standard. It ha? been in use for

a long series of years, being perfected
from year to year as anything desirable
has suggested itself, until now when it

would seem it leaves little to be desired.
It drills to a proper depth all the grains,
sow all grass seed and distributes evenly
all fertilizers in quantities ranging from
60 to 760 lt>s. to the acre. Force feed is

employed, not only upon the fertilizer

distributor, but upon the drilling and
grass sowing as well, securing uniform
work in each of its individual duties.

We are showing a cut herewith, which,

however, can convey but a faint idea of
the ingenious utility of the drill in its

work. Readers should look up the ad-
vertisement and write the Spangler Mfg.
Co., York, Pa., for their catalogue and
full information. They may be assured
to start with that they will be setting
about the purchase of one of the most
serviceable implements for seeding time
that the market affords.

REMOVED TUMOR, ALSO CURED
FISTULA.

Como, Henkt Co., Tenn.
The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,
0- Replying to your inquiry in regard to

the tumor I removed from back of my
hand, will say that it had been growing
for two or three years. I had shown it

to two doctors and they both led me to
believe they thought it might be cancer.

I began using the Caustic Balsam by ap
plying it once or twice per day with my
finger, did not rub it to create any friction.

I kept this up for two or three weeks
when it became loose and I took hold of
it with my fingers and pulled it out by
the roots. It left quite a hole but it has
healed, and there is no scar or anything
by which you can tell it was ever there.

I also cured a fistula on a fine mare with
three applications.

H. H. LOVELANCE.

THRESHERS, ENGINES, ETC.

Messrs. Stratton & Bragg, Petersburg,

Va., have a half page advertisement else-

where in this issue. This firm carries a

full line of farm implements and ma-
chinery of all kinds, including Separa-

tors, Engines of all kinds, Threshers, Saw
Mills, Buggies and Wagons. Write for

their catalogues, and get their prices on
anything you need in their line. We are

sure you will find pleasure and profit in

dealing with them.

DORSET
SHEEP***
My entire flock of Dorsets,

registered and eligible,

FOR SALE.
44 head, exclusive of

present crop of lambs.
Fine stock ; low price.

WALTER WATSON,
SAL M VA.

Farm Bulletin
Nice BERKSHIRE PIGS for

sale now. Also a few DOR-
SET RAM LAMBS left,

D. 0. NOURSE, Prof, of Agr.

Blacksburg, Va.

DORSET HORNED SHEEP.
I offer thoroughbred and high-grade
RAWS of this most popular breed; also

300 grade EWES, suitable for raising

hot-house or winter Lambs. Ranis
turned with them in May.

SAM'L T. HEN1NGER, Burke's Garden, Va.

!^f5 English Berkshires— AND

Dorset Horned Sheep
IMPORTED BOARS AT HEAD OF
SERVICE. Send for 1902 Catalogue.

N. S. BURRIER, New Midway, Md.

FARMS FOR SALE.

The Virginia Land Agency, Mr. J. R-

Hockaday, Manager, is a new advertiser

in this issue. Parties desiring farms,

large or small, are invited to write the

above firm for catalogues and circulars

giving description of a long list of desi-

rable places they have for sale.

HYDRAULIC RAMS.
Pryce W. Bailey, Seneca Falls, N. Y.,

is advertising his Hydraulic Rams else-

where in this issue. He claims that they

will work 24 hours a day and 3«5 days a

year. Better write for catalogue and in-

formation about them.
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THE HISTORY OF A SPRIG OF
G E R A N I U M—A STORY FOR
YOUNG FOLKS.

By Mary Washington.

[Continued from June number..]

Chapter II.

One bright evening, as Anna sat out on
the porch, with the May sunshine falling

lovingly over her little family of plants,

Bhe arose and began to water them by a
contrivance she had invented herself, in

the absence of a watering-pot. She bad
stuck the bottom of a tin can full of
small holes, punched through with a
little nail, and she poured water from a
dipper through this perforated can. A
lady driving by at the moment, noticed
the ingenious little contrivance, and
smiled at it. Something also in the pale
face of the girl teemed to attract her
observant eye, for she checked up her
horse, and made some remarks on the
fineness of the geraniums. A little girl

sitting by her, in the phfeton whispered
" Mama, I wish I had one of those little

geraniums in the tin cans," on which the
lady asked Anna if she would be willing
to part with one of her small geraniums.
"I don't know, Ma'am," stammered
Anna, quite startled and confused at
having so novel an idea presented to her.
" I suppose I could spare one " she added,
after a moment's reflection.

" What do you ask for it?" was the
next question. But Anna was so utterly
ignorant in all matters of traffic that she
was quite at a loss how to answer, and
felt quite dazed when the kind lady
slipped 25 cents into her hand, about
double what she would have given a
regular florist for the plant, but the
wan, fragile look of the girl inclined her
to be liberal. Anna's delight and excite-
ment were so great that she could scarce-
ly sleep that night. Jay Gould and
Vanderbilt could scarcely have been
more perplexed about the investment of
their millions than she about her twenty-
five cents. Not only was the possession
of so large a sum very exciting in itself,

but it was still more exciting as opening
a new vista to her. It had never occur-
red to her before that it was possible for
her to make flowers a source of profit.

She had thought that her weak eyes and
frail health cut her off from all hope of
supporting herself, or helping her par-

ents. Now she began to indulge in a
day dream of being able to supply her
own wants, at least in part, and thus
lightening the burden on her parents.
She knew that the necessary medicine
and medical attendance for her took
quite a considerable part of their slender
earnings, and this thought had often
pained the sensitive and unselfish child.

I have already mentioned an aunt of
Anna's, who being more well-to-do than
the rest of the family, was considered
quite an authority by them all. She
and her husband tended a market gar-
den for a gentleman, a few miles from
town, and she marketed the articles

raised on the farm. Anna resolved to

consult this aunt about the investment
of her funds, and hailed her, for this

Make Your Live-Stock Comfortable
You will feel better yourself: your cows will give one-

third more milk and twice the cream; your beef cattle will
fatten on half the feed, and your horses will do their work
with ease. The best thing in the world to protect your stock is

SPRACUE'S FLY BOUNCER
as thousands who have used it

gladly testify. Everybody
knows the price of this re-

markable fly-discourasrer is $1.00 the half-gallon can. We
have made arrangements with the manufacturer for so large
a quantity that we are enabled to send to subscribers to Farm-
ers Voice and National Rural a half-gallon can as a mark of our
good will. Send * 1 and pay for a year's subscription and get a
can of the "Fly Bouncer." Address

THE FARMERS VOICE,
45-47 Plymouth Place, Chicago, III.

Registered HOLSTBIN=FRIBSIAN
Cattle of NETHERLAND, DEKOL, CLOTHILDE and PIETERTJE fam-

ilies. Heavy milkers and rich in butter-fat. Stock of all ages for sale.

Registered BERKSHIRES.
From the noted strains, Imported Headlight, Lord Highclerc and Sunrise.

PLYMOUTH ROCK CHICKENS.
N. B.—in the Stud : The Imported Hackney Stallion, "The Duke," regis-

tered in E. H. S. B. and A. H. S. B. Address

T. O. SANDY, Burkeville, Virginia.
Norfolk and Western and Southern R. R.

/W»WSA**VS*^S

DEVON COWS....
Ten young DEVON COWS, thoroughbreds and high-grades with Calves

by their sides. Want to sell them during this month. Can be seen if day's

notice is given. Also JERSEY CATTLE and several YOUNG GUERNSEY
BULLS. BERKSHIRE PIGS not akin. Several young BOARS ready for

service.

M. B. ROWE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va.

innnnrwTV ww v *nnrvinnnrvvvvvv^nnnnr'

Mill
2 HIGH GRADE (pure bred) but not eligible to registry. Stock guaranteed as

represented or money refunded. B. R. Comb Leghorn Eggs ; 15 eggs, 76c. ; $3 per 100.

B. B. BUCHANAN, Bedford City, Va.
(Formerly at " Rock HIM," Brownsburg, V»,

* VIBO-IliTIA IDIAriSIOlsr.

Farmers Mutual Benefit Association.
A Fire Insurance Association, chartered by the State for the farmers

of Virginia, under an amended and well protected plan.

Insures, against Fire and Lightning, only country property—no stores or unsafe
risks. Average cost per year for three years has been $3.66f per $1000, including
dwellings, barns, produce, &c,—about one-third the usual cost of insurance to
farmers. Amount of property insured $326,000. Estimated security in real and
other estate, $600,000.

For further information, address, CHAS. N. FRIEND, General Agent,
MENTION THIS JOURNAL. CHESTER, VIRGINIA.
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LARGEST v» HORSEEWORLD
WEIGHT 2500 L,bs.: Ace 4 Tee

Minneapolis. Minn. We Feed "ISTFKN A 1 M >N U.
••INTEKMTIOJUL STOCK FOOD" causes Horses,
Fat and Healthy. Is used and stronslv endorse
RernndYonr Money
or Milking. Owing
vegetable medicinal preparation to lie fed i

In 311 1 "

B. PERCHEEON. Owned by Inte

nutating tonic effects, it Cares c

;ized feeds in connection with the
i and Assimilation. In this way i

100 leading Farm Paper;

id "mi the Highest Medal i

included in the V.

A $3000.00 STOCK BOOK FREE
-For Yv ind Every Keader of This Paper .*=&£

, Sheep, Hogs, Poultry

illustrated book for refe:

and of this Horse.
finely illustrated Veter

d history of the Br

This Book Contains 183 Large Colored Engravings of Horse
It cost us $:fu'in to have our Artists and Engravers make the eng
Department that will save you Hundreds of Dollars. Gives descr

Sheep, Hogs and Poultry. The Edllor of this Paper will tell you that v»u ought to have a copy of o
•L\TERSAT10SAL STOCK FOOD" if Book is not exactly as represented.

THIS BOOK FREE. Postage Prepaid, If You Write Us (Letter or Postal) and Answer 3 Questions:
lit—Name this Paper. 2nd—How much stock have you T 3rd—Did you ever use "INTERNATIOSAL STOCK. FOOD" for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Hogs, Colts, Calves, Lambs

Answer the 3 Questions and rF" Write Us At Once for Book.
Largest Stosk Food Fasi

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD CO.,BOW
purpose, the first time she saw her mar-
ket wagon go by, " Why dont you spend
it in flowers?" said Aunt Jane (probably

because she saw this answer was ex-
pected.) " 'Pears like you set more store

by them than anything else."
" I would like to spend it in flowers,

"

said Anna, something that 1 could raise

easily and stand some chance of selling.

What would be a good thiDg for me to

get?
" Something scarlet, child. That takes

people's eye. If you could raise any
bright, showy flowers, and make 'em up
in nice little bouquets, I might manage
to sell 'em for you, at market. "

"Oh, Aunt Jane!" exclaimed Anna,
clasping her hands in ecstacy at the
prospect.

" Yes, child flowers sell mighty well,

in market and so do plants. Folks bring
little bunches there to sell at ten cents a
bunch, and the ladies who come to mar-
ket always buy them. It saves them a
long walk or ride to the florist's, and it is

cheaper than getting them fiom a florist.

Young folks, especially courting couples,

will get high priced flowers from a florist,

but settled ladies who come marketing
buy the bright, cheap hunches of flowers

there to give to their children, or put on
the table at meals. As I told you, some-
thing scarlet is especially apt to take
their eye. Suppose you buy a scarlet

geranium with your money ? '

'

" Very well, aunt, take it and do the
best you can with it.

'

'

When Aunt Jane returned, a few hours
later, she brought in triumph not only a
fine young scarlet geranium, but a paper
of scarlet sage seed. " I got this geranium
from a woman who has a stall next to

mine, and she let me have it cheap, so I

had five cents left and bought you this

paper of scarlet sage seed. But mercy,
child !" you will be obliged to have a
flower border for summer, and how are
you to make one out of this hard earih !

This was indeed a serious obstacle, and
Anna's countenance fell wofully, but Aunt
Jane, who was fruitful in expedients,
devised a plan. If you will get your pa
and the boys to dig out a deep trench,"

said She, " and carry the earth away in

BERKSHIRES!
I AM NOW BOOKING
ORDERS FOR
FALL SHIPMENTS.

News Ferry, Va., June 9th, 1902.
Mr. Thomas S. White, Lexington, Va

:

My Dear Sir;—The pig arrived Friday in good condition. I do not know where
I could have gotten a better to breed to my sows. He is all that could be desired,
and is, at present, a large pig for his age, and will, when full grown, make a large-
sized animal. * * * You fully deserve all credit for the masterful manner in
which you handle your herd and the great excellerce you have obtained in bringing
them to such a state of perfection. * * * A good many have seen the 3 sows and
all have words of praise. * * * Thanking you again for the honorable business
way in which you treated me, I am, yours very truly, j>OBT G D POTTACF

''Creekside."

THOS. S. WHITE. Lexington, Va.

CISMONT DORSETS..
CISMOXT STOCK FARM offers well developed young

Dorsets of the best blood of England and America.

Prices reasonable. G. S. LINDENKOHL, Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

OFFERS FOR SALE
A LIMITED NUMBER OFHill Top Stock Farm

Southdown and Shropshire Sheep

A Grand Lot of Berkshire Hogs
Young Boars ready for service.

Come and see our stock, or write for description and prices to

II. A. S. HAMILTON A CO., Staunton, Va.

Parties will be met at train with conveyance, if we are notified in time. We aie
always glad to show our stock.
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wheel barrows, 1 will get Mr. Akers to

let me bring you some rich earth in bags,

and you can get street Bweepings and
mil with it, and make you a good, rich

border.

"

Mr. Stevens and the boys declared

themselves willing to dig the trench, and
gradually, as aunt Jane brought several

bags of rich earth on every trip, the gap

was filled, and Anna had a nice flower

bed. Her mother, seeing how deeply she

was interested in raising flowers, squeezed

out twenty five cents of her earnings to

be inverted in flower seeds, the prettiest

and showest of the annual kind, China
asters, zinnias, Drummond phlox and
others, and Mrs. Akers, becoming inter-

ested in Anna, through Aunt Jane's

accounts, sent liberal contributions to

the flower border. By the last of Aug-
ust, it commenced to look so bright and
sweet that persons driving by would
pause to notice it. The work on it was
growing rather too heavy for Anna,
without assistance, but her brothers,

who were very fond of her, and who had
something of her love for flowers, helped

her to work, weed and water them. In-

deed, the neighbors too were beginning

to be interested in her undertaking, and
to take pride and pleasure in it. Other

boys besides her brothers would some-
times proffer their help, and one neigh-

bor who kept a small hen house, and
another (the Nabob of the precinct) who
kept a cow, made her valuable presents

of manure for her border. In return,

she often carried flowers into humble
homes around her where no flowers had
ever been seen to enter before. In sav-

ing her seed, in the autumn, she laid by
a sufficient stock to give to such neighbors

as felt disposed to try flower culture, and
bo contagious is example that the next
year, several homes in the vicinity of

Anna's, were brightened by little flower

beds, or pots of flowers ; but this is anti-

cipating.

The original geranium put out so

many off-shoots on being moved into the

flower bed that Anna took numerous
slips from it and set them out, her aunt

selling them at ten cents apiece, after

they had gotten well started to growing.

Late in the summer and early in the

autumn, she was able also to make up
bright, prettv little bouquets, which her
aunt sold for her. In October, the scar-

let sage blossomed gloriously, and never
did the sum of five cents yield a richer

return. She made gorgeous bouquets of I

these, with an outside fringe of geranium
leaves, and they sold readily.

[To be continued.]

THE REASON HE DIDN'T KNOW. !

"Lippincott's out for July ?" asked the

very vital young lady of the man who
stood by the news stand.

"I dunno," said the man languidly.

"Why don't you know ?" demanded
the vital young lady sharply.

"Because this ain't my news stand,"

said the man in a tired voice.—Caroline
Lockhabt, in the July Lippincott's.

When corresponding with advertisers,

kindly mention that you saw their adver-

tisement in the Southern Planter.

CHICAGO U.S.A.

I^CORMICK HARVESTING MACHINE C°.Chic*go,USA.
MAIL"KING CORN" TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS.

HEREFORD CATTLE....
FOR SALE : Bulls, Cows in Calf, Bull Calves, Heifer Calves-

PRICES RIGHT. SEE JUNE NUMBER.
""°"v BOOCOCK, Keswick, Va.
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REPORTS.

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C. Bureau of Animal In-

dustry. Bulletin 34. American
Bieeds of Beef Cattle with Remarks
on Pedigrees.

Division of Entomology. Bulletin 34.

Principal Insects Liable to be Dis-

tributed in Nursery Stock.

Farmers' Bulletin 151. Dairying in the

South.

Farmers' Bulletin 152. Scabies in Cat-

tle.

Farmers' Bulletin 153. Orchard Ene-
mies in the Pacific Northwest.

Farmers' Bulletin 154. The Home Fruit

Garden. Preparation and Care.

Farmers' Bulletin 155. How Insects

Affect Health in Rural Districts.

Alabama Experiment Station, Auburn,
Ala. Bulletin 120. The Cow-Pea
and the Velvet Bean as Fertilizers.

Arizona Experiment Station, TucBon, Ari.

Bulletin 41. Irrigation at the Station

Farm.

California Experiment Station. Berkley,

Cal. Bulletin 138. Citrus Fruit Cul-
ture.

Bulletin 139. Orange and Lemon Rot.

Bulletin 140. Lands of the Colorado
Delta in the Sulton Basin.

Colorado Experiment Station, Fort Col-

lins, Col. Bulletin 67. The Distribu-

tion of Water.

Bulletin 70. Potato Failures.

Bulletin 71. Insects and Insecticides.

Delaware Experiment Station, Newark,
Del. Bulletin 55. Alfalfa, Cowpeaa
and Crimson Clover as Factors in
Beducing Feed Bills. A C r i t i c a 1

Study of Getty's Method of Raising
Cowpeas for Silage Purposes.

Illinois Experiment Station, Urbana, 111.

Bulletin 70. Canker of Apple Trees.

Bulletin 71. Experiments with Insec-
ticides for the San Jose Scale.

Bulletin 72. Additional Insecticide
Experiments for San Jose Scale.

Kansas Experiment Station, Manhattan,
Kas. Bulletin 108. The Hardy Ca-
talpa.

Bulletin 109. Spontaneous Combustion
of Alfalfa.

Kentucky Experiment Station, Lexing-
ton, Ky. Bulletin 98. Kentucky
Forage Plants. Notes on Fine
Grasses—Analysis of Forage Plants.

Bulletin 99. Oats.

Maine Experiment Station, Orono, Me.
Bulletin 82. Orchard Notes.

Michigan Experiment Station, Agricultu-
ral College, Mich. Bulletin 197. Su-
gar Beet Experiments, 1901.

Bulletin 198. Sand Lucerne.
Bulletin 199. Cow-Peas, Soy Beans and
Winter Vetch.

Bulletin 200. Some Insects of the year
1901.

Nebraska Experiment Station, Lincolni
Neb. Bulletin 74. Mange in Cattle
and Horses, and Lice on Hogs.

Ohio Experiment Station, Wooster, Ohio.
Bulletin 127. Miscellaneous Chemi-

Rippley'sSnnSDrayer
Finest Sprayer ever invented for spraying cotton and tobacco, trees,

and whitewashing buildings, etc. Tested to 60 lbs. pressure. Has a
safety valve. Can't burst. One minute's pumping will discharge

M- - contents of Sprayer in the form of a mist, covering every
4 part of the foliage. Made of Galvanized Iron and Copper. Has a

brass cylinder pump. Prices—5-gal. Galvanized, 85.50;
4-gallon Galvanized, So.Ofl; 5-jrallon Copper, JS.IKI; 4-jrallon

Copper. $~.tXi ; special pipe and nozzle for spraying under-
1 neath cotton, tobacco and shrubbery, 70c.

Agents and Dealers Wanted to Sell the Sprayers.
Write for Catalogue and Discounts.

JgO 2 RIPPLEY HARDWARE COMPANY,
Manufacturer of Sprayers and Spraying Mi:

Box 70, Grafton, Ills.

[Era Registered Herefords
YOUNG BULLS AND HEIFERS

NOT AKIN FOR SALE BY
ST0NEHURST FRUIT & STOCK FARM,

Union Mills, Virginia.

BACON HALL FARM.

HEREFORD begisteeed GBTTLE
"TOP" BREEDING, CALVES NOT AKIN.

MOTTO—Satisfaction or no Sale.

E. M. G1LLET & SON, Verona, Balto. Co., Md.

NOW OFFERS FOR SALE
HEKEI'ORI) CATTLE.—Calves, entitled to registration, 875 to 8100. Grade Calves by "Sir
Edward " 825 to 840.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP Bucks, one year old and over, 815 to 820. Buck Lambs, July de-
livery, $10. and 812. Ewe Lambs, July delivery, 88. and $10.

POLAND-CHINA HOGS.—Pigs, six weeks old, 85. Pigs, two or three months old, 87.58.
Pigs, Ave months and over, 815 to 820.

M. BRONZE TURKEYS.—Toms, 84. Hens, 83. Eggs, per sitting of 12, when in season, $4.

MUSCOVY DUCKS.—Pure White Drakes, 81.25. Pure White Ducks, 81. Pairs, 82.25 ; trios, 88.

BARBED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
ROUEN CIEESE Ganders, 82.50. Geese, 82.50. Eggs, per sitting, $3.00

WILLIAM L, Jr., No. 21058, half brother of Axtell, will serve a limited number of mares for
$25 the season. Mares boarded at lowest figures per month.
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cal Analyses of Feeds, Foods, Grass,

Bulletin 128. Twentieth Annual Re-

port, 1901.

Bulletin 130. Spraying lor Grape Rot.

Pennsylvania Experiment Station, State

College. Pa. Bulletin 59. Pennsyl-

vania Sugar Beets in 1901.

Rhode Island Experiment Station. King-

ston, R. I. Bulletin 83. Improving
an Orchard.

South Carolina Experiment Station,Clem-

son College, S. C. Bulletin 68. A
Chemical Study of the Sea Island

Cotton Seed.

Bulletin 70 Analysis of Commercial
Fertilizers.

Virginia State Horticultural Society. An-

nual Report, 1902.

Virginia Crop Pest Commission. Third

Report of State Entomologist and
Pathologist on the San Jose Scale,

and the Administration of the Crop

Pest Laws.
Circular to Nurserymen as to Shipment

of Nursery Stock.

Virginia Weather Bureau, Richmond,Va.

Report for May, 1902.

Wyoming Experiment Station, Laramie,

Wyo. Bulletin 50. Native Vines in

Wyoming.

West Indian Department of Agriculture,

Barbados. W. I. Agricultural News.

June, 1902.

CENSUS BULLETINS.

No. 175. Manufacturers. Gloves and
Mittens, Leather.

No. 176. Manufacturers. _
Bicycles and

Tricycles.

No. 177. Agriculture. Colorado.

No. 178. Agriculture. North Carolina.

No. 179. Agriculture. New York.

No. 180. Manufactures. Alcoholic Li-

quors.

No. 181. Agriculture.

No. 182. Agriculture.

No. 183. Agriculture.

No. 181. Agriculture.

No. 185. Agriculture.

No. 186. Agriculture.

No. 1S7. Agriculture.

Georgia.
Indiana.
Michigan.
North Dakota.
Idaho.
Indian Territory.

Nevada.

CATALOGUES.
A. B. Farquhar Co., York, Pa. Penn-

sylvania Low Down Drills, Hoe and Disc

Force Feed Grain and Fertilizer.

Heebner & Sons, Lansdale, Pa. Horse
Powers, Threshers, Feed and Ensilage

Cutters. Stratton & Bragg, of Petersburg,

Va., whose advertisement will be found
in our columns, are general agents for this

firm.
Studebaker Bros. Manufacturing Co.,

South Bend, Ind. The leading Wagon
Makers of the world. A Half Century of

Growth—a pretty souvenir of a visit to the

works.
De Laval Separator Co., 74 Cortland

street. New York. Good Butter—Its

source and how it is made—a little hand-
book for the butter maker.
Manlove Gate Co., Milton, Ind. The

Manlove Self-Opening Gates
Lynnwood Stock Farm, Rockingham

county, Va., John F. Lewis, proprietor.

Percheron Horses, Shorthorn Cattle and
Berkshire Hogs.

The BEST Threshing Outfit
for a thresherman to buy and for a farmer to use is the Farquhar Celebrated
A.I AY I UKr.^lIlM. L'M.I.Nh:i:i.l theFAKQI.il VR SEPARATOR. Emmies
made in sizes 4 h. p. andup, and combine the advantages of nil -

Easy steamers and develop more than rated horse-power. Hare driTer's m-ui, foot-
brakeani M.I' V K VI OR* of all

* for merchant tiiresliintf or farm use. Kar
chines have all ku.- mi i

: --iim-i ts. tt.»-y thresh
and clean all kinds of grain

^ A. B. Farquhar Co., Ltd
YORK, PA.

"ELLERSLIE."

SHORTHORNS

SOUTHDOWNS

1 Red Bull, with little white, 2

yrs. old, ready for service. Bed
Bulls from 6 to 12 mos. old. all by
Overton (very handsome red bull)

124204 A H. B. ; out of registered cows which have been selected for milking as well

as beef qualities.

1 and 2 yr. old rams by Warwick,

imported from the Sandringham

flock of KING EDWARD VII,

out of ewes from the celebrated

DRUID HILL PARK (Baltimore! flock. These are unregistered but are first class

in every respect.

REMEMBER.—We do not ask fancy, but farmers' prices. Our stock is

not in show ring but working conditioyi.

Ft J. Hancock <Sc Son. Charlottesville,va.

FOR SALE ON GLEN FARM.
POLLED DURHAN
CATTLE, SHROP-

SHIRE and

SOUTHDOWN
SHEEP. Also

POLAND-CHINA

HOGS.
JOHN S FUNK, Singer's Glen, Va.

The Middle South

WOOL BOOK
A Treasure of Practical In for

mation for the Home awoTarm

Presented by the

Leaksville Woolen
Mills. Leaksville

N C.

Edthan of tgoo

Full Size, 7%'xs 1
* Inches

,\ Bound in Cloth .*.

.\ Stamped in Gold .*.

DO NOT DISPOSE
OF YOUR WOOL

until you write to the Leaksville

Woolen Mills, Leaksville, N. C, for

samples and catalogue containing

liberal offers for the season of 1902.

A handsome line of Dress Goods,

Flannels, Tailor-made Skirts,
Blankets, Coverlets, Carpets, Rugs,

Cassimeres. Jeans, Buggy Robes and
Knitting Yarns, exchanged for Wool,

or manufactured on the cash plan.

We pay freight on wool sent to the

mills. A valuable book sent free in

every package of manufactured goods.

LEAKSVILLE WOOLEN
MILLS, :: Leaksville, N. C.
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The Virginia State Horticultural So-

ciety—President, S. B. Woods, Char-

lottesville, Va.; Walter Whateley, Crozet,

Va., Secretary and Treasurer; H. L. Price,

Blacksburg, Va., Recording Secretary

—

has just issued its annual report for the

year 1901. It is a volume of some 250

pages, containing a verbatim report of

the proceedings of the Annual Conven-
tion held in Richmond, January 7th and
Sth, 1902. The addresses then delivered

and the reports made by the several

committees are full of information of

the highest value to every fruit grower,

and should be carefully read and tiled

away for reference. The membership of

the Society steadily increases, but is not
near so large as it ought'to be in a State

having such great fruit interests as Vir-

ginia. We trust to see the list largely

augmented. Each member receives free

a copy of the annual report, and this

alone is well worth the membership fee

of $1. Besides this, he gets the benefit

of all reduced rates of freight, etc.,

secured through the exertions of the
Society, and these have already been
very substantial. The stronger the So-
ciety becomes the more powerful it will

be in exertion of influence in the Legis-

lature and with the transportation com-
panies, and the greater the benefits

which will accrue to the members.

THE PETALUMA INCUBATOR COM-
PANY.

Thousands of our readers have doubt
less noticed the advertisement of the Pe-
taluma Incubat r in the Southern Planter
from year to year. This machine, which
is in use in every civilized country in the
world, has been virtually manufactured
by Mr. L. C. Byce as his own private
business. On May 10th, the Petaluma
Incubator Company was incorporated
under the laws of California. This Com-
pany, with Mr. Byce as President, is com-
posed principally of his employes for the
past four to 14 years. Our readers will,

therefore, see that there is really no
change in the management or makers of
the Petaluma, We wish the new firm
much success in the future, and hope it

will become as great a factor in the poul-
try world as it has been in building up its

own town of Petaluma, Cal.

YANKEE METHODS GALL EUROPE-

McCormick Reapebs Score Success at
Pbaqde Implement Show.

At the annual Bohemian agricultural

and implement fair now open in Prague
tha methods ofAmerican exhibitors, espe-
cially those of the McCormick Harvest-
ing Machine Company, of Chicago, an-
gered their German and Austrian com-
petitors.

The McCormick Company showed
reapers, mowers and binders in opera-
tion and monopolized the attention of
the visitors. The German and Austrian
firms appealed against these " underhand
methods," but the police refused to inter-

fere. The Americans secured 90 per cent,
of the orders, and for a time it looked as
though the Europeans would provoke a
riot.

—

Chicago News.

PEAS ARE AS GOOD AS COLD THIS YEAR.

OUR UTTER
Will harvest them for

one-tenth of what

it costs by hand.

Write

for

Particulars.

THE VINE AND ROOT MACHINERY COMPANY, Port Huron, Michigan.

Manufacturers of Pea. Bean, Iteet and Cnleorv Farm Tools, and
••TMB MEaD' - Full Circle, ^-stroke Hay Press.

St.LAMBERT JERSEYS
We have for sale a number of YOUNG BULLS from cows with butter tests rang-

ing from 16 to 24 lbs. per week, and yielding from 5 to 6 gallons of milk per day.

We have more high testing ST. LAMBERT COWS than can be found in any herd

in the United States or Canada.

INDIAN CAME FOWLS
We have also for sale a choice lot of INDIAN GAME CHICKENS—male and

female. Alsi some choice WHITE WYANDOTTE COCKERELS. The Indian

Game and White Wyandottes are the best general purpose fowls,

BO!nZ7UTONT FHRMS, Srlbk, Vr.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway

EXTENDING FROM CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, AND

THROUGH ITS CONNECTIONS —
THE BIG FOUR SYSTEM, from Chicago, St. Louis, Peoria, Indianapolis,

Sandusky and Cleveland

;

THE OHIO CENTRAL LINES, from Toledo and Columbus}

THE CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON, from Detroit, Toledo, Lima
and Dayton

—

FORMS THE MOST DIRECT A"i»*£T
lU?.lS.

lT* ROUTE.

To STAUNTON, LYNCHBURG, CHARLOTTESVILLE,
RICHMOND, PETERSBURG, NORFOLK,
And Principal Virginia Points.

H. W. FULLER, Gen. Pass. Agt. C. & O. Ry., Washington, D. 0.
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FIL8T0N FARM.
Mr. Gardiner, of the Fileton Faim

writes that owing to the demand for

young and mature stock in i Berkshi res

and Jerseys, and his wish',to have the
stock intended for sale raised to the best

advantage in point of looks, and deliv-

ered promptly, as well as to tie fact

that owing to the calls on his time by
numerous visitors to the farm at Glen-
coe, who are always welcome, he has
called in his neighbor, Mr. E. M. Gillet,

of Verona, who has made a reputation as

a breeder of Berkshires, to take charge of
the Bales department of the farm.

In order to meet the call for young
stock, twenty-five head of the best heif-

ers of this and last year's calving have
been set aside for sale—some very fine

aged cows, and the usual stock of bull

calves.

The herd of Berkshires has been aug-
mented by purchase, as well as the re-

tention of some of the very best young
females. The herd is in splendid condi-

tion. The sows that have farrowed have
averaged over eight pigs each right

along, and the imported boars in service

are unexcelled in their desirable qual-

ities.

Mr. Gillet will answer all inquiries re-

garding the stock ; he will show every
courtesy to visitors, who are always wel-

come, and give his personal attention to

the crating and shipping of stock sold.

The Filston Farm, located just north
of Baltimore, is most favorable for cheap
shipments, North, Eastand South. While
its locality has been greatly in its favor,

the character of the stock that has been
maintained is, I believe, unequaled.

For several years the advertisements of
the Mead Cycle Company have appeared
in the columns of the Southern Planter.

Every year the business of this company
has grown until now it exceeds 50,000
bicycles sold through mail orders all

over the world each year. The Mead
Cycle Company keeps its factories run-
ning all winter storing up wheels of the
finest quality, and is always ready in the
spring and summer to fill orders prompt-
ly at prices which are lower than any
manufacturer selling on the old plan,
through local dealers, can deliver a
wheel of even inferior quality. The
Mead Cycle Company can ship any wheel
at any price the same day the order is re-

ceived. Readers of this paper can be
assured of prompt and honorable treat-

ment. When writing for catalogues and
prices mention the Southern Planter and
address Mead Cycle Company, Dept. P.

390 Chicago.

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Have you ever tried it? If not, you

had better do so at once. It is the stand-
by of thousands of the largest stock-men
in the United States. Refer to the adver-
tisement of the International Stock Food
Company, Minneapolis, Minn., and an-
swer the three questions and get the val-

uable book they offer free.

If you want a harvesting machine that
is reliable—one that will work success-
fully in all conditions of grain—buy the
McCormick.

ITS TRUE IT'S HOT, BUT NOW IS THE
TIME TO BUY A STOVE.

Our FITZ LEE Cook Stoves
STILL LEAD.

MADE IN SIX SIZES. SOLD TO YOU AT WHOLESALE PRICES.

H

§K=i
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WRITETHE PRICES ON OUR ENTIRE LINE IS THE LOWEST.
FOR THEM ; WILL ANSWER PROflPTLY.

M. R0SENBL00M & SON, The Mail Order House,

1536 E. Main Street, Adjoining New Main Street Depot, RICHMOND, VA

CHARTERED /S70.

Merchants National Bank
OF RICHMOND. VA.

Designated Depository of the United States, City of

Richmond and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore
and New Orleans, this Bank offers superior facilities for

direct and quick collections.

Capital Stock, Ijoo,oo..io

Snrpluj and Profit I , $531 ,000,to

Dibbctoes.—John P. Branch, B. B. Munford, Chas. 8. Stringfellow, Thos. B. Bcott, B. W
Branch, Fred. W. Scott, Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. JK. Branch, A. 8. Bnford, R. C. Morton. Andrew
PlMlnl. Jr., J. P. George, Alex. Hamilton, Sami. T. Morgan.

The Southside Manufacturing Company,
PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA.

WE MAKE ....

BASKETS AND CARRIERS for Peaches, Tomatoes, Grapes,

Plums, Canteloupes, Egg Plants, Mushrooms, Egg
Settings, etc. Sole owners of

The NEW MOTT Patent Nesting Tomato Carrier and the

SOUTHSIDE 6-Basket Nesting and Panel End Carriers

if interested send for our 1902 Catalogue and prices.

When you write to an advertiser, always say you saw the adver-

tisement in THE SOUTHERN PLANTER.
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BILTMORE FARMS. - Biltmore. N. C.

Headquarters for GOLDEN LAD JERSEYS,
Also get of TREVARTH and GEN. MARIGOLD. > * j*

GOLDEN LAD'S SUCCESSOR, First and sweepstakes over all at the Pan-American Exposition, the
champion JERSEY BULL OF AMERICA, and out of Golden Ora, our great prize-winning cow, both
born and developed on these Farms, is among our service bulls.

Biltmore Jerseys are a combination of large and persistent milking qualities with an individuality
that wins in the show ring.

SPECIAL TY. Write for descriptive circular of the best lot of young bull calves ever offered, both for breed-
ing and individuality. They are by noted sires and out of large and tested selected dams. Many of these
calves are fit to show and win in any company.

J. Jt BILTMORE POULTRY YARDS. j* &
SPECIALTY. Write for descriptive circular of eggs from our prize-winning pens. Over 50 yards to select

from, made up of the winners at the leading shows for the last two seasons. If you want winners you
must breed from winners.

Headquarters for the best IMPORTED ENGLISH BERKSHIRES.

apply to BILTMORE FARMS, BILTMORE. N. C.

AINSLIE CARRIAGE CO., The

Nos. 8, 10 and 12 Tenth St., RICHMOND, VA.

Stock now complete with latest styles of vehicles.

Can build to order, in a short time, any description of

Carriages, Trucks and Delivery Wagons.

Repairing and Repainting done as low as first-class

work will permit. See our stock before you purchase.

It will pay you.

Builders of the Best Class of Carriages for

Town and CoiiMtry.

Pedigrees traced and tabulated. Catalogues compiled and cir- 1902.
culars prepared. Special attention given registration

matters pertaining to thoroughbred and trotting horses

^Locomobile
A HORSELESS CARRIAGE
Is a special feature of my business this season.

BUCCIES, CARRIAGES AND RUNABOUTS.
All Kinds Pleasure and Business Vehicles.

It will pay you to see my stock before purchasing
elsewhere. Rubber Tiring, Bike Work and all
kinds of Repairing done.

ESTABLISHED 1840.

W. C. SMITH, 3I4 N. 5th St., Richmond, Va.

IN THE STUD. 1902.

W J. CARTER (Broad Rock),

P. O. Box 929, RICHflOND, VA.
Correspondent of

Richmond Times, Richmond, Va.
Southern Planter, Richmond, Va.
Spirit of the Times, New York.
Kentucky Stock Farm, Lexington, Ky,

REFERENCES.—Mr. A. B. Gwathmey, Cotton Exchange, New
York: Mr. W. N. Wilmer, of Wilmer & Canfleld, Lawyers, 49 Wall St.,
New York ; Col. K. M. Murchison, Banker, Wilmington, N. C; Mr. L.
Banks Holt, Proprietor Oneida Cotton Mills and Ahimance Farm, Gra-
ham, N. C; Col. B. Cameron, Fairntosh Stud Farm, Stag
vllle, N. C; MaJ. P. P. JohnBon, President National Trotting Associa-
tion Lexington, Ky. ; Mr. Thos. N. Carter. President Metropolitan
Bank. Richmond, Va.; Mr. Jas. Cox, Belgravla Stock Farm, Mt. Jack-
son, Va. ; Capt. John L. Roper. Foxhall Stock Farm, Norfolk, Va.

:

Capt. R. J. Hancock, EUerslie Stud Farm, Charlottesville, Va. : Sam'l
Walton, Walton Farm, Falls Mills, Va.

Ed. Kearney,
The property of Robert Tait, 78 Commercial Place, Norfolk, Va.

Chestnut horse, 16.0J hands high, weight 1,150 pounds. By
Tom Ochiltree, son of Lexington and Katona ; dam Medusa,
by Sensation, second dam Hilda, by imp. Eclipse. (For ex-
tension of pedigree see Amer. Stud Book, Vol. 6, page 740).

ED. KEARNEY was a fine race horse, and won a number of
races both in the East and in California. He is a grand speci-
men of the thoroughbred stallion. No horse sires finer colts
from all classes of mares.

ED. KEARNEY will stand for mares during 1902,
at $10.00 the season, Cash at time of service.

Address ROBERT TAIT,
Spring Garden Farm, C00LWELL P. 0., AMHERST CO., VA.
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GLEN FARM.
Editor Southern Planter

:

Enclosed you will find advertisement
which I want inserted in The Southern

Planter. I have the only herd of Polled

Durham cattle in the State. These cal>

tie are all red or roan, and all registered.

I have been breeding and shipping sheep

and hogs for a number of years, and they
have alwayB given satisfaction.

Jokn S. Fckk.
Singer's Glen, Va., June S5, 190S.

For a long time past a record has been
kept of the sheep dips used upon clips of

Australian wool fetching the highest

prices for the year on the London Wool
Exchange and this record brings out the

fact that the Cooper Sheep Dip has
carried off the honors uninterruptedly for

many years. In Australia where there

is no scab Cooper Dip is chiefly used for

improving the condition and commercial
value of the clip.

IT DOES THE WORK.
Sabillasville Md., Dec. 7, 1900.

Newton's Heave and Distemper Cure
was used on a horse that bad the heaves
for three years, with marvelous results.

You woula not believe he was the same
horse.

Yours truly, WALTER SCOTT.

GETTING THE WIDOW.
Gettin' married is a sight easier to

them that's been through it once than to

others. It's surprisin' to me that she
ain't been snapped up 'fore this time.

She always was a likely, peart girl, an'

could 'a' took her pick an' choice 'fore

she married Alph. Jephson. If you ever
take a notion to a widder, Mr. Pilgreen,

don't sit round waitin' for her to forget

her first husband. It's right nice to have
such feelin's, bat somebody else'll get
the widder.

—

Matt Crim, in the July Lip-
pincoii's.

A PRAYER.
A little girl was spending the summer

at a fashionable watering-place, and one
morning, as she played upon the veranda
of the hotel where her mother was stop-
ping, she heard a lengthy conversation
upon the fashions of the day and the ab
solute necessity of stylishness in dress if

one hoped to be a success in sciety. One
lady went so far as to say that stylishness
was far more important than beauty.
That night, as the child said her usual

prayer, she added with great earnestness,
"'And, O dear Lord, do please make me
Stylish."

—

July LippincoU's Magazine.

STUMP PULLER
Most Powerful. Handiest
and Strongest Built in

the World.

make 4 kinds In sites
. all needs and of any

desired strencth. Saves time
and does the work right. The

operation of pulling

methods is simple and
easy. Send for Free
Calulofue.

CHKAtiO BTCKF 1ACIIISE HTO. CO..
226 U Salle street, Cfaleaf*, lit

Seed House of the South.

EEHTrCKT
BLUE GRASS.

GERMAN

BICKWHEAT.
OATS Mid

CASE SEED.

"Whatsoever One Soweth. That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIELD AXD GARDEN SEEDS •(

erery variety at Lowest Market rates, included in which
are KACLiXD'S PEDIGREE TOBACCO SEEDS.

_WC ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn. Wheat. Potatoes, &c.

Pore Raw-Bone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing: Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase 'will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent hy mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son, $ 1016 Main Street
LYNCHBURCVA

Headquarters for

Nursery Stock.
We make a specialty of handling dealers' orders.

ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAME.

Apples, Nectarines, Pecans, Ornamental and
Pears, Cherry, Chestnuts, Shade Trees,

; Peach, Quinces, Walnuts, Evergreens,
Plum, Almonds, Small Fruits, Roses, Etc.

J Apricots,

CALIFORNIA PRIVET, for Hedging. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

..AQENTS WANTED..

I
FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY Co., Baltimore, Md.

Immwmmc—t——« ceoecccQceee«
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The most popular Machines! in use for Grain Threshing and Peanut Picking are the

PENNSYLVANIA
and LITTLE GIANT

Machines, and they have splendid improvements for 1902.

They are built in first class manner, and are strong and dur-

able. We guarantee them to do the work satisfactorily.

We will mail descriptive catalogue and testimonials, and
quote prices on application.

TRACTION ENGINES, PORTABLE ENGINES,

STATIONARY ENGINES, GASOLINE ENGINES.

SAW MILLS, Capacity 2,000 to 25,000 it. per day. RUBBER BELT-

ING, LEATHER BELTING, and MILL SUPPLIES, IRON PIPE, PIPE

FITTINGS, VALVES. FARMER'S $125 Saw Mill,

Cuts 2,000 ft. Lumber a day with only 4 h. p.

COTTON GINS, DOG-

GIES and TENNESSEE

FARM WAGONS.

STRATTON & BRAGG, 20 and 22 N. Sycamore St., Petersburg, Va.

How is Your Wheat?
0"^"F1

f"
i
"F

1
"N"

rr Invest©d in a postal card and addressed

^===== to THE CARDWELL MACHINE COM-
PANY, Richmond, Va., will bring you circulars regarding

Cardwell's Thresher and Cleaner
They are SIMPLE, DURABLE and EASY TO WORK.
Capacity, 200 to IOOO bushels of wheat per day, according

to size and character of grain.

THE CARDWELL MACHINE CO.,

^j^i^i^.<&.

Nineteenth and Cary Sts.
RICHMOND, VIRCINIA.

^j^^z^A^.^^i^i'^i^:
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Our RRIOE-UST
Of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Small Fruit Plants, Roses, Shrubs, etc., etc., for the Fall of

1902 is now ready. The assortment we offer is one of the most complete in America, and consists

only of the reliable and tested varieties. OUR PRICES are very reasonable, consistent with pro-

ducts of the HIGHEST QUALITY. A copy of this list, and our general catalogue, will be sent

FREE for the asking.

TURNIP AND SPINACH SEED
By the ounce, pound, or one-hundred pounds. Let us know the quantity you will require. Our

prices will be interesting.

BEE KEEPERS SUPPLIES.
Hives, Smokers, Veils, etc., etc. Our prices are low enough. Ask for special catalogue

of these goods.

PLANT-FOODS, POULTRY FOODS,
INSECTICIDES, LAWN FERTILIZERS.

ANYTHING you need in Seeds, Nursery Stock, or other supplies, write us about it. OUR
REFERENCES, any business house in this City.

m
151

THE NURSERY & SEED COMPANY, Charleston, W. Va.

WE SAVE YOU MONEY!
YOU CAN ALWAYS DEPEND ON GETTING THE CHOICEST GROCERIES FOR THE LEAST MONEY AT THIS STORE.

IT'S JUST AS NATURAL FOR US TO LEAD IN VARIETY AND VALUE AS IT IS FOR OTHERS TO FOLLOW.

We get Cash for Goods and give the Best Goods that Cash can Buy.
A Saving of 25 per cent. Guaranteed on all Purchases.

All Mail Orders Carefully Packed and Shipped on Same Day Received. Remittances Mnst Accompany all Mail Orders.

CnFTI Al Ol lf~iT" ATIfl\ ^l * have an overstock of the following goods which must be moved at once. Stop buying onjrLLIHL IJUw I r\ I IUHiJi credit. I sell you for cash, and In buying from me you buy direct from the manufacturer.
On every $100 worth of goods YOU SAVE 120.00! COMPARE PRICES.

80,000 bushels Choice Feed Oat»_ $ 52

16,000 " " " Corn 73

10,000 " Water Ground Meal_ 78

10,000 pounds Pork ButU 10

50,000 pounds Bacon Sides 12%
40,000 pounds Pork Sides Ilk
85 tierces Lard ~ 10M
300 bbls., N. C. Cut Herrings 5 75
60 " N. O. Molasses, new crop 26 00
40 " Porto Rico, something fine 23 00
500 boxes Full Cream Cheese 11 00
8,000 bags Finest Golden Rio Coffee 8%
604 bags Finest Laguayra Green Coffee. ... 9

10,000 lbs. Roasted Mocha and Java Coffee 10K
1.000 bxs. Finest Laundry Soap (100 bars) 2 2o
603 barrels Water White Kerosene Oil..... 10%
9,000 bales Choice Timothy Hay 60

9,000 31b. Cans Tomatoes, per dozen 1 20

If you handle WINES and LIQUORS
here Is where you can SAVE BIG MONEY

We will give special guarantee that all of our
goods are four years old, fully cured and abso-
lutely pure. There is no occasion for you to
buy Wine or Whiskey by the barrel. I can

sell it to you In 1 to 4% gallon packages at the
same price as you pay for a barrel ; then you
can measure your goods and you know just
how much you get. I make no charge for
packages.

Fine Old Gibson XXX Pure RyeWhiskey,
4 years old. 4% gallon lots $2 25

Pure Old Clemmens, Mountain Dew, In
4%gallon packages, 3 years old, per g., 1 65

Pure Blackberry Brandy, IH gal. lots, g., 60
Finest Juniper Gin, 4% gallon lots 1 55
Old Northampton Apple Brandy, Pure

Apple Juice, per gallon 2 00
North Carolina Corn Whiskey, 3 years old,

pure goods, 4% gallon lots 1 55
100,000 Fine Havana Cigars, per box of 50_ 1 50

10,000 Boxes Finest Chewing Tobacco
of the following Brands.

OldPeach, Sweet Orange, Plum, Grape, Mar-
Itana, Tornado, Shrimp, Bald Eagle, Ward
Brand, Silk Tie, Dill's Best, Good Luck All
these are the finest goods made and they must
be sold. Send for what you need.

SUGAR.
Best American Granulated Sugar i%
White A Sugar, per pound. 4J4
Cut Loaf. „ 6
Powdered.. „ 6
Light Brown Sugar, 6 lbs. for 25

We sell entirely for CASH, send Money-
Order or Registered Letter to

insure safe delivery.

When you have calls for. or if you can sell
Green Vegetables or Dried Fruits, I can supply
your wants at cost.
Out-of-town customers are constantly send-

ing us Cabbage, Beets. Corn, Onions, Peas,
Beans, Irish and Sweet Potatoes, Bananas,
Oranges, Lemons, Apples, Grapes and any-
thing that come out or the ground, or in fact
out of the heavens above, such as Walnuts,
Persimmons, etc.

If you have Country Produce such as
Butter, Eggs. Chickens, Smoked Meats, Live

Stock of any kind
;
Wood, Lumber, Wool, I

will give you the highest market price, make
you prompt returns and liberal advances.

D. O'SULLIVAN, Eighteenth and Main Streets. Richmond, Va.
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AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS

Special prices given on Studebaker and
Brown Wagons, Buggies and Carts.

Studebaker Buggies, all styles, Studebaker
Carriages, Studebaker Carts, Stude-

baker Runabouts.

nnil'T CflDISET I All the merchants
UUn I rUltUCI ! in town who claim
to sell Oliver Plows and Repairs only sell the
Imitation, Bogus, Cheap Goods. The only
place in Richmond, Va., to buy Genuine Oli-
ver Plows and Repairs is at H36 and 1438 East
Main Street.

All Goods Guaranteed Flrst-Clast.

Write for Special Catalogue and Price on
any Implement wanted.

Among the prominent agencies

represented by us are the

following:

Genuine Oliver Chilled Plows and
Repairs.

Genuine Farmers' Friend Plows.
Subsoil Plows.

Studebaker and Brown Farm
Wagons, Carts and Buggies.

Land Rollers and Harrows.
Tiger Disc Harrows and Bement

Disc Cultivators.
Full line of Brown Walking and

Riding Cultivators.
A full line of Scientific Crushing

and Grinding Machinery.
Ross Feed Cutters, Horse Powers,

Grinders, Wood Saws and Carriers.
Milwaukee Hay Tools and Corn

Huskers and Shredders.
Champion Mowers, Reapers
and Binders, Hay Rakes

and Twine.
Buckeye Iron and Wood Pumps.

I X L Wind Mills.
Superior Grain Drills.

Hallock's Success Anti-Clog
Weeder and Cultivator.

Full line of Aspinwall Potato
Machinery.

BUCKEYE CIDER MILLS.
All sizes. Also CHATTA-
NOOGA CANE MILLS and
EVAPORATORS and FUR-
NACES.

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

Scientific Steel Corn Harvester.;

The best Harvest! r on earth. For standing corn.

Safety seats. Safety shafts.

ROSS
Fodder Cutters, Fodder
Shredders, Cutters for
all purposes, Corn Shel-
lers. Grinding Mills,
Horse Powers and Wood
Saws.

The Lyons Improved Fanning Mill.

HENING & NUCKOLS, £Tm\l«, 1436-38 E. Main Street, ,n.

x>«o<>oo<>oo<>oooQo<>oo<><i>oooeooeo<><>»«<>&9<>oo<x
WE HAVE FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY
jj

IN FIRST-CLASS CONDITION.

ONE 20 H. P. ENGINE AND BOILER ON SILLS, EIGHT

YEARS OLD.
ONE No. 0, FRICK SAW-MILL, SUITABLE FOR FARM

USE OR SMALL CUSTOM WORK.
ONE FOUR WHEEL MOUNTED GEISER, 8 H. P. WITH

BAND JACK.
ONE HEEBNER TWO HORSE TREAD POWER.

Correspondence solicited.

WITT PLOW CO., 15th S Franklin Ms., Richmond, Va.

dXX>OOOOO0OOOOOOO<>OO<X
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THE TIGER
DISC CULTIVATOR

With its ball bearings,

pivot tongue, staggered

spoke wheel (compare

these with the cheap

wheels of other makes),

and gangs that can be

changed almost instantly

to throw either to or from

the centre, is the most

desirable made. Middle

discs are furnished to

change into Disc Harrow.

The Penn Six Shovel Steel Walking Cultivator for cultivating

crops in rows, and with seventh or middle shovel is very useful for preparing land as well.

American Field Fencing, made in many heights and styles for turning the smallest

to the largest animal. Just as cheap as Barb Wire and much more desirable. Write for catalogue and prices.

iYlaSter r lant better will set, water and fertilize more plants than three men can

do by hand. Don't wait for showers, but plant your tobacco, cabbage, tomatoes, strawberries and .sweet po-

tatoes with this setter, and 998 out of every 1,000 will grow. Write for testimonials. Price, $3.75.

MOWERS, BINDERS, HAY RAKES and HAYING
TOOLS. Write for special catalogues

and prices.

ENGINES, THRESHERS,
SAW MILLS. Send for illustrated

catalogues and terms.

DISC, CUTAWAY, LEVER and SPRING=TOOTH HARROWS, LAND ROLLERS,
BALING PRESSES (for hand or power), WAGONS, FANNING MILLS, PEA and
BEAN HULLERS, a full line of solid and inserted tooth SAWS in stock. Write for descriptive catalogue.

Carriages and Buggies, Harness and Saddles. o ur stock is

acknowledged by all who have inspected it to be without a rival in the South. Do not waste time elsewhere,

but come where you can rely on being suited, or write for illustrated buggy catalogue.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
1 302 and 1304 East Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.



Agricultural Implements and Machinery
PEERLESS ENGINES AND

OBISER THRESHER.
Preferred by growers of grain for perfect

work and ease of handling. The New Geiser,

Nos. 4 and 5, are, in every respect, the most
efficient ever built. No lost grain, light

draft, capacity exceeding all others of equal
sizes.

THE QEISER SAW-MILLS
Quality considered

CYCLONE
Feed and Ensilage Cutters.

Have no superiors,

the cheapest made.

A SHORT HAY CROP
Will enhance the value of fodder. Pre-

pare to utilize it by getting a reliable Cutter.

We have the Hocking Valley, Heebner,
Smalley, Cyclone and others for hand or
power.

THE COMBINED FEED MILL AND
HORSE-POWER.

Is a necessity to every farmer. Grinds
corn shelled or on the ear, and is a first-class

horse-power.

THE HOCKINQ VALLEY WINE AND
CIDER HILLS.

Wooden crushing rollers impart no color

or foreign taste to juice of apples or grapes.

CANE MILLS AND EVAPORATORS.
Turned rollers, steel shafts, braes boxes,

enclosed gearing. Made of special iron of
great strength. Pans of heavy galvanized
steel or sheet copper.

BALING PRESSES.
The Minnich for hand-power has no equal.

The Steel Beauty, full circle horse power
press. The Maurer belt power press supe-
rior to any.

Corn Shelters, Pumps, Land Rollers,
Manure Spreaders.

THE HANCOCK DISC PLOW.
Improved for 1902. Better than ever.

PLOWS AND REPAIRS. All kinds.

Portable Evaporator
Combined Mill and Power.

Indispensable to every Farmer.
Farm, Freight and Log Wagons.

IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY, VEHICLES and HARNESS For All Purposes.

THE WATT PLOW CO.,
F ranklin and 15th Streets,

RICHMOND, VA.



The

NORTHWESTERN
MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

ORGANIZED 1857. PURELY MUTUAL.

This Company has paid over ONE MILLION DOLLARS in Virginia, in death losses alone, without contest or

compromise of a single policy.

Ask any policy-holder of the NORTHWESTERN how he likes the Company. We have policy holders in every
county in the State, whose names and other information on the subject will be furnished to any one contemplating

life insurance, or desiring to represent

THE BEST COMPANY FOR THE POLICY-HOLDER.

T. ARCHIBALD CARY, General Agent, 1201 E. Main Street, Richmond, Va.

STRONG. HEALTHY AND SLEEK HORSES
Are the inevitable result of giving OWENS <k MINOR'S DIXIE CON-
DITION POWDERS. If yon wish fat and Bmooth Cattle and healthy

Milch Cowe, give

DIXIE CONDITION POWDERS.
For RHEUMATISM, SPRAIN8, STRAIN8 and all PAINS use

DIXIE NERVE AND BONE LINIMENT-B«t on earth for Mm or

Beast Large Bottle 25 eta. ; everywhere.— OWENS & MINOR DRUQ CO., Richmond, V«.

Farmers Must use Fertilizers to Succeed.
We offer them the following Brands, with full confidence in their merits

:

"TRAVERS' WHEAT and GRASS FERTILIZER,"

"CAPITAL" BONE-POTASH FERTILIZER,

"TRAVERS' DISSOLVED BONE PHOSPHATE,"

"BEEF, BLOOD and BONE FERTDLIZER,"

"STANDARD" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE,

"CAPITAL" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE.

g&»We tspecia' y recommend ORCHILLA GUANO for GRASS
CLOVER. It makes it grow where all other fertilizers fail. It equals

Raw Bone, at a much less price, and makes poor land rich.

WRITE FCR PRICES. OTHER BRANDS FOR OTHER CROPS.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO., Manufact'rs, Richmond, Va.
Branch Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.

nr;

STATE BANK OF VIRGINIA
JOHW S. ELLKTT, Preaid'L WM. M. HILL, Cajhier.
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IRICHTMOIirrD. - VIBO-I1TIA.
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Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
Since the month of August came in up to this

writing (21st August) nearly the whole of the South-

ern States have received good and much needed rains

without being subjected to floods. The temperature

has, however, been in most sections much below nor-

mal. In Middle Virginia, the second week in August

was the coldest ever known at this season of the year.

Notwithstanding this, crops have made good progress,

the ground being warm when the rain fell on it, and

thus in a condition to push on the growth when the

needed moisture was supplied. The indications now

are that we shall have an average crop of corn through

out the country grown on the largest acreage ever

planted to that crop. In the Southern States, where

about one-third of the total crop is grown, the yield

will be shortened by the unfavorable weather we had

at and just after planting time, but the acreage is

larger than usual, and hence we shall have probably

about the average supply. This shortening of the

yield by a cold and backward spring emphasizes what

we have so often said as to not being in too great a

hurry to plant corn in cold wet land. Far better

to give the land more cultivation and plant a little

later when the soil is warmed, and when the growth

can be continuous from planting to maturity. Corn

once set back, especially when this set-back occurs

soon after planting, rarely makes a good crop, how-

ever propitious the season may be. Cotton and

tobacco, whilst promising to be average crops on the

whole, are yet very varied in different sections even of
the same county. Sweet potatoes promise an excellent

crop in Tidewater and on the Eastern Shore. Peanuts
have improved considerably since the rains. Abund-
ant crops of forage plants are being harvested—peas,

Soy beans and sorghum having made a great growth
since the rains. Corn for the silo is making a fine

cr*op. The fruit crop, with the exception of pears and
grapes, is comparatively a failure in this State and
North Carolina. Water melons and canteloupes have
been and still are very plentiful. The melon crop in

Tidewater Virginia has now become quite an impor-
tant factor in the agricultural economy of that section,

several hundred thousand melons having this year
been shipped from thence to New York and other

Northern markets.

The work of preparing the land for the seeding of

the wheat crop should have attention. In this issue

will be found an article dealing fully with this subject,

to which we refer our readers.

The land for the winter oat crop should be got ready
and the crop be sown in this and the following month.
As a rule, the seeding of winter oats is delayed much
too long, and as a consequence, much of it is killed

out during the winter. One of the best farmers in

the middle section of Virginia, who always made a
great crop of winter oats, told us some years ago that

after thirty years' experience in growing it he always
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found that he made the best crop when sown in Sep

tember. We have known him to make seventy five

bushels to the acre year after year. He plowed deeply,

prepared a fine seed bed, and covered the oats dtep.

In the winter he usually top dressed the crop with

farm yard manure, and rarely suffered from winter

killing. There is no reason whatever (except the care

lessness of farmers in seeding the crop late and put

ting it on the poorest land on the farm) why such poor

yields of this crop should be made as are common in

the South. If it is worth growing at all, and it cer-

tainly is, as both the grain and the straw are valuable

as feed, it is worth while to give it an opportunity to

do its best. If the land is poor, give it a dressing of

acid phosphate, say, 300 or 400 lbs. to the acre. Do

not sow poor, light seed. There are several new varie

ties now being offered which promise to be valuable.

In Tennessee, the Culberson oat made seventy three

bushels to the acre, seeded October 3d. It matured

earlier by fully two weeks than any other variety.

In some sections of this State winter barley is now

being grown, and promises to beoome a popular crop.

It makes good winter and spring grazing. It should

be sown during September or early in October. At

the Tennessee Station, seeded on September 17th, it

made a yield of thirty bushels to the acre, and it has

made on good land in that State seventy one bushels

to the acre.

The work of seeding grass should be pushed on as

fast as possible. In our August issue we wrote very

fully on this subject, and to that issue we refer aur

readers. In connection with this subject of hay grow-

ing in the South we note from the latest returns of the

Department of Agriculture that the Southern States

make an average yield of hay greater than many of

the Northern and Western States, and that, on land

not selling for one half the average price of the land

in those States, thus effectually disposing of the objec

tion that we cannot grow hay in the South.

Continue the work of seeding Crimson clover and

Sand vetch, as advised in our AuguBt issue. Seed

with a mixture of wheat or oats, or both. This will

give winter and spring grazing an early forage crop

for feeding green, or good hay, and if not wanted for

any of these purposes will be worth all it costs to pro-

duce, to turn down to supply humus and plant food

for the corn crop next year. In this issue will be

found an article dealing with the subject of humus

and its importance in improving the lands of the

South.

Give attention to the harvesting of the forage crops

as they mature. Do not allow the cow-peas to stand

until all the leaves and most of the peas are on the

ground. Cut when the first pods are turning yellow

and cure, as advised in our last issue, or try the method

advised in this issue by Mr. Blacknall. Sorghum
makes the nicest feed when cut when the seed is just

forming or a little before this time. If allowed to ma-

ture the seed much of the nutriment is removed from

the stalk and leaves and stored in the seed. Millet

should be cut when in bloom and before seed forms.

The seed is injurious to most horses and to many cat-

tle. If Kaffir corn or sorghum is allowed to stand until

the seed matures it should be threshed out before the

fodder is fed to stock and be ground into meal for

feed. If fed on the stalk very much of it will be wasted

by passing through the animals undigested.

Rape and turnips may still be sown for pasturage,

though it is getting late for them to make much growth

unless the fall is a fine one. If the winter is not a se-

vere one rape will stand through it and make good

pasturage again in the spring.

When filling the silo do not hurry the work. Cut

half a day and fill half a day. In this way the silo

will hold much more, and better, sweeter silage will be

made. Cover the silage with coarse marsh grass or

with cut straw and chaff to the depth of a foot or eigh-

teen inches. Water this well and pack solid and it

will soon mat together with mold and form a perfect

cover for preserving the silage.

Do not waste time pulling fodder. Cut the corn

down at the root as soon as the grain is glazed and
dented and set up in shocks. In this way both fodder

and grain will be saved and both make good feed.

No farmer can afford to waste corn stalks. Properly

used and saved they contain a very large proportion

of the feeding value of the crops.

Weeds will grow apace on the stubble fields now
that there is so much moisture in the ground. Have
them cut down with the mower before they seed and

either leave as a mulch or dry and cure for feed.

There is very considerable nutriment in many weeds,

and they make, when nicely cured, a great help in

providing quantity if not quality of feed for young

stock in winter. Especially are they relished by sheep

in the winter, and they do them good.

As opportunity offers, set the plows to work break-

ing land intended to be cropped next year. There is

no fear of plowing too deep at this time of the year.

Turn up some of the subsoil on to the top and let it be

weathered ; it will by next spring be ready to give
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up some of its unexhausted plant food for the benefit

of the crops. When the subsoil is a good one or a

hard pan, break it with a subsoil plow, and thus add

to the available feeding ground of the crops, and form

a reservoir for the storage of water, and thus prevent

washing and gullying of the land. When too late to

sow Crimson clover, vetches or wheat or oats on these

plowed lands sow rye at the rate of a bushel to the

acre. This will serve as a crop to conserve fertility

and prevent the leaching of plant-food from the soil.

It will also add humus to the land when tarned under

in the spring.

Have all barns, stables, sheds and houses thoroughly

overhauled and put into a good state of repair before

the cold nights come on. It is very little good taking

up cattle out of pastures and housing them in leaking,

drafty buildings. They are better out of doors than

in such places. A few hours spent with some lum-

ber and nails would make many a building comfortable

which now is almost worse than useless.

Have all manure cleaned out of the stables, pens

and yards, and put upon the poor places in the fields.

Then use the lime wash bucket and brush freely in

side and outside the buildings (unless the outside be

painted). Lime is a great destroyer of germs of disease

and sweetener of the atmosphere. A coat of paint

applied to the outside of the house and barn would
add mueh to its appearance and preserve the lumber.

A few hundred dollars spent in paint to be applied to

the farm houses and buildings in the South would add
hundreds of thousands of dollars to the selling value

of Southern farms.

WHEAT SEEDING.

In our last issue we remarked that whilst it was too

early to begin so wing wheat or winter oats in August
it was none too early to begin the work of preparing

the land for these crops. This work of preparation

we hope has been in progress on many farms during

August. The land where not too wet has been in fine

condition for plowing—the showery weather we had

having softened the surface whilst the abnormal cool-

ness of the air has made work pleasant and compara-

tively easy for the teams. The importance of well

fitting the land for seeding wheat is not half appre-

ciated as it ought to be. Exhaustive experiments

conducted both in this country and in England have

conclusively shown that perfect preparation of the

land before seeding is of much greater inflaence on the

yield than the quantity of fertilizer applied. When
once the seed is sown in the case of wheat and oats

the work of cultivation practically is at an end. In

the production of corn, cotton or tobacco, and of po-

tatoes and other hoed crops the work of cultivation is

carried on simultaneously with the growth of the crop,

and often continues until the crop is almost grown.

If this be necessary to secure a good yield in the case

of these crops seeded in April and May, and we know
it to be so, then how important is it that in the case of

wheat and oats seeded in September, October and No-

vember, and so seeded as that after cultivation is prac-

tically Impossible except to the extent of harrowing

the field over once in spring, and even this is often

neglected, that the land should be so prepared before

seeding as that the crop may be able to secure the

necessary food for its perfection. This it cannot pos-

sibly do unless the land be deeply broken and the sur-

face soil to the depth of four or five inches be so fined

as to permit of the rootlets of the plant penetrating it

easily, and the action of the air and the moisture of

the atmosphere being admitted to render soluble the

plant food contained in each grain of soil. Professor

Hunnicutt, in discussing this question of preparation,

says: "We once selected one acre in a twenty-acre

field, an average spot, and plowed and harrowed this

acre fourteen times right along belore we quit. We
then planted and cultivated this acre just as we did

the rest of the field, running the rows right along

through it. The yield was much more than double

any other acre. This has continued to be true for five

years in all kinds of crops. All through the growing

season this acre can be distinguished as far as you can

see the field. All crops grow off quicker and yield

heavier. 'Culture is manure' is true." In an experi-

ment made in South Dakota three plats on which

wheat had been grown continuously for five years re-

ceived different cultural treatment. The first was

plowed three to four inches deep and given ordinary

cultivation ; the second was plowed six to seven inches

deep, but otherwise treated as the first ; the third was

given better cultivation, and was spring plowed 6 to 7

inches deep. The yields for the three plats were 4

bushels, 7 bushels, and 13 bushels per acre respec-

tively. Tn previous experiments harrowing after fall

plowing, rolling, and harrowing after spring plowing,

and harrowing again when the wheat was six inches

high increased the yield 4£ bushels per acre as com-

pared with only such cultivation as was necessary to

put in the crop. The result of these and other similar

experiments go to show that the question with the

farmer ought not to be is this land fit to be.'seeded,

but rather can I not make it much fitter by giving one

or two extra rollings and harrowings. Whilst this

costs something in labor, labor even at present prices

is usually cheaper than fertilizer and much more cer-

tain in its results. That it is important to avail our-

selves of everything that can increase the yield of

<
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wheat in the Southern States if the crop is to be pro

duced profitably is evidenced by the average yields

quoted in our last issue, viz. : Virginia, 11 bushels to

the acre ; North Carolina, 8 bushels to the acre, and

for South Carolina 8 bushels to the acre. For this

year the estimates just published give for Virginia,

North and South Carolina slightly over five bushels to

the acre, for Georgia and Tennessee slightly over six

bushels to the acre, for West Virginia seven bushels

to the acre, and for Kentucky nine bushels to the

acre. Maryland is estimated at fourteen bushels to

the acre. Yields such as these cannot be profitable.

That they can be easily improved upon is conclusively

shown by the report on the crop of this year of Mr.

Bellwood, grown in Virginia, published in this issue,

where seventy five acres of land made an average of

twenty nine bushels to the acre, and some part of the

area made over forty bushels. This crop was made

without the use of any fertilizer, and on land that

only a few years ago was regarded as poor and worn

out, and which has been brought up to its present

state of fertility solely by the use of leguminous crops,

deep and perfect cultivation, and a sound system of

rotation of crops. Having said this much in enforce-

ment of the importance of good and early preparation

of the land, it may be well for us now to point out

what are the essentials for securing a profitable crop

of wheat. This we would state in this order : 1st,

land of good fertility ; 2d, land broken deeply and

early enough to allow it to become well consolidated

before being seeded ; 3d, land with the surface soil

to the depth of three or four inches as finely broken

as can be done ; 4th, land seeded as early as can safely

be done to avoid injury from the fly ; 5th, the seed

sown to be of a variety suited to the climatic condi

tions of the section and well cleaned and freed from

small and light grains. That land of good fertility is

needed is evidenced by the fact that a crop of thirty

bushels of wheat to the acre with an average produc

tion of straw takes from the soil 45 pounds of nitro

gen, 22* pounds of phosphoric acid, 28 pounds of pot-

ash, and 10J pounds of lime. This amount of plant

food must be in an available condition, and to secure

this it is necessary that either the soil must naturally

be fertile or it must have these constituents added in

due proportion. The availability of the plant food is

largely determined by the fineness of the preparation

of the seed-bed. Whilst nitrogen is the element

called for in largest proportion, yet numerous experi-

ments have gone to prove that phosphoric acid is the

constituent most largely controlling the yield of wheat.

At the Virginia Experiment Station, as the result of

aseriesof tests, Professor Nourse reports "that the

greatest yields of both grain and straw have been

produced on plots fertilized with all three elements

—

nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash—but that the

most effective of these has been phosphoric acid. Prom
a financial standpoint, the results obtained show that

nitrogen and potash, used alone or combined, have on
the Station soils resulted in loss. Phosphoric acid

alone has proven more profitable than applications of

potash, phosphoric acid and nitrogen combined,

though the yield per acre has been less. The greatest

profit resulted from the combined use of phosphoric

acid and potash. In experiments conducted at the

Tennessee Experiment Station with winter wheat after

bare fallow it was shown that the cost of the increase

per bushel was 19 ceuts with 250 pounds of acid phos-

phate per acre in two applications, 26 cents with 10
tons of barnyard manure applied in 1900 and 5 tons

in 1901, and 32 cents with an application of 50 bushels

of lime in 1900, while accompanied by a crop of cow-

peas plowed under 50 bushels of lime applied in 1900

reduced the cost of increased yield per bushel to 16

cents, 250 pounds of basic slag to 17 cents, and the

same amount of Tennessee and South Carolina acid

phosphates to 16 and 20 cents. The phosphates gave

good results in all cases. To supply the quantity

of plant food needed by a 30 bushel crop of wheat
would call for the application of 300 pounds of nitrate

of soda or 600 pounds of cotton seed meal, 200 pounds
of 12 per cent, acid phosphate, and 50 pounds of mu-
riate of potash to the acre. As crops are seldom capa-

ble of utilizing more than 50 to 75 per cent, of the

plant food supplied by a fertilizer to secure the

amount of food which the crop calls for, either much
more than these quantities must be applied or there

must be a reserve of food in the soil which good culti-

vation must render available. The nitrogen called for

can be well supplied by a crop of clover or cow-peas

plowed down, but to be effective this should be done at

least six weeks or two months before the land is seeded,

or otherwise a sufficiently consolidated seed-bed cannot

be obtained and the value of the clover or cow-peas is

largely neutralized by the spongy seed-bed. If this

cannot be done then the crop of clover or cow- peas

should be made into hay and the stubble only be turned

down. This stubble and the roots of the plants will

largely supply the nitrogen called for. As showing
the value of cow-peas as a preparation for wheat where
wheat was grown continuously on the same ground for

three years, each crop preceded by a crop of cow- peas,

the crop gave an increased yield of 46 per cent, as

compared with breaking the stubble and not sowing

peas. The phosphoric acid required can be supplied

either by acid phosphate or bone meal, or by a com-

bination of the two. Wherever the supply of nitrogen

is deficient bone meal should be used, as it provides

some 4 or 5 per cent, of nitrogen in addition to the

phosphoric acid. Whilst potash is shown to be quite
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largely called for, yet from the fact that the best wheat

lands usually contain a large proportion of clay which

is naturally rich in potash, though often in an un-

available form, this element can usually be secured

by a dressing of lime, say of 50 bushels to the acre,

and this has the additional advantage of almost iuva

riably securing a good stand of clover in the wheat.

"When applying lime and phosphate to the land previ

ous to seeding a crop the lime should be applied as

soon as the land is plowed and be harrowed in and

become mixed with the soil for a week or two before

the phosphate is applied, as it has a tendency, if

brought into immediate contact with the phosphate,

to revert it and thus render it less available. Where
land is very deficient in nitrogen, as in land lackiDg

in humus or upon which neither cow peas nor clover

have been grown, it is better only to supply sufficient

in the fertilizer applied at seeding time to give the

wheat a start and then to give a top dressing of ni

trate of soda in the spring, say 100 pounds to the

acre, when the plant has started growth.

As to the time of seeding. We would urge earlier

seeding than is often practiced, yet at the same time

caution in not seeding so early as to incur the risk of

fly in the crop. Usually this may be secured by
seeding after the first frost. It is of importance to se

cure a good growth of the plant before the hard frosts

set in, as this largely prevents heaving of the crop and

winter killing. Wherever the fly has been prevalent

a catch crop of wheat, say a strip across the field,

should be sown in September. The flies will attack

this and can then be plowed down and destroyed. As
to the variety to be sown, experiments have clearly

demonstrated that there is practically no difference

in yield between the bearded and smooth varieties.

Amongst the best yielding varieties in recent experi-

ments in the South are Falcaster, Poole, Mediterra-

nean, Currell'8 Prolific and Harvest King. These
have all given yields of from 30 to 37 bushels to the

acre.

HUMUS THE GREAT RENOVATOR^OFJ THE SOIL.

The greatest need of all the land of the South is

humus. Humus is decayed vegetable matter, and is

the prime agent in promoting fertility in the soil. In

its absence lands rich in all the elements of plant food

fail to produce good crops. Analysis may show the

soil to have more phosphoric acid and potash in it

than could be exhaused from it by a long series of

crops, and yet it will fail to produce, nor can it be

induced to do so by the application of fertilizers of

any kind unless and until filled with humus. The
soil without humus is practically a dead soil, and a

dead soil is an unproductive one. Leave a piece of

land which has been rendered unproductive by con-

stant cropping without the return of any plant food

uncared for and unworked, and nature will set about

its renovation by the restoration of humus. Weeds

and the lowest forms of plant life will commence to

grow, young forest trees will get a start, and the dead

leaves and vegetable matter will each year be added

to the soil. These, in process of time, will restore

the fertility of the land, but the process is a slow one.

Bat it must be imitated by man if the soil is ever again

to become a profitable one. The humus in all our

Southern lands has been exhausted mainly by con-

stant cropping in clean hoed crops and by the contin-

uous growing of one or two crops.

In experiments conducted in Minnesota, it was found

that continuous wheat growing for eight years caused

an annual loss of over 2,000 lbs. per acre of humus

due to the fermentation and decomposition of organic

matter in the soil. This loss of humus changed the

physical properties of the soil, causing it to be less

retentive of moisture, lighter in color, and heavier in

weight per cubic foot. During times of drought, the

soil from the continuous wheat plot contained less

water than the soil from the plot which produced

wheat in rotation with clover. Humus conserves the

moisture of the soil, while the rotation of the crops,

the use of farm manures and the growing of clover

and other leguminous crops conserves the humus of

the soil. One of the great objects served by humus

is that of forming a home for the millions of microbic

forms of life upon which it is now known depends

largely the conversion of the soil elements into avail-

able plant food. In the absence of humus these forms

cannot exist and multiply, and without them plants

cannot get their food. Another object Berved is the

formation of humic acid, which is a powerful solvent

of the mineral plant food, either naturally existing in

the soil or applied to it in the form of fertilizer. A
third object is the keeping open of the soil so that the

oxygen of the air can penetrate it and carry its life-

giving properties to the plant roots. This humus

being, then, of such importance in restoring and

maintaining the fertility of land, it is of the highest

moment to the farmer that he shall know how to

secure it. It may be done in several ways. If his

land is near a city, he may buy manure from the city

stables. This is the course largely adopted by trackers

who need very large supplies of humus in their soils

to enable them to produce quickly the vegetable crops

which they supply to the cities. This method of sup-

plying humus making matter to the soil is too costly

and incapable of adoption by the general farmer.

Where a large head of live stock is kept on the farm,

and all the manure is carefully saved, large supplies

of humus- making matter may be added to the land
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each year ; and this is one of the great advantages

secured in keeping a large head of live stock even when
the price of beef and mutton is low in the markets.

There are thousands of farmers in England and Scot

land who, in years of even average prices for meat,

make but little profit on their live stock beyond that

secured in the manure made by the stock. But this

manure keeps their lands rich and enables them to

make heavy crops of wheat, barley and oats without

any purchased fertilizer, and therein is profit. The
average yield of wheat in England is over thirty

bushels to the acre, as against about fourteen in this

country. Such a yield would not be possible unless

the land was filled with humus. The South needs

much to follow in this line, for now, and we believe

for several years to come, there is not only profit to be

had in the manure made, but in the meat produced.

A third method of adding humus to the soil is by the

growth of leguminous and forage crops. This method

can and should be adopted by every farmer. It is

the quickest way in which the work can be done, as

here we can grow two, at least, of these crops in every

year. By keeping the land covered with these crops,

both in winter and summer, we promote the nitrifica

tion of the soil, prevent leaching of available plant

food, and at the same time, when the crop or stubble

is plowed down, add rapidly to the humus content of

the soil. During the spring and summer months, we
have been urging the growth of these leguminous and

forage crops as food for stock. We now urge the

growth of Crimson clover, Sand vetch, Winter vetch,

and mixed with these or separately, wheat, oats and

rye as food for the soil and as savers of the fertility in

the soil which will otherwise be leached away by the

winter and spring rains. At the cost of about a dol

lar, as much Crimson clover, vetch, and wheat, oat or

rye seed can be had as will seed an acre, and the labor

cost need not amount to as much more. For this two

dollars humus making matter can be had worth to the

permanent fertility of the land many times the cost.

Let this work be attended to during this and the two

following months. It will be time and money well

spent.

WHEAT CROP AT DREWRY'S BLUFF, VA.

In our July issue we published an article on the

value of leguminous crops, good preparation, and a

sound system of rotation as factors in the successful

production of wheat. The crop of wheat which led

to the writing of that article was one of 75 acres grown
by Mr. Bellwood on his farm at Drewry's Bluff, Va.
We then estimated the crop at an average of 25 bush-

els to the acre. Some part of it we thought would go
much beyond that yield and a small part less. Re-

cently the crop has been threshed out and has given

an average yield of a little over 29 bushels to the acre.

One part of the crop yielded 40 bushels to the acre,

and a small part only 24 bushels. The point about

this crop of most interest is that on no part of the

land has any fertilizer been applied for many years

—

in fact, never since Mr. Bellwood owned the place.

The land has been brought up to its present state of

fertility by the adoption of a system of rotation under
which at least one and often two leguminous crops

have been produced between each grain crop. This,

with deep plowing, fine preparation of the land, and
early seeding of the crop has brought about the result

stated.

CURING PEA-VINE HAY.
Editor Southern Planter

:

The cow pea is worth as much as the cotton plant to

the country, perhaps more, for it thrives much farther

north and thrives in vast regions in which cotton will

not grow at all. The cow pea has a three fold value.

Greatest of all is that it increases the fertility of every

acre on which it is grown and increases it faster and
more economically than any other crop as easily,

surely and widely grown. Then the pea itself is of a
high value as stock food, nor do men with sound ap-

petites despise it. Third, as a forage the pea vine

hay is beyond comparison the best food that we have
ever used. Shredded as we shred it its actual value

to us is fully twice that of average timothy hay. Of
course a chemical analysis does not show that differ-

ence, though I believe it shows a considerable differ-

ence, in favor of pea vine hay. In estimating its

value I consider the great relish of all the animals for

it, their superior condition and working capacity, and
the lessened ration of grain that will keep them up
while fed on it.

The value of pea vine hay as a forage depends very

largely upon its proper curing
;
probably more so

than any other forage whatever. The curing of it is

the simplest, easiest thing in the world. I don't

know how I came to adopt it, unless it was owing to

my belief that the best things are the simplest things,

the best ways the simplest way s. Nevertheless, this

mode of curing is of incalculable value to us. For it

not only cures the hay perfectly, but there is no
worry, no element of uncertainty as in all other modes.

We cut the pea vines with a mower drawn by two
horses. One machine well handled will cut nearly ten

acres a day. A cutting blade could, of course, be used

for a small acreage. Right behind our mower follows

a force putting up stack poles. Any ten foot pole will

answer as it has to stand only a short while. The
pole set we nail a strip of wood—readily riven from
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pine or any wood that splits easily—about four feet

long, placing it about one foot above the ground, and

immediately above another similar strip nailed cross

wise the first. These strips serve to keep the bottom

of the stack of vines from resting on the ground and

rotting in wet seasons. Brush will answer as well or

even better though it is not practicable where a great

many stack poles are to be protected. We put up

about 2000 stacks every fall. We have cured vines

without any rotting at all when no protection at all

was used at the bottom of the stack.

Well, the stack poleB planted, we follow right behind

the mower and make stacks of the vines as high as

the poles and about four feet in diameter, sloping and

smoothing the stacks at the top so as to shed water.

No more attention or thought need be given the

stacks until the vines are sufficiently cured to be thresh-

ed and shredded. And a beautiful and most excellent

lot of forage you will have, too. All cnred green and

sweet. It tastes sweet—almost like sugar cane. The
shredding should be done as soon after the vines are

cured as practicable, as the longer the stacks stand

the deeper the weather affects the vines. Besides, bad

weather is apt to come later in the fall and hinder the

shredding.

We have found the mode to work perfectly even in

seasons like 1901—the wettest ever known here. My
neighbors, who let their vines lay to cure or even to

wilt, had them badly damaged. We went right ahead

reaping and stacking every hour that the standing

vines were not actually wet with rain and lost not an

armful of forage.

Having thus to our complete satisfaction settled the

vexatious matter of curing the hay, we plant one hun
dred acres of peas annually. The result is that we
have an abundance of excellent forage to use and much
to sell. Our work animals are the wonder and admi

ration of the neighborhood, though their work is the

heaviest in the country, our two hundred acres of

strawberries requiring at least eight plowings from

May to September to keep them perfectly clean. I

have calculated that one horse in giving these eight

plowings would have to travel nearly 5,000 miles.

The stubble fields from which the vines are cut are

plowed under as soon as practicable and in October

or November plowed again and prepared for strawber

ries. When the strawberries come off the field is

again drilled to peas. By this rotation our land, the

poorest in the country, it was said when we started,

has become about the best. The peas fit the soil for

any crop, but they seem just the thing to put it in per-

fect tilth for strawberries which revel and flourish

like the green bay tree. And thus the pea has become
the salvation of our land and of ourselves.

O. W. Blaoknall.
Kittrell, N. C.

ARE OUR FARMS BECOMING IMPOVERISHED?

Editor Southern Planter :

The idea is prevalent with many person?, and espe-

cially with those who write for the agricultural press,

that the ground is becoming impoverished, the soil

getting less fertile, and the farms producing less and

less. We know that some of the fertility at the sur-

face is being carried off in farm crops, and that some

of the manure spread on the fields is carried down

with the rain water below the reach of the deepest

rooted plants, or the best turning plow. We behold

the creeks and* rivers at flood time loaded with rich

sediment swept from the hillsides and surface of the

cultivated fields, and bearing it down to the ocean,

where it is destined to remain until in some future age

of the world it is elevated by subterranean heat from

beneath the waves, to become the prairies of a new

continent.

Of the immense amount of fertility carried down by

the rivers forming vast deltas at their mouths, and

the never ceasing flow of sewage from the great cities,

only a small proportion is ever returned to the farms

in the shape of fish, oysters, clams, and sea-weeds.

Of the vast quantity of food for man and beast

shipped from the farms to the cities, only a fraction

is ever returned to restore the fertility it removed,

and this fraction seldom reaches the farms from which

the food came.

Prom this point of view, the whole tillable earth,

sooner or later, is sure to become a barren, and the

period of universal starvation for man and beast will

not fail to arrive.

Professor Julius Hensel, of Germany, says: "The

yield of the ground is steadily decreasing." Dr.

Galen Wilson says :
" The farms in New York, and

probably those in most of the old settled States, are

depreciating in available fertility." They cite us to

the abandoned farms in New England, and the impov-

erished fields of the South, as the omen of the ap-

proaching day of wrath, the beginning of the end.

These people seem to forget, or do not properly

consider, that the creative agencies which first formed

the soils are still as active as ever ;
that the work of

soil refinement is still going on as vigorously as at the

beginning ; that the rocks are crumbling to atoms,

and the atoms rotting down to fine, soluble, fertile

earths. The Report of the Commissioner of Patents

for 1861 says : "The constant penetration of minerals

and rocks by water, with alternate freezing and thaw-

ing, breaks up and disintegrates them, setting free

their potash, lime, phosphoric and silicic acids, &c,

for plants. Chemical analysis informs us that the soil

contains immense quantities of nitrogenous organic

matter, in which the nitrogen is not in a state aesimi-
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lable by plants. The constant variations of moisture
to which this is subjected under the varying influences

of temperature serve to break up these organic com
pounds, to set free carbonic acid and ammonia and

nitric acid from them for the roots of the growing

plants."

It was the assistance of superior tillage which

Jethro Tull and the Rev. Mr. Smith, of England, gave

to these natural agencies to dissolve the organic com-

pounds, that enabled them to farm so many years

without the use of fertilizers of any kind, and thereby

claim that tillage is manure.

The earth receives back and absorbs' the fertilizing

gases which escape in the procf ss of fermentation and

decay. The nitrogen which ascends from the steam-

ing dunghill is not lost from the world, although it

may be lost from that particular farm. It descends

again with the rain and snow, and no doubt is some

times absorbed by the earth when carried over the

fields by the wind.

Dry earth renders inodorous the stench from the

privy vault, and in the economy of nature the earth

purifies the air, and in puiifying it obtains some of the

materials wanted for the formation of plants. Clover

and other leguminous plants obtain nitrogen from the

atmosphere in unlimited quantities, and nitrogen is

one of the most important and indispensable ingre

dients of a fertile soil.

It is frequently asserted that the yield of all crops

is far below the average of years ago. This is not

true in regard to the farm on which I live, which has

been cultivated a hundred years, and I think produces

as good crops as ever it did. The farms on the oppo

site side of the river from mine have been cultivated

still longer, and so far as I can see produce as abund

ant crops as ever when the cultivation is good.

The yield of farm crops varies, as everybody knows,

in different years according to the favorableness or

unfavorableness of the seasons. The average yields

of wheat per acre in the United States in the year

1866, according to the Report of the Commissioner of

Agriculture, was 9.9 bushels, and for the year 1898

15.3 bushels.

According to the census of 1880, the average yield

of wheat per acre in the United States was 13 bushels,

and by the census of 1S90, 14 bushels.

The Secretary of Agriculture, in his Eeport for

1892, say 8 : "The yield on old land is increasing, and

on new land decreasing. New England in the few

fields cultivated obtains more per acre than the richest

soils of the West." He explains the falling off in the

yield of western lands thus: " The yield declines in

the newest and richest soils, not because of soil ex-

haustion, but because of its fatness in stimulating

weeds."

If the soil was wearing out, and the land becoming
impoverished, as Dr. Hensel alleges, then the impov-
erishment would be most apparent in Europe, which
has been under cultivation for two thousand years.

The average yield of wheat per acre for the last five

years preceding 1900 was in Hungary 17.4 buBhels

;

Prance, 19.5 bushels; Germany, 26.1 bushels, and in

Great Britain 32.2 bushels.

Fertility will continue to escape into the sea, as it

has done ever since the rivers began to run, and cities

were built on their banks. Fertility will continne to

sink into the earth below the reach of the roots of

plants, but with good farming the natural recupera-

tion will go on, good crops will continue to be raised,

and the fields grow richer instead of poorer.

J. W. Ingham.

COMPLETE AND INCOMPLETE FERTILIZERS.

Editor Southern Planter :

A complete fertilizer is one which contains the three

essential plant food ingredients—nitrogen, phosphoric

acid and potash. Correspondingly, every fertilizer

which is lacking in any one of these ingredients, is of

necessity an incomplete fertilizer. A complete fer-

tilizer is made by mixing together certain raw mate-

rials which contain phosphoric acid, nitrogen and pot-

ash. The most common of the raw materials used as

sources of plant food are nitrate of soda, sulphate of

ammonia, tankage, fish scrap, dried blood and cotton-

seed meal as sources of nitrogen. The phosphoric

acid is obtained mostly from acid phosphate, dis-

solved bone or bone meal. For potash we have to

look to Germany, from which country are exported

great quantities of potash salts, these salts most com-

monly appearing on the market in the form of muriate

of potash, sulphate of potash, sulphate of potash-

magnesia, and kainit-

Some farmers buy their fertilizers already com-

pounded, while others purchase the materials sepa-

rately and mix them at home. In either case it is

equally essential that the fertilizer applied should be

properly balanced ; most of the bad results obtained

are due either to an inequality in the composition of

the fertilizers, or else to an injudicious application of

the manure. No farmer can tell exactly wh*t fertilizer

will give the best results upon his particular soil un-

less he has made some experiments and observations

on his own account. It is true that experimenting

requires care and attention, but nevertheless, after

the farmer has once ascertained what proportion of

plant food ingredients will produce the most profita-

ble returns, the increased yields will more than com-

pensate him for the time and trouble involved.

No special rules can be laid down for applying the
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fertilizers, though it is a generally recognized fact that

manures for fruits and vegetables should contain a

liberal percentage of potash. Potash exercises a

marked influence on both the quantity and quality of

the produce ; this ingredient, however, should be well

backed up with phosphoric acid in order to produce

the best results. As for the nitrogen, much study

should be given to the amount of this ingredient to

be used, for if an excess is applied it is liable to pro-

duce a rank growth of foliage at the expense of the

fruit or grain, whichever the case may be.

It often happens that the physical condition of the

soil is such that the fertilizers will not produce paying

results, and in some cases an application of lime at

the rate of 2,000 pounds per acre will prove quite

beneficial.

It will pay the farmer to keep his soil well supplied

with organic matter through the cultivation of one or

the other of the leguminous crops, clover or peas, for

overy well informed farmer now-a days knows that as

these crops possess the property of absorbing nitrogen

from the air, the soil on which they are grown needs

only to be fertilized with potash and phosphate, thus

saving the expense of applying nitrogen, the most
costly ingredient of all.

Geo. K. Wilson.

Tit will not pay any farmer to use commercial fer-

tilizers unless his soil is well supplied with humus
from decayed vegetable matter. This and not fer-

tilizers is what nearly all the land of the South most
needs. The leguminous crops most quickly supply
this need, but vegetable matter of any kind can be
utilized for the purpose. No straw, grass or weeds
should be burnt, but be all turned under.

—

Ed.]

THE COST OF WHEAT PRODUCTION IN THE
SOUTH.

Editor Southern Planter :

For some time I have been a subscriber to your val-

uable journal. I have watched and read all articles

written on "Preparing the Seed Bed for Wheat,"
"Harvesting the Wheat," &c, but have never seen
anything in regard to the cost of producing the same,
except in your July issue, "Cost of Growing Wheat
in Kansas." That is too far from home for us to feel

that it is the cost of our grain.

For several years I have kept an account with my
wheat crop, charging up each night the actual amount
of labor for the day, with twenty five cents added
for board, and each horse twenty cents a day for feed.

The following statement is for the year 1899-1900,
"when corn was worth $1.50 per barrel ; hay, $10 per
ton ; bran, $20 per ton ; labor, $10 and $12 per month,
or 50c. per day, both with board. These figures are
not intended for the farmer who owns his farm and
operates it himself, but for the man who rents and
gives as rent one half of the crop, the landlord fur
nishing one half seed wheat and one half fertilizer.

I will not go into full details, but simply give the
totals. I take the liberty of sending this with the

hope that it will interest some one enough to make a

reply, and thereby help me and some other young
farmers.

I would ask each farmer, Do you know what it costs

you to raise a bushel of wheat on your farm ? If you
do not, just begin this year, and see for your own
satisfaction.

Cost of Production, 1899-1900—126 acres.

Stubble fallow 33 acres

Corn ground 47 "

Wire grass pasture 46 "

126 "

Plowing, dragging, raking and carting off

wire grass, scooping water leads and drill-

ing wheat $ 91 75

Feedforstock 53 20

Fertilizer and ft eight (one-half) 142 00
Seed wheat (one half ) 91 50
Freight and drayage, seed wheat, (one-half) 4 25

Harvesting

:

Extra labor, at $1.00..

Eegular labor
Feed for stock
Twine

$382 70

14 00
7 00
5 60

22 00

$48 60
Threshing

:

2,261 bushels of wheat, at 4c $ 90 52
Extra labor 22 00
Eegular labor 5 00
Feed for home stock 2 80
Mending bags 46
Board for labor 9 80
Feed for extra stock 3 20

Three tons of coal. 8 00

$141 78
Summary :

Preparing ground, seeding fertilizer, seed
wheat, &c $ 382 70

Harvesting 48 70
Threshing 141 78
Freight and commission on 1020.75 bushels
wheat shipped (one half ) 47 98

Freight and commission on 75 bus. shipped.. 3 33

Total cost $624 39

Cost per acre 4 96

Total quantity of wheat grown, 2,362 bushels (meas-
ured by weight).

Tenant's share of wheat, 1,181 bushels.

Cost per bushel to market 53
Sale of 1096 bushels 806 42
Seed, 85 " 62 41

11S1 "
Total returns $868 83
Total cost 624 39

Net profit 126 acres $244 44
Net profit 1 acre 1 94
Net profit 1 bushel 20
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Crop of 1900 and 1901—92 acres

:

Total cost $426 46
Cost per acre 4 64
Cost per bushel to market .. 56
Net profit 1 bushel 11

Crop of 1901 and 1902—60 acres :

Total cost $343 46
Cost per acre 5 72
(Extra ditching and grubbing, more
preparing of land on account of wire

grass).

Cost per bushel to market 66
Net profit 1 bushel 12

Crop of 1899 and 1900—Fertilizer used, 272 lbs. per
acre ; seed wheat, 1$ bushels per acre.

Crop of 1900 and 1901—Fertilizer used, 300 lbs. per
acre ; seed wheat. 1 i bushels per acre.

Crop of 1901 and 1902—Fertilizer used, 320 lbs. per
acre ; seed wheat, 11 bushels per acre.

Composition of Fertilizer used—
200 pounds muriate potash.
100 " " magnesia.
400 ' ' tankage.

1300 " S. C. Eock.

2000

I send you this statement, and should like to get the
ideas of some experienced farmers as to why they sow
wheat when they know their land will not produce an
average of more than 20 bushels per acre, and along
with it sow grass to be killed to a great extent when
they cut wheat by the hot sun.

Queen Anne Co., Md. A Subscriber.

In past years we have published similar statements

to the above, showing the cost of producing wheat in

the South. They, like this one, have gone to prove
conclusively that producing only 20 or 25 bushels to

the acre cannot result in a living profit when either

rent or interest on the value of the land is taken into

account. In the case of our correspondent the owner
of the land was the party best paid. He got a good
rent for his land. The lesson taught by the above
statement is the one we have been endeavoring to en

force for years. Grow wheat on land specially adapted
for its production. Prepare the land better. There
is more in the preparation of the land before seeding

than in the fertilizer used. Adopt and follow a sys

tern of rotation that will bring at least one legumi-

nous crop in between each wheat crop, and better

still, two, and thus grow the nitrogen needed, rather

than have to buy it, and thus reduce the cost of fer

tilizer to the phosphoric acid required. We doubt
much the need of potash for the wheat crop on land

specially adapted to wheat. This should be land with

a good percentage of clay in its composition, and clay

is almost always rich enough in potash if it is only
rendered available by the use of lime every few years,
say once in five years, fifty bushels to the acre. This
also will ensure clover, which will give the nitrogen
needed by the wheat.

—

Ed.

HOW TO FARM CLAY SOILS.

An Old English Authority on Clays.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I have never had much experience in farming clay,

because I have only a small patch on my farm, and
that is not pure clay, but pure enough to coalesce and
run together when wet, and become solid as unbaked
brick when dry.

Clay soil has been pulverized by some natural

agency like glacial action, or the ceaseless movement
of tides and waves in former ages. "The mills of the

gods grind slow, but they grind exceeding fine." The
fineness of clay is its virtue and its bane- The finer

the particles of the soil, the more readily the roots of

plants can extract from it the materials for their forma
tion, and I be'ieve they take up some of the fine soil

itself to construct their solid parts. The gigantic

trees of California were not built up from merely water

and air. Wheat plants have to have lime to stiffen

the straw. The trouble is the finer the pai tides of

the soil the closer they can crowd together when wet,

and the harder the land will become when dry.

In Hale's Husbandry, published in London in 1758,

it is said :
" All clay lands aie known by these quali-

ties ; they hold the water that falls on them, and when
thoroughly wetted are a great while before they are

dry ; in the same manner, when thoroughly dry, they

are not soon wetted. In a dry season the land cracks ;

if it be plowed when wet, it sticks like mortar ; in a
dry season, the plow tears it up in great hard clods,

which are all clay at the bottom. For this reason

where the coat of soil (the top soil) is not thick, the

farmer must not plow deep, for he will injure his land

by mixing the clay among it. Clayey soils require a
great deal of industry and care, as well as knowledge
in dressing and management ; but when the toughness

is overcome so that the farmer can get his grain into-

them and see it well covered, they very often yield

large crops. The mixed soil over these beds of clay is

generally of considerable thickness. This is happy
for the farmer, as it gives him the liberty of plowing

deep, which this kind of land requires more than any
other.

The first method for improving this soil is by fre-

quent repeating of these deep plowings to break and
separate clods over and over, as the sun and air cal-

cine them. To this is to be added the assistance of

dressings. It is the particular quality of this clay

that it will receive all kinds of manures, and be im-

proved by them ; but the labor must be equal to the

expense, for without this frequent plowing, nothing

will take effect upon it. In Northamptonshire they

manure it with lime rubbish to some advantage

;

in Hertfordshire they use soot and ashes ; but that
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which agrees best of all with its nature is chalk.

It may be remarked of clayey soils in general, that

although no ground is so stubborn or so barren when

neglected, none has so many good qualities when it

has been thoroughly wrought. The more tough and

stubborn these soils are, the richer they prove when

they are thoroughly subdued."

The reader will pardon me for making so long an

extract from a book, as the book is an old one and

out of print, and shows that agricultural science

had arrived at a high degree of perfection in Great

Britain 144 years ago, and that the farmers of England

at that time knew the best method of handling differ-

ent soils.

It sounds a little strange to American ears to hear

of putting chalk on land for manure, but chalk is more

plentiful in England than plaster in the State of New
York, and is no doubt, as stated by Hale, the best

fertilizer for heavy clay lands. Throughout the ex

tensive chalk district in England the practice of

spreading this substance over the surface of the land

has prevailed from the remotest times. In the case of

the Lincolnshire wolds, once as celebrated for desolate

barrenness as they are now for high culture and

smiling fertility, chalking was one of the important

means of bringing about this wonderful improvement.

Clay is sometimes called alumine, or argillaceous

earth. It is the worst kind of soil with which a

farmer has to contend. It can be ameliorated by a

mixture of sand, or any other substance like rotten

manure, which serves to keep the particles of clay

separate, thereby destroying its tenacity and ability

to harden.

Clay soils are benefited by being plowed in the fall,

the winter freezing tending to loosen the clods.

I knew a man who put 200 tons of river sand and

ten tons of fine manure on his clay garden, and made
it as mellow as the garden of Eden.

A certain proportion of clay is indispensable for

the formation of the best soils. A good wheat soil

must contain at least 18 per cent, of clay. Good grass

land requires at least 30 per cent, of clay.

J. W. Ingham.

GRASS SEEDING AND HAY PRODUCTION.

In our last issue we wrote at some length on this

subject. In connection with what we then said, we

think that the following article, contributed by Mr.

Clark, of Higganum, Conn., to the American Cultivator,

may be read with interest and profit. Mr. Clark has

made a reputation during the last few years as the

producer of the heaviest crops of hay in the country :

" I had hoped to give you some points on my grass

crop of this year while it was growing, but lack of

time prevented. The early spring was cold and dry,

so that the use of fertilizers was not as effective as it

would otherwise have been. In fact, while later on

we had plenty of rain, it was so cold that the grass

crop of the entire eastern and northern sections is,

as a whole, rather light. Too many farmers depend

on the Lord for making a crop of grass without aid.

Some changes in my field give me 145 acres, on

which I sowed $208 worth of fertilizers, a little less

than $16 worth per acre, or $3.25 per ton of hay pro-

duced. The total product was 128,874 pounds.

Five acres of the field were badly washed by a cloud-

burst the last of August, in 1901. This was reseeded

the tenth of September, which gave but little time to

cultivate, aerate and renew the soil. This portion of

the field produced but 21 tons to the acre, and one acre

in a shady orchard produced but little over two tons.

Of this field li acres produced 10,947 pounds; 4}

acres produced 46,134 pounds ; 2f acres newly sown,

produced 27,107 pounds, while seven eighths of an acre

yielded 11,850 pounds or at the rate of 13,331 pounds

to the acre.

This field has been seeded thirteen years, and thir

teen first crops and twelve second crops (a total

of 102 tons) have been taken from one seeding. On
one section of five eighths of an acre the yield was
8545 pounds, or at the rate of 13,672 pounds to

the acre. The two sections, seven-eighths of an

acre and five eighths of an acre, or a total of 1£ acres,

gave over ten tons to the first crop, and for the second

crop I hope for four to five tons more. These two sec-

tions are natural grass lands, with clay, gravel, hard

pan soil, with just grade enough to carry off the water

from the surface, moist, wet, underdrained, with no

vegetable matter. "Cold, wet, unproductive"—that

was its record.

Land that will carry subsoil water is wanted. Man
provides the rest. The cost of producing a ton of hay

on this kind of land is less than $2, or less than $4 per

ton in the barn. On an experimental piece of one-

half acre, which was cut up with the " Double Action

Harrow," which has been seeded two years, taken up
Sept. 1, 1901, and seeded fifteen days later, the product

was 4810 pounds, or at the rate of, 9620 pounds per

acre.

As above stated the total yield from the 141 acres

was 128 874 pounds of well cured hay. I have the

exact cost of a ton of dry hay, including fertilizer,

spreading, cutting, curing and putting the hay in the

barn, which is $4.95. I call it $5 per ton. Seven acres

of this were reseeded from the tenth to the fifteenth

of September, 1901 when it should have been seeded

Sept. 1, 1901, and would have given a better crop.

The total yield of the seven acres of new seeded ground

was 46,67? pounds, or an average of 7778 pounds,

which is 212 pounds less than four tons to the acre,

nine months from the day of seeding, and that under

very unfavorable circumstances.

This is conclusive evidence to me that if we want to

grow grass we had better sow grass seed, and if wheat,

rye or other grain, or, in fact, any other crop, we had
better sow them by themselves to achieve success, for

it is certain that a proper grass stand cannot be ob-

tained with any other crop.

My grass crop this year confirms more fully, if pos-

sible, three things : First, that grass should always be

sown by itself ; second, that timothy and red top in
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equal parts are correct proportions
; and third, that in-

tense cultivation is absolutely necessary for success.
The outlook, this year, for a second crop is good.

I am now sowing the fertilizer for that crop. I fer

tilize for every crop, and use one third each of bone,
muriate of potash and nitrate of soda, as per instruc
tion8 in my grass circular.

The truth of my statements in relation to grass cul

ture have been questioned. To all such questioners, I

would say the facts which I have found are utterly be-
yond what any of us would have thought possible to
obtain twenty years ago. Nevertheless, my statements
are true. Those who come here and examine for
themselves (and there are hundreds of visitors) go
away convinced of the fact.

I have personally answered more than twenty thous
aqd letters, and sent out more than twenty thousand
circulars concerning the grass culture in the last two
years. I have a sufficient supply of circulars yet on
hand, and to all who would like my experience, and
who will send a two cent stamp, I will send a circular
and cheerfully answer any questions they may ask.
On the other hand, if they desire to visit me here I

will cheerfally give them my time and any infor-

mation possible. This is no toy. You would not
think so if you had stood by me while pitching on
forty two of the sixty six loads which were put into
the barn on the twelfth day of July. I will report
later about my second crop of hay."

and transplanting in October or November or in the

spring, Into rows twelve to fifteen inches apart and
four to six inches apart in the rows, or the seed may
be sown thinly in the rows In spring and be there

allowed to grow to maturity. The best varieties of

the seed onions are White Bermuda, White Pearl,

Southport Globe, Yellow Danvers, or Red Wethera-
field.—Ed.

ENQUIRER'S COLUMN.

Enquiries should be sent to the office of The Southern Planter,

Richmond, Va., not later than the 15th of the month, for re

plies to appear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Onion Growing.

Please state through the Planter when onions should
be planted, what variety for market, etc. How would
rich low land suit, which is subject to overflow 1

Mecklenburg Co., Va. Old Subscriber.

Onions may be grown either from sets or seed

planted or sown in the fall or spring, according to the

variety. They require rich, loam land, but should

not be planted or sown on land subject to overflow.

The land should be well drained and finely worked,

and be kept free from weeds. The Yellow Potato

onion is one of the best varieties for fall planting.

This onion is always grown from sets, as it does not

make seed. Plant the sets in September qr October
in rows eighteen inches apart and nine inches apart

in the row, and cover about an inch deep. This onion

makes a fine crop for selling in the early spring mar
ket green, or it may be allowed to ripen, and will be
ready for shipping in June. Early White Pearl, Yel
low Danvers, and Silver Skin sets may also be set out

in the fall, but are more usually planted in spring, ex-

cept in the warm trucking sections of Tidewater.

Onions grown from seed may be raised either by
sowing the seed in beds in the fall, say, in September,

Preventing Washing of Land.

A new comer into the hill section of the Piedmont
range of Virginia, I am an enquirer for information,
throngh your valuable publication, as to the best
method of cultivation or preparation of these lands
to prevent so large a portion of the surface soil wash-
ing off. From a limited experience and observation,
it appears this question is of great importance to
every farmer.

I wish to keep my land open for orchard culture.
In the new fields it is important to prepare properly
before setting the trees. T. W. Dexteb.

Albemarle Co. , Va.

The true remedy for the washing of the hill lands

of the South is deep plowing and subsoiling and the

filling of the soil with humus. The soil washes off

because the subsoil is so compact that the water (fall-

ing on the surface) canmot get into it, and because the

soil itself is so devoid of vegetable matter that it can-

not absorb and hold the rainfall. Plow deep and sub-

soil wherever possible, and then sow Crimson clover

(10 lbs. to the acre), Hairy vetch or English vetch

(25 to 30 lbs. to the acre), with half or three quarters

of a bushel of wheat, oats or rye, or a mixture of all

three grains, in the early fall (September or October).

Plow this crop down in the spring and follow with

cow peas, or a mixture of cow-peas and sorghum, in

May or June. This crop may eitner be cut for hay

or be grazed with hogs or cattle or be plowed down in

the fall and be followed again with Crimson clover

and the mixed grains, in the fall. This second crop

may be either grazed or cut for hay or plowed down,

as the condition of the soil would seem to warrant,

and the land may then be put into corn or other forage

crops and be seeded to grass and red clover in August

or September. A dressing of farm-yard manure each

year, or the application of 300 or 400 lbs. to the acre

of acid phosphate, will greatly help to secure a heavy

crop of the Crimson clover and cow-peas, and thus

make more vegetable matter to put into the soil.

Always plow deep and keep the subsoil open.

—

Ed.

Lame Horse—Flies on Cattle.

1. I have a fine young mare, lame in her hip, which
is worse when trotting and very sensitive to touch and
and has been so for several months. I have no idea
what causes the trouble, as she has been kindly
handled. Two years ago, when I was riding her,

she slipped on a hillside and sprained my ankle,
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but I don'b think she injured her hip there, for it

never seemed to bother her until months after. Any
remedy you would advise would be gratefully re-

ceived.

2. Do you know of any preparation on the market
that will actually kill flies on cattle t I use as a spray,

a preparation of "Kill Ply," but it only drives them
away without killing them.

I enjoy the Planter greatly, and think any farmer
who does without it makes a big mistake.
Richmond Co., Va. W. Geay Beockenbbough.

1. The lameness is most probably caused by some

injury to the hip joint caused by the accident you re

fer to. We would apply fly blister to the sensitive

part and give her rest.

2. We believe all the fly remedies on the market

are merely repel! ants, and not destructive to flies.

This is the character of those of which we have had

reports. Their efficiency depends on the length of

time during which their odor or stickiness makes
them objectionable to the flies.

—

Ed.

line with power. Then we make the hind wheel larger

as it rolls easier. We make the body narrow as it

turns around shorter. This is the philosophy of the

wagon. In the case of the locomotive with low

drive wheels a larger boiler can be used and at the

same time be kept within limits of safety from over-

turning. That is the philosophy of the locomotive.

He is right as to farming not being an exact science.

One thing is sure, when the right conditions for a crop

to grow are secured then it will grow to perfection.

Nottoway Co.,Va. H. H.

Sick Hogs.

I have had hogs affected in the same way as those

of J. H. Moore's, of Surry, and have always found
clipping off the tail and the ear on the affected side to

relieve them in a short while. I think it is caused by
a flow of too much blood to the head.

Goochland Co., Va. N. S. W.

Bermuda Grass.

When should Bermuda Grass seed be sown T Please
answer in the Planter.

Grayson Co., Va. J. D. Peekins.

Bermuda grass should always be seeded in spring,

and even then it is a very uncertain crop. Bermuda
grass makes no seed in this country. The imported

seed is mostly got from Australia. The best way to

secure a Bermuda sod is to get a sack of the roots

from an old sod. These can be had from farmers gen-

erally for the asking or from seedsmen. The roots

should then be run through a chaff cutting machine,

and the cuttings be dropped in the furrow behind the

plow a foot or eighteen inches apart two or three bits in

a place. They will soon take root and make a sod.

—

Ed.

Saving Alfalfa Seed.

I think I can give Mr. N. H. Calhoun the informa-
tion he asks in regard to saving alfalfa seed. I have
raised it in Kansas and Canada. The crop needs cut-

ting when most of the seed is ripe. If you wait for it

to quit blooming much seed will be lost. Then handle
as clover. The seed comes out easy. Any machine
that will thresh timothy will thresh it. It is not neces-

sary to have a clover huller in order to get all the seed.

Surry Co., Va. D. Menzel.

Grass for Name.
Find enclosed a sample of grass for name (top and

root). Is it of any value as a forage plant ! I found
several bunches in my garden.

Lena E. Ceabteee.

The sample sent is so small and so immature that

we are unable to identify it. Send a plant with the

seed stalk either in flower or just beginning to ripen,

and we will name it and give its value.

—

Ed.

The Draft of Wagons.

In answer to " Observant Farmer," page 476, Aug-

ust issue, I would say that about the same principles

govern both the wagon and the locomotive, viz.,

power for the wagon requires that the line of draft

correspond with the square of horse's shoulder. On
this line he can pull more and do it easier. This is

why front wheels are lower to get the hitch or load in

Tobacco Curing by Flues.

We want information to teach us how to use the flue

in the tobacco barn all in detail. How and where the
flue ought to be set 1

Dinwiddie Co.,Va. Joseph Sedivy.

A barn for flue curing tobacco must be made tight,

all cracks being closed. The furnace is set at one end

with the fire-box opening on the outside of the barn,

so that it can be fired without opening the barn. The
flue runs across the barn and returns back to the chim-

ney, which is set at the end near the furnace outside

the barn. These flues and furnaces are made of sheet-

iron, and are supplied by the hardware men in all the

cities in the bright tobacco sections. The tobacco is

hung in the barn in as fresh a state as possible and

the firing begins immediately, so that the heat will as-

cend into the tobacco whilst the leaves are stiff. Three

days are needed to cure a barn, and it takes from two

to three cords of wood. It requires very careful judg-

ment and observation to cure bright tobacco properly,

and the work should not be attempted without the

supervision of an expert curer or the tobacco may be

ruined. Nothing but experience can teach the true

way. When the fires are started a thermometer is

hung on a level with the bottom leaves and is care-

fully watched day and night, and the plants are care-

fully examined at frequent intervals. The heat must
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be increased very gradually bat mast never be check-

ed. It must never be so intense as to cause sweating.

The first process in the caring is to maintain a tern

perature of 80° or 90° until the leaf is yellowed. This

requires from eighteen to thirty six hours. After the

yellowing the heat is raised 5C or 10° at a time, and

held at each stage for one or two hours until it has at

tained a temperature of 115° or 120°. where it is held

for several hours until the leaf is thoroughly cured.

After this the stalk has to be cured by raising the tem-

perature to 160°, to 175° by stages of 5 or 10 degrees

per hour, and keeping the temperature at this point

until the stalk is thoroughly cured. After this the

barn is opened and the fires go out. The tobacco is

then taken down and bulked on the sticks in piles. It

is left in this way several days and then rehung, being

crowded very close to prevent injury from atmospheric

changes. The leaves are afterwards stripped from the

stalks and bulked down and left for one or two months

when the color becomes fixed and the slight greenish

tinge is removed.

—

Ed.

Rat Poison.

Will you kindly advise me through your columns
the name and address of the manufacturers of the Pas-

teur's rat poison you mentioned in the Planter some
months ago as I wish to do some exterminating along
these lines. "Cabin Point."

Pasteur Vaccine Company, Limited, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

—

Ed.

will be the price of seed, and where can they be ob-
tained *

Sussex Co., Va. G. W. Eppes.

We have no doubt but that ginseng can be grown
in this State, but whether profitably or not we cannot

say. It is a crop that requires several years to grow
in order that the roots may reach a marketable size.

The seed and full information as to growing the crop

can be had from the American Ginseng Gardens, Rose
Hill, New York, who advertised in the Planter last

spring.

—

Ed.

Canada Peas.

1. "What is the proper time to seed Canada peas in

this section T

2. Where can I get seed, and what is the best va-

riety ?

3. Give time of harvest.

I have been told I could sow these peas here in De
cember or January and harvest the crop in June.

Washington Co.,'Va. A. S.

1. Canada peas in your section should be sown in

January or February, as Boon as the land will work.

They should be put in deep, say have four or five

inches cover, and it is well always to sow a light seed

ing of oats with them to hold them up. The peas

should be sown first and be well covered either by put-

ting them in with a drill or plowing them down, and

the oats be then seeded and harrowed in.

2. Wood & Sons, of this city. Seedsmen.

3. The crop is ready for harvesting in June. It is a

cool weather crop. The peas mildew as soon as the

hot weather sets in.

—

Ed.

Cow-Peas for Seed—Crimson Clover.

Please tell me in your next Issue, if you can conve-
niently do so, how to raise and harvest cow- peas for

seed. What machinery is required t Can they be
harvested and threshed by machinery t Also please
answer the same questions with regard to Crimson
clover. How many bushels of cow peas ought I to ex-

pect from an acre of land that will grow five barrels of
corn (25 bushels shelled corn) without manure or fer-

tilizer of any kindl How many bushels of Crimson
clover from the same land T Could I seed my corn
land at its last working to Crimson clover, harvest the
seed from same in the spring, then seed to cow peas
and mature the cow pea seed ! The farm is in Anne
Arundel county. Maryland, midway between Washing-
ton and Baltimore. I trust that you will not refer me
to manufacturers of machines claiming to harvest and
and thresh cow-peas, but tell me exactly how the work
is done where the cow pea is grown for seed.

Anne Arundel Co., Md. F. E. Baxxhagek. Jr.

If you will refer to page 396, July issue 1902, you
will find full instructions as to growing cow-peas for

seed and also as to threshing out the seed. This arti-

cle is based on information given us by a subscriber

who grows a large quantity of peas for the seed every

year. He told us a few days ago that he had made,

threshing the peas with his grain separator, a perfect

success. By running the same at about one third the

speed he runs it for threshing wheat and the removal

of part of the concaves he last year threshed out be-

tween 100 and 200 bushels of seed with the loss of less

\ than 10 bushels of broken peas. Tou should make
from 15 to 25 bushels of cow peas per acre on such

land as you describe. CriniBon clover makes about

the same quantity of seed per acre as red clover and

requires to be handled in the same way if to be sold.

If for use only at home many of our subscribers merely

knock out the seed with a flail and sow it unhulled.

It requires more to be sown per acre when used in this

way, but grows just as well.

Tou can seed your corn land in Crimson clover at

the last working and harvest the same and follow with

cow-peas in time to mature seed peas,

—

Ed.

Ginseng.

Please publish in your next issue whether "ginseng"'

can be raised profitably or not in this section. What
When corresponding with advertisers, kindly men-

tion the Southern Planter.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
The harvesting shipping and storing of the crops

raised in the garden, orchard and truck patches is

work which will call for constant attention during this

and the following month. See to it that no damaged or

unsound products are shipped or stored. Let these

be used at once either in the house or be given to the

stock. If shipped they will heavily reduce the price

for which the consignment will sell, and if stored they

will soon infect the sound products and cause los3 of

the whole. All fruit, roots and vegetables should be

picked, dug and cut only when dry and then be stored

temporarily in a cool, dry airy room or shed, not in

too large bulk, and be there kept until they have

passed through the sweat or heating which they will

naturally enter upon. If the quantity is too large to

store under cover, pile in heaps and cover with straw

and boards to keep out the rain. When the sweating

is over let the products be carefully sorted over again

and all showing any indication of unsoundness be

culled out and the rest be shipped or stored. Apples

and pears keep best stored in slatted bins or ventila

ted barrels in cold, dry airy rooms where the frost can

be excluded. Boots keep best stored in cellars or pits

covered well with dry straw. Onions keep best on

slatted shelves.

The land should be got ready for winter kale,

spinach and cabbage crops. Prepare thoroughly

and make it rich with farmyard manure and
high-grade fertilizer. All these crops call for

plenty of potash in the soil. Kale and spinach should

be seeded in the rows where they are intended to grow
and mature, and the rows should be wide enough
apart to permit of cultivation. Seed lightly, so that

the plants may have room to grow. Cabbage plants

should be raised in beds and be set out in the rows in

October and November. If plants for late fall cab-

bage have been raised as we advised in last months'

issue they should now be planted out in the rows and

their growth be pushed by frequent cultivation and

the application of a dressing of nitrate of soda at the

rate of 100 pounds to the acre. Cabbage plants in-

tended for the early spring crop should not be raised

on too rich land. The object is to grow short, stout,

well-rooted plants, and this can best be done by not

making the land too rich but by preparing it well

and giving a light manuring and giving the plants

room to grow. When raised in this way the plants

will grow right away when transplanted into the rows.

Potato onion sets should be planted out tmis month

in rich well prepared land. Set in rows 15 or 18 inches

apart and S inches apart in the rows. These onions

make the earliest crop of green onions for bunching
for the spring markets. Sets of the seed varieties,

like Yellow Danvers and Silver Skin, may be set out

during this and the following mouth in mild localities

or where they can be protected by mats or brush in

hard spells of weather.

Seed may be sown in beds to raise plants of the dif-

ferent seed varieties of onions for planting out in the

spring. These beds should be where they can be cov-

ered with mats or brush in the winter or hard spells

of weather. Sow the seed thinly. The Bermuda,
White Globe, Yellow Danvers and Bed Wethersfield

are good varieties to sow.

Lettuce seed should be sown to raise plants for the

cold frames and hot-beds and for setting out in the

spring. Make the beds where they will be sheltered

from the coldest weather and where they can be pro-

tected with mats or brush in the winter.

Eadish seed may be sown for the fall crop.

Strawberries may be planted out during this and
the following month. In this issue will be found an
article dealing more fully with this crop.

Clean up all trash, vines and vegetable refuse of

every kind, and either burn or compost with hot

farm-yard manure, so that insect life and fungoid dis-

ease germs may be destroyed.

Sow Crimson clover on all vacant land to conserve

and improve fertility.

A WORD OF ENCOURAGEMENT TO COUNTRY
GARDENERS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

I read with interest your Trucking and Gardening
Department, and think, as I guess many do, that I could
do so much were I near market, but there Is something
we can do even twenty-five miles from a market with
no way of transportation except weekly market wag-
ons. I have a quarter of an acre enclosed for a garden.
I raise two crops on all of it except on the butter bean
and tomato land. Sometimes I set the tomato plants

in the onion patch and thus get two crops there. Be-

sides furnishing an abundant supply of vegetables for

a family of nine or ten the year round I sell $8 to $10
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worth from it every year. We sell a few quarts of

strawberries and a dollar's worth or two of onions, a

bushel or two of early Irish potatoes, which always

pay well if very early, then early cabbage, and butter

beans, 40 or 50 quarts of beans at from 8 to 15 cents

per quart. I raise the dwarf beans as they take less

room and bear earlier. I plant my potato land to Navy

beane; they always sell well dry. This garden is

worked entirely by the women and children of the

family after the land is broken in the spring with the

plow, so you see we get our pin money out of it after

enjoying all the nice vegetables and small fruits, with

a few hours of healthful exercise in the early morning

and late evening.

Goochland Co., Va. A Constant Eeadee.

STRAWBERRY CULTURE.

Late Summer Work.

Editor Southern Planter :

Stir the soil by shallow culture as soon after each

packing rain as it is in proper condition. This serves

a two-fold purpose. It kills all grass and weeds easily

and long before they attain dangerous proportion,

and what is equally, if not more valuable, is that it

conserves moisture by breaking the crust and destroy-

ing the pores or capillaries by means of which the

water in the soil passes upward to the surface to be

lost by evaporation.

We break the middles of the rows with a small tooth

cultivator and stir around and between the plants

with light hand hoes, taking pains not to go too deep,

especially -near the plants. An inch deep near the

plants increasing gradually to about two inches far

ther off is [about right. Where there is not much
grass to cut up, forked potato hoes answer the purpose

perfectly.

The runners should also have careful attention at

this season. If the soil is rich and the season wet

they crawl about almost like snakes. If the stool or

hill system, the best with most varieties, is to be fol

lowed, the runners must be clipped off as fast as they

appear. If allowed to grow and dangle on the parent

plant, it is weakened and the coming crop lessened

thereby. We have never seen but one runner cutting

device that worked well—a boy with a knife and an

eye on the boy. It is exceedingly fast and simple

work if done in time and costs but little. Runner

cutting machines.do not cut the runners close enough

to the old plant. They must always be cut between

the old plant and the first joint, else a plant will form

at the joint and dangle there a most harmful parasite

till winter kills it.

Look well after the borders of your strawberry fields

and the ditch banks. Dig up or mow down all weeds
before they get large enough to "draw" the neigh-

boring plants. The dryer the season the worse the

"drawing. " Trees also do much harm this way by
sending their roots in the strawberry fields, robbing
them of moisture and nourishment. It is a good plan

to cut these pilfering roots. We do it by means of a
sharp spade driven down deep around the outer bor-

der of the field next to the trees, using a mattock or

grubbing hoe when a root is found too large for the

spade to cut. O. W. Blacknall.
Kittrell, N. C.

PRUNING ORCHARDS
Editor Southern Planter

:

I see a number of items in the Planter in relation to

the pruning of apple trees, and as to the proper time,

to induce wood growth and bearing.

Having been raised on a farm where fruit culture

was a considerable item, and having on my own ac-

count renovated and improved two large orchards,

the trees varying from eight to twenty five years in

age, my experience may be of service. I have always

thought the best time to prune a tree was when the

knife was sharp and the tree needed the application.

Young trees sometimes make too much wood, these I

would shorten in August. If they did not make
growth enough, I would apply more fertilizer and give

good and frequent cultivation.

Experience teaches me that the greatest reason for

trees not bearing is a lack of sufficient nourishment.

As to cutting rings of bark off the limbs to induce

bearing, this is too much like cutting the cow's ears

off to increase her milking' qualities. I also notice that

many young trees are spoiled by pruning too much in

the centre of the top. That will injure the bearing.

The head should only be sufficiently opened to admit

plenty of air and prevent overlapping limbs.

Frequently the trees get too close and matted on the

outside.

From where I write I can see some apple trees that

are so matted that a bird can hardly fly in, yet in the

centre there is a large open space where there are no

limbs for apples to grow on. In such a case I would

train limbs to fill in the centre and open or thin the

outside. I recollect an orchard that did not commence
to bear till the trees were sixteen years old, and evi-

dently the reason was too muoh centre pruning as the

trees had plenty of care, good cultivation and fertili-

zation.

In renovating my orchards I first pruned to suit my
taste. Some of the older trees were moss grown. That
was removed with a moss scraper after rains. I ma-

nured the land well, but did not let any come nearer
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than three feet of the trunks of the trees. Next to the

trees I put rotted chip dirt, and when the leaves were

well started I gave the trees a good coat of lime wash,

being careful to spill a good deal around the roots.

Then I plowed the land and planted a hoed crop, and

in the fall seeded to rye and clover.

One of these orchards had been condemned as a non

bearer, but since treatment it has produced as well as

any in the community, only having failed two years

in fifteen.

A large fruit grower once told me never to sow rye

in an orchard. What harm could result from r> e more

than any other crop t

Goochland Co., Ya. Exodes.

HOW TO RAISE A GOOD CROP OF STRAWBER-
RIES NEXT SPRING FROM PLANTS SET THIS

FALL
With a little extra pains in preparing the soil and

setting the plants a very good crop of strawberries

may be gathered next spring from plants set this

fall. The largest and earliest berries are always pro
duced by fall set plants.

Wherever practicable the best forerunner of the

strawberry is the cow pea. The peas should have
been sown, or better still, drilled, early in June.
About September 1st the pea vines can be cut for

forage. As the fertilizing properties of the pea vine

reside largely in the roots it probably, as a rule, pays
better to make forage of the vines than to plow them
under, especially as the plowing under of a rank crop
of pea vines is a difficult and uncertain job. Still if

it can be successfully accomplished and the soil con
tains but little vegetable matter, it will pay better to

plow under than to cut the vines.

Prepabe the Soil Thoroughly.

This thorough preparation is very simple in light

soil. It consists simply in plowing to a depth of six

or eight inches. On stiff, cloddy soil it is more diffi

cult. Thorough preparation, then, consists of com
pletely pulverizing these clods. This can usually be
pretty well done by harrowing, though rolling makes
it more complete.
This done, one must decide as to what system of

culture he will follow—the intensive system or ordi-

nary field culture. The intensive system means more
plants at the beginning, more manure, and more cul

tivation, and at the end more berries.

If I had an acre or more or less than an acre, and
wished to obtain from it the best possible results in

strawberries, I would proceed as follows, the soil be-

ing prepared as above recommended :

Scatter broadcast stable manure at the rate of 100 to

200 good loads an acre. If I had 100 or 200 bushels

of wood ashes I would put them in, too, taking pains

to scatter both very evenly and to mix well with the

soil by repeated plowing and cross plowing. Lacking
these, I should apply broadcast cotton -seed meal at

the rate of 2,000 to 4,000 lbs. per acre. If preferred,

200 to 300 bushels of cotton seed can be used instead

of the meal, but if the seed are used they must first

be thoroughly "killed" by wetting and leaving in
piles until fermentation kills the germ. If not, the
seed will endeavor to make cotton instead of fertilizer.

I have known them to come up even when sown "un-
killed" in cold weather. Ashes will also go very well
with the cotton seed or meal.

It must be borne in mind that this is very heavy
manuring, and that such heavy manuring is safe in
fall planting only when it is thoroughly mixed with
the soil. Unless this is done, too much manure would
be likely to come in immediate contaet with the plant
roots and do great harm if the weather should be dry.
The next thing is to get stout, vigorous well rooted

plants. Much depends on good plants of good varie-
ties. The growing season is now limited, and a plant
large and stout when set, besides being surer to live
and quicker to grow off, has in its size a very great
advantage. It will even be larger in proportion when
berry time comes than a small plant would be.

September and October are the best months for fall

planting. The ground properly prepared and good
plants obtained, set them fifceen inches apart and
let the rows be fifteen inches apart, but between every
series of three rows leave two feet for a walkway for
cultivating and gathering berries. Unless the soil is

naturally wet, raise no bed on which to set the plants,
but let all be on a level. If necessary to raise the bed
a little, the walking space between the beds must be
broader, say two and a half feet. Set the plants by
means of a line, opening holes large and deep enough
to admit of spreading the roots in a vertical position;
press the earth firmly around the roots. If the soil is

dry at planting, pour water in the holes before setting
the plants.

Unless the soil is infested by winter growing weeds,
very little cultivation will be needed till the spring

;

still, if a hard packing rain should fall soon after
planting, a light working with hand hoes promotes
growth.

If the liberal quantities of manure mentioned have
been applied, no more will be needed before berry
time, but if only the stable manure or only the cotton
seed or meal has been applied, it will pay to apply
around or between the plants a month before the time
for them to bloom, either a liberal quantity of ashes
or a soluble fertilizer rich in potash. When the in-

gredients can be obtained, the following formula
gives a perfect top dressing manure for average soils

per acre

:

Nitrate of soda 100 lbs.

Sulphate of potash 100 lbs.

Acid phosphate or dissolved bone . . 300 lbs.

The nitrate of soda can be omitted if the heavy
application of stable manure or cottonseed meal
was used.

Care must be taken to destroy all weeds by shallow
cultivation early in the spring. A mulch should be
applied just before growth begins in the spring. This
mulch is to keep the berrries clean, and should be
evenly spread just deep enough to hide the plants
when spread. The first rain will beat it down neatly
around the plants. If weeds push up through the
mulch, pull them out. Pine straw, whenever obtain-

I

able, makes the best mulch, but almost any kind of
I straw or litter can be used.
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At the North, and especially on wet soils given to

heaving in heavy freezes, it is best to mulch the plants

well as soon as very cold weather sets in and remove
the mulch in early spring, scattering it then around
and between the plants.

For ordinary field culture, the plants should be ses

in rows two and a half or three feet apart and twelve

or fifteen inches apart in the row. The same plan as

to manuring can be followed, using it in such quanti

ties as practicable. If cotton seed meal or the seed is

used in only moderate quantities, say 500 to 800 lbs.

meal or fifty bushels of seed per acre, it should be ap-

plied in the drill, mixing it well with the soil by run
ning a cultivator down the row before the lists are

made. These lists should be knocked down very low,

about level. Follow same plan of culture as given

for intensive culture. O. W. Blaoknall.

PEAR BLIGHT.

The disease known as pear blight, and little under-

stood until within a few years past, has been more
than usually prevalent the present season. The leaves

on some branch—usually a shoot of the present sea-

son's growth—die and the shoot soon turns black.

Frequently this extends farther down to the older

wood, and if no effort is made to stop the malady the

tree dies outright. Sometimes it will stop one season,

to begin again and run its entire course to the death

of the tree next year.

The remedy is cutting and burning the affected

branch, and this should be done as soon as possible.

The cutting should be some distance below the point

at which the disease seems to stop—six to twelve

inches—so as to be certain of removing all the diseased

wood. This sometimes disfigures the tree, but it is

an effectual remedy if done properly and without

delay.
The remedy is now known to be bacterial ; a micro-

scopic fungus ; and it may be transmitted from one

tree to another ; which explains the burning part of

the treatment recommended above. Even a knife used

on a diseased branch will infect a healthy tree by cut-

ting into it, unless the implement is disinfected. The
simplest method of disinfection is by passing the

knife blade slowly through the flame of a lamp, and
this should be done at once.

The same malady affects some of the apple trees,

and the quince trees occasionally, but it is not nearly

so virulent, rarely or never killing the tree but stop

ping with shoots of the current season's growth. In

this case it is called twig blight, and the remedy is the

same.
Nearly or quite all varieties of the pear are subject

to the blight, but some more than others, and some
are so very liable to the disease that they are passing

ont of caltivation. Of this class are Limon, Adams,
Pitmaston, Idaho, Brandywine, Collins, Paradise d'

Automne, Hoosic, Moyamensing, Selleck, Kingses-

sing, Edmonds, Giffard, Glout morceau, Bostiezer,

and a number of others. Even the fine old Flemish

Beauty is eo uncertain—or rather so certain to blight

—

that it is being passed by.

Of those which are but little affected with blight,

Seckel and Tyson may be said to stand at the head.

Howell would generally be placed with them, and may >

as well be now, but this blighty season it is somewhat
affected. Kieffer, when introduced twenty years or so
ago, was said never to blight. But it will blight
sometimes, though not a great deal. One of the most
deservedly popular varieties, Bartlett, blights occa-
sionally, but usually yields to prompt treatment. Its
daughter, Clapp's Favorite, a very fine pear, under-
stood to be a cross with Flemish Beauty, is nearly as
subject to the disease as the latter variety. To the list

of those little affected may be added also Bloodgood,
which ripens the latter part of July, just before Tyson,
and Anjou (formerly called Beurre d' Anjou), a late
fall variety.

E. J. B.

THE DEWBERRY.
The growing of dewberries formed an interesting

discussion at the meeting of the Missouri Horticultural
Society. This fruit is considered by many to have an
especially timely value to the fruit grower, as it ripens
right after the strawberries and takes a useful place as
a money maker when no funds are coming in from the
sale of other fruits. There were not many present who
had much experience in raising the dewberry, and
probably from the lack of familiarity with this fruit,

it was looked upon with more or less disfavor. Still,

the fruit had its friends, who were emphatic in assert-

ing that when the plants received proper attention
they were great money makers. The cultivation of
this berry should be much the same as for the straw-
berry, but preference should be given to gravelly soil.

L. A. Goodman, of Kansas City, Secretary of the
Society, told a remarkable story about the dewberry.
He said, a man who had great faith in the profits of
this berry planted thirty five acres, with the utmost
confidence that he was going to make a fortune. After
experimenting for two or three years with indifferent
success, he beoame disgusted and plowed up the patch
on account of borers. The following year he had a
mammoth crop of dewberries and realized a large sum
of money. He picked the berries for two or three
years, and supposing that he had come to the end of his
crop, he mowed down the vines and then set fire to
the patch. He was astonished to see the following
year that he had another tremendous crop of dew-
berries. Two or three years later he repeated the
experiment of mowing and burning, and it was fol-

lowed by splendid results. The past year he gathered
fifteen carloads of dewberries, and they sold for $2 a
crate.

Apples and Pears Cracking.

When you can find space will you please give some
reason for pears and apples cracking on the trees. I
am sure many of your readers would fully appreciate
some advice on the subject, I among the rest.

Chesterfield Co., Va. H. D.

The cracking of the fruit is caused usually by a fun-

goid disease. Spraying the trees and fruit with Bor-

deaux mixture will kill the spores and thus obviate the

trouble. The spraying should begin before the trees

are in leaf and be continued at intervals until the

fruit is well grown.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

MAKING HOQ MEAT IN THE SOUTH.

I desire to become a successful meat raiser—some
thing like 6,000 lbs. per annum. Please give me some
advice on this. J. S. Wilson.

Wilson Co., N. C.

We take it that you use the word "meat" in the

sense usually understood in the South—that is, hog
meat—and hence reply as follows : Making pork or ba-

con in the South, if it is to be done properly and so as

to compete in the market with Western meat, must be

conducted on quite a different system from that

adopted in the West. There the hog is merely a ma
chine used to convert 10 to 20 cent corn into a market
able product at a profit, and the more corn he can eat

the more he is appreciated. Here we cannot afford to

feed 50 to 75 cent corn to make meat to sell at from

four to five cents a pound. We must make our hog
meat in some other way, so that only the miaimum of

corn shall be needed to fit it for home consumption or

the market. This nature has provided that we may
and can do if we only properly second her efforts.

The hog in the South must be a grazing animal and
not a corn eating machine ; and the duty of each

farmer is to provide such a succession of forage crops

as shall permit of this grazing being carried on nearly

the whole of the year, and for the balance of the year

to be supplemented with root crops. In this way hog
meat can be made at the minimum of cost and the

consumption of corn be reduced to only that small

quantity required to harden the meat just before kill

ing. This system also admits of constant improve
ment of the land by the growth and grazing of these

crops ; and it is also healthier for the animals, render-

ing immunity from hog cholera almost certain if only

supplemented with pure well or spring water. The
crops required to carry out this idea are cow-peas, Soy
beans, Canada peas, vetches, sorghum, corn, arti-

chokes, peanuts, sweet potatoes, and turnips. These

should be so planted in rotation as to come on in suc-

cession to supply the need of the hogs. To make the

business easy of management, a piece of land large

enough to grow the crops needed for the quantity of

hogs to be kept should be divided into four or five

fields and these open into a road so that the hogs can

be turned into any field at will without crossing the

fields. Each field or the road leading to the fields

should have an abundant and constant supply of pure
spring water accessible to the hogs, and shade should

be provided either in the fields or accessible from the

road to which the hogs can resort at any time. This

time of the year is the proper one to set about the

arrangement of the fields and the seeding of the first

crops. Let the fields be well fenced as a preliminary
to any work of seeding. The hogs must be made to
realize that they have got to stay where put, or they
will make trouble for themselves and their owners. A
good fence round each field soon accomplishes this
end. To carry the number of hogs required to make
6,000 lbs. of meat, ten or twelve acres of good land
should be divided into five fields. Two of these fields

should be seeded as soon as possible with Crimson
clover and Winter oats and wheat mixed together
say 10 lbs. of clover and half or three quarters of a
bushel of the grain per acre. Next month sow another
field with Sand vetch or English vetch and wheat, and
in November or early in December, sow another field

with Canada peas and oats, wheat or rye mixed. In
February, or as soon in the spring as possible, sow the
other field with rape. Put the hogs on to the Crimson
clover and wheat first as soon as it is fit to graze.
When the vetches and wheat are fit to pasture take
the hogs off the Crimson clover and put them on the
vetches. Later, put them on the Canada peas. If
more Crimson clover was seeded than was grazed
make into hay or turn down to improve the land.
Plant one of the Crimson clover fields with sorghum
in April or May, and the other one with artichokes in
the same months. The vetches, rape and sorghum
will provide pasturage until corn, sorghum, Soy beans
and cow-peas are ready ; these crops being planted
on the different fields as the earlier crops are grazed
off. When the first sorghum has been fed off, plow
the field and seed to rape, or rape and ruta bagas or
turnips for fall and early winter feeding. The arti-
chokes will make winter feed to be rooted out by the
hogs themselves. With such a variety and rotation
of crops as is here suggested, supplemented if need be
to carry the hogs always on full feed by peanuts and
sweet potatoes in sections adapted to their growth a
herd of thirty or forty hogs can be grown and fattened
every year, needing only a few bushels of corn to
harden the meat just before killing. A prime requi-
site for success, however, is a herd of well bred hogs
Razorbaeks will not fill the bill. Get Berkshires
Essex, Jersey or Tamworths by preference for a hot
climate. White hogs are good, but better for a cooler
section than the South.

SALE OF SHORTHORNS AT HAMILTON
ONTARIO, CANADA.

At the opening sale of the Hamilton Stock Yards
Aug. 13th, 58 head of Shorthorns, consigned by a num-
ber of breeders, made the following excellent prices •

53 females sold for $21,520 ; an average of $406 04
5 bulls sold for 3,155 ; an average of 631.00
58 head sold for 24,675 ; an average of 425^43
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be fat and gone to market before they could well be
infected— pushed forward with grain and grass for

June markets, or July at latest. The ewe lambs that

are retained on the farm for breeders, should not be
allowed to graze on the small grass plots that sheep

graze over every year ; infection is certain if they do,

stagnant water or not : but should be kept in fields of

oats, clover, alfalfa or new pastures. We find alfalfa

pastures nearly a certain preventive of stomach worms,

and early yeaning of limbs makes them strong and
resistant. Late dropped lambs are the most apt to

succumb. Weaned lambs should be put in the corn-

field, the clover field—anywhere where no old sheep

hive run, for old sheep carry over the stomach worm
germs and infect the grass and the lambs in that

manner.

I send you a photograph of some of our ewe lambs,

Dorset?, going to pasture : the leading one was a very

early lamb, and was shorn in spring. This bunch of

lambs, without a grain of artificial feeding, weighed,

August 4th, 120 lbs. They are now out of reach of

parasites, on fresh alfalfa meadow. They do not need

water on this succulent food.

Woodland Farm, Ohio. Willis O. Wlng.

ALFALFA—STOMACH-WORMS IN SHEEP.

Editor Southern Planter:

We note what you say in relation to clipping alfalfa.

We a^e large growers of alfalfa, my brother. Joseph

E. Wing, being perhaps the first man to grow it on a

large scale in the United States east of the Mississippi

river. We clip it with the mower the first year, as

you suggest, but never clip it high up, rather as close

as the mower can be set, as that destroys more effect-

ually the weeds and does not harm the alfalfa. We
find that it needs rich soil ; soil that has had a good

deal of stable manure is best. We have some clay

soil, limestone, not naturally very fertile but well

manured, from which we have already this year cut

two crops of at least three tons per acre, and it has

now the third crop standing about ready to cut—

a

crop that will make over a ton—with the prospect of

a fourth cutting in October. We have cut this season

already near two hundred tons." Next year we expect

to sow down forty acres more to this plant, the most

profitable we have ever tried.

I note also your article on stomach-worms in sheep.

No doubt it is true that cure is difficult and costly,

though we have in the past had good success with

gasoline treatment, which my brother discovered ; but

the only satisfactory treatment is prevention of infec

tion, and that is easy. In Virginia, lambs ought to

ROUGHNESS FOR WINTERING STEERS.

Attention was directed in a recent article to the in-

creased gains on two year old steers on full feed by
using su?h roughness as clover and cow peas irstead

of timothy, and reference was made to the great differ-

ence of opinion in regard to the value of different

kinds of roughness for full feeding. The man who
winters cattle largely on roughness with a limited
amount of grain, has long since learned that his steers

will go to pasture in the spring weighing considerably
more and in much more thrifty condition if the rough-
ness be clover, cow pea or alfalfa hay instead of timo-
thy, millet or sorghum. The results of work along
this line at the Missouri Station for a number of years
show a larger difference, however, in favor of the
clover than is commonly supposed to exist, as will be
shown in the following summary of the first trial

—

December, 1899, to April, 1900, one hundred and one
days, four yearling steers in one lot, fed four pounds
shelled corn daily and all the roughness they would
eat

:

Timothy Lot

—

Pounds.

Corn eaten 1,612
Timothy hay eaten 6,753
Total gain per lot 262

Average daily gain per steer .65

Cow-pea Lot

—

Corn eaten 1,612
Cow pea hay eaten 7,757
Total gain 622

Average dally gain per steer 1.54

Second trial—January to April, 1901 : eighty days
;

six pounds shelled corn each daily and all the rough-
ness they would eat ; four steers in each lot

:
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Timothy Lot

—

Pounds.

Corn eaten 1,920

Hay eaten 4,943
Total gain per lot 31S

Average daily gain per steer 1

Clover Lot

—

Corn eaten 1,920

Hay eaten 5,719
Total gain per lot 611

Average daily gain per steer 2

Millet Lot-
Corn eaten 1,920
Hay eaten 3,941
Total gain per lot 119

Average daily gain per steer .37

Sorghum Lot

—

Corn eaten 1.920

Hay eaten 4,727
Total gain per lot 166

Average daily gain per steer .52

Third trial—December, 1901, to April, 1902; 120
days ; six pounds of shelled corn daily and all the
roughness they would eat ; four steers in each lot

:

Timothy Lot

—

Pounds.

Corn eaten 2,880
Hay eaten 8,152
Total gain per lot 658

Average daily gain per steer 1.37

Clover Lot

—

Corn eaten 2,880
Hay eaten 9,123
Total gain per lot 929

Average daily gain per steer 1.92

Alfalfa Lot-
Corn eaten 2,880
Hay eaten 8,148
Total gain per lot 780

Average daily gain per steer 1.63

Sorghum Lot

—

Corn eaten 2.880
Hay eaten 16,080
Total gain per lot 637

Average daily gain per steer 1.28

The superiority of hays such as clover, cow peas or
alfalfa carryiug a relatively large amount of protein
over such hays as timothy, millet and sorghum, is

strikingly shown In every trial, and agrees with the
results referred to in a previous article, where the ex-

periment was made with older cattle on full feed. In
the first trial the gain produced by twenty nine bush
els of corn and timothy hay was 262 pounds, while
this amount of corn with cow pea hay produced a gain
of 622 pounds, or more than two and one-third times
as much. In the second trial, thirty-four bushels of

coin and timothy hay made 318 pounds of gain ; the

same quantity of corn and all the clover they would
eat produced 641 pounds, or a little more than twice
as much. When this amount of corn was fed in con
nection with millet, the gain was only 119 pounds, or

little more than one sixth as mueh as with clover,

while sorghum and corn showed a gain of 166 pounds,
or a little more nan one fourth as much a9 clover.

In the third trial, the best gain is shown for timothy
that we have ever been able to get, yet the gain for

this lot was 658 pounds, while the same amount of

corn and clover shows a gain of 928 pounds, or over
40 per cent. more. In this trial, too, a better showing
is made for sorghum than in the previous one, yet the

gain for this lot was only 617 pounds as compared with
928 for clover, or a difference of over 50 per cent, in

favor of clover. It will be noted also that it required

but 9,123 pounds of clover to make the gain, while

16.0S0 pounds of sorghum were eaten for 617 pounds
of gain. As in the case of the older cattle on full

feed, the clover and alfalfa steers carried more bloom,
shed their winter coats earlier, and showed every evi-

dence of superior thrift and vigor.

Note the gains made by the steers on clover. In one
trial, two pounds per day on considerably less than

half feed, and in another trial 1.92 pounds, or practi-

cally two pounds. In winter we are usually content

with two pounds on thr> average on full feed with

older and larger cattle. Not only so, but the manure
made by the clover is much richer and more valuable

than that made from timothy or sorghum or millet.

Thus, when we buy clover we add fertility to the farm

rapidly, and when we grow clover, cow peas or alfalfa,

we improve the soil even more rapidly, whereas when
we grow timothy, sorghum or millet, the soil is im-

poverished.
In the light of these facts, it would seem that all

farmeiB and scockmen would endeavor to grow more
clover and under no circumstances sell any such ma
terial, and that if they have any hay to dispose of

timothy should be sold, especially since it usually

brings from one to two dollars per ton more on the

market, does not carry off the farm so much fertility,

and is not neatly so valuable to feed. Yet, cases

where men sell their clover and keep their timothy
for feed are not especially rare. In a subsequent arti-

cle, the question of combining clover with corn fodder

to bring its feeding value up will be considered.

—

H. J. Waters, in Breeders' Gazette.

PREVENTING AND CURING TEXAS FEVER.

I feel under such obligation to you and those who
have written for your columns during the past three

years that it seems proper to report my results for the

benefit of some other beginner. I think I have demon-
strated that it is possible to raise good stock here in

the South and to conquer the tick. First, I lost about

$1,000 worth of cattle by the tick before I knew what
the trouble was. Last year I cured the few cases of tick

fever that I had and this year not a tick has appeared

od any stock. My method of clearing the farm of ticks

has been this : The cattle were inspected almost daily

during the eutire season and no tick was allowed to

mature and drop off. I prevented this by washing my
cattle with a strong solution composed of water, kero-

sene oil and sulphur. If this solution is applied thor-

oughly it will kill the young ticks and the old ones as

well. And if no ticks are allowed to mature and drop
in the pastures the farm will soon be free of ticks.

But the tick gets in his work and kills his cow before

yon know he is present. It is therefore necessary to

cure the sick animal. The finest cow in my herd to-

day had last summer as bad a case of fever as I ever

saw. My treatment was this : First the usual liberal

I drench of salts; then follow this with liberal drenches
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of sulphur. I have lost only one animal since I began
this treatment—and have saved quite a number. So
I believe it is a remedy, properly so called.
How is a man whose farm is Infested with ticks to

start breeding good cattle? I proceeded this way : I
bought an Aberdeen Angus bull one year old. I had
a plot of grass—wire grass and clover in an old orchard,
about one acre. I ran a wire about 100 feet long from
one tree to another—then the ring at the end of the
bull's chain was put on this wire. The bull could pass
from tree to tree and graze about thirty feet on either
side of the wire. As often as necessary the wire was
moved. This gave the bull shade, exercise and his
grass. The cows were brought to him. I have a fine

bunch of twenty black calves, and now my bull is in
the pasture and doing well.

Thus it seems to me that I am now safe in going
ahead and selling all my grade cattle and putting in
their places pure bred cattle. And this is my next
step.—H. H. Williams, Orange county, N. C, in
Breeders' Gazette.

SOHE RECENT RECORDS AND SALES OF
GUERNSEY CATTLE.

The following records of Guernsey cows have re
cently been made in accord with the requirements lor
entry in The Advanced Register of Guernsey Cattle.

These records were made under the supervision of an
Agricultural Experiment Station or Public Institution.

Three of the records are of cows that were members
of the Guernsey herd in the Pan-American Model
Dairy Breed Test. These are Mary Marshall, Cassio
peia and Vega, whose owners carried forward their
year's record after return

:

Mary Marshall, 5604, owned formerly by Ezra
Michener, of Cartersville, Pa., and now by A. C. Lor
ing, of Minneapolis, Minn. Year's record, 8212.57
lbs. milk; 468.40 lbs. butter fat.

Cassiopeia, 4855, owned by James Logan Fisher, of
Philadelphia, Pa. Year's record, 8528.23 lbs. milk

;

365 15 lbs. butter fat,

Vega, 7214, owned by Messrs. M. M & E. J. Hoi
lingsworth, Landenburg, Pa. Year's record, 7617.94
lbs. milk ; 361.31 lbs. butter fat.

Maggie Hastings, 10503, owned by Ezra Michener,
Cartersville, Pa. Year's record, 6590.78 lbs. milk;
313.57 lbs. butter fat.

Queen Bee, 6168, owned by Ezra Michener, Carters
tersville, Pa. Year's record, 6954 15 lbs. milk ; 364
lbs. butter fat.

Cottie, of Elm Place. 14167, owned by G. B. Tall
man, Perry, N. Y. Year's record, 7710 5 lbs. milk

;

352 63 lbs. butter fat. This animal was but three
years old. She calved in May, 1901. Her record
commenced June 1, and she dropped another calf
April 18 1902, being dry from March 24 until calving.

Elite, of Maplehurst, 8452, owned by G B. Tallman,
Perry, N. Y. Year's record, 9197.35 lbs. milk; 472 06
lbs. butter fat.

Dairymaid, of Elm Place, 14197, owned by G. B.
Tallman, Perry, N. Y. Year's record, 9045.8 lbs.

milk; 473 37 lbs. butter fat.

Belle Oceanie. 10069, owned by G. B. Tallman,
Perry, N. Y. Year's record, 9152 9 lbs. milk; 487.36
lbs. butter fat.

Portia, of Maplehurst, 10071, owned by G. B. Tall-
man, Perry, N. Y. Year's record, 11622.65 lbs. milk;
602.37 lbs. butter fat.

Mr. Tallman has recently sold a number of animals
to A. C. Loring, of Minneapolis. He writes of this

sale : The price received for Portia is $1,000. Pride
of Maplehurst, No. 10070 (whose year's record is near-
ly completed and who will enter The Advanced Reg-
ister), and her daughter, Katrida, of Elm Place, 14198,
bring me $1,000. For Elite, of Maplehurst 2d, 15057,
a four weeks calf from Elite, of Maplehurst, 8452, is

paid $300. Mr. Loring secures 10 head of this Maple-
hurst family of Mr. Sisson and myself—any one of
them carrying about 75 per cent, of the same blood of
all the others, and any one of them giving promise of
making cows capable of 500 pounds »r over of butter
fat, and carrying perfect udders. Mr. Murphy select-

ed them and has displayed much skill and good judg-
ment. There are about thirty females in this family,
and only one among the number but carries a perfect
udder. I have secured the balance of the family, in-

cluding: a full brother to Portia Malcolm, of Maple
hurst 5626.

Wm. H. Caldwell, Secretary.

Peterboro, N. H.

COHBINATION SALE OF SHORTHORNS, POLLED
ANGUS AND HEREFORDS IN VIRGINIA.

In our advertising columns will be found notice of a

combination sale of pure bred cattle, which has been

arranged to be held at the Fair of the Southwest Vir-

ginia Agricultural and Live Stock Association at Rad-

ford, Va., on October 14tb. Amongst the noted breed-

ers of the Southwest who have promised consignments

are Major W. W. Bentley, Major Cowan, Mr. J. R. H.

Bell, and Mr. Morgan. This will afford an opportun-

ity for farmers to buy some of the choicest bred stock

in the country, and should not be missed.

The export trade in horses has fallen away to almost
nothing and yet prices paid on the open market are
larger than they have ever been at this summer season
of the year. It is obvious that the supply is very
short and that the domestic demand is all sufficient to

absorb all offerings. A few years ago horses were
going beyond the seas at the rate of over 2 000 a
month, and the summer dullness prevailed at the
same time. This season the market is brisker than it

has ever been and there is hardly a horse being ship-

ped to foreign ports from any one of the great West-
ern markets. It is plain, then, that the supply is so
short that the domestic demand can take care of it in

most excellent shape, and that for some time we need
not look for any great competition from the foreigners.

The truth of the matter is that prices are now so high
for all desirable horses in this market that exporters
cannot pay them and make anything at the other end.
The season promised to be a great one in the export
trade of carriage horses, but the postponement of the
coronation of King Edward left many British dealers

with more horses on hand than they could handle, and
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then and there the British demand ceased. It was
thought at that time that some fall in prices would
follow the stoppage of all British orders in the Ameri
can market, but it has turned out that the domesic
demand has been far more than sufficient since then

to take everything offered at rising values. Never in

the middle of summer has the general market been so

good.

—

Breeders' Gazette.

SELECTING A RAfl.

To the breeder who produces pure bred sheep for

the trade, or the farmer whose only aim it is to make
the small flock pay in mutton and wool, the selection

of a ram to head the flock is of supreme importance.

By observation of the laws which govern reproduction

of the animal kiDgdom, we are persuaded that in

breeding the ram represents half the flock, if not more.
When he is an animal the product of skilful breeding,

and is individually prepotent, his character will be
stamped upon the progeny to a high degree. This
being true, it becomes necessary that in his selection

only those characteristics are found to predominate
which it is desired to reproduce. His pedigree, too,

should show that he is descended from stock the dis-

tinctive peculiarities of which it will be no mistake to

have stamped upon the progeny.
Thus it is that the successful breeder of sheep must

have an ideal ; he should know exactly what he wants,
and in his efforts to attain it minor points must be
sacrificed. With this ideal in mind a breeder, in

choosing a ram, must not forget the qualities of the
ewes with which he is to be mated. If there are
weaknesses in the flock that have become prominent,
the animal selected as its head should be one which
gives promise of correcting them. In this connection,
breed, type, size, constitution and quality of bone,
wool and flesh should receive the closest consideration.
The type and size will depend upon the breed selected,

but strong constitution will only be seen in large
heart girth, full chest, muscular neck, prominent eyes,

and bright pink colored skin.

It is not unusual, especially at locil shows, to meet
sheep which, although registered, still po3sess char
acters better fitting their identification with some
other breed. Such is simply a result of unintelligent
mating, and goes to show that before success can be
achieved a breeder must be a judge of the breed of
his choice.

With the farmer whose only object it is to produce
mutton and wool, one of the commonest errors is in

selecting young and untested rams to head the flock.

This mistake is usually seen in an absence of increase
when the breeding season arrives. The head of the
flock should be known to be a stock getter, and that
of the right kind. The difference between the price
of a lamb and a well tried shearing ram will not be
much, and the older the sire, up to a reasonable limit,

the greater the vigor possessed by the young things
when they arrive. If for any reason a suitable yearl
ing or older ram cannot be secured and it is found
necessary to depend upon a ram lamb, he should be a
strong and vigorous one, in good condition, and should
be sparingly used, not more than twenty to twenty-
five ewes being bred to him in the season, while he
should be fed regularly during the service season a
little grain, such as oats, peas and bran, to keep up
his strength.

—

Farmers' Advocate, Can.

DEKOL 2d BUTTER BOY 3d.

The above picture is from a photograph of DeKol
2d Butter Boy 3d, No. 2, 29299, H. F. H. B., now
owned by Thos. Fassitt & Sons, Sylmar, Md., taken

on the day he was 1 year old.

He is sired by DeKol 2d Butter Boy 3d, a son of old

Dekol 2d. Official test at 11 years old, 26 lbs. 9.21

oz. butter in 7 days, then the largest official test made.

He is sired by Manar DeKol, a son of Netherland Hen-

gerweld. At 8 years old she made an official record

of 26 lbs. 10.66 oz. butter in 7 days. The dam of

DeKol 2d Butter Boy 3d No. 2, Aaggie Lily's Pietertje

Netherland, official record at 8 years 20 lbs. 3 oz. from

3 teats, the other quarter being lost from being step-

ped on. The average test of the milk for the week

during the test was 4.2 per cent, and 60 lbs. of milk
per day.
This young animal was placed at the farm as one of

the service bulls of the above herd at a very long

price, and the Messrs. Fa3sitt are expecting great re-

sults from his get.

FEEDING HOQS INDOORS.

In order to determine the value of indoor and out-

side feeding, the Ontario agricultural college fed hogs
of several breeds out of doors and in a hog lot. Both
those outside and in were fed twice a day what grain

meal they would eat readily. This meal consisted of

two parts barley to one part middlings by weight.

The inside hogs were fed all they would eat of green

feed, tares and rape being cut and taken to them. The
hogs on the outside were allowed to pasture on rape
and tares. Results show that the hogs outside ate

more meal and made slower gains than those fed in-

side.

When corresponding with advertisers, kindly men-
tion the Southern Planter.
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The Poultry Yard.

THE BREEDING OF THE PEKIN DUCK.

The Care and Marketing of Ducklings.

(Continued.)

Editor Southern Planter.

Many failures in raising ducks (as well as otber poul-

try) are due to inexperienced persons launching into

the business, conducting it in a haphazard go as-you -

please sort of way. A great injury too is done by the

publication of a lot of "rot" pertaining to the busi

ness by theorists and idle writers, and this causes a
number of innocent persons to engage in it, and the ie

suit is failure and disappointment along the line, and
these cases are really a detriment and injury to the

legitimate poultry business. When it comes down to

the practical and hard work side of the question these

very same writers do not know whether they would be
right in feeding their chicks cracked wheat or " China
nest eggs." The Pekin duck thrives wonderfully well

in the South, and would be found very profitable ban
died on a large scale. Running water for them to

bathe in is better for their thrift, as it is natural for a

duck to dabble in water, although some large raisers

do not have this facility and claim they do well. A
duck can stand up to a trough of water and clean him
self better than you can wash him in a bath tub.

Duck eggs being clear are more readily tested than

dark shelled eggs. The eggs begin to pip on the 25th

day of incubation, and require from two to three days
for the hatch to clear the shell and nicely dry off ; the

youngsters are then ready to be transferred to the

brooders, which should be for a few days kept at from
90 to 92 degrees, as they do not require quite as much
heat at first as newly hatched chicks.

For the first few days we feed a mixture of corn meal,

bran and middlings, equal parts, or sufficient middlings
to hold the mess together. Add to this some coarse

and sharp sand. Do not neglect the sand, as it is very
essential. Place in their pens a box of sharp sand.

Give them water, either in galvanized iron fountains

or "V" shaped troughs made of 2x3 stuff, which in-

crease in size as the birds grow. Tack a strip over this,

allowing them to get their bill but no more into the

water.

Be careful not to feed an overplus of corn meal
in the feed of ducklings the first ten days, as it ie

fatal.

During cold weather always give them tepid water.

After the fourth or fifth day put a little ground beef

scrap in their feed. Only a little at first or it may
cause diarrhoea. Increase the scrap as they grow. At

the age of ten to twelve weeks, when they are ready

to fatten, give them 10 to 12 per cent, beef scrap in

their feed.

Ducklings will stand crowding in their pens better

than chicks, but thrive best when in small lots. Do
not shut them up too close in their brooders at night

because some theorist said so. Use some judgment, a

little horse sense, proper feed, and your ducklings will

grow surprisingly fast.

Their great aim in life seems to be to eat, drink and

grow. If confined in yards in the hot spring and sum-

mer months without shade ducklings often die from

sunstroke. They fall on their backs, flounder around,

and soon pass to the happy hunting grounds.

Trestle benches, with 1 x 12 x 16 foot boards placed

on them, make a good temporary shade. It is a good

plan to keep a lantern burning in your breeding houses

at night for ducks. The nervous disposition of the

Pekin duck causes them to injure each other in crowd-

ing and piling up, which they are sure to do at the

slightest noise unless properly lighted. It is amusing

to see the manoeuvres they go through on a dark night

at any unusual noise when not sufficiently lighted.

Ducklings are also timid creatures, easily scared to

stampeding, and a crowd of visitors not exercising

care when going among them will scare a days' growth

off a thousand ducklings in less time than it takes

to write it.

Regularity in feeding should be strictly adhered to

at all times. If you carry no timepiece your ducks

will apprise you of the time of day.

A corn meal, beef scrap fed Pekin ducks at the age

of ten to twelve weeks of age will satisfy the taste of

the most fastidious.

They can be forced to weigh from 10 to 12 pounds

per pair at this age, and can be raised to marketable

age for from 8 to 9 cents per pound, according to the

price of grain, in different parts of the country, and

the earliest ducklings in February and March bring

from 30 to 40 cents per pound in New York.

The popularity of this delicious meat has grown rap-

idly during the last few years.

Ducklings should be fattened for market at 10 to 12

weeks of age, or before the pin feathers begin to shoot.

They should be killed when ready for market by stick-

ing with a sharp knife through roof of the mouth, pen-

etrating the brain ; well bled, and immediately scalded

and picked.

After picking clean off pin feathers, place in cool

water for a few hours. Before packing they should be
placed in tubs of ice water to plump and until all ani-

mal heat is out. Then tag, weigh and pack in sugar
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barrels. Pill the barrel to within six inches of the

top ; the space left fill with crushed ice.

The feathers are quite an item in paying for the pick-

ing and marketing. They bring from 40 to 45 cents

per pound.

Ducklings should be shipped with head and feet on,

and should never be drawn, except for special custom

era.

Rockingham Co., N. G. Walter P. Laird.

this as in the waterglass, the whites beat up nicely,

but had a slightly salt taste. This method of pre-

serving eggs is somewhat cheaper than the waterglass,

which, however, is not very expensive if a 5 per cent,

solution is used.

—

American Agriculturist.

SOME TIMELY HINTS.

PRESERVATION OF EGOS.
In a commercial way, cold storage is the cheapest

method of preserving eggs, but for the housekeeper
and small poultryman a storage house is impractica
ble. Some other method of preserving a few dozen
eggs is needed, so that when eggs are cheap and plenty
in summer, they can be laid down and taken up and
used during the winter, when fresh eggs are a luxury.
This subject has received considerable attention from
Experiment Stations and others interested, and the
latest information is given by the Rhode Island report
recently issued.

Among the methods employed were the use of water
glass or silicate of soda, table salt, slaked lime and
salt brine, vaseline, dried wood ashes, finely ground
gypsum, powdered sulphur, brimstone fumes and sul

phur, permanganate of potash, salicylic acid and salt

brine. In each case fresh eggs were carefully gath
ered and placed in stone jars, which were kept in a
closet where the temperature ranged from 62 to 67 de-

grees in summer. They were covered with the liquid
preservative, where such were used, or packed in dry
material, as the case might be. Vaseline was rubbed
over the shell with a cloth, while in the brimstone
fumes and sulphur experiment, the eggs were subjected
to the fumes of burnt brimstone an hour, and then
packed in flowers of sulphur.
The eggs were packed for a period of ten and a half

months, when they were examined. Those preserved
with waterglass or with the lime, water and salt brine,

were all good for culinary purposes, but the rest were
all spoiled. Further experiments with the waterglass
were tried, and it was found that as little as 3 per cent,

solution was effective. Either wooden, earthen or glass

receptacles will do to hold the eggs, which should be
washed clean, laid in carefully, and then covered with
the solution of waterglass and water. After a time
the waterglass forms a white precipitation upon the
shell, which is readily washed off when the eggs are
taken out for use.

After being preserved in th's far ten and a half
months the whites of the eggs were clear, but not so
limpid as those of fresh eggs. The yolks appeared
normal in color and condition. The air cell was not
enlarged. The taste was slightly flat, or at least not
perfectly fresh, but they were suitable for culinary use
and probably as good as most crate eggs commonly
found in market.

In preparing the lime water and salt brine solution,

one pound quicklime and one half pound table salt

were thoroughly mixed with boiling water. After
slaking and settling, the clear solution was drawn off

and poured over the eggs. The eggs kept as well in

The sooner you dig out the old earth floors in your
hen houses and fill in new, the better condition will

the floors be in for winter. It is best to dig out six or

eight inches of the old earth so as to remove all the

taint and bad odor that may be in the ground. Re
move this to some spot of land that needs fertilizing,

and bring in some Ireeh earth to fill in with. A clay

soil which will pack closely is be3t. Pack it in as

close and hard as possible. Use a heavy maul or

tamper, so as to have a good solid floor. On top of

this—when it has had time to dry a little—put six or

eight inches of dry loam or sandy soil. This will

make the very best kind of a winter floor for your
hens, and the sooner it is fixed the drier it will be for

winter. Don't forget to clean up the whole interior,

including nest boxes and all, when fixing the floors,

and do it thoroughly and well.

If the roof leafes, fix it at once. Don't let the wet
and damp spoil the whole winter's prospects. Have
all leaks and wind holes closed at once, so that the in-

side of the house will have a good chance to get thor-

oughly dry while the weather is warm. Keep the win-

dows and doors open for ventilation—just so the rain

does not come in. Fix up the dropping boards and
the roosts. Have new nest boxes if needed, and put
the nests np off of the floor in an out of the way dark
place, so that the hens will not be tempted to eat the

egg*. Temptation often leads us into trouble. Just

so with the hens. If the nests are located with the

entrance to them a little way from and out of the line

of vision, the "out of sight, out of mind" rule will

help to keep them from learning to eat the eggs.

While at it, paint the nests, roosts, dropping board,

and all places where lice may be, with some good
louse paint.

POULTRY KEEPING PROFITABLE.
Professor A. G. Gilbert, of the Ottawa Experimental

Farm, in answer to the question, "Why is poultry

valuable to the farmer?" gives the following reasons:

1. Because he ought by their means to convert a
great deal of the waste of his farm into money in the

shape of e°gs and chicks for market.
2. Because, with intelligent management, they

ought to be all year revenue producers, with the ex-

ception of perhaps two months during the moulting
season.

3. Because poultry will yield him a quicker return

for the capital invested than any of the other depart-

ments of agriculture.

4. Because the manure from the poultry house will

male a valuable compost for use in either vegetable

garden or orchard. The birds themselves, if allowed

to run in plum or apple orchard, will destroy all inju-

rious insect life.

5. Because while cereals and fruits can only be suc-

cessfully grown in certain sections, poultry can be
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raised for table use or layers of eggs in all parts of
the country.

6. Because poultry raising is an employment in

which the farmer's wife and daughters can engage
and leave him free to attend to other departments.

7. Because it will bring him the best results in the
shape of new-laid eggs during the winter season, when
the farmer has most time on his hands.

8. Because to start poultry raising on the farm re

quires little or no capital. By good management,
poultry can be made, with little cost, a valuable ad-

junct to the farm.

—

Farmers 1 Advocate, Can.

ONE CAUSE OF FAILURE IN POULTRY
KEEPINQ.

[Extract from a Lecture by John H. Robinson, of the Connec-
ticut Agricultural College.]

I could give numerous instances where people have
deliberately gone contrary to the known teachings of
experience, because that experience not being personal
to themselves, they could not realize the danger and
folly of rejecting its lessons. Had they learned the
business first under a competent instructor they
would not have been likely to go badly wrong, for the
habit of doing a thing right often keeps one out of
trouble, even if he does not understand the reasons
for the method he uses—and has never seen a practi
cal demonstration of the consequences of doing that
particular thing in some wrong way. Some one has
said, ''Success does not consist in never making mis-
takes, but in never making the same mistake twice."
I don't think that assertion will bear a very close
analysis

;
very few generalizations of the kind wtll

;

but it certainly has a great deal of truth in it.

As I look back over the years when I was learning
poultry keeping—experience made largely of mis
takes—I recall that at the close of each season I used to
note, in reviewing that season's work, that my marked
progress had been principally along the one or two
lines in which I had found most discouragement and
loss in the previous season, and to which I had there-
fore given most thought and attention. And in the
next season work on those lines was comparatively
easj , had perhaps advanced to the mechanical stage,
and more time could be given to some other trouble
some matter.

This was progress, and there was a certain satisfac-

tion in working things out for oneself, but it was a
•low and laborious progress, and the cost was enor-
mously greater than if I had learned the business in
the right way.
There is another way in which poultry keeping is

hard for most people—and very hard for some—which
few think of until they learn it by experience.
The business is very cmfining, and so in times be-

comes monotonous.
Then it becomes a question of whether the poultry

keeper can take up some form of recreation that can
be adapted to such leisure as he can secure, and fur-

nish relaxation which will break the monotony of his
work without interfering with it. If he cannot do
this—and if he is of such a disposition that he cannot
stand the monotony of the life, he is very apt to begin
to cut his duty here and there to get time for favorite

pleasures, and when he does this the finish of his ven-
ture is only a question of time.

The poultry keeper—like all who have the care of
live stock—has to give the real needs of his stock pre-
cedence over all ordinary claims upon his time and
attention. The care of the stock will frequently re-

quire long days of labor extended far into the night,

loss of sleep, and denial of many pleasures.
" Business first " must be his invariable rule, for

there is no other line of work in which the penalties
of slight infringements of that rule are more sure or
more quickly felt. Whoever finds it too hard to fol-

low that rule will fail in poultry keeping.

Limber neck is a complaint common to chickens in

the Middle and Southern States. It is caused by
ptomaine poisoning from eating putrid flesh. The
disease is a paralysis of the neck, and death is not
caused by maggots gnawing through the craw, as is

commonly supposed. Poultry keepers in England and
France feed their birds on maggots, but where mag-
gots are, the poison which causes this trouble is likely

to be found. I have found turpentine a good remedy,
but probably the most effectual is Venetian red, say
half a teaspoonful to each bird daily. Mix this with
dough and roll into strips one inch long.—W. B.

Doak, Hamblen County, Tenn.

Dampness causes much mortality among chicks
which are hatched under hens.

The temperature of the brooder should never be
allowed to fall below 90 degrees.

Good stock always finds a ready market, while poor
stock is not in demand at any price.

The hen may not be a "mortgage lifter," but given
a chance she will scratch one badly.

Never crowd too many fowls into one house or yard.

Overcrowded flocks' are always failures.

Suitable buildings and proper attention are indis-

pensable to success in the poultry business.

Sunshine is a chicken grower
;
give the early chicks

the benefit of this and face the coops south.

Young chicks should have some kind of green food,

and a little ground bone will be good for them.

It is a pretty well established fact that hens will lay

more eggs with no rooster about to bother them.

In selecting a breed for practical purposes, the

plumage should be a matter of secondary consid-

eration.

Don't defer the afternoon mash too late. Remem-
ber the days are short, and the hens go to roost early.

Young ducks do not need a swimming place, but
the water fount should be deep enough so that they
can immerse their bills above their nostrils.

When setting the hens, or starting the incubators,

have all the eggs as near the same age as possible; you
will get a more uniform hatch.

Among mixed breeds we occasionally find as good a
layer as we do of any stock, but the majority are

usually inferior layers.
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The Horse.

ONLINE, 2:04, DEAD.

Editor Southern Planter :

After thirty -six hours of sickness, and constantly at

terded by two of the best veterinary surgeons of our

city, we lost our famous pacing stallion and sire, On-

line, 2:01, on August 16th. Post mortem examination

proved that he died of volvulus of the smaller intes

tine. This, of course, is sure death, and there was not

a possible chance to save him. About 20 feet of the

intestine was twisted, which is very unusual. We
have buried him on our International Stock Food
Farm, and he rests on the bank of the beautiful Min-

nesota river, where a stone will be erected in honor of

his greatness.

He is "not only a great loss to our farm, but the entire

horse world regret his early death, as he was proving

to be a phenomenal sire of fast pacers. Minnesota and
the entire Northwest highly appreciated this remark
able World's Champion pacing stallion. He had held

the four-year-old stallion pacing record for eight years,

and although a young horse he had 17 in the 2:25 list

and many more ready to enter.

International Stock Food Co.

Minneapolis, Minn.

NOTES.

In charge of the veteran trainer and driver, C. A.
Pusey, at the mile track of the Deep Ran Hunt Club,
about a dozen trotters and pacers are quartered, most
of whom are owned by members of the Club. Those
with records are the big bay gelding Rustler, 2:15!, by
Hustler Russell, who trotted to his record in 1902, and
is being shaped up for the races again, and the bay pac
ing mare Steed. 2:22}, by Marvellous, whose owner,
Mr. Langhorne Patney, has been driving on the road.
She can show a mile under 2:15, and reel of quarters
at a 2:10 clip handily. Thiol, the bay mare, by Eg
wood, 2:18!, dam by Woodburn Hambletonian, is

owned by John K. Branch, of the banking house of
Thomas Branch & Co., by whom she w^s bred. If this

erratic daughter of Egwood ever becomes steady she
should make a great matinee performer for Mr. Branch,
as he can drive with the skill of a professional, and
Thiol has a wonderful turn of speed. Ephraim is a
bay gelding, 4, by Toodles, Jr., dam by Willis, and
could trot better than 2:30 as a two year old. Whar
ton is also a bay gelding, but a year younger than
Ephraim, and by Gregorian, out of Gretna Green, dam
of J. S., 2:24!, by Aberdeen. The chestnut stallion

Estuary is a full brother to Marique, 2:14!, and a horse
of the richest bleeding, being by Expedition, 2:151,
out of the great brood mare Wavelet, by Belmont, sec-

ond dam far famed Waterwitch. He is five years old,

and has worked miles around 2:20 and halves and
quarters at a much faster clip this season. Pusey likes
him well. Surprise is a nice looking bay gelding,

whose breeding has not yet been given Pusey, but the

horse is very fast, and when right 2:15 will not stop

him. Leveret, the bay gelding, by A. L. Kempland,
out of Laurel B., dam of Laurels, 2:13!, has gotten big

and strong, while steady in company and able to show
a half in 1:07 without much effort. He is owned by
Mr. W. H. Miles, and later on may be taken to the

races along with Rustler and Lizzie S. The latter is

a nice looking bay mare with good manners and a level

head. Mr. Thomas Atkinson owns her. She is en-

tered at several oi the Baltimore meetings and seems
good enough to win start.

The annual show of the Rockingham Horse and Colt

Show Association took place at Harrisonburg, Va., on
the 13th and 14th instants and was a decided success,

the attendance being larger and the exhibits of a

higher character than during previous years. Held
at Lake Park, the new and beautiful grounds of the

Association, which are right near town, and in the

midst of an attractive and prosperous farming locality,

the show attracted thousauds each day, especially on
the second one, when the grand stand was packed and
the crowd in general larger than was ever seen even

at the old fashioned fairs that in their day were all

the rage. Perfect weather conditions prevailed and
no two men on the grounds were in higher feather

over the condition of affairs than President J. S.

Harnsberger and Dr. John A. Myers, who combines

the duties of secretary and treasurer. E. W. Twad
dell, of Philadelphia; J. B. Andrews, W. W. Sanford

and W. J. Carter judged the show horses, and likewise

rendered decisions, when a couple of running and har-

ness races were run off during each afternoon. The
latter was a popular feature and well received by the

masses. That the Horse Show is an educator was
clearly demonstrated by the fact that breeders of the

Valley of Virginia are fast becoming alive to present

day demands for high bred horse3, and many of the

specimens of youngsters exhibited may be looked upon
as grand prospects for future honors on the turf and
in the show ring. During former years mostly cattle

and draft horses were bred in this section, but now
trotters, thoroughbreds, hackneys, hunters, jumpers
and gaited saddle horses come in for a large share of

attention, and in the near fature their production for

the big markets promises to become a most important

feature of the far famed Shenandoah Valley.

An ailing leg has at least caused retirement during

the present season of Gold Bur, the son of Bursar, 2:17,

that was bred by W. C. West, Onancock, Va. The
handsome chestnut gelding has been a consistent per-

former right along since his first race in June, and at

Albany on July 31st got second money in the Keeler
Hotel Stakes and a new record of 2:13a, a reduction

of 3! seconds from his former mark. At Poughkeep
sie, on the 7th instant, Gold Bur won a couple of heats

in the 2:17 class, trotting, and then his leg caused

trouble and the chestnut gelding caught the flag. Gold
Bur is one of the best looking trotters ever sent out

from Virginia, and well bred too, as his sire, the dead

Bursar, has gotten speed, and the dam, Bertie, pro-
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duced Lamp Girl, 2:09, the fastest of Virginia bred
trotters.

The MeComb Brothers—James and John—of the
Glencove Farm, a fine estate of over 400 acres, near
Somerset, Orange county, Va., report a good season in
the way of sales made of hunters, jumpers and gaited
saddle horses. Lady Golden, the chestnut mare, by
Golden Denmark, went to New York; Lady May, the
brown mare, by Fessler, was purchased by a gentle
man in Brooklyn, while the two heavy weights. Sky-
rocket, a bay gelding. 16:1, 1100 pounds, and Frank-
lin, a black gelding, 16, 1150 pounds, also went North
and have given great satisfaction to their new owners.
The stallions in use at Glencove are Golden Denmark,
the saddle bred stallion, who i3 highly prized, and
Abdel Kader, Jr., by Abdel Kader, the thoroughbred
son of Imp. Australian, that for years ruled as pre
mier sire at famous Bullfield Farm, in Hanover
county. Abdel Kader, Jr., is not strictly thorough
bred, but is a horse of exquisite quality and finish,
and his get make fine hunters and steeple chase horses.
The finest three year old at the farm, and one good
enough to show in any company is Light foot, the black
gelding that has won either first or second prizes all

along the line of Virginia horse shows this season.
Lightfoot was sired by Fessler, dam by Castleman, son
of Woodford Mambrino.

Among the trotters owned by F. C. Smith, of Stiun-
toD, Va., are the roan mare Marion Shaw, full sister

to Annie S. Lawson, 2:20, by Prince Orloff, son of
Messenger Duroc, and Walton Wonder, the chestnut
colt, foaled November 17, 1901, by Bed Leo, 2:26

,

out of Perrette, 2:23*, by Juror, 2:24. Walton Won-
der was bred at Walton farm, Falls Mills, Va., where
his sire heads the stud, and the damPerrette is a mem-
ber of the brood mire band.

Richmond is the Mecca to which the cohorts will

look during the week of October 14th to ISth, which
are the dates of our Horse Show, and it promises to
be a grand affair. The new auditorium at Reservoir
Park will surpass any building of the kind in the
South, while facilities for handling large crowds are
excellent, as three car street lines centre there. Already
every box seat has been engaged and applications are
being daily received for season tickets. The entry
list promises to be large and of a select character,
which encourages the management to look forward to
a most successful result.

Mr. J. S. Curtis, of the Mayfield Stud, Leesburg,
Va., has five entries in the English Derby of 1903.
Mr. Curtis, who is widely known as the "South
African Millionaire," maintains a racing stable in
England. The Majfield Stud at one time assumed
large proportions, but in 1901 the greater portion of
the brood mares were disposed of along with several
of the stallions, and the sires now in use are imported
Mincemeat, son of St. Augustine and Cutlet, by Nun-
cham, and imported Benvenute, by Galopin, out of
Queen of Diamonds, by King of Trumps.

In the brown filly Brilliant, one year old, by Arnon,
thoroughbred son of imported Charaxus and Way-
ward, by Eolns, Mrs. Allen Potts has a youngster of
rare form and finish. The exquisite quality of this

filly has been a subject of remark, and wherever ex
hibited she has carried off the blue ribbon. Brilliant

was bred at Castle Hall, Cobham, Va., where her sire

and dam are owned, the latter being by a Revenue
horse from an imported hackney mare.

One of the most highly prized brood mares in the
noted Ellerslie Stud of R. J. Hancock & Son, Char
lottesville, Va.. is Mermaid, the chestnut daughter of
imported St. Blaise and Palmetto, by Virgil. By
Eolus she produced Merry Day, the chestnut horse
with lightning speed and many victories to his credit,
now a member of the Annita Stud of A. D. Payne,
Charlottesville, while by Eon, son of Eolus, she threw
Eonic, winner of the rich Burns Handicap in Calia-
fornia this season. Minetauer, bay colt, 2, full

brother to Eonic, won at Brighton Beach recently.
Mermaid's foal of 1902 is chestnut filly, full sister to
Eonic.

The brown mare Princess of Ridgefield, by Prince
Belmont, dam Ida Wise, by Bijardo, second dam by
Walker Morrill, the sire of Lamp Girl, 2:09, was sent
by her owner, Dr. J. C. Walton, Reidsville, N. C, to
the court of Lynne Bel, 2:101, this season, at Flem-
ington, N. J. By that great young sire of speed,
Princess of Ridgefield, who is a large, handsome mare,
should throw a choice foal. Lynne Bel figures as the
sire of this season's winner, General Johnson, Meadow
Bel and other good ones.

W. W. Sanford, of the Woodley farm, Madison
Run, Orange county, Va., has lost by death, due to a
broken ankle which necessitated his being destroyed,
the grand looking thornghbred stallion Lachland,
brown horse, by Spendthrift, out of imported Landri-
nio, dam of Mexican, by The Arrow. This horse was
purchased early in the season from J. W. Colt, Gen-
esee, N. T., and placed in the stud with a view of
siring hunters, jumpers and steeplechase horses, for

which his fine size and conformation seemingly made
him well fitted.

At the Charlottesville Horse Show the first prize in

the class for harness stallions went to the chestnut
horse Aebineer, 30,992, bred and owned by Mr. Wil-
liam N. Wilmer, of the Plain Dealing Stud, Keene,
Albemarle county, Va. Aebineer was sired by Vir-

ginia Chief, son of Kentucky Prince, out of Aebina,
by Alban, second dam Violet, dam of Version, 2:191,

and Bonnie E., 2:292, by Electioneer, 125.

In the bay horse Iron Crown, thorougbred son of
Onondaga and Empress, by imported Emperor, A. S.

Craven, of the Greenwood Stud. Greenwood, Va., has
a stallion that promises to make an excellent sire of
hunters, jumpers and steeplechase horses. Iron
Crown stands 16:1 and weighs 1,100 pounds.

Bboadbock.

When corresponding with advertisers, say that yon

saw the advertisement in the Southern Planter.
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fliscellaneous.

CEHENT FLOORS FOR STABLES AND BARNS.

In our notes on "Work for the Month, we have sug-

gested that this is a very proper time to see to the re-

pairs and renovation of the barns and stables. In

connection with this work there is one improvement
which we should like to see much more frequently

than we do—viz. : the introduction of cement floors

into stables and barns. The use of these floors en

ables all the liquid manure to be saved, and this is the

most valuable part of the voidings of the stock, and

they also result in the making of much more manure
and that of a much more valuable character. An-
other argument in their favor is that they are of per

manent value. Once put down they practically last

forever. The work of laying such a floor can easily

be done by any man of intelligence almost as well as

by an expert, and this materially reduces the cost.

The cement required is the only item of cost on most

farms, and this is not anything like so costly as many
imagine. Here in Richmond the price of Portland

cement is $2.10 per barrel. A barrel of cement will

make the concrete and give the finishing coat to one

hundred square feet of floor in a cow house or hog pen.

This allows for three inches of concrete and a half

inch of finished surface. In a horee stable or where

heavy traffic is to be hauled over it, the concrete

should be five inches deep and the surfacing one inch.

This would call for nearly two barrels of cement to

the one hundred feet. The process of preparing for

the floor and mixing and laying the cement is simple.

Level the floor space by taking out sufficient soil to

allow for filling in four to six inches of gravel or

broken stone, and on top of this the three to five

inches of concrete. This will bring your floor to its

present level. In laying out the floor, if you desire

the drainage to run towards any particular point for

convenience of removal by drain or otherwise, see that

you provide the necessary fall to this point. When
the place is ready for the foundation, fill this in and
tamp solid and level. Then take broken or crushed

stone, no piece larger than an inch in diameter, use

eight parts of this crushed stone and four parts of fine

clean gravel from which you have screened the sand

for mixing your finishing coat or topping, using a

screen with quarter-inch meshes, and one part of

cement. The mixing must be thorough. Build up a

conical heap containing anywhere from twenty-five to

fifty cubic feet, measuring the gravel, sand and cement

and pouring them on alternately ; then shovel it over

four times, mixing it thoroughly, or perhaps a better

way is for one man to use a shovel and another a fine

toothed rake, and as each shovelful is thrown on the

heap pass the rake back and forth on it. This mixing
should be done dry. When thoroughly mixed shovel
it over another time, having some one with a water-
ing pot sprinkle as you do so. It should not be wet
enough to drip, but should be thoroughly dampened
so that the cement will adhere to every pebble or bit

of stone in it. When thoroughly mixed and mois-

tened throughout, lay the concrete on the foundation

to the depth required and tamp solid and level. Then
after this has dried a few hours, mix the finishing coat
matle of the fine sand sifted out of the stone, and
cement in the proportions of nearly half and half to

the consistency of mortar and spread over the con-

crete, leveling it with a straight edge. If desired, this

surfacing may be ridged or roughened by marking it

off in square or in parallel lines. This prevents
stock slipping on the floor. In forty eight hours the

floor will be hard enough to use, but will be better to

wait longer.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS OF VIRGINIA AND
NORTH CAROLINA.

We are just in receipt of the census office reports

on the agricultural situation in Virginia and North
Carolina as prepared for the 12th census ef the United
States. From these reports we take the following in-

formation :

Virginia.

The farms of Virginia, June 1, 1900, numbered
167,SS6, and were valued at $271,578,200. Of this
amount $70,963,120, or 26.1 percent., represents the
value of buildings, and $200,615,080, or 73.9 percent.,
the value of land and improvements other than build-
ings. On the same date the value of farm implements
and machinery was $9,911,040, and of live stock,
$12,026,737. These values, added to that of farms,
give $323,515,977, the "total value of farm prop-
erty."

The products derived from domestic animals, poul-
try, and bees, including animals sold and animals
slaughtered on farms, are referred to in this bulletin
as "animal products." The total value of all such
products, together with the value of all crops, is

termed "total value of farm products." This value
for 1899 was $86,518,545, of which amount $27,846,-
803, or 32.2 per cent., represents the value of animal
products, and $58,701,742, or 67.S per cent., the value
of crops, including forest products cut or produced on
farms. The "total value of farm products" for 1S99
exceeds that for 1889 by $44,304,087, or 104.9 per
cent.

The "gross farm income" is obtained by deducting
from the total value of farm products the Value of the
products fed to live stock on the farms of the produ-
cers. In 1899 the reported value of products fed was
$13,002,810, leaving $73,545,735 as the gross farm in-
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come for that year. The ratio which this amount
bears to the " total value of farm property " is refer-

red to in this bulletin as the "percentage of gross in

come upon investment." For Virginia, in 1899, it

was 22.7 per cent.

As no reports of expenditures for taxes, interest,

insurance, feed for stock, and similar items have been
obtained by any census, no statement of net farm in-

come can be given.

North Caboxma.
The farms of North Carolina, June 1, 1900, num

bered 224,637, and had a value of $194,655,920. Of
this amount $52,700,080, or 27.1 per cent., represents

the value of buildings, and $141,955,840, or 72.9 per

cent., the value of land and improvements other than

buildings. On the same date the value of farm imple
ments and machinery was $9,072,600, and that of Live

stock, $30,106,173. These values, added to that of

farms, give $233,834,693, the "the total value of farm
property.''

The products derived from domestic animals, poul-

try and bees, including animals sold and animals

slaughtered on the farms, are referred to in this bul-

letin as "animal products." The total value of all

such products, together with the value of all crops, is

termed "total value of farm products. This value for

1899 was $89,309,638, of which amount $20,684,727,

or 23.2 per cent., represents the value of animal pro-

ducts, and $68,624,911, or 76.8 per cent., the value of

crops, including forest products cut or produced on
farms. The "total value of farm products" for 1899

exceeds that reported for 1889 by $39,239,108, or 78.4

per cent.

The value of "net farm products," or the "gross

farm income," is obtained by deducting from the total

value of farm products the value of the products fed

to live stock on the farms of the producers. In 1899,

the reported value of products fed was $10,108,890,

leaving $79,200,748 as the gross farm income for that

year. The ratio which this latter amount bears to the
" total value of farm property" is referred to as the

"percentage of gross income upon investment." For
North Carolina in 1899, it was 33 9 per cent.

As no reports of expenditures for taxes, interest,

insurance, feed for stock, and similar items have been

obtained by any census, no statement of net farm in

come can be given.

From these reports it will be seen that the gross re

turn on investments made in farm property in Vir

ginia amounts to 22 per cent., and in North Carolina

to 33 per cent. These returns compare very favor-

ably with the gross returns made on investments in

like property in Northern and Western States. In

New York, the gross return is 17 per cent.; in Penn-

sylvania, 14 per cent. ; in Illinois, 13 per cent. ; in Indi-

ana, 15 per cent. The total area of Virginia farms is 19,-

907,805 acres, of which 10,094,805 are improved. The

total area of North Carolina farms is 22,749,356 acres,

of which only 8,327,106 are improved. The total

amount paid for labor on Virginia farms in 1899 was

$7,790,720, and on North Carolina farms, $5,185,167.

The amount paid for fertilizers in Virginia in 1899,

was $3,681,790, and in North Carolina, $4,479,030.

VIRGINIA AS A HOME FOR THE FARMER.
Editor Southern Planter :

3 JI am a new resident of the State, coming from Ohio.

Whilst in Ohio recently on a visit, I was asked by
many why I ever came to Virginia. I could only say

that I thought there were good opportunities in Vir-

ginia for a man with small means.

Since my return home I have received a copy of the

Year Book of the Department of Agriculture, and I

find upon a little investigation that Virginia is second

to no State in value of product raised per acre. Iowa
the Year-Book shows was the banner State for hay
in 1900, producing 5,006,470 tons. The average value

of the hay produced was for ten years $7.15 per acre.

Virginia, in 1900, produced 507,873 tons, with an aver-

age value for ten years of $12. 00 per acre.

Iowa was also the banner corn State in 1900, pro-

ducing 350,859,94S bushels, with an average value for

ten years of $5.87 of corn per acre. Virginia in 1900

produced 28,183,760 bushels, with an average value

per acre for ten years of $7.93.

Illinois was the banner oats State for 1900, with a

crop of 133,642,884 bushels, with an average value per

acre for ten years of $7.39. Virginia produced in 1900

5,167,568 bushels, with an average value of $4.76 per

acre for ten years.

Kansas was the banner wheat State in 1900, with a

crop of 82,488,655 bushels, with an average value per

acre for ten years of $7.26. Virginia produced 9,421, -

932 bushels in the same year, with an average value

per acre for ten years of $7.68.

New York was the banner potato State in 1900, car-

rying off the position with a crop of 27,481,356 bush-

els of the tubers, with an average value for ten years

of $34. 81 per aere. Virginia produced the same year

2,223,778 bushels, with an average value per acre for

ten years of $36.26.

New York was the banner buckwheat State in the

year 1900, producing 3,280,158 bushels, with an aver-

age value for ten years of $8.26 per acre. Virginia in

1980 produced only 58,812 bushels, with an average

value for ten years of $7.18 per acre.

The land upon which the Iowa farmer raised his

hay and corn is to-day worth from $40 to $60 per acre.

Land that will produce an average crop of hay and

corn in Virginia can be bought for from $5 to $15 per

acre, and yet an acre of hay in Virginia for the past

ten years has been worth $4.88 more in Virginia than

in Iowa.

The Iowa farmer gets from his $40 to $60 land

but $5.87 worth of corn per acre, on a ten years' aver-

age, with the best of culture. Virginia, with the poor-

est system of culture in the world for corn, raises $2.06

worth of corn more to the acre than Iowa on a ten

years' average.
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In the State of Illinois an acre of land that will pro-

duce an average crop will cost from $50 to $60, and

yet the Illinois farmer on a ten years' average can only

produce $2.63, more oats to an acre than Virginia.

If one half of the Virginia farmers would only work a

tobacco stubble, and scatter on it about three pecks of

oats to the acre, and cover with a brush, as is quite

frequently done in Virginia, they would produce more
oats than the Illinois farmer.

Kansas, with her broad acres of grain, her sulky

plows, self binders, and land worth $30 to $50 per

acre, just falls short 48 cents per acre of producing as

much wheat to the acre as Old Virginia.

New York, where land sells at any and all prices,

but where land that will produce an average crop of

anything is worth from $10 to $100 or more per acre,

juBt falls short of producing as much value in potatoes

to the acre as Virginia by $1.39 on ten years' average.

She beats us on buckwheat $1.08 per acre for a ten

years' average, but look at the difference in the value

of the land. Did Virginia farmers but work and ma
nure her land as the farmers of Iowa do their corn

land or make her hay as they do in Iowa, or the farm-

ers of Illinois or the farmers of Kansas their wheat, or

the farmers of New York their potatoes, she would
stand at the head of all these States in production and
value.

Charlotte Co.,Va. J. H. Haepsted.

THE LABOR SITUATION IN QERHANY.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Accounts of the prevailing condition of the working
classes in Germany that I have seen in recent Amer
ican newspapers are, as far as my observation goes,

considerably exaggerated. They seem to have been

taken mostly from German party organs that are

either misinformed or that misrepresent the situation

to further political objects. During the past winter

many workmen were, it is true, out of employment as

a result of a commercial crisis, and there was conse

sequently a good deal of suffering, which public appro
priations and private charity only partially relieved,

but with the opening of spring there was a marked
change for the better. The reports of the labor bureaus

and of the state sick, accident and old age insurance

department, which are entirely trustworthy, indicate

that there is now work at what are here called fair

wages for all who seek it. Sixty thousand Italians

who have come into this country in the past few

months are all busy on the railroads and in the build

ing trades, and in many agricultural districts there is

the usual very perceptible want of farm hands. In

Central and Southern Germany, where the small farms

are tilled in a patriarchial way by the owners and
their families, this want is scarcely felt ; but with the
large landowners of the North it is of such a serious
character that it has to be supplied by the importation
of laborers, chiefly from Russia and the Austrian Em-
pire. Every year, in March, thousands of men,
women and half grown children are brought in and
located on the big estates, mostly in the northeast
provinces of Prussia, where they are allowed to remain
until November, but must then leave German terri-

tory as the government refuses them the right of
domicil. The intelligence office, in connection with
the Board of Agriculture of the Province of Rosen,
announces that it can furnish "foreign summer help"
at the following rates :

Russians.—Men, daily wages, M*. 1.50 ; women and
boys, M. 1.00. Men, in harvest, wages, M. 1.75;
women and boys, in harvest, M. 1.25 ; with 25 lbs. of
potatoes per person per week and one-half literf of
skimmed milk daily ; cost of transportation per per-

son to the Prussian border, M. 2.00 ; in groups of
more than 10, M. 1.50.

Gallicians.—Men, monthly wages up to, M. 20 -

r

strong boys, monthly wages up to, M. 18 ; weak boys
and women, monthly wages up to, M. 16 ; with farm
produce to the value of 40 pf. per person per day

;

cost of transportation per person to the Prussian
border, M. 5.

Hungarians—with guarantee against breach of con-

tract, in groups of not under 20 persons : Men, daily

wages, 85 pf. ; women, 68 pf. ; men, in harvest, wages,
M. 1.36 ; women, M. 1.02 ; with farm produce to the
value of 40 pf. per person daily

; cost of transporta-

tion to the Prussian border per person, M. 7.

The lodgings provided for them are for the most
part far from being comfortable, but they are better

than the poor creatures are used to at home.
The young men from the rural districts in Germany,

after serving their two or three years in the army, do
not generally return to farm work, but go to the cities

and industrial centres, where they are much better

paid, housed and fed. They seem, too, to dread the
monotony and dreariness of country life. On the
whole, though, the standard of living among farm la-

borers in Germany is, I think, gradually rising.

Sam'l Rolfe Millar.
Singen-Baden, Germany.

* 1 Mark of 100 pfennig=24 cents (about.) t 1 Liter=l quart
and J gill.

Farmers can often save next year's repair bills by
housing all machinery and implements when this sea-

son's work is over. Don't forget to use the oil can
first though.
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ALFALFA.

In introducing this crop in our agriculture there are

a few things that ought to be considered by the farm
ers. In the first place alfalfa is a crop which when
seeded must remain for several years at least before
plowing up for corn or other crops. It takes almost
two and sometimes three years to get a stand. After
once securing a stand, with no unfavorable conditions
of soil and climate, the value of the crop will increase

from year to year. As the roots increase in length
and size the crown develops more buds, until a single

root will support a large number of stems. One plant
hanging in my office was pulled out of a three year old

field and has fifteen stems. Further than this we have
found it very difficult to plow up an alfalfa field, the
roots dulling the plow so that it was necessary to

sharpen the share frequently. All things considered,
then, the farmer should carefully locate the alfalfa field

where it can remain permanently or for many jears at

any rate. It does not seem to fit in with our crop ro-

tation, where a short round of corn with a leguminous
crop is desirable.

Alfalfa is a leguminous crop and it is believed that
its growth adds to the fertility of the soil, besides put-

ting it in good mechanical condition. The root tuber-

cles take the free nitrogen from the atmosphere adding
this valuable element of plant food to the soil where
other erops may use it. The roots penetrating the sub-
soil break up the hard clay soils, allowing the air to

circulate, making the insoluble plant food in the sub
surface and subsoil available for grain crops. At the
same time the growth of the plants is very rapid,

making it necessary to cut three and even four times
in a single season. On several Illinois alfalfa fields over
three years old four crops were harvested last year.

The crop should be cut when about one tenth of the
plants are in bloom. Professor H. M. Cottrell, of

Kansas, who has gone more deeply into this sub
ject than any other experimenter, says that by al-

lowing the crop to ripen the plants will die and the
stand be injured so much that the field will rap-
idly become unprofitable. He states that in fields

which have become patchy the disc run over
the field in the early spring, the discs set straight

so as not to plow up the ground, but so as to split

open the alfalfa crowns, will increase the number of

plants, and consequently revive an otherwise dying
crop. In a recent visit to an alfalfa field within two
miles of the Illinois Experiment Station Prof. Cottrell

stated that cutting early was the most important point
connected wilh the successful growing of the crop.

It is thought that sandy soils with gravelly subsoils

in which the water level does not come nearer than
eight or ten feet of the surface is best adapted to this

crop. The facts are that no general rule, no definite

directions can be given whereby the farmer can tell

whether alfalfa will be successful on his farm or not.

The only way to find out is to try it. In experiment-
ing it is a good plan to try it on a small scale, perhaps
a field of an acre or fire acres. If the crop proves
to be a success it can be easily extended ; if a failure

there will be a correspondingly small loss. It is only
fair to sow the crop on good soil. The seed resembles
that of clover very much and is very small, conse-
quently the young plants are delicate and easily

killed. Therefore, in order to get the small plants

established it is necessary to have a rich surface soil
properly prepared.—A. D. Shamel, III. ExpH Station,

in Breeders' Gazette.

AIR.CURINQ TOBACCO.
If you have any information as to curing tobacco

without smoke we would be glad if you let it appear,
if you can, in your next issue. The time for curing is

rapidly approaching, and I am satisfied that there is a
good percentage of our tobacco more valuable with-
out smoke than with it.

Prince Edward Co., Va. C. S.

Tobacco curing without artificial heat, either from
open fires or flues, requires well ventilated barns with

doors or openings through which the flow of air can

be regulated. The tobacco after being cut is usually

hung on scaffolds in the field to wilt and color for a

few days. It is then taken to the barns and hung up
four or five plants on a stick, sufficiently apart to ad-

mit of the circulation of the air through the whole of

the plants. In this way it gradually cures until fit to

take down and bulk. The secret of success in this

method of curing is careful supervision of the ventila-

tion of the barn, so as to keep up a constant change of

air until the curing is completed.

HOW TO CURE THE NEW CROP OF TOBACCO
L. B. Vaughan & Co., the well known tobacco com-

mission firm of this city, give the following advice to

tobacco growers

:

For such tobacco as Orinoco we advise sun and air

cure of red color free from fire or smoke smell. For
shipping or strips, when White Stem, Pryor, or One
Sucker has been raised, we advise brown or dark red.

In all cases, as far as possible, avoid smoke or fire

smell, and where flues or stoves are used, if possible,

use charcoal. There can be but one opinion, and that

is, that the world's taste is turning to milder tobacco
without smoke. During curing of air or sun-cured to-

bacco, wet, damp, hot spells will cause such tobacco
to mould. To avoid this, air tight wood stoves should
be used to give heat, mostly to cause circulation.

AN UNEVEN APLE CROP.
Special data secured from orchardists, dealers and

handlers, supplementing the regular returns of our
own corps of observers, confirm American Agricul-
turist's previous reports of only a moderate apple
crop of indifferent quality in the western centres of
production, while here in the east condition irregular.

During July the prospect was distinctly lowered in

practically every apple producing district between
the Alleghany and the Rocky mountains.
Too much rain, too little sunshine, and a continued

dropping of fruit is the constant burden of western
reports, and the crop may now be classed as ranging
from complete failure up to a moderate yield, a full

crop nowhere, and an average promise from only one
State—Michigan.
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be returned on receipt of postage.
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the Business Office.

PUBLISHER'S NOTES.

Winter Reading flatter.

The long evenings are now com-

mencing, and occupation for them
should be provided. The best use

to make of them is to arrange for a

systematic course of reading on va
rious agricultural questions of mo
ment to the farmer. In each sec-

tion of the State there will be some
subject of primary importance.

Look up or enquire for the best

authorities on the question, and
order the book or books to be sent

yon. We shall be glad to advise

farmers on .these questions and to

supply the books at the lowest pos-

sible price—much less when taken

in conjunction with The Planter
—than they can be bought for else-

where. See to it that jour sub-

scription to The Planter is

promptly renewed, and if not al-

ready a subscriber, send in your
name and address, and that of two
or three of your neighbors, and we
will send the journal to you and
them at a reduced price. For 59c.

we will send you The Planter to

the end of the year 1903. Each
issue will be found of the utmost
interest and value to every farmer
in the South. If your subscription

expires at the end of the year, or in

January, send in your renewal now,
so that it can receive attention

when we are not so overwhelmed
with business as in midwinter. We
have many thousand subscriptions

expiring in December and Janu-

ary, and the work of handling

them all at that time cannot be
got through without delay, and
the new subscriptions sent in at

that time are so numerous that

mistakes are unavoidable and de-

lay unpreventable. Subscribe now,
and avoid this.

Binders for the Planter.

We have received a new supply
of binders for the Planter, and shall
be glad to send one holding the
numbers for a year to any one
sending us 25 cents in stamps or
coin.

WOOD'S "TRADEMARK"

FARM SEEDS
are the best that can be obtained
—free from weed seeds and impur-
ities and of strong germinating
qualities. It is very important if

you desire to secure good stands
and good crops to purchase the
highest grade Seeds obtainable.
This you can always do by pur-
chasing Wood's ''Trade" Hark
Brand" of Farm Seeds.

Wood's Fall Catalogue tells all

about Vegetable and Farm
Seeds for Fall Planting, Seed
Wheat, Oats, Rye, Barley,

Vetches, Grass and
Clover Seeds, etc.

Write for Fall Catalogue and
prices of any Seeds desired.

T.W. WOOD & SONS
Seedsmen, Richmond, Va.

THE IMPROVED

Chamberlin Mfg. Co., (Mean, N. Y., D. S. A.

STUMP PULLER
Most Powerful, Handiest
and Strongest Built in

the World.

ake 4 kinds in sizes
I needs and of any

tired strength. Saves time
i does the work right. The

operation of pull'
i by ourm

LS^sputfSSs^" method
lay. Send for

cincieo sirup ji u mink hfo. CO.,
226 La Salle street. Chicago, lit.

WATER CLOSET COMBINATIONS,

plete.eaeh Sll.OO.
Cast Iron Roll Rim Bath Tubs

length 6 ft. Complete
with lull set of nickel
plated fittings, each.
Sll.OO.
They are new goods,
ask for free catalogue
No. 166 on plumbing
and building material.

Chicago House Wrecking Co., W. 35th and Iron Sfs.,CMcag»
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HOW'S THIS

!

We offer One Hundred Dollars reward

for any case of Catarrh that can not be

cured "by Hall's Catarrh Cure.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Prop's,

Toledo, 0.

We, the undersigned, have known F. J.

Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe

him perfectly honorable in all business

transactions, and financially able to carry

out any obligation made bv their firm.

West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists,

Toledo, 0.

Warding, Kinnah & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally

acting directly upon the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system. Price 75c.

per bottle. Sold by all druggists. Testi-

monials free.

Hall's Family Pills are the best.

THE KEMP MANURE SPREADER.
During much of the time that commer-

cial fertilizers have been gaining their

foothold in recent years, farmers have
read of their relative values and experi-

mented to a large extent unmindful of the

land energy lying neglected in the ma-
nure pile in their own yards. With the

perfecting of machinery for the mechani-

cal spreading of manure, an awakening
has come about as to the real wealth of the

fertilizer the farmer has in his own pos-

session. Not only has he been caused to

put a higher estimate on the value of the

manure pile, but he has imbibed the idea

that it may be made to cover a far greater

area than formerly, distributing its wealth

more generously ' without corresponding

deprivation to any part.

Much of this increased estimate on the

manure pile has resulted because of the

Kemp Manure Spreader being abroad in

the land. It has been a forcible and
practical teacher. When one of these

machines is taken into a new community
it makes it quickly apparent to progres-

sive farmers that they must avail them-

selves of this mo9t valuable implement to

retrieve the losses they have uninten-

tionally and perhaps unknowingly been

suffering. They see as never before a

great saving of time in the spreading of

manure. They see the work systemati-

cally done with less labor. They are able

to appreciate the fact that when the ma-
nure is all torn apart and uniformly

distributed the hungry soil is able to ap-

propriate every part of the nourishment

and the benefits be widely extended.

The story is retold with emphasis in the

growing crop. The result is that after

the advent of the first Kemp into a com-
munity numerous others quickly follow.

The Kemp Manure Spreader made by the

Kemp & Burpee Mfg. Co., of Syracuse, N.

Y., is claimed by many people to be the

typical machine manufactured for this

purpose. It spreads any kind of fertili-

zer as well as manure, and no matter

what its condition, whether lumpy,

strawy, coarse or wet, it is perfectly at

home in its work, tearing apart pulveriz-

ing and distributing finely and evenly

over the ground. If this mention even
suggests a purchase, it will have served a

»ood purpose to any one who has ma-
nure to spread. Mechanical distribution

JAMES G. TINSLEY & CO.,
Branch Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

FERTILIZERS.
RICHMOND, VA.

..BRANDS..
Stonewall Tobacco Fertilizer, Stonewall Guano,

Powhatan Corn Guano,
Stonewall Acid Phosphate,

Wheat and Grass Fertilizer,

Tinsley's Bone and Potash Mixture,
Powhatan High-Grade Phosphate.

Call on your Local Dealer, and if he cannot furnish you, write to us.yHUMOUR'S
MAL FERTILIZER
Came from the Farm
Should Go Ba.ck on the Farm
Put It Back
It's Natural Plant Food

Feed Your Plants

r

They Will Then Feed You

Th* Armour Fertilizer Works I

CHICAGO AND BALTIMORE:. 3

Farmers' $125 Saw 1IM
Cuts 2000 ft. lumber a day with only 4 b.. p.

Oar large, handsome catalogue tells all
about the famous DeLoach Variable Fric-
tion Feed Saw Mills, 4 to 100 h. p., J125 up.
DeLoach Saw Mill Machinery, Planers,
Shingle, Lath and Corn Mills, Water
Wheels, etc. Writ* for catalogue and price
f. o. b. your depot. DkLoaoh Mill Mfo.
Co., Box 600, Atlanta, Ga. (Branch, 120
Liberty St., New York.)
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The Waterloo
Beat' em All.

3-Horse
Power
Pumper.

The best engine
for the money
on the market
to-day.

Every engine
fully

guaranteed.

Write to-day

We also nave stationary and portable engines.

WATERLOO GAS ENGINE CO.,

>P. O. Box 56. WATERLOO, IOWA.

After Being on the Market TEN VEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads
For Churning,
Cutting & Grind-
ing Feed, Filling

Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all

Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power is

Required.

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS,
No. 17 Frank St.. Rochester, N. Y.

The MIETZ4 WEISS

Kerosene Engines.
Cheapest and Safest

Power Known. For
pumping and electric
lighting, gri nd tng corn
separating cream, saw-
ing wood, and all pow-
er purposes. Also sizes
from 1 to 60 horse-pow-

-ei. Highest award for direct coupled genera-
tor set. Gold Medal, Paris Exposition, 1900.
Pan-American Exposition, 1901. Send for cat-
alogue.

A. MIETZ. 128 Mott Streot. New York.

ENGINES, BOILERS
AND MACHINERY.

When you want good rebuilt ma-
chinery at bargain prices, write lor
our Catalogue, No. 1 66 We cany
all kinds o£ enirinc-s (gag, gasolen*
and steam power t, boilers, pumps,
and mill supplb

is coming to be an imperative necessity
with every one who farms. A good way
to get ready for a purchase which you are
sure to recognize sooner or later as a ne-
cessity, is to send and get the Kemp cat-

alogue, which the company will gladly
forward you free for the asking. Kindly
mention this paper.

LITTLETON FEMALE COLLEGE.
Littleton Female College, Littleton, N.

C, is one of the best located schools
in the South. It is immediately on the
Seaboard Air Line railroad between Ra-
leigh and Weldon, N. C, in the midst of
a region of noted mineral springs, where
many people go every year in quest of
health, and where the pure water, bracing
atmosphere and splendid climate easily
make it one of the most desirable places
for a Female College to be found any-
where. The new building now about
completed is a very handsome structure,

and presents an imposing appearance
from the railroad which forms the North-
ern boundary of the large and beautiul
campus.

THE MONEY MAKERS.
The old adage says that " you cannot

eat your cake and have it too," but mod-
ern science has proved the fallacy of the
saying. The modern farmer can procure
machines that will enable him to turn
his corn into beef and still have the corn
left to sell. Machines that will enable
the farmer to be absolutely independent
regardless of the hay crop.

No better feed can be found for fattening
stock than shredded corn fodder, as has
been proved beyond a doubt by the ex-
periments of the last few years.

And the " money makers " are the ma-
chines that enable the farmer to quickly
and economically prepare corn fodder.

The "Ideal Line" of corn machines
manufactured by Deering Harvester Com-
pany, of Chicago, are the best and most
reliable " money makers."
The Deering Ideal Corn Binder, the

Deering Corn Shocker and the Deering
Huskers and Shredders are made in the
largest harvester works in the world and
contain every modern and up-to-date im-
provement.

The juice of any acid fruit can be made
into syrup by adding a pound of white
sugar to every pint of juice and boiling

ten minutes. Seal in pint cans.

An excellent filter can be made from a
common flower pot. Clote the opening
with a sponge, then put in an inch thick
layer of powdered charcoal, an inch layer

of silver sand, two inches of gravel and
small stones.

Many housewives object to using the
baking powder on the market, owing to

the possibility ofadulteration. Will such
try the following formula? Sift three

times a quarter of a pound of flour, a
quarter of a pound of baking soda and
half a pound of cream tartar. Store in

an air-tight can.

To remove plum, grape and berry
stains, pour through boiling water and
leave in the water until cold. Peach and
sweet apple stains should be washed first

in cold water. Saturate grass stains with
molasses and rub it in well.

Wagon World Awheel.
Half a million of these steel

wheels have been sent out on
our own wagons and to fit other
wagons. It is the wheel that
determines the life of any
wagon, and this is the longest
lived wheel made. Do vou want
a low down Handy Wagon to
use about the place? We will lit
out your old wagon with Elec-
tric Wheels of any size and
any shape tire, straight or stag-
gered spokes. No cracked hubs, no

loose spokes, no rotten felines, ho resetting. Write for
the big new catalogue, ltis free.

Electric Wheel Co., Box 146 Qulncy, Ills.

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT
"

I UuggJ Whrvlt. Sleil Tir« on, . #7.25
g. wheels ?; lo 4 in.

is, |3.60. Write for
atalogue. Learn how to huy vehicles and parts direct,
Wagoa Umbrella FREE. W. V. BOOB, Cincinnati, O.

IMPERIAL
Pulverizer, Clod
Crusher and Roller.

THE PETERSON MFG. CO., Kent, Ohio.

BAILEY'S HYDRAULIC RAM
Runs 24 hours a day and 365 days a year

40 years experience. Water for
HOUSE; water for STOCK;
Water for IRRIGATION. One*
started costs but onb cent per
month. As simple as a wheel-
barrow and as efficient as a
Corliss Engine. Information
and instruction in plain terms.
Prices on ram or complete out-
fit by return mall. Address

PRYCE W. BAILEY, Expert, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

ITPUMPSITUP.
No matter how faraway orhow steep

the hill the

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE

runs Itself. Ne-
with the muddy water of a brook witnout mixing, vt rite u.

j-our needs and we'll send plaiiB and estimates of cost. *
'

RIFE ENGINE CO., 126 Liberty Street, New York, N. Y.

IMELONEY'S
AUTOMATIC ! '

i

Milk Cooler and Aerator

Cools and aerates milk with or
without ice. Removes animal and
garlic odors. Made of sheet copper
and coated with tin outside. Sim-

n construction. Easy to clean.

PALMORE'S

Law and Collection Association,
Established 1884. Claims collected

in all parts of the United States.

No collection—no charge.

P. 0. Box 503. 905# East Main Street

RICHMOND. VIRGINIA.

RIIDTIIDC CURED, TRUSS FREE.
** UllE y,,u pay $4 when cured.

No cure, no pay. ALEX. 8PEIRS, Box 844,
Westbrook, Maine.
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A BOY DOES
AMAN5WORK

SUPERIOR DISC DRILLS
REQUIRE NO EXTRA HELP

IN TRASHY GROUND.
Discs roll over or cut through trash

and cover all the seed.
The Disc does better work in hard or

soft ground than any Hoe or Shoe Drill.
The Superior Disc and Superior Feed

make seeding easy and good results cer-
tain.

You run no risk when you buy a
Superior. It is the drill for drilling all
crops—Wheat, Oats, Cow Peas, Corn,
etc., as well as all Grasses.

Patents sustained in highest Courts.
Your request on a postal card will

bring Illustrated Catalogue No. 16.

SUPERIOR DRILL CO.
Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

With a
SVPERI0RDI56 DRILL

GRAIN
and FERTILIZER

DRILL
The YORK FORCE FEED DRILL com-

bines lightness with strength. Most complete drill
*'- complex gearing to get out of order. Boxes

ground. Fully

STEEL ROOFING
FREIGHT CHARGES PAID BY US

Strictly new, perfect. Semi - Hardened
Steel Bbeeta, 2 feet wide, 6 feet long. The
I... I Hoofing, Maine- or Cefllog yon tun use.

No experience necessary to 'ay it. An
ordinary hammer or hatchet the only
tools you need. We furnish nails free
and paint roofing two sides. Comes
either flat, corrugated or *-V" crimped.
Drlhtred free or all fhanr«?s to all points
in the V. S..ea-t of the Mississippi River
and North of the Ohio River

AT $2.25 PER SQUARE
Prices to other points on applimltnn. A square means 100
square feet. Write for free Catalogue No. lot)

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., W. 35th and Iron Sis., Chicago

GREENSBORO, N.C.
For the treatment of THE LIQUOR, OPIUM, MORPHINE .nd

other Drug Addictions. The Tobbacco Habit, Nerve Exhaustion

THE TROUBLE ABOUT ZINC.

It is surprising how much ignorance
is scattered promiscuously about, even
among people supposed to be experts.

As a matter of fact, the average painter,

though he knows all that is necessary to

know about paintiDg, knows pitiably lit-

tle about paints, and the most celebrated

architects are but little better informed.
The first trouble about zinc paints, there-

fore, is the ignorance of professional paint

users.

The second difficulty is that they will

not utilize the knowledge they have. It

is fatal to any paint, but especially to a
zinc paint, to apply it to a moist or even
an imperfectly dried surface, yet painting
is done in all weathers, and the paint

blamed for the consequences. Again,
each coat ought to be what the painters

call 'bone dry" before the next is applied,

yet we see three coats applied in a single

week by professional painters. To ac-

complish this feat of celerity the very
life is burned out of the paint by strong
dryers.

The third trouble with zinc is that it is

not so slippery under the brush as lead,

and journeyman painters, not liking hard
work, thin it until there is more liquid

than paint on the surface.

These are the reasons why an ordinary
farm hand, ignorant of the turpentine
tank and unacquainted with the benzine
can, working at his leisure and putting on
"the next coat" when he finds time, will

frequently surpass in the serviceability of
results more than the accredited adept

;

yes, with the poorest zinc combination
obtainable in ready mixed paints will

surpass the best results of the latter with
his favorite brand of strictly pure lead.

Stanton Dudley.

You ought to have a little good whis-
key in the house. For accidents, faint-

ing spells, exhaustion, and other emer-
gency uses, it relieves and revives. But
you must have good whiskey, pure whis-
yey, for poor whiskey, adulterated whis-
key, is injurious. Hayner Whiskey is

just what you need, for it goes direct
from the distillery to you, with all its

original strength, richness and flavor,

carries a United Stahs Registered Distiller's

Guarantee of Purity and Age, and saves
you the enormous profit of the dealers.

Read the offer of The Hayner Distilling

Company elsewhere in this journal. They
are a reputable house, have a paid-up
capital of half a million dollars, been in

business over thirty-six years, and will
do exactly as they say.

New Midway, Md., Aug. 8, 1902.

Editor Southern Planter :

I wish to state that my advertisement
in the Southern Planter has sold my entire
flock of Dorsets. I also sold ram lambs
in Virginia and North Carolina. My entire
flock of prize Dorsets went to Messrs. Dick -

ereonand McClure, of Augusta county. It

included in part the champion pair of
aged ewes in England and America ; also
the imported ram "Locust Grove," a great
prize winner in England and America.
The most of these sheep were imported
from England. I disposed of them in

order to make room for a new importa-
tion. Yours truly, N. S. Burrier.

THE MOWER
THAT WILL KILL ALL THE
WEEDS IN YOUR UWNs.

If you keep tbe »veeds cut so they do not go
to seed, and cut y. ur grass without breaking
the small feeders of roots, toe grass will be-
come thick and weeds will disappear. THE
CLIPPER WiLL DO IT. Send for catalogue
and prices.

CLIPPER LAWN MOWER CO., Inc.,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

ORNAMENTAL LAWN FENCE
Buy from manufacturers
direct and save the Dealer's
ProfllofiOto^jueretat. We
make many designs, and

the business. Why! Be-
cause weueocoC* r but to©
best ateftd— :3»T?Cra buy.

FACTORY PRICES »
our fence. We make specia
teriC3 and large Parks. Sei
taho pleasure in mailing y<
on Ornamental Fencing, free. If you arei—.-Test-v' in
Farm Fencing send for our 42 paire Catalotrue. Address
n™,^ COILED SPRINC FENCE CO.BoxQ, Winchester, Ind. U.S.A.

> Caurchcs, Ceme-
• r address. "\. e vrili
rge 32 r""*o catalog

wire: fence
Heavy lateral wires, heavy hard steel stays,
coiled spring wire, Sure Grip lock. In strength,
appearance, and durability, the Hard Steel
cannot be excelled. Write for catalogue and
prices. THE HARD STEEL WIRE FENCE CO .

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

WHY BUY ANY
other fence, if yon believe THE PAGE is best?

PAGE WOVEN HIKE PENCE CO., A IHtUX, 31 K'll.

PRICE AND QUALITY
WILL PLEASE YOU—
WRITE US NOW.

•DOW WIRE WORKS- Louisville. Ky,

ARM FENCE

FENCE!
STRONGEST
MADE. Bull.

Chicken-
tight. Sold to the Farmer at Wbolr.ala

Price*. Fnllj Warranted. Catalog Krea.
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.,

Boa 63 Winchester, Imll.na, I'. S. a.

For Sale or Exchange for the Best Offer

HAWKEYE STUMP MACHINE, A COTTON

GIN and a 300-EGG MONARCH INCUBATOR
W. E. THOMAS, Na&sawadox, Va.
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RED RIPPER
HAY
PRESS

Full circle. Double stroke. Light, draught.

Very simple and durable. Will make 20 neat

and compact bales per hour. Recommended
by Georgia State Farm.

Price, $60 cash on cars at factory.

Write to-day to

SIKES BROS. A CO., Manufs , Helena, Ga.

nCllCDinlMC Columbian Improved
UtUbnlliK o box press.
This press meets therequirements ofthose who desire

to use a deep Box Press, and it is adapted to bale all kinds
of material balable. Easy to feeds;

thebestform.and

nil styles of I/pri^M
well as Horizon
presses. Send for our
catalogue, giving full

description, prices, etc.

P. K. Oederlck's Sons,

59 Tivoli St.,

Albany, N.Y.

SAVE THE FREIGHT,
" " ;ht you will have 1,. pay i I you ship

___|/ STEAM AND HORSE P0WER'.^>

THE "ELI" BALING PRESS 1
pack the car perfectly. 38 styles and VI 1 steel—

aloeoe mailftl free.

COLLINS PLOW CO. , 1185 Hampshire SL t Ql'INCY, ILL,
lightest and strongest.

< POTATO PLANTER t

Cheapest Potato Planter on the maket. Send
«or circular. Address J. R. STEITZ,

Station D. R. No. 1., Milwaukee, Wis.

MAGAZINES.

Following upon the " human docu-

ments" concerning the West Indian
eruptions which were printed in The
Century for August, the September num-
ber presents the results of the scientific

investigations made by Professors Robert

T. Hill and Israel C. Russell, who, it will

be remembered, were on the Dixie relief

expedition which visited the islands in

the latter part of May. The personal im-
pressions and conclusions of these geolo-

gists are supplemented by maps and a

large number of photographs taken by
themselves and others.

It is a far cry from Martinique to the

scene of Mr. James D. Hague's article,

which is the leading one in the number
and is entitled " Our Equatorial Islands."

It is largely occupied with the Guano Is-

lands in the Pacific which once belonged
to the United States, and the ownership
of some of which seems still to be in

dispute with Great Britain, chiefly Jarvis

and Baker's. Mr. Hague writes from
personal knowledge of these islands, and
his article has a number of curious fea

tures, such as the method of mooring
the snips, sending letters by kite line,

and the ways of catching the tropic birds.

The paper is illustrated in a novel way,
chiefly with pictures of these birds, by
C L. Bull.

The leading artistic feature is Mr.
Cole's wood engraving in the Old Span-
ish Masters series, the subject chosen
being the central portion of the famous
p'-ctute, ''The Lances,

-

' or "The Sur-

render of Breda," by Velasquez, in the
Prado Museum, Madrid. The second
part of •' The Biography of a Prairie

Girl," by Eleanor Gates, proves to be an
idyl of child's life in the West, with pie

tures of Miss Cory, who, like the author,

is a Western woman. Sylvester Baxter
contributes a paper on ' Civic Improve
ment iu Street and Highway," with pic

tures by Guerin ; J. B. Bishop gives his

'•Personal Recollections of E. L. God-
kin," with whom he was associated on
the editorial staff of the New York
Evening Post ; Miss Belle Vinnedge
Drake records the details of " A Visit to

the Empress Dowager" in Peking; J.

M. Glee8on publishes notes about "Three
Strange Animals"—the Maned Wolf,

the Black Leopard, and the Serval

—

with pictures of all three ; and the sixth

portion of ' Confessions of a Wife " car-

ries the complications of the domestic

tragedy to the point of intensity. Pres-

ident Hadley contributes a short article

on " The Twofold Cause of Betting"

;

Professor Woodberry a critical estimate

of the poetry of William Watsorl, of

which an example is printed in "A
Ballad of Semmerwater," with decora-

tions by Henry McCarter ; and there is a

paper by the author of " Elizabeth and
Her German Garden," entitled " On the

Giving of Books," her first contribution

to an American magazine.

Ellen Olnev Kirk's new novel is pub-

lished entire in the September number of

Lippincott's Magazine. It is a comedy
particularly suited to lazy early-autumn

days when readers want sauce piquante

served as well with literary food as with

every-day meals. The story is American,

Warranted
to give satisfaction.

GOMBAULT'S

CAUSTIC BALSAM
A safe, speedy
positive cure

Curb , Splint, Sweeny, Capped Hock

,

Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind Puffs,

and all lameness from Spavin, Ringbone
and other bony tumors. Cures all skin
diseases or Parasites, Thrush, Diphtheria.
Removes all Bunches from Horses or

Cattle.

Every bottle of Canntic Balsam sold is

Warranted to five satisfaction. Price $1.50
per bottle. Sold by dm^tri-ts, or sent by ex-
press, charges paid, with full directions tor its

use. Send for descriptive circulars, testimo-
nials, etc- Address

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

.
Congh, Dli«

per and Indices! Ion Cure.
veterinary speuiio for wind,

Dealers, mail or Ex. paid.
Vv, un Home Remedy Co.

I T > Toledo. OhU.

LIME
AGRICULTURAL

and BUILDERS'
Send for Circulars and Price-List.

FELLSWORTH LIME WORKS
REEVES CATT, Agent,

Bodley, Augusta County, Va.

P1M inPC OP4I C an<1 other insects cam
5AN UUuL UUULL be controlled by using

Good's Caustic Potash Whale
Oil Soap, \o. 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-
tomologists. This soap is a fertilizer aB well
as insecticide. 50 lb. keprs, 82.50; 100 lb. kegi,

J4.50. Half barrels, 270 lbs., at 3%c. per lb.

;

barrels, 425 lbs., at 3%c. Large quantities
special rates. Send for circular.

JAMES GOOD.
939-41 N. Front St., Philadelphia. p«

WRG0SI1T IRON PIPE
Good condition, used short time onlyj new threads

and couplings; for Steam, Gas or Water; Bizes from )f
to 12 inch diameter. Our price per foot on 3(incoi»
8c , on 1 inch 3)-jc. Write for free catalogue Na u^j

CHICAGO MOUSE WRECKING CO.,
W. 35th and Iron Sis., CHICAGO. ^3

ANGORA GOATS
are han?som-e h^*?*
profitable. For large cir-

E. W. COLE & CO . Kenton, Ohio.
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..ELMWOOD NURSERIES..

ASPARAGUS
100,000 2-yr-old Asparagus roota,

5 varieties A special rate of $3-50
per 1000 for 2 mos for BARR'S,
PALMETTO, COXOVEB.

APPLES
A large general assortment, in-

cluding WlXESAPS and YORK
IMPERIALS.

Splendid Assortment of

Ornamental, Shade
and Fruit Trees.

from B. P. Rocks, Light
Brahmas, Brown Leg-
horns, at $1.00 per 13.

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

J. B. WATKINS & B RO., Hallsboro, Ya.

APPLE TREES
The Bonavlsui Nurseries will have some

•xceptionally fine apple trees for orchard this
year. Wine Paps. Paragon (M. B. Twigi,
York Imperial (J. F. Winter), Albemarle
Pippin, etc.

vl e did not have a complaint last season.
Every tree Is perfect and guaranteed, taken
from the nursery block the day it Is shipped,
carefully packed.
Our prices are the lowest.

CHAS. F. HACKETT, Manager,
Greenwood, Va.

EGGS

WOOD'S SEEDS.

IF YOU WANT FINE

STRAWBERRIES
FOR HOME USE,

Plant Excelsior, William Belt and
Aroma. These three varieties will give
you a splendid crop of the finest fruit
from the earliest to the latest. Price of
plants, 60 els, per 100. In 1,000 lots and
over, $3.30 per 1,000.

Our Fall Catalogue gives full descrip-
tions of all the best varieties of Straw-
berries both for market and home use.
Catalogue mailed free, write for It.

T. W. WOOD & SONS.
Seedsmen, Richmond, Va.

FRAZER
c Axle Grease tMc.
> Its wearing qualities are unsurpassed, ac-
> tually outlasting 3 bis. any other brant"
> Not affected by heat. <9-Get the Genuli

VV FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

with a heroine " exquisite beyond all
women .'" Having at slake a fortune, she
carries out an original scheme to marrv
the man she loves. Humor is paramount,
and the plot stimulates, while that same
charming human sentiment Is evident
which characterized Mr?. Kirk's earlier
success, "The Story of Margaret Kent."

Besides the complete novel Lippincott's
has a fine showing of short stories : Jo-
siah Flynt contributes " The ' Won't Go
Home' " which is a rattling good tale of
a steam calliope and a partv of specula-
tore in the far Orient. Ina B'revoort Rob-
erts's name to the list leads one to expect
something extraordinarily good, remem-
bering that she is the author of " The
Lifting of a Finger." Her present storv.
" The Fifth Wheel." fullv justifies this
hope. " The Hidden Man," by Karl Ed-
win Harriman, is a first-rate

* storv of a
Western tramp, treated with vigor.' The
extreme pathos of Jennette Lee's story is

offset by a happy ending. Its title.'A
Judgment on Them," refers to a man and
wife who dwell under one roof but who
have not spoken to each other for ten
years. A Mormon story by Lily MunBell
is called "The Undoing of Apostle Jones."
The underlying tragedy is brightened bv
a fourth wife's determination to see fair
play. Albert Payson Terhune writes a
tale about honor on a newspaper. This
is entitled "A Park Row Galahad," and
is an instance where a reporter learns
that he " cannot serve two masters." It

holds the interest throughout.
Eben E. Rexford always gives seasona-

ble points on the subject of his specialty—gardening in all its branches In the
September Lippincott's he takes Time bv
the forelock in writing about " Fall Work
in the Garden." He tells just the things
people want most to know at this season,
and tells them clearly and untechnically.

Hilarity Hall" is the name of the long
story by Carolyn Wells in the September
St. Nicholas. It has to do with the lively
adventures of eight girls who take a sea-
side cottage tor the summer. An ideal
girl s story.

This is only one of the many good things
in this number. Particularly interesting
is " The Little Colonel," the storv of an
Indian fight bv Mrs. Guv V. Henrv.
" How the Weather is Foretold," by Clif
ford Howard is an entertaining account
of Uncle Sam's weather bureau and its

conduct. "A Little Journey Through the
Air" is an illustrated account of a queer
railroad abroad where the cars travel sus-
pended in mid air.

Probably the best boy's story in the
magazine is " Martyn Brown—Mascot,"
Ralph Henry Barbour. Marty is a snub-
nosed lad who takes care of the players'
bats. One dav he played a more impor-
tant part ; and how he came to be the
hero of a hard-fought game is the story
that is told. There are a lot of clever
rhymes, and also that very important de-
partment " The Young Folk's League,"
with its capital contributions from the
young readers themselves.

When corresponding with advertisers,
kindly mention that you saw their adver-
tisement in the Southern Planter.

In a
Glass of Water.
Put a handful oiglazed

coffee in a glass of water,
wash off the coating,
look at it; smell it! Is

it fit to drink? Give

LION COFFEE
the same test. It leaves the water
bright and clear, because it'sjus/
pure coffee.

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

(State Agricultural and Mechanical
College), at Blacksburg, »a.

A Southern Institute of Technology.
Thirty Instructors. Thoroughly equipped

Shops. Laboratories and Infirmary. Farm
of four hundred acres. Steam heating and
electric lights in dormitories. Degree courses
In Agriculture, Horticulture, Civil. Mechani-
cal and Electrical Engineering, Applied Chem-
istry and General Science. Shorter courses in-

in Practical Agriculture and Practical Me-
chanics.
Totil cost of Session of Nine Months, in-

cluding Tu'tion and other fees. Board, Wash-
ing, Teit-Books, Medical Attendance, etc,
about $210. Cost to State students, about $190.
N-ext Session begins September 22, 1S«>2. For

catalogue and other information, apply to

J. M McBRYDE. Ph. D . LI , President.

A Tele-
graph Op-

at or's
work la

TELEGRAPHY^
honorable, pro'essloral, light, and pais good
xiges all the >e»r round We teach it quickly
and in a practical way. Now Is an opportune
time to learn i his art. We also agree to secure-
for our patrons situations. Write to-day for
particulars.

SHARP'S SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY.
Huntington, lad.

Nurseryman Wanted.
Prefer a man who also understands care of

orchards and shipping fruit. I offer a good
home; new, five-room house; use of cow and
garden ; » alary, $20 per month and a few other
perquisite*; will pay more if the man will
make the place pay expenses. Address

NURSERY, care Southern Planter.

EXPERIENCED FARMER
With small family, desires position as man'

ager of a good size farm for the ensuing year-
References given. Address

C. N., care Southern Planter.

WANTED,
SEED WHEAT.
Farmers having crops of wheat suitable for

seed purposes are requested to send samples,

stating quantity, name of variety, and lowest

price will take for same, either f. o. b. their

station or delivered Richmond.
Address

P. 0. Box 330, RICHMOND, VA.
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Hitth
A FREE FAIR TRIAL.
Thirty days for it.

and test i t, compare
you do not nnditth<
have ever seen, ship:. „
costs you nothing. That's the way ..

SPLIT HICKORY VEHICLES.
Remember the wood is hickory, and »'s split, not sawed. It

does not go across the grain. You can t break it. Free cata-

logue tells our story. Write for it.

OHIO CARRIAGE MFG. CO., Station 41. CINCINNATI, 0.

CENUINE

APPLER OATS
FOR SALE

ByC. A. D00LITTLE & SON, • Augusta. Ga.

WOODS PLANTS

LETTUCE PLANTS
BEiT KINDS FOR FALL PLANTING

Big Boston, Wood's Cabbage. Califor-
nia Cream, Butter and Tennlsball.
Price, 25 cts. per 100 : $2.00 per 1,000. In
3,000 lota and over, M.50 per 1,000.

Lettuce is one of the most satisfactory
and profitable fall vegetable grown.
Plant during Sept. for best results.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,
Seedsmen, Richmond, Va.

MAKE $10 A DAY
By sendiDg for our FREE BOOK on the eye.
Learn to correctly test the Eyes and Fit
Glasses. A profession that Is nof. crowded. A
gostal card will bring it. Jacksonian Optical
olfege. Dept. U, Jackson, Mich.

" Feeds ^Feeding
Prof. Henry's Great Book for

Farmers and Stockmen.

Delivered anywhere for - - $2.0C

With the SOUTHERN PLANTER. 2.2*

A BARGAIN :

n
.'op

aS
In sight of Richmond. Va. Fine large house
with modern improvements ; fine large barn
and other Improvements; large orchard; so-

ciety the best. Will be sold cheap with stock
and crops. Would make a fine dahy farm.
Address Oak Shade, care Southern Planter.

.'.A FINE FARM .'.

Located on North river, Gloucester County,
Va., forsa eat a reasonable figure. Comprises
720 acres, (540 open and available to plow, well
watered and suitable to all grains and grasses.
Well adapted to grazing of both 6heep and
cattle. Fine shade, good house (11 rooms),
large porches and cellar. Fifteen acres lawn,
young orchard in bearing. Necessary out
buildings ; Post-office 1 mile from house ; Good
fences, large oyster shore. An ideal home and
farm. Sale for division. Information by cor-
responding with P. SANDERS, Gloucester, Va.,

JOHN SANDERS. James Store. Va.

WE HAVE A LARGE LIST OF

FRUIT, POULTRY and TRUCK FARMS.
Ten, Fifty and One Hundred Acres each, with
good buildings, close to steam and trolley

lines, easy access to the city. Also

GRAIN AND STOCK FARMS
From 100 to 1,000 acres at low prices, all the

way from $5 to {50 per acre. Write for
Catalogue.

THE VIRGINIA LAND AGENCY. Richmond, a.

J. R. Hockabat, Manager.

WHAT TO DO IN AN EMERGENCY.
When an accident occurs theie are cer-

tain things that may be done that will

prevent the injury from becoming greater

while waiting for the doctor. An inex
perienced worker should not try to re-

move the patient unless it is imperative,

or unless the weather is a cause of dis-

comfort or danger; but even when mov-
ing is unavoidable, do not move the in-

jured person farther than is absolutely

necessary. Such aid as can be given
should be given as quickly as possible,

so that moving may not aggravate the
trouble. Then lift the patient upon any-
thing on which he may be placed in a
flat position, first throwing over the im-
provised litter something soft. When it

is possible to have two or three assistants

for this moving one should devote his

attention to protecting the wounded
part.

In case of an accident from fire the most
important thing to remember is that the
air must be excluded from the burnt
surface. In wounds of every description
cleanliness is one of the healing factors

;

but in a burn the wound may be irri-

tated by pulling away anything that

may teem to be sticking to it. If any
foreign substances, such as bits of cloth-

ing, should seem to be simply lying on
the wound, they may be carefully picked
off. If there are blisters, they must be
pricked immediately and the water from
them absorbed by old linen. Then the
wound should be covered with sweet
oil, vaseline, or any pure oil or ointment,
and a cloth saturated with oil laid over
it. Or one may use molasses, or the
white of an egg, or dust flour over the
surface.

One of the best remedips for such
emergencies is " carron-oil," which is

made by stirring equal parts of lime-
water and linseed oil into a thick paste.

A burn from grease or oil should be
treated as an ordinary burn. One from
an acid should be washed with warm
water, or, if it is possible to get baking
soda of common washing soda, put a
pinch of it into the water and wash the
wound with the solution. The object is

to remove any of the acid that has not
eaten into the wound. Then ths wound
should be dressed with oil.

Many persons die from shock whose
burns are not fatal, consequently the pa-

tient should have absolute rest. Loosen
the clothing and give stimulants in small
doses, or hot coffee, hot milk—anything
that is warm and nourishing. Keep the
patient comfortably warm, applying hot-

water bottles if the limbs seem cold.

When coffee is used it should be made
very strong, and given without cream or

sugar.

An ordinary cut will stop bleeding
upon the application of hot water or ice.

If the blood shows signs of drying let it

remain, as nothing will stop bleeding
more effectively.

If blood spurts from a cut it is evidence
that either a vein or an artery has been
severed. In that case, take a handker-
chief or a strip of cloth and tie it around
the limb an inch or two above the
wound—" above " meaning between the
wound and the heart ; the bandage being
put on loosely enough to admit ot insert-

/ Can Sell YourFarm
no matter where it is. Send description, state price »od
learn how. Est. '96. Highest references. Offices in 14 cities.

W. Al. 0»trandcr,is>5N. a. Bldg., Philadelphia

Virginia Farms
All prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. B. PIZZINI CO., Richmond, Va.

stock section of VIRGINIA.
Best climate and water In the TJ. S. Near
great markets, with best educational advan-
tages. For further information, address

ALBEMARLE IMMIGRATION CO.,
Sam'l B. Woods. Pres. Charlottesville, Va.

VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 per Acre and upwards.
Easy Payments. Catalogue Free.

GEO. E. CRAWFORD & CO.. Richmond, Va.
Established 1875.

For full particulars
write A. JEFFERS,

Norfolk, Va.

FARM FOR SALE
In Bladen county, N. C. Consisting of 104

acres, 70 acres cleared and in good state of
cultivation. A new five-room house, barn,
stalls and gin bouse, 1 tenant bouse, 2 wells of
good water, \y* miles from steamer landing
on Cape Fear river Convenient to church and
school; healthy and good neighborhood; 34
acres of native timber; stock and all neces-
sary implements at a bargain, as I wish to go
Cuba. Address j. r, SQUIRES. Squires, N. C.

..Magnificent Estate..
Known as the Hampstead Farm, situated

on the Pamunkey river, for sale. Contains
nearly 1600 acres, 800 of which is river bottom
land, the remainder being upland and timber.
Large deposits of green sand marl; brick barn
with wood stable attached ; also houses for
sheep, etc. Splendid dwelling said to have
cost $60,000. Property now owned by stock
company. Price, $20 per acre, on easy terms.
For further particulars, address

"PAMUNKEY," care Southern Planter.

To HOMESEEKERS.
"THE BUSINESS OF FARMING

IN VIRGINIA"
Is the title of a new pamphlet Issued by the
Norfolk and Western Railway Company. We
will gladly mall you a copy.

W. B BEVILL, PAULSCHERER, Agt ,

G. P. A , Lands and Immigration,

Roanoke, Va.

uniicc AND THE pLACE T°

nUlflCO FIND THEM *
No place in the United States can a man

do so well at farming, for the money in-

vested, as in Virginia. Lauds are cheap ;

climate good, and the best of markets
close at hand. It is the State of all

others, for a comfortable all the year

round home. The James River Valley
Colonization and Improvement Company
offer superior advantages to land pur-

chasers. For free 36 page land pamphlet,

\V. A. PARSONS, Vinlta, Va.
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FINE STOCK AT A BARGAIN.

One trotting bred brown gelding, coming 4

yrs. old, lo\i hands, -weight 1000. Trim as
a fawn, ana dashing in style and action.
Can negotiate a mile in 3 minutes under
the lines withoct effor'. His future is big
with promise. Sinewy, hard> and tough.
With just a bit more of age and service
will make a model family horse. On any

Bff city market he would go " like hot cakes"
at $200. To sell at once we will take S150.

Ones yr. old fine Hackney trotter, cross brown
mare, 16 bands high. wt. 1,200. Gentle as
a kitten. Fast under the lines, and with
bottom to burn. Exceptially strong and
quick, she is at home in heavy draft work.
Price, SI 50.

One rez. Aberdeen-Angus Heifereoming 3yrs.
old, bred to our Imported herd bull, Rubi-
con Migno 2nd, No 4121. Price, S100.

Two superb, reg. Aberdeen-Angus hull calves
One reg. Dorset Buck, 4 yrs. old. Very large,

fine and vigorous. Price, 120.
One grade Dorset Ram Lamb. Price, 56.

Sixteen S- ropshire-Soutbdown (cross) Ewes,
2 and 3 yrs. old. In flue condition. Price,
J3.50.

Six Shropshire-Southdown (cross) Ewe
Lambs. Price. S3.

One Shropshire Sonthdown (cross) Ram
Lambs. Price. S3.

Nine head beautiful, reg. Angora Goats; One
Buck; Price, $20. Six Does; Price, S12 each.
Two Buck Kids; Price, $10 each. Lump
price of nine goats, $100.

Address W. M. WATKINS 4 SONS,
Cottage Valley Stock Farm,

Randolph, Charlotte Co , Va.

For Sale CHEAP.
One Kemp Manure Spreader, good

as new, with drill attachment.
Price, $90.

Address W. M. WATKINS & SONS,
Randolph, Charlotte Co., Va-

PLANT BED CLOTH,
AND ALL

CANVAS GOODS,
WATERPROOF AND PLAIN

STACK, WACOM,
IMPLEMENT, BINDER, HORSE

COVERS,

HAY CAPS, TENTS, Efc.
Prices low. Send for Circulars

and Samples toHENRY DERBY.
124 Chambers Street, New York City.

RED POLL
Bull calf for sale. Four years old August

9th. Pun-bred, and will be recorded in com-
ing Vol. Red Poll H. B. Will keep for pur
chaser until October 1st. Price. $o0 t. o. b.
Chrlstiansburg.

W. S. FOSTER. - Blacksburg. Va.

ing a stick or cane between the bandage
and the limb. Twist the stick so that
every turn the bandage is drawn tighter.
This must go on until the bleeding either
stops or materially diminishes. Then
the bandage must be held in place, and
a similar one, perhaps not quite so tight,
applied below the wound. In this way
the bleeding from the other end is con-
trolled. But the bandage must not be
allowed to remain on the limb too long
or the results may prove disastrous.
Sometimes the wound is in a place

where it is impossible to apply a band-
age

; in that case press the lips or sides
of the wound together with the fingers,
and keep them firmly closed by pressure.
For a dog bite no treatment is neces-

sary unless the dog is mad. Of course,
it is better to have the wound washed
out with warm water and covered, so as
to keep it perfectly clean; but beyond
this there is nothing really necessary.
If the dog is " mad," or there is a suspi-
cion that it is mad, the wound should be
cauterized.
A fainting fit is more alarming than

serious. Lay the patient flat on a bed, or
upon the floor, having the head, if pos-
sible, a trifle lower than the bodv. This
can be managed, even when the' patient
has fallen upon the floor, by slipping
under the body a pillow, blanket, or rug.
See that there is plenty of fresh air, dash
cold water in the face, hold ammonia
under the nostrils, and when the patient
is conscious give some strong coffee, or
half a teaspsonful of aromatic spirits of
ammonia in a little water. Do not try to
make the patient swallow the stimulant
just as he is recovering consciousness

;

there is great danger of choking him.
After consciousness is restored demand
that the patient shall iest.

Another form of unconsciousness is that
which is caused by inhaling smoke or
poisonous gases. Under such circum-
stances the patient should be given air
at once, and the act of breathing stimu-
lated >.y baring the chest and pouring on
it first ice-cold water, then water a little
hotter than the hand will bear, then the
cold again, and so on. Afterward give a
stimulant and rub the limbs and body
briskly.

The symptoms of sunstroke are easily
recognized. The patient breathes heav-
ily, is flushed, and his temperature rises
until he appears to be in a burning fever.
He may be either conscious or uncon-
scious. In eithercase the clothingshould
be stripped off, so that cold water or ice
may be applied to the whole surface of
the body. If ice can be obtained apply
it to the head, binding it on with a hand-
kerchief; dash cold water on the chest
and body, and rub the whole body with
ice or cold water. When consciousness
has been restored, and the patient has
cooled off, let him rest in a cool, quiet
place.

An American and an Irishman were
riding together, and coming across an old
gallows by the wayside, Jonathan thought
he would have a quiet laugh at Paddy.s
expense. "You see that, I calculate,"
said he, pointing to the gallows. " Now,
where would you be if the gallows had
its due?" Paddy replied: "Ridingalone.''

® F/LSTO/V FARM. »

SECOND LARGEST

JERSEY HERD
IN AMERICA. FOUNDED 1882.

BULL CALVES, and for the first time. Heifers
bred to Imported Golden Peter, and Heifer
Calves and a few aged Cows.
BERKSHIRES. all ages, sired by Imported

Storm King, or Imported Esau 2nd, Size,
good shape and large litters.

Visitors welcome. Address for Book of The
Farm, or prices

E. M. GILLET. Clerk, Glencoe, Md.
ASA B. GARDINER, Jr.. Manager

Swift Creek Stock and Dairy Farm
Has for sale a large num-
ber of nice voung regis-
tered A. J. C. C.

JERSEY BULLS
AND HEIFERS.

None better bred in the South. Combining
closely the most noted and up-to-date blood
in America. Bulls 10 to 12 months old. S25 00.

Heifers, same age, S35.00. POLAND-CHINA
PIGS, J5.0O each. Send check and get what
you want.

T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro, N. C.

•DHIRY HERD*
AT A BARGAIN I

"Desiring to retire from active business. I

offer, for immediate sale, my entire herd of 44
pure bred

JERSEY CATTLE,
36 of which are under 4 years old. I will also
sell all equipment of the Dairy, consisting of
Engine, Boikr, Separator, Refrigerator, But-
ter Worker. Cans, etc. S2.2.50 will take every-
thing. The purchaser of the above can also
purchase or rent 250 acres of my farm on
which to continue the business. For further
particulars address

A. R. VENABLE, Jr., Farmviile, Va.

..OAK HILL FARM..

Holstein and Jersey Cattle,

Biltmore Berkshires.
Wishing to reduce my stock, will sell cheap.

Every thing from Oak Hill Farm is guaran-
teed first-class, and as represented. Addres* •

Oak Hill Station SAM'L HAIRSTON,
on the Farm. Wenonda, Va.

2O~Y0UNG JERSEY COWS
Reghtered or entitled to same wanted.

Give full information.

MINI80RYA FARM, Box 901. Richmond, Va

I BELGIAN HARES
FOR. SALE.

I% Two to six months old 81.00 S
< Trios 2.50 >
C Old ones, per pair 5.00 >
C. W. HARSHALL, Burkeville, Va.

FOR SALE!
Pure MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS, TOU-

LOUSE GEESE. BARKKIi PLYMOUTH
ROCK CHICKENS. GUINEAS AND
PEA FOWLS; Eggs in season except
from Pea Fowls and Geese.

Enclose stamp for reply.

Mrs. W. F JACKSON, Olga, Amelia Co., Va.
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YOU CANNOT DENY ACTUAL FACTS!
A Wonderful Growth ol 360 Pounds in 160 Days By a "Runt" That Had Been

Badly Stunted lor Nearly 2 Years and Only Weighed 60 Lbs.

Dow City, Iowa.
International Stock Food Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Dear Sirs:— I have a runt 2 years old which only weighs 60 pounds.
It stands ISinches high, 42 inches long, and 4 inches wide on widest part
of the back. I would like to try "International Stock Food" and see if it

will make this runt grow. Four ofmy neighbors owned it before I got it,

and none of them could make it grow. I enclose a photograph which
shows this hog is too weak to stand alone, and it will not eat.

F. C. HOWORTH.

Dear Sirs :—I enclose a photograph of the "runt' ' taken five months
after our commencing to feed "International Stock Food." It weighs 420
lbs. and has developed into a fine looking hog. "International Slock Food"
is a remarkable preparation for making hogs grow, and the two photo-
graphs I mail are positive proof. Yours truly, „ F. C. HOWORTH.

"International Stock Food" is prepared from Herbs, Seeds, Roots and Barko.

A $3000.00 STOCK BOOK FREE
IT CONTAINS W 183 LARGE FINE ENGRAVINGS OF HORSES. CATTLE. SHEEP. GOATS, HOGS. POULTRY. ETC.

5 and Engravers make those Engravings. Our International Stock Bookc— '"'

' ' a gives Description arid History of t

at to have our Stock Book for refen
i History of the different Breeds of HonThe Cov.n «re Printed in Sis Brilliant Colorq. It «ost US $3000 to have -

Veterinary iJ.partuienltliat Will Sarc Von Hundreds of Dollars. This illustrated Mock T.ook al

Hoes and Poultry of All Kinds. The Editor of thie Paper will tell you that you ou;

Xg* WE WILL GIVE YOU $14.10 WORTH OF "INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD" IF BOOK IS NOT AS REPRESENTED.

This Book Mailed Free, Postage Prepaid, If You write Us (letter or postal) and C2*" Answer These 3 Questions

l.t-Ham. this Paper. 2nd-How much stock have ,out 8^-014 JOB evor use "INTEBSiTIONAL STOCK FOOD" for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Hogs, Colts, Calves, Lamb, o,

International Stock Food Co., S^l"!:Largest Stock Food Factory
Capital Paid

^V. P. !.*•

Farm Bulletin
Nice BERKSHIRE PIGS for

sale now. Also a few DOR-
SET RAM LAMBS left.

D. 0. NOURSE, Prof, of Agr.

Blacksburg, Va.

PURE-BRED STOCK.

Reg. Poland-China Hogs
Reg. Shropshire Sheep

Shorthorn Cattle.
Stock of all ages for sale. Stock: as repre-

sented or money refunded.

J. F. DURRETTt. - Birdwood. Albemarle Co.. Va.

ELLERSLIE FARMv*.
Thoroughbred Horses

AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

Foe Sale. R. J. HANCOCK & SON,

Charlottesville, Va.

ARCADIA FARM.
COLLIE PUPS, BERKSHIRE PIGS and

INDIAN GAME FOWLS.
FOR SALE.

E. M. BALL, - - EMORY. VA.

ELIJAH'S TRIBULATIONS WITH
HIS MULE.

By M. W. Early.

A certain "Afro-American" citizen, by
the name of Elijah, became the proud
and happy possessor of a mule, on the
strength of which he rented a piece of
land and pitched a considerable crop.

This land lay near a railway station, and
for several monthB after he rented it, the
local freight train passed there every day,
exactly at noon, giving a shrill whistle as

it passed, which served Elijah as a signal

to unhitch the mule, and refresh both
that animal and himself by dinner and
an hour's rest. " Bless dat ole whistle,"

he would exclaim with a chuckle. " T'aint
no use my havin' no watch nor clock !

Dat whistle tells me de time jest as good,
and my ole mule got so much sense. He
knows it jest as well as I do. He stop
his work wheneber he hear dat whistle,

and gin to look for his dinner."
Things worked smoothly along till all

of a sudden, the schedule was changed
and the freight train commenced to pass

at 9 o'clock in the forenoon. The instant

its piercing whistle was heard, the mule
stopped short in the middle of a furrow,
shaking himself as if to get rid of his

harness.
"Gee up, ole fellow," called Elijah,

coaxingly and encouragingly. " Get up
and go on." But no, the mule, with that
obstinacy characteristic of his tribe, took
a tirm stand and refused to budge. Hav-
ing exhausted coaxing, Elijah next tried

the persuasive power of a cudgel which
he laid on with such heavy thwacks that
the mule made a sudden bound, and
dashed off, plow and all, not to complete
the furrow, however, for he made a
straight shoot for the stable where he
was in the habit of being fed, and when
at length, Elijah, panting and exhausted,

PIT GAMES
RED HORSE and IRISH REDS.

I have a fine lot of these Chickens for sale.

April hatched, and well-grown. Cocke-
rels 81.00, Pullets 75 cents each,

1 Cockerel and 2 Pullets, 52.00.

A. S CRAVEN, - Greenwood, Va.

>2bEGGS
From Pure=Bred Fowls, Cheap.

The Imperial Fruit, and Poultry Farm is in
a position to offer Eggs from pure bred B. P.
Rocks and S. C. B. Leghorns at 50c. setting ot
15. Reference furnished.

P. H. HEYDEHREICH. Prop., Staunton, Va.

BROWN LEGHORNS
(Single Comb.)

Well-bred and good layers. Fine farm-
raised young stock for sale. Prices reasonable-
Buy now and get tbe pick.

R. W. HAW, Jr., Centralia, Va.

SRASSMERE STOCK FARM, Glen Allen, Va.

TROTTING, SADDLE and

HIGH STEPPING HORSES
Educated, bought and soldoncommision, and
kept by the month or year. High-class POUL-
TRY and BcLGIAN HARES for sale at reasonable
rates. Write for circulars ; no trouble to an-
swer questions. Satisfaction guaranteed.

CHANDLER QUINT1N, Veterinarian,

40 yrs. experience on the best stock farms in
America.
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EFO

High=Class

Animals
Ready for

Service.

BERKSHIRES.
Young stock for sale at all times.

Information and terms upon application.

EDW. G. BUTLER, ANNEFIELD FARMS,
BRIGGS, CLARKE CO., VA.

ROLAND-CHINA
HERE RORDS,

Grade calves, either sex, $25 00.

J. C. GRAVES, Barboorsville,

Orange County, Va.

DORSETSMP
HEREFORDS
H. ARMSTRONG, Lantz Mills, Va.

DORSET HORNED SHEEP.
I offer thoroughbred and high-grade
RAwSof this most popular breed; also
300 grade EWES, suitable for raiting
hotrhouse or winter Lambs. Rams
turned with them in May.

SAM'L T. HEX1X6ER, Barkes Garden. Va.

WOODLAND FIRM DORSET?.
Virginia has a good many of our Dorsets,

and we note our old customers writing for
more. That's because we send out only cood
ones. J &

Joseph E. and Willis 0. Wing.

MeetaanicsbuTE Ohio.

50 breeding ewes for sale; also 1 reg
Southdown Ram. None older than 4
years; % Shropshiredown, fine stock.
Likewise, some Chinese and Toulouse
Geese, fine birds.

TH0S. SH00SMITH,
Neck of land Farm. Jamestown, Va.

ANGUS BULL CALVES
Registered and unrecorded. Stock flrst-
class, and breeding the best.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP
First class yearling rams, and ewes of
all ages. Several FINE FARMS for sale.

WARREN RICE, - Winchester, Xm.

caught up with him, he had taken his
stand, stolidly in the stall from which
neither pereuasion nor beating could dis-
lodge him. Atter "wrastlin"' an hour
with the stubborn brute, Elijah was
forced to give in a feed him, as his strong
will was not equal to the mule's strong
" won't." By the time the mule had fin-

ished eating, it was nearly eleven, and as
Elijah's dinner would be read}' at twelve,
he hardly thought it worth while to re-

turn to work before he had eaten himself,
so altogether nearly four hours elapsed
before both he and the mule were teady
to resume work. The next day, the mule
stopped again, when he heard the freight
car whistle, and not another stroke of
woik would he do till he had been fed
and allowed to rest an hour, and every
day the same thing happened, till Elijah
grew to hate that freight car whistle as
much as the vanquished Saxons had ever
hated the Norman Curfew. He was in
despair. His crop was getting behind
time, and everything were thrown into
perfect confusion and discomfort by the
mule's obdurate course of conduct. Eli-
jah went to the freight car conductor and
made him a piteous appeal to return to
the 12 o'clock schedule, declaring " You
done broke me up, Boss, wid your nine
o'clock whistle. You done ruined me."
But though the conductor sympathized
with his woful plight, he assured him he
was obliged to obey orders, and was pow-
erless to change the schedule, so Elijah
got small comfort from him.
There was a negro in the neighborhood

who had long had a hankering for Eli-
jah's fine young mule. He thought now
was his opportunity, and resolved to
shyly take advantage of it. He lived a
few miles back of the railroad, out of
sound of the whist'e. With assumed
carelessness, he dropped in, from time to
time, and watched Elijah's harassment
and perplexity. One day when the lat-

ter was especially worried (having missed
a good dinner of fat possum by being too
much pressed with his work to stop both
at nine and twelve o'clock) the wily ne-
gro remarked, as if by a sudden inspira-
tion, "I tell you what we mought do,
brother Elijah, as you seem to be in such
a bother." " What?" asked the old man,
eagerly. " I mough t take your worrisome
ole mule off your hands and let you have
my sorrel horse."

" Yes, but my mule is a heap younger
and stronger da'n your ole sorrel," replied
Elijah, woefully.
Dat may be so, brother 'Lijah. I ain't

'sputin' your word, but what good does
dat do you, if your mule got to stop work
ebery mornin' at nine o'clock ? Now, my
horse ain't got no foolishness 'bout decar
whistle. You can take her out at 12
o'clock, or any hour dat suits vou, and
she ain't gwine to resist you." The wily
tempter kept reiterating his arguments
till after many days, Elijah made the
concession of saying " he would see about
it," on the strength of which his friend
came next morning, mounted on his Ro-
sinante and in high hopes that he would
be able t consummate the swap that
very morning and carry the mule home
with him, and so perchance he might
have done had not the sacrifice been
averted at the last moment by the lucky

THOROUGHBRED

O- I. C FIG-S
FOR SALE. Prices Right.

F. S. MICHIE. CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

Fine Shropshire...
Ram and Ewe Lambs for sale. Apply to

ALVIN LEE HANSON. Grsyion, Chas. Co., Md.

5:$3DEV0N BOLL CALVES
From beef and milk producing herds.

W. E. THOMAS, Nassawadox, Va.

J3
JACKS

FOR SALE.
1 to 6 yrs. old. Fine Jacks a

specialty. Write for
what you want.

W E. KNIGHT & CO.,

Nashville, Tenn.

S250 WILL BUY JACK, "STARLIGHT,"
As fine a Jack as there Is In

the State.
Six year-* old, IS hands high, weighs about

1 000 lbs., black, with white points, kind and
gentle, broke to harness, an unusual sure foal
getter, will pay for himself In one season.
Satisfactory reasons for selling.

J. W. ana T. H. MASSEY, Hampton, Va.

ESSEX PIGS..
Some extra fine

pigs, from J10 to 115
per pair, and 2 to 4
months old. All
stock offerered for
sale are eligible to
registry. Your or-
ders solicited.

Address L. G. JONES, Bethania. N. C.

BERKSHIRE PIGS..
I have for sale 40 thoroughbred

Berkshire Pigs, from 4 to 6 weeks
old. These are fine pigs; will 8r 11

in lots to suit. Prices cheap.
Address

H. SWINEFORD, - Richmond, Va.

EAST RIVER SIDE

SHORTHORNS.
Choice bull and heifer calves for sale.

"Will make price very low for next 60
days.

JAMES F. CLEMMER, Sammerdean, Va.

S.B.ADKINS&CO.
fc

4 and 6 Governor Street,

RICHMOND, VA.

EXPERT BOOKBINDERS

and Commercial Printers.

Mention the SoxUhtrn Planter when
writing advertisers.
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chance of Elijah's landlord happening to

ride by, and being called on by Elijah as

referee in the swop. Seeing the old ne-

gro's deep distress at the prospect of part-

ing with his beloved though obdurate
mule, the gentl man good naturedly pro-

posed a temporary swop of mules between
Elijah and himself, only to hold good till

the crop was wound up in the autumn.
With great joy and relief, Elijah accept-

ed this obliging offer, while his friend
slunk away, discomforted at having the
chalice dashed from his lips. By hard
labor Elijah managed to catch up with
his work and save his crop from destruc-
tion. As soon as he had gathered it in

he joyfully resumed possession of his

mule, and went off way into the interior

of the country, far from the vexing sound
of the car whistle.

CHOATE'S COUNSEL.
It seems always to have lain within

the power of the distingushad lawyer
and humorist, Rufus Choate, to lead a
choleric client from ways of anger into
the paths of peace.
Just before the war a Southern gentle-

man was dining with a friend in one of
the best hotels of Boston. He was of
French Creole extraction, and his name
was Delacour.
The waiter was a colored man, and the

Southerner gave his orders in a very
dominating fashion, finding fault freely
with what was put before him and the
way in which it was served. Finally
the waiter became incensed and told Mr.
Delacour to go to a place warm and re-
mote. The latter sprang furiously to his
feet and would have shot the offender
dead if he had not been restrained by
his wiser friend, who said :

"You can't do chat sort of thing here
You will have to remember where you
are."

"Do you suppose that I am going to
put up with such insolence and not be
revenged?" said the enraged man.

"Certainly not. But do it by process of
law."
The landlord was first interviewed and

the waiter discharged. That whs not
sufficient to satisfy the wounded feelings
of Mr. Delacour. He asked who waB the
best lawyer in the city, and was told it

was Rufus Choate. Making his way to
his office, he said :

"Mr. Choate, I want to engage you in
a case. What will your retaining fee
be?"
"About fifty dollars."
The check was made out and handed

over.

"Now," said the lawyer, "what are the
facts in the case?"
He was told. Said Mr. Choate thought-

fully:

"I know the United States law on the
subject well, and I know the law of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and
I can assure you, sir, that there is no
power on earth strong enough to force
you to go to that place if you don't want
to go. And if I were you I wouldn't."

"Well," said the Southerner, accepting
the situation, "I think I'll take your ad-
vice," and they parted good friends-
Harriet Boyeb, in September Lippincoll'

SprayerDltlftlAv'c Compressed Air

KI|l|IIGj O Cotton & Tobacco
Finest Sprayer ever invented for spraying cotton and tobacco, trees,

and whitewashing buildings, etc. Tested to 60 lbs. pressure. Has a
safety valve. Can't burst. One minute's pumping will discharge

contents of Sprayer in the form of a mist, covering every
"^ qJ* part of the foliage. Made of Galvanized Iron and Copper. Has a
5?/S~i>> brass cylinder pump. Prices—5-gal. Galvanized. 85.50;

4 gallon Galvanized, $5.00; 5-gallon Copper, S8.no; 4-saIlon
Copper, ST. oo; special pipe and nozzle for spraying under-

7 neath cotton, tobacco and shrubbery, 70c.

Agents and Dealers Wanted to Sell the Sprayers.
„ Write for Catalogue and Discounts.

RIPPLEY HARDWARE COMPANY,
|v*0^ Manufacturer of Sprayers and Spraying Mixtures,

Box 70, Grafton, Ills.

Registered HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN
Cattle of NETHERLAND, DEKOL, CLOTHILDE and PIETERTJE fam-

ilies. Heavy milkers and rich in butter-fat. Stock of all ages for sale.

Registered BERKSHIRES.
From the noted strains, Imported Headlight, Lord Highclerc and Sunrise.

PLYMOUTH ROCK CHICKENS.
N. B.—in the Stud: The Imported Hackney Stallion, "The Duke," regis-

tered in E. H. S. B. and A. H. 8. B. Address

T O. SANDY, Burkeville, Virginia.
Norfolk and Western and Southern R. R.

AAA^yyuyyk

DEVON COWS....
Ten young DEVON COWS, thoroughbreds and high-grades with Calves

by their tides. Want to sell them during this month. Can be seen if day's

notice is given. Also JERSEY CATTLE and several YOUNG GUERNSEY
BULLS. BERKSHIRE PIGS not akin. Several young BOARS ready for

service.

M. B. R0WE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va.

LET nE HAVE YOUR ORDERS FROHPTLY FOR FALL SHIPHENT OF

# BERKSHIRES #
Imported SIR JOHN BULL and UNCLE

SAM have become so famous that their

pigs are often booked before birth. My
iupply did not meet the demand by one-
third the past season.

A nice lot of Pore Blood BROWN LEG-
HORNS for sale cheap ; also Pure Blood
ENGLISH SETTER PUPS at home made
price—snow-whites and white and tans.

WHITE, Lexington, Va,

BALE YOUR OWN HAY,
Millet, Sorghum, Pea Vines, etc.,

with a LITTLE GIAMT, the only
perfected high opacity hand
power PRESS on the market.

Finishes a perfect bale of standard size, either . jiji. ni»»» U«u rj»„„n Pa rlnllao T.v
|
light or heavy. Write for descriptive circulars. LIllIB ulalll Hay riBSS liO., UallaS, IB*.
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WHERE HE MADE HIS MISTAKE"
One of the store windows down town

displays an elaborate set of furniture of a
style and arrangement that would be suit-

able either for a wedding-chamber or the
sleeping-room of a wealthy bachelor. On
a soft Turkish rug stands a richly carved
bedstead with a bed upon it seemingly
ready for use, several fragile chairs with
gilt frames, a big lounging chair, and a
handsome dressing-case with a lofty mir-
ror. Scattered aoout in picturesque con-
fusion are many dainty bits of bric-a-

brac.

A motley crowd stood in front of the
window the other night, gazing admiring-
ly at this picture of comfort. In the cen-
ter of the crowd stood a big man with
long flowing side whiskers. He was talk-

ing in a loud voice to a modestappearng
woman who clung to his arm.

" It's wonderful how they get up things
nowadays," the man was saying. " Why,
when I was a boy no one would ever
think of chipping out grooves and hol-
lows in a good solid piece of walnut like
that bedstead there, and nobody would
dare to put gilt on a chair for fear of ruin-
ing his friend's clothes. And just look at
the images ! Them's downright deceitful.
Anybody can tell that the cat over there
wasn't real. Everything about her's so
natural except her tail, which is too short.
Nobody ever seen a regular live cat with
a tail like thai. It's honest to have it

that way, though, for it shows the firm's
trying to do business on the square basis,
and atn't trying to deceive no one—."

The big man's discourse came to a sud-
den end, for the cat rose to its feet,
stretched itself lazily, and walked away.

Dissolve half a pound of the best glue
in a teacupful and a half of water, add a
teacupful of moderately strong vinegar
and mix thoroughly. Keep in the dark
and closely sealed, and it can be used
without warming, unless in the coldest
weather.
To make waterproof glue, soak it in

water until softened through, but pre-
serve the shape. Heat slowly in linseed
oil until dissolved, then mix thoroughly.
To make fire-proof glue, pour water over
good glue and let :t remain over night,
then slowly melt and add white lead to
make the right consistency. This will
withstand fire but not boiling water. To
fasten labels to tin, take a good yellow
glue, break it into small pieces, cover with
water and leave three or four hours,
pour off the water, place the glue in a
wide-mouthed bottle or pint can, and
cover with acetic acid. Set in warm wa-
ter until dissolved, and incorporate the
two by stirring.

On another page of this issue of our
paper will be found the advertisement of
Heebner & Sons, of Lansdale, Pa. As
will be observed by the advertisement
itself, these people are manufacturers of
Threshing Machines and Tread-Powers.
This does not, however, embrace their
entire line of goods as they also manu-
facture the Union Feed and Ensilage
Cutters, Feed Grinders, Peanut Pickers,
etc. Heebner & Sons are not unknown
to our readers, aB they have advertised
with us each season for many years.

CUTYOUR CQRNWITUTHE ^ SHREDYOUR STALKS WITflTHE 1

PEERING IDEALCORN BINDERU
:
PEERING HUSKERS S SHREDDERS UJ

'THEIDEALLINr 1
DE1R I NG COR N MAC HINE S

ARE MONEY MAKERS
J
PEERING HARVESTER COMPANY CHICAGO.U.S.A.

WORUDS, GREATEST MANUFACTURERS OF
CRASS,; GRAIN AND CORN HARVESTERS.— ^ SHREDDERS G-TWINE.

St.LAMBERT JERSEYS
We have for sale a number of YOUNG BULLS from cows with butter tests rang-

ing from 16 to 24 lbs. per week, and yielding from 5 to 6 gallons of milk per day.

We have more high testing ST. LAMBERT COWS than can be found in any herd

in the United States or Canada.

INDIAN CAME FOWLS
We have also for sale a choice lot of INDIAN GAME CHICKENS—male and

female. Also some choice WHITE WYANDOTTE COCKERELS. The Indian

Game and White Wyandottes are the best general purpose fowls.

BOiAiMONT FHRMS, Srlbm, Vr,

POLAND-

CHINAS.
TECUMSEH G, 49283.

I have a limited number of pigs by my fine boars, " TECUMSEH G," 49283, and

"MONARCH," 48705, and can furnish pairs not akin or related to those previously pur-

chased. Young boars and sows of all ages. Send to headquarters and get the best

from the oldest and largest herd of Poland-Chinas in tnis State at one-half Western

prices. Address J. B. GRAY, Fredericksburg, Ta.

When corresponding with advertisers, always mention
The Southern Planter.
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There are very few firms in any kind of

business in this country to day who have
been at it longer than this one. They
have been working along their chosen

lines for more than sixty years, and it is

very much to their credit to state that

the Heebner goods are more popular to-

day than ever before. Wherever they

are known they are accepted as the syn-

onvm of superiority and honesty both as

to design and material and also as to

working ability. Write for their new
catalogue and kindly mention this paper.

LITTLE GIANT HAY PRESS.

A novel device and one of evident
merit, which is winning its way to the
front with great strides, is the Little

Giant Hand Hay Baler, manufactured
by the Little Giant Press Co., of Dallas,

Texas.
For years implement builders have

given their thought, time and experi-

ments to the designing and constructing
of a practical and inexpensive appliance
for the baling of hay and other kindred
material. Thousands of tons of hay are

lost to the farmer annually, because he
feels that he cannot afford to purchase
a high-priced power press. The Little

Giant was designed to overcome this dif-

ficulty, and is pronounced by its scores of
friends as a complete success. The firm
will mail free of charge an exhaustively
illustrated catalogue to interested in-

quirers.

AX OLD MAID.

In the suburbs of Madison, Wiscon-
sin— if that charming little city may be
said to have suburbs—dwells Aunt
Pitcah Ann. She is a thrifty old soul

who, when her cabin needed repairs re-

cently, was well able to hire a fellow-
African to mend it. In the course of his

labors this dusky carpenter noticed that
there were several children playing
about.
"Whose chillun is dose?" he asked.
"Dem's mih chillun," replied Aunt

Pitcah with pride.

"Is dat so? Whey's yo' husban'?"
"Why, now, I tell yo'. I ain' got no

husban'. I says to mahse'f, I does, a
long time ago, I says I do' wan' no hus-
ban's in mine. No, sah. When yo' got
a husban' he always wan's tuh be a-med-
dlin' in the bringin' up the chilluns, an'

w'at good is he, anyhow? Yo' answer
me dat. He ain' no good—only fer me
tuh suppo't. No, suh, I don' wan' no
husban's in mine. I'se an ol' maid. Dat's
what I is.—Jonx Swain, in the September
Lippincott' 8.

Mention the Southern Planter when cor-

responding with advertisers.

COLLIE PUPS!
By prize-winning imported sires and trained

dams. Eligible. Fit for bench, ranch or farm.
Price, $10, either sex. Also a book on the care
and trainingof the Collie for all practical uses.
Price, 50c. Copy of book free to purchaser of
Collie.
Stock Farm, " MAPLEMONT," Albany, Ver.

GREAT JOINT PUBLIC SALE OF

SHORTHORNS,

ABERDEEN-ANGUS and

HEREFORD CATTLE
At the Annual Fair of the S. W. Va. Ag'l and

Live Stock Association at

Radford, Va., October 14th, 1902.

Messrs. W. W. Bentley and J. T. Cowan will contribute about 30
head of Shorthorns. Mr. J. R. K. Bell will offer about 12 Aberdeen-
Angus. Mr. H. L. Morgan will have a nice bunch of Herefords.

(Other breeders will also contribute to this sale, but at this date, 22d,

cannot say what number).

The quality of this Stock will be unsurpassed ; all young and
splendid individuals, and from the best breeders in S. W. Va. Par-

ties desiring something very choice cannot afford to miss this sale.

Catalogue ready about October 1st. Send your name NOW for it.

Address W. W. BENTLEY, Pulaski City, Va.

HEREFORlt CATTLE.—Calves, entitled to registration, 875 to 8100. Grade Calves by "BLrEdward" S2o to 8J0.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP—Bucks, one year old and over, 815 to 820. Buck Lambs, July de-
livery, $10. and 812. Ewe Lambs, July delivery, 88. and $10.

POLAND-CHINA HOGS—Pigs, six weeks old, 85. Pigs, two or three months old 87 50
Pigs, Ave months and over, 815 to 820.

' '

M. BRONZE TURKEYS.—Toms, 81. Hens, 83. Eggs, per sitting of 12, when In season, $4.

MUSCOVY DECKS—Pure White Drakes, 81.25. Pure White Ducks, 81. Pairs, 82.25; trios, 83BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
ROUEN GEESE—Ganders, 82.50. Geese, 82.50. Eggs, per sitting, $3.00

WILLIAM L, Jr., No. 21058, half brother of Axtell, will serve a limited number of mare* foi
825 the season. Mares boarded at lowest figures per month.
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REPORTS.

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C. Public Road Enqui-

ries. Bulletin 32. Proceedings of

the Third Annual Good Roads
Convention of the State of New
York.

Farmers' Bulletin No. 157. The Propa-

gation of Plants.

Farmers' Bulletin No. 15S. How to

Build Small Irrigation Ditches.

California Experiment Station, Berkley,

Cal. Report of Work of the Agri-

cultural Experiment Station of Cal-

ifornia for the years 1898-1901.

Bulletin No. 141. Experiments with

Deciduous Plants.

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca, N.

Y. Bulletin 203. The Care and
Handling of Milk.

Delaware Experiment Station, Newark,

Del. Bulletin 56. Some Destruc-

tive Caterpillars.

Bulletin 57. Sundry Notes on Plant

Diseases.

Illinois Experiment Station, TJrbana. Ill

Bulletin 73. Comparison of Silage

and Shock Corn for Wintering

Calves for Beef Production.

Bulletin 74. Standard Milk and Cream.

Bulletin 75. Standardization of Milk

and Cream.
Bulletin 77. Bitter Rot of Apples.

Kansas Experiment Station, Manhattan,

Kan. Bulletin 100. Grapes.

Maine Experiment Station, Orono, Me.

Bulletin 84. Cereal Breakfast Foods

Marvland Experiment Station, College

Park, Md. Agricultural College

Quarterly.

New Mexico Experiment Station, Mesila

Park, N. ML Twelfth Annual Register.

Rhode Island Experiment Station, King-

ston, R. I. Bulletin 85. Analyses

of Commercial Fertilizers.

South Carolina Experiment Station.Clem-

son College, S. C. Bulletin 72.

Texas Fsver.

Bulletin 73. Analyses of Commercial
Fertilizers.

Virginia Department of Agriculture, Rich'

mond. Va. Bulletin No. 10. Anal
yses of Fertilizers,

Virginia Weather Service, Richmond,Va.
Report for July.

Wyoming Experiment Station, Laramie,

Wyo. Bulletin 51. Sheep Feeding

on the Range. Lamb Feeding.

Bulletin 52. Experiment on Evapora-

tion.

Bulletin 53. The Measurement of Wa-
ter for Irrigation.

West Indian Bulletin. The Agricultural

Department of the West Indies.

Vol. 3, No. 2.

Condensed Report of the Annual Meeting
of the Holstein-Friesian Associa-

tion of America, F._L. Houghton,
Secretary, Putney, Vt.

First Annual Report of the Illinois

Corn Growers Association, Cham-
paign, 111.

To make cowl pay, use Sharplet Cream Separata rt.

Book "Business Dairying" A Cat. SOo free. W.
Chester, Pa.

BACON HALL FARM.

PEREFOBD bebistebed GflTTLE
"TOP" BREEDING, CALVES NOT AKIN.

MOTTO—Satisfaction or no Sale.

E. M. GILLET & SON, Verona, Balto. Co., Md.

HEREFORD CATTLE....
FOR SALE : Bulls, Cows In Calf, Bull Calves, Heifer Calves-

PRICES RIGHT. SEE JUNE NUMBER.
MURRAY BOOCOCK, Keswick, Va.

Registered Herefords
YOUNG BULLS AND HEIFERS

NOT AKIN FOR SALE BY
STOXEHURST FRUIT & STOCK FARM,

Union Mills, Virginia.
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BILTMORE FARMS. - Biltmore.N.G.

Headquarters for GOUDEN LAD JERSEYS,
Also get of TREVARTH and GEN. MARIGOLD, j* * *

GOLDEN LAD'S SUCCESSOR, First and sweepstakes over all at the Pan-American Exposition, the

champion JERSEY BULL OF AMERICA, and out of Golden Ora,
(

our great prize-winning cow, both

born and developed on these Farms, is among our service bulls.

Biltmore Jerseys are a combination of large and persistent milking qualities with an individuality

that wins in the show ring.

SPECIALTY. Write for descriptive circular of the best lot of young bull calves ever offered, both for breed-

ing and individuality. They are by noted sires and out of large and tested selected dams. Many of these

calves are fit to show and win in any company.

BILTMORE POULTRY YARDS.

SPECIALTY. Write for descriptive circular of eggs from our prize-winning pens. Over 50 yards to select

from, made up of the winners at the leading shows for the last two seasons. If you want winners you
must breed from winners.

Headquarters for the best IMPORTED ENGLISH BERKSHIRES.

apply to BILTMORE FARMS, biltmore. n. C.

The most popular Machine In use for Grain Threshingand Peanut Picking are the

HEEBNERS.
LITTLE GIANT *»o

PENNSYLVANIA.
Machines, and they have splendid improvements for 1902.
They are built in first class manner, and are strong and dur-
able. We guarantee them to do the work satisfactorily.

We will mail descriptive catalogue and testimonials, and
quote prices on application.

PORTABLE ENGINES,

GASOLINE ENGINES.

Cuts 2000 feet of lumber per day
4 horse power.

TRACTION ENGINES,

STATIONARY ENGINESSAW JYTILLS. Capacity 2,000 to 25,000 ft. per day.

FARMER'S $125 SAW MILL, PLANERS, SHINGLE,
'>- LATH & CORN MILLS,

RUBBER BELTING,

LEATHER BELTING,

ENGINE TRIMMINGS,

IRON PIPE, VALVES,

MILL SUPPLIES.

STRATTON & BRAGG, 20 and 22 N. Sycamore St., Petersburg,Va.
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BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.
Poultry Architecture. Compiled oy G.

B. Fi8ke. 130 pages. To meet the con-

stantly increasing demand for informa-

tion about the construction of inexpen-

sive poultry houseB, the author has com-
piled this book ; his chief aim having
been to give designs of sufficient variety

to suit conditions everywhere. These
plans have been carefully selected from

a much larger number, and only those

are given which are in successful use and
which are adapted to the needs of practi-

cal poultry keepers. Published by Orange

Judd Co., New York. Price, 50 cents.

Standard Perfection Poultry Book. By
C. C. Shoemaker. A standark work on
poultry, ducks and geese, containing a

description of all the varieties, with in-

structions as to their disease, breeding

and care, incubators, brooders, etc. Pub-
lished by Fred. J. Drake & Co., Chicago.

Price, 50 centB.

These two books should be in the hands
of every poultry keeper. We can supply

them at the prices quoted.

The Business of Farming in Virginia.

A Study of some of our Agricultural Re-

sources, bv Dr. Paul Scherer, issued by

the Norfolk and Western Railway Com-
pany, Roanoke, Va. This is a useful lit-

tle pamphlet for those seeking to know
more about the State of Virginia. It will

be sent on application.

CATALOGUES.
The Nursery & Seed Co., Charleston,

W. Va. Price list of fruit and ornamental

trees, small fruits, etc.

Angora goats. Jos. M. Neil, Charleston,

W. Va.

American Seeds. Pinehurst Nurseries,

Pinehurst, N. C.

PREMIUM LISTS.

South Carolina State Fair, Colum-

bia, S. C. Premium list of the Thir-

ty-fourth Annual Fair, October 28th to

31st, 1902.

Kentucky State Fair, Louisville, Ky.

Premium list of the First Annual Fair,

September, 22-27, 1902.

CENSUS BULLETINS.

No. 218. Agriculture. Wisconsin.

219. Agriculture. Ohio.

220. Agriculture. Kentucky.
221. Manufactures. Boots and Shoes

222. Agriculture. Utah.

223. Agriculture. Virginia.

224. Agriculture. Missouri.

225. Agriculture. Mississippi.

226. Agriculture. Tennessee.

227. Agriculture. Louisiana.

228. Manufactures. Glass Manufac-
ture.

229. Agriculture. Texas.

230. Agriculture. Oklahoma.
231. Agriculture. Washington.
232. Agriculture. South Carolina.

233. Manufactures. Manufacture of
Clothing.

234. Agriculture. South Dakota.

235. Agriculture. Wyoming.
236. Manufactures. Wool Manufac-

ture.

238. Manufactures. Musical Instru-

ments and Materials.

SAVES ITS COST
It spreads all kinds of manure, lime,

salt, ashes, compost, etc., eltber
broadcast or la rows. Does It better

than it can Possibly be done by hand.

ON THE FIRST CROP.
Do you know of any other piece of ma-

chinery for use on the farm of which this
can be truly said? . '. , «."•; «>;' X- *.•«••;.—

.

<j*vThe Improved

Kemp Manure Spreader
not only makes easy work of getting out the manure, but by the way in which it breaks it up and makes it fine, it more than
trebles the value of the same. It will break up and spread evenly, manure that cannot be handled with a fork. It doesn't
matter how hard, lumpy, caked, strawy, or stalky the manure is, this machine will spread it. It makes tine, well rotted
manure go a long ways in top dressing wheat in the spring, meadow lands, pasture, etc. Being mounted on broad faced
wheels, it can be handled on any kind of ground without serious cutting in or rutting, tan spread back and forth, as
front wheels turn entirely under. Can be turned on the ground it stands on. 1<J02 machine has our new Beater-
Freeing Device, Apron-Returning Device and numerous other improvements^ Send for latest catalogue (free)
and read about these and other advantages and alsi

Kemember that the only original and genuine Kemp Manm
KEMP <£ BURPEE MFG. CO.. Boxelves.

Big Crops. 1

e Spreader Is tfae one made by <

28. SYRACUSE. N. Y.

CISMONT DORSETS..
CISMONT STOCK FARM offers well developed young

Dorsets of the best blood of England and America.

Prices reasonable. G. S. LINDENKOHL, Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

^r-*T~=^^"'yj':;^a~^P,:^^

6 SHORTHORN BULL CALVES,
THE
OAKS.

(Eligible to registry) FOR SALE; Also 4 Grades.

100 high-grade SHROPSHIRE EWES; good ones, and some of them bred,

offered a better lot of stock.

I never

B. B. BUCHANAN. Bedford City. Va.

URY FARM
BREEDER OF HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN Cattle.

Royally Bred and Individually as Good as their Breeding.

OFFERINGS FOR THIS MONTH —15 young bulls, from 1 to 18 mos. old. Service bulls. Dry
Alwlna Count Paul DeKol 23201'.. fount. DeKol Mechthilde 22912, DeKol 2d Butter Boy 3d, No, 2,

2'.rai, Parties desiring fine, young bulls by above sires and from elegantly bred dams, would
do well to write us.

Thos. Fassitt <& Sons, sylmar. md.

Save Time, Labor and Money MffSaftffi!*
This No. 8 Pennsylvania Thresher and Cleaner and Roller Bearing ^——

—

pum
Level Trend Power is the best individual outfit for threshing rye, bar"

***'

0*W, flax, rico, alfalfa, millet, Sorghum, timothy, etc. WlLHhreab and clean 100 fa

r.-rcnUin.-.-Ti tlaffeft

BlltffpCuttorfl.Urilidfl

1 dry feed, pholllDg all kinds ofgrain, to run tie saw. frrccn bono
panto orcam.obuni.cU. Alto Tnakolerer powers, *"Yed and Ea-
.Sawi.rto., Hfebntr k Sons, 25 Broad St.. Lwnadale.P*.
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WHAT THEY TALKED ABOUT.
"I was at luncheon the other day,"

said a North Side woman, " where the
hostess was a graduate of Smith College,

three of the guests were graduates of
Wellesley, two went through Vassar, two
had been Bryn Mawr girls, and the other
ladies present were graduates of North-
western, the University of Chicago and
Wells, respectively."

" Well," one of her hearers said, " it

must have been very interesting. How
I wish I could have been there. What
did you talk about ?"

"Let me see. Oh, yes. About how
hard it is to keep help."— Chicago Record-
Herald.

SENATOR TILMANS TAR.
A friend of Senator Tilman was in-

quiring about the politics of the Tilman
familv.

" We are all Democrats," asserted the
Senator, enumerating his relatives, " all

tarred with the same stick."

"Ah," observed the caustic inquirer;
"but, Senator, didn't you get a little

more tar than the others?"

—

New York
Times.

Mention the Southern Planter when
writing advertisers.

PEAS ARE AS GOOD AS COLD THIS YEAR.
OUR LIFTER

Will harvest them for

one-tenth of what
it costs by hand.

Write

for

Particulars.

THE VINE AND ROOT MACHINERY COMPANY, Port Huron, Michigan.
Manufacturers of Pea, Bean, Beet and Chicory Farm Tools, and

"THE MEAD" Full Circle, 3-Stroke Hay Press.

The Newest and Latest CORN HARVESTER
Cuts and binds on hill

sides as well as on level

ground. New conveyor

chain ; direct draft
;

posi-

tive elevation, perfect

balance.

Elevates and binds corn

in its natural; upright posi-

tion. Ahead of all others.

40-inch wheel.

Cuts anywhere from 4 to 14 inches above ground.
Binds anywhere trom 23 to 34 inches above the butts.

WALTER A. WOOD, M. and R. M. Co., Southern Office, 1422 E. Main St., Richmond, Va.
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MAKING EXPENSES.

When Edward Payson Hammond, the

great revivalist, passed through Illinois

in the late sixties he did not neglect Gales-

burg; he felt that Galesburg generally

needed him, and that Ox-Horns Marshall

needed him in particular.

A crown of glory awaited any revivalist

who could win to the heavenly way John

Marshall, the Galesburg tailor, whose

store sign was a pair of huge, wide-curved

horns, arching above his door. No one

in Galesburg who knew of Marshall and

his record put any faith in the old saw

that it takes nine tailors to make a man.

It was generally conceded that Ox- Horns
Marshall, when he was properly loaded

and carefully aimed in the direction of

serious trouble, could attend to any nine

men of the vicinity, near or remote. The
ox-horns, which were ^is crudely impro-

vised heraldic device, were acknowledged

to be no more than justly typical of his

strength and of his prowess in such bick-

erings as the Illinois of that clamorous

day provided.
With Hammond, religion came to Gales-

burg. And, as it came to Galesburg with

its wrath and its repentance, it came to

Ox-Horns Marshall.

He reformed.
Galesburg, dazed at first, at^last accept-

ed the wonder of his reformation ; but it

hastened its evening meal in order to go

to church and gaze with awe upon this

child of evil from whom the blackness

had been washed out. The glory of his

amendment spread in undiminished radi-

ance from town to town, and travelling

salesmen—roystering friends of his in the

unregenerate days—attended the revival

meetings in order to see Ox-Horns Mar-
shall bow that terrifying front of his in

earnest, humble prayer.

There were four of them in the rear of

the sacred edifice, one night, when the re

formed one felt the time had come for

him to play a Christian's part. He walk-

ed forward, seized the plate, and began

to take up the collection. He did not see

his friends of sin until he came directly

to their pew ; he was suffering from the

stage fright which seizes every man to

whom that solemn plate is first intro-

duced with all its stern responsibilities.

Their presence took him by surprise.

But his courage rose with ihe emergency.
" Chip in, boys I" he whispered hoarse-

ly. "Salvation's free. But oh, dear friends,

remember, it costs like h— 1 to run a

Methodist church!"

—

Lippincoll's Maga-
ziiu for August.

APPLE CATSUP.
Pare and core i bushel ripe sour apples.

Cook in sufficient water to prevent burn-

ing, using porcelain or granite vessels.

When cooked, rub through a colander

and return to the fire, adding 4 oz. salt, 3

oz. black pepper, 1 oz. cinnamon, A oz.

ground cloves, 1 dram cayenne pepper, 1

teacup sugar, J gallon vinegar. Let boil

five minutes, and seal or bottle in stone

or glass. This is original, and is our fa-

vorite catsup. The flavoring may be va-

ried.

" If you say ' please,' I'll give you a

piece of pie." "An' if I say it twice,

auntie, will y' give me two pieces ?"

Your money back
if you are not satisfied

DO YOU SUPPOSE that a company with a capital of $500,000.00. paid in full, and the

proud reputation of 36 years of continuous success, would make such an offer and not carry

it out to the letter?
DO YOU SUPPOSE we would jeopardize our standing with the public and our chances

of still greater success by failing to fulfil any promise we make ?

DO YOU SUPPOSE we would make such an offer If we did not have the utmost confi-

dence in the satisfying quality of our goods ?

WE KNOW we can please vou and save you money, for HAYNER WHISKEY goes

direct from our distillery to vou, with all its original richness and flavor, carrying a UNITED
STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUARANTEE of PURITY and AGE and saving

you the big profits of the dealers. That's why it's best for medicinal purposes. That's why
it's preferred for other uses. That's why we are regularly supplying over a quarter of a
million satisfied customers. That's why YOU should try it.

Direct from our distillery to YOU
Saves Dealers' Profits ! Prevents Adulteration

!

HAYNER WHISKEY
PURE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD RYE

4 FULL $0:22 EXPRESS
QUARTS 9" ' PREPAID

We will send you FOUR PULL QUARTS of HAYNER'S SEVEN-YEAR-
OLD RYE for $3.20. and we will pay the express charges. When ydu receive

the whiskey, try it and if vou don't find it all right and as good as you ever
drank or can buv from any body else at any price, then send it back at our

expense and vour $3.20 will be returned to you by next mail. How could

an offer be fairer? We take all the risk and stand all the expense, if

the goods do not please you. Won't you let us send you a trial order? We
ship in a plain sealed case ; no marks to show what's inside.

Orders for Ariz., Cal., Col., Idaho, Mont., Nev., N. Mex.. Ore., Utah, Wash,
or Wyo., must be on the basis of 4 quarts for S4.00 by Express
Prepaid or SO Quarts for S1G.OO by Freight Prepaid.

Write our nearest office and do it NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO ST. LOUIS, MO. ST. PAUL, MINN.

24 Distillery, Trot, O. Established 1866.

CHARTERED IS70,

Merchants National Bank
OP RICHMOND, VA.

Designated Depository of the United States, City of

Richmond and Commonwealth of Virginia. Capital Stock, faoo.oot.oo

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore Surplus and Prollti, $531,000,00

and New Orleans, this Bans: offers superior facilities for

direct and quick collections.

Direotobs.—John P. Branch, B. B. Stanford, Chas. 8. Strlngfellow, Thos. B. Scott, B. W.
Branch, Fred. W. Scott, Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. K. Branch, A. 8. Boford, R. C. Morton. Andrew
Plxistnl. Jr., J. P. George, Alex. Hamilton, Sam'l. T. Morgan.

HEEBNER'S 'UNION" FEED AND ENSILAGE CUTTERS

HEKio'F.lt a sons, sr. Broad st„ Laudato, l*«
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Our Price=List
G=j Of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Small Fruit

raj Plants, Roses, Shrubs, etc., etc., for the Fall of

[dj] 1902 is now ready. The assortment we offer is

raj one of the most complete in America, and consists

[g] only of the reliable and tested varieties. OUR
[3 PRICES are reasonable, consistent with pro-

Si ducts of the HIGHEST QUALITY. A copy of

p| this list, and our general catalogue, will be sent

FREE for the asking.

Turnips, Spinach, Kale,
And everything in Seeds.

Bee Keepers Supplies,

Fertilizers
For any and every purpose.

Write us for anything you may need, our
prices will be interesting.

THE NURSERY & SEED CO.,

Charleston, W. Va.

ANGORA GOATS.

They are brush extermi-
nators. Fleece more valu-
able than wool. If you
have brush-land you can-
not afford to clear it except
by the Angora Goat. The
demand for the flesh and
fleece is great and is still

growing. You will find a
flock of these animals a
profitable investment. I

can supply you with reg-
istered and unregistered
stock, in pairs, trios, or any
quanity from one to a car-

load. Lowest prices quan-
tity considered. Write me,

JOS. M. NEIL, Charleston, W.Wa.

Pedigrees traced and tabulated. Catalogues compiled and cir-

culars prepared. Special attention given registration

matters pertaining to thoroughbred and trotting horses

..BY..

W. J. CARTER (Broad Rock),

P. O. Box 929, RICHHOND, VA.
Correspondent of

Richmond Times, Richmond, Va.
Southern Planter, Richmond, Va.
Spirit of the Times. New York.
Kentucky Stock Farm, Lexington, Ky.

REFERENCES.—Mr. A. B. Gwathmey, Cotton Exohange, New
York: Mr. W. N. Winner, of Wilmer & C'anfleld, Lawyers

t 49 wall St.,
New York ; Col. K. M. Murchison, Banker, Wilmington, N. C; Mr. L.
Banks Holt, Proprietor Oneida Cotton Mills and Alamance Farm, Gra-
ham, N. C; Col. B. Cameron, Fairntosh Stud Farm, Stag
vllle, N. C; MaJ. P. P. Johnson, President National Trotting Assacia-
tion. Lexington, Ky. ; Mr. Thos. N. Carter. President Metropolitan
Bank, Richmond, Va.; Mr. Jas. Cox, Belgravia Stock Farm, Mt. Jack-
son, Va. ; Capt. John L. Roper, Foxhall Stock Farm, Norfolk, Va.

:

Capt. R. J. Hancock, Ellerslie Stud Farm, Charlottesville, Va. ; Sam'i
Walton, Walton Farm, Falls Mills, Va.

1902. STALLIONS AT

GLENCOE STOCK FARM.

1902.

GOLDEN DENMARK, A grand looking, chestnut

horse, registered in American Saddle-Horse Registry.

ABD. EL KADER, JR., Chestnut horse, by Abd.
El Kader, dam by Senator. This horse sires high-class Hunt-
ers, Jumpers and Steeplechasers.

For terms, address
J. B. McCOMB & BRO., Somerset, Va.

N. B.—Hunters, Jumpers and Gaited Saddle-Horses for sale.

SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION,

OCTOBER 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 1902.

$7,000 IN PRIZES. Entries Close Sept. 27.

J. T. ANDERSON, Pres.,

C. W. SMITH, Manager,
W.O. WARTHEN, Sec,

Richmond, Va.,

AINSLIE CARRIAGE CO.,
Nos. 8, 10 and 12 Tenth St., RICHMOND, VA.

Building Carriages to order is our special business.

Repairing and Repainting done, and best

material used. A full line of all

the latest styles.

R. H. RICHARDSON,
DEALER IN

FINE HARNESS, SADDLE and

STABLE SUPPLIES,

1106 Hull Street, - MANCHESTER, VA.
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PLANTAIN FOR POISON IVY
As the season of poison ivy returns, I

am reminded of some of the remedies of-

fered last year through your paper. I

have tried them all, and some more be-

sides. The only external application that
gave any permanent relief in my case was
sweet spirits of nitre.

Now after nearly 40 years, experience
with the plague, let me say that an ounce
of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

My remedy is so simple that I find it dif-

ficult to induce people to try it. It is to

make use of plantain, the wide-leaved
kind, very common in these parts. I do
not know the botanical name. It can be
steeped and the juice drank, or in my
case when I came to a nice fresh leaf I

would pick it, chew it, and swallow the
juice. I have never known a case in

which it has been faithfully tried to fail to

give relief; that is, it actB on the system so

that one can work in the ivy without
danger of getting poisoned. I can mow
in it with shoes and no stockings on,

with no evil results. I have seen those
who could eat it and not be affected at all.

I will give some cases to prove my state

ments. My father could not go near this

ivy without getting poisoned. Every
year after haying he would have a reg-

ular time with boils and abscesses to

get it out of his blood. About 30 years
ago he heard of the use of plantain. He
has not been poisoned to speak of since,

although working in it every year.

My wife was one of the worst cases I

ever knew. If she went out after berries,

she was sure to be poisoned. It would
come out all over her body and make her
nearly crazy. She tried every known out-

ward application without relief. It was
two years before I could induce her to

make a thorough trial of plantain. At last

she steeped the leaves and took it regu
larly for a month or more, and for the past
14 years has not been poisoned at all. A
new man in the neighborhood said it was
worth $10 to him last year. Other cases
might be cited, but these are some of the
worst. I have not heard a case that
plantain did not help after a fair trial. I

sometimes chew a little plantain, usually
before breakfast. I have not been pois-

oned for 30 years, only slightly when I

get the inky-black juice on my bare skin.

Franklin County, Mass. C. S. HALE.

WHERE THE FUN COMES IN.
" Oh, yes," said the young housekeeper,

" I keep a complete set of household-
account books, and it's more fun than a
little."

" Fun !" ejaculated the neighbor.
•' Yes, indeed. I enjoy it so much."
" Enjoy what ?"

"Why, watching my husband trying
to straighten them out for me, of course.
I get him to do it about once a week."—
Brooklyn Eagle.

UNNECESSARY EFFORTS.
Keegan :

" Old man Rafferty near had
a fit wnin he heard his darter an' young
Rooney had bin married fer Bix months."
Regan: "Cu'd yez blame him? There

he'd bin treatin' th' young blackguard
loike a gintleman fer six month's, jist

thryin' to git him into th' family."

—

Judge.

m m

LEE'S
*

E
The Old Reliable for WHEAT, OATS,
CLOVER and OTHER GRASSES; has
stood the test for twenty-five
years, being composed principally
of Hydrate of Lime, Sulphate of
Lime and Potash.

If you wish to IMPROVE your land, use a ton to four acres for

WHEAT and CLOVER, or if you wish to seed it for other GRASSES
where the land is in good condition, nse the same quantity and it will give
you a good STAND and GROWTH of GRASS. For reclaiming POOR
land, where there is little or no VEGETATION, COVER naked places
with lit ter from the barnyard or forest, using the same quantity, and sow
winter OATS and CLOVER.

FRUIT TREES.
Maj. G. A. Barksdale of Richmond, Va., has used our PREPARED
LIME on his fruit trees, and says it has made wonderful improve-
ment, both in the condition of the trees and quality of the fruit.

OUR SPECIAL
I WHEAT FERTILIZER.

We put this brand on the market only a few years ago, and have had
very flattering results. The best farmers say that they get better
STAND and GROWTH of GRASS and CLOVER from it than
from other fertilizers. This we can confidently recommend for

CORN-LAND or any other land of fair fertility.

PLAIN SHELL LIME
Constantly on hand at lowest prices.

No. 1 WOOD-BURNT LIME
In car lots at lowest market price from kilns.

Send for Circular and Prices.

A. S. LEE & SON, 102 S. 13th Street, Richmond, Va.

* viiaa-iisriA. divisiohst. *

Farmers Mutual Benefit Association.
A Fire Insurance Association, chartered by the State for the farmers

of Virginia, under an amended and well protected plan.
Insures, against Fire and Lightning, only country property—no stores or unsafe

riskB. Average cost per year for three years has been $3.66§ per $1000, including
dwellings, barns, produce, &c,—about one-third the usual cost of insurance to

farmers. Amount of property insured $325,000. Estimated security in real and
other estate, $600,000.

For further information, address, CHAS. N. FRIEND, General Agent,
MENTION THIS JOURNAL. CHESTER, VIRQINIA.

Prolongs the wear of HARNESS, SHOES,
Etc., fully 100 percent. Save half the yearly
Shoe and Harness expense. Guaranteed to do
all we claim or money refunded. Write
JOHN MFG. CO., Box IS, Hurricane, W. Va.
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FARMERS' NATIONAL CONGRESS,
It is quite probable that farmers gener-

ally do not fully realize the scope and
extent of the Farmers National Con-
gress, as otherwise they would take a
much deeper interest in it. The topics

discussed are more particularly those of

a national or international character,

quite different from what is generally on
the programmes at farmers' institutes.

The following is a copy of the program
for the 1902 meeting

:

1. Interoceanic canal. 2. National irri-

gation. 3. Reciprocity—how may it

affect agricultural interests ? 4. Effect

of present insular possessions on the
agriculture of the United States. 5. Pre-

servation of forest and fruit trees and
reforestation. 6. Injurious insects, in-

sect pests and fungi. 7. AVhatpartof a
man's farm does he sell when he sells the
crop? 8. Postal reforms particularly

affecting the farmer. 9. Mutual rela-

tions of northern and southern farmers.
10. Dairy interests of the United States

as related to the markets of the world.
11. Farm products other than dairy pro-

ducts in the markets of the world. 12.

The labor problem from the farmer's
standpoint. 13. How can we best build
up our merchant marine ?

The Farmers' National Congress is

made up of delegates and associate dele-

gates appointed by the governors of each
State. Every governor appoints as many
delegates as the State has representatives
in both houses of Congress, and as many
associate delegates as he chooses.
The meeting will be held at Macon,

Ga., October 7-10, and' the people of that
city will give a hearty welcome to all

who attend.
The Southeastern Passenger Asaocia

tion has granted a rate of one fare for

round trip, and there is a fair indication
that the other passenger associations will

make better than an excursion rate.

The men who will be invited to take
part in the program will be the choicest
that can be selected, and each one will be
an acknowledged leader in his line.

Isn't it about time the farmers took a
practical hand in helping to solve the
problems that pertain to their own
affairs ?

We hope to have at least 1,000 dele-

gates, associate delegates and visitors.

John M. Stahl, 4328 Langley Avenue,
Chicago, is secretary, and will gladly
answer any correspondence for the Con-
gress. J. H. Reynolds,

Treasurer.

EXTRACTS FROM A CYNIC'S
DICTIONARY.

Crank.—A person whose views are the
opposite of your own.

Egotist.—A person who thinks as much
of himself as other people do of them-
selves.

Honor.—That which people talk about
when they want to get out of doing some-
thing they don't want to do.

Society.—That which we lay the blame
on when anything goes wrong.

—

John
Eliot, in the September Lip/jincotl's.

Why must your nose be in the middle
of your face?—Because it is the scenter.

DON'T READ THIS
**»9&»e€«ee»

n
I We beg to announce to our patrons
* that we are daily receiving an immense

|
lot of

f FURNITURE, STOVES, OIL-CLOTH,
CARPETS, MATTINGS, PARLOR

I
FURNITURE and odd pieces.

|
"We will endeavor to make this Open- >

I ing Fall Season more attractive and the |

|
goods more pleasing than ever before. |

> The prices we have arranged are very t

> low, despite the advance in everything <

|
imaginable. \

* Buying in very large quantities enables \
i us to give our patrons the benefit of $

$ lower prices than we have heretofore. |

I M. R0SENBL00M & SON, The Mail Order House, |

> 1536 E. Main Street, Adjoining; New Main Street Depot, RICHMOND, VA. |

Japan Plums
And all other desirable standard and new
varieties of PLUMS, APPLE, PEACH,
PEAR and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, Etc

HEADQUARTERS FOR TENNESSEE
PROLIFIC STRAWBERRY.

The Most Reliable "Variety Ever Grown in

the South.

Three hundred and fifty acres under cultivation. Write us
ii" you contemplate planting. Catalogue free.

AGENTS WANTED. "WHITE FOR TERMS.

^^r. t. hood <3c go.
OLD DOMINION NURSERY. RICHMOND, VA.

T STANDS FOR BIG CROPS. STANDARD EVERYWHERE.

lumpy, damp or dry fertilizers, ^nothing equals the

CDAMfil CD Low-Down
^Pm r* IVULt.ll Grain and Fertiizer |_

Positive force feed for fertilizer, grain andgrassseed. Drills
any depth, perfect regulation. Ion steel or wood frame, high
wheels with broad tires. Easy to nil and operate. Light
draft. Investigate before buying. Write for free catalogue.

SPANGLER MANFG, CO.. 501 QUEEN STREET, YORK, PA.

Drill

When corresponding with Advertisers, always say that you saw their

advertisement in The Southern Planter.
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The following list of papers and periodicals

are the most popular ones In this section.

We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever
Journal yon wish.

DAILIES. PRICE WITH
ALONE. PLANTER.

The Dispatch. Richmond, Va f 3 od $ 3 00

The Times, " " 3 00 3 00

The Post, Washington, D. C 6 00 6 00

SEMI-WEEKLIES.

The Dispatch, Richmond, Va 1 00 1 26

The World (thrice-a-week), N. Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLIES.
Harper's Weekly 4 UO 4 00

" Bazaar 1 00 1 40

Montgomery Advertiser 1 00 1 00

The Baltimore Snn 1 00 1 36

Breeder's Gazette 2 00 1 75

Hoard's Dairyman 1 00 1 35

Conntry Gentleman.. 1 50 1 75

The Times, Richmond, Va. 50 65

Religions Herald, Richmond, Va.... 2 00 2 25

Central Presbyterian, " •• ... 2 00 2 50

Christian Advocate, " " ... 1 50 1 75

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Spirit of the Times 4 00 4 00

Horseman 3 00 8 00

SEMI-MONTHLIES.
Wool Markets and Sheep 50 75

Dairy and Creamery 50 75

Commercial Poultry 50 75

All three 1 50 1 15

MONTHLIES.
North American Review 5 00 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00 4 25

3t. Nicholas " 3 00 3 25

Llpplncott's " 2 50 2 50

Harper's " 4 00 4 00

Forum " 3 00 3 25

Scribner's " 3 00 3 25

Frank Leslies " 100 135
Cosmopolitan " 1 00 1 35

Everybody's " 1 00 1 35

Munsey " _ l 00 1 35

Strand " 1 25 1 65

McClure's " 1 00 1 35

Puritan " 1 00 1 35

Review of Reviews 2 50 2 75

Leisure Hours._ 1 00 l 25

Blooded Stock 60 50

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at
the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from "our price with the Planter." If

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-
tions not listed here, write us and we will

oheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription
rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire
until later can take advantage of our club
rates, and have their subscription advanced
one year from date of expiration of their
subscription to either the Planter or any of

the other publications mentioned.
Don't hesitate to write us for any informa-

tion desired ; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish no sample copies of other peri-

odicals.

Seed House of the South.
TIMOTHY.

BUCKWHEAT.
OATS and

CASE SEED.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIELD AND GARDEN SEEDS el

every variety at Lowest Market rates, included in which
are RAG LAND'S PEDIGREE TORACCO SEEDS.

_W£ ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn. Wheat. Potatoes, &c.

Pare Raw-Rone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent hy mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son,
IOI6 Main Street
LYNCHBURG, VA.

•3^^^^^^§H£INH^i

Headquarters for

Nursery Stock.
We make a specialty of handling dealers' orders.

ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAME.

Apples,
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BUSY! BUSY! BUSY!
THAT'S NO NAME FOR IT; THAT'S WHY OUR AD IS NO LARGER

THIS ISSUE--WE ARE TOO BUSY TO GET UP ONE.

Look Over This in a Hurry and You Will Surely "REGRET IT."

Best Family Flour, bbl $4 25
Granulated Sugar 4J
Rock Candy Syrup, gallon 40

Something fine, regular price, 50 cents.

Pure Lard, any quantity 12
2,000 bushels Clover Seed 2 90
10,000 bushels Choice Seed Wheat
40,000 bushels Winter Seed Oats
Arbuckle's Coffee

v 11

Golden Pdo Coffee 10
Country Cured Side Bacon 12$
10.000 bales Choice Timothy Hay 70
New Cut Herrings, dozen 12
McDermott's Fine Malt Whiskey, sure cure for chills

and fever, loss of appetite, dyspepsia, consump-
tion, sleeplessness, enriches the blood and builds
up the system. No family should be without a

bottle 85
$9 00 per dozen.

Juniper Gin, for kidney and bladder troubles. Cures
weak and lame back, per gallon 2 00

Old Northampton Apple Brandy, per gallon 2 00
Clemmer Whiskey, per gallon 2 00

Will sell any quantity of these medicines at same
price.

New Large, Fat Mackerel in 15-lb. buckets 98

The regular price is *1.50, we are overstocked and
want to move them.

New Prunes 5

Octagon Soap. 100 cakes 4 00
Finest English Breakfast Tea 45

Carolina Rice 6

Home-Made Blackberry Brandy, per gal., including jug.. 75

SEND FOR OUR PRICE-LIST,

Send me your orders, and if I don't save you big money on your
Groceries, Seeds, Peed and Medicines I will be

very much disappointed.

D. O'SULUVAN, Eighteenth and Main Streets, Richmond, Va.

KVMVWWVWVW¥WVWVW^^V¥VVWS>VVWWVS

TIME IS MONEY,
SO IS

FREIGHT,
As every farmer knows by

\ experience. We save you

both when you buy our

Virginia-Made Buggies and Wagons.
All kinds of vehicles at low prices. Quality and workmanship unsurpassed. Send for

beautiful, illustrated catalogue, or better still, come and inspect our stock.

Agents for BARB0DR BUGGY CO., HUGHES BUGGY CO., VIRGINIA WAGON' CO.,

ALL OF VIRGINIA.
*'%&*>£&&

WE ARE ALSO AGENTS FOR THE

DEERING CORN BINDER.
LET US QUOTE YOUR PRICES ON IT.

Correspondence Solicited. Inspection Invited.

RICHMOND BUGGY & WAGON CO., 1433 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.
\

J. T. DUNN, Manager. \
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OHIO FEED AND ENSILAGE CUTTER
For band or power. The strongest,

simplest and BEST MADE. Write for

prices, catalogues and testimonials.

CANE MILLS
AND

EVAPORATORS
We are agents for the celebrated

" Kentucky " Mill and " Cook's Im-

proved Evaporator." At least the

equal of any made and far superior

to most.

CIDER Nl I LLSa— Single or double, for hand or power

PEA HULLER S>—It will pay to inspect the " STAR." Will hull and clean from 10 to 15 bushels of

peas every hour.

DISC HARROWS,—Send for special catalogue of the "EVANS," lightest draft and strongest

harrow made.

OWECO AND PENNSYLVANIA DISC GRAIN DRILLS
With or without fertilizer attachment.

THE IDEAL FEED MILL AND POWER COMBINED
Has no equal for grinding shelled grain, corn and cob into excellent feed. The Horse-Power is very useful for running

other machinery as well. A full line of mills for horse and steam power.

THE No. 19 IDEAL *m
MILL.

For one horse. A verv useful size for

small farms. Price, $15.00.

PLOWS.
Try an " Imperial " and you will not

want any other. It is admitted by all who
have used it to be the best in the world.

Everything the Farm Needs we can Supply, and that at a Close Price.

WAGONS, BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, HARNESS
AND SADDLES.

The most complete line in the State. Write for special catalogue.

FANNING Iwl I LLSa—Wecan strongly recommend the " Lyons" for cleaning any kind of grain or

grass seed. Does its work clean, and praised by every one who has used it.

BALING PRESSE S.—For a serviceable press at a low price, we think the " Lyle " is the best

on the market. Supplied with or without power attachmen). Write for descriptive circulars.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
1302 and 1 304 East Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.
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HOW TO REMOVE STAINS.

They Shodld Always he Taken OutBefore the Articles Are Washed.
All stains should be removed beforethe articles are put in the washtub Thesooner a stain is treated the mo,e readily it will yield to the treatment. Pourboiling water through fruit stains; when

add ""WOT
1

*
!

"r
a 8OhUi0n of oxali

"

acid. Wash vaseline stains in alcoholpamt, in turpentine or alcohol ; varnish'm alcohol; grass or other green vegeta

h£ \ T l

a
-

al(
i
oho1

-
ke™»* or

g
molasses

;
for stains from blood, meat juiceuse white of egg in cold water. i^Jhecase of milk, cream, sugar or syrup

stains, soak in cold water and wash withsoap and cold water. Tar, wheel grease

*r?
hT 0l1 stains 8houW be rubbedwith lard and allowed to stand a few

w,H,
Ute

n'
,heVh^ 8hould be wash.dwith soap and cold water. Tea coffee

wither
8taiUS Sh0uld be removedwith boiling water; if obstinate, with aweak soutjon of oxalic acid.-JUmt

Pakloa, m The Ladies' Home Journal

FURNITURE POLISH.

s= l,g°?
d polish for varnished furnitureSal
f
P
?
rt8 °f

-

Vine?ar >
8weet oil and

K w I i"PentIne; the furniture may
•oL TH^m' T^

h Warm water ™*soap. The little white spots which come

bvhold!n
hedw n

i
tUremay be removedby holding a hot dinner plate over them

furnLreof^T
61118

-,
For ""varnished

turniture ofdark wood a coarse oil mixedwith turpentine, does very well; Cides

M?XDg the aPPeara"ce and cleaning

ens tt
Pr
h
e
f
er

^V','
e »<*>" ^d strength-ens it. Chippendale or inlaid mosaicfurniture should be frequentlv cranedwith oil, which preserves it fromcS

fn.1
eep

?
the ]ulaid Parts b°™ beoomSf

loose and protruding. Anyone who isfortunate enough to posess olive-wood ta-bles or boxes should have them frequently wiped over with oli to oil. Cane chairbottoms may ba not onlv cleaned butmade more springy and elastic bj washing with hot water, using, if they aredirty soap also. The chair should blturned upside down and well soaked

k'wil T 1D 2" Win; and ^"sbine?and
it will be as firm and nice as when new

A good-for-nothing fellow who used todress hke a sailor and did nothing butbeg, came to the house of a lady who hadthe reputation of being very benevolentHe thought he would melt her heart Witha rather clever dodge. Reaching theawn ,„ front of the window where theA Tresfntr' £° began^ *'
f^ i

Freeently she came to the doorand asked why he ate the grass He re
P *

Oh'"^iTe 1^ -o^K" toVat
<Jn, said she, my poor dear sailnrman come into the hou e," and lead „h.m through the hall she took himTo hfback door, and opening it remarked -r!

outside, you wifl find
g
the^slong^

NO NAME FOR IT.

health
hZn

d
d:

"
H°W about tha* ™w

market %r?™ ^'^ ? Is h on th *

.

Slimson. I hear you have been fi„htmg that little boy next door and that he

WnPiolVeH-h"°
W

-

didtnath^n°
^^e^eI

n^Vw
g
aTa^d1jV,ffihim he wouldn't invite me.

White and Silver
son-' breeders ehean fa!

sel ' thls sea-
for the youngsters '' make room
Also otter

I of n
RO

!
NTER DOGS

CHAS. P. WINSTON, Ame|i „ y .

FOR BAbK-Bogisteredaiid Ui>h-«rade

Fronaltocar.oad.ots.^uc.Kias'-n^

JEREMY IMPROVEMENT CO. Sa'xe. CharlotteCo..Va.

"Crop Growing

§ Crop Feeding"
BY Prof. W. F. MASSEY.

383 Pp. Cloth, $1.00; Pap. f , 60c .

at the folllowtog pHee.?"*"'
Southern Planter and Cloth

Bound Volume. $1.25
Southern Planter and Paper

Bound Volume, 90c.
Old or new subscriptions.

— —~ ^^M.mr-r.uvtMENTCO.Saxe.Charlott.On

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway

ttwm.ru*!T """ mmH™ AND L0U,SV,L«* AND
THROUGH ITS CONNECTIONS—

_

TflE
8.nSsk?S CW™nd,

fr0m ChiMg
°' 8t

' ^^ Peoria, Indianapolia,

THE OHIO CENTRAL LINES, from Toledo and Columbns-THE
an?KnNiTI

'

HAMILT°N * DA™' *»" »** Toledo, Lim.

FORMS THE MOST DIRECT *-£- «~ «> ^.Iw Rni|T_To STAUNTON LYNCHPTTPa n7 * "^ ROUTE.
bichkond;SSS^^^™^^*
And Principal Virginia Points.

A Trial Subscription...

25c.

OP SEVEN MONTHS (SEP.
TO MARCH, 1903,) FOR

This Includes Our

HOLIDA Y NUMBER
Which will be worth that Money.

Southern Planter, Richmond, Va.
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Milwaukee Corn Husker and Fodder Shredder
With Blower or Carrier. Manufactured iu four sizes: Large ma-

chines for threshermen, and small machines f"r farmers' own use. ,

Read list of only a few of the many using the MILWAUKEE Husker.

R. L. Bruce, Medlock, Vs.,

J. 0. Segar. Lewiston, Va„
J. A. Graham, Hanover, Va.,

L. E. Williams, Enfield, Va.,

Julian Ruffln, Old Church, Va.,

Edmund Ruffln, Old Church, Va.,

M. L. Norvell, Island, Va.,

s. H. Ivey; Petersburg. Va..

J. A. Maddox, Triangle, Va.,

W. H. Walton, Rice Depot, Va.,

T. S. Wilson, News Kerry, Va.,

Geo. R. Land, Boydton, Va.,

Chattanooga Cane Mills and
Evaporators.

A. T. Broaddus, Old Church, Va., C. C. Moore, Charlotte, X. C.
H. S. Saunders, Shirley, Va., R. P. Broadlus. New Berne, N. C,

C. C. Branch, Toano, Va., Col. B. Cameron, Stagville, N. C.

The above parties will cheerfully give you testimonials as to the

merits of the MILWAUKEE. We are ready ai all times to go in the

field with any oilier husker made, and will guarantee the MILWAU-
K EE to be the best made ; and will also guarantee it to do more work
than any other made, and shell less corn, aud cost less for repairs and
last longer. Write the parties that are using them ; also write for

s
pecial circulars and testimonials we have, which will be sent with

pleasure.

Superior Grain Drills.

Plain and Fertilizer Hoe and Disc

Drills.

Steel Lever Harrows.
Sp ing-tooth Harrows, all sizes,

plain and with levers; Smoothing
Harrows, and anything in the Harrow
line always on hand at bottom prices.

Tiger Disc Plows.

The Scientific Grinding Mills.

Are unequalled for grinding Ear
Corn, shucks on or off Corn, Oats,
Wheat and all other grains singly or
mixed.

Power mils in five sizes ; 2 to 30
horse-power.

Sweep Mills In two styles.

Geared Mills in four styles.

Scientific Steel Corn Harvester.
Special prices given on Studebaker _. , . » .

and Brown Wagons, Buggies 1 he best Harvester on earth. For stand-

and Carts. ing corn. Safety seats. Saft ty Shafts.

DON'T FORGET!
All the merchants

i who claim

to sell Oliver Plows and Repairs only sell the

Imitation, Bogus, cheap Goods. The only

place in Richmond, Va., to buy ccnuinc Oli-

ver Plows and Repairs is at 1M and I
I

.Main Street, from

Wheelbarrow Seeders, Cahoon
Seeders.

Hutchinson One-Tub Cider Mills,
made in two sizes.

Write for special catalogue and
price on any implement

wanted.

ROSS
Fodder Cutters. Fodder
Shredders, Cutters for
all purposes, Corn Shel-
lers. Grinding M ills.
H o r s o Powers and
Wood Saws.

HENING & NUCKOLS, JS&Etik 1436-38 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VI.



Agricultural Implements and Machinery
The Hocking Valley Cider and Wine Mills

Have crushing rollers, made of wood, which
impart no taste or discoloration to the juice.

Buckeye Grain and Fertilizer Drill
With hoes or disc. Drills grain of all kinds,
corn, peas, grass seed and fertilizers.

Our Five-Hoe Drill
For seeding between rows of standing corn is
a great success.

Continental Disc Harrows,
Changed to straight or slanting tooth without
stopping team.

Ensilage and Feed Cutters.
Capacities from 600 to 16,000 pounds per hour.

The Union Cutter.
Crushes the stalk after It leaves the knives-
far superior to shredding.

The Combined Feed Mill and Horse Power
Is indispensable to every farmer. Grinds

Cider Mills-with wooden crushing rollers. corn, shelled or on cob, grain of all kind*.

CYCLONE
Feed and Ensilage Cutters.

The McCormick Corn Binder
Works like a grain binder, cutting and tleing
the corn and delivering in bundles.

The McCormick Husker and Shredder.
The most complete machine of its class made
The very low price brings it within the means
of all.

Corn Shellers
For hand or power, separating corn fro

Churns— Improved Buckeye
Rocker.

Unequalled for cheapness, with
simplicity, strength, durability
and perft ct work.

Cane Mills and Evaporators.
Turned rollers, ste.cl shafts, brass
boxes, enclosed gearing. Made of
special iron of great strength.

Portable Evaporators
With furnace. Pans of galvanized
steel or copper.

Cucumber Wood Pumps
With porcelain-lined cylinder, for
wells up to t"i feet in depth.

The Hancock Disc Plow,
Improved for 1902.

Will work in any land, and with less draft
than any other disc plow.

Hand Power Press.

Full Circle Horse-Power Press.

THE WATT PLOW CO.,
Fra
£££VJ2:*Tts'



The

-v NORTHWESTERN
MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

ORGANIZED 1857. PURELY MUTUAL.

This Company has paid over ONTE MILLION" DOLLARS in Virginia, in death losses alone, without contest or

compromise of a single policy.

Ask any policy-holder of the NORTHWESTERN how he likes the Company. We have policy holders in every

county in the State whose names and other information on the sukiect will oe furnished to any one contemplating

life insurance, or desiring to represent

THE 5EST COMPANY FOR THE POLICY-HOLDER

T. ARCHIBALD CARY, General Agent, 1201 E. Main Street, Richmond, Va.
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\ STRONG. HEALTHY AND SLEEK HORSES '

Are the inevitable result of giving OWENS 4 MINORS DIXIE CON-

DITION POWDERS. II you wish fat and smooth Cattle and healthy

Milch Cows, give

DIXIE CONDITION POWDERS.
For RHECMATISM, SPRAINS, STRAINS and all PAINS use

DIXIE NERVE AND BONE LINIMENT-Best on earti for M»n or

Beast. Laiee Bottle 35 cts. ; everywhere.
^^-^—. OWENS & MINOR DRLG CO., Richmond, Va.

Farmers Must use Fertilizers to Succeed.
We offer them the following Brands, with fall confidence in their merits:

"TRAVERS' WHEAT and GRASS FERTILIZER,"

"CAPITAL" BONE-POTASH FERTILIZER,

"TRAVERS' DISSOLVED BONE PHOSPHATE,"

"BEEF, BLOOD and BONE FERTILIZER,"

"STANDARD" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE,

"CAPITAL" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE.

8®"We tispecia"> recommend ORCHILLA GUANO for GRASS or

CLOVER. It makes it grow where all other fertilizers faiL It equals

Raw Bone, at a much leas price, and makes poor land rich.

WRITE FCR PRICES. OTHER BRANDS FOR OTHER CROPS.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO., Manufact'rs, Richmond, Va.
Branch Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co-

The STATE BANK OF VIRGINIA
JOHN S. ELLETT, Pread'u WM. M. HILL. Cashier.

Capital, $500,000. Surplus. $240,000.
i?tc:h:]vi:ois"id. - viboiitia.
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Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
The month of September, like the month of August,

has not been one of the most propitious for the ma-
turing of the crops. It has been too oool, indeed so

cool that frost has been felt before the middle of the

month in several place* in this State, whilst in the

West and Northwest injury from that cause to the

crops has been severe in many sections. In Eastern

and Middle Virginia and North and South Carolina,

there has been sufficient rainfall to keep the land

moist, but not overwet, and had the temperature been

higher, growth and maturity would have been rapid.

In the Valley and Southwest Virginia, and in West-

ern North Carolina, the drouthy conditions, which

have been the peculiar feature of the summer—a con-

dition most unusual in those sections—have continued

and crops are cut short and pastures bare. Corn in

all those sections is going to be in short supply during

the winter, and feed of all kind will have to be fed

with a careful hand to make it last out until spring.

The general corn crop of the country still promises to

be the greatest ever grown, probably in excess of

2,600,000,000 bushels, so that there will be an abund-

ance to be had for money, but we do not expect the

price to be low, as the empty corn bins of the West
and Northwest will take millions of bushels to fill them,

and farmers there have had a lesson which will im-

press itself and cause them to hold a supply sufficient

to carry them over a year of deficient yield in the fu-

ture. The wheat crop of the world is estimated at

several million bushels in excess of that of last year,
but harvest conditions have been very unfavorable in
England and Europe generally, so that there will like-
ly be much of the crops of these countries not fit for
flour. This will no doubt have some effect in keeping
the price from falling to what it otherwise might have
done. The oat crop promises to be a large one, though
there will be much damaged grain from unfavorable
harvest weather in the North and Northwest. Both
corn and long feed promise to be short in the States
south of Virginia, and there will likely be a brisk de-
mand for these products from those States all through
the winter. The indications are that the cotton crop
will be much smaller than appeared at one time prob-
able. The weather of August and September has been
most unfavorable for the crop, and the condition of
the crop at this writing, 20th September, is a very low
one. We doubt much whether the yield will be as
large as that of last year. With small stocks, and a
greater demand, this should make the price of cotton
harden, and we would urge cautious selling. It will
in our opinion, pay growers to hold a considerable
part of the crop as long as possible. The tobacco crop
in this State is turning out much better than at one
time seemed probable. The showery weather has
helped the late set plants very much, and if frost
holds off for ten days longer much of the crop which
in July, looked likely to make nothing will be a good
marketable product. The indications for frost should
be carefully watched, and cutting not be too long de-
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layed. The markets are opening with a strong de

mand for almost all kinds of tobacco, and primings

are selling for prices which, a few years ago, would

have represented the value of nearly the best of the

crop. There is every indication that good well-cured

tobacco is likely to sell well. Let care be taken to

cure the crop to meet market requirements. In our

last issue will be found advice on this subject from the

proprietors of one of the largest warehouses in this

city. Peanuts and sweet potatoes have improved

much during the past two months, and the crop will

be an average one. The second crop of Irish potatoes

promises to be one of the best ever grown. The moist

showery weather of August gave it a good start, and

now all that is needed is the absence of frost until it

is sufficiently matured to dig. The demand for this

crop for seed is always good.

era can be had from Western implement dealers, but

we have not seen them advertised in the East. We
have used the English form of roller, and can speak

favorably of it. In its absence, the corrugated iron

i roller advertised in our columns by a Charlottesville

firm, which is practically the same as the roller known
in England as a Cambridge roller, can be usefully sub-

stituted. It has a corrugated surface the whole width

of the roller, and will pack the soil well ; after

which, the surface should be finely harrowed. Wheat
never grows well with a loose subsoil. Do not seed

until after we have had a sharp frost or two to kill

the flies. In some sections these have been trouble-

some again this year, and in these places wheat should

not be sown until after the flies have been trapped on

a strip of wheat seeded early and then plowed down,

thus destroying the eggs and pupa.

The plowing and fitting of the land for the wheat

and winter oat crops should be pushed forward as fast

as possible. In our last two issues we wrote fully on

this subject, and refer readers to what we then said.

Both crops should be sown as soon as the land can be

got into good condition, but the importance of a fine,

well prepared seed bed is so great in the influence

upon the yield, that it is better to seed a little late

rather than to seed on a poorly-prepared bed. Fine

preparation of the soil is of greater influence than a

heavy dressing of manure or fertilizer. It should

always be borne in mind that all the cultivation that

can be given either of these crops, except it may be

a harrowing of the crop in the spring, which, though

often omitted, is yet of great use in helping the crop,

must be given before the crop is seeded; hence the great

importance of leaving nothing undone that can conduce

to a finely broken surface soil and a compact subsoil.

Plow deep, harrow, and roll frequently. Much good

has been found to result in the West from the practice

of subsurface packing. This is practically a reversion

to a practice that has been in use in England ever

since we can recollect. The roller used for the purpose

in England is one made with two large wheels, having

the rolling surface made V shaped, the point of the V
being left about one inch broad. These two wheels

are set on an axle so as to run one on each side of the

furrow thrown by the plow so as to pack the seam be-

tween each furrow. A third wheel is set on the other

end of the axle to run on the unplowed land. This

roller follows the plow, waiting to start until three

furrows have been turned. Its use has been found of

gr«at benefit, especially when plowing sod land for

wheat. The close packing of the seams of the furrow pre-

vents seed from getting down under the furrow, where

it rarely germinates or grows, and thus leads to a thin

growth of the crop. These subsurface packing roll-

The sowing of Crimson clover, Sand vetch and Eng-

lish vetch, should be continued as advised in our last

month's issue. Although it is now getting late to

seed Crimson clover, yet if the fall is an open one, it

may yet make a good stand if seeded before the mid-

dle of the month. Sow with a mixture of wheat and

oats or rye, or all three grains, 10 lbs. of Crimson

clover and a bushel of the mixed grain per acre.

Vetches may be seeded all the month, and English

vetch into November. Sow these also with the mixed
grain, but do not sow more than three fourths of a

bushel of grain per acre with 25 or 30 lbs. of vetch

seed.

Cut and cure all forage crops as early in the month
as possible. Their succulent nature makes them slow

and difficult to cure if the cutting is too long delayed.

The power of the sun is now fast waning and the

dews at night are heavy ; curing, therefore, will re-

quire constant attention. Sorghum and corn fodder

should be cut and set up in small shocks. Cow-peas

and Soja beans should be cut and allowed to lie broad-

east for a few hours and then be put into small cocks.

These, after standing a day or two, according to the

weather, should be then broken out and exposed to

the sun and wind for a few hours, and then be put up
into larger cocks to cure out. The value of these two

crops as a substitute for bran or other protein feed, is

so great that they are worth much labor to save.

Let the corn crop be cut up at the roots and be set

up in shocks to cure. Do not waste half the crop you
have labored to produce by leaving the stalks in the

field. You would laugh at the idea of leaving your
timothy in the field and only saving the seed, and yet

corn fodder is just about as valuable for feed as timo-

thy hay. In this issue will be found a report of an
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experiment made in feeding corn fodder as compared

with timothy.

Sweet and Irish potatoes should be dug before the

frost has cut down the tops. In digging these crops

be careful not to damage the tubers more than possi-

ble, and do not leave them in the hot sun after digging

longer than necessary just to dry off the damp soil. In

this issue we give information as to the storing of sweet

potatoes, which require more care to save them in

winter than Irish potatoes. Irish potatoes, after being

dug, should be put up in pies of about fifty bushels,

and be covered with straw sufficient to keep out frost,

and a few boards to shed the rain, and be allowed to

remain there until they have passed through the

sweat. They may be allowed to lie in the barn or

under a shed, if more convenient. After the sweat is

over, sort the tubers carefully and take' out all dam-

aged ones and put the rest into pies or kilns and cover

with straw and two or three inches of soil, and they

wiil keep all winter.

Wherever the subsoil is a good one subsoiling should
also be done, so as to increase the depth of soil. There
is a large supply of phosphoric acid and potash in
nearly all our subsoils which only requires to.be made
available to ensure large crops. The way to make
these available is to bring them within the influence
of the weather and the rain by breaking the soil and
subsoil loose, so that the humic and carbonic acid,

which develops in decaying of vegetable matter, can
act upon them. Lime also will largely help to render
these available. There is great gain apart from these

advantages to be made in utilizing the fall and winter
months in plowing the land. In the spring work al-

ways presses, and especially if it be as has been the

case for several years, a wet and late spring.

Sugar beets and mangold wurtzel beets should be

pulled and the tops be cut off before frost has touched

them. After being frozen they never keep. Put them
up in pies or kilns after they have dried a few hours,

and cover with straw and a few inches of soil, and

they will keep all winter. It is better not to put the

soil on until after they have been pied a few weeks so

that excessive moisture shall have dried out.

Ruta bagas and turnips should be allowed to con-

tinue their growth until the latter part of November.
They will gain much size and weight during this and

the following month.

The cutting of tobacco should be hastened as much
as possible as frost may now be expected at any time.

See that all implements and tools not in use are got
under cover and cleaned. It is astonishing what a

great loss is sustained every year by farmers in not

seeing to this care of their implements.

Have all barns, sheds and pens cleaned out, thor-

oughly repaired and lime washed, so that the stock

can be housed comfortably as soon as necessary.

Cotton should be picked as fast as it opens. Do not

let it remain on the plants to be stained and wasted by
the storms. Sun a few hours before bulking.

Whenever other work in the seeding of fall crops or

the saving of fodder and other crops does not press

keep the teams at work breaking the fallows and plow-

ing all land intended to be cropped next year. The
ground is now cooling off fast, and green crops and

vegetable matter of all kinds can now be safely turned

under without danger of souring the land. The show-

ery weather we have had hasJIinduced large growths

of weeds. These should be utilized for making humus

LIME AS AN IMPROVER OF LAND.
During the course of the year we have frequent en-

quiries as to the advisability of applying lime to land,

and as to its value as an improver of the soil. As the

fall and winter months are the season of the year when
lime should be applied to land, we propose now short-

ly to give advice on this subject in order that it may
come pointedly to the notice of our readers when the

advice can properly be at once acted upon. We have
always held strongly to the opinion that lime can be
profitably applied to nearly all the lands of the At-

lantic Coast States, and very probably to nearly all

land everywhere. It is a mistaken idea to suppose

that lime is only useful to correct well ascertained

acidity in land, such as upon marsh lands or lands re-

cently reclaimed from a marshy condition. Whilst
upon lands of this character its use is absolutely es-

sential in order to restore fertility, yet upon lands

where the acidity is only so slight as to be barely as.

certainable, its use has been found most valuable.

Even a slight degree|of acidity is sufficient to prevent

the free multiplication [and active work of the soil

microbes on which so largely depends the fertility of

all land. Its action, however, is not confined solely

to its power to correct acidity. Lime has a powerful

physical and chemical action upon the soil and the

about the value of which>e wrote last month. Bury mineral plant food therein. On light sandy soils it

them .deeply, and when possible give a dressing of acts as a binder of thejparticles together, thus render,

lime on the top after plowing, and harrow in lightly. I ing them more susceptible of retaining moisture, and
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better media in which plants can obtain their nour-

ishment and support. On heavy clay lands lime acts

as a disintegrator of the soil. It breaks up the atoms

of the soil, and thus renders it permeable by the roots

and rootlets of plants. In this way it renders such

soils drier and better susceptible of fine cultivation.

Chemically, it acts as a solvent of inert plant-food,

rendering the potash especially, and phosphoric acid

generally, more easiiy accessible to the needs of the

crops. It also acts as a solvent and disintegrator of

tough plant fibres and vegetable matter in the soil,

thus rapidly reducing these substances into humus

making matter. Whilst, therefore, lime is not di-

rectly a plant- food;itself, except to a very limited ex-

tent, and probably to only a small class of plants, it

is yet indirectly|niost>itally important to the vigor-

ous growth of all plant-life. All the different forms

of lime compounds are useful to a greater or less ex-

tent, but probably the form in which it is most useful

is in that of the Carbonate, which is that of the com

mon limestone of the mountains of this State and of

oyster-shell lime. In|England, where lime is largely

used, and in this country, where it has been at all

used, it was formerly thought to be necessary to apply

it in heavy dressings. We have applied it at the rate

of five tons to the acre, and this was not an uncommon

quantity to use. Recent experiments have conclusive-

ly Bhown that it is equally effective when used in much

less quantity and at more frequent intervals. It was

formerly thought that it was as unwise to apply it to

land when phosphatic fertilizers of any kind were also

applied as it was to apply it to land when farmyard

manure was also applied. This, however, is now found

not to be so. Whilst it should never be applied along

with farmyard manure, as its effect is in such a case

to liberate and waste the nitrogen, it may with safety

and with some forms of Iphosphatic fertilizers with

increased profit be used with phosphatio fertilizers.

In illustration of these uses'.of lime, we quote the re-

sults of experiments made in Maryland. In 1889, '90

and '91, gypsum (plaster) 370 lbs. per acre
;
quick

lime, 2,000 lbs. per acre; and shell marl, 8,000 lbs.

per acre, were compared on corn and wheat on a well

drained loam soil. The results show that the sulphate

of lime (gypsum), and the quick lime (carbonate of

lime), produced marked effects the first year of appli

cation, but that the carbonate showed no effect until

the second year. In the sum total of the three years'

crops, all of the applications proved to be quite benefi

cial and the quick lime produced the greatest increase

in yields. In another series of experiments with corn

and wheat, carried out during 1890 and 1891, stone

lime, 2,000 lbs. per acre ; oyster-shell lime, 2,000 lbs.

per acre; ground oyster-shells, 2,000 lbs. per acre;

marl, 4,000 lbs. per acre ; and gypsum (plaster), 233

lbs. per acre, were compared on stiff clay naturally

inclined to be wet. In all cases, the yields were in-

creased by the application, the ground oyster shells

being especially effective, and much more so than the

marl. In a series of experiments begun in 1893, on a
rotation of corn, wheat, and hay, the results to the

close of 1899 show that the application of lime to this

land was a beneficial and profitable procedure. In a

series of experiments begun in 1896 on stiff clay land

inolined to be wet, varying amounts of lime, 10 to 60

bushels per acre, were compared on a rotation of corn,

wheat, and hay. The results for four years (1S96 1899)

show that small applications of lime have proven to

be as efficient at the end of four years as the larger

applications, and that the relative profits up to date

are in favor of applying 20 bushels per acre.

On the hay crop, the 10 bushels gave the largest net

return. Since 1896, experiments have been in progress

to test the effect of lime in connection with green ma-

nure. Stone lime was applied at the rate of 40 bushels

per acre. Cow-peas were sown, which were turned

under for wheat. Wheat was followed by clover,

which was cut for hay, and the land planted to corn.

The net gain from the wheat, hay, and corn was $4.97

in case of cow-peas alone, and $5.03 in case of cow-

peas and lime. In another series of experiments, the

results showed that lime applied so as to slake in the

soil produced a slightly better total yield than when
first slaked and then harrowed in ; that stone lime

and shell lime were of about the same value on the soil;

that lime, with fertilizer, was more profitable than

fertilizer alone; that all applications of lime increased

the yields of the crops. In a series of experiments

conducted for four years at the Rhode Island Station

—

to ascertain the effect of lime used in connection with

phosphatic fertilizers—ten plots of land had lime ap-

plied at the rate of one ton to the acre in 1894. Since

that time, up to 1899, eight of these plots have had
applied like amounts of phosphoric acid in different

forms on each plot. The plots have each grown corn,

oats, and hay in the four years. In 1894, the yield of

corn on the cob on the plot on which no form of phos-

phate was used, but which had been limed, was 2,61S

lbs. per acre. On the plot which had neither lime nor

phosphate, the yield was 1,893 lbs. per acre. On the

limed plot, to which dissolved bone black was applied,

the yield was 4,510 lbs. of corn on the cob per acre.

On the unlimed plot, to which dissolved bone black

was applied, the yield was 3,698 lbs. per acre. On the

limed plot, to whioh acid phosphate was applied, the

yield was 3,953 lbs. of corn per acre. On the unlimed

plot, to which acid phosphate was applied, the yield

was 3,255 lbs. per acre. In 1895, the oat crop on the

plots lodged so badly in consequence of a severe storm
during the early period of growth, that no satisfactory
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conclusions could be reached. For the years 1896 to

1899, inclusive, the hay crop on the limed plot, to

which dissolved bone black was applied, amounted to

19,537 lbs. per acre. On the unlimed plot, to which

dissolved bone black had been applied, the yield was

9,820 lbs. per acre. On the limed plot, to which dis-

solved bone had been applied, the yield was 19,281

lbs. per acre. On the unlimed plot, with dissolved

bone, the yield was 8,564 lbs. per acre. On the limed

plot, to which acid phosphate (rock), was applied, the

yield was 20,205 lbs. per acre. On the unlimed plot,

with acid phosphate, the yield was 8,951 lbs. per acre.

On the limed plot, to which fine-ground bone meal was
applied, the yield was 22,012 lbs. per acre. On the

unlimed plot, with bone meal, the yield was 11,855 lbs.

per acre. On the limed plot, to which no phosphoric

acid in any form was applied, the yield was 15,737 lbs.

per acre. On the unlimed plot, to which no phosphoric

acid was applied, the yield was 2,547 lbs. per acre.

The yields of hay given are those of the material at

the time it was harvested. Deducting 20 per cent, to

allow for shrinkage, and estimating the value of the

additional hay produced by liming at $12 per ton, we
obtain the gross gain from liming. Now, deducting

#7.50, the estimated cost of the one ton of lime applied

in 1894, we obtain the following as the net gain per
acre in the use of the various phosphates on the limed

plots for the hay crop of 1896 to 1889, inclusive

:

Forms of Phosphoric Net Gain in Four
Acid to the Years from the Use

Acre Applied to the Different of One Ton of Lime
Plots. Per Acre in 1894.

Dissolved bone black $40 58
Dissolved bone 43 94
Dissolved phosphate ) ,

fi
.„

Eock (acid phosphate) j
4b 0/

Fine ground bone... 41 26
Basic slag meal 27 09
Floats 40 33
Alumina phosphate (raw) 37 36
Alumina phosphate (ignited) 62 35
No phosphoric acid 55 81
Double superphosphate 55 79

Average net gain $45 10

It will be noticed that the lowest net gain was $27.09.

This was on the plot where Basic slag meal was used.

This is undoubtedly due to the fact that the Basic slag

meal itself contains large quantities of lime, and ex-

plains its superior action to the other forms of phos
phoric acid used when applied to the unlimed land.

It produced 13,193 lbs. of hay per acre on the unlimed

plot, as against 10,560 lbs., the highest produced by
any other form of phosphate.

We commend the attention of our readers to the

foregoing facts. We are satisfied, from our own ex-

perience in the. use of lime (which has been a pretty

extensive one), and from the experiments made in this

country (of which the above are examples), that if

farmers would apply lime before seeding wheat, that

they would realize a good return on the outlay, both

in the wheat and following crops, and that a saving

could in this way be made on fertilizer bills.

HAY PRODUCTION,

In a recent issue we drew attention to the heavy

crops of hay which Mr. Clark is producing on his

farm in Connecticut, the secret of which he claims to

be perfect preparation of the land before seeding, seed-

ing grass alone and heavy annual dressings of chemi-

cal fertilizers, specially mixed for the purpose. In

connection with this question and as illustrating the

soundness of his system, which is the one we have all

along advised to those who desired a good stand of

grass, when once land has been properly fitted for pro-

ducing it by being filled with humus, we note that

in an experiment made in Bhode Island three grass

plots were treated exactly alike during the experi-

ments, excepting that one plot had received no nitro-

gen for eleven years, while the second had received a

small dressing, and the third a large dressing of ni-

trate of soda annually since 1892. The large applica

tion of nitrate of soda yielded much the greater profit.

In 1901 the value of the hay from the plot receiving

the heavy dressing excelled the cost of the fertilizers

by $40.70 per acre, and for the three years of the ex-

periments by $90.72. In all instances the use of a

complete fertilizer gave the best results. .
The formula

used in 1901 in top dressing the grass consisted of 807

pounds of acid phosphate, containing about 16 per

cent, of total phosphoric acid, 200 pounds of muriate

of potash, and 400 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre.

This application furnished the large dressing of ni-

trate of soda per acre. The experimenters believe the

results of 1901 to indicate that an application of 400

to 500 pounds of acid phosphate, 250 to 300 pounds of

muriate of potash, and 350 to 400 pounds of nitrate of

soda per acre would perhaps have been more econom-

ical. The original grass mixture sown on these plots

in 1898 consisted of 7} pounds each of common
red dover and red top, and 15 pounds of timothy.

In 19*0 the plot without nitrogen contained 222 grass

stalks per square foot, the plot with the small dressing,

or one-third ration of nitrogen, 271, and the plot with

the full dressing of nitrogen 236. During the last sea-

son of the experiments the plot receiving the full

dressing of nitrate of soda had the heaviest stand of

timothy, the relative percentage of timothy and red

top being 67 and S3 per cent, respectively. The in-

crease in nitrate of soda produced a heavier stand of

timothy and with it a larger yield of hay. This plot

yielded at the rate of 9,390 pounds or over 4} tons of

hay per acre.
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HIXED CROPS OF CORN AND COW-PEAS.

In Bulletin No. 55, Delaware Experiment Station,
page 9, Article VI, Mr. Gettys claims "No crop of
field corn intended for cribbing shquld be planted
without the addition of seed peas in each hill, etc.

He claims that it increases the yield of corn. Will
you give me your views on the subject through your
columns!
Would Black peas be as good as any, and should

they be planted the same time as corn 1

Westmoreland Co., Va. "Cabin Point."

In our July issue we commented on the practice of

growing corn and cow-peas together as advised and
practiced by Mr. Gettys, and quoted at length from
the Bulletin of the Delaware Experiment Station,

which gave the results of an experiment made there

with the mixed crop. Whilst Mr. Gettys strongly

urges the growth of the two crops together, we do not

see that he claims that it results in an actual increase

of the corn crop in bulk, but that it results in secur-

ing a better balanced food for stock, whether in the

form of silage or dry fodder ; and this view is borne

out by the experiment made at the Delaware Station,

This improvement in the feed value of the crop is, it

is claimed, and apparently with correctness, obtained

at no increase of cost over that of a corn crop alone,

except to the extent of the money invested in the

cow-pea seed. The peas supply the protein which is

needed to balance the carbohydrates of the corn, and
thus obviate the necessity for the purchase of cotton-

seed meal or other protein feeds. In the Delaware
experiment, the actual yield of one acre of the mixed
crop was 16 tons 150 lbs. A careful division of the

two crops was made, and it was found that 76 per cent,

of this yield was made by the corn crop and 24 per

cent, by the peas. We have known 20 tons of corn

alone to be made on an acre of land. The Director of

the Station says "it must be admitted that no demon-
stration has as yet been made that the pea vine notice-

ably increases crop tonnage." To the enquiry, there

fore, as to how much of gain will result to those who
plant cow peas with their silage corn, the reply may
be as follows : Shred and feed corn fodder judiciously;

under this condition peas planted with corn will add
to the food supply of the farm an equivalent of one

ton of cotton seed meal for each area of 12 acres in

silage crops. With cotton-seed meal selling at $30

per ton,- peas growing in corn may return $2.50 per

acre, at an approximate increase in cost of the total

crop of 50 cents per acre for the cow-pea seed. There

is another advantage claimed for the mixed crop when
grown for silage, in that it enables a greater weight of

silage to be stored in a silo than is possible with corn

alone. Experiments made at the Delaware Station go

to show that a circular silo 17 feet in diameter filled

with settled silage to a depth of 23 feet, would con-

tain 92 tons of corn alone, or 132 tons of mixed corn

and peas if grown in the proportion of 75 per cent, of

corn and 25 per cent, of peas, which was about the

proportion shown in the crop there grown. This

means that without expenditure of any kind, the

capacity of a silo may be increased by practically 43

per cent., in itself a sufficient reason for the addition

of peas to a crop of silage corn.

As to the variety of peas to be planted, Mr. GettyB

strongly favors the Whippoorwill as ripening its vine

more evenly than the ranker growing varieties, and
rendering the harvestiog less diffioult, as it confines

its growth in great measure to the corn row in which

it is seeded. The Black and Wonderful peas on good

land, and in a favorable season, make such an im-

mense growth of vine that the probabilities are that

the crop could not be harvested with any of the corn

harvesters or mowers in use, as the rows would be so

tangled together, and this would result in adding so

much to the cost of harvesting as to overbalance any

profit. The peas should be planted at or just after

the first working of the corn, unless the corn was

planted late, when both might be seeded together.

—

Ed,

JAPAN CLOVER.

Editor Southern Planter :

The success of some self sown grasses and clover is

the cause of this letter. The cost, and at times the

difficulty, of securing a catch of sowed grasses is well

known to farmers, and a practical way of obviating

these troubles would be a blessing indeed. Perhaps

my little experience may be of use.

For hay, we must go on in the old way, that is, sow

seed of the kind required. Timothy for market, and

better grasses for home use. But for pasture it is an-

other thing.

Fourteen years ago a field of high land was seeded

with clover, timothy, red top, and orchard grass, for

a pasture. Afterwards the fences between this field

and some creek bottom land were taken away, and the

pasture now comprises thirty acres, about half dry

ground, the remainder subject to overflow. The sowed

grasses have disappeared, native grasses, with a heavy

accompaniment of Japan clover, having displaced

them. But what a fine pasture it is, no better in. this

neighborhood.

I try to pasture closely, turn the stock out early ; in

fact, they run on it all winter, although there is then

very little to eat. But the cattle are on hand, brow-

sing bushes and watching for the first sprigs of green.

Of course they are fed at the stable yard in addition.

By pasturing closely broom sedge is kept down ; in-

deed, makes but little show. There is some of our na-

tive blue grass, crab grasses of different sorts, weeds-
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that are eaten, and in the low ground especially, some

that are not ; but the main stay is Japan clover, one

of the greatest blessings that have happened to this

part of Virginia. It is not perfect. It is killed by

frost ; it does not make hay, although I have seen it

eighteen inches high. I am told stock prefer other

clovers; perhaps they do, but with me it is eaten clean,

and the cattle are plump and well nourished, never

had better, if as good.

An account kept with this pasture in 1899 shows

that it kept horses, hogs, and cattle, whose pasture

was worth $160. So, allowing $1.00 per month for

cows, $2 00 for horses, and proportionately for young

cattle, this compares well, I think, with a good blue

grass pasture.

For pasture I should still sow a variety of grasses,

principally red top and orchard grass. If they grow,

so much will be gained, but if they fail, I know that

our valuable native grasses will come in accompanied

by that inestimable foreigner, Japan Clover.

We are told that Bermuda grass is the grass for the

South. As a legume is better than a grass, why is not

Japan Clover better than Bermuda grass. Both die

down in the winter, a failing they have in common.
Bermuda, where not wanted, is a pest, while the clo

ver is easily destroyed. I prefer the clover.

We have so much land that we can afford permanent

pastures. To sow grass seed once in ten or twenty years

is not much of a burden. The only reason for sowing

at all is to keep out weeds until the Japan Clover is

established.

Louisa Co., Va. Geobge Clendon.

PRINCIPLES OF SOIL MANAGEMENT.

Manuring.

Editor Southern Planter

:

The greater interest taken by farmers during the
last two years in the keeping of live stock—due mainly
to the good work of the agricultural papers and also

to the high prices of meats—will, without doubt, in

duce them in the future to keep still more live stock.

More live stock means more manure, and the greater

demands made on the growing of forage crops to bring
the stock profitably through the winter, will also cause
the farmers to pay better attention to the care of and
the applying of manure—this being the best fertilizer

the farmer can use.

Without doubt, under conditions Btill prevailing in

large sections of our country of low priced land, and
scarce, therefore high priced labor, the ownership of

a farm which requires the least labor, even if the re

suits leave many things to be desired, will often de
serve the preference.
This economizing in labor is, I think, the main cause

of the comparative little care taken in the handling of

manure. I do not want to discuss here the question
whether it is better to haul the manure every day on

the land or to pile it up in the barn yard until the time

for its application has come. These questions have
been discussed so often in the agricultural papers that

every reader is familiar with them. Both methods
have advantages and disadvantages. It is a great

saving of labor if the manure is hauled every day to

the field ; but it is unquestionable that the crop fol-

lowing the top dressing will be more benefitted than

by applying the manure shortly before the crop is

sown. In top dressing the manure, especially the

vegetable matter, is exposed to the decomposing in-

fluences of the weather, causing sometimes consider-

able loss, and much of the mineral matter may be

washed away on rolling land. On the other hand, if

the manure is piled up in the barn yard, it makes
double work and a certain loss cannot be avoided,

but it can be gotten into the very state of decompo
sition for improving the mechanical condition of the

soil, and if immediately plowed under, no further

loss occurs. Shortly we can say : By top dressing

with manure we fertilize the crops. By immediately

plowing it under the Boil. Each farmer must ascer-

tain for himself which method to follow, and which is

best adapted to the profitable managment of his farm.

The great value of manure over chemical fertilizers

lies in the amount of vegetable matter it contains.

Our virgin soils, were rich in humus, which made
plowing easy, retained moisture, and in being con-

verted into carbonic acid, helped to liberate plant

food. With the disappearance of the humus by con-

stant cropping without replacing it, some of the

heavier soils have almost become unmanageable, and

the lighter soils are affected by the least drought. In

order to restore tfrese soils to their former fertility by

careful tilling and manuring, tfce state of decomposi

tion of the manure should be given the closest atcen-

tion. It should be strictly in conformity with the

physical properties of the soil.

In order to treat the matter intelligently, we must

divide the soils into certain groups. The variety of

soils is so great, and even the same kind of soils have

to be treated so differently under different climatic

conditions, that no attempt can be made here to go

into a detailed description of the treatment of some of

these soils. But a clay soil, no matter what the con-

ditions are, will always require a different treatment

from a sandy soil, and a loam from a humns soil. I

therefore think that the dividing of the soils into the

four large groups—clay, loam, sandy, and humus
soils— will for our requirements answer all practical

purposes.
1. Management of Clay Soil—The trouble which con-

fronts the farmer in managing these soils, however
fertile they may be, is their bad mechanical condi-

tion. It must, therefore, be the aim to overcome this

by tilling and applications of large quantitie* of

strawy manure at one time. It is of no use to try to

accomplish the same end with small quantities of ma
nure, as it is a peculiarity of these soils not to respond

to small quantities of either manure or lime. Each
straw, when it is plowed under and decomposed, leaves

a fine channel behind making the soil porous, and not

only giving access to water and air, but also permit-

ting the roots of plants with a weak root system to

penetrate the soil in all directions in their search for

plant food.

The danger of lodged grain from such heavy appli-
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cation of manure is very slight, because the decompo
sition in these cold and little active soils Is not only
slow, but we can grow crops on these soils like rape,
horse and hog beans, fodder, beets and others, whieh
will only make good crops in fresh, heavily manured
soil, and at the same time, through the necessary cul-

tivation or strong root development, prepare the soil

for the following barley and wheat crops. These,
again, can profitably be followed without manuring
by strong rooted crops, such as corn and oate. For
instance, such rotations as these are possible and ad-
visable:

Rape,* Clover, Beans, Fodder Beets,

Wheat, Wheat, Wheat, Barley,
Cora, Corn, Oats, Clover.

The following rotation In a stiff upland clay soil

which was not fit for pasture, gave very good results,

and may serve as an example

:

1. Clover*
2. Wheat.
3. Corn.
4. Beans or Peas.*
5. Wheat or Eye.
6. Corn or Oats.
7. Beets, Potatoes, or Green Fodder*
8. Barley.

This rotation, though a little complicated, was very
satisfactory, because each crop was placed where it

was benefited by the preceding crop. There is fur-

ther a variety of crops, the best insurance against un-
favorable weather, and there is enough wheat and rye
(produoing the best straw for making manure) for the
rotation (about one-third of the acreage), to obtain
the necessary manure for the heavy application, about
six four-horse loads per acre, necessary to obtain the
desired results. There are also enough hoed crops to
keep the soil free of weeds.

If cows are kept on heavy soils which make a poor
pasture, but otherwise produce fine crops, they should
generally be fed in the barn over summer, or at least

the greater part of it, if this should not prove too ex
pensive. On large farms, where the hauling of the
green fodder from the large fields on account of the
distance would take up too much time, an area suffi

ciently large for this purpose near the barn should be
separately managed with the following rotation :

1. Green fodder.*
2. Wheat.
3. Different small crops.

The liquid manure may be applied to the green fod-

der. In the third field a variety of small crops, such
as early potatoes, cabbage, turnips, carrots, etc., for

which the garden is not large enough, are generally
grown. Part of this field may also be laid out in clo

ver, making a good, and when top dressed, an early
green fodder.

On small farms the dividing of the area into eight

or nine fields is not always advisable, at least not on
rolling land or on any land not of a uniform texture.

It may happen that some fields will contain all good
land and others only the poorer land, making crops in

these fields, on the successful growing of which the
farmer may depend, somewhat risky in years of unfa-

* Means manured.

vorable weather. For ttiese farms a modified form of
the popular five and six field rotations :

Five Fields. Six Fields.

1. Corn.* 6. Corn.*
2. Wheat. 7. Wheat.
3. Clover and grass. 8. Wheat.
4. Timothy, once cut. 9. Clover and grass.

5. Pasture. 10. Timothy, once cut.

11. Pasture,

will probably give the best results.

These rotations, which have given good results as
long as the soil was rich in humus and easily available
plant food, have the great advantage, that they re-

quire less teams than almost any other rotation. In
the five field rotation only one field is plowed every
year, in the six field rotation two. On an impover-
ished clay soil, which can only be profitably managed
by constant tilling, they have the disadvantage that
the soil is plowed only once in five years and a little

more in the six field rotation. As already stated so,

long as the soil is rich in humus this is of little moment
with the disappearing of this, it becomes the main
question. The soil is not in the best condition for

wheat if it is drilled in the corn stubble, as it usually
is. Wheat after wheat will only do well in a rich soil.

If the clover is cut twice and the timothy the next
year once (the red clover having died out the second
year) the soil, deprived of considerable plant food,

will make a poor pasture the following year. If the
greater part of the clover and timothy is sold and only
a few head of live stock are kept, there is not sufficient

manure made to preserve the good mechanical condi-

tions of the soil. At the end of each rotation there

will be less humus in the soil than there was in the

beginning; the scant quantity of manure applied is

no compensation for the loss through decomposition
of the humus that was originally present in the soil.

The results of such management are too well known.
When a change in this system of rotation is deemed
necessary, the following change in the rotation, which
is more in conformity with the nature of the clay soils,

may prove of advantage :

Five Fields.

1. Clover* 6. Clover, cut once.*

2. Wheat. 7. Pasture.

3. Corn. 8. Oornf.
4. Legumes*. 9. Legumes.
5. Wheat. 10. Wheat.

Six Fields.

1. Clover.^ 1. Clover, cut once.*

2. Wheat. 2. Pasture.

3. Corn. 3. Corn.

4. Legumes.* 4. Wheat.
5. Wheat. 5. Legumes.
6. Oats. 6. Wheat.

1. Clover. 4. Corn fertilizer.

2. Pasture. 5. Legumes, etc.*

3. Pasture. 6. Wheat.

In Northern countries, two fields in pasture in a six-

field rotation are too much in proportion to the winter
feed ; in Southern oomntries, with a mild fall, this is

all right. In some of the rotations the fall manure
cannot be applied, and it will be necessary to divide

•Full manure.
fHalf manure.
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it up, but if the rotation is to be arranged according

to the number of fields, this cannot be helped.

Clay soils are, as a rule, fertile, and if they are only

worked right, the keeping of a large number of live

stock to convert the crops into manure, by which light

soils are so much benefited, is not necessary, if only

the rough fodder is returned to the soil. Green ma-
nuring in conjunction with chemical fertilizers is less

effective on heavy soils, because the green crops do
not posseas the decomposing resistance and loosening

effect of wheat and rye straw, and the tilling of clay

soils so much depends upon the weather that the pre-

paring of the seed bed for the green crops at the right

time cannot always be depended upon, though this

has to a great extent been overcome on large farms,

by the introduction of steam, and electric plows.

The heavy soils are the granarie* of the world, and
if properly managed, surpass all others in the produc-
tion of grain, clover and beets. It is true that the

tilling, especially in a country like ours, with constant

changing weather, generally going from one extreme
to the other, is rather difficult. It requires close atten-

tion, many and strong horses, strong farm machinery,
plenty of help and an intelligent management. It will

happen sometimes that unfavorable weather interferes

in carrying out the adopted rotation, and that only

two thirds or one-half of the acreage to be sown with
rye or wheat can be seeded with these crops, and
Bpring crops have to be substituted. Bat the large

crop< grown on these soils and the fine live 8to 'k kept
on these farms are a sign of their profitableness. The
pleasant environment and the generally tine landscape
in countries with clay soils make these lands the mo*st

desirable that can be farmed.
District of Columbia. H. Winkelman.

CLOVER WITHOUT MANURE, A FAILURE.

Editor Southern Planter

:

On a hillside, sloping moderately toward the south-

cast, on the opposite side of the river, but in plain

view from my house, is a field containing about

twenty acres. I know the history of that field as well

as I know the history of my own farm. It has been

cleared about fifty years. It was light clearing, the

timber being.chiefly pitch pine, interspersed with oak

and hickory. Its location being near the old Indian

village of Friedenshutten, or Wyalusing, which was

a station of the Moravian missionaries, it is probable

that it was once cut over for fire-wood, which would

account for the trees being no larger on a good soil.

On the Burfaoe were a good many detached rocks of

gray lime, composed almost entirely of small shells

cemented together, which were hauled off and burned

in a kiln before the land was cleared, leaving it quite

free from stones. There is no doubt there was a plen-

tiful supply of lime in the soil. Its sheltered situa-

tion, not being exposed to the northwest blasts of

winter, allowed the snow to lie on the ground until it

melted off in the spring, giving a protection to the

wheat plants when sown with wheat.

For many years after this field was cleared it pro-

duced splendid crops of wheat without a single failure.

Judge Stalford, the owner, was a good farmer, and

during his lifetime the land was as well tilled and

taken care of as land could be without the application

of manure. After taking off a crop of wheat, the field

was usually seeded with clover, which, sometimes was

mowed, but usually pastured two or three years until

the clover ran out, when It was plowed (generally

summer fallowed), a good crop of Wheat taken off,

and re seeded with clover. Once or twios a crop of

corn or a crop of oats, followed by wheat, was taken

off and seeded with clover. Long before the Judge's

death, about twenty five years after the field was

cleared, I noticed that it was difficult to get a good stand

of clover, and when there was a " catch " there was by

no means a vigorous growth. The land was getting

"tired" and "sick." The clover, when it grew, told the

story in the most positive language, and hung out the

signals of distress to the view of every observer. That

the land was naturally good and strong, it had given

abundant proof. It was not the kind of laud that fa-

vors the frost in heaving ont the clover plants, and

leaving their roots bare. Its sheltered situation was

favorable for the growth of clover as well as wheat

;

but the clover could no longer find the especial fatness

it feeds upon, even when reaching down with its deep

roots into the subsoil.

When the Judge's health failed, the field was rented

for $6 per acre, and the renter summer fallowed it by

plowing three times, doing his work well, sowing in

good season, and obtained a good crop of wheat. He
followed the wheat with rye and had a moderate yield.

He sowed it the following spring with oats, and they

were hardly tall enough to bind. After another crop

of rye, it was seeded with clover, but it only grew in

spots, and on these the plants were feeble and sickly.

On half of the field, there was nothing to speak of,

neither clover, grass nor weeds. The best spots were

cut with a machine, the remainder left because it was

not worth mowing.

Judging from the past, a good crop of grain, and a

good catch of clover without manure, or some other

fertilizer, is now utterly impossible.

Mr. Waldo F. Brown has stated that there are fields

in his vicinity (in Butler county, Ohio), which have

been tilled and cropped for forty, years without the

application of any fertilizer whatever, and have been

kept up to the full standard of their original fertility,

merely by the use of clover and a judicious rotation

of crops. The statement only proves that those fields

were very rich, and that it takes a long time to ex-

haust them. The deepest and strongest wells can be

pumped dry. The ocean itself would ere long be

evaporated if no rivers were flowing into it.
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Mr. T. B Terry, for a time, became a convert to

Jethro Tail's 1 doctrine that tillage is manure, and tbat

clover and tillage would keep up the fertility of his

farm without the dung of animals or commercial fer-

tilizers. Mr. Terry has returned to his old faith in

barnyard manure, especially when it is kept without

leaching in his covered barnyard.

Farmers talk about land becoming "clover sick."

The land is not sick; it is becoming impoverished,
hungry and weak. Let tbem give it a good top dress

ing of rotten manure, then sow their clover seed, and
see how quickly it will get well and produce clover

again. It may be that rotten manure contains the

living organisms which form the tubercles on the

roote of clover, without which it is said that no nitro

gen can be extracted from the atmosphere. Clover
gathers up the fertility in the soil and makes it avail

able. Its long roots penetrate deep into the subsoil,

and bring back the fertility that has escaped beyond
the reach of most other plants ; but clover roots are

not long enough to reach the sewers of London and
Liverpool and bring back the life-blood of the soil

that has been shipped away from our fields in the

many thousand cargoes of wheat, corn, cotton, butter,

cheese, pork, beef, and lard, which have been sent to

those ports. J. W. Ingham.

HOW TO STUDY PLANT FOOD.
Editor Southern Planter

:

Fertilizers are the same thing, so far as they are use
ful to farmers, as the ordinary farm yard manure

;

and this is the first thing to fully grasp. The food of
plants is confined to three substances, known in the
fertilizer trade as "Nitrogen," "Potash," and "Phos-
phoric Acid." There are other substances necessary
to the growth of plants, but ordinary soils contain all

of these that are necessary. Lime is not a direct
plant food in the sense that soils may be deficient in
same, for there is always plenty of lime in all soils

for the actual needs as food, but lime has the property
of improving the mechanical condition of soils, and
improving also the availability of actual plant food.
On this account lime is frequently used liberally,

especially on sandy soils or on black soils. Plaster or
gypsum is used for much the same purpose, but may
not be considered as needed plant food in the same
sense as we regard nitrogen, potash, and phos
phoric acid.

Ordinary farm yard manure is valuable in increas-
ing the growth of plants simply for the nitrogen, pot-
ash and phosphoric acid it contains, so far as plant
food is concerned. It is generally believed f.hat farm
yard manure has also a valuable mechanical action on
soils, but this is distinct from its use as plant food.
However excellent may be the mechanical condition
of a soil, without the plant food, no plant life can
flourish. It is important to consider the true value
of manures to understand fertilizers ; that is, we must
keep in mind that so far as plant food is concerned,
manures and fertilizers are precisely the same thing -

If farm yard manure is broken up with chemicals and
the great mass of vegetable matter removed, we then
have fertilizer in form and appearance precisely the
same as regular commercial fertilizers.

When we get down to bed facts on the fertilizer

matter, it is a very simple matter and easily under-
stood. Farm-yard manure, if concentrated as are fer-

tilizers, would be called a fertilizer, though nothing
but manure was used in the manufacture. Suppose
five tons of farm yard manure were freed of its great
mass of water and vegetable matter, we would then
have a brownish gray powder with an analysis about
as follows: Nitrogen, 2 to 3 per cent.; potash, 2 to S
per cent., and phosphoric acid, 1 to 2 per cent.

Here we have the basis of fertilizers, a formula
established by nature. The phosphoric acid in this

manure would not be soluble in water, and would be
only slightly available ; hence, the aeid phosphate of
commercial fertilizers is really more valuable, as it is

always available.

Once we have the general nature of plant food clear

in the mind, the value of a manure or fertilizer is

readily understood. If a manure or fertilizer is

offered for Bale, its value depends on the quantity of
plant food it contains, and not on its gross weight. A
bushel of shelled corn is not sold at the same price as

a bushel of corn on the ear.

We now come to the only other point of great im-
portance in understanding fertilizers—the fact that

all three of these plant food substances are equally
necessary, and that no excess of any one, or of any
two, for that matter, can make up for a shortage of
any one ; that is, if we have enough nitrogen and
phosphoric acid in the soil for a full crop, but only
enough potash for a quarter of a crop, only a quarter
of a crop can be grown.
From this point, the importance of studyinf the

plant-food removed from the soil by the various crops
becomes clear, also the necessity for buying plant food

to fill these losses. It is easy to get the analyses of
different crops, as almost any State Agricultural Ex-
periment Station will furnish them. The analyses of
fertilizers are published by the same authority, and
are also on all fertilizer bags. It is a mere matter of
figuring out how much plant food will be needed by
a crop, and how much manure or fertilizer it will take
to supply the needed quantity; and this is about all

there is to the fertilizer problem, which seems to have
given us so much bother. V. J. Lance.

Whilst our correspondent is no doubt correct in

saying that farmyard manure, as compared with com-

mercial fertilizer, is only valuable for the nitrogen,

phosphoric acid and potash it contains, we must de-

mur to his conclusion that, apart from this, its only

other use is as a mechanical agent. It is now clearly

established that its value as a creator of humus as a

source of "carbonic acid and of humic acid, and espe-

cially its ability to supply and nourish the microbie

life which is essential in a fertile soil, and without

which plant food, in whatever form supplied, cannot

be properly utilized, gives to farmyard manure a

much higher value than its mere mechanical and food

action. Soils devoid of humus and microbic life,.
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however well supplied with plant food, will never

prove satisfactory as crop producers. Mere chemical

plant-foods can never alone supply these requisites.

Hence, however valuable these chemical plant-foods

may be, and we rate them highly, they alone cannot

meet crop requirements. Farmyard manure and hu-

mus-making crops are the basis of all good farming,

and should be supplemented with chemical fertilizers

supplied according to the food requirements of the

crops to be produced.

—

Ed.

CURING PEA-VINE HAY.

An Answer to Enquiries.

Editor Southern Planter

:

My article on curing pea-vine hay has brought such

a large number of ecquiries that I shall have to answer

them in a general way.

First, as to time of mowing the vines. We usually

mow after the vine matures well and some peas are

dry. The vines are then easier to cure than if cut

while young and sappier. If cut earlier, say just as

the peas begin to form good, I should stack them as

fast as cut, as I do mature vines. But in addition to

the two strips of wood nailed cross-shape to the pole,

a foot above the ground, to keep vines from being

harmed by too close contact with the earth, I should

nail two more, also cross shape, about half way up
the pole. This would keep the stack from setting too

close, leaving them open to dry out faster.

The poles should be about ten feet high and set in

the ground at least one foot deep, or deep enough to

prevent the wind from blowing over the stack. Do
not trample the vines in stack. Let them settle by

their own weight, as thrown up. Let the vines be the

height of the pole, or a little less. Slope off at the

top to shed water as well as possible.

It is best to shred as soon as the vines are dry

enough. The time necessary to cure will depend alto-

gether upon the dryness or wetness of the weather.

The stack will heat at first, and then gradually dry

out. If shredding is not intended, they should be

housed as soon as cured, to be fed as needed. Some
leave them in the stack during the winter till needed.

This is a most wasteful thing to do. For the pea vine

being stalky, and to some extent open to the weather,

deteriorates more than any other kind of hay from

exposure.

I have found pea hay somewhat harder to cure this

year than usual. Late rains caused a second growth,

and the vines were very sappy to the last. Then
heavy and continuous rains were driven by hard

winds deeper into the stacks than I ever saw before.

"We had to tear down and sun a few stacks on which

rain had fallen steadily for several days. Still I find it

much the best to stack as fast as I cut, without previ-

ous sunning.

The Star Pea Machine Compiny, Barnettsville,

S. C, make an absolutely perfect implement. Tt

shreds the vines and shreds the peas all at once.

Kittrell, N. C. O. W. Blackball.

MOW TO CIRCUMVENT THE HESSIAN FLY.

So little complaint of the Hessian fly has been

heard at the Ohio Experiment Station this season that

there is ground for the hope that there will be no

more trouble from it for a few years to come, but it

will be wiser for farmers to be on their guard lest it

may reappear suddenly as it did in 1899.

It is possible for every farmer to determine for him-

self whether the fly is likely to appear in destructive

numbers in his wheat each season. To accomplish

this, let a small strip of wheat be sown alongside of

the intended wheat field about two weeks before the

time when the main crop is usually sown in that par-

ticular locality. As soon as the wheat comes above

the ground, examine the young shoots carefully every

day with a magnifying glass. A cheap lens, magnify-

ing about three diameters, which can be bought of

any optician or department store for a dollar or less,

is sufficient. If the fly is present its minute, reddish

eggs, one fiftieth of an inch long, will be found in the

creases of the young wheat blades. Once seen under

a glass, these eggs can easily be seen by the unaided

eye as red specks. Often two or more are found to-

gether, lying end to end.

Usually egg laying occupies about a week, and if

the fly, on her appearance, finds a little wheat ready

for her, she will soon deposit all her eggs, after which

the main crop may safely be sown in the assurance

that by the time it appears above ground the eggs

will all have been laid on the earlier sown wheat.

Many farmers suppose that the so called "flax-

seeds," which are found in October and November at

the base of the wheat stalk, are the eggs of the fly,

but this is a mistake ; these "flax seeds" are the full

grown larvse of the fly, which undergo their transfor-

mation into the winged insect within the brown cases

called "flax seeds."
Chas. E. Thoene, Director.

[After the eggs have been laid on the trap crop, this-

should be plowed down and the ground be rolled

solid. This will effectually destroy the eggs and em-

bryo flies.—Ed.]

A TEN-YEAR COMPARISON OF VARIETIES OF
WHEAT.

Thirty- four differently named sorts of wheat have
been grown in comparative test at the Ohio Experi-

ment Station for ten years past. One of these—Pen-

quite's Velvet Chaff—is used as a standard of compar-

ison, and for this purpose is grown on every third

plot of the series, and the other sorts are valued as

their yields rise above or fall below those of the Vel-
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vet Chaff plots between which they lie.
In the ten-year average, the Mealy heads the list

with an average yield of 4} bushels per acre more
than that of the Velvet Chaff. Poole and Red Rus-
sian, which are synonyms of the same variety, come
next, with yields ranging from 3i to 3! bushels per
acre above that of the Velvet Chaff. (Harvest King
is also Poole wheat, recently introduced under a new
name.) Gypsy has yielded 31 bushels, and Early
Ripe 3} bushels per acre more than Velvet Chaff.

Varieties averaging between two and three bushels
more than Velvet Chaff are Nigger, Fultz, Mediterra-
nean and Currell's Prolific ; while New Monarch and
Valley and its synonym, Egyptian, nearly reach the
two bushel mark, and Democrat has averaged more
than one bushel in excess of the standard.

Jones' Square Head has averaged two and one-half
bushels less than Velvet Chaff, and Jones' Winter
Fife nearly two bushels less, while Early White
Leader, Early Red Clawson, New Longberry, Martin's
Amber and Royal Australian—a synonym ol Clawson,
have yielded nearly a bushel per acre less than Velvet
Chaff.

American Bronze, Bearded Monarch, Deitz, Fulcas-
ter, Hickman, Hindostan, Lebanon, Lehigh, Missouri
Blue Stem, Rody, Sibley's New Golden, Silver Chaff,
and Yellow Gypsy, have given yields varying but lit
tie either way from that of Velvet Chaff.

Chas. E. Thobne, Director.

ENQUIRER'S COLUMN.

Emquiries should be sent to the office of The Southern Planter,
Richmond, Va., not later than the 15th of the month, for re-
plies to appear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Rye.
I write to know whioh you think the most profita-

ble for a grain crop—oats or rye. I have had such
poor crops of oats that I am thinking of trying rye

;

but as I have no experience with rye, I would like to
have your opinion. I have twenty acres of highland
In corn and cow-peas which I wish to sow in some
grain crop for feed, but it will be the latter part of Oc
tober or the first of November before I can seed it, as
I have the corn to gather before I can plow the land.
Would rye do well seeded as late as thatt Please
answer in the October number of the Planter.

Campbell Co., Va. J.A.Davidson.
A geod crop of oats at present market prices for

the grain is more profitable than a orop of rye. The
oat straw ig valuable as feed for stock, whilst rye
straw makes poor feed. The oats are also better feed
than rye, though rye makes fair grain feed for cattle

and hogs. Where rye straw can be sold to collar

makers, it usually makes the crop a very profitable

one, bat this market is only a limited one, and it re-

quires that the straw shall be kept straight and un-
broken in the harvesting and threshing. When oats

got down to the low price of two or three years ago,

we advised that rye should be substituted for the oat

crop as being the more profitable, especially on thin

land which will make more bushels of rye to the acre

than oats. Oats, to succeed in the South, ought not

to be sown later than September or October at the

latest, unless seeded in February or March, when, if

the spring be a late one and cool, thejrust proof oat

will sometimes make a very fair crop. In your case,

as you cannot seed before November, we think rye

will be more profitable than oats. Rye may be seeded

up to December, with a fair prospect of making a good
crop. It is a very hardy grain, and rarely suffers

from winter killing—it being grown successfully fur-

ther north than any other of the cereal crops.

—

Ed.

Rotation of Crops.

Will the following rotation of crops improve the
fertility of the soil in a limestone section T

1. Break fallow of timothy and plant in corn, and
at the last working of corn sow in Crimson clover, to

be plowed under in the following spring, and seeded
to cow-peas and peas cut for hay and stubbles disced
up and Bowed to wheat t

2. Would it be a good chance to get clover sowed
with wheat on above mentioned stubble t

3. What Is the best variety of peas for this section T

Washington Co., Va. S.

1. Ves. The rotation should improve your land,

especially if 250 or 300 lbs. of acid phosphate to the

acre is applied to the pea crop.

2. Yes. We think it likely the clover would suc-

ceed. Sow it at the same time the wheat is sown as

early in October as it is safe to sow wheat for the fly.

3. Either the Black or Whippoorwill.—Ed.

Contract for Purchase of Mowing Hachine.

If a farmer has given his order for a machine to

either the McCormick, Deering, Champion, Milwau-
kee, or Piano Harvesting Machine Companies, which
companies have gone into the trust, and are now no
longer known, but constitute The International Har-
vester Co., and the machine has not been delivered,

can the farmer be held up to the order, and thus be
compelled to patronize this trust t May be there are
other farmers interested in this same question who
would be glad to know through your valuable paper.

Henrico Co., Va. F. B. Austin.

The changes in the business arrangements of these

makers will not warrant a buyer from them breaking

a contract into which he has entered with any of them
individually. He will be entitled to get what he con-

tracted for, and this is all he can ask.

—

Ed.

Keeping Winter Apples.

Please tell us in the next issue how to manage win-
ter apples after they have been picked carefully.

Lunenburg Co., Va. Che. Riokees.
Apples are best kept in a fruit room in which a dry

equable temperature of about 35 to 40 degrees can be
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maintained. They should be stored in bins through

which ventilation can be maintained by slatted sides

and bottoms. In the absence of such a room they will

usually keep well stored in barrels in a dry cellar or

barn with sufficient straw paeked around them to keep

out frost. Before being put up in the barrels they

should be allowed to pass through the sweat which fol

lows soon after picking, being stored for thiB purpose

in a dry, airy room or shed not in too large bulk.

The keeping of apples much depends upon the season

in which they were grown. When this has been wet

they rarely keep well however stored.

—

Ed.

Spraying Apple Trees.

Please state in your paper at what age it is necessary

or advisable to commence spraying young apple trees.

I have read a good deal about spraying, but have never
seen any definite statement on this point.

Spotsylvania Co., Va. C. J. Hillyer.

Spraying should commence when the trees are in the

nursery, if a perfectly healthy growth is to be main-

tained, as they are just as subject to the attacks of in-

sect* and of fungoid and scale diseases then as at later

periods of growth.

—

Ed.

Horse Sucking His Tongue.

I have a nice horse which has a habit of sucking his

tongue ; it does not interfere with his health or his

use, so far as I can see. He is in good condition.

Any remedy or information you can give through the
Southern Planter will be gladly appreciated.

Ihtrham Co., K C. B. B. P.

This is only a habit contracted by the horse proba-

bly at some time when his tongue was sore. See that

his teeth are not injurying the tongue by being rough

or out of place. We do not know of any way of break-

ing the habit.

—

Ed.

Keeping Root Crops in Winter.

Can you tell me through your columns the beet way
to keep winter vegetables fresh—salsify, carrote, etc.

—

in a cellar 1

Augusta Co., Va. H. D. Peck.

Salsify usually keeps well left in the ground where

it grew, unless the frost is very severe. Cover the

rows with some long litter or straw. In order to be

certain of a supply, however, even if the frost be very

severe, dig a portion of the crop as late in the fall or

in early winter as possible, and put away in boxes or

bins in a dry cellar burying the roots in dry sand.

Carrots keep well stored in the same way. Also pars-

nips. Turnips will keep well stored in pies or kilns,

covered with straw and two or three inches of soil.

Cabbages may be saved in trenches, covered with straw

and soil.

—

Ed.

Onion Sets—Fall Setting of Irish Potatoes.

I want to set some White Silver King onion sete in

November. Is it too late now to sow the seed in beds
to make sets by November ! The weather has been so
dry here I could not get the seed to come up.

I also want to plant some Irish potatoes in Novem
ber to come up early in the spring. Please give me
your advice in the nest issue.

I live 150 miles south of Bichmond, Va.
Wayne Co., N. C. T. E. Person.
1. It is too late to sow seed to make sets for plant-

ing now. The seed for these should be sown in spring
and the sets then ripen about June or July, and are
kept over until time to plant in the fall, say, October.

2. The planting of Irish potatoes in the early winter
has not yet been much practiced, but we have had sev-

eral reports of successful results in Virginia and North
Carolina. In these cases the sets were planted in No-
vember and December. The land should be well pre-

pared and then the rows be laid off three feet apart.

These rows should be opened very deep by running
the plow at least twice in each. Sow a good potato

fertilizer in the rows and mix with the soil by running
a cultivator through them. Then drop the sets at the

usual distance apart, say, twelve or fifteen inches.

Cover lightly with the soil, and then cover thickly

with strawy barn-yard manure, and upon this throw
a furrow from each side of the row. In the early spring

as soon as safe to do so for frost, rake down the ridge

thus made and cultivate the crop as usual. If the po-

tatoes should come up before danger of frost is past

throw a light furrow on to them.

—

Ed.

Fettiiizing Orchard with Green Crops—Working
Orchard—Spraying—Onion Qrowin g—White-
wash, &c.

1. Is it necessary to sow peas among peach trees

(bearing age), after harvest, when the cover crop for

winter will be part crimson clover 1 What do you
think of mixing rye with crimson clover to sow in
November ; what would be the right proportion and
amount of the mixture per acret How early after

harvest (last peaches picked by August 1) would you
plant the cover crop t Would you out for hay or turn
under in spring T

2. Do you know of any large orchards planted on
hillsides, not terraced, and yet, by proper management,
are kept from washing T

3. What do you think of the Extension Acme Har-
row for hillside orchards—used after once plowing!

4. What is the "general" spray that can be applied
for two or more peach tree pests—i. «., scale, curculio,

leaf curl, etc. If there is such a one, what may be the
best time for using, so as to " kill two birds with one
stoneV

5. What do know of the "Sudduth Pear," grown
by Augustine & Co., Normal, Ill.t They declare it is

free from blight all through the life of the tree. Do
you know of good healthy pear trees being grown from
cuttings t What stock would you use in grafting t

6. In planting large acreages of onions, do the grow-
ers carefully set each bulb in the row, or merely drop
them and then cover ! It would take a great deal of
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time to set each bulb by hand over large areas, and

make also large expense.

7. I have been told that the whole cow-pea plant

grown on "prairie" soil (black limy soil) is poison,

and especially the root. Can this be so t

8. Please give a formula for making a cheap white

wash that will stick, and save constant rewashing after

everv hard rain.

Macon Co., Ala. F. H. Cabdozo.

1. We would not sow cow peas in a bearing peach

orchard after picking if intending to sow crimson

clover for a winter cover. It is too late then for the

cow peas to make a profitable growth. Eye may

be seeded with the crimson clover. "We prefer, how

ever, to sow a mixture of wheat, oats, and rye, with

the clover, as this mixture makes a better hay than

rye alone, and also a better yield. Sow ten lbs. of

clover with one bushel of the mixed grain. Whether

to cut for hay or turn under depends on the luxnri

ance of growth of the peaches. If the trees are mak.

ing plenty of wood, cut for hay and then cultivate the

ground until time to sow the winter cover crop, say

August. If the trees need help, plow down.

2. There are peach orchards planted on the moun

tains in the West of this State and in West Virginia

and West Maryland, which are not terraced and yield

well.

3. We have never used this harrow, and therefore

can give no opinion.

4. See our Spray Calendar, published every year in

February or March.

5. We do not know anything of the Sudduth Pear,

except what we have seen published by the sellers of I

it. If it be blight proof in the South it is an acquisi

tion, as we know of no pear that is. Keiffer and I

Seckel are the nearest to being so.

The beet pear trees are raised from seedling stocks.

These are budded usually the first summer after trans-

planting from the seed-bed. The best stock for graft

ing is the pear 6tock. The only other reliable stock is

the French Quince.

6. Each set or young plant is carefully Bet, not

dropped.

7. We do not believe anything of the kind.

>. What is called Government Whitewash is the

beet We have frequently published the formula. It

is simply stone lime slaked with hot water, to which is

added a few pounds of salt, a little rice flour made

into a paste by boiling, and a small quantity of glue

melted in boiling water—Ed.

making a crop. We submitted the facts to the Ento-

mological Division of the Department of Agriculture,

and have received the following reply, to which we
invite attention.

—

Ed.

August 25, 1902.
Dear Sir.—In the absence of Dr. Howard I acknowl-

edge your letter of August 23, with enclosure from Mr.
W. X. Kennedy, Rowanta, Va.. requesting informa-
tion in regard to an insect which is affecting the stalks
of late sweet corn. From the description which > our
correspondent gives, and the fact tha; the so called
little yellow skipper is maturing from maggots in the
tassel of corn. I judge it to be one of a little group of
scavenging insects. The description might fit one of
perhaps a hundred of these insects. Some of the best
known forms are termed frit flies, and a few are inju-

rious to the stems of wheat and grasses. One of these
is called the stem maggot. It is quite likely that the
insect in your case is one of this group. Others are
called pomace flies, and are found in vinegar and de-
composing or fermenting apples and other fruit, about
cider mills, wine presses, etc. Still others are leaf

miners, and do injury to cabbage and clover by min-
ing the leaves ; and some develop in damp, decaying
portions of grains.

It seems probable that there is no injury in the case
reported, and that the insects are merely attracted by
decomposition of the corn, due to the presence per-
haps of the corn ear worm. This insect is quite dis

tinct from the frit flies or any of their relatives. It is.

as you doubtless know, the larva or caterpillar of a
large moth.

I would advise your correspondent to obtain speci-

mens and send them, living if possible, to this office,

when I will doubtless be able to identify them, and
can afford more satisfactory information. I enclose
herewith two prints of maggots and the flies which
produce them, which have scavenging habits.

If you think any of this matter worthy of publica-
tion, as a means of drawing the attention of your cor-

respondents to the case, and to obtain specimens for

identification, I will be pleased to receive a copy of
the issue in which this letter appears.

Tours very truly.

F. H. Chittexden-,
Acting Entomologist.

Insects Affecting Sweet Corn.

Mr. W. N. Kennedy, of Dinwiddie county, Va.,

wrote us that large numbers of a little yellow skipper

were infesting the stalks of his sweet corn and late

corn generally, and he feared would prevent same

Woodland Pasture—Johnson Grass—Hairy Vetch.

I have a piece of woodland. The soil is deep, rich
and somewhat moist. It is partly ditched so that water
does not stand upon it long at a time. The growth is

sweet gum, ash, and others of the leafy kind.
When I began to pasture upon this, eight years ago,

it was set in reeds among the trees. Pasturing this

winter and summer has killed out the reeds, and dog
fennels are taking their place.

I want to improve this for pasture without injuring
the trees. Are there grasses that I can sow that would
catch and grow without preparation T What kind
and quantity per acre t Would Johnson grass do it,

and would there be danger of its spreading to culti-

vated lands t What do you think of Johnson grass
as a hog grass on this rich, deep soil ?

I have other pasture laads where I have mowed the
weeds and left upon land. Would "Hairy Vetch,"
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Bowed upon this be a success or a failure T

Plea9e answer through the Planter and oblige.

Washington Co., N. C. W. T. Hopkins.

Yes. Sow a mixture of Wood Meadow grass,

Orchard grass, Red Top and Virginia Blue grass.

If you can harrow the land with a heavy drag harrow,

so as to cut up the present turf before seeding the

catch will be much better. Sow two bushels of the

mixture to the acre. Johnson grass is not suited for

this purpose. It is really a sorghum and grows best

on land suited for a forage crop and not shaded. There

is a wide diversity of opinion about Johnson grass.

In the extreme Southern States, where the winters are

not severe enough to kill out the roots when exposed,

it is regarded as a nuisance, but in this and the ad

joining States we think it may often be grown with

advantage, as it is so persistent in growth and yet can

be got rid of when desired by plowing and exposing

to the winter cold. Hairy Vetch will not succeed un-

less the land be first plowed or cultivated. If this be

done it will grow freely.

—

Ed.

Sick Hogs.

My experience leads me to think that the sick hogs
described by G. A. Moore in August number, and by
N. S. W. in the September number of the Planter are
affected with excess of worms. I have found that shut-
ting the hogs up, putting a small, but constant supply
of copperas in the swill trough and then feeding on bran
mash rids them speedily of the worms. Soaking corn
in lye all night and mixing powdered copperas with it

on feeding next morning is excellent for hogs running
in a pasture lot.

District of Columbia. James A. Bethune.

These rise at nearly equal distances from either side of

the back of the caterpillar and give it a very peculiar

appearance. They break off so readily that is rare to

meet with a perfect specimen. This insect is Phobetron

pethecium Abb. and Sm., the hog moth caterpillar,

and is somewhat rare. It is a somewhat general feeder,

having been recorded as occurring on cherry and apple

trees, white birch, various kinds of oaks, sugar maple,

ash, witch hazel and chestnut. Like other caterpil-

lars, it hatches from eggs which are very peculiar and

appear like drops of transparent gelatine of pale

brown color. These are deposited by the parent moths

upon the surface of a leaf and are very difficult to de

tect. The caterpillars on attaining maturity descend

to the ground and spin oval cocoons to which several

of these peculiar plume like appendages described

above may be attached. The moth escapes the follow-

ing summer from its peculiar retreat by opening a

small lid. This species is a leaf feeder, and where it

is sufficiently abundant to cause any considerable dam-

age it can be readily controlled by spraying the infest-

ed branches with Paris green or London purple.

Seeding to Grass.

Please advise me on the subject of sowing grass seed.
I have a lot of about six acres I wish to sow in oats
together with a mixture of clover, timothy and herds
grass. Please advise me on the subject.

Land is now in corn.
Dinwiddle Co., Va. Subscriber.
In the August and September issues "Subscriber"

will find this subject of grass seeding fully discussed.

In this issue also will be found further information

on the question.

—

Ed.

Winter vetch (Yicia Sativa) finds great favor at the

New York Experiment Station at Geneva as a cover
crop. Sown in midsummer or early fall it makes a
magnificent growth, thoroughly covering the soil and
often is green in the spring, after the severest winter

weather. It is then plowed under and not only adds
much needed humus or vegetable matter to the soil,

but supplies a large quantity of nitrogen which the

plant has extracted from the air. The soil here is

rather of a clayey nature underdrained with tile.

Hog Moth Catterpillar..

Find under separate cover a specimen of insects,

found on our fruit trees, eating the leaves off and leav-

ing trees leafless. Please give us full particulars re

garding same, and what must we do to get rid of them.
Answer through next issue of Southern Planter.

Charles City Co., Va. Nedvidek Bbos.

The specimen is a remarkable caterpillar. It is of

a brownish red color, nearly three fourths of an inch

long, and when in a perfect condition is provided with

five pairs of more or less curved plume-like append-

ages which are about three-eighths of an inch long.

SELECTION OF SEED CORN IN FIELD.

In selecting stock seed in the field, the most conve-

nient plan is to make a partition in the wagon bed.

As the husker goes along the rows, he can easily throw
the good ears from the good stalks into one campart-

ment, and the poor ears or ears from poor stalks into

the other. A second selection must be made at the

seed- house, and all undesirable ears thrown out which
escaped the eye of the husker. In order to do this

most satisfactorily and economically, the selected corn

can be thrown out of the wagon into a general bin at

the seed house. Here other men can select the seed

to be finally preserved and pile it up in sections, dis-

carding all inferior ears.—[A. D. Shamel, Illinois.]

THE TOP BUSHELS.
When preparing for the wheat crop and sowing it,

keep your thoughts to the harvest time and strive to

add a few more top bushels. Benefits will come
through preparation of the ground, intelligent fer-

tilization, good seed and careful sowing. Better net

results will usually be obtained if your efforts are

directed along these lines than to expand your acres.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

Harvesting, storing and shipping the summer grown

crops should engage the attention and largely occupy

the time of the growers. Apples and pears should be

carefully gathered—not be shaken or knocked from

the trees, as is too often the practice, and should be at

once removed from the orchard and not be allowed to

remain in heaps under the trees, as is often done.

They should be stored in a dry, airy shed or room, not

in too great bulk, until they have passed through the

sweat and then be either stored in a fruit room or

house where they will be safe from frost or be barrelled

up and shipped. A fruit-room or house should be dry

and well ventilated, and the temperature should be

kept at or about 35 to 40 degrees. See that all bruised,

damaged or decayed fruit is carefully culled out, and

also that the small fruit is not mixed with the large.

Make the fruit grade No. 1 all through the lot to be

shipped, and pack so that the barrel is uniform

throughout, and mark plainly No. 1 or first quality.

The damaged fruit should be kept at home and be

used, as far as needed and proper, for drying or pre-

serving, and the balance be fed to stock. It rarely

pays to ship. Seconds or small fruit should be shipped

in separate barrels, and be plainly marked "Seconds."

The adoption of this rule will ensure the best price for

all the fruit. In packing, see that the barrels are

packed tight, so that the fruit will not be injured in

transit. Good apples are likely to sell well.

Elsewhere in this issue will be found advice as to

the storing of sweet and Irish potatoes.

Carrots, parsnips and salsify will often keep safely

in the ground where grown all the winter. In order,

however, to be certain of a supply if the frost should

be very severe, it is wise to lift part of the crop and

store in a dry cellar, from which frost can be excluded.

The roots should be packed away in dry sand, and will

then come out crisp and full of flavor. Beets and tur-

nips may be stored in the same way, though turnips

will keep good merely covered with straw in a cellar

or with straw and a little soil in pies out of doors.

Kale and spinach should be sown for winter and

Bpring cutting, also turnips for salad.

Cabbage, oaulifiower and lettuce seed may be sown

for plants to set out in Bpring. The beds should be

where they can be protected in winter when neoessary.

Lettuce plants should be set in cold frames for push

ing on for winter use. At the end of the month cab-

bage plants may be set out for the early spring crop
in the eastern and middle sections of this State and
North and South Carolina. Make the land rich, and
lay the rows off east and west, and set the plants on
the south side of the ridge forming the row, so that

they will be protected somewhat from the cold and
get the benefit of the sun. Celery should be earthed

up a little as it grows, just sufficient to keep the plants

compact. It is too early yet to earth up to blanch.

This may be done late in November, unless wanted
for an early market.

Land may be got ready for planting with orchard

trees and bush fruits, but it is too early to plant.

This should be done in November and December.
Plow the land deeply and break the subsoil either

with the plow or in the places where the trees are to

be set out with a grubbing mattock. We strongly fa-

vor the late fall planting of orchard and bush fruits

in the South, as in this mild climate much root growth

is made in the winter and early spring, aad the trees

are thus enabled to get an early start in spring and are

not likely to suffer so much in the event of a dry hot

summer.

Clear up all trash, leaves, prunings, weeds and waste

of every kind in the orchard, vineyard and garden,

and burn the same, and thus destroy insects eggs and
fungoid spores, which, if left around, will make trou-

ble next year.

Seed all land not needed for vegetable crops or for

trees with crimson clover and a mixture of wheat, oats

or rye. This will conserve fertility and add to the

humus content of the soil when plowed down in

spring.

STORINO SWEET POTATOES.

The sweet potato is more susceptible to injury from

frost and from rotting during winter than the Irish

potato, and therefore more care is i equired in storiDg

them. Where only a small crop is grown for home
use, they will usually keep well if stored in a dry

frost proof cellar well buried in pine tags. The tem-

perature of the cellar should be kept at about 40°.

In mild weather, it should be ventilated freely, and

in case of hard frost, outside openings should be closd

and a lamp be kept burning. When a large quantity

is to be stored, a house should be built for the pur-

pose. Prof. Waite, of the Department of Agriculture

at Washington, who owns a farm in Maryland, where
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he makes a specialty of sweet potato-growing, thus

describes, in the American Agriculturist, his potato

house and the means he uses to ensure keeping and

a choice market product

:

The best type of storage-house is probably in the
form familiar to most people as that of a bank barn.

The basement of such a building is very easy to keep
at a uniform temperature. The extreme dryness of a
living room is not required for the sweet potato, but
a slightly milder, moister atmosphere is probably su
perior. My largest sweet potato house, which is 28
by 40 feet, is built entirely above ground, but the walls
are double ceiled on the inside with 6-inch pine boards
with paper between. The space between the 2 by 6

inch studding is packed with pine needles. The floors

underneath and overhead are double with paper be
tween. Only a few openings for windows are made in

the building, and these are provided with shutters,

making a very tight, warm room. The sweet potatoes
should be put into the storage-house the same day
they are dug. In fact, just as soon as they are dried
out and sorted. They should be handled as carefully

as possible. Sweet potatoes intended for storage should
be handled about the same as choice fruits. The or
dinary I basket is a popular package for carrying and
transporting sweet potatoes. They ean be hauled in

these baskets and carefully dumped in the bins with
out serious injury.

The sweet potato-house should be heated to the tem-
perature of 98 to 100 degrees three or four days before
the potatoes are put in, until it is thoroughly dried
out. While the potatoes are going in, and for a week
to ten days after that time, the house should be kept
very hot. As much as 80 degrees, and some would
prefer to have it from 90 to 100 degrees. I used to heat
my houses 98 to 100 degrees, but concluded, from the
slight shrivelling which I noticed, that this was too
warm. My crop last year was fired at about 80 de
grees. It generally takes about a week or ten days
after the last potatoes are in before the bins are thor
oughly cured out. Only an expert can tell when to
stop firing. A few symptoms, however, cam be given
which will enable one to judge pretty accurately.
While the potatoes are being heated up, they sweat

rather profusely, the air in the house smells moist, and
dew deposits on the windows at night. The heat and
ventilation gradually carries this moisture out of the
house, and the air begins to smell dry and dusty. The
potatoes next to the stove and on top of the pile will

begin to sprout slightly, and if this is accompanied
by the dry smell and feeling of the house, it can safe-

ly be assumed that the crop is cured. The firing dries

up all sores or broken ends on the potatoes, compels
them to go through a sweat, and then takes up the
moisture which this sweating develops. It compels
the potato to go through some physiological change
which puts it in condition for keeping. The result is

that if the temperature is gradually lowered to about
60 degrees, potatoes which have been fired properly
will keep all winter long. These heated potatoes are
also slightly improved in quality, and are known on
the market as kiln-dried potatoes.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE VIRGINIA STATE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The Executive Committee of this Society met at
Charlottesville on September 1st, when it was decided
to hold the annual meeting of the Society at Lynch-
burg, on December 2 and 3. Owing to the shortness of
the fruit crop generally, it was decided to postpone the
intended exhibition of fruit until next year and sub-
stitute as a special feature lectures on the packing of
fruits, with specialists to lead in the various heads,
and with exhibitions of the various packages most used
in different markets. Further particulars of arrange-
ments for this meeting will appear in these columns in
the November issue.

Walter Whately,
Secretary and Treasurer.

STRAWBERRY CULTURE—FALL PLANTING.
Elitor Southern Planter :

A thing that is worth doing is worth doing well,

says the old adage. Of all things this applies to the
fall setting of strawberry plants. One who plants in
fall almost always does so with a view of getting a
crop of berries the next spring. To insure this happy
result the conditions must be right. For while the
strawberry plant likes cool weather and even cold
weather short of the coldest, it cannot grow when the
ground is actually frozen. Therefore we must aid it

to make all possible growth before heavy freezing sets

in and to extend its root growth. The foliage is apt
to be killed down by frosts in the mild intervals be-

tween cold spells of winter.

The three prerequisites to this end are good plants,

good planting, and good soil. The well-grown, well-

rooted plant has already much of the size necessary
to enable it to sustain a good crop of fruit. Besides,

it has the vitality which will enable it to grow much
faster in proportion to its size than a small, weak
plant. Properly set, the plant grows faster than if it

had not been transplanted at all.

I will begin with the soil. It is, of course, better to

have a rich soil to begim with—one in which the fer-

tilizing properties become thoroughly incorporated

with the soil—a part of the soil itself. The ideal con-
ditions are where the land has been made rich for a
prior crop—like Irish potatoes or spring or summer
trucking of some kind. Plants are easier to live and
quicker to grow off on such land than where a great
deal of manure of any kind is applied just before
planting.

Not all, probably not the majority of growers, are
fortunate enough to have such land available for

strawberries. Therefore, I will give the best plan to

follow where poor or ordinary land has to be used for

this purpose.
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Cotton seed meal is by long odds the best and safest

manure for young plants, especially in fall, whea heat

and drought sometimes follow planting. Being of veg

etable origin, it does not fire or burn, even when com

iEg in contact with the roots, like mineral or animal

fertilizers. Then, it is quick enough and yet not so

soluble as to be quickly lost unless at once appropri

ated by the plants like nitrate of soda.

I break the land well in September and harrow well

with disk harrow if cloddy or turfy. In October or

November I prepare it for planting, by running off

rows three feet apart. In these are sown cotton seed

meal at the iate of 500 to 700 lbs. an acre. This is as

much as it is usually safe to apply in the drill. Mix

the cotton seed meal with the soil by running a small

harrow, or lacking that, a plow, down the drill. Then

list on this with a furrow from each side. Knock this

list down pretty low with hoes or a drag, and you are

ready to plant.

An endless number of implements are used by dif

ferent people to open the hole to set plants—spades,

trowels, hoes, poles, etc. A thoroughly effective im-

plement may be economically made by a piece of inch

plank four feet long and four inches broad. Most of

the board should be trimmed down to lighten it and

form a handle. Six inches or more of one end must

be left spade shape and sharpened at the tip. If the

land is stony or rough, several inches of this end

should be shod with iron, especially if much planting

is to be done. A planter made of oak or any hard

wood plank or sapling, will usually last to set several

acres without ironing.

Armed with this implement, a man can walk up-

right and open the hole fast and well. In these broad

holes the plants should be set, spreading the roots out

as much fan shape as practicable, and the dirt pressed

firmly around the roots, care being taken that the hole

is well filled from the bottom up.

To grow off at once, the plants must not be set too

deep, while if set too shallow they will be apt to die.

The right depth is that which covers and hides all the

roots after the dirt is packed down around them.

If stable manure is to be used, a good way is bo ap-

ply it evenly around and between the plants as a top-

dressing in November or later. Little, if any, of its

properties are lost by exposure in cold weather, in-

stead, they are washed into the soil within reach of

the plant roots, which appropriates them at once.

Thus used, they also answer a good purpose as a

mulch to lessen the heaving and lifting effects of

heavy freezes.

Above I have given the directions for field planting

on a more or less large scale. In a garden bed, when
intensive culture can be given to obtain big results,

the plants can be set much closer—say fifteen inches

apart in the rows, the rows fifteen inches apart, with

a two foot walkway between each three rows. In this

mode of planting, the cotton seed meal should be ap-

plied broadcast and well chopped in. Manure can be

applied as a top dressing as in field culture.

Kittrell, N. G. O. W. Blacknall

BITTER ROr OF APPLES.

Bitter rot is a disastrously destructive disease upon
the apple fruit. It has prevailed at times over very
large areas of the territory of the United States, but is

especially liable to occur South of the 39th parallel of
north latitude. In Illinois, in 1900, the loss in four
counties was estimated to be $1,500,000 and as great
proportionally to the acres in orchards elsewhere.

Appearance of Diseased Apples.

It begins in one to many brown specks anywhere
upon the unbroken skin of the apples, and each point
of infection enlarges so as to become a very distinct,

dark colored, circular and somewhat sunken spot, be-

neath which the tissues are dry (never soft and watery)
and tough. Great numbers of pustules so small as to

be scarcely visible to the unaided eye, arranged in

close concentric circles, cover all but the outer bor
der of the discolored spot and give to the surface a
roughened appearance. In very dry weather these
pustules are merely minute, raised, dark colored
points, but when the air is sufficiently moist each
conically shaped point opens by breaking through the
skin of the fruit and discharges a little pinkish mass
of a mucilaginous or waxy substance well seen under
a lens. This material may at length form a reddish,

minutely roughened crust. Each spot may remain
distinct or several on one apple may run together so

as to form an irregularly shaped, depressed patch.

The whole fruit at length becomes shriveled into an
angular, hard body, called a "mummy." It does not
further decay.

The pinkish or reddish material from the spots in

the fruit is composed of myriads of spores. These
cannot be distributed by the wind because they are
held together and to the fruit by an adhesive sub-

stance, which, however, is very soluble in water. The
spores are carried in splashes of rain water or may be
distributed by insects. The fungus lives over winter
in the old, dried fruits (mummies) and in wound like

infected spots, called bitter rot cankers, on the limbs
of the tree. During the month of May or later a fresh

crop of spores may be produced from the mummies
and from the limb cankers. The former more often

fall from the tree. The first infection of the season

apparently comes from the cankers and can be traced

on the younger apples spreading below those in cone-

shaped figures in the trees, where the spores have been
carried by rain.

The disease goes slowly from tree to tree in an or-

chard, probably through the agency of insects.

In July and later, where the disease has not become
widely spread, search should be systematically made
in the orchard for infected trees as determined by the

spots on the apples. This can best be done from an ele-
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vated position like the platform of a spraying outfit.

If diseased apples are found the infecting canker (or

mummy) should be looked for just above the upper
most of the spotted fruit. The canker and infected

fruit should be removed, taking care not to distribute

the infection in the process. This is of the utmost im
portance if the contagion is to be stopped.

In the winter time the mummies and cankers can be
removed or the fungus probably destroyed by spray
ing the trees with copper sulphate.

The disease can be kept in check during the summer
by repeated applications of Bordeaux mixture.

FIRE BLIGHT OF PEARS.
So much has already been written on the subject of

pear blight, that it seems like thrashing over old

straw to again revive the subject. But the control of

pear- blight is one of the great practical questions of

the fruit grower of Delaware.
The disease cannot be cured after it once attacks a

tree ; it can be prevented, however, if orchardists are
only careful enough to destroy sources of infection

;

and since the disease, as a rule, spreads from without
inwards, or from younger shoots and spurs to older
wood, its progress can be checked by the prompt and
effectual removal of diseased parts.

As is well known, the disease is caused by a minute
germ or bacillus. This germ only needs to come in

contact with a blossom or be introduced into the
tissue of a leaf, young shoot or bud for the disease to

manifest itself. From that point it extends inwardly
and downwardly.
One of the great sources of infection is observed in

the spring, when blighted twigs are often seen to exude
a milky-looking substance. This latter is the pear
blight virus in an almost pure state. If examined un-

der the microscope, it is found swarming with rod-
shaped organisms or bacilli. Prom this, too, the
organism can be isolated and grown upon artificial

media, and from these pure cultures, blossoms, buds,
twigs and leaves can be inoculated and the trouble
reproduced.
To show the relation of the milky virus exuding in

the spring from blighted trees to the spread of the
disease, a quantity of the latter was collected on
April 25, 1902, just at the time that the trees were
coming into bloom. This was diluted with sterile

water to make a turbid fluid, which the microscope
showed was swarming with pear blight germs. By
means of a camel's hair brush dipped in the diluted
virus, a number of blossoms were touched in their

centres and thus infected with the germs. The bios
soms so inoculated were then enclosed in bags.
Two weeks later, all of the twigs which bore inoc

ulated blossoms were blighted for a distance of four
to eight inches, and bore black dead and shriveled
leaves.

One shoot whose blossoms were inoculated six weeks
previously, was blighted for the entire length of the
shoot, a distance of fourteen inches, and was begin-
ning to extend into the shoot from which it sprang.

It is thus certain that the germs of pear blight only
need to be brought into contact with the blossoms for

infection to follow, and for the blight to extend down-
ward from these points.

It has been shown that bees and other insects are
largely instrumental in disseminating the virus from
one blossom to another ; and while it would be im-
possible and unwise to banish the bees, even if we
could, it is possible to remove much of the virus

which they are so instrumental in carrying.

This will consist in a thorough inspection of the

orchard in the spring before the blossoms open, and
the cutting out and burning of all blighted limbs,

branches and spurs. This will prevent in a large

measure the wholesale infection of the blossoms,

either on terminal growths or spurs, at which time
nearly all of the blight gets its start in the tree.

Again, if one will inspect a pear orchard any
time during the months of May or June, one will ob-

serve a greater or less number of blighted terminal

shoots and spurs. These represent blossom, and per-

haps bud infection as just noted. If these blighted

parts be allowed to remain, the disease will extend
and serious consequences will follow.

If the terminal blighted shoots are cut out, the

progress of the disease from these points can be

stopped, provided care is taken to cut well below the

blight and through the healthy wood.
When spurs are affected, it is seen as clusters of

dead leaves. These being so short, it does not take

long for the blight to extend from them down to the

larger limbs. If not cut off on the first appearance
of the blight in them, the disease may have already

extended into the branch when their excission would
be useless.

Hence, soon after blossoming, the frees should be
watched carefully, and every evidence of blight re-

moved as fast as it makes its appearance Delay,

especially as regards the excission of blighted spurs,

is fatal ; that is, it will necessitate the later removal of

a large quantity of wood, even to large limbs, which
might otherwise be spared.

Most farmers practice pruning for blight, but they

commonly do it whenever convenient, rather than at

the right time, or perhaps not until the tree is badly

involved.
Following the two spring prunings—the first before

the blossoms open and the second during a period of

a month following blossoming—there should be a third

inspection and pruning in the fall before the leaves

drop, cutting out at this time any evidence of blight

which may have escaped the previous operation.

Delaware Experiment Station.

KEEPING VEGETABLES AND FRUITS IN LIME.

It may be just the time to remind my friends of the

newer scheme of keeping fruits and vegetables in lime.

Procure a quantity of air slaked lime. Put a layer in

a box; upon this layer place a layer of freshly picked,

nearly ripe tomatoes ; then another layer of lime,

and another of tomatoes, and so forth, until the box is

full. Keep this in a cool place, such as an ordinary

cellar, and the tomatoes will most likely keep for a
long time in first class condition. Grapes, pears, and
possibly other fruits and vegetables may be stored in

this manner with some assurance of having them keep
all right for months. I hope that many of the farmer

readers will try this plan this fall, and be in position

to report about the outcome later in the season.

—

' T. Greiner, in Practical Farmer.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

THE RAZOR-BACK HOO.

We had thought that we had lived beyond the time

when a correspondent of the Planter would have ven-

tured to say that for any purpose, except that of on v

running any 'nigger" on the plantation, a Razor back

hog had any good qualities to commend him. But

such, however, apparently is not the case, as a corre

spondent in this issue claims that a Razor-back was

better for his purpose—that of making hog meat on

practically a forage and truck crop diet—than either a

Jersey Red or a Berkshire. He does, however, con

cede that a cross of a Berkshire boar on a common
sow was even better than a Razor-back. We have

long understood that the parties making the cele

brated Smithfield hams have always claimed that a

strong admixture of Razor-back blood in their sows

was an advantage in giving to the hams that peculiar

leau character and high flavor for which the hams are

noted ; but we have never known any one to claim

that such an admixture of wild blood conduced In any

way to the production either by grazing or corn feed

ing of a profitable general market hog. If this be so,

then the efforts of those breeders who • have given so

much time and attention and spent so much money in

perfecting the breeds of pure-bred hogs has been prac

tically time and money wasted. We are not prepared

to concede this. The facts and the figures are against

Buch a conclusion. Experiments have been made at

several Stations as to the results to be accomplished

by crossing Razor backs on pure-bred hogs. In every

instance, so far as we know, the only result has been

to produce a hog which failed to respond as quickly

to good feeding as the pure bred hog, however fed.

The claim has been made that the introduction of

Razor back blood would give vigor and a better dis-

ease resisting hog, but if this be needed in the best

pure-bred hogs, then breeders have failed in their

work. We believe that the best strains of pure bred

hogs are as vigorous and healthy as hogs can be when

kept under proper conditions and fed as hogs ought to

be; and that this is so, is proven by the fact that such

hogs will make a pound of meat at less cost than any

grade hogs, and make it in less time. If hogs are

wanted to merely roam over a plantation and get their

own living and make a few pounds of hard, tough

meat by the time they have attained almost a patri-

archal age, then we grant that the pure-bred hog does

not fill the requirement. But if, as we take to be the

case, a hog is needed that can convert green food and

corn into fat, tender, juicy meat, and make a weight

of this meat from 300 to 400 lbs. before twelve months

have passed over his head, then only a pure-bred or

high grade hog can meet the requirement. The prime

object in feeding stock of any kind is to convert farm

products of bulky capacity and low value into pro-

ducts of limited capacity and high value, so that they

can be transported more easily to markets, and as a
result leave greater profit to the producer of the raw
products. No one who has had any practical experi-

ence with coarse-bred, low grade hogs or scrub cattle,

will for a moment contend that they can compete with

high grade and pure bred hogs and pure bred beef cat-

tle in accomplishing this end. We have known pure-

bred Berkshire hogs to make 250 lbs. weight by the

time they were six months old, and pure bred Short-

horn Angus and Hereford cattle to make 600 lbs.

weight at six months old. Where is the man who
ever saw a Razor-back hog make 250 lbs. weight, even

at twelve months, or probably ever in his life, however

long it might be, or a "scrub" cow to make 600 lbs. at

even nine months of age t With the average low price of

staple farm products, and the cost of producing them,

if the farmer is to make a profit at all on his capital

invested, he must have animals to consume them

which will convert them into a high priced product

in a very limited time, and only animals which have

been bred so as to intensify their natural proclivity to

assimilate food and convert it into meat quickly, can

meet this requirement.

SAVE AND PEED THE CORN FODDER.

Every year millloms of tons of corn fodder are al-

lowed to go to waste, and a large part of this waste

occurs in the South. Thousands of cattle in the South

suffer every year for want of rough forage, and thous-

ands of tons of hay are grown and bought to supply

some of this deficit. A very large part of the hay so

grown and bought Is timothy hay, a feed that supplies

only the same constituents that are found in the corn

fodder wasted. According to Professor Armsby, on«

of the best authorities on feeds, more than one-third of

the digestible nutrients of the corn crop are found in

the fodder and stalks, and not two- thirds in the grain.

Compared with timothy hay, a ton of corn fodder con-

tains practically the same number of pounds of diges-

tible matter. The Missouri Experiment Station has

devoted the last seven years to an attempt to ascertain

the actual feeding value of corn fodder as compared

with timothy hay, and to study the method of com-

binlng it with other feeds, so as to increase its feeding

value. The results of three years' feeding experi-

ments show—1. That yearling steers may be wintered

on whole corn fodder from which all ears were re-
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moved, alone, without grain or other food, and neither

gain or lose in weight on the average. 2. That simi

lar steers, when fed all the bright timothy hay, they

would eat, and no grain made in each case a slight

£»in. 3 More pounds of fodder than of hay were ne

cessary to keep up the weight of the cattle. 4. That

between 30 and 40 per cent, of the fodder was refused

and not eaten by the cattle. All things considered, it

is safe to say that when fed alone a ton of fodder has

something like half the feeding value of timothy hay.

No one, however, disputes the assertion that it is poor

business to winter steers merely to keep them at the

same weight. To obviate this, therefore, and still

utilize the fodder the Experiment Station has tried

the effect of combinations with other feeds. What the

corn fodder lacks is protein. The following show the

results reached with different combinations :

The first trial with two year old steers on full feed

took place from December, 1899, to April, 1900—119
days, four two year old steers in each lot, full fed on
shelled corn. Here are results :

Timothy hay lot

—

Pounds.
Corn eaten (166J bushels) 9.331

Hay eaten 3,813
Total gain 802
Average daily gain per steer 1.69

Grain per pound of gain 11.6

Gain per bushel of corn 4.81

Corn fodder and clover hay lot

—

Corn eaten (186 bushels) 10,385
Corn fodder eaten 1,889
Clover hay eaten 1,126
Total gain per lot 917
Average daily gain per steer 1.94
Grain required per pound gain 11.3

Gain per bushel of corn 4.93

In this trial the steers on corn and timothy hay made
a gain of 802 pounds, or 1.69 pounds daily per steer,

while those on equal parts corn fodder and clover hay
gained 917 pounds daily, or 1.94 pounds per steer.

The grain required to make a pound of gain was on
the timothy lot, 11.6 pounds, and with the fodder and
clover lot, 11.3 pounds. A bushel of corn made when
fed with timothy 4.81 pounds of beef, and when com
bined with equal parts of fodder and clover 4.93.

The second trial took place between January 6 to

April 16, 1901—100 days, four two-year old Bteers in

each lot, full fed on shelled corn :

Timothy lot

—

Pounds.
Corn eaten '. (157 bushels) 8,819
Hay eaten 2,540
Total gain 789
Average daily gain per steer 1.97

Grain per pound of gain 11.2

Gain per bushel of corn 5

Corn fodder and clover hay lot

—

Corn eaten (190 bushels) 9,469

Corn fodder eaten ... 868
Clover eaten 2,475
Total gain 1,140
Average daily gain per steer 2.85

Grain per pound of gain 8 3

Gain per bushel of corn 6.75

In this trial, through an oversight, the cattle were
allowed practically all the clover they would eat, and,

as a result, the amount of fodder eaten was compara-
tively small, which, in a measure, vitiates the results.

But the striking difference in the gains made, and in

the cost of the gains, cannot fail to be impressive, and
still further emphasize the superior value of clover

and the importance of using this roughness in full

feeding.

It will be noted that in this experiment a bushel of

corn produced 5 pounds of gain when combined with

timothy and 6.75 pounds when fed in connection with

clover and corn fodder—a difference of 1.75 pounds,

which, at $5 per 100, means 81 cents per bushel of

corn.

The first trial with yearlings took place from Janu-

ary 1 to March 15, 1898—74 days, four yearling steers

in each lot—no grain :

Timothy lot

—

Pounds.

Hay eaten 4,736

Gain per lot 123

Average daily gain per steer 42

Digestible matter per pound of gain 18 23

Fodder and clover lot

—

Corn fodder eaten.. 2,510

Clover hay eaten 3,288

Total gain per lot 234

Average daily gain per steer 80

Digestible matter per pound of gain 9.26

Thus the combination of fodder and clover hay
made almost twice as much gain as did timothy hay.

It is true that the steers on clover and fodder ate more
than the timothy lot, but the digestible organic mat-

ter required to make a pound of gain was with timo-

thy 18.23 pounds, while with corn fodder and clover

only 9.26 pounds, or little more than half as much.
The second trial lasted from December 30, 1899, to

April 10, 1900—101 days, four yearling steers in each

lot—four pounds of shelled corn daily per head :

Timothy lot— Pounds.

Corn eaten 1,612

Hay eaten 6,753

Gain per lot 262

Average daily gain per steer 65

Fodder and clover lot

—

Corn eaten 1,612

Corn fodder eaten 3,631

Clover hay eaten 3,593

Gain per lot 357

Average daily gain per steer 88

Here the gains were for the timothy lot 262 pounds,

and for the fodder and clover lot 357 pound's or 36 per

cent, more, although both lots had the same amount of

corn.

The third trial lasted from January 29 to April 19,

1901—80 days, four yearling steers in each lot—

6

pounds of shelled corn daily per steer

:

Timothy lot

—

Pounds.

Corn eaten 1,920

Hay eaten 4,943

Gain per lot 318
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Daily gain per steer.... 1

Fodder and clover lot

—

Corn eaten 1,920
Corn fodder eaten 2,298

Clover hay eaten 3,619
Gain per lot 543
Daily gain per steer 1.67

In this trial, the daily allowance of corn per steer

was six pounds instead of four, and the gains were
proportionately larger. Yet the advantage of a com
bination of fodder and clover over timothy is quite as
marked as in the preceding experiments. The gain
from corn and timothy was 318 pounds and fiom corn,
corn fodder and clover hay it was 543 pounds, or 70
per cent. more.
The fourth trial lasted from December 26, 1901, to

April 24, 1902—120 days, four yearling steers in each
lot—6 pounds of shelled corn daily per head :

Timothy lot

—

Pounds.

Corn eaten 2,880
Hay eaten 8,152
Gain per lot 658
Daily gain per steer 1.37

Fodder and clover lot

—

Corn eaten 2,880
Fodder eaten 2,568
Clover eaten 4,958
Gain per lot 744
Daily gain per steer 1.55

Again the results show the superiority of a combi
nation of fodder and clover over timothy. The gain
from timothy was 658 pounds, from the fodder and
clover 744 pounds.

It will be noted that in every case the amount of
roughness consumed by the cattle getting a combina-
tion of fodder and clover was larger than by the lot

getting timothy, thus confirming the proposition laid
down in a former article that the addition of a food
rich in protein was accompanied by a larger total food
consumption. This has been true with animals on fall

feed when the protein was supplied in the grain as
well as when supplied in the roughage, and seems to

hold true with cattle on half feed and with those on
roughage alone. That the better balanced rations were
more efficient is clearly shown by the gains. That the
laiger gains obtained from the better balanced rations
—when clover, cowpeas or alfalfa supplied the protein
—were much more economical and profitable is self

evident, since these roughnesses may usually be bought
at less per ton than timothy, and are produced at de
cidedly less per ton when the effect upon the fertility

of the farm is coDsidered.
Making full allowance for the increas°d amount of

roughness eaten when clover was added to ration, al

lowing for the fodder uneaten

—

i. e., the coarse stalks
—the inevitable conclusion from these four years' work
is that a combination of corn fodder and clover hay is

fully equal to timothy hay, whether fed without grain,
with a small allowance of grain, whether on half feed
or on full feed, and whether with yearlings or aged
cattle, In other words, the farmer can by this means
make the whole, coarse fodder serve every purpose, in
cattle feeding at least, for which timothy is now used.
Under these circumstances, it is fair to say that timo

thy and corn fodder have essentially the same feeding
values.

MAKINQ HOQ MEAT IN THE SOUTH.
Editor Southern Planter :

I rfad with much interest the enquiry of J. S. Wil-

son, of Wilson county, N. C, and your reply in the

September issue of the Planter. Your plan, while good,

may not suit his case, and as I have had some experi-

ence along that line I will write it, hoping it may ben-

efit some one if it does not Mr. Wilson.

I wish to see more short letters from the farmers

themselves, giving their experience. Tell what you
have done and not what you expect to do. When
questions are asked, don't let the Editor do all the

talking. Let us have more speaking out or writing

out from the men who have had experience on that

subject. " In a multitude of counselors there is safety."

The principles of agriculture and stock-growing are

the same the country over. Surrounding ciicum-

stances should be considered and planning done accor-

dingly. The Editor cannot cut and dry a successful

plan for any one except himself. Each one must work
out his own plans. It is by reading such papers as

the Planter that we are best prepared to do wise plan-

ning for ourselves. Eead the advice of all, and then

apply your own judgment and experience to the prob-

lem. •

I have been farming and studying farming for thir-

teen years. The first eight years of this time was

spent upon a fifty acre farm of my own. The first

three years of this eight I put my attention mostly

to the cultivation of cotton. When cotton got down
to 6* cents a pound I affirmed I would not raise any

more at that price. I then turned my attention to

the raising of vegetables and hogs, and it is my expe-

rience with hogs that I now want to give. I bought

a pair each of Jersey Reds and Berkshires. I bought

full bloods at a high price. I soon found out the

Reds were not the hog for me at all. I then bought

some Razorback pigs to test with Berkshires of same

age. I found the Razorback to be the best hog for my
use. The kind of feed I fed required a hog with a

large stomach, and as the Razorback had the largest

stomach he could eat more than the Berkshire, and

in the end would beat him right much. I would add

further, that a cross with a Berkshire boar on common
stock sows gave me a better hog still, and this is the

one I stuck to. I succeeded in marketing between

four and five thousand pounds of fresh meat annually.

This I did during the months of December to April.

I kept a lot of good common stock sows. I killed and

cleaned all pigs that would dress out forty pounds

and shipped them off by the 1st of April. This cut
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my stock down pretty well to sows only. These with

good attention would give me a quantity of pigs ready

for peas and potatoes in the fall. As the Editor says,

we cannot feed as the Western farmer does. There is

not so much money in heavy meat ; but there is good

money in light pigs nicely cleaned and put on the mar

ket at any season of the year. My first crop ready for

hogs was the refuse from my early cabbage crop. Then

followed squash, Irish potatoes and melons iu great

abundance. These I gathered from the field and hauled

to the hogs. I sowed peas in corn a' the last plowing,

set out a quantity of sweet potatoes, gathered corn as

early as it would cure, and turned hogs in the field

after putting a ring in each one's nose to keep him

from rooting. Peas and potatoes make a complete ra

tion for them. Wich mire to wallow in and plenty of

pure water to drink they did well.

Later I had turnips and sweet potatoes to feed in

abundance. They then had full inn of nearly all the

fields and had crimson and red clovers and peas and

potatoes still. I fed very little grain, and this mostly

to suckling sows. I found pigs peas and potatoes

beat 6* cents cotton a long way. Besides my lands

rapidly impioved under this management.

This is already too long, so I will have to close ; later

I will write again and tell you how to clean and dress

a pig, for I know there are some who make a mess of

it. I will also tell how I raised three big crops a year

on same land after I quit cotton.

I wish to say that I am not now on a farm of my
own ; but manage one for another man. I have this

year 630 acres in corn, 175 in cotton, 80 in rice, 75 was

in oats, now in peas, 10 in potatoes.

Washington Co., N. G. W. H. Hopkins.

We shall be delighted if our subscribers will take
Mr. Hopkiu's advice and write us their experience.

We don't know it all "by a long way." We want to

learn more, and the experience of practical men will

help us and help our readers very much.

—

Ed.

DORSET SHEEP.

Mr. T. O. Sandy, of Nottoway, Va., writes us that

he has purchased a number of Dorset sheep and in-

tends to establish a flock of this breed. The sheep he

has purchased are pure blooded animals and consist

of a buck, an imported animal two and a half years

old. weighing 350 pounds, and a number of ewes with

their this year lambs. Amongst these lambs are four

bucks which were dropped la't February, well grown

and of fine conformation and type, which he would sell

at reasonable prices. The ewe lambs he will keep to

breed from. Dorset sheep seem to be coming into

favor in the South. The peculiar value of the breed

for the South lies in their ready production of winter

and early spring lambs, which can be so much more

easily cared for here in our mild winters than in the

cold North and West. The ewes are great milkers and
very prolific, and thus make for their owners to put

on the best early markets both fine lambs and plenty

of them. In our advertising colums will be found the

advertisements of ooe or two other breeders of Dorsets

in the State, amongst them Mr. Lindenkohl, of Albe-

marle county, who has some of the finest bred sheep

in the country.

THE ANGORA GOAT.

Experience of the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station.

The first problem we met was suitable fencing. We
soon found that while they do not jump they are good
climbers and that they will go over any fence the top

of which they can reach with the fore feet. The horns

on some of the ewes point backward in a V shape. In

the case of a woven wire fence with square openings

even with four inch mesh they will push their heads
through the openings and get hung by their horns.

With this kind of a fence it was necessary to visit them
two or thee times a day to release the prisoners. The
Ellwood poultry fence (not poultry netting) of the

American Fence Company with small diamond shaped
openings has proven perfectly satisfactory. It costs

about a third more than the ordinary woven wire fence

of equal height.

In ln01 we gave them too extensive a range and they

did but little clearing up. In May 1902 six ewes, one
buck and five kids were put in an acre of young wood-
land of a mixed growth, most of the trees three to six

inches in diameter. There was a quite thick growth
of underbrush. The small underbrush of birch, maple,

hazel bush, etc., have been cleaned up so that where
there are no alders or evergreens the ground under the

trees is as clean as though it had been burned over.

Sweet fern they do not like very well but they have
cleaned all of the hardhack out of this piece. Ferns

and brakes have been eaten to some extent. They
have eaten the leaves and young sprigs of bushes in

preference to grass. Birches two inches or more in

diameter they have not injured but the/ have stripped

the bark from every maple. Even maple trees six

inches in diameter have been thus killed. We have
found them to be fond of the bark of apple trees, even

eating the bark from old trees.

To clean up birch or evergreen woodland they have
proven very effective. There has been practically no
cost for the summer's keeping. The twelve goats have
been kept without other food on one acre of young
wood land. They have required no care other than
an occasional visit to see that they are all right and
that they have water. Salt was given occasionally.

Chas. D. Woods, Director.

Orono, Sept. 15, 1902.

STOHACH WORHS IN SHEEP.
The exceptionally wet season has produced condi

tions very favorable to the development of animal
parasites. The eggs of young embryos need moisture
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for development, and this year there has been plenty.
The effects are now realized in the great loss of lambs,
doe to twisted stomach worms.
The symptoms of stomach worm disease are not very

characteristic, and therefore do not admit of close de
scription. They are dullness, loss of appetite, in
creased thirst, diarrhea may or may not be present, a
part may show an accumulation of fluid between the
jaws, grinding of the teeth ; there is a stiffness of the
back and hind parts, and a lagging behind the flock.
In acute casts there may be evidence of pain, as colic,
eating unusual material, and much bleating. Some die
suddenly without showing evidence of the disease.
The majority linger for a week or two and then die.
Old sheep are not much affected.
The parasite causing the disease is found in the

fourth stomach. It is small, being only about one-
half inch in length, and threadlike. If a lamb be
killed, these worms may be seen to be pinkish from
the blood they have abstracted from the stomach wall.
If a lamb dies and the stomach be not opened for a
couple of hours, the worms will be white, and being
matted together, resemble the fibre of the food. The
inexperienced will probably fail to recognize them,
although thousands may be present.
The treatment is as follows: Take one part of coal

tar creosote and one hundred parts of water and mix
well. With a two ounce hard rubber syringe having
a short bit of rubber tubing on the end, administer
one syringeful to each lamb. Use care not to hold the
head high or to force the dose too rapidly, so as to
cause strangulation. With such an arrangement, a
whole flock may be easily treated. One to three treat
ments given a few days apart may be necessary.

It is also a good policy to turn the lambs off the reg
ular pasture into the cornfield. They will do little
damage to the corn, and in eating the lower blades
and grass get food free from all contamination. Yard
ing and giving dry feed may also be resorted to. The
main object is to get the sheep off the infected pas
ture.—A. W. Bitting, Veterinarian, in Country Gen.
Ueman.

grades, some full bloods are more prepotent than
others, and, by means of a pedigree, these best ani-

mals may be selected—that is, stock that are descended
from the best and have the advantage of heredity.

An inferior animal is not made more valuable by
having a pedigree, but a good animal, with a good
pedigree, is more valuable than a good animal, the

descendant of inferior stock. I believe in selecting a
good animal with a good pedigree, but would reject

an inferior one, no matter how good the pedigree.

Judging from their purchases, some people buy for the

pedigree alone. This is a mistake. An inferior ani-

mal is so much the worse for having a pedigree that

may be traced back to a good family of animals. A
pedigree is a good thing when we use it as a guide for

the purpose of securing the best blcod, but when it is

used merely to give stock a good name, without the

good qualities of the animal to back it, it is used im-

properly. It may be used for the purpose of impos-

ing inferior stock upon a purchaser, who relies upon
the reputation of the stock, and who often gets de-

ceived. Such stock gives better stock a bad name,
and often good stock fails to find a purchaser just be-

cause some one has been so deceived.

Albion, W. Va. A. J. Lego.

VALUE OF A PEDIGREE.
Editor Southern Planter :

Several years ago I selected the beat sow of a litter

of half-blood Poland China pigs and bred her to an
animal of as good bloo i as herself. As might reason-

ably be expected, the result was a litter of pigs much
Inferior to either parent. While both animals were
nice specimens of their kind, the prepotency or power
of transmitting their best qualities had been destroyed

by the intermixture of the inferior blood. If I had
bred the sow to a full blood male, I could have rea

sonably expected an improvement over the mother in

the offspring, as full blood stock is prepotent over half

bloods or grades. A neighbor said a few days ago

that he did not care about a full blood male, as his

sow was only a grade. This was the best reason for

wanting a full blood. We should always grade up
instead of down. As full bloods are prepotent over

SALE OF SHORT HORNS AND POLLED ANGUS
CATTLE AT RADFORD, VA.

We invite the attention of our readers to the public

sale of Short Horn and Polled Angus Cattle, to be

held at the Pair of the Southwest Virginia Agricultu-

ral and Live Stock Association at Radford, Va., on

October 14, particulars of which will be found in our

advertising colums. This sale affords an opportunity

for farmers to buy some of the choicest bred stock in

the country, which should not be missed.

PICTURES OF LIVE STOCK.

It is our intention to make our Special New Year's

issue in January next one of great interest to Live

Stock owners, and in order to add to its attractiveness

we hope to publish pictures of some of the best stock

in the South. To enable us to do this, we ask Live

Stock owners to send us photographs of some of their

animals for selection and reproduction. These should

reach us not later than the end of this month, so that

we may have time to have the plates produced. Write

name and addrsss of owner on back of the photograph.

Later we will ask for information as to breeding, &c,

of the animals selected for publication.
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The Poultry Yard.

COST OF EGO PRODUCTION.

The Cornell Experiment Station, New York, has

conducted a series of co operative experiments in egg

production, which have been of so extended a charac

ter as to afford some very reliable data of great value

to poultry keepers. We abstract the following infor

mation from a very exhaustive Bulletin published on

the subject

:

These experiments were begun in the fall of 1901
and were intended primarily to furnish information as

to the cost of the production of eggs during the win-
ter months and incidentally to give such information
as it was possible to secure as to the number of eggs
laid per fowl and the effect of various systems of care,

feeding and management.
Several poultry men who make more or less of a

specialty of producing eggs in the winter and who had
oxpres-ed a willingness to undertake the work, were
asked to co operate in the experiment, and several

pens of the University flock weie also used. In all

•cases possible the owners were asked to include their

whole flock, and in several cases this was 'ione. The
smallest flock contained 25 fowls, the largest 600, ex
elusive of males In all, 2,133 hens and pullets were
included in the experiments. Those who participated
were C. G. Brainard, Waterville ; O. W. Mapes, Mid
dletown ; C. S. Menges, Torktown ; Mrs. George E.
Monroe, Dryden; E. C. Stewart, Ithaca; Henry Van
Dreser, Cobleskill, and White and Rice, Yorktown,
and to them thanks are due for cordial assistance and
painstaking care In keeping the records asked for.

No restrictions were placed upon the owners as to

how the fowls were to be fed, cared for or managed.
In brief, they were asked to go ahead and produce the
greatest possible number of eggs at the lowest possi-

ble cost, and to report each week the kind and amount
of food consumed and the number of eggs produced.
From the reports so received the results in the follow
Ing pages have been compiled. Frequent visits were
made to each of the places, and there is every reason
to believe that the experiments were carefully con-
ducted and the reports honestly and accurately made.
The responsibility for accuracy must, however, remain
with those participating and not with the Experiment
Station.

Following is a description of the flocks and the
method of feeding each

:

Flock A.

This flock was composed entirely of White Leg-
horns. There were on December 1, 1901, 60 hens
hatched in 1899 ; 340 hens hatched in 1900, and 200
pulleta hatched in 1901. With the flock were 22 cocks
and cockerels ; 21 hens were sold and 21 died during
the course of the experiment. The percentage of mor-
tality was, therefore, 3.5.

This flock was fed three times a day beginning with
the mixed grain of corn, wheat, oate and buckwheat
which is scattered in the straw or litter. The noon
feed consists of a mash fed hot in winter, made np of
boiled and mashed vegetables, corn meal, wheat bran,

wheat middlings, ground oats and animal meal. After

this is eaten up clean they are given a ration of either

fresh cut bone or sliced vegetables. At night they

are fed all the mixed grain they can eat up clean with

a little extra scattered in the litter for the early birds

in the morning.

Flock B.

This flock was composed of 150 White Leghorn hens

hatched in 1900. Three cockerels were added to the

flock on January 1st. There were three hens that died

or were so sick as to be removed, thus giving a per-

centage of mortality of 2. They were fed as follows

:

In the early part of winter, oats and peas were the

first feed in the morning, and after they were gone
whole wheat was substituted. This feed was scattered

in the litter on the floor and care taken that they did

not have all they wanted, so they were hungry for the

mash, which was fed about 10 A. M. This was fed in

troughs. The mash was mixed with hot water and fed

warm, not hot. It contained all the ground grain and
the meat scrap. All of this was fed that the hens

would eat up clean and quickly. As soon as the mash
was eaten they were fed a very light feed of oats or

wheat scattered in the litter. At noon they were fed

beets, all they would eat up until the next noon, cut

in two lengthwise and laid in the troughs. At ni<iht

they were fed all the whole corn they would eat scat-

tered in the litter. The litter was wheat straw, and
was changed frequently.

Flock C.

This flock was composed of 150 White Leghorn pul-

lets hatched in 1901. Three cockerels were added on
January 1st, and four pullets died or were removed at

various times during the experiment. The percentage

of mortality was 2 66. This flock was owned by the

same party as Flock B, and the food was all weighed
together for both flocks, only the eggs being kept sep-

arate. The total food consumed was divided pro rata

between the flocks according to the number in each.

Flook D.

This flock was composed of 50 White Leghorn hens

hatched in 1900 with four cocks; of these, five died at

various times during the experiment, giving a mortal-

ity of 10 per cent. The daily practice as to feeding

is given by the owner as follows

:

As soon as the hens leave the roost a very light feed

of grain, usually wheat, is given. This is followed

with green food, then another light feed of grain. By
dividing the morning portion into two feeds the fowls

are kept active nearly all the forenoon. About 11

o'clock the mash feed is given. This is fed warm and
the birds are allowed all they will eat. The after-

noon feed is largely cracked corn. This is a liberal

feed, and is given soon enough to allow the birds to

finish before dusk.

Flock E.

This flock contained 150 White Leghorn pullets

hatched in 1901 with 12 cockerels ; 3 died during the

course of the experiment, making a mortality per-

centage of 2.
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Flocks D and E were also owned by the same per
son, and were fed and cared for alike. The feed was
all weighed out together, and the amount consumed
divided pro rata between the flocks according to the
number in each.

Flock F.
In this flock there were 50 White Leghorn pullets

hatched in 1901. With them were three cockerels-
two with the flock and one confined iu a small pen
alternately. Thus giving two days with the flock and
one of confinement to each eock. Daring the experi
ment o died, giving a mortality of 10 per cent.
This flock was fed a mash in the morning, vegeta

bles, and after January 11th, whole grain at noon and
whole grain again at 4 P. M. The whole grain was
always fed in the litter.

Flock G.

This flock was composed of 25 Brown Leghorn hens
about half hatched in 1899 and half in 1900. With
the flock were two cockerels. Two hens died, giving
a mortality of 8 per cent. This flock was fed and
cared for like Flock F, and belonged to the same party.

Flock H.
In this flock there were 25 Black Minorca pullets.

There were no males in the flock, and as any of the
pullets became indisposed they were removed and
their places supplied with others, thus keeping the
number constantly good. No record was kept of the
number removed, but it was not large.
The fowls were fed three times a day regularly,

whole grain in the morning, mash at noon and whole
grain at night

;
green food, including clover, was not

fed in the mash, but at some time following the grain
food, usually in the morning, occasionally in midafter
noon.

Flock I.

This flock contained 26 Black Minorca females and
two males. Three of the females were pullets, the
remainder were partly one year old and partly two
year old hens. One died, giving a mortality of 4 per
cent. This flock was owned by the same party as
Flocks F and G, and was fed and cared for like them.

Flock J.

On December 1, 1901, this flock contained 458
females and 29 males. They were of various breeds
and ages as follows: White Leghorns. 178 bens, 139
pullets and 16 cocks and cockerels ; Buff Leghorns, 31
hens, 20 pullets and 2 cocks and cockerels ; Black
Minorcas, 7 pullets and 1 cockerel ; Silver Pencilled
Wyandottes, 22 pullets and 4 cockerels; White Wyan-
dottee, 52 females, all pullets but 8 or 9, and 3 cocks
and cockerels ; Barred Plymouth Rocks. 9 hens and
3 cocks. Daring the course of the experiment 7 were
sold, 23 were killed and 26 died. The percentage of
mortality was therefore 5.7.
This flock was fed whole mixed grain in the morn-

ing scattered in the litter, whole grain again at noon,
and a mash at 3:30 P. M., with fresh ground meat and
bone twice a week. No green food or vegetable food
was given.

Flock K.
This flock was composed of 96 White Leghorn pul-

lets, hatched in 1901, and one cock, 20 White Wyan-
dotte hens, hatched in 1900, 134 White Wyandotte pul-

lets, hatched in 1901, and 13 cocks and c jckerels and
100 cross-bred White Wyandotte—White Leghorn
crossbred hens hatched in 1900. There were 14 sold
during the course of the experiment and 4 died. The
percentage of mortality was 1.1.

This flock was fed about 7.00 A. M., noon, and 5.00

P. M. ; the time of the evening feed varies, being ear

lier in winter and later in summer. The morning and
evening feeds consist of whole grain, viz., wheat, oats

and corn mixed. The noon feed consists of a mash
composed of wheat bran, wheat middlings, corn meal,

ground oats, meat meal and cut clover moistened to a
crumbly consistency with skim milk or water, always
the former when available. Aside from the clover all

green feed is fed about middle of forenoon. Oyster
shells always before them.

Flock L.

In this flock were 100 pullets of mixed breeding,.

White Leghorn very largely predominating, 2 males
were with the flock, and during the course of the ex
periment 5 hens died, thus giving a percentage of mor-
tality of 5.

These fowls were aboat seven to eight months old at

the beginning of the test, and up to within a few days
of December 1 had always had wheat and corn (cracked
or whole) where they could help themselves whenever
they felt like eating, with skimmed milk to drink.

The feeds used, except the whole grain, were mixed
together, and given as a morning feed in the form of

a mash during December and January; the wheat and
buckwheat were fed at noon, by scattering in a litter

on the floor, and the whole corn was given at night.

During February and March, while Mapes' Balanced
Eation was used, it was simply made into a mash by
adding either warm water or warmed skimmed milk,

and placed in the troughs either two or three times a
day. There seemed to be no difference in results se-

cured, whether the feed was given in two feeds or in.

three feeds.

Food Cost of One Dozen Eggs.

As has been already stated, the primary object of
the experiment was to obtain the food cost of one
dozen eggs. This varied very much for the different

flocks and in the different periods, ranging from some-

thing over five dollars to something les- than six cents.

The average cost for the whole time, taking each
flock as a unit, was 16 J cents per dozen. The range
being from 8.7 cents (Flock C) to 33 9 cents (Flock I).

The chief factors in determining the cost of one
dozen eggs are the cost of the food and the number of

eggs laid. In general the latter was the more impor-
tant factor. That is. those hens that laid the most
eggs produced them at the least cost per dozen, regard-

less of the cost of the ration.

Profit and Loss.

By "profit and loss" is simply meant the relation

between the coet of the food consumed and the value

of the eggs produced at market rates. No account is

made of anything else, and it is therefore not really a
discussion of profit and loss, but the term is used for

want of a better. The discussion is given to bring out
some factors of interest that appear by reason of the

varying numbers of eggs laid and the fluctuation in
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the market price.

The winter of 1901-2 was remarkable both because

of the high price of foods and the high price of eggs,

the latter running much farther toward spring than

usual. In fact, the highest quotation for the whole
winter, namely 36* cents, was for the week ending
February 21.
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In the seventeen weeks, from December to March
29, in twelve flocks, representing eight owners and
2,100 fowls, the average daily production of tggs was
23.2 per 100 fowls.

Daring the same time the average food cost of one
dozen eggs was 16.3 cents. The flocks that laid most
eggs during December and January laid most eggs also

in March.
The egg production of pullets (hatched in 1901) was

notably in excess of that of hens, particularly in the
earlier periods when the price of eggs was highest.

The average cost of feeding 100 hens for the seven
teen weeks was $32.43
The average excess of production over cost of food

for seventeen weeks was $23. 93 per 100 fowls.

The outlook is that poultry will be scarce and high
next winter. Farmers sold off a year ago when feed

was scarce, and the wet summer was unfavorable to

young chicks and turkeys.

Mention the Planter to your friends.

SKIH fllLK FOR POULTRY.

Another way of disposing of the surplus skim milk

with profit is to feed it to the poultry. As a feed for

poultry, it furnishes the matei ial for making growth

in a palatable, easily digested form. For this reason

it is ea3ily valuable as an addition to the grain ration

which is liable to lack in the materials to make growth.

The Indiana Experiment Station fed two lots of grow-

ing chickens exactly alike, except one lot was given

all the skim milk it would eat, in addition to the

grain ration. The lot having grain, but no skim milk,

made an average gain of 2.62 ounces per week. The

lot receiving skim milk made a gain per week of 4.46-

ounces. The conclusion of this experiment was as

follows

:

"If skim milk be added to the ration fed young

chickenB, it will increase the consumption of other

foods given. The greatest increase in gain was coin-

cident with the period when the greatest amount of

skim milk was consumed. Skim milk is especially

valuable as a food for young chickens during the hotr

dry weather, and becomes of less importance as the

chickens grow older and the weather becomes cooler."

The New York Experiment Station found skim

milk a very economical feed for producing growth in

chickens. In these experiments the Bkim milk was

valued at 25 cents per hundred pounds, but some care

ful poultry feeders believe 50 cents per hundred not

too high a valuation. Skim milk can be fed sweet or

after it is quite thick and sour. It is necessary, in

feeding it in any form to poultry, to take great care

that the troughs or utensils in which it is fed be kept

clean. Lack of attention to this point is about the

only cause of poor results from feeding skim milk as

an addition to the grain ration for poultry.—Missouri

Experiment Station Bulletin.

OLD-FASHIONED flETHODS.

While there are many improvements along the line

of caring for fowls, some of the older methods are good

and cheap. Take lice or bed bugs. What is better,

or what living thing can stand a good smoking out of

sulphur ? Close up the house, burn five cents' worth

of sulphur in an iron pot. If one thinks one smoke
is not enough, repeat in two or three days.

An acquaintance ef mine bought a house in which

parties moving out said they had fought bed bugs and

kept them down, but never were rid of them entirely.

This man shut up the house, gave it too good smok-

ings, using ten cents' worth of sulphur, and has not

seen or found a bug in two years.

I am this season using silicate of soda, water glass, to

preserve my eggs for winter. If I had known about

it several years ago, I could have laid in a supply, as

it was used several years ago in the paper mills quite

extensively to make book paper smooth and hard. ]

should be pleased to know if any experiments have

been made to know how long this solution holds good;

if the water glass I now have eggs in will not be

equally good to put in eggs another year.

—

Morton
Ingalls.
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The Horse.

ELIGIBILITY FOR REGISTRATION.
Will a colt out of a thoroughbred mare by a stand

ard bred horse (both registered), be entitled to regis-

tration as a "standard bred," without showing a cer-

tain or required amount of speed

!

Edgecombe Co., N. C. W. H. M.

The Trotting Standard.

When an animal meets these requirements and is

duly registered, it shall be accepted as a standard
bred trotter

:

1. The progeny of a registered standard trotting
horse and a registered standard trotting mare.

2. A stallion sired by a registered standard trotting
horse, provided his dam and grandam were sired by
registered standard trotting horses, and he himself
has a trotting record of 2:3d and is the sire of three
trotters with records of 2:30, from different mares.

3. A mare whose sire is a registered standard trot
ting horse, and whose dam and grandam were sired
by registered standard trotting horses, provided she
herself has a trotting record of 2:30 or is the dam of
one trotter with a record of 2:30.

4. A mare sired by a registered standard trotting
horse, provided she is the dam of two trotters with
records of 2:30.

5. A mare sired by a registered standard trotting
horse, provided her first, second and third dams are
each sired by a registered standard trotting horse.

The colt not coming within any of theae require-

ments cannot be registered.

—

Ed.

NOTES.

Mr. Henry G. Herring, of the Retirement Stud, near
Bridgewater, Rockingham county, Va., writes as fol-

lows concerning the farm horses, of which nearly a
hundred head are owned on the place :

"The most highly prized, of course, among our trot-

ting bred matrons is the gray mare Erena, 2:191, by
Alcyone, out of Estelle, dam of Ratledge, 2:271, by
Clark Chiei, 89. By Allerton, 2:091, she has thrown
Allercyone, 2:171, and two other standard performers,
while several of her produce by other sires are likely
to make records. Her foal of 1902 is a shapely chest-
nut lilly, by Supremacy, 2:291, and she was bred back
to that son of Bell Boy, 2:191. Rose Pompon, by Al-
gernon, son of Allie Wilkes, 2:15, and Tuti Feori, by
General Hancock, dam Miss Gate, by Restoration, has
a large, handsome brown filly at her side by Suprem-
acy and was bred back. Two other trotting bred foals

that we think well of are by Restoration, one of them
being out of a mare by Algernon and the other from
a daughter of Ali Pasha, the son of Almont, 33. Res-
toration was bred by Major Foxhall A. Daingerfield,
while a resident of this county, and sired by Sam
Purdy, out of Nellie Buck, grand dam of Mosul, 2:091;
Partiality, 2:24}; Nutwith, 2:291, etc.

' Jessie Nelson
was barren this season, but the yearling from her by
Restoration is one of the best ever seen on the planta-

tion of any breed. The bay gelding, 3, out of her, by
Algernon, took first and second prizes in his class at

the Harrisonburg Horse Show in August. Jessie Nel-

son is a daughter of Africa, 11393, and Sister, by Clay-

tonian Chief, second dam by Alburn, Bon of Almont.
We have eight weanlings and one yearling by Choris-

ter, thoroughbred son of Falsetto, all out ofgood mares,

and we look for them to make high class hunters and
jumpers. Our collection of half-breds also includes a
number of the get of Sam Corey, thoroughbred son of

Long Taw. One of our most highly prized youngsters

is by Chorister, dam Loving Bell, by imported Aero-
lite. We had Chorister here for a couple of seasons,

but he is now in the Stud of Dr. James Kerr, Warren-
ton, Va., and Loving Bell was bred back to him last

spring. I omitted to mention that we have a number
of the get of Black Squirrel, Montrose, Woodford's
Cripple, Mark Diamond, and other saddle stallions,

which are highly finished and more beautiful than
any other brad I know of."

William A. Walker has sold to a gentleman in Noith
Carolina for use as a road horse the little bay gelding

Dr. WilliamB, 4, by Egwood, 2:16J, dam Bessie Hun-
ter, by Woodburn Hambletonian. This gelding is

handsome and acts well enough to develop speed with
handling. Dr. Walker has purchased from parties on
the Eastern Shore of Virginia a good looking chestnut

stallion, five years old, by a son of Onward, dam by
Walker Morrill, the sire of Lamp Girl, 2:09, and re-

gards him as the making of a fast horse.

The second annual exhibition of the Richmond
Horse Association, which beginB on October 14th and
continues through the week, promises to be a grand
affair, both in point of attendance and the class of

exhibits. Many of the most noted show horses in the

country will be here, and amidst the glare of electric

light some dazzling performances may be witnessed

over the tan bark in the spacious arena. The new
amphitheatre at Reservoir Park is a splendid affair,

and will accommodate at least ten thousand people.

It was built especially for the Richmond Horse Show
Association and is excelled by no building of the kind
in the country. The Richmond Horse Show is doubt-

less a fixture here, and merits the patronage and sup-

port of our best people, and that it will be liberally

accorded is not to be doubted.
Broadrook.

SADDLE MORSES FOR SALE.

Mr. John F. Lewis, proprietor of Lynnwood Stock

Farm, Lynnwood, Va., is disposing : Kentucky
saddle horses, as will be seen by his advertisement

elsewhere in this issue. Mr. Lewis is going more exten-

sively into breeding Percherons, Shorthorns and
Berkshires, devoting his entire time to them, hence

the Bale of his Kentucky saddle horses. The stock

offered is first class, and ranges from weanlings to

seven- year- olds.
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fliscellaneous.

THE FARMER AND EDUCATION.

Editor Southern Planter:

Education is the great modern fad. A great moral

force is found to reside in the alphabet, and that A,

B, C, &c, in their many and various combinations,

are going to effect a total revolution, and to make men
not only intelligent but virtuous, and the decalogue is

to become obsolete ; only educate all at public ex-

pense, and the reign of righteousness will have come,

and come to stay. At least such is the necessary in-

ference from the claims of the advocates of public

schools.

But it is evident, from the recent biennial report of

the State Superintendent of Instruction that the peo

pie of Virgini* do not take this roseate view of the

benefits derivable from free schools ; on the contrary,

it would seem from this report that they care little or

nothing at all for education, which is extremely unfor

tunate, for though education is by no means the pan
acea, moral and intellectual, for human depravity and
stupidity, it is nevertheless true that the uneducated

community is seriously handicapped in the race for

wealth and influence, and therefore happiness. Edu-

cation is power, and it is the powerful, and not the

saints, that do and that shall inherit the earth. Hence
if Virginians wish to inherit a fair portion of the earth

they must improve, vastly improve, their public school

system, and become educated, or at least much better

educated.

The following epitome of the report shows the

retched and disgraceful condition of public educa-

tion in our State

:

Total school population (white) 426,054

Total enrollment, only (white)- 258,222

Total average attendance, only (white).. 156,472

(that is to say, 64 per cent, of the white population

not attending public schools.)

Forty three per cent, of the white schools illegal, or

2, 658 schools out of 6,056 ; and of the 2, 658 schools 1, 051

have an average attendanoe of between 14 and 10 pu-

pils, and 146 have an average attendance of less than

10 ; Louisa had only 2 legal schools out of 64, Buck-

ingham only 9 out of 59, Dinwiddle only 6 out of 50,

Prince Edward only 5 out of 42, etc. ; many schools

established to accommodate men who have daughters

or some other relative they wish appointed to teach

the schools, or to satisfy wild and insane tendencies;

school-houses unfit for human habitation; school term

so short children forget almost as much during the

long vacation as they learn during the short school

term ; teachers in many instances inadequately pre-

pared, etc., etc., and the superintendent thinks "a
rigid investigation would show a worse state of affairs

in many sections of the State."

Now, who is to blame T It would hardly do to lay
the blame upon our last Governor and our last Attor-

ney General, now Governor, and the Superintendent,

and the Secretary, who composed the Board of Public
Instruction, for they are all honorable men, ambition-
less, forgetful of self, and with an eye single to duty.

The people, then, are to blame, and appeal, therefore,

is made to them to begin with the new school year
and see that affairs are conducted with an eye single

to the cause of good education, for any increase of effi-

ciency of the school system means benefit to them, and
benefit proportionate to the efficiency. Let the people
demand that there be no longer any illegal schools ; that

is, schools under twenty average attendance, because

to expect good from smaller schools is like expecting

a fire from two sticks ; and if possible, see that schools

do not fall below twenty-five average attendance,

which is the smallest number from which, according

to the Superintendent, much good can come. But the
people must be earnest and wide awake, and must get

behind the State Board, otherwise school affairs will

remain in the same disgraceful rut, for political boards,

whether school or other are notoriously inefficient, and
neglectful if those whom they represent are not con-

stantly behind them.

Probably, however, the people will deny that they
are to blame, at least wholly, and will charge that the

State Board of Instruction is the chief offender ; that

the Board has been entrusted with the duty and the

power, and that if after the expenditure of $7,914,872

on public schools in four years the schools are in the
condition reported by the Superintendent, then the
Board has not only been neglectful, but grossly so,

and not only neglectful, but equally incompetent too,

for the Secretary says in the press, the Board has made
"utmost effort to do its duty," and if four years of
" utmost effort " results in present school conditions,

then truly the Board is not only incompetent, but
very incompetent, but between Board and people I

shall not attempt to decide. But one thing I will say
that the people of the State must, for their own good,

be better educated, and that, to be better educated,

they must get behind, stimulate and uphold those

charged with the administration of school affairs.

Richmond, Ya. L. H. Blair.

When corresponding with advertisers, kindly men
tion the Southern Planter.
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PULLING AND TOPPING CORN VERSUS CUT-

TING BY HAND OR HACHINE.

[Article prepared by Mr. W. S. Mott and read at meeting of

Farmers CIub of Gloucester county, Va.]

While I promised my brother members at our last

meeting to give them an article on the comparative

costs of handling the corn crop, as above mentioned,

I fear I will not be able to deal with it as explicitly as

I would like, or I think the subject warrants.

To begin with, it is shown by statistics that some-

thing like 90,000,000 tons of corn fodder are annually

raised on the 80 to 90 million acres normally planted

in this country, which fodder is to a great extent

wasted, the enormity of this loss will be emphasized

when we realize that the normal hay crop of the coun

try is about 65,000,000 tons, valued at $500,000,000.

Why not save our fodder entire and sell the hay, pro

vided it be proven feasible to handle it cheaply enough

to make it an object, and it would seem to the writer,

after contemplating the value of the hay, almost en-

tirely fed for roughage, it would alone solve the ques-

tion as to its being worth the expense of saving. But

I have wandered in my earnestness to impress upon

the mind the value of the crop. As to the cost of

handling, I will give the few figures at my command,

and will be pleased to have them compared with esti-

mates made by others better informed. I find by in

quiry that it is the experience of most local farmers,

who have kept any strict accounts of cost of handling

in the different ways, to be in favor of cutting up, to

this extent, that in tests made in this and adjoining

counties, where the wage scale is comparatively the

same, it has been demonstrated that to top and pull

an acre of corn that will yield four barrels per acre,

«osts 75 cents and board per hand, paying at the rate

of 50 cents per day, and that under same conditions it

«osts 50 cents and board to cut down and shock one

acre, throwing the cost at least 25 cents per acre in

favor of cutting down, to say nothing of avoiding the

risk of the elements by adopting the latter plan, for it

will be seen that the provender cut down was in a sense

saved when in shock. Also in a letter received by the

writer from Professor Ferguson, Assistant Professor

of Agriculture at our Experiment Station at Blacks

burg, where he claims repeated tests have been made
in the manner of handling the corn crop, he says, in a

very summary way, that as far as handling it in the

antiquated and time-worn way of topping and pulling,

he can give me no figures, as they regard it a too waste-

ful and by-gone practice to follow in these modern

days ; but further states that putting the wage scale

at what they have to pay day and monthly help, that

it costs them 30 cents per acre less to handle the crop

with the harvester than by hand, paying 80 cents per

day, and $20 per month. They estimate that it costs

them on the college farm 70 cents per acre with har-

vester and about $1 by hand, so it would seem that all

tests made thus far are decidedly in favor of cutting

down and more forcibly in connection with a machine

against hand. But here, before concluding, let the

writer express, his humble opinion in regard to the

harvester versus hand ; he has tried both, and is deci-

dedly in favor of the harvester, where the acreage is

large enough for the machine to more than earn the

interest on the investment ; in other words, if it costs,

as the Professor says, 70 cents an acre to handle the

crop with it, and the machine costs $125, there must

be acreage enough for it to cut yearly to earn the in-

terest on same $125, at the local wage scale rate, that

it costs to cut an acre by hand, and also enough extra

to keep it in repair for the natural life of the machine,

otherwise he thinks he had better cut by hand, pro-

vided he can command labor at time needed, the last

mentioned having been a strong factor in inducing the

writer to buy a harvester. It made him independent

and able to harvest his crop at proper time, and at

nearly one half the cost of hand labor. For instance,

he cut down in li days 15 acres of corn that averaged

eight barrels, and two monthly hands shocked and

tied tops of same in two days ; now, allowing at the

rate of day labor, the comparison will be seen as fol-

lows : three horses and driver, $3.38 ; two hands, $3.00

;

30 lbs. twine at 11 cents, $3.30 ; total, $9.68 ; cost per

acre, 64 J cents, against one dollar, which it always

cost me by hand, with one exception, which I find

from some old notes made at the time, of lumping the

crop that season with parties at a price that brought

it down to 71 cents, which, at this low price hand

work, is still beaten by the harvester, not to mention

the fact that when cut by hand it then has to be bound

after shucking, so as to handle to advantage, making

another item in favor of the machine.

There are many other points of interest in the mat-

ter of the corn and fodder crop, its comparative feed-

ing value with other long food, etc., which I will not

attempt, but leave for another time to some of my
more competent confreres.

Gloucester Co., Va. W. S. Mott.

WOODS AND J1ALARIAL DISEASES.

Editor Southern Planter

:

A good cause has frequently been injured for a

time by the impetuous ardor of its advocates. There
are facts about forestry, and the necessity of preserv-

ing a certain proportion of woodland where it already

exists for fuel and timber, and planting out groves in

destitute places, but the main fact has been buried

out of sight under a pile of doubtful matter by enthu-

siastic writers until the subject is not likely to receive
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the attention which its importance demands. Even

Lieut. M. F. Maury, one of the most learned and as

tute of modern scientists, had the weakness to assert

that a few rows of Sunflowers, planted between the

Washington Observatory and the marshy banks of the

Potomac, had saved the inmates of that institution

from intermittent fevers to which they had been for-

merly liable.

The Hon. George P. Marsh, in his book, "The Earth

as Modified by Human Action," after discussing the

subject cautiously, throws the weight of his influence

in iavor of Maury's idea, that a few rows of troes, or

even sunflowers, would protect a farm-house, or a vil-

lage, against the malarious influence of a stagnant,

putrid swamp, where vegetable decomposition was

rapidly going on !

The American Horticultural Society, in 1889, passed

a resolution embodying the same principle in a dif-

ferent shape—that the removal of the native forests

tends to cause, or increase, malarious diseases.

Now, with all respect for the opinions of these learn-

ed men and this august society, I would say the truth

seems to be exactly the reverse, and that malarial

districts of great extent have been rendered healthful

and salubrious by cutting down the timber, clearing up
the land, letting in the sunlight, and the wind to dry

up the stagnant water, purify the air, and destroy the

miasmatic germs of malarious diseases.

All Northern Pennsylvania, when first settled by
white men, was subject to fever and ague, which at

tacked every family, and each member of the family.

The strong men shook as well as the weak and the

young. Its visits from house to house were not sel

dom, but frequent, and when once it came it was never

in a hurry to go. It was the prevailing epidemic and
remained so until much of the country was cleared of

its woods and under cultivation, and then it disap-

peared, except perhaps in the neighborhood of some
pond of stagnant water full of decaying logs and leaves.

So entirely has fever and ague left this part of the

country it would be hard to find a resident under fifty

years of age who had ever seen a case unless it was im-

ported, or saw it when abroad.

Mr. J. A. Foote, writing to the Rural New Yorker,

says: "I speak as a resident of Indiana for fifty six

years, and assert that I believe there is a vast im-

provement in the health of the people, and that the

mortality from malarious diseases now is not one fourth

what it was forty or fifty years ago in proportion to

population.

"An old physician tells me that there is no com-
parison to be made between the past and the pres-

ent in respect to the general health, and that as to

malarial diseases there is not one case now to ten in

those days when there was twice or three times the

extent of forest there is now."

About the year 1846, after a hot dry summer, fever
and ague broke out among the people living near a
large mill pond in Herrick township, Bradford county
Pennsylvania. Nearly every person for miles around
was attacked by the disease. The water in the mill-
pond (which had nearly become dry) was stagnant and
offensive to the smell. There were woods on nearly all
sides of the pond, but the trees did not prevent the
malaria as Lieut. Maury believed they would After
the pond was drained the fever abated, and there have
been no cases since. There is no doubt that the shade
of woods is favorable for preserving the rain and snow
water from evaporation, and causes it to sink into the
ground for the benefit of springs, wells, and mill
streams. Creeks which once supplied an abundance
of water for mills at all seasons, after clearing off most
of the woods have become nearly dry and the mills are
abandoned.

There is no doubt that a forest will break the force
of the fierce winter blasts and make it more comforta-
ble for men and animals who live in its midst or on the
lee side of it, and that fruit trees will bear better and
oftener for its protection. There is no question about
the necessity of preserving a certain proportion of
woods for growing timber, without which it is hard to
see how the business of civilized life could be carried
on

;
but when people talk about the removal of the

forest causing malarial diseases, irregularity and un-
certainty of the rain fall, extremes of drouth and flood,
extremes of heat and cold, and diminished humidity of
the atmosphere, they are going beyond the bounds of
truth and reason, and are likely to injure the cause of
forestry which they are endeavoring to advocate.
Malaria has mostly disappeared in the few districts

of the eastern counties of England and in most parts
of Holland, France, Italy, and Algiers by drainage.
The certain prevention against malaria is not in plant-
ing trees or sunflowers, but in thorough drainage of
the marshes and the destruction of garbage and de-
caying substances which generate the germs.

J. W. Ingham.

MEETING OF THE MUTUAL FARMER'S CLUB OF
FREDERICK CO., VA.

The Mutual Farmer's Club met at " Lost Stream,"
the residence of John L. Bond, August 30th, 1902.
The meeting was called to order by President Bees at
10:45. The minutes of last meeting were read and
approved.

Carroll C. Clevenger, John L. Bond, and Edward
L. Just, were appointed to select and refer questions
for the next meeting. A motion was carried that the
reading of the "Advertiser" come after the referred
questions.

H. S. Lupton, N. W. Solenberger, and J. W. Bran-
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son, were appointed a committee to prepare resolu-

tions npon the death of Samuel L. Pidgeon.

Under the head of referred questions, D. W. Bran-

son answered the following : "Tell us how to make
the best butter." Mr. Branson read an essay in which
he outlined a method that had been used by him very
satisfactorily for a number of years. He especially

emphasized the importance of keeping everything in

connection with the dairy scrupulously clean. After

some discussion on butter making, Mr. Boyer was
called upon to answer the question, "The farmer's

interest in good seed." Mr. Boyer thought that the

farmer should be very careful to sow good seed, and
if that of his own raising was not suitable, he should

spare no effort to purchase good seed elsewhere.

The question referred to C. M. Soleoberger was con-

tinued till next meeting. The meeting adjourned a

few minutes before noon to enable the committees ap-

pointed to perform their work ready for the afternoon

session.

The after dinner stroll was taken through the apple

orchard, where an abundance of fine apples were seen.

Upon resuming business, Mr. Solenberger read the

"Advertiser," after which the committee appointed

to prepare resolutions produced the following :

(3) Give your opinion on selecting, planting, and
growing fruit trees. Referred to 8. L. Lupton.
Under the head of Miscellaneous Business, Dr.

Brown read a tribute to Samuel L. Pidgeon. A mo-
tion was carried that the paper be offered for publica-
tion. Mr. P. H. Gold, a visitor, gave a short account
of his experience with Soja beans as a forage crop.
Nothing further claiming attention, an invitation

was accepted to meet at the residence of S .L. Lupton,
September 27th, 1902.

Josiah L. Rees, President.

W. E. Beanson, Secretary.

Dr. Brown's Tribute to the Late S. L. Pidgeon.

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Mutual Farmer's

Club:

Wherea* our Heavenly Father, in the dispensation
of His providence, has seen fit to remove from our
midst one of our much esteemed members, Samuel L.
Pidgeon ; and
Whereas the Mutual Farmer's Club realizes that it

has sustained a great loss in his removal, not only be
cause of his rare and commendable qualities, but also
because of his connection with the early history of the
Club ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That we, the Mutual Farmer's Club, ex-
tend our heartfelt sympathy to the members of his
family in their sore bereavement ; and be it further

Resolved, That these resolutions be published, and
a copy sent by the Secretary to the afflicted family.

H. S. Lupton,
N. W. SOLENBEBOER,
D. W. Branson,

Committee.

Under the head of New Business, Senator Lupton
suggested the feasibility of a circulating library, which
resulted in the following committee being appointed

withomt instructions to investigate the matter : S. L.

Lupton, L. M. Boyer, and C. C. Clevenger.

The committee appointed to select and refer ques

tions for next meeting reported as follows

:

(1) Considering the price of feed and the shortness

of crops, would it be advisable to feed to stock or sell

grain and stock. Referred to Daniel T. Flood.

(2) Considering the laWor attached to the making of

butter and the price usually obtained for the product,

would it not be better to allow calves to do the milk-

ing and sell for veal t Referred to Lewis Pidgeon.

Since our last meeting, another honored gray head
has bowed to the conqueror of us all. It is with sym-

pathetic feelings of grief that we now present this

brief tribute of respect to the memory of our honored

and departed friend. In him our Heavenly Father

in his infinite wisdom, has taken from our midst an-

other charter member of our Club. When we take a

retrospective view of his long and useful life, we find

his reputation without reproach. As he lived, so he

died, a follower and devout believer in the religion of

Christ. One of the principal characteristics of his life

was liberality in judging men and their actions, with

charity to all—ever ready to place the best construc-

tion on words and actions of men, always disposed to

lend a helping hand to promote the welfare and good

of others. Truth and manly sweetness dwelling on
his tongue, a quiet, unassuming deportment in his so-

cial intercourse, made admiring friends of all who had

the pleasure of his acquaintance. Blessed by his Cre-

ator with a clear mind and warm heart for the right

;

a true and loyal friend, and in the Club ever ready to

do his whole duty, an indefatigable worker for the ad-

vancement of its varied interests.

The Mutual Farmer's Club deeply mourns the loss of

so valuable a member, and to the family extend their

heartfelt sympathy in this their great affliction. We
hare the consolation of knowing that so long as mem-
ory lasts his good name will be greatly cherished and
deeply enshrined in the hearts of his family, relatives

and friends.

"Through shining paths where an Almighty Hand,
Where love, hope, faith and joy have spanned
The gulf between, till full of new might,

He turns with sweeter life and warmer glow,

And holds his hands to those that climb below."

Ah, well, not long till we shall be
A silent one of the company.

F. Yardley Brown.
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RICHMOND, VA.

ISSUED ON 1ST OF KACH MONTH.

J. F. JACKSON,
Editor and General Manager.

B. MORGAN SHEPHERD,
Business Manager.

TERMS FOR ADVERTISING.
Rate card furnished on application.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
rbe Southern Planter Is mailed to sub-

scribers In the United States and Canada at
SOo. per annum ; all foreign countries and the
CHty of Richmond, 75c.

Remittances should be made direct to this
office, either by Registered Letter or Money
Order, which will be at our risk. When made
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Subscribers falling to receive their paper
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y reporting the tact at once.

The Date on your Label shows to what
time your subscription Is paid.

We Invite Farmers to write us on any
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receive practical articles. Criticism of Arti-
cles, Suggestions How to Improve Thi
Planter. Descriptions ofNew Grains. Roots,
or Vegetables not generally known. Particu-
lars of Experiments Tried, or Improved
Methods of Cultivation are each and all wel-
come. Contributions sent us must not be fur-
nished other papers until after they have ap-
peared in our columns. Rejected matter will
be returned on receipt of postage.

No anonymous communications or en-
lulrles will receive attention.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTES.

A Liberal Offer.

We will send The Planter from
October, 1902, to January, 1904, to

any one who is not now a subscriber

to the journal who will send us fifty

cents, either by money order, in

coin, or in postage stamps. We
make this offer in order that we may
lighten the work of our Subscrip-

tion Department in the months of

December and January, when
thousands of new subscribers and
renewals usually crowd upon us

and overwhelm us with work and
result in much delay to subscribers,

and not a few mistakes, however
careful we may be. This offer

makes the price of the journal only

about three fourths of a cent per

week. A subscriber writes us, in

September, that one issue of it is

worth $10 to any farmer. We
would ask our old subscribers to

bring this offer to the notice of

their friends and neighbors, and
urge them to send in their sub
scriptions ; or, better still, obtain

the money and send it along with

their own renewal. We are mak-
ing arrangements for the issue of a
specially attractive number for Jan
uary, 1903, which alone will be

worth much more to every farmer
than the cost of the whole year's
subscription.

Binders for the Planter.

We have received a new supply
of binders for the Planter, and shall

be glad to send one holding the

numbers for a year to any one
sending us 25 cents in stamps or

coin.

THE SUPERIOR DISC HARROW.
The Superior Drill Company of Spring-

field, Ohio, is advertising its splendid
Disc Harrow in another column. This
harrow is something of a novelty in that
it is mounted on wheels. The advantage
of this arrangement is at once apparent,
as it does not have to be hauled around
in a wagon, but rides on its own wheels.
It is also easy to work in the fields. All
you have to do is to hitch up the team,
throw over the lever, and put your boy
on it, and he will do the work as well as
a man. Look up the advertisement.

^^s^sO—js^H^s*»i ^» nii/i'u a

Wood's Seeds.

Vetches.
The HAIRY WINTER or

SANDVETCH makes a hay or
forage crop superior in feeding and
nutritive qualities to Timothy
Hay. It will also make the largest

yield of dry feed of any crop that
can be sown in the Fall. In this

respect it is superior to Crimson
Clover as it not only makes a larger
yield than that crop, but is very
much superior in feeding qualities.

Wood's Fall Catalogue tells all

about Seeds for Fall Planting,
Seed Wheat, Oats, Rye,
Barley, Vetches, Grass and

Clover Seeds, etc.

Write for Catalogue and prices
of any Seeds desired.

T.W. WOOD <& SONS,
Seedsmen, Richmond, Va.

Wood's Fall Catalogue also tells about
Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Straw-
berry and Vegetable Plants, Lawn
Grass, Hyacinths, Tulips, etc.

Catalogue mailed free upon request.

PLANT BED CLOTH,
. AND ALL

CANVAS GOODS,
WATERPROOF AND PLAIN

STACK, WAGON,
IMPLEMENT, BINDER, HORSE

COVERS,

HAY CAPS, TENTS, Etc.
Prices low. Send for Circulars

and Samples toHENRY DERBY.
124 Chambers Street, New York City.

WATER CLOSET COMBINATIONS,

plete,each Qll.OO.
Cast Iron Roll Rim Bath Tubs,

length 5 ft. Complete

811.00.
They are new goods,
ask for free catalogue
>
T
o. (66 on plumbing

and 'building material.

Chicago House Wrecking Co., W. 35th and Iron Sfs.,Chlca,

SWEET POTATOES
DO NOT LET THEM ROT.
Enclose flfty cents to Bryan Tysox, Carth-

age, NT . C. and receive, postpaid, a pamphlet
containing full and valuable instructions for
preventing. Plan also good for other vege-
tables.
You will please mention this paper.

Mention the Southern Planter when cor-
responding with advertisers.
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DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot

reach the diseased portion of the ear.

There is only one way to cure Deafness,

and that is by constitutional remedies.

Deafness is caused bv an inflamed condi-

tion of the mucous lining of the Eusta-

chian Tube. When this tube gets in-

flamed you have a rumbling sound or

imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely

closed Deafness is the result, and unless

the inflammation can be taken out and

this tube restored to its normal condition,

hearing will be destroyed forever; nine

cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,

which is nothing but an inflamed condi-

tion of the mucous surfaces.

We will give One Hundred Dollars for

»ny case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)

that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

Cure. Send for circulars, free.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.

|©-Sold by Druggists, 75c.

Hall's Family Pills are the best.

MAGAZINES.
The Century for October has for its

frontispiece the full-length portrait of

Andrew Carnegie, recently painted by

John W. Alexander, and Mr. Carnegie

is the subject of an appreciation by Ham-
ilton W. Mabie.
A subject of wide and growing interest

which occupies the leading place in the

number is " The New Photography." Mr.

Alexander Black, in a paper entitled
" The Artist and the Camera," presents

an imaginary discussion of the question

whether photography is an art, both sides

being fully represented, and Alfred Steig-

litz, founder of the Society of the Photo-

Secessionists, writes of " Modern Picto-

rial Photography," to the progress of

which this society has largely contribu-

ted. In proof of this The Century pre-

sents seven of the most notable artistic

examples taken from the Society's exhi-

bition of 1902.

Two papers are devoted to the subject

novel in magazine literature—of John
Alexander Dowie, Dr. James M. Buckley,

well known for his study of similar sub-

jects, writing under the title of " Dowie,

Analyzed and Classified," and John Swain
contributing a descriptive study at first

hand of " the modern Elijah," entitled
" The Prophet and his Profits." Both are

illustrated by drawings by F. De Forrest

Schook, made at Zion City, 111., the pres-

ent seat of the Dowieites. Mr. Swain's

article bears on its face the evidence of

authenticity, but, at the same time, it

presents, with much anecdote and inci-

dent, his own point of view of Dowie's

character and pretensions.

The other illustrated articles cover a

wide range. A picturesque and novel

subject is treated in a paper by Roger
Riordan, entitled " The Quest for Cages,"

in the Collectors Series, with numerous
pictures by Alfred Brennan of bird cages

of various nations. The Century contin-

ues to minister to the general interest in

New York this month by two articles on
the Subway—one of a picturesque char-

acter by Arthur Ruhl, illustrated by Lun-
gren and Vanderhoof, and the other on
" Difficult Engineering in the Subway,"
by Frank W. Skinner of the " Engineer-

ing Record."

JAMES G. TINSLEY & CO.,
Branch Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

RTILIZERS.
RICHMOND, VA.

..BRANDS..
Stonewall Tobacco Fertilizer, Stonewall Guano,

Powhatan Corn Guano,
Stonewall Acid Phosphate,

Wheat and Grass Fertilizer,

Tinsley's Bone and Potash Mixture,

Powhatan High-Grade Phosphate.

Call on your Local Dealer, and if he cannot furnish you, write to us.

GREAT JOINT PUBLIC SALE OF

45 HEAD7m
m&
7m

SHORTHORN AND
ABERDEEN-ANGUS

^CATTLE.^
At the Annual Fair of the S. W. Va. Ag'I and

Live Stock Association at

Radford, Va., October 14th, 1902.

Messrs. W. W. Bentley and J. T. Cowan will contribute about 30
head of Shorthorns. Mr. J. R. K. Bell will offer about 15 Aberdeen-

Angus.

The quality of this Stock will be unsurpassed ; all young and.

splendid individuals, and from the best breeders in S. W. Va. Par-

ties desiring something very choice cannot afford to miss this sale.

Catalogue ready about October 1st. Send your name NOW for it.

Address W. W. BENTLEY, Pulaski City, Va.
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After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads
For Churning,
Cutting Jt Grind-
ing Feed, Filling

Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all

Farm and Gene-
ral Uses where

Small Power Is

Required.
Fuel, Kerosene

Oil.

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS,
No. 17 Frank St., Rochester, N. Y.

file "WeberJunior" fi U£%s£%£&&
Pumper
Can also

pump. Equals I

pump lug Water.
Uses but little gas-

toi other

operate it. Every
guaranteed. Other sizes

to 50 H. P. Send for cat-
;. Weber Gas & GasQlir"

Co., Box 1»

ENGINES, BOILERS
AND MACHINERY.

When you want good rebuilt ma-
chinery at bargain prices, write lor
our Catalogue. No. 166 We carry
all kinds of engines (t'as, gasolen*
and steam power), boilers, pumpa
and mill supplies in general.
CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING OOt
West 35 tii and Iron Sts-, Chicago,

BAILEY'S HYDRAULIC RAM
Buns 24 hours a day and 365 days a year

40 years experience. Water foi
HOUSE; water for STOCK:
Water forlRRIGATION. One*
started costs but one cent pel
month. As simple as a wheel-
barrow and as efficient as s
Corliss Engine. Information
and instruction in plain terms.
Prices on ram or complete out
flt by return mall. Address

PRYCE W. BAILEY, Expert. Seneca Falls, N. Y

Glass MilkJars
Best way for marketing milk satisfactory
to dealer and customers. Use "Beatov**
Glass Milk Jars. They save driver's
time and do away with waste in meas-
uring out milk in the wagon. Cheaper in
the long run than tin cans. LSend for cata->
logue of "BestoT*' dairy supplies.

Dairymen's Supply Company
Dept. E, Philadelphia, Pa*

IMPERIAL
Pulverizer, Clod
Crusher and Roller.

Leads them
all.

Send for

circulars.

THE PETERSON MFG. CO., Kent, Ohio.

' POTATO PLANTER

'

Cheapest Potato Planter an the maket. Send
for circular. Address J. R. 8TEITZ.

Station D. R. No. 1., Milwaukee, Wl».

Sylvester Baxter continues his series
on Civic Improvement by a paper on "Art
in Public Works," in which he considers
the esthetic possibilities in aqueducts,
water-towers, power-houses, reservoirs
and bridges, and the pictures by Guerin
present successful examples in illustration
of the author's argument.
In The Century's " Year of American

Humor" there are two diverting stories,
"On the Links," a tale of love and golf, by
George Hibbard, and "John Henry's
Lobster Trust," by Walter Leon Sawyer,
both illustrated, and an article by Kathe-
rine A. Chandler on " The Sense of Hu-
mor in Children," with specifications.

The October-December number of the
Forum which, it will be remembered, is

now published quarterly, contains arti-

cles by specialists, reviewing the. progress
of the last three months in various de-
partments of thought and activity. Henry
Litchfi.'ld West deals with "American
Politics," devoting special attention to the
President's speeches and the Congress-
ional campaign, while A. Maurice Low
treats of " Foreign Affairs," including the
changes in the British administration,
the renewal of the Triple Alliance, and
the continued unsettlement in China.
A. D. Noyes writes on "Finance," Henry
Harrison Suplee on "Applied Science,"
Frank Jewett Mather, Jr., on " Litera-
ture," and Henry T. Finck on " Music."
Russell Sturgis' paper on "Sculpture" is

an exhaustive analysis of recent tenden-
cies in this form of art as practiced in
America. The subject of " Education" is

divided between Ossian H. Lang and Dr.
J. M. Rice, the former discussing the gen-
eral outlook, and the latter giving an ac-
count of some special investigations into
the teaching of arithmetic. The conclud-
ing articles in this number are a paper on
"The Political Situation in Russia," by
Isaac A. Hourwich, and a criticism of
Herbert Paul's book on Matthew Arnold,
by Prof. Wr

. P. Trent.

The October St. Nicholas presents
" Slushy the Roustabout," by Howard E.
Ames, as the long story. It is the fasci-
nating record of a real boy who served in
the United States Navy. In this same
number appears a couple of capital arti
cles on home amusements and an unusu-
ally long list of good stories and pictures.
The long story appearing in the Octo-

ber St. Nicholas is the true story of a
poor lad in the United States Navy.
" Slushy the Roustabout," by Howard E.
AmeB, U. S. N., got his name from his
unkempt appearance and hang-dog man
ner. The author, who is a surgeon, found
that the boy was suffering from a disease
that rendered him temporarily unfit for
work. He put " Slushy" on the sick list,

cured him, and made him his protegi.
The story has to do with the boy's really
remarkable career ; and now, year's later,
he called on his benefactor, in frock coat
and high hat, the picture of a well groom-
ed man.
Every lad, with an ounce of ambition,

will be interested in " Slushy," and all
the more because his is the record of a
real career.

Lippincott's Magazine for October con-

Handy Farm Wagons

trie Steel Wheels, eitherstrajghtorBtag-
per spokes. Wheels any height from 24 to 60 inches.
Whi to hickory axles, steel hounds. Guaranteed to
carry 40U0 lbs. Why not get started rightby putting
in one of these wagons. We make our steel wheels
to fit any wagon. Write for the catalog. It is free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., BOX 146, QUINCY.ILL.

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT
d send 4 Buggy Wheels. Steel Tire on, - $7.85

J
With Bubber Tires, $15.00. 1 mfg. wheels % to 4 in.

f
tread. Top Buggies, $28.75; Harney, $3.60. Write for

catalogue. Learn how to buy vehicles and parts direct

Wagon Umbrella FREE. W. V. BOOB, Cincinnati, O.

"ELI" BALING PRESSES

capacity. Made In 38 st> les ami slies for horse or
steam power. Illustrated catalogue mailed free.

COLUm PLOW CO., 1185 Hampshire St., (jCIHCT, ILL.

nCnCDIflf 'C Columbian Improved 1

UCUtlflblV d BOX PRESS.
This press meets the requirements ofth

to use a deep Box Press, and it is adapted b
of material balable. Easy to feeds
and economical. Leaves material L_ _

thebestform, and makes compact bales I

to load cars to maximum. We make I
all styles of Upright as
well as Horizontal
presses. Send for our
catalogue, giving full I

description, prices, etc.

P. K. Dederlck's Sons,

59 Unit St.,

Albany, N.Y.

RED RIPPER
HAY..
PRESS

Full circle. Double stroke. Light draught.
Very simple and durable. Will make 20 neat
and compact bales per hour. Recommended
by Georgia State Farm.

Price, $60 cash on cars at factory.
Write to-day to

SIKES BROS. * CO., Hanuft., Helena, Ga.

PALMORE'S

Law and Collection Association,
Established 1884. Claims collected
in all parts of the United Statea.
No collection—no charge.

P. 0. Box 503. 905# East Main Street,

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
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26 Bu. Baskets
AN HOUR with our Wolverine Ceured Ball

Hearing Mill. Grinds ear com, rye.wlieat,

shelled corn, etc., fine or coarse to a very uni-

form feed, because burrs are brought together

verytnie. The only Sweep Mill that

grinds all grain, eqnal burr

because the mill IsniDAPITV I" l»nr» because the I

IfArAbl I I Triple Geared.

ngle geared mills." Therefore, we give you the largest

japscity and most uniform feed possible to produce on a sweep mill.

nilfciC C1CV because all friction is relieved by our im-

nUna CAOl proved Kail Benrlwi. Is the largest

and easiestmnnlng geared mill mad el WL676 !l>s>. Our priceBarelow

becau,e we have no agents. We have eipht sizes of sweepmilla

#14.45 and up. Thlitv other elylea of grinders for all purposes.

Free eatulotrue of 40,000 articles. Write lor It.
~~ 59 >'

. Jefferson Str
'

CHICAGO, ILL.

P and all grains, is the

Ground Feed
vi tli out shucks.

KELLY
DuplexGrindingMill.

aja great capacity. Easy ruanme.

regulating device" 4 sires. Catalog FR£E."

KELLY CO.. Dent. T SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

HEEBNER'S FEED CUTTERS,
Feed all your fodder. Ev using Heebner's
ireJder attachment the whole of the nutritious

ushed and shredded, and rendered edible

Monarch Mill
for grinding ear corn into feed and for
grinding allgrains, is (.tuiraiitced to
do more ami batter v.-rk in ft given time than any other

no eale ami rj.. pay. Stao.ti.rtl French
Burrand Attrition MllU.Snellen.Cruih-

»PBOUT. WALDEON «fc CO. Box 80 Muncy, Pa.

STEEL ROOFING
FREIGHT CHARGES PAID BY US

Strictly new, perfe

ordinary liunimer or hatchet the only
tools you need. We furnish nails free
and paint roofing two sides. Comes
either flat, corrugated or "V" crimped.
Delivered Tree of all rhnrces to ali points
in the U. S..eastot [In- Mississippi River
and North of the Ohio River

AT $2.25 PER SQUARE
Prices to other points on nj.[.||eaflon A square means 100
square feet. Write for free Catalogue No. ihfj

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., W. 35th and Iron Sts., Chicago

GREENSBORO, N.C.
For the treatment of THE LIQUOR, OPIUM, MORPHINE .nd

other Drug Addictions. TheTobbacco Habit, Nerve Exhaustion

tains a complete novel and many short

Btorie8. The novel, by Mary Aioss, is en
titled " Fruit Out of Season." It is fresb,

clever and witty, and the reader is bound
to ask himself, " Should Virginia Dry
den, of ttiirty, have acted differently ?"

or "Did Jack McCall. of tweiity one,

make a fool of himself?" Some of us
have known similar cases, and can draw
inferences. Miss Moss has a happy way
of plunging into the story she has to tell

at the first page, without a tiresome in-

troduction, and the interest thus caught
is held unbroken to the last word.
Marie Van Voist's stories run in the

order of good, better, best. This, her
latest, called " The Primrose Way," in

the October Lippincott, excels anything
she has yet published, which is praise

indeed. The quaint humor of Josiah
Allen's Wife is abundantly demonstrated
in her tale called " Dr. Marsh's Fortunate
Call." It is both pathetic and amusing,
dealing with the sex which is "weak and
easily flattered." A sharp contrast is pre-

sented in the story contributed by Cy
Warman, entitled " The Persecution of a
Pup," which is a powerful animal story.

Alfred Stoddart's hunting tales have won
him many friends. This, entitled "The
Witch of the Hunt," is about a daring
girl, a race, and what came of it, " Pass-

ing the Love of Woman," by Cryus
Townaend Brady, is the story of a temp-
tation su:h as seldom falls to man's lot.

It is a fine example of Mr. Brady's mas-
ter-hand. Clinton Dangerfield's "The
Master of Fate," is distinctly original in

scheme. The sole survivor of a ship-

wreck, cast upon an island, finds a dozen
friends who had met the same fate one
year before. Their touching eagernesB
for news of family and friends at home
makes him reluctant to pass along bald
facts, and he is assailed with a desire to

tell each suppliant what he would like to

hear rather than ugly truths.

From no other periodical can so sane
and accurate a view of current politics

be gained as from the Review of Reviews.
The October number of that publication
is noteworthy for its very clear and full

editorial exposition of the issues involved
in this fall's campaign, the effect of
Speaker Henderson's retirement, the
meaning of the tariff agitation in the
Middle West, and President Roosevelt's
attitude on the trust question. The
President's remarkable speaking tours

through New England, in the South, and
to the West as far as Indianapolis—where
an abrupt ending was necessitated by
the abscess on the President's leg

—

are described and pictured for the reader
more comprehensively than in most daily

or weekly journals. In fact, this record
of the year's campaigning up to date is

something unique in our periodical litera-

ture. It includes a survey of State polit-

ical activities, East, West, North, and
South. Neither Josiah Quincy's conserv-
ative leadership of the Massachusetts
Democrats nor Tom Johnson's capture ot

the Ohio Democratic organization, on be
half of the pro-Bryan radicals, is ignored.
The editor of the Review has added an
other chapter to the unequaled " History
of Our Own Times" that he is writing
month by month.

YOUR FULL

EWARD

POTASH
in your fertilizer.

"Potash in Agriculture,"
"Farmers' Guide," "To-
bacco Culture," " Cotton
Culture"— are books which
we mail free to farmers.

Address

GERMAN KALI WORKS
93 Nassau St., New York

THE IMPROVED

Chamberlin Mfg. Co., ulean, .V 1., D. S. A.

STUMP PULLER
Most Powerful, Handiest
and Strongest Built in

the World.

We make 4 kinds In sizes^ «=»^=5S3J,' to suit all needs and of any
^^ESafe desired, strength. Saves time

BEsiP^ >n'l does the work right. The
5^>(1 J} operation of pulling

i ^tHJIr^^i^^ <s slumps and trees by our
c--^^^ j f^^?-^ mutlioils is Bimple and

easy. Send for Free

HERCULES STUMP PULLER

Clears an acre of heavy timber land each day.
Clears all stumps In a circle of 150 ft. without
moving or changing machine. Strongest,
most rapid working and best made.
Hercules Mfg. Co., 413 1 7th St.. Centrevllle. lows.
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ORNAMENTAL LAWN FENCE

•ha imommij mm

Profit of iO to 25 percent. We
make many designs, and
sell more Ornamental Fence
than any other two firms
in the business. Why? De-
range we cse coining but the
bwt material monej tan boy,

*i —

—

— s « - - sell direct to the user at

FACTORY PRICES andpnarant.ee any one can erect
onr fence. We make special prices to Churches, Ceme-
teries and large Parks. Send us your address. We will
take pleasure in mailing: you our large SS pace catalog

WIRE FENCE
Heavy lateral wires, heavy hard steel stays,
colled spring wire, Sure Grip lock. In strength,
appearance, and durability, the Hard Steel
cannot be excelled. Write for catalogue and
prices. THE HARD STEEL WIRE FENCE CO .

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

SO MANY
farmers hare finally adopted the PAGE FENCE,
we wonder why you haven't. It's a good one.
PAGE 1VOVKN WIKK FENCE CO., AIMS! AN. JIICH.

TARN FENCE
m- PRICE AND QUALITY

i WILL PLEASE YOU—
£. WRITE US NOW.

•DOW WIRE WORKS- Louisville.Ky.

FENCE!
STRONGEST
MADE. Bull-
strong. Chicken-

tight. Sold to the Fanner at Wholesale
Fully Warranted. Catalog Free.

/WROUGHT iron pipe
Good condition, used short time onlyi new thread*and couplings; for Steam, Gas or Water; sizes from Xto 12 inch diameter. Our price per foot on iinchS

tot onlinch3Hc. Write for free catalogue VoTZ
CHICACO HOUSE WRECKING CO- - '

»)» W. SSIh lid Iron Stt., CHICAGO.

LIME
AGRICULTURAL

and BUILDERS'
Send for Circulars and Price -List.

FELLSWORTH LIME WORKS
REEVES CATT, Agent,

Bodley, Augusta County, Va.

be controlled by using

Good's Caustic Potash Whale
Oil Soap, No. 3.

It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en.
tomologlsts. This soap is a fertilizer as well
as Insecticide. 50 lb. kegs, $2.50; 100 lb. kegg,
J4.50. Half barrels, 270 lbs., at 3%c. per lb.
barrels, 425 lbs., at 3Vc. Large quantities
•peclal rates. Send for circular.

939-il N. Front St.. ,„ , LfD°° „,
-

A , PA .

THE TIME FOR PAINTING.

The best time for painting is pre-emi-

nently during the fall months, after the
weather has become settled. Dampness,
either on the surface to be painted or in

the atmosphere surrounding it, is fatal to

durable work, no matter what kind of

paint be used. To obtain the best results

from painting, the hygrometer, which
tells the proportion of moisture in the

air, would be quite as important as the

barometer.
However, without getting the matter

down to so scientific a basis as that in-

volves, it is quite possible to avoid moist,
" clammy" weather and pick out clear,

dry days for doing the work. Such days
are at no season more frequent than dur-

ing the fall, after the " equinoctial storm"

ha^ cleared the sky of the surplus mois
ture left over from the reign of "general

humidity."
This point is insisted upon here because

the kind of paint recommended in these

articles—zinc white combinations— is as

impervious to moisture from one side as

from the other, consequently moisture

can be sealed into the surface behind it

as well as kept out from in front of it

Take this as an axiom—a paint that will

not blister or crack in time when applied

to a moist surface will not protect anv sur-

face from atmospheric moisture. Hence
we see the great importance of painting

only on dry surfaces and in dry weather.

There are paints which can be used on
moist surfaces or in moist weather, but

the reason is that they allow the impris-

oned moisture to escape through them,

and paints which permit the escape of

moisture will also permit its entrance.

Stanton Dudley.

Your money back if you are not satis-

fied. Do you supDOse that a Company,
with a capital of $500,000 paid up and
the proud reputation of 36 years of con-

tinuous success, would make such an of-

fer and not carry it out to the letter?

Do you suppose we would jeopardize our

standing with the public and our chances

of still greater success by failing to fulfill

any promise we make? Do you suppose
we would make such an offer if we did

not have the utmost confidence in the

satisfying quality of our goods? We
know we can please you and save you
money, for Hayner Whiskey goes direct-

ly from our distillery to you, carries a
United States Registered Distiller's Guar-
antee of purity and age and saves you the

big profits of the dealers. Read our offer

elsewhere in this journal. The Hayner
Distilling Co.

Perhaps the most interesting character

in the story of the American Revolution
is Alexander Hamilton. A study of the
man, his characteristics and guiding mo-
tives, was prepared by John Fiske before
his death, and appears as the leading ar-

ticle in the October Cosmopolitan. No
piper could illustrate more clearly the
difficulties through which the American
Union had to pass on its way to the ex-
cellence already attained and the perfec-

tion which it must ultimately reach.

Horse Owners! Use
GOMBATJLT'S

Caustic
Balsam
1 Safe Speedy and Positive Can

The Safest, Beit BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments i < >r mild or severe action.
Removes Bunches or Blemishes from Horse*
SS3 £?"I«X SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERYOR FIRING. Impossible to produce scar or blemish.
Every Dottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction

Price $1.50 per bottle. Sold by druggists, or
lent by express, charges paid, with full directions
for its use. Send for descriptive circulars.
EHB LAWRBNCB-WfXLlAMS CO.. Cleveland Q»

veterinary speUSo for wind,
throat and stomach troubles.
Strong recommends. $1 per
can. Dealers, mail or Ex.paid,
Aewton Horse Remedy Co.

i Toledo. Ohio.

$WANTED€
Situation as farm manager by middle aged

man of experience and education. Has had
much experience in use of commercial ferti-
lizers and in improving land. Is thoroughly
familiar in use and handling improved farm
implements and ma< hinery. Competent in
keeping accounts. Capable of managing large
farm. References given, and correspondence
solicited. Small family. Address
W.F.LEWIS, - Tempest, Lunenburg Co., Va.

>rVWyV^WAWWSr^rW^^I

FRAZER
yl^xle Grease t*X,

wearing qualities are unsurpassed, ac-
lly outlasting 3 bxs. any other brand,
t affected by heat. «S-Get the Genuii

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS, i

S.B.ADKINS&CO,

m
4 and 6 Governor Street,

RICHMOND, VA.

EXPERT BOOKBINDERS

and Commercial Printers.

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

(State Agricultural and Mechanical
College), at Blacksburg, Va.

A Southern Institute of Technology-.

Thirty Instructors. Thoroughly equipped
Shops, Laboratories and Infirmary. Farm
of four hundred acres. Steam heating and
electric lights in dormitories. Degree courses
in Agriculture, Horticulture, Civil, Mechani-
cal and Electrical Engineering, Applied Chem-
istry and General Science. Shorter courses in
in Practical Agriculture aud Practical Me-
chanics.
Total cost of Session of Nine Months, in-

cluding Tu'tion and other fees, Board, Wash-
ing, Text-Books, Medical Attendance, etc.,

about S210. Cost to State students, about 8180.
Next Session begins September 22, 1902. For

catalogue and other information, apply to

J. M McBRYDE, Ph. D . LL. D.. President.

ItlPflDI OfllTC are handsome, hardy and
BNUUnu UUfl I profitable. For large cir-
cular address E. W. COLE k CO.. Kenton Ohio
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A Generation Ago
coffee could only be

bought in bulk. The
20th century way is the

LION COFFEE
way—sealed pack-

ages, always clean,

fresh and retaining

its rich flavor.

..ELMWOOD NURSERIES..

ASPARAGUS
100,000 2-yr.-old Asparagus roots,

6 varieties. A special rate of $3.50
per 1000 for 2 mos. for BARR'S,
PALMETTO, CONOVER.

APPLES
A large general assortment, in-

cluding WINESAPS and YORK
IMPERIALS.

Splendid Assortment of

Ornamental, Shade
and Fruit Trees.

[AAA from B. P. Rocks, Light

f |i|i\ Brahmas, Brown Leg-
LUUU horns, at $1.00 per 13.

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

J. B. WATKINS &~BR0.
>
Hallsboro, Va.

TREES, TREES
I offer a fine lot of whole root trees.

APPLES, PEARS, PEACHES,
CHERRIES, PLUMS, GRAPE
VINE, RASPBERRIES, Etc.

Save agent's commission by send-
ing your order to the nursery.

CATALOGUE FREE. All Stock Inspected—^^r and Fumigated.

WERTZ'S NURSERY, Salem, Va.

GENUINE

APPLER OATS
FOR SALE

By C. A. 000LITTLE & SON, • Augusta. Ga.

DORSETS AT THE GROVE STOCK
FARM.

In addition to Holstein-Friesian cattle
and Berkshire hogs, Mr. T. O. Sandy, of
Burkeville, Va., will hereafter breed Dor-
set sheep. He has just brought in from
the North a car-load of splendid individ-
uals, some imported and others by and
out of imported animals. Look up his
advertisement elsewhere in this issue.

One of the old reliable manufacturing
institutions at Albany, New York, is the
firm of P. K. Dederick's Sons, manufac-
turers of hay baling presses. Ever since
1860 their shops have been pointed out as
one of the permanent industries of the
city. They have been enlarged from time
to time to keep pace with the demand for
their celebrated presses. We believe that
the Dederick's are the original hay press
makers, but it cannot be said that the
Dederick presses are so widely known
merely because they have been longest in
use. Their superior worth has always
distinguished them. The firm has always
been alert to catch and appropriate new
ideas, making improvements and seeking
not only to maintain the name of being
the original and leading hay press mak-
ers, but actually to make the best presses
at all times on the market. Their efforts
are each year rewarded with most pro-
nounced success. The Dederick line of
presses which comprehends many styles
are prime favorites everywhere. Our il-

lustration shows the Dederick,

a press which embodies all the latest
improved devices and is singled out by
balers as being everything a hay press
should be. Any one interested " in the
hay pressing business should not think
of placing an order until he has sent for
the Dederick catalogue and acquainted
himself with the various presses in the
Dederick line. The Dederick advertising
is to be found elsewhere in this paper.
Look it up and write for the catalogue,
which is mailed free.

The California method of combating an
early or late frost is effected by heating
the lower stratum of air, thus diminish-
ing radiation. Iron pots, each of which
has a cover, and which are somewhat like
those for burning charcoal, are used.
Thirty-five are required for an acre, and
this number will raise the temperature
near the surface eight or ten degrees.
Seventeen and one-half gallons of crude
oil are required. With each gallon of
oil one-fifth of a pound of cotton waste,
costing about eight cents a pound, is used.
Each pot usually burns Bteadily for
about six hours. An electrical thermom-
eter is arranged to alarm the foreman as
soon as the temperature falls to thirty-
four degrees Fahrenheit, when the fires

are at once lighted.

THE WEDDING
OF

SARSAPARILLA
AND CELERY.

A NOTABLE MEDICAL DIS-
COVERY.

No event in the history of medical
science is fraught with more importance
than the discoverj of the ideal combina-
tion of sarsaparilla with celery ; that is,

if the greatest good to the greatest num-
ber is the standard of comparison. There
are millions of people to-day suffering
from ailments which sarsaparilla and
celery will cure. There are thousands of
people in every country who could be
saved from future sickness to-day by its

prompt use.

Ninety per cent, of the diseases which
afflict mankind come through impure
blood or disordered nerves. For the
former, sarsaparilla has been the ideal

cure for centuries. For the latter, celery
in its concentrated form is the proved
corrective.

The ideal combination of both these
drugs was discovered after years of ex-
periment. It was produced under the
name of YAGER'S SARSAPARILLA
WITH CELERY. It is to day proving
its worth by effecting wonderful cures in
the manifold disorders which arise from
impure blood and weak nerves. Won-
derful cures are reported in cases of
rheumatism, scrofula, catarrh, malaria,

loss of appetite, biliousness, nervousness,
female diseases, etc.

YAGER'S SARSAPARILLA WITH
CELERY is sold by all druggists at 60c.

a bottle. It is made by Gilbert Bros &
Co., Baltimore, Md.

CLEASON'S
HORSE and CATTLE

POWDER
If used according to directions will

keep your HORSES and CATTLE in

perfect condition ; will enable them to

do more work and better withstand
the severe changes In the weather; and
their general condition will be im-
proved in every way. No stable should
be without this valuable Powder. It is

sold by all dealers, and prepared by
GILBERT BROS. <t CO.,

Proprietors, Baltimore, Md.

HONEY-TOLU
CURES

Coughs, Golds and Hoarseness.
BUY IT FROM YOUR DEALER. 25 CTS.
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UflMCG AND THE PLACE TO
nUlflCO FIND THEM. ^
No place in the United States can a man

do so well at farming, for the money in-

vested, as in Virginia. Lands are cheap ;

climate good, and the best of markets
close at hand. It is the State of all

others, for a comfortable all the year
round home. The James River Valley
Colonization and Improvement Company
offer superior advantages to land pur-

chasers. For free 36 page land pamphlet,
address

W. A. PARSONS, Vinita, Va.

To HOMESEEKERS.
"THE BUSINESS OF FARMING

IN VIRGINIA"
Is the title of a new pamphlet issued by the
Norfolk and Western Railway Company. We
will gladly mall you a copy.

W. B BEVILL, PAULSCHERER, Agt ,

G. P. A
, Lands and Immigration,

Roanoke, Va.

..Magnificent Estate..
Known as the Hampstead Farm, situated

on the Pamunkey river, for sale. Contains
nearly 1600 acres, 800 of which is river bottom
land, the remainder being upland and timber.
Large deposits of green sand marl ; brick barn
with wood stable attached; also houses for
Bheep, etc. Splendid dwelling said to have
cost $60,000. Property now owned by stock
company. Price, $20 per acre, on easy terms
For further particulars, address

"PAMUNKEY," care Southern Planter.

WE HAVE A LARGE LIST OF

FRUIT, POULTRY and TRUCK FARMS.
Ten, Fifty and One Hundred Acres each, with
good buildings, close to steam and trolley

lines, easy access to the city. Also
GRAIN AND STOCK FARMS

From 100 to 1,000 acres at low prices, all the
way from $5 to J50 per acre. Write for

Catalogue.

THE VIRGINIA LAND AGENCY. Richmond, a.

J. R. Hockaday, Manager.

IN 63 ACRES
...OF LANDA BARGAIN

In sight of Richmond, Va. Fine large house
with modern improvements; fine large barn
and other improvements; large orobard ; so-
ciety the best. Will be sold cheap with stock
and crops. Would make a fine daii v farm.
Address Oak Shade, care Southern Planter.

"PIEDMONT Wlc,^
Good land, climate, markets, shipping fa-

cilities, churches, schools, good health, mode-
rate prices, easy terms.

MACON & CO., - Orange, Va.

By a practical Pennsylvania farmer,
to rent and buy a good Virginia farm.
Best reference. Address
FARMER, - NEW BERRY, PA.

VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.
Easy Payments. Catalogue Fhee.

GEO. E. CRAWFORD ^((..'Richmond, Va.
Established 1875.

REPORTS.
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-

ington, D. C. Bureau of Plant In-
dustry. Bulletin 20. Manufacture
of Semolina and Maccaroni.

Section of Foreign Markets. Bulletin
26 Agricultural Imports of the
United Kingdom, 1896-1900.

Section of Foreign Markets. Bulletin
28. Sources of the Agricultural Im-
ports of the United States, 1897-
1901.

Farmers' Bulletin 160. Game Laws for

1902.

Biological Survey Circular 38. Inter-

state Commerce in Birds and Game.
Crop Reporter, September 1902.

Cornell Experiment Station, Ithaca, N.
Y. Bulletin 204. Co-operative Ex-
periments on the Cost of Egg Pro-
duction.

Georgia Experiment Station, Experi-
ment, Ga. Bulletin 57. Canta-
loupe Culture in Georgia.

Illinois Experiment Station, Urbana, 111.

Bulletin 76. Alfalfa on Illinois

Soils.

Michigan Experiment Station, Agricul-
tural College, Mich. Bulletin 201.

Aeration of Milk.

Bulletin 202. Fertilizer Analyses.

Missouri Experiment Station, Columbia,
Mo. Bulletin 52. Influence of
Height of Wheel on the Draft of
Farm Wagons.

Bulletin 53. Breeding Experiments with
Sheep.

Bulletin 57. Raising Calves with Skim
Milk.

New Mexico Experiment Station, Mesilla
Park,N. M. Bulletin 41. Spraying
Orchards for the Coddling Moth.

Virginia (Hampton Institute) Agricultu-

ral Leaflet, No. 1. Notes on Plants.

No. 2. Notes on Soils. No. 3.

Notes on Farm Manures.

Virginia Weather Service, Richmond, Va.
Report for August, 1902.

Wyoming Experiment Station, Laramie,
Wyo. Bulletin 54. The Shrubs of
Wyoming.

Agricultural News, Barbados, West In-

dies. August 16 and August 30,

1902.

BOOKS.
Poultry Appliances and Handicraft.

By G. B. Fiske. Illustrated, 5x7 inches,

130 pages, cloth. Orange Judd Company,
price postpaid, 50 centB.

This neat booklet is intended to facili-

tate and ease the management of poultry

on a large or small scale, and this in the

most economical manner. By concise

descriptions and clear illustrations, it pre-

sents many styles and kinds of the best

contrivances in the line of nests, roosts,

windows, doors, ventilators, home-made
incubators, and brooders, traps for ver-

min, feeding appliances, fountains and
water system, food machines, heating ap-

paratus, besides scores of miscellaneous
labor saving devices. No one who keeps
or intends to keep poultry can peruse
these pages without advantage.

The Southwestern Poland-China Re-
cord, Vol. 1,<|1901. Published by the

I Can Sell Your Farm
no matter where it is. Send description, state price »na
team how. Est. '96. Highest references. Offices in 14 cities.

W. M. 0»trander,i88oN. A. Bldg., Philadelphia

Virginia Farms
All prices and sizes. Free list on application.

WM. B. PIZZINI CO., Richmond, Va.

rikir TADMQin the great fruit grain and
rlllL rAH III stock section of VIRGINIA.
Best climate and water in the U. S. Near
great markets, with best educational advan-
tages. For further information, address

ALBEMARLE IMMIGRATION CO.,
Sam'l B. Woods, Pres. Charlottesville, Va.

S. C. WHITE LEGHORNS
Young males which wiil improve your
stock in utility and standard show-
room points for sale. Write for prices.

C. G. M. FINK, 1 409 W. Leigh St., Richmond, Va.

2nd V.-Pres. Va. Pigeon, Poultry and Pet
Stock Association.

From Pure-Bred Fowls, Cheap.

The Imperial Fruit and Poultry Farm Is in

a position to offer Eggs from pure-bred B. P.

Rocks and S. C. B. Leghorns at 50c. setting of

15. Reference furnished.

P. H. HEYDEHREICH, Prop., Staunton, Va.

WANTED
200 Early Hatched

W. P. ROCK PULLETS
Or Yearling Hens for breeding purposes.

Address with description and prices.

WALTER P. LAIRD,
'

Spray, Rockingham, Co., N. I.

PIT GAMES
BLACK DEVILS and RATTLESNAKES.

These cocks always win the odd fight,

also the main , wherever fought. Eggs
in season and stock for sale.

TH0S. W. JARMAN, - Yancey Mills, Va.

BROWN LEGHORNS
(Single Comb.)

Well-bred and good layers. Fine farm-
raised young stock for sale. Prices reasonable.
Buy now and get the pick.

R. W. HAW, Jr., • Centralia.Va.

FOR SALE!
Pure MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYC, TOU-

LOUSE GEESE, BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCK CHICKENS, GUINEAS AND
PEA FOWLS; Eggs in season except

from Pea Fowls and Geese.

Enclose stamp for reply.

Mrs. W. F. JACKSON. Olga, Amelia Co., V»

FOR SALE.
6 S. C. B. LEGHORN ROOSTERS

$1.00 Each. Address

Miss CLARA L. SMITH, Croxton, Caroline, Co..Va.

Mention the Soulhtrn Planter when
writing advertisers.
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FOR SALE
Owing to my other stock Interests and

the over-crowded state of my stables,

I have concluded to offer all of my

REGISTERED

SADDLE STOCK
Consisting of

One Mare, Four Fillies and Two Colts,

all good colors, browns, bays, one chest-

nut and one black ; no markings ex-

cept stars in forehead, and two have

one white hind foot; they range in age

from weanlings to seven years old. A
bargain if bought in a bunch, or any
one buying the seven head can get a

"Big Cut."

JNO. F. LEWIS,
Lynnwood, Va.

ANGORA GOATS
For S«le—From 1 to carload lots, from

J4 to 830 per head. Write for
particulars.

JEKfcM t IMPROVEMENT CO. Saxe. <-harlottet;o.,Va.

COLLIE PUPS!
By prize-winning imported sires and trai a ed

dams. Eligible. Fit for bench, ranch or farm.
Price, $10, either sex. Also a book on the care
andtrainlngof the Collie forall practical uses.
Price, 50c. Copy of book free to purchaser of
Collie.
Stock Farm, "MAPLEMONT," Albany, Ver.

VOH. SALE!
4 MALE BEAGLE PUPS

Of excellent huntlrg stocK and
prettily marked.

Dr. C. T. SMITH, - . Croxton. Va.

"GET A DANDY''
and double y<

bone cutter r

15.00 up. Catalogue and special proposition free'
BTRATTO.N MF'O. CO.,Box 78, Erie, Pa.

Southwestern Poland-China Record As-
sociation, Gadsden, Tenn. This is a very
praiseworthy attempt to do for Southern
Poland China hog-breeders what is done
for Western and Northern breeders by
the old established Registries, viz., pro-
vide a reliable local record and regis ry.

H. P. Wilson, of Gadsden, Tenn., is sec-

retary.

Catalogue of Registered Jersey Cattle
for public sale at Clarksville, Ohio, Octo-
ber 4, 1902. John A. and Frank Kelley,
Clarksville, Ohio.

Wertz's Nurasry Catalogue. James G.
Wertz, Salem, Va.

The Royal Orchard, Afton, Va* Circu-
lar to Horticulturists and Apple-Growers
as to the making of cider.

The Bible Society of Virginia. Eigh-
teenth Annual Report for the year end-
ing March, 1902. Office 1001, East Main
street, Richmond, Va.

CENSUS BULLETINS.
239. Manufactures. Typewriters.
240. Manufactures. Sewing Machines.
241. Manufactures. Carriages and Wag-

ons.

242. Patents in Relation to Manufac-
tures.

243. Manufactures. Locomotives.

HEEBNER'S POWER AND DRY
FODDER CUTTERS.

When feeders are considering the re

sources at their command with which to

get through the winter, they should not
overlook the virtue which lies wrapped
up in the common corn fodder of which
they have such an abundance. Time was
when the corn stalk went to the manure
pile, or was gathered up and burned in
the spring. That was before practical
feeders and the Experiment Stations had
demonstrated its great value, and while
the farmer was without adequate ma-
chinery to prepare it for the animal's
use. Knowing now the high percentage
of sustaining power in the dry stalk, and
with such an outfit as the Heebner Dry
Fodder and Ensilage Cutter, advertised
in our journal, to reduce it to palatable
condition, there is no longer any excuse
for this waste. All kinds of provender-
eating stock, especially cattle, greatly
relish it, and are not only sustained, but
thrive upon it. The Heebner Cutters
are moBt excellently adapted to its prep-
aration. It is not only a cutting process,
but the machines crush and shred as
•veil. One has only to see cattle eating
it to be convinced both of the worth of
(he food and the thoroughness of its

preparation. Heebner's cutters and the
convenient tread-powers they make for
their economical operation, have done
much to make dry fodder feeding profit-

able and popular. They should have a
still wider—in fact, a very general use

—

among farmers and feeders wherever the
corn crop is a factor. If the advertise-
ment has escaped your notice, look it up.
Write to the Company for their cata-
logue, and see whether fodder feeding,
prepared as the Heebner machinery pre-
pares it, does not suggest something of
value to you. In writing, kindly men-
tion our journal.

« FILSTON FARM. •

SECOND LARCIEST

JERSEY HERD
IN AMERICA. FOUNDED 1882.

BULL CALVES, and for the first time, Heifers
bred to Imported Golden Peter, and Heifer
Calves and a few aged Cows.
BERKSHIRES, all ages, sired by Imported

Storm King, or Imported Esau 2nd, Size,
good shape and large litters.

Visitors welcome. Address for Book of The
Farm, or prices

E. M. GILLET, Clerk, Glcncoe, Md.
ASAB. GARDINER, Jr., Manager

Swift Creek Stock and Dairy Farm
Has for sale a large num-
ber of nice young regis-
tered A. J. C. C.*n JERSEY BULLS
AND HEIFERS.

None better bred in the South. Combining
closely the most noted and up-to-date blood
In America. Bulls 10 to 12 months old, 825 00.

Heifers, same age, 835.00. POLAND-CHINA
PIGS, 85.00 each. Send check and get what
you want.

T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro, N. C.

..OAK HILL FARM..

Holstein and Jersey Cattle,

Biltmore Berkshires.
Wishing to reduce my stock, will sell cheap.

Every thing from Oak Hill Farm Is guaran-
teed flrst-class, and as represented. Address
Oak HIM Station SAM'L HAIRSTON,

on the Farm. Wenonda, Va.

9 DAIRY COWS,
FOR SALE.

LARGE PAIR OF MULFS.
A. DILLS. - BURKEVILLE. VA.

WANTED!
We wish to buy

20 YOUNC JERSEY COWS.
MINIB0RYA FARM, Box 901, - Richmond, Va.

WANTED TO BUY
A car-load of calves. Grade Shorthorns, or

or other large breeds. Give description, num-
ber and price. Address ^v. c. W. , This Office.

^V.P.I.^
Farm Bulletin

Nice BERKSHIRE PIGS for

sale now. Also a tew DOR-
SET RAM LAMBS left.

D. 0. NOURSE, Prof, of Agr.

Blacksburg, Va.
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FINE STOCK AT A BARGAIN.

One trotting bred brown gelding, coming 4

yrs. old, 1.5K hands, weight 1000. Trim as
a fawn, and" dashing in style and action.

Can negotiate a mile in 3 minutes under
the lines without effort. His future is big
with promise. Sinewy, hardy and tough.
With Just a bit more of age and service
will make a model family horse. On any
citv market he would go "like hot cakes"
at 8200. To sell at once we will take $150.

One reg. Aberdeen-Angus Helfereoming3yrs.
old, bred to our Imported herd bull, Rubi-
con Migno 2nd, No 4121. Price, 8129.

One superb, reg. Aberdeen-Angus bull calf
One extra fine bull calf, seven-eighths Angus

and one-eighth Shorthorn. Price, S50.

One fine, three-year-old family milch cow.
Gentle and fresh to pail. Price, 830.

One fin* Shropshire- Southdown (cross) Ram
Lamb. Price, 85.

Nine head beautiful, reg. Angora Goats; One
Buck; Price, 820. Six Does; Price, S12 each.
Two Buck Kids ; Price, 810 each. Lump
price of nine goats, 8100.

Five aged reg. Dorset Ewes, bred to fine, reg.
Dorset Buck. Price, $8. v

Address W. M. WATKINS & SONS,
Cottage Valley Stock Farm,

Randolph, Charlotte Co., Va.

For Sale CHEAP.
One No. 2 Kemp Latest Improve Ma-
nure Spreader, parctically new, and
with drill attachment. Price, 8S5.

Address W. M. WATKINS & SONS,
Randolph, Charlotte Co., Va.

For Sale, CHEAP!
To prevent in-breeding. That grand
Berkshire Boar, "Black Knight." reg-
istered, No. 603-19. Weighs over 300 lbs.,

twenty two months old. Biltmore

DALKEITH STOCK FARM, Wolf Trap, Va.

FOR SALE.

afike POLAND-CHINA BOAR
Sixteen months old. Eligible to registry.

Price, 815.00. Want to sell him to avoid in-
breedlDg.

F. C. LOUHOFF, Yancey Hills, Va.

FOR SALE,
BRED-IN-THE-PURPLE,

BERKSHIRE PIGS,
Eight weeks old. Dam, best breeding in

America, by imported sire. Only
five left. Address

DUNTREATH FARMS, P. Box 666. Richmond. Va.

WANTED...
A registered BERKSHIRE BOAR

about a year old. Must be all right in every

way.

H. T. PANCOAST, Purcellville, Va.

WITH THE ADVERTISERS.
Miniborya Farm wants 20 Jersey heif-

ers. Who can supply them? See adver-

tisement.

"Farmer" is advertising to rent or buy
a farm. Gocd chance for some one.

The Stratton Manufacturing Company
is advertising the "Dandy" Bone Cutter.

Useful machine for little money.

Half Shorthorn and half Red Poll bull

calf offered for sale by W. S. Southall,

Elkton, Va.

Berkshire Pigs, 8 weeks old, " bred in

the purple," is the way the Duntreath

Farms advertisement reads.

Forest Home Farm is advertising some
splendid A. J. C. C. Jerseys and thorough-

bred Berkshires of the Hood and Bilt-

more Farms strains. A new advertiser

with us, and we bespeak for them the

liberal patronage of our readers.

Wertz Nursery makes its usual Fall

Announcement in this issue. Healthy

and reliable stock is guaranteed.

The Lehman Heater, advertised else-

where in this issue, will make driving

pleasant and comfortable this winter if

you will take the precaution to provide

yourself with one. Look up the adver-

tisement.

The Marvin-Smith Company, of Chica-

go, are with us again this season. Many
of our readers have dealt with them, but

to those who have not we would say, get

their catalogue and prices before pur-

chasing any implement elsewhere.

The Hercules Stump Puller is offered

our readers in another column.

A Berkshire Boar is wanted Iby Mr. H
T. Pancoast, of Purcellville, Va.

Yager's Liniment—for man and beast

—is advertised in another column. It is

for sale by all general stores and drug-

gists.

F. C. Louhoff desires to dispose of a

fine Poland China Boar to prevent in-

breeding.

Gleason's Horse and Cattle Powder is

guaranteed by its makers to keep stock

in perfect condition if used according to

directions. Look up the advertisement.

Hollybrook Farm is advertising some
nice Berkshire pigs of both sexas.

Beagle Pups can be had of Dr. C. T.

Smith, Jr., of Croxton, Va.

To those inquiring for Angora Goats,

we refer to the advertisements of Jos. M.
Neil, Jeremy Improvement Company,
and E. W. Cole & Co., all in this number.
There is also a brief bit of information

regarding the Angora in another column.

Mr. W. P. Laird wishes to purchase 200

White Plymouth Rock chickens for

breeding purposes. Refer to his adver-

tisement.

W. C. W. is advertising for a car-load

of calves. How many can you sell him?

Groceries and Feed at lowest possible

prices at D. O'Sullivan's. He says that

$3 cash at his store is equivalent to $5

spent elsewhere.

To make cows pay, use Sharplei Cream Separators.
Book "Business Dairying " A Cat. 305 free. W.
Chester, Pa.

HEREFORDS,

BERKSHIRES.
Young stock for sale at all times.

Information and terms upon application.

EDW. G. BUTLER, ANNEFIELD FARMS,

BRIGGS, CLARKE CO., VA.

ROLAND-CHINA
Pigs, eligible to registration, S weeks

old, ?5.00.

HERE FORDS,
Grade calves, either sex, 825 00.

J. C. GRAVES, Barbonrsville,

Orange Comity, Va.

FOR SALE.

TWO

Very Choice uliihuiiiiil uuhuu,
Six months old.

Sired by " Lustre Topper III, dam " Horlene,"
Imported.

MINIBORYA FARM. Box 901. Riehmonu,Va.

Berkshire Pigs
Thoroughbred stock, eligible to regis-

try, six weeks old. Boar pigs, 87.50

each; Sow pigs, 86.00. Crated and de-

livered to express or freight depot.

HENRY W. WOOD,
Hollybrook Farm ,

Richmond, Va.

REGISTERED STOCK.

POLAND-CHINA Hogs;
A lot of extra good boars ready for service

;

gilts bred, sows and pigs. Also

SHROPSHIRE Rams and
SHORTHORN Bull Calves

Prices right, and stock guaranteed as
represented.

J. F. DURRETTE. - Blrdwood. Albemarle Co.. Va-

..ESSEX PIGS..
Some extra fine

pigs. 8 to 10 weeks
old. 810 per pair, All
stock offered Is

eligible to registry.
Southdown sheep,
spring lambs and
yearling ewes for

sale. Prices on application.

L. G . J ONES, BETHANl*. N. C.

THOROUGHBRED

O- I- C- FIGS
FOR SALE. Prices Right.

F. S. MICHIE, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.
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ELLERSLIE FARMv^-
Thoroughbred Horses

AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

Fob Salb. R. J. HANCOCK & SON,

Charlottesville, Va.

EAST RIVER SIDE

SHORTHORNS.
Choice bull and heifer calves for sale.

Will make price very low for next 60
days.

JAMES F. CLEMMER, Sammerdean, Va.

DORSET SHEEP,
FOR SALE,

1 Ram, 2 years old; 4 Ewes, 18 months
old : thoroughbred, eligible to registry.
Also 16 good Southdown Ewes. A bar-
gain to a quick buyer.

H. E. JOHNSON,
603 W. Main st. - Richmond, Va.

WOODLAND FIRM D0RSET3.
Virginia has a good many of our Dorsets,and we note our old customers writing formore. That's because we send out only good

ones. °

Joseph E. and Willis 0. Wing,

Mechanicsburg, Ohio.

300 HIGH-GRADE EWES
§Tf^i P

t
U
1
E SH

,

R0pSHIRE BUCKS. For
'n?„„"

J lots l° suit purchasers, also 30BAVIB0U1LLET EWES and 40 SHORTHORNSTEERS coming 2 years old.
Call on or address

JNO. MATHEWS. East Richmond, Va.

THOROUGHBRED

SHROPSHIRE BUCKS
For Sale. ONE IMPORTED BUCK
/«c

ol<i
,',YEARUS(! aQd severalLAMB,S at farmers' prices.

Apply to MANAGER,
ANTRIM ST03K FARM, Warrenton, Va.

ANGUS BULL CALVES
Registered and unrecorded. Stock first
class, and breeding the best.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP
First class yearling rams, and ewes ot
all ages. Several FINE FARMS forsale.

WARREN RICE, - Winchester, Va.

j3
JACKS

FOR SALE.
1 to 6 yrs. old. Fine Jacks a

specialty. Write for
what you want.

W. E. KNIGHT & CO.,

Nashville, Tenn.

DeLOACH LOSES BUT LITTLE TIME.

Within two Weeks After Fire Destroys
Entire Plant Whistle Blows Again.

With a commendable energy, inspired
by a book full of orders, the DeLoach
Mill Manufacturing Company of Atlanta,
Ga., have lost but little time by the fire

that destroyed their entire plant. With-
in two weeks to the day after the fire the
whistle blew in the foundry and the
manufacture of saw-mills was begun with
but little loss in daily capacity. The fire

occurred on Friday, June 13, and to the
superstitious that might have meant a
bad omen, but to the DeLoach men it

meant a little inconvenience, some ma-
chinery orders by telegraph, and a plant
of increased capacity.
The day after the fire work was begun

on a temporary shed 60 x 400 feet, and as

fast as the wood-working machines and
machine shop tools ordered by wire began
to arrive they were put in place. Within
two or three days after the fire the Com-
pany had completed arrangements with
three machine shops in the city that
would enable them to put all their men
to work. They employ over two hundred
men. Though the fire came in the dull

season, they had about seventy- five per
cent, more business on hand than ever
before in the history of the Company,
and in July they shipped about as much
as they had ever shipped in the tame
month.
Their new plant will be another feather

in the cap of Atlanta. Their capacity will

be increased about one hundred per cent.

Every tool placed in the new plant will

be the most modern that can be secured,
and electrically driven. The main build-

ing will be 400 x SO, and around it will

be grouped a power-house 34 x 137, a pat-
tern storage-room 30 x 70, office buildiug
31 x 80.

The new plant will have a capacity of
200 saw mills a month, besides the prod-
ucts of the departments manufacturing
planers, shingle mills, lath-mills, edgers,
trimmers, grinding-mills, and water
wheels.
Who said the South was slow?

—

The
Southern Lumberman.

INTERNATIONAL LIVE STOCK EX-
POSITION.

Union Stock Yards, Chicago.

November 29th to December 6th, 1902.

At the Exposition this year the col-

leges will be more fully represented by
their students. The stock judging con-
tests promise to be more lively than any
yet held. The management of the Expo-
sition will make this a more attractive
feature than it has been heretofore. In
addition to the $750 Spoor trophy, the
beautiful " Bonheur" modeled bull, the
Breeders' Gazette and John Clay, Jr., of
Chicago, ofier a special purse of $250 each
for the students' contests. Nothing can
encourage the younj; men more than
these contests when friendly rivalry of
the true sportsman character prevails.

As an educational feature, this contest
possibly has no equal in regular school
work.

A FEEE TRIAL PROPOSITION.
We desire to call our readers' attention

to the free trial offer made in another
column by the Stratton Manufacturing
Company, Erie, Pa , on the Dandy Bone
Cutter. This standard machine has been
before the public for nine years, and
many of our subscribers have used it

with perfect satisfaction ; such as have
not, have now the opportunity of trying
one for fifteen days before they pay for
it. The Company requires no deposit in
advance. All you have to do is to try
the Dandy, and then decide whether you
want to keep it or not. We need not
urge upon poultry-raisers the importance
of cut green bone as a poultry food ; it

has the advantage of costing almost noth-
ing, and certainly it is one of the greatest
egg producers in the world. It will pay
you to " get a Dandy."

Of what trade is the sun ?—He is a tan-
ner.

For full particulars
write A. JEFFERS,

Norfolk, Va.

ARCADIA FARM.
COLLIE PUPS, BERKSHIRE PiGS and

INDIAN GAME FOWLS.
FOR SALE.

E. M. BALL, EMORY, VA.

RED POLL BULL CALF
FOR SALE!

One six months old grade Red Poll Bull
Calf. Full half Red Poll and one-half Short
horn. A pe feet picture ; dark red color, and
as fine calf and form as I ever saw or laised.
At a bargain.

W. S. SOUTHALL, ELKTON. VA.

«

Feeds ^Feeding
Prof. Henry's Great Book for

Farmers and Stockmen.

Delivered anywhere for - - 12.00

With the SOUTHERN PLANTER, 2.26

'Crop Growing

i Crop Feeding"
BY PROF. W. F. MASSEY.

383 Pp. Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50c.

We offer this splendid work in connec-
tion with the Southern Plantar

at the folllowing prices:

Old or new subscriptions.
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BILTMORE FARMS. - Biltmore.N.C.

Headquarters for GOLDEN LAD JERSEYS,
Also get of TREVARTH and GEN. MARIGOLD. * * >

GOLDEN LAD'S SUCCESSOR, First and sweepstakes over all at the Pan-American Exposition, the

champion JERSEY BULL OF AMERICA, and out of Golden Ora, our great prize-winning cow, both

born and developed on these Farms, is among our service bulls.

Biltmore Jerseya are a combination of large and persistent milking qualities with an individuality

that wins in the show ring.

SPECIALTY. Write for descriptive circular of the best lot of young bull calves ever offered, both for breed-

ing and individuality. They are by noted sires and out of large and tested selected dams. Many of these

calves are fit to show and win in any company.

BILTMORE POULTRY YARDS.

SPECIALTY. Write for descriptive circular of eggs from our prize-winning pens. Over 50 yards to select

from, made up of the winners at the leading shows for the last two seasons. If you want winners you

must breed from winners.

Headquarters for the best IMPORTED ENGLISH BERKSHIRES.

apply to BILTMORE FARMS, BILTMORE. N. C.

m

ANGORA GOATS
They are the most profitable stock that can be handled on the farm. They are

'he only animals on which the fleece, flesh and work are all valuable. They are

profitable alone in their work on clearing land, and in addition to their value as

land clearers, their fleece is worth more than that of the sheep, and their mutton

is now selling on the leading markets fully equal to, and in some instances at an

advance over sheep mutton. They are easily managed, very hardy, and any ordinary

plank, wire, hedge or eight rail fence will turn them.

THEY ARE THE COfllNG STOCK IN THE UNITED STATES. THEY THRIVE AND STAY FAT
WHERE OTHER ANIMALS WOULD STARVE. YOU CAN RAISE GOATS CHEAPER THAN CHICKENS.

EVERY FARMER HAVING BRUSH LAND Cannot afford to clear it in any way than by the ANCORA
COAT. Utilize the brush and weeds, convert them into valuable fleeces of Mohair, mutton and the other

products. Write to the Bureau of Animal Industry, Washington, D. C , and ask them to send you Farmers' Bulle-

tin No. 137, and see what the Agricultural Department has to say about the industry. Try a flock of these animals

and learn their value. I can furnish you registered and non registered stock, pairs, trios, or car lots. I have just

arranged for the sale of some 3,000 head, and in order to dispose of them quickly will give you a bargain. If

interested, write or call on me.

JOS. M. NEIL, Office No. 16, Arcade Building, CHARLESTON, W. VA.
\

^t^i^i^i ^-.^i^i^^^^^k^.^
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ABOUT ANGORAS.
Probably the average price paid for

mohair during the past season was 25
cents per pound. The product of the
lower crosses, which contain a large per-
centage of kemp, brings a low price (10
or 15 cents), while there were some
fleeces that brought 40 cents. There is

not a large quantity of this latter quality
of hair produced in this country, for the
reason that the breeders have not given
the matter proper attention. There is a
great demand for the better hair, while
the lower grades, which enter into the
manufacture of carpets and horse blank-
ets, find direct competition in wool.

Prices for good does range from $10
to $25 at this time. One breeder in the
East sold fifty head at $25 each. Twenty-
four sold at auction at Kansas City in Oc-
tober last year at $17 each. Bucks, like
the males of all domestic animals, bring
varying prices, which have ranged during
the past year from $20 for a fairly good
kid to $100 for animals two or three years
old. It is not a rare occurrence, however,
for a buck to sell for several hundred dol-
lars. For instance, the sweepstakes prize
buck at the Kansas City show sold for
$1,050, and the buck who took second
prize in that contest brought $150.

It is impossible to go into the South-
west, the principal source of present sup-
ply, and purchase goats at lower figures
than those named, but many of them are
n°

j £
h grades. Those which are high

grade become expensive when expressa»e
or freight is paid to distant points.

BURNING OUR PURSE-STRING AT
BOTH ENDS.

This Is True of the Enure South.
The little town of Pawtucket, in Rhode

Island, has one hundred and thirty-one
inventors—one hundred and thirty-one
men and boys who have patented that
number of useful articles and appliances
says the North Mississippi Herald.
Rhode Island has a compulsory school

law. A man is compelled by that law to
educate his children.

I Q raw material and natural resources,
Rhode Island is poor beyond compare
with Mississippi. Yet with her manner
of education her people have turned to
manufacture and invention, and that sec-
tion is now the richest spot on the conti-
nent. Mississippi spends quite as much
of her comparative wealth on education
as Rhode Island, yet I doubt whether
there are one hundred and thirty-one in-
ventors in the whole State. Every
town and city in the State, however, has
an

u
over-supply of brainy young fellows

who have been crowded into the profes-
sions-law, dentistry, the ministry, etc.
Only a very small per cent, of these have
their heads above the level. Many of
them will live and die failures. It is not
their fault. They have the brains, the
energy, the muscle and the determina-
tion to do, but there is little left when
his brother lawyers or doctors get their
share. So in the end he becomes listless
and contented with a bare livelihood—
a victim of misapplied education.
Our lawmakers are largely to blame

for this state of affairs. They refused to

Registered Herefords
YOUNG BULLS AND HEIFERS

NOT AKIN FOR SALE BY
ST0NEHURST FRUIT & STOCK FARM,

Union Mills, Virginia.

CASTALIA HEREFORDS...
The breeding cows and herd bulls at "Castalla" have been se-

lected with one aim; THE BEST, REGARDLESS TO COST. Herd
headed by the S.'t.OOOOO Imported SALISBURY, assisted by LARS,
JR. I have now for sale a very line bunch of bull calves by these
bulls, also a few females. Visitors are welcome and met at station.

Write your needs.

MURRAY BOOCOCK, - Keswick, Va.

BACON HALL FARM.

HEBEFOBD be&isteredGHTTLE
"TOP" BREEDING, CALVES NOT AKIN.

MOTTO—Satisfaction or no Sale.

E, M. GILLET & SON, Verona, Balto. Co., Md.

SHROFNHIRK SHEEP Bucks, one year old and over, 815 to 820. Buck Lamba, July de-
livery, $10. and 812. Ewe Lambs, July delivery, 88. and $10.

POLAND-CHINA HOGS.—PlgB, six weeks old, 85. Pigs, two or three months old, 87.60.

Pigs, Ave months and over, 815 to 820.

M. BRONZE TUBKEYS.—Toms, W. Hens, 83. Eggs, per sitting of 12, when In season, $4.

MUSCOVY DUCKS.—Pure White Drakes, 81.25. Pure White Ducks, 81. Pairs, 82.25; trios, 88.

BARBED PLTMODTH ROCKS.
ROUEN OEESE—Ganders, 82.50. Geese, 82.50. Eggs, per sitting, $3.00

WILLIAM L, Jr., No. 21058, half brother of Axtell, will serve a limited number of mare* fot
825 the season. Mares hoarded at, lowest furores per month.

Prolongs the wear of HARNESS, SHOES.
Etc., fully 100 per cent. Save half the yearly
Shoe and Harness ex pense. Guaranteed to do
all we claim or money refunded. Write
JOHH MFG. CO.. Box IS, Hurricane, W. Va.
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see and are still blind to future possibili-

ties. And parents are to blame, too, for

not taking up arms against the system,

when each year has but a'ded to their

further discontent. The Fame train that

carried their boy to New York or Chicago

for the completion of his education as a

professional man, carried also an order

for a wagon from Ohio, a buggy from In-

diana^ dress from New York, or a watch
from Connecticut, thus lighting both

ends of the purse-string at the same
time.
Why not teach a boy to make the

things that we buy elsewhere?

A DIVIDEND IN PLEASURE.

The primary idea of a greenhouse is

limply a building or room where sum-
mer can be kept prisoner over winter.

It need not be elaborate in any sense.

The plainest structure that is t.uilt suffi-

ciently snug to keep heat in and coin

out, and affords free entrance to light

and sunshine, will grow plants just as

well as the most ornate building— better,

perhaps, for many greenhouses defeat

some of the objects aimed at in their con-

struction by excess of ornament, which
interferes with light and ease of manage-
ment. I know of one amateur's green-
house which is really nothing more than
a shed whose board roof has been re-

moved and one of glass substituted, but
this plain little building has in it plants
which would do credit to the most elab
orate conservatory equipped with every
modern convenience. The owner of this

cheap building picked up here and there
some of the material from which he con-
structed it, buying it as he could afford to

do so, and storing it away until he had
enough to warrant him in beginning his

house. He built it himself, working
"between whiles." It is not ornamental
from without, but those who go into it

forget all about the building in their ad-
miration for the beautiful plants it con-
tains. You could not make its owner
believe that the money that went into
the house could have been invested in

any other way that would have "paid"
half so well. No dividends of dollars

and cents have been declared on his in-

vestment, but he has realized as much
pleasure from it as, I presume, his mil-
lions ever afforded Andrew Carnegie.

—

Ebbn E. Rexford, in October Lippincott's.

The Santa Fe " New Mexican" says

:

"The skin of the Angora goat is now
coming into use also as a fur robe. When
the hair is of one month's growth it can
hardly be distinguished from the astra-

khan if dyed black. Nearly all the buggy
robes that are now sold as wild animal
fur are goatskins dyed, and the so-called

monkeyskin muffs and cloaks are only
straight haired goatskins properly pre-

pared. One of the most profitable uses
that the skin of the Angora goat is put to

is that of making trimming, which com
mands a price a yard equivalent to fifteen

dollars for a single hide."
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QUICK MAUJVG POWERS
m THE-TREATMENTOFDISEASES REQUIRING
AA' EFFICACIOUS EXTERliAL REMEDY.^
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RIIDTIIDC CURED, TRUSS FREE"
** v"*> You pav $4 when cured.

No cure, no pay. AJjEX. SPEIRS, Box 811,

Westbrooit, Maine.

:uy/j:i:i.uuranEr
!=5Prepared Only By

ERT B
-SOLE PROPRiETPJRS^=

BALTI^VQREVWVvD. .

U.S. A

{0

EXACT SIZE OF BOTTLE.

TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.
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SOME CHOICE PICKLE RECEIPTS.

Chopped Pickle.

2 gallons of green tomatoes.

1 large head of cabbage, cut up as if

for slaw.

1 dozen large onions.

1 dozen large cucumbers.

2 dozen green peppers.

Chop up the tomatoes, cucumbers,

onions and peppers, and mis them with

the cabbage, adding two teacupfuls of

salt to them. Put these ingredients in a

bag, and let them hang all night with a

vessel underneath to catch the drippings.

By the next day, these ingredients will

be drained dry and ready for pickling.

Put them in a kettle, and cover them

with strong cider vinegar. Flavor with

half pound of white mustard seed, a

small box of mustard, 1 ounce of turme-

ric, 2 ounces celery seed, a coffee-cup full

of ' garlic, 3 pounds of brown sugar.

Boil till the ingredients become soft, and

the vinegar imbued with the flavof of the

Bpice8.
Mbs. C. T. P.

Green Tomato Soy.

(An Old Virginia Receipt.)

li gallons green tomatoes.

1 gallon cabbage.

1 quart of onions.

1 pint of green peppers.

1J gallons of vinegar.

3 pounds brown sugar.

3 tablespoonfuls ground allspice.

2 tablespoonfuls ground cloves.

4 tablespoonfuls of ground cinnamon.

4 tablespoonfuls celery seed.

J box of mustard.

J pound white mustard seed.

\ pound turmeric in muslin bag.

1 pint salad oil.

1 pint French mustard.

2 tablespoonfuls of ground black pep-

per. Slice tomatoes, cabbage, onions and
peppers, sprinkle with salt, and drain off

the juice before pickling. Boil them in

the vinegar, with the spices, till thor-

oughly done. Do not add the French

mustard or salad oil till the pickle is cold.

Sweet Peach Picki.e.

Cling-stone peaches are best for pick

ling, and they should be used before they

are fully ripe. Allow 3 pounds of white

sugar to 5 pounds of peaches. Peel them
and sprinkle the sugar in layers. Put

them on in a porcelain kettle as soon as

you have finished peeling them, as they

will turn dark if they stand. Add a

quart of strong vinegar, an ounce of

mace, and an ounce of ground cinna-

mon. Let them come slowly to a boil.

Then take out the peacheB with a perfo

rated skimmer, and spread them on flat

dishes. Let the syrup continue to boil

till it thickens. Then put the peaches in

jars and cover well with the syrup.

Damson Pickle.

Damsons alBO should be pickled before

they are fully ripe. Prick each one with

a coarse nee lie, so the vinegar can pene-

trate it Allow 4 pounds of sugar to 7

pounds of damsons, sprinkling the sugar

in layers. Add a quart of vinegar, 1

ounce of mace, and one of cloves. Boil

for five minutes, then lay the damsons on

YOUR CARRIAGE OR WAGON IS INCOMPLETE
WITHOUT A
CELEBRATED

LEHMAN..

HEATER.
Cost for Heating, Two Cents Per Day. ...Sold by...

Over 175.000 in Actual Use. All Carriage, Harness and Hardware Dealers.

SALES ANNUALLY OVER 10,000.
For booklet or other information address

LEHMAN BROTHERS, Mfrs , JAMES W. ERR1NGER,
10 BOND ST., NEW YORK. Gen'l Western Sales Agt.,

Wheu writing pleas* mention this paper. 297 Wabash Ave., - CHICAGO, ILL

HOLSTEINS and DORSETS.
Two young cows, one to be fresh in December, other in the

spring. Two heifers, one year old. One bull calf, four months old.

FOUR DORSET RAMS **
Rams sired by an Imported Buck. Address

T. 0. SANDY, Burkeville, Virginia.
Norfolk and Western and Southern R. R.

POLAND-

CHINAS.
TECUMSEH G, 49283.

I have a limited number of pigs by my fine boars, " TECUMSEH G," 49283, and

"MONARCH," 48706, and can furnish pairs not akin or related to those previously pur-

chased. Young boars and sows of all ages. Send to headquarters and get the best

from the oldest and largest herd of Poland-Chinas in this State at one-half Western

prices. Address J. B. GRAY, Fredericksburg, Va.

SALE
OF HORSES and JERSEY CATTLE.

The 29th Annual Sale at Ewell Farm, Spring Hill, Tenn.,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31st, 1902.
The Day Following the Close of the Trots at Memphis.

50 HEAD OF HORSES, including drafts from the studs at Ewell Farm, Cle*

burne Farm iM. C. Campbell, Prop.), the Hermitage Stud, iWm. Gerst Prop.), and
others, yearlings, 2 yr.-olds, 3yr.-olds and over, representing the get of Brown Hal,

2:12£; McEwen, 2:18J ; Actonward, 2:15| ; Constantine, 2:12A, from Tennessee Wilkes,

2:27, etc., both trotters and pacers. Also two handsome saddle stallions.

30 HEAD OF JERSEYS of the best strains of imp. and Tennessee-bred cattle.

Catalogue ready October 10th, 1902.

Apply to GEO. CAMPBELL BROWN or M. C. CAMPBELL, Spring Hill, Tenn.
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dishes, and boil the syrup till thick. The
same directions will answer for apple or

pear pickle.

Cucumeek Catsup.

Cucumber catsup is more easily made
than any other, inasmuch as it does not

require cooking. Peel and grate up the

cucumbers, put them in a bag and squeeze
out the juice thoroughly. Then flavor

with strong vinegar, salt and black pep-

per, in the grain, and put in bottles. This
is a peculiarly nice condiment to use with
fish.

Green Tomato Sauce.

In the late autumn, when you find

your tomatoes are threatened with frost,

it is a good plan to utilize the green ones
in making tomato sauce. I have alreadv
given a receipt (obtained from a noted
housekeeper), for an elaborate and ex-

pensive green tomato soy, but I will now
give a cheap and simple one : Cut up
your green tomatoes, sprinkle them with
salt, let them stand in a bag and drain all

night. Make them up with a sauce the
nest day, with strong vinegar, flavored

with both black and red pepper and a
little cinnamon and ginger and sugar
to the taste. If you have any horse-rad-

iBh, it will improve the sauce.

Maby Washington.

SHELBURNE'S WAREHOUSE.
In calling attention to the advertise-

ment of Silas Shelburne & Son, we would
say that Richmond has such advantages
that they cannot be ignored by farmers
who wish the best prices for their to-

bacco.
The large stemmeries of the American

Tobacco Company, the extensive build-

ings recently acquired by the Imperial
Company, the buyers for the Italian,

Austrian, Spanish and French Govern-
ments, the representatives of the Ameri
can Snuff Company, and 35 buyers for

independent factories and brokers, cer-

tainly gives Richmond the strongest and
largest number of buyers to be found on
any tobacco market in the world.
Richmond offers such facilities as cheap

freight rates, low rate money and insur-

ance, and a large supply of skilled labor,

as to enable buyers to give the advantage
to Richmond on their purchases. Look
up the advertisement of the above firm,

and correspond with them before ship-
ping yo lr tobacco.

Mr. W. J. Brogden, well known to ship-
pers, is with this firm.

WASHINGTON POULTRY, PIGEON
AND PET STOCK SHOW.

Mr. Geo. E. Howard, Secretary of the
above Association, advises us that they
will hold their Annual Show at Wash-
ington, D C. , on December 9th-13th in-

clusive.

The management is putting forth its

best efforts to make this exhibition the
best one ever held, and the indications
are that they will succeed. Mr. How-
ard's address is Box 54, Station A, Wash-
ington, D. C.

A Neat BINDER for your back num-
bers can be had for 25 cents. Address
the Business Office.

A J. C. C. JERSEYS,
BERKSHIRE SWINE.
A FEW BULL CALVES FOR SALE

From cows making 300 to 360 pounds butter-fat each milking period. Milk

is weighed EVERY milking and tested frequently, so we KNOW what we say.

BERKSHIRES^*
Of the best Hood Farm and Biltmore strains.

Southern R. R. Two especially fine boar pigs for sale at present.

FOREST HOME FARM. - Purcbllville. Va.

f*++*v* WSMMWM^\

DEVON COWS....
Ten young DEVON COWS, thoroughbreds and high-grades with Calves €

by their eides. Want to sell them during this month. Can be seen if day's #
notice is given. Also JERSEY CATTLEand several YOUNG GUERNSEY J
BULLS. BERKSHIRE PIGS not akin. Several young BOARS ready for <

M. B. R0WE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va. \
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HIS " KNITTIN' WORK.

Aunt Alvira Fifer was what her neigh-

bors called a " regular driver." Possess-

ed of untiring energy and unfailing

strength herself, she made little allow-

ance for idleness on the part of any one,

and she declared that she could " put up

with a mean man easier than with a lazy

Aunt Alvira's husband, Uncle Ethan,

was a small, wizened, weak-looking man,

whom Aunt Alvira declared to be
" mighty wiry if he did look so spind-

One day a rammer boarder, who
chanced to be sojourning in a farmhouse

near the Fifer farm, wandered over to the

little brown farmhouse and engaged

Aunt Alvira in conversation. The visitor

sat on the kitchen doorstep and took note

of the enormous quantity of stove-wood

piled up in the back yard and overflow-

ing from the great wood-shed. The whole

yard was strewn with stovewood.and the

caller estimated that there were not less

than twenty-five cords of it.

" What an enormous quantity of stove-

wood you have," he said to Aunt Fifer.

" Yes, there is considerable of it," she

replied. " I cal'late on sellin' most of it

in the fall."

"Who cut all of it?"
. ,

" Oh, Ethan did it as sort o' knittin'-

work. I think it a good thing for a man
to have some sort o' knittin' work to do

when he's sort o' restin', an' that wood-

Sile has been Ethan's knittin'-work —
Iorris Wade, in October LippincoU's

Magazine.

BOWMONT FARMS.

We invite the attention of our readers

to the advertisement of The Bowmont
Farms, Salem, Va., elsewhere in this

issue. Their offering this month consists

of "gilt-edged" family cows from high-

testing St. Lamberts, Indian Game.White
Wyandotte, and White Leghorn fowls.

There is one fact in connection with

Bowmont Farm-of which Virginians

should be proud—and that is, these

farms are regarded as the home of St.

Lamberts in America. More high-test-

ing cows of this strain can be found here

than anywhere else on the continent.

EWELL FARM PACERS AND TROT-
TERS.

Mr. George Campbell Brown, of Spring

Hill Farm, the owner of this farm, adver-

tises in this issue a sale of fifty head of

horses consisting of Trotters. Pacers, and
Saddle Stallions, and thirty head of

Jerseys, both imported and Tennessee

bred, to be held at Ewell Farm on the

31st of October. This sale will afford

an opportunity to lovers of horses to ob-

tain some as finely bred horses as are to

be found in the South. The stallions in

use at the farm are all out of great brood

mares, and of the 18 mares the dams of

12 are in the great brood mare table.

Send to Mr. Brown for catalogue and
further information.

GILT-EDGED PAMILY COWS
Bred from high-testing Jersey Cows a specialty.

We have more high-testing St. Lambert Cows than can be found
in any herd in America.

INDIAN GAMES—The king of table fowls.

WHITE WYANDOTTES—The best general purpose fowl

WHITE LEGHORNS—The greatest of all egg producers.

Address

BOinZ7WONT f=HR7UTS. Shlbm, Mr,

Mention ths Southern Planter when
writing advertisers.

CISMONT DORSETS..
CISMON'T STOCK FARM offers well developed young

Dorsete of the best blood of England and America.

Prices reasonable. G. S. LINDENKOHL, Keswick, Albemarle Co., Va.

S/R JOHN BULL'S R/GS.
All testify to his prepotency, nor is

UNCLE S/\/V7^—

.

Unlike him in strong points of transmission or reproduction.

Everv pig I ship has individual merit, aside
from the purest English strain of LARGE
BERKSHIRES that I could import from
the most famous breeder in England.

LET HE HAVE YOUR ORDERS
PROriPTLY FOR FALL SHIPHENT,

at Farmers' Prices.

HUNTING DOGS and PUPS FOR SALE.
TIIOS. S. WHITE, Fassifern Stock Farm. Lexington, Ta.

* "V"IK.3-i:r>riA. ZDIVISIOHST. *

Farmers Mutual Benefit Association.
A Fire Insurance Association, chartered by the State for the farmer!

of Virginia, under an amended and well protected plan.

Insures, against Fire and Lightning, only country property—no stores or unsafe

risks. Average cost per year for three years has been $3.66j per 11000, including

dwellings, barns, produce, Ac.,—about one-third the usual cost of insurance to

farmers. Amount of property insured $326,000. Estimated security in real and
other estate, $600,000.

For further information, address, CHAS. M. FRIEND, General Agent.
MBHTIOH THIS JOURNAL. CHESTER. VIRGINIA.

URY FARM
BREEDER OF HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN Cattle.

Royally Bred and Individually as Good as their Breeding.

OFFERINGS FOR THIS MONTH —15 youn? bulls, from 1 to 18 mos. old. Service bulls, TJry
Alwina Count Paul DeKol 2320fi, Count DeKol Mechthilde 22942, DeKol 2d Butter Boy 3d, No, 2,

29299, Parties desiring fine, young bulls by above sires and from elegantly bred dams, would
do well to write us.

Twos. Fassitt A Sons, sylmar. md.
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A POINT IN FAITH-HEALING.
Looking broadly at this vogue of heal-

ing faiths and healing individuals, one
cannot help being affected by a sense of

pathos. It is the old cry of humanity
for an escape from physical ills ; for, as

Bagehot says, and many a philosopher

and poet has had occasion to say the

same, " though the costume and circum-
stances of life change, the human heart

does not." Dr. Buckley gives certain rea-

sons for the apparent, and possibly ac-

tual, success of some of the curers. There
is another reason, however, and that is

that people always recover from every
attack of illness—except the last. Sup-
pose a man has ten illnesses, and dies, as

he surely will, with this last one, he has
then been "cured," either by doctoring

or by " faith-cure" or " mind-cure" or no
" cure," just nine times. The failure is

then only one in ten ! As for the final,

fatal illness, that always is accounted for

satisfactorily to those who are the faith-

ful of the faithful.—The Century for Oc-
tober (editorial).

Editor Southern Planter :

Our State Fair is over, splendid weath-
er, good crowds, &c.

Filston Farm Jerseys won 2d in bull,

1st and 2d in cows, 1st and 2d in young
bulls. 2d in 2 year cow, 1st in "American
Specia/."

In Berkshires, we won 6 Firsts and 2

seconds. Never had better specimens of
the large Berkshire at the Fairs. Im-
ported " Storm King " easily weighed 750
pounds, and with "Stratton Lizzie" and
" Highclere X," both over 500 pounds
each, our show attracted much attention.

Can report a very pleasant sale of Jer
seys in Virginia. W. McC. Ramsey buys
one bull and <fiix female3 ; also sold G.
W. Linite, of New Jersey, 1st prize bull.

Berkshire sales continue good.
W. McC Ramsey—1 boar, 15 sows.
W. F. Jackson, of Maryland— 1 bred

sow.
John Link, of Maryland—1 boar, 1

sow.
Patrick Rodgers, of Maryland— 1 boar,

T. M. Carrjll, of Maryland-1 boar, 3
sows.

Chas. H. Price, of Maryland—" Lady
Leeduke "

E. K. McConkey, of Pennsylvania—
" King Lee VI."

Yours truly,

E. M. Gillet,
Glencoe, Md. Sales Department.

SEIZING THE OPPORTUNITY.
"Always," advises the pompous person

who has accumulated several millions,
" always say, ' I will.' Never allow your-
self to be dismayed by the outlook.
Overcome the outlook. That's the way
to succeed."

" One, then," comments the poor per-
son to whom he addresses this homily,
"should always Bay, ' I will?"

" Yes, sir."

"And you always say it?"
•' I do."
•'Will you lend me half a million to

get my airship in running order ?"—W.
D. Neebit, in October LippincoU's Maga~

>vwww*wwwwww^^w^^^v>^*^**www^*^>

CAUTION!
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that after October ist

we are expecting a drop in the thermometer, and

it will continue to drop until we get cold weather

followed by snow storms.

IT WILL, THEREFORE, BE WISE if you prepare yourself with the

necessary articles for comfort.

INE OF OUR HEATERS will protect you during the intense cold

days, and the cost of it is not much.

E HAVE THEM from Si.oo up, and if you will write us we will

be will be pleased to send you cuts of them.

e also sell the "CELEBRATED FITZ LEE" stove at factory

prices.

Our line of FURNITURE for this season is complete in every way,

and prices positively the lowest.

M. R0SENBL00M & SON, The Mail Order House,

1536 E. Main Street, Adjoining New Main Street Depot, RICHMOND, VA.

Your mail orders will receive prompt attention.

All goods properly packed for shipment.

Farmers' $125 Saw Mill.

Cuts 2000 ft. lumber a day with only 4 h. p.

Our large, handsome catalogue tells all

about the famous DeLoach Variable Fric-
tion Peed Saw Mills, 4 to 100 h. p., H25 up.
DeLoach Saw Mill Machinery, Planers,
Shingle, Lath and Corn Mills, Water
Wheels, etc. Write for catalogue and price
f. o. b. your depot. DeLoach Mill Mrs.
Co., Box 600. Atlanta, G». (Branch, 130
Liberty St., New York.)

T STANDS FOR BIG CROPS. STANDARD EVERYWHERE.

For uniform drilling of grains, any kind
per acre for grass seed sowing and eren distributi

py, damp or dry fertilizers, nothing equals the

Low-Down
Grain and Fertiizer

force feed for fertilizer, grain and grass seed. Drills
any depth, perfect regulation, low steel or wood frame, high
wheels with broad tires. Easy to fill and operate. Light
draft. Investigate before baying. Write fT free catalocrue.

SPANGLES. MANFG. CO.. 50t QTTEEN STREET, TORE; PA

SPANGLER

6 SHORTHORN BULL CALVES,
THE
OAKS.

(Eligible to registry) FOR SALE; Also 4 Grades.

100 high-grade SHROPSHIRE EWES ; good ones, and some of them bred,

offered a better lot of stock.

I never

B. B. BUCHANAN, Bedford City. Va.

BALE YOUR OWN HAY,
Little Giant Hay Press Co., Dalias, Tex

Finishes a perfect bale of standard size, either
light or heavy. Write for descriptive circulars

Millet, Sorghum. Pea Vines, etc.,

with a LITTLE GIAHT. the only
perfected high capacity hand
power PRESS on the market.
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FUNNY ADVERTISEMENTS.
Curiously worded advertisements,which

are funny without intent, are common hi

the London papers it would seem. A con-

temporary recently offered a prize, says

the Bfanchest r Guardian, for the best

collection of such announcements, and
the following is the result

:

"Annual sale now on. Don't go else-

where to be cheated—come in here."

"A lady wants to sell her piano, as she
is going abroad in a strong iron frame."

" For sale—A piano iorte, the property

of a musician with carved legs."
" Wanted—A room by two gentlemen

about 30 feet long and 20 feet broad."
" Wanted—By a respectable girl, her

passage to New York ; willing to take

care of two children and a good sailor."
" Mr. Brown, furrier, begs to announce

that he will make up gowns, capes, etc.,

for ladies out of their own skins."
" Bull dogs for sale ; will eat anything

;

very fond of children."
" Wanted—A boy to be partly outside

and partly behind the counter."
" Wanted—For summer, a cottage for a

small family with good drainage."

"Lost—Near Highgate Archway, an
umbrella belonging to a gentleman with
a bent rib and a bone handle."

" Widow in comfortable circumstances
wishes to marry two sons."

" To be disposed of, a mail phaeton, the

property of a gentleman with a moveable
headpiece as good as new."
The last is a copy of an inscription

painted on a board which adorned a fence
in Kent

:

" Notis—If any man's or woman's cows
gets into these here otes, his or her tail

will be cut off as the case may be."

There was a king once who upbraided
his couriers for paying excessive atten-

tion to ceremony. " Your Majesty," re-

plied a courier, " forgets that you your-
self are only a ceremony." This is prac-

tically the text of the article which W.
T. Stead contributes to the Cosmopolitan
for October on the real significance of the
Coronation. Mr. Stead throws an inter-

esting light on the King's habits of life

and mental attitude toward his subjects,

and compares the state of democracy in
Great Britain with the democracy of the
United States. Even those who do not
altogether agree with Mr Stead's conclu-
sions always find him interesting as a
writer, and " The Corona'ion and its Sig
nificance " is no exception to the rule.

" What a Father Can Do for His Son

'

is the title of one of the most instructive

articles which has ever appeared in a
magazine. Prof. Harry Thurston Pe;k
discusses this subject in the October Cos-
mopolitan in a way to be entertaining to

fathers, mothers and sons. The essay
wil. have a wide range of readers.

BERKSHIRE PIGS..
I have for sale 40 thoroughbred

Berkshire Pigs, from 4 to 6 weeks
old. These are fine pigs ; will Bt 11

in lots to suit. Prices cheap.
Address

H. SW1NEFORD, Richmond, Vs.

Uncle Sam says it's

all right
TJncle Sam. In the person of ten of his government officials. Is always In charge of every

department of our distillery. During the entire process of distillation, after the whiskey
is stored in barrels in our warehouses, during the seven years it remains there, from the
very grain we buv to the whiskey you get. Uncle Sam is constantly on the watch. We dare
not take a gallon of our own whiskey from our own warehouse unless he says it's all right.

And when he does say so. that whiskev goes direct to you. with all its original strength, rich-

ness and flavor, carrying a UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLERS GUARAN-
TEE df PURITY and AGE. and saving the dealers' enormous profits. That's why
HAYNER WHISKEY is the best for medicinal purposes. That's why it is preferred for

other uses. That's why we have over a quarter of a million satisfied customers. That's
why YOU should try it. Your money back if you're not satisfied.

Direct from our distillery to YOU
Saves Dealers' Profits ! Prevents Adulteration I

HAYNER WHISKEY
PURE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD RYE

4 FULL $0:22 EXPRESS
QUARTS O" " PREPAID

We will send you FOUR FULL QUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'S SEVEN-
YEAR-OLD RYE for $3.20. and we will pay the express charges. Try it and
If you don't find it all right and as good ns you ever used or can buy from
anybody else at any price, send it back at our expense, and your 13.20 will be
returned to you by next mail. Just think that offer over. How could it be
fairer:' If you are not perfectly satisfied, you are not out a cent. Better let

us send you a trial order. If you don't want four quarts yourself, get a
friend to join you. We ship in a plain sealed case, no marks to show what's
inside.

Orders for Ariz., Cal.. Col.. Idaho. Mont..Nev„ N.Mex.. Ore.. Utah. Wish.
or Wvo. must be on the basis of 4 Quarts for 84.00 by Expri ss
Prepaid or »0 quarts for 816.00 by Freight Prepaid.

Write our nearest office and do it NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO ST. LOUIS, MO. ST. PAUL. MM' W,

33 DlSTTLLEBY, TROT, O. ESTABLISHED 1866

**4!

Japan Plums
And all other desirable standard and new
varieties of PLUMS, APPLE, PEACH,
PEAR and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, Etc

HEADQUARTERS FOR TENNESSEE
PROLIFIC STRAWBERRY.

The Most Reliable Variety Evir Grown in

the South.

Three hundred aud fifty acres under cultivation. Write ua
if you contemplate planting. Catalogue free.

AGENTS WANTi-D. WRITE FOR TERMS.

W. T. HOOD <5c
OLD DOMINION NURSERY.

CO.
RICHMOND, VA.
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The most popular Machine in use for Peanut Picking and Grain Threshing are the

HEEBNERS.
LITTLE GilANT and

PENNSYLVANIA
Machines, and they have splendid improvements for 1902.

They are built in first class manner, and are strong and dur-

able. The price is within the reach of all. We guarantee
them to do the work satisfactorily. We will mail catalogue
and testimonials, and quote prices on application.

RUBBER, LEATHER
and

G&NDY BELTING.

FRICK'S "ECLIPSE"
ENGINES and BOILERS.

ERIE ENGINES and BOILERS.

THE CELEBRATED

CHASE" SAW MILLS

"LITTLE
SAMPSON"
Automatic
Engine.

This cut shows our 5 and 7 h.p, "Little
Sampsom " Vertical Automatio Engine, for" HE I AAPU " MAPHINFRY running tnjeihers. Peanut Pickers,

6
cutting

feed, sawing wood, etc.
Larger size also furnished.

STRATTON & BRAGG, 20 and 22 N. Sycamore St., Petersburg,Va.

WAGONS and BUGGIES
MADE

RIGHT HERE

AT HOME

The BARBOUR BUGGY CO.,

The HUGHES BUGGY CO.,

The VIRGINIA WAGON CO.

All of Virginia.

These vehicles are guaranteed to be as good as can be Sought elsewhere ; material and workman-
ship unsurpassed ; all sizes and styles, prices low. We can save you time, money and freight by
purchasing our vehicles. Send for our illustrated catalogues. Drop in our warehouse and inspect our
stock. Inquiries cheerfully answered.

WE ARE ALSO AGENTS FOR THE DEERING CORN BINDER.
RICHMOND BUGGY & WAGON CO., 1433 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.

J. T. DUNN, Manager.
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MEASURING HAY IN THE STACK.

There has been considerable inquiry in

your columns for a method of measuring

hay in the stack. I enclose copy of a bill

recently introduced by myself aud passed

in the Legislature of New Mexico

:

Section 1. The following rule and meth-

od of measuring loose hay in the stack,

and specifying the cubical contents of a

ton of loose hay, is hereby established :

Sec. 2. Measure the stack for length,

width, and the " over." To get the

"over," throw a tape line over the stack

at an average place, from ground to

ground, drawing it tightly. Multiply the

width by the over, and d'ivide this result

by four, multiply result of division by the

length for approximate cubical contents

of stack. To reduce to tons, for hay that

has stood in stack less than 20 days, di-

vide cubical contents by 512 ; for more
than 20 and less than 60 days, divide cu-

bical contents by 422 ; for more than 60

days, divide cubical contents by 380. Ex-
ample : Stack measures 17 feet wide, 58

feet long, and 36 feet over. Stack has

stood 15 days. Multiply 17 by 36, equals

612. Divide 612 by 4, equals 153. Mul-
tiply 153 by length 58, equals 8,874, which
gives the cubical contents in feet. Divide

8,874 by 512, equals 17.3 tons in a stack.

I have carefully tested this rule on

several different stacks and kinds of hay.

Hay measured in the stack under this

rule will bale out in weight to within 5

per cent, of its measurement, which is

far closer than any other rule of meas-

urement I have ever been able to get

hold of, and in drawing up this law, and
the investigation preceding it, I secured

over fifty different systems of measure-

ment from almost every part of the

United States.

1 believe this rule will prove as nearly

correct as is possible to be figured out,

and hope it may prove of interest to your
readers.—Wm. C. Barnes, Colfax Co.,

N. M., in Breeder's Gazette.

A tramp rapped at a door the other

day, and asked the woman if she could

spare him a piece of bread. " No, I

can't," replied the woman. " I am a

policeman's wife, and if my husband
were in, he would take you." " Well,"

Baid the tramp, " if he'd take you, he'd

take anybody." (Collapse of woman.)

A colored girl happened to meet a gen-

tleman going down a street in New Or-

leans, and nearly came in collision with

him. Then both made for the other side

of the path, and another collision was
imminent. They then danced back, and
dodged again, when the girl suddenly
stopped and said, " See heah, mister,

what am dis gwine to be—a schottische

or a waltz ?"

One of those women who have an an-

tipathy for tobacco entered a streetrcar

the other day, and inquired of the man
sitting next to her, " Do you chew tobac-

co, sir?"
" No, madam, I do not," was the reply,

" but I can get you a chew if you want
one."

—

October Lippincott's Magazine.

Mention the Southern Planter when cor-

responding with advertisers.
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LEE'S LIME
The Old Reliable for WHEAT, OATS,
CLOVER and OTHER GRASSES; has
stood the test for twenty-five
years, being composed principally
of Hydrate of Lime, Sulphate of
Lime and Potash.

If you wish to IMPROVE your land, use a ton to four acres for

WHEAT and CLOVER, or if you wish to seed it for other GRASSES
where the land is in good condition, nse the same quantity and it will give
you a good STAND and GROWTH of GRASS. For reclaiming POOR
land, where there is little or no VEGETATION, COVER naked places
wit> li ter from the barnjard or forest, using the same quantity, and sow
winter OATS and CLOVER.

FRUIT TREES.
Maj. G. A. Barksdale of Richmond, Va., has used our PREPARED
LIME on his fruit trees, and says it has made wonderful improve-
ment, both in the condition of the trees and quality of the fruit.

OUR SPECIAL
i WHEAT FERTILIZER.

TVe put this brand on the market only a few years ago, and have had
very flattering results. The best farmers sav that they get better

STAND and GROWTH of GRASS and CLOVER from it than
from other fertilizers. This we can confidently recommend for

COEN-LAND or any ofier land of fair fertility.

PLAIN SHELL LIME
Constantly on hand at lowest prices.

No. 1 WOOD-BURNT LIME
In car lots at lowest market price from kilns.

Send for Circular and Prices.

A. S. LEE & SON, 102 S. 13th Street, Richmond, Va.

CHARTERED IB70.

Merchants National Bank
Capital Stack, laoo.oot.co

Sorplui and Profits, $531 ,000,00

OF RICHMOND. VA.

Designated Depository of the United States, City of

Richmond and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore
and New Orleans, this Bank offers superior facilities for

direct and quick collections.

JNO. K. BRANCH.
Vice-President

DiRBCTOBS,^rohn P. Branch, B. B. Monford, Chas. B. StringfeUow, Thos. B. Scott, B. W.
Branch, Fred. W. Scott, Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. K. Branch, A. 8. Buford, K. O. Morton. Andrew
Ptulnl, Jr., J. P. George, Alex. Hamilton, Sam'l. T. Morgan.
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SHELBURNE'S
Is the BEST WAREHOUSE.

in Richmond, the BEST MARKET for all grades of Tobacco. It

is the home of sun and air cured Tobacco and headquarters for
flue-cured and shipping types. Here are located the head offices and
stemmeries of all the large corporations, Regie representatives and the
largest number of independent factories and buyers in the United States.

SHELBURNE'S WAREHOUSE
Has the largest lighted space, insuring equal attention to every pile.

Ample accommodations in every way for all our customers.

Correspondence solicited.

SILAS SHELBURNE & SON, Props., 12th and Canal Sts, RICHMOND, VA.

Pedigrees traced and tabulated. Catalogues compiled and cir-

culars prepared. Special attention given registration

matters pertaining to thoroughbred and trotting horses

..BY..

W. J. CARTER (Broad Rock),

P. O. Box 929, RICHriOND, VA.
Correspondent of

Richmond Times, Richmond, Va.
Southern Planter, Richmond, Va.
Spirit of the Times, New York.
Kentucky Stock Farm, Lexington, Ky.

REFERENCES.—Mr. A. B. Gwathmey, Cotton Exchange, New
York; Mr. W. N. Winner, of Wilmer & Canfleld, Lawyers. 49 Wall St.,
New York ; Col. K. M. Murchison, Banker, Wilmington, N. C; Mr. L.
Banks Holt, Proprietor Oneida Cotton Mills and Alamance Farm, Gra-
ham., N. C; Col. B. Cameron, Fairntosh Stud Farm, Stag
vllle, N. C; MaJ. P. P. Johnson, President National Trotting Associa-
tion. Lexington, Ky. ; Mr. Thos. N. Carter, President Metropolitan
Bank, Richmond, Va.; Mr. Jas. Cox, Belgravta Stock Farm, Mt. Jack-
son, Va. ; Capt. John L. Roper, Foxhall Stock Farm, Norfolk, Va.

;

Capt. R. J. Hancock, Ellerslie Stud Farm, Charlottesville, Va. ; Ram 1
]

Walton, Walton Farm. Falls Mills, Va.

1902. IN THE STUD AT 1902.

KELLY, 22283. Record, 2:27.

Bay Horse; Foaled 1859.

(See American Erotting Registry, VolJ XV.)
Sired by Electioneer 125. First dam, Esther, dam of Expres-

sive 3, 2:12* ; Express, 2:21, etc.; by Express. Second
dam, Colisseum, by Colossus.

(For further extension of pedigree, see 8tud Book )Note—Kelly is not only richly bred, but he represents the
highest type of a trotter, having grand size and the form and
finish of a thoroughbred. He is the sire of McChesney, 2:16f

FEE, $25 the season, with usual return privilege.

Address JAMES COX.
Belgravla Farm, Mt. Jackson, Shenandoah, Co., Va.

FOR SALE ATA BARGAIN
The fine Hackney Stallion,

HEIDRIGK,
Bay horse, 16 hands high, 4 years old.

Bred by A. J. Drexel, Philadelphia. Sired by imp. Danegelt, dam imp. Heroine.
This horse has great natural action, and is capable of getting the highest class harness horses.

His colts are most promising.
B. Mountain, out of Heroin, has won numerous prizes at New York and Boston.

ADDRESS W. J. CARTER, Box 929. Richmond, Va.
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The following list of papers and periodicals

an the most popular ones In this section.

We can SAVE YOD MONEY on whatever

Journal you wish.

DAILIES. unci with
ALONE. PLANTER.

The Dlspatoh. Richmond, Va 1 3 00 1 3 00

•• _.. S 00 3 00The Times,

The Post, Washington, D. C 8 00

8EMI-WEEKLIES.
The Dispatch, Richmond, Va....™~ 1 00

The World (thrloe-a-week), N. Y 1 00

WEEKLIES.
Harper's Weekly * *•

•« Baiaar... - 1 00

Montgomery Advertiser.- — 1 00

Nashville American __ 50

The Baltimore Sun ™ — 1 00

Breeder's Gazette * 00

Hoard's Dairyman - 1 00

Country Gentleman. ~ 1 60

The Times, Richmond, Va. —. 60

Religions Herald, Richmond, Va.... 2 00

Central Presbyterian, " " ... 2 00

Christian Advocate, " " ... 1 60

Turf, Fleldand Farm. * 00

Spirit of the Times - * 00

Horseman ' 00

SEMI-MONTH LIES.

Wool Markets and Sheep *0

Dairy and Creamery 50

Commercial Poultry 50

All three 1 50

MONTHLIES.
North American Review 6 00

I 00

1

1 25

4 00

] 40

1 00

75

1

1 7.5

2 25

2 60

1 75

4 00

4 00

3 00

5 00

The Century Magazine 41 00 4 25

St Nloholas "

Llpplncott'e
"

Harper's "

Forum
Borlbner's

Frank Leslies

OosmopoUUn "

Everybody's "

Mnnsey
Btrand
MoClure'i "

Puritan
"

Review of Reviews..

Leisure Hours....

300
2 60

4 00

800
300
100
1 00

1 00

100
1 25

1 00

1 00

260
1 00

Blooded Stock. - 60 50

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more

of the publications named, you can arrive at

the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from "our prloe with the Planter." If

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-

tions not listed here, write us and we will

cheerfully quote clubbing or net subscription

rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire

until later can take advantage of our club

rates, and have their subscription advanced

one year from date of expiration of their

subscription to either the Planter or any of

the other publications mentioned.

Dont hesitate to write us for any informa-

tion desired ; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish no tampU oopietot other perl-

Seed House of the South.
TIMOTHY.

BrCKWHEAT.
OATS and

CASE BEES.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable HELD A>D GARDEN SEEDS •«

every variety at Lowest Market rates, included in which
are RAGLAXDS PEDIGREE TOBACCO SEEDS.

.WaT ALSO SILL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn. Wheat. Potatoes, &c.

Pure Raw-Bone Heal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing; Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price our goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son,
IOI6 Main Street
LYNCHBURC, VA.

'»2>'">CO^fr##'^f>CO^POCHIl

Headquarters for

Nursery Stock.
We make a specialty of handling dealers' orders.

ALL. STOCK TRUE TO NAME.

Apples,

Pears,

Peach,
Plum,
Apricots,

Nectarines, Pecans, Ornamental and
Cherry, Chestnuts, Shade Trees,
Quinces, Walnuts, Evergreens,
Almonds, Small Fruits, Roses, Etc.

CALIFORNIA PRIVET, for Hedging. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

..AGENTS WANTED..

FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY Co., Baltimore, Md.
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OHIO FEED AND ENSILAGE CU ER.
For hand or power. The strongest,

simplest and BEST MADE. Write for

prices, catalogues and testimonials.

CANE MILLS
AND

EVAPORATORS
We are agents for the celebrated

"Kentucky" Mill and "Cook's Im-

proved Evaporator." At least the

equal of any made, and far superior

to most.

PEA HULLERS >—I* will PaY to inspect the " STAB." Will

hull and clean from 10 to 15 bushels of peas every hour.

DISC HARROWS.-Send for special catalogue of the "THOMAS," lightest draft and strongest harrow made.

OWECO AND PENNSYLVANIA DISC GRAIN DRILLS
With or without fertilizer attachment.

THE IDEAL FEED MILL AND POWER COMBINED
Has no equal for grinding shelled grain, corn and cob into excellent feed. The Horse-Power is very useful for running

other machinery as well. A full line of mills for horse and steam power.

THE No. 19 IDEAL
MILL.

For one horse. A very useful size for

small farms. Price, $15.00.

PLOWS.
Try an " Impprial " and you will not

want any other. It is admitted by all who
have used it to be the best in the world.

WAGONS, BUGGIES, CARRIAGS, HARRNESS AND SADDLES.
The most complete line in the State. Write for special catalogue.

FANNING M I LLS.—We can strongly recommend the " Lyons " for cleaning any kind of grain or

grass seed. Does its work clean, and praised by every one who has used it.

BALING PR ESSES.—For a serviceable press at a low price, we think the " Lyle" is the best

on the market. Supplied with or without power attachmenl. Write for descriptive circulars.

EVERYTHING THE FARM NEEDS WE CAN SUPPLY, AND THAT AT A CLOSE PRICE.

THE IMPLEMENT COMPANY, 1302 and 1304 E. Main St, Richmond, Va,

The manager of the Fresno, California,

Fruit Canning Company has invented a
plan for the removal of the skins of
peaches by means of a solution which has
been analyzed by Professor Hilgard, of
the State University, and pronounced by
him to be harmless. A series of revolv-

ing brushes removes the skins, and the
rinsing process prepares the peaches for

pitting and canning. It is stated that by
this process four tons of peaches will pro-
duce as much canned fruit as five tons by
the old method.

When corresponding with advertisers,

kindly mention that you saw their adver-
tisement in the Southern Planter.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
EXTENDING FROM CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, AND

THROUGH ITS CONNECTIONS —
THE BIG FOUR. SYSTEM, from Chicago, St. Louis, Peoria, Indianapolis,

Sandusky and Cleveland

;

THE OHIO CENTRAL LINES, from Toledo and Columbus;
THE CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON, from Detroit, Toledo, Lima

and Dayton

—

FORMS THE MOST DIRECT AB!,^«?.,&?eK:«,T• ROUTE.
To STAUNTON, LYNCHBUBG, CHABLOTTEBVILLE,

BICHMOND, PETEBSBUBG, NOBPOLK,
And Principal Virginia Point*.

H. W. FULLER, G«b. Pass. Agt 0. * 0. By., Washington, D. 0.
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RURAL BOOHS <& ^ s
Keep abreast of the times by read-

ing the latest works pertaining to
rural affairs. We can supply almost
any book you want, but name here
only a few

:

FEEDS AND FEEDING, by Henry - $2.00, delivered,

FERTILITY OF THE LAND, by Roberts, 1.25, "

ELEMENTS OF AGRICULTURE, by McRryde, 75,

Every farmer should have these
books, as they contain much valuable
information and are well worth the
price charged.

ii

POULTRY BOOKS ^ ^
We mention below three Poultry

Books which should be in the hands
of every poultry raiser in the country

:

STANDARD PERFECTION POULTRY BOOK, by Shoemaker, 50c.

POULTRY APPLIANCES and HANDICRAFT, by Fiske, 50c.

POULTRY ARCHITECTURE, by Fiske, 50c
These books contain valuable infor-

mation in regard to Breeding, Hatch-
ing and Marketing Poultry, together
with hundreds of suggestions as to
labor-saving devices, pens, coops,
houses, etc.

THE SOUTHERN PLANTER, - Richmond, Va.
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THE RICHMOND PLUMBING
AND MANTEL CO.,

26 N. Ninth Street, RICHMOND, VA.,

Has just received
an entirely new
Stock and com-
plete line of

STOVES, RANGES, FURNACES,

MANTELS, GAS and ELECTRIC

FIXTURES, FILTERS, TILING and

FIRE-PLACE TRIMMINGS.

We are contractors for

PLUMBING, TINNING, SHEET-METAL

WORK and ELECTRIC WIRING.

Correspondence Solicited.

CALL AND INSPECT OUR SHOW-ROOMS.

BDSY! BUSY! BUSY!
THAT'S NO NAME FOR IT; THAT'S WHY OUR AD IS NO LARGER

THIS ISSUE--WE ARE TOO BUSY TO GET UP ONE.

Look Over This in a Hurry and You Will Surely "REGRET IT."

Best Family Flour, bbl 3

Granulated Sugar
Rock Candy Syrup, gallon

Something fine, regular price, 60 cents.

Pure Lard, any quantity

2,000 bushels Clover Seed
10,000 bushels Choice Seed Wheat
40,000 bushels Winter Seed Oats
Arbuckle's Cofiee
Golden Rio Cofiee
Country Cured Side Bacon
10 000 bales Choice Timothy Hay
New Cut Herrings, dozen
McDermott's Fine Malt Whiskey, sure cure for chills

and fever, loss of appetite, dyspepsia, consump-
tion, sleeplessness, enriches the blood and builds

up the system. No family should be without a

4 25

a
40

12
2 90

11

10

12*

70
12

bottle 85

$9.00 per dozen.

Juniper Gin, for kidney and bladder troubles. Cures
weak and lame back, per gallon 2 00

Old Northampton Apple Brandy, per gallon 2 00
Clemmer Whiskey, per gallon 2 00

Will sell any quantity of these medicines at same
price.

New Large, Fat Mackerel in 15-lb. buckets 98

The regular price is 11.50, we are overstocked and
want to move them.

New Prunes 5
Octagon Soap, 100 cakes 4 00

Finest English Breakfast Tea 45

Carolina Rice 6
Home-Made Blackberry Brandy, per gal., including jug.. 75

SEND FOR OUR PRICE-LIST.

Send me your orders, and if I don't save you big money on your
Groceries, Seeds, Peed and Medicines I will be

very much disappointed.

D. O'SULUVAN, Eighteenth and Main Streets, Richmond, Va.
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Milwaukee Com Husker and Fodder Shredder
With Blower or Carrier. Manufactured in four sizes: Large ma-

chines for thresbernien, and small machines for farmers' own use.
Read list of only a few of the many using the MILWAUKEE Husker.

R. L. Bruce, Medlock, Va.,

J. C. «egar, Lewiston, Va.,

J. A. Graham, Hanover. Va.,

L. E. Williams, Eofleld, Va.,

Julian Roffin, Old Church, Va.,

SI. L. Norvell, Island, Va.,

s. H. Ivey, Petersburg, Va..

J. A. Maddox, Triangle, Va..

W. H Walton, Rice Depot, Va..

T. S Wilson, News Kerry. Va.,

Edmund Ruffin, Old Church, Va., Geo. R. Land, Boydton, Va.,

A. T. Broaddus, Old Church, Va.. C. C. Moore, Charlotte, N. C.
H. S. Saunders, Shirley. Va., R. F. Broaddus, New Berne, N. C,
C. C. Branch, Toano, Va., Col. B. Cameron, Stagville, N. C.

The above parties will cheerfully give you testimonials as to the

merits of the MILWAUKEE. We are ready at all times to go in the

field with any o'her husker made, and will guarantee the MILWAU-
KEE to be the best made ; and will also guarantee it to do more work
than any other made, and shell less corn, and cost less for repairs and
last longer. Write the parties that are using them: also write for

special circulars and testimonials we have, which will be sent with
pleasure.

Chattanooga Cane Mills and

Evaporators.
Superior Grain Drills.

Plain and Fertilizer Hoe and Disc

Drills—All sizes.

Steel Lever Harrows.

Spring-tooth Harrows, all sizes,
plain and with levers ; Smoothing
Harrows, and anything in the Harrow
line always on hand at bottom prices.

Tiger Disc Harrows.

The Scientific Grinding Mills.

Are unequalled for grinding Ear
Corn, shucks on or off Corn, Oats,

Wheat and all other grains singly or

mixed.

Power mils in five sizes ; 2 to 30
horse-power.

Sweep Mills In two styles.

Qeared Mills in four styles.

Special prices given on Studebaker wood Saws for Long or Short Wood,
and Brown Wagons. Buggies w tf fiu , Fnme

and Carts.

DON'T FORGET!
Ill the merchants
l town who claim

to sell Oliver Plows and Repairs only sell the

Imitation, Bogus, Cheap Goods. The only

place in Richmond, Va., to buy Genuine Oli-

ver Plows and Repairs is at 1436 and 113S East

Main Street, from

Wheelbarrow Seeders, Cahoon
Seeders.

Hutchinson One-Tub Cider Mills,

made in two sizes.

Write for special catalogue and
price on any implement

wanted.

ROSS
Fodder Cutters, Fodder
Shredders, Cutters for
all purpotes, Corn Shel-
lers, Grinding Mills.
Horse Powers and
Wood Saws.

HENING & NUCKOLS, e&TS&rU 1436-38 E. Main Street, RICHMOND. U.



Agricultural Implements and Machinery
The Hocking Valley Cider and Wine Mills

Have crushing roJlers made of wood, which
impart no table or discoloration to the juice.

Buckeye Grain and Fertilizer Drill
With hoes or disc. Drills grain of all kinds,
corn, peas, grass seed and fertilizers.

Our Five-Hoe Drill
For seeding between rows of standi
a great success.

Continental Disc Harrows,
Changed to straight or slanting tooth without
stopping team.

Ensilage and Feed Cutters.
Capacities from 600 to 16,000 pounds per hour.

The Union Cutter.
Crushes the stalk after it leaves the knives-
far superior to shredding.

The Combined Feed Mill and Horse Power
Is indispensable to everv farmer. Grinds

rushing rollers.
corPv shelled or on cob, grain of all kinds
and is a flrt*tclas< horse-power for any pur-
pose. Three machines in one.

The McCormick Corn Binder
Works like a grain binder, cutting and tieiug
the corn and delivering in bundles.

The McCormick Husker and Shredder
The most complete machine of its class made
The very low price brings it within the mean
of all.

Corn Shellers
For band or power, separating corn from cob

Churns— Improved Buckeye
Rocker.

Unequalled for cheapness, with
simplicity, strength, durability
and perfect work.

CYCLONE
Feed and Ensilage Cutters.

Cane Mills and Evaporators.
Turned rollers, steel shafts, brass
boxes, enclosed gearing. Made of
special iron of great strength.

Portable Evaporators
With furnace. Pans of galvanized
steel or copper.

Cucumber Wood Pumps
With porcelain-lined cylinder, for
wells up to 45 feet in depth.

The Hancock Disc Plow,
Improved for 1902.

Will work in any land, and with less draft
than any other disc plow.

Hand Power Press.

Full Circle Horse-Power Press.

THE WATT PLOW CO.,
Fr^ro£h

£;
eets>



The

NORTHWESTERN
MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

ORQANIZED 1857. PURELY MUTUAL.

This Company has paid over ONE MILLION DOLLARS in Virginia, in death losses alone, without contest or

compromise of a single policy.

Ask any policy-holder of the NORTHWESTERN how he likes the Company. We have policy holders in every

county in the State, whose names and other information on the subject will be furnished to any one contemplating

life insurance, or desiring to represent

THE BEST COMPANY FOR THE POLICY-HOLDER.

T. ARCHIBALD CARY, General Agent, 1201 E. Main Street, Richmond, Va.

STRONG. HEALTHY AND SLEEK HORSES '

Are the inevitable result of giving OWENS & MINOR'S DIXIE CON-

DITION POWDERS. If you wish fat and smooth Cattle and healthy

Milch Cows, give

DIXIE CONDITION POWDERS.
For RHEUMATISM, SPRAINS, STRAINS and all PAINS use

DIXIE NERVE AND BONE LINIMENT-Beet on earth for Man or

Beast Large Bottle 25 cts. ; everywhere. i
- OWENS & MINOR DRUG CO., Richmond, Va. \

Farmers Must use Fertilizers to Succeed.
We offer them the following Brands, with full confidence in their merits

:

"TRAVERS' WHEAT and GRASS FERTILIZER,"

"CAPITAL" BONE-POTASH FERTILIZER,

"TRAVERS' DISSOLVED BONE PHOSPHATE,"

"BEEF, BLOOD and BONE FERTILIZER,"

"STANDARD" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE,

"CAPITAL" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE.

8®-We especia'y recommend ORCHILLA GUANO for GRASS or

CLOVER. It makes it grow where all other fertilizers fail. It equals

Raw Bone, at a much less price, and makes poor land rich.

WRITE FCR PRICES. OTHER BRANDS FOR OTHER CROPS.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO., Manufact'rs, Richmond, Va.
Branch Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.

The STATE BANK OF VIRGINIA
JOHN 8. ELLETT, Preeid'L WM. M. HILL, Cashier.

CAPITAL, $500,000. SURPLUS, $240,000.
EICBCMOITD. - VIB3-HSTIA.
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THE BUCHER & GIBBS PLOW CO.,

,.
THE'lM^KTHEWMtl

CANTON, OHIO
MANUFACTURE A FULL LINE OF

PLOWS in all sizes; SPIKE-TOOTH, SPRING-

TOOTH and DISC HARROWS; ONE-HORSE
CULTIVATORS, and LAND ROLLERS.

This popular Plow is

made strong and durable.

Gives satisfaction to the

farmer.

Our full line of goods for

sale by

the implement company,
Catalogue Free. General Agents, 1302- 1 304 E. Main St., RICHMOND, VA.

»A<VVWSA**A^>AAAAA*VWS»NiN*A*/

TOR THE Wheat and Grass Crops

"STAR BRAND"

GUANO,
McOavock Mixture, Acid Phosphate,

Or DISSOLVED S. C. BONE, Etc.

ALLISON & ADDISON, EKTSEau. «... Richmond,, Va.,

MANUFACTURERS.
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Agriculture is the nursing mother of the Arts.--XENOPHON.

Tillage and pasturage are the two breasts of the State. —SULLY.

63d Year. Richmond, November, 1902. No. 11.

Farm Management.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

The month of October up to this writing (21st) has

been one of the finest we have ever known for making
progress in the saving of the crops and the prepara-

tion and seeding of the land with fall crops. The days

have been fine and bright and the nights not too cold.

Except in the mountain sections of the western parts

of the Southern States there has been no frost to do

injury, and even there the frosts have been few and
light. As a consequence of this great progress has

been made in saving corn and forage crops ; all the

tobacco crop has been secured without injury, and cot-

ton picking has made rapid progress—much of the

area planted in that crop, except in the far South, be-

ing safely gathered and now going forward to market.

Tobacco is already being marketed freely, and fine

prices are being made, even lugs selling for from $4.00

9.00 per hundred. Winter oats have been mostly

seeded and some wheat is already sown.

Wheat sowing should be pushed forward now as fast

as the land can be got ready as all danger from injury

by the fly is practically past. Whilst we thus urge

the completion of the seeding of wheat we would cou-

ple this advice with the further advice not to seed

until the land is well prepared and a fine surface and

well consolidated sub surface is secured. The yield of

the wheat crop this year in the South was a poor one,

and the general average yield year by year is not by

any means what it ought to be. In Virginia, in 1901,

the yield of wheat was only a little over 10 bushels to

the acre. This year it will be still less. In North and
South Carolina the yield was only a little over 8 bush-

els to the acre. In Maryland the yield in 1901 was
over 17 bushels to the acre, whilst in Kentucky the

yield was 12 bushels to the acre. Maryland in 1901

made 13,315,139 bushels of wheat on 774,136 acres of

land, whilst Virginia made only 9,680,192 bushels on
888,890 acres. No natural soil or climatic conditions

exist to account for so large a difference between the

yields in Maryland and Virginia and North and South

Carolina. The true cause of the difference we believe

to be the much better preparation of the land before

seeding the crop in Maryland than is the case in the

other three States, and also the fact that lime is much
more largely,used upon land in Maryland than in Vir-

ginia and North and South Carolina. The use of the

lime results in a much heavier growth of clover and

the other leguminous crops, and these in turn supply

the soil with more plant-food, which is made available

for the wheat crop by a better system of rotation and
more perfect cultivation and preparation of the soil.

Wheat is a crop that will forage widely for plant food,

but as pointed out by the late Sir J. B. Lawes, to en-

able it to do this the land on which it can secure it

must he well prepared before the seed is sown. A week
spent in better fitting one acre of land before seeding

will be much more profitably spent than in plowing

and fitting an extra acre to be seeded. There is no
reason whatever why the average yield of wheat per
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acre in Virginia and North and South Carolina shonld

not be doubled and that without the expenditure of

one dollar more per acre in fertilizer. Early and bet

ter plowing and cultivation of the soil, the growir.g of

clover and cow-peas and the application of a dressing

of from 20 to 30 bushels of lime to the acre once in

each rotation of crops will effect the object. The truth

of this is shown by the wheat crop grown by Mr. Bell

wood at Drury's Bluff, Va., this year, particulars of

which were published in our July and September issues.

He made an average of over 29 bushels to the acre on

a 75 acre crop, grown on upland, and this without the

use of any fertilizers. There is time yet to improve

the condition of the seedbed and yet not be too late

in seeding. A crop of wheat that can be well seen

above ground before hard, frosty weather sets in will

almost invariably make a better yield than one which

is two or three inches high at that time. See to it that

after the crop Is sown proper provision is made for

draining all water away from the field so that it shall

not stand on the crop or the soil become water logged.

Wheat cannot grow in water. Lay off plenty of water

furrows, and see that all drains and ditches are cleaned

out and the mouths kept open.

Rye or rye and English vetch may yet be sown for

a winter cover and early spring forage crop. No

land should be left bare that can be gotten into seed

ing order before the end of the month. The winter

and spring rains will leach out of bare land large

quantities of nitrates which have accumulated under

the shade of crops in warm weather and not been util

ized by the crops. A growing winter crop will util-

ize these, and they can then be turned into the soil

again in spring, or be made to supply food for stoek.

The fine fall days, of which we are having so many

this year, ought to be fully utilized in getting home to

the barns and under cover all the late crops of hay,

millet, sorghum, peas and soy beans aa fast as they are

fit to store. The farmers of the South are much too

careless in attending to these things. They allow

crops, which have cost labor and money to raise, to

remain in the fields bleaching, weathering and wast

Ing long after they might be safely under cover If

given proper attention during the curing, and then in

winter and late spring complain of being short of feed

and compel stock to live on food containing little or

no nourishment. There is no excuse for this in a

country where we have such a long and usually fine

fall. See that the crops after being cut are given fre-

quent attention and exposed to the sun and wind until

sufficiently cured to keep, and then at once put them

under cover or into stacks. As fast as the corn is fit

to crib, let it be pulled and be hauled to the corn-

houie, and have the fodder tied up into bundles and
carried home, there to be run through the cutter or

shredder and then stored in the barn, or if no cutter

or shredder be available, have the fodder stacked up
near the barn, so as to be handy for feeding. It will

pay any farmer having even only a few acres of corn

to buy a shredder and shred his fodder as it comes
from the field. In this way he can put a large quan-

tity of fodder into* small space, and have it ready for

feeding in a shape in which the stock will not waste it.

Shredded fodder, when well saved, is almost the equi-

valent of good timothy hay in nutritive value, and
when fed in mixture with clover, cow-pea or soy bean
hay will make a ration upon which stock will not only

live, but thrive and fatten. Remember that more
than one third—nearly one half—of the nutritive value

of the corn crop is found in the fodder and stalks. No
farmer has a right to complain that he cannot make
farming pay who wastes this value by leaving his corn

fodder in the field all winter or fails to utilize it to the

best advantage by feeding it in a f»rm in which it will

be largely waited by the stock.

All root crops should be dug or pulled during this

month. Ruta bagas may, however, be safely left in

the ground until the end of the month. Even a sharp

frost will not hurt them, and they will gain more in

weight during this month than during any like period

in their growth. We wrote fully last month as to the

best method of storing and keeping these crops, and
to that issue we refer our readers.

Old pasture fields which have begun to fail in growth

and productiveness may be renovated and made to do
many more years of good service without being plowed

if taken in hand now. Let all bushes, stumps and
strong weeds and briers be grubbed out. Then take a
sharp-toothed drag harrow and harrow the field both

ways so as to tear up much of the old grass and loosen

the soil about the roots of the grass thoroughly. Then
take a horse rake and rake up all the trash harrowed

loose and haul the same off into the cattle or hog pen,

there to be made into manure. Apply a dressing of

25 or 30 bushels of lime to the acre broadcast. In

March sow one bushel of mixed pasture grass seed to

the acre, and four or five pounds of mixed clover seed

per acre, and harrow lightly. When dry enough, roll.

The grasses best to sow are orchard grass, perennial

rye, Virginia blue grass, and red top, mixed in equal

parte. The clovers should be red, alslke and white.

Do not turn stock on until the new seeding has made
a good growth, and do not graze too closely in the hot

summer months, and the pasture will then take on a

new life and be found useful probably for years.

In this issue will be found an article on '

' The Ma-
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nure Heap," to which we invite attention. It deals

with a subject which ought to have attention this

month. The stock will shortly be brought under

cover, and the question of the saving and disposal of

the manure made calls for solution. We have endeav

ored in the article to help in this matter. In the face

of the fact that in 1899, according to the census report,

the farmers of Virginia spent $3,681,790, the farmers

of North Carolina, $4,479,030 ; the farmers of South

Carolina, $4,494,410, and the farmers of Maryland,

$2,618,890, in the purchase of fertilizers, and that in

the year now closing they have no doubt spent even

more than these enormous sums, it would seem that it

would pay Southern farmers to give more attention to

the question of saving and utilizing the manure made
on their farms, or which might be made and saved

there with proper care given the matter. ^J^.

Keep the teams at work plowing all lands intended

to be cropped next year whenever the weather and
the land is dry enough. It is a mistake to suppose

that because we have not the hard frosts of the North
to disintegrate our lands in the winter, that it is there-

fore time wasted to plow them in the fall and winter.

What all our lands need is more frequent and deeper
plowing and cultivation. The attempt to grow crops

with only one plowing and two or three workings, is

proven a failure. Let us amend the system and
plow and subsoil in the fall and winter and repeat the

work in the spring. Cultivation is much more nearly

manure and fertilizer than many are willing to con-

cede. Besides these considerations, we need to plow
in the fall and winter to permit of the saving of the

rainfall. After the hot weather, the surface of the

land becomes so hard and baked that instead of the

rain sinking into the soil, it rung off into the nearest

creek and river and is largely lost, when the soil needs

it badly to meet crop requirements another year.

Break, and break deeply, and thus conserve the rain-

fell. What frost we do have will help to disintegrate

the soil when saturated with water. When practically

dry, it can do very little in this direction.

See that all barns, stables, sheds and buildings in

which cattle or stock of any kind are to ;be housed
are thoroughly cleaned out and lime-washed, and that

all roofs, doors and windows are .repaired and made
good. In the September issue we wrote'an article on
the making of cement floors for stables] and^barns, to

which we invite attention. We would much like to

see these floors put down more generally. They would
save much more than their cost in a very short time.

Have the barn yard fences and gates made good
and the yard itself repaired and drained, so that it

will not become a mud hole as soon as stock are
turned into it.

THE MANURE HEAP.

The barn -yard manure heap has been concisely and

accurately described as " the Farmers Savings Bank."

The function of a savings bank is to care for and accu-

mulate the small savings of the depositors until these

become large enough for permanent investment in

land, buildings, or other securities. This description

accurately defines the function of the manure heap. It

is a place where the daily voidings of the live stock of

the farmer are accumulated until they become large

enough to be applied with effect on the land for its

permanent improvement. Unless so saved and accu-

mulated nearly the whole value of these voidings are

lost. When allowed to remain where dropped in the

pasture or carelessly thrown out of the buildings in a

thin layer in the barnyard, unprotected from the wind,

rain and sun, a short time only is needed to dissipate

nearly the whole of the manurial value. American

farmers as a body, and Southern farmers pre eminent-

ly, are careless of the manurial products of their stock.

When charged with this they almost invariably reply

that the whole quantity of the manure which they

could save, even when ever so careful, would amount

to so small a quantity in comparison with their needs

of fertilizer that it is not worth while to give greater

care to the product. At this season of the year, when

the live stock is about to be housed for the winter, we

want to impress upon them that this view is a wholly

erroneous one and to urge upon them a change in their

system and a careful regard for the value of the ma-

nure. "A penny saved is a penny gained." A ton of

manure saved is money saved which it would other-

wise be necessary to expend in the purchase of fertil-

izer, and this money saving can be secured at practi-

cally little cost. It is much easier in most cases to save

the money value of a ton of manure than to find the

money wherewith to buy the equivalent plant-food

value in commercial fertilizer.

As we remarked above, the common reply, when a

farmer is charged with neglecting to save the manure,

is that the quantity, which at best he can save, is so

small that it is not worth the trouble. Let us look into

this matter. The manure produced per day by a flock

of sheep of 1,000 pounds weight is thirty-four pounds,

worth seven cents. Calves weighing 1,000 pounds,

sixty-seven pounds, worth six cents. Pigs weighing

1,000 pounds, eighty three pounds,worth sixteen cents.

Cows weighing 1,000 pounds, seventy-four pounds,

worth eight cents, and horses weighing 1,000 pounds,

forty eight pounds, worth seven cents. These values

are calculated on the market prices of commercial fer-

tilizers. Probabiy these values are too high because

of the fact that the plant-food in animal manure is not

so completely and readily available as in high grade

commercial fertilizers, but making liberal allowance
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for this and other considerations, Professor Roberts,

one of the most reliable and experienced investigators

on this subject, estimates that the value of the manure

produced on a small farm, carrying four horses, twenty

cows, fifty sheep and ten pigs during the seven winter

months, amounts to about $250. Now, how many

farmers having such a farm and owning such a num

ber of live stock, expend $250 per year in commercial

fertilizers, and even if they do they will certainly not

get as great a return in the long run from the applies

tion of this quantity of commercial fertilizer every

year as they will from the application of the farm yard

manure. The one form of fertilizer supplies to the

soil, in addition to the constituents supplied by the

commercial fertilizer, humus- making material which

the fertilizer absolutely lacks, and upon the humus

content of the soil largely depends the crop producing

capacity of the soil. It matters not how rich a soil

may be in nitrogen and mineral plant food, if it lacks

humus it will not produce to its capacity. Good com

meroial fertilizers, in consequence of the ready avail

ability of the form in which the constituents of plant-

food are supplied largely exhaust their effect in the

first year of their application. Rarely, if ever, can

any result be seen after the third crop. Barn yard

manure has been proved to give results continuously

for twenty years after it was applied.

Looked at from another point of view, the saving of

the manure of the live stock is a matter of great mo-

ment to the farmer. Every form of food fed to ani-

mals has two values, one the feeding value, consisting

of the carbohydrates, protein and fat in the food; the

other, the manurial value, consisting of the nitrogen,

phosphoric acid and potash in the food. When the

animal takes and appropriates the food value it does

not exhaust the manurial value. Prom 75 to 90 per

cent, of the latter value is excreted from the animal's

body in the dung and urine it voids. The urine is es

pecially rich in nitrogen and potash, the solid dung

iu phosphorio acid. Not to save both these excreta is

wasting from 75 to 90 p«r cent, of the food given to

the animals, and this with no resulting profit from the

keeping of the stock. The richer the food fed to the

animals the greater the loss in the manure. Cotton

seed meal, flax-seed meal, gluten meal and bran make
the richest manure. Clover, peas and the leguminous
crops generally the next richest. Corn, oats and the

cereal crops the next, and the root crops the poorest.

Having thus pointed out how easily it is possible to

save a large quantity and value of manure, even where
only a small head of stock is kept, let us now see what
effect even a small application of this manure can se

cure. A recent bulletin of the Ohio Experiment Sta-

tion will very well illustrate this point.

One hundred and fifty tenth-acre plots arranged in

five sections of thirty lots each have been cropped with
corn, oats and wheat grown in succession, followed by
two years in clover and timothy mixed, the cropping

being so planned that each crop is represented each
season. The test was began in 1894, and eight crops
each of the cereals and seven hay crops of the first

year and six of the second year have now been raised.

On plot 18 of this test barn yard manure is applied to

the corn and wheat crops at the rate of eight tons per
acre to each crop, and on plot 20 the same kind of ma-
nure is used at the rate of four tons per acre on each
crop, there being a total application every five years
of sixteen tons of manure to plot 1 8 and eight tons to
plot 20. The manure is taken from flat, open yards,
where it has accumulated for several months during
the fall and winter, and has been subjected to the con-
ditions which affect the ordinary open yard manure
of the average farm, conditions which involve very
considerable loss. For both corn and wheat, the ma-
nure is applied as a top dressing, and is put on with
the manure-spreader. The results of this test are as
shown in the following table, which gives the average
manured yield for each crop for the period over which
the experiment has been conducted, the mean unfer-
tilized yield for the same period of the two plots near-

est the manured plot, the average in yield due to the
manure, and the value of this increase, counting eorn
at 331 cents per bushel, oats at 25 cents, and wheat at
66? cents, corn stover at $3.00 per ton, straw at $2.00,

and hay at $6.66 - per ton :

TABLE I.—INCREASE PER ACRE FROM BARN-YARD-
MANURE IN FIVE-YEAR ROTATIONS.

Crop and Treatment.

Wooster.

Plot 18.

Grain.
Straw
or

Stover.

CORN.

Manured yield
Unfertilized yield
Increase
Value of increase

OATS.

Manured yield-
Unfertilized yield
Increase
Value of increase

WHEAT.

Manured yield
Unfertilized yield
Increase
Value of increase

HAY.

Manured yield

Unfertilized yield..-

Increase
Value of increase

Total value of in-

crease
Value of increase per

ton of manure

Bushels,

44.25

30.76

13.49

14 50

40.05

30.56
9.49

$2 37

13.42

6.84

6.58

$4 38

1st yr. lbs 2d y r. lbs.

Pounds.

2,096
1,602
494

$0 74

1,551

1,084
467

$0 47

1,702
742
960

$0 96

2,993

1,678

1,245

$4 15

3,593

2,586

1,007

$3 36

$20 93

1 31

Plot 20.

Grain.
Straw
or

Stover.

Bushels,

40.36

31.26

9.10

$3 03

34.86

29.35

5.51

$1 38

11.62

6.99

4.63

$3 08

Istyr. lbs,2dyr. lbs.

.2,474 3,242

1,657 2,537
817

|
705

2 72 I $2 35

$14 14

1 77

Pounds.

1,922

57&
247

$0 52

1,337
1,089-

248

$0 25

1,466
756
710

10 71
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It will be observed that in every case the value of

the increase per ton of manure is greater from the

smaller application of manure, although if we count

the cost of manure at only that of getting it from the

barnyard to the field, the net profit is much greater

from the large applicatien of manure.

Additional light is thrown upon this point by an

other series of the experiments in which corn, oats and

wheat have each been grown continuously on the same

land during the same period covered by the rotation

experiments just described. Tn this test plot 5 receives

two and a half tons of manure each year and plot 6

receives five tons, the manure, as in the other test, be-

ing applied as a top dressing and with the manure

spreader. The average results of the eight crops of

each grain harvested are shown in Table II.

TABLE II.—INCREASE PER ACRE FROM BARN-YARD
MANURE ON CROP GROWN CONTINUOUSLY.

Crop and Treatment.

Plot 5.

Grain.

Manured yield
Unfertilized yield

Increase
Value of increase
Value of increase per ton

of manure

Bushels.

35.72

25.33

10.39

$3 97

1 59

Manured yield
Unfertilized yield

Increase
Value of increase
Value of increase per ton

of manure

Manured yield'

Unfertilized yield
Increase
Value of increase
Value of increase per ton

of manure

30.81

26.87

3.94

$1 04

41

12.41

8.43

3.98

$3 12

1 25

Straw or
Stover.

Grain.
Straw or
Stover.

Pounds

1,649

1,307
342

1,045

993
52

1,392
921
471

Bushels.

48.33

24.46

18.87

$7 30

1 46

35.86

25.95

8.91

$2 60

53

15.47

8.43

7.04

$5 50

1 01

Pounds.

1,950

1,272

678

1,384

1,017

367

1,728
929
799

Table II indicates a considerably larger increase

from manure, both in quantity and value, in the corn

crop than in either of the other crops, while that from

oats is much smaller than that from wheat.

Although the separate applications of manure are

higher in the continuous than in the rotative crop

ping, the total weight applied in the course of a five

year period is heavier, as shown by Table III.

TABLE III.—TOTAL WEIGHT OF MANURE APPLIED
IN FIVE YEARS, WITH VALUE OF INCREASE PER
TON OF MANURE.

Experiment and Plot.

Rotation. Plot 20...

Continuous, Plot 5

Rotation, Plot 18...

Continuous, Plot 6

Total weight of
manure in five

years.

8 tons,

12* "

16 "

25 "

Value of inrcrese

per ton of manure.

*1 77

{1
59 on corn
41 on oats

1 25 on wheat
1 31

C
1 46 on corn

< 52 on oats

(. 1 10 on wheat

These figures seem to show very clearly that where

the supply of manure is soanty it should be spread

over as large an area as possible.

Having thus shown the possibility of every farmer

saving manure, and the value of that manure as com-

pared with commercial fertilizer and as a crop pro-

ducer, we want now to say a word as to the best

method of saving the manure and as to how its value

may be increased. Whilst it is no doubt true that as

a general proposition the best way to utilize barn

manure is to apply it directly to the land from the

barn, thus saving handling and loss from leaching or

overheating, yet there are always times and circum-

stances on every farm when this method connot be

followed. If a farm is all light land, then it is inadvis-

able to apply manure directly as made. It should be

stored and partially rotted before application, if the

best results are to be had. On heavy clay land, the

quicker the manure is applied after being made the

better. Weather comditions, however, and the other

work of the farm, may, and often will, prevent the

immediate application of the manure to the land; then

the question of storage becomes an important one. If

merely thrown out into the open yard, as is too often

the case, veiy much of the value of the manure will

quickly be lost by leaching and weathering. The best

place in which to save manure is a close pit, which

will conserve all the liquid leaching from the pile, and

into which the urine from all the animals in the barn

or stables can be drained. In such a pit, with the ma-

nure packed closely and the mass kept moist by urine

and the rain only which falls upon it, little loss will

be sustained, even if the manure be kept for several

months. If no pit is made, then the manure should

be stored on impervious clay ground, which should

slope from each side towards the centre, thus ensuring

the saving of the leaching from the pile. The manure

from the different classes of animals should be mixed

as brought from the barn and stables. Horse and

sheep manure is dry, and heats rapidly. Cow and hog

manure is cold and watery. A judicious mixing of

these will prevent fire-fanging and loss of ammonia.
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Pack closely to exclude the air, and keep the surface

level or slightly sloping towards the centre. So place

the pile that no drainage from roofs or higher land
shall run onto it. The ordinary rainfall of this coun
try will not injure it if only what falls upon the pile

is prevented from running away from the heap, and
thus carrying off dissolved plant food. Covered bars-

yards for storing manure are strongly advocated by
some authorities, and no doubt possess many advan
tages ; but their success as preservers of the manure,
largely depends upon the|keeping of the manure suffi

ciently moist with urine or water to prevent overheat-

ing and the compacting of the manure by the treading

of live stock.

The value of barn yard manure as a crop producer
may be considerably enhanced not merely by care in

the handling and storing of it, but by the use of pre-

servatives whilst it'is in the barn or stable or in the

heap. Of these plaster (gypsum) is the most used, but
kainit and acid phosphate are more to be advised, as

they both add valuable[plant food elements to the ma-
nure, and in the case>f acid phosphate add that one
element in which barn-yard manure is most lacking.

Floats (simply ground phosphate rock) is also recom-

mended as being advisable. The Ohio Experiment
Station has conducted a series of experiments with a

view of determining which of these substances is the

more valuable, and from the report of these experi-

ments, which have extended over five years, we take
the following notes :

A lot of manure, taken from an open yard, where
it had accumulated during the winter from daily «lean
ing out of the stable behind a herd of dairy cows,
which had been liberally fed on bran, gluten meal,
corn meal, hay and silage, was divided in the spring
into four parcels. On one parcel the finely ground
phosphatic rock, from which acid phosphate is made
by treating with sulphuric acid, and which, in its un-
treated condition, is known in the South as "floats,"
was dusted as the manure was thrown into a pile ; on
a second parcel, acid phosphate was dusted ; on an
other, the crude potash salt known as kainit, and on
another, land plaster, or gypsum, these materials all
being used at the uniform rate of 2 pounds per hun
dred pounds of manure, or 40 pounds per ton. At the
same time, a lot of manure was taken from box stalls,
where it had accumulated under the feet of animals
which were kept continuously in their stalls, being
given sufficient bedding to keep them clean without
cleaning out the stalls, and similarly treated.
At first, the animals furnishing this manure were

bulls, fed on a maintenance ration only; but for two
seasons th« manure has been made by fattening steers.
After a few weeks, the manures thus treated, together
with two lots of untreated manure, one taken from the
yard and one from the stall, are spread upon the land
that is being prepared for corn, the manure being dis-
tributed over the surface before plowing, at the uni-
form rate of 8 tons per acre. The corn crop is fol-
lowed by wheat, and that by clover or soy beans, the

latter crop having been grown during the first three
seasons, owing to the failure of the clover. The soy
beans were plowed under. The land under experiment
is divided into three sections of twenty plots each, so
that each crop is represented each season. Up to the
present time there have been harvested in this test
five crops of corn, four of wheat, and one of hay.
Each of the materials added to the manure has in-

creased its effectiveness, both total and net. This point
is more clearly exhibited by the following statement,
showing the value of the net increase for the different
applications over and above that given by the un-
treated manures

:

Manure treated
with

—
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MANAGEMENT OF LOAM SOILS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

If large quantities of strawy manure improve
clay soils, it would be a mistake to apply such ma
nu re to loam soils. The greater amount of sand these

soils contain makes them more open, and therefore

the necessity for making these soils as loose and
porous as the clay soils not only does not exist, but
in dry years may cause serious injury. We muet also

not overlook the fact that the decomposition of ma-
nure, as well as of all vegetable matter, is more hast
tened in these warm and active soils, and therefore

large quantities of manure applied at one time will

easily cause lodged grain. A slightly decomposed
manure containing a moderate amount of assimilable
plant food, on which the plants can immediately com
mence to feed, will give the best results.

The manure should also be less strawy than that
applied on clay soils—richer in plant food—because
these soils, especially the lighter loams, are not as rich

in plant food as heavier soils. It is also important
that the liquid manure which chiefly contains the sol-

uble plant food, the ammonia and potash salts, be re
tained in the manure, and if leached out, be pumped
back over it In cattle manure, the liquid and solid

parts easily become separated, and therefore each barn
yard should be provided with a cesspool of compara
tive large size to receive not only the liquid manure
direct from the barn, but also that leached out of the
manure until time can be found to return it to the
manure.
Of upland soils, with the exception of limestone

soils, the loam soils are the best for the growing of all

kind of grasses. Our cultivated grasses want a
rather loose, clean and well manured soil

;
yet, one

containing sufficient clay to retain moisture and these
conditions, are best met with or can more easily be ob
tained on loam soils. Rye, barley, potatoes, corn and
oats, peas and vetches, and all kinds of mixed crops,
make fine yields on these soils.

The management of loam soils differs in so far from
clay soils, that they contain less plant food, and the
assimilable amount due to their greater activity, is

easier exhausted. In order to retain their fertility, a
comparatively greater amount of plant food must be
returned to these than to the clay soils. This can be
done by keeping a greater number of well fed live

stock, producing rich manure, and it can be done by
turning under green crops in conjunction with chemi-
cal fertilizer, or probably better by both.
Loam soils, whether Jaid out in pasture or not,

should be at least a year in pasture in rotation. Ex
perience has shown that on farms where large quanti
ties of rich manure are applied, and the soil Is deep
and thoroughly plowed, the soil becomes too loose,

and the excess of nitrogen over the other plant foods
found in all rich manures, easily causes lodged grain.

This is hard to overcome, even with applications of

chemical fertilizer ; but very successfully done if the
soil is pastured for one year, during which time the
mechanical condition of the soil also readjusts itself

to a more normal condition, better adapted to the
growth of crops which require a settled soil. This
refers especially to light loam soils. This is one of

the main differences in the management of clay and
loam soils.

I would like to cite here two rotations—one for a

dry and the other for a moist soil—which have given

good results. The rotations show in an excellent way
how the manure should be applied to these soils every

other year, and how the crops are most successfully

rotated.

For a dry soil. For a moist soil.

1. Clover and grass. 1. Clover and grass.

2. Pasture. 2. Pasture.

3. Fallow*. 3. Pasture.
'4. Wheat. 4. Fallow*.

5. Corn. 5. Wheat.
6. Peas*. 6. Clover.

7. Rye. 7. Mixed fodder, etc*.

8. Mixed crops, etc*. 8. Oats.

9. Oats.

These rotations are probably not to every body's

liking on account ol the great number of fields they

contain. But the greater variety of crops which can

be grown without having two crops in the same field

are, as stated before, the best insurance against unfa-

vorable weather, and the soil due to the different kinds

of plants with different requirement of plant food, and

extracting it from different depth, is less easily ex-

hausted. As the seeding and harvesting of different

crops takes places at different times, the pressure of

work at one time is not so great, less help is therefore

required, and unfavorable weather, which may delay

the seeding or harvesting of a crop, if it is very exten-

sively grown, will not have the some bad effect, if some

different crops with different seeding and harvesting

times are grown on the same area.

On the farm with the nine field rotation both cows

and sheep were kept. The sheep were kept until the

stubble came in, on some grass spots here and there

about the farm not included in the rotation, and also

received up to that time additional dry feed and bed-

ding at night. This not only required fodder, but

also considerable bedding, and therefore besides the

wheat a crop of rye was grown, as the soil was not

good enough to produce in the same rotation another

profitable crop of wheat. In both rotations the wheat,

the most valuable crop, was given, as it always should

be, the best place in the rotation. Rye follows the

peas, no crop doing better than rye after peas. We
also see that the manure, with the exception of that

applied to the wheat, is applied to the fodder crops.

This should always be the case on soils where large

numbers of live stock are kept, as the fodder crops play

such an important part in the feeding of the live stock.

If necessary, chemical fertilizers may be applied to the

grain crops. In this the fertilizing of the leguminous

crops differs from the growing of these crops for green

measuring, when chemical fertilizers aie applied.

The second rotation is much simpler. Of the eight

fields two are in pasture, one in clover and one in fal-

low, leaving four fields for the growing of grain and

forage crops. The proportion between the pasture

and the winter feed is right. There should always be

a surplus of winter feed for all emergencies, and which

may be turned to good account at any time.

These rotations, however good they may be, have

to be changed somewhat to meet our conditions. In a

warm and dry climate like ours fallow cannot be re-

*Manured.
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commended, unless the soil has become, through neg-

lect, so extremely weedy that continuous plowing with
increasing depth to destroy the shallow as well as the

deep-rooted weed is absolutely necessary. A hoed crop

can take the place of the fallow. For example

:

1. Clover and grass. 5. Peas*

2. Pasture. 6. Wheat and iye.

3. Pasture. 7. Mixed fodder, etc*.

4. Corn*. 8. Oats.

•Manured.

1. Clover and grass.

2. Pasture.
3. Corn*.

4. Peas*.

5. Wheat.
6. Corn.
7. Mixed fodder, etc.

8. Rye.

•Manured.

On a soil in a poor and weedy condition the follow

ing rotation may be of advantage

:

1. Falloic, with a catch crop*. 5. Oats.

2. Wheat and rye. 6. Clover and grass.

3. Corn. 7. Pasture.

4. Leguminous crop.* 8. Pasture.

Or for 6 fields :

1. Clover and grass.

Pasture.
Pasture.

4. Corn*.

5. Mixed fodder, etc*.

6. Wheat and rye.

Manured.

There is really no end of combinations. The objec-

tion I have to a six field rotation on a good soil is, as
stated before, that there is too much pasture in pro-
portion to the winter feed if two fields are in pasture,
and if the grass is cut the second year, it makes a poor
pasture the third year—that is, generally speaking.
There are soils, however, where this can be very sue
cessfully carried out. The greatest hindrance in
changing a six field rotation into an eight field rota-

tion will be the taking down and putting up again of
the fences. This May keep many a farmer from do
iDg it, although he may be convinced of the advan-
tages of such a chaige.
On farms where only cattle are kept, and only one

field is sown with leguminous crops, mixed fodder is

better than peas or beans because it is better liked by
the stock. It is true that a mixture of crops does not
generally yield as much seed as a single crop, because
there is a slight difference in the time of ripening of
the different crops. The fodder is harvested when the
seed of the prevailing crop or crops is ripe, and the
mixture must therefore always contain immature seed.
But mixed fodder is a pretty sure crop, especially on
a soil lacking in fertility, for a variety of crops with
different requirements on the constituents of the soil,

drawing food from different depths, and differently af
footed by the weather, has better chances of making a
good crop than a single crop will have.
More attention should also be paid to the pastures.

Travelling through the country, we often see small
herds of either cattle or sheep roaming over a large
pasture entirely out of proportion to the number of
live »tock. Bunches of grass grown up here and there
and flowering weeds of every size and color, gives the
whole a desolate and neglected appearance. Thui is

objectionable in that the seed of these weeds scattered

by strong winds in all directions will infest the adja-

cent fields ; but the grass allowed to grow up to matu-
rity will extract from the soil an unnecessary amount
of plant food, and the stems becoming hollow, will

break off and commence to rot, causing the decay of

the root stock, and often the dying out of the whole
plant. Running a mower over the field whenever ne-

cessary will prevent this.

When loam soils are well adapted for grazing, they
are equally well adapted for the growing of sugar-

beets, and are unexcelled for producing fine brewing
barley. In some countries, potatoes are very exten-

sively grown on these soils, producing large crops of
starchy potatoes, best suited for manufacturing pur-
poses.

Loam soils have the advantage of possessing, as a
rule, good physical conditions ; they require less teams
than clay soils, and can be worked at almost any time
of the year if the weather is not too unfavorable. If

the soil is properly prepared for pasture, the grass im-
parts to the butter a fine flavor and good keeping
qualities. If a variety of crops are grown—cereal, le-

guminous and root crops alternately—the greater part
fed and the mineral matter returned in the manure to

the soil, little, if any, fertilizer is needed, and the fer-

tility of the soil will be steadily increased. A neg-

lected or impoverished loam soil, due to the greater

activity of these soils, is quicker improved than a clay

soil. Whilst loam soils cannot compete in yield with
the clay soils, they have the advantage of being easier

worked. They are also less affected by unfavorable
weather, and the average net profit per acre is little

below that of the clay soils, although more intelligent

and industrious management is necessary to obtain
this result.

District of Columbia. H. W.

POSSIBLE INJURIOUS EFFECTS OF QREEN
MANURE.

Editor Southern Planter

:

"Cart the manure from the yard and spread upon
the land as soon as possible after it is made, thus pre-

venting destructive fermentation and loss from leach-

ing," is the advice given again and again in our jour-

nals and Station bulletins. The disadvantage of this

system is that there are times when it is impossible to

go upon the land, as, for example, after heavy rains
;

besides, there are farms where the land is so rolling

that if the manure was applied in the winter, losses

would be likely to occur because of the opportunity

for washing into valleys and streams, and finally,

there may be no field upon which it can be applied,

particularly in the summer season, when crops are

growing. However, where conditions justify this

method the minimum loss would result, though, as

shown by experiments, the availability of the solid

portion would be less for the first crop than if the

manure had begun to ferment before applying.

Again, all stable manures and the refuse of many
farm crops (particularly straw), contain organisms
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which cause the liberation of nitrogen in the gaseous

form when grown in favorable media containing

nitrates. There is, therefore, a constant danger that

the conditions of the soil may be favorable to the

growth of these dentrifying organisms, and that they

will cause a considerable loss of nitrogen by rapidly

destroying the nitrates contained therein. These

organisms decrease in number and activity when the

manure is stored for some time. In view of these

facts, it is evident that fresh stable manure and

nitrates should never be applied to the soil at the

same time.

The farmer should make careful tests in the field.

It is a comparatively easy task to manure one portion

of a field with fresh manure and another portion with

manure which has been stored under definite condi-

tions for a certain time. For this purpose the manure
produced by a given set of animals should be collected

separately for a convenient period (one week, for ex

ample), stored where it can be kept moist, closely

packed, and sheltered from the leaching action of the

rain. The storing period may vary from one month
to one year. When the time for preparing the soil

has arrived, the manure should be collected for the

same period of time as was the stored manure, and
from the same set of animals fed in the same way.

The fresh and stored manures should each be applied

to equal areas of land of the same kind, and to crops

of a like character. The crops should be harvested

separately and the relative yields determined.

It is the practice of some farmers to incorporate all

the straw possible with manures, in order to facilitate

the rotting of the straw, and thus increase the avail-

ability of the plant food in it. Considering the objec

tion of inoculating the soil with the dentrifying organ
isms contained in the straw, the practice of plowing
under large quantities of this material in the unrotted

state is questionable.

Macon Co., Ala. George H. C. Williams.

PLANT FOOD IN VEGETABLE CROPS.

Editor Southern Planter :

Plant food means the principles in mannre and fer-

tilizers which promote the growth of plants, and for

all practical purposes may be considered to rtfer only

to nitrogen, potash, and phosphoric acid. At least,

these three substances are about all that is necessary

to plant growth that is likely to become so deficient in

soils that the growth of crops is checked by their ab
sence. The quantities of these plant elements actu-

ally taken up by plants is small as compared with the

full bulk of the crop, but they are, nevertheless, neces-

sary ; so much so, that without them or any one of

them, plants simply fail to make growth. The point

is illustrated by the fact that if a soil contained, for

example, enough potash for half a crop, only a half

crop at best can be grown. It is well, therefore, to

accustom ourselves to regard manures of whatever

form, as well as fertilizers and agricultural chemicals,

as simply so much nitrogen, potash and phosphoric

acid.

Nitrogen is often called "ammonia," probably be-

cause the word ammonia means a well-known sub-

stance to most people, while nitrogen is an unfamiliar

word. Ammonia is, however, a compound of nitro-

gen and a gas called hydrogen, and the hydrogen is of

little or no value in plant growth. As a matter of

fact, the nitrogen plant food in manures and fertilizers

rarely ever contains any actual ammonia as such, and

it is probably better at once to adopt the word nitro-

gen and become familiar with it. Nitrogen is a gas,

and as used as plant food, is generally understood to

be combined with a gas called oxygen, forming nitric

acid. When thii nitric acid is joined to other sub-

stances, a produet is formed called nitrate, and this is

the most useful form of nitrogen plant food. Potash

and phosphoric acid are both substances too well

known to need a detailed description here.

The actual needs of crops in plant food is somewhat

in dispute. As all soils coatain more or less of all

three of the elements of plant food, manurial applica-

tions which were known not to suit the actual needs

of the crop, have given good returns. This, because

the fertilizer applied made up with what existed in

the soil naturally, all the plant food needed by the

crop. However, these conditions are unusual, when

a gradual falling off in acre yields show that plant

food is needed. However rich a soil may be, with

continuous cropping the time comes at last when

crops begin to fail, and fertilizer applications will re-

store the crop making power of the soil. It is not

easy to say just how much fertilizer should be used,

and what kind. The actual needs in plant food of

any particular crop is, so far as we now know, best

shown by the actual plant food contained in the crop

itself. As the crop took up this plant food in order

to make its growth, and as nature rarely makes use of

anything it does not want, the composition of a crop

ought to show just what a similar crop will need in

the way of plant food.

It is true that a soil may be deficient only in one or

two of the plant food elements ; in which case it would

seem to be a waste to apply any other plant food than

that deficient. However, it is very difficult to draw

such fine lines of distinction, especially as the ele-

ment or elements present, ample this year, may be-

come exhausted a season or two later. A cheese par-

ing policy fails badly on the farm, as in the event of

crop failure, the loss in time, etc., is irreparable. In
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general practice, it perhaps is cheaper to make the
mistake on the safe side, and use plant food liberally,

unless it is well known that certain elements are not
required as manure.
The following table shows the actnal plant food con-

tained per acre, in average crops of various vegetables:

Crop.

Asparagus
Early Beets
Early Cabbage-
Cauliflower
Cucumbers

,

Lettuce
Onions
Potatoes
Tomatoes
Turnips

Nitrog
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BERMUDA GRASS—JOHNSON GRASS.
Editor Southern Planter:

In your September issue, Mr. J. D. Perkins, Gray
son county, Va., asks "When Bermuda grass should

be sown." If the gentleman will permit me to answer,

I will say, Never ! never ! never !

However, if he wishes to get a start, I have about
ten acres on one of my farms which he may have if he
wishes it ; and for his trouble I will pay him $5 per
acre to take it away.
My foreman is under strict instructions, should any

Bermuda, Brome, or Johnson grass man come on the
farm, to escort him to the front gate with the request
never to return. I may be mistaken, but this is the
way I feel about it. I have personal experience with
Bermuda only. This is enough for me.

Remington,Ya. L. M. Allison.

There is a story told of the late Lord Palmerston, once

Prime Minister of England, that when asked to define

"Dirt," he replied that it was "Matter in the wrong
place," thus inferring that even dirt had its uses. So
we would say with reference to the grasses named.

All three—"Brome," "Johnson," and "Bermuda"

—

have value, and great value, in their proper places,

but may become nuisances when out of place. With
out Brome grass, many parts in the arid sections of

the West would be without hay or pastures ; whilst

without Bermuda, the hot sections of the South would
be without summer grazing, and without Johnson
grass, many sections of the South would have but lit-

tle hay. They all fill a place and meet a felt want
somewhere, and all have both strong friends and bit-

ter enemies. We know of no grass that makes so good
and reliable a pasture in a hot summer on light lands

in a warm climate as Bermuda ; but on heavy land, in

a cooler section, it may easily become a nuisance. " It

should never be introduced eicept upon land that is

to be kept in permanent pasture. So with Johnson
grass. It should not be seeded except where it is to

remain as a permanent hay meadow, and should always

be cut before the seed ripens.

—

Ed.

ENQUIRER'S COLUMN.

Enquiries Bhould be sent to the office of The Southern Planter,

Richmond, Va., not later than the 15th of the month, for re-

plies to appear in the next month's issue of the Planter.

Crops for Hogs.

I have four lots on which I expect to run hogs the
coming year. I have already seeded one lot to annual
clover and oats ; one lot seeded to rye, vetch and oat*1

,

and two more I will seed later. What shall they be
seeded with, and when and how t Should the two lots

I hare seeded be allowed to come to maturity before
turning hogs on, or should it be grazed soon and then
take them off and allow the crop to come out and ma-
ture and then turn them in. I notice through the col-

umns of "Blooded Stock" a good deal is said against

sowing wheat or rape for hogs, and I was afraid to try

it. At what stage should the artichokes be turned over

to the hogs T

Mecklenburg Co.,Va. A Keadrr.

We would seed one of the remaining lots to Canada

peas, wheat, oats and rye in December or January,

and the remaining one would plant part in artichokes

in April, and the balance in turnips and ruta bagas

for winter feeding. The lots seeded in clover, oats and

rye, vetch and oats should be turned into as soon as

the crops afford a good bite for the hogs, as after these

crops become maturely grown hogs do not care for

them, and besides they will be needed to supply sum-

mer and fall feed. One of the lots should be grazed

down and what is left be turned under in April and

be planted late in that month with sorghum or part

in sorghum and part in corn. The other lot should

be tamed down in May after the hogs have grazed it

well and be planted in cow peas. The Canada pea

lot should be turned down in June after the hogs have

grazed the crop and be planted also in cow-peas or

cow-peas and sorghum, or part in cow- peas and part

in sorghum and part in rape in August. These sec-

ond crops should carry the hogs until the artichokes,

turnips, ruta bagas and rape are ready in October or

November. We know of no reason why wheat and

rape should not be sown for hogs. On the contrary,

we do know that rape makes one of the best of hog

pastures.

—

Ed.

Strawberry Bed—Rhubarb.

1. I have a strawberry bed of about half acre that

has been neglected for two years, and the vines are

just matted together—the ground is thoroughly cov-

ered and the weeds are as high as one's head all over
the patch. Please tell me in the next issue of the

Planter the best plan to cultivate to get best results.

2. Is rhubarb profitable to grow for market in my
section t

3. What do you think of the " Crimson Winter"
rhubarb to grow for profit 1

Surry Co., N. C. A Subscriber.

1. Plow the bed up and plant a new one on a piece

of land clear of weeds. lb would be useless and un-

profitable labor to endeavor to make the existing bed

produce a good crop. In this issue will be found an

article on planting strawberries. Nearly all large

growers now plow up their beds after the second year's

bearing. Many only take one crop from them.

2. The demand for early forced ihnbsrb is growing

on the markets, and we do doubt not but that in a few

years there will be a large call for it. How far it would

be a profitable crop in North Carolina we do not know.

The market for it at present is mainly confined to the

large cities of the North. We see no reason why it

should not be shipped there from North Carolina as it
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is not a crop requiring any special care in transporta-

tion, and therefore the freight ought not be heavy.
3. The only variety we have ever forced is a Crim-

son variety, whether the one you refer to or not we can
not say. The stalks are easy of production in a dark,

warm cellar. The roots of well grown plants should
be dug up in the fall as soon as frost has cut them down
and be placed closely together on the floor in the cel-

lar with soil filled in amongst them and be kept just

moist. In a short time they will commence to throw
•ut the new stalks.

—

Ed.

Wood Ashes—Alfalfa.

I have two or three thousand bushels of ashes burn-
ed on the farm. I want to try some on corn and cot-
ton. Please tell me how to use to best advantage.
Will it work well in compost with cow-stable manure
and good dirt? and what other fertilizer should be
used with it, and hew many ashes will be safe to nee
in drill or broad cast! I have only recently moved
from the red clay lands to this light sandy soil. I see
no Alfalfa here; can it be successfully grown, and
what fertilizer would you suggest T

Edgecombe Co., N. C. Edgecombe.
Good ashes are mainly valuable for the potash they

contain. In good, hard wood ashes this will run as
high as 5 per cent. Lime is the principal other con-
stituent. Both of these elements are valuable on nearly
all soil, and the potash especially s» on light land.

The ashes will no doubt help your corn and cotton,

but they should not be composted with stable manure.
The best way to use them Is to spread them broadcast
on the land. They are too caustic to be applied in the
drill along with seed of any kind. Acid phosphate
and cotton seed meal should be applied with them if

the best results are to be looked for.

There is no reason why alfalfa should not be grown
In your State. It requires good loamy soil well drained
and soil free from weeds, which are the greatest ene
mies to securing a good stand. The seed should in the
South be sown in August on land which has been spe-
cially prepared for the crop by having been plowed
deep and cultivated all summer to make it fine and to

kill out the weeds as they have germinated. An ap
plication of acid phosphate and potash, say, from 300
to 500 pounds to the acre, should be applied broad-
cast and be worked into the soil before seeding the
alfalfa.

—

Ed.

Preserving Eggs.

In response to Mr. Morton Ingalls' query anent
using water glass silicate of soda. If he drops the
''Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station, King
ston, R. I., a postal asking for Part II of 14th Annual
Report for 1901," the Director will very likely send
him a copy. It contains a report of experiments made
in using water glass, lime and salt and other preBerva
tives for keeping eggs. The water glass preserved

eggs were o. k. over one year after putting up, 1 per
cent, and 3 per cent, solution used.

Lancaster Co., Va. Henry J. Kirk.

Soy Beans and Cow-Peas—Cabbages—Acorns.

1. I am a young farmer, and never had any experi-

ence with soy beans and cow peas. I desire to know
if you think they will grow profitably in this part of
the State as improvers of land and for hay.
What kind of peas to use, and whether sow broad-

cast or drilled.

2. What is the cause for cabbage growing better

when transplanted than when seed are planted in

hills !

3. Is it safe to let brood sows run on acorns when in

Pig*
Carroll Co., Va. J. M. Marshall.

1. It is doubtful whether cow peas and »oy beans

will make a good growth in your county except in the

valleys. Tour elevation is too high. This would es-

pecially apply to soy beans, which require a long sea-

son for perfecting their growth. There are owe or two
varieties of the cow- pea which we think might suc-

ceed in your valleys where you grow tobacco, such as

the Warren and the New Era. You might try these,

sown either broadcast or in drill. If wanted to pro-

duce seed, they are better sown in drills two feet six

inches apart and three or four inches apart in the

drill.

2. Cabbage, like many other fibrous rooted plants,

always make better growth and head better when
transplanted. It is difficult to state a reason for this,

but experience has demonstrated its truth.

3. We have not heard of sows in pig suffering from

eating acorns.

—

Ed.

Crops in Orchard.

I have an orchard two years old. Will it hurt to

put the land in wheat, then in black peas, and fallow

in the fall 1

Greenesville Co., Va. Subsobibbb.

The only crops which should be grown in an orchard

are vegetable crops and clover and peas. Whilst it

might not seriously injure the trees to grow a crop of

wheat for one year, yet if the season were to be a dry

one, it would Jmaterially check the growth. Our view

is that if you want a particular crop, you should grow
that crop only on the land. If you want trees, grow
trees, and only such other crops as will help the trees

by fertilizing the land.

—

Ed.

Fertilizer for Grape Vines.

Please advise the best form of fertilizer for young
grape vines, and state how it should be applied.
Should they be cultivated, and how 1 Is pure animal
bone good for fruit trees t S. D. Jones.

Baltimore, Md.

Bone meal and ashes make one of the best fertili-
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zero for grape vines. The vineyard should be culti-

vated just as you would cultivate a crop of corn. Ap-

ply the fertilizer broadcast in the spring, and work it

into the ground with cultivator or harrow.

—

Ed.

Barley—Grass for Permanent Pasture.

Please tell me something about barley. How would
it compare with oats and rye as a crop for grain and
forage, and will it grow on thin land as well as rye,

and when is the best time to sow it, and how much
ought to be sown to the acre 1 How much rye ought

to be sown to the acre t I am thiaking of sowing a

mixture of Virginia blue grass, Japan clover, orchard

grass, and tall meadow oat grass for permanent pas

ture on land not very highly improved. How do you
think it will dot J. A. Donelson.

Campbell Co., Va.

Barley requires good, rich loam land to make a

profitable crop. It does no good on thin land. It

It should be sown in the fall—say September or Octo-

ber. One and a half bushels should be sown to the

acre. From one to one and a half bushels of rye

should be sown. Rye will be likely to succeed much
better in your county than barley. The grass mixture

you suggest will be likely to meet your needs.

—

Ed

plete success. The native coarse grasses which are in-

digenous to the soil are too firmly established to be
run out by introduced varieties. Japan clover, how-
ever, will generally succeed in holding its own if not
too densely shaded, and the blue grasses may gradu-
ally establish themselves.

—

Ed.

Grasses for Woodland.

Please discuss fully in the Planter how best to secure

a permanent all the year-round pasture on swamp
woodland, unplowed, in Northeast Louisiana, with
good surface drainage, on which all small timber and
undergrowth have been deadened, leaving large trees,

such as oak, sweet-gum, etc., growing, which will

partially shade the land.

What grass seed, sown broadcast over such un-

plowed woodland, will germinate, grow and perpet-

uate themselves from year to year, and supplant or
supercede the rough native grasses 1 State quantity
and proportion, as also the time when the seed should
be sown.

Discuss particularly the merits of Bermuda grass,

Japan clover, Giant beggar weed, Hairy vetch, etc.,

for the purpose stated. J. B. Webt.
Summit, Miss.

The grasses best adapted for growing on land shaded

by trees are wood meadow grass, perennial rye grass,

hard fescue, Virginia blue grass, Kentucky blue grass,

and Japan and white clover. The seed should be

sowed in the fall—August, September and October, at

the rate of two bushels to the acre. Bermuda grass

cannot endure shading, and is not, therefore, suitable.

Beggar weed and Hairy vetch are, neither of them,

suitable plants for a pasture field. They should be

grown on cultivated land and make a green fodder

crop, or can be cut for hay. The woodland should be

harrowed over as far as possible before seeding the

grasses, so as to give them a better chance of germi-

nating. We have very rarely known the seeding of

grasses in wood-land without cultivation to be a com-

THE PROBLEM OF SOIL FERTILITY.

Prof. L. A. Clinton, Connecticut.

Many farmers think that if they could have their
soil analyzed that they would know then just what to
apply in the way of commercial fertilizers. Soil anal-
ysis would show that in the surface 8 inches of soil of
every grass field, there are some 3,000 pounds of ni-

trogen, some 4,000 pounds of phosphoric acid, and
anywhere from 12,000 to 15,000 pounds of potash.
These amounts are far in excess of what would be
needed to produce crops for many years to come, and
the information obtained from having the soil anal-
yzed is really very slight, because the analysis does
not tell how much of this plant-food is available for
the plant's use.

Every farmer must be an experimenter, and every
farm an experiment station. The farmer who has not
the spirit of investigation, and who cannot learn for
himself the treatment best adapted to his soil, will not
make a success at farming.

Our experiment stations have conducted fertilizer

experiments year after year. They have found that
certain fertilizers upon certain soils in certain seasons
are best for corn or for oats, or for other farm crops,
but these results are of little value to the farmer so far

as giving direct information as to the needs of his farm.
They point in a general way towards better methods
of treatment which will probably prove advantageous.
If, as the result of many experiments, it is found that
the soil in any portion of the State responds to an ap-
plication of phosphoric acid, then the farmers living
in that section may suppose that phosphoric acid ia

the element in which their soil is deficient, and that a
fertilizer containing phosphoric acid is the one they
should apply.
The problem of soil fertility is not one of plant-food

alone. We are learning every year that bacteria play
far more importance in the production of our crops
than we had supposed. Alfalfa does not seem to thrive
in Connecticut. Those who have tried it almost inva-
ably report that it does not grow here. The tests made
upon our college farm show that it does not thrive. I
have recently dug up some plants which were attempt-
ing to grow upon the oollege farm. The roots con-
tained no nodules whatever, while clover which was
growing near was abundantly supplied with nodules.
This indicates that the specific bacteria required for
the growth of alfalfa are not present in our soil. Cer-
tainly the plant-food supplied is abundant, the clima-
tic conditions are favorable, and we must look to bac-
teria if we expect to grow alfalfa successfully in Con-
necticut.

—

American Agriculturist.

Mention the Planter to your friends.
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Trucking, Garden and Orchard.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

Harvesting, Btoring and shipping all the summer

grown crops should now be completed as fast as possi-

ble, as frost may be expected at any time.

As fast as the land is cleared rake up all trash,

leaves and weeds and burn the same. This is a much

safer way of disposing of this than bnrying it in the

ground or making it into compost. The larva and

eggs of insects of all kinds, which are largely to be

found in the trash, and the spores of all fungoid dis

eases which may have affected the crops, are by burn-

ing absolutely and certainly destroyed. Disposed of

in any other way some of these are sure to escape and

make trouble another year.

When the land is cleared it should be plowed deep

and a dressing of lime be applied and harrowed in.

This will sweeten the soil, which is apt to become

soured by the heavy dressings of farm yard manure

and fertilizer which must be used to successfully grow

all vegetable crops. Such land as is not required for

the growth of cabbages, kale, spinach and lettuce may

be seeded with crimson clover, vetch and rye. These

will help to conserve fertility and will make some veg

etable matter to turn down in the spring.

Where orchards and small bush fruits have had peas

sown in them these should be allowed to remain on the

ground and a seeding of crimson clover, vetch and rye

be thrown over them. Muoh of this will germinate

and grow under the shade of the dead vines and will

conserve the fertility accumulated by the peas and

add to the quantity of vegetable matter to turn under

in the spring.

Cabbages may be set out for the spring crop in all

the Tidewater sections of the Southern States. The
land cannot be made too rioh or be too well prepared

tor this crop.

Kale, spinach and lettuce crops may be seeded in

the same sections, and lettuce plants raised in beds

may be set out. These lettuce plants may need to be

mulched with straw or pine tags if the winter becomes

at all severe, and therefore should not be planted

largely unless these means of protection are at hand.

Lettuce plants should be set out in cold frames for

winter cutting. Keep the lights off as long as the

weather is mild, but look out for frosty nights and
cover when threatening. The soil for the frames should

be fine loamy soil, sweet and friable, and rich in veg-

etable matter, and should have been got ready during

the summer and frequently turned.

Asparagus beds should have the tops cut off and the

weeds and trash raked off and burnt and be harrowed
down 'and covered deeply with barn yard manure.

The pruning of raspberry, blackberry and grape-

vine canes may be done at any time from now on dur-

ing the winter. The old canes on the raspberry bushes

should all be cut out and the new ones thinned out to

a reasonable extent and be shortened back. Black-

berry canes should be shortened back and the old dead

wood be cut out.

Planting of apples, pears and peaches may be begun
and be continued until the ground becomes frozen.

Break the ground deeply, especially where the tree*

are to be set out, and make the holes big enough to

allow of the roots being spread out. Do not use ma-
nure or fertilizer in the holes, but set tha trees in the

natural soil, using the top soil first to cover the roots

and the bottom soil on top. Manure may be used on
the surface as a mulch. In this issue will be found a

list of fruit trees suitable for planting in Virginia and

North Carolina.

THE MANAGEMENT OF RASPBERRIES AND
BLACKBERRIES.

A correspondent asks the Maine Experiment Station

for information as to the time for pruning and trans-

planting raspberries and blackberries. In reply the

following suggestions were made

:

"The ideal treatment for raspberries and blackber-

ries is to pinch them back at intervals during the sum-
mer and thus secure strong, sturdy bushes 3} to 4 feet

high, with laterals 1 to li feet long, rather than to

practice severe heading back after the plants have be-

come long and 'leggy.' If, however, as is frequently

the case even in the best managed gardens, the plants

are at this season making vigorous growth which may
not mature, they should at once be cut back to the de-

sired height and the canes will harden before cold
weather. Many prefer to cut back the bushes in the
spring, after the extent of winter-killing is determined.
Thinning the canes, which should always be practiced,

may be done at any time during the season. In gen-
eral one half, or more, of the young canes which ap-
pear should be cut out.

"Blackberry and raspberry bushes maybe trans-

planted this fall if the work is done immediately, but
better results are usually obtained from spring plant-

ing. Currants, on the other hand, have given rather

better results from fall setting. W. M. M."
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"WINTER PLANTING OF STRAWBERRIES AT
THE SOUTH.

Editor Southern Planter :

Anywhere south' of the Mason and Dixon line the

strawberry may be get at any time during fall, winter

or spring, provided the ground is not too wet to walk

on or not actually frozen at the time. In many respects

winter is the safest of all times to plant. Air and soil

are then cool or cold and moist, just the condition that

the strawberry revels in. For it is decidedly a cool

weather plant, extending its root growth every day

during the winter that the ground is not frozen, even

though the frost keeps its leaves nipped off as fast as

they peer out. The moment that the heaviest frost

abates in the spring leaf growth begins, and close on

the heels of this come the blooms Then before most

other fruit has well begun to bloom, strawberries are

Tipe and the average mortal is happy.

Heat and drought are the great foes of the straw-

berry. The Southern grower avoids harm from these

foes at planting time by setting plants in weather

as cool or cold as practicable. We plant largely in

late fall and in the dead of winter. It is the rarest

thing in the world for cold weather to do direct harm
to the strawberry plant at the South. The only indi-

rect harm it can do is on wet, stiff soil to heave or

lift the crust of the soil up by freezing. This also

lifts the plants and leaves the roots exposed to the

wind and sun; when the freeze is over the soil subsides

to its normal level.

There is no danger of this only on wet, soggy soil

which keeps saturated, and is therefore greatly sub

ject to heaving when frozen. Even on this soil plant

Ing may be safely done in dead of winter, provided

care is taken to step directly on the plant after it is

set. This compresses the soil around it, prevents an

excess of water from soaking in just at that spot, and
greatly decreases the heaving effects of severe cold.

Bat there is a much better plan than this whenever

it is practicable. That is to put about a fork full of

•coarse manure evenly around and on the plants. This

gives the desired protection of the soil around the

plants from cold, and the fertilizing properties are

leached out and washed in where the roots can at once

appropriate them. In fact, this is the best way that

stable manure can be applied to the strawberry plant,

North or South. The coarse litter, after the fertili-

zing properties leach out, makes an excellent mulch
to keep the berries clear of grit the following spring.

If too much manure has fallen on the plant, it will be

necessary to remove some of it about time growth
begins in spring, and leave it around and between the

plants.
If manure cannot be had to mulch the plants set in

dead of winter on wet and soggy land, any coarse lit-

ter or straw will answer. Forest leaves do very well
only that they are more liable to be blown off by high
winds, and being so much broader, they are more apt
to smother the plants. Pine straw is an ideal mulch;
than which there is nothing better.

The mulching directions for winter set plants which
we have just given, is for the North, or for such soil

at the South as is much given to wetness and to
heaving in the coldest weather. We plant over one
hundred acres every year on ordinary soil without
any protection or any precaution except to set the
plants properly. O. W. Blaoknall.

Kittrel, N. G.

VIRGINIA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Members of the Virginia State Horticultural So-
ciety and the public generally are invited to attend
the Annual Meeting of the Society which will be held
in the Masonic Hall, Lynchburg, on December 2nd
and 3rd, the meeting will be called to order by the
President of the Society, Hon. Sam'l B. Woods of
Charlottesville, at 10 A. M. To all who are interested
in horticulture this will be a most instructive meet-
ing, as the Secretary has succeeded in arranging for
papers being read and subjects brought up for discus-

sion by some of the foremost horticulturists in the
country. The U. S. Department of Agriculture, at
Washington, will be represented among the speakers,
and leading men of our own State will also take part.
Among the number will be members of the Horticul-
tural Staff at Blacksburg, Commissioner of Agricul-
ture Koiner, Prof. H. G. Heiges, late U. S. Pomolo-
gist, now Supt. of State Test Farm at Saxe, Va., State
Senator S. L. Lupton, Hon. G. E. Murrell, Dr. W. L.
McCue. W. H. W. Collingwood of the Sural
New Yorker, will discuss conditions of the New
York fruit market and best methods for handling
fruit there. Prof. H. E. Van Deman, whose presence
is always welcomed by the members of the Society,
will be present throughout the meeting to tell us more
of his experiences in practical horticulture. The sub-
ject of Packing, Grading and Handling Fruit will be
exhaustively discussed by experts in the different

classes, such as Apples, Peaches, Berries and Bye-
Produots. Those of your readers who attended the
last meeting of the Society in Eichmond will remem-
ber with what enthusiasm it was conducted, and the
amount of information that was obtained from the dis-

cussions, and may be assured we shall not fall behind
our record. Arrangements have been made for spec-
ial rates at the Lynchburg hotels and for travel on the
railroads. Following the plan inaugurated at the
last meeting, which proved so popular, badges will
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again be distributed to all members and invited guests

of the Society. A programme of all arrangements

for the meeting will shortly be issused to each mem

ber and will also be sent to any one else desirous of

attending, on application to the Secretary. Among

the other matters of interest, the subject of having a

creditable Horticultural Exhibit at the St. Louis Ex-

position will be discussed and its advantages in adver-

tising the State's resources in this line will be urged.

Orozet, Alb. Co.,Va. Walter Whately,
Sec. and Treas.

CROWN QALL ON APPLE TREES.

Editor Southern Planter :

My old apple orchard is affeoted with the disease

described in the last year's annual report of the State

Commissioner of Agriculture as "crown gall." I

have nursery trees, for this fall's transplanting, grow-

ing very near the old orchard. I propose to plant

these nursery trees into an orchard about two hundred

yards distant from the old orchard, and where apple

trees never grew. How shall I manage them in trans-

planting so as to cure the disease if it already exists,

and to prevent its occurrence if it does not exist.

One variety of these apples was grafted with twigs

taken from trees that I am quite sure were diseased.

Is there any assurance that they can be so treated as

to make them healthy trees t

Any information you can give me on this subject

will be highly appreciated.

King George Co., Va. T. T. Arnold.

We asked; the opinion of the Bureau of Plant In-

dustry (Department of Agriculture) on the foregoing,

and the following is the reply received from the Pa-

thologist :

Your letter of^October 9th, with letter of Mr. T. T.

Arnold, in regard to crown gall of the apple, has been

referred tollme. We transmit the following repjy to

your correspondent's questions

:

Grown gall has been pretty definitely proved to be

oontaglouB by inoculation experiments. The investi-

gations of Prof. Toomey in Arizona, and Dr. Halstead

in New Jersey, have both shown this. However, there

is very little definitely known as to how the contagion

spreads or the manner of infection. The disease is

supposed to be caused by a parasitic slime mold, a low

form of life which is on the border line between plants

and animals.

These molds have been claimed at times by both the

botanists and the zoologists. At the present time,

however, they are considered to belong to the animal

kingdom. The probabilities are very strong that crown

gall is spread in the soil, possibly in the case of nurse-

ry trees by the cultivator dragging the germs from one

tree to another.

There is no particular method of using fungicides

or disinfectants of any sort that we can advise you to

use. In view of the fact that so little is known about
crown gall, I would suggest that you select from your
nursery trees only those which are perfectly healthy,
and plant them in the orchard, if possible, avoiding
in the cultivation of your orchard'the passing of the
plows, harrows, cultivators, etc., from the old infected
trees to the new young orchard.

Very truly yours,

M. B. Waite,
Pathologist in Charge of Investigations of

Diseases of Orchard Fruit.

Prof. Alwood, in the last report of the State Horti-
cultural Society, says: "Pieces of the gall or earth
from them scattered about trees appear to be able to
cause the disease, and it spreads from tree to tree in
the orchard by infected earth, or portions of gall be-
ing taken from one tree to another in the process of
cultivation." We would advise the enquirer to be
very careful not to Bet out trees from any land where
any infected trees are found, and to be certain that
his new orohard ground is itself elear of infected soil.

—Ed.

PLANTINQ ONIONS—FIG TREES.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Your correspondent, T. E. Person, Wayne county,

N. O, page 573, October number, writes you about

planting onion seedlings from the seed bed. He has

time to do so yet if he will afford a little straw to

protect in case of severe weather.

Some time since (I think last year), you had an en-

quiry abont a "barren fig tree." In that case, your

enquirer had evidently a male tree. I note he said it

was a " volunteer." I have known a number of such,

all tracing their origin to imported dry figs. The ear-

ly settlers seem to have brought to this country only

the female or bearing trees. As the season is now ap-

proaching, he can graft.

Beaufort Co., S. 0. '76.

FALL BEARING STRAWBERRY.
I give a few additional facte in regard to the fall-

bearing Pan-American strawberry, briefly mentioned
in American Agriculturist's report of the New York
State Fair recently. I have visited the grounds of the
originator several times this fall and each time found
the half acre of plants loaded with fruit in all stages

of maturity, from the buds just started to the ripe ber-

ries. I counted 22 fruit stems on a single one-year-old

plant. The plants are propagated chiefly by dividing
the orown. The runners, which are not numerous, be-

gin bearing as soon m they take root. Altogether, it

is a very wide departure from the usual habits of the
strawberry and will be most cordially welcomed by all

lovers of strawberries.—D. D. G., Alleghany county,

N. Y., in the American Agriculturist.

Mention the Planter to your friends.
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APPLES ABROAD.

Cable from Jamee Adam, Sod & Co., Liverpool, Oc
tober 10, 1902 : "The market is active."

Chester R Lawhence,
92 Stale Street, Boston, Mass.

Messrs. Ed. Jacobs & Sons, London, England, cable

sales of apples by the steamships Minnehaha and St.

Louis, fold by them this day as follows : (Hadson
River frnit) :

Baldwins, 14s. 6d. to 17s. 9d., principally 153. to 16s.;

Greenings, lis. to 16s. 6d., principally 14s. to 15s.;

Soitz, 14s 2d. to I8v; Spvs., Us. 6d. to 18s.; Kings,
14s. to 18* ; Rassets. 15s.; B*n Divis (New Jersey
frait), 14s. 3d. to 17s. 6i ; Delaware Ki-ffer pears
(bad condition), lis. 6d. ; Hudson River Kitffer pears,
16s to 16s. 64.

As yon see from the above, notwithstanding the
large shipments that are going across, London prices
are good, and will continue to be good all the season
on account of the gre t shortage in Nova Scotia. The
large supplies now goiDg across from Montreal and
Boston nearly all goto Liverpool and Glasgow ; steam
snip com 'nunication between those towns is better than
with London, and in my opinion London will be the
best market this 8-ason. Prices mentioned above are
gross averages, not quotations, with wets, slicks and
resales to be taken off.—W. N. White, in the Country
Gentleman.

PECAN CULTURE.

Editor Southern Planter :

Twenty years ago, when 1 first became interested in

the pecan, there was not a nursery in Georgia from
which many trees of this nut could be obtained

Even in Texas and Louisiana, where large quantities

of pecans are gathered every year from the trees of

native growth, comparatively little attention was given

to this nut in the way of cultivation and improve
merit.

How different now. To persons who have not kept
tip with the progress in pecan culture during the last

twenty years the meeting of the National Nut Grow
er's Association at Macon, Gi., a short time ago, would
have been a revelation.

Eathusiastio, practical and intelligent "pecan grow
ere from Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Lou-

isiana and Texas, were present, and their discussions

of the various quesuoDS that arise in nut growing were

highly entertaining to persons who are interested in

any line of horticulture.

Nut growing as an industry is likely to be radically

advacced through the effort of this Association, and

a few > ears hence will assume proportions not.dreamed

of a few years ago.

The great demand for pecan nuts, at paying prices,

has given quite an impetus to outgrowing in Georgia,

so much so that this industry in the Cracker, State is

fast becoming one of the most important in the line of
horticulture.

At the recent meeting of the nut growers, referred
to above, a very interesting address was delivered by
Prof. J. B. Hunnicut, the editor of the Southern Culti-

vator. Having given close attention for many years
to all questions connected with the farm and the gar-
den, Prof. Hunnicut is well prepared to speak intelli-

gently on the subject of pecan culture. He referred
to an instance in which a large pecan tree produced
sixty-four dollars' worth of nuts in one season ; and
to another in which the owner of a half acre pecan
grove derived more money from his trees than from
his two horse farm. He said : " Did you ever hear of
a pecan tree dying t Did you ever see a dead one t I
never did. They live for centuries—they ought to be
planted as the shade tree of the South. Cease buj ing
bonds, which are a debt on posterity, and plant pecan
trees—something that will grow into profit for poster-

ity. Plant fifty trees to the acre, and when they reach
maturity they will produce, at a low estimate, $25 to

the tree."

The man who plants a large pecan grove in the
United States, almost anywhere south of the fortieth

degree of latitude, may rest assured that he is laying

the foundation for an enduring fortune.

Hart Co., Ga. L. W. Peek.

We cannot endorse the advice to plant pecans al-

most anywhere south of the fortieth d»greeof lati-

tude. In a Bulletin issuf d by the Department of Ag-
riculture and prepared jointly by the Department and
the American Pomological Society, pecans are advised
only to be planted in Eastern North Carolina, South
Carolina and Georgia below 500 feet elevation, and in
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana Arkansas
and Texas, and even in these sections not above 500
feet elevation, except in parts of Texas. They are not
suitable for planting in any part of Virginia.

—

Ed.

PARAFFIN IN HORTICULTURE.
A new and important use of refined paraffin wax

seems to have been discovered by a resident of Ohio,
living near Lancaster, who had two trees badly dam-
aged by storm, one being a maple and the other an
apple. In each case a large limb was broken down
from the trunk, but still attached to it. The limbs
were propped up and fastened securely with straps,
very much as a broken leg might be fastened with
splints, and then melted refined wax poured into and
over all the cracks. This "surgical operation" was en-
tirely successful. T, e paraffin prevented the escape
of the sap, kept out the rain and moisture which
would have rotted the trees, prevented the depreda-
tions of insects, and the limbs seem thus far to be per-
fectly reattached to the tree.

—

Country Gentleman.

Mention the Planter to your friend?.
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Live Stock and Dairy.

PICTURES OF LIVE STOCK.

In onr last issue we gave notice that it was onr in

tentlon to make our January 1903 issue a special one

of great interest to live stock owners, and that to aid

in bo doing we were anxious to receive pictures of some

of the best live stock in the South, and asking for same

to be sent us for selection and reproduction. We re

gret to say that very few breeders or owners of fi ie

animals have responded to our request. We would

again urge upon them that they have photographs

made and sent us at once or we shall be unable to have

the plates made in time. This ooportunity of bring

ing their stock to the notice of the farmers of the South

ought surely to commend itself to the attention of own

ers of fine stock. It cannot fail to result in profit to

those who avail themselves of it.

THE BEST BREED OF DAIRY COWS FOR THE
WASTED LANDS OF THE SOUTH.

Editor Southern Planter :

I am a careful reader of your valuable journal, and

much interested in stock raisiDg and dairying because

I was born and raised in a country (Switzerland) where

stock raising and dairying is in a high state of pertec

fion. I have made Swiss cheese for the last ten years

in Ohio and Wisconsin. Now I have come to Virginia

and bought a place here. It seems to me that this

State of Virginia is going down, and especially this

section, in value every year, mainly because the na
tives of the country do not care for anything better

than the old way of farming, and know little or noth

ing of the value of good bred stock.

I have spoken to everybody I meet, and urged that

we get together and improve our stock and go into the

dairy business.

I want to ask you, and every reader of the Southern

Planter to incite interest in this matter. Which is the

best kind of stock for our section and the whole S^ate

for dairying, and at the same time for the bu'c^ert

We need a breed h«re which will be satitfied with

the poor old fields, and at the same time do well

I hope that in the next it-sue you will discuss this

question, so we can talk this ma'ter up, and that many
will give their opinions. Afrer that. I will give mv
opinion and views on the subject. I think this is the

onlv way to bring this country up into the condition

it onght to he.

Lunenburg Co , Va. August Bueegi.

We have for years been urging upon the farmers of

the South that they improve the quality of ther live

stock of all kinds by breeding to pure bred male ani

mals of the different, standard breeds, and we are glad

to say with some efivct. The leaven as yet has not

worked all over the South, but it is beginning to do

BO. There are few sections where now there are not

at least one or two men showing what can be done
with fine bred stock. A few years ago such men could
only be found here and there at wide intervals over
the whole Siuth. We intend to continue this cam-
paign in behalf of good bred stock of all kinds so long
as we edit the Planter, and therefore our correspond-

ents may count on our help in every way in our
power.

The question of the best breed of cows for dairy and
beef purposes (dual purpose cows) for the thin, wasted
lands of the South is one difficult of solution. We are

personally strongly impressed with the value of the

Red Polls for this purpose. We have excellent reports

from one or two parties who have tried them. The
difficulty with this breed, however, is that they are

scarce and difficult to get in numbers sufficient to meet
the demand. We have also a good opinion of the Ayr-
shires, although they are more essentially dairy than
dual purpose cows. Still we have seen Ayrshire*

make fair beef cattle. Where the lands are better

and grass more abundaut, Shorthorns cannot be beaten

for either the dairy or the block, but on a great part

of the S mthern lands grass is too short and poor for

them to do justice to themselves. We shall be glad to

have the views of our readers on this subject.

That our correspondent is right as to the ne "essity

for more and better stock in the South, there can be
no question. This necessity for stock is even forcing

itself upon the attention of the Western farmers on the

gieat wheat plains of Dakota. Mr. Wing, writing in

the Breeder's Gazette recently, say*

:

The cow is bringing prosperity to South Dakota. I
have been much interested in studying the iufluence
and effect of dairying. At Desmet there is a large co-
operative creamery. Ic is perlectly equipped, and
nakes pnbably as good butter as can be tound in the
United Srates. This butter is practically all made
troin native prairie grasses. It is worthy of note that
butter made from these grasses will stand up in much
higher temperatures than Eastern butter. The fl»vor

is delightful. There was a day when four elevators
ami a large mill could not handle the wheat bi ought
to Desmet. To day not more than one elevator is

operating. Wheat «'ld not briDg prosperity, dairying
has brought it. L'nd values have trebled within ten
year^. Ltnd now is worth from $25 to $50 per acre
about here Far ther south and east it is worth even
higher prices, as much as $100 being paid for land in

one section of the State. This creamery at Desmet
pa d out to farmers last month nearly $10 000. In a
\ear it pays aoont $90 OtiO, which, distributed in a
community, is a great help. It is a sight to see the
farmer-' teams surrounding the creamery in the morn-
ing. Grade Shorthorn cows are principally used,

aud most of the calves are raised. Of course there is

a great deal of grain grown also.
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Ab Desmet I met John Armstrong, a stockman well

known all over the D-ikotas for his sound sense and

progressive ideas. He is an ardent advocate of the

dairy, live stock rather than grain farming. He has

been here for many years. Concerning his business,

he gives me the following :

We keep a strict account with our cows, and as we
retired from the farm many years ago we went into

the dairy business to see what could be done with up
to- date methods. The results have surprised us, and

as the years go by and we get more and better dairy

knowledge, we get better results. The cow is a won
derful animal, and we find great pleasure and profit

in our study. Science has taught us that dairying is

not drudgery, but an art. All feed bought is charged

up to the cows, and they are credited with all milk

Bold and all the young stock and hogs raieed on the

skim milk. Our principal grain feed is bran and

shorts ; the milk is sold to the Desmet creamery, and
nothing is charged for ltbor. I keep just sixteen

cows, and the following is a statement of the expendi-

tures for the la9t four years and the receipts :

Cash per cow for milk...

Total cash receipts for

milk
Gash pork raieed on skim
milk

Cash received from stock
sold

Total gross cash re

ceipts

Net cash re .eived, feed
deducted. „

1898.

$49 66

794 76

215 00

427 00

1899.

$55 27

852 29

175 00

687 00

51,436 76$1,714 29

1,184 761 1,414 29

1890.

$56 02

900 07

196 00

673 00

$1,769 07

1,419 57

1891.

$60 09

961 52

198 84

611 67

$1,772 13

1,522 15

Total pounds milk per
cow

Total pounds butter per
cow

Cost butter per pound of
feed

Average price 1 00 pounds
milk

Cost feed per 100 pounds

6,001
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between 6 and 2t months old, two entries— First prize,

$60, won by Bed Rjck and four yearlings; owner, Ma
jor Bentley. Second prize, $30, won by No Name and
six yearlings ; owner, Major Cowan.

Best bull, of any age, nine entries—First prize, $50,

won by Miss Bamsden's Knight ; owner,W.W. George.

Second prize, $20, won by Governor Tyler ; owner, F.

A. Heatwole.
Special premium by J. T. Cowan on best bull bred

by him to owner, $20, won by Governor Tyler ; owner,

F. A. Heatwole.
Best cow or heifer, of any age, seven entries—First

prize, $50, won by Gwendolin VII ; owner, J. T.

Cowan. Second prize, $20, won by No Name ;
owner,

"Virginia Polytechnic Institute.

Best bull bred by exhibitor, four entries—First prize,

$40, won by Gwendolin Cup ; owner, Major J. T Cow
an. Second prize, $20, won by Delany ; Major Bent
ley, owner.
Best bull and four or more cows or heifers, bred by

exhibitor, two entries—First premium, $50, won by
Red Bock and four cows ; owner, Major Bentley. Sec
ond premium, $30, Gwendolin Cup and four cows

;

Mijor Cowan, owner.
Best bull and four of his get, without regard to own-

ership—First prize, $50, won by Champion Cup

;

owner, J. T. Cowan.
Best cow and her produce, without regard to owner

ship, $40, won by Gwendolin III, and her offspring,

Governor Tyler, Gwendolin VII, and Gwendolin XL

;

Major Cowan, owner.

Hebefobds.

Beet bull, 3 years old and over, two entries—Actor
III, first prize, $40, to 8. W. Anderson, Blakes Mills,

W. Va. Second prize, $30, Gazette, to H. L. Mor
gan, of Saltville.

Best bull, 2 years old and under 3, five entries

—

Van, first piizs, $40, S. W. Anderepn. Marquis of

Salisbury, second prize, $30 ; Virginia Polytechnic In
stitute, owner. Alpha, third piize, $20 ; H. L. Mor-
gan, owner.

Best bull, 1 year and under 2, five entries—Svlvanus,
first prize, $40 ; Britton XI, second prize, $30 ; both
owned by 8. W. Anderson. Fitzmorris, third piize,

$20 ; H. L. Morgan, owner.
Best bull, 6 months old and under 2 years, four en

tries— Garfield II, first prize, $30 ; Marmaduke VII,
second prize, $25 ; both owned by S. W. Anderson^
Marquis third prize, $15 ; Virginia Polytechnic Insti

tute, owner.
Best bull calf, under 5 months old— Crimson Ram

bier, $25 ; H. L Morgan, owner.
Best cow, 3 years old and over, three entries—Fran

cis J., first prize, $40 ; and Princess Aline, second
prize, $30 ; 8. W. Anderson, owner. Third prize,
Cinderella, $20, H. L. Morgan, owner.

Best cow or heifer, 2 years old and under—Miss
Peerless, $40 ; 8. W. Anderson, owner.

Best heifer, 1 year old and under 2, eight entries

—

First prize, $40. won by Janice ; second prize, $30,
won by Anita II; both owned by 8. W. Anderson.
Third piize. $20, won by Castalia Nymph ; Virgkia
PoHtechnic Institute, owner.

Best two animals of either sex, produce of one cow

—

First prize, $30, won by Janice and Woodland. Sec-
ond prize, $20, won by Miss Aline and Miss Actress.

Third prize, $15, won by Van and Gladys ; owner of
lot, 8. W. Anderson.

Best four animals of either sex, any age, get of one
sire, twelve entries—First prize, $30, won by Miss
Peerless. Anita II, Janice, and Ingleeide. Second
prize, $25, won by Sylvanus, Andrea, Actor XXVI,
and Miss Aline II. Third prize, $2 J, wod by Alpha,
Fitzsimmons, Mountain Lad, and Crevison Reindeer

;

owned by 8. W. Anderson.
Best heifer, 6 months and under 1 year, six entries

—Aline II, first prize, $30; Andrea, second prize, $25,
Alberta, third prize, $15 ; all owned by 8. W. Ander-
son.

Gband Sweepstakes.
Best bull of any age, $30, won by Actor ; owner, S.

W. Anderson.
Best cow or heifer of any age, Miss Peerless, $30

;

owner, Mr. Anderson.

Polled Angus.
Best bull. 3 years and over, two entries—First prize,

$30, J. R K. Bell, Pulaski, on Hardy. Second prize,

$20, won by F^ffe ; owner, Virginia Polytechnic Insti-

tute.

Best bull, 2 years old and under 3—First prize, $15,
won by >ewler ; owner. J. R. K. Bell.

BeBt bull, l year and under 2—Tiptoe, first prize,

$10 Gay Quincv, second prize. J. R. K. Bell.

Best bull calf— Fir^t prize, $7.50, to J. R K. Bell
on No Name. Second prize, $2.50, to J. R. K. Bell,

on Montvale Norice.
Best cow, 3 years old and over—First prize, $25,

won by Minor No. 10. Second prize, $15. won by
Lakeside Novice ; both owned by Virginia Polytech-
nic Institute.

Best cow or heifer, 2 years and under 3—Fyffino,

$10 ; Virginia Polytechnic Institute, owner.
Best heifer, 1 year and under 2—First prize, $7.50,

Fyffe II; owned by Virginia Poljtechnic Institute.

Second priza, $2.50 ; won by Mont Hilda IV ; owner,

J R. K Bell.

Best heifer calf—Hilda S.'s 8. 8. C , first priza, $3;

J R. K. Bell, owner. Second prize, $2, won by Mlua
XI ;

owner, Virginia Polytechnic Institute.

Best cow and calf—First prize, $15, Minor X and
calf; owner, Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Seeond
prize, $10, Dixie Bttty and calf; owner, J. R K. Bell.

TEST OF VIRQINIA-OWNED JERSEY COW.

Our Jersey cow, Fancy Nostar, 127,415, was fresh Feb-

ruary 1, 1902. and since then has milked as follows

:

February, 769J lbs.; April, 837} ; June, 728; March,

9321 ; May, 819 ; July, 637 ; August, 600 ; September,

554 J, and fell to calve in December, and still milk-

ing IS or 19 pounds perda>- Her milk shows near

5 per cent. butt*r (at, so she proves herself to be a

very profitable cow, making over 300 pounds of but-

far fat in ten months. We much prefer yearly records

to seven day ttsts to prove our cows are profitable.

Would like to encourage the use of scales and Bab-

cock tests in cow stable as a means of putting the herd

on a paying basis. %
Forest Home Farm, Va. H. T. PANCOU8T.
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WHY WE PRACTICE WINTER DAIRYING.

Editor Southern Planter :

Formerly, with the exception of one cow to supply

our own family with milk dnriDg the winter, we had

oar cows calve in April ; but for a number of years

past we have arranged to have them fresh in Septem

ber, so as to obtain the better prices for dairy products

which always rule during the fall and winter months.

When the cows "came in" in the spring, of course the

bulk of our butter was made in June, July and August,

and during hot weather had to be solidly packed into

firkins and tubs and held until cooler weather before

shipping to market.

When ice was used in the tank to cool the milk, and

the butter was kept well covered with brine in a

clean, cool cellar, uncontaminated by foul odors, our

butter was preserved in good condition, and sold in

October about as well as freshly made butter; but the

taste of consumers has changed Bince then, and they

are unwilling to buy old butter, be it ever eo sweet

and good, unless it is cheap. This being the case, the

best thing dairymen could do was to change their

arrangements so as to supply customers and con

sumers with freshly made butter at the time they

want it, and are willing to pay well for what they

want. In our case, I think the change from sum
mer to winter dairying was beneficial in several

ways

:

let. Cows fresh in the fall, kept in a warm, well

Tentilated stable, well fed and watered, will give milk

for a longer period than spring cows. Supplied with

good corn fodder or clover hay, and two feeds a day

of wheat bran and corn meal, the flow of milk will be

kept up until spring, and then, when turned out to

pasture, will not shrink for a long time, and if the

bran feed is kept up, it will increase the flow of milk

«onsiderably.

2d. We have the greater part of the season's make
of butter to sell when the price is the highest, or if

the cream is taken to the creamery, the result is the

same.

3d. It is less trouble to make and market a good

article in cool weather.

4th. Better calve3 can be raised, because they will

be so much older and larger than spring calves to eat

grass in the summer and endure the rigor of the en

suing winter.

5th. It brings the greater share of the milking.

«hurning, or taking the cream to the creamery and

feeding the calves (if calves are raised), at the season

when business on the farm is not hurried, and the

farmer and his family have the most time to attend

to them.

Another thing, cows that calve in the fall are gen

erally in flesh, with an abundance of strength to bear

the demands of maternity and the constant strain on

their systems to which good milking cows are sub-

jected. Cows that calve in the spring are more apt to

be in poor flesh and weak, and not likely to do so well,

and perhaps retain the placenta. The retention of the

placenta used to be more common in the old times,

when the farmers kept their cows in the barn yard.

It is not so common since cows are generally stabled.

When a cow is well advanced in pregnancy she

looks plump, and apparently in good health, but as

soon as she calves, her owner is surprised to see how
she has caved in on both sides, and that she is poor at

the time she ought to be fat, if she is expected to main-

tain her good reputation in the dairy.

I never had a cow too fat when she calved but once,

and then I had foolishly fed her a full ration of meal

up to the time she calved, thinking I was doing a fine

thing; ])nt, alas ! her udder was so full of tallow, there

was no room for a store of milk, and the calf, which

was a puny little thing, sucked.nearly all the time,

and could hardly get enough to keep from famishing.

It is said that the milk from poor cows has but very

little cream in it. The reason is obvious : the poor

cows have to retain the cream to keep the flesh on

their bodies, and then cannot help growing poorer all

the time.

The feeds which are practically valuable for milk

cows in the winter are corn meal, buckwheat meal,

wheat bran, buckwheat bran, wheat middlings, and

ground oats. The latter is usually relatively higher

in price than other grains which are just as good for

milk production, and can be profitably sold and the

money used for the purchase of bran.

Cows have a craving for something besides dry

foods, and are fond of a variety. Ensilage is all right

when well preserved, but we have always got along

very well with pumpkins, potatoes, turnips, ruta

bagas and apples for succulent foods in winter, and I

think the cows were just as well pleased and made as

good returns as if they had been fed ensilage, and the

cost was certainly no greater.

The disadvantage of winter dairying is in having to

feed more meal and bran to get a good flow of milk

and keep it up until grass comes. It costs more to

make winter milk and butter, but according to our

experience, the higher prices of the winter market

more than pays the additional expense for feed, and

the grain fed to cows in the winter makes rich manure

for the cornfield.

J. W. Ingham.

When corresponding with advertisers, say that yon

saw the advertisement in the Southern Planter.
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THE RAZOR BACK HOO.

Editor Southern Planter

:

To one who has given his entire life to the produc
tion of improved live stock, whose father and grand
father followed the same honorable calling, and who
believes that the best is none too good, an article like

the one written by Mr. Hopkins in the October Planter

(in which he advocates the nse of the razor back hog),

comes as a severe shock and makes one stop in wonder
and ask if what he says be so of what accoant have all

the years of toil and thought, and the great expend!
ture of money by breeders been to mankind if we must
come back to the nse of the scrub in order to make
both ends meet t Does the life work of such great

men as Booth, Bates, Marr, Grant, McCombie, Sotham,
Dunham, and ten thousand others count for nothing T

If so, then why not go back to the stage coach as a
means of conveyance, to the ox as a beast of burden and
take things easy. The whole matter rests right on this

point. If improvement in live stock amounts to any
thing then it amounts to everything and reaches to

every branch of the business. The writer believes in

pure-bred or high grade stock of the best quality, and
thinks as much ofgood blood in the " mortgage lifter"

as he does in the beef or dairy cow and saddle or driv
ing horse.

We will never get our live stock too good, so that
we will never produce a poor animal. Then let us use
every means in our power to improve rather than help
to deteriorate the great breeds our fathers gave their

lives to build up.

The South needs all the good blood she can get, and
needs good stock men behind the good blood. The
lack of these is all that stands in the way of her being
one of the greatest stock countries in the world.

Rockingham Co., 2f. 0. A. L. French.

THE HOQ AS A nORIOAQE LIFTER.

Editor Southern Planter :

"We are constantly hearing it does not pay to raise

hogs for profit with corn at present prices. Now, I

want to prove it does pay. If the hog is handled
right and forced along he can't find time to eat his

head off in six months with 175 pounds to his credit.

I have on my farm a brood sow that has littered three
times in ten months, raised ten pigieach time, making
thirty pigs in ten months. I have sold eighteen of
these hogs at from five to six months old, weighing
from 150 to 175 pounds each. The nicest weighed 150
at five months old. They brought me $180 (one
hundred and eighty dollars). I have two on hand now
for family use which are worth $25, which would make
#205 in eleven months. Now, who will deny that Is

not turning over money as fast as any other farm ani-

mal. But I hear some one ask what did they cost 1 I

did not keep accounts with these but I did with a lit-

ter of seven last year that were not as thrifty pig<*. I

fed them $15 worth of grain (n six months and sold

four of them at six months old for $28 ; had three left

and $13 for my trouble and milk. These hogs were
sold at two cents less per pound than those I sold this

year, and corn was selling at about the same price.

Corn can't get far ahead of pork at any time. Then
we have milk to help on the profit also. We can tarn

our money over faster in hogs than anything else on
the farm that is handled in bulk.

Goochland Co., Va. N. S. W.

QALLOWAY CATTLE IN V1ROINIA.

Editor Southern Planter

:

It may interest you and tome of your readers to

know that I have just purchased a bunch of registered

Galloway cattle. They consist of five cows and one
bull calf, all bought of Charles Deeds & Son, of Gran-

ville, Ohio.

These are excellent cattle and bred right. The young
bull, Dewey III, won second in the calf c'aesattheOhlo

State Fair. I also secured the cow Sarah of Elrig,

which won second in aged cow class at the same show.

These cattle won in competition wi h the herd of Mr.

James Frantz, whose cattle won high honors at the

International stock show last year.

I hope to give you further reports of these cattle

which have just arrived at this farm. The cows are

now all in calf to Straightback, who won second al

Ohio State Fair.

Gloucester Co., Va. N. S. Hopkins.

We are glad to hear of this new acquisition to the
herds of cattle in this State, and shall be pleased to
hear further from them.—Er>.

To reduce swelling in a cow's bags shave up some
good turpentine soap and add half the quantity of soft

water and one-third of strained honey; dissolve slowly
on the stove; when cold it should be as stiff as vaseline;

keep in stone jar (not tin\ and rub all milk veins and
bag well with it after milking, and two or three times
daily. I found it was the best thing I ever tried. Ik

saved several calves, after painful surgical operations
and made cows bags firm and healthy that had been
neglected over a year. Apply as soon as the least

swelling is noticed, and on fresh (young) cows as soon
as milked or before fresh, if bag seems red and unnat-
urally distended. It seems cooling, and cows like to
he treated. It is good for man and beast, soothes all

boils and carbuncles. From one who has tested it.

Oulpeper Co., Va. L. F. Majob.
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OFFICIAL RECORDS OF HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN
COWS.

From July 29 to September 1, 1902

One thirty day record and twenty four Beven day

records have been received and approved daring this

period.

The thirty-day record is especially remarkable.

DeNatsey Baker 55471, age 2 years, 2 months, 7 days;

commenced record 8 days after calving ; daring thirty

consecutive days thereafter, produced an average of

56.31 lbs. of milk per day—a total of 1,689.9 lbs.

This milk contained 56.523 lbs. butter fat ; equivalent

butter 80 per cent, fat, 70 lbs. 10 5 oz., or 65 lbs. 15.1

oz 85 7 per cent, fat—a daily equivalent of over 2 lbs.

5.5 oz. butter 80 per cent, fat or over 2 lbs. 3 oz. 85 7

per cent. fat. This heifer is owned by Chas. D. Pierce,

San Francisco, Gal.

Another remarkable record for the season is that of

the seven day record of Mattie Clay's Aaggie Sad,

42178 ; age 6 years, 6 months, 10 days ; commenced 10

days after calving. She produced 499.1 lbs. milk con-

taining 19.168 lbs. butter fat equivalent to 23 lbs. 15 4

oz. butter 80 per cent, fat, or 22 lbs. 5.8 oz. 85.7 per

cent. fat. She is owned by Pierce Land & Stock Co.,

San Francisco, Cal.

Another large seven day record is that of Velma
Niva 41675, age 5 years, 11 months, 24 days ; com
menced 23 days after calving. She produced 454 3

lbs. milk containing 16.226 lbs. butter fate, equivalent

to 20 lbs. 4.5 oz. butter 80 per cent, fat or 18 lbs. 14 9

oz. 85.7 per cent. fat. Owner W. B. Smith & Son,

Columbus, Ohio.

THE HOQ PEN.

Editor SnutJiern Planter

:

So much has been written concerning the necessity

for clean quarters for hogs that it would seem to the

readers of agricultural papers that the filthy hog pen

would, ere this, have been a thing of the past, but

the old idea that the hog enjoys filih and that a stink-

ing rail pen is good enough for hogs still prevails

with many. A careful, thoughtful observation of a

hog's actions when penned up in a close pen ought to

teach any one better. Uuder such circumstances a

hog will deposit all excrement in the farther corner of

the pen, and he will dig great holes in the ground in

order to get to fresh, pure earth. This only makes

the matter worse, as the rain will make the fresh

earth into mud, and the hog is compelled to wallow

in his own filth in spite of all his efforts to do better.

It seems as if self interest would prompt the owner

to do a better part by his hogs, but there are many

whom you cannot make believe but that a hog will do

as well in mud and filth up to his body as in a clean,

nice pen. Some writers go to the opposite extreme

and picture their ideal quarters for hogs so nicely

that the plan disgusts the average farmer, and as such

nice hog houses are not practical they are dropped

without further consideration. A very good enclosure

may be constructed by making a pen of slat* light

enough that two persons can move them onto fresh

ground each day. A pen of this kind, eight by ten

feet, will do very well for three or four pigs, and they

can be moved about without much trouble. I prefer

to let hogs have the run of a field when it can be done,

but sometimes it is necessary to pen them.

Albion, W. Va. A. J. Leg*.

COST OF niLK.

For the past five years the New Jersey Experiment

Station has kept an account of the cost of producing

milk with its herd of 23 to 30 cows and publishes its

findings in a report just issued. The average yield per

cow was 6,479 pounds. The average cost of food per

cow per day was 13.32 cents, of which 6 11, or 49 6 per

cent., is due to purchased feeds, and 6.21, or 50 4 per

cent , to the cost of farm crops. The average cost per

quart of milk for the five years, including food, labor

and interest and decrease in the value of the herd, is

shown to be 2.38 cents The cost of farm crops fed

is the actual cost of producing them and not their sell-

ing price. Other feeds were charged at what they cost

laid down at barn.

SALE OF HEREFORDS.

By Clem Graves, Bunker Hill, Ind., at Indiana-

polis, Ind., September 16.

All Hereford price records fell before the bids at

the dispersion sale of Clem Graves' herd by the In-

dianapolis Sales Company. A bid of $10,000 was

made for the bull Crusader, a bid of $7,000 for the

cow Dolly 2nd, and the average on forty three head

was $1,007.

37 females sold for $30,375—an average of $820.95.

6 bulls sold for $12.925— an average of #2 154.15.

43 head sold for $43,300—an average of $1,007.

TEST OF OUERNSEY COW.

The official record of Portia of Maplehuret, 602 37

ponnds butter fat, which would be equivalent to 702 7

pounds butter, is the largest year's record of any cow

made under regular and careful publio supervision

and test each month.

Peterboro, N. H. Wm. H. Caldwell, Secretary.

Mention the Planter when corresponding with ad-

vertisers.
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The Poultry Yard.

COST OF PRODUC1NO SU/lilER EQQS.

DariDg the past year a number of inquiries were re
ceived, asking for information as. to the exact cost of
producing a dozen eggs daring the summer months.
With this object in view we selected two pens of hens,
one of Barred Plymouth Rocks, and the other of An
dalusians. Each pen consisted of 12 hens and a male
bird.

Each flock had a pen in the poultry house 12 feet by
14 feet, and a sodded yard attached 80 feet deep and
the same width of the pen.
The hens were usually fed four times a day whole

grain in the litter or straw, in the morning ; meat or
bone at noon, three or four times per week ; other
days no noon feed was given. Mash at four in the
afternoon, composed of equal parts of bran, shorts
and ground oate, moistened with skim milk

;
just be

fore dark, a little whole grain.

April 22d to May 22d. Rocks—13 hens, 1 cock :

Mixed feed— 17.687 lbs., at $1.33 per cwt.. 23 576 cte.

Bone—12 687 lbs., at $1 per cwt 16 6S7 "
Mash—32.375 lbs., at 95c. per cwt 29 137 "
Wheat—21.875 lbs., at $1.13 per cwt 27.79 "
Milk—32 lbs., at 15c. per cwt 3.33 "

Total 100.52 "

Eggs laid, 16 dozen; cost per dozen, 6.28
cents.

Nearly all Rocks were broody during last

week.
April 22d to May 22d. Andalusians—

13 heDS, 1 cock:
Mixed cracked grain—14 3 lbs., at $1.33

per cwt 25.99 "
Green bone— 13.75 lbs., at $1 per cwt 13 75 "
Mash—35 lbs., at 90c per cwt 31.05 "
Wheat—24 lbs., at $1.33 per cwt., or 68c.

per bushel 27.19 "
Milk—35 lbs., at 10c. per cwt 3.5 "

Total 101.48 "

Eggs laid, 20} dozen; cost per dozen, 4 9
cents.

May 22d to June 22d. Barred Rocks:
Oits—2 lbs. 8 oz«., at $L per cwt 2.8 "

Bone—2 lbs., at $1 per cwt 11. "

Mash—40 lbs., at 90c. per cwt 36. "
Milk—40 lbs., at 10c. per cwt 4 "
Wheat—34 lbs. 13 ozs., at $1.13 per cwt... 39.58 "

Total 93.38 "

Eges laid, 13 dozen and 10; cost per doz.,
6 82 cento.

May 22d to June 22d. Andalusians

—

Milk—40 lbs., at 10 etc per cwt 4.
"

Oats—3 lbs, at $1 per cwt 3.
"

Wheat—35 lbs. 7 ozs., at 81.13 per cwt 40 15 "

Mash—10 lbs., at 90c. per cwt 36 "
Bone—11 lbs. 6 ozs., at $1 per cwt 11.37 "

Total 94.52 "

Eggs laid, 18 dozen and 2; cost per doz.,
5.21 cento.

June 22d to July 22d. Barred Rocks :

Wheat—26.375 lbs., at $1.13 per cwt 29.80 cte.

Oate—6.25 lbs., at $1 per cwt 6.25 "
Mash—41.75 lbs., at 90c. per cwt 37.57 "
Milk—41 lbs., at 10c. per cwt 4.1 "
Bone—lib., at $1 per cwt 1.00 "

Total 78.72 "

Eggs laid, 13 dozen and 10; cost per doz.,
5.69 cents.

June 22d to July 22d. Andalusians :

Wheat—35.625 lbs., at $1.13 per cwt 40.25 "

Oate—6.25 lbs., at $1 per cwt 6 5 "

Mash—40 lbs., at 90e. per cwt 3tt.00 "

Milk—40 lbs,, at 10c. per cwt 4 00 "

Bone—1 lb., at $1 per cwt 1.00 "

Total cost 87.75 "

Eggs laic* 16 dozen and 1; cost per doc,
5.42 cents.

Jnlv 22d to August 22d. Barred Rocks:
Wheat—32.625 lbs., at $1.13 per cwt 37.99 "

Oate—9 lb3., at $1 per cwt .' 9.00 "

Mash—39 5 lbs., at 90c. per cwt 35 55 "

Milk—40 lbs, at 10c. per cwt 4 00 "

Bone—12 lb., at $1 per cwt 2.00 "

Total cost... 88.54 "

Eggs laid, 14 dozen and 1, cost per doz.,

6.28 cento.

July 22d to August 22d. Andalusians :

Wheat—27.25 lbs., at $1.13 per cwt 30.79 "

Oats—14 875 lbs., at $1 per cwt 14.875 "

Mash—4.05 lbs., at 90c. per cwt 36.45 "

Milk—40 lbs., at 10c. per owt 4 00 "

Bone—3 lbs., at $1 per cwt 3 00 "

Total cost 89.115 "

Eggs laid, 14 dozen and 9; cost per dozen, 5 cento.

Average cost per dozen for Rocks, 6.32 cents.

Average cost per dozen for Andalusians. 5.38 cento.

W. R. Graham.
Ontario Agricultural College Report.

POULTRY AND DOQ SHOW.
An advertisement in thie issue announces the Sec

ond Annual Poultry, Pigeon and Pet Stock Show to

be held in Richmond, Va., November 24th to 29th,

1902, in the Masonic Temple, corner of Broad and

Adams streets. This show promises to be a banner

show. Prizes are large, and competent judges will

place the awards. The prizes in the dog department

are very attractive, comprising many valuable pres-

ents donated by Richmond merchants. Entries close

November 14th. Send for premium 1st at once Ad-
dress Frank Jenkins, Secretary, 517 West Broad
street, Richmond,Va.
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The Horse.

NOTES.

Major George Chrisman, a Teteran breeder and
farmer of the Valley of Virginia, and one of the

leading spirits of the Harrisonburg Horse Show,
sends me the following interesting communication.
My Stud is rather a mixed oue than otherwise, from
the fact that soon after the War I began to breed

draft horses because during hostilities nearly all oth

ere had been driven off, and those suitable for farm
work were very scarce. I then brought three Per
cheron stallions here, and from that time the draft

stock of Rockingham county began to improve. There
has not been a year since 1863 that I have not had
one or more good draft stallions doiug missionary work
in this section. Of my collection, numbering about
thirty head, one third are Percheron, the remainder
being half bred Hackneys, saddle bred and half thor

oughbred horses, while I own an interest iu the Per
«heron stallion Bordeaux, in General Miles, a prize

winning saddle stallion, and in Sam Corey, thorough
bred son of Long Taw and Algebra, by Imp. High
lander, who was a great steeple chase horse, and bids

fair to sire a line of fiae hunters and jumpers. Among
my brood mares are a couple by Sim Purdy, 2:20i,

dam by Tam O'Shanter, sou of Planet, Eliza South,
by General Miles, dam May Queen, by Forset Den
mark ; Maid of the Mist, by Montrose Squirrel, 1257,

dam May Qaeeu ; Kate Montrose, by Montrose Squir
rel, dam Sir Roger, Hackney, and others not only by
the same stallions, but by Chorister, thoroughbred son
of Falsetto.

I have some fine young geldings and mares from
two years old and upwards, and these will be pre
pared for our annual horse show at Harrisonburg,
where I hope to carry off a fair share of the ribbons
offered.

• One of the principal attractions at Morris Park,
New York, on the 11th instant was the winning of

the bay gelding Self Protection in the $10,000 Cham-
pion Steeplechase with his owner, Harry Page, anam-
eteur up. Self Protection was sired by thoroughbred
Parapline, dam a half bred mare. He was brought
East from Montana by Sidney Paget with a bunch of
other horses and sold at auction for the mere baga
telle of $40. Later he passed to Mr. Page, who has
ridden the horse to hounds in twelve and fifteen

miles runs across the country. A natural jumper,
Self-Protection has steadily improved in speed and
general good qualities since the season opened. Pat
Maney has trained Self Protection arid owner Page
has done the riding, and if instructions had been
fully cariied out according to the trainer's directions

the horse would have won some good races that were
lost. Mr. Page and trainer Maney will take the
horse to England this fall and fit him for the Grand
National Steeplechase at Liverpool to be run next
March, when his owner will have the mount. The
splendid career of this horse carries with it a lesson
that Virginia breeders should find of profit, as in

this State, as in no other in the country, are the pro

duce of thoroughbred sires from general purpose

mares to be found in great numbers, and it is just

such breediog that resulted in bo great a horse as

Self Protection.

A grand success was the Richmond Horse Show,
which began on Tuesday evening, October 14th, and
continued through the week. The attendance ex-

ceeded all expectations, and the greatest lot of horses

ever paraded on a tan bark arena in the South were
shown. Eutries came from Chicago New York, Phil-

adelphia and other big centres. The management,
including President J. T. Anderson, Secretary W. O.

Warthen and others, were well pleased over the re-

sult, which financially proved a paying investment.

Not the least pleasing feature for Virginia breed-

ers and owners was the medium it furnished be-

tween buyer and seller, and some very satisfactory

sales were recorded, among them being that of Julian

Morris' chestnut geldiHg Churchill, 6, 16:2. by Pali-

nurus, to Richard Wallach, agent for J. Hobart
Moore, Chicago, for $1,000, while the same party pur-

chased of Harry O. Beattie, Vice-President of the Rich-

mond Horse Sbow Association and M. F. H. of the

Deep Run Hnnt Club, the chestnut gelding Red Light,

6, i6:2, by King Bolt, Jr., for $500. In addition to

thf se other sales followed with smaller pric 3s obtained.

One of the most consistent performers of the Mary-

laud and Virginia Circuit of fairs and race meetings

during the present season has been the brown mare
Skyland Girl in the stable of Geo. P. Dyer, of Greens-

boro, N. C, by whomshe has been trained and driven.

This nine year old daughter of Simmons, 2:28, and
Mamie Woods, 2:20, by Woods' Hambletonian, was
campaigned by Dyer in the South during the latter

part of 1901, winning several races and pacing to a re-

cord of 2:24}, which has been lowered several times

during the present season, but the best performance

of Skyland Girl was at Prospect Park, Baltimore, when
the daughter of Simmons won the 2:24 class, pacing,

and stepped three heats in 2:20}, 2:19}, 2:20* with

eight horses behind her. Before coming into Dyer's

stable Skyland Girl was not looked upon as particu-

larly promising, but in his hands she has developed

both speed and race horse quality, and if she keeps

right is likely to pace right around 2:10 over a good
track this season.

The horse breeders of Virginia have formed an As
sociation, the object of which is to encourage the

breeding of fine horses in the State. A meeting was
recently held at Dr. James Kerr's farm, near Warren-
ton, where a number oi representative breeders were
in attendance. Among those who enjoyed Dr. Kerr's

hospitality and discussed the situation were Senator

Henry Fairfax, the noted Hackney breeder and for-

mer owner of the famous Matchless of Londsboro,

Oak Hill Farm, Aldie ; Gen. B. D. Spillman, of War-
renton ; Robert Neville, former owner of Imp Rigo-

lette, Welbourne ; James Hall ; James K. Maddux,
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Warrenton; E. Astley Cooper; Henry Harrison. Lees
burg ; H Rozier Dulaney, Upperyille, and other rep
reeentative bleeders and owners.

The Keswick Hnnt CInb, of Keswick, Albemarle
county, like other Virginia organizations of a similar
nature, promises to have a good season, and its mem
bers are looking forward to great sport riding to
honnds.

Julian Morris, the well known horse show patron
arid breeder and owner of fine jumpprs and hunters,
is the M. P. H. of the Keswick Hunt, and amotg
those who ride at the semi weekly meets are Mr. arid

Mrs. Jtck Allen, of Chicago who are sojourning at
Keswick for the hunting; Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Mc
Cruder ; Mrs. Dr. Thnrman. Frank Randolph, George
Macon. W. H. Lipscomb, Alexander Hamilton, John
Sawyer, and others. Some twenty five or more
honnds are kept by the Keswick Hunt, and foxes are
said to be abundant in that section this season.

Geo. P. Dyer, of Greensboro, N C . who campaign
ed the brown pacing mare Skyland Girl, 2:19}. for A
P. Craddock, Lynchburg, has sold her to parties in
Pennsylvania for f 1.000. She was a good winner for
Dver this season. She was sired by Simmons, dam
Mamie Woods. 2:20, by Woods' Hambletonian. Sky
land Girl was bred in Kentucky, but foaled the prop
erty of R. J. Reynolds, the wealthy manufacturer and
bead of the great Southern concern known as the R.
J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, of Winston. N. C.
Mr. Reynolds bought Mamie Woods while in foal, and
kept her for several years after Skyland Girl was
foaled.

Throntrh an advertisement which I inserted in this
journal last month a sale has been effected of the
Hacknev stallion Heidrick. son of Imp. Dangelt and
Imp. Heroine, by E. W. Twa^dell, of Philadelphia,
to Messrs. C. F. and Joseph Button, of Laurel Hill
Farm, Walkpr's Ford Va„ by whom he will be
used in the stud, and should make an admirable cross
for the production of good harness horses. Col. Jos.
Bntton. widely known in political circles, went to
Philadelphia, and finding the stallion as represented,
made the purchase. Mountain, out of Heidrick's
dam, has won numbers of prizes at New York. Boston
and other big shows, while the few foals by Heidrick
stamp him as a sire of merit.

The chestnut mare, Eliza Ingram, is showing great
speed on the road for her owner. Mr. E A. 8annders.
of this city, and with it she has good manners and a
level bead. During the forepart of this season, Eliza
Ingram reduced her record from 2:25} to 2:21}, while
in her work she could trot right around 2:15 When
retired from the road and track, this mare should
make a valuable addition to any trotting stud, both
on account of her rich breeding and speed, as she was
siren" by the famous pacer, John R. Gentry, 2:00}, ont
of Blondette, dam of Governor Holt, 2:15", by Leland.

Mr. 8. G. Atkins is driving his bay mare, Marie,

2:30}, on the road, where she is steady and level
headed, and it takes a good horse to beat her in a
brush. Marie was sired by Jolly Friar, dam Parker
Holland, by Sam Pnrdy. Mr. Atkins' other fast

mare, Red Light, 2:21}, the danghter of Red Wilkes,
Jr., and Moonlight, by Twilight, is in the stable of
W. L. Bass at Acca Farm. R-d Light showed enough
speed early in the season to justify the belief that she
wc uld make a new record close to 2:15, but trained off
and was let up in her work.

The bay mare Cassie Leo, bred at Walton Farm,
Fall's Mills, Va , entered the list of standard speed at
the recent fair and race meeting at Bethlehem, Penn.,
where she won the 2:50 class, trotting, in straight heats,
time 2:24}, 2:24}, 2:23}. Cassie Leo was sired by Red
Leo, 2:26}, the son of Red Wilkes that heads the Wal-
ton Farm, while her dam is Tea RoBe, a member of the
brood mare band theie. Tea Rose was by Mecca, out
of the great brood mare Moss Rose, by Woodford
Mambrino, and she out of famous Primrose, by Abal-
lah 15.

After the close of the Richmond Horse Show, a
portion of the horses were shipped home, others went
to Chicago, but the majority went to Lynchburg; and
referring to the latter, the dates of which were Octo-
ber 22, 23 and 24, I may add that it was a great suc-

cess, and dwelleis in the " Hill City" hope to make it

a permanent affair.

Charles A. Brown, of this city, has sold to J. W.
Johnson, Houston, Va., the brown trotting gelding
Sebacic, by Norval, 2:141, out of Gladys, dam of Kit-
ty Hawk, 2:27}, and Eufaula C, 2:28}, by Alcantara.

Broad Rock.

IMPORTANCE OF LIGHT.

In the construction and equipment of Btablss, few^

points are so sadly neglected as that of light and ven-
tilation. In eome parts of the country, any sort of
structure is considered good enough for the accommo-
dation of horses, and but scant regard is paid to the
results which housing in badly ventilated or otherwise
defective buildings must exercise upon the health of
the animals. An abundance of light and plenty of
fresh air are two of the prime essentials in a stable.

In addition to beirg the best of all preventives against
the development of the bacteria, which are now known
to be such fruitful causes of disease among farm stock,

plenty of sunlight and abundant ventilation in the sta-

ble are absolutely essential to the maintenance of the
animals kept Herein in vigorous, healthy condition.

It is well known to veterinarians that defective eye-
sight and the tendency to (-hying in horses are often

the result of keeping the animals in dark, close sta-

bles, the effect of which is to weaken the eyesight of
the animals, and thus render them liable o that im-
pairment of the vision, which is the cause of nine out
of every ten cases of shying in horses.

—

Farmer's Ga-
zette.

Mention the Planter to your friends.
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fliscellaneous.

OATS.

Second In Regard to the Number of Bushels Raised

in the Country—Different Varieties Cultivated

—

Flourish Best in a Cool Moist Climate—Believed

to Have Sprung from the Wild Oats.

Editor Southern Planter

:

The oat crop in the United States has been harvest-

ed, and on many farms threshed and disposed of; bat

oats being one of our most important cereals, a discus

sion of the crop is in order at any time. The Crop
Reporter of the Agricultural Department says that

the nine States of New York, Wisconsin, Ohio, Mich
igan, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Minnesota, Nebraska
and Illinois, produced the present year an average of

over 14 i points above their ten years' average. Iowa
• great oats- raising State, not quite reaching the ten

years' average.

Oats is the cereal which stands third in importance
in the United States in regard to the number of acres

cultivated, and second, in regard to the number of

bushels produced. In the year 1900, corn, wheat and
oats were raised as follows :

Wheat—Acreage, 42,493,385". Bushels produced
622 229,505.

Corn—Acreage, 83,320,872. Bushels produced,

*,105 102,516.

Oits— Acreage, 27,364,793. Bushels produced,

809 125 989.

The two States of Illinois and Iowa produced near

ly one third of the oat crop of the United States.

Illinois produced 133,642,884 bushels. Average per

acre, 38 bushels.

Iowa produced 130,572,138 bushels. Average per

•ere, 34 bushels.

Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee and Maine
produced a little over 5,000,000 each. The production

per acre in Virginia was 15 bushels In Maine (prob

ably owing largely to the cooler climate), the produc
Hon was 37 i bushels per acre.

The statisticians estimate the oat crop of the present

year at 850,000,000 bushels—the largest ever raised.

The climate in the Southern States does not seem
favorable to oats. In many localities, and especially

in Northern Pennsylvania, there is no doubt that it is

the most profitable grain raised unless it be buck
wheat, which maintains a good price because it en

counters no western co npetition. As we raise oats in

the. rotation with corn and wheat, the area of oats

could not be increased except by reducing the acreage
of these crops.

All the varieties of oats belong to the genus Avena
which comprises the wild as well as the cultivated spe-
cies. There are three pretty well defined classes of cul-
tivated oats. The most common varieties have the
husks, or hulls, adherent, and these are divided into
two classes, in one of which (as an example he potato
oats) the panicle which produces the kernels branches
from either side of the stem, while on the other the
heads branch only on one side of the stem—as, for in-

stance, the Hungarian There are also naked varie-
ties, in which the kernels separate from the hulls and
are called "Chinese oats" and "hull less oats."

Oats grow on all kinds of soils, from heavy clay to
light sands, and on moist soils and dry soils, but are
most at home, and flourish best, in a cooler and moist-
er climate than that whijh is best adapted to winter
wheat. There are winter varieties of oats, as there
are of wheat, rye and barley, but these are not much
grown except in the Southern States. Probably not
one per cent, of the whole crop produced is winter
oats, all the rest being sown in the spring of the year.
Four fifths of the crop is raised where the mean an-
nual rainfall is betweea 30 and 45 inches, and where
the spring and summer rainfall is between 15 and 25
inches. In the ho", dry climates, about the Mediter-
ranean, and eastward to Palestine, oats do not giow
well, and are less raised than barley. Oats are not
mentioned in the Bible—King Solomon fed his horses
on barley. The oat was raised in Italv in a small way
for horses as early as the Christian era, and also by
the prehistoric inhabitants of Europe, for they have
been found in the remains of their lake habitations in

Switzerland. In Central and Northern Europe, where
they grow best, their cultivation became extensive as
soon as the people became civilized, and were used as
the most important cereal for food. In Scotland, Nor-
way and Sweden, they became the chief bread plant
of the people. It i- extremely difficult to make a light
loaf of bread from oatmeal, and it was generally used,
and is still generally used, for making batter cakes,
and by boiling the meal in water, and making oat-neal
porridge or mush, to be eaten with milk. The weight
of oats varies in different localities, and in the same
locality in different seasons, all the way from 20 to 46
pounds oer measured bushel. In commercial transac
tions, 32 pounds is the legal weight in most of the
States.

As a fodder for cattle on the farm, oat straw is con-
sidered to be of more valne tban any other kind of
straw. It being softer, and having more leaves, cat-
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tie prefer it, and when secured bright, and in good

order, young cattle have been wintered on it without

any hay or grain, but probably they did not grow so

fast as if they had been fed a richer fodder. Oats pro

duce a large quantity of good fodder when cut and

cured in the green state, and the crop is largely raised

as a forage crop in the States south of Virginia and

Kentucky and east of Arkansas, where it is more dif

ficnlt to produce large crops of hay from grass. The

crop is also grown in the South for pasture. Id Cali

fornia also it is grown to some extent for forage. It

leaves the ground in good condition for the succeeding

crop by furnishing a dense shade, and helps to keep

down the growth of weeds.

Oats vary greatly in the amount of meal produced

after the hulls are removed, and only the best kinds

will produce half their weight in meal.

In Scotland two kinds of oatmeal are used—the one

kind ground coarse, which we call oatmeal, and the

Scotch call " groats," which is boiled and eaten in

porridge, which is also the manner it is eaten in Ire

land and most European countries. The other kind

of meal is ground fine like flour, and is uaed to make

the famous cakes called " bannocks" in Scotland and

oatcake in the north of England.

It is claimed by some that oatmeal is the most nutri-

tious of all the substances prepared from the cereals,

but it is doubtful whether it is more nourishing than

cracked wheat, although it may be more palatable to

many as a change of diet. Formerly, oatmeal was but

sparingly used in this country for human food, but the

consumption has increased enormously during the last

twenty fire years, and it is now found in all the gro-

ceries and stores, even on the frontiers of civilization,

and barrels are now sold where only pounds were sold

once. At first it was imported from Scotland and Ire-

land, but now the mills in this country are able to sup-

ply more than the home demand.

The wild oat is believed by many scientists to be the

parent of the cultivated variety, which has been im-

proved by being sown on better ground, and careful

selection of seed. Prof. Backman, of England, sue

ceeded in producing a good quality of cultivated oats

from seeds of the wild variety after a few years of cul-

tivation and selection.

Heavy oats from a more northern and cooler region,

carried into a warmer and dryer one, rapidly deterio

rate in weight. In consequence of this tendency to de

generation a considerable trade is carried on in oats

from places North to places further South.

J. W. Ingham.

When corresponding with advertisers, kindly men-

tion the Souther* Planter.

SAVINO PEA-VINE HAY—TIEINO CORN
SHOCKS.

Editor Southern Planter :

My peas were ready to be cut (some of the pods

being ripe) when that article "Curing Pea vine Hay,"

by O. W. Blacknall, appeared in the September copy

of your valuable journal. Although I had my doubts

about this new plan, the article was written and the

manner was described with such certainty that I de

cided to try it.

The next day I started and finished in about ten

days, having put up thirty stacks. When I then ex-

amined the first stacks, what do you think was the

result 1 Hay on top and ensilage at the bottom, about

half and half, as the Irishman says. I went at once

to work to open the stacks put up later, and gave the

lower part a day's sunshine, such as it is these short

autumn days, and put them up again by nightfall, put-

ting the dry upper half of the former stack at the bot-

tom of the new one, but losing nearly all leaves on the

damp vines in the transaction. I did not make my
stacks any wider than four feet diameter, nor higher

than seven feet from the foundation of old rails or

poles ; but I must admit that the atmosphere was al-

ways damp and sultry and hardly any wind blowing

at any time during the two or three weeks. I think,

however, that two or three poles or old rails tied to

the stackpole to form an airshaft in the centre would

be an improvement on the Blacknall plan, if it does

not cause too much trouble. This may, however, not

be necessary in really drying weather with a brisk

West wind.

This reminds me of a Btory of a young physician,

who attended to a blacksmith, sick with chills and

fever. The latter, tired of taking so much medicine

without any effect, ate a big dish of peas and meat

and stopped the fever. The young doctor, hearing

of this new cure, made a memorandum of it, and pre-

scribed it a few days later to a tailor suffering with the

same disease. The tailor, however, not being so robust

and vigorous as the smith, died from the dish so hard

to digest. Then the doctor made a note underneath

stating that it was good for a sturdy blacksmith, but

not for a delicate person like a tailor.

So far I had finished my letter, Mr. Editor, when I

had to lay it aside on account of some urgent business,

and before I took it up again there comes the Southern

Planter along and brings another explanation from Mr.

Blacknall which, I think, he might have inserted in

his first description of "How to Cure Pea Vines," as

he now changes the eight or nine feet stacks into stacks

of really but four feet high for green and Bappy vines,

such as mine were to a great extent.

Before I close, let me tell you how I tie my corn
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shocks. Oat of a two feet long and two inches thick

piece of light wood (cedar will do) I make a sharp pin,

to the thick end I fasten a orossbar, li feet long. Just

beneath this crossbar I drive two wire staples on op
posite sides; to one of these I fasten a thick cotton rope

abont eight feet long, and at the other end of the rope

a little hook, easily made of fence wire. I insert the

pin in the shock, carry the rope around it, hook the

hook in the second staple and twist by means of the

crossbar until as tight as I want it, when I tie my
string aroand it.

Experiments which I made this year with sul-

phate of potash, given to me for that purpose by Mr.
T. Freeman Epes, of the Blackstone Gaano Co., have
shown to me plainly what the Southern Planter as well

as Mr. Epes had always contended, viz., that it is not

needed on our soils. I applied it on watermelons,

sweet potatoes and Irish potatoes, all being manured
with a complete fertilizer (a tobacco guano). Also I

tried it on corn and peas, the latter having a light ap-

plication of acid phosphate, and not the least sign of

improvement could be seen. I did not weigh the roots

or fruits.

Lunenburg Co., Va. Chr. Bickers.

TIDEWATER (VA.) NOTES.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Thinking that you and your readers might like to

hear a few words from this section, we beg to report.

We have had no killing frosts to date ; in fact, no
damage has been done to our trucking interests up to

the present time, but we are expecting it soon. Our
truckers are busily engaged in shipping green peas and
beans (snaps) to Northern markets. The yield of beans

has been very fine indeed, and the quality moat excel

lent. In many instances as high as one hundred

and fifty to one hundred and seventy-five half bar

rel baskets of beans have been harvested to the

acre, which sold in the Northern market at $1.25 per

basket. These snaps are grown upon land which has

produced two other crops during the past twelve

months.

Fall work is well along, and the soil is in excellent

shape as regards moisture, and the fall crops are look

ing unusually fine. With the exception of one or two

days, the weather has been very warm and pleasant.

The second crop of potatoes promises to be fine,

although some of the vines in those portions of the

fields farthest away from salt water show signs of frost

on the crop. The crop has not been damaged, and the

yield will be well up to the usual crop. This crop fur

nishes the seed potato for our farmers and truckers to

plant next February ; also supplies quite a quantity

of eatable potatoes for the local market.

Most of the corn is fully matured ; but as our peo-
ple persist in planting corn all the way from April to

the first of August, there is much corn now in the
roasting ear stage, and great loads of it are brought
into the city daily for local consumption.

The silos of this section are being rapidly filled with
corn, Soja beans, cow peas, etc. Year by year our
farmers are getting more and more forehanded and
provident in the way of storing food for stock, and
gradually the stock interests of our section are look-

ing up.

The usual large area of winter cabbage will be Bet

out in November and December, the ground fir which
is being rapidly prepared. The prices of farm crops

is well maintained, sweet potatoes selling for $1.50 per
barrel, which is about 25 cents per barrel in excess of

the usual price.

If you desire it, we hope to be able to give you re-

ports of farm work from time to time during the win-

ter months. A. Jeffebs.
Norfolk, Va., 27th October, 1902.

We shall be glad to have the reports.

—

Ed.

CRinSON CLOVER AS AN IMPROVER.
Editor Southern Planter

:

I have noticed several articles in your editorials as
to the use of Crimson clover as an improver of the soil.

I must gay my experience with it has not been satis-

factory as a continued improver upon the same piece
of land. I have grown it since 1895, and have received
good results from its uses during the first and second
year, but after that I find the soil fails to improve, and
goes back to its former state.

My experience is not alone ; it is the experience of
all farmers of this section who have sown it for any
number of years.

In some plots I would mow the clover and turn the
stubble under, and in other plots would wait until the
clover matured and died and then turn it under, and I

find the results the same, the land would return to its

former state.

I have a field that grew 60 barrels of Irish potatoes
and 6 barrels of corn per acre in 1896. Since then I
have followed it every year in Crimson clover until it

now refuses to grow the Crimson clover or the corn.
The first and seoond year of sowing the Crimson clover
I received the desired results In both clover and corn,
but since then the land has continued to go back.
Knowing of the good results I have received from

red clover in years past has caused me to discard the
Crimson clover this fall and return to my first love,

notwithstanding the report made by Cornell upon the
three clovers.

Northampton Qo.,Ya. W. E.Thomas.

The explanation of the failure of Crimson clover to

improve land when grown continuously on the same
field is simple. Crimson clover, like all the legumes,

is a large consumer of phosphorio acid and potash.

These it must have if it is to grow luxuriantly, and
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thus supply nitrogen and humus for the feeding of the

following crop. When first grown in the field its vig-

orous root system searches out and appropriates the

phosphoric acid and potash in the soil, and it grows

luxuriantly and supplies the following crop with food.

The following years it fails to find sufficient of these

foods for its healthy and luxuriant growth, and hence

it fails to improve the land, but rather exhausts it.

This you will find also to be tr e case with Red clover

and all the legumes. They are nitrogen, and humus

providers but phosphoric acid and potash exhaust

ere. Ton can supply phosphoric acid and potash for

four cents a pound. To supply nitrogen in the form

of a commercial fertilizer will cost fifteen cents a pound.

Give the land a dressing of acid phosphate, say, 300

pounds to the acre, and 50 pounds of muriate of pot

ash, and it will then grow Crimson clover or Red clo

ver, or any of the legumes, and these will get the ni

trogen from the atmosphere needed to make the land

capable of producing a good crop of either wheat or

«orn or the clover again. Possibly it may not be ne

cessary to supply potash, as most Virginia lands have

plenty of thiB mineral which only requires to be made

available. A dressing of 25 bushels of lime to the

acre will do this and also help to make the inert phos

phoric acid available, and thus lessen the dressing of

acid phosphate needed. We have several times pre-

viously explained this subject.

—

Ed.

A SUQQESTION TO FARHERS.

Editor Southern Planter

:

Would it not be well to devote more space in

yonr excellent paper to the publication of authen

tic and reliable reports of extraordinary crop yields,

particularly such as are the result of special skill

and energy under otherwise ordinary or even un

favorable conditions! Would it not be well to make

this a standing heading of the paper, or a regular de

partment, and keep it always open, with a standing

invitation to contributors, subscribers, and others to

Bend in someting for it ! Why should not our records

of this kind be as interesting to farmers and as much

sought after as records in speed of horses, or with bi

cycle, automobile, or baseball t

Snoh publications need not be cor fined to our own

sections, or our own country even, but we might well

go abroad to learn in this as in other lines.

Nothing teaches, impresses or stimulates like actual

achievements. •

Many who are cultivating the soil have no real con-

ception of the capabilities of production in an acre of

well tilled, properly cultivated and fertilized land, or

of the possible value and results of a year's labor well

directed. When possible there might be added to the

record an analysis of the special conditions under which

it was made, with a sta ament of the lessons to be learn-

ed even by those differently situated, and much more,

of course, by those working in similar situations and
under similar conditions.

Suoh a record of actual achievements, and exposi-

tion of their nature and causes, could not fail, as it

seems to the writer, to be at once Instructive and stim-

ulating. Readeb.

We shall be delighted to publish such repor s and
Invite our readers to help us to make this Department
a full one. Tell us of your failures as well as your huo-
cesses. Often as much can be learnt fiom a failure

as a success.

—

Ed.

TO HAKE BOX JIEASURES.
A box 24 inches long by 16 inches wide, and 28

inches deep, will contain a barrel or three bushels.

A box 24 inches long by 16 inches wide, and 14
inches deep, will contain half a barrel.

A box 16 Inches square and 8 2 5 inches deep, will

contain one bushel.

A box 16 inches by 82 5 tuchea square, and 8 inches
deep, will contain one peck.

A box 8 inches by 8 inches square, and 4 15 inches
deep, will contain one gallon.

A box 7 inches by 4 inches square, and 4 15 inches
deep, will contain one qaart.

A box 4 feet long, 3 feet 5 Inches wide, and 2 feet 8
inches deep, will contain one ton of coal.

VIROINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.

(Agricultural and Hechanical College.)

We are glad to know that the term of this College

just opened promises to be the most successful in its

history. Already «lose upon 600 students have entered

and more are still expected. This is a grea 1

; change since

the tinoe when Dr. J. M. McBryde first took charge of

the College, abont ten years ago. At that time the

students did not number 200, and the Faculty and
buildings were barely adequate to the requirements

of even that small number. Now there is a full Fac-

ulty amply large enough for even more than the large

number enrolled, and the College is equipped with lec-

ture halls, laboratories, workshops and dormitories

deqnate for all. The Experiment Station Farm in con

nection with the College has one of the finest barns in

the country, a fully equipped dairy and cold storage

plant, a fruit evaporating and preserving and vinegar-

making manufactory, and a veterinary hospital and
labor itory, whilst the different breeds of cattle, sheep

and hogs are represented by choice animals. Students
taking the agricultural and horticultural courses have
ererv facility accorded them for becoming thoroughly
proficient in their work. We hope to see many farm-
er's sons availing themselves of the opoortunity and
returning to the farm fully equipped for doing good
work in advancing the agricultural interests of the
State.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTES.

To Subscribers.

At this time of the year a very

large number of people make seleo

tlons of the magazines, journals,

and newspapers which they intend

to subscribe for and read during the

following year. We are desirous

that the Planter should be amongst

the journals selected by all South-

ern farmers, as we know that from

no other journal can they secure so

much information that will be val-

uable to them. This is the testi-

mony of hundreds of oui subscri

bers whose letters are on file here.

To secure the selection of the Plan

ter in most cases only needs the sug-

gestion of that journal by a friend.

We feel that we can confidently ask

our subscribers to make the sugges-

tion to their neighbors and friends,

and we now appeal to them to do
this at once. In this way thous-

ands of new subscribers can be
added to our list, and each one
added means giving us further help

in making the journal still more
useful to each individual reader.

In thus helping us you are helping

yourselves. Although the subscrip

tion price of the Planter is so small

we are yet prepaied to make it

worth the while of our friends to

help us. Send us the names and
addresses of your friends whom you
wish to see reading the Planter, and
we will send them sample copies

and tell you what; we are prepared

to allow you for your trouble. We
are able to club the Planter with

almost any magazine or newspaper
published save the subscribers

money in so doing. Tell us what
you want, and we will figure what
we can save you.

Binders for the Planter.

We have received a new supply

of binders for the Planter, and shall

be glad to send one holding the

numbers for a year to any one
sending us 25 cents in stamps or

coin.

T.W. WOOD & SONS' FIELD-GROWN

HARDY%OSES
Are the best and most satisfactory

Roses to plant. Set out in the fall any
time up to severe freezing weather, they
will give a magnificent supply of flowers
next season. Boses, like trees, make
root-growth during the winter, and are
best set out in the fall. Write for our
Special Descriotive Rose Circular, just
issued, giving full information.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
All the best varieties. Fall planting

gives much the best reenlts as they make
root growth during the winter. Our De-
scriptive Fall Catalogue, giving full infor-
mation, mailed on request.

Cabbage, Cauliflower and Lettuce

Plants for fall setting out, now ready.

T. W. WOOD & SONS,

Seedsmen, - Richmond, Va.

THE IMPROVED

Chauiberlin Mfg. Co., Mean, M. I., C. S. A.

STUMP PULLER
Most Powerful, Handiest
and Strongest Built in

the World.

We make 4 kinds In sizes
to suit all needs and of any
desired strength. Saves time
and does the work right. The

operation of pulling
stumps and trees by oar
methods is simple and
easy. Send for Free
Catalogue.

CHICAGO STUMP .1I.U IIINE HPQ. CO.,
•226 La Salle Street, Chicago, 1IL

HERCULES STUMP PULLER

Clears an acre»f heavytlmberland each day.
Clears all stumps in a circle of 150 ft. without
moving or changing machine. Strongest,
most rapid working and best made.
Hercules Mfg. Co., 4 1 3 1 7th St., Centrevllla, lows.
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There is more catarrh in this section of

the country than all other

together, and until the last few y
supposed to be incurable. !

many years doctors pronounced I

disease, and prescribed local remedies,

and by constantly failing to cure with

local treatment, pronounced it incurame.

Science has proven catarrh to beacon-

stituUonal disease, and therefore requires

constitutional treatment Hall^tarrh

Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney*

Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitu-

tional cure on the market It is taker

internally in doses from 10 drops to a,

teaspoonL. It acts directly on 1

and mucous surface, of th. system. They

offer one hundred dollars for any ewe*
fails to cure. Send for circulars and tea-

timonials. Address, .„-_,>„«
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.

Jgfc-Soldbv Dm.
Hall's Family Pi"s are the best.

WITH THE ADVERTISERS.

Stock markers of all kinds are adver-

tised by F. H. Jackson & Co., Winches-

ter, Ky.

The Truss and Cable Fence Co. are

new advertisers in this issue. Look up

their advertisement and get their prices

before purchasing fence.

The Bona Vista Nurseries—Chas. F.

Hackett, manager—are advertising choice

nursery stock—apple trees principally.

Krauser's Liquid Extract of Smoke

starts the season's advertising in this

issue.

Newton's Patent Dehorner is adver-

tised by H. H. Brown & Co., Decatur. 111.

The Geo. Ertel Co., Quincy, 111., is

offering the "Victor" Incubator to the

farmers and poultrymen of this section

in another column.

The "Breeder's Gazette" has a full-page

advertisement in this issue. Every

farmer and live stock man ought to

have this paper. We can supply it along

with The Southern Planter for $1.75 a

year.

The Melrose Castle Farm offers Ayr-

shires, Berkshires and Oxforddowns.

The Chicago House-Wrecking Co. has

a special offer of Gasoline Engines in

this number.

The Reliable Incubator ami Brooder

Co. of Quincy, 111., starts. the season's

advertising with an advertisement in an-

other column.

You can buy a nice Jersey bull calf

from Mr. A. L. Blair, Howardsville, Va.

He haB two for sale.

Send for a 1893 "Iron Age" book* to the

Bateman Manufacturing Co., Box 167,

Grenloch, N. J. Refer to the advertite-

ment in another column.

A great sale of Shorthorns, Polled

Durhams and Aberdeen Angus cattle

will take place in Louisville, Ky., on

November 13th. Look up the full-page

advertisement and write to Mr. M. Vv.

Neal for a catalogue.

The Acme Engine, made by the

Rochester Machine Tool Works, is ad-

vertised regularly in our columns. If

you need an engine of small power, bet-

ter inquire about the Acme.

S
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x
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l I=?Pr£pared Only Bycsss: j*£&'

— SOLE PRO PR JETORS ==--

BALTIMORE, /n.D.
U.S.A.

'

EXACT SIZE OF BOTT LETAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.
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GRINDS
EAR CORN, SHELLEO CORN, OATS,

RYE, BARLEY, KAFFIR CORN, ETC.

tool will touch them. Tney v
calls or bard substance? through with
age. Wofomish thiemill withorwlih-,
cot crushers and elevators.

CAPACITT according to

BS«i, kind of grain and fineness you prln.!.

Ilia only mill that glads ear corn and all

ether grain successfully. With 3, 4 or G^fV/
H. P. Madeln3siiesforpow«;ruptol2^-^|
horse. Guaranteed togrind i

than any mill made with samep:
crasher and grinding plates are
•tafia, reducing friction. We have 40 styles of grind era,adapted to
power wind mills, engines and horse powers of all sizes. We also
fornish powers of all kinds for driving all kinds of machinery.
Write, for our Largo Fi-.-n Catalogue of 40,000 other articles.

MARVIN SMITH CO. ^%S^£SS^ltMU

Sf Never Chokes

DUPLEX
GRINDING MILL
e model for grinding all

ains and unshucked corn.
as feed regulator andgrinds

easily and faster than
s. Makes excellent meal.
ubstantial, fitted to any
s superiority. Write for it.

HE 0- S. KELLY CO., Deft. T SPRINGFIELD, uhlO.

HEEBNER'S FEED CUTTERS.
Feed all vour fodder. Bv using Heebner's cutters with

shredder attachment the whole of the nutritious stock Is cut,

crushed and shredded, and rendered edible. No waste.

FARMERS' MILLS
French Burr and Attrition. For every farm purpose.
Grind all grain for meal or feed. Crush and grind ear

orn. Guaranteed to do more and better
cork than any other mill of same size.

15 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
Their work speaks for and

k
sells them. If not superior

) others, return. Nocharge.
Trite forcata!otf& discount.

ut.Waldron A- Co.,
tin JUuncy, Pi

PALMORE'S

Law and Collection Association,

Established 1884. Claims collected
in all parts of the United States.

No collection—no charge.

P. 0. Box 503. 905 % East Main Street,

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

S. B.ADKINS&GO.

$ 4 and 6 Governor Street,

RICHMOND, VA.

EXPERT BOOKBINDERS

and Commercial Printers.

WITH THE ADVERTISERS—Cont'd.

A useful instrument—a farm level—is

advertised by Bostrom, Brady & Co., of
Atlanta, Ga.

Users of Lion Coffee can get Holiday
presents in the shape of games out of
each package from now until Xmas.
Ask your dealer for Frazer's Axle

Grease.

Write the O. S. Kelly Co., Dept, T.,

Springfield, O., for a catalogue describing
the Kelly Duplex Grinding Mill.

The Hard Steel Wire Fence Co. would
line to mail a catalogue to any one inter-

ested in fences.

Did you ever try Yager's Sarsaparilla
and Celery ? Ask your druggist for it.

M. B. Rowe & Co., Fredericksburg,
Va., are offering a choice lot of young
Devon cows.

M. Rosenbloom & Son, Richmond, Va.,

conduct a regular mail order house, furn-

ishing all kinds of household articles at

low prices.

Stratton & Bragg, Petersburg, Va., are
agents for some of the best known
makers of farm implements and ma-
chinery in the country. The "Little
Samson" Automatic Engine is one of
their seasonable offers.

MAGAZINES.
In the November number, the Century

marks its new year and volume by the
introduction of a new type and a lighter

looking page. It has a cover in colors

by Adamson and adds to the range and
interest of its experiments in color print-
ing seven pictures by Maxfield Parrish,
originally made in color for the series on
" The Great Southwest," and which have
already appeared in black and white.
Apart from Mr. Parrish's artistic work,
these pictures challenge attention as ex
amples of what can be done with modern
methods of color printing. They appear
as frontispieces.

The article of greatest current interest

is probably the first of the Century's ar-

ticles on the trust, " The So-Called Beef
Trust," being treated by Geo. Buchanan
Fife. The aim of this series is neither to

attack nor to defend the trusts, but to

make accurate reports of the workings of
" The Great Business Combinations of

To-Day." Mr. Fife views his subject
from many points of view—the packer's,

the wholesaler's, the retailer's and the
consumer's—and this furnishes material
for both sides of the current controversy
regarding the beef trade.

Two serial stories begin in this number
—"The Yellow Van," by Richard White-
ing, author of that striking story, " No. 5
John Street," which is to be the long se-

rial of the year, and has for its subject
the contrasts of life in rural England be-
tween the village people and the land-
owners; and "A Forsaken Temple," by
Anne Douglas Sedgwick, author of " The
Rescue," a story in two parts, which
treats of the absorbing love of one wo-
man for another and its effect upon the
marital happiness of the latter. The il-

lustrations are by Charlotte Harding.
The concluding part of Mary Adams'
" Confessions of a Wife," eagerly awaited
by many readers, is also given, and seve

ELECTRIC _

Handy Farm Wagons
the labor of loading is reduced many times,becaui
of the short lift. Theyare equipped withourfam-
ous Electric Steel Wheel*, eitherstraiphtorstag-
per spokes. Wheels any height from 24 to 60 inches.

" " steel hounds. Guaranteed to
ot get started rigrhtby putting

in one of these wagons. We make our steel wheels
to fit any wagons Write for the catalog. It is free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., BOX 146, QUINCY.ILL.

WE'LL PAY THE FREIGHT
d Bend 4 Uuper WheeU, Ste«L Tire on, - #7.25

I
With Robber Tire*, $15.00. I mfg. wheels % to 4 in.

.Top Baggies, |28.75; Harness, $3.60. Write Tor

alogue. Learn how to bny vehicles and p»rts direct

Wagon Umbrella, FREE. W. V. BOOB, CinelnnaU, O.

(Newton's Patent.)

R oSwmer
s-fes Guaranteed

THOUSANDS IN USE.
Ask your hardware dealer for them or writ*

H. B. BBOWN MFG. CO.. • • DEOATUB. IU>

Take Your Choice c2§a
Conv»x—very limplc

e. BullyV—latest*
1 V-Knile made. Sent
Calt Dishorner

I

es. Seed for catalog.
Western orders filled

i Chicago.

BOSTROM'S IMPROVED FARM LEVtL
Pat'd 1903. W ,TH AND K ,IH0UT TELESCOPE

Is no MAKESHIFT, but the
best one made for Terracing,
Ditching and Drainage. Price

$$ and Jio, including Tripod
and Rod. Send for descriptive

circulars and Treatise on Tcr-
:c.,Free.

Bostrom, Brady nig. Co.,
31!£ W. Alabama St., Atlanta, Ga.

SAVE THE FREIGHT.
thatis, the excess freight you will have to pay i f you ship
loosely baled hay

STEAM AND HORSEPOWER

/THE "ELI" BALING PRESS £«!
pack the car perfectly. 38 styles and sires. All steel-
lightest and strongest. Illustrated eatalogae mailed free.

ICOLLISS PLOW CO., 1185 Hampshire St,, qUINCY, ILL.

STEEL ROOFING
FREIGHT CHARGES PAID BY US

Strictly new, perfect. Semi- Hardened
Steel Sheets, 2 feet wide, 6 feet long. Th«
best Roofing, Siding or telling you fan use.

No experience necessary to lay it. An
dinary hammer or hatchet the only

tools you need. We furnish nails free
and paint roofing two sides. Comes
either flat, corruprated or "V" crimped.
Deii.ered free or all rharpos to all points
in the TJ. S.. east of the Mississippi River
and North of the Ohio River

AT $2.25 PER SQUARE

You pay $4 when cared
No oure, no pay. ALEX. SPEIRS, Box 844
Westbiook, Maine.
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After Being on the Market TEN YEARS,

The ACME Engine Still Leads
For Churning,

Catting 4 Grind-
ing Feed, Killing

Siloes, Sawing
Wood, Elevating
Water, and all

Farm and Gene-

ral Uses where

Small Power Is

Required.

No Skilled Engi-
neer required.

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOOL WORKS.
No. 17 Frank St. Rochester, N. Y.

ENGINES, BOILERS
AND MACHINERY.

When you want good rebuilt ma-
chinery at bargain prices, write lor
our Catalogue, N'o. 166 ^*e carry
all kinds or engines (gas, gasoleiw
and sUam power), boilers, puroptj.
and mill supprW We

BAILEY'S HYDRAULIC RAM
Rons 24 hours a day and 365 days a year

40 years experience. Water foi

HOUSE; water for STOCK
Water forIRRIGATION. One*
started costs but one cent pel
month. As simple as a wheel*
barrow and as efficient as a
Corliss Engine. Information
and instruction In plain terms
Prices on ram or complete out-
fit by return mall. Address

PRYCE W. BAILEY, Expert, Seneca Falls, N. Y

) Mid OUt
hat the

Reliable Incub&tor

Poultry book,Nal9,f

Reliable Ineb. and BroorierCo.,
Box B- 11 Oniric-. 111.

ICTOR,
INCUBATORS

NOTICE—We have a No. 14 Power
"MANN'S GREEN BONE CUTTER"

In first-class condition, for sale, cheap.

RICHMOND BUGGY AND WAGON CO.,
1433 East Main Street, - Richmond, Vi.

ral short Btories ; a highly novel tale,

" The Swartz Diamond," by E. W. Thom-
son, " The Echo Hunt," hy David liray,

author of " Gallops," and " The Journal

of a Millionaire," bv Geo. Hibbard.
The life of the metropolis, so often the

subject of articles in the Century, is re-

flected in Edwin Blorkman's paper on
" The New York Police Court," pictur-

esquely and forcibly illustrated by Blu-

menschein, the rising young illustrator.

The big feature of the November St.

Nicholas is the first instalment of How-
ard Pyle's new serial, superbly illustrated

by the author. In this work Mr. Pyle
has attempted to do for " King Arthur"
what he did for Robin Hood several

years ago. This noted author-artist

brings his ripest experience to this new
work, and the delightfully quaint style

of the text is most sympathetically and
adequately supplemented by the draw
ings. Any boy or girl with an ounce of
romance is sure to be much interested in

this story, which marks the return to the
serial form of publication in St. Nicholas.

The November number of Lippincott's
Magazine is filled with fiction, long and
short, varied enough to suit readers of
all sorts and sizes. The Monthly Novel-
ette, "The Other Man," by Frederic Red
dale, is a modern romance with the spice

of mystery. From the diamond fields

in South Africa the story quickly shifts

to high life in England. A tragedy hap-
pily averted makes a good end to a tale

which shows those desirable gifts, mark-
ed originality and spirited style.

Among the shorter stories there is one
by Alice Brown, who, it is said, rivals

Mary Wilkins in her portrayal of New
England types. In this, " The State
House Platter," she is at her best.

A deliriously unique story is that call-

ed "Her Spirit Husband," by Dorothy
Richardson. A young girl seeking a posi-

tion answers an advertisement and learns
that she is wanted to keep house in a
New York apartment for a "spirit hus-
band," while the flighty Spiritualist wife
gayly disports herself at the Waldorf
Hotel. There is a startling denouement.
A name prominent in the world of let-

ters is concealed by the pseudonym
"Senex" as the writer of a delightful

paper entitled " A Slender Sheaf of
Memories." This embodies some un-
published letters of both Thackeray and
Carlyle and bristles with anecdotes of
famous English literati.

Some facts about "Edgar Poe's Last
Night in Richmond" are told by a native
of that place, Dr. John F. Carter, whose
portrait heads the article.

The soft coal smoke has evidently not
dimmed the "Walnuts and Wine" de-
partment, for in the November number
it shines out brighter than ever.

THE WEEKLY TIMES AND SOUTH-
ERN PLANTER.

We beg to call attention to the change
in the club rate of these two papers We
have been furnishing both for 65 cents a
year. This price is now advanced to 80
cents, and all future orders must be at
this price.

WIRE FENCE
Heavy lateral wires, heavy hard steel stays,
colled spring wire, Sure Grip lock. In strength,
appearance, and durability, the Hard Steel
cannot be excelled. Write for catalogue and
prices. THE HARD STEEL WIRE FENCE CO .

Cuyahoga Falls. Ohio.

IF YOU WANT
to know bow PAGE Fences differ from all others*
read pages 80 and i!l in our catalog. Send for It.

PAGE WOVEN 1VIIIK FENCE CO.,AI>UIAX, MICH

t-\ft ' ;
-*•* LMN FENCE

:« - m>:»»>:4,">»»;
I free- Siifdal I'rlr. ,

,

. ttrU-MiiidChurrii,-.. Address
,

COILED SI-RIM; FKXCE CO.
IVinchest*r, IdJ.

"ARM FENCE
PRICE AND QUALITY
WILL PLEASE YOU—

. WRITE US NOW.
•DOW WIRE WORKS- Louisvilu.K*.

STRONGEST
MADE. Bali.

- strong. Chicken-
tight. Sold to the Farmer at » holr.al.

Price*. Folly Warranted. Catalog Free*
COILED SPRING FKNCB CO..

Bu IS Wlaakaater, Udlau, U. 9. A.

FENCE!

SIM JOSE SCALE
Good's Canstic Potash Whal*

Oil Soap, Wo. 3.
It also prevents Curl Leaf. Endorsed by en-

tomologists. This soap Is a fertilizer as well
as Insecticide. 50 lb. kegs, 82.50; 100 lb. kegs,
14.50. Half barrels, 270 lbs., at 3%c. per lb.

;

barrels, 425 lbs., at 3Vc. Large quantities,
special rates. Send for circular.

JAMES GOOD,
939-41 N. Front St., Philadelphia, pa.

VVN»VVVVN>VVwVVVVVV>«*«PVVVVNrV

FRAZER
yTLxIc Grease the'worid.

wearing qualities are unsurpassed, ac-
Uy outlasting 3 bxs. any other brand,
t affected by beat. svGet the Genu'

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

AGRICULTURAL

and BUILDERS' LIME
Send for Circulars and Price-List.

FELLSWORTH LIME WORKS
REEVES CATT, Agent,

Bodiey, Augusta County, Va.

Krausers' Liquid
Extract of Smoke

Cleaner,cheaper. No
led. Sriiilfurt-m-ular.

I -. KBAI SI B A I1KO., Milton, Pa.
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The most popular Machine In use for Peanut Picking and Grain Threshing are the

HEEBNER'S.
LITTLE GIANT *»°

PENNSYLVANIA
Machines, and they have splendid improvements for 1902.

They are built in first class manner, and are strong and dur-

able. The price is within the reach of all. We guarantee

them to do the work satisfactorily We will mail catalogue

ind testimonials, and quote prices on application.

RUBBER, LEATHER

and

G&NOY BELTING.

FRICK'5 "ECLIPSE"
ENGINES and BOILERS.

ERIE ENGINES and BOILERS.

THE CELEBRATED

CHASE" SAW MILLS
This cut shows our 5 and 7 h. p, "Little

SanSom" Vertical Automatic Engine, for

"DE LOACH" MACHINERY. ^iafv.Trn
rd%rnutplcker8

'
cutt,ng

Larger sizes also furnished.

STRATTON & BRAGG, 20 and 22 N. Sycamore St., Petersburg, Va.

WAGONS and BUGGIES
MADE

RIGHT HERE

AT HOME
^BY~

The BARBOUR BUGGY CO.,

The HUGHES BUGGY CO.,

The VIRGINIA WAGON CO.

All of Virginia.

These vehicles are gjaranteed to be as good as can be bought elsewhere ; material and workman-
ship unsurpassed ; all sizes and styles, prices low. We can save you time, money and freight by
purchasing our vehicles. Send for our illustrated catalogues. Drop in our warehouse and inspect o'ur

stock. Inquiries cheerfully answered.

WE ARE AL50 AGENTS FOR THE DEERING CORN BINDER.
RICHMOND BUGGY & WAGON CO., 1433 E. Main Street, RICHMOND, VA.

J. T. DUNN, Manager.
1 <»¥W**^^****^*«^^W»**^MW<¥WM¥W¥W¥¥¥I^^¥W*^¥*¥M¥¥WW»¥W*****M
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"STONEHURST"
At Union Mills, Fluvanna Co , rOR SALE

Having decided to retire from farming, I
offer my splendid farm, "Stonehurst," con-
sisting of 439 acres, together with all stock,
teams, wagons, implements, etc , for sale.
Forty acres of the above are low grounds, the
balance being In nicely rolling land and
woodland. I have 96 acres In grass.
The orchard consists of 1,500 apple and 250

pear trees, and is about 12 years old.
My herd of 40 registered Herefords are as

good as can be found. Some 12 cows are due
to calve in the early spring.
The residence is comparatively new;

kitchen, barn, out-houses of all kinds are In
good condition.
The implements, tools, wagons, plows, etc.,

are such as will be found on any well-directed
farm.
The work and driving teams are in good

condition and are splendid ones.
Owing to the death of my brother, who has

managed the place, and my professional en-
gagements here, 1 have determi red to sell out.
If any one desires to step right In and take

everything, I will sell at a bargain.

Dr. QBO. L. STONE, Richmond, Va.

UAIfiCC AND THE PLACE TOnUmCd FIND THEM.^^
No place in the United States can a man

do so well at farming, for the money in-
vested, as in Virginia. Lands are cheap ;

climate good, and the best of markets
close at hand. It is the State of all

others, for a comfortable all the year
round home. The James River Valley
Colonization and Improvement Company
offer superior advantages to land pur-
chasers. For free 36 page land pamphlet,
address

W. A. PARSONS, Vlnita, Va.

To HOMESEEKERS.
"THE BUSINESS OF FARMING

IN VIRGINIA"
Is the title of a new pamphlet Issued by the
Norfolk and Western Railway Company. We
will gladly mall you a copy.

W. BBEVILL, PAULSCHERER, Agt ,

G. P. A , Lands and Immigration,

Roanoke, Va.

WE HAVE A LARGE LIST OF

FRUIT, POULTRY and TRUCK FARMS.
Ten, Fifty and One Hundred Acres each, with
good buildings, close to steam and trolley

lines, easy access to the city. Also
GRAIN AND STOCK FARMS

From 100 to 1.000 acres at low prices, all the
way from $5 to toO per acre. Write for

Catalogue.

THE VIRGINIA LAND AGENCY. Richmond. I.

J. R. Hockadat, Manager.

FARM FOR SALE
In Bladen county, K. C. Consisting of 104

acres, 70 acres cleared and in good state of
cultivation. A new five-room bouse, barn,
stalls and gin house. 1 tenant house, 2 wells of
good water, IVj miles from steamer landing
on Cape Fear river. Convenient to church and
school; healthy and good neighborhood; 34
acres of native timber. Price, it.ooo. Must
•ell at once. Address

J. R. SQUIRES, SQUIRES, N. C

Virginia Farms
AH prices and sizes. Free list on application.

Wl. B. PIZZIRI CO., Richmond, Va.

HAULING CORN FODDER.
With the biggest and perhaps the

heaviest crop of fodder ever harvested,
and with the fields cut up as they are by
the unusual fall rains, farmers are puz
zled as to just how to take care of their
fodder. In this emergency we want to
call your attention to the low down broad

wheel Handy Wagon made by the Elec-
tric Wheel Company, of Quincy, Illinois.

This wagon at all times is one of the most
convenient and useful articles a man
could have on the farm. Is particularly
useful in getting in the fodder and other
late fall work. Most of our readers who
have used this wagon are profuse in their
praises of it. Some say they would not
be without a handy wagon for three
times what it cost.

Those of our readers who do not feel

that they wish to make the necessary
outlay to buy one of these wagons at the
present time may have a low down broad
wagon by simply buying a set of the
Electric Wheels such as are shown in the
cut. They are made in great variety of
heights, and are made to fit any wagon.
The simple removing of the old high
wheels and substituting a set of the Elec-
tric's makes a handy, convenient, low
down wagon at a very small item of cost.

We suggest that you get one of their
free catalogues.and see if their proposition
does not impress you as being a particu-
larly good one at this time of year. Write
for the catalogue to-day.

DkLOACH SAW MILLS.
Elsewhere in this issue will be found

the advertisement of the DeLoach Mill
Manufacturing Co. of Atlanta, Ga. This
firm, as is well known to numbers of onr
readers, is among the leaders in the
manufacture of saw mills and mill ma-
chinery in this country. They sustained
a great loss during the past summer by
having their entire plant destroyed by
fire. That they lost no time from busi-
ness and only delayed orders for a very
short time, is remarkable. An extract
from a recent letter informs us that their
new plant is about completed, and is the
finest in the country. The capacity of
the plant is two hundred saw mills per
month, exclusive of their side lines,

consisting of shingle mills, planers, corn
and buhr mills, etc. Among their spe-

cialties is the farmers' saw mill men-
tioned in this advertisement. They are
having a great sale for it, and if you are
interested in a good mill, write for circu-

lars, prices, etc.

/ Can Sell YourFarm
no matter »l;ere it is. Send description, state price and
leara how. Est. "o6. Highest references. Offices in 14 cities.

W. M. Octrander,is$oN. A. Bld^., Philadelphia

VIRGINIA FARMS
$3 PER ACRE AND UPWARDS.
Easy Payment*. Catalogue Free.

8E0. E. CRAWFORD & CO., Richmond, V«.
Established 1875.

P MF TADMQ >° the great fruit grain ana
rint innmO stock section of VIRGINIA.
Best climate and water in the V. S. Near
great markets, with best educational advan-
tages. For further Information, address

ALBEMARLE IMMIGRATION CO.,
Sam'l B. Woods, Pres. Charlottesville, Va.

"PIEDMONT XSicS?'
Good land, climate, markets, shipping fa-

cilities, churches, schools, good health, mode-
rate prices, easy terms.

MACON & CO., - Orange, Va.

FARM FOR SALE.
A tract of 1,250 acres, 500 of which Is In a

high state of cultivation, with buildings, lo-
cated at Newberne, N. C.
Anvantages in stock raising, vegetable, to-

bacco or cotton growing unexcelled.
For particulars address

5. GLEN VINSON, Mansfield, Ohio.

GREENSBORO, N.C.
for the treatment of THE LIQUOR, OPIUM, MORPHINE and

•>ther Drug Addictions. The Tobbacco Habit, Nerve Exhaustion

Situation as farm manager by middle aged
man of experience and education. Has had
much experience in use of commercial ferti-

lizers and in Improving land. Is thoroughly
familiar in uf e and handling Improved farm
implements and ma-hinery. Competent In
keeping accounts. Capable of managing large
farm. References given, ajid correspondence
solicited. Small family. Address
W F LEW'S, 614 N. Eighth St., Richmond, Va.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE
Good condition, used short time lililj | in n llillMJa
ad couplings; for Steam, Gas or Wateri'sixe. from If

. > 13 inch diameter. Onr price per foot on V Inch la
to* on 1 Inch 4c. Write for free catalogue No. laa^

CHICAC0 HOUSE WRECKING CO,
W. ISO, ud Ira SU.. CHICAGO.

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
(State Agricultural and Mechanical

College), at Blackaburg, Va.

A Southern Institute of Technology.

Thirty Instroctors. Thoroughly equipped
Shops, Laboratories and Infirmary. Farm
of four hundred acres. Steam heating and
electric lights In dormitories. Degree course*
in Agriculture, Horticulture, Civil, Mechani-
cal and Electrical Engineering, Applied Chem-
istry and General Science. Snorter courses In
In Practical Agriculture and Practical Me-
chanics.
Total cost of Session of Nine Months, In-

cluding Tuition and other fees. Board, Wash-
ing, Text-Books, Medical Attendance, etc.,

about 1210. Cost to State students, about f180.

Next Session begins September 22, 1902. For
catalogue and other information, apply to

J. M. McBRYDE, Ph. 0., LL. , President.
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"The Best Farm and Stock!

Paper in the World.
pp

That is what the United States Secretary of

• Agriculture, Hon. James Wilson, says of

The Breeder's Gazette."

Established in 1881 ;
published every Wednesday at Chicago ; 36 to

56 pages
;
profusely illustrated with original engravings. A

BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS NUMBER FREE to every

yearly subscriber. Specimen copy of regular

issue free. Subscription price, $2 a year.

Special rates in clubs.

Agents Wanted in all Unassigned Territory. . . .

Address J. H. SANDERS PUB. CO., Chicago, Illinois.

MENTION THE SOUTHERN PLANTER WHEN yOU WRITE.

>oooooooooooooooooo^ooooooooooooooooooa
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..ELMWOOD NURSERIES..

ASPARAGUS
100,000 2-yr.-old Asparagus roota,
6 varieties A special rate of $350
per 1000 for 2 mos for BARR'S,
PALMETTO, CONOVER.

APPLES
A large general assortment, in-

cluding WIXESAPS and YORK
IMPERIALS.

Splendid Assortment of

Ornamental, Shade
and Fruit Trees.

TO HO from B. P. Rocks, Light

r|l|l\ Brahmas, Brown Leg-
LUUU horns, at $1.00 per 13.

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

J. B. WATKINS & BRO., Hallsboro, Va .

lEUlS
I offer a fine lot of whole root trees.

APPLES, PEARS, PEACHES,
CHERRIES, PLUMS, GRAPE
VINE, RASPBERRIES, Etc.

Save agent's commission by send-
ing your ord-r to the nursery.

CATALOGUE FREE. All Stock Inspected
——^w and Fumigated.

WERTZ'S NURSERY, Salem, Va.

APPLE TREES
The Bonavista Nurseries will have sime

exceptionally One apple trees for orchard this
year. Wine Baps, Paragon (M. B. Twiel.
York Imperial (J. F. Winter), Albemarle
Pippin, etc.
We did not have a complaint last season

Every tree is perfect and guaranteed, taken
from the nursery block the day it is shipped
carefully packed.
Our prices are the lowest.

CHAS. F. HACKETT, Manager,
Greenwood, Va.

200,000
CABBAGE and LETTUCE PLANTS.

•1.50 per 1,000, 25 cents for 100, by ex-
press. Ready to plant out now. Va-
rieties; Charleston, Succession and
Early Jersey Wakefield.

MARK T. THOMPSON, Rio Vista, Va.

KEEP COMFORTABLE.
Who has not heard of the Lehman

heater? The man who uses during the
winter an open buggy or a closed carriage
can make himself comfortable by its use.
The cold weather is now about to visit us,

and the demand for some handy and un-
cumbersome appliance to obviate the
frigidity of the northern climate is appa-
rent, and the less cumbersome and more
useful the article the more acceptable it

is. This achievement has been reached
by the Lehman heater. It takes up but
little room

;
is always ready and for two

cents will keep a carriage warm for twelve
hours in the depth of winter.
Twenty years ago the bulk of the peo-

ple slept in a coJd room, waking and
dressing in it, and went forth into a prac-
tically cold house, breakfast being gene
rally over before the inadequate furnace
arrangement of those days sent heat
through all the house or apartment. The
consequence was that injurv to health
enBued. As above stated, the Lehman
heater fills the bill. It should be more
generally known. It is made in the solid
est fashion, and should be in the hands
of every man who uses a horse convey-
ance.

There are 175,000 in use by horsemen,
etc., who speak very highly of them.
You cannot enjoy your ride in cold
weather without one." Don't fail to write
for circular and price list to Lehman
Bros., manufacturers, 10 Bond street, New
York, mentioning The Southern Planter
when so doing.

OF VALUE TO HORSEMEN.
Do you turn your horses out for the

winter ? If so, we want to call your at-
tention to a very important "matter.
Horses which have been used steadily at
work, either on the farm or road, have
quite likely had some strains whereby
lameness or enlargements have been
caused. Or perhaps new life is needed
to be infused into their legs. Gombault's
Caustic Balsam, applied as per directions,
just as you are turning the horse out, will
be of great benefit ; and this is the time
when it can be used very successfully.
One great advantage in using this remedy
is that after it is applied it needs no care
or attention, but does its work well and
at a time when the horse is having a rest.
Of course it can be used with equal suc-
cess while horses are in the stable, but
many people in turning their horses out
would use Caustic Balsam if they were
reminded of it, and this article is given
as a reminder?

A charming story for girls in the No-
vember St. Nicholas is entitled "Where
the Surprise Came In." Charlotte Sedg-
wick, the author, tells a story of a cook-
ing club which became so proficient that
the members decided to prepare a din-
ner and invite their boy friends. It hap-
pened that one boy was a favorite, and
each girl, unknown to the other, invited
the same lad. What came of it all
makes up a very laughable and enter-
taining tale.

Mention th3 Southern Planter when
writing advertisers.

THE SPEED OF THE

BLOOD.
IT TRAVELS AT A TERRIFIC RATE
THROUGH THE BODY-SOME
INTERESTI NG STATISTICS.

The mileage of bio id circulation reveals
some interesting facts. A drop of blood,
for instance, takes but 21 seconds to go
the whole round of the body. In sixty

.

Beconfs it covers 207 yards. In the course
of a year it travels 6,320 miles.
The blood is life. While it retains its

natural purity, this speed is maintained
and its vitalizing power is continued. But
impurities enter into it. The blood gets
draggy. It refuses to perform its work.
Rheumatism, nervousness, dyspepsia,
scrofula and a host of other diseases are
the result. The blood needs cleansing.

In other days they cleansed the blood
by drawi' g it from the body. Blood let-

ting was a common occur: ence. To day
Yager's Sarsaparilla with Celery does
the work. Its medicinal merit is one
of the triumphs of modern methods.
It combines the value of the two most
helpful drugs in the pharmaceutical list.

By direct and indirect action it renovates
the functions of the body and puts them
in the proper condition to do the work
intended bv nature.

It is invaluable for young or old. Mrs.
C. R. Tyler, of Lisbon, Va , says:

" I take* pleasure in recommending to
the public YAGhR'S SARSAPARILLA
WITH CELERY. My husband and little

daughter have both taken it with best
results. Our little two year old girl is

especially benefitted; everybody that
sees her has something to say about the
way she has improved, and I hope every
body that has sick children will give it a
tral."
YAGER'S SARSAPARILLA WITH

CELERY is sold by leading druggists,

50c. a large bottle. Made by Gilbert
Bros. & Co., Baltimore, Md.

For
Colds

Honey-Tolu will positively cure
the most stubborn cough or cold
if taken according to directions

HONEY-TOLU
is harmless-tbi most delicate inva-
lid orchlldcan take it with perfect
safety. Invalaableforall affec-
tions of the throat and lungs.
All druggists, 25c. a bottle.

^Made b) Gilbert Bro» & Co
Baltimore, Md.

If your merchant does not have them
in stock, ask him to order for you

GLEASONS
HORSE A1STD CATTLE
POWDER.

YOU NEED IT FOR TOUR HORSES, EfC.
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SILVER L&GED

WYANDOTTES
Choice purebred spec-
imens ofeither f ex, 81

each, In any quantity.
Eggs in season

.

Dr. H. H. LBE.Marmioo,
Rockbridge Co , Va.

THE IMP. FRUIT AND POULTRY FARM
OFFERS

200 Purebred BARRED P. R. COCKERELS

and PULLETS
At only 81 each or 6 for J5. This stock

is purebred and guaranteed
saisfactory.

The IMP. FRUIT and POULTRY FARM, Staunton. Va

BROWN LEGHORNS
(Single Comb )

Some fine, vigorous, farm-raised cockerels

that will please you, for sale. Only $1.00 each-

Centralia, Va.R. W. HAW, Jr.,

FOR SALE!
Pure MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYC, TOU-

LOUSE GEESE, BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCK CHICKENS, GUINEAS AND
PEA FOWLS; Eggs in season except

from Pea Fowls and Geese.

Enclose stamp for reply.

Mrs W. F. JACKSON. - Olga, Amelia Co., Va

RICHMOND SHOW....
My S C. While Leghorns won 1st and 2nd prize

also silver medal at the Richmond show last
year. Choice cockerels for sale, write for prices.

C. G. M. FINK, 1409 W. Leigh St., Richmond, Va.

2nd V.-Pres. Va. Pigeon, Poultry and Pet
Stock Association.

FOR SALE
PURE WHITE HOLLAND TURKEYS.

Early spring birds. Toms, 83.50, Hens,
$2.50, Trios, 87.50.

E. I. COOKE, - Ware Neck, Va

BUFF ROCKS and R.C.BROWN LEGHORNS,
81.00 each. Indian peach Trees,

Red to the seed, 25cts. each.

A. F. BONHAM, - Chilhowie, Va.

FOR SALE. OHEAR
Some well bred BRONZE TOMS and H> NS

at a bargain. Address
DUCK and POULTRY DEPT ,

Walter P. Laird, Supt . Fair Oaks Farm, Spray, N C.

COLLIE PUPS!
By prize-winning Imported sires and trained

dams. Eligible. Jit for bench, ranch or farm.
Price, $10, either sex. Also a book on the care
and tralningof the Collie for all praotlcal uses.
Price, 50c. Copy of book free to purchaser ol
Collie.
Stock Farm, "MAPLEMONT," Albany, Ver.

60 SOUTH-

For full particulars
write A. JEFPERS,

Norfolk, Va.

CHEAP PAINT.
It is notorious among paint manufac-

turers that in some parts of the country
no paint can he poor enough to fail of
acceptance. The only quality regarded
is color. If the hues be bright and at-

tractive, no matter how poor the materi
al, it will "go," and the best material
will not " go," if anything cheaper is of-

fered.

Now this is a reversal of all paint
logic. It is very important that paint
shall beautify one's house, but still more
important that it shall protect the struc-

ture from the weather. The judicious

man Belects his paint, first, with regard

to its protective value ; second, with a
view to its beautifying effect ; and third,

in consideration of economy.
Nothing can be more beautiful than

some of the aniline dyes, but they don't
protect, and in the measure that a paint

protects it is economical, and when paint
ceases to protect, no matter what its ap-
pearance, is usefulness has ended.
Test any painted surface by moistening

it with water; if the water remain on the
surface, the paint is still serviceable ; if it

is absorbed, the paint has outlived its

usefulness.

It is this quality of shedding water in-

definitely that gives to zinc its unique
value as a paint material. Paint con-
taining a goodly proportion of zinc white
never becomes absorbent, wherefore, so
long as it endureB its usefulness remains.
Chalking has some advantages in the eyes
of the painter, who doesn't think paint
should last too long, but from the stand
point of the man who pays the bills, a
paint cannot last too long if it continues
to protect his property as long as it lasts.

Stanton Dudley.

The November St. .Nicholas must ap-
peal especially to the boys. It contains
a profusely illustrated article on "A Trip
Through the New York Navy Yard " by
Joseph Henry Adams. "Baby Elton the
Quarter-Back," by Leslie W. Quirk, is a
timely story of college and foot ball, in
which one of the players is suddenly
afflicted with a sprained ankle "acciden-
tally on purpose" in the middle of a
game in order that " Baby Elton " may
have a chance to show his prowess. How
well he acquits himself is the interesting

part of the story.

SALE OF LIVE STOCK.
The Kentucky Live Stock Breeders

Association will hold its Second Annual
Sale at Louisville, Ky., on November 13.

The offerings at this sale will be 100 head
of beef cattle, consisting of Shorthorns,
Aberdeen-Angus and Polled Durhams.
The contributors to the sale are all well
known Kentucky breeders, whose name
is a guarantee that the animals of the re-

spective breeds will be exceedingly
choice, both as to breeding and individu-
ality Look up the advertisement, and
write to Mr. M. TV. Neal, Secretary, 514
3rd street, Louisville, Ky., for catalogues,
which are now ready.

YAGER'S LINIMENT.
In case of accidents, a bottle of Yager's

Liniment should be handy. Good for
man and beast.

Warranted
to give satisfaction.

GOMBAILT'S

CAUSTIC BALSAM

Curb, Splint, Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind Puffs,
and all lameness from Spavin, Ringbone
and other bony tumors. Cures all skin
diseases or Parasites, Thrush, Diphtheria.
Removes all Bunches from Horses or
Cattle.

valuable.
Every bottle of Oanntic Balsam sold is

Warranted to pive satisfaction. Price %X.5©
per bottle. Sold by druppists, or sent by ex-
press, charges paid, with full directions for its
use. Send for descriptive circulars, testimo-
nials, etc. Address

IKE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

FOUTZ'S

HORSE
AND ; c

CATTLE
POWDER

A medicine which makes

lis well, the diseased

whole, the weak strong and the

thin fat. It will restore lost Appetite,

:xpcl Worms and cure Chronic Cough,

Distemper, Hide-

bound, Indigestion, Constipation, Flat-

kulency and all Stomach and Bowel

trouble.

The finest of all animal

vitaiizers and t

the only one whic

increases the coeffi-

cient of digestibil-

ity of protein.

DAVID E.F0UTZ
BALTIMOf)£.MD.

veterinary specifio for wind,

i Toledo. OhU.

Farm Bulletin
Nice BERKSHIRE PIOS for

sale now. Also a few DOR-
SET RAM LAMBS left.

D. 0. NOURSE, Prof, of Agr,

Blacksburg, Va,
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FINE STOCK AT A BARGAIN.

ifl^^^^R-

One trotting bred brown gelding, coming 4

yrs. old, 15k hands, weight 1000. Trim as

a fawn, and dashing In style and action.

Can negotiate a mile In 3 minutes under
the lines without effort. His future Is big

with promise. Sinewy, hardy and tough.
With Just a bit more of age and service

will make a model family horse. On any
city market he would go " like hot cakes "

at $200. To sell at once we will take $180.

One fine, three-year-old family mlloh oow.
Gentle and freBh to pail. Price, $30.

Nine head beautiful, reg. Angora Goats; One
Buck ; Price, 820. Six Does ; Price, $12 each.
Two Buck Kids; Price, $10 each. Lump
price of nine goats, $100.

Two fine. reg. Dorset Ewe lambs, about 1 yr.

old. Price, $10, each.

One fine, 4-yr.-old Dorset Ram. very large; he
Is a prize winner. Price, $20.

Address W. M. WATKINS & SONS,
Cottage Valley Stock Farm,

Randolph, Charlotte Co. , Va.

ABERDEEN-ANGUS
Bull calves, $40 lo$60, heifers 5 to7mos.old, $75.

Limited quantity

NEW SIBERIAN MILLET
Seed at $1 50 per bus.; this millet will produce

a crop of seed and a fair quality of hay at the
same time. It is fully two weeks earlier than
the German millet, of finer quality, but will
not yield quite as much.

C E. JONES, Carysbrook, Va.

ANGUS BULL CALVES
Registered and unrecorded. Stock first-

class, and breeding the best.

SHRUPSHIRE SHEEP
First class yearling rams, and ewes ol
all ages. Several PINE FARMS for sale.

WARREN RICE, - Winchester, Va.

..OAK HILL FARM..

Holsiein and Jersey Cattle,

Biltmore Berkshires.
Wishing to reduce my stock, will sell cheap

Every thing from Oak Hill Farm is guaran
teed first-class, and as represented. Address

Oak Hill Station SAM'L HAHtSTOH,
en the Farm. Wanonda, fa.

WATER CLOSET COMBINATIONS,
Porcelain Bowl. Hardwood Seal and Tank,
Nickel l'lateri flush and supply pipes, com-
plete, each 811.00.
Cast Iron Roll Rim Bath Tubs,

length 5 rt. Complete
with full set of nickel
plated fittings, each,

and building material.

Cklctfo Houit Wricking Co., W. 35th and Ires Slt.,CMo

REPORTS.

U. 8. Department of Agriculture, Wash
ington, D. C. Bureau of Animal
Industry. The Dairy Industry and
Dairy Markets in Porto Rico.

Section of Foreign Markets. Bulletin
29. Distribution of Agricultural
Exports of the United States, 1897-
1901.

Weather Bureau. Proceedings of the
Second Convention of Weather
Bureau Officials, August 27, 28, and
29, 1901.

Farmers' Bulletin 156. The Home
Vineyard, with special reference
to Northern Conditions.

Crop Reporter, October, 1902.

Arizona Experiment Station, Tuczon,
Ari. Bulletin 44. The River Irri-

gating Waters of Arizona. Their
Character and Effects.

Colorado Experiment Station, Fort Col-

lins Col. Bulletin 72. The Ground
Water.

Bulletin 73. The Feeding Value of
Beet Pulp. Feeding Beet Pulp
and Sugar Beets to Cows.

Press Bulletin 13. The Best Time to

Cut Alfalfa.

Columbus, Ohio. Journal of Horticul-
tural Society, September, 1902.

Kansas Experiment Station, Manhattan,
Kan. Bulletin 111. Quality in

Beef.

Bulletin 113. Baby Beef.

Maryland Experiment Station, College
Park, Md. Bulletin 84. Some
Feeding Experiments with Cows
and Tables for the Computation
of Rations for Animals.

Bulletin 85. Alfalfa for Maryland.

New Hampshire " Experiment Station,

Durham, N. H. Bulletin 92. Silage
Studies.

New Mexico Experiment Station, Mesilla
Park.N.M. Bulletin 42. Alkali.

Bulletin 43. Drainage and Flooding
for the Removal of Alkali.

Ohio Experiment Station, Wooster, O.
Bulletin 134. The Value of Barn-
yard Manure.

Pennsylvania Experiment Station, State

College, Penn. Bulletin 60. The
Rearing of Calves on Milk Sub-
stitutes.

Virginia Weather Service, Richmond.Va.
Report for September, 1902.

Imperial Department of Agriculture, Bar-
badoes, West Indies. Agricultural

News, September 27, October 11,

1902.

CENSUS BULLETINS.

210a Manufactures. Chemicals and
Allied Products. (Errata.)

224. Manufactures. The Localization

of Industries.

245. Manufactures. Electrical Ap-
paratus and Supplies.

246. Manufactures. Iron and Steel.

When corresponding with advertiser*,

kindly mention that you saw their adver-

tisement in the Southern Planter.

• FILSTON FARM. •

SECOND LARGEST

JERSEY HERD
IN AMERICA. FOUNDED 1882.

BULL CALVES, and for the first time. Heifers
bred to imported Oolden Peter, and Heifer
Calves and a few aged Cows.
BERKSHIRES, all ages, sired by Imported

Storm King, or Imported Esau 2nd, Size,
good shape and large litters.

Visitors welcome. Address for Book of The
Farm, or prices

E. M. GILLET, Clerk, Glencoe, Md.
ASA B. GARDINER, Jr., Manager

Swift Creek Stock and Dairy Farm
Has for sale a large num-
ber of nice young regis-
tered A. J. C. C.

JERSEY BULLS
AND HEIFERS.

None better bred in the Sonth. Combining
closely the most noted and up-to-date blood
in America. Bulls 10 to 12 months old, $25 00.

Heifers, same age, $35.00. POLAND-CHINA
PIQS, $5.00 each. Send check and get what
you want.

T. P. BRASWELL, Prop., Battleboro. N. C.

^H
FOR SA.LE.

1 pure-bred JERSEY COW, In milk, 5 yrs. old-
Price, 850.

1 pure-bi*d JERSEY CALF, 4 months old.
Price, $25.

2 half-bred RED POLL HEIFERS, age, 15 mos.
2 half-bred RbD POLL BULLS, aged 10 and. 6

mos Price. $15 and $25 respectively.
2 STANDARD TROTTER STUD COLTS, aged,

14 Mid 4 mos.. also
20 Pure-bred 8. P. R. COCKERELS, 75o. each.

M. E. ANDREWS, Hurt, Va.

2 JERSEY BULL CALVES

A. L. BLAIR, Howardsvi lie, Va.

FOR SALE!
Purebred POLAND-CHINA PIQS of

the best prize-winning families.

RED POLLED CATTLE, some good
ones that show 100 lbs. for each month
they have lived.

A few choice purebred SHROPSHIRE
SHEEP.
MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEYS

from prize-winners at Madison Square
Garden sh 'w.

MAMMOTH PEKIN DUCKS from
prize-winners at Madison Square Garden
and Philadelphia.

Raised over 500 chickens this year, and
will sell some fine young BARRED
PLYMOUTH ROCKS at 'b cts. each, if

sold in next 3C days, and in lots of not
less than three.

ARROWHEAD STOCK FARH,
Sam 'I. B. Woods, Prop. Charlottesville, Va.

*s
JACKS

FOR SALE.
1 to 6 yrs. old. Fine Jacks a

specialty. Write for
what you want.

W. E. KNIGHT & CO.,

Nsshvlll*. Tsnn.
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4EREFOR

High-Class

Animals
Ready for

Service.

BERKSHIRES.
Young stock for sale at all times.

Information and terms upon application.

CDW. G. BUTLER, ANNEFIELD FARMS,

BRIOOS, CLARKE CO., VA.

POLAND-CHINA
HEREFORDS.

Grade calves, either sex, $25 00.

J. C. GRAVES, Barbonreville,
Orange County, Va.

POLAND-CHINAS
Closely related to such famous hogs as

Anderson's Model, Model of 97 and
Hands Off. Pigs, boars, gilts and bred-

sows for sale. Also some good SHORT-

HORN bull calves and SHROPSHIRE sheep.

Stock guaranteed as represented or

money refunded.

I. F. DURRETTE, - Blrdwood. Albemarle Co., Va.

Berkshire Pigs
I have a few young pigs for sale. Thor-
oughbred stock. Eligible to registry.
BUtmore strain. Prices quoted on
request.

HENRY W. WOOD,
Hollvbrook Farm. Richmond. Va.

Large ENGLISH BERKSHIRES

M.B. TURKEYS Very Fine.

B. P. R. Chicken Eggs In season.

HAWKSLEY STOCK FARH,

J. T. OLIVER, Allen's Level, Va.

.ESSEX PIGS..
Some extra fine

pigs, 8 to 10 weeks
old, (10 per pair, All
stock offered la

eligible to registry.
Southdown sheep,
spring lambs and
yearling ewes for

ale. Prices on application.
L. O. JON £, Iethinii N C.

THOROUGHBRED

O. I. C. PIGS
FOR SALE. Prices Right

f. S. MICHIE, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

Sunny Home Herd of Aberdeen Angus
Cattle.

The majority of the females of this herd
were brought from Huron county, Ohio
(March 1st, 1901), where the herd was
founded several years ago by selections

from the great herds of J. P. and D. N.
Hine, pioneer breeders of Angus in Ohio,
Anderson & Findlay, Lake Forest, 111.

(oldest and most extensive breeders of

Angus in America), and Hon. M. H.
Cochran, of Quebec.
These females are sired by the following

famous bulls : Gay Blackbird, Columbian
winner, and sire of more great herd bulls

than any other bull in this country ; Er-
moor, the great Erica Sire, son of Royal
Erie—greatest sire of high priced females
on this continent ; Eulalie's Erie, 2d prize

yearling bull at World's Fail, Chicago,
son of Heather Lad 2d, one of the most
famous bulls of the breed ; Baron Ida,

three times a champion at State Fairs,

third prize in his old age at Pan-Ameri-
can ; Beau Bill, champion at four West-
ern State Fairs for two years ; Dark
Prince, by Allblack, the sire of Black
Monarch of Emerson, sire of the highest
priced female ever sold in America
(Black Cap Judy sold at $6,800) ; Eulalie's

Laddie, in use for the past two years, is

proving that " good blood breeds on."
Every animal sold from this herd car-

ries with it a stnct guarantee of produc-
tiveness.

Every animal shown at Raleigh Fair,

Jan., 1901, received a first prize, and Miss
Stubbs (by Dark Prince) was champion
beef heifer of any breed. See advertise-

ment.

THEODORE ROOSEVELT ON "THE
PRESIDENCY."

Before his nomination for the Vice-
Presidency, Theodore Roosevelt wrote
expressly for The Youth's Companion an
article on "The Presidency." It will be
pub'ished in the number for November
6th, this being one of the remaining
weekly issues of 1902 sent free from the
time of subscription to every new sub-
scriber who at once sends J 1.75 for The
Companion's 1903 volume. When this

article on " The Presidency " was written
no one could have foreseen, or dreamed
even, that its author would so soon be
called upon to take np the duties of the
great office. For this reason alone, what
Mr. Roosevelt has to say possesses extra-

ordinary interest, and will be eagerly

awaited by persons of all shades of po-

litical opinion.
A twenty eight page Prospectus of the

1903 volume of The Youth's Companion
and samples of the paper will be sent
free to any one. Address 144 Berkeley
straet, Boston, Mass.

MAKE YOUR COWS BREED.
The Dairy Association of Lyndonville,

Vt , are advertising a preparation called
" Kow-Kure," which is recommended to

bring cows in heat. They would like to

send a pamplet to any one interested.

T» make cowl pay, uae Sl-arp'ea Cream SeparaUn.
Book "Businew Dairying ' 4c Cat. 805 free. W.
Cheater, Pa.

BY USING

KOW-KURE
THE GREAT COW MEDICINE

Watch every cow and at the first sign
of disorder in appetite, digestion or flow
of milk, give a dose of KOW-KURE.
Carefully follow the directions as given
on the box and that cow will get well.

KOW-KURE is in powder form, to be
given in regular feed. It cures abortion,
barrenness and scours, removes retained
afterbirth and caked udder, strengthens
the appetite, purifies the blood, vitalizes
the nerves and prevents disease. It in-
creases the milk. It is a medicine for
cows only, made by the

DAIRY ASSOCIATION,
LYNDONVILLE. VT.

Huntville, N. J. Jan. 20, 1902.

Dairy Association, LyndonviltjE, Vt.

Dear Sirs:—After having used your Kow-
Kure for the past 18 months In our dairy of 60
head of cattle, I must say that it Is the greatest
cow medicine on earth. It does what you
claim for it. if used as directed. Before using
It I was discouraged with abortion and after-
birth and other complaints. Since U6ing Kow-
Kure I have not been troubled with any of
these diseases, and money wouldn't hire me to
live without It in the barn, ready for use.

Respectfully,

WM. V. PIERCE,
Mgr. Chapel Road Dairy Farm.

ELLERSLIE FARM^^
Thoroughbred Horses

AND SHORTHORN CATTLE,

Pure Southdown Sheep
and Berkshire Pigs.

Fob Sale. R. J. HANCOCK & SON,

Charlottesvillb, Va.

EAST RIVER SIDE

SHORTHORNS.
Choice bull and heifer calves for sale.

Will make price very low for next 60

days.

JAMES F. CLEMMER, Sammerdean, Va.

Ay.shi.es, Berkshires and Oxford-Downs.

Ayrshire calves of both sexes, Berkshire
pigs and boar, and 2 Oxford-Down rams For
Sale. MELROSE C»STLE FARM,

Enoa H. Hess, Mgr., Casanova, Va
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The EGGS
which some coffee
roasters use to glaze their
coffee with—would you eat
that kind of eggs? Then
why drink them?

Lion Coffee
has no coatingof storage eggs,
glue, etc. It's coffee—pure,
unadulterated, fresh, strong
and of delightful flavor
and aroma.

Uniform quality and
freshness are insured
by tile sealed package.

" BRED-IN-THE-PURPLE."

DUNTREATH BERKSHIRES
FOR SALE,

Two sows and two boars (same litter), three
months old on tith—VERY CHOICE, also two
sows and one boar (same litter), six weeks old
on 15th Nov. all eligible to registry.

NONE BETTER IN AMERICA
DUNTREATH FARMS. P. Box 666. Richmond. Va.

WOODLAND FARM DORSET?.
Virginia has a good many of our Dorsets,

and we note oar old customers writing for
more. That's because we send out only good
ones.

Joseph E. and Willis 0. Wing,

Mechanicsbnrg, Ohio.

THOROUGHBRED

SHROPSHIRE BUCKS
For Sale. ONE IMPORTED BUCK
2 yrs. old, YEARLING and severalLAMBS at farmers' prices.

Apply lo MANAGER,
ANTRIM STOCK FARM. Warrenton, Va.

MARK YOUR STOCK.
Use the

KENTUCKY ALUMINUM EAR LABEL.
Made by F. H. Jackson & Co., Winchester,

Ky. Write to them for free samples.

ANGORA GOATS IZtitit'&lzg *&
onlar address E. W. COLE * CO . Kenton, Ohio.

"Crop Growing

S Crop Feeding"
8Y Prof. w. f. MASSEY.

383 Pp. Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 60c.

We ofler this splendid work In connec-
tion with the Southern Planter

at the folllowlng prices:

Southern Planter and Cloth
Bound Volume, $1.26

Southern Planter and Paper
Bound Volume, 90c.

Old or new subscriptions.

Mention the SoulJurn Planter when
writing advertisers.

PAMPHLETS.
A treatise on the art of Cider and Vin-

egar making as an industry, embracing
formulas for the manufacture of cider,
vinegar and other fruit wines. Bv W. D.
Carlisle, Royal Orchards, Afton, Va. This
little pamphlet will be found useful to
orchardists in enabling them to utilize
their waste products.

Triple Extract of "Sarnol" Fluid. Spe-
cific for destroying ticks and preservative
against the Texas fever. L. Dela Torre,
Hotel Lafayette Brevorst, Fifth Avenue
and Eighth street, New York. If what
is stated in this pamphlet is borne out in
practice, this fluid will be found a valu-
able acquisition in Southside Virginia
and North and South Carolina. It is
said to be largely used in South America.

CATALOGUES.
Zenoleum. Zenner Disinfectant Co.,

Detroit, Mich. Pigeies troubles and their
treatment from a scientific standpoint.

Pinehuret Nurseries, Pinehurst, N. C.
North Carolina Woody and Herbaceous
Plants and other Ornamentals.
Premium List of the Virginia Poultry

and Pet Stock Association and Virginia
Bench Show, November 24-29, 1902.
The Glucose Sugar Refining Co., The

Rookery, Chicago. "Feed Your Stock for
Best Results." This catalogue points out
the value of gluten feeds.
The McSherry Manufacturing Co., Mid-

dletown, Ohio. How to Grow Pedigree
Wheat. Suggestions for Bettering and
Improving of Crop Conditions.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE.
In a recent letter from the Page Woven

Wire Fence Company, of Adrian, Mich.,
they say

:

" We were never so well equipped as at
present to furnish Page Fences. Having
our own steel, rod and wire mills, and
having very largely increased our weav-
ing capacity ; with about 1,400 employees
on our pay-roll, converting the iron into
high carbon steel, the steel into ingots,
blooms, billets, rods and wire, and with
double t..e number of looms tbat we had
January 1st, 1900, we feel that we are in
pretty good shape to supply the demand
for 1903.

" We make a standard style of fencing
for every farm, poultry, stock or railroad
requirement; use double-strength hori-
zontal wires in all these styles coil or
Bpiral every one of them from end to end
the whole length of the fence, thus pro-
viding for expansion and contraction,
and Page-Wire will relain this coiled
shape even after it has been drawn out
straight a thousand times.

" No locks, staples or other devices are
used to hold the horizontal and cross-
bars together, because Page Fence is a
real woven wire fence. Horizontals and
cross-bars woven together is all there is

of it,"

Their advertisement appears regularly
in our columns, and if you have not yet
investigated the merits of their fencing,
you should write for catalogue, descrip
tive matter and prices now.

HONEY TOLU
Will cure that cough or cold. Try it.

The following list of papers and periodicals
are the most popular ones in this section.
We can SAVE YOU MONEY on whatever
journal yon wish.

DAILIES. PR ,ce with
ALONE. PLAMTSR.

rhe Dispatch. Richmond, Va S i 00 I 3 00

i"he Times, " " 8 00 3 00

The Post, Washington, D. C 6 00 8 00

8EMI-WEEKXJEB.
rhe Dispatch, Richmond, Va 1 00 1 26

T/he World (thrloe-a-week), N. Y 1 00 1 25

WEEKLTE8.
Harper's Weekly 1 00 4 00

" Bazaar... „ „ 1 00 1 40

Montgomery Advertiser 1 00 1 00

Nashville American „ 50 75
The Baltimore Sun „ 1 00 1 86

Breeder's Gazette _ 2 00 1 76

Hoard's Dairyman „ „ 1 00 1 86

Country Gentleman.. _ „ 1 60 1 76

The Times, Richmond, Va. 60 80
Religious Herald, Richmond, Va.... 2 00 2 26

Central Presbyterian, " "... 2 00 2 50

Christian Advocate, " "... 1 SO 1 75

Turf, Field and Farm 4 00 4 00

Spirit of the Times _.. 4 00 4 00

Horseman 8 00 8 00

SEMI-MONTHLIES.
Wool Markets and Sheep 50 75
Dairy and Creamery 50 75
Commercial Poultry 50 75

All three „ 1 50 1 15

MONTHLIES.
North American Review 6 00 5 00

The Century Magazine 4 00 4 26

St. Nicholas " „ 8 00 8 25

Lipplncott's " 2 50 2 50

Harper's " 4 00 4 00

Forum " „ 8 00 8 26

Scribnei-s " „ 8 00 8 25

Frank Leslies •' 1 00 1 85

Cosmopolitan " „.„ 1 00 1 85

Everybody's " 1 00 1 85

Munsey " I 00 1 85

Strand " _ 1 25 1 86

MoClure's '• „ 1 00 1 85

Puritan " „ 1 00 1 85

Review of Reviews _ 2 50 2 75

Leisure Hoars... 1 00 1 25

Blooded Stock _ 50 60

Where you desire to subscribe to two or more
of the publications named, you can arrive at
the net subscription price by deducting 50

cents from "our price with the Planter." It

you desire to subscribe to any other publica-
tions not listed here, write us and we will

oheerfally quote clubbing or net subscription

rates.

Subscribers whose time does not expire
until later can take advantage of our olub
rates, and have their subscription advanced
one year from date of expiration of their
•ubscriptlon to either the Planter or any of
the other publications mentioned.
Don't hesitate to write us for any Informa-

tion desired ; we will cheerfully answer any
correspondence.

We furnish no tampU copiet ot other peri-

odicals.
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Look for the full name IRON AGE branded on the tool.

Don't be imposed upon by dealers selling implements made in imitation of the famous Iron Age brand.
All the IRON AGE tools are MARKED WITH THE FULL NAME. The name is for your protection
It is a guarantee of best materials, best ideas, best workmanship, and all the merits that have made
Iron Age tools popular with three generations of farmers and gardeners. Write for a FREE copy
of the IRON AGE BOOK for 190S, tolling all about these marvelous labor savers, and giving
prices on Cultivators, Horse Hoes, Seed Drills, Wheel Hoes, Riding Cultivators, the lmproved-
Robbins Potato Planter, &c.

BATEMAN MFG. CO., Box 167, Grenloch, N. J.

HIGH CLASS FEED MILLS.
Whosoever is so fortunate an to get a

copy of the catalogue issued by Sprout,

Walvron & Co., of Muney, Pa., will find

in it a number of machines out of which
the farmers will reap profit. These peo-

ple have thoroughly mastered the farm-

er's needs, and surely have mill-making
down to. a science. The catalogue cannot
even be glanced over without seeing that

their feed mills have the most perfect

adaptability, and that the patterns and
make are of exceptionally high charac-

ter. They have been some thirty years

in the business. Their mills covering

everything from the first roller process

patent flouring mills down, are found in

all sections of the country. Their most
marked point of excellence, and the one
which is of vital interest to the readers

of this journal, is their celebrated line of

mills for crushing and grinding ear corn,

shelled corn, oats, rye, barley, spices for

feed, and the making of family meals,

mixed chaff, etc. This latter class of

mills, stands in such high repute every-

where that the manufacturers feel they
are taking but few chances when they

send them out, as is their custom on fif-

teen days' trial, allowing purchasers time
and opportunity to test thoroughly on
their own premises before closing con-

tract. Their mills and the plan of selling

should attract the attention of every far-

mer who grinds feeds. Their advertise-

ment is found elsewhere in this journal.

If you are interested, look it up and write

for the company's catalogue.

NOT AN ILLOGICAL CONCLUSION.
An enterprising clothing merchant had

advertised on every board fence in his

neighborhood :
" Unsurpassed Clothing

!

Money back without Argument'" This

is what recently occurred

:

" I was here a year ago and bought a

suit of clothes. They are about worn
out."

" Yes," replied the merchant very affa-

bly.
And now I've come to get my money

back without argument."
" Get your money back ?"

" Yes."
" Didn't you wear the suit a whole

year? What do you want your money
back for?"

" To get another suit of clothes."—X. Y.
Z. in November Lippincolt's.

HOLSTEINS and DORSETS.
Two young cows, one to be fresh in December, other in the

spring. Two heifers, one year old. One bull calf, four months old.

FOUR DORSET pams ^
Rams sired by an Imported Buck. Address

- 0. SANDY, BurkevMe, Virginia.
Norfolk and Western and Southern R. R.

A^^«

DEVON COWS....
Ten young DEVON COWS, thoroughbreds and high-grades with Calves

by their sides. Want to sell them during this month. Can be seen if day's

notice is given. Also JERSEY CATTLE and several YOUNG GUERNSEY
BULLS. BERKSHIRE PIGS not akin. Several young BOARS ready for

M. B. ROWE & CO., Fredericksburg, Va.

* srX7S,C3tXlsrXA. DIVISIOlsT. *

Farmers Mutual Benefit Association.
A Fire Insurance Association, chartered by the State for the farmers

of Virginia, under an amended and well protected plan.

Insures, against Fire and Lightning, only country property—no stores or unsafe
risks. Average cost per year for three years has been $3.66§ per $1000, including
dwellings, barns, produce, &c,—about one-third the usual cost of insurance to
farmers. Amount of property insured $325,000. Estimated security in real and
other estate, $600,000.

For further information, address, CHAS. N. FRIEND, General Agent.
MMHTIOH THIS JOURNAL.. CHESTER. VIRGINIA.

m ''" l-wiwi'i'i ' I >»« n ll'l'l '» » I H'VITIITiTHrVI'l I » » » » Itmn
Don't erect another rod of fence until you investigate the

Truss and Gable Wire Board Fence.
It is stronger, lasts longer and costs less than any other. One man can build it,

Sixwiresin every strand. Perfect provision for contraction and expansion,
Sold direct from factory at wholesale prices. Agents wanted. Sample free.

THE TRUSS & CABLE FENCE COMPANY,
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TREAD POWERS.
For a thoroughly good, reliable power,

for use on the farm ; one which is ever

ready for use and which is readily adapt-

able to all conditions and all kinds of

work, and one which will generate and
maintain power at the least possible cost,

Heebner"8 Level-Tread Horse Powers are

recommended These are advertised else

where in these columns, and are manu-
factured bv Heebner & Sons, Lansdale,

Penna. Multiplied thousands of these

powers are in use in all parts of this coun-

try and are giving perfect satisfaction.

One should not express surprise at this

happy condition of affairs, however, when
it is known that these people have been

making their special line of machines for

more than sixty years. In addition to

Tread Powers, the Heebners also make
the renowned Little Giant and Pennsyl-

vania Threshers and Cleaners, Union
Feed and Ensilage Cutters, Feed Grind-

ers, etc. Everything they make is sold

under a guaranty and fully warranted.

Write them for catalogue and kindly

mention the paper in writing.

GLEASON'S HORSE AND CATTLE
POWDER.

Messrs. Gilbert Bros. & Co. of Balti-

more. Md., are advertising this well-

known preparation in another column.
For keeping stock in good condition,

they claim it is the best powder on the

market. If you have not tried it, do so.

It is sold on the guarantee that if used as

directed, it will accomplish what is

claimed for it. Your merchant or drug-

gist handles it.

PURE BRED PERCHERONS.
Editor Southern Planter :

I invaded the State of Maryland, and
showed ten head of pure-bred Perche"rons

including sucklings at Hageretown and
Frederick, where I won 16 premiums, 14

firsts and two seconds. I think I will go

to Ohio and Pennsylvania next fall with

a herd of Shorthorns and a car-load of
Percherons. We must show the States

that old Virginia, while away down al-

phabetically in the list of States, she is

away up in fine stock.

Yours truly,

Jno. F. Lewis.
Lynnwood Stock Farm, Oct. S6, 190S.

Short Course of Practical Instruction
in Agriculture, Horticulture, Dairy-
ing, Ac.

The University of Tennessee offers a
short course from January 2nd to March
14, 1903, in Agriculture, Horticulture,

Dairying, Ac, which will be found to be
of the greatest service to young farmers,

and those intending to be farmers. To
take this course, which runs over ten
weeks, need not cost more than $40, ex-
clusive of railroad fare. The student gets

the advantage of the splendid equipment
and able staff of the College. Tuition is

free. The only expense is the board and
a small incidental fee of f7 and $2 for

syllabus of lectures. This is an opportu-

tunity which should be largely availed of.

Mention the Southern Planter when cor-

responding with advertisers.

FARQUHAR Portable Saw Mills
i,j r..iik- ,,,!.

A1 AX
Center: Crank.

ENGINE

lilb Knclnt.
Made in seven s:z^, Metta teed, CftUe
lurhlnin*: gig. - '- • *jrk> and
improved decs, aj a.V <- r.vn.u
<Kv\k KN*;iM> lire i

with especial reference to t!

;

.Lirv<l ...f them. I m
Of t-rndne and mall

6:»wuiill

outfit do earttL.

A. B. Farquhar Co., Ltd

York. Pa.

GILT-EDGED FAMILY COWS
Bred from high-testing Jersey Cows a specialty.

We have more high-testing St. Lambert Cows than can be found
in any herd in America.

INDIAN GAMES—The king of table fowls.

WHITE WYANDOTTES—The best general-purpose fowl.

WHITE LEGHORNS—The greatest of all egg producers.

Address

BOinZ7WvONT FHRMS, SnLsm, ^r.

SIR JOHN BULL'S PIGS.
All testify to his prepotency, nor is

UNOLE SAM^^l
Unlike him in strong points of transmission or reproduction.

Every pig I ship has individual merit, aside
from the purest English strain of LARGE
BERKSHIRES that I could import from
the most famous breeder in England.

LET HE HAVE YOUR ORDERS
PROHPTLY FOR FALL SHIPriENT,

at Farmers' Prices.

HUNTING DOGS and PUPS FOR SALE.

THOS. S. WHITE, Fassifern Stock Farm, Lexington, V«.

A J. C. C. JERSEYS,
BERKSHIRE SWINE.
A FEW BULL CALVES FOR SALE

From cows making 300 to 360 pounds butter-fat each milking period. Milk
is weighed EVERY milking and tested frequently, so we KNOW what we say.

BERKSHIRES^*
Of the best Hood Farm and Biltmore strains

Southern R. R.

FOREST HOME FARM. PURCELLVILLE, VA.

THE
OAKS. 6 SHORTHORN BULL CALVES,

(Eligible to registry) FOR SALE ; AUo 4 Gradef.

100 high-grade SHROPSHIRE EWES ; good ones, and some of them bred. I never
offered a better lot of stock.

B. B. BUCHANAN. BEDFORD ClTY, VA.
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Great Combination Sale
-OF-

V

BEEFCATTLE
TO BE HELD AT

Louisville, Ky., Thursday, Nov. 13, 1902

100 HEAD OF CHOICELY=BRED

Shorthorns, Aberdeen=Angus
and Polled Durhams.

This is the second combination sale held under the auspices of the

Kentucky Live Stock Breeders' Association.
It has been the endeavor of the Committee to accept nothing but the choicest animals, both in breeding and indi-

viduality, and they believe that on the day of the sale prospective purchasers will find as fine a collection of beef
cattle as ever went into the sale-ring south of the Ohio river.

AMONG THE CONTRIBUTORS ARE:—

SHORTHORNS—Ormsby Bros., of Lakeland, Ky.; W. F. Brockman, of Hartsville, Ind.; Geo. C. Bird, of
Croppers, Ky.; L. L. Dorsey, of Anchorage, Ky.; G. Letterle & Son, of Harrod's Creek, Ky.; F. G. Hogan, of O'Bannon
Ky.; Jas. S. Ray, of Louisville, Ky.; E. R. Bagby, of Bowling Green, Ky., and J. R. Coldwell, of Horse Cave, Ky.

POLLED DURHAM—Richard Cobb, of Danville, Ky.; J. W. and B. B. Stith, of Bloomfield, Ky.; Ben. A.
Stith, of Elizabethtown, Ky., and J. R. Coldwell, Horse Cave, Ky.

The ABERDEEN-ANGUS *ill be creditably represented by Otto G. Callahan, of Helena, Ky., and H. 8.

Weaver, of Moorefield, Ky.

Each breeder has aimed to put into this sale animals that would be creditable representatives of his herd. It is

believed that the breeding and individual merit of the animals catalogued will justify this claim.

CATALOGUES NOW READY AND WILL BE MAILED UFON APPLICATION.

Address M w NEAL , ScCm 514 Tnird 5^ Louisville, Ky.
Col. R. E. Edmonson, Kansas City, Mo., and Col., S. S. Mkddis, Louisville, Ky., Auctioneers.
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THE BEST PLAN.
There is always a best plan of life in-

surance for each individual ; it is, how-
ever, sometimes difficult to tell which it

is. The difficulty lies not so much with
the present as with the future. Circum-
stances may unexpectedly change and
create unlooked for requirements. There-
fore it is essential that the policy selected

be flexible and readily adaptable to pos-

sible future changes.
The new policies of the Northwestern

Mutual Life Insurance Company em
brace in the one contract about every-

thing that is desirable in life insurance.

The rights of both insured and benefi-

ciary are recognized to the fullest extent

possible, and the policies are easily adap-
table to contingencies impossible to fore-

see at time of application, but which, as

shown by the experience of the compa-
ny, may at any time arise. They are the
best, most flexible, most equitable, and
most comprehensive policies issued. See
advertisement on back coyer.

INTERNATIONAL LIVE STOCK EX-
POSITION.

UNION STOCK YARDS, CHICAGO.

November 29th to December 6th.

The entire entries for the Third Inter-

national Live Stock Exposition are all in

and General Manager Skinner is happy
over the outlook. There are more entries

this year than at last year's show in

nearly all breeds, showing how earnest-

ly the breeding interests of the country
are undertaking to demonstrate the value
of their breeds as meat producers.

Mr. Skinner said :
" Having visited a

great many of the show-yards this sea-

son, I am particularly pleased that about
all the good things of the year are going
to ' round up ' here. The animals entered
are the prize winners at the various fairs,

and I am sure that the exhibit will make
the most critical judges marvel at its ex-
cellence."

CATTLE DISHORNERS.
The practice of dishorning cattle is

growing in public favor every year.
About the only question that now arises

is, What is the best knife for doing the
job? We are very glad in this connec-
tion to call the attedtion of our readers

to the advertisement of George Webster,
which appears elsewhere in this issue.

Mr. Webster has been long and favor-

ably known as the manufacturer of the
Convex Dishorner. This year he has
brought out in addition a brand new
"V-Knife," which he calls the "Bully V."
It is the strongest and most powerful
"V-Knife" on the market. The driving-
cogs on the handles are made on excen-
trics, so that the greatest power is exert-

ed at the outset when the hard surface of
the horn is attacked.

Write for his complete catalogue. Ad
dress Geo Webster, Christiana, Pa., and
mention this journal.

POLAND CHINAS.
Mr. J. F. Durrette, Birdwood, Va., is

offering some nice Poland Chinas this

month. Look up his advertisement.

"A BLESSING TO MANKIND/
Is tbe Expression Used by Those Who Enjoy a

Lehman

Heater
They are Sinple, Safe, Practical,' Effectual and Economical. Over 175,000
of our Heaters in Actual Use. No Carriage or Sleigh is Complete without One.

LEHMAN BROTHERS. Mfrs ,

10 BOND ST.. NEW YORK.
Mention Southern Planter when writing.

JAMES W. ERRINOER,
Gen'l Western Sales Agt.,

297 Wabash Ave, - CHICAGO, ILL.

SUNNY HOME HERD OF

ABERDEEN-ANGUS CATTLE.
SIRES IN SERVICE

EULALIES LADDIE 41861 assisted by BARON ROSEBERRY,
The WESTERTOWN ROSE son of OAY BLACKBIRD (the sire of Gay Lad).

Most of the leading families of the breed—Coquett. Queen Mother, Westertown
Rose, Rose of Adno, Nosegay, Violets, etc.,—sired by such noted bulls ts Gay Black-
bird, Ermoor 18171, by Royal Erie ; Eulalies Erie 1556S, by Heather Lad 2nd ; Beau
Bill 18637 ; Baron Ida 20184; Dark Prince 80638.

Quality combined with best of breeding, our motto.
No fancy prices, but business cattle at business prices.

Write for what you want.

^sa» A. L. FRENCH, Proprietor. Fitzgerald, N. C.
Rockingham Co., 24 miles south-west of Danville, Ya.. on D. & W. Ry.

POLAND

CHINAS.
TECUMSEH G, 49283.

I have a limited number of pigs by my fine boars, " TECUMSEH G," 49283, and
"MONARCH," 48705, and can furnish pairs not akin or related to those previously pur-

chased. Young boars and sows of all ages. Send to headquarters and get the best

from the oldest and largest herd of Poland-Chinas in tnis State at one-half Western

prices. Address J. B. GRAY, Fredericksburg, Va.

SEND FOR A PREMIUM LIST. SHOW YOUR STOCK.

THE GREAT POULTRY, DOG, PIGEON AND PET STOCK SHOW,
To be held NOVEMBER 24-29, 1902,

In the MASONIC TEMPLE, - RICHMOND, VAV
Will far surpass any show of the kind ever held In Virginia. All birds will be scored by

America's most noted poultryjudge, Mr. T. E. Orr, the present Sec and Treas. of the American
Poultry Association, who, for 10 years pa-t, has officiated at the largest shows everywhere. Mr.
Orr will deliver * lecture durlne the week. Judges In other departments of equal prominence.
LIBERAL CASH PREMIUMS.—On single birds, 13 first prize. On pens, S5 first prize.
Uniform Cooping. Grou, d floor hall. Grand Working Exhibit of Incubators and Brooders.

THE DOO DEPARTMENT WILL BE A OREAT ATTRACTION.
PREMIUM LIST NOW READY. Address

R. C. BRAUER, Sapt., FRANK JENKINS, Sec,
Richmond, Va. 517 W. Broad St , Richmond. V».
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Buy* a .

S» year I gated
guaranteed Sewing M&- doubli

chine, with high arm.lat- draft reiruUtnr, ash pan
"

:.i :e Nicely ni'"ke1ed .mtl .ill

of drop head cabinet or 7 the latest! mprm
upri^l:

Our ball bearing
are highest grad
Shipped

rabinet.

,90 to jr.

rights Vfic to5t.'3«,heaters «

thoritrr. Our and cnnks of all kinds,
f

Catalogue shows 15 styles, sis i stove pipe and all .

-\_ndfont. Jnttings. <

Send for Our Cataioque °',°;

WHEN EDGAR ALLAN POE RE-
CITED "THE RAVEN."

" I became acquainted with Mr. Poe

during his last visit to Richmand, in

1849, at Duncan Lodge, the home of our

mutual friend, Mrs. Jane Mackenzie, and

of Poe's sister, Rosalie," says Dr. John F.

Carter in a paper in Lippincott's Maga-
zine, for November, on the American
poet's last niaht in Richmond.

"It was at Mrs. Mackenzie's that I first

heard Poe recite, at her request, 'The
Raven' and 'Annabel Lee,' only the
family being present. From an unusu-
ally lively mood he lapped at once into

a manner, expression, and tone of voice

of gloomy and almost weird solemnity,
gazing as if on something invisible to

others, and never changing his position

until the recitation was concluded. It

happened that he had just before re-

quested of Mrs. Mackenzie the loan of a
Bum of money, which request she was
for the time unable to comply with ; and
she now said to him, 'Edgar, what do you
think of giving a public recital of those
poems ? It would probably prove a finan-

cial success.' The result was that a -out

a week later there appeared in the city

papers a notice that on a certain evening
the poet would give a recitation of his

own two favorite poems in the Exchange
concert room, tickets to be had at a cer-

tain bookstore. Over two hundred of
these were printed, the charge of admis-
sion being fifty cents each.
"On the appointed evening I, then a

young man of twenty-four, accompanied
Mrs. Julia Mayo Cabell and another
lady, both warm personal friends of Poe
from his childhood, to the place of the
proposed recitation. We arrived some
moments after the appointed time, and,
to our surprise, found, instead of a full

audience, only nine persons assembled,
we, together with the usher, making
thirteen in number. Some time elapsed
before Poe made his appearance, when
he took his place on the platform, bow-
ed, and, resting his hands on the back of
a chair, recited ' The Raven ' and ' Anna-
bel Lee,' but in a mechanical sort of
way, and with a total lack of the weird
and gloomy expression which had given
them such effect at Mrs. Mackenzie's.
On concluding, he again bowed and ab-
ruptly left the platform."
"The proceeds of this experiment was

six dollars, in consideration of which,
Mr. Boyden, proprietor of the Exchange,
would make no charge for the use of the
hall, lights, arid attendance."

CASTALIA HEREFORDS...
The breeding cows and herd bulls at " Oastwlla" have been se-

lected with one aim ; THE BEST, REGARDLESS TO COST. Herd
headed by the 83.000 00 Imported SALISBURY, assisted by LARS,
JR. I have now for sale a very fine bunch of bull calves by these

bulls, also a few females. Visitors are welcome and met at station.

Write your needs.

MURRAY BOOCOCK, - Keswick, Va.

BACON HALL FARM.

«TOP" BREEDINQ, CALVES NOT AKIN.

MOTTO—Satisfaction or no Sale.*

E. M. GILLET & SON, Verona, Balto. Co., Md.

HEBEFORI) CATTLE.-Calves, entitled to registration, $75 to 1100. Grade Calve* by • Bl;

Edward" $25 to $40.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP Bucks, one year old and over, $15 to $20. Buok Lambs, Jnly de-

livery, $10. and $12. Ewe Lambs, Jnly delivery, $8. and $10.

POLAND-CHINA HOOS.-Plgs, nix weekB old, 15. Pigs, two or three months old, TJJ0.

Pigs, five months and over, $15 to $20.

H. BRONZE TUBKJET8.—Toms, $4. Hens, $S. Eggs, per sitting of 12, wlien In season, $4.

MUSCOTY DUCKS.-Pure Wnlte Drakes, $1.25. Pure White Ducks, $1. Pairs, $2.25 ;
trios, »

•

BABRED PUaoriH ROCKS.
ROUEN CIEESE Ganders, $2.60. Geese, $2.60. Eggs, per sitting, $3.00

WILLIAM L, Jr., No. 21068, half brother of AxtelL will serve a limited nnmber of mares loi

$25 the season. Mares boarded at lowest figures per month.
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THE BOY IS COMIX' HOME.
I tei.l you it is busy times jest now for

me and marm,
The Boy is comin' home to spend Thanks-

givin' on the farm

;

'Tis ten long years since he went West to

mingle in its strife,

He's done first rate, and, furthermore,

he's got a Western wife.

We got the letter yesterday, and marm
she laid awake

Full half the night to praise the Lord and
think what she must bake.

If I should feed the turkej now as she
declares I must,

Why, long before Thanksgivin' he would
swell all up and bust;

I've had to grind the choppin'-knife and
go to choppin' mince,

And things are brewin' rich and fine and
fit to feed a prince.

The Boy, he writ for chicken-pie, " With
double crust," says he,

"And mixed with cream, that lovely pie

you used to make for me.''

He wants a big red apple from the hill-

side Northern Spy,
And butternuts,—I've got 'em round the

stove-pipe, brown and dry
;

He wants to lay the fire himself with
maple hard and sound,

And pop some corn upon the hearth
when all are gathered round.

He wants the things he used to have
when he was but a lad,

'Tis somewhat strange, it may be, but it

makes us mighty glad

;

We're both a little whiter, but our love,

depend upon't,

Is jest as green and stiddy as the hills of
of Vermont. *

It flustered marm a bit at first about the
Western wife,

What she should do for one so fine and
used to city life

;

But tucked between the Boy's big sheets
she found a little slip,

She read it with a happy tear, a gently
quivering lip

:

" Dear mother," them's her very words,
" I write this on the sly,

So don't tell John, but make for him a
big, big pumpkin pie;

I know it will delight him, for he still is

but a boy,

—

His mother's boy,—and so he fills his
wife's glad heart with joy."

And so, you Bee, 'tis busy times jest now
for me and marm,

The Boy is comin' home to spend Thanks-
givin' on the farm.

—John Mbevin Hull, in November IAp-
pincott's.

VACCINATED.
She was a sweet young thing, and as he

walked along by her side he suddenly re-

membered that she had been vaccinated
and hastened to make inquiries. " You
have been vaccinated, haven't you?" he
asked. " How is your arm?" She turn-
ed to him a face that only too plainly
showed that she was suffering, and re-

Elied mournfully, " Oh, it's so sore I can
ardly walk on it." And then she won-

dered why he laughed.—L. F. S. in No-
vember Lippinco'.t's.

Mention the Southern Planter when cor-

responding with advertiBera.

Something New!
Branch at Atlanta, Ga.

On account of the present immense volume of our constantly increasing business, we
have established a shipping depot and branch offices at 51 Decatur Street, Atlanta, Ga.,
thereby enabling us to give our customers in the South much quicker and better service.

We therefore request that your orders be sent to our Atlanta house at the above address.

HAYNER WHISKEY goes to you direct from our own distillery, with all its original
richness and flavor, and carries a UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S
GUARANTEE of PURITY and AGE. When you buy HAYNER WHISKEY you save the
enormous profits of the dealers and have our guarantee that your money will be promptly
refunded if you are not perfectly satisfied with the whiskey after trying it. That's fair, isn't it?

Direct from our distillery to YOU
Saves Dealers' Profits ! Prevents Adulteration I

""

HAYNER WHISKEY
PURE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD RYE

4 FULL $3:20 EXPRESS
QUARTS O PREPAID

We will send you FOUR FULL QUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'S SEVEN-
YEAR-OLD RYE for $3.20, and we will pay the express charges. When you
receive the"whiskey, try it and if you don't find it all right and as good as you
ever drank or can buy from anybody else at any price, send it back at our
expense and your $3.20 will go back to you by the very next mail. How could
an offer be fairer? Just think it over. Shipment made in a plain sealed case,
with no marks or brands to indicate contents.

Write our nearest office and do it NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
61 Decatur Street, ATLANTA, GA.

ST. LOUIS, MO. DAYTON, OHIO ST. PAUL, MINN.
DiSTTLLERY, TROY, O. ESTABLISHED 1866.

CHARTERED 18 70.

Merchants National Bank
Of RICHMOND, VA.

Designated Depository of the United States, City of

Richmond and Commonwealth of Virginia.

Being the Largest Depository for Banks between Baltimore

and New Orleans, this Bank offers superior facilities for

direct, and quick collections.

Capital Stack, laoo,ee».«o

Sarplua and Praflta, $53 ,000,00

DIBBOT0R8.—John P. Branoh, B. B. Munford, Ohas. 8. Stringfellow, Thos. B. Scott, B. W.
Branch, Fred. W. Scott, Jas. H. Dooley, Jno. K. Branch, A. S. Buford, K. 0. Morton. Andrew
Pterin). Jr.. J. P. George, Alex. Hamilton, Sam'l. T. Morgan.

EW TWO WHEEL
BELT PRESS.DEDERICK'S, N

It Is light, strong and durable, and requires butllttle power to operate it Bal
wheels replace trucks, Mostcomptct and simple belt press made.
We also make Hand, Horse and Belt Power Presses. Over 150 styles to si
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SHELBURNES
Is the BEST WAREHOUSE

in Richmond, the BEST MARKET for all grades of Tobacco. It

is the home of sun and air cured Tobacco and headquarters for

flue-cured and shipping types. Here are located the head offices and
stemmeries of all the large corporations, Regie representatives and the

largest number of independent factories and buyers in the United States.

SHELBURNES WAREHOUSE
Has the largest lighted space, insuring equal attention to every pile.

Ample accommodations in every way for all our customers.

Correspondence solicited.

SILAS SHELBURNE & SON, Props., 12th and Canal Sts., RICHMOND, VA.

BILTMORE FARMS. - Biltmore, N.O.

Headquarters for GOLDEN LAD JERSEYS,
Also get of TREVARTH and GEN. MARIGOLD. * * *

GOLDEN LAD'S SUCCESSOR, First and sweepstakes over all at the Pan-American Exposition, the

champion JERSEY BULL OF AMERICA, and out of Golden Ora, our great prize-winning cow, both

born and developed on these Farms, is among our service bulls.

Biltmore Jerseys are a combination of large and persistent milking qualities with an individuality

that wins in the show ring.

SPECIALTY. Write for descriptive circular of the best lot of young bull calves ever offered, both for breed"

ing and individuality. They are by noted sires and out of large and tested selected dams. Many of these

calves are fit to show and win in any company.

•£* §2" BILTMORE POULTRY YARDS. jt, jt,

SPECIALTY. Write for descriptive circular of eggs from our prize-winning pens. Over 50 yards to select

from, made up of the winners at the leading shows for the last two seasons. If you want winners you

must breed from winners.

Headquarters for the best IMPORTED ENGLISH BERKSHIRES.

apply to BILTMORE FARMS, BILTMORE. N. C.
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HAS THIS CHILD NO RIGHTS?

What a Father's "Rights" Over His
Child Can Do.

A gad and pitiable scene was witnessed

here last week at a prjliminary trial in

the court-house, in which a little white

girl, eight or nine years old, was a wit'

ness. It developed in the examination

that she could neither read nor write, had

never been to school or to Sabbath school,

had never heard a prayer offered, did not

know what it was to pray, and did not

know until that morning that God made
her. And this here in Anderson county,

with churches and free schools dotting

every hillside. To our certain knowledge
there are three churches and three school

houses within reach of this little girl and
yet she had never been in either. Would
her condition have been any worse in

heathendom? Is there any difference

between her and a Hindoo child so far as

spiritual knowledge and enlightment are
concerned ? We very much doubt if there
is a negro child in the country of the
same age who has never been to school

or to Sunday school or heard a prayer.

And y«t here is a little white girl almost
within sight and sound of churches and
schools who might have been " in dark-
est Africa" so far as any benefit to her is

concerned. If she is reared in this way
nothing but a miracle can prevent her
from growing up a vicious and immoral
woman. And yet we are told that the
law must not interfere with the right of
a father to control his children. What
right has this father to control his chit

dren ? What right has this father to rear

his child in this way? What right has
he to disregard the claims of society upon
him to rear his children for useful and
honorable womanhood and manhood?
Has not the State a paramount right to

see that he does regard the claims of so-

ciety upon him? Has not the child itself

some rights in the premises which the
State is bound to protect it in, even from
an indifferent and careless father? Has
he a right to bring into the world and
rear children much as an animal would?
Never! We need a compulsory school
law and need it badly.

—

Anderton (S. C.)

Mail.

We need a compulsory school law as

badly in Virginia as they do in South

Carolina.

—

Ed.

HOLSTE1N BULL FOR SALE.
Thomas Fassitt & Sons are offering in

another column Ury Alwina Count Paul
Dekol, one of their great show hulls, for

sale. He is one of the gi eatest Holstein-
Friesian bulls now living, and any one
now desiring one of the best bred bulls
in the country would do well to write
them at once. Messrs. Fassitt have pos
sibly the largest herd of pure-bred Hoi
stein-Friesian cattle south of the Mason
and Dixon line.

AN ACRE'S MEASUREMENT.
Measure 209 feet on each side, and you

will have a square acre within an inch,

United States land measure.

COST IS HO OBJEGT
, We are offering our goods at such low prices that

COST IS NO OBJECT.
You can furnish your home in an up-to-date style from our

our complete stock of FURNITURE, STOVES, MATTINGS,
RUGS, LAMPS, PICTURES, CLOCKS, MIRRORS, in fact

Everything for House-Furnishing at prices Never
Heard Before.

Here is an illustration :

—

A nice Bed-Room Suit, - - $18 90
A nice Parlor Suit, - - - 17.48 (5 pieces.)

A nice Side-Board, - - - 9.48
A Heater that will keep you warm, 1.25

A Cook Stove for - - - 6.48

Write to us or call to see us and ycu will be pleased.

M. R0SENBL00M & SON, The Mail Order House,

1536 E. Main Street, Adjoining: New Main Street Depot, RICHMOND, VA.

w»A<VWVS*i

Remember, we are Headquarters for the celebrated " FITZ

LEE" Cook Stoves. Write for prices.

«^V»VA)VVyV>MAM»»*AA*A*AI»AA*^VV»VWV^VVVt^

2-H. P. GASOLINE ENGINE
FOR 990.00

We offer you a strictly modern, absolutely new and
perfect, fully guaranteed gas or gasoline engine, complete

with pumping jack and all fixtures and fittings.

Price for the 2-H. P $90.00
For efficiency, quality, simplicity, mechanical con-

struction and economy, the engine is unsurpassed.

We have all kinds of Motive Power, both new and
secondhand. Write for our catalogue No. 166.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.
W. 35th and Iron Sis., CHICAGO

THE GREAT HERD AND SHOW BULL

URY ALWINA COUNT PAUL DEKOL 23206 H. F. H. B.
NOW OFFERED FOR SALE.

To avoid inhreeding, we now offer tne above bull for sale. Calved March 7,

1897. To those meaning business, send for pedigree, price and photo.
Also 15 young bulls from 1 to 18 months, FOE SALE.

THOS. FASSITT <& SONS. - Sylmar. Md.

I DO YOUR TRADING..
|$ Where an established reputation warrants continued confidence. The name of

9l LUMSOEN onanytDlngln tbeJEWELRV or SILVERWARE line is a standard of

FINE COLD AND DIAMOND JEWELRY,
STERLINC SILVERWARE AND CUT CLASS.

S SIX SOLID STERLING SILVER TEA SPOONS, $3.40. Write for oar catalogue, It 2>

Q contains many articles on which we can save you money. o

i C. LUMSDEN & SON. Established 1835, 731 E. Main St., Richmend, Va.
|
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WEST POINT.

By Maby Washington.

In celebrating the West Point Centen-

nial in June, 1902, the fact seems to have

been overlooked that the Academy made
a start (though a feeble one) in 1794. As
far back as 1776, Congress directed the

beard of war to establish a military

school, but apparently both Congress and
the board forgot the order, as nothing

came of it. Washington advocated such

a school, being strongly convinced of the

great need of it. In his annual message
to Congress in 1793, he strongly advised

the founding of such an academy. The
next year, Congress provided for creating

a corps of engineers and artillerists of 32

cadets, and ever since that time the grade

of cadet has existed in our army. The
Academy was actually founded that year,

the cadets occupying a stone building

near what is now called Trophy Point,

but it was destroyed by fire two years

later, and the school closed.

In 1798, a second regiment of a-tiller-

ista was created by Congress, and it was
provided that 56 cadets should be in-

structed with these regiments, and that

four teachers of art and science should be
allowed them. In 1800, President Ad-
ams sent to Congress an elaborate

scheme for a military academy which
should also include* the training of

naval cadets. An act of Congress, ap-

proved March 16, 1S02, established a corps

of engineers, to consist of 7 (seven) officers

and 52 cadets—these to constitute a mili-

tary academy. The first academic year
opened on July 4, 1802, with ten cadets.

The latter were allowed then to enter be-

tween the ages of twelve and thirty-four.

The curriculum was extremely narrow

BALE YOUR OWN HAY,
Finishes a perfect bale of standard Blze, either .,,, p . , „
light or heavy. Write for descriptive circulars. LIIII8 blaM Hajf rfflSS CO., DallaS, T8X.

Millet, Sorghum, Pea Vines, etc.,
with a LITTLE GIABT, the only
perfected high capacity hand
power PRISS on the market.

$1 I5 = PARMERS' SAW MILL!=$I 15
To Introduce OUR NEW FARMERS'Saw MILL, fitted with DeLOACH varia-

ble Friction Feed, we make this special
offer

:

We will deliver on cars at Factory our
No. O PONY FARMERS' SAW MILL,
with DeLeoach Patent Variable Friction
Feed, Duplex Dogs, Improved Head Blocks
and Ratched Set Works, complete as
shown In cut, except has Carriage made In
two four-foot sections, with Rope Drive
instead of Rack and Pinion, without Saw
or Belt, for

$ I 1 5.00 Spot Cash

!

With 36-in. Solid Saw, S127.50; 40-in., $132.50;

44-in., $1-10.00 ; 48 In.. $150 00.

With 36-in. Inserted Saw. $147.50: 40-in., $152.50;

44-ln., $160.00; 48-ln., $170.00.

Best Rubber Belting, 4-ply, 6-ln.. 20 cents per
foot ; 8 in., 30 cents per foot, net case.

NO DISCOUNTS FROM THESE PRICES.

Harry Hootman, Washington, Pa., sayi-
•'The little DeLoach Mill is surely a Danny!
I cut 4,800 feet of hard oak per day with 10-h.
p. A man near me bought a mill and
only cuts 1,500 feet a day with 20-h. p. This
shows that your mills are surely ahead of
the rest."

.^
OUR GUARANTEE :—The Mill is warranted to be made in workmanlike manner of first-

class material throughout, and to give perfect satisfaction if operated according to our printed
Instructions, which are so simple that a boy can understand them. Any one with ordinary
intelligence can set and operate this mill without the assistance of an exDerlenced
sawyer or mill man. The Mill will easily cut 2,000 to 2,500 feet of first-class lumber per day with
only four-horse power; 3,000 to 3,500 feet with 6-horse power; 4,000 to 5,000 feet with 8-horse
power, etc., and is adapted to any kind or size power up to 15-horse power If interested
write for large Illustrated catalogue of DeLOACH Patent Saw Mills to suit an v power from'i
to200-h. p.; Shingle Mill. Machinery, Drag Saws, Planers, Edgers, Trimmers, Stave and Lath
Mills, Bolters, Corn and Buhr Mills, Water Wheels, Shafting, Pulleys, Gearing etc (Be sure
to say you saw our ad. in this paper.)

""•Pi nafh Mill MtYl Crt Address, Box 600, ATLANTA, GA..tVCLUaUl Mill I liy. V-Uv or 120 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK.
P. S. Crowley, Quitman, Pa., says: "The DeLoach Variable Friction Feed is perfection

When I need another saw mill I want the DeLoach every time."

THE RICHMOND PLUMBING
AND MANTEL CO.,

26 N. Ninth Street, RICHMOND, VA.,

Has just received
an entirely new
Stock and com-
plete line of

STOVES, RANGES, FURNACES,

MANTELS, GAS and ELECTRIC

FIXTURES, FILTERS, TILING and

FIRE-PLACE TRIMMINGS.

We are contractors for

PLUMBING, TINNING, SHEET-METAL

WORK and ELECTRIC WIRING.

Correspondence Solicited.

CALL AND INSPECT OUR,SHOW-ROOMS.
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and limited, a knowledge of decimals and
vulgar fractions being all the mathemat-
ical lore required. In the winter, the

scholars took recess.

The academy struggled on feebly till

the War of 1812, when our Government
was made to realize its great need of

trained soldiers. Indeed, Washington
felt this need even during the Revolu-

tionary War, he having had to get men
of European birth and training for his

field engineers. With war at their doors,

Congress hastily passed an act in 1812, re-

organizing the military acedemy on prin-

ciples which have, in the main, been fol-

lowed ever since. The number of cadets

was fixed at 250, and the number of Pro-

fessors increased. The standard of scho-

lastic requirements was also considerably

raised, though it still fell far short of what
it now is. Thus the academy, planned

and advocated by Washington, seconded

by Adams, and actually established by

Jefferson, became firmly rooted under

the administration of Madison.
Major Sylvanus Thayer, one of the ear-

liest graduates of West Point, was made
superintendent in 1817, and retained that

position sixteen years. His services were

of inestimable value, and he was called

"Toe Father of the Military Academy."
A statue has been erected to him on the

grounds, and the beautiful " Thayer Me-
morial Hall" affords another proof of

the gratitude and reverence that attach

• themselves to his memory. " Honor,"
"obedience," and "efficiency," were
made the watchwords during his admin-
istration, during which were formed the

men who led our columns to victory in

the Mexican war. Even now his influ-

ence is potently felt, and his memory
warmly cherished.

In 1852, Gen. (then Col.) Robt. E. Lee,

became superintendent at West Point,

and discharged his duties with the faith-

fulness and efficiency he always showed
in his work. He strongly advocated en-

larging the scope of instruction, and his

efforts resulted in procuring a five-Tears'

course. Since that time, however, it has
been shortened to four years. At the
breaking out of the Civil War, there were
85 Southern Cadets at West Point, but
they all resigned and returned home ex-

cept twenty-one.
The West Point reservation includes

2,336 acres, and about 160 buildings, with
a population of about 1,600. There is

also a very large floating population in

summer, when the "yearling" Cadet*
and those of three years' standing are

'generally visited by their mothers, sisters

or other relatives, to say nothing of nu-
merous outsiders who are attracted to

West Point by the beauty of the scenery

. and by the many delightful and interest-

ing features of summer life there. I saw
no sweeter sight there than the mother.*,

strolling over the grounds with their stal-

wart, soldierly young sons, on whom they
gazed with rapt tenderness and pride, as

if they discerned an incipient Stonewall
Jackson or Robert E. Lee in the young
fellow. And how dutiful and attentive

these Cadet sons are! Carrying their

mothers to the open air concerts and
hops which take place on alternate nights
throughout the summer, frequently igno-

ring the fairest young girls for the sake

of their mothers. I have heard the lat-

Seed House of the South.
TIMOTHY.

BUCKWHEAT.
OATS and

CANE SEED.

"Whatsoever One Soweth, That Shall He Reap."

We sell strictly reliable FIELD AND GARDEN SEEDS el

every variety at Lowest Market rates, included in which
are RAGLAND'S PEDIGREE TORACCO SEEDS.

_Wfl ALSO SELL

Our Own Brands of Fertilizers
For Tobacco, Corn. Wheat. Potatoes, &c.

Pare Raw-Rone Meal, Nova Scotia and Virginia Plaster and
Fertilizing: Materials generally.

Parties wishing to purchase will find it to their interest to price, onr goods.

Samples sent by mail when desired.

Wm. A. Miller & Son,
IOI6 Main Street
LYNCHBURG, VA.

Headquarters for

Nursery Stock.
We make a specialty of handling dealers' orders.

ALL STOCK TRUE TO NAME.

Apples,

Pears,

Peach,
Plum,
Apricots,

Nectarines, Pecans, Ornamental and
Cherry, Chestnuts, Shade Trees,

Quinces, Walnuts, Evergreens,
Almonds, Small Fruits, Roses, Etc.

CALIFORNIA PRIVET, for Hedging. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

..AGENTS WANTED..

FRANKLIN DAVIS NURSERY Co., Baltimore, Md.
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ter begging their boys to go off and dance
with the young people, and they would
reply' " But, mother, it is a great deal
more pleasure to be with you."
In the many beautiful strolls and

works of West Point, you often see a
couple whom you imagine to be lovers of
the most sentimental kind, but when
you approach them clcsely, you find
them to be mother and son. It is cer-

tainly a beautiful and cheering phase of
human nature, and it is pleasant to see
that absence from home and the tread-
mill of a military life do not dull the
sweetest sentiment of a boy's nature.
My remarks may have suggested the
idea that the young girls are neglected at

West Point, but such is not the case.

They always have an abundance of part-

ners and attention, as there are two
classes (aggregating nearly 250 cadets)
available for this purpose, and probably
not more than forty or fifty of them at a
time have their mothers visiting them.
The cadets who have been at West Point
two years go home on furlough, and the
" Plebes " or new cadets are not allowed
to take part in any social function;
hence, in the summer vacation, the third
and first class alone represent West
Point society, and they do so with great
credit both to themselves and the Acad-
emy, for they have a fine bearing and
polished address, and are beautiful
dancers.
One of the most interesting figures

now at West Point is Calvin Titus, a
young fellow from Illinois, who was
bugler of the Fourteenth U. S. Infantry

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway

EXTENDING FROM CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, AND

THROUGH ITS CONNECTIONS »
THE BIG FOUR SYSTEM, from Chicago, St. Louis, Peoria, Indianapolis,

Sandusky and Cleveland

;

THE OHIO CENTRAL LINES, from Toledo and Columbus
j

THE CINCINNATI, HAMILTON A DAYTON, from Detroit, Toledo, Lims

and Dayton

—

FORMS THE MOST DIRECT ^iJST.E.'i&Eff*' ROUTE.

To STAUNTON, LYNCHBTJBG, CHAHLOTTBSVIH.E,
RICHMOND, PETERSBURG, NORFOLK,

And Principal Virginia Points.

H. W. FULLER, Gen. Pass. Agt C. k O. Ry., Washington, D. 0.

BUSY! BUSY! BUSY!
THAT'S NO NAME FOR IT; THAT'S WHY OUR AD IS NO LARGER

THIS ISSUE--WE ARE TOO BUSY TO GET UP ONE.

Look Over This in a Hurry and You Will Surely "REGRET IT"

Best Family Flour, bbl $4 25

Granulated Sugar 4J
Rock Candy Syrup, gallon 40

Something fine, regular price, 60 cents.

Pure Lard, any quantity 12

2,000 bushels Clover Seed 2 90
10,000 bushels Choice Seed Wheat
40,000 bushels Winter Seed Oats
Arbuckle's Coflee 11

Golden Rio Coffee 10
Country Cured Side Bacon 12J
10.000 bales Choice Timothy Hay 70
New Cut Herrings, dozen 12

McDermott's Fine Malt Whiskey, sure cure for chills

and fever, loss of appetite, dyspepsia, consump-
tion, sleeplessness, enriches the blood and builds

up the system. No family should be without a

bottle 85

f>9 00 per dozen.
Juniper Gin, for kidney and bladder troubles. Cures

weak and lame back, per gallon 2 00
Old Northampton Apple Brandy, per gallon 2 00
Clemmer Whiskey, per gallon 2 00

Will sell any quantity of these medicines at same
price.

New Large, Fat Mackerel in 15-lb. buckets 98

The regular price is $1.50, we are overstocked and
want to move them.

New Prunes 5
Octagon Soap, 100 cakes 4 00
Finest English Breakfast Tea 45
Carolina Rice 6
Home-Made Blackberry Brandy, per gal., including jug.. 75

SEND FOR OUR PRICE-LIST.

Send me your orders, and if I don't save you big money on your
Groceries, Seeds, Peed and Medicines I will be

very much disappointed.

D. O'SULLIVAN, Eighteenth and Main Streets, Richmond, Va.
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during the war with China, and who was
the first man of the allied forces to scale
the walls of Pekin. For this daring act
(equal to any of the feats of Roland or
other knights of chivalry), Congress or-
dered a medal of honor struck off for
him, which the President presented to
him and pinned on his coat at the West
Point Centennial Celebration in June.
Also the President gave him, the pre-
vious year, an appointment to West
Point in recognition of his distinguished
valor. He is modest and unassuming,
and of a religiouB turn of mind.

A QUESTION OF SEX.
A bright little Washington girl, four

years old, who is a descendant of Gob-
right, the veteran journalist of a decade
ago, shows a decided ability to think and
decide for herself quite up to the standard
of her brainy ancestor.
She was repeating her prayers at bed-

time recently, the Lord's Prayer first, and
as is her habit, winding up with a peti-
tion for blessings on the various members
of the family of both sexes. But this
time, when she came to the conclusion,
she hesitated a moment as a new idea
struck her, and then in a most devout
tone added

—

"Amen and a-women!"
''Why, daughter, you must not say

that ! What did you say ' a-women

'

for?' asked her mother in surprise.
" Well,"' replied the young philoso-

pher, "didn't I pray for women as well
as men?"—Margaret Sullivan Burke,
in November Lippincott's.

Highest Typewriting Possibilities

Available Only to Users
OF THE.

SMITH PREMIER
TYPE,WRITE,R

Known Everywhere. Employed by Governments and Great Corporations which command only the

best facilities. Illustrated Catalogue and "Touch" Typewriting Instruction Book Free

THE SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
No. 519 Elevemh St., N. W., WASHINGTON, D. O.

CXAJSI HILL HERD.
JERSEYS and HOLSTE/NS

FOR. SALE
I recently lost by fire my barns, stables, silo and feed, and will, there-

fore, be unable to winter my stock. I must dispose of them at once.

Any one desiring to purchase some NICE DAIRY COWS OK BULLS
will do well to write me their wants. Will sell at a sacrifice. I also

offer some choice BILTMORE BERKSHIRES. If unsold, fuller de-

scription will appear in next issue.

SAMUEL HAIRSTON, - Wenonda, Va.
^ak Hill Station on the farm)

Pedigrees traced and tabulated. Catalogues compiled and cir-

culars prepared. Special attention given registration
matters pertaining to thoroughbred and trotting horses

1902. IN THE STUD 1902.

W. J. CARTER (Broad Rock),

P. O. Box 929, RICHriOND, VA.
Correspondent of

Richmond Times, Richmond, Va.
Southern Planter, Richmond, Va.
Spirit of the Times, New York.
Kentucky Stock Farm, Lexington, Ky.
Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco, Cal.

REFERENCES.—Mr. A. B. Gwathmey, Cotton Exohange, New
York ; Mr. W. N. Winner, of Wllmer & Canfleld, Lawyers. 49 Wall St.,
New York ; Col. K. M. Murohlson, Banker, Wilmington, N. C.j Mr. L.
Banks Holt, Proprietor Oneida Cotton Mills and Alamance Farm, Gra-
ham, N. C; Col. B. Cameron, Fairntosh Stud Farm, Stag
vllle, N. C; MaJ. P. P. Johnson, President National Trotting Associa-
tion, Lexington, Ky.; Mr. Jas. Cox, Belgravla Stock Farm, Mt. Jack-
son, Va. ; Capt. John L. Roper. Foxhall Stock Farm, Norfolk, Va.

:

Capt. R. J. Hanoock, Ellerslfe Stud Farm, Charlottesville. Va.; Sam'l
Walton. Walton Farm, Falls Mills, Va.; R. J. Reynolds, President R.
J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston, N. C.

AINSLIE CARRIAGE CO.,
Nos. 8, 10 and 12 Tenth St., RICHMOND, VA.

Building Carriages to order is our special business.

Repairing and Repainting done, and best ma-

terial used. A full line of all the latest

styles. Orders for all classes of Ve-

hicles solicited. We invite

correspondence.

KELLY, 22283. Record, 2:27.

Bay Horse; Foaled 1889.

(See American Trotting Registry, Vol. XV.)

Sired by Electioneer 125. First dam, Esther, dam of Expres-
sive 3, 2:12J ; Express, 2:21, etc.; by Express. Second

dam, Colisseum, by Colossus.

(For further extension of pedigree, see Stud Book.)
Note—Kelly is not only richly bred, but he represents the

highest type of a trotter, having grand size and the form and
finish of a thoroughbred. He is the sire of McChesney, 2:16J.

FEE, $25 the season, with usual return privilege.

Address JAMES COX.
Belgravla Farm, Mt. Jackson, Shenandoah, Co., Va.

RED LEO, 28028. Record, 2:26^.

(See American Trotting Registry, Vol. XIV.)

Sired by Red Wilkes, 1749, the greatest living sire

;

Dam Dictator Girl, by Dictator.;

NOTE—Rid Leo is a richly-colored, bay horse of fine

size and substance. He comes from a great line of

performers and producers. Ella Leo, 2:20! ; Cassie

Leo, 2:23}, and other winners are by him.

FEE, $25 the season, with usual return privilege.

Address WALTON FARM, Falls Miills, Va.
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OHIO FEED AND ENSILAGE COTTER.
! I

FOR HAND OR POWER. THE STRONQST, SIMPLEST AND
BEST flADE. Write for prices, catalogues, and testimonials.

55 INCH.

,

Why use dangerous barb wire when a NICE. WOVEN WIRE
FENCE can be bought at even LESS COST.

THE AMERICAN FIELD FENCING Is made in many heights and styles for

turning the smallest to the largest animal. Write for special catalogue and prices.

CANE MILLS AND EVAPORATORS.—We are agents for the celebrated

Kentucky " Mill and " Cook's Improved Evaporator." At least the equal of any made, and far superior to most.

PEA HULLER S •—It will pay to inspect the " STAR." Will hull and clean from 10 to 15 bushels

of peas every hour.

QISC HARROWS ."Send for special catalogue of the "THOMAS," lightest draft and strongest harrow made.

OWECO AND PENNSYLVANIA DISC GRAIN DRILLS
With or without fertilizer attachment.

THE IDEAL FEED MILL AND
POWER COMBINED

Has no equal for grinding shelled grain, corn and cob into excellent feed. The

Horse-Power is very useful for running other machinery as well. A full line of

mills for horse and steam power.

THE No. 19 IDEAL MILL.
For one horse. A very useful size for small farms. Price, $15.00.

PLOWS*—Try an "Imperial" and you will not want any other. It is admitted by all who have used

it to be the best in the world.

"VCRIMPED STEEL ROOFING
Made in lengths of from 5 to 10 feet. Thejmost economical roof for

barns and all out houses.

WAGONS, BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, HARNESS and SADDLES
The most complete line in the State. Write for special catalogue.

FANNING LVI I LLS —We can strongly recommend the " Lyons " for cleaning any kind of grain or

grass seed. Does its work clean, and praised by every one who has used it.

BALING PRESSE S*—For a serviceable press at a low price, we think the " Lyle" is the best

on the market. Supplied with or without power attachment. Write for descriptive circulars.

EVERYTH1NQ THE FARM NEEDS WE CAN SUPPLY, AND THAT AT A CLOSE PRICE.

THE IMPLEMENT CO., 1302 and 1304 E. Main St., Richmond, Va.
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Latest Improved FARM IMPLEMENTS.
HAND POWER CUTTER.

These machines sell nt sight. They have heavy fly

wheelsand makelh'eecuis to each luru of Hit crauk.
They will cut hav, straw or fodder, ana will cnl from
% to 2 Inches, 'liiev are shipped K. D., seeming the
lowest possible freight rates.

LITTLE QIANT CORN SHELLER.
The frame Is made of thoroughly dry hard wood'

Tbrjoh ts moitlsed tenoned and boiled. The bear
Ings are boiled on to Ihe frame Instead of screwed-
The Iron work Is made from theLvery best n aterlal.

SCIENTIFIC FEED MILLS, All Sizes."

ev. r piece l«cartiul<v Inspected before being put on.
This niichlne is high-grade all ihe » ay through. It Is

handsomely painted, striped and varnished.

ROSS
Fodder Cutters, Fodder
Shredders, Cutters for
all purposes, Corn Shel-
ters, Grinding Mills,
Horse Powers and
Wood Saws.

' Ihe SCIENTIFIC Grinding Mills.

Are uneqaulled for grinding ear Com, thnrks on or off,

(_'urn, Oats, Wb.aland all other grains,
single or mixed.

*

POWER MILLS In Five Sizes,

2 to 30 none power.

Wood Saws for Long or Short Wood.
Wood or Steel Frame.

niLLWAUKEE CORN
MUSKER and

FODDER SHREDDER.

With blower or carrier. Man-
ufactured in four sizes : Large
machines for threshermeu, and
small machines for farmers'
own use.

STUDEBAKER
SENSIBLE

BOLSTER SPRINO.S

For all sizes of

Wagons.

Studebaker Buggies, all styles,

Studebaker Carriages, Stude-

baker Carts, Studebaker

Runabouts.

Steel Lever Harrows.

Spring-tooth 'Harrows, all sizes,

plain and with levers; Smoothing
Harrows, and anything in the Har-

row line always on hand at bottom

prices.

i SCIENTIFIC SWEEP MILLS In Five Sizes.

Cleared—plain and combined, with horse power.

I LI BALIINU PRESSES.
58 styles and sizes. For horse or steam power.

Write for prices and catalogues.

Special prices given on Studebaker and

Brown Wagons, Buggies and Carts.

HENING & NUCKOLS, JSTStfa. 1436-31 E. Main Street, RICHMOND. VA.



Agricultural Implements and Machinery

CYCLONE
Feed and Ensilage Cutters.

The Hocking Valley Cider and Wine Mills
Have crushing rollers made of wood, which
Impart no table or discoloration to the Juice.

Buckeye Grain and Fertilizer Drill

With hoes or disc. Drills grain of all kinds,
corn, peas, grass seed and fertilizers.

Our Five-Hoe Drill

For seeding between rows of standing
a great success.

Continental Disc Harrows,
Changed to straight or slanting tooth without
stopping team.

Ensilage and Feed Cutters.
Capacities fiom 600 to 16,000 pounds per hour.

The Union Cutter.
Crushes the stalk after It leaves the knives-
far superior to shredding.

The Combined Feed Mill and Horse Power
Is indispensable to every farmer. Grinds
corn, shelled or on cob, grain of all kind",
and is a first-class horse-power for any pur-
pose. Three machines In one.

The McCormick Corn Binder
Works like a grain binder, cutting and tlelng
the corn and delivering In bundles.

The McCormick Husker and Shredder.
The most complete machine of Its class made.
The very low price brings It within the means
of all.

Corn Shellers
For hand or power, separating corn from cob.

Churns— Improved Buckeye
Rocker.

Unequalled for cheapness, with
simplicity, strength, durability
and perfect work.

Cane Mills and Evaporators.
Turned rollers, steel shafts, brass
boxes, enclosed gearing. Made of
special Iron of great strength.

Portable Evaporators
With furnace. Pans of galvanized
steel or copper.

Cucumber Wood Pumps
With porcelaln-llned cylinder, for
wellB up to 45 feet In depth.

The Hancock Disc Plow,
Improved for 1902.

Will work in any land, and with less draft
than any other disc plow.

/?«=

Belt Power Press.

Hand Power Press.

Full Circle Horse-Power Press.

THE WATT PLOW CO.,
,"•^s^Sh^rtt•



The

NORTHWESTERN
MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

ORQAN1ZED 1857. PURELY MUTUAL.

This Company has paid over ONE MILLION DOLLARS in Virginia, in death losses alone, without contest or

compromise of a single policy.

Ask any policy-holder of the NORTHWESTERN how he likes the Company. We have policy holders in every

county in the State whose names and other information on the subject will be furnished to any one contemplating

life insurance, or desiring to represent

THE BEST COMPANY FOR THE POLICY-HOLDER.

T. ARCHIBALD CARY, General Agent, 1201 E. Main Street, Richmond, Va.

vw»wvs>*vww
V VG. HEALTHY AND SLEEK HORSES

Are the inevitable result of giving OWENS & MINOR'S DIXIE CON-
DITION POWDERS. If you wish fat and smooth Cattle and healthy

Milch Cows, give

DIXIE CONDITION POWDERS.
For RHEUMATISM, SPRAINS, STRAINS and all PAINS use

DIXIE NERVE AND BONE LINIMENT-Best on earth for Man or

Beast. Large Bottle 25 cts. ; everywhere.

OWENS & MINOR DRUQ CO., Richmond, Va.

Farmers Must use Fertilizers to Succeed.
We offer them the following Brands, with full confidence in their merits:

"TRAVERS' WHEAT and GRASS FERTILIZER,"

"CAPITAL" BONE-POTASH FERTILIZER,

"TRAVERS' DISSOLVED BONE PHOSPHATE,"

"BEEF, BLOOD and BONE FERTILIZER,"

"STANDARD" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE,

"CAPITAL" DISSOLVED S. C. BONE.

B&*We tapecia'y recommend ORCHILLA GUANO for GRASS or

CLOVER. It makes it grow where all other fertilizers fail. It equals

Raw Bone, at a much less price, and makes poor land rich.

WRITE FCR PRICES. OTHER BRANDS FOR OTHER CROPS.

S. W. TRAVERS & CO.,Manufact'rs,Richmond,Va.
Branch Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.

The STATE BANK OF VIRGINIA
JOHN 8. ELLETT, Preeid't WM. M. HILL, Cathier.

Capital, $600,000. surplus, $240,000.
niciiiMroiisriD. - viiao-ua"!.*..
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PAMPHLET BINDER




